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This volume covers most of the period of Frankish and Carolingian dominance in western Europe, a time of relative political and cultural coherence, combined with crucial, and, as the various chapters make clear, very diverse and formative developments in every sphere of life. A volume devoted to the history of western Europe between c. 700 and c. 900 in all its richness and diversity inevitably suggests a number of possible methods of organisation. The related volumes of the old Cambridge Medieval History, on 'The foundation of the western empire' (from c. 500–c. 814) and on 'Germany and the western empire' (from c. 814–c. 1000), were published in 1913 and 1922 respectively, and contained only a few chapters each on the period covered in the present volume. They were conceived when little was available in English on the early middle ages and there were few specialists in the English-speaking world able to write the chapters; volume III in particular was blighted by the Great War. No such impediment has presented itself for this volume. We have endeavoured to expunge the unhappy legacy of the old volume III when the principles of scholarship were sullied with political enmities and many scholars excluded as authors because of their nationality. The new series, and especially this volume, reflects the extraordinary community of interest among medievalists of all disciplines and all nationalities as well as a far greater knowledge and appreciation of medieval Europe as a whole in the academic world, among students, and in the general public. There is a far stronger acceptance of the importance of an interdisciplinary approach. There is a much greater awareness of the irrelevance of modern, or ancient, national boundaries and the need to consider developments in Europe as a whole, from Ireland to the Bosporus, rather than focusing mainly on Anglo-Saxon England or the empires of Charlemagne and the Saxon rulers of Germany. Given the increasing economic and political integration of the European states, moreover, their common cultural inheritance adds an essential dimension to
their history. It is this that must be properly understood and which this new history is designed to serve.

Three volumes of this new series are planned, covering the centuries encompassed in the old volumes II and III. The twelve chapters devoted to the period 700–900 in the old Cambridge Medieval History, divided between volumes II and III, omitted many topics and regions, or at best subsumed, as short sections within narrative chapters, areas and themes which are now accorded full chapters in the New Cambridge Medieval History. Some of these, indeed, were rarely the subject of scholarly study at that stage. The emphasis of the old history was on the creation and maintenance of imperial domination. In place of the preoccupation with empire and the simple, blow-by-blow account of conquests and coronations, this volume offers an examination of the interaction between rulers and ruled, of how power and authority actually worked, and of the impact of these on the society and culture of Europe as a whole. There are, therefore, chapters on the ‘Celtic’, Slavic, Balkan and marcher regions, the aristocracy, kingship and government, Byzantium’s relations with the west, Arab activities in the Mediterranean, ecclesiastical organisation, monasticism, money, the economy, rural society and social organisation, and the many different aspects of intellectual and cultural life. This greater concentration on themes reflects the current preoccupations of historical scholarship with many different facets of social and cultural history.

Thus part I of this, the second volume in the planned New Cambridge Medieval History but the first to be published, encompasses the events and political developments in the whole of the British Isles, the West and East Frankish kingdoms, Scandinavia, the Slavic and Balkan regions, Spain and Italy, and those events and individual actions in Byzantium and parts of the Islamic world which impinge on the west between c. 700 and c. 900. The factual and narrative portions of these chapters are blended with analysis and new interpretations of key issues. These chapters underpin those in parts II, III and IV, which cover common themes and topics within the general categories of government and institutions, the church and society, and cultural and intellectual development. In these thematic chapters all regions of Europe are considered wherever possible on a comparative basis in cases of great contrasts and in a more unified way where there is great similarity. Footnotes have been kept within strict limits, but comprehensive bibliographies for each topic will be found at the end of the volume.

Association with volume III (c. 900–c. 1030) of this new series, moreover, has been close. It is particularly to be noted in the division of chapters on the Russian lands, Celtic regions and the Scandinavian lands covering the period from c. 700–c. 1030 between the two volumes. Thus the discussion of
the Russian lands for the entire period is to be found in volume III while the chapters on Scotland, Wales and Ireland and on Scandinavia are in this volume. The original intention for volume II was to devote an entire chapter to law and legal practice. Because this chapter did not arrive in time to be included, however, discussions of law and legal practice are integrated at appropriate points among a number of chapters, while a Bibliography for these topics has been added to that for the Introduction.

Josef Semmler was initially asked to provide the chapter on monasticism. Owing to ill health at a crucial stage he was obliged to withdraw, but I am immensely indebted to Mayke de Jong for filling the breach at very short notice. I am particularly grateful to my contributors, colleagues and friends from all over the world, who have joined in this enterprise, written their chapters, sometimes in very difficult circumstances, and put up with a great deal of editorial interference and cajoling from me with admirable good nature. I have incurred other debts, notably to William Davies of Cambridge University Press, for his constant support and encouragement, and to the staff at Cambridge University Press responsible for seeing the volume through the press, to the Editorial Board of the *New Cambridge Medieval History* for their preliminary advice and suggestions, to Timothy Reuter, Jonathan Shepard, Chris Wickham and John Contreni for cheering me on and offering excellent advice through all the years this volume, in its various guises, has been on my desk, to Chris Wickham, Roger Wright, Christoph Heyl, and the authors themselves, for their invaluable help with the translation of chapters 12, 27 and 5, from Italian, French and German respectively; to Vanessa Stefanak who helped with the organisation of the mountains of typescript and an intermediate version of chapter 22, to Sheila Willson of the History Faculty in the University of Cambridge, who cheerfully typed the intermediate and final versions of chapters 12 and 18, to Yitzhak Hen who compiled the composite list of primary sources, to Mary Rycroft who helped with the proofs, to Meg Davies who compiled the indexes and to Frances Brown for her meticulous copy-editing and unfailing patience. Finally, no one will be more pleased to see the volume finished, bound and quietly on the shelf than my husband David and daughter Lucy. To them both, for never-failing support, suggestions and practical assistance, I offer my heartfelt thanks, as always.

ROSAMOND MCKITTERICK
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Acta Archaeologica (Copenhagen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AASS</td>
<td>Acta Sanctorum quotquot toto orbe coluntur, ed. J. Bollandus et al. (Antwerp and Brussels, 1634–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB (1)</td>
<td>Annales Bertiniani, ed. Waitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB (2)</td>
<td>Annales Bertiniani, ed. Rau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB (3)</td>
<td>Annales Bertiniani, trans. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam of Bremen (1)</td>
<td>Gesta Hammaburgensis, ed. Trillmich and Buchner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam of Bremen (2)</td>
<td>Gesta Hammaburgensis, trans. Tschan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>L’Anné Epigraphique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF (1)</td>
<td>Annales Fuldenses, ed. Kurze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF (2)</td>
<td>Annales Fuldenses, ed. Rau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF (3)</td>
<td>Annales Fuldenses, trans. Reuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfD</td>
<td>Archiv für Diplomatik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHE</td>
<td>Auctarii Havniensis Extrema, ed. T. Mommsen, MGH AA ix (Berlin, 1892), pp. 337–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Archivum Historiae Pontificae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHR</td>
<td>American Historical Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Annales Laureshamenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An. Boll.</td>
<td>Analecta Bollandiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annales ESC</td>
<td>Annales: Economies, Sociétés, Civilisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOH</td>
<td>Aarbøger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANS</td>
<td>American Numismatic Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Archivio Paleografico Italiano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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AQ
Ausgewählte Quellen zur deutschen Geschichte des Mittelalters, Darmstadt

ARF (1)
Annales Regni Francorum, ed. Kurze

ARF (2)
Annales Regni Francorum, trans. Scholz

ASC
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

ASE
Anglo-Saxon England

AV
Annales Vedastini

AX
Annales Xantenses

BAC
Bulletino di Archeologia Cristiana

BAR
British Archaeological Reports

BBA
Berliner Byzantinische Arbeiten, Berlin

BBCS
Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies

BBTT
Belfast Byzantine Texts and Translations

BCL

BEC
Bibliotheque de l’Ecole des Chartes

Bede, HE
Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum

Besevliev, Inschriften
V. Besevliev, Die protobulgarischen Inschriften, Berlin (1963) or Bulgarian 2nd edn, P’rovob’lgarski nadpisi, Sofia (1979)

BHG
Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, ed. F. Halkin, 3rd edn (Subsidia hagiographica 8a), Brussels (1957) and Novum Auctarium Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca (Subsidia hagiographica 65) Brussels (1984)

BHL
Bibliotheca Hagiographica Latina (Subsidia hagiographica 6), Brussels (1898–1901), Supplementum (Subsidia hagiographica 12), Brussels (1911); Novum Supplementum (Subsidia hagiographica 70), Brussels (1986)

BHR
Bulgarian Historical Review

Bib. Mun.
Bibliothèque Municipale

Bischoff, MS 1, II, III

Bischoff, Schreibschulen

BL MS
London, British Library manuscript

BM
J.F. Böhmer and E. Mühlbacher, Regesta
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMGS</td>
<td>Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond, Facsimiles</td>
<td>E.A. Bond, Facsimiles of Ancient Charters in the British Museum, 4 vols., London (1873–8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNJ</td>
<td>Byzantinische-neugriechische Jabrbücher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN lat.; n.a. lat.</td>
<td>Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, manuscrit latin; nouvelles acquisitions latines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS/EB</td>
<td>Byzantine Studies/Études Byzantines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>Byzantinoslavica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSOAS</td>
<td>Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byz</td>
<td>Byzantion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byzbulg</td>
<td>Byzantinobulgica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>Byzantinische Zeitschrift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Chronicon Altinate, ed. R. Cessi, Origo Civitatum Italie seu Venetiarum (FSI 72), Rome (1933)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Breviarum Ecclesiae Ravennatis (Codex Bravo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Codex Carolinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCC</td>
<td>Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCM</td>
<td>Corpus Christianorum, Continuatio Mediavalis, Turnhout (1966–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>Corpus Consuetudinum Monasticarum, ed. K. Hallinger, Siegburg (1963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSL</td>
<td>Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina, Turnhout (1952–)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>Codex Diplomaticus Fuldensis, ed. E.F.J. Dronke, Kassel (1850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDI</td>
<td>Codice Diplomatico Istriano, ed. P. Kandler, Trieste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDL</td>
<td>Codice Diplomatico Longobardo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>Codice Diplomatico Padovano dal secolo sesto a tutto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFHB</td>
<td>Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChLA</td>
<td>Chartae Latinae Antiquiores, ed. Albert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIL</td>
<td>Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIG</td>
<td>Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum IV, ed. A. Boeckh, Berlin, (1877)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Codex Laureshamensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clm</td>
<td>Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Codex Latinus Monacensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCS</td>
<td>Cambridge Mediaeval Celtic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Cartulaire de l'Abbaye de Redon en Bretagne, ed. A. de Courson, Documents inédits sur l'histoire de France, Paris (1863) (charters cited by editor's numbering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEL</td>
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PART I

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: SOURCES AND INTERPRETATION

Rosamond McKitterick

The Frankish dominance of the period covered by this volume poses special problems for the historian, not least because of the apparent concentration of a great diversity of sources from the Frankish heartlands and the relative paucity of material from everywhere else. Indeed, if our understanding of the years between 700 and 900 depended on the historical narratives produced in this period alone, we would be obliged to accept a largely Frankish proclamation of self-confidence and greatness on the part of the ruling elites of Carolingian society, and the Carolingians' distinctive celebration of the intellectual and cultural vigour of their scholarship and art, as the central points of interest for the eighth and ninth centuries.

Fortunately, however, an enormous range of other categories of evidence, drawn on in all the chapters below – charters, secular and ecclesiastical legislation, law-codes, saints' Lives, estate surveys, treatises on a wide variety of subjects, liturgical, school and library books, script, letters, tax-lists, poems, relics and relic labels, inventories, penitentials, seals, coins, library catalogues, inscriptions, confraternity books and artefacts of all kinds, ranging from pictures in manuscripts to weapons, jewellery, sculpture and buildings – redress the balance. The archaeological evidence has played a crucial role in adjusting and augmenting our understanding of many developments in this period, most notably in the economic and ecclesiastical spheres, as is clear from the chapters by Blackburn, Verhulst and de Jong.¹ The palace complexes unearthed at Aachen, Ingelheim or Pliska,² the fortunes of the trading emporia at Dorestad, Hamwic, Hedeby and Quentovic, the astounding range of monastic buildings at San Vincenzo al Volturno,³ the exercise of patronage and display of wealth evident in the abundance of jewellery, metalwork and sculpture adorning churches and

¹ See chapters 18, 20 and 23 below; Hodges (1991) provides a useful brief survey.
² Randsborg (1991), pp. 65-6, and see Shepard below, p. 244.
³ Hodges and Mitchell (1981); Hodges 1993.
filling treasuries charted by Nees,\textsuperscript{4} add a distinctive and essential dimension also in the spheres of politics, power and social status.

Nevertheless, the principal evidence remains written material of one kind or another. Although there are many instances of texts in Irish, Old English, Old High German, Arabic, Old Slavonic and Greek, the vast bulk of our sources are in Latin. In the past, this has raised acute problems for the historian of the early middle ages, in that these Latin sources appeared to imply a major divorce between a tiny educated and clerical elite and a huge illiterate non-Latinate lay population. It has now been recognised, as Banniard explains,\textsuperscript{5} that such problems and misconceptions arose from mistaken assumptions about the development of the Latin language in relation to the emergent Romance languages of western Europe. There was, in addition, a lack of appreciation, despite numerous modern parallels, of the degree to which a conquered people could acquire the language of their masters as a second language, especially when it was used as the language of law, religion and education.

Such was the case with Latin, adopted throughout western Europe as the language of the church, government and learning. Only in the British Isles and Scandinavia, as Keynes, Ó Corráin and Lund make clear, were the non-Latin vernaculars more widely used in law and administration.\textsuperscript{6} Although the role of the Christian church in introducing literate modes of communication to post-Roman western Europe is undoubted, we have to reckon with continuities in the use of the written word within the areas formerly part of the Roman empire. Even in areas outside the old Roman empire, Latin was acquired, along with Christianity, and was soon exploited. This Latin, however, was subject to many local and regional variations, and differs greatly in its level of formality according to the genre for which it is used. It is certainly different from classical Latin, and different again from what is commonly understood to be 'medieval Latin', that is, a Latin understood to be conceptually distinct from the contemporary Romance vernaculars which developed out of Latin in due course. What are we to call the Latin in use in the eighth and ninth centuries? A terminological solution has been proposed by Roger Wright.\textsuperscript{7} He argues that we have essentially complex monolingualism in the Frankish, Spanish and Italian regions once within the Roman empire. Some in the past have chosen to differentiate the elements in this monolingualism into Latin and Romance but they are more appropriately to be understood as many different spoken and written levels or registers of the same language, whether one chooses to call it 'Romance' or 'Latin'. Wright prefers 'Romance' as being less anachronistic and a way of

\textsuperscript{4} Chapter 30 below. \textsuperscript{5} Chapter 26 below. \textsuperscript{6} Chapters 2a, 2b and 8 below. \textsuperscript{7} Wright (1993; 1994).
acknowledging undoubted differences from both classical Latin and medieval Latin. Banniard below adopts an alternative position. Whatever the difference of opinion on the appropriateness of the terms, or the degree of contemporary recognition of the conceptual difference between ‘Romance’ and ‘Latin’, the upshot for the historian of the eighth and ninth centuries is that the surviving texts are in practice vernacular texts. Literacy, hitherto thought to be confined to a clerical elite, and literate skills, from the king issuing legislation and admonition and the landowner granting property to the church to the unfreed slave clinging to his new social status by means of a charter, were in fact widely dispersed throughout the society of the eighth and ninth centuries. Indeed, all the evidence available suggests that literacy and the written word were central elements of early medieval society, especially in the Frankish world. Written texts could also be made accessible to the unlettered by reading them aloud. No group could remain unaffected by the activities of those able to make the most of the opportunities afforded them by their possession of literate skills.

Even with this recognition of the role of writing and uses of literacy in Europe in the eighth and ninth centuries, it is essential that oral procedures and the uses of orality be taken into account. Many of our written texts give clear indications of an oral dimension to their production or reception. Thus in legal business an essential role was played by the oral transaction in the social context of the law court, attended by the sort of people Airlie, Goetz and Wickham discuss in their chapters, where decisions were reached in public and subsequently recorded in a charter or notitia. In the famous dispute between the monastery of Tours and Atpert, his sister Agintrude and her husband Amalgar, Saraman the provost ordered that those persons who were in possession of that property should show their title deeds, auctoritates, at the appointed assembly in his presence. These title deeds were then brought before Saraman and other noblemen at Tours. But they could not settle the issue because of the absence of the neighbours to whom the case was known; their presence was necessary. Written charters also played a part and one of them was judged a forgery, on the grounds that the correct procedure for its redaction had not been followed, thereby fatally undermining Atpert’s case. The oral witnesses, recorded in this notitia, told against Atpert, and we are bound to accept this formalisation of what was originally a dispute fraught with tension and grievance, with individuals of relatively modest social status attempting to uphold what they understood to be their rights in the face of a powerful institution. Even in such

8 See Wright (1982; 1991); McKitterick (1989); Banniard chapter 26 below for details.
10 Chapters 16, 17 and 19 below.
11 Discussed fully in Nelson (1986b).
ostensibly objective documents as the Tours case, or those charting the aspirations, claims and disputes of both urban and rural communities, therefore, we have to attempt to distinguish the rhetoric from the reality as much as we do in historical narratives.  

The Tours case highlights the interdependence and interweaving of oral and written procedures and discourse that is apparent in every aspect of life in the early middle ages. Often oral discourse and written documents are explicitly placed in sequence in the conduct of business. The Annals of St Bertin, for example, recount how Louis the Pious dispatched messengers to every part of his realm to bring the people the news of his own liberation, to remind them to fulfil the obligations of loyalty which they had promised him and to reassure them that he had forgiven them. Thus written messages, or messages committed to memory, were recited aloud to the people. Further, an assembly in 835, convened to discuss the problem of Ebbo of Rheims and discussed by Nelson below, again demonstrates the interdependence of oral and written modes of communication and discourse. This is what happened according to the Frankish annalist:

Each one present at the assembly drew up with his own hand a full account of its findings and of their own confirmation thereof, and authenticated it with his own signature. The outcome of the whole affair, how it had been dealt with, discussed, settled and finally confirmed in suitable fashion by the signatures of everyone present: all this was put together, set out in full detail in one collection, bound as a small volume, and agreed by all to be an accurate account. They then wasted no time in making it as widely known as possible, bringing it to everyone’s attention with most devoted and heartfelt and kind concern, and with an authority most worthy of so many reverend fathers. For they gathered at Metz in the church of the blessed protomartyr Stephen, completed the celebration of Mass and read out the account of the whole affair publicly to all who were present.

In this inevitable stress on written materials and the contribution of oral procedures, therefore, the interplay of oral tradition is clear even if it is extraordinarily difficult to determine precisely in the light of the fact that we can only work from written testimonies. But the questions of reception, transmission and audience, and the role of listening, speaking and ritual gesture, are nevertheless crucial. Who wrote the texts we can still read, and for whom? Who then could understand and use these texts, and for what purposes? Would the texts be read privately, be read out aloud to an audience or their contents communicated in some other kind of way, in an oral paraphrase, in poetic forms, or by gesture? What can be determined about rituals associated with written documents, such as liturgical ordines,

12 Davies and Fouracre (1986); Balzaretti (1994).  
14 AB s.a. 835.
oaths, celebratory recitations, or those that have no written expression, as in gift-giving, banquets, dances or mime where in some cases written descriptions are provided of actions accompanied by formulaic spoken language? The literate modes we are able to examine in our sources may or may not have oral associations or an oral counterpart.

Occasionally we can observe the efforts of scribes to present texts in such a way as to suggest that they were designing the text for public reading out loud. Early medieval manuscripts from Britain, Frankish Gaul, Spain and Italy contain various innovations analysed by Ganz below. One of these took the form of punctuation marks to indicate the structure of sentences and new layouts in order to elucidate the text transmitted to the scribe, or corrector, according to the needs of his own audience. These include the use of display scripts for titles and headings. *Diminuendo,* in which the first word of a section begins with a large letter or *littera notabilior* and the following letters gradually decrease in size, first appears in sixth- and seventh-century books and was a favoured technique with insular scribes. A hierarchy of scripts, descending from the capitals of the Roman script system, through uncials and half-uncials to minuscule scripts, flourished triumphantly in Carolingian manuscripts of the ninth century, though is to be observed in English and Frankish manuscripts of the eighth century as well. In the Carolingian period the repertory of signs was increased: *litterae notabiliores* and individual letters modelled on ancient capitals were introduced at the beginnings of sentences; the question mark and various forms of *punctus* or points above or on the line were introduced to indicate minor or major medial pauses and the ends of sense units or sentences.

These signs thus have much to reveal about how such texts may have been read and understood. They establish that writing had its own autonomous conventions and structures quite distinct from those of the spoken word, and this is nowhere more apparent than in such non-literary material as the legal documents of the early middle ages and the texts of various genres designed for record-keeping alluded to above. Written language is fundamentally the textual counterpart of the spoken language, rather than writing being dependent on the spoken word. As Nees demonstrates, illustrations in manuscripts and sculpture often enjoy a close relationship with writing as well. Book illustrations enhance the meaning and associations of a text, are dependent on the text for their meaning, and are often visual translations of the written words. Other forms of art may be wordless but express no less eloquently the thought and aspirations of those who produced them.

It may be that the language itself can tell us something about the intended

---

15 Chapter 29 below. 16 Parkes (1993); see also Ganz, chapter 28 below. 17 Nees, chapter 30 below.
audience and the reception of a particular text. Just as there are several linguistic and stylistic levels in the Merovingian saints' *Vitae*, for example, so there are in Carolingian hagiography and miracle collections. Thus Alcuin in his *Vita Richarii* mentions in his prologue that the monks of St Riquier still used the Merovingian text of the *miracula* to edify the common people, while they wanted a new and more polished text for internal use. There were, in this instance therefore, two written levels, each with its own public. Hincmar of Rheims also distinguished two kinds of public for his *Vita Remigii*: the *legentes* on the one hand and the *audientia populi* on the other. Hincmar explained that he had marked the parts suitable for reading to an audience and those for study by the *illuminati*. But the difference between them is one of content rather than of syntax or style. The Carolingian hagiographers were not writing a simpler, more rustic Latin for the populace. Thus the nature of the language itself does not assist us greatly in determining the audience envisaged for it so much as its message and accompanying rituals. When these can be seen to change, then ritual and language together reveal something of the society that produced them as well as a little of what religion may have meant to the laity, a subject tackled below by Smith.

Fundamental changes in the rites associated with an individual’s last illness and death, for example, culminated in the creation of a common and coherent, if complex, death ritual throughout the Frankish realm. This ritual, and particular attitudes towards dying, death and the after-life it articulates, became the norm in Europe thereafter. Strong links between the living and the dead were created in the Carolingian period, not least by means of organised commemorative prayer on a remarkably large scale and manifest in the monastic sources de Jong confronts in her chapter. The death rites and prayers were included in the Sacramentaries or Mass Books produced in large numbers in the eighth and ninth centuries for local use, described by Reynolds below. Many of the later ninth-century Sacramentaries were produced at St Amand under the auspices of Abbots Adalhard and Gauzlin (also bishop of Paris) who may be credited with the elaboration of the rituals of death. With such evidence, royal involvement is nevertheless not to be discounted. It may be possible to associate the production of the eighth-century Mass Books with the Seine-basin convents and the bishops of Meaux and Paris, bearing in mind the undoubted royal connections of Chelles, chief among these convents in the time of Pippin III and Charlemagne.

---

magne's keen interest in liturgical chant, the evidence of liturgical innovation in the royal chapel under Louis the Pious, the link between St Amand and its royal patron Charles the Bald, and the significance of the Mass Book, now Padua Biblioteca Capitolare D47, a member of the group of manuscripts associated with the Emperor Lothar's court school at Aachen, together suggest an abiding and active interest in liturgical matters on the part of the rulers that was closely in touch with developments within the church at large. The writing down of oral literature in the early middle ages may resemble the recording of legal transactions and the transcription of music. The ecclesiastical chant tradition was one of oral performance practice, but this oral tradition was first transcribed into writing in the form of neumes in the ninth century. This is as true of the older chant traditions as of new compositions, the tropes and sequences of the later ninth century. To presuppose written composition is to envisage a very different set of mental and physical processes.

A more conventional source of links between literacy and orality is literature. Poetry in particular has to be considered in relation to theories of oral recitation and composition. Was the original composition in writing or oral? If the former, to what degree do the contemporary literary genres and forms, detailed by Contreni below, influence or even distort the forms of what we receive, to the extent of making it impossible really to recapture more than a faint shadow of the oral world to which they may once have belonged? Presentation in a particular form is, after all, in itself a sign language; punctuation in a written text and use of particular vocabulary, conventional metaphor and allusion can indicate appropriate rhythm stresses and patterns of phrasing. Presentation can act as a symbol of a particular cultural tradition and indicates as well as stimulates particular expectations about it. Transformations may well have been effected in an oral text when it was written down and the audience for the spoken and the written versions may well have been different. It is conceivable that the epics Beowulf and Waltharius and the victory song Ludwigslied were first recited at feasts in a lord's hall, composed and memorised for the purpose, but were later transcribed to accord with the needs of those accustomed to writing, or in a deliberate attempt to preserve and record them. It is these written versions which survive. Analysis of the written survivor therefore has to take account of the oral conventions (no longer retrievable) which may have
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determined the written forms we now see, as well as the literary and generic conventions which may themselves have influenced the original compositions. Words attempted to encompass and express experiences and images in the mind; in any text there is an elaborate cross-referencing system between verbal and visual signs and aesthetic responses in reading and understanding a text. Historical narrative in the eighth and ninth centuries was thus a recreation of the past in words and in a particular form, a form which was itself linked to other, possibly older literary forms. Thus the historical imagination that recorded the events regarded as central to Anglo-Saxon history in the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle*, or the imaginations of the Frankish annalists, may have been fired as much by past imaginings and word pictures as by their response to contemporary events and wish to provide an interpretation of them for posterity.

Certainly the later eighth and the ninth centuries witnessed major developments in the secular Frankish historiographical tradition, with new forms of historical writing, such as annals, biography and epic poems. These offer essentially contemporary commentary on the events of their own day and are the staple fare for the analyses presented by Fouracre, Nelson, Fried, Brown, Smith and Coupland. All Carolingian historiography maintains, in one literary genre or another, a delicate balance between a profoundly and explicitly Christian and teleological sense of the past and an understanding of contemporary history which necessitated a temporary suspension of judgement in order to allow critical and constructive comment on policies or to explain setbacks. What was combined was an older Christian historiographical tradition, with its general explanation of historical change, and an annalistic and classicising approach to contemporary history. Although within this, narrative was the essential principle of organisation, subtle analysis was possible through the use of anecdote, moral fable, symbolism and parallelism in the plot. It is in this structural context that the presentations in our texts need to be understood, for, to a considerable degree, the historiography of the eighth and ninth centuries was a taught mode of organising and preserving memory. The Franks had an especially keen sense both of the past and of the importance of providing a record and interpretation of contemporary events for posterity. Yet in such works as the Lives of Charlemagne and Louis the Pious by Einhard, Thegan and the Astronomer, the account of the quarrels between the sons of Louis the Pious by Nithard or the portions of the Annals of St Bertin written by Prudentius of Troyes and Hincmar of Rheims, there is also to be

seen an urgent political purpose in the interpretation of political events. These historians wanted us to believe the image they had created of their society and what they understood to be important in the process of events and the actions of individuals in their own day. Their motives, as well as the forms in which they chose to tell their story, need to be considered in the case of every imaginative reconstruction we encounter, in the light of the complicated relationship between the claim to be telling the truth about the past and the conventional representation in which such truths were expressed. If we consider early medieval historical narratives, we are looking at the world of authors who could manipulate conventions of writing – by omission, reducing events to narrative patterns, invention, and insistence that agents did or said things which accorded with the author’s ideas about their status and character.37

The account Nithard gives us of the famous Strasbourg oaths of 842 is a case in point. Nithard had to present the alliance in 842 between the West and East Frankish rulers, Charles the Bald and Louis the German, positively.38 He therefore made striking use of language differences – exchanged by the brothers but maintained by their troops – to enhance both the political difference he wished to stress and the necessity and essential logic of their reconciliation. Nithard had to continue to address fellow supporters of Charles the Bald and could do so by letting them all be united symbolically and speak with one voice, that is, in the same language, which differed from his own formal written language, just as followers of Louis the German spoke one language. By giving each army a distinctive tongue, Nithard was able to stress their unity and coherence. But in putting the language of the other army in the mouths of their leaders he could at the same time underplay the differences between them. Nithard effected this through the medium of the oath; it is repeated three times, in the two languages of the Franks, the two current spoken languages ‘Early Romance’ and ‘Old High German’ and the formal written version of Romance/Latin. The collective nature of the commitments and loyalties is heightened by this clever and essentially literary use of language. It is a rhetorical device in the traditions of the great classical history writers. It certainly cannot be understood as an accurate reflection of the linguistic affiliations or capacities of either the nobles or the rank and file of the army, as distinct from the possible range of languages and loyalties within the two armies as a whole. In any case it is unlikely that Nithard is faithfully recording the actual words spoken. What he is doing is giving literary and formulaic oral structure to what was an extempore oral promise. He wished thereby to create an

38 For historical background see Nelson and Fried, chapters 4 and 5 below.
evocative impression of what he saw as a crucial moment in the relations between the two brothers in which political and cultural loyalties on the part of the different groups serving the Frankish rulers were expressed. Yet it is important to remember that Nithard, as Nelson makes clear, intended his history to be read aloud to his military colleagues and the followers of Charles the Bald, whether literate or illiterate. The oaths as written in Nithard’s history are thus arguably provided by the scribe with a letter-for-sound correspondence so as to make them, when read out, intelligible and the rhetoric still more effective. That texts could be and were read aloud widens their audience dramatically, for oral communication to the illiterate made many texts accessible and helped to bridge any notional divide between clerical and non-clerical culture. Such bridges are most likely to have been needed more across social classes than across institutional groups such as the clergy and laity.

Potent and persuasive image-making such as that of Nithard was also a written mode of memory keeping. Many historians, both Franks and others, were also conscientious and perceptive collectors and compilers of earlier sources, documents and traditions. Some — Bede, Paul the Deacon, Nithard or Notker — wove a story of compelling interest from the fragments they had gathered; others, such as Agnellus of Ravena, Hincmar of Rheims, Alphonso III of the kingdom of the Asturias, or monastic annalists and episcopal chroniclers, rendered the information as they understood it in a less literary and apparently more straightforward manner. Yet it is no less subject to their own prejudices, presuppositions and aims and is no less concerned with the historical process and human chronology. Histories, biographies, annals, chronicles and saints’ *Vitae* are valuable, therefore, as much for their guide to contemporary *mentalités* as for the details of events and individuals that they yield. Saints’ Lives are particularly fruitful in this respect. A hagiographer to some degree was not only providing an edifying account of the deeds of a holy man or woman; he or she was also expressing the identity of a community and identifying that community’s fortunes with those of the saint. The virtues of the saint were regarded as exemplary and suitable as an inducement for those reading or hearing about them to embrace the religious life as completely as possible. Accordingly a *Vita* can also be an essential key to understanding religious expectations and moral aspirations. Thus the nuns of Remiremont wrote the *Vitae* of Amatus, Romaric and Adelphius in the early ninth century to proclaim the historical identity of Remiremont as well as to promote the cult of Remiremont’s patrons. New communities in particular resorted to such written means of
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expressing an identity that had formed largely as a result of emotional expression and spiritual conviction. The cults or memories of founders or associated patrons were promoted. A saint’s *Vita*, whether written in Spain, Ireland, Anglo-Saxon England, Francia or Italy, could represent a carefully nuanced exploitation of literate modes to further certain worldly and political ends but at the same time establish a saint within the customary oral and physical forms of religious devotion, even if the forms that devotion could take, as Smith makes plain, were often markedly dissimilar. Such devotion bore fruit in orally transmitted stories on which writers of the *Vitae* could draw. The second part of Adrevald’s *Miracula Sancti Benedicti*, for example, concerns miracles performed within the memory of people still living in the community. Other hagiographers, such as Berthold of Micy, are able to distinguish between what the collective memory could provide, oral tradition and what was obtainable through written sources, and how the ‘monuments of letters which are set down on pages fully inundate the senses of readers and listeners’, complementing the veneration and pious embellishment accorded the shrines of the saints, the churches built in their memory and the physical blessings ensuing from prayers at their tombs.

Individuals ostensibly speak with their own voices in the many letters that survive from this period. They are an especially informative category of evidence in tracing the history of relations between the papacy and diverse Christian or quasi-Christian peoples, from the Franks and the colonists in the Exarchate of Ravenna to the English, the new Christian communities in Hesse and Thuringia, the Bulgars and the Moravians. They provide us with many insights into the conduct of secular administration, of business within the church, and of exchanges between scholars in the Carolingian ‘republic of letters’. As the views of individuals, however, they speak with a distinctive voice that should not be confused with a general trend. Boniface’s harsh condemnation of his Frankish episcopal colleagues, for instance, is not necessarily a fair representation of their activities.

On a practical level, letters also witness to the extensive network of communications that bound Europe together, however tenuously, in the early middle ages. Willibald’s pilgrimage to the Holy Places, the exchange of letters across the English Channel and throughout the Frankish empire, and the messengers, embassies, merchants, pirates and pilgrims who traversed the Mediterranean, not least the Byzantines and the Arabs
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investigated by McCormick and Kennedy, illustrate the practical possibilities for communications and their political and economic framework. We have to reckon with a continued use of parts at least of the Roman road network and of the Alpine passes (mostly Mont Cenis and the Great St Bernard Pass in the early middle ages). There was a system for carrying letters, even if it was more informal than the old Roman *cursus publicus*. *Xenodochia* and hospices catered to the needs of travellers. Extant documents affording safe conduct and providing introductions to potential hosts on the way indicate how common it was to travel. Surviving manuscripts, moreover, provide us with the consequences and outward and visible signs of the exchange and communication of ideas.

So far a number of primarily literary categories of sources have been considered in which a common concern has been to read not only what the text says but what it implies, the assumptions upon which it rests, and what its very existence may signify. These texts were not necessarily intended to reflect reality precisely or faithfully. To appreciate as well as to assess the accuracy of the early medieval historiographers’ interpretation of their own past, we must bring in other categories of source material, as well as non-Frankish perspectives on the progress of events to balance the predominance of the Frankish versions.

There were, of course, other written modes of recording memory produced with different objectives, such as all the legal records designed to establish irrefutable proof of possession which play such an important role in many of the chapters in this book. It might be thought, moreover, that it is precisely the strength of the legal sources to provide some kind of authentic and reliable voice, were it not for the fact that the legislation which comprises a major proportion of this legal material is normative and may be outlining an ideal rather than reflecting what actually went on within any one region of Europe. Legislation may well have confirmed reality, as it appears to do in many clauses in the supplementary laws of the Lombard ruler Liutprand, but in other legislation, such as some of the major capitularies of the Carolingian rulers whose implications are addressed by Nelson below, the laws are prescriptive rather than descriptive. They establish and define aspirations and norms of right conduct and say what ought to be done, not what was being, nor what had been, done. When older

---
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secular and ecclesiastical legislation is drawn on by secular rulers and the clergy, it may not always be in order to proclaim a specific ruling so much as to establish a principle or associate themselves with the wisdom of earlier law-givers. Even functional documents such as law-codes are inconsistent in their terminology and an unreliable indication of reality. Yet there seems little doubt that the functioning of the law in practice was a major concern of early medieval rulers. For some the law-books produced may well have been intended as a set of guidelines and accumulated wisdom. For others they were more obviously of direct social relevance and served to define group self-consciousness in a practical way.

A wide variety of early medieval texts expresses group consciousness and a sense of community in one way or another, whether or not this can be linked to nationality or ethnicity. The law-codes or so-called Germanic leges in particular, that is the leges of the Salic and Ripuarian Franks, and the Bavarian, Visigothic, Lombard, Burgundian, Alemannic and Saxon laws, have been thought to express a very narrow self-consciousness linked to nationality. They may witness rather to the bestowal of political allegiance and the acknowledgement that one codification of legal customs will be the set of guiding principles in social and legal relations rather than another on the part of a number of groups. These groups might, on grounds of language or family origin, appear to be very different from one another and may have had little else in common other than the authority they recognised or had been forced to acknowledge. Group identities of some kind may well therefore be reflected in a professio iuris, such as was required of anyone in the court, just as a judge was expected to judge according to his own law when presiding in court. Yet what established this group identity may have been allegiances subjectively determined with little reference to race, culture, religion or language, and where freedom, or lack of freedom, a distinction stressed by Goetz and Wickham below, may have been the most important social determinants of status and action.

Certainly the Carolingians established the principle of the personality of the law in the early ninth century. That is, they confirmed the legal principle that different legal systems applied to different groups within the same society according to ancestry or place of origin. The Carolingian rulers legislated in their capitularies for radically new social and political situa-
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tions; as their conquests spread, so their legislation became applicable to the new territories which came under their rule. Yet they apparently endeavoured at the same time to cater to local and habitual modes of settling business and dealing with injury and misdemeanour by allocating to certain groups their ‘own’ law. To this end they encouraged the production of revised versions of the leges and did much to promote their dissemination. It is certainly the case that the Carolingian rulers took a very close interest in assembling the laws of the peoples within their realm and for ensuring that correct texts were available to the judges in the court for use. It is even possible to associate the production of correct texts of the Salic law and Ripuarian laws, often accompanied by the standard early medieval digest of Roman law, the Breviary of Alaric, with the royal writing office and notaries of the Emperor Louis the Pious. But the link between the production of these legal codes and rulers may not always have been as direct as this. In terms of surviving manuscripts, for example, we are often confronted with collections that are linked with the individual enterprise of particular bishops known to have acted as counsellors to the king, such as Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims. The thoughtfulness in providing a people with its own written law may not always have been appreciated by the recipients. In 841, for example, the Saxons refused to follow written law and wished to retain their own customs, regarded by the annalist as pagan and evil usage. This may be as much Saxon rejection of Frankish legislation as a specific objection to written law as such; nevertheless, the Saxons’ apparent suspicion of what was written and preference for their own custom, held within their collective memory, act as a warning not to overestimate the success of the Franks in superimposing their own cultural presuppositions and methods on another people.

While the legislation of the Carolingians, its production and distribution have received full discussion in recent years, the role of the king in the production of copies of the so-called customary laws of the people, embodied in such collections as the Salic and Ripuarian laws, the Alemannic, Bavarian, Lombard and Burgundian collections, as well as the actual dissemination, reception, function and use of these collections by the peoples for whom they were ostensibly destined, remain a matter for debate. Although it is acknowledged that the link between literacy and the law is an essential one to have established, the effect writing had on the law and the degree to which it may have altered its function or affected its
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practical applicability and adaptability within early medieval society still remains to be fully explored. Clearer distinctions need to be maintained between the legislation of rulers, notably that of the Carolingians in capitularies, and the laws embodied in the so-called Germanic leges.

If laws are an ambiguous, if crucial, category of evidence, the formularies for charters and the extant charters themselves provide an indication of the special importance attached to the written word and its correct application, quite apart from what they reveal about the structure and affiliations of many early medieval communities. For the day-to-day recourse to legal procedures and documentary methods of proof, particularly in relation to land ownership, many charters survive, both in originals produced in relation to the actual transactions, and in later copies made of such originals. Notable charter collections include those of Weissenburg, Fulda and St Gall, Lucca, Farfa and Milan. But societies which displayed the greatest interest in the production of formal records, such as that of the Franks, were also those most suspicious of and best able to take steps to counter the existence of forged documents. Indeed, three of the most audacious forgeries, the Donation of Constantine, the Le Mans forgeries and the Pseudo-Isidorean decretals were produced in this period. The greater the emphasis on written records, the more determined could be the efforts to circumvent or manipulate them. Charters recording the settlement of disputes, moreover, are hardly objective in their presentation of the evidence and the establishment of claims to property, in that for the most part what survives is the process of judgement as recorded by the winning party.

In all the great diversity of evidence weighed by the authors of the following chapters, it must be acknowledged that they also have had to contend with silence and a total absence of any information at all. In the light of both of these lacunae, and of the ambiguities of the evidence we do have which I have outlined in this chapter, the interpretation of the extraordinary history of the eighth and ninth centuries is one more than usually fraught with difficulties and controversy. Yet it will be seen from the rest of this volume how much can, nevertheless, be said.
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IN his *Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum*, written c. 730, Bede expounded a vision of English history which was intended to instruct his contemporaries 'in their various kingdoms', and which has always exerted a powerful influence on those who would follow in his path.\(^1\) The 'race of the Angles or Saxons' had sprung from different Germanic tribes in northern Europe, but they shared a common language and had come to be united in their adherence to the Christian faith; so that while Bede recognised a distinction between the people of Kent, the East Saxons, the South Saxons, the West Saxons, the East Angles, the Middle Angles, the Mercians and the Northumbrians (*HE* i. 15), he also perceived them collectively as the 'English people', and his history as that 'of our nation' (*HE*, Preface). Bede's conception of the collective identity of the English people is a good example of the way in which he could distance himself, for his particular didactic purposes, from the real world of personal ambition, political aspiration, social pressure and material greed: it was a convenient and effective way of presenting his message to a wide audience but, in any political sense, it was a long way ahead of its time. One need not suppose, however, that Bede was an early advocate of the unification of 'England', as if unification on such terms was something already considered to be desirable for its own sake, and as if Bede had been concerned to set a programme for succeeding generations. The conception of unity which came most naturally to Bede was that of the island of 'Britain', implicit in his account of its Roman past (*HE* i. 1–14) and in his summary of its present state (*HE* v. 23). Bede may have felt that the 'English' were destined to prevail over the other inhabitants of the island, but he would not have presumed to deny the Picts, the *Scotti* and the *Brettones* their place.

The general pattern of political development during the eighth and ninth centuries could be reduced to a struggle for supremacy in which success was dependent on the ability of one king or another to harness the resources at his disposal in pursuit of a preconceived political end. Such a view would depend, however, on the tacit espousal of certain concepts which have long been central to the study of Anglo-Saxon history, but which may distort the perceptions of political power current in the period itself. One is the concept of the Anglo-Saxon 'Heptarchy', which proceeds from an observed distinction between the three 'Anglian' kingdoms of Northumbria, Mercia and East Anglia, the three 'Saxon' kingdoms of Wessex, Sussex and Essex, and the 'Jutish' kingdom of Kent, and which appears to provide the framework within which political development took place. It invites the supposition that each of the kingdoms should be understood in similar terms, and it creates the impression that the kingdoms were the constituent parts of an identifiable whole; yet the concept of the 'Heptarchy' is, of course, no more than a sixteenth-century refinement of a twelfth-century rationalisation of Bede's incidental remarks on the political complexion of England in his own day. A second pervasive concept is that of the 'Bretwalda', or overlord of the southern English kingdoms. It springs from Bede's famous list of seven kings who had ruled 'all the southern kingdoms' (HE 11. 5), as extended by a late ninth-century chronicler who added an extra name to the list, stating that he was the 'eighth king who was Bretwulda'. The implication is that there was a particular form of overlordship designated by a specific title (which would appear to mean 'ruler of Britain'), and that it was the struggle for this distinction which provided the organising principle of interaction between kings in the eighth and ninth centuries. The concepts of the 'Heptarchy' and of the 'Bretwalda' are so deeply engrained in the historiography of early Anglo-Saxon England that they could never be removed from any discussion of the subject; but it is questionable whether either concept would have had much meaning in the eighth or the ninth century, and it must be said that there are other ways of approaching the complexities of political history in this period, which proceed from different assumptions and which promise to explain developments in somewhat different terms.

The nature of the available evidence creates immediate and unavoidable difficulties. We are largely dependent for our understanding of the general course of events on the annals in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which present a view of the past as seen from the West Saxon court towards the end of the ninth century; a rather different perspective is provided by a set of annals which covers events in Northumbria, and one can only regret the lack of
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comparable material for other parts of the country. Information on aspects of the relationship which developed between the powers of church and state can be derived from the corpus of charters, which at this period were generally drawn up by churchmen acting on their own behalf as the beneficiaries of royal grants of land or privileges, or on behalf of the lay beneficiaries of royal largesse; but the various circumstances affecting the production and subsequent preservation of charters did not apply equally from one region to another, with the result that the coverage provided by this type of evidence is far from even. Further information on the development of royal power is available in the form of the law-codes issued in the names of Kentish and West Saxon kings; and analysis of the coinage reveals much about the nature of economic activity, suggesting where activity was concentrated and how kings brought it under control. It is inevitably the case that the sources for one kingdom are rarely on a par with the sources for another, and of course it is true to say that fortuitous disparities of evidence should not be confused with actual disparities of substance. For example, the fact that we do not have charters or law-codes from Northumbria or East Anglia impedes the historian in any attempt to maintain a balanced view; but while it would be presumptuous to imagine that the 'quality' of government necessarily depended on the use of the written word, it would be mistaken to suppose that such records were not produced outside those areas in which they have chanced to survive. At the same time, however, the failure of evidence should not become a pretext for reducing each of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms to a hypothetical norm. There is no reason why we should expect uniformity of structure among the kingdoms, or consistency of practice among the kings. It might be possible to observe in one kingdom a process of territorial consolidation, complemented by the development of certain administrative procedures, by the effective exploitation of natural resources, and by the emergence of a hierarchical and well-regulated society; but it would be a mistake to assume that one pattern of development would necessarily have been repeated elsewhere. Some 'kingdoms' may have existed only as a particular configuration of peoples united in their recognition of a common ruler, and might have dissolved at the time of his death, to be superseded (if at all) by alliances of a different kind; some local peoples may have retained a sense of their own identity for longer than others, and might have proved the more resistant to the imposition of the will of a distant king; and indeed, in some parts of the country the people may not have known much of the rule of any king, and might have placed their trust in a local church, or in the agents of a quite
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different power. It is arguable, moreover, that the sources which do survive are capable of obscuring the real differences which might have existed between the kingdoms, and which might help to account for their respective fortunes in the eighth and ninth centuries. Bede himself was not concerned to dwell on the finer points of secular affairs, and doubtless conceals a rich variety of royal and social behaviour beneath his chosen examples; similarly, the various ecclesiastics who drafted charters in different parts of the country were liable to cast the actions of kings in deceptively uniform ways, just as moneyers would strike the same types of coin in the names of kings who were themselves quite different from each other. In short, it may be that received conceptions of political development are too simplistic, or anachronistic, and that any explanation of events in this period should proceed from an assessment of the situation which is more sympathetic to the variety of conditions which might have prevailed in each of the kingdoms principally involved.

The most instructive point of departure for a review of political developments in the eighth and ninth centuries is the document known to modern scholarship as the ‘Tribal Hidage’. It is a short text of uncertain origin, compiled at an unknown date for a purpose which remains obscure; but it has assumed such great importance in so many respects that it cannot be ignored. The Tribal Hidage is a survey of all the land south of the river Humber, presented in the form of a list of thirty-four ‘tribal’ territories. Each item in the list relates to a particular group of people, giving the assessment of their land in numbers of hides. The survey begins with the land ‘first called that of the Mercians’, assessed at 30,000 hides; the reference is presumably to the Mercian heartland in the middle Trent valley, extending to the north and south of the river itself and including such places as Tamworth and Lichfield in Staffordshire, and Repton in Derbyshire (Map 1). From this starting-point the survey proceeds to cover the territories of the various peoples living to the west, north, east and south of the Mercian heartland, most of whom were subjected at one time or another to the authority of the Mercian kings; few of the peoples in question can be located with any degree of precision, and many cannot be identified at all. Four of the twenty-eight entries in this part of the survey relate to the substantial territories of the Occ satna (in the Wrekin, Shropshire), the Westerna (the ‘Westerners’, probably in the vicinity of Hereford), the Lindesfarona (in Lindsey, with Hatfield Chase), and the ‘Hwinc’ (presumably the Hwicce, in the Severn valley), assessed at 7000 hides apiece. Eight entries relate to

---

Map 1: Anglo-Saxon England, 700–900
territories with assessments in the range of 900 to 5000 hides, including the lands of the *Pec satna* (1200 hides, in the Peak District of Derbyshire) and the *Ciltern satna* (4000 hides, in the Chilterns); the lands of the *Wigesta* (900 hides), the *Herefinna* (1200 hides), the *Noxgaga* (5000 hides), the *Ohtgaga* (2000 hides), the *Hendrica* (3500 hides) and the *Unecungga* (1200 hides) cannot be so easily identified. The remaining sixteen entries in this part of the survey relate to relatively small territories assessed at 300 or 600 hides apiece, comprising the lands of the *Elmed satna* (‘Elmet-dwellers’, to the east of Leeds), the *Suth Gyrwa* and the *North Gyrwa* (in the fenland around Peterborough), the *East Wixna* and the *West Wixna*, the *Spalda* (around Spalding in Lincolnshire), the *Sweordora* (around ‘Sword Point’ in Whittlesea Mere, Cambridgeshire), the *Gifla* (of the Ivel valley, Bedfordshire), the *Hicca* (around Hitchin in Hertfordshire), the *Wibt gara*, the *Arosatna* (by the river Arrow, Warwickshire), the *Farpinga* (in the land of the Middle Angles), the *Bilmiga*, the *Widerigga* (around Wittering in Northamptonshire), and the *East Willa* and the *West Willa*; needless to say, the identification of many of these mysterious peoples can be no more than a matter of informed speculation, or wishful thought. The last five entries in the survey sweep rapidly through the lands of the *East Angles* (30,000 hides), the *East Saxons* (7000 hides), the people of *Kent* (15,000 hides), the *South Saxons* (7000 hides) and the *West Saxons* (100,000 hides). It is possible that the compiler of the Tribal Hidage was ignorant of the subdivisions which must have existed among these other peoples, or that it was not his business to provide a more detailed account; alternatively, one might draw the analogy between these peoples and those of the Mercian heartland, with the implication that the peoples who gave their names to kingdoms were considered for the compiler’s purposes to have been identifiable blocs, leaving the various inhabitants of the Midlands in a form of political limbo. The survey ends with a grand total, given as 242,700 hides; in fact the correct sum of the figures as transmitted is 244,100.

The significance of the Tribal Hidage depends on our judgement of its origin, date and intended purpose. The text is transmitted in one manuscript of the eleventh century, and in a post-Conquest Latin translation; but since the document itself evidently dates from a period before the Scandinavian settlements in the late ninth century, the evidence of its transmission cannot be brought to bear usefully on the circumstances of its composition. The matter must turn, therefore, on the internal evidence of the text (always assuming that the received text is a faithful copy of the lost original). It seems clear that the Tribal Hidage is in some sense a ‘Mercian’ document, if only because the survey proceeds from Mercia itself. It is also clear that the Tribal Hidage dates from a period when ‘the land of the Mercians’ would
have been understood to apply to a territory more extensive than the original Mercian heartland, and in that sense it must represent a situation achieved after a process of Mercian expansion, or during a period of wider Mercian 'supremacy'. On this argument, the Tribal Hidage might be assigned to almost any point in the period from the mid-seventh century to the mid-ninth century. Further refinement of its date depends on one's willingness to make certain assumptions about its purpose. The hide was the normal unit of assessment for services due to a king, so it might be supposed that the Tribal Hidage is a form of Mercian 'tribute-list', drawn up for the use of royal officials responsible for ensuring that the king received what was due to him from the various peoples under his sway; and it would follow that the document reflects the scope of the overlordship of the king during whose reign it was compiled. The inclusion of the 'Elmet-dwellers' would suggest that the Tribal Hidage was compiled in the early 670s, during the reign of King Wulfhere, since Elmet seems to have reverted thereafter to Northumbrian control. One might, on the other hand, prefer to allow the possibility that control of Elmet was still contested between the Mercians and the Northumbrians in the eighth century, and to take the view that the Tribal Hidage might thus represent a situation during the reign of King Æthelbald (716–37) or during the reign of King Offa (757–96). Whatever the case, the supposed significance of the Tribal Hidage would not be affected: it would show that, at some stage, the overlordship of a Mercian king had extended throughout England south of the river Humber, embracing not only the numerous peoples of the Midlands, but also the East Angles, the East Saxons, the men of Kent, the South Saxons and the West Saxons.

There can be no doubt that some Mercian rulers were powerful overlords, that overlords took tribute from the peoples over whom they were set, and that Mercian overlords must have taken tribute from many of the peoples listed in the Tribal Hidage. But it is quite another matter to regard the Tribal Hidage as an administrative document of the Mercian regime, and as a reflection, therefore, of the scope of Mercian overlordship. Bede himself was perfectly familiar with assessments in hides (one hide being the amount of land capable of supporting one 'family', or household),6 using them to convey a sense of the size of the various islands which he had occasion to mention (Thanet, Anglesey, Man, Iona, Wight and Ely),7 and also to indicate the size of certain kingdoms: he remarks at one point that the kingdom of the southern Mercians was said to contain 5000 hides and that the land of the northern Mercians contained 7000 hides (HE ii. 24).

---

7 HE ii. 21, ii. 9, iii. 4, iv. 16 and iv. 19.
and elsewhere he states that the kingdom of the South Saxons contained 7000 hides (HE iv. 23). Information of this kind was of general interest, and probably a matter of common report. It is by no means unlikely, therefore, that at some time or another an unknown Mercian scholar was moved to compile a list of the constituent territories of ‘Southumbrian’ England. He may have done so merely for the sake of the exercise, or for some other reason best known to himself; and not unnaturally he chose to specify the size of each of the territories, producing a grand total at the end. It would remain uncertain when the document was compiled, though a date in the later eighth century might help to account for the discrepancy between Bede’s figure for the two parts of Mercia on either side of the river Trent (5000 + 7000 = 12,000 hides) and the Tribal Hidage’s figure for the Mercian heartland (30,000 hides). If the Tribal Hidage is interpreted in this way, it could no longer be regarded as a reflection of the scope of the overlordship of a Mercian king; but it would retain its distinction as a document of the utmost significance. Above all, the Tribal Hidage serves as an antidote to the received view of the Anglo-Saxon ‘Heptarchy’. The document conveys an extraordinary impression of the number of different peoples who, at the time of its compilation, could still be distinguished from each other among the inhabitants of central England; and at the same time it suggests that the social composition of the political organism which historians recognise as the ‘kingdom of Mercia’ might have been quite distinctive. We cannot hope to understand in detail how the distinctions between these peoples arose, or what they might have entailed in terms of differing social customs and political organisation; but it would be dangerous to underestimate their tenacity, and it is an interesting fact that the terminology of the Tribal Hidage was still employed for at least some of the territories in the later Anglo-Saxon period. We may choose to wonder whether some of these peoples played a more significant role in the unfolding of events than their obscurity would suggest; but it is enough for the moment to recognise their existence.

Against this background, we may turn to consider more tangible evidence for political development in the eighth and ninth centuries. It emerges from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle that Cædwalla of Wessex, and his brother Mul, had ravaged Kent and the Isle of Wight in 686, and Kent again in 687; but in 694 the people of Kent ‘made terms’ with Ine, Cædwalla’s successor, involving the payment of compensation for the death of Mul, and opening the way, perhaps, for a more lasting settlement. Bede himself says little of Wihtred, king of Kent from the early 690s, beyond remarking that he came to the throne after a period of turmoil, ‘and freed his people from external invasion as much by religious devotion as by hard work’ (HE iv.
26); he has little more to say of Ine, king of Wessex from 688, beyond alluding to his subjection of the South Saxons \((HE\ iv.\ 15)\), and to his departure for Rome after ruling the West Saxons for thirty-seven years \((HE\ v.\ 7)\). There can be no doubt, however, that Wihtred and Ine established conditions in their respective kingdoms which lent great stability to England south of the river Thames in the first quarter of the eighth century, and indeed, it would appear that they entered into some kind of alliance which allowed the kingdoms to prosper independently of each other. The law-code promulgated by Wihtred in 695 bears comparison in certain respects with the law-code promulgated at about the same time in the name of King Ine; for example, it is evidently no coincidence that both codes contain a clause stipulating that 'a man from a distance or a foreigner' was to advertise his presence by blowing a horn, should he wander from the beaten path.\(^8\) Yet the law-codes of Wihtred and Ine also suggest how the two kingdoms might have differed from each other in more fundamental respects. Wihtred's code projects an image of a kingdom in which ecclesiastics 'spoke in unanimity with the loyal people'. The first clause announced that the church was to be free from taxation, and that churchmen were to pray for the king and to honour him without compulsion. The rest of the code laid down, in effect, how laymen were to conduct their lives in accordance with the rules of a Christian society, and how ecclesiastics were to be accommodated in the new order. Wihtred subsequently reinforced his legislation by issuing a general charter of privileges for the Kentish minsters;\(^9\) and given the extraordinary importance of these minsters to the religious, social and economic welfare of the kingdom,\(^10\) it is easy to see why any ruler of Kent would have been eager to secure their support and goodwill. The law-code of King Ine, on the other hand, presents a rather different kind of picture. The code is preserved only in the form transmitted as an appendix to the law-code of King Alfred the Great, and it is a matter of some interest in itself that Alfred should have considered it worthwhile to re-issue a much earlier code in this way. The first clause enjoins 'that the servants of God rightly observe their proper rule', and other clauses serve to ensure that all men regulate their lives in the approved Christian manner. Yet the most striking feature of Ine's code is its confident assertion of royal authority. The great bulk of the code consists of provisions which seem to have been calculated to bring order to an unruly society, in ways which had not been attempted before, and to leave no one in any doubt that deviant

\(^8\) Law-code of Wihtred (text, Liebermann (1903–16) 1, pp. 12–14; trans. \(EHD\), no. 31), ch. 28; law-code of Ine (text, Liebermann (1903–16) 1, pp. 88–123; trans. \(EHD\), no. 32), ch. 20.


behaviour would be punished by the king or by his agents in the localities. Ine was not, however, interested in social order alone. Several of the clauses in his law-code reflect concern for the productivity of land, or for the appropriate value of livestock, and suggest that he and his councillors were well aware of the benefits which would accrue in the longer term from a well-regulated economy. There is nothing remarkable about this in itself; but it accords well with the supposition that it was Ine who promoted the development of Hamwic (Southampton) as a major centre of trade between Wessex and the Continent, and one can sense that the West Saxons might have found themselves in a good position at a later date to turn prosperity to their political advantage.

It is more difficult to characterise the kingdom of Mercia in the early eighth century. One might suppose that royal power in Mercia had developed along the lines attested in Wessex or Kent, and that it is merely the lack of a Mercian law-code to set beside the law-codes of Ine and Wihtred that prevents us from appreciating the analogy. Yet the very absence of such evidence also permits a different train of thought. We know from Bede that the Mercian heartland lay in the middle Trent valley; and the Tribal Hidage brings home the truth that the ‘kingdom of Mercia’ was not so much a monolithic structure as a loose confederacy of many different peoples. Indeed, the supremacy enjoyed by a succession of Mercian kings from Penda in the seventh century to Cenwulf in the ninth appears to have depended on the ability of these kings to exploit the resources of manpower in their natural constituency among the various peoples of midland England, thereby to bring other peoples under some form of subjection and so to gain access to the sources of wealth needed to sustain their own position. In other words, the Mercian kings derived their strength from the extension of their control over the peoples around them, and may not in this process have displayed as much concern as others to consolidate the territorial basis of their power. It is arguable, therefore, that the conditions which prevailed in the ‘kingdom of Mercia’ were not conducive to the emergence of a collective sense of identity which might find expression in loyalty to a particular line of kings, and indeed, that the conditions impeded the development of the institutions of government which might help to ensure continuity from one reign to the next. That is not to demean the importance of any one person styled ‘king of the Mercians’. It is merely to suggest that the Mercian rulers moved in a world which suited their predatory instincts, and which brought them success for a while; but they never managed to change their world, and this proved their undoing in the end.

In the last quarter of the seventh century the balance of power among the rulers of the English kingdoms had settled in a way that is best described as stalemate; and it was this state of affairs which persisted into the first quarter of the eighth century. Bede himself appears to have sensed that the kingdom of Northumbria was in a state of decline (HE iv. 26 and v. 23), and that a new order was emerging among the kingdoms in the south. In effect, the centre of gravity had moved from the river Humber to the river Thames: the Northumbrians and the East Angles were marginalised, and attention focused on control of the land stretching from the upper Thames valley downriver to the emporium of London, and thence further south into Surrey, Sussex and Kent. The rulers of Mercia were already developing their interest in the southeastern provinces, but the internal stability of Wessex and Kent seems to have presented a solid front which prevented them from breaking through. In the 720s, however, the position was suddenly transformed. Wihtred of Kent died on 23 April 725, leaving his three sons as heirs to the kingdom (HE v. 23); and in the following year Ine of Wessex departed as a pilgrim to Rome, leaving his kingdom in the hands of ‘younger men’ (HE v. 7). The almost simultaneous removal of these two kings, both of whom had held power since c. 690, must have broken the deadlock south of the Thames; and it was presumably at this point that Æthelbald, king of Mercia since 716, began to move to the fore. In the eyes of Bede, surveying the ‘state of the whole of Britain’ from his Northumbrian vantage point in 731, the situation which prevailed south of the Humber could be expressed in quite straightforward terms: all of the southern kingdoms, together with their various kings, were subject to Æthelbald, king of the Mercians (HE v. 23). Bede’s seemingly incontrovertible statement represents the beginning of a period of Mercian supremacy which lasted for a hundred years, from c. 725 to c. 825, and which has long been held to mark a crucial stage in the political unification of England. We may choose to wonder whether the statement can be taken at face value; but Bede was certainly not alone in being mightily impressed by the extent of King Æthelbald’s rule. The famous charter by which Æthelbald granted land at Ismere in Worcestershire to Ealdorman Cyneberht, in 736, shows how the king was perceived by a churchman in the diocese of Worcester. At the beginning of the text, Æthelbald is styled ‘by the gift of God king not only of the Mercians but also of all the provinces which are called by the general name “South English”’; and in an endorsement added to the charter by a different hand, he is styled ‘king of the South English’. It is normally and not unnaturally assumed that the term ‘South English’ (Sutangli) was here intended to express Æthelbald’s

12 Sawyer 89 (trans. EHD, no. 67).
supremacy over all of the Southumbrian kingdoms, and that the charter thus corroborates the word of Bede. It must be admitted, however, that the formulation ‘not only of the Mercians, but also ... of the South English’ is entirely appropriate to the conception of a Mercian king suggested by the Tribal Hidage, as one whose royal power originated in the Mercian heartland but had come to be extended over the ‘Anglian’ peoples of the midlands (‘South English’, as opposed to the ‘north’ English of Northumbria and the ‘east’ English of East Anglia); and it might be safer, therefore, to interpret the style in this more restricted sense. The feature of the Ismere charter which remains truly remarkable is the description of Æthelbald, in the witness-list, as ‘king of Britain’. The term may reflect the grandiose notions of Æthelbald’s own entourage, or it may have come into the draftsman’s mind as an extension of his reading of Bede; whatever the case, it certainly indicates that Æthelbald was regarded as the master of all he surveyed. In the 740s, Boniface addressed Æthelbald as ‘wielding the glorious sceptre of imperial rule over the English’; and at about the same time Felix, author of a Life of St Guthlac, felt it appropriate to write of Æthelbald as one who enjoyed ever increasing prosperity from one day to the next. King Offa made no less of a mark. In some charters he is styled ‘king of the Mercians and also of the other nations around’, which harks back to Æthelbald’s style in the Ismere charter; in others, he is styled ‘king of the English’, or even ‘king of the whole country of the English’, though since none of the charters in question is preserved in its original form, it is difficult to be sure that they represent genuine contemporary usage. Alcuin, the scholar who had removed himself from Northumbria to the court of Charlemagne but who retained a sensitive and abiding interest in English affairs, heaped praise on Offa as ‘the glory of Britain, the trumpet of proclamation, the sword against foes, the shield against enemies’; and in much the same vein Offa is described in a Kentish charter of the late eighth century as ‘king and glory of Britain’. It is all too easy to get carried away by the hyperbole: to forget that grandiose styles and naturally exaggerated forms of expression are not always reliable indicators of historical truth, and so to imagine that the Mercian overlords were intent upon breaking down political frontiers in order to realise their own vision of a unified kingdom of England. It is also difficult to resist the notion that the Mercian rulers would appear in all the finery which befitted their elevated status if only we were not otherwise so dependent on evidence supplied by those who came into
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15 MGH Epp. iv, no. 64, p. 107; trans. EHD, no. 195.
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conflict with them; or, put another way, that it is only the lack of sources emanating from the Mercian court which prevents us from seeing Offa in particular as a king on a par with Alfred the Great. Nothing could diminish our estimation of the extraordinary achievements of the Mercian overlords; the question is whether we should believe their interested admirers, or their disaffected victims.

It is essential to base our understanding of the Mercian supremacy on examination of the evidence which bears directly on the nature and extent of Mercian rule. In the case of Æthelbald, it can be shown that he held power over the rulers of the Hwicce, and since he was certainly in a position to exercise some form of control over commercial activity in London it seems likely that he brought the rulers of the East Saxons under his sway. Æthelbald's concern to foster his interests in Kent is also well attested, though it is significant that the charters issued by Kentish kings in the first half of the eighth century do not contain any obvious indication that the kings in question were operating under direct Mercian control. It is otherwise apparent that Æthelbald seized territory from the kingdom of the West Saxons, that he attacked the Welsh on several occasions, and that he even ventured on one occasion into Northumbria. The circumstances of Æthelbald's death ('treacherously killed at night by his bodyguard in shocking fashion'), and the circumstances of Offa's accession (by putting Beornred to flight, and conquering the Mercian kingdom 'with sword and bloodshed'), render it unlikely that there could have been much continuity from the one reign to the next. Charters preserved in the archives of Worcester cathedral afford evidence of Offa's control of the Hwicce, and charters preserved in the archives of Canterbury, Rochester and Selsey afford evidence of his intervention in Kent and Sussex. It emerges that Offa had to build up his power from scratch, and that his overlordship took different forms in each of the areas which came under his sway. Offa soon established his authority over the rulers of the Hwicce, though it was not until the 780s, or thereabouts, that he removed them altogether and took direct control of their realm. In the 760s Offa extended his authority into the kingdom of Kent, initially allowing the local rulers to retain their status as kings; but Kent broke free from Mercian overlordship in 776, and it was only when Offa recovered control of the kingdom, c. 785, that he suppressed the local kings, exercising direct rule in Kent for the rest of his reign. In the early 770s Offa brought the kingdom of Sussex under his sway, and in this case it would appear that those who had formerly been kings of the South Saxons were forced from the outset to abandon their royal status, though

they were allowed to retain at least some of their power as ‘ealdormen’. The South Saxons may have recovered their independence at the same time as the people of Kent; but if so, they fell back under Offa’s control thereafter. Elsewhere, it seems that Offa enjoyed some form of recognition in the kingdom of East Anglia, to judge from the fact that East Anglian moneyers struck coins in his name; but the evidence is too imprecise to show whether local kings were allowed to retain their position during periods of Mercian control, or whether they only emerged in periods when the East Anglians managed to assert their independence. Little is known of the rulers of Essex in the late eighth century; but of the last two kings named in the East Saxon royal genealogy, Sigeric seems to have managed to retain his status (if not necessarily his independence) throughout Offa’s reign, leaving his son Sigereid to suffer the loss of his kingship under the regime of King Cenwulf. The construction of Offa’s Dyke suggests that the Mercians had decided to lay down the course of their frontier with the Welsh, to defend themselves against raids from the west; but elsewhere, as it were, the options remained wide open.

The nature of the relationship between the kingdom of Mercia and the kingdom of the West Saxons requires more detailed discussion. It has been said that for most of the period from 726 to 802, ‘Wessex was little more than a large, outlying province of the Mercian kingdom’;18 and if true, the fact would have a significant bearing on our general understanding of political development in the eighth and ninth centuries. Much depends in this connection on the credibility of Bede’s description of Æthelwald’s power in 731, on the significance to be attached to the more grandiose styles in charters, and on one’s willingness to believe that the ability of Mercian rulers to take tribute from the West Saxons is attested by the Tribal Hidage. Much also depends on an observed contrast between the apparent stability of the Mercian regime, under Æthelbald and Offa, and the apparent dynastic confusion which prevailed at the same time in the kingdom of Wessex. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records a sequence of five kings between 726 and 802; yet no details are given of the parentage of any one of them, as if the main dynastic lines had failed, and as if the West Saxons were finding their kings from other branches of the extended family which they considered to be royal. It is certainly true that the West Saxon kings moved in a world of internal disension, and were regularly confronted with (presumed) challenges to their rule: King Æthelheard fought the ætheling Oswald in 726; a certain Cynric, styled ‘ætheling of the West Saxons’, was slain in 748; King Sigeberht was deprived of his kingdom in 757, ‘because of his unjust acts’;

King Cynewulf attempted to drive out the ætheling Cyneheard, brother of Sigeberht, in 786, leading to the death of them both; and King Brihtric was instrumental in the expulsion of Egbert in 789. It must be emphasised, however, that there is no particular reason to regard Wessex as a kingdom in a state of debilitating disorder throughout these years. The brief reign of Sigeberht (756–7) stands apart in a period otherwise marked by the longer reigns of Æthelheard (726–40), Cuthred (740–56), Cynewulf (757–86) and Brihtric (786–802); and while it may be difficult to gain much sense of West Saxon affairs from the small number of surviving charters of the period, there is enough evidence to suggest that the ability of these kings to hold their own against their more powerful Mercian counterparts should not be underestimated.

King Æthelheard is associated with King Æthelbald in a charter which purports to record Æthelbald’s grant of land in Berkshire to Abingdon abbey, and which purports further to have been issued at Benson, in Oxfordshire, at the outset (it seems) of a joint expedition to attack the British beyond the river Severn; it is difficult to judge whether any of this information is genuine, though it is not inappropriate for the apparent date (c. 730). If Bede can be trusted on such matters, Æthelheard was among those kings who recognised the overlordship of King Æthelbald in 731. According to the Chronicle, King Æthelbald took control of Somerton in 733, presumably as the outcome of a Mercian attack from across the river Avon, and perhaps with the implication that the Mercian king exercised power over much of Somerset thereafter. Cuthred of Wessex may initially have had little option but to acknowledge Æthelbald’s control of Somerset: Æthelbald is known to have held the abbey of Bath, and there is reason to believe that his interests extended to the abbey of Glastonbury in the 740s. The Chronicle records that ‘Æthelbald and Cuthred fought against the Britons’ in 743, which implies a joint expedition curiously reminiscent of the one which had involved Æthelbald and Æthelheard. It was apparently in the 750s that Cuthred earned his reputation as one who (in the chronicler’s words) ‘fought stoutly against Æthelbald’. According to the annal for 750, Cuthred ‘fought against the arrogant ealdorman Æthelhun’. It would be natural to assume that the Æthelhun in question was a West Saxon official who had in some way given cause for offence, and so to regard this statement as further evidence of internal dissension in Wessex. It is tempting, however, to connect the chronicler’s statement with the entry for the same year in the set of annals preserved as a ‘Continuation’ of Bede, to the effect that Cuthred rose against King Æthelbald, and so to regard Æthelhun as a
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representative of the Mercian regime in some part of Wessex, whose overbearing behaviour had precipitated revolt. In 752 Cuthred is said to have fought against King Æthelbald at Beorhford (unidentified), apparently putting him to flight. It may be that Cuthred had resolved in the early 750s to remove the Mercians from Somerset, and elsewhere to drive them from disputed territory along the Thames valley. The West Saxons seem at about this time to have recovered their territory south of the Avon, and to have resumed possession of disputed land in the middle Thames valley; but one cannot tell whether this was achieved by Cuthred himself, or by one of his immediate successors.

Relations between the West Saxons and the Mercians were no less complex during the reign of King Cynewulf (757–86), and again they seem to have turned on control of various parts of the borderland between the two kingdoms. In 757 King Æthelbald (styled 'king not only of the Mercians but also of the peoples around') granted land apparently at Tockenham, in Wiltshire, to a certain abbot Eanberht, possibly of Malmesbury. The charter recording the grant was attested by both Æthelbald and Cynewulf, each accompanied by his own entourage. This may indicate a certain ambiguity about the political affiliation of land in northern Wiltshire, or it may be that Cynewulf was at a disadvantage in the first year of his reign and had been obliged, in effect, to acknowledge Æthelbald's superior power in the area. But Æthelbald's death in the same year must have given Cynewulf the opportunity to recover lost ground. In 758 Cynewulf was himself in a position to grant land in northern Wiltshire to Malmesbury abbey. At a council of the Southumbrian church convened at about the same time, Cynewulf granted an estate at North Stoke, on the river Avon, to the abbey of Bath; the charter recording the grant was confirmed by King Offa, but the confirmation may well be an addition made on a subsequent occasion. Cynewulf is known to have exercised control over land south of the Avon, at a time when the abbey of Bath was in the hands of the bishop of Worcester; but the situation seems to have changed thereafter, perhaps following the transfer of Bath into Offa's hands, since Offa was in a position, towards the end of his reign, to make at least one grant of land in Somerset. It is particularly interesting to find that Cynewulf attested a charter by which King Offa granted land at Bexhill in Sussex to the bishop of Selsey, in 772. In this case there is no obvious connection between Cynewulf's appearance and the nature of the grant itself; rather, it seems that Cynewulf had attended the meeting at which the grant happens to have been made, though one
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cannot tell whether his presence signified his acknowledgement of Offa’s overlordship, or whether it was simply a reflection of normal relations between the two kings. The land in the Thames valley remained the principal bone of contention. The chronicler reports that in 779 Cynewulf and Offa ‘fought around Bensington [Benson, Oxfordshire], and Offa captured the town’, and it emerges from another source that Offa seized the monastery at Cookham, ‘and many other towns’, from King Cynewulf, ‘and brought them under Mercian rule’. Cynewulf’s eventual loss of some territory at Offa’s hands does not, however, represent the subjection of his whole kingdom to Mercian rule; and although it is clear that Cynewulf must have been overshadowed by his powerful neighbour in the last years of his reign, the legates who reported to the pope on their visit to England in 786 seem to have regarded the two kings as independent rulers.

Following his recovery of control of Kent, in the mid-780s, Offa was at the height of his power; and we might expect, therefore, to find more compelling signs of his ‘supremacy’ over Wessex. King Cynewulf was succeeded in 786 by Brihtric; and in 789 Brihtric married Eadburh, daughter of Offa. This marriage is, in fact, the only evidence for relations between the kingdoms in the last decade of Offa’s reign, and it is accordingly a matter of some importance to judge it correctly. The marriage could be interpreted in political terms as an acknowledgement on Brihtric’s part of Offa’s overlordship, from which he might have gained some guarantee of protection against his rivals and some assurance of peace from Offa himself; alternatively, it could be interpreted as marking the establishment of a bond between the two kingdoms, which symbolised their mutual respect. The choice depends on our interpretation of a remark in the annal for 839 in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, made in connection with a record of the death of Brihtric’s successor, Egbert: ‘Earlier, before he became king, Offa, king of the Mercians, and Brihtric, king of the West Saxons, had driven him from England to France for three years. Brihtric had helped Offa because he had married his daughter.’ As a member of the West Saxon royal dynasty, Egbert was evidently a potential threat to Brihtric; and his expulsion from England has been regarded as a case of the all-powerful Offa helping a threatened Brihtric to secure his own position in Wessex, with the implication that Brihtric ruled thereafter as Offa’s ‘protected dependant’. Yet one should not forget that Egbert was the son of Ealhmund, who had been recognised as a king of Kent towards the end of the period of Kentish independence from Mercia (776–c. 785). Egbert might thus have been

31 Sawyer 1258 (trans. EHD, no. 79).
32 MGH Epp. iv, no. 3 (trans. EHD, no. 191).
33 Stenton (1971), pp. 209–10; see also p. 225.
perceived as a potential threat to Offa’s position in the southeast, and Brihttric would have been in the best position to secure his removal from England. Of course a West Saxon chronicler might be expected to put the best construction on the events; but his statement that it was Brihttric who helped Offa (and not vice versa) might reasonably be construed as an indication that, in this instance, the king of the West Saxons was performing a favour for his father-in-law, without any implication of political subordination thereafter.

The evidence bearing on relations between Wessex and Mercia in the eighth century thus falls a long way short of showing that the one was an ‘outlying province’ of the other for any part of the period from 726 to 802; and it is important to emphasise that the successive kings of the West Saxons appear, on the evidence of their charters, to have enjoyed a freedom of action which was denied to their counterparts elsewhere. It would be rash, therefore, to assume that the Mercian overlords entertained any serious pretensions to supremacy throughout southern England. Both Æthelbald and Offa managed to build up unprecedented power from their Mercian base, and both must have dominated their respective political scenes; yet both always remained kings ‘of the Mercians’. One has to stress, in this connection, that Mercian overlordship was fundamentally a matter of degree. It meant different things to different people, from one part of the country to another and from one period to another; and it could find expression in a number of different ways. The Mercians might have maintained good relations with a kingdom, and respected its independence; they might have appropriated territory in which they had an interest, and otherwise left the local ruler to his own devices; or they might have demanded payments of tribute in return for peace. In some cases they took matters further, with more direct intervention in the internal affairs of a kingdom. They might have allowed the local ruler to retain his function as king, requiring him to acknowledge Mercian overlordship in other ways; they might have denied royal status to the local ruler, but allowed him to continue to exercise his functions as before, in a more lowly capacity; or they might have suppressed the local ruler altogether, taking direct control of the kingdom but respecting its separate identity. Needless to say, the different forms of Mercian overlordship would have left different marks, some of which are easier to detect than others; but the point remains that however extensive the ‘Mercian supremacy’ may have been, it should never be visualised as a uniform political system. The heart of Mercian power remained where it always had been, in the middle Trent valley, and it derived its strength from mastery of the numerous peoples of midland England; but although its separate limbs stretched out in different directions
over various other parts of the country, the firmness of its grip was uneven, and there was no attempt to bring all things in reach within a single embrace.

The 'Mercian supremacy' was not, therefore, the realisation of a grand design for the unification of southern England, sustained by the emergence of a sense of collective political identity among the English people; it was simply the product of the extension of Mercian power into areas which could least resist, and so far as one can tell it was sustained essentially by a threat or display of force. Perhaps one should not attach much significance in this connection to Boniface's complaint that Æthelbald's ealdormen and companions offered 'greater violence and oppression to monks and priests than other Christian kings have done before', or to Offa's overbearing behaviour in denying the right of a Kentish king to issue charters without his permission; for such clashes of interest were commonplace, and could be matched in kind at any other period. Offa himself went to considerable lengths in the late 780s to secure the consecration of his son Ecgfrith as king, and even Alcuin was prepared to indulge Offa in what seems to have been his attempt in this way to put the Mercian regime on a new and more acceptable footing. Yet the truth remained that Offa's position depended on the forcible suppression of his political opponents. In 789 Egbert of Wessex was driven into exile in Francia, precipitating (or perhaps compounding) a dispute between Offa and Charlemagne; in 794 Æthelberht, king of the East Angles, was beheaded on Offa's orders; at about the same time Charlemagne had occasion to ask Archbishop Æthelheard to intercede with Offa on behalf of some 'miserable exiles' who had left their country with their lord Hringstan, hoping that they would now be allowed 'to return to their native land in peace and without unjust oppression of any kind'; and in 796, Charlemagne wrote to Offa of the exiles 'who in fear of death have taken refuge under the wings of our protection'. These are the victims of Offa's regime whose own stories one should like so much to have. It must suffice, however, to reflect on the testimony of one interested observer, as he came to terms with the brutal realities of Mercian power following the deaths of both Offa and Ecgfrith in 796. Alcuin wrote to a Mercian ealdorman that Ecgfrith 'has not died for his own sins, but the vengeance for the blood shed by the father has reached the son. For you know very well how much blood his father shed to secure the kingdom on his son. This was
not a strengthening of his kingdom, but its ruin.\textsuperscript{40} He wrote in similar terms to a Mercian bishop: 'You know very well how the illustrious king prepared for his son to inherit his kingdom, as he thought, but as events showed, he took it from him. Hence you can judge worldly wisdom, and how truly the psalmist said: "Unless the Lord builds the house, they labour in vain who guard it." Man proposes, but God disposes.'\textsuperscript{41}

If one accepts the conception of Mercian power outlined above, there ceases to be any reason to suppose that the supremacy of the Mercian kings ended with the death of Offa in 796. Indeed, the reign of Cenwulf (796–821) seems in many respects to epitomise the Mercian regime, and to bring its most distinctive features into their sharpest focus. The extent of Cenwulf's rule was much the same as Offa's had been, and is attested in the same variety of ways; he made terms with the Northumbrians in the early years of his reign, and seems latterly to have adopted a belligerent attitude towards the Welsh; he pursued his ends with all the determination of his predecessors, meeting opposition with repression, and generating much resentment in the process; and like Offa, he may have found that he had sowed the seeds of his own destruction. It is inevitable, given the nature of the surviving sources, that we know most about Cenwulf's rule in Kent. The rebellion of Eadberht Pæn had shown yet again how fragile was the power of the Mercian king outside his own kingdom, especially at the beginning of a new reign; and it is typical of the means by which supremacy was enforced that Cenwulf ravaged Kent in 798, seized Eadberht, and 'brought him in fetters into Mercia'. The nature of Mercian interests in Kent is then underlined by Cenwulf's famous dispute with Wulfred, archbishop of Canterbury, about control of the wealthy Kentish minsters;\textsuperscript{42} yet it is striking that the Mercian king seems always to have conducted his dealings with Kent from a distance, and that he made little attempt to cultivate support among members of the local nobility. The death of Cenwulf in 821 appears to have precipitated considerable upheaval,\textsuperscript{43} of the kind associated with the sudden release of feelings which had been suppressed during the lifetime of a potent king; and there are indications that for the rest of the 820s Mercia fell into a state of internal discord which spelt its end as a great Southumbrian power. In 823 Ceolwulf 'was deprived of his kingdom'; in 824, 'two ealdormen, Burghelm and Muca, were killed'; in 825 the Mercians suffered the military defeat which led to the loss of their control of the southeastern provinces; in 827, 'Ludeca, king of the Mercians, was killed, and his five ealdormen with

\textsuperscript{40} MGH Epp. iv, no. 122 (trans. EHD, no. 202).
\textsuperscript{42} See Brooks (1984), pp. 175–206. \textsuperscript{43} Sawyer 1435.
him'; and in 829 the kingdom was 'conquered' (in whatever sense the term may imply) by Egbert of Wessex. There is no particular reason to believe that the discord persisted into the 'second reign' of Wiglaf (830–40), or into the reigns of Berhtwulf (840–52) and Burhred (852–74); but a reading of Mercian charters creates an interesting (if necessarily subjective) impression of a kingdom past its glory and now reverting to its former condition. It would appear that the 'kingdom of Mercia' remained an agglomeration of different peoples, each with its own leader, or 'ealdorman'; that the kingship of the Mercians depended on the ability of the leader of one people to gain recognition from the leaders of others; and that while particular kings may (or may not) have tried to establish dynastic rule, none succeeded in doing so. Moreover, if it was true that the Mercians lacked adequate resources of their own, and had once looked elsewhere to satisfy their needs, it may also have been true that their kings, perhaps of their nature, did not have access to land in the quantity required for the support of their men. After 825, the Mercians were obliged to turn in on themselves. The kings seem to have resorted (more so than before) to the seizure of land from some churches, and to the selling of privileges to others;44 at the same time they would have had little option but to resign themselves to the further developments south of the Thames.

The course of events in the ninth century could be understood in its simplest terms as a story of the 'rise of Wessex' from foundations laid by King Egbert in the first quarter of the century to the achievements of King Alfred the Great in its closing decades. The outlines of the story are told in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, though the modern reader has to make all due allowance for the fact that the annals represent a West Saxon point of view and were cast in their received form by a chronicler who well knew what the outcome would be. On the day of Egbert's succession to the kingdom of Wessex, in 802, a Mercian ealdorman from the province of the Hwicce had crossed the border at Kempsford (on the Thames), presumably with the intention of mounting a raid into northern Wilts; the Mercian force was met by the local ealdorman, 'and the people of Wiltshire had the victory'. There is some evidence that a treaty was sworn between the Mercians and the West Saxons at about this time, in a meeting at Collesbyl (? Coleshill in Berkshire, not far from Kempsford);45 and this may have inaugurated a period of peace which lasted for the next twenty years. The chronicler attached particular significance to the achievements of King Egbert in the 820s. In 825 Egbert defeated Beornwulf, king of the Mercians, at the battle

44 See, e.g., Sawyer 190 (trans. EHD, no. 81), 192 (trans. EHD, no. 86), 206 (trans. EHD, no. 90) and 207 (trans. EHD, no. 91); see also Wormald, in Campbell (1982), pp. 138–9.
45 Sawyer 154.
of *Ellendun*, precipitating the submission to the West Saxons of 'the people of Kent and of Surrey and the South Saxons and the East Saxons', and also precipitating an appeal by the East Angles to the West Saxons 'for peace and protection, because of their fear of the Mercians'. *Ellendun* (now called Wroughton) is located in that part of northern Wiltshire apparently disputed between Wessex and Mercia in the eighth century; and it is significant that Mercian supremacy in the southeast was undone in this way by a military defeat so much further to the west. In 829 Egbert went on, in the chronicler's words, to conquer 'the kingdom of the Mercians and everything south of the Humber'. It was at this point that the chronicler chose to attach Egbert's name to Bede's list of seven Southumbrian overlords (*HE* 11. 5), adding that 'he was the eighth king who was *Bretwalda*. One could argue at length about the significance of this term, and whether the 'omission' of Æthelbald and Offa from the chronicler's extended list should be construed as a sign of 'anti-Mercian bias', or as a sign of his awareness that the rule of the Mercian kings had not actually extended over the whole of Southumbria; and since the Mercians appear to have recovered their independence in 830, one might also suppose that Egbert's glory was in fact short lived. Whatever the case, Egbert is seen on this model to have been the one who began to restore West Saxon strength after the political misfortune of the period from 726 to 802, and whose victory over the Mercians at the battle of *Ellendun* in 825 enabled him and his successors to stake their own claim to the overlordship of the Southumbrian kingdoms; in short, it was essentially by virtue of Egbert's success that Alfred was able to 'inherit' what Offa had built.46

It is arguable, however, that the unfolding pattern of events should be understood in a rather different way. If Bede's concept of the Southumbrian overlord, and the chronicler's concept of the 'Bretwalda', are to be regarded as artificial constructs, which have no validity outside the context of the literary works in which they appear, we are released from the assumptions about political development which they seem to involve. Thus, while the chronicler in the late ninth century might have considered it appropriate to cast Egbert in the role which had been created in the first instance by Bede, we might ask whether kings in the eighth and ninth centuries were quite so obsessed with the establishment of a pan-Southumbrian state. Other issues were perhaps of more pressing concern. What mattered most to the Mercian kings was the security of their interests along the course of the river Thames, access to the emporium of London, and control of the southeast; and for much of the period from c. 725 to c. 825 they certainly had the upper hand. It

seems, however, that Ine's successors in Wessex had managed to maintain their independence, and that the internal affairs of the kingdom developed without much interference from outside; but eventually Egbert broke the Mercian hold on the southeast, and the West Saxons were able thereafter to pursue their own objectives in their own way. It is arguable, on this basis, that the 'rise of Wessex' should be regarded as a longer and more continuous process: Alfred owed much to Egbert, but he owed still more to Ine, and acknowledged the fact by re-issuing Ine's law-code as an appendix to his own. It is also arguable, on the same basis, that to regard the West Saxon kings of the ninth century as in any sense the 'heirs' to the supremacy established by the Mercian kings in the eighth century, or indeed to the supremacies established by other kings in the seventh, is to miss a more fundamental truth. Each supremacy was a thing of its own; and Egbert, far from following a well-trodden path towards a long-established objective, was taking a different path towards something new.

King Egbert was essentially intent upon the creation of conditions which would ensure the security and prosperity of England south of the Thames; and if he had any model in mind, it was perhaps a return to the position which had obtained in the late seventh and early eighth centuries, during the reigns of Ine in Wessex and Wihtred in Kent. The West Saxons were no less eager than the Mercians had been to bring Kent within their sphere of control, but analysis of charters suggests that they set about the task in a significantly different way. The Mercians appear to have maintained their control from a distance, and succeeded only in antagonising the Kentish people. Egbert, on the other hand, could represent himself as one who had some dynastic interest in Kent (through his father Ealhmund), and as one who had delivered the southeastern provinces from Mercian oppression. But the crucial difference was that Egbert and his successors appear to have been careful to cultivate support in the locality: they visited Kent on what may have been a regular basis; they came to an agreement with the archbishop of Canterbury; and they placed responsibility for local administration in the hands of the local nobility, extending to Kent what may have become a distinctively 'West Saxon' conception of an ealdorman as an official appointed by the king over a designated division of land. It is interesting, however, that both Egbert and his son Æthelwulf appear to have respected the separate identity of Kent and its associated provinces, as if there had been no plan at this stage to absorb the southeast into an enlarged kingdom stretching across the whole of southern England. Nor does it seem to have been the intention of Egbert and his successors to

47 See Keynes (1993).
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maintain supremacy of any kind over the kingdom of Mercia. Following his ‘conquest’ of Mercia in 829, Egbert had ruled the kingdom for one year; but in 830, according to the chronicler, ‘Wiglaf again obtained the kingdom of the Mercians’. It is quite possible that Egbert had relinquished Mercia of his own volition; and there is no suggestion that any residual antagonism affected relations between the rulers of Wessex and Mercia thereafter. Wessex was clearly in the stronger position from a military point of view, and there is some indication that allegiances in London were already beginning to shift towards the West Saxon kings; but the general impression is one of alliance, symbolised by the two recorded instances of military co-operation and inter-dynastic marriage, in 853 and 868.

It follows from this broad view of political development in the eighth and ninth centuries that the positions established by the Mercian overlords, and the supposed ‘bretwaldaship’ of Egbert, had little to do with each other, and even less to do with the circumstances in which the unification of England was eventually achieved. What truly counted in the ninth century was Egbert’s foundation of a ‘bipartite’ kingdom which stretched across southern England, and the formation of a working alliance between the West Saxon dynasty and the rulers of the Mercians. In 860 the eastern and western parts of the southern kingdom were united by agreement between the surviving sons of Æthelwulf, though the union was not maintained without some opposition from within the dynasty; and in the late 870s King Alfred gained the submission of the Mercians under their ruler Æthelred, who in other circumstances might have been styled a king, but who under the Alfredian regime was regarded as the ‘ealdorman’ of his people. By this stage the Vikings were assuming ever increasing importance as catalysts of social and political change. They constituted the common enemy, making the English the more conscious of a national identity which overrode deeper distinctions; they could be perceived as an instrument of divine punishment for the people’s sins, raising awareness of a collective Christian identity; and by ‘conquering’ the kingdoms of the East Angles, the Northumbrians and the Mercians they created a vacuum in the leadership of the English people which was waiting to be filled. In the 870s King Alfred had been preoccupied with his own struggle for survival in the face of repeated Viking invasions of Wessex; but following his victory over Guthrum at the battle of Edington in 878 he was in a position to implement the programme of reform which he saw as the way to victory in the present and security for the future. There could be no doubt that Alfred’s success depended in large measure on his adoption of practices as uncompromising as any seen in the

days of the Mercian overlords. Pope John VIII had occasion to write to the archbishop of Canterbury in 877–8, encouraging him to resist demands made by the king;\textsuperscript{50} and if there were some who actually defected to the Danes,\textsuperscript{51} there must have been many others who took some persuading that royal policies were in a good cause. Not even Asser made much of an attempt to disguise the fact:

For by gently instructing, cajoling, urging, commanding, and (in the end, when his patience was exhausted) by sharply chastising those who were disobedient and by despising popular stupidity and stubbornness in every way, he carefully and cleverly exploited and converted his bishops and ealdormen and nobles, and his thegns most dear to him, and reeves as well (in all of whom, after the Lord and the king, the authority of the entire kingdom is seen to be invested, as is appropriate), to his own will and to the general advantage of the whole realm.\textsuperscript{52}

Yet Alfred’s true distinction lies in his determination to rise above his origins as king of the West Saxons, and to present himself as the leader of a new political order. In 886 he occupied London, ‘and all the English people that were not under subjection to the Danes submitted to him’. The occupation of London marked Alfred’s recognition of the city’s crucial importance to the security and to the prosperity of his realm; and the fact that he promptly entrusted it to the control of Ealdorman Æthelred reflects his own faith in the Mercian alliance. Still more important, however, was the submission of the English people. It may well have involved recognition in some sense of the elevated status to which Alfred aspired, and which found more particular expression in his designation (by Asser) as ‘king of the Anglo-Saxons’.\textsuperscript{53} The title symbolised an awareness in high circles of the common interests which were beginning to bind peoples together, though there was still a long way to go: the ‘king of the Anglo-Saxons’ was the product of the ninth century, but the ‘king of the English’ would have to wait for the tenth.

\textsuperscript{50} The letter is translated in \textit{EHD}, no. 222. \textsuperscript{51} See Sawyer 362 (trans. \textit{EHD}, no. 100).
IRELAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES, 
C. 700 TO THE EARLY ELEVENTH CENTURY

Donnchadh Ó Corráin

Ireland, Scotland and Wales were all Celtic countries, but their respective medieval populations did not know this and their Celticity (however one may define it) is not the reason for grouping them together (Map 2). They did share certain terms, including elements of a legal vocabulary, that point to common institutions in earlier times but one cannot posit a genetic relationship in any real sense. They were different societies, in close geographical contact, that had experiences in common, but reacted diversely. The first of these experiences was the Roman presence: Wales and part of Scotland were within the empire, Ireland and northern Scotland without, but profoundly influenced by it. The insular lands beyond the limes were heavily Romanised in material culture and their politico-military organisation was a reaction to Rome, in splendour and decline. Latin Christianity bound them together and set up close cultural contact between them. Their second shared experience lay in a twofold interaction with the expansionist Germanic world: first the Vikings, second the Anglo-Saxons. What began as Viking raiding opened the way to trade, settlement and urbanisation in varying degrees, tilted centres of power and influence towards the Irish Sea, and shaped the political development of all three. Finally, all experienced English aggression as a decisive force in their history – Wales, Scotland and Ireland in that order – throughout the middle ages.

IRELAND

The law tracts of the eighth and ninth centuries describe a hierarchy of kings: ré tuaithe, the king of the tuath ‘petty kingdom’; ruiri, the king of petty kings; and ré ruirech or ‘king of overkings’, also called ré cóicid ‘king of a province’. Muirchú in the last quarter of the seventh century lists the

---

1 Thurneysen (1973); Ó Corráin (1986a).
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Map 2 Ireland, Wales and Scotland, 700–c. 1000
Ireland, Scotland and Wales to the early eleventh century

hierarchy as: reges, satrapae, duces, principes, optimates populi. This structure was more complex and less static than the analysis of the lawyers (early or late) might suggest, and was the product of the power politics of competing dynasties. Notions of tribalism, much discussed in the past, are not helpful here. In the eighth century and before, the petty kingdoms were going under: over-kings were conquering them and creating new principalities. Often, they took over the name, patron saints and churches of the defeated. Ireland was a land of dynastic kingship where the major dynasties competed for power and resources — and this state of affairs long ante-dated the Viking wars. Political power (royal and lordly) was held by an aggressive upper class with a developed ideology of kingship and an historical awareness, both sharpened by the teachings of the clergy. It was distributed territorially but articulated hierarchically, and a learned historical myth, based on Isidore and the Bible, derived rulers and peoples from a single source.

There was no monarchy, but the clerical servitors of the paramount dynasty, Uí Néill, refer to their king as 'ruler of the whole of Ireland, ordained by God' and to Tara, their historic seat, as caput Scottorum. The annalists call two of them rex Hiberniae (642, 703). The king of Tara or ardrí 'high king' is the highest grade of king, the equal of the triath: 'he goes through the kingdoms of Ireland from wave to wave ... The five provinces of Ireland, he goes through all their submissions as has been sung of Conchobar.' The church rowed in behind rising kingly power. Adomnán talks of royal ordination. The term occurs in the book on kingship ('De regno') in the Hibernensis (compiled c. 700–50), where the canon lawyers take their text from 1 Samuel 10: 'Samuel took a flask of oil and poured it over Saul's head and kissed him and said: “Behold, the Lord has anointed you prince over your inheritance.”' The annals report instances of royal ordination - 793 (king of Munster), c. 804 (Aed Oirnide, king of the Uí Néill), 993 (when the king of the Northern Uí Néill was given 'the order of king' by the abbot of Armagh). The lawyers favoured strong government and emphasised the king's coercive powers: 'The word of a king is a sword for beheading, a rope for hanging, it casts into prison, it condemns to exile.' Those who disobeyed the king were to be punished by death, exile, confiscation of property or imprisonment. Citing gospel authority, the lawyers demanded that royal taxes be paid and urged capital punishment for grave offences. This heady mixture of exhortation to rule firmly, to be supreme judge, to extend royal power and income, and the constant harping on the potent model of Old Testament kingship will have had a strong

4 Bieler (1979), p. 84.  5 Binchy (1914); Byrne (1971); Ó Corráin (1978).
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impact on the power-hungry kings of the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries who were then building up the provincial kingship that dominated Irish politics until the twelfth century.8

Native and Christian elements mingled in the concept of kingship — too evident to modern scholars, transparent to contemporaries. The metaphor of the sacred marriage of king and goddess and the notion of the king’s righteousness that made the world fruitful were elaborately articulated in the vernacular literature9 and skilfully integrated with Christian concepts of kingship by a learned clergy. The king ensured the good government and defence of his people (as leader, not warrior). He made peace and war, alliances and treaties, and entered into relationships (superior or subordinate) with others. His was the final court of appeal. He presided over the yearly assembly of his notables. He was a great landowner, not the allodial owner of his kingdom, but this changed as imperium and dominium merged and feudalistic institutions developed in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Dynasties were great patrilineages articulated as competing segments. The dynasty was the royal heir: succession was determined by the power play of its segments, and consequently dynasties were often racked by segmentary struggles and weakened by secession. Successful dynasties tended to narrow the succession, and this trend becomes more common in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.10

Ui Neill were the leading dynasty: they had a historical mythography to prove it and a royal model in Cormac mac Airt, the Solomon of Irish kingship. There were two branches: Southern Ui Neill in Meath and the midlands, Northern Ui Neill in Ulster. Sil nAeda Slaine built Southern Ui Neill power in the seventh century (eight were kings of Tara) but their kinsmen-rivals, Clann Cholmain, took the kingship of Tara in 743 and, except for Congalach (944–56), excluded them forever. Northern Ui Neill divided into two main segments, Cenél Conaill and Cenél Eogain. Cenél Conaill was dominant to the middle of the seventh century. Their last king of Tara abdicated in 734. Cenél Eogain had outpaced them by 789 and expanded southeast across Ulster in the eighth and ninth centuries, bringing the great monastic town of Armagh and the mid-Ulster kingdoms under their control — a base for future expansion. By the 740s the over-kingship of the whole dynasty, known as the kingship of Tara, alternated regularly between Cenél Eogain and Clann Cholmain, and the king of Tara was usually the most powerful king in Ireland.11

8 Wasserschleben (1885), pp. 76–82 (liber 25); Ó Corráin (1978), pp. 16–18; Ó Corráin, Breathnach and Breen (1984), pp. 390–1. 9 R.A. Breathnach (1933); Mac Cana (1935–8); Dillon (1947).
Leinster was ruled by Úi Dúnlainge, settled in the vale of Liffey and the north Leinster plains and linked with the great monastery of Kildare. Their competitors, Úi Chennselaig, dominated south Leinster. Excluded for centuries, they took the kingship in the early eleventh century. Úi Néill warred on Leinster. Donnchadh Midi, king of Tara, defeated the Leinster kings in 780 and sacked their lands and churches. His successor Aed Oirnide attacked Leinster in 804 and again in 805, deposed its king, and divided it. In 818 and 835 the Úi Néill appointed its kings. The Viking wars interfered with this conquest but conflict on the Úi Néill and Leinster frontier was to shape the history of Dublin.

The far-flung Eoganachta ruled Munster. Dynastic legends made them holy kings: God’s angels revealed their royal site at Cashel to their founder and they looked back with pride to a forebear baptised there by St Patrick. A ninth-century text contrasts the gentle rule of the Eoganachta with the violence of the Úi Néill, who seize sovereignty by force and win land by the sword. Some were cleric-kings, others hereditary abbots, and they had close relations with the great monastery of Emly. The Eoganachta were divided into two rival groups: the western about Killarney and in south Munster, and the eastern at Cashel, Glanworth and Knockainy. Pressure from Úi Néill, Viking raids and dynastic disorder ruined the Eoganachta. Dál Cais, their supplanters, used their strategic position north and south of the lower Shannon to build up their power. After the 930s their rise was spectacular. They captured Viking Limerick and became the first urban Irish dynasty.12

Úi Briúin of Connacht became prominent in the seventh century and were dominant by 725. They claimed kinship with Úi Néill and with their predecessors, Úi Fiachrach – a signal that they had arrived. They sought Armagh’s blessing by proclaiming its church-tax and wooed Clonmacnoise, eventually one of the dynastic churches. Úi Briúin limited the kingship to the immediate royal family. For most of the tenth and eleventh centuries they had a stable lineal succession. They had their reward: in the twelfth century they were kings of Ireland.13

The early church domesticated the landscape: holy mountains, holy wells, holy islands, and a mass of toponyms made of Christian elements (cell ‘cell’, mainistir ‘monastery’, disert ‘hermitage’, eclais ‘church’) and saints’ names organised the human environment. For the eighth- and ninth-century people Ireland’s Christian history began in remote time and St Patrick, St Brigid, Columba and the monastic founders belonged to a distant ‘age of the saints’, though, as patrons, they were always close to their foundations and attentive to their successors’ needs. Foundations and successors were rich

12 Kelleher (1967); Ó Corráin (1973).
and closely linked to royalty and nobility, for God was no equal-opportunity employer. Armagh (hereditarily ruled by local nobility) and the Uí Néill kings were collaborating closely, if warily, in the late eighth and early ninth centuries. A royal residence and the mausoleum of the Uí Néill stood there. Already, in the seventh century, Kildare was a royal capital and keeper of the king’s treasury. In the ninth century, its abbots and abbesses (it was a double monastery) were royal siblings or local nobles. Three or more abbots of Emly were kings of Munster and the Munster king-list was redacted there. High office in church was usually an inheritance and many clerical lineages were cadet branches of royal dynasties that survived as aristocrats in church, and there held on with remarkable tenacity. But hereditary succession does not necessarily mean bad government or bad morals. The governors of great monasteries (Cork and Emly, for example) equalled the king of Munster in dignity and the rulers of Armagh, Kildare, Clonard and Clonmacnoise were great political figures, by law and by birth — more Medicis than abbots of monks and singers of matins.

Monasteries formed federations in the late seventh and eighth centuries. Property bulks large in the hagiography, its rights well guarded, its possession well justified. Greater houses encroached on the lesser, leading to consolidation and pluralism. Some monastic federations had dependants and estates all over Ireland (Kildare, for example, had far-flung properties in the late seventh century), and even abroad. Wealth brought violence and rivalry led to inter-monastic war (Clonmacnoise and Birr in 760, Clonmacnoise and Durrow in 764, Cork and Clonfert in 807, Kildare and Tallaght in 824) and violence against and amongst church personnel (the murders of the bishops of Seir and Lusk in 744, killings at Armagh in 759, a conflict at Clonard in 775 between the community and the king of Tara, a battle at Ferns in 783 between the abbot and the oeconomus). No attacker could ignore his enemy’s monasteries and thus the churches were drawn into warfare.

Lands and services, the offerings of the faithful, bequests, burial dues and relic circuits made the churches wealthy. Some were towns in the late seventh century. Cogitosus describes Kildare as ‘a great metropolitan city’, though he has to admit that it is not walled (dum nullo muro ambitu circumdatur). Here is evidence of self-conscious reflection on its urban nature. The community of Taghmon claimed that the layout of their town was inspired by heaven: angels appeared to the founder and said, “Your city (civitas) will be in this place”. And they marked out in his presence seven places on which afterwards, the principal buildings of the city were
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constructed, and Fintanus placed crosses in these places. Here is a conscious corporate personality. This was deepened by reflection on the Old Testament cities of refuge and the measurements of the holy places in Ezekiel 45. The canon lawyers help fill in the picture:

There should be two or three enclosures around the sacred place; the first into which we allow no one to enter at all unless of the saints, because laymen do not approach it, nor women, only clerics; the second, into the courtyards of which we allow to enter crowds of rustics not much given to wickedness; the third into which we do not forbid to enter warriors, murderers, adulterers and whores by permission and custom. Hence the first is called most holy, the second more holy and the third holy.

Evidently a monastic town was much used to a varied mix of humanity: clergy (perhaps a bishop, priests as well as monks), nuns, virgins, holy widows, the devout married laity, monastic tenants, artisans, soldiers, whores and the whole raggle-taggle of medieval life. Monastic towns where kings lived would have royal counsellors, military officers, aristocratic hangers-on and royal mistresses.

There were worldly prince-abbots with aristocratic wives, great administrators, political clerics, houses of strict observance, rigorist anchorites and poor country parsons. Strongly episcopal texts show that bishops — and a celibate bishop outranked all clerics — exercised spiritual jurisdiction over this variegated church life. Armagh and Kildare claimed to be seats of metropolitans, the canon lawyers refer to the office, but it is uncertain how developed it was.

A cultivated clergy maintained high scholarship, and produced fine art and a literature of distinction. The great monastery-towns that had deep pockets and high aspirations carried this activity. It was a culture of writing, and expressly so. A remarkable achievement of the sixth and seventh centuries was the creation of a literary vernacular with a fixed orthography, not merely a language for homiletic-exegetical discourse but for creative literature in prose and verse. Vernacular treatises on grammar and metrics
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followed and a wide-ranging and original imaginative literature. They conceived of the pagan past as the Old Testament of their race and of its kings, queens and warriors as living according to nature in the Pauline sense, and thus fit subjects for Christian writers. This, together with their reading of Isidore, led to the cultivation of vernacular saga as written literature and the construction of a schema of human history linking the dynasties of the present, the heroes of the pagan past, and the revelations of scripture in a unifying perspective of providential history. Writing in Latin — especially computistics, exegesis and hagiography — was carried on with vigour.

Legal texts (Latin and Irish), the work of clerical lawyers devising a Christian law for a Christian community, survive from the seventh, eighth and ninth centuries. The *Hibernensis*, a compilation of Ruben (†723) of Dairinis and Cú Chuimne (†747) of Iona, is a systematic treatise on jurisdictions, church orders, legal procedures, government, property, bequests, theft, deposits, sanctuary, marriage and much else. There are vernacular laws from the seventh century. The earliest firmly datable is ‘Cáin Fhuithirbe’ (AD 678–83), proclaimed at a mixed synod and dealing with the relationships of the church and kings. The largest collection *Senchas Már*, eighth-century and from northern Ireland, possibly Armagh, some twenty-five tracts on private distraint, pledges, fosterage, kindred, clientship and relations of lord and dependant, marriage, personal injuries, theft, title to real estate, law of neighbourhood (trespass and liability), honour-price, and the contractual obligations of clergy and laity. Other tracts deal with legal and curial procedure, suretyship, contract, status, the professional classes (clerics, poets, judges and advocates), and much else. These tracts offer a contemporary profile of society.

Society is seen, from an aristocratic perspective, in class terms: kings, lords and commons. The distinction between noble and commoner was not watertight: one could become noble over three generations by acquiring wealth and dependants, but pressure was usually downwards. What distinguished a lord from a commoner, apart from birth and wealth, was the possession of clients, men bound to him by contract, owing him renders and services in return for fiefs. Commoners were freemen who usually owned
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Their classic representative was the bóaire ‘cowman’, who owed his lord a yearly render of a cow and subsidiary payments. There were others with lesser assets (ógaire). Below them were cottiers and landless men (bothach, fuidir), and serfs (senchléithe) bound to the soil. There was slavery, probably extensive in the early period and common when Vikings traded slaves from abroad. Other unfortunates (for example, unwanted children and condemned prisoners released to the church) formed a servile population on monastic estates. The lawyers have a fine-tuned awareness of class precisely because it was the linchpin of the system: it determined one’s legal powers and entitlements.

Clientship (céisme) bound lord and man in a mutual benefit relationship that favoured the lord. There are two kinds: free clientship (soerrath) and base clientship (giallnae), both contractual but differing in origin. Free clientship, like the comitatus, enabled lords to recruit a military following, ambitious aristocrats and freemen, for raiding and political in-fighting. Their reward: a share of the spoils. Base clientship was the economic basis of lordship. First, the lord made the client a payment equal to his honour price, making him the lord’s man. Then the lord gave him a fief (usually of stock, but sometimes of land, chattels or implements) and took an annual render in produce, part delivered to the lord, part consumed when the lord and his retinue made a winter feasting circuit of his clients. The lord took labour services: spring ploughing, harvesting and building. He protected his client. When, for example, his client was wronged by a third party, he helped him pursue his legal rights, though he took part of any compensation received.

The family, not the individual, was the socio-legal unit in matters of real estate, inheritance and legal liabilities. The legal family was the derbhíne ‘certain family’: the patrilineal descendants of a common great-grandfather. But people lived their lives in the gelfíne (descendants of one’s grandfather) and, perhaps more usually, in the conjugal family. Marriage was virilocal, apart from heiresses, and women had extensive rights. There were two types of marriage: a modified dowry marriage of church origin and an inherited bridewealth marriage. Divorce and remarriage were common, and polygamy (at least serial monogamy) was practised by the upper classes. It assured heirs and aristocratic manpower. This was not so much the survival of pagan custom, though there was some, but the continuation of early Christian and pre-Augustinian attitudes and practices.

Viking raiders of coastal monasteries appeared abruptly in 795. They swept into the Irish Sea and south along the Atlantic seaboard: to Cork by 822, to Skellig in the remote southwest by 824. From the 830s they attacked
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the immediate hinterland, especially in the northeast. In 832 Armagh was raided three times in a month, and many monasteries of the region were sacked. From c. 795 to c. 835, raids were hit-and-runs by small forces, perhaps two or three shiploads. They attacked coastal settlements, sometimes the surrounding territory, and disappeared promptly. There were no raids farther inland than twenty miles. Local levies hit back, sometimes effectively. The first deep territorial attack, with large-scale taking of prisoners (evident slaving), occurred in 836 in Southern Uí Néill. Vikings sacked Clonmore (in Co. Carlow) on Christmas Eve in 835/6 and took many prisoners; raiding and slaving at this time must mean they were overwintering in Ireland, probably on off-shore islands, and had an organisation that could handle large numbers of captives.

They over-wintered on Lough Neagh in 840–1, at their base in Dublin in 841–2. Now inland raiding began in earnest. Large fleets arrived on the Liffey and the Boyne, ships were active on the Shannon and the Bann. Churchmen had to defend themselves. The kings turned on the enemy and reported a string of victories to Charles the Bald in 848. By mid-century, landed Vikings were an accepted presence, their settlements part of the mosaic of petty jurisdictions, frequent Viking–Irish alliances occurred, and the Vikings feuded amongst themselves. In the second half of the century, they were independent adventurers with fixed bases—Dublin, Waterford, Wexford, St Mullins, Youghal, Cork, Limerick—but these, though formidable, were subject to successful Irish attack. Dublin was riven by dynastic feuds from the 870s and its decisive defeat came in 902: "The pagans were driven from Ireland, i.e. from the fortress of Dublin ... and they abandoned a good number of their ships, and escaped half-dead after they had been wounded and broken."36

The exiled Dublin Viking kings and aristocrats turned to the English littoral from the Dee to Solway Firth, to Galloway, the Western Isles and Man, and rapidly did there what they had failed to do in Ireland: established a powerful Scandinavian kingdom, based on York, and settled widely in the lands west of the Pennines.37 The second Viking attack on Ireland came from here when the exiled kings, Ragnall and Sitric, arrived in Waterford in 917 to reinforce a Viking fleet active there since 915. Sitric defeated the Leinstermen, reoccupied Dublin and killed Niall Glundub, king of Tara, in battle at Islandbridge, near Dublin. Ragnall led his fleet to north Britain, took York in 919, and as king of Northumbria submitted to King Edward of Wessex. A single dynasty now ruled Dublin and York. Sitric succeeded Ragnall in 920/1 and ruled until his death in 927. The Vikings in Ireland
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engaged in an intense campaign to control (and settle) the Irish littoral from Dundalk to Antrim in the 920s and 930s, but this was foiled by Muirchertach, king of the Northern Úi Néill.

Godfrid of Dublin tried to take York in 927, but King Athelstan drove him out, and when he returned he was challenged by the independent Viking city of Limerick. His son Olaf, who succeeded on his death in 934, crushed Limerick in 937 and was the ringleader at the battle of Brunanburh, where the kings of Scotland and Strathclyde allied with Dublin to contain the rising power of Athelstan. They were defeated. On Athelstan’s death in 939, Olaf returned to York and was recognised by King Edmund as king of York and Danish Mercia. He died in 941, and was succeeded by his first cousin, Olaf Cuarán, who lost York and returned to rule Dublin in 943. Here there were no easy pickings as in York. Congalach, king of Southern Úi Néill, and his allies had mercilessly sacked Dublin in 944: ‘The destruction brought upon it was this: its houses, house-enclosures, its ships and its other structures were burnt; its women, children and common folk were enslaved; its men and warriors were killed; it was altogether destroyed, from four persons to one, by killing and drowning, burning and capture, apart from a small number that fled in a few ships.’ 38 Olaf Cuarán was now a lightweight in Irish power play though he ruled again at York, c. 948 to 953.

Domnall ua Néill, king of Tara (956–80), attempted with great energy to build up a centralised over-kingdom in the north and the midlands. Olaf Cuarán sided with his regional enemies, and in the late 970s he felt strong enough to take on the Úi Néill. He was overwhelmed at the battle of Tara in 980 by Mael Sechnaill, king of Southern Úi Néill, who followed up his victory by besieging Dublin and forcing it to humiliating terms. Olaf retired to Iona as a penitent, leaving Dublin under the indirect rule of Mael Sechnaill.

Brian Boru, the most able ruler of his day, became king of Munster in 976. He dominated the Viking cities of Limerick and Waterford, and used their revenues, their fleets and their cavalry to make himself king of Ireland. In 997 Brian forced Mael Sechnaill to divide Ireland between them and hand over to him the hostages of Dublin. In 999 Sitric Silkenbeard, king of Dublin, joined with the Leinstermen and revolted. Brian and Mael Sechnaill defeated them at Glenn Mǎma and Brian followed this up by sacking Dublin and besieging its fortress. Finally, he restored Sitric as a dependent king. He now had Dublin’s troops, fleets and taxes at his disposal in his final (and successful) effort to become king of Ireland. The Dubliners feared that their prosperous autonomous city-state would be absorbed: Brian was doing to Dublin what Athelstan and his successors had done to York, and they defied
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him. Their revolt really began in 1012 and by spring 1014 they had built up a powerful alliance: Leinster, Sigurd earl of Orkney, and fleets from the Hebrides and Man. The inevitable battle took place at Clontarf on Good Friday 1014: the alliance was heavily defeated but Brian was killed.³⁹

Brian’s successors dominated Dublin and, in the struggle for the kingship of Ireland, its possession became an economic and political prize. The tenth-century Dublin–York axis brought commercial urbanism to Ireland, the eleventh-century kings used its resources to fund their ambition to rule the entire island of Ireland, and this great struggle was the leitmotiv of Irish history until the Norman attack.⁴⁰

**SCOTLAND**

In 700 the future kingdom of Scotland was occupied by three peoples – Dál Riata, Britons of Strathclyde and Picts – and under pressure from a fourth, the Northumbrians. Dál Riata, early invaders from northeast Ireland who brought Gaelic speech into Scotland, occupied Argyle and southeastern Inverness (Kintyre, Cowal and Lorn)⁴¹ – still on the periphery after two or more centuries of conquest but probably infiltrating Pictland and settling to the north and to the east. Medieval demographic growth was slow and it would have taken time to build up the population needed to occupy central Pictland in the middle of the ninth century, Gaelicise much of mainland Scotland, and re-Gaelicise the Western Isles in the late Viking period. In the seventh century and earlier Dál Riata was ruled by Cenél Gabrán but became so riven with segmentary struggles between 680 and 740 that it is doubtful whether there was a recognised over-king of Dál Riata. Segmentation had gone far by 700 – at least seven competing groups – but this would not have prevented vigorous expansion by its sub-kingdoms. Its dynastic glories lay in the past, its present glory in the monastery of Columba at Iona, the greatest church centre in the north. Iona was ruled by Adomnán (679–704), the biographer of Columba and the most influential churchman in Britain and Ireland.⁴² The expulsion of the Columban community by Nechtan, king of the Picts, in 717, following his acceptance of the Roman Easter and tonsure c. 710, was only a temporary rift.⁴³ Iona adopted the Roman Easter in 716, the coronal tonsure in 718.

British kingdoms had occupied the area between the Cheviot Hills and
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the Forth/Clyde border with the Picts, but their history is obscure. The Northumbrians conquered the eastern half in the seventh century. The southwestern kingdom of Rheged had come under Northumbrian rule well before 700: the Bewcastle and Ruthwell crosses may mark stages of the conquest.\(^{44}\) This broke the continuity between Strathclyde (the North British) and Wales. Strathclyde came under pressure from Dal Riata (battles in 678, 711, 717) and the Picts (battles 744, 750). Eadberht (737—58) conquered most of Ayrshire in 750 and attacked Dumbarton in 756, leaving Strathclyde the valley of the Clyde and little else.\(^{45}\)

The Picts were heterogeneous in origin, Celtic and pre-Celtic, speaking at least two languages, one P-Celtic and one non-Indo-European.\(^{46}\) Their distinguishing social custom was matrilineal succession to kingship — and one that may have eased the merger with Dal Riata if the Pictish dynasties were a group of patrilineages linked by the matriline.\(^{47}\) They had strong kings, and effective defences (including a large navy). In the eighth century, the Pictish kingdoms were extensive and powerful. Dal Riata apart, the mainland and isles north of the Forth/Clyde were theirs. They held this border against the aggression of Northumbria from the late seventh century. Brude (697—706), who subscribed to Adomnan’s ‘Law of the Innocents’ as *rí Cruithin†ubh* ‘king of Pictland’,\(^{48}\) probably ruled over a major kingdom in Pictland (*universae Pictorum provinciae*, as Bede puts it). Its divisions are not clear. An origin-legend credits the founder with seven sons, the eponyms of seven provinces — Fib (Fife), Fidach, Fotlaig (Atholl), Fortriu, Caith (Caithness and Sutherland), Ce, Circinn (Angus) — but there may have been others and the text is of doubtful value.\(^{49}\) Fortriu was the dominant province and the Irish annals use *rí Fortrenn* for ‘king of the Picts’. The kingdom was powerful under Oengus/Onuist (729—61). In 736 he harried Dal Riata, captured two princes and seized Dunadd. He defeated Dal Riata again in 741. He was fighting the Northumbrians in 740, Strathclyde in 744. He had made Dal Riata subject by 736 and established Pictish rule over it that lasted until the 770s or later.

The sources — late and suspect king-lists, synchronisms and difficult annals\(^{50}\) — are not enough to construct a credible account of what followed. There was acculturalisation of Pictland and Dal Riata, so deep that neither history nor linguistics is enough to untangle the dynastic skein. Even the provenance of Cináed mac Ailpín or Kenneth I, progenitor of the dynasty
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that dominates medieval Scotland, is debated. His descent from Cenél Gabráin is as plausible as the medieval historians intended.\textsuperscript{51} After 768, the record of further Dál Riata/Pictish conflict ceases: this may point to a settlement, and subsequently to a union of the kingdoms under one king. Kenneth’s segment may have used the disastrous Viking attack of 839 to thrust aside collaterals and seize the kingship. It is likely he was king in Dál Riata (841–2), and claimant to Pictland from 842. The Irish annals call him \textit{rex Pictorum} on his death in 858. He made Dunkeld his new ecclesiastical centre in 848/9 and placed the relics of Columba in the church he had built there. His successor, Domnall I (852–62), enforced Dalriadic laws in Pictland: ‘In his time, the Gaels with their king made the laws and ordinances of the kingdom of Aed mac Echach [c. 768–78], in Forteviot.’\textsuperscript{52} This probably means that the laws of Dál Riata were imposed on Pictland.

Viking raids on Scotland began suddenly:\textsuperscript{53} ‘The devastation of all the islands of Britain by the pagans’ in 794, Iona and Skye in 795, ‘great incursions in Ireland and Scotland’ in 798, Iona in 802 and 806 – and then silence about Scotland until the murder of Blathmac of Iona ‘by pagans’ in 823 and the journey of its abbot to Scotland and Ireland with the relics of Columba (829, 831). These Vikings came from Norway; they probably had already mounted unreported attacks on the Orkneys, Shetlands and Hebrides, and had begun using the islands as transit bases. Given the flurry of Viking activity around the Irish coastline, it is reasonable to think that the Vikings were at least as busy in Scotland. There are no data, for historical recording may have stopped at Iona after 825. In 839 the Vikings invaded Fortriu and won a battle in which very large numbers fell, including kings who may have governed much of Pictland. Insecurity on the west coast may have caused the drive eastwards into Pictland of Kenneth I and his followers.\textsuperscript{54}

In 866 two of the Dublin Viking leaders, Olaf and Audgisl, brought a force of Irish and Scottish Vikings to Fortriu. They attacked Pictland, took its hostages and probably imposed a tribute on it. They were back in Ireland the next year and Audgisl was murdered by his kinsmen. In 870 Olaf went again to Scotland (accompanied by his fellow-king Ívarr). They besieged Dumbarton for four months, took it, plundered it and destroyed it. They returned to Dublin next year with 200 ships and ‘a huge prey of English, Britons and Picts whom they brought to Ireland in captivity’ for the slave
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trade. This opened up the Clyde and central Scotland to Viking tribute-taking, if not rule. And that may be reflected in Ivarr's death notice in the Annals where he is called 'king of the Northmen of all Ireland and Britannia', the last term perhaps referring to his power over Strathclyde. Ivarr's successors in Dublin were riven with feuds between at least three rival families and they came under too much pressure from the Irish kings to attempt anything significant in Scotland. The threat came rather from the Danes in Northumbria who inflicted a heavy slaughter on the Picts in 875.

It is likely that there was by now a settled Viking population in the Scottish islands, and the Gall-Goidil ('Foreigner-Gaels') who appear in Ireland as mercenaries in the 850s may be from there. Muirchertach mac Néill ravaged the Hebrides in 941: their Vikings must have posed a threat to him. A generation later Magnus son of Harold and his brother Godfrid were installed in the Hebrides and Man, and raided widely in Wales (971, 972, 980, 982, 987) and Ireland (974, 984). Vikings from the Hebrides fought on the side of Olaf Cuarán of Dublin at Tara in 980. Danes (possibly freebooters led by the earl of Orkney) landed on the coast of Dál Riata in 986, raided Iona and the Western Isles on Christmas Eve 986, and killed the abbot and fifteen of the community. In 987 the son of Harold (probably Godfrid) and the Danes won a victory at Man where 1000 fell. Soon after, 360 of the Danes who had raided Iona were killed 'through the miracles of God and Columba'. Godfrid ended his career as king of the Hebrides by being killed in Dál Riata in 989. His son, Ragnall, also king of the Hebrides, died in 1005.

When and how the Orkneys were settled is unknown, the circumstantial narratives of the sagas notwithstanding. These are good for the twelfth century or later, but poor before then, and the conquest of the Orkneys is a matter for pre-history and saga. The first firmly dated earl of Orkney is Sigurd son of Hlodver who fell fighting King Brian at Clontarf in 1014. If the 'Danair' raiding in the Hebrides in the 980s were really from the Orkneys, this may not have been Sigurd's first time in Ireland. The northern monastery of Derry was raided by Danair in 990 and there were Danair amongst the Viking and Leinster forces that ravaged the Southern Úi Néill seat at Loch Ennell in the same year. His son Einar may have been defeated in a coastal raid on Larne (Co. Antrim) c. 1018 by Conchobar, the petty king of Dál nAraide.

Place-names studies point up regional differences in Viking Scotland.
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Place-names in the Northern Isles and in the farmlands of northeast Caithness are almost totally Norse, remarkably so because there had been a flourishing Pictish community in this area, and this was totally overwhelmed. In the Western Isles and the west coast the situation is made complex by later re-Gaelicisation of a layer of Norse names laid on previous layers of Gaelic and Pictish toponymy. There is a marked difference between the Northern and the Southern Hebrides, the one attracted by the northern Scandinavian world, the other influenced by Ireland and mainland Scotland. Nevertheless, the percentage of Scandinavian names here is significantly higher (20% and more) than in any part of the English Danelaw and points to conquest, occupation of the soil, subjection and perhaps to part-extirpation of the indigenes. Settlement is far less intense on the mainland littoral.

In 902, as stated above, the Irish kings captured Dublin and expelled its rulers from Ireland. This had an immediate impact on Scotland: it gave an impetus to the settlement of Vikings on the west coast of Britain from the Dee to the Solway and beyond and a leadership to exploit it. Here and in south Scotland, the exiled and aggressive Dublin leaders took control. In 904 two 'grandsons of Ivarr' killed the king of Pictland. In the same year, Ivarr grandson of Ivarr (who had been king of Dublin) was killed at Strathearn, warring on Pictland. Another dynasty, Ragnall grandson of Ivarr, won a victory over the English and the Scots at Corbridge in 914, and was able to grant land to his followers. In 917 Ragnall and his kinsman Sitric attacked southern Ireland: Sitric re-took Dublin and Ragnall returned to North Britain. He sacked Dunblane and defeated the English and Constantine II, king of the Scots, at Tynemouth. In 919 he took York and made his submission next year to Edward, king of Wessex.

The York–Dublin axis made the Viking rulers significant players in Northern politics. By 926 Athelstan was a threat to the independent kings on his periphery: Constantine II and Owain king of Strathclyde submitted to him. In 934 his fleet sailed as far north as Caithness, his land forces marched to Dunottar. Constantine and Owain joined in an alliance led by Olaf, king of Dublin, to contain Athelstan, but they were defeated at Brunanburh in 937. This was a setback but not a disaster for Scotland and in 945 King Edmund offered Constantine II’s successor, Malcolm I, Strathclyde and more, to detach him from the Dublin alliance. Soon Strathclyde had become a dynastic dependency.

From 954 to the late tenth century the kingship alternated between two segments, but this system broke down in violent feuding and dynastic
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killings and in 997 one of the royal segments was permanently excluded. This time of troubles did not end until the accession of Malcolm II (1005–34). Yet Scotland survived as a stable kingdom and stamped unity of a sort on its diverse peoples and landscapes.61

WALES

In Wales rex is the universal term for ‘king’, in literature and epigraphy. As in Ireland, there are gradations: greater (rex magnus, rex inter omnes reges) and lesser (reguli) kings and lords (duces, seniores, optimates), but there are no socio-legal sources that give a finer calibration. The vernacular terms, notably brenhin and rhi (cf. Irish ri), are difficult to date. Royal power was linked to well-delimited territorial kingdoms: in Wales, unlike Ireland, Scotland and England, populations took their name from the area they inhabited, not the area from the population, and this appears to be a sub-Roman inheritance.62

From the early sixth century. Welsh politics centres on kings of large kingdoms; Gwynedd in the northwest, Powys in the northeast, Dyfed in the southwest, Glywyssing in the southeast. Somewhat later, there is evidence for lesser kingdoms like Gwent and Gower, and later still for others (Brycheiniog and Ceredigion), but there may have been more (like Rhufoniog, first mentioned in the annals in 816). Dynastic origins are unclear: the genealogists of the ninth and tenth centuries give dark-age heroic and imperial Roman descents. Here there may be an element of inheritance from the late provincial Roman administration, but fifth- and sixth-century discontinuities make for uncertainty.

The kings of Gwynedd, with its island fortress of Anglesey, claimed precedence: that special position is expressed in the Historia Brittonum and in genealogies that trace them to the conquering Cunedda. The obit of King Rhodri describes him as rex Brittonum in 754 and the Irish annals give the same title to his son Cynan in 816. Intense conflict between the brother-kings led to a change of line when Merfyn, grandson of Cynan through his daughter Esyllt, succeeded. But Merfyn (†844), is called ‘glorious king of the Britons’ in the Bamberg cryptogram and the dynasty still boasted its Cuneddan descent. In the later ninth century Gwynedd tried to realise its claims by attacking the southern kingdoms, Dyfed and Brycheiniog – driving them into a protective alliance with King Alfred of Wessex. The southeast stood apart until the eleventh century. Ithel (c. 715–45) ruled as sole king of Glywyssing but it and its sub-kingdoms were later shared as a dynastic possession.63

As in Ireland, the king gave his clients 'fiats' (stock, chattels, sometimes land and weapons); they fought for him. Such noble clients might be lords and have their own clients. The tie was breakable. Lower down in the social scale were lords' dependants who paid their dues in produce, who lacked powers of suretyship, and whose relationship was not terminable. Slavery was extensive and, as in Ireland, there was penal slavery. Property-owning families, for law and inheritance, were patrilineages, usually four generations in depth.

The Welsh church is Romano-British of unbroken tradition, but the evidence is thin. Thirty-five to forty pre-Conquest churches can be identified from non-charter material. These are on the coastal plain and in the fertile river valleys. Four have bishops — Llandaff, Llandeilo Fawr, St David's, Bangor — and there may have been more. Evidently, bishops lived in monasteries, had territorial jurisdiction if not well-defined dioceses, and there was no metropolitan structure. The charter evidence reveals an impressive density of church foundations, especially in the valley of the Wye and in the plains to the west, but it is unknown how general this was. Of the monasteries, little is known about the size of the sites or the communities, but they were significant concentrations of wealth: the Vikings found Tywyn, Clynnog and others worth raiding, though these were not the premier sites. Monasteries were landlords and had dependent monasteries (often a local bloc of churches and lands), to which the abbot appointed and from which he drew revenue. Gildas says the clergy were married: this is supported by epigraphic and documentary evidence, and the Welsh church was largely hereditary; evidence for this occurs in the seventh century, continues into the ninth and tenth, and the practice was a headache for the twelfth-century reformers.

The church was the maker of written record, from the impressive corpus of epigraphy to the charters, including Gildas' *De Excidio Britanniae* (sixth-century) and the *Historia Brittonum*, compiled in 829 and redolent of clerical learning. The *Annales Cambriae* were kept at St David's from the late eighth century, filled out with Irish annals and royal genealogies of the tenth century. Ecclesiastical learning has close affinities in the ninth and tenth centuries with Hiberno-Latin exegesis; Irish influence is strong, but Wales has a long tradition of highly conservative indigenous scholarship.
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literature – in particular Canu Aneirin, Canu Taliesin and Canu Llywarch Hen – are problematic.\(^7\)

Like Ireland, Wales was raided from the Irish Sea. There are some terse annalistic records of raids between 851 and 877.\(^{72}\) Anglesey was ravaged by Vikings from Ireland in 853/4 and Rhodri, king of Gwynedd, killed Horm their leader in 856. The Irish annalist noted these events, and particularly Rhodri’s flight to Ireland from the Vikings. They wintered in Dyfed in 878, often the prelude to setting up a base. It would be surprising if Wales escaped the intense coastal raiding Ireland suffered earlier and later. There may have been some settlement in Anglesey and elsewhere, as in Ireland. The attack came overland from England in the late ninth and tenth centuries. A Danish army reached Buttington in 893 but it was driven off by South Welsh and English forces. Within the year it was back in Chester and raided North Wales in 894. Haesten’s army of Danes ravaged South Wales in 895 and evidently did much damage. But overland attacks were never as significant as those from the Irish Sea.

The next two known Viking actions involve their departure from, and return to, Ireland. When the Irish kings drove the Dubliners out of Ireland in 902 the immediate Welsh reflex was the arrival of Ingimund and his followers in Anglesey in 903. But they were driven from Wales and settled in Mercia.\(^73\) In 914 a great fleet arrived at the Severn estuary from Brittany, ravaged Wales, and captured Bishop Cyfeiliog (who was ransomed). Local levies drove them off and King Edward took precautions to protect the estuary. Finally, they moved to Dyfed and sailed for Waterford in the autumn. It is uncertain whether they were originally bound for Ireland and took a side-swipe at Wales, but it seems likely.

Reported Viking raids increased in the second half of the tenth century while the dynasties of North and South Wales were busy with segmentary struggles. Very probably, the Vikings made stable kingdoms impossible: they intervened in dynastic disputes and milked the regions for resources. Dublin, ruled by Olaf Cuarán, mounted raids. In 961 his sons hit at Wales and Anglesey from Ireland’s Eye, raiding Holyhead and the Lleyn peninsula. Magnus son of Harold, of the Western Isles, attacked Penmon in 971 and brought a great fleet from the Isles around the east of Ireland to the Shannon estuary in 974. In 972 his brother Godfrid captured Anglesey, in 980 he despoiled it and the Lleyn peninsula, in 982 Dyfed, and in 987 he ravaged Anglesey and took 2000 prisoners (and this will mean slaving). In

\(^{71}\) Dumville (1977); Charles-Edwards (1978); Dumville (1988). \(^{72}\) Phillimore (1888).

989 Maredudd ab Owain, king of Dyfed, paid a poll-tax of a penny to the Vikings. Wales and Ireland, then, shared the attentions of these all-purpose Irish-Sea Vikings and suffered the same monastic plundering. This was fund-raising, and a matter of course: Holyhead (961), Tywyn (963), Penmon (971), Clynog (978), St David’s (982, 988, 999 when its bishop was killed), and Llanbadarn Fawr, Llanilltud and Llancarfan in 988.74

The literary record shows the breakers: the flows and surges of raiders, settlers, petty lords, merchants, traders and craftfolk must be sought elsewhere. There is enough ‘high’ evidence to expect the archaeological and place-name record to be significant. And so it is, especially in the foci of extensive raiding, Anglesey (with outliers in Flint) – hoards, graves and sculpted stones.75 The onomastic evidence from South Wales is impressive. From Fishguard to Swansea there are some forty Scandinavian names – more than the whole of the Irish coastline – and long ago Bugge showed how twelfth-century settlers in Dublin from Cardiff, Swansea, Cardigan and Haverfordwest bore Scandinavian names.76

Broadly, the border with England stabilised in the seventh century, though Wales remained under English pressure. In the late ninth century, Welsh kings accepted the dominium of King Alfred, and formal submissions of the Welsh kings – Hywel Dda amongst them – continued from the 880s to the 950s. The powerful English kings used intimidation to secure the Welsh front and to compel resources (money and military levies) while Viking York was a menace. They tended to lose interest when that threat receded after mid-century.

Segmentary conflict is evident in Gwynedd in the early ninth century. It determined the political life of the tenth and the eleventh centuries, and probably earlier. The dynasty of Rhodri Mawr is a model of this process, an epitome of political history. His rise to power is obscure, and from the beginning his dynasty was under external threat. King of Gwynedd from 844 to his death in 878, he came under attack from the Vikings of the Irish Sea and from the English. It was assumed that the new Gwynedd dynasty had established itself and gained control of Powys to the east and Ceredigion to the south by the 870s, but this is uncertain and the Viking attack suggests otherwise. His son Anarawd was a power in Anglesey, the presumed dynastic centre, in the early tenth century. His grandson Hywel Dda was dominant in South Wales in the second quarter of the tenth century, but how and when that came about is not known.77

Within two or three generations the dynasty had spread widely in Gwynedd and Dyfed, mopping up local kingdoms and loyalties. This seems
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reflected in the terminology: there are kings and dynasties, but king and kingdom are divorced in the records, and by the eleventh century there are new terms for areas of political power. The regionalism of the late seventh to the middle of the ninth century disappears. Power is mobile. As rulers and military leaders, kings range widely: from the middle of the tenth century to the early eleventh over all Wales except the southeast, later over the whole country and into the Marches. Kings compete along segmentary lines for hegemony, as Irish kings, but the rules are looser.

The segmentary struggles of the tenth and eleventh centuries show the Welsh kingdoms falling apart under the double stress of English pressure and Scandinavian attack. In a sense, there was dynastic decay, complicated by political succession in right of mother in a patrilineal society, the intrusion of dynastic outsiders, and alienation of a militarised ruling cadre from the regional communities subject to it. The higher ambitions and belligerence of the greater kings called for large resources and the means to gather them in, but English and, latterly, Scandinavian exploitation competed for these resources, and drew them off as levies and tribute, and the administrative infrastructure remained underdeveloped. In the eleventh century, Wales became an unstable land of unresolved segmentary struggles and quick-moving dynastic warfare.78

CHAPTER 2(c)

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT

Rosamond McKitterick

The first reliable evidence for links between Gaul and Anglo-Saxon England is the marriage of Bertha, a Frankish princess, to Æthelberht, king of Kent. The cordial reception given Augustine of Canterbury by Æthelberht, moreover, marks the beginnings of the distinctive English relationship with the church of Rome. Thus from the end of the sixth century the two main Continental associates of the Anglo-Saxons make their appearance; it is primarily within the context of relations between England, the Franks and Rome that English-Continental connections in the eighth and ninth centuries are to be observed. Both the Kentish marriage alliance and the ecclesiastical initiative from the pope and Gaul presuppose political and religious contacts before that, quite apart from the manoeuvrings thereafter. The archaeological evidence, for instance, supports the assumption of the presence of some Franks, or contacts with Francia, south of the Thames in the early Anglo-Saxon period. There is much to be said, in fact, for Ian Wood's hypothesis that the Franks held some kind of hegemony over southern England in the sixth and early seventh centuries, while there are indications of sustained contact on the part of the Merovingians with the kingdom of Kent in particular.¹ Other fragments of information, such as the coin evidence, add to the sense of sustained contacts of which we now have no more than a faint echo. As is evident from the monetary system they adopted, for example, the Anglo-Saxons learnt the use of coinage from their Continental neighbours. At first foreign coins were used, apparently only as ornaments, but gradually they also began to play a limited monetary role before the Anglo-Saxons began to strike coins of their own.² Silver monometallism in the eighth century is apparent on both sides of the Channel. Innovations towards the end of the eighth century, such as the
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England and the Continent

Coinage reforms of Offa, appear to have been inspired by Frankish example. Although Frankish deniers are rarely found outside their country of origin, there appear to have been both a circulation of Anglo-Saxon sceattas on the Continent and the penetration of both Frisian and Anglo-Saxon coins into Frankish Gaul. The coin evidence backs up that from other sources. There is a suggestion, for example, of Frankish methods having some bearing on the production of early English charters; linguistic links have also been proposed. Certainly the recent work on the main points of contact across the Channel and North Sea indicates extensive exchanges of some kind, mostly commercial, with a marked increase in traffic and the development of emporia on both sides of the Channel, at Hamwic (Southampton), Ipswich, London, Rouen, Boulogne, Dorestad and Quentovic in particular. The literary evidence for such commercial contact has been thoroughly surveyed by Levison but we can add to it the work of the numismatists, and archaeologists such as Richard Hodges and Stéphane Lebecq, who have been able to discern the beginnings of cross-Channel traffic and the importance of the Frisian middlemen in commerce by the eighth century. Generally at first there was more movement eastwards than westwards, but ecclesiastical connections in the seventh century, epitomised by the activities of Bishop Wilfrid of Hexham in Frankish Gaul and Burgundy and of Bishop Agilbert of Paris in England, may well have been far closer than we can now determine with any certainty. Thus examination of the range of evidence for cross-Channel communication suggests a far more extensive, varied and influential network than has been suspected hitherto.

The historiography of relations between England and the Continent between 700 and 900 has been dominated by accounts of the activities of the English missionaries, Willibrord of Utrecht and Echternach, Boniface of Mainz, and their associates. In his classic and pioneering exposition of these activities, Levison proposed as his main theme the English contribution to the spiritual foundations and unity of western civilisation in the early middle ages. He drew on the great mass of literary evidence, in particular that provided by the Lives of saints of the seventh and eighth centuries from the Rhine and Meuse region, many of which Levison had himself edited for the Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Levison's approach to the relations between England and the Continent, the topics he chose to discuss and the sources on
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which he placed emphasis have provided the agenda for subsequent accounts. More recent archaeological, art historical, numismatic and palaeographical research, however, has substantially modified the picture Levison presented of the impact of the Anglo-Saxon missionaries. Not only has the overriding emphasis on the English contribution been lifted to make room for the Franks. It is also clear that the work of the missionaries analysed by Levison has to be seen in the wider context of the political, diplomatic, religious, cultural and economic relations across the Channel throughout the eighth and ninth centuries. In particular, the missionaries’ work was closely associated with the political development of the Frankish kingdoms. Their connections extended as far as Rome. It is this new understanding of England and the Continent in the eighth and ninth centuries that this chapter aims to present. Nevertheless the main focus of attention will still be, owing to the concentration of the evidence, the context for and activities of the Anglo-Saxon missionaries on the Continent, the establishment of new religious foundations in Hesse, Thuringia and Franconia, the Anglo-Saxons’ contributions to the Frankish church, their interaction with Frankish rulers and bishops, and their legacy for subsequent connections across the Channel in the ninth century and afterwards.

The eighth century in both England and Francia was a period of rapid political change. It saw the emergence in England of Mercia, and in Francia of the Carolingian family whose wealth and interests were focused in the Rhine, Moselle and Meuse region, that is, precisely the region where the English missionaries were initially most active. Information about the early life of the first of these missionaries, Willibrord, is meagre. He was born 667–8 in Northumbria and was offered up to the religious life at an early stage, where he came under the authority of Bishop Wilfrid. Possibly at the time of Wilfrid’s removal from his see in 678, Willibrord departed for Ireland where, as Bede tells us, he spent twelve years as a member of the English community at Rath Maelsigi, presided over by the Northumbrian exile Egbert. Nothing is known but much conjectured about this community. Bede records Egbert’s own wish to evangelise Germany, the ways in which he was miraculously prevented from departing, how another companion did go for two years to Frisia and how, finally, Egbert sent Willibrord. In his calendar, BN lat. 10837, fol. 39v, Willibrord dates his departure from Ireland to 690. Despite this long Irish sojourn, and his departure for the Continent from Ireland, Willibrord’s connections thereafter appear to have been retained with his native Northumbria, though there have been valiant, and in some respects successful, efforts to provide a

greater Irish component in the initial stages of Willibrord’s mission to the Frisians and monastic settlement at Echternach. Wilfrid and Acca apparently stayed with Willibrord on their way to Rome in 703, St Oswald of Northumbria figures in Willibrord’s calendar and a member of Willibrord’s familia came to Lindisfarne and regained his health at the tomb of St Cuthbert. Willibrord himself had many English helpers and followers: Suitberht, who preached in southern Westfalia and founded the monastery of Kaiserswerth, the martyrs Black Hewald and White Hewald, Adalbert, who went to Egmond in northern Holland, Werenfrid, who served Elst in Gelderland, and the great uncles of Liudger, who were the first Frisian priests.

The gift of the castle and the church of Utrecht to the bishopric of Cologne by Dagobert I, on the condition that the bishop of Cologne convert the Frisians to the Christian faith, suggests that the Franks, both Merovingian kings and Carolingian mayors, had clearly been aware of the need to preach to the pagan Frisians for some time. Their object was perhaps that of neutralising potentially hostile forces by making them observe the same religion as their own. Eddius Stephanus records Wilfrid of Hexham’s brief success some years before, and the Frankish missionary Amandus had worked briefly in the east Scheldt river region. He was bishop of Maasstricht and ventured northwards from there. He had a base at Antwerp and built a church there dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul. Eligius, bishop of Noyon, also preached in Flanders, Antwerp and among the Frisians, and in about 690 Wulframn of Sens, abbot of St Wandrille, went on a mission to Frisia, which appears to be linked to Pippin II’s expansionist policies towards Frisia. Utrecht itself appears to have had a church dedicated to St Martin, built under Clothar I or Theudebert I or II, who granted it immunity. That the Frisians had long been an object of political interest on the part of the Franks is also indicated by a poem of Venantius Fortunatus which talks of Chilperic I (561–84) as not only trying to impose his authority on the Frisians but also to govern them. The Carolingian mayors who encouraged Willibrord, therefore, appear to have been making the most of an opportunity unexpectedly offered by Willibrord’s arrival and exploiting his own religious aspirations to serve established Frankish ends. It is possible, given the vulnerable political position of the Carolingian mayors at the end of the seventh century, that a relative outsider such as Willibrord, dependent
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on the Frankish ruler in a special way, was a much better prospect than any
Frankish bishop might have been, for it enabled Pippin to establish an
independent church, free from Cologne in particular, as well as being in an
area he could be sure of politically. Indeed, it was on the close involvement
with and support from the Carolingian family that the material success and
physical safety of the missionaries depended. In return, the Christianisation
of pagan regions carried out by the missionaries and their Frankish and
Frisian helpers did much in some areas to prepare the way for, and in others
to consolidate, Frankish political aggrandisement. Bede gives us some
inkling of this in a comment made in passing on Willibrord’s enterprise in
Frisia; he tells us that Pippin II took Willibrord under his wing and sent him
to Pope Sergius I to be consecrated. As Pippin had just driven King Radbod
of the Frisians out of Frisia citerior (presumably southern Frisia) Pippin sent
Willibrord there, gave him and his followers the support of his royal
authority ‘and bestowed many benefitia on those who were willing to receive
the faith’. The word benefitia in this context is to be understood in its
technical sense of land in return for political submission rather than in the
general one of ‘favours’; Christianity and political conquest went hand in
hand.

After his arrival in Frisia and successful expedition to Rome to seek papal
blessing, where he was consecrated on 21 November 695, Willibrord
established his see at Utrechtt and built a church in the castellum there. Bede
tells us that Pippin also made over certain localities in his own realm (that is,
Austrasia) to Willibrord where he could uproot idolatrous practices and
teach the newly converted people. This is probably an allusion to the
establishment of Echternach, given not by Pippin (though he gave lands
later) but by Pippin’s mother-in-law Irmina of Oeren. Echternach not only
provided a haven during the difficult period 715–19 after Pippin’s death and
before Charles Martel had secured his position, but was the main centre of
Willibrord’s activities in the latter part of his career. The early charters of
Echternach witness to the extent of support and the provision of a material
base Willibrord gained from the local Frankish and Frisian magnates, as well
as providing evidence of missionary work. The lands granted extended
from the mouth of the Scheldt, northern Brabant, Toxandria, the lower
Rhine, Echternach and Trier regions into Thuringia and Franconia. The
early grants in Thuringia, moreover, made in 704 and 714,25 are the gifts of
the independent duke of Thuringia over a period of thirteen years and
suggest that this might have been an essential foundation for Boniface’s later
work in Thuringia. There are six charters recording gifts in Toxandria

where there appears to have been a mixed population of Frisians and Franks. In the area previously evangelised by Amandus, gifts from Rohingus, count under Pippin II, are recorded, which provided Willibrord with an Antwerp base, operating in the same area as his Frankish predecessor. Later charters refer to many small churches established in Frisia whose origins date from Willibrord’s time. These provide some hint of the spread of Christianity in Frisia. By far the greater proportion of the grants, however, were of land in the Trier diocese and Moselle region, and these can be discussed in two main contexts, material wealth and piety. The first is indicated by Alcuin in his Life of Willibrord when he said that many began in their zeal for the faith to make over to the man of God their hereditary properties. The second is the degree to which the charters reveal personal relationships established by Willibrord and thus the inspiration he provided. To some extent he may have reinvigorated a movement towards the ascetic life on the part of many members of the aristocracy, begun in the wake of Columbanus in Gaul. Werner, for example, has stressed the decisive role of the ‘aristocracy’, that is, the free landowners with surplus wealth, in the Christianisation of northern Gaul. These prior developments in the Frankish church were what ensured the sympathetic reception of the Anglo-Saxon missionaries. Willibrord was able to harness latent religious zeal. It was a church promoted by the efforts and contributions of the lay landowners. The connection Willibrord established with Oeren, presided over by Irmina, is of particular importance, for it was a Pippinid family monastery enjoying close links with many other houses, such as Nivelles, Andenne, Prüm and Weissenburg, where Irmina was buried. The foundation of Echternach was on land given by Irmina, where she already had churches dedicated to the Holy Trinity and Saints Mary, Peter and Paul, and a little monastery for peregrini. The gift was augmented a few years later in 706 by one from Plectrude and Pippin II. The text of this grant indicates that Willibrord had already built a monastery and church. Willibrord’s church, a rectangular building 21 m long with a nave 7.6 m wide, with a square choir, was uncovered by a bomb in 1944. It is thought that the church may have had a baptistery as well, which has crucial implications for Willibrord’s role vis-à-vis the surrounding population. Echternach is thus both a manifestation of local piety and a mark of Willibrord’s success in winning the confidence and devotion of those inclined towards the religious life in northern Austrasia. The first grant
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from Irmina, clearly a well-organised, well-connected and wealthy woman, was the outcome of her own personal piety. After her death Plectrude took an interest in her mother’s religious associations and expanded them. Because she was married to Pippin, who had already been using Willibrord to ‘soften up’ the Frisians for his own political purposes, Echternach came within the Pippinid sphere of influence. This was maintained in particular by Charles Martel once he had secured his position in Austrasia and in relation to the Neustrians. The abbot of Echternach, moreover, stayed loyal to the Carolingian family and the charters record many subsequent generous grants made by various members of the Carolingian family.

Echternach became a royal monastery in 751 on Pippin III’s accession to the kingship and Carolingian interest in the house was maintained thereafter. Echternach thus assumes political importance and continued lay support acquires the flavour of nobles simultaneously caring for their own souls and remaining in the good graces of the ascendany Carolingians. There does not appear to be any hint that they were rivals to the Carolingians for control of Echternach.

The manuscripts can add to our knowledge of texts available to and used by the English missionaries and their Frankish and Frisian helpers in Frisia and northern Austrasia, possible connections and contacts formed by the missionaries, the identity and nationality of Willibrord’s followers, and whether or not a scriptorium can be associated with Willibrord and the level of competence it achieved. It is clear that while connections were maintained with England and to a lesser degree with Ireland, the main points of contact were with other Frankish regions, particularly the see of Cologne. Franks and Frisians appear to have joined Willibrord’s original familia. The scriptorium of Echternach shows the work of both insular and Frankish scribes. It furnished Willibrord with the essential texts needed by a pastoral bishop concerned with ecclesiastical discipline and correct doctrine, drawing on his insular experience and contacts but with few intellectual pretensions.

Although the evidence for Willibrord’s career is relatively meagre, it nevertheless witnesses to a remarkable unity of purpose and similarity of method in the promotion of the Christian religion on both sides of the Channel. The same is true of the activities of Boniface and his followers, though here the evidence is far more abundant and explicit. Not only do we have Lives of Boniface, and of his followers Sturm, Lioba and Willibald; we
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also have the copious correspondence of Boniface himself to friends, acquaintances, pupils, opponents and patrons in England, Francia and Rome as well as many different kinds of Frankish documents to set against the account, inevitably partisan, provided by Boniface and his biographer.

Assessments of the contribution of both Willibrord and Boniface, however, have to be made within a realistic appraisal of the English church from which both they and their English followers came. Hitherto the assumption has tended to be of a strong and highly cultured and organised English church contributing in every way to a sadly decadent, down-at-heel and intellectually impoverished Frankish church. Bede’s persuasive account has much to do with this, for he has seduced many generations of historians with his eloquence and circumstantial detail. Yet it is Bede himself who gives us the vital clues to the actual state of affairs in the English church in his letter to Egbert, archbishop of York, lamenting the shortage of ecclesiastical personnel, the weakness of the monasteries, the abuses already in evidence and the need for concerted effort and leadership. The letter to Egbert can be augmented by the clear indications in such texts as Æthelwold’s De Abbatis, the anonymous Life of St Cuthbert, the Vita Sancti Wilfridi, the Vita Sancti Guthlacii, Aldhelm’s letters and poems, Pope Paul’s letter to Eadberht and the records of English synods in the eighth and ninth centuries concerning the efforts to establish monasticism, the role of the secular church, and its relations with the secular world. It is essential to remember that England at the time of Boniface’s departure was a country in which Christianity was only gradually gaining a hold. When Bishop Wilfrid converted Frisians in c. 679 the English people itself was still being converted, for it was Wilfrid, no less, who preached the Gospel to the South Saxons in the 680s and the Isle of Wight was not officially Christian until 686.

Missionaries departing for the Continent, therefore, came from a church in which the organisation and institutions, rules of conduct and worship, were still being defined. English society was one in which monasticism, with its diverse forms, was by no means fully established. The differing political development and the lack of direct continuity with Rome that are such marked factors in early Anglo-Saxon history are also to be borne in mind. By contrast, the English came to regions on the Continent which were rarely wholly pagan; more commonly the field of enterprise was one in which the church had been established for some time within the context of the Gallo-Roman and Merovingian church, or in which Christianity, although present, was weak or had even lapsed somewhat. Boniface gives us far too prejudiced an account of the Frankish church, and he was in any case totally ignorant about whole regions. It is, furthermore, far from being the case
that all Englishmen and Englishwomen who journeyed to the Continent in the eighth century were associated with Boniface, and thus it cannot be said that his work is to be understood as a concerted or co-ordinated effort by the English to preach the Gospel to pagans east of the Rhine. Recruitment for the missions was probably done not so much within an institutional framework as within the context of the personal connections of the individuals concerned.33

Boniface, born Wynfrith in c. 675 near Exeter, rose to considerable prominence in the church in Wessex before deciding to act on a desire to convert pagans. After an abortive missionary expedition he made on his own to Frisia in 716 (it was bad timing on his part in light of the political situation) Wynfrith embarked for Rome and there he not only had his new name, Boniface, bestowed upon him by Pope Gregory II, but succeeded in persuading the pope to send him on a fact-finding mission to the north in Hesse and Thuringia, being charged by Gregory II to ‘teach the heathen’. Such a mission might be thought to corroborate the idea that it was virgin pagan territory that was to be conquered by Boniface, but this is very far from being the case. Why should the pope have been ready to send a completely strange Englishman to Germany?34 What could the pope offer to anyone venturing northwards other than blessing and authorisation, for it is clear that he had no precise information? It is important in this context to note the visit to Rome in 716 by Duke Theodo of Bavaria who sought the help of Pope Gregory II to reorganise the church in Bavaria.35 Bavaria had strong links with the rulers of the Lombard kingdom. The pope may well have been deciding how to help without compromising his political interests when Boniface arrived fortuitously, prepared to go, if not necessarily to Bavaria, then at least to Germany. We may note, moreover, that Bavaria had a church, albeit one in disarray. Further, a number of Rhineland bishops and monasteries had already been sending expeditions into the region east of the Rhine and attempting to consolidate Christianity by establishing churches with priests to serve them, and monasteries, notably in Bavaria. Duke Theodo himself worked through Rupert to promote Bavarian jurisdiction by evangelising the Slavs in Carinthia.36 Irish missionaries had also been active in the Würzburg and Salzburg areas, and Christianising activity out from Burgundy, Metz, Worms and Mainz is attested by the end of the seventh century.37 Similarly, in Bavaria, some revival in the seventh century is evident and the St Gall monks had begun to

35 LP I. 393, see Noble (1984), pp. 61–5. 36 Vita Hrodperti, MGH SRM; Wolfram (1972).
37 Vita Arnulfi, MGH SRM v, pp. 426–46; Wolfram (1979); Büttner (1965); St Kilian (1989); Reuter (1980b); Prinz (1965, 1988); Ewig (1954; 1962); M. Werner (1982); Zwink (1983).
establish outposts at Fussen, Kempten and elsewhere in the first half of the
eight century, where clear links with northern Italy, especially Aquileia,
can be discerned.38 We have, therefore, a picture of a precariously main-
tained and sparsely distributed church outside the Frankish heartlands, of
huge areas not served by bishops, and of some gradual expansion.

After preaching the Gospel in Thuringia and Frisia (where he rendered
valuable assistance to Willibrord), Boniface made a second visit to Rome in
722 and was consecrated bishop, but without a fixed see. He returned to
Thuringia to exhort the people to return to Christian ways and forsake their
pagan gods. In a direct attack on paganism he felled the famous oak of
Donau at Geismar. In 732 Boniface was granted the pallium as archbishop
by Pope Gregory III and from then until 741 he was active in Hesse,
Thuringia and, between 736 and 739, Bavaria, where he at last carried out
the reorganisation requested by Duke Theodo so long before. Boniface
divided Bavaria into four districts ‘so that each bishop could have his own
dioceese’; this seems to have resulted in the appointment of bishops at least to
Salzburg, Eichstätt, Regensburg and Passau, but there were changes
subsequently as well as bishops at Freising and Augsburg; Boniface may
only have been active in part of Bavaria rather than the whole duchy.
Whatever the case, Boniface’s account of his success in Bavaria seems to
have been a considerable exaggeration. If we think only of the career of
Virgil of Salzburg who collided with Boniface head on,39 it is clear that
Boniface’s contribution might even be counted as interference rather than
satisfactory reorganisation.40

The reorganisation of the church east of the Rhine was complete by the
early 740s.41 Many monasteries, notably Fulda, Fritzlar, Tauberbischofs-
heim, Ochsenfurt, Hersfeld, Karlburg and Holzkirchen, were established in
these regions, staffed with Englishmen and women, who came out to assist
Boniface, as well as with native Franks, Bavarians and Thuringians (Map 3).
Sturm the Bavarian, for example, became the first abbot of Fulda.42 The
establishment of monasteries and bishoprics can be seen as part of Boniface’s
missionary strategy. The campaign against the Saxons by Charles Martel
prompted the creation of the short-lived bishopric of Erfurt, and we may
observe in this the necessity for political expansion to precede or accompany
evangelisation, just as it did in Frisia. The vulnerability of the missionaries is
implied not only by Boniface’s acknowledgement of the protection the
Carolingian mayors afforded him but also by the fact that all the new
monastic foundations were established on the sites of old hill forts and

41 Boniface, Epp., ed. Tangl, nos. 48, 50, 51, 103, 113. 42 See de Jong, chapter 23 below.
Map 3 The missionary areas on the Continent in the eighth century: Boniface, Chrodegang, Pirmin, Willibrord and their followers
elevated and fortified places, often commanding river crossings. Among the Englishmen and women who contributed substantially to the Anglo-Saxon monastic endeavour in Germany was Lioba, possibly from Wessex, trained in grammar and the liberal arts, who became abbess of Tauberbischofsheim. She ruled her nuns, the daughters and widows of local noble families, with a rod of iron and practised hypnopedia in order not to waste time while asleep. Burchard, who became bishop of Würzburg, Denehard, who often acted as courier to England, and Lull, who succeeded Boniface at Mainz, came from Mercia. Lebuin, possibly from Northumbria, was trained by Bishop Gregory of Utrecht before going to preach to the Saxons. The brothers Willibald and Wynnebald with their sister Walpurga worked closely with Boniface in Hesse. Certainly the houses Boniface and his followers established, notably Fulda, became prominent religious and cultural centres in the Carolingian period. Much of their activity is manifest in the extant manuscripts. It is clear, for example, that Boniface possessed books of his own which Schüling has characterised as the ‘travelling reference library of a missionary’. The libraries of Fulda and Würzburg in the eighth century possessed a fairly orthodox and narrow range of texts, with scripts and glosses in Old High German, Old English and Old Irish indicating the different nationalities represented in their communities as well as the fact that some books were sent out from England. Canon law, books of the Bible and basic theology (by such authors as Gregory the Great, Augustine and Jerome) predominate.

In 741, however, Boniface’s activities came far more closely within the orbit of the Carolingian mayors. Hitherto he had enjoyed the protection of Charles Martel, but the fact that Boniface had been accorded the title papal legate in 739 with a theoretical jurisdiction over the Rhineland bishoprics of Cologne, Trier, Mainz and Strasbourg, meant that friction with the doughty aristocratic warrior bishops of those sees, supporters of Charles Martel, was inevitable and relations with Charles Martel himself no doubt rendered fraught. Boniface found these bishops, Milo and his ilk, distinctly uncongenial, and worried about whether his contact with them would contaminate him with sin. With the accession to the mayoralty of Austrasia and Neustria by Carloman and Pippin respectively, however, the situation changed dramatically. We can observe thereafter how closely the fortunes of the church in Austrasia and Neustria and the progress of Boniface’s reforms were related to the power of particular groups of nobles and the integral part
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played by the church in the gaining and exercise of power. Carloman was deeply committed to church reform and called on Boniface to assist him. The consequence was the famous Concilium Germanicum, which set out all the main aspects of the church that Boniface thought required remedial attention. Clerical celibacy, becoming conduct, dress, the need to desist from hunting and bearing arms and the proper definition and maintenance of Christian marriage were all discussed. The incidence of paganism was deplored. Monasteries and the nature of the religious life for monks and nuns were addressed. Pippin in Neustria was not slow to follow suit with his own synod at Soissons in 744, reinforcing the Austrasian council’s decisions, though it would seem that Boniface had very little to do with Pippin. There is evidence indeed that Pippin was independently seeking advice from the Pope and bypassing Boniface.48 After 750 Boniface seems to have had little access to the Frankish ruler and little influence and it is certainly very unlikely that he played any role in the consecration of Pippin III as king in 751. This may have contributed to his decision to return to the mission field. Consequently, he journeyed to northern Frisia and was murdered by brigands near Dokkum in 754. In 742 Boniface had been granted a special concession by Zacharias to designate his successor. The choice had fallen on Lull. Thus on Boniface’s death it was Lull who succeeded as bishop of Mainz, though the papal legateship went to the Frank, Chrodegang, bishop of Metz, a staunch adviser of Pippin III.

At stake in the early Carolingian reforms were not only matters of internal discipline and the morality of the church but also the church’s structure and organisation, the role of the monasteries vis-a-vis the bishops and that of the bishops vis-a-vis the priests. Many of the decisions made in the mid-eighth century were taken up, reiterated, developed and in large part acted upon in the course of the ninth century.49 Synods are the outward and visible sign of the church being managed properly. Boniface, indeed, took the lack of synods in Francia for the eighty or so years before his advent as a sign of malaise. The decrees stress the principle of accountability with reports from priests to bishops and from bishops to synods. The synods were to be held regularly as a means of inspection. Canon law and its authority was insisted upon and, because of the involvement of the ruler in convening these synods, canon law was in effect endorsed by the rulers.

These mid-eighth-century Frankish synods to some degree reflect the end of the first stage of the reform of the Frankish church. Indications in the sphere of liturgy and canon law,50 and the work of Chrodegang of Metz and

50 See Reynolds, chapter 22 below.
Pirmin of Murbach in separate spheres from those in which Boniface operated,\(^{51}\) point to a groundswell for reform within the Frankish church from the end of the seventh century onwards. Chrodegang certainly reinforced the alignment to Rome so dear to the Anglo-Saxons, and was active in the restoration of episcopal authority, ecclesiastical discipline, the reorganisation of ecclesiastical provinces, marriage law according to the Christian church and the confraternities of prayer. It is very likely that Chrodegang (possibly supported by Pippin III and Bertrada) introduced Roman usage independently of Boniface and that it represents a general policy within the mid-eighth-century Frankish church that happened to coincide with Boniface’s English predilections. Boniface, naturally, was inclined to exaggerate the degree of laxness he encountered, but it should also be remembered that reforms do not self-evidently improve what has gone before; they merely impose their own strong conception of what should be done in contrast to existing practice.

It is striking how soon the Frankish decisions were reported to the English bishops. The motive may have been to secure greater uniformity within the churches on either side of the Channel. Many of Boniface’s letters to the pope seek guidance on matters of policy, action, ecclesiastical discipline and the interpretation of canon law. Roman and Frankish practice were sometimes at odds with English ways, particularly in the matter of episcopal succession and marriage. Thus Frankish decisions may well have played a major role in the English synods of Cloveshoe in 747 in that Cuthbert, to whom Boniface reported his work, stressing the necessity of maintaining the Catholic faith and unity and subjection to the Roman church, may have registered the relevance of Boniface’s work to the situation prevailing in England. It remains a possibility, nevertheless, that Cuthbert informed Boniface of English proposals for reform and these gave Boniface ideas for dealing with the Frankish clergy.\(^{52}\)

Whatever the case, an essential question is the degree to which the move to reform in Francia is a response to prevailing conditions rather than a consequence of Boniface’s individual zealous sense of what was and was not acceptable in light of his understanding of canon law. Boniface’s vehement criticisms of the English clergy, for example, are those of a man who had been away from his native land for almost thirty years. How well informed was he in formulating his proposals for reform for either England or Francia? His sources of information are clearly indicated in his letters. There is frequent reference to messengers and his own priests are sent to England to fetch and bring various items. Yet it may be that his information was not
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only patchy but partial. Boniface heard what he wanted to hear, and told us in his letters what he wanted us to believe. If the account he provides of the abuses within the Frankish church can now be shown to be demonstrably distorted, the same may well go for the English church.\textsuperscript{53}

It is not only in terms of missionary enterprise that the connections between England and the Continent are to be viewed. A lurid light, for example, is cast on connections with the Continent in Boniface's complaint that English female pilgrims were a cause for anxiety because of the danger of their being led astray, from poverty or innocence, and becoming prostitutes. That the pilgrim traffic was considerable, and not always as disreputable as Boniface implies, is suggested by many accounts, the most vivid of which is the \textit{Hodoeporicon} of Willibald, written by Hubebruc the nun of Heidenheim (Map 4). Willibald, dedicated to the religious life by his parents and brought up in the monastery of Bishops Waltham, set out from \textit{Hamwic} with his brother Wynnebald and their father, travelled across the Channel on a boat clearly accustomed to taking passengers, disembarked near Rouen and proceeded by land across France, visiting the shrines of various saints on the way. Once over the Alps, their father fell sick, died and was buried at Lucca. Thereafter Willibald 'with his relatives and company' journeyed to Rome, the usual goal of English pilgrims. Willibald, however, only spent the winter there before continuing to Jerusalem. He and two companions took ship and sailed, with many stops on the way – at Naples, Mount Etna, Syracuse, Monemvasia and Chios – to Ephesus. They visited Cyprus, and thereafter many cities in Asia Minor, were kidnapped by Saracens and, once they had escaped, made their way to Damascus and thence to the itinerary of Christ's ministry. In all these places they visited sacred sites and holy shrines and churches, and participated in the liturgical rites of the communities who supported them. On the journey home Willibald managed to smuggle balsam through the customs at Tyre by means of topping up a bamboo reed full of the precious oil with petroleum to disguise the smell. He sailed north, visited the site of the Synod of Nicaea and spent two years in Constantinople before returning on a ship with papal envoys, probably in 728. After making a detour to see again the wonders of the volcano at Mount Etna, Willibald settled for ten years at the monastery of Monte Cassino learning the observance of the Rule of Benedict. He then returned to Germany to assist Boniface, becoming in due course bishop of Eichstätt.

It was an extraordinary journey but, to a considerable extent, Willibald was following the well-worn paths of pilgrims before him. Pilgrims were
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able to take advantage of normal trading activity, of entrepreneurs who seem to have made a living (arranging transport, keeping hostelries) from the pilgrim traffic and the occasional journeys of political envoys, religious legates and messengers in order to further their travels. Certainly, Carolingian links with England within the ecclesiastical sphere are the most obvious in our sources. Alcuin, for example, originally encountered Charlemagne at Pavia when he was a member of an English group of clergy visiting Italy. His subsequent career at the Carolingian court and retirement to Tours indicate how easily an Englishman, like many others whom we classify as 'foreigners', could be absorbed into and contribute to the mainstream of Frankish religious, political and cultural life.54

Nor is the contribution all one sided. Papal legates, for example, attended the famous synods of 786 in Northumbria and Mercia, but they were accompanied by the Frankish envoy Wigbod and appear to have played a political as well as an ecclesiastical role, while the political context of the legatine synods in England, dated according to Charlemagne's regnal year, was crucial.55 One outcome of the synod was the creation of a new ecclesiastical province and archbishopric of Lichfield. This is usually interpreted as an instance of Offa's presumptuous aggrandisement in relation to the church, but it might be seen more plausibly in the context of ecclesiastical reform and an emulation of the reorganisation of ecclesiastical provinces carried out under Pippin and Charlemagne. The speed with which the decrees of Aachen in 816 were transmitted to Canterbury to figure in the records of the Synod of Chelsea in 816 is also impressive. Although thereafter the records are very scanty until the connections of Grimbold of St Bertin with King Alfred's Court, it seems likely that some political communications were sustained throughout the period. Pippin III, for example, sent presents to King Eadberht (737–58) of Northumbria, Alchred of Northumbria sent envoys to Charlemagne and Offa, Charlemagne exchanged letters on the matter of trading concessions and a marriage alliance between the two houses; and Charlemagne also received a number of English political exiles at Aachen or is said to have intervened in their political fortunes in England.56 The contacts underlying the visit made by Æthelwulf of Wessex to the court of Charles the Bald, king of the West Franks, in 857 and the subsequent marriage of Æthelwulf to Charles' thirteen-year-old daughter Judith, and the whole spate of marriages between the daughters of Edward the Elder and various Continental rulers, not least Charles the Simple, king of the West Franks, and Otto I, king of the
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East Franks, are not to be gainsaid. Certainly the reception of Homiliary and penitential material, the transmission of the Rule of Benedict and of Chrodeggang's Rule in its old English version, the familiarity with Einhard's *Vita Karoli* implied by Asser, and the knowledge of early ninth-century Carolingian church reforms within the ninth-century English church, indicate a maintenance of contacts to some degree. I have argued elsewhere, moreover, that the manuscript evidence from the Anglo-Saxon missionary areas in northern Germany suggests a continued influx of English religious well into the ninth century.

In the sphere of music and liturgical chant, the strongest influence on English liturgical practice until the mid-eighth century was from Rome. All information concerning English chant and its knowledge of Continental practice before the earliest extant chant books of the late tenth century that can be taken into account, however, comes from the narrative sources, such as Bede. Although the late tenth-century books reflect clear evidence of influence of both north Frankish and Lotharingian chant, we have no idea what repertory of Mass and office chants was in use in English centres between the seventh and the early tenth centuries. It is possible that the major developments of the ninth and early tenth century in Francia were known but no notation survives in either English or Roman liturgical manuscripts in this period. Cantors, from both Rome and Carolingian Francia, taught music orally; chant was committed to memory. John the Cantor taught in Northumbria and Alfred brought the cantor Grimbald from St Bertin. Only in the context of the late tenth-century reforms was musical notation established in England as an indigenous practice and recognised as a means of communicating and recording the chant repertory.

The manuscript evidence for links between England and the Continent in the ninth century is as ambiguous as the musical evidence. Although there are many ninth-century Carolingian manuscripts known in England before the Conquest, it is for the most part impossible to pin down the date of their arrival with any certainty. It has been customary to associate their introduction with the tenth-century reform movement and the links established between such houses as Ramsey and Fleury. Yet it is a possibility that texts such as Smaragdus' *Diadema Monachorum*, copied in the late tenth century at Canterbury (CUL *ff.4.43*), ninth-century copies of Martianus Capella (CCCC 153 and CCCC 330) and a volume of Boethius (CCCC 352) were available in England before that time and nearer to the date of the original compilation. Some of the texts and manuscripts can no doubt be
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accounted for by the links between Brittany and England. Julian of Toledo (CCCC 399) and other school books such as Remigius (Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College 144), Jerome *In Isaiam* (Cambridge, Pembroke College 17), Lathcen (Pembroke 88) and Hraban Maur’s biblical exegesis (Pembroke 308) may have reached England in the ninth century. Future work in the spheres of liturgy and canon law in particular may well establish a tighter network than seems at present discernible. The very fact that Alfred knew whom to ask and where to go for advice is an indication that we should regard the silence of the sources with caution. Further, the texts Alfred chose to have translated, and the whole tenor of his rulership, show that he was aware, to put it no more strongly, of what was going on elsewhere.62

In the sphere of administration, however, there seems to be little mileage in a close investigation of the possible influence of Frankish administrative practice in England. In her classic exposition of the analogies and resemblances in methods of local government in Francia and England, Helen Cam offered many suggestions and rejected many possibilities for there being any strong influence of Frankish governmental practice on the Anglo-Saxon rulers of Wessex, even though there is sufficient fragmentary evidence of constant contact between England and Francia from the eighth to the tenth centuries, with the church acting as the main channel of communication.63 Archaeological excavation, after all, has established the maintenance of trading links and the export of goods from and into England and the mainland. The similarities of purpose observed in the eighth-century sources are not contradicted by the little that remains for the ninth century.

How then can the contribution of the English to the Continent be defined? There are many elements common to the English and Frankish churches and to the Anglo-Saxon missionary areas on the Continent. Political and ecclesiastical expansion went hand in hand; the relationship with Rome was becoming increasingly close; there was a move towards greater coherence and uniformity in ecclesiastical organisation, monastic observance, clerical behaviour, the interpretation of canon law, liturgical practice and intellectual culture; the material base afforded the church by lay supporters was all important. Yet the distinctiveness of the Anglo-Saxon contribution at a general level remains in question, even if it can be shown on many smaller matters, such as the introduction of particular texts and methods of teaching, the conviction of the importance of papal authority, the emphasis on synodal authority, the foundation of influential monasteries and the energy devoted to establishing a coherent diocesan structure, that the English contribution was of crucial significance.
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The sources highlight, however, how much was due to particular individuals, how large a role chance played in the establishing of certain connections and how little modern national distinctions appear to have mattered. Further, a Frankish enterprise gathering momentum had the good fortune to coincide with the advent of some eager Anglo-Saxons on the Continent who created the necessary conditions for learning and religious culture to flourish east of the Rhine. It is impossible to define insular religious culture in terms of specific texts, customs and institutions beyond the few precarious instances cited above. Apart from the visit of the legates in 786, the treaty between Charlemagne and Offa, the small indications of political intervention in English affairs, and the marriage of Charles the Bald's daughter Judith to Æthelwulf of Wessex, there appears to be no sign of institutional or official connection on matters regarded as of general policy. These exceptions may nevertheless constitute a warning not to assume that there was no such official link, at least from the 780s, even if it is clear that Boniface's mission to the Continent was in no respects promoted by the English ecclesiastical establishment. Certainly, various hints in the sources concerning Louis the Pious' policies towards his neighbours could be interpreted as part of a wider vision on the part of that ruler, but this remains to be explored. Ultimately, in the later tenth and eleventh centuries, political interests were to play a larger role, but even in the context of the late tenth-century monastic reforms we see contributions made by Franks to English monasticism very much dependent on individual initiative and invitation. Then, moreover, rather than English connections being formed with the originally Anglo-Saxon foundations on the Continent, the links were with houses of the Frankish heartlands, such as Fleury, St Bertin and Gorze. Again, as throughout the eighth- and ninth-century relations between England and the Continent, it was personal connections and local influences that were predominant.

The central theme in the history of eighth-century Francia is the rising power of its Carolingian rulers, above all of Charles Martel (715–41), Pippin III (741–68) and Charlemagne (768–814). Not only was the whole of Francia convulsed by the Carolingians' fight for domination; their success also made them the focal point of a tradition of historical writing which was king centred and increasingly court sponsored. The three principal sources for this history are the Continuations of the Chronicle of Fredegar, the Prior Metz Annals and Einhard's Life of Charlemagne. Given the partisan nature of these works, we must naturally guard against distortion in their view of the 'rise of the Carolingians'. It is clear, for instance, that by the early ninth century, writers of history were reordering the Merovingian past in order to date Carolingian domination back into the seventh century and so present their seizure of the throne from the Merovingians in 751 as the overdue recognition of a long-established supremacy. The clearest statement of this view is in the Prior Metz Annals, written c. 806. This work took the victory of Charlemagne's great-grandfather Pippin II over the hitherto dominant Neustrians at the battle of Tertry in 687 to mark the inception of Carolingian rule, and so it has remained in many a history textbook down to this day. In reality, however, in 687 Pippin did not so much overturn the Neustrian regime of the Merovingians as join it. Although he was able to establish himself in prime position at the royal court, Pippin's power-base remained in Austrasia and his influence over the Neustrian heartlands of the Seine-Oise area was visibly limited.

By the time of Pippin II in the late seventh century, Francia, that is, the lands broadly defined as those subject to the Frankish kings since the early sixth century, comprising the regions of Neustria, Austrasia, Burgundy,

Provence and Aquitaine, had evolved into a kingdom which was massive in size and relatively stable, despite its meagre resources and the rudimentary nature of its government. Its stability and ultimate territorial integrity were the fruits of a basically conservative political culture in which public authority lay in the hands of magnates who exercised their power more or less on behalf of the kings. What we would term the 'state' was in this period a rather loose collection of persons and institutions exercising power perceived to be derived from royal authority, an arrangement in which (at least to our eyes) the boundary between the 'public' and the 'private' uses of power was blurred. An association with royal government in turn added legitimacy to the power the magnates had over those below them. Binding people further into a single political community were shared religious beliefs and practices. Intermarriage between the most powerful families also helped break down regional differences and identities. The stability of this political entity was marked by its failure to disintegrate during the several periods of child kingship which occurred in the later seventh and early eighth centuries. On the other hand, the magnates tended to withdraw cooperation when the profits of power were perceived to be unjustly shared out, and at such times, as in the relatively well-documented 670s, the Frankish state seemed to collapse as the consensus upon which it was based disappeared and the leaders in the provinces, such as Lupus, duke of Aquitaine, ignored the government at the centre. Yet the conservative attitude of such leaders meant that they did not then go on to create new political entities and eventually they or their successors could be drawn (or forced) back into a political community focused on the palace. Pippin entered into government in the wash of this kind of political behaviour.

From 688 to his death in 714, Pippin II can be identified with the re-establishment of political consensus in Francia. Documents from the reign of Childebert III (695–711) show leaders from as far away as Provence attending the royal court in Neustria, and according to the earliest Carolingian Annals, Pippin in 709 began the slow process of bringing the 'Sueves' or Alemans back into the Frankish orbit. Though, as we shall see, the Frankish leaders fought each other again after Pippin II's death, over the next three generations the growing solidarity of the ruling elite, inspired by success in war under Carolingian leadership, raised Francia to a position of dominance in western Europe unprecedented for a single state in the post-Roman period. Of the parallels between their power and that of the Romans the Franks were well aware. Under Charlemagne's leadership there was a certain Romanisation of Frankish culture: Charlemagne even assumed the imperial title in 800 AD. Despite the novelty of their own kingship and the recent extension of Frankish power, the Carolingians themselves high-
lighted the ancient and customary basis of royal authority, especially at the annual assemblies of king and magnates. On these occasions not only was royal authority ritually affirmed, the basic direction of government was determined. At a local level too, in the county court or _mallus_, a recognition of custom played a large part in what was regarded as legitimate, and customary legal practice, for instance the use of amateur local worthies to decide cases, continued to operate through and in favour of a local balance of power. In most areas of government, and locally in cultural and religious life, there was therefore much continuity between Merovingian and Carolingian Francia. Nevertheless, over this period there were certainly some major changes. Above all, the German-speaking lands east of the Rhine became for the first time fully integrated into the Frankish kingdom. New impetus was given to central government, and stronger ties between king and magnates, for instance in demands for the affirmation of loyalty and for performance of military service, made it more and more difficult for regional leaders such as dukes to go their own way. All this allowed the rulers for the first time to make clear statements about the nature and purpose of public authority, beginning with calls by the sons of Charles Martel for military support, and culminating with Charlemagne’s review of government following his coronation as emperor. A discussion of eighth-century history requires one first to explain how Francia became so much more powerful at this time, and secondly to consider whether the subsequent changes in political life and in its ideological reflection add up to the point at which the Carolingian state should be seen as objectively different from its Merovingian predecessor.

In 714 Francia entered into a prolonged period of political and military turmoil. In that year a crisis was provoked by the deaths of both Pippin II and his son Grimoald. Leadership of the family passed to Pippin’s widow Plectrude, who had control of the family’s treasure (the latter being the key to power in the short term) and ruled on behalf of Grimoald’s young son Theudoald, who had been designated the ‘mayor of the palace’ to the Merovingian king Dagobert III (711–15). This arrangement was rejected by the Neustrian Franks who drove Theudoald out, elected one Ragamfred as their own ‘mayor’, and then allied with the Frisians to attack the weakened Pippinid family in their Austrasian homelands. The next year King Dagobert died and was replaced by Chilperic II, a former cleric, but the only adult Merovingian available. Chilperic, Ragamfred of Neustria and Radbod, leader of the Frisians, then attacked Pippin’s family again. This time the Frisian contingent was met by Charles, later to be known as Charles Martel. He was Pippin’s son by a second wife from the Liège area. In 714 Charles had been imprisoned by Plectrude. He managed to escape, however, and in 715
marshalled his family’s defences around the river Meuse only to suffer what was almost certainly his sole defeat in battle. The next year, 716, the Neustrian and Frisian forces penetrated to Cologne, withdrawing only after receiving treasure from Plectrude. Charles nevertheless mounted a successful ambush against the returning forces in the Ardennes. By 717 Charles had built up sufficient forces to counter-attack. He defeated the Neustrians at Vincy near Cambrai, and then moved back to Cologne where he ousted Plectrude, secured his father’s treasure and became undisputed leader of Austrasia, raising his own king, Clothar IV, to the throne of Austrasia which had been vacant for the previous forty years. Kings, it is clear, were necessary for the raising of large military forces. In 718 Charles defeated Radbod, who died the next year. He then fought again against Ragamfred and Chilperic who had allied themselves with the duke of Aquitaine, Eudo. Ragamfred fled to his base at Angers, Eudo and Chilperic retreated into Aquitaine, before Eudo came to terms with Charles, returning Chilperic to him along with the royal treasure. Charles’ Austrasian king now died and from this point in 719 Charles appears as ‘mayor’ of a single palace claiming hegemony over all of Francia. Victory in that year brought Chilperic II and the royal treasure into Martel’s hands, and the separate Austrasian kingship was allowed to lapse: Clothar IV was said to have died and he was not replaced. Charles had now created a power bloc and concentration of treasure which was stronger than any other single unit inside or on the borders of Francia, and he was able to take on the other areas of the country one by one. The next twenty years were spent enforcing his claim to hegemony.

In the early Carolingian Annals and in the Continuations of the Chronicle of Fredegar,2 Charles Martel is seen to consolidate his rule in Francia through a series of military campaigns. Indeed, in contrast to the relatively peaceful seventh century, the sources for this period seem to have thought it remarkable if there was no fighting in any given year. Besides one further campaign against Ragamfred in 724, Charles fought against the Saxons in 718, in 720 and in 724. In 725 he campaigned in Alemannia and in Bavaria, again in Bavaria in 728 and in Alemannia in 730. In 731 he turned his attention to Eudo, still independent in Aquitaine. Eudo in 732 was forced to call upon the help of his erstwhile enemy Charles against Arab invaders from Spain who had raided as far north as Poitiers. Charles’ response culminated in the famous battle of Poitiers (actually fought somewhere between Tours and Poitiers). Though not quite of the importance often still accorded to it, this Frankish victory did force the Arabs to retreat southwards and, partly as

2 Annales Sancti Amandi, Tiliani, Laubacenses, Petiavini, Laureshamenses s.a. 719–41; Continuations of the Chronicle of Fredegar, chs. 11–21.
a result of victory at Poitiers in the following year, Charles was able to stamp his authority on south Burgundy. In 733 and again in 734 he also fought the Frisians. On Eudo's death in 735 and again in 736 he returned to Aquitaine and also brought southern Burgundy and Provence under his control. In 737 he was in Provence and Septimania fighting both against Franks who had rejected the order imposed upon them in the previous year and against the Arabs with whom they had allied. The year 738 saw Charles in Saxony again, and 739 back in Provence; 740 was without a campaign and in 741 Charles died. One can now see why he would be remembered as 'Martel', or 'the Hammer'.

It is far easier to list Charles Martel's successes like this than to explain why he was so successful, or indeed to say what was really happening in Francia at this time. The key to any explanation may lie in the extent to which the Frankish political community had disintegrated after 714; the need to rally against threats from outside helped that community re-integrate around Carolingian leadership. In 714–15 the Neustrians, who had for much of the seventh century dominated Francia, recovered some of their strength thanks to Pippinid weakness, and they were plainly strong enough to oust the Pippinid family from their midst and with Frisian help to raid deep into Austrasia. Power-sharing with the Austrasians in the previous generation, however, had left them too weak to exercise much influence outside the Neustrian heartlands of the Seine-Oise area. In Austrasia no other family was strong enough to replace that of Pippin as leaders, and the political crisis in Austrasia has been aptly described as a 'succession crisis' within that one family. Once the succession had been resolved, Austrasia seems to have been fairly united behind Charles Martel. His emergence as leader is to be explained by the key position of his mother's family in the Liege area and hence in the front line in defence against the Frisians. Charles' successful ambush against the returning Neustro-Frisian forces in 716 brought nobles from elsewhere in Austrasia (from the Moselle, for example) into his following, and with this advantage he achieved victory against Ragamfred in 717. This in turn allowed him to get hold of his father's treasure, and he could then consolidate his position in Austrasia by raising his own king. A need for effective leadership against Saxon invaders might also have helped Charles establish his authority in Austrasia. Martel with treasure, a king and the bulk of the Austrasian forces behind him was stronger than the combined forces of Neustria and Aquitaine ranged against him in 719.

3 On how Charles Martel was portrayed in the eighth and ninth centuries, see Nonn (1970), pp. 70-157, esp. pp. 124–56 for the history of his nickname 'Martel'.

Outside the Neustrian and Austrasian heartlands there was a high level of political fragmentation, except in Aquitaine where Eudo’s rule was apparently generally accepted, although we can say very little about the nature of that rule. Elsewhere, especially in the lands between the Seine and Loire and in mid and south Burgundy, there are gaps in the surviving lists of bishops which suggest that many sees either fell vacant or were occupied by laymen, and this has been taken to indicate a state of disorder. Some notorious cases illustrate this disorder: Savaric bishop of Auxerre in Burgundy, for instance, took advantage of the fighting in the north in 714–15 to subjugate ‘by military means’ the surrounding towns of Orléans, Nevers, Avallon and Tonnerre, and was on the march against Lyons when he died of a stroke in 718 or 719. He was followed as bishop in Auxerre by one Hainmar who was almost certainly a layman; his name appears in the list of Auxerre bishops with the qualification, ‘called bishop’. Such opportunistic warlords were no match for Charles Martel when eventually he took them on with the much greater resources of Neustria and Austrasia behind him.

At the same time, it is clear that in Burgundy and Provence elements of the aristocracy were quite prepared to join forces with the northerners. As we have seen, the pressure of Arab attacks, most notably in Aquitaine, was one factor in bringing southerners into Martel’s orbit. Another was the fact that the memory of a single political community was far from dead, and recent work has re-emphasised the way in which family ties between north and south remained in place. Abbo, ruler of Provence, for instance, had links with other magnates in the lower Seine area and actively aided Charles Martel when he moved into Provence. For this help he was well rewarded. Finally one detail in the will which Abbo drew up leaving his property to the monastery of Novalesa suggests that political disorder and Arab invasion might have had subversive social consequences: Abbo invited Novalesa to track down and recall to subjugation those of his freedmen and servants who had dispersed during the troubles. A fear that the social order was in danger may have been an added spur to the regional magnates’ acceptance of a new regime.

At the level of political and military history, the growth of Carolingian power may therefore be understood in terms of an initial military success which allowed Charles Martel to take advantage of a balance of power operating progressively in his favour. Further explanations for this success

---

6 *Vita Pardulfi* is one source which does give some idea of life in Aquitaine in the first half of the eighth century. 7 The lists are to be found in Duchesne (1907–11). 8 *Gesta Pontificum Autissiodorensium*, ch. 26. 9 Geary (1985), pp. 138–43. 10 Abbo’s will is translated in Geary (1985), pp. 39–79.
have been drawn out of the reputation for despoiling the church of its lands which Charles Martel acquired in the ninth century. It was at one time suggested that he settled warriors on that land and so built up his military strength. From the small amount of evidence available to us there is no reason at all to separate Charles Martel from his peers either in the use he made of land or in the use he made of technology.\textsuperscript{11}

The argument that Charles Martel systematically exploited church lands is not supported by eighth-century sources. This was certainly a time in which many bishoprics (such as that of Rheims) and monasteries (St Wandrille for example) lost control of a significant proportion of their very extensive estates, and, as we have seen, one in which the ecclesiastical hierarchy admitted warriors, like the notorious Savaric, into its ranks. Indeed, the Anglo-Saxon missionary Boniface complained about the falling standards of the Frankish church in terms which became famous,\textsuperscript{12} but the loss of church lands and the increasing prominence of warrior bishops were symptoms of the general political and military turmoils of the time rather than particular causes of Martel’s success. The way for this had been prepared in the seventh century which saw the growth of great ecclesiastical lordships and the entry of bishops into central politics.\textsuperscript{13} In the eighth century, establishing control over all of Francia meant reducing the independence of such lords, driving them out where they resisted, confiscating their resources and replacing them with trusted allies. The best-documented example of this process is Martel’s treatment of Eucherius bishop of Orléans who was probably a nephew of the Savaric mentioned earlier. After his victory over the Arabs in 732, when Charles consolidated his hold over Burgundy, he turned on his one-time ally Eucherius, drove him out along with his kinsmen and seized their lands to distribute to his own followers. This was not a straightforward case of ‘secularisation’ but rather the confiscation of the resources of a great family based on an episcopal lordship. The memory of Eucherius’ treatment, preserved in the account in his Life,\textsuperscript{14} was one of the reasons why the bishop was later venerated as a saint, and as his reputation grew, so did that of Charles Martel as a despoiler of church lands. As a result, when in the ninth century various churches drew up detailed inventories of their property, they tended to assume that what they had lost to laymen in this period had been taken away by a Charles greedy for land with which to reward his followers. It is the frequency with which this assumption was made which lends the impression

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{11} See Goetz, below, pp. 473–6, and Verhulst, below, pp. 488–92.

\textsuperscript{12} See McKitterick, pp. 75–7 above.

\textsuperscript{13} Ewig (1953), pp. 412–30 describes the rise of episcopal power and provides the context for Boniface’s strictures.

\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Vita Eucherii}, chs. 7–9.
that church lands were systematically turned over to lay warriors in benefice, although in fact there survives not a single contemporary document recording the granting out of land in this way. Paradoxically, it was in the next two generations that this practice really evolved, but the blame for it attached to Charles simply because, whereas his sons and grandsons were known as keen to reform the morals of the church, Charles himself was presumed to have been unconcerned about that decline in standards to which Boniface had referred. Yet it was in part precisely by voicing their concern for the church that later rulers acquired the moral authority to use its lands as their own, in order to fund a state charged with the protection of Christians. This connection was first articulated by Charles Martel's son Carloman at the council of Estinnes held at Boniface's behest in 744.15

As we have just seen in north Burgundy, Charles Martel consolidated his authority by installing his followers in positions of power. Another example would be Godobald who was made abbot of St Denis, the premier Neustrian monastery: Godobald was from the Liège area and closely connected with Martel's family.16 Throughout Francia there was a sweeping change in the personnel who filled the key positions of count, bishop and abbot. At one time this was thought to have resulted in the creation of a new aristocracy made up of persons drawn, like Godobald, from the Carolingian homelands, a so-called 'imperial aristocracy' the installation of which introduced a genuinely new regime. Closer studies of individual families have now revealed greater continuities between the Merovingian and the Carolingian aristocracies.17 Personnel change there certainly was, but also, as Abbo's behaviour demonstrates, collaboration, and intermarriage, between Martel's newcomers and families long established in each area. With the possible exception of Alemannia, this pattern would be repeated in every region into which the Carolingians expanded over the next century, for rulers naturally worked with the grain of the existing social structure. Similarly, a radical departure from traditional forms of government was inconceivable. By insisting on direct ties of loyalty between himself and the magnates in the field, Charles Martel could, in political terms, bypass the Merovingian kings to whom he was in theory subservient, but his word was not law unless it passed through a Merovingian mouthpiece.18 Abbo's will provides an example of this: though we can be certain that it was through service to Charles that Abbo was rewarded, he still spoke of receiving that reward from

15 MGH Cap. 1, no. 11, p. 28.
the king, Theuderic IV (721–37), and no doubt it had been through a royal
document that Abbo had received legitimate title to the land involved.\textsuperscript{19} We
should in fact take the Carolingian sources such as the *Prior Metz Annals* at
their word when they suggest that eventually logic prevailed and people
accepted that he who wielded the real power should become king, but, by the
same token, it took the Carolingians a whole generation to prove their
worth, which shows that the notion that only the descendants of Clovis
could be kings of the Franks was deeply ingrained into Frankish custom.

Charles Martel and his sons proved themselves above all by success in war
against other peoples and, increasingly related to the latter, by demonstrat-
ing their religious zeal. Arabs, Frisians and Saxons were all non-Christian
invaders of Francia in the eighth century, and Charles Martel gained great
prestige by leading forces against them. At first these wars were defensive or
punitive, but they soon led to the acquisition of new territory for the Franks,
in Frisia in 734–5 and in Gothia or Septimania, the formerly Visigothic
province which extended from the Pyrenees east to the Rhône, in 737–8. In
Frisia and east of the Rhine a rather slower process of Christianisation,
largely directed by Anglo-Saxon missionaries, accompanied the establish-
ment of Frankish control.\textsuperscript{20} Charles Martel's father Pippin had begun the
patronage of Anglo-Saxon missionaries, helping Willibrord restore the
church in Utrecht, but this first effort had been bowled over in the Frisian
invasions following Pippin's death in 714. In the 720s attention switched to
central Germany under the leadership of Boniface. Association with this
missionary in particular did a very great deal to establish the religious
credentials of the Carolingians. Interestingly, the region in which Boniface
worked, Hesse, had always been under Frankish control. Indeed, the Franks
had since the mid-sixth century also ruled Thuringia which lay to the east of
Hesse, but about the latter we know almost nothing prior to the arrival of
Boniface. In fact, between the late sixth and mid-eighth centuries Hesse is
mentioned only once, and this reference simply tells of an army crossing it
on the way to Thuringia.\textsuperscript{21} Such silence, and the fact that the inhabitants of
the area remained largely pagan into the eighth century, reminds us that up
to this point the old Rhine–Danube frontier of the Romans had remained a
remarkably effective cultural and religious boundary despite the fact that
Frankish power straddled it. Events east of the Rhine begin to appear more
frequently in our narrative sources only after the organisation of the
Christian church in the area had led to a dissemination of written culture.
Equally striking is the speed at which that culture took hold. In 744 Boniface

\textsuperscript{19} Geary (1985), pp. 74–3.
\textsuperscript{20} For further details, McKitterick, pp. 68 and 73–5 above.
\textsuperscript{21} *Chronicle of Fredegar* IV, ch. 87.
founded the monastery of Fulda in a sparsely inhabited part of Hesse. Copies of the earliest charters from Fulda show that within a decade of its foundation the local aristocracy was participating in written culture in just the same way as their counterparts who inhabited regions where habits of recording property transactions in writing had survived from Roman times.  

In 741, shortly before he died, Charles Martel drew up a charter which we may use briefly to indicate the position the Carolingians had reached at the end of his tumultuous career. In this document Charles granted the villa of Clichy to the monastery of St Denis, thereby granting what had once been one of the Merovingians' favourite residences to St Denis which had once been their premier monastery. Yet though Charles Martel seemed here free to dispose of royal property as his own, and to call upon the special protection of St Denis, formerly reserved for the kings, and, as the dating clause of this charter shows, he was in the last five years of his career able to rule without a king, he nevertheless made this grant in the form of a private charter. He remained, ultimately, the most important non-royal person in the land, and, as we shall see, it was not a foregone conclusion that what he had acquired by conquest should pass to his sons. After his death there was another 'succession crisis', not as profound as the one in 714, but one which had a similar effect in drawing potential rivals into open conflict.

Before his death Charles Martel divided the Frankish territories between his sons Carloman and Pippin III, but Grifo, a third son by a later wife, contested the division and would, over the next ten years, be a focus of opposition to his half-brothers (Map 5). Another cause of conflict was that leaders who had been coerced into supporting Charles Martel renounced their allegiance on his death. In 742–3 there was a concerted effort by the dukes of Aquitaine, Alemannia and Bavaria to throw off Carolingian authority. At one moment Carloman and Pippin faced an Aleman, Bavarian, Slav and Saxon coalition to the east, whilst in the west Hunoald, son of Duke Eudo (died 735), broke out of Aquitaine and sacked the town of Chartres. At this time of crisis another Merovingian, Childeric III (743–51), was raised to the throne, presumably to disarm those who challenged the legitimacy of Carolingian authority on the basis of loyalty to the old line of kings. This Childeric, the last Merovingian king, is known only from a handful of charters, for the narrative sources are solely concerned with the seven campaigns which Pippin and Carloman mounted between the years 741–6 to break the opposition to their rule.

The narratives do not mention the church councils which were held in

---

742 or 743 and in 744, councils which addressed the lapses in clerical discipline about which Boniface had complained. These first attempts to reform the church should perhaps be seen as another aspect of the response to military pressure, to which the Council of Estinnes actually referred. Re-establishing basic order in the church was closely linked to curbing the independence of the bishops, in effect doing by the book what Charles Martel had done by force. A public commitment to reform also amounted to a call for support from church leaders. At the same time, the Carolingians reserved the right to use church lands at a time of military crisis, and the reforms did nothing to stop them taking over monasteries for their own use. Hence Pippin and Carloman could be seen as reformers whilst continuing to strip wealth from the church.24

24 The Council of Estinnes, 3, 1 explicitly demanded the use of church property at a time of military crisis: '... propter inminentia bella et persecutiones ceterarum gentium quae in circuitu nostro sunt, ut sub precario et censu aliquam partem ecclesialis pecuniae in adiutorium exercitus nostri cum indulgentia Dei aliquanto tempore retineamus', MGH Cap. 1, no. 11, p. 28.
Amongst the rebels east of the Rhine it was the Alemans who held out longest and were hit hardest. Carloman finally defeated them at the battle of Canstatt (near modern Stuttgart) in 746 and was said to have put several thousand to the sword afterwards. One historian, Reuter, has even argued that Canstatt was a disaster for the Alemans comparable in magnitude to that suffered at Hastings by the Anglo-Saxons, though for the former, unlike the latter, we lack the kind of evidence which could show the extent to which native landowners were dispossessed after the battle.25 According to the Annales Petaviani, Carloman was so full of remorse for what he had done to the Alemans that he decided to go into a monastery.26 Whether or not this was the real reason, Carloman did retire the next year, eventually joining the monastery of Monte Cassino in Italy. On Carloman’s departure, Pippin III released his half-brother Grifo who promptly fled to the Saxons. A campaign against the Saxons was mounted, in which Pippin, as his son Charlemagne was to do several times, struck deep into eastern Saxony from Thuringia in alliance with Slav forces. Grifo then fled to Bavaria where he tried to make himself duke, but in 748 Pippin came after him again. Capturing Grifo, he gave him lands between the Seine and the Loire to rule, but from here Grifo fled to Aquitaine, where he was sheltered by the duke Waiofar until he was finally killed in 753 whilst on his way to Italy. This last phase of the struggle led to a firmer Frankish hold over Bavaria which received a new duke, Tassilo, who was both related to Pippin (his mother was Chiltrude, the latter’s sister) and was under Carolingian tutelage. Another result of these events was a renewal of the tribute paid by the Saxons. They also led to a deepening of enmity between Pippin and Waiofar duke of Aquitaine. Pippin III would devote the last years of his life to destroying Aquitainian independence. First, however, he would make himself king.

Perhaps no event in early medieval history has been more comprehensively ‘explained’ than Pippin III’s consecration in 751. We have already seen the growth of Carolingian military power which by 751 had made it impossible to resist Pippin, noting too how the Carolingians strengthened their qualifications for kingship by associating themselves with reform of the church. Yet to break with the very custom which legitimised the formal power they desired, the Carolingians had to call upon the pope to sanction their action with a divine authority which could overrule human tradition. That they should have turned to the pope in this way is put down to the influence of Boniface who in person built and cemented links between the Franks and the papacy. That the papacy responded favourably to Carol-

26 Annales Petaviani s.a. 747.
ingians’ call for backing is explained partly by the pope’s respect for Boniface and awareness that Pippin was an active reformer, but mainly by his desire for a political and military alliance with the Franks in the light of increasing Lombard pressure on Rome and the papal patrimony. Byzantium, the papacy’s traditional protector, was no longer able or willing to offer much help, and the papacy had anyway long wanted to be free of interference from the east. In the main these explanations hold good, but they do require some qualification.27 Boniface, for instance, was not quite the go-between who introduced the papacy and the Franks to each other. For there is a long history of Franco-papal relations quite separate from Boniface, whose influence anyway seems to have been much reduced after Carloman’s retirement in 747. Nor are the strategic considerations of the papacy as straightforward as they first appear, for the Franks and Lombards were long-time allies with common non-Christian enemies in both Avars and Arabs. As late as 752 the papacy was still appealing for Byzantine help, and the actual agreement that the Franks should help the pope was made only in 754. In 751 itself it seems that the decision to depose Childeric III and raise Pippin to the throne was made by the Franks, carried through by the bishops who anointed him king, and endorsed, rather than enabled, by the papacy. Anointing by the bishops (Boniface may or may not have been present) was a new practice amongst the Franks. It suggested the religious function of the king, an aspect of royalty which henceforth would be progressively emphasised. Contemporary commentators such as the author of the Prior Metz Annals, though they did not ignore this side of things, chiefly highlighted the glaring difference in power between Merovingian king and Carolingian mayor, and their immediate concern was with the problem of the annual spring assemblies, occasions which traditionally saw a ritual expression of obedience from subjects to king and which were at the heart of Frankish custom. It was necessary to argue that people had for some time made what was only a show of obedience to the Merovingians, and that in reality they had already been obeying the Carolingians. Passages in the Prior Metz Annals and in Einhard’s Life of Charlemagne, both works of the ninth century, advance this argument, but it is interesting to see it laid out in strikingly similar terms in a Byzantine source, the Chronicle of Theophanes.28

This may suggest that the argument was what we might term an ‘official line’ formulated at the time of Pippin III’s coronation and taken to Byzantium by a Frankish embassy in about 757.

27 Noble (1984), pp. 62–73 is useful for the Franco-papal background to the events of 751. See also McKitterick, p. 76 above.

After 751 Pippin III's behaviour did not change much: he continued making war each year. His enemies were the Saxons and the Aquitainians, and, after 754, the Lombards. In 753 Pope Stephen II had crossed the Alps and wintered amongst the Franks whilst lobbying them to come to the aid of the papacy against the Lombards. At their annual assembly of 754 the Franks agreed, apparently reluctantly, to campaign in Italy should the Lombard leader Aistulf refuse to withdraw from papal territory. Later that year Stephen anointed Pippin's family and stated publicly that in future the kings of the Franks should be chosen from that family alone. This gesture was not simply the *quid pro quo* for Carolingian help in Italy. It involved ties of spiritual compaternity between the 'family' of St Peter and that of Pippin, forming an alliance which was not only pragmatic but also eternal. Henceforth the Franks would (in theory) always fight to protect papal interests, and prayers for the welfare of the Carolingian family would be incorporated into the Roman liturgy. In 755 and 756 the Franks mounted what were in effect two fairly low-key campaigns against Aistulf, punishing and warning him rather than trying to conquer Lombard territory. From their very arrival in Italy in the late sixth century, the Lombards had never been able to withstand determined pressure from their much more numerous and powerful northern neighbour. Once the Franks had put their military power at the disposal of the papacy it would only be a matter of time before the Lombards would commit sufficient offence for their independence to be crushed. This eventually came about in 774.

In 753 and in 758 Pippin fought against the Saxons, continuing the 'tit-for-tat' campaigning which had been going on since the Saxons had begun encroaching upon Frankish territory around the lower Lippe and in northern Hesse at the end of the seventh century. Whilst it was possible for the Franks to raid deep in almost any part of Saxony from many points along a frontier which ran for about 400 km between the rivers Saale and Rhine, conquest was beyond them at this stage. This was partly due to the decentralised structure of Saxon society. Unlike Bavaria or Alemannia or even Frisia, in Saxony there was no paramount chief to deal with, and even the mass of warriors did not seem to be bound by any agreement made by their overlords. The difficulty also lay in terrain, for in Saxony there were no Roman roads, and communication was along river courses which were strongly defended. The Saxons were also pagans and, at least amongst the non-noble elements in society, fiercely resistant to the penetration of the Frankish religion. As we shall see, when the conquest of Saxony was eventually undertaken, it took a generation to succeed and was secured only
by genocide and mass deportations. Nor could it be attempted until Aquitainian independence had been crushed.

Until the late seventh century Aquitaine had been an integral part of Frankish Gaul. Since then it had been ruled by three generations of independent dukes, but retained a political structure based on counts, counties, fiscal properties, and of course the church. Reducing Aquitainian independence meant getting the church there to accept reform and forcing the counts to pledge loyalty to Pippin rather than to the descendants of Eudo who were the dukes. Into the 760s Eudo’s family still commanded enough support to marshal a formidable military force capable of raiding deep into Burgundy, and the fortifications of the towns of Aquitaine, Roman in origin, remained effective, in addition to which there were numerous ‘castella’ or forts at strategic points throughout the region. A further military resource was the availability of Basque troops from the lands beyond the river Garonne. Aquitaine was therefore hard to conquer: it took nearly a decade of campaigning, from 759 to 768, to subdue the duchy. The post-conquest settlement in Aquitaine meant literally going back to old ways, that is, it involved recovering royal property, securing the loyalty of counts and bishops, reinstituting ecclesiastical immunities, and installing Frankish garrisons. Pippin, however, died in 768, soon after his hard-won conquest. His two sons Charles and Carloman had already been designated kings and anointed by Pope Stephen fourteen years earlier, and Pippin was careful to secure an agreed division of the kingdom between them (Map 6). This time there would be no Carolingian succession crisis.

Under the leadership of Pippin III, the first Carolingian king, Francia was more powerful than it had ever been. Though its boundaries did not stretch much beyond those established in the sixth century, Pippin exercised far stronger control over its outlying areas than had Clovis and his descendants. In particular, Hesse, Thuringia, Alemannia and Bavaria now had a diocesan structure to match that west of the Rhine. Only Bavaria retained a native leader, and he, Tassilo, had in 757 undergone what was, according to Frankish sources, a humiliating ritual submission to Pippin. Of the German lands only Saxony remained independent, although Frisia, said to have been conquered by Charles Martel, also remained largely untouched by Frankish influence because its marshy terrain made it impenetrable. In fact it was in Frisia that Boniface was killed in 754, having returned at the end of his career to the northern part of Frisia, still largely pagan. In the south of Frankish Gaul, the old Visigothic province of Septimania had been added to Frankish territory and, as we have seen, the Franks were able to intervene in Italy at will.

The basis of Frankish power had actually changed little since the sixth
century. That power rested ultimately on the fact that Francia was formed out of a massive conglomeration of territories and confederation of peoples which no other west European grouping could match. In Francia there was never any shortage of warriors, even at times of apparent weakness. The incessant fighting of the first half of the eighth century seems to have strengthened the military element in society and, from the middle of the century onwards, rulers spoke of dedicating resources to the military in a way they had never done before. What gave Francia a cutting edge against its unfortunate neighbours was the assertion of central control over military organisation, for this diverted martial energies away from internal conflict towards profitable aggression on its borders. As in the military sphere, in other areas too the Carolingian rulers of the middle of the eighth century rebuilt the effective power of government through the palace. It was at this level that there had been disruption in the first half of the century, but government had continued in traditional form at local level in the hands of
counts and bishops. Rebuilding the power of the palace meant reasserting influence over such people. Yet though it is fair to describe the structure of Carolingian government as basically unchanged, it is also true that from this time onwards there is evidence of an upsurge in activity at all levels. Quite simply, the amount of written evidence (and evidence of writing), increases rapidly from the 740s onwards. There are more charters, there are more books, there are more legislative texts, government orders and the copying of old laws. In the ecclesiastical sphere too reform spread beyond the desire for clerical discipline into a review of the liturgy and into a consideration of the moral welfare of the world at large. Military power, government activity and church reform all became points of marked growth in the Frankish polity once civil war died out and consensus and the co-ordination of resources returned. The leader to benefit from this development, and the one with the logistic genius to make the very most of it, was Pippin III’s son Charles, or Charlemagne.

Charlemagne reigned for forty-six years, for the first three of which he ruled jointly, and unhappily it seems, with his brother Carloman until the latter’s death in 771. Even a glance at the various ‘annals’ and ‘capitularies’, that is, at the narrative and normative sources for this long reign, indicates just how much it was packed with military activity and with reform of the church and of government. Here there is not the space to discuss these matters in any detail; it will be possible only to make a few illustrative points. Charlemagne began his career as king by finishing off Pippin’s pacification of Aquitaine. It is a measure of his success that after one season’s campaigning he returned only once more to the region, in 778 when he was en route for Spain. Western Gaul north of the Loire, the old Merovingian stamping-ground of Neustria, also saw him rarely; he went there only once in the last thirty years of his reign. Generally his favoured residences were in the eastern part of Francia which contained the frontier zones in which there was most military activity. Roughly speaking, his itineraries were determined by military priorities. These, as Einhard stressed, lay above all in Saxony, where a campaign of pacification lasted a whole generation. Richer pickings were more easily to be had in Italy, where in 774 Charlemagne responded in force to a request from Pope Hadrian I for help against the Lombards. Desiderius the Lombard king, Charlemagne’s one-time ally and father-in-law, was soundly defeated and Charlemagne made

31 See Nelson, chapter 13 and de Jong, chapter 23 below.
32 Einhard, Vita Karoli ii, ch. 7.
himself king of the Lombards. After a second campaign to put down a rebellion two years later, Frankish counts began to be appointed in Italy and the region became an increasingly rich source of patronage with which to reward clients of the Carolingians. Manuscripts and holy relics from Italy also began to travel northwards into Francia. The conquest moreover drew the Franks further into papal politics and brought them into direct contact, and conflict, with the Byzantine empire. Throughout this period the horizons of the Franks were being lifted, for expansion required them to seek out new allies amongst their enemies' neighbours. In this way contact was established with the Abbasid caliphate in Baghdad and alliances were made with the Slavs who lived beyond the Saxons.

Conflict with the Saxons had become all-out war by 772 when Charlemagne sacked Irminsul, their most important religious centre, which probably lay near the source of the river Lippe. The Saxons took revenge by ravaging in Hesse whilst the Frankish army was away in Italy in 774. It would happen repeatedly that whilst the main Frankish force was off on campaign there would be rebellion or invasion in some other distant part of the kingdom. Each time Charlemagne would have to move very quickly over great distances to tackle the problem. In 778, for example, he had to rush back from Spain to stem a Saxon invasion of the Rhineland. This rather dramatic behaviour shows how, despite the steadily increasing range of military activity, the main force of the Frankish army retained its traditional form as the king's own following which he led in person, just as Clovis had led the forces of invading Franks nearly three centuries earlier. In this respect, the size of the empire was the measure of the king's energy. What we see in Charlemagne is a leader with phenomenal energy and with the ability to mobilise all the resources available to him in this already regicentric political culture. In contemporary terms this meant insisting on loyalty at all levels in society, for loyalty meant agreement to carry out orders without which government was inconceivable. On the one hand there was a barrage of legislation demanding loyalty and good behaviour in increasingly sophisticated ideological and theological terms; on the other hand Charlemagne inculcated loyalty amongst his magnate supporters by leading them on successful military campaigns, thereby reinforcing the group solidarity always inherent in customary aularian conviviality. Rivalry between magnates tended to be expressed through competition for royal favour and this made them eager to fight for the king. An incident in the Saxon wars, reported in the Annals, illustrates the point: in 782 there was a military disaster for the Franks in the Sünelt hills as an assorted group of young nobles made an uncoordinated charge into battle against a well-organised Saxon force. Wanting too badly to claim glory for themselves, and
unwilling to let a cousin of the king have the credit for victory, they raced each other towards the enemy and were cut down. The sequel to this affair was that Charlemagne showed the worth of his fallen men in a terrible act of revenge, decapitating over 4000 Saxon prisoners in a single day.

Despite, or perhaps because of, this bloody episode Saxon resistance continued. Pacification was temporarily achieved with the surrender of the Saxon leader Widukind in 785. Thereafter Saxons attended the annual assemblies and fought on behalf of the Franks against other peoples, but in 792 they took advantage of a revolt by Charlemagne’s son Pippin the Hunchback and of the discord within Francia which followed, and rebelled. Fear of war with the Avars fuelled political uncertainty. In 793 Frisians and Slavs joined in the revolt and the Arabs from Spain also saw an opportunity to invade. In this period of political and military crisis it is important to note the response of the regime. First Charlemagne ended the discord by putting down Pippin the Hunchback’s revolt with some force, executing many of those judged to have sworn themselves into a conspiracy against him. This capital punishment reminds us that a regime based on consensus could still punish harshly, as long as the majority of the magnates could be persuaded to agree to such action. Significantly, judgement against the conspirators of 792 was made before a full assembly of magnates, and those who had stayed loyal were richly rewarded. The military response in 793 underlines both Charlemagne’s genius for logistic planning, and the ability of the regime to mobilise very large amounts of labour. One instance of this is that the Franks tried to link the rivers Rednitz and Altmühl, and ultimately through them the Danube and Main, via a canal of about 3 km length. Had it succeeded, the link would have enabled the regime to deal much more easily with a war on two fronts, against both the Saxons and the Avars. In the event, the Avar threat never materialised: just as well, for the canal project failed (in fact the same project defeated Napoleon, and it is only recently, and with the aid of modern technology, that a link between the two rivers has been successfully constructed). A further response to the crisis, preceding military action against the Saxons, was the holding of a church council, the Synod of Frankfurt, at Easter 794. Here the regime reaffirmed its orthodoxy and in effect restated its commitment to Christian government. Though the legislation produced from this (and other) meetings is to our eyes bafflingly jumbled and full of formulae and copying from earlier ‘capitularies’ (that is, royal orders and edicts organised under chapter headings – ‘capitula’), it does seem to indicate the regime’s sense of priorities at a time of crisis. It also shows how deeply the church had been drawn into govern-

ment. Finally, after the Synod of Frankfurt, Charlemagne invaded Saxony. After campaigns in two successive years resistance amongst the South Saxons came to an end. The fighting then moved on to the lower Weser and lower Elbe regions, hitherto scarcely touched by the Franks. Eventually pacification was achieved here by mass deportations and by the use of the Saxons' enemies the Abodrite Slavs who were encouraged to occupy the lands east of the Elbe. From 803–4 onwards there was no more fighting between Franks and Saxons, and incorporation of Saxony into the Frankish political and ecclesiastical order proceeded without hindrance.

The protracted Saxon wars remind us that Frankish expansion did have its setbacks, perhaps the most famous of which was the military disaster at Roncesvalles in the Pyrenees in 778. Mostly, however, aggression towards neighbours paid off handsomely as we saw in the case of Lombard Italy. In 787 Tassilo was deprived of Bavaria in an apparently bloodless campaign, but what struck contemporaries as the greatest coup of all was the destruction and plundering of the Avar kingdom or khaganate. As the dominant force in central Europe for two hundred years, the Avars had an awesome reputation, and since the early seventh century they had posed a military threat on the eastern borders of Frankish territory. Bavaria and the Italian border region of Friuli could not be secure until that threat had been eliminated. In 791, after careful preparation, Charlemagne invaded Avar territory along the Danube with a massive army of Franks, Saxons, Frisians and Bavarians. To their surprise, the Avars offered little resistance, and the armies withdrew after reaching the confluence of the rivers Rába and Danube. The expected retaliation never came, and in fact Avar power now disintegrated, first in civil war and then through the escape of other peoples subject to them, perhaps most decisively with the departure of a large group of Bulgars who migrated to join others of their race in the Balkans. In 795 and 796 Frankish forces plundered the Avar 'ring', a central complex of fortifications where a treasure of fabulous proportions was stored. According to Einhard, the influx of this treasure massively increased the wealth of the Franks.

The political dividend of this success was also rich. As a letter of 796 to the Anglo-Saxon King Offa suggests, items from the Avar spoil were soon sent to impress neighbours, and they apparently did so. By this time Charlemagne had already begun to take on some of the style of the Roman emperors. When he commissioned a Frankish definition of orthodoxy in relation to the vexed question of the use of images in worship, or when he presided over the condemnation of the Adoptionist heresy, moreover,

Charlemagne put himself forward as the leader of western Christendom. He had also had a new capital residence built, the palace complex at Aachen, with its baths and architecture Roman in inspiration. It is against this background that we see Charlemagne being crowned emperor by Pope Leo III on Christmas Day in 800. In view of the history of his rule in Italy since 774, and in the context of his close relations with the papacy, any explanation of Charlemagne's acquisition of a new title to match his unprecedented stature as ruler of many peoples would seem to require little historical imagination. The Lorsch annalist even provides the further justification in that there was currently no male emperor in Byzantium. However, largely because Einhard suggested that Charlemagne did not really want to be thus crowned, and since the imperial title was not mentioned in the proposal drawn up in 806 for the division of Charlemagne's realm after his death, there has been a great deal of speculation about the sequence and the meaning of the events in 800. Einhard was in fact employing the age-old literary convention of humility in the great and good, when he said that Charlemagne was reluctant to be crowned. There is no doubt that in reality the king arranged for it to be done, but what has tended to confuse historians is that he then did not seem to attach anything like as much significance to the title as later rulers and commentators would do. The great reforming capitulary issued in 802 is often said to have reflected Charlemagne's awareness of his new imperial status and responsibilities, but there is actually little in this document which cannot be found in earlier legislation.

As Charlemagne grew older, he became less active and his three sons became more prominent as military leaders. Further advances were made in Spain in 801 and against the Bohemian Slavs in 805–6. The Byzantines, though ousting the Franks from Dalmatia, in 812 made peace and recognised Charlemagne as western emperor. Despite these continuing successes, legislation towards the end of the reign was increasingly concerned with getting people to perform their military service. It may be that magnates with an eye to the future were less and less willing to fight for an ageing leader far from home as the spoils of war dried up. The last campaigns, against the Danes, were hardly profitable, for the Danes could raid into Saxony and mount coastal raids into Frisia. They were in addition well protected in the Jutland peninsula, the base of which they fortified in 808 by building up an earlier earthwork. Interestingly, the apparently much more

38 See Nees, p. 813 below.
primitive Danish kingdom could mobilise labour on a scale to equal that of the Franks, as could, of course, Offa's Anglo-Saxons. By 811 Charlemagne's youngest son Louis was left as sole heir, thus the Frankish empire was not divided as envisaged in 806. Charlemagne himself crowned Louis at Aachen in 813, a ceremony in which the pope had neither a role nor a presence, and the empire passed in its entirety to Louis when Charlemagne died in 814.41

As we saw earlier, the work of Charlemagne's grandfather and father in destroying rivals to their power prepared the ground for the spectacular successes of the Franks in the late eighth century. Rather as in Arabia in the seventh century, the military dynamic generated by prolonged civil war was, and had to be, directed against other peoples, for the Carolingians never quite mastered the art of living at peace. The Frankish empire created by force was held together in the first instance by Charlemagne and his army, and one cannot but be impressed by the vigour with which this was done: in just over a year in 786–7, for instance, Charlemagne travelled over 3,500 km, surely a record for any pre-modern European ruler. Over and above such prodigious feats, did the growth of territory under a single authority lead to a more systematic and cerebral approach to government? Opinion on this important question is sharply divided.

The promulgation of an increasing number of capitularies or government edicts from the time of Pippin onwards has been taken to indicate the growing importance of written government. Extrapolation from the capitulary evidence allows one to build up an impressive list of Carolingian government institutions and intentions, which, if treated as innovations, certainly suggest a thorough reform of the way Francia was ruled. Two institutions in particular are often used to illustrate this notion of progress: first the missi dominici, who were what we might term high-powered ombudsmen directed to check up on the work of local government, and secondly the scabini, experts in law directed to supplement the 'amateur' worthies in local courts and so to encourage a more 'scientific' process of judgement. In this optimistic view of Carolingian government, attention is also focused on the obligations which lords placed on their men when the latter formally swore loyalty to them. Out of these institutions and obligations, and out of the religious backing given to royal authority, it is argued, arose a political structure which went some way to reconstituting the public authority of the Roman world, the culture and titles of which it also imitated.42 In this view, though the Carolingian state clearly did not and could not reinstitute the direct taxation upon which the later Roman state had been based, it compensated for this with its ties of loyalty and religious

41 Classen (1972) for discussion of the succession to Charlemagne; see also Nelson, p. 110 below.  
42 For an example of this optimistic assessment, see Boussard (1968), pp. 24–42.
mandate, for bound by these its officers could be persuaded to do their public duty.

There is in contrast a more pessimistic view of Carolingian government which questions how far the good intentions expressed in the capitularies were actually put into practice.\textsuperscript{43} There are, for instance, no case records to show that the \textit{missi dominici} really did report on the shortcomings of local government. Where there are records, of cases heard in the courts, they do not provide evidence of a reform of the judicial process, which was, as ever, basically pragmatic in the way it operated, \textit{scabini} or no \textit{scabini}.\textsuperscript{44} In this view no substantial new structure of government evolved as the Carolingian power grew.\textsuperscript{45} What sustained that growth was instead the plunder and tribute which flowed in the wake of military success. When the empire stopped expanding the lack of structure was exposed, and the magnates who had helped build it by fighting together so profitably then began to destroy it as they fought each other in lieu of outsiders to plunder.\textsuperscript{46} This argument has much to recommend it, in that it rests on evidence of performance rather than intention. It is, however, scarcely possible to calculate the profitability of war in the early middle ages. The bulk of fighting in Charlemagne's reign was against the relatively poor and pre-monetary Saxons, and their pacification was in the nature of a long-term investment. War, moreover, was not just the preserve of the elite, for the narrative sources also tell of armies composed of different peoples participating in very large-scale campaigns far from their homelands, requiring, in fact, the kind of logistic support which the capitularies prescribed. The canal-digging exercise in 793, for example, was rather more than an aristocratic 'work-out'.

A more equivocal approach to the development of Carolingian government allows for a more subtle treatment of sources, which are often not as straightforward as they seem. Capitularies, for instance, include a wide range of documents produced in different conditions and for different purposes.\textsuperscript{47} Some of them expressed idealistic intentions, but others did convey real government orders, and some seem to have been drawn up in response to requests from the localities. What these documents in general reflect (and the key to their highly variegated content) is the revival of intellectual and religious activity in conjunction with the growth in power of the rulers. Revival, reform and expansion went hand in hand, promoted by an elite which benefited from them. The declared aim here was to create a justly governed society which would have the collective wisdom to live in

\textsuperscript{43} For the 'pessimistic' view, Reuter (1985; 1990).
\textsuperscript{44} Hübner (1891) for an inventory of records of court cases.
\textsuperscript{46} A view expressed most clearly by Reuter (1990).
\textsuperscript{47} Nelson (1990), pp. 272–96.
accordance with scriptural norms and be thus ensured of divine support. As Charlemagne's mandate, *De Litteris Colendis* (*On Cultivating Letters*), and the reforming legislation of 779, 789 and 802 made clear, the ruler was seriously interested in these ideas, even if they were not put forward very systematically, coherently or practically.\(^4\) Though it is right to seek concrete evidence for the implementation of reform, it is also true that, in theory at least, this cleansing of the Christian community strengthened the hands of the rulers at every turn.

The reform of the church was directed at the moral welfare of the subject, with the effect of widening the brief for the state's intervention in the subject's life. The reformers did not, however, make much effort to stop the king using church property as his own, or to prevent him making gifts of monasteries to his supporters. The reform of government implied tighter control over subordinates, but the idea of just rule never remotely threatened the *status quo*, nor did judicial reform interfere with the exercise of power. Education taught the understanding of commands as well as of Scripture, and the scholars gathered at the court helped glorify the ruler as well as articulate his aims. In short, a standardisation and co-ordination of religious and cultural life worked to strengthen the hegemony of the state over these areas. In 794 the Synod of Frankfurt decreed that no new saints were to be venerated, so confining the cult of saints in effect to an officially approved list. What a contrast this is with the beginning of our period when great families, like the Carolingians themselves, sought to reinforce their identities and local independence by the establishment of new cults based on institutions under their exclusive control.

In these respects Francia in 814 seemed to have changed a great deal since the death of Charlemaigne's great-grandfather a century earlier (Map 4). A single authority had replaced the disintegrating confederation of the later Merovingian period, and the strands of a common Christian culture had been gathered together in a single enterprise which was theocratic in intention. Yet the basically conservative nature of that culture, and the unmoving social order it represented, meant that on balance custom outweighed innovation when it came to putting into practice any intention to reform the kingdom. In 814 as in 714, power on the ground lay in the hands of counts and bishops who preserved the social order by protecting property. Though society could not be reformed, nor basic structures of government changed, eighth-century history demonstrates again that when the Franks pulled together they could mobilise massive power, and as long

---

\(^4\) *MGH Cap.* 1, nos. 20, 22, 33, trans. King (1987), pp. 203—1, 209—20, 233—42. See also Contreni, p. 726 below.
as Carolingian government was part of the consensus which underlay that mobilisation, it too was powerful, but not permanently so. Less spectacular, though for the future perhaps of more moment, were the changes taking place on the large estates owned by the church and by the king. The inventories of church lands, which later served as the basis for accusing Charles Martel of having plundered the church, were produced as part of a developing process of estate management which stretched back into the seventh century, but which was much stimulated by the increasing use of written records from the mid-eighth century onwards. As Charlemagne’s orders for his own estates demonstrate, efforts were made to maximise production to provide greater landed revenue. An increase in production would slowly help to revive the depressed economy of early medieval Europe, and a greater landed revenue would help fill the gap when warfare became less profitable for the Carolingians. It would also provide local lords with more of what they needed without necessarily participating in politics at palace level. Who would benefit most from this turn in the evolution of the political economy becomes one of the most important questions of subsequent European history.

49 See Verhulst, pp. 490–1 below.
The problem of the succession was always paramount and often painful for an ageing medieval ruler.\textsuperscript{1} Charlemagne wept over the deaths of his two elder sons.\textsuperscript{2} By 813 he had only one legitimate son left: Louis, king of Aquitaine since 781. Charlemagne summoned Louis north to a large assembly at Aachen, and ‘asked everyone, from the greatest to the least, if it pleased them that he should hand over his imperial dignity to his son Louis, and they all replied enthusiastically that it was God’s choice.’ The following Sunday in the chapel at Aachen Charlemagne gave his son some fatherly precepts:

\begin{quote}
Love God; govern and defend God’s churches from wicked men; be merciful to your sisters, and to your younger brothers, and to your nephews and nieces and all your relatives; appoint loyal and Godfearing servants who will not take bribes; do not throw anyone out of his honor without good grounds for the decision.\textsuperscript{3}
\end{quote}

Was Louis willing to follow these precepts? Yes. Then, and only then, did Charlemagne tell his son to take the crown from the altar and place it on his own head ‘as a reminder of all that his father had commanded’.

Charlemagne foresaw three potential areas of conflict: churches would be assailed by wicked men; there would be dispute within the royal family; and honores might be wrongly given or unfairly withdrawn. Charlemagne himself had built his regime on the collaboration of churches well endowed from the forfeited resources of the Carolingians’ rivals; he had given his sons sub-kingdoms to rule, and put the threads of patronage at court in the capable hands of his unmarried daughters; he had granted honores to a cadre of loyal servants, of whom the next best things to a list are the witnesses of his will in 811: six archbishops, including those of Cologne, Mainz, Rheims and Lyons; five bishops, including Theodulf of Orléans; the four abbots of
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St Martin, Tours, Lorsch, in the Rhineland, St Riquier near Amiens and St Germain-des-Prés, Paris; and fifteen counts, headed by Wala, Charlemagne's cousin. On all three criteria he set his son – church patronage, family management and the distribution of high office – Charlemagne seemed to have excelled. But an old regime's solutions can pose problems for its successor.

In 814 Louis the Pious inherited an empire that was nominally a unit. The reality was a conglomeration of regna – regions, formerly independent kingdoms, and sub-kingdoms created for Charlemagne's sons (the same word served for whole and part) all of which had a great deal of autonomy. In the west, that is, the lands that lay westwards of the river Meuse and the Alpine massif, there were other regna: Provence, Septimania and Burgundy, which bordered the heartlands of Francia; Brittany; the western part of Francia – that is, the area between the Loire and the Charbonnière forest; and Aquitaine, where Louis had been born, and had mostly lived since the age of three. Louis clearly planned to continue his father's system of familial devolution: immediately after his accession he sent his own second son Pippin, then aged fourteen, to rule Aquitaine and his eldest son Lothar to Bavaria. Italy was not Louis' to bestow. It had been ruled since 781 by Charlemagne's son Pippin, who died in 810. In 813, just as he established Louis as his imperial successor, Charlemagne confirmed the succession to Italy of Pippin's son Bernard – despite the fact that the young man had been born to a concubine, not a wife. Churchmen were now insisting on legitimacy as a qualification for kingship. This meant upsetting hitherto reasonable expectations. It was a recipe for trouble.

Louis firmly established his patriarchal position as head of the family and in the Frankish heartlands. Aachen would remain the sedes regni, where Louis usually wintered and often held assemblies. But Louis also looked further west – where so much of the later politics of the reign were to focus. In 816, and again in the 820s, Compiegne appeared on his itinerary as both residence and assembly site. Louis had a strong sense of continuity with the Frankish past, and with the Merovingians whose power base had lain in the Seine basin. In 816, he organised his own recoronation at Rheims as emperor, by Pope Stephen IV (816–17). At the same time his wife Irmengard was crowned empress: an echo of the papal consecration of the first Carolingian queen, Bertrada, in 754, and a declaration of intent to privilege Louis' own

4 Vita Karoli, c. 33. 5 See Map 4. 6 Compare s.a. 778, p. 50, trans. King, p. 79.
9 Thegan, c. 22, p. 396; Werner (1990), p. 34. For the name Bernard, apparently associated with illegitimate Carolingian birth, see p. 403 below.
descent line as against that of his deceased brother. Louis had already grasped the levers of power and patronage at the court, sending his sisters to West Frankish convents, his kinsman Wala, tonsured, to Corbie, and Wala's brother Adalhard, erstwhile abbot of Corbie, into monastic exile at Noirmoutier on an island off the coast of Aquitaine. Nearly all Charlemagne's old guard were removed from positions of influence (Einhard was a rare exception), and replaced with men from Louis' own entourage, a number of them from Aquitaine. When the archiepiscopal see of Rheims fell vacant, Louis appointed Ebbo, a former royal serf whose mother had been Louis' wet-nurse, and whom Charlemagne, spotting his intelligence, had freed and educated: a striking (and resented) demonstration of imperial power in a society dominated by nobles.

Perhaps Louis saw intimations of mortality—and divine intervention—when he was nearly killed by a collapsing beam as he processed through a wooden arcade at Aachen on Maundy Thursday 817. Three months later, at the summer assembly, he announced new arrangements for the succession—which there is no reason to doubt were his own initiative. The plan was not original: the idea of passing the whole of the Frankish heartlands, undivided, to his eldest son was a direct borrowing from the unimplemented Divisio which Charlemagne had drawn up in 806 (Maps 7 and 8). Like that earlier document, this was a project to be fully implemented only on the father's death. Meanwhile, though, Pippin was confirmed as sub-king in Aquitaine; the youngest son Louis was assigned Bavaria.

As for Lothar, there was a significant difference between Charlemagne's succession plan and that of Louis: in 817 not only was the eldest son promised the whole of the Frankish heartlands in the fullness of time, but explicit provision was made for the continuance of an empire, after the father's death, as a fraternal coalition under the authority of the senior brother; furthermore, Lothar was immediately made co-emperor. Though these arrangements privileged all Irmengard's sons over other Carolingian kin, their most obvious implication was that Lothar, and a faction supporting him, had gained influence at court. His imperial title, especially after the papal involvement in the rituals of 816, suggested that Lothar was destined to rule in Italy. Certainly Louis' nephew Bernard, unmentioned in the 817 Ordinatio, feared total disinheritance. He rebelled. And because
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aristocrats depended on kings, or would-be kings, for the securing of their interests, including honores, and hence conflict within the royal family always became the focus of other rivalries in the regions and at court, Bernard’s rebellion, though it originated in Italy, had repercussions in Rhaetia, and – at first sight improbably – in the Loire valley.18

This is how it came about. Among those who had been prominent in the entourage of Charlemagne and for whom Louis’ new regime had signalled an eclipse, was Bishop Theodulf of Orleans. Soon after 814, the countship of Orleans was given to Matfrid, a noble from the Rhineland and one of Louis’ ‘new men’. At Orleans, ex officio, Matfrid inevitably began to impose his potestas on neighbouring churches: the monasteries of St Aignan and St Benoit (Fleury), and, of course, the episcopal church of Orleans itself. Comital potestas meant demands for hospitality, for cash payments, for

troops, for lands to distribute to the count’s nominees. Theodulf of Orléans, as a courtier out of favour, and as one whose local interests were threatened by Matfrid, was accused, perhaps rightly, of supporting Bernard of Italy. He was condemned by a secular, not an ecclesiastical court, and flung into a monastic prison where he died soon after (rumour said, poisoned by those who had benefited from his absence to plunder his goods). In Theodulf’s fate, we can see how Charlemagne’s three strands of government—ecclesiastical patronage, royal family-management and distribution of secular offices—were enmeshed in practice.¹⁹

Bernard still hoped to negotiate terms with his uncle; he travelled north to meet him at Chalon. Louis had him seized, taken to Aachen, tried, condemned and blinded. Bernard died two days later. His supporters in Italy

and elsewhere were harshly punished — the lay leaders blinded, the clerics (like Theodulf) deposed and imprisoned. All lost their honores and lands. To ensure there would be no more claimants to regna from rival descent lines of Charlemagne’s offspring, Louis had his young illegitimate half-brothers Drogo and Hugh tonsured and sent to monasteries: — both in the western part of Louis’ empire, where royal control of honores was firmest and where Lothar’s mother Irmengard, daughter of a western Frankish magnate, probably had inherited influence. Lothar and his mother, along with aristocrats in their circle, were now in the ascendant at court.

Irmengard died a few months after Bernard’s execution (there were those who saw divine vengeance there); and when Louis sought a new bride, he looked not west but east. Judith’s family connections lay in Bavaria, Alemannia and Saxony, and Louis certainly hoped to exploit them to meet Slav attacks on the frontier, and strengthen his political hand east of the Rhine. This second marriage inevitably challenged the positions of Louis’ sons by his first wife, and especially Lothar, who now wanted for his own, at once, the regnum assigned in the past two generations to the eldest son of the ruling Carolingian: Neustria and the Loire valley, where royal estates lay thick on the ground, and the ground was fertile. Visitors admiring today the châteaux of that region glimpse something of what made it a magnet for rulers of the Franks and later the French. There were further royal assets here in the ninth century: well-endowed monasteries, and countships with potestas. Not least of those countships was Tours: Charlemagne had bestowed it on Hugh, a noble whose ancestors hailed from Alsace. Hugh’s career prospered. When in 821, at the age of twenty-eight, Lothar sought marriage, signifying an independent household (as well as a regnum) of his own, the obvious choice was Hugh’s daughter Ermengard.

The following year, Louis organised a grand family reconciliation: there was an amnesty for the rebels of 818; Wala and Adalard were restored to favour; Louis’ half-brothers were soon to be given ecclesiastical honores. Drogo, now in his early twenties, received the bishopric of Metz and the slightly younger Hugh the abbacy of St Quentin; even Louis’ half-sister Bertha reappeared at court. At the summer assembly of Attigny in August 822, Louis staged a collective ritual of repentance and renewal, with himself
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as a new Theodosius at the centre of it.\textsuperscript{28} Immediately after Attigny, Louis 'sent Lothar to Italy' to claim it as ruler. He also arranged the marriage of Pippin of Aquitaine to the daughter of a Frankish magnate, and despatched the newly-weds back 'to the west'.\textsuperscript{29}

It was in the west, in the largest sense, that Louis, though he resided in the 820s most frequently in the lands between Meuse and Rhine,\textsuperscript{30} repeatedly showed his concern to remain in overall control: in western Francia, where in 829 he summoned an assembly to Paris to elaborate a great programme of reform; in Neustria, where he gave his archchancellor Theoto the abbacy of St Martin, Tours; in Brittany where he personally led a successful campaign in 824; in Aquitaine, where as former ruler he could still pull strings and still, despite his son Pippin's kingship there, intervene to banish the poet Ermold from Pippin's entourage;\textsuperscript{31} on the Spanish March, where he had won his spurs as a youth, and which could lure him still further west. In 826 an outbreak of rebellion against the Muslim regime in Córdoba inspired Louis to write to the people of Mérida encouraging them to rebel and promising to co-ordinate with them the move westwards of a Frankish army.\textsuperscript{32} Only hindsight persuades us to dismiss this as fantasy: in the 820s, Córdoba's star seemed to wane, while Louis' waxed. And only hindsight makes us see the Pyrenees as a barrier between discrete political units. Contemporary perceptions of real prospects for Frankish expansion, plunder and tribute here help to explain the bitterness of Louis' disappointment when in 827 a Frankish army led by Counts Hugh and Matfrid, with orders to collaborate with Pippin of Aquitaine and Count Bernard of Barcelona against the 'Saracens', arrived 'too late, owing to the negligence of its leaders'.\textsuperscript{33} Hugh (thereafter nicknamed 'the fearful') and Matfrid lost their Neustrian honores because of this failure. They also lost their positions of influence at court. Their chief supplanters were Bernard, who became chamberlain (that is, in charge of the imperial treasure) in 828, and Bernard's kinsman Odo, the new count of Orléans.

Thus the roots of the crisis of Louis' reign lay in the west: where Louis himself had most to give and most to lose; where the interests of Louis and his sons most clearly collided – Lothar hankering after Neustria, Pippin resentful of his father's interference in Aquitaine; where rivalries between


\textsuperscript{29} \textit{ARF} (2) s.a. 822, p. 159, trans. Scholz, p. 111.

\textsuperscript{30} It was perhaps there, at the Aachen assembly of August 825, that Louis issued his great \textit{Ordinatio}:

\begin{quote}
Guillot (1990), p. 461; see further, p. 426 below.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{32} \textit{MGH Epp.} v, 1, pp. 115–16.

\textsuperscript{33} \textit{ARF} (2) s.a. 827, p. 173 (ducum desidius), trans. p. 121. Cf. Thegan, c. 28, p. 597.
Carolingians would coincide with the fissures of factional conflict between magnates; and where in 830 Hugh and Matfrid sought revenge through rebellion against Louis. Hugh and Matfrid began the revolt, and then — because only a Carolingian leader could make rebellion viable — called in Pippin, angered and shamed by his father's intervention in the government of Aquitaine. Lothar's involvement was only slightly less predictable. The Empress Judith had given birth in 823 to a boy-child, Charles — the future Charles the Bald; the baby's parents had foreseen and tried to forestall trouble by enrolling Lothar as Charles' godfather and special protector. In creating a regnum for Charles in 829, Louis had offended Lothar, granting not only Alemannia but Alsace and Chur and part of Burgundy — lands Lothar expected and which formed a strategic corridor between Francia and Italy. Most of all, Lothar, who had been 'sent to Italy', resented his exclusion from Francia, and from his father's court where Judith and Bernard were in the ascendant — and their rivals responded with rumours of adultery and witchcraft.

The rebels' vengeance was sharp: they blinded Bernard's brother (Bernard himself escaped), and imprisoned Judith in an Aquitainian convent, her two brothers in Aquitainian monasteries. But when Louis stood firm, and when his son Louis of Bavaria stood by him, the rebels were reconciled. Bernard lost his court office, and never regained Louis' confidence. It turned out, however, that 830 had been only a dress rehearsal. Pippin's reconciliation was unreal. He insulted his father in 831 by failing to attend an assembly when summoned; at Christmas-time when he appeared at Aachen his father withheld the usual rituals of welcome, and Pippin stormed back to Aquitaine where he found a natural supporter in Bernard. Louis deprived Pippin of his realm of Aquitaine and gave it instead to Charles. There, Louis hoped he could count on long-standing personal loyalties.

Unfortunately for Louis, Pippin and his brothers joined forces, and outbid him in Francia: at a place in Alsace which soon became known as the Field of Lies, Louis was deserted by enough supporters to make resistance impossible. Lothar had brought Pope Gregory IV from Italy to stiffen fainthearts. He now deposed his father from his imperial office in an episcopally staged ritual (with Archbishop Ebbo of Rheims playing the leading role), and assumed sole power himself. Louis, held in rough conditions at Aachen, showed true grit, refusing to accept monastic retirement. Soon many people had second thoughts. The crucial defection from the rebel alliance was Pippin's. An Aquitainian army advanced
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34 AB (j) s.a. 830, p. 21. 35 Nithard, I; 3; II, 1.
38 AB (j) s.a. 830, p. 22. 39 Astronomer, c. 47. 40 Fried (1990), pp. 266–70.
northwards to release Louis. Lothar, moving west to confront them, realised he was outmanoeuvred. He left Louis to be reinstated by ‘faithful’ bishops at St Denis, and withdrew to the Rhône valley, where his supporters held firm. So far, inter-Carolingian conflict had consisted of ritual confrontations. It now became a war – and a war focused in the west: when Lothar took Chalon from Louis’ men, he killed three counts, and had Bernard’s sister drowned in the Saône as a witch. Bloodier still was the battle for control of the Loire valley, where Hugh and Matfrid clung to their honores: Louis’ army was routed, and several counts, including Odo of Orléans and Louis’ chancellor, Theoto abbot of St Martin, Tours, were all killed. Nevertheless Louis recovered control in the end. This was the scene at Blois in September 834:

The emperor sat in his pavilion which was set up on a hill where the whole army could see him, and his faithful sons [Pippin and Louis] stood beside him. Lothar came and fell at his father’s feet. His father-in-law Hugh the Fearful followed him, then Matfrid and the other ringleaders in crime. They all confessed their great wrongdoings.

Lothar was sent back to Italy, Hugh and Matfrid along with him. Ebbo was deposed from office. In the Loire valley region, honores were redistributed to men handpicked by Louis. The local Franks, who apparently resented Louis’ use of armies of transrhenani (men from across the Rhine) to defeat his opponents in this region, may well have resented the appointment of the transrhenan Richwin as count of Nantes. Another ‘outsider’, in the traditional Carolingian mould, was Adalhard, from Middle Francia, who now became lay abbot of St Martin, Tours, and perhaps count of Tours as well. But after (as before) 834 Louis also used local men as well: Rainald was count of Herbauge in northern Aquitaine, Rorigo remained a key figure in Maine, and the Breton Nominoë was formally recognised as imperial missus in Brittany. Bishops, as ever, played a key role in stabilising political authority: Aldric of Le Mans and Jonas of Orleans were mainstays of Louis’ regional control.

The impulse to assert that control came from Louis’ determination to settle the succession question securely, and to provide Charles with a substantial regnum. In 837, Louis granted him Frisia and the lands of the Meuse valley and the Seine basin, then in 838 Neustria between Seine and Loire; and when Pippin died in December 838, his sons were disinherited by their grandfather, and Aquitaine assigned to Charles. Technically, it was Louis’ right to do this, but many thought it unfair and some nobles in
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Aquitaine acknowledged Pippin's son and namesake as their king (there was no argument over his legitimacy). The last year or so of Louis' reign was spent trying to enforce his decision against Pippin II; and when Louis was deflected to the Rhineland to quell another rebellion by his namesake, Louis the German, Charles, helped by his mother Judith, took up the struggle on his own behalf. His forces had made a good deal of headway—though Pippin II remained at large—when on 26 June 840 came news of the emperor's death.

How far had Louis' regime, and in the longer run Frankish monarchy in general, been weakened by the events of 833? Louis' deposition was widely noticed by ecclesiastical chroniclers throughout the empire; and the absence of any capitularies for the years 834–40 has been taken to show loss of imperial authority. On the other hand Louis' prestige remained high in the eyes of neighbours and foreigners (Slavs, Danes, Byzantines); and numismatic evidence shows that he recovered control of minting throughout the empire, and that coinage high in quality and quantity was produced in the latter years of the reign, as earlier. If the upheavals of 833–4 had attracted the attentions of Northmen, hence the annual raids on Dorestad in 834–7, Louis met the challenge reactively, with improved defences, and proactively, by making allies among the Danes. Louis scored well on his father's three criteria. He protested vigorously against spoliations of church property in (characteristically) his sons' *regna* of Italy and in Aquitaine. He distributed *honores* skilfully, withholding from former rebels, and granting to men he could trust, often his own kinsmen. He imposed his will in the key area of family politics: disinheriting his grandsons in Charles' favour; ruthlessly suppressing Louis the German when he rebelled in response to his father's increased pressure on East Frankish resources (a shift eastwards necessitated by Charles' promotion in the West); and, most vital of all, keeping Lothar in Italy, except when summoned north in 839 to agree a prospective two-way division of the entire empire (except for Bavaria) with Charles. The West, where the conflicts of 833–4 had been fiercest fought, was where Louis intended Charles to have his inheritance: by the terms of 839 Charles was to get, on his father's death, the heartlands westwards from the Meuse valley, plus Neustria and Aquitaine (including Septimania), Burgundy and Provence.

'The best-laid schemes of mice—and men—gang aft agley.' Louis' death abruptly reopened the whole question of the empire's future. Lothar, throwing aside the 839 agreement, came north to reassert his claims to the whole of the Frankish heartlands, on the 817 model. To offset the

49 *AB* (3) s.a. 840, p. 36: Lothar breaks the *iura naturae*. 
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inevitable hostility of his two brothers, Louis the German and Charles, he sought an ally: Pippin II. Thus on 25 June 841, at Fontenoy in Burgundy, Carolingian rivals were pitted two against two. Even after Charles and Louis won the battle, peace was a long time coming. Like all civil conflicts, this one exposed especially clearly, and cruelly, the latent internal strains of the society it tore apart. Contemporaries struggled to make sense of painful experiences. It is not coincidental that the years 840–3 are the best documented of any in the early middle ages. Nithard, a participant-observer and himself an illegitimate Carolingian, wrote the fullest record. He had joined Charles' camp in 840 — and probably stayed there because Lothar promptly took away his honores. Despite this personal stake and a personal military role, Nithard says much less about the battle than about efforts to avert it, and about post-bellum reconciliation. Only after Charles and Louis the German had sworn to remain united against Lothar, and their men had sworn to hold them to it — these were the famous Strasbourg Oaths of February 842 — did Lothar open negotiations. Nithard exposes the mechanics of Carolingian diplomacy: the choosing of teams of noble negotiators by each king, and the play of two intersecting factors affecting kings and nobles alike: affinity, that is, ties and obligations of kinship and clientship, and congruence, that is, a sense of what was fair and fitting. Nithard saw himself as a good example of the way affinity and congruence should have worked. He had attached his fortunes to Adalhard, the dominant figure in Charles' entourage, and at Fontenoy Nithard (as he himself stresses) had given crucial help to Adalhard. In December 842 Charles chose as his bride Ermentrude, Adalhard's niece: Charles married her, according to Nithard, so that Adalhard could bring over the 'majority of the plebs'. Nithard is identifying here, as in his account of the Strasbourg Oaths, a distinct class of lesser aristocrats dependent on, but also themselves making claims on, magnates. Nithard too, though himself of Charles' inner circle and Charles' cousin, still depended on Adalhard, and by this time was thoroughly disenchanted, since Adalhard, as Charles' envoy in June 842, had negotiated away to Lothar the area west of the Meuse where, it seems, Nithard's honores lay. Nithard's portrayal rings true: when kings fought, self-interested aristocrats were seldom certain of how to pursue their interests successfully; sometimes treacherous, they believed that noble conduct meant loyalty unto death; violent but vulnerable, in the end they anxiously prodded their lords towards a peace settlement. They got there after a year's diplomacy — and many months' laborious assessing by noble missi of royal resources — for it was from those (as Lothar frankly put it) that kings got 'the
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wherewithal to reward the men who followed them loyally'. In July 843, the Treaty of Verdun was agreed between Lothar, Louis and Charles (Map 9): it was a trade-off between the competing interests of those Carolingians and also of their men.

Despite the timelag, Fontenoy decisively affected Verdun: the unitary 'imperial' model of 817, which had favoured Lothar, was abandoned, and the Frankish heartlands were divided three ways with Louis and Charles getting shares alongside Lothar, and Pippin II excluded altogether. In the short run, however, Verdun itself seemed far from decisive. On the one hand, there was a continuing quest for imperial unity. Lothar tried to make good his rights as family head and as protector of an empire-wide church and, after his death in 845, first his son Louis II, then other Carolingians, aspired to maintain that imperial tradition. On the other hand, the three-way split of 843 gave way to further divisions and mergers. The Middle Kingdom was itself split three ways between Lothar's three sons, then that part of it which lay north of the Alps was redivided in 869 into two parts which were absorbed into the kingdoms of Louis and Charles respectively. These changes produced a series of ephemeral maps of the Carolingian regna from 843 to 879, with further redivisions down to 888 (Maps 10 and 11).

How was the frontier of the Western kingdom drawn at Verdun? The details of the boundary line between the kingdoms of Charles and Lothar, with its abrupt shifts of direction, can sometimes be attributed to particular magnates' interests: for instance it was probably personal choice and personal loyalty that kept Abbot Hugh's St Quentin and Warin's county of Chalon in Charles' kingdom rather than Lothar's. The prime interest of the kings themselves was in the Frankish heartlands. Even though Lothar kept the lion's share, Charles acquired numerous royal estates there and in Burgundy, also major churches both episcopal and monastic, and important central places like markets and mints. Lothar, however, only slowly reconciled himself to their loss and continued during the later 840s to 'solicit' the loyalty of aristocrats in those areas, with some success. For Charles, possibilities of plunder and tribute seemed to remain open on the Spanish March and in Brittany: the drawback was that these frontiers lay open to external aggression — as did the long coastline and river estuaries to sea-raiders. In Poitou, the silver mines at Melle had unique value; but Charles was not yet fully in control of Aquitaine.

Verdun was soon more honoured in the breach than in the observance. In Aquitaine, an unexpected defeat of Charles' troops (in his absence) in 844 gave the cause of Pippin II a new lease of life. Lothar resumed active
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Linguistic frontier between 'Romance' and 'Germanic'

West Frankish kingdom (Charles the Bald)
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East Frankish kingdom (Louis the German)

Map 9 Partition of 843 (Treaty of Verdun)
Map 10 Partition of 870 (Treaty of Meersen)
support; and so did the Bretons. Between 845 and 848 Pippin issued coins and charters in his own name as king of the Aquitainians. Charles had to work hard to eliminate him all over again — first by tonsuring,\(^\text{59}\) then by trying to buy him off, and in the end by life-imprisonment. In the early 850s, Lothar became more conciliatory: he was anxious to arrange his own succession. Now Charles’ realm was threatened from more distant Carolingian rivals; first another nephew, Louis the Younger, son of Louis the German, in 854, then Louis the German himself in 858.

Charles was already planning his own internal redivision of the realm — into regna for his sons: for the eldest, Louis, born 846, Neustria; for the second son, Charles, born 848/9, Aquitaine. The younger sons, significantly, Charles the Bald had tonsured, thus aiming to remove them from the pool of potential heirs. He paid them off with rich ecclesiastical honores —

\(^{59}\) For strategies to narrow the circle of eligible candidates, see Goody (1966); and p. 402 below.
none more richly than his third son Carloman, who amassed several of the prime abbacies in Francia. New problems arose in the early 860s when the two elder sons rebelled. Each was supported by aristocrats in his own *regnum*, and the aim, apparently, was greater autonomy. Even though Charles' sons were nominally kings in their own *regna*, Charles kept them on a short rein, denying them the right to issue coins or grant charters, as the sons of Louis the Pious had done in their *regna*, and thus inhibiting their construction of aristocratic 'constituencies' of their own. Charles was in fact returning to the patriarchal style of Charlemagne. He crushed the rebellions; he humiliated his sons as Charlemagne had humiliated Pippin the Hunchback. Charles of Aquitaine died in 866. In 867 Louis, nicknamed the Stammerer, was sent to Aquitaine as king with household officers chosen by Charles from his own palace. By then Louis' mother had been formally consecrated queen in a ritual that explicitly requested more, and better, offspring.

Now there were prospects of acquiring new *regna* through redistribution within the larger Carolingian *regnum*. Lothar's son Louis II of Italy had no son of his own. Lothar II's wife Theutberga was childless while his only son was by a woman whom many refused to acknowledge as his wife (the boy's name, Hugh, was indeed commonly chosen for Carolingian bastards). The refusers included Lothar's uncles Louis the German and Charles the Bald. Lothar used every argument to justify divorcing Theutberga and marrying Hugh's mother: in vain. He died, still undivorced, in 869, just when, coincidentally, Louis the German lay desperately ill. Charles made a grab for Lothar's kingdom: he was consecrated in September at Metz, and celebrated Christmas 869 at Aachen. But Louis recovered and pressed counter-claims. In 870 Lothar's uncles divided his kingdom between them (Map 10). Charles failed to hold Aachen or Metz; and even his acquisitions proved a mixed blessing, since they provoked Carloman to rebel, in pursuit of a kingdom of his own. For Charles this filial rebellion was uniquely dangerous: its location, and goal, lay in Francia, with key royal resources at stake, and the aristocrats who supported Carloman were drawn from Charles' own heartlands; further, it confirmed what Pippin II's career had already intimated, that tonsuring was not an infallible strategy for excluding surplus members of the royal family; worse still, Louis the German once more threatened to intervene. This combination of threats explains why Charles put down Carloman's rebellion with particular ferocity, and had his
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60 Compare p. 420 below.  
64 At Meersen: *AB* (3), pp. 168-9; *MGH Cap.* ii, no. 251, pp. 191-5.
own son blinded. At the same time he retaliated by supporting Louis' sons in rebellion against their father. Carolingian family politics might have evoked from a Victorian matron the same reaction as a performance of *Antony and Cleopatra*: ‘How very different from the homelife of our own dear queen!'

After 873 Charles had only one son left: Louis the Stammerer. But Charles continued to hope for more. Ermentrude had died, coincidentally, in 869, and Charles was able to choose a second bride, with what some saw as indecent haste, who could bring him the support of her kin (they included her aunt Theutberga) in Lothar's kingdom. From now on Charles hoped for further progeny – and threatened Louis the Stammerer with disinheritance. In the case of the Stammerer's own sons there was more than a threat: Charles, imitating his father's treatment of his grandsons but with a slightly different strategy, forced the Stammerer to repudiate his wife: this opened the possibility of disinheriting his sons, Charles' grandsons. At the same time Charles made his son remarry a wife of Charles' choosing – again to win the short-term political advantage of support from the bride's kin. Charles was a ruthless paterfamilias. But there was no revolt from Louis, at least. Meanwhile Charles made the most of his own second wife's family as political supporters: notably his brother-in-law Boso who played a series of important roles, first in Charles' annexation of western Lotharingia in 869, when Boso used his local influence, second in Charles' acquisition of the Rhône valley and Provence in 870, where Boso was given the key position of dux of Vienne, and third in reconstructing the government of Aquitaine in 872, when Charles appointed Boso chamberlain to Louis the Stammerer.

In 875, Louis II of Italy died. Charles had long set his sights on the imperial title, and leaving Richildis and Louis the Stammerer to guard Francia, quickly made for Italy, where he was accepted by most of the aristocracy of the Italian regnum, and anointed and crowned emperor at Rome by the pope on Christmas Day 875. Meanwhile Louis the German and his son Louis the Younger raided Charles' kingdom, meeting no effectual resistance. It was not really an invasion, since there was no plan to take over – only to ravage and cause maximum aristocratic dissatisfaction: but Louis' real aim was 'to make Charles leave Italy' where Louis hoped to install his own eldest son Karlmann. That hope was disappointed: Charles held on to Italy. But he did not spend long there. He arranged the marriage of Boso to Louis II's daughter, and left him as viceroy in Lombardy; then he himself went back to Francia to restore his regime. In August 876 Louis the German
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died, and again Charles moved fast. His aim was not to disinherit his nephews – that would have been totally unrealistic, since Louis the Younger already had solid aristocratic support in Francia and Saxony – but to acquire the lands west of the Rhine which Louis the German had acquired, against all Lothar’s efforts in 843. These lands included many royal estates, the key archbishoprics of Cologne and Mainz and the sees of Worms and Speyer.

Charles was thwarted: at the battle of Andernach, having failed to benefit from a planned surprise attack because the archbishop of Cologne had sent warning to Louis the Younger, Charles was heavily defeated and withdrew westwards, leaving his nephew in control of all the lands his father had held west of the Rhine before and since 870.69 Charles lost no territory, but neither did he gain any. He lost men, and treasure and equipment; and he lost face. Aachen was beyond his reach.

Charles was nothing if not resilient. In 877 he was arranging for Compiègne to become a substitute for Aachen as his imperial palace and church.70 He also planned a return visit to Italy to help the pope against Saracen, and Italian, enemies. At an assembly at Quierzy immediately before his departure, Charles and his faithful men agreed the conditions on which the realm would be governed in Charles’ absence. Louis the Stammerer was left in charge, but he would be under the surveillance of his father’s faithful men; and his rule would be temporary – terminable on Charles’ return.71

There was to be no return. In September, in Italy, when Charles waited in vain for reinforcements from Francia, he got news instead that his leading magnates – including Boso – had rebelled. It seems that their aim was to get rid of the Stammerer and to recall Charles from Italy. The rebellion, paradoxically, was for rather than against Charles’ rule – but rule based firmly in Francia, not Italy. His imperial policy would have to be reconsidered. As he hastened back across the Alps he fell violently ill: he barely had time to bequeath his realm to his son, along with ‘the sword known as St Peter’s sword’ – a clear reminder of imperial duty – before he died, on 6 October 877.72

SCANDINAVIANS AND OTHERS

Thus far, Carolingian family politics have predominated. They provide the context in which other themes can now be considered. The first is the impact of the Northmen.73 Charlemagne had harboured Danish exiles, and late in

73 Ninth-century Frankish writers commonly use this term (never ‘Vikings’). Also common is ‘Danes’, indicating the origin of most of the Scandinavians whom the Franks encountered.
his reign fought, and negotiated, to contain Danish expansion in the area now known as Schleswig-Holstein. In the 820s, Louis the Pious added a missionary strategy to his interventions in Danish dynastic disputes, welcoming the Danish prince Harald to Mainz and standing godfather to him at his baptism. In the 830s, Louis allied with the Danish king Horik, using him to exert control over other more unruly Danes. Louis’ eventual solution to the problem of defending Dorestad was to hand it over to a Danish prince named Rorik (perhaps a member of a rival branch of the Danish royal family). Meanwhile (probably in 833–4) Lothar had allied with Harald on his own account, and he exploited this alliance again in 841 against his brothers. Charles too sought a Danish ally, Ragnar, and gave him land in Flanders, which he later withdrew when Ragnar ‘earned his wrath’. On one reading of the evidence, it was this Ragnar who attacked Paris in 845, and was bought off for 7000 pounds of silver, after having hanged 111 Frankish prisoners on the west bank of the Seine in a grisly display for the benefit of Charles and his men across the river.

That episode is by far the nastiest reported Scandinavian atrocity on the Continent. It shows the Northmen’s violent face. But the Franks needed no lessons in violence; and they understood very well what the Northmen had come for – loot and/or a warrior’s wages. In the 850s Scandinavian attacks on the Loire and then the Seine became frequent: the flight of peasants soon caused disruption to normal services and local lords began to suffer. Scandinavian demands for payment were costly to both peasants and lords. Charles attempted to meet the challenge, with varied success. On the whole, the raids increased. Eventually, Charles found a twofold strategy: he targeted particular Scandinavian leaders and recruited them to his own service; and he constructed fortifications, especially on rivers. By the mid-860s he had the situation on the Seine under control; and although Scandinavians remained on the Loire, they were contained in the area of Nantes. The *regnum* where their raids had been notably severe was Aquitaine; and here it was only in the 860s that Charles co-ordinated local efforts and mounted effective resistance. Churches were the main victims – as they had long been of acquisitive local aristocrats. At Bordeaux, for instance, the Episcopal sequence is broken from c. 860 until the late tenth century. Ecclesiastical dislocation meant that written records were no longer maintained: hence virtually nothing is known of Bordeaux after 860 until the eleventh century. It would be unsafe to infer, though, that the place was ‘ruined’: what can be said is that if any people prospered there, they were not

76 Coupland (1987); Gillmor (1989).
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There is a little more information for Nantes, where Scandinavian raids began in earnest in 843, and where Scandinavians are more or less continuously attested throughout the ninth century. In the late 860s, the bishop sought a transfer, as the archbishop of Bordeaux had already successfully done, on the grounds that the devastation of the Northmen had made life impossible. Another Frankish prelate opposed the move however (he was, admittedly, a personal enemy of the bishop of Nantes), asserting that plenty of Christian laypeople remained at Nantes, living alongside the Northmen, and that the bishop must stay with his flock. The bishop got his transfer: his move to the metropolitan see of Tours was approved by the pope, thanks to Charles’ intervention.

From the king’s point of view, the Scandinavians’ impact was serious. It depleted the royal treasury — not least when Charles bore the brunt of Ragnar’s 7000 pounds in 845 – the largest single payment of the reign. There was damage to prestige when the king seemed unable to protect his own. Charles’ anguish in 845 is perfectly credible — though he redeemed, eventually, his vow to protect St Denis. There were also severe problems of regional control, visible in diminishing royal interventions in Neustria (forty-six charter beneficiaries there in 840–59, only seventeen in 860–77). Yet Scandinavian activity was not unequivocally harmful to royal interests. In 859, when Danish attacks caused the peasantry between the Seine and the Loire to take up arms in self-protection, the local aristocrats (potentiores), fearing social disorder, slew the peasants. Such attitudes tended to rally the aristocracy around the king as the unique source of legitimate force and bastion of social control. At the same time, the king wanted to harness peasant military effort in the defence against a common external enemy, and he acknowledged his own obligation to protect peasants from landlordly oppression: the Edict of Pitres was a symptom of those converging concerns precisely in the region of the lower Seine. Then, Scandinavian demands for tribute meant that Charles was able to impose generalised taxation in town and countryside: a striking manifestation of royal authority. There was a broader impact on the economy too: it was not only cash that Northmen wanted, but Frankish food and horses and weapons, for which they were prepared to pay. The volume of transactions certainly rose in the Seine and Loire valleys especially and, as more coin was needed, debasement became widespread. In 864 Charles was able to undertake a realm-wide coinage reform, essentially a revaluation. Hoard evidence shows that it was effective, and that millions of silver coins circulated fairly rapidly within,

77 For a different interpretation, see Wallace-Hadrill (1976), pp. 217–36.
80 AB s.a., p. 89.
and to some extent between, regions after 864. The king, of course, was by no means the only one to benefit: so did the aristocracy, but so too did peasant participants in markets.

**Regnum and Regna**

Clearly enmeshed with Carolingian family politics is the history of the *regna* within Charles the Bald’s realm. Charles’ realm was just that: the *regnum Karoli*. It had no other name. It had had no existence as a political entity before 843. Modern notions of an institutionally centralised, more or less homogeneous, or ethnic, state may be misleading here. Instead, borrowing a ninth-century term, we should consider how well ‘composed’ was Charles’ *regnum*, how firmly its parts held together, and whether they tended to grow more or less separate during Charles’ reign. We also need to ask if Charles himself can be seen addressing this issue, and if so, how successfully.

Aquitaine was the largest and politically most important of the component *regna*. Charles’ treatment of it represented a new departure, certainly compared with his father’s reign. It evolved in response to changing circumstances: in the 850s Aquitaine looked as if it might become as much of an independent *regnum* as it had been earlier in the ninth century. This had been implied when he had his son and namesake consecrated at Limoges in 855. In the 860s and 870s, after the Young Charles had rebelled, and submitted, Charles the Bald tried a different tack. Now Aquitaine was run from Francia. When the Young Charles died and Louis the Stammerer took his place, there was no consecration for him. Nominally king, Louis carried out no more of the key functions of rulership than his brother had done – in particular he issued no charters and, as Charles the Bald himself no longer visited Aquitaine, Aquitanian nobles and churchmen seeking royal favours had to journey to Francia. The result, it has been argued, was that the sinews of royal exploitation began to atrophy and the contacts between king and regional aristocracy gradually ceased to be fully operational. When the king never visited, there was no one to guard the guardians of royal estates. Such problems of control were no new development, however: even when a king did reside in Aquitaine royal estates had a tendency to slip out of the king’s hands; counts tended to use their comital lands (and church lands too) to reward their clients. On the other hand, the story in Charles the Bald’s reign was not all one of waning royal control. Some Aquitainians still did attend Charles’ assemblies in Francia; the king continued, into the 870s, to take a hand in appointments to key Aquitainian *honores*, for instance the
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counties of Angoulême c. 867 and of Bourges in 872; and Aquitainian beneficiaries figured slightly more frequently among recipients of Charles' charters in the 860s and 870s than earlier — sixteen of them between 844 and 859 but nineteen between 860 and 877. Royal government in Aquitaine never had been very intensive; it worked as before, through remote control. The coinage evidence confirms this. Aquitaine was different. Though there was overall direction, the 'new money' of 864 and after did not apply to Aquitaine.

It did apply to Brittany. Whereas earlier in his reign Charles issued no coins from Nantes and Rennes, those mints did issue his reformed coinage after 864, under Breton management but with weights and dies to the standard operating in Charles' mints elsewhere. Breton distinctiveness, embedded in its Celtic history, language and institutions, became more visible in the ninth century, yet at the same time there was growing strength in the ties that bound Breton leaders to the Carolingians, and, after 840, to the realm of Charles. At first, Charles tried, as his ancestors had done, to crush the Bretons militarily, and, like his ancestors, failed. As Breton princes responded to Frankish pressure, and as the Franks adjusted, power crystallised at distinct levels. At the top one, Charles' developing imperial style of government lent credibility to his overlordship: Charles bound the Breton leaders to himself and his family by a variety of ties, notably the ritual bonds of spiritual kinship. Successive Breton princes came to Francia to acknowledge Charles' authority, and so legitimise theirs. From 858 to 863, and again in 866–7, the Breton prince Salomon allied with Neustrian rebels and/or with Scandinavians to deny Charles effective control of the Loire valley, while Charles sought allies among disaffected Bretons. Thereafter, with Charles having conceded the counties, but not the bishoprics, of Avranches and Coutances, Salomon stayed loyal, coordinating with Charles the defence of the Loire valley against Scandinavians. During the inter-Breton conflict that followed Salomon's assassination in 874, Charles contemplated the recovery of counties transferred earlier to Breton control. At levels below this, Bretons ran their own affairs.

This was equally true of the inhabitants of Gothia, which had a prehistory as Visigothic, then Frankish, Septimania, but took shape as a marcher region in the ninth century. It included the Midi from Nîmes and southwestwards to Barcelona, with, as a hinterland, the Pyrenean counties from Ampurias westwards to Ribagorza. Though the aristocrats of this region sometimes made tactical alliances with Muslim lords (frequently in rebellion against the amirs of Córdoba) across the Pyrenees, their overriding

strategic concern was to defend their lands against Muslim raids. This helps explain their striking loyalty to the Carolingians. Charles was appropriately depicted in a famous throne-portrait flanked by twin female personifications of Francia and Gothia. Royal authority, based as it was in Francia, inevitably was exercised in more indirect and intermittent ways in Gothia; and in practice royal estates here were even likelier than in Aquitaine to fall under local control. Nevertheless one such beneficiary, Count Oliba of Carcassonne, thought it worth travelling to Francia to secure royal authorisation, and Charles’ power to confiscate and reassign the lands of rebels gave him a still more effective pull on Oliba’s loyalty. Further, Charles kept the capacity to intervene by maintaining links with a range of local magnates, and switching between locals and outsiders in appointments to countships. Of the Frankish appointees, Hunfrid joined the rebellion of Charles of Aquitaine and was brusquely expelled from Charles the Bald’s realm, while his replacement, Marchio Bernard, another outsider, remained loyal until 877. While in office, both Hunfrid and Bernard visited Francia from time to time, and sometimes attended Charles’ assemblies.

With Burgundy Charles was in much closer and more consistent touch. Not far from Fontenoy was Auxerre, where the bishopric, and the monastery of St Germain, had both been closely linked with the Carolingian dynasty since the eighth century. Charles was able to exploit these ties to the full, and kept episcopal and abbatial appointments in his own hands throughout his reign. The schools and scriptoria of Auxerre flourished under royal patronage. In the winter of 858–9 it was at Auxerre that Charles found military and spiritual reinforcement. Countships were equally crucial here: at Auxerre, Charles gave his cousin the post, while at Autun, his choice alternated between outsiders and members of magnate families with local connections. Though Eccard by the early 870s held the three countships of Autun, Chalon and Mâcon, when he died childless that bloc was dismembered to the benefit of new outsiders, one of them Charles’ brother-in-law Boso. In the 870s, Boso’s main interests came to lie further south in the Rhône valley (around Vienne) and Provence, regions acquired by Charles from the dismemberment of Lothar II’s kingdom. When Charles moved into Italy to take up Louis II’s imperial inheritance, Boso followed: marriage to Louis’ daughter presaged a long-term Italian future, but Boso stayed only briefly, instead returning to consolidate his honores in Provence.

Charles throughout his reign ruled most intensively in Francia: nearly half the beneficiaries of his charters were based in the lands between the

Seine and the Meuse. Contemporaries regarded this as ‘the best part of the regnum Francorum’—that is, fullest of royal resources. Of thirty-four men named as royal benefice-holders in Charles’ charters, twenty-two were in Francia. His control of episcopal appointments, and ecclesiastical benefices, is much better attested there than elsewhere. His itinerary was largely, and increasingly, based there. This is where assemblies were summoned and important decisions were made. It was the secure core-area where suspects and condemned men were held in captivity. The metropolitan sees of Rheims and Sens were central props of the regime, providing administrative skills, and the wherewithal, in the form of benefices on church lands, to maintain troops for the king’s military service. Francia was also the heart of the realm, containing the cult sites where the relics of saintly patrons were kept and revered and the ancestors of Frankish kings and nobles lay buried. Most important of all for Charles personally was the monastery of St Denis: the heart of the heart. Here Charles arranged for the liturgical commemoration of his parents, and of himself. But he spread his favour among several churches. It was a monk of St Germain-des-Prés whom he commissioned to produce a comprehensive martyrology ‘for the utility of the catholic faithful’. And it was the new palatine church of St Mary that Charles chose as his Aachen-substitute in 877, with the palace of Compiègne itself designated his capital—his Carlopolis.

To rule these regna, to collaborate with his sons, and often enough to offset their ambitions, Charles needed his aristocracy—his faithful men. In 843, immediately after Verdun, his realm riven by dissidence and factional dispute, Charles set about rebuilding consensus. At Coulaines in November, he credited his aristocracy with the initiative in forming a pact, and joined it himself. A working partnership needed a basis of mutual respect. The church, in principle all-embracing, provided a prime rallying-point: all swore to respect its honor. All the fideles then swore to observe the honor of the king. Last, and equally significant, Charles swore to preserve the honor of each fidelis—and in this case honor was spelled out as ‘law and justice’. The notion of the king as guarantor of individual rights was not new but given a new precision, and set in a context of collective interests: a societas.

Constant effort was needed to maintain it. There were homoeostatic mechanisms in the Carolingian body politic: assemblies and oath-takings, processions and receptions at court. In all these, ritual was a key element.

92 For the period 840–59, there were eighty-three such beneficiaries; for 860–77, there were eighty-five. 93 Nelson (1992a), p. 95.
94 Kienast (1990), pp. 38–81. Kienast classes all these as ‘Vassallen’, though very few are thus identified in the sources. 95 Compare pp. 388–90 below. 96 Brown (1989).
Political crimes could be construed as sins, or their perpetrators accused of sexual offences: churchmen stepped in to prescribe penance or apply ordeals. While none of this was peculiar to the kingdom of Charles the Bald, nowhere was any of it more conspicuous. And the West Frankish kingdom was distinctive, largely thanks to Hincmar, in developing royal consecration rites: those for Charles, his daughter, wife and son, were to prove seminal for all future royal ordines. As far as ninth-century realities are concerned, Hincmar's dominance of our source materials may mislead, and so may the iconography of monarchy in West Frankish manuscripts. For Hincmar's preoccupation with anointing rites was exceptional; and few saw the manuscripts' depictions of majesty. Instead, at their assemblies and oath-swearings, the Franks saw monarchy's familiar, pragmatic face.

This did not mean the king was weak. Contemporary critics diagnosed excessive force, not weakness, as the problem about both Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald. While Charles at Coulaines wooed aristocratic consensus, he was capable of violence and victimisation. Carolingian rivals were sometimes conciliated, but sometimes incarcerated, and in Carloman's case blinded; several aristocratic rebels were judicially (but perhaps judicially) murdered. Charles's court remained a magnet: for every man deprived of an honor, there was another ready to replace him. The so-called imperial aristocracy which arguably played a key role in holding Charlemagne's empire together functioned rather differently in the mid-ninth century. Their descendants were to be found all over the Carolingian world - but they did not pull together politically. The splitting of the Carolingian family (which split the empire) was paralleled in many other families. Divisions hardened as one generation succeeded another. As patrimonies passed to eldest sons, surplus siblings were shed. They had to move, and looked to kings for advancement. The mobility, spatial and political, of such ambitious individuals is a striking feature of Charles' reign. For the flow was generally from east to west, towards Charles' kingdom: witness the cases of Adalhard, already a beneficiary of Louis the Pious' largesse, then of Charles' too, in Neustria, then Francia; Robert, in Neustria, but also in Burgundy and Francia; Hugh, in Burgundy and then Neustria; Hunfrid, in Burgundy and in Gothia; Boso, in Provence and Aquitaine. Not all these men remained in the West: voluntarily or otherwise, several left for other Carolingian realms. But most stayed. Their careers suggest that the power structure in Charles' kingdom was at once more open, and more tightly controlled, than further east: that Charles had more 'wherewithal' to dispose of than had other Carolingian kings elsewhere and, as important,
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more freedom of manoeuvre in allocating power and resources at magnate level. Beneath that level (and alongside too), an indigenous aristocracy was firmly ensconced: from it the incoming magnate would recruit his clients and subordinates.

Robert, later nicknamed 'the Strong', is a well-researched case in point. Robert was an incomer to the West. Of Rhineland origin, he was granted a succession of honores by Charles, beginning with benefices on the lands of the church of Rheims, and proceeding to the countship of Angers in 852 where he ‘inherited’ some of the local network of clients assembled by the previous count, who happened to be Robert’s political ally (they may have married each other’s sisters).101 Later in the 850s Robert saw his regional position threatened by the setting-up of Louis the Stammerer in Neustria with the Breton prince Erispoe, not Robert, as his father-in-law and protector. Robert rebelled, and was one of those responsible for inviting Louis the German into Charles’ kingdom in 858. Only in 861 did Charles win back Robert’s loyalty and the price was his restoration in the Loire valley. But his roots there were not so deep that he refused a transfer in 864, when Charles made him count of Autun. Only when he failed to establish himself there did Robert return to Angers; and he died fighting Northmen near there in 866. Robert has sometimes been cast in the role of dynast: founder of a Neustrian principality. Charles had no such intention; and was indeed able to prevent any such development occurring in his own lifetime by denying Robert’s young sons succession to Robert’s honores, and after 866 making Tours (not Angers) the focus of a reconstructed defence system in the Loire valley. Significantly, it was not in the West but in the Rhineland that Robert’s death was registered as heroic.102

In his Western kingdom, Charles had one further special asset: churches that were not only wealthy, long established and endowed with social power, but also firmly built into the structure of the realm. In ecclesiastical personnel, the king found versatile, strenuous and generally loyal agents. Archbishops served at court as counsellors and in their provinces as missi and supervisors of counts. Hincmar of Rheims is the outstanding example. Bishops helped repress crime and organised the military support owed by churches to the state. Abbots in particular could be surprisingly mobile: surprisingly, that is, by the standards of monastic rules. But these abbots were not regular. Some were in minor orders, hence clerici, unable to marry, but otherwise living like secular lords, with their own military followings: Hugh, Charles’ cousin, as abbot of St Martin served in effect as Charles’ deputy in the Loire valley; and Fulk, a former palace clerk, as abbot of St

Bertin was one of those left in charge by Charles when he departed for Italy in 877. Others were full-blown lay abbots – given lordship of the temporal goods of monasteries and responsible for granting benefices to the warriors who would serve their monastic lords and perform military service to the king. Such abbacies were luxuriant new growths of the ninth century, especially in Charles' kingdom. They were uncanonical, and in the wrong hands they could lead to depredation, but that was equally true of canonical abbacies. Even from an ecclesiastical viewpoint, lay abbots could equally bring welcome leadership and protection – as Count Vivian did to the community of St Martin, Tours, in the 840s. From the king's standpoint, lay abbacies offered a ready method of granting favour without cost to royal lands. After 867, Charles himself was lay abbot of the most prestigious monastery of all: St Denis. There, appropriately, he was remembered for centuries as a major benefactor.

AFTER CHARLES THE BALD

Hindsight shows that the decade or so after Charles' death was momentous for the West. For contemporaries, change came stealthily, bit by bit. At first it seemed that there would be continuity. Charles' kingdom passed to his son Louis; and Pope John VIII wanted Louis for emperor. Louis was energetic: collaborating with Abbot Hugh against the Northmen on the Loire, acting as conciliator in aristocratic disputes, and making as much capital as possible out of the pope's visit to Francia in the summer of 878. There was nothing unusual in Louis' having begun his reign by making concessions, 'granting abbacies, countships and estates, according to what each demanded'. But Hincmar when he wrote these words, perhaps as late as 882, knew what Louis could not know in 877: that Gauzlin, who received the abbacy of St Denis, and Conrad who (probably) received the countship of Paris, were to threaten the survival of Louis' realm after his death. In 877 the magnates were split into rival factions, centred on Abbots Hugh and Gauzlin, and they remained at loggerheads throughout Louis' reign. It soon became clear that that reign was likely to be short: within months of his accession Louis, aged only 31, was a very sick man. Already therefore in 878 the succession problem loomed. In the summer he failed in his efforts to persuade the pope to crown his second wife Adelaide: this would have enlarged the question mark over the legitimacy of Louis' two sons – and heirs – by his first wife Ansgard. In the autumn Louis met his cousin and namesake, Louis the Younger, at Fouron. The site was not far from Aachen; but their agreement made no mention of the imperial title except as a thing
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of the past. Two separate regna now existed, those created by Charles the Bald and Louis the German, and they would persist into the next generation, as Louis the Younger and Louis the Stammerer mutually guaranteed to help their respective sons succeed them 'by hereditary right'. On the Stammerer's side, two sons were named in the Fouron agreement: Louis [III] and Carloman. Five months later, as Louis lay dying, he bequeathed his regalia and his realm to his namesake alone.

Louis III had the support of Abbot Hugh and his allies. Gauzlin and his allies, Count Conrad chief among them, foresaw political extinction. At the court of Louis the Younger and his queen, Gauzlin already had contacts, made when he had been held a prisoner after Andernach in 876. Now was the time to activate them by inviting the East Frankish king to intervene in the West. Perhaps Gauzlin had only wanted to encourage his opponents to divide the Western realm so that each faction had 'its' king: this indeed was the outcome. Louis III and Carloman II were both consecrated kings in September 879, and in February 880 a division of the western kingdom was agreed, Gauzlin having switched horses meanwhile: Louis got Francia and Neustria, where Gauzlin and Conrad were naturally the dominant figures, while Carloman (now supported by Hugh) got Burgundy and Aquitaine (Map 11). The new reigns started under further clouds: Louis the Younger had to be bought off with the Lotharingian lands which Charles the Bald had acquired in 870. Meanwhile, Northmen, attracted by 'news of discord', came in large numbers from England to over-winter in Francia in 879–80; and Boso, perhaps after making a bid of his own for the whole Western kingdom, claiming that the Stammerer's sons were illegitimate, had himself consecrated king of Provence in October 879. Louis III and Carloman faced up to these challenges: in November 879 they defeated Northmen south of the Loire and then in 880 turned on Boso and besieged him in Vienne; in August 881 Louis defeated a Scandinavian force at Saucourt in Vimeu – a victory celebrated in a vernacular German poem, the Ludwigslied, apparently written at St Amand where the abbacy was held (along with several others) by Gauzlin. In 882 Carloman too showed that he could beat bands of Northmen plundering in the neighbourhood of Rheims. But by then Louis had died, in August 882, of injuries incurred while 'chasing a young woman on his horse for a joke (for he was a young man) while she fled into her father's house'. Scarcely two years later, Carloman too died in a hunting accident. Both died without heirs. Only a tiny child remained of
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the descent line of Charles the Bald: Charles, later nicknamed \textit{simplex}, the ‘straightforward’, or ‘openhearted’. He had been born to Queen Adelaide on 17 September 879, six months after the Stammerer’s death. He was passed over in 882, and in 884. In the 890s this was explained in terms of his extreme youth and the urgency of the Scandinavian threat to Francia. There may have been some doubt over his paternity. But an urgent threat there certainly was. The able Louis the Younger had died leaving no son in 882. Thus the whole empire was reunited by 884 in the hands of Louis the German’s youngest son Charles, known later as ‘the Fat’. In the next three years the new emperor proved incapable of imposing his authority directly in the West – where he lacked roots, resources and political friends of his own. Instead he picked Odo, son of that Robert who had been killed fighting the Northmen near Angers twenty years before. The deaths of Gauzlin and Hugh within a few weeks of each other (April and May 886) left a power vacuum which Odo filled. He recovered his father’s Neustrian \textit{honores} from the emperor, and probably at the same time was made count of Paris where he now mounted a vigorous defence against Scandinavian attackers.

In 887 Charles the Fat became seriously ill, and East Frankish rebels led by Arnulf, illegitimate son of Louis the German’s son Karlmann, plotted his deposition. Arnulf became king of the East Franks. What would become of the West? The author of the contemporary \textit{Annals of St Vaast} says that the ‘Lower [i.e. West] Franks’ (he distinguishes them from Arnulf’s \textit{australes Franci}) were divided: only some favoured Odo, while others, headed by Archbishop Fulko of Rheims but including some prominent men in Burgundy, invited Duke Wido of Spoleto (a kinsman of Fulko’s: his paternal ancestors were Franks) from Italy. Wido was actually consecrated at Langres by the local bishop; Odo at Compiègne by the archbishop of Sens. Wido, outplayed, returned to Italy, and his former supporters, after a brief flirtation with Arnulf who rejected their overtures, rallied to Odo. The St Vaast annalist thought that what finally turned opinion in Odo’s favour was an ‘unexpected victory’ over the Northmen, ‘through the mercy of God’. Thus, unsteadily, as it seemed unpredictably, did the kingdom of the West Franks get reconstituted in 888 – separate from other \textit{regna}, and a single entity.

At first sight this outcome seems fortuitous. In 888 after all, several \textit{regna} were, as Regino put it, ‘detached from their structure into separate parts on the grounds that they lacked a legitimate heir, and now did not await their
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natural lord but each regnum decided to create a king for itself out of its own guts’—in other words, from its indigenous nobility.\textsuperscript{115} In Regino’s view, the one ‘natural lord’, legitimate or no, was Arnulf, and his rejection—the rejection of a dynastic filter—opened the floodgates of conflict between more or less equally qualified Frankish magnates. Regino’s diagnosis was faulty. In the minds of some contemporaries, at least, an empire survived and Arnulf held a vague hegemony over the kings. The story that Arnulf sent a crown for Odo’s coronation hails from St Vaast, not Bavaria.\textsuperscript{116} Further, the process of ‘detachment’ did not go far. None of the regna of 888 was new, for ‘Burgundy’ probably began as an attempt to reconstitute that Middle Kingdom\textsuperscript{117} which since 855 had undergone so many changes and dismemberments. Italy and the East and West Frankish kingdoms had by contrast had continuous histories since 843. They did not fragment further in 888. In the West Frankish case, we can reject a Bavarian annalist’s suggestion that Ramnulf, count of Poitiers, set up a separate kingdom of Aquitaine: this is belied by the evidence of Ramnulf’s own charters, where no royal title is claimed, and of the annalist of St Vaast, near the heart of West Frankish affairs, that Ramnulf was acting as guardian of the eight-year-old Charles the Straightforward.\textsuperscript{118} Ramnulf, then, acknowledged Odo belatedly because his first plan had been to promote Charles as the legitimate Carolingian heir. Neither in 888 nor in 889 did Ramnulf aim at secession.\textsuperscript{119} His brother Ebles, abbot of St Denis since 886, already served Odo as his chancellor.

Odo’s succession to the whole of what had been Charles the Bald’s kingdom was therefore not really so fortuitous. What survived in the west was a political entity: a community neither linguistic, since the victory at Saucourt had been celebrated in German not Romance, nor ethnic, since its members were Aquitainians and Burgundians as well as Franks. This diversity in fact contributed to the realm’s identity and viability in contemporary eyes. It was a kind of imperial realm: a kingdom of many kingdoms—as implied in the praise-song composed for Odo’s consecration in 888:

\begin{verbatim}
Amen resultet Gallia
Amen cantent Burgundia
Bigorni regni spacia
Wasconia et Teutonia.\textsuperscript{120}
\end{verbatim}
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In East Francia, the deposition of Charles the Fat resulted from uncertainties over the succession and the play of faction. In the west Charles was abandoned for other reasons. These same reasons underlay the choice of the non-Carolingian Odo. The Scandinavian threat had changed in the 880s - quantitatively but also qualitatively. Francia itself, the core of Charles the Bald's realm, was not just burdened, but menaced at its very heart. Large co-ordinated Scandinavian war-bands ravaged at will. They took Rouen (885), then penetrated the river Oise (885). Paris was besieged for eight months (885–6). Odo's success against the Scandinavians was crucial in winning the support that put him on the throne in 888.

The defence of Paris brought only temporary respite, however: Scandinavians remained on the Seine, and later in 886 their ships moved up the Yonne as far as Sens; in 888 up the Marne to Meaux; in 890 up the Oise to Noyon. No wonder the notables of these parts persuaded Odo to winter in 892–3 in Aquitaine 'so that Francia, afflicted for so many years, might recuperate a little'. Odo had his own good reasons to comply. He had received recognition from a number of leading Aquitainians in 889; and in 892, when Ramnulf died, Odo assigned the countship of Poitiers to his own brother Robert, disregarding the claims of Ramnulf's young son. Ebles of St Denis promptly defected from Odo and went to Aquitaine. In pursuing him southwards, therefore, Odo was struggling to keep his position in Francia. Unfortunately for him, Archbishop Fulk of Rheims re-formed the coalition of 888. They had a rival candidate to hand: Charles the Straightforward, whom Fulk consecrated king at Rheims on 28 January 893. Although Odo had the upper hand in the ensuing struggle, he lacked a direct heir: by the peace agreement of 897, he seems to have agreed that Charles should succeed him, which he did a year later.

How far had structural change occurred in the west by 898? Odo's royal government in some ways contrasts starkly with Charles the Bald's. Odo confronted new obstacles to his authority: secular principalities well on the way to becoming hereditary and territorial, gobbling up lay abbacies, for instance, as Count Baldwin of Flanders did St Vaast, and ecclesiastical principalities, equally territorial and only a little less dynastic, exploiting and sometimes flouting royal authority, as Fulk of Rheims did rather than bolstering it as his predecessor Hincmar had done. Odo's power base of fisclands in Francia seems drastically diminished by comparison with Charles the Bald's. Odo is hardly ever documented as residing in a palace. No capitularies of his are known. Absence of reference to royal missi in his reign could suggest the removal of the linchpin of Carolingian administ-
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ration. Last but not least, Odo’s non-Carolingian royal person marks a break with the Carolingian past.

Some of these trends proved reversible. Full-blown ecclesiastical principalities never materialised in France: instead ecclesiastical resources remained firmly under secular control, and in the Frankish heartlands especially that control was very often royal. Hereditary secular power was conspicuous, but it was no novelty; and while principalities proved a permanent feature in general terms, particular concentrations of regional power were precarious, often ephemeral, and as subject as the kingdom itself to vagaries of dynastic accident. In the Loire valley where Odo’s brother dominated the scene from his comital base of Tours, a clear distinction between comital and royal authority was not lost sight of.125 Odo was still able to assemble magnates from the regions even if he seemed to ‘ally with’ them now, rather than to rule them.126 Although royal fisclands in Francia had been alienated or damaged, Odo with his multiple lay abbacies (he had acquired those of Gauzlin after 886) vigorously exploited church resources and so was able to ‘prepare himself manfully for war’.127 After 892, the Scandinavian burden on Francia was considerably lightened. Odo’s successor was able to stay frequently again in the Oise valley, and notably at Compiègne.

Odo made up for his lack of Carolingian blood by imitating the Carolingians through symbolism and rituals which, thanks to the church, remained a royal monopoly. Here Odo looked ahead to the Capetians as well as back to Charles the Bald.128 Most important of all, Odo maintained a presence in every part of his composite realm, through visiting, in the case of Aquitaine, or through receiving leading men, in the cases of Gothia and Burgundy. Royal charters were still worth travelling for. The right to issue coinage remained, as yet, a royal one. In 893–7, the years of Odo’s struggle with Charles the Straightforward, no division of the realm was mooted: the object of struggle was the realm as a whole. Charles the Bald had promoted the use of the written word, which memorialised the present (as well as the past) for the future. He had firmly locked the church into the state. He had understood the significance of rituals, and of ideology. The res publica he had nurtured survived the shocks of the later ninth century. The realm of 843 in the sense of a territory – ‘the realm of Charles’, ‘the realm of the West Franks’ – was preserved in the minds of men, and hence, however attenuated its institutions, in the world of politics.

LOUIS the Pious had hurt himself, but his wounds were not worth talking about. Only three weeks later he was hunting again. Four months after this accident, the imperial council met. ‘Suddenly, through divine inspiration’, the emperor admitted, ‘our faithful lieges admonished us that while we were still in good health, and God granted universal peace, we should confer on the state of the whole empire and the position of our sons, as our ancestors had done.’ However, the political order the emperor and ‘those who know what is most salutary’ came up with was revolutionary, and led to civil war. Contrary to all precedent, the empire was no longer to be divided equally among the emperor’s sons (Map 8); on the contrary, the eldest son, Lothar, was to receive the imperial crown immediately and exclusively while his brothers Pippin and Louis (the German) who were both minors had to be content, the former with Aquitaine, the latter with Bavaria and its adjacent territories. All other parts of the huge Frankish realm were to fall to Lothar; his brothers were to act as viceroys ‘under’ him.

Lothar really received the imperial crown in 817, while his brothers were made kings. They seemed in a fair way to bring about the new order, but there was resistance from the majority of nobles. What was more, the Empress Irmengard died, and Louis took a new wife, Judith, a Welf, who feared for the inheritance of her children. She found some powerful supporters. Every time the young empress became pregnant, resistance to the new imperial order of 817 grew a little stronger; after the birth of Charles (the Bald) it came to a head. Schemes for the partition of the empire were soon put forward in rapid succession. After 829 an open struggle broke out, each son demanding his own share of Francia. Lothar was the only one to

1 BM 643a.
2 MGH Cap. 1, no. 136, p. 270: ‘ut nos fideles nostri ammonerent, quatenus manente nostra incolomitatem et pace undique a deo concessa de statu totius regni et de filiorum nostrorum causa more parentum nostrorum tractaremus’.
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cling to the settlement of 817. His brothers, Pippin and Louis, were no longer content with a subordinate role; they insisted on their full inheritance and found supporters among the nobility, as Judith did for her own son, Charles. One ominous sign was that Einhard, Charlemagne’s famous counsellor, withdrew from Louis’ court to retire to his estates in the Maingau region. At the assembly held at Aachen in 828, the counts Hugh of Tours and Matfrid of Orléans fell from grace after military defeats at the hands of the Saracens, to the advantage of Judith’s favourite, Bernard of Septimania. Louis also deprived the margrave Baldric of Friuli of his office for military failure; after this, Baldric’s fate is unknown. However, Hugh, an Etichonid, was father-in-law to the Emperor Lothar; any move against him was really aimed at his daughter’s husband. Matfrid sided with the young emperor, too, whose power was to be confined to Italy alone in the following year. An opposition gathered round him against his father which was led by Wala, abbot of Corbie, Agobard, archbishop of Lyons and Ebbo of Rheims (830) and which also had the support of Pope Gregory IV. However, its only achievement was to keep the merry-go-round of partition schemes moving. For all that, in 831 all the lands east of the Rhine were for the first time assigned to the emperor’s older son (who was of the same name) to form his future kingdom. When Lothar was reconciled to his father, Pippin and the younger Louis put up resistance against them; they won over their elder brother and, together with him, pitted themselves against the emperor on the ‘Rotfeld’ near Colmar in 833. The pope was present, too. He was among the supporters of the younger emperor, and it was thanks to him that Louis’ own army defected to his sons (833). This apparent victory was regarded as the outcome of an ordeal; the abandoned emperor was relegated to a monastery, but Lothar threw away the advantage when, by virtue of the settlement of 817, he began to lord it over his brothers.

Louis the German, former king of Bavaria, had not the slightest intention of giving in, and from that time he dated his documents according to the length of his reign in orientali Francia. In 834 he joined with Pippin to restore their father to the throne. Louis the Pious, however, after the death of Pippin in 838, tried to confine Louis the German once again to Bavaria (839) in order to promote the interests of Charles. When Louis the Pious died in 840, the whirlwind of territorial partition had by no means been stilled. It drove the Carolingians ever deeper into war and eventually culminated in major bloodshed at Fontenoy in 841.

It is, in fact, not always easy to discern the factions of nobles backing one of the Carolingians. Among Louis the Pious’ supporters in East Francia were the Poppones, the Hattones (one of whom was his biographer,
Thegan); Gebhardt, count of the Lahngau, who may have been related to the Hattiones; the Robertines, founding family of the monastery at Lorsch, and also Archbishop Otgar of Mainz and Hraban Maur, archbishop of Fulda. After 840, all of them were shown some (at least temporary) disfavour by Louis the German. Without too much of an effort, his father was able to overcome him in 832 and again in 838–40. The Alemanni also remained largely faithful to the emperor: he was, therefore, able to earmark this province temporarily as a sub-kingdom for the younger Charles (829). In Saxony, the Hattone count Banzleib was loyal to Louis the Pious; the Cobbones, from the same region, presumably also belonged to the party of Louis and his son Charles, while the descendants of Widukind supported Lothar.3

Hugh the Etichonid and his companion, Matfrid, together with those who favoured a unified realm, declared for Lothar, as did many of the great noble families of the West and in Italy. Our sources tell us nothing about the force which supported Louis the German before 840: the only name known is that of Count Ruadker of Linz and Argengau, whom Louis the Pious demoted in favour of his wife's brother, Conrad the Welf, in 839. Only after Louis' death did this situation change: the Eastern Franks, Alemannians, Saxons and Thuringians now swore allegiance to the younger Louis. On the other hand, Archbishop Otgar of Mainz and Count Adalbert of Metz decided for Lothar and became rallying points for his supporters, albeit briefly, for Adalbert fell in battle near the river Wornitz, in the Ries region, in 841. It was of no avail that Lothar hatched a conspiracy in Saxony, the 'Stellinga',4 an alliance of petty freemen and semi-freemen which eventually drove the local nobility over to the side of Louis the German once and for all. It was only the Bavarians whose loyalty to Louis remained unwavering. None of the other 'Germanic' peoples had a centralised organisation of its own; only the Bavarians were united by having an archbishopric of their own and being led by a king. It was from Bavaria that the East Frankish kingdom was created.

Although 'Transrhenania' was not a poor region, it was not a rich one either; it certainly did not compare favourably with the territories west of the Rhine. Its regions were culturally very diverse, as they comprised territories south of the Danube, the upper Rhine and the Frankish Main area, the woodlands of central Germany, the Harz region of Saxony and Thuringia and the Low German heaths and marshlands. In no way could it be considered a political or administrative unit. Except for the former Roman provinces, towns were virtually non-existent; bishops' sees were

The royal estates were scattered unevenly throughout 'Germania', with the thickest cluster in the Franconian Rhine and Main regions, around Kassel and around Regensburg; in Saxony they were mostly ranged along the Hellweg, the major strategic route from Duisburg to Corvey. This had considerable influence on Carolingian politics. Charlemagne spent a good deal of time in 'Germania', but only when he had to fight or to pacify the Saxons, Bavarians and Avars. His strongholds definitely lay west of the Rhine, around Worms and Aachen; as emperor he resided almost exclusively at Aachen. Louis the Pious also lived chiefly in the capital, with regular spells at Ingelheim and Worms. He hardly ever visited his eastern lands unless the demands of war—especially the younger Louis' revolts—required it. Only in Frankfurt was the emperor seen frequently, and it was here that Charles the Bald was born in 823. Apart from Aachen, the Rhine–Main area was generally the centre of his power. Furthermore, the emperor's love of hunting often drew him to Salz on the Franconian river Saale. Nor did an imperial synod meet in any of the 'Germanic' bishoprics. The provinces east of the Rhine were peripheral to royal rule. The outcome of the battle of Fontenoy, in which Lothar was defeated by Louis and Charles, had made a division of the kingdom among the three brothers inevitable. The idea that one of the emperor's sons should rule alone, on the analogy with the monarchy of God and the unity of the indivisible church, had proved to be a failure. The independent disposition of the nobility—obscured by Charlemagne's successes, and apparently never overcome—manifested itself again with a vengeance. The political order was now determined by personal forces, ties of kinship and friendship, associations of vassals and sworn leagues and groups of nobles in support of, or in opposition to, the crown. All of these factors by means of mutual interaction eventually brought about the emergence of new unions and peoples.

The bloody battle did nothing to shift the barriers of mistrust even between the former partners. Owing to a lack of objectives, there was no such thing as a coherent concept of policy. From time to time there were ineffectual appeals to the doctrine of unity. What was most convincing as an aim was an increase of power. 'Love and peace' as it should prevail among kinsfolk could occasionally be displayed for a brief moment. By means of entering into an alliance with each other, Louis and Charles made a great display of mutual love. At Strasbourg and before their armies, they confirmed this with an oath sworn by Louis in the Romance tongue and by
Charles in *Teudisca lingua* (842). The kingdoms' boundaries could now be seen as language barriers.

A committee appointed to handle a territorial partition, consisting of forty *fideles* for each king, established the boundaries in November 842. In deference to his dignity, the emperor was given first choice. The fraternal strife was ended, at least for the moment, by the Treaty of Verdun in 843. However, the form of the oath setting down the division of lands has not come down to us: only the general outcome is known (Map 9). Louis received everything east of the Rhine, with the cities of Speyer, Worms and Mainz; Charles got the West, and Lothar the Middle Kingdom with Aachen and Rome. The three kings swore brotherly love, peace and friendship to one another.

The brothers wanted to tackle their great tasks together, and to this end they agreed to hold regular meetings. They made common declarations and issued statutes concerning ecclesiastical and secular government, defence against the Vikings, the persecution of criminals and the problem of how to deal with refugees. But reality lagged far behind such proclamations. Especially when it came to repelling enemies from outside such as Vikings, Saracens, Slavs and Magyars, each king was left to his own resources. The Carolingians did not stand by one another, although some of the Saxons occasionally came to Charles the Bald's aid, as in 860 and 863. For a time the meetings did at least keep up the fiction of a united Carolingian kingship. About a hundred of these meetings are known to have taken place in the period under discussion; however, the successive mutually acknowledged treaties which ensued actually accelerated the independent development of the individual kingdoms rather than restraining it. As the century drew to a close, these meetings became less frequent anyway.

Lothar never completely buried his hopes of restoring the empire to its former glory. But he could not even gain a foothold. His brother Louis did not have the slightest intention of contenting himself with what the Treaty of Verdun had dealt out to him; and Charles was soon of like mind with his brothers. Up to 840–3 the emperor dwelt mostly in Italy; after that he remained almost exclusively north of the Alps, mostly around Aachen. This was his major stronghold. His policy of gradualism aimed at letting the defeat of 841 slowly sink into oblivion did not get him far. He had one success in 844, when Pope Gregory IV made Drogo, archbishop of Metz, the papal vicar for the whole Frankish kingdom. This was an obvious attempt to weaken the Treaty of Verdun. But the measure proved ineffective, and after Drogo's death in 855 it was not repeated. Lothar strove in

---

5 Nithard iii.5 and McKitterick, above, pp. 11–12. 6 BM 1103a.
vain to undermine the goodwill between his brothers; it did indeed turn to open enmity, with Louis waging war against Charles, but this did not in the least increase Lothar's power. Far from it! The Carolingian brothers' mutual hostility encouraged the Vikings to redouble their attacks on the Frankish kingdoms, which affected especially Lothar's territory. They repeatedly set fire to Dorestad, one of the most important ports and trading centres on the lower Rhine, in 847, and the place was permanently occupied by Rorik the Viking in 850. The emperor was no longer able to subdue the Northmen.7

Lothar's royal authority was also on the wane in his southern domains. Provence remained peripheral to his power. He did nothing to repel Saracen attacks. They even had the audacity to attack Rome and to loot the tombs of the apostles.8 Then, at long last, and for the last time, Lothar hastened into Italy to set an army going against the Muslims. At Pavia he met his son Louis II (April/May 847); however, he pressed for a speedy return in February of the same year, fearing Charles' machinations in spite of the peace accord he had so recently signed with his brothers. He did at least devote some effort to a plan for a grand alliance which was to involve Pope Leo IV, the dukes of Benevento and Naples and even the Doge of Venice. In 847, the emperor summoned a synod 'in Francia' which obliged the bishops to give military support to the 'Italians', and, above all, resolved to raise a special tax throughout Lothar's kingdom to finance the construction of defences round St Peter's in Rome (also known as 'Leo's Town'). Meanwhile, all power in Italy came into the hands of Lothar's eldest son, soon to be crowned emperor by Leo IV in 850. But it was under the same pope that the papacy began to free itself from Frankish domination.

It was only the person of the king that gave some unity to the East Frankish kingdom; it did not have any tradition of its own. The army consisted of contingents from individual peoples; when the court was summoned the nobility turned up more or less in tribal groups. The areas inhabited by them and subject to their own particular laws were regularly seen as their own patria; the idea that the whole East Frankish kingdom should be considered as the supreme patria of all the peoples together remained inchoate. Neither the lay nobility nor the clergy considered themselves in any way bound by the frontiers drawn up in 842/3 nor did they (unlike the West Frankish nobility after the Treaty of Coulaines in 843) ever form a genuine union of their own. The fear was rather of renewed disintegration. The twofold process of 'internal' and 'external' consolidation was a slow one which was to be completed only in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

7 Compare Coupland, pp. 193-6.  
8 Compare Kennedy, p. 254.
Louis’ reign was more or less free from major feuds among the nobility; after his death they became more frequent. Even after 843, Bavaria still remained Louis’ most important power base. He repeatedly held court at Regensburg and it was from there that he addressed documents to recipients throughout his whole realm. After the Treaty of Verdun the Frankish Rhineland assumed a comparable importance; the Upper Franconia area around Forchheim was soon to play an important role for Louis while the significance of the other Frankish regions continued to decline.

What expansionism Louis indulged in was directed outwards from Bavaria. The ‘true’ frontier was not pushed any further eastward, but Bavarian missionaries and settlers did advance steadily down the Danube into Pannonia and pushed the ‘German’ frontier continually further towards the southeast. Charlemagne himself had encouraged his subjects to ‘take possession of the lands in Pannonia and acquire estates there’ so as to increase the property of the church; thus the province increasingly came to be part of the territory under Carolingian rule.

Saxony and Alemannia were remote from the centre of royal power and Louis’ appearances there were few and far between. He went only three times to Saxony, in 845, 851 and 852, and he spent only a few weeks there out of the whole of his 33-year reign after 843; each time it was in response to some threatening development. Otherwise Louis left the province more and more to itself, or rather to the ecclesiastical and lay nobility. Alemannia was not nearly as marginal to the East Frankish king’s itineraries as was Saxony. It formed, as it were, a convenient bridge between Bavaria and Francia, and it was actually too close to the west and the south of the kingdom to be neglected. From 850 to 860 Louis methodically consolidated his position there, particularly by means of monasteries. The convent for ladies of rank at Zurich, founded in 853, was headed by two of his daughters in turn; one was Hildegard, who died in 856, and the other was Berta, who died in 877. Louis paid frequent visits to the imperial palace at Ulm. He was successful in increasing his influence in this territory; nevertheless, in about 859 he resigned his position there to his youngest son, Charles.

The clergy of the kingdom of East Francia had by now lost the dominant influence they had had under Louis the Pious. Of the twenty-five documents which the younger Louis is known to have issued before 840, however, ten were addressed to Bavarian bishops; another nine were added up till 876. The rest of the episcopate received only seventeen royal missives between 840/3 and 876. The bishops’ influence was obviously declining everywhere except for Bavaria. National synods which might have done something to

counter this development were very seldom convened by Louis. Only when Hraban Maur (847–56) acceded to the see of Mainz did the East Frankish synod become active, but under his successor Charles (856–63) it soon lost this impulse, and under Liutbert (863–89) it died away altogether.¹³

None of this prevented individual prelates from exerting considerable influence on the king; they did this as representatives of their own kin groups rather than of their institutions. Bishops such as Hraban Maur, Charles or Liutbert of Mainz, or Ermenrich of Passau (who died in 874) played a prominent part as counsellors or royal fideles. Some abbots and monasteries were more important than most of the cathedrals and bishops; however, bishops were put in charge of the major royal monasteries. Lay abbots, on the other hand, were of little importance in Louis’ kingdom.

Louis was predominantly concerned with acquiring the West and the Middle Kingdom. Any sign of weakness on the part of Charles the Bald, as in 854, 858 and after 870, was an opportunity for Louis to gain a foothold in the far West.¹⁴ Influential groups of nobles such as the Robertines and the Rorgonids sought his help and invited him to take over the throne then. First Louis sent his son Louis to Aquitaine; however, he had to withdraw without having achieved anything; in 858 Louis the German himself appeared in his brother’s kingdom at the head of an army. Nevertheless, Louis was not able to do any better than his son. Hincmar of Rheims called for resistance among the West Franks, for as metropolitan archbishop he had profited most from a division which had made him the most important ecclesiastic in the kingdom.¹⁵ In 859, Louis had to retreat precipitately. A policy of aggressive conquest beyond the old boundaries of the realm was virtually unthinkable; it was hard enough to repel enemies coming in from outside. Louis, too, pursued a generally defensive policy in the north and northeast of his kingdom, and even the active interest he took in Bavaria seemed rather less than what many of its inhabitants would have expected it to be.

When Lothar I died in 856 his Middle Kingdom was divided among his sons. Louis received Italy and the imperial crown, Lothar II the lands up to the North Sea, and Charles Burgundy and Provence. However, none of these was to be succeeded by his son, and all their reigns were constantly overshadowed by the relentless envy of their two uncles. Lothar II, whose kingdom was to bear his own name as regnum Hlotharii or Lotharingia, soon lost all his freedom of action. His marriage to Theutberga remained childless, and while he had a number of children by Waldrada, this liaison, blessed with offspring, bore the stigma of ecclesiastical disapproval. A king

without a son was ipso facto a weak ruler, and to change this situation, the barren queen had to be removed from his side. A Lotharingian synod of the realm was convened which granted a divorce on the grounds that Theutberga had been unfaithful. The unfortunate lady and her influential family turned to Charles the Bald (who was advised by his learned bishops) for help; thence they appealed to the pope. In vain Lothar tried to win one or the other uncle over to his side. In vain he lured his East Frankish relative with a promise to cede Alsace. Both Charles and Louis immediately seized their opportunity to attempt to get hold of Lothar's inheritance. Pope Nicholas I went over to their side: he excommunicated Lothar's concubine for her 'obstinate determination to remain wallowing in the mire of fornication', and at a synod in Rome in 865 he deprived Bishops Gunthar of Cologne and Thietgaud of Trier of their offices for having supported their king. Nicholas' successor, Hadrian II, remained equally adamant. These incidents do not only expose the personal character of political alliances; they also point to a persistent influence on the part of the papacy during the formative period of both Germany and France. A kingdom's chances of survival were crucially diminished by papal interference making use of the law. Lothar II's kingdom was further shaken by danger from outside: Viking raids were becoming more numerous and also more efficient. The Vikings were acting, certainly in effect if not in name, as allies of the West and East Frankish kings.

When Lothar II died in 869, Charles II immediately invaded the Middle Kingdom while his brother was detained at Regensburg by sickness and warring Wends. Charles issued a stern summons to the Lotharingian nobles: whoever did not hasten to his aid was to be stripped of all his royal fiefs and personal estates. In 870 he had himself anointed and crowned in Metz, ignoring Pope Hadrian's protests at this violation of the Treaty of Verdun; his threats of excommunication (870) were also disregarded. The pope's attempts to defend the claims of Louis II proved unavailing, for Louis - who had no son - was another emperor without a future. As soon as Louis recovered, Charles gave way, and 'Lotharingia' was partitioned from north to south, a division which failed to take the linguistic boundary into account. The Treaty of Meersen (870) confirmed the arrangement (Map 10). Aachen became the third centre of the East Frankish kingdom, alongside Regensburg and Frankfurt. Every year Louis paid a visit to Charlemagne's former capital, while the south of Lothar's old kingdom dwindled into a peripheral zone of the realm.

16 BM 1282a.
17 Regino s.a. 866, pp. 87–8: 'nisi, obstinato animo in moechiae volutabro perenniter permanere proposuisset'. 18 Compare the itineraries of Louis the German and Louis the Younger.
Louis' kingdom continued to escape serious threats from without, though in 845 the Vikings attacked Hamburg, a flourishing trading centre which was about to become the metropolis of an archbishopric. Archbishop Ansgar (who died in 865) withdrew to Bremen. This was the beginning of the future archbishopric of Hamburg-Bremen eventually reorganised by Pope Nicholas I in 864.\(^\text{19}\) It was, however, saved by a fortunate chance: in 854 an epidemic was brought in from the west and curbed the warlike spirit of the Northmen so that they took an oath to hold peace. This they really did for several decades up to 880. In return, Louis refrained from encouraging the Saxons to make small attacks against the Danes which might relieve the pressure on the Western and Middle kingdoms. Missionary endeavours in Scandinavia also came to a standstill despite a further visit by Ansgar, for the king’s support for them was less than enthusiastic.

The danger from over the Elbe was also slight. Louis' 'pious' father had skilfully protected the eastern frontier by setting up a buffer zone (839).\(^\text{20}\) The Slav peoples who had settled in the region were kept in check by occasional military campaigns. Neither in Bohemia nor in the central Elbe valley was there any outstanding sovereign ducal power. The church’s missionary activity was making good progress: in 845 fourteen Bohemian dukes were baptised in Regensburg.\(^\text{21}\) Ten years later troops from Bavaria under Count Ernst (in 855) and the king himself (in 856) forced the Bohemians to pay tribute (Map 12).\(^\text{22}\)

The only borderlands demanding constant attention were those close to the Moravians, Carinthians and Pannonians. Repeated expeditions under Louis, his son Carloman and the Bavarians (from 846 onwards) proved powerless to eliminate the Moravian duchy. The chief architects of Moravian power were Pribina, Mojmir and especially Rastislav (846–70) and Sventopolk (870–94).\(^\text{23}\) They represented an ever-increasing danger to the Bavarians. Rastislav and Svatopluk even maintained contacts with a few Bavarian counts, as the former probably had a hand in the rebellion of Radbod (854), the long-serving prefect of the Bavarian frontier (he had first been appointed in 833). Rastislav even managed to win over Prince Carloman (858). But it does not appear that Louis the German ever planned to conquer Slav territories outside the established frontiers; at most he sought a kind of suzerainty over Moravia and Bohemia.

Missionary work in the southeast marches of the realm was the responsibility of the bishops of Passau, Regensburg and Salzburg. Rastislav aspired to independence from his neighbours, and therefore he made overtures to the Byzantine emperor Michael and asked him to send Greek missionaries.

\(^{19}\) Schieffer and Seegrün (1981). \(^{20}\) BM 995b. \(^{21}\) BM 1380a. \(^{22}\) BM 1411b. \(^{23}\) Compare Shepard, pp. 242–3 below.
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(862). The basileus promptly dispatched Cyril and Methodius to the Moravians. The Bavarian bishops were furious.

At the same time, Boris, khan of the Bulgars, was aiming to build up a national church independent of Constantinople. Therefore, he sought support from the East Frankish king (866) with whom he had already established relations. A Bulgarian church established under the auspices of Bavaria would also have settled the ecclesiastical future of Moravia. Ermenrich of Passau was to lead the enterprise. In reality it was beyond the scope of the Bavarian and even the East Frankish episcopate. Even the very basics were lacking: liturgical vessels, vestments and books had to be cadged from the bishops of Charles the Bald. When Ermenrich eventually arrived among the Bulgars he had come too late: missionaries from Rome were already preaching and baptising throughout the country so that the only thing left to do for the bishop of Passau was to go home again. The failure had an adverse effect on the mission to the Moravians and caused all the more ire at the Bavarian court. In 869 Louis the German sent three bodies of troops, each led by one of his sons, against the Slavs.

In 870 Rastislav finally fell victim to his treacherous nephew, Sventopolk, and was sent as a prisoner to Louis; he died in captivity. Not long afterwards, Methodius fell into the hands of the Bavarian bishops and was exiled to the innermost part of Alemannia where he spent three years before Pope John VIII intervened to free him. Meanwhile an Alemannian, Wiching by name, had become bishop of Nitra; he was later to become the most embittered enemy of Methodius.

Discontent first came to a head among the Bavarian nobility. From 854 onwards, there was increasing resistance; at that time there was an uprising after which Radbod, Prefect of the Eastern Marches, was deposed. Soon the whole eastern frontier zone boiled over. The royal house itself contributed to the turmoil. Louis, like his father, had three legitimate sons, Carloman, Louis (the Younger) and Charles (Charles III, the Fat), each of whom was to become a king in his own right. Carloman was the first to make a move. In 856 Louis put him in charge of the marches of the Bavarian east, but he put Carinthia under a count of its own. If this measure was intended to avoid the danger of revolt, it did not succeed, as Carloman married — probably without his father’s permission — the daughter of Ernst, count of the Nordgau, who was the most influential of the Bavarian magnates. Immediately Carloman began to build up his own power at his father’s expense. Instead of marching against the Moravians as Louis had wished, he made peace and entered into an alliance with Rastislav (858). At that time Louis’
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military activities detained him in the west of his kingdom. Only in 860 did he take action. Now the archbishopric of Salzburg was granted extensive royal estates in Pannonia and Carinthia: by strengthening the prelate Louis hoped to mitigate the danger from the lay nobility. In the following year, Ernst was removed from office. His fall also brought down his nephews, Berengar, Udo and Abbot Waldo who belonged to the powerful Conradin family. They were exiled and lost all their possessions. Making a counter-move, Carloman subdued all Bavaria as far as the Inn. An undisguised struggle for power broke out between father and son in which Carloman eventually had to give in. In 863 he was accused of high treason and arrested. In 864 he managed to escape, but in the end he felt compelled to make peace with his father so that the latter eventually forgave him.

Louis was well aware of the threat his sons would pose to his kingdom as they grew to manhood. He tried to counter this by making preparations for the partition of his realm. As early as 859–65 he granted his sons powers less than those of a king, but greater than those of a noble, making them *principes*, 'governors' of separate tribal areas whose coherence they were bound to strengthen. The king's sons thus became the predecessors and models of future dukes. In taking these measures Louis broadly followed the old tribal boundaries. Bavaria, which included Carinthia as well as (from 874) the claim to Italy and thus the imperial dignity, was to go to Carloman; Franconia and Saxony to Louis the Younger, who was also designated to receive the expected inheritance in Lotharingia and his father's hoped-for gains in West Francia. Alemannia was to go to Charles III.

Carloman, however, was the favourite of the queen, Emma. The background to this relationship is obscure, as is the exact role played by Louis' wife. Emma, who was sister to the Welf princess Judith, on whose account the imperial agreement of 817 had been abrogated, enticed her husband into machinations on her eldest son's behalf — or at least her younger offspring feared this was so. This drove the younger Louis into revolt in 865–6. Without having consulted his father, he betrothed himself to the daughter of Adalhard, whose influence in the West and Middle kingdoms was enormous, whose possessions were scattered all over the three parts of the realm and who thus represented that section of the nobility whose interests still extended over the entire Frankish realm. Together with his relatives, the Robertines, he had invited Louis the German to join his ill-fated invasion of the West kingdom in 858. Thus Louis' son was following a path which must have seemed to his father suspicious, if nothing more, while the West Frankish king could only see it as dangerous. Once again,
Charles hastened to reconcile his brother and nephew. The younger Louis had to renounce his betrothal to Adalhard’s daughter and marry the Saxon wife his father had chosen for him.

The peace remained precarious; several times Louis the Younger, deeply mistrustful of Carloman, quarrelled with his father, but each time harmony was restored. To have prevented open war among his sons was probably Louis the German’s greatest achievement. He was ever willing to forgive them, and after each revolt he increased their share of power.

All in all, Louis the German’s reign was a period of remarkable stability; only in the marches of eastern Bavaria was there some dangerous unrest. ‘Germania’ was still less developed and poorer than the West and Middle kingdoms. It was mainly for this reason, among others, that it was less troubled by over-mighty Frankish noble families who made life so difficult for Charles the Bald, and by the two Lothars. Only a handful of isolated nobles rebelled against the king; there was not a trace of any alliances (coniurationes) among the noble families. Louis’ opponents never developed any form of organisation independent of himself or his sons; the royal court was the only place where the nobility ever appeared in a body. This made it easier for Louis to restrain the individual magnates who rebelled against him. The power of the nobles was still extensive rather than intensive. Certainly the monarchy would have needed to tighten its grip to resist the growing pressure from the nobility in the future: that Louis failed in this is revealed by the astonishing weakness of royal power after his death. Louis was in fact resting on his predecessors’ laurels; he was not an innovator. His government was, as it were, backward-looking. He put most of his energy into grabbing ever larger chunks of his ancestors’ original estate in which he, too, was subject to the primitive notion that it was the size of the realm which determined one’s standing as a ruler.

The death of the ‘great’ Louis aroused the avarice of ‘bald’ Charles. Perhaps he had been invited in by some Lotharingians, perhaps he came of his own accord, haloed by the glory of his recent successes, for he had just taken possession of Italy (875) and of the imperial crown. He had (as he claimed) entered into the Treaty of Verdun with Louis only and not with his sons; Charles’ nephews were either to submit or to be blinded; their followers were to be deprived of their possessions or sent into exile unless they did him homage immediately. Near Andernach, on the Rhine, Louis the Younger inflicted a defeat on his uncle which consolidated his new kingship.

Louis the German’s sons divided the realm amongst themselves in

accordance with the order of succession. They met in the Nördlinger Ries in November 876 to swear mutual loyalty. The nobility’s conception of themselves must surely have been affected by this as the peoples conquered by the Franks now appeared with the same rights as their former vanquishers; the future history of East Francia was to be profoundly affected by this. The brothers came to a similar arrangement for dividing the eastern half of Lotharingia between Louis and Charles, while Carloman received Italy (877).

When Carloman surrendered his claim to Lotharingia he for the first time abandoned his policy directed towards ‘Francia’ and the west which his son, Arnulf, was to resume and which proved to have a future. All of his attention was focused on the east and south. The claim to Italy which Carloman had recently (874) obtained from the Emperor Louis had of course first to be asserted against Pope John VIII and Charles the Bald (875); only after his uncle’s death in 877 did Carloman gain a real hold on the Lombard kingdom. The pope was not amused: a king from Bavaria could more easily reach Rome than one from northern Gaul. He set out to prevent Carloman’s coronation in Rome and tried to persuade Louis the Stammerer to take the imperial crown instead (878). But Louis refused. However, this did little good to Carloman the Bavarian as he was struck down by disease and died without fulfilling the hopes which had been placed in him.

Seen in the context of further developments in German history, the kingdom of Louis the Younger deserves particular attention. Louis alone still ruled as king ‘in Eastern Francia’ while his brothers ruled ‘in Bavaria’ or ‘in Italy’. This was when the name formerly used for the whole realm began to be confined to the narrower ethnic territory of the German Franks. The archbishop of Mainz had his see, his diocese and most of his province within Louis’ kingdom. Archbishop Liutbert was also Louis the Younger’s chancellor, and Louis’ marriage into the Liudolfing dynasty raised it above the generality of the Saxon nobility. Louis’ realm united the peoples who, to the Ottonians, were the pillars of the kingdom, that is, the Franks and the Saxons, to which could be added the Lotharingians. He was married to Liutgard, of the Liudolfing family, kept close contacts with the Babenbergers and also received the Conradins, whom his father had stripped of power, at his court. By gathering these three noble houses around himself, Louis was conciliating not only his father’s enemies, but also, more importantly, the representatives of the most respected noble families in the East who, through their West Frankish relations, had enormous influence
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throughout the whole realm. Thus it was at the court of the younger Louis that the configuration first arose which was to govern the fate of Eastern Francia at the beginning of the tenth century. The West of his realm, together with Lotharingia, was the object of Louis' closest attention. The Treaty of Fouron which he made with his cousin Louis the Stammerer in 878 guaranteed the integrity of both kingdoms even in the case of their sons' succession. The West Frankish nobility's loyalties were divided, of course, and when Charles' son died, some great West Frankish nobles invited the East Frankish king, Louis, to come over even though their own king had left two sons. Louis the Younger paid scant regard to the treaty to which he had just sworn and accepted the invitation. Once again Hincmar of Rheims organised the resistance and compelled Louis to abandon the enterprise in return for the transfer of the Lotharingian West. For the first time the western frontier of Lotharingia appeared as the frontier of the East Frankish kingdom; the Treaty of Ribémont (880) sealed the agreement.

The inheritance of Lotharingia altered the demands on the East Frankish king, for now he had to beat back the Vikings. What is more, Hugh, the bastard son of Lothar II, was in league with them and was busy doing his foul work there. At first (873) the Vikings were driven back, but three years later the next band of pirates was bivouacking and wreaking havoc in Frisia, and from 879 onwards a 'great host' led by a number of 'kings' made an attempt to settle permanently on the lower Rhine. Louis' moves against them were unsuccessful. In 880 he had to abandon his siege of Nijmegen prematurely and let the besieged Vikings escape. In the same year the Northmen annihilated a Saxon force led by the Liudolfing Brun. Louis' West Frankish cousin and namesake had better luck: in 881 he defeated the Vikings at Saucourt. The 'great host' shifted its sphere of operations to Lotharingia and thus into the kingdom of Louis the Younger. The whole area between the Rhine and the Meuse was ravaged; the Vikings kept their horses in the lady chapel at Aachen. Cologne and Bonn were burned down; Trier lost its Roman character which it had hitherto managed to preserve (881—2). After his uncle had died and his brother Carloman had fallen ill in 878, Louis was the oldest legitimate Carolingian who enjoyed full freedom of action. Opposition groups in Bavaria turned to him. In order to steal a march on his brother Charles, therefore, he accepted the succession in Bavaria and its adjoining lands while ceding his claims to Italy to Charles (879—80). This settlement did not, however, prove to be a lasting one. Louis died prematurely of disease in 882 while the Vikings were still wreaking havoc in Lotharingia.
Louis had been a man who stood, as it were, at the intersection of two major conflicting trends causing a good deal of polarised tension. He regarded neither the East Frankish kingdom of his father nor the part of the realm he himself had inherited as a self-contained unit. However, Louis was the nucleus of a grouping of nobles who insisted on the validity of the partition of 843 and thus became instrumental in the transition from Frankish to German history.

Louis’ inheritance passed to his youngest brother, Charles. He seemed to have attained what every Carolingian king aimed at: a united empire well under his control. Italy (879), the imperial crown (881) and finally the West (885) also fell to him without any effort on his part; only Burgundy and Provence, where Boso had made himself king in 879 in defiance of the Carolingians, escaped his suzerainty. Yet since 843 the nobles of the various sub-kingdoms had been going their separate ways. The sub-kingdoms did not simply disappear after the reunification, as is shown by the royal documents which continued to be dated according to Charles’ reign ‘in Italy’ (from 882), ‘in Gaul’ (from 885) and ‘in Francia’ (in the East Frankish kingdom), indicating that the former royal chanceries still existed. However, this was of little significance, as the reunification lasted for barely three years, that is until 887–8. A more successful emperor might have made a good many changes.

For a short time, there was renewed hope for a restoration of the empire’s unity. However Charles achieved very little; worst of all, he could not shake off his Alemannian past; most of his counsellors were Alemannians. This was a source of discontent, and it alienated the Franks, who gathered around Liutbert of Mainz. This archbishop, who could easily have become instrumental in bringing about the unity of the East Frankish kingdom, had been royal chaplain since 870. As soon as Charles had succeeded his brother in 882, he deprived Liutbert of that office and gave it to Liutward who had already been made bishop of Vercelli in 880. Bavaria also did badly out of the change of rulers, and under Charles it eventually came to share Saxony’s role as a neglected territory. The Bavarian nobility were more divided among themselves than ever; Charles, indeed, had no intention of allowing the province to be ruled by one man, not even by his nephew Arnulf. Further east, the change of rulers proved equally disastrous. Under Svatopluk, Moravia’s unabated rise to the status of a powerful kingdom continued. Soon there was open war between Bavarians and Moravians.

Charles proved unequal to his initial good fortune. Having just succeeded his brother, he led an attack on the Vikings. They were besieged at Asselt,
on the Meuse, in 882, and seemed on the brink of annihilation when Charles made peace with them, accepted their king Godfrid as his vassal and marched off again. The annalist of Fulda (who was closely associated with Liutbert of Mainz) was fuming with impotent rage as he recorded the events of that year. There were also disputes over policy as Liutward thought it better to negotiate rather than fight: instead of attempting to drive out the Vikings, they should be given fiefs in the threatened regions so that they owed a duty to the king and could be burdened with the defence of the territory. However, the Alemannian was not to have his way. The Franks held open war in higher esteem, and Charles’ reputation was shaken and rapidly diminished. Eventually he had to part with Liutward, who was replaced in 887 by his most inveterate enemy, Archbishop Liutbert. Although the latter hastened to change sides and became a supporter of Charles while the disgraced Liutward went over to Arnulf of Carinthia, the new archbishop of Mainz was unable to undo the harm that had already been done.

The Viking incursions were worse than ever: the ‘great host’ was back, and this time it meant to stay. In 884 and 885 the Northmen appeared again in Saxony, but were driven back; when they entrenched themselves at Duisburg, the most convenient of the Rhine ports, for several winters, the menace could be contained. The defence was organised by Heinrich, an early ‘Babenberger’, the former princeps militiae of Louis the Younger. But he was killed trying to relieve Paris, which was besieged by the Vikings, in 886. The gap he left was filled by his brothers-in-law, the Liudolfings, in Saxony.

Fresh dangers were also brewing in the East. A murderous struggle for power flared up in Thuringia among the leading families: the ‘Babenberger Feud’ was in its early stages. Unrest was growing in Bavaria, stirred up by both the native nobility and the prince of Moravia. And even in Alemannia rivalry was growing amongst factions of nobles who alternated between supporting and opposing the king; Liutward fell victim to them in 887. All in all, there was mounting discontent with the unsuccessful emperor.

Charles strove to put his house in order. Although Richardis had borne him no children, he did have a son, one Bernard, by a concubine, to whom he planned to bequeath his realm. He did his best to safeguard this arrangement, but it was all in vain. The nobility were little inclined to submit to a minor. Bernard did not succeed his father. Apparently, the long series of disasters forced Charles the Fat into the greatest concession that could be wrung from a Carolingian: he had to relinquish the restored unity and consent to a new partition of the realm. It is probable, however, that this split into a number of regna, some not even ruled by Carolingians, had
already been planned during Charles' reign in the form which it actually took after the emperor's downfall.

Arnulf, for his part, was not going to be satisfied with a subordinate position. He had every reason to be angry with his uncle. Under Louis the Younger he had occupied a prominent position in Bavaria, but Charles had confined him to Carinthia and Pannonia and had kept him 'short of estates and within narrow bounds'. This really amounted to a considerable come-down for Charles' nephew. Arnulf accordingly began to gather his uncle's enemies around himself. When power began to slip between the ailing emperor's fingers, Arnulf knew that his time had come. He came in force to an assembly near Tribur in 887, ousted his uncle and went to nearby Frankfurt to receive the homage of the nobles who were present, and who may have been in collusion with him. Soon afterwards, probably at Forchheim, he had himself formally elected as king by all the tribes and was eventually crowned at Regensburg. Charles survived this humiliation for about eight weeks before succumbing to his illness. His son Bernard was killed three years later (891) when he rebelled against the upstart Arnulf.

The new king was an usurper. After the premature death of his father he had no overriding claim to the throne, and he unscrupulously exploited his uncle's sickness to elbow him out and forestall the superior claims of other Carolingian magnates and pretenders to the throne. Nearer to the throne than he, or at least as near, were two minors, Bernard and Charles the Simple; however, Lothar II's son Hugh was ineligible as he had been blinded. There was no noble family in Eastern Francia, apart from the royal line, which had come to be prominent enough to aspire to the throne, as happened in the West and in Italy. There were not many obstacles to Arnulf's recognition. Although he did have some opponents, he did not have to fear a rival.

The West Franks did not participate in this upheaval, and neither did the 'Italians'; nevertheless the event was of considerable significance. Everywhere, new kings were appearing: January 888 saw the rise in Italy of the Unruoching Berengar of Friuli, and in Upper Burgundy of the Welf Rudolf, who had his eye on Alemannia and Lotharingia. In Gaul there was the Robertine Odo who stole a march on Wido of Spoleto; in Provence, there was Louis, the grandson of a Carolingian; and in Aquitaine, there was Ramnulf, the only one to give in prematurely (in 888). Here, decisive action was taken without questions of law having been settled in advance. Arnulf could do nothing about it because he had no better title to his kingship than the others had to theirs, although as king of the whole East Frankish realm
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he was powerful enough to exercise a kind of hegemony over the other ‘petty kings’.35

In the first years after he had seized the throne, Arnulf made an appearance in all the provinces of his realm. Yet he made no attempt to fight for the whole empire even when in 890, after Odo’s uprising, Fulk of Rheims offered him the crown of the West Frankish kingdom, and Pope Stephen V that of Rome. Arnulf bowed to the inevitable, recognised Odo (888–98), acknowledged Berengar as king of Italy and, for the time being, Rudolf as king of Upper Burgundy (888), while confirming Louis’ claim by presenting him with a sceptre (889). Thus, Arnulf sanctioned Charles the Fat’s plan for a partition of the empire – if there really had been such a plan – with only one exception: he took Bernard’s place for himself. As a token of ‘friendship’ Arnulf sent the Robertian a crown, with which Odo did in fact have himself crowned by the metropolitan bishop of Rheims. Only Wido, whose appearance had disturbed the partition of the realm which may already have been planned under Charles III, and who even seemed to be striving for the hegemony over the whole of the Frankish realm, remained unrecognised by Arnulf.

Arnulf’s defence of his kingdom was put to its most severe test by the Vikings. He gave battle to them on the Dyle near Leuven in 892: this was one of the last combats against the Vikings within what was to become the ‘German’ empire. For the Vikings were of course no longer entering the Frankish kingdom only to plunder it: now they wanted to stay there. They were ferociously driven back. Then, at last, the ‘great host’ turned back to England, overrunning the east of that country, which became the Dane-law.36 The pressure on the Frankish kingdom was substantially reduced. The church proved to be the strongest support to the late Carolingian king: there existed a relationship characterised by mutual dependence. While sections of the lay nobility often rebelled, the bishops remained loyal. Bishops and abbots from all over the realm regularly attended the royal assemblies in large numbers. Arnulf allowed them greatly to influence his decisions. The synods, especially, gained an importance which was unprecedented in the East Frankish realm; this is all the more surprising in that in the West, after the death of the great Hincmar in 882, a contrary tendency had been perceptible. It was also on Frankish soil that the most important assembly of this era met: this was at Tribur, southwest of Frankfurt, in 895.37 Twenty-six bishops from all the provinces of the realm assembled under the leadership of Hatto of Mainz, Heriman of Cologne and Ratbod of Trier, and
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almost sixty canons were promulgated. The reforms they agreed on formed a coherent programme. However, it was not granted to Arnulf to implement this programme. He was remarkably generous in his frequent endowments from which the bishops benefited: monasteries, forests, rights of coinage, the right to hold markets and to exact customs dues were granted to them in unprecedented measure. In return, the bishops took on increased military responsibilities and were both expected and able to create their own followings of vassals as the lay nobility had already been doing for some time.

While Arnulf favoured the bishops, this did not mean that he neglected the laity. Notable regional differences can be discerned. Alongside Franconia, Bavaria once again became the centre of royal power: most of the recipients and interveners of Arnulf’s documents lived there. It was this regnum that was Arnulf’s power base, and it was in its palaces that he preferred to reside. He seldom held assemblies there, however, and the documents he issued in Bavaria (apart from Regensburg) were normally intended for Bavarian recipients only and seldom for those who lived in other parts of the realm. The latter tended to go to Franconia, especially the Rhine–Main area, in order to meet the king there. It was there that he had won his kingdom, and it was mainly from there that he ruled it.

Bavaria was exceptionally important to Arnulf. Probably as early as 876, Carloman had entrusted the defence of his eastern frontier to his son; here he had risen to prominence; all his past bound him to the East of his realm. The duke of Carinthia had already turned his whole attention to the continuing disputes with the Slavs of Moravia. He had soon clashed with Svatopluk Moravia. In 884 and 885 Arnulf was compelled to make peace, surrendering Bohemia and maybe even parts of Pannonia to Svatopluk, but as soon as he became king he tried to wipe off this disgrace. He immediately started to build fortified refuges, thus preparing for a military confrontation. In vain did the margrave Aribo try to convince him that the Moravians desired only peace. From 892 onwards he made war on them, even calling on the Magyars for aid. After Svatopluk’s death in 894 when his sons, Mojmir II and Svatopluk II, quarrelled over the succession, Arnulf began to do much better. The Bohemians at once (895) did homage to the Frankish king, but again some of the Bavarian nobles had sided with the Moravians, which made it difficult, and eventually impossible, to make radical changes here.

Arnulf’s conflicts with the nobility became more and more embittered, and they were not confined to Bavaria. The ‘Babenberger’ Poppo, the ‘duke of the Thuringians’, rather surprisingly lost his fiefs and allodia in 892; at the same time, the Conradin Rudolf received the bishopric of Würzburg, whereby his family extended its influence to the East Frankish border and
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brought it to bear on the Babenbergers. This step had certainly been brought about by the queen, Uta, who was also a Conradin. The emperor realised his mistake, but it was too late: the 'Babenerger Feud' which turned Babenbergers and Conradins into irreconcilable enemies, and in which the Liutpoldings of Bavaria became involved as well, continued to run its course and laid an unendurable burden on the reign of his son, Louis.38 Other nobles also felt the weight of Arnulf's anger. It seems odd, in this context, that the margrave Aribó had scarcely been demoted when he was again restored to his 'prefecture'; only his son continued to be out of favour and did not become reconciled until later, with Louis the Child.39 Evidently Arnulf had no such thing as a clear-cut policy.

The king was especially perturbed by an alliance between Hildegard, a legitimate daughter of Louis the Younger, and Engildeo, count of the Northern Gau of Bavaria, who had clashed with Arnulf when he had merely been a duke. Arnulf deposed the count and, 'according to the counsel and judgement of the Franks, Bavarians, Saxons and Alemanni' stripped his cousin of all her possessions and banished her to a nunnery at Frauenchiemsee (895).40 Hildegard was soon free again; however, the noble Liutpold took over the role of Engildeo. Legal proceedings in the royal court deserve particular attention. The princess was judged by a royal court of justice whose members were drawn from all the peoples who had elected Arnulf as king. This was new at the time, but it was to become ever more common. It was not the constitution of law courts that had changed, but the ideology of kingship. It now embraced more than the narrow circle around the ruler: the nobility also had a part in it. This pointed to a hitherto unknown unity between king and nobles which was henceforth to represent the realm.

In 889 the king paid another visit to Saxony in the course of an expedition against the Obodrites. He had not been there for a long time. However, all he did there was to acknowledge the status quo which had been emerging during the last thirty years. He only renewed his influence over the royal monasteries of Corvey and Herford,41 and his relationship with the nobility was made clearer than it had been under his predecessors: he obviously made considerable efforts to win them over. The cathedrals also received rich gifts. This relationship had been inverted since the beginning of the century: then, the Saxon nobility had attained to power and influence by cultivating connections with the Frankish king, but now the Carolingian was strengthening his support in the province through the power which the nobility had gained there. The Liudolfings kept on good terms with the royal house, as the marriage mentioned above amply demonstrates;42 in the borderlands
of Saxony, Thuringia and Franconia they were competing more and more with the Conradins. Other families, such as the Ekbertines, were generously endowed with royal lands, perhaps in order to strengthen them against the Liudolfings. The constellation which was to dominate the early years of the next century was already in preparation: it was to be Conradins and Ekbertines versus Liudolfings and Babenbergers.

Alemannia, where the nobility had offered some opposition to the coup of 887, became a marginal zone seldom visited by the king, who nevertheless did make his influence felt by means of documents. For this region, which bordered on Burgundy and with whose king, a Welf, Arnulf had been at war shortly after he had recognised him (888), could distress him. Once again it was to the monasteries of St Gall and Reichenau that the king showed the greatest favour. His chancellor Salomo, Bishop of Constance since 890, was an Alemannian; in 891 he received the monastery of St Gall. The abbot of Reichenau, Hatto, was made archbishop of Mainz in 891. While Arnulf kept a steady interest in the East of his realm, he was content to leave the West largely to its own devices. His attention was very unevenly distributed. He focused on what had been the kingdom of Louis the German, including Italy. His attitude towards Lotharingia, and to the West in general, was somewhat ambiguous. Having subdued these regions in the campaigns of 891 and 893, he then handed them over to his incompetent and illegitimate son Zwentibold in 895. The latter never managed to bridle the local nobility and frittered away his strength in useless campaigns, in the last of which (900) he was killed. The Lotharingians then sided with his brother Louis.

The Western Kingdom was even more divorced from Arnulf’s immediate concerns than was Lotharingia. He was content with a suzerainty which he exercised only once, when Fulk of Rheims rescued Charles, the last remaining agnatic nephew of Arnulf, from the oblivion into which he had sunk. Fulk had never been a friend to the Robertines, having previously (888) given his support to his kinsman, Wido of Spoleto; he reluctantly did homage to Odo, but on the first opportunity (893) presented him with a rival. He anointed the young Charles the Simple, who eventually, hard pressed by Odo, asked Arnulf to confirm his title to his ‘paternal kingdom’ (894). Arnulf accepted his newpew’s title, but he did not break with Odo. Evidently he was toying with the idea of a further partition of the West Frankish kingdom, but he left the execution to the kings most directly involved (895). When, in 898, Odo died without a male heir, Charles’ claim was generally accepted.
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Arnulf was no more willing to lose his grip on Italy than his father had been. That country came to be entirely at the mercy of the nobles: Berengar of Friuli, the Widones and Adalbert of Tuscany were competing for the Carolingian inheritance and, even during Arnulf's lifetime (in 898), Louis of Provence also reached for the imperial crown. Earlier, in 890, Pope Stephen had sought help from Arnulf, but then the latter had turned him down. Therefore Wido and his son Lambert were crowned emperors (891). Only in 896 did Arnulf come to Rome. The Romans opposed this foreign master, however, and when the Carolingian appeared, they barred their gates against him. Arnulf had to break the gates down before he could be crowned by the pope – a prophetic scene. He then compelled the Romans to swear allegiance to him, but to little effect: they swore the oath only to abjure it immediately afterwards. Moreover, Wido's son, the Emperor Lambert, was still alive (he died in 898): he was a youth of sixteen and he had no intention of resigning the crown. So when Arnulf was crowned in St Peter's, he was merely a rival emperor.

The end of Arnulf's reign was as paralysed as its beginning had been confident. Soon after he had assumed the Roman crown he had a stroke. He became a sick man, and royal power declined with him. This decline was heralded by gloomy auspices. Arnulf eventually died in 900 while a new enemy, the Magyars, laid waste Pannonia and Bavaria. Arnulf had called them in himself years before, when, in 892, he had been campaigning against the Moravians. Although the first defeats of 862 and 881, and raids on Bulgaria, Carinthia and Moravia (889), ought to have warned him, the king evidently underestimated the danger from the Magyars; at least he strengthened his eastern borders, built castles and reorganised his border defences. It was then (893) that Luitpold was made margrave of Carinthia and Upper Pannonia. Just when the danger seemed to have been averted, the Magyars suddenly appeared in northern Italy and annihilated a Lombard army on the Brenta. Very soon after Arnulf's death they were invading Bavaria (900); they advanced over the Enns, and year after year they kept coming back. The Moravian kingdom against which both Carolingians and Bavarians had struggled in vain succumbed to their attacks in 905/6, as did the Slav principality of Lower Pannonia with its centre Moosburg-Zalavar on Lake Balaton. The main field for the emergence of Slav power shifted to the Prague basin and thus to the court of the Premyslids.

The local defence contingents were too clumsy for intercepting these swift warriors of the steppes; what is more, the Magyars' weaponry and tactics were unfamiliar to mail-clad horsemen. In 907 a Bavarian force suffered a crushing defeat on the Marchfeld near Pressburg, where margrave Luitpold and many other nobles were slain. Wreaking havoc all the way, the
Magyars reached the far west. This situation called for self-help. Bishop Thietlach of Worms (891–914), for example, issued regulations concerning the building of town walls which had some influence on bringing the concept of town life back into higher esteem. Elsewhere, manors and villages were fortified as well.

People like Arnulf of Bavaria, the son of Luitpold who had fallen in 907, who proved their worth under these circumstances thus established their own right to exert power. Several times (in 909, 910 and 913) he triumphed over Magyars as they hastened to get home and, subduing Bavaria, secured for himself a ducal power verging on kingship. This involved seizures of royal and church property. Arnulf imposed himself as de facto ruler, tolerated at best by the king, but not formally recognised. Similar developments took place elsewhere both before and after this. A notable case is Saxony where Otto the Illustrious, father of the later King Henry, founded a Saxon duchy. A basically similar development took place in Alemannia. In all these regna the king’s influence dwindled almost to nothing, except for the occasional church which preferred the lordship of a distant king to that of a nearby duke.

Arnulf’s son, Louis the Child, ascended the throne in 900 at the age of six. Great hopes were vested in the boy who was expected to reach out for the imperial crown, but he died ingloriously, at just seventeen years old. The obvious consequences were to follow. ‘Few are peaceably inclined, all are quarrelling, the bishop, the count and their retainers; fellow townsman and kinsmen fight among themselves; the townsfolk grumble, and unrest is rife in the towns, too.’ The poet, an Alemannian, probably Salomo of Constance, was no doubt not only thinking of the notorious ‘Babenberger Feud’ into which the infant king had been drawn by his mother’s relations: violence was rife everywhere. The feud just mentioned was ended when Hatto of Mainz intervened and Adalbert of Babenberg was executed. It had almost looked as if the whole family had been doomed to extinction. Again, decisive steps such as the confiscation of the Babenbergers’ property (903), were approved by jurors from all the peoples of the East Frankish kingdom: the nobility of the entire kingdom were to appear jointly responsible for the king’s actions.

Others were ready to step into the king’s shoes: his godfather and tutor Adalbero of Augsburg; Salomo III of Constance; the most important, Hatto of Mainz, also godfather to the child; and, last but not least, the Conradins, who had their eye on Lotharingia. The boy king was brought up mainly in
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Franconia and also in Alemannia, that is, in Hatto’s and the Conradins’
sphere of influence, but less in Bavaria (especially after the battle of
Pressburg); there, his family had enjoyed the strongest support from 817.
Louis almost completely avoided going to the remaining regions of his
kingdom. However, all the noble families were still represented at his court
and mentioned in his documents, and nobody invited a foreign king to help
himself to the East Frankish throne. Lotharingia, too, was seldom visited by
Louis. Trusting in the boy king’s authority, the Conradin Gebhard tried to
seize the ducal power there; the nobility, headed by the Matfridings, resisted
these attempts. When he fell in battle against the Magyars in 910, the
Lotharingians abandoned the child king (910) and, immediately after his
death, paid homage to the West Frankish king Charles III, the Simple.

When young Louis died, the stirps regia, to which the East Franks had
remained more faithful than others, died with him. There, after all — in
contrast to the Lotharingians — nobody seemed inclined to accept the only
remaining scion of the old ruling house, the undisputed ruler of the West,
Charles the Simple.46 The later Carolingians had proved less and less able to
control the nobility because they had nothing left to offer. Their resources
were exhausted, but their kingly duty of generosity still remained. Charle-
magne’s successors had given away so much that they had eroded the
substance of their power. Charles the Fat saw the results, as did his rebellious
cousin Arnulf. The nobles were no longer prepared to bow to these kings;
their demands increased, and more and more they came to pursue aims of
their own. There was nothing ‘fearful’ any more about this outworn
monarchy. Instead, the slow agony of the ruling house led to a kind of
shadow kingship, ever more hotly contested by the leaders of the lay
nobility with their pretensions to ducal status; they no longer derived their
power from the king. No longer were the raising of armies, the keeping of
the peace and the right of judgement over freemen royal prerogatives; the
nobility even usurped the control over churches. Nevertheless the unique-
ness of the name of king outlived the Carolingians themselves — more a
chance than a reality, but as such it did become the basis for the re-
establishment of kingship by the Ottonians. Bishops and monks, menaced
by the local nobility, fell back on the king and continued, being literate men
and thus guardians of the collective memory, to develop the concept of a
suprapersonal kingship.

The ninth century was an extremely troubled and eventful period.
Everything was changing. This does not necessarily imply that new
impulses came to the fore; however, old ones grew stronger. Memories of

46 Compare Nelson, pp. 138–41 above.
the old Carolingian unity grew faint; the cohesiveness of the Eastern realm, united under one king, increased; the nobility strengthened its position, and the Saxon north gained in importance. The different peoples made the East Frankish, or German, kingdom a multiracial state, a jigsaw of many *patriae* whose sole visible element of unity was the royal court. Only the basic acceptance of the king by the nobles of all the ‘peoples’ safeguarded the links which allowed royal power to penetrate, albeit with widely varying intensity, into every part of the realm. There still was no such thing as a sense of national identity common to all the ‘peoples’. The nobles of each people established themselves in its own territory, there aspiring to earldoms and seigneurial power; there they sought consolidation of power and property, there they were busy building up a network of relationships, marriage alliances and vassals; there they put their relatives in cathedral chapters and on bishops’ thrones and founded monasteries. It was mainly in the regions peripheral to royal rule that the nobility could strengthen its position, and it was in Saxony that royal power was reborn, a royal power both going back to Carolingian tradition and, at the same time, assuming a new shape.
A VENERABLE historiographical tradition tells the story of the Frankish kingdoms from the perspective of the royal court. Viewed from this angle, the expansion of the Carolingian realm and the establishment of its frontiers offer a straightforward narrative of military success, interspersed with the occasional setback. Celebrated by Einhard, such a view reduces the frontiers of the Carolingian empire to insignificance, of moment only when invasion or revolt drew royal attention to them.¹ This chapter offers an inverse picture of the Carolingian polity. It takes the reader from royal capitals and palaces to the cliffs of Brittany, the high plateaux of the Pyrenees, the mountains of southern Italy and of the eastern Alps, and the arterial waterways of the Danube and the Elbe (see Map 4). By concentrating on these outlying regions, it asks questions about the limits and limitations of Carolingian power. In studying the interaction of centre and periphery, it provides a cross-section of the Carolingian empire. By analysing ways of securing borders, asserting influence and manipulating neighbours, it highlights vital administrative and political skills. Since all political entities define themselves in part through the nature of their boundaries, 'peripheral vision' may assist in focusing our images of the centre.²

CHARLEMAGNE'S EMPIRE

Exploration of frontier regions must begin by noting where the outer limits of the Carolingian empire lay, and by ascertaining why they were located

¹ Compare Fouracre, Nelson and Fried, chapters 3—5 above. For complementary approaches to two of the regions to be discussed in this chapter, see Shepherd and Collins, chapters 9 and 11 below.
where they were. The crucial question underlying both points, why Frankish expansion under Charlemagne halted where it did, has received little attention from historians, who have preferred to contemplate why it ceased when it did. Rather than assuming (as so often has been done) a thwarted Carolingian urge towards constant aggrandisement, we should credit Charlemagne with a clear sense of the appropriate and attainable bounds of his power. A propagandist at work very shortly after Charlemagne’s imperial coronation offers an explanation of what those bounds were. For the author of the *Annales Mettenses Priores*, Charlemagne completed the task begun by Pippin II of reconstituting under direct Carolingian rule all those territories which had once either acknowledged direct Merovingian rule or submitted to Merovingian hegemony. Even including the Lombard kingdom, seized in 774 as the logical culmination of the Franco-papal entente, there was ‘something profoundly conservative and definitive in early Carolingian conquests’. In its essentials, the Carolingian empire renewed the Merovingian sphere of influence, but substituted direct rule for overlordship wherever possible. Certainly Theudebert I’s boast to Justinian I in c. 535 that he ruled ‘from the Danube and the frontiers of Pannonia to the Ocean’ is also an apt description of the extent of Carolingian rule by the end of the eighth century. For the most part then, Carolingian frontiers were not established by deliberate strategic choice: they were inherited from the outlying regna newly subjected to Frankish rule.

Where pre-existing limits were extended, local circumstances governed their advance. In Saxony, arguably, the exigencies of security necessitated the extension of Carolingian rule to the Elbe and even the establishment of fortifications on the right bank. Charlemagne moved into Istria in the wake of the Lombard Desiderius. In Bavaria, he inherited from Tassilo in 788 the Agilolfing duke’s claims to hegemony over the Slavs of Carentania, where Bavarian churches were already busy colonising and converting. These activities pulled direct Frankish rule ever further eastwards; one century later, by the death of Louis the German (876), East Frankish counts were established some 200 km further east and south, in Pannonia, Carniola and Carentania. By contrast, the gradual extension of new settlement down the southern flanks of the eastern Pyrenees in the course of the ninth century led to the expansion of Carolingian administrative structures but no direct extension of royal authority, for by 885, when the colonisers were incorporated into the new county of Vich, direct West Frankish intervention in the affairs of this area had already ceased.

At its fullest extent, Charlemagne’s empire comprised an essentially Frankish ‘heartland’ in Austrasia and Neustria, surrounded by a ring of non-Frankish regna. Preferred royal haunts tended to be in the interior region where family ties and landholdings were concentrated. Two implications of this for an analysis of peripheral regions are immediately apparent. In the first instance, Austrasia/Neustria only abutted the outer margin of the empire in two adjacent stretches. The sea coast from the Rhine delta south to the Bay of Mont-Saint-Michel formed the only maritime frontier. Immediately south of this, a short border across the neck of the Armorican peninsula separated western Neustria from the Bretons. Everywhere else, a shield of conquered regna insulated the Frankish Kerngebiet from the ravages of raiding by externae gentes and from the need for special defensive organisation. Secondly, all frontier regions lay far from the areas that enjoyed close royal government. Only in the later ninth century, when Louis the German and his successors began to spend significant amounts of time in the Bavarian palace at Regensburg, did royal government move to the frontier. This East Frankish fusion of centre with periphery became one of the crucial distinctions between the ailing Carolingian West Frankish kingdom and the nascent Ottonian Reich of the tenth century. But for the period under discussion here, frontier regions generally lay far from the centre, with such conquered regna as Aquitaine, Bavaria or Thuringia forming mediating buffers. Exploration of peripheral regions therefore inevitably becomes a study both of the ethnic pluralism of the Carolingian empire and of the means by which Carolingian government transcended huge distances in maintaining its rule.

Landward or maritime, inherited with or without adjustment, the geographical limits of Carolingian power fall into no tidy pattern. Each frontier region established a compromise with local circumstances, taking into account the particular nature of the political and social situation beyond the frontier. In exercising the royal prerogative of defining and defending the frontiers of empire, Charlemagne (and his successors likewise) maintained a careful, panoramic concern with the entire periphery of the territory under his rule. A brief glance at one year towards the end of his reign highlights the need for constant alert, stresses the uniqueness of each sector of the frontier and draws attention to some common strategies.

The year in question is the twelve months from October 810. Three peaces engaged Charlemagne’s attention during the autumn and winter; three campaigns marked the spring of 811. In October 810, Charlemagne reached agreements with both al-Hakam I, amir of Córdoba, and the Byzantine emperor, Nicephorus. Muslim support for Pippin III’s Aquitainian

opponents in the 740–50s had pulled Carolingian power into Septimania; appeals from independent-minded Muslim governors of the cities of the Ebro valley had drawn Charlemagne even further south, most famously in the disastrous expedition of 778. In the depopulated eastern flanks of the Pyrenees (the area known to the Franks as Gothia or Hispania, not until the twelfth century to emerge as Catalonia) there rapidly emerged a pattern of shifting local alliances, cutting across the grain of the religious cleavage, and further complicated by the participation of the Basques at the western end of the Pyrenean chain. Appeals to the amir or emperor for help forced both distant rulers to pay attention to ‘la pre-Catalunya’. Just such a situation had arisen in 810 when the governor of Zaragoza, ʿAmrūs b. Yūsuf, made overtures to the Franks. The affirmation of peace between Charlemagne and al-Ḥakām indicated the successful resolution of the situation, and also secured the return of a noble Frankish hostage.10 As for the simultaneous negotiations with the Emperor Nicephorus, their substance was not dissimilar. It concerned the status of Venice. Nominally Byzantine, effectively independent and of growing economic significance, the lagoon community originated as a place of refuge during the fifth-century invasions. Although competing Roman and Greek claims to ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the lands around the head of the Adriatic remained unresolved throughout the ninth century, the efforts of the Venetian doge in 810 to play the Franks off against the Byzantines terminated when Charlemagne recognised Byzantine lordship over the city that October; in return, when a formal peace was concluded with Nicephorus’ successor, Michael I, in 812, Charlemagne secured recognition of his claims to Istria and the Dalmatian hinterland.11

The winter of 810–11 saw Charlemagne concerned with the northern perimeter of his empire. In much the same manner as the Byzantines secured their frontiers, the Frankish emperor attempted wherever possible to establish a ring of friendly client rulers in the immediate periphery of his territory. Sound in theory, delicate to execute in practice, the strategy indicated a balancing-act between protecting Frankish interests and provoking an anti-Carolingian backlash. Along the middle and lower reaches of the Elbe, Germanic settlement shaded off into the Slavic lands of the Sorbs (beyond Thuringia), Obodrites (from Holstein east to the river Havel) and beyond them, controlling the Baltic coast and its hinterland as far east as the


river Oder, the Wilzi. Further north still, and secure behind the formidable earthwork thrown up in 737 across the neck of the Jutish peninsula, lived the Danes. Traditional patterns of relationships between Saxons, Slavs and Danes were upset by the Frankish conquest of Saxony, concluded by securing the northern bank of the Elbe with friendly Obodrite settlers in 804; they were further distorted by the beginning of Danish raiding enterprises along the Baltic and North Sea coasts. Throughout the second half of the eighth century, the Danes had helped the Saxons against the Franks, who had relied on the support of the Obodrites to offset the Danes. The death of the Danish king Godfrid in 810 gave Charlemagne the opportunity to exert some influence over the Danes, which he did by immediately recognising the succession of Godfrid’s brother Hemming and by sending twelve Frankish counts to swear a formal peace with the Danes on their border, the river Eider. However, Hemming’s death in 812 inaugurated fifteen years of rivalry for the Danish throne, in which Charlemagne and then Louis the Pious found that to favour one claimant was to promote aggression from another. By 817, the Obodrites had been sucked in, and had deserted their traditional Frankish allies in favour of Danish protection for their trading centres. Thereafter, the Franks could never again rely upon a friendly neighbour in the trans-Elbe regions, and not even the skilful Ostpolitik of Louis the German would neutralise the persistent threat of revolt in the northeast.

Having concluded three different peace negotiations in the autumn and winter of 810, in the spring of 811 Charlemagne sent out three armies, each to deal with an unruly tributary people: the Linones, the Avars and the Bretons. The Linones, a Slav people on the right bank of the middle Elbe, were caught in the tensions between the Danes and the Obodrites. The Carolingian army contented itself with ravaging their land and rebuilding a Frankish fortification on the right bank of the Elbe, at Hohbeck which the Wilzi had recently razed. The second army marched down the Danube into Pannonia, that region where, more than anywhere else, Frankish expansion precipitated fundamental changes in the political geography of the later eighth and ninth centuries. Avar support for opponents of the Carolingian takeover of Bavaria and the Lombard kingdom had led to the virtual annihilation of the powerful Avar khaghanate of the middle Danube basin in 795–6. The remnants, established as a tributary principality under a Christian Avar ruler, offered an easy prey to the neighbouring Slav peoples recently released from Avar hegemony. Charlemagne’s army seems to have been sent on a peace-keeping exercise: after fighting between Slavs and

12 For the Danewirke, see Roesdahl (1982), pp. 141–6.
13 Kotzschke (1920); Jankuhn (1961); Ernst (1974; 1977); Friedmann (1986).
Avars had been terminated, leaders of both groups were brought back to Aachen. Although the Avar lands were not fully incorporated into the Frankish empire until 828, the power vacuum left by the collapse of the khaghanate had repercussions long after the unrest of 811. In place of the Avar empire, there emerged in the middle years of the ninth century a vigorous and expansionist Slav principality whose centre, Velehrad, is usually, though not indisputably, located in the valley of the northern river Morava, some distance north of Bratislava and south of Olomouc. The wide-ranging coalition of Slav peoples who fell under Moravian hegemony was to become the focus of attention throughout the long reign of Louis the German, his son Karlmann and grandson Arnulf of Carinthia. As for the third army dispatched in 811, it marched against the Bretons, the Christian, Celtic inhabitants of the Armorican peninsula of westernmost Gaul whose conquest had been proclaimed twelve years earlier. Their revolt in 811 betokened the reluctance with which they had accepted the imposition of Frankish rule; by the third quarter of the ninth century the Bretons would become as formidable an opponent and as crucial an ally for Charles the Bald as the Moravians were for his brother, Louis the German.

Our survey of the year concludes in October 811, at Boulogne. In response to the Viking raids which were already beginning to hit Francia, Charlemagne had in the previous summer ordered the construction of a fleet, to assist in the defence of the shoreline along the North Sea and English Channel. Whilst inspecting the new ships at Boulogne he took further measures to institute coastal watches, and also issued a detailed ordinance regulating frontier defence and military service throughout the empire. The maritime frontier always posed particular problems for the Carolingians. Whether the challenge came from the increasingly persistent Viking attacks along the Atlantic seaboard or the ninth-century Saracen raids on the coasts of Provence and Italy, the Carolingians were rarely in a position to take the offensive. Details of the defensive provisions for seaward watches and the levying of ships remain generally elusive.

The events of 810—11 offer a synoptic view of the major trouble-spots along the Carolingian periphery. Two further regions also deserve mention, Frisia and southern Italy. Although tranquil throughout 810—11, they both manifested significantly different problems and opportunities from those encountered elsewhere. Frisia had been brought under Carolingian control in piecemeal fashion by Pippin II, Charles Martel and Charlemagne, but its

16 MGH Cap. r, pp. 166–7, no. 74.
conquest was not completed until the final submission of the Saxons, the Frisians’ close allies. Consisting largely of coastal islands and isolated villages rising on terpen above the dunes and fens of the coast between the Scheldt and the mouth of the Weser, Frisia remained largely inaccessible by land throughout the early middle ages and therefore of restricted political significance. Its importance for the Carolingians lay rather in access to the wealth generated by the immense trading network centred on Dorestad and Domburg, and in the ease with which Vikings preyed upon these trading centres. Indeed, it had been the devastating Danish raid on Frisia in 810 and the exaction of a heavy tribute which had prompted Charlemagne to take in hand the defences of the North Sea coast.17

As to southern Italy, Charlemagne’s conquest of the Lombard kingdom in 774 had left the swathe of papal lands across the centre of Italy formally under a Frankish protectorate, but in practice a buffer zone between the northern core of the regnum Langobardorum and the turbulent politics of the southern half of the peninsula.18 South of Rome, the two duchies of Spoleto and Benevento had been associated with the old Lombard kingdom. Although Spoleto did pass under direct Carolingian control, the duchy of Benevento eluded anything more stringent than nominal overlordship, only prompting brief intervention from Charlemagne in 787. Much later Louis II renewed the interest, managing in 849 to end the civil war which had rent the duchy apart, and returning rather later (865–71) as emperor to wrest Bari from the Saracens.19 But in general, southern Italy held limited interest for the Carolingians. Neither Louis the Pious nor Lothar I could be bothered with it. After Charlemagne’s treaty with Michael I in 812, the Lombards constituted no great threat, preferring to turn on each other rather than on papal lands. The distinctiveness of southern Italian politics anyway made Carolingian influence harder and harder to achieve. In the middle years of the ninth century, an inexorable process of redistribution of power began: it created such a mosaic of competing Lombard, Greek and Saracen authorities that imperial overlordship could not operate effectively in the face of the rapid privatisation and fragmentation of authority.20 As Louis II discovered in 871 in the wake of recapturing Bari, Carolingian imperial overlordship brought no prestige, only humiliation.

This brief survey of all the frontier regions of the Carolingian empire reveals some persistent themes in Carolingian frontier policy which transcend the individuality of each peripheral region. In the first place, negotiation combined with a readiness to use force to prosecute Carolingian

interests always characterised Frankish strategy. Secondly, the Carolingians participated in the common early medieval diplomatic practices of receiving, entertaining and dismissing envoys; royal gift-exchange; demanding hostages to keep at court; extracting tribute and oaths of loyalty; welcoming and sheltering political exiles from other kingdoms; concluding truces and treaties. Such strategies expressed the relative status of the parties involved. Only with the Byzantine emperor and the amir of Córdoba did negotiations proceed on equal terms: all other rulers of peripheral kingdoms, pagan or Christian, were expected to defer to Carolingian superiority and recognise Frankish overlordship. Thirdly, the Carolingian imperial rhetoric of a Christian, Latin empire broke down at the frontier. It was not simply that Beneventans, Bretons and Basques – all Christian – only reluctantly admitted Carolingian suzerainty; rather that shifting alliances of Christian with non-Christian were a normal part of frontier politics. In addition to Muslim walis, pagan Slav princes or Danish warlords all at one time or another served as valuable allies. Fourthly, Charlemagne, and his successors after him, saw the specific issues of security along each frontier as interlocking facets of a single puzzle of immense complexity. Because they did so, we may discern certain patterns in the administrative arrangements made for frontier zones, in the connections between the centre and the periphery of the empire, and in the implications for the surrounding peoples of having the Franks as their neighbours. These three themes occupy the remainder of this chapter.

DEFINING THE FRONTIER

What constituted the outer limits of the Carolingian empire? An older generation of constitutional historians saw in the term *marca* (a word of vernacular derivation) an institution specifically created by Charlemagne to organise Carolingian power at the periphery. In practice, however, the word occurs interchangeably with the classical terms *limites, confinia, termini* and *fines*. These words do not correspond to the modern categories commonly used by geographers and anthropologists, who distinguish between a boundary (linear) and a frontier (zonal). All could refer to either a particular line or a swathe of land at the margin of the empire. In their linear sense, they might also refer to the boundary of either a piece of property, or a village, *pagus, civitas* or diocese: Carolingian Latin had no vocabulary specific to the farthest reaches of imperial power.

Behind the words lies the fact that most Carolingian frontiers were both

---

21 Lipp (1892); Hofmeister (1907); Klebel (1938; 1963); Werner (1980) cf. Cessi (1940); Wolff (1965); Brunetenc’h (1989); Zibermayr (1956), p. 278.
Fines imperii: the marches

linear and zonal. In their zonal sense, Carolingian frontiers were sometimes only loosely associated with the political and administrative structures of the empire. Hence the distinction between action ‘both within the kingdom and outside it in our marches’ came easily to Lothar I.22 From a local perspective, the *marca* was ‘a relative idea ... the region where the danger was greater than elsewhere ... a zone of ill-defined or undefined domination’.23 Characteristically, these zones constituted regions where defensive organisation was concentrated in the hands of a count, prefect, duke or marquis: the internal boundary of these regions was clear, even if the outer edge was sometimes indeterminate.

In the linear sense, the *marca, fines or terminus* might be either the internal boundary of the frontier region, or a clearly designated external boundary. In the former sense, Carolingian armies were expected to refrain from plundering until they reached the frontier.24 Here too began the three-month period for which they had brought rations: for troops recruited on the right bank of the Rhine, the border was the Elbe, and for those sent from Aquitaine into Spain, the Pyrenees formed the equivalent demarcation.25 As a precise external boundary, the same terms referred to a line which was known to parties on both sides, might be designated by mutual negotiation, or breached as an act of provocation. Such boundaries were precisely known, if often contested. In Italy, where the Roman administrative heritage remained strong, frontiers achieved a degree of specificity unprecedented elsewhere: ‘Let the border between Benevento and Capua be from Sanctus Angelus ad Cerros, proceeding along the ridge of Mons Virginis to the place called Fenestella.’26 Defining the frontier by means of boundary-markers – *definitio per signa* – could be an imperial responsibility.27

Whether designated boundaries or marginal zones of militarised living, Carolingian frontiers were varied and complex. Throughout European history, political demarcations have rarely conformed neatly to geographic features (the mis-named ‘natural’ frontiers), or to ethnic and linguistic distinctions. Carolingian frontiers were no exception. The political frontier along the Elbe did not follow the linguistic divide between German and Slav, any more than the boundary between Brittany and Neustria conformed to that between Breton and the emerging Romance vernacular. Istria and Dalmatia may have been a polyglot region of Latin, Greek and

22 *MGH Cap.* 11, p. 74, no. 205: ‘et infra regnum et extra regnum per marchas nostras’.
24 *MGH Cap.* 1, p. 305, no. 150, c. 16. 25 *MGH Cap.* 1, p. 167, no. 74, c. 8.
Slav. Nor were Carolingian frontiers clear-cut in religious terms. The situation along the Spanish frontier may be adduced here, for the division between Christian and Muslim applied only at the level of the ruling elites: the Muslim garrisons controlled a Mozarab population which remained largely Christian until well into the tenth century. As for the northern and eastern circumference, conversion to Christianity preceded extension of political control in some places, though in others conquest leapfrogged ahead of conversion.

Understanding of the frontier requires instead a look at administrative and judicial procedures. At its most fundamental, crossing the frontier meant escaping beyond the reach of the Carolingian state. A Lombard opponent of Charlemagne’s who sought out the Avars; a palatine cleric who converted to Judaism and fled to Zaragoza; a wife-snatcher who removed himself to Moravia; and a distressed monk who had run into theological trouble and sought refuge in Dalmatia: all had in common a search for a bolt-hole beyond the reach of reprisals. Even Louis the German had to escape beyond the frontiers to avoid his father’s wrath, and his brother Lothar contemplated a similar flight after his defeat at Fontenoy in 841. It is not surprising, then, that extant pacta regulating Italian borders (notably between Naples and Benevento in 836, or between Lothar I and Venice in 840) make a prominent concern out of the fate of fugitives escaping across the border. In defining a frontier, we define the state which it encompassed.

Other people crossed frontiers legitimately, however. Merchants were chief among these. Their greatest concern was the fiscal aspect of the Carolingian frontier. Legislation restricted legal tender to the coins minted at official mints: on entering Carolingian territory, a trader’s first encounter with a royal agent probably came with a visit to an official money-changer. Paying a special toll on departure formed his last obligation. Traders who passed from East Francia into Moravia in the reign of Louis the Child owed


29 Bonnassie (1975—6) 1, pp. 119—20.

30 Frisia provides a case study of the complex interaction of conquest and conversion. Lebecq (1986); Wood (1993).

31 See MGH Dip. Kar. 1, p. 251, no. 187. For the Deacon Bodo, see AB s.a. 839. On Albgis, who had eloped with Patrichus’ wife, see the Council of Mainz (832), c. 11, MGH Conc. 111, pp. 248—9. For Gottschalk’s own account of his activities among the Slavs and Bulgars, see Œuvres théologiques et grammaticales de Codex d’Orbais, pp. 163, 325, and on the chronology of his exile, the comments of L. Traube, MGH Port. 111, pp. 711-13. See AF s.a. 840, 841.

one *denarius* per ship at Mautern on their outward journey, though nothing on their return. But fiscal regulation was concentrated in specified places which lay well within the reach of the Carolingian administration, not at its extreme limits. Of the nine trading checkpoints on the eastern periphery listed in the capitulary of Thionville (805), the southernmost one – Lorch, near the confluence of the Enns and the Danube – was the command centre of the new prefect of the Bavarian *plaga orientalis*, but it lay on the border between Bavaria and the marcher region, far up the Danube from the furthest reach of the prefect’s operations.

Except where precise boundaries demarcated the limits of Carolingian administrative powers, the authority of officials on the periphery probably petered out rather than terminated abruptly. Where new secular and ecclesiastical units of administration were created in the Pyrenees in the later ninth and tenth centuries, they embraced regions never totally depopulated, but only for the first time brought under comital control. In the years before Count Wifred the Hairy undertook the resettlement and organisation of the plain of Vich we must envisage small, scattered settlements where the judicial, fiscal and military control of Carolingian counts rarely, if ever, penetrated, a no-man’s land equally beyond the reach of Muslim control.

Similar zones of uncertain allegiance doubtless marked the long eastern periphery as well, especially in such heavily forested areas as the Böhmerwald, or the forests between the Elbe and the Eider.

The zonal nature of Carolingian frontiers – especially those in Spain, Pannonia and along the Elbe – thus becomes clearer. The reach of Carolingian justice was not coterminal with the fiscal border. Neither represented the limits of military operation. With the exception of the precisely demarcated borders of Italy (perhaps too the Breton border) and the sea coasts, the Carolingian empire simply shaded off at the outer edges into ill-defined territoriality.

**THE POLITICS OF THE PERIPHERY**

It would be easy to write a political history of the Carolingian centuries in terms of a grim narrative of revolts and rebellions. Two strands run through this catalogue of conflict. The competing claims to power of the adult males of the Arnulfing dynasty provide one thread, present even before the acquisition of royal title in 751. The second theme consists of the frequent
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revolts around the margin of the empire, whether the unrest of Frankish magnates in border regions, or the uprisings against Carolingian overlordship of neighbouring gentes. Both strands, that of the dynastic centre and that of the far-flung periphery, intertwine so closely for much of the time that they are not easily separable. Tracing the recurring patterns in this braid enables us to discern the vital role which the periphery played in the politics of the centre.

Perhaps the most obvious motif is the ease with which those members of the stirps regia who felt themselves denied access to adequate power could find support and succour in peripheral regions. Neighbouring rulers, on the watch for an opportunity to elude Carolingian overlordship, might be relied on to provide help. The earliest clear example of this is the career of Grifo, son of Charles Martel by Swanahild, his second, Bavarian wife. Half-brother of Pippin III and Carloman, Grifo had made a bid for a share of their father's power in 741, and after Carloman had withdrawn to the religious life in 747, Grifo challenged Pippin's position as sole mayor of the palace. His efforts to secure support took him to those places where Carolingian claims were least secure: Saxony then Bavaria then Gascony, whose Basque ruler took him in. For two years, Pippin gave chase; only after Grifo had been killed in 753 was his rule secured.37

This pattern features especially clearly in the ninth century, when Charlemagne's skilful maintenance of a harmonious family had given way to much more overt dynastic rivalries.38 Rumours of Breton unrest at the same time as the first revolt against Louis the Pious (830) may be a case in point.39 But it is during the reigns of Louis' sons and grandsons that this theme recurs with insistence. Charles the Bald's nephew, Pippin II of Aquitaine, sought help from the Basques in his efforts to recover his father's inheritance.40 As for Charles the Bald's eldest son, Louis the Stammerer, his impatience for a stake in his father's kingdom led him to make common cause with the rebellious Breton ruler, Salomon, in 862.41 Only the previous year, Charles' half-brother Louis the German had faced an identical revolt from his eldest son, in the course of which Karlmann had turned to the Moravian prince Rastislav.42 The situation was symptomatic of royal longevity: if sons grew to adulthood and political maturity long before their father's death, challenges were almost inevitable. When, by the turn of the century, the dynastic imperative became to produce any adult, legitimate

40 AB s.a. 852; Nelson (1992), p. 162.
42 AF s.a. 861; AB s.a. 861.
and competent heir, this particular threat to the peace diminished commensurately.

Alliances between restive prince and rebellious client ruler often grew out of mutual interests in a common border zone. Again dating back to the 740s, outlying regions had frequently been set aside as sub-kingdoms for young princes, especially eldest sons. Pippin III had briefly invested Grifo with the outlying western countries of Neustria which faced towards Brittany, but the most important precedent was set when Charlemagne gave the future Louis the Pious the sub-kingdom of Aquitaine in 781. The eastern periphery of Bavaria became the region where Karlmann first established his own court and government in 856 (a sub-kingdom which passed to his own son, Arnulf of Carinthia); Charles the Bald had likewise hoped to create a sub-kingdom in western Neustria for Louis the Stammerer in 856. Frontier apanages gave young heirs the opportunity to hone their military skills in a tough environment, obliged them to learn to mediate disputes involving client rulers or marcher magnates, and familiarised them with the ritual displays of power that accompanied hegemony over subordinate princes. In addition, they brought royal presence into distant regions of the kingdom, but thereby created alternative foci of patronage and loyalty. A Carolingian prince and the ruler of a neighbouring gens had a common cause in their remoteness from the political centre — remoteness not merely in terms of a long journey, but also in terms of the check which subordination to the king placed upon their own appetite for power.

In these circumstances, the equilibrium between royal and aristocratic interests could be at risk. Where Frankish counts had been sent from court to secure and govern border areas, their initial position owed much to royal patronage, but their continued enjoyment of it depended upon a combination of military aptitude and the ability to balance local needs with those of the palace. An effective frontier commander was one like Thaculf, who, as commander of the frontier against the Sorbs, ‘had knowledge of the laws and customs of the Slavic people’. An ineffective one, either, like Cadolah, prefect of the Friuli frontier, provoked accusations of ‘high-handed cruelty’ or, like Bernard of Septimania, simply exported palace intrigue to the frontier. The introduction of a young sub-king to a peripheral region might upset frontier counts who had grown habituated to the self-reliance which distance from the centre made inevitable. Certainly the establishment of Louis the Stammerer and Karlmann as sub-kings in 856 precipitated serious aristocratic unrest both in western Neustria and on the eastern
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Local aristocratic rivalries for influence and benefices could have an equally destabilising effect, especially when neighbouring rulers were drawn in. The involvement of Svatopluk of Moravia in a feud over the countships from the Traungau to the rivers Drava and Raba culminated in 884 in horrendous devastation and cruel mutilations perpetrated on both sides of the dispute, a devastating blow to Charles the Fat. Exceptional only in its ferocity, this episode serves as a sharp reminder of the fragility of Carolingian control at the periphery.

The interweaving of dynastic and peripheral politics was more intricate still. Little surprise attends the observation that frontier revolt also punctuated the line of succession to the Carolingian throne. Behind laconic references to Pippin and Carloman’s campaigns in Aquitaine and Alemannia in 742 we may suspect tumult caused by the death of Charles Martel the previous year. Certainly, when Pippin himself died in 768, having just celebrated in triumph the apparent completion of his conquest of Aquitaine, Charlemagne and his brother’s very first task became to resubjugate the same province. Charlemagne’s 46-year reign kept the lid firmly on the pot: his death in January 814 gave the signal for revolts or the renegotiation of borders along virtually the entire length of the imperial periphery. The pattern recurs throughout the ninth century: in 877 Louis the Younger inaugurated his reign by suppressing the efforts of the Linones and Siusli (Slavs of the middle Elbe) to overthrow Carolingian hegemony, and in 878 his cousin, Louis the Stammerer, inaugurated his by dealing with a revolt which included the Bretons.

Customary though it was for each new ruler to have to reassert his own lordship at the periphery of his kingdom, the unrest of 840 deserves particular mention, because it introduces a new twist to the pattern. Peripheral gentes now had to choose between the claims to hegemony of competing Carolingian kings. For the sons of Louis the Pious, this meant the opportunity to stab each other in the back by fomenting unrest along the borders. Lothar I quickly adopted this tactic, which he used to considerable effect in 840–3. Exploiting his position as emperor and as ruler of the Middle Kingdom, he not only turned Danes and Slavs against Louis the German but also Bretons against Charles the Bald. Others followed where Lothar had led: when relations between Charles the Bald and Louis the German reached their nadir in 853, Charles incited the Slavs and Bulgars to make

47 ARF s.a. 742; Continuatio Frigidarium, 21.
48 ARF s.a. 768, 769; Einhard, Vita Karoli, 1.
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trouble for his brother, thus effectively pinning down the East Frankish army as far away as possible. In the rough-and-tumble of the fraternal wrestling bouts of the 840s–50s, the deliberate creation of border unrest was an effective ploy.

The close interlocking of dynastic and peripheral politics presumes an environment where the rituals of overlordship were integral to politics. To the traditional means of asserting their superiority over neighbouring peoples, such as demanding tribute, taking hostages, requiring military service, the Carolingians added two further expressions of overlordship. One (reflecting Anglo-Saxon and Byzantine precedents) involved the sponsorship at baptism of pagan rulers, whose conversion to Christianity was itself an act of submission. First mobilised by Charlemagne when he stood godfather to the Saxon leaders Widukind and Abbi in 785, baptism created bonds of spiritual kinship (comparternity) which effectively replicated the relationship of son to father. Avars, Danes, Moravians and Bohemians all encountered Christianity in this way; Bretons and Venetians, though already Christian, were also pulled into the network of political kinship. The second addition to these rituals comprised the granting of benefices on the margin of the Carolingian realm. Louis the Pious set the precedent here, when he endowed the Danish prince Harald with the Frisian county of Riistringen (at the mouth of the Weser) at the same time as he stood godfather to him in 826. Such lands were held strictly at the king’s will: Charles the Bald installed but soon dismissed another Dane, Ragnar, in Flanders in the early 840s, whilst Louis the German granted lands between the rivers Rába and Drava, centring on Lake Balaton, to the Slav prince Pribina in 838/40, converting this benefice into an allod in 847. Baptism and benefices, separately or together, completed the ritual expressions of overlordship.

Here too dynastic ambitions and peripheral politics intertwined, providing the final motif in this complex embroidery. Before 840, the rituals of overlordship were a natural expression of imperial power. But after 840, hegemony over peripheral peoples became another arena for competition as brothers, sons and nephews vied with each other for status, influence, resources and, ultimately, the imperial crown. Louis the Pious’ sons all played this game with vigour. Lothar lost no time in affirming that
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overlordship over the periphery of his Middle Kingdom accompanied the imperial title. In 841 he gave the Frisian island of Walcheren to the Danish prince Harald as a benefice; he had already reached a pactum with Venice which confirmed the city's self-government but put Lothar's name on Venetian coins. At his installation as rex Langobardorum in 844, his son Louis II received recognition from Siconulf of Benevento, and when he intervened to end civil war between Benevento and Salerno in 849, Louis was the first Carolingian since 801 to take an interest in southern Italian affairs. By 852, the Croatian ruler Trpimir may have become a client of Lothar's too.55 Charles the Bald followed suit. Almost nothing is known of the Basques during his reign – except that he was occasionally able to bring influence, however ephemeral, to bear on their ruler. Although the Muslim frontier of the Ebro valley was not suited to conventional expressions of overlordship, he nevertheless exploited its local rivalries in such a way as to encourage rich conciliatory gifts from the amir of Córdoba. But the frontier most able to provide Charles with the trappings of overlordship was Brittany. He installed the native Breton princes Erispoë (851–7) and Salomon (857–74) as dependent kings holding Frankish benefices in moves which brought only modest tribute but much prestige.56 In this fraternal contest for overlordship Louis the German far outbid his brothers, however. To him fell responsibility for the long, open East Frankish frontier stretching all the way from Schleswig to Szombathely. Danes, Obodrites, Sorbs, Bohemians, Moravians and Pannonian Slavs all had to be played off against each other, and all admitted their dependence at some point during Louis' reign. To achieve this, Louis adroitly manipulated the full range of hegemonic rituals: he baptised fourteen Bohemian princes in 845; he installed Rastislav as ruler of the Moravians in 846 (though of uncertain loyalty, both Rastislav (846–70) and his nephew Zwentibald (=Svatopluk, Zwentopulk) (870–94) conducted a politics predicated upon Frankish overlordship); he created a Pannonian client principality for Pribina; he accepted the submission of the Danish kings Sigfrid and Halfdan who placed themselves under him as sons to a father.57 Even as the Carolingian empire gradually lost its internal political coherence in the third quarter of the ninth century, the external

expression of lordship became ever more crucial in the competition for the imperial title.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE PERIPHERY

Carolingian hegemony over peripheral peoples entailed far more than rituals of subordination or demands for loyalty. The pressures to conform to the Carolingian will led gradually but inexorably to the creation of new political systems. If unrest and revolt induced repeated tremors and seismic shocks all around the rim of the empire, they registered a fault line whose other manifestation was the formation of new polities.

This transformation had least effect in regions characterised by ancient traditions of Christian worship combined with a sophisticated and literate territorial administration, notably southern Italy and the former Visigothic counties of Septimania together with northeastern Spain. Its scale may also have been modest in places too unstable to permit the development of hereditary, territorial lordships, such as the secluded Basque lands of the western Pyrenees or the Slav lands in the valleys of the Rába, Drava and Sava rivers, buffeted between Bulgars and Moravians. But by 900, all other peripheral gentes had been changed beyond recognition.

In the first instance, Carolingian policy consistently preferred dealings with a single, relatively powerful prince to a competing medley of claimants. Louis the Pious intervened repeatedly in the succession disputes of both Danes and Obodrites, clearly hoping in both cases to promote a stable, hereditary dynasty. In Brittany, the princely dynasty which emerged after 831 as rulers of the entire peninsula owed everything to Carolingian initiative. Here princely hostages found their calling. In 788 Charlemagne released a Beneventan prince to return home to rule his own people. There is every reason to suspect that the Breton and Moravian princes who participated so skilfully in Frankish political intrigue in the 850s–60s were exploiting lessons learned and contacts made as hostages.

But Carolingian intervention to mould the political systems of client kingdoms did not stop with the choice of ruler—or even with the show trials of dissident princes staged at Aachen for public appreciation. Other strategies carried Carolingian influence far afield, supreme among them being the acquisition and control of landed resources. Merovingian kings
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had had the prudence to reserve for the royal fisc or for loyal monasteries lands in such strategic locations as the Alpine passes or the Breton border area. The Agilolfing dukes of Bavaria had done likewise, notably in the eastern Alps. Heirs to both, the Carolingians emulated and surpassed them. Though evident everywhere, nowhere was their land hunger greater than on the eastern periphery. In the wake of the annihilation of the Avar khaghanate, Charlemagne permitted Bavarian monasteries to 'seize and possess' whatever lands they could, and did not trouble himself to provide them with legal, written title. Other lands, absorbed into the royal fisc, can be traced when later alienated. Even private individuals took advantage of this opportunity to grab land. Much of the property acquired in this way initially lay beyond the limits of effective Carolingian policing: on the eastern frontier, landowners were the earliest representatives of the Carolingian state.

Land implies jurisdiction. In this too, Carolingian practices eroded the autonomy of peripheral communities. Cathedrals and monasteries undertook the economic and administrative regulation of their Slav properties and their native tenants, often entitled to collect from them a proportion of the tribute owed to the king. Elsewhere, when conquest pulled old-established monasteries into the Carolingian sphere of influence, the judicial privilege of immunity might tie these communities closely to the royal court. Such grants followed upon Charlemagne's conquest of Brittany, his 787 expedition to pacify Benevento and his organisation of Carolingian authority in Septimania and the eastern Pyrenees. Immunity created islands where (in theory, at least) all local jurisdictions were set aside in favour of the king's. On this basis, the Beneventan houses of Monte Cassino and San Vincenzo al Volturno could appeal to Louis II for help against the Saracens.

In Benevento, where the Carolingians encountered an administrative and
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legal system comparable to their own, additional judicial expressions of overlordship accompanied grants of immunity. Charlemagne stipulated that his own name must replace that of Grimoald III on Beneventan coins and charters. (At the same time, he ordered the Beneventans to abandon their Greek haircut in favour of a Frankish coiffure.) Coins bearing the name of Carolingian rulers from Benevento, and also from Rome and from Venice, survive to witness the impact of Carolingian power in these virtually autonomous places.\(^6\) Carolingian influence in Brittany found similar conduits. Charles the Bald continued to mint in cities under Breton rule, and the local princes manifested their recognition of his overlordship by modelling their own charters on those of the West Frankish king.\(^7\)

As Grimoald knew, injunctions to adopt Carolingian charter or coin forms were unlikely to be enforced with insistence. A quite different situation arose when Carolingian judicial officers intervened. The Frankish appointees to border countships exercised surveillance over the dependent client rulers beyond; that surveillance might extend to jurisdictional intervention. Instances could be adduced from Brittany or Moravia, but the best example of the impact of Carolingian justice upon local practices comes from Istria. In c. 804, local residents of Pula, Koper, Novigrad and other towns arraigned *dux Iohannes* before the representatives of Pippin, sub-king of Italy. There ensued detailed allegations that he had abused his powers, ridden rough-shod over traditional local procedures and rights, made extortionate demands and seized local properties.\(^7\) We do not know whether *Iohannes* lived up to his undertaking to mend his ways, but the case serves as a reminder of the Carolingian readiness to intervene judicially in the affairs of neighbouring *gentes*.

Land acquisition, judicial obligations and administrative supervision all helped mould the periphery in the image of the Carolingian state. The Carolingian church offered a complementary contribution. Not merely as a landowner – in Frisia, beyond the Elbe, in the Pyrenees and Brittany as well as in the Danubian basin – but as the carrier of Carolingian cultural norms and as an organising, administering body in its own right, the church left its imprint too. We may note the extension of Benedictine monasticism, that form of monastic life promoted by Louis the Pious as the defining motif of his religious policies. From the Atlantic coast of Brittany to the high valleys of the Pyrenees, the introduction of the Benedictine Rule entailed


\(^7\) Smith (1992), pp. 116–46.

membership of the imperial church and recognition of Carolingian lordship. Even more significant, however, were the activities of Carolingian missionaries. Anskar undertook his work among the Danes at Louis the Pious' behest; a generation later, German missionaries vied with the Greek brothers, Cyril and Methodius, for the souls of the Moravians. Carolingian churchmen made clear that they expected Christians round the imperial periphery to be incorporated within the jurisdiction of the Frankish church. Their views sometimes clashed with the papacy, however. Nicholas I and his successors did support the West Frankish bishops in their fight to prevent the Breton bishops, led by the church of Dol, from breaking away to establish their own independent province. But at the other end of the empire, the popes were not prepared to yield their own plans for a metropolitan see for the Moravians and Pannonian Slavs to the claims of the archbishopric of Salzburg. Despite heated interchange with the papacy, the Bavarian bishops persisted in promoting their own missionary priests, and in fighting attempts to establish a liturgy in Old Church Slavonic for the fledgling Christian communities in Prêbina's Pannonian principality and in Moravia.

The Christian religion, Carolingian schemes of ecclesiastical administration and Benedictine monasticism all contributed to political transformation, and might be as corrosive of older ways as were the administrative and judicial agents of Carolingian kings. Whatever its particular tint, Carolingian influence almost always stained indelibly. The map of Europe in c. 1100 reveals the trace of the Carolingian periphery in a ring of polities whose origins lie in our period: Brittany, Catalonia, Carinthia, Bohemia, Denmark. Normandy deserves a place on this list, for though its formal establishment only dates from 911, it was simply the last in the long series of peripheral fiefs entrusted to Viking warlords. Moravia is absent only because effectively annihilated by 907 in the Hungarian onslaught, and by c. 1100 the Normans had mopped up all the fragments of the southern Italian landscape.

It takes but a glance at the historiography of European state formation to reveal this legacy at its most pervasive. The outer reaches of Carolingian influence extended through the territories of eleven present-day states (as of 1995): Germany, the Czech Republic, Austria, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Italy, Spain, France, Belgium and the Netherlands. The development of

ideas of national identity in some of these nations or their constituent ethnic
groups has been profoundly affected by the fact of Carolingian conquest. In
the high and later middle ages, Catalans hailed Charlemaigne as the liberator
with whom their history began; Bretons identified the struggle against
Carolingian overlordship as crucial in the formation of their nation. All
West- and South-Slavic languages derive their word for ‘king’ from the
name Carolus. The nineteenth-century efforts by the French and the
Germans each to appropriate Charlemaigne for themselves contributed to
their respective efforts to build the historiography of the nation-state. Until
recently, issues of the interaction of German and Slav along the Elbe were
polarised by the existence of the Iron Curtain, in one further twist to the
sensitive issues raised by the long history of German Ostbewegung. The
historiography of the Carolingian frontier is disputed territory — the
inevitable legacy of early medieval imperialism.

Even though Scandinavian coastal raids on England and the Continent were recorded long before the eighth century, the attacks which began in the 790s were perceived by contemporaries as something new in their nature, scope and extent. Over the next 120 years these Scandinavian incursions would increase to such a pitch that they would threaten to overwhelm the Anglo-Saxon and West Frankish kingdoms, and ultimately leave an enduring mark in the form of the settlement of Normandy and the Danelaw.

The first wave of attacks offered only a hint of what was to come. From the first raids in the 790s until 840, the sources record only small Viking fleets making hit-and-run attacks along the coast. The Viking longships with their shallow draught were ideally suited to surprise raids on coastal locations, being uniquely able to land raiding parties close to poorly defended monasteries or trading centres, then to row away as swiftly as they had come. Against this new form of warfare the Franks and Anglo-Saxons had little defence.

Two areas of the Carolingian empire came under attack at this time: Frisia, where the culprits were Danes, making their way south along the Frankish coast, and Aquitaine, where the raiders were probably Norwegians coming from Ireland, which suffered a wave of Norse invasions in the early ninth century (Map 13). Information about the raids on Aquitaine is sparse, primarily because most of the longer annals were written in the north of the empire. Nonetheless, local sources reveal a continuing Scandinavian menace throughout the early years of the ninth century. The most notable is an account of the flight of the monks of the island monastery of Noirmoutier which was written soon after the event by Ermentarius, himself a member of the community. Ermentarius describes how at first the brothers spent only the summers on the mainland, returning to the monastery when the rough autumn seas ended the threat of Viking attack. In the 830s, however, the
Map 13 The Vikings in Francia, 789–895
raids became so frequent that the community decided that the island was no longer safe, and abandoned it, taking the body of their patron with them. Various defensive measures were undertaken in the region, including the construction of a fleet, the stationing of coast guards, and the fortification of Noirmoutier, but they appear to have been ineffectual.

In Frisia the Vikings' principal targets were trading centres, particularly the prosperous market of Dorestad, which was first sacked in 834. The Annals of St Bertin report that 'they ravaged everything, killed some of the men, carried others off as captives, and burned down part of the emporium'. The port was pillaged again in each of the following three years, along with other Frisian markets, and it was apparently only a storm which saved the region from further attack in 838, wrecking a Viking fleet as it sailed south (\textit{AB s.a. 835, 836, 837, 838}). Here, too, Louis the Pious made strenuous efforts to protect the coast by stationing garrisons, building a fleet, and constructing small ring fortresses, but again his endeavours were largely ineffectual, most probably because of the unwillingness of local counts to obey his orders.

The timing of this upsurge in raiding in Frisia was evidently not accidental. The year 834, when Dorestad was first pillaged, marked the failure of a revolt by Lothar I and his exile to Italy, while 839, when the attacks subsided, witnessed his return to favour. That this was not mere coincidence was suggested by several West Frankish authors, who claimed that Lothar had actively encouraged certain Danish leaders to make the raids in order to harm his father Louis the Pious, and rewarded them with grants of land on his accession in 840. Unfortunately, Lothar's actions were tantamount to sowing the wind, for the return of the successful raiders, their ships laden with captives and loot, undoubtedly encouraged others to follow in their footsteps.

The wide range of Continental sources, which include annals, chronicles, letters, capitularies, charters, miracle texts, and even hymns and prayers referring to the Viking raids, is unfortunately not matched on the other side of the Channel, where the \textit{Anglo-Saxon Chronicle} provides nearly all our information about the raids. At this early stage, they seem to have been few and sporadic, and after the initial shock caused by the sack of Lindisfarne in 793 and Monkwearmouth in 794, little Scandinavian activity was reported until the late 830s. Then Sheppey was attacked in 835, and Egbert of Wessex fought the invaders at Carhampton in 836 and Hingston Down in 838.

\footnote{\textit{De Translationibus et Miraculis Sancti Filiberti}, Preface to Book 1, in Poupardin (1905), pp. 23–5.}
\footnote{\textit{AB s.a. 834}, p. 14.}
\footnote{\textit{AB s.a. 841}, p. 39; Nithard, \textit{Historiarum Libri III}, iv.2, p. 122.}
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Although the *Chronicle* referred to all the raiders as 'Danes', it seems that, even if this was true of those who pillaged Sheppey, those who were active in the west are more likely to have been Norwegians from Ireland.

The second phase of Scandinavian activity, from 841 to 875, was characterised by a marked increase in the number, scope and scale of the raids. At first it was a kind of *Blitzkrieg*, with the Vikings arriving unexpectedly, plundering, burning and killing or enslaving the inhabitants, then leaving as swiftly as they had come. The contemporary description of an incursion on the Seine in 841 is typical:

The Northmen appeared on 12 May, led by Oskar. They set fire to the city of Rouen on 14 May and left on 16 May. On 24 May they burned down the monastery of Jumièges, on 25 May the abbey of St Wandrille was ransomed for 6 pounds [of silver], and on 28 May monks arrived from St Denis and redeemed sixty-eight captives for 26 pounds. On 31 May the pagans made for the sea, and although Vulfard, a royal vassal, opposed them with an army, the pagans were not at all prepared to fight.  

As this account suggests, one of the main reasons for the Vikings' success was the surprise and speed of their attacks. They fell upon unprepared and often defenceless settlements, plundered whatever they could find, then withdrew before the locals could muster sufficient force to resist them. Raids of this type were reported on both sides of the Channel in the early 840s, with London, Rochester, *Hamwic* (Southampton), Quentovic, Nantes, Hamburg and Paris among the many victims.

As time went by, the profitability of such raids and the lack of effective resistance led to a change in the Vikings' tactics, as they began to winter on foreign soil instead of returning to Scandinavia each autumn. The first reported instance of this was in 843, when a fleet landed on an island off southern Aquitaine, 'brought houses from the mainland, and decided to spend the winter there as if in a permanent settlement'. From this date onwards Aquitaine was hardly ever free of a Viking presence, with fleets camped on the Loire almost every year, and other incursions on the Garonne and the Charente. It was likewise a fleet coming from Aquitaine
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which first wintered on the Seine, in 851, and although that particular band was persuaded to leave the river by the payment of a tribute in 853, another fleet which entered the river in 856 remained for fully six years, until 862. That the Seine was not permanently occupied, like the Loire, was due largely to Charles the Bald’s determination to expel the invaders from the Frankish heartlands; distant (and unruly) Aquitaine does not seem to have concerned him as much. Thus a fleet which entered the Seine in 865 was swiftly bought off with a tribute, and departed the following year.

Meanwhile, the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle* had reported a similar change of Viking tactics in England in 850. One version of the *Chronicle* recorded the location, Thanet, while the other noted the significance of the event, when ‘The heathen for the first time remained over the winter’ (*s.a. 851*). That fleet does not appear to have stayed long in England, but it started a trend which others subsequently followed. In particular, the army which arrived in 865 remained over many winters, and part of it later settled what became known as the Danelaw. This was the ‘Great Army’, a name by which it was described on both sides of the Channel (the term was used by the *Chronicle* in England and by Adrevald of Fleury on the Continent).

The formation of the ‘Great Army’ highlights another new factor in this second phase of the Scandinavian attacks, namely the increased size of the Viking war-bands. Before 840, relatively small Scandinavian fleets are recorded in contemporary sources, but thereafter the numbers increase. Thus three ships were reported *s.a.* 789 (*ASC*), nine in 835,6 thirteen in 820 (*ARF*), and twenty-five or thirty-five in 836 (*ASC*). By contrast, the fleet which sacked Nantes in 843 numbered sixty-three ships,7 Ragnar’s fleet on the Seine in 845 contained 120 ships (*AB*), the fleet which stormed Canterbury and London in 851 reportedly numbered 350 ships (*ASC*), and 260 ships were said to make up the two fleets which occupied the Seine in 861 (*AB*). If each ship could transport some thirty to forty men, as archaeological discoveries suggest, then these Viking armies probably numbered in their thousands, but not tens of thousands. Although Sawyer has cited a text of 1142 as evidence that even the ‘Great Army’ consisted of no more than a thousand men,8 he fails to take several important points into account. First, it is unclear whether the ships used by the ninth-century Viking armies were identical to those employed three centuries later. Secondly, although the presence of horses on board the Viking longships would have reduced the number of men they could carry (as would indeed the presence of captives and plunder), it must be recalled that Viking armies
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are never said to have consisted of cavalry alone: on the contrary, mounted forces are mentioned alongside footsoldiers. Thirdly, as Brooks has observed, the sizes of Viking fleets and the numbers of casualties reported in contemporary sources both suggest that the armies contained thousands, rather than hundreds, of men. In this context it is significant that two raiding parties sent out by the Vikings on the Seine in 865 numbered 200 and 500 men respectively (AB s.a. 865), while a similar force which raided St Omer in 891 reportedly consisted of 550 men. Bearing in mind that in each case a sizeable contingent must have been left to guard the fleet, the Viking armies in question probably both contained upwards of a thousand men.

Not only were the Scandinavian armies of this period larger, there were also more of them on campaign. In 845, for instance, one fleet attacked Hamburg in the East Frankish kingdom, another fought in Frisia in the Middle Kingdom, yet another sacked Paris in Charles the Bald’s kingdom, while a fourth raided Saintes in Aquitaine. This was admittedly an exceptional year, but it highlights an observable trend, with more fleets attacking ever more widely. To cite another example, towards the end of 850 a large Danish fleet in Frisia divided into three, with one group occupying Dorestad, another attacking Flanders, and a third wintering on Thanet in Kent. The next year another large fleet stormed London and Canterbury, while yet another army entered the Seine, in this instance from Aquitaine.

This brings out the point that Viking armies were continually changing in their composition, leadership and location. New elements arrived as old elements left, and the theatre of operations could change from year to year. It is therefore misleading to speak of ‘the Seine Vikings’, ‘the Loire Vikings’ or even ‘the Great Army’, except with reference to a specific army at a particular time. Similarly, it is important to recognise that there was no plan or co-ordination behind the raids, no concerted assault on western Europe. Each war-band fought for itself, and on occasion Viking armies fought each other, as for instance on the Loire in 853, when one fleet blockaded another Viking war-band and forced it to hand over a large amount of booty.

A third development which can be discerned during this second phase of the Viking incursions was that the invading fleets travelled ever further in their search for fresh targets. The most striking examples of this are the two Scandinavian expeditions into the Mediterranean. The first took place in 844, when Frankish and Arab sources reported that a fleet which had previously sacked Nantes and Toulouse attacked Gijón, Lisbon and Seville before being defeated by an Umayyad army, whereupon they left the Guadalquivir and returned to Aquitaine. The second expedition lasted

longer and travelled considerably further. After leaving the Loire in 858, the fleet raided the coasts of Spain and North Africa before wintering in the Camargue. They subsequently sacked Nîmes and Arles, travelled up the Rhône as far as Valence, and, after suffering defeat at the hands of the count of Vienne, set sail for Italy, where they looted Pisa and other towns. Later medieval accounts of how Hasting captured the town of Luna by trickery, then put the inhabitants to the sword when he discovered that the town was not Rome as he had thought, are, sadly, unsubstantiated by contemporary sources, and almost certainly legend. The fleet finally returned to the Atlantic coast in 862, having plundered the shores of southern France and Spain en route.

As this account has indicated, the Viking armies also penetrated further upriver than before, threatening areas which had previously been unscathed. This was a gradual development, so that on the Loire, for instance, offshore islands are the only known targets before 840, Nantes was sacked in 843, Tours in 853, Orléans in 856, and Fleury in 865. Similarly, in the southeast of England only the Isle of Sheppey was raided before 840, then Romney Marsh in 841, Rochester and London in 842, and Canterbury in 851.

At the same time, the Northmen also began to leave their ships and travel across country, either on foot or on horseback. At first, the Vikings’ base camps were almost always their ships, moored in the rivers, or islands in midstream. For instance, Adrevald of Fleury, writing in the 870s, described how ‘The Northmen meanwhile made an anchorage for their ships and a refuge from all dangers on an island below the monastery of St Florent, putting up huts in a sort of village in which to keep their gangs of prisoners in irons, and to rest their bodies from their labours for a time, ready to serve on campaign.’ Because the Franks and Anglo-Saxons did not have suitable ships with which to attack these island bases, they were virtually impregnable. On the one occasion when Charles the Bald tried to assemble a river fleet to assault an island base, at Oissel, near Rouen, the campaign ended disastrously, with the entire fleet falling into enemy hands. As time went by, however, the Vikings became emboldened by success and greedy for new targets, and so began to venture away from the rivers, building fortified camps or occupying existing strongholds. The ‘Great Army’ was the first to adopt this strategy, initially in England, and then on the Continent after its passage there in 879.


12 Vita Faronis, c. 125; MGH SRM v, p. 201.
The fact that Viking armies were now remaining for ever longer periods on foreign soil meant that they posed an increased political threat to the local rulers, and this brings us to a final development which can be observed during the period in question, namely the Vikings’ increasing entanglement in internal politics. One form which this took was the Vikings’ exploitation of internal political disputes to their own ends, either independently or in collusion with local rebel factions. Thus in the Frankish kingdoms they capitalised on the internecine struggles between the Carolingian rulers by attacking while the royal host was elsewhere, or by joining forces with the king’s enemies, whether the Bretons or the Aquitainian pretender, Pippin II. In Anglo-Saxon England the invaders’ influence was considerably greater, for they were able not only to exploit the feuds between and within the various kingdoms, as on the Continent, but even to appoint puppet kings, Ceolwulf in Mercia in 873, ‘a foolish king’s thane’ (ASC), and perhaps others in Northumbria in 867 and East Anglia in 870.

The other side of the coin was that the Anglo-Saxon and Frankish rulers absorbed a number of Viking leaders into the internal political scene by buying them off with cash, or lands, or both. It is true that some of these poachers-turned-gamekeepers appear to have been less than reliable, such as a certain Rodulf, who ‘though he had been baptised, ended his dog’s life with a fitting death’ in Frisia in 873. Others were successfully integrated into the local political milieu, however, including a former king of Denmark, Hemming, ‘a most Christian leader’, who died defending the island of Walcheren from Viking attack in 837.

This offers a timely reminder that the Franks and the Anglo-Saxons alike vigorously resisted the Viking armies, albeit with limited success. Coastal defence has already been mentioned, and coast guards or coastal fleets did on occasion repel Scandinavian raiders, as for example when Frankish shore guards prevented a fleet of thirteen ships from plundering the Flemish coast and the mouth of the Seine in 820 (ARF), or when the men of Dorset and Somerset defeated a Viking fleet at the mouth of the Parret in 845 (ASC). On land, too, the Vikings suffered a number of defeats, a fact which has often been overlooked. For example, Charles the Bald captured nine longships on the Dordogne in 848, and won a resounding victory near Chartres in 856, while the ‘Great Army’ was defeated twice in 871, at Englefield by ealdorman Æthelwulf and at Ashdown by Alfred (ASC s.a. 871).

Such defeats rarely seem to have deterred the Northmen, however. They simply regrouped, perhaps retreated, and turned their attentions elsewhere.

13 ‘Quamvis baptizatus esset, caninam vitam digna morte finivit.’ Annales Xantenses s.a. 873, p. 33.
15 Chronicon Fontanellense s.a. 848, 855; Laporte (1951), pp. 81, 91.
Carolingian and Anglo-Saxon rulers alike therefore frequently resorted to the payment of tribute, a time-honoured method of buying off one’s opponent. Although this practice has been much vilified by contemporaries and modern historians, it does appear to have been the most effective means of removing the Vikings. Contrary to popular opinion, the Scandinavian leaders who took tributes did normally keep their side of the agreement and leave the kingdom which paid them, while there is no indication that such payments encouraged others to seek similar deals. What is more, the written and numismatic evidence suggests that the Anglo-Saxon and Frankish kingdoms were able to afford the sums paid, even if they did sometimes prove difficult to raise in a short time. The odium with which the practice has been regarded can in fact largely be attributed to the barbed comments of the ninth-century Frankish ecclesiastics who wrote virtually all of the surviving Continental texts. They saw the defence of the realm as the responsibility of the secular nobility, not the church, and therefore deeply resented having to dig into their coffers to buy off the invaders. It is instructive to compare the expression which is consistently used by the more sympathetic writer of the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle*: ‘they made peace’. Historians have all too often accepted the highly negative reports of the Frankish clerics without recognising the self-interest which coloured them.

The other successful tactic adopted on both sides of the Channel to oppose the Vikings was that of fortification, including the fortification of strategically located bridges. In 862 Charles the Bald fortuitously discovered that closing a river by blocking the span of a bridge could prevent the passage of Viking fleets, and even force them to leave the kingdom. He therefore ordered the fortification of the bridge nearest the mouth of the Seine, at Pont-de-l'Arche near Pitres, in order to be able to close the river in the case of future incursions. When the upper Loire was finally clear of Vikings in 873, the king seems to have followed a similar strategy there, fortifying the bridge at Les Ponts-de-Cé near Angers to perform the same function. It is unclear how successful these bridges were, in that there is no record of them having actually stopped any Viking fleets, but they appear to have been judged worthy of imitation by later monarchs, including Alfred in England in the 880s. Charles the Bald also encouraged a limited programme of urban fortification against the Vikings in the late 860s, when Tours, Le Mans, Orléans, St Denis and probably also Angoulême were fortified.

It is therefore clear that the Vikings were offered stout resistance on both sides of the Channel during this second wave of invasions, but that their increased numbers, increased mobility and increased political influence...
made them extremely difficult and dangerous enemies. In the third phase of
the attacks, from 876 to 911, the Scandinavians capitalised on this position
of strength to colonise areas of England and Francia.

In 876 the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle* contained the significant report: 'In this
year Halfdan shared out the lands of the Northumbrians, and they
proceeded to plough and to support themselves.' Although Scandinavian
chieftains had previously ruled fiefdoms in Frisia, with the most famous of
them, Rorik, holding a large area around Dorestad for nearly all of the
period between 840 and 875, there does not appear to have been any attempt
by the Danes to settle the region. 17 It is precisely this aspect of Scandinavian
activity on both sides of the Channel, namely the settlement of occupied
territory, which distinguishes the third phase of the Viking invasions, from
876 to 911.

Before going on to examine in more detail the events of that period, it is
appropriate at this point to consider the aims of the invasions. Were the
Vikings seeking political conquest? Were they engaged on a pagan crusade,
as some have claimed? Or were they simply after loot? We are hampered by
the fact that the Vikings themselves left no contemporary record of their
intentions, so that all accounts of their activities were compiled by their
victims, who may have been ill informed or even malicious in their reports.
Even so, there is broad agreement among commentators that the quest for
loot was the principal, if not the only motivation behind the raids.

With regard to the first possibility, political conquest, there is little sign
that this was ever the deliberate intent of the invaders, even if at times it
seemed to their victims that they threatened to overrun the kingdom. We
have already noted that Scandinavian chiefs ruled large tracts of Frisia for
long periods without any apparent attempt by their followers to colonise the
region, and until the mid-870s the armies which occupied Frankish or
Anglo-Saxon territory over many years likewise gave no indication of
wishing to take political control. Furthermore, when Viking leaders 'made
peace' with Carolingian or Anglo-Saxon rulers, they consistently sought
tributes rather than political power, and even after the establishment of the
Danelaw and Normandy the primary concern of the settlers appears to have
been colonisation, not conquest.

As for the second possibility, that the raids were motivated by militant
paganism, there is equally little support for this in contemporary sources.
Although the idea was revived by Wallace-Hadrill, 18 the texts which he cited
are evidence not so much of any pagan zeal on the part of the Vikings, as of
the militant Christianity of the ecclesiastical Carolingian writers. 19

The thirst for loot is, by contrast, clearly attested in all contemporary

descriptions of the Scandinavian incursions. It accounts for their choice of
targets, their avoidance of battle wherever possible, and their willingness,
even eagerness, to accept tributes and ransoms.

This motivation is also just as evident in the third phase of the invasions,
the era of settlement, as it was from the 790s to 875. The ‘Great Army’ went
wherever it could find the richest pickings, crossing the Channel when faced
with resolute opposition, as in England in 878, or with famine, as on the
Continent in 892. As time went by, however, others emulated the example of
Halfdan and his followers, settling in Mercia in 877, and East Anglia in 879–
80 and 896. The rest of the army meanwhile continued to harry and plunder
on both sides of the Channel, with new recruits evidently arriving to swell
its ranks, for it clearly continued to be a formidable fighting force.

One contemporary cleric testified to the terror the ‘Great Army’ inspired:
The Northmen never stopped enslaving and killing the Christian people, pulling
down churches, demolishing fortifications and burning towns. And on every road
lay the corpses of clergy and laity, noblemen and commoners, women, youngsters
and babies. Indeed there was no village or highway where the dead did not lie, and
all were filled with grief and torment as they saw the Christian populace being
destroyed to the point of extinction.20

This was, it is true, the reaction of a local man written by a monk from Arras,
which lay at the heart of the area of the operations of the ‘Great Army’ on the
Continent, between the Seine and the Rhine. It is nonetheless an eloquent
testimony to the panic engendered by the Viking raids, which led to many
monastic communities fleeing with the relics of their patron saints, and
seeking refuge in safer regions. The monks of Noirmoutier, who had left
their island monastery so many years earlier, ended up in Tournus in
Burgundy, while the community of St Vaast fled Arras for less distant
Beauvais. A similar reaction was also reported on the other side of the
Channel, so that for instance the monks of Lindisfarne removed the relics of
St Cuthbert from his tomb in 875, and wandered with the body until they
found a safe resting place at Chester-le-Street in 883, apparently after
making a deal with the local Danes.

Meanwhile the military response to the ‘Great Army’ varied markedly
from one ruler to another. In England, Alfred needed several years to devise
an effective strategy of resistance, but after a decisive victory at Edington in
878 offered vigorous opposition. Whereas he had previously been forced to

20 ‘Nortmanni vero non cessant captivari atque interfici populum Christianum atque ecclesias
subrui, destructis moeniis et villis igne crematis. Per omnes enim plateas iacabant cadavera
clericorum, laicorum nobilium atque aliorum, mulierum, iuvenum et lactentium. Non enim erat
via vel locus, quo non inacerent mortui, et erat tribulatio omnibus et dolor, videntes populum
Christianum usque ad interitionem devastari.’ Annales Vedastini s.a. 884, pp. 54–5.
offer repeated tribute payments, after 878 he established a chain of fortresses across the south of England, reorganised the army, ‘so that always half its men were at home, and half out on service, except for those men who were to garrison the burhs’ (ASC s.a. 893), and in 896 ordered a new type of craft to be built which could oppose the Viking longships in shallow coastal waters. When the Vikings returned from the Continent in 892 they found that they could no longer roam the country at will, for wherever they went they were opposed by a local army. After four years the Scandinavians therefore separated, some to settle in Northumbria and East Anglia, the remainder to try their luck again on the Continent.

On the other side of the Channel, the memory of the presence of the ‘Great Army’ between 879 and 892 was still strong, and Charles the Simple was doubtless aware that his grip on the kingdom depended on the strength of his opposition to the invaders. Only nine years earlier Charles the Fat had been deposed because he had apparently let the Vikings off the hook at Elsloo in 882 and before Paris in 886, while the choice of Odo, Count of Paris, to replace him as West Frankish king had evidently been prompted by his successful defence of his besieged city in 885–6. So Charles the Simple opposed the newly arrived army with the twin approaches of tribute and attack, and although contemporary sources are frustratingly silent during the decade after 900, in 911 Charles’ army won a significant victory over the Vikings at Chartres. It is likely that some of them had already started to settle around the mouth of the Seine, and in a treaty with their leader Rollo, Charles recognised his control over the area and his followers’ right to colonise the region, in return for Rollo’s baptism and pledge of allegiance to Charles. Many comparable agreements had previously been made, but hindsight affords this one particular significance. For it was by this treaty that the Vikings became Normans, the pagans became Christians, and thereby, in the eyes of contemporaries, the barbarians joined civilisation.
chapter 8

scandinavia, c. 700–1066

niels lund

at the beginning of the eighth century Scandinavia was politically amorphous. By the end of the three and a half centuries surveyed in this chapter three independent kingdoms and one ‘republic’ had formed in this part of Europe (Map 14).

the political structure of Scandinavia before the eighth century eludes us. the claims made for a dark-age kingdom of the Svear controlling all Sweden and large parts of the Baltic area are no doubt exaggerated. the Götar are not mentioned in ninth-century sources and this has led some scholars to assume that at some point between 500 and 900 they had been absorbed by the Svear. later evidence, however, shows conclusively that the Götar were recognised as an independent people well into the twelfth century. foreign observers often give a misleading impression because they were familiar only with the Svear. at the beginning of the eighth century Sweden was divided into several regions effectively separated from each other by natural obstacles, mainly thick and trackless forests (Map 15).

in Norway geographical conditions similarly determined the limits for any concentration of power. Most communication was by sea. Naval forces therefore were prerequisites for anyone aspiring to power over larger tracts of Norway. Distances were vast; the distance between the southern and northern limits of Scandinavia matches that from York to Gibraltar. Southeast Norway therefore came as naturally into the sphere of interest of Danish princes as into that of princes based in western or northern Norway, and there is nothing to suggest that Norway was ever united under one ruler or even regarded as a separate territorial or national entity before the Viking period. This is reflected in Norwegian graves well into the Viking period. Centres of princely or aristocratic burial are found in several parts of Norway.

in Denmark the geography is much more favourable to the exercise of power: a larger population is concentrated within a much smaller area. it is
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understandable, therefore, that the first concentration of power emerges in Denmark.

The first signs of this are manifest in the first quarter of the eighth century. Between 704 and 710 a centre for commerce was created at Ribe in southwest Jutland and there are several indications of a royal hand in this. By 720 coins may have been struck in Ribe. In 726 the Kanhave canal was dug across the island of Samso in the Kattegat, enabling ships to be dragged from one side of the island to the other. This suggests that some king was trying to exercise control over traffic in both the Great and the Little Belt, and in 737 another earthwork which certainly presupposes a royal or other authority capable of organising great resources was put up, namely, the first Danevirke, an earthwork extending over 10 km for the protection of the southern Danish frontier.

There is no certainty that Ribe, the Kanhave canal and the oldest Danevirke were all due to the same king, or that he is identical with the only Danish king of this period known from written sources. It seems unlikely, however, that such a limited area could offer scope for more than one king able to wield the resources required for each of these ventures. Ribe's contacts were very much with Frisia and England, and before 714 Willibrord, the Anglo-Saxon missionary to the Frisians, tried to extend his mission to Scandinavia but found the Danish king Ongendus inaccessible to the truth. It is this Ongendus who is the only known Danish king of the first half of the eighth century. Thus he or his dynasty is likely to be behind this first manifestation of central power in Denmark. It has been suggested that this Danish kingdom was able to take over the maritime hegemony of the North Sea exercised by the early Merovingians and maintain peaceful conditions for the trade in the region.

For the best idea of what Scandinavian society was like before kingship developed one must go to Iceland. This island was populated largely from Scandinavia and therefore may be expected to differ from the rest of Scandinavia mainly in having no king. Authority in Iceland was exercised

---

1 Alcuin, *Life of Willibrord*, ch. 9.  
by chieftains called godar. Their power was personal, not territorial; their jurisdiction, called a gobord, was formed by freemen who had commended themselves to a particular godi. Over two or three centuries the number of gobord was reduced through rivalries between the godar, and larger lordships called rikir were formed; these were territorial.

Although the existence of slavery in the Scandinavian societies has been recognised, it has been generally believed that the majority of the population was formed by the free peasantry and that the land was owned and run by freemen and their families. These freemen were thought to have the decisive word at the popular assemblies called thing. However, recent studies have shown not only that agricultural holdings were generally quite large in the Viking period, so large that they required much more than a family to run them; a great number of dependants must have been attached to these large farms. It has also been recognised that much land was owned by magnates whose land was run by tenants. By a recent estimate no more than 3 or 4% of the population were freemen with a say at the assemblies, and one should not idealise procedures at these assemblies. They were dominated by the chieftains. Matters were settled by the number of their armed followers rather than by voting. It is no coincidence that decisions were taken by the brandishing of weapons, vapnatak.

A process similar to the one found in Iceland no doubt was at work in the rest of Scandinavia but the evidence does not permit us to follow it very closely. Apart from its use in three Danish runic inscriptions the term godi does not occur outside Iceland. In Norway there are suggestions of rikir like Ranrike and Romerike, and in the ninth century Viking bands in western Europe could be traced back to Vestfold, the region on the western banks of Oslo Fjord, and to Hordaland in southwest Norway. In Denmark Bornholm is described as a separate kingdom towards the end of the ninth century.

A king who wanted to control larger parts of Scandinavia would have to secure recognition of his overlordship from the rulers of gobord and rikir or similar territorial units, and by the year 800 the Danish king Godfrid appears to be in control of most of the lands surrounding the Kattegat and the Skagerrak.

The conquest of Saxony made the Franks neighbours of the Danes; thus the Danes get mentioned more often in Frankish sources. In 782, for example, the Danish king, Sigfrid, sent envoys to a Frankish assembly also attended by the Saxons, except Widukind, the leader of Saxon resistance,
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who had fled to Denmark, and in 798 a Frankish envoy was killed by the Saxons on his way to Denmark to see Sigfrid. 6 Nothing more is known about Sigfrid, but his successor, and probably son, Godfrid plays a large role. He seems to have extended his power over most of the Skagerrak and Kattegat area; the princes and people of the Oslo Fjord region refused his successors allegiance in 813: 7 by implication they must have accepted Godfrid's overlordship and paid him tribute. In 811 one member of a Danish legation to Charlemagne was a man from Skåne; 8 while he could have been a noble in Hemming's entourage who just happened to be a native of Skåne, it seems more likely that he was there as a representative of that province.

Godfrid's imperial ambitions were not confined to Scandinavia. They extended to neighbours like the Obodrites and the Frisians as well and on both fronts his interests clashed with those of Charlemagne. Frisia, of course, was part of the Carolingian empire. When Godfrid began to levy tributes in Frisia, this, from a Frankish point of view, amounted to attempted conquest. The Obodrites had apparently acknowledged the Danes as overlords at some stage before the Frankish subjection of Saxony was complete. Godfrid had received tribute from the Obodrite port of Reric, 9 but when Saxony had been subdued but was not yet reliable, the Obodrites became valuable allies of Charlemagne. With this support the Obodrites tried to liberate themselves of the Danish yoke.

In 804, when Charlemagne deported the Saxons living north of the Elbe and gave their land to the Obodrites, Godfrid concentrated his fleet and his army at Schleswig, apparently prepared to intervene, and in 808 he invaded the Obodrites to ensure continued payments of tribute from them. He moved the merchants of Reric to Schleswig for the same reason. On this occasion Godfrid is also said to have built a wall to protect his Saxon border. This wall has not been identified with certainty.

Godfrid's ambitions even included Saxony which he is said to have regarded as his own province. 10 Einhard does not exclude the possibility that Godfrid might attack Charlemagne in Aachen itself. Charlemagne was considering an attack on Denmark when it was reported to him that a Danish fleet of 200 ships had devastated all the Frisian islands, had beaten the mainland Frisians three times and had levied a tribute of 100 pounds of silver. 11

This crisis subsided when Godfrid was murdered in 810. It is a distinct possibility that Charlemagne had a hand in this. Godfrid's successor, his nephew Hemming, immediately sought peace with the emperor. Danish

---

6 ARF s.a. 782, 798.  
7 ARF s.a. 813.  
8 ARF s.a. 811.  
9 ARF s.a. 808.  
10 Einhard, Vita Karoli II. 14.  
11 ARF s.a. 810.
and Frankish peace delegations met on the Eider in the spring of 811 to conclude a formal peace. Among the members on the Danish side were two of Hemming’s brothers but none of Godfrid’s sons.

Hemming had already died in 812 and the succession was contested between Sigfrid, another nephew of Godfrid, and Anulo, who was the nephew of a former king, Harald; they both lost their lives in the ensuing battle and two of Anulo’s brothers, Harald and Reginfrid, were accepted as kings. They sent envoys to the emperor to make their own peace with him and to secure the return of their brother Hemming from Francia. Hemming is likely to have been a hostage.

Charlemagne obliged and returned Hemming but Harald and Reginfrid were not there to welcome him. They were in Vestfold, the northwestern-most part of their regnum, to re-establish their authority. The princes and people in these parts had apparently taken the opportunity afforded by the civil wars in Denmark to shake off their tributary obligations.12

These civil wars continued when the sons of Godfrid returned from their exile in Sweden together with a number of Danish magnates. They defeated Harald and Reginfrid in 814; the latter was killed and Harald sought refuge with Louis the Pious. Louis promised to help him but the army which he sent into Jutland in 815 failed to restore Harald to power.

Harald was now left in Saxony and continued to harass Godfrid’s sons in Denmark, until in 819 Louis had the Obodrites escort his Danish protégé back to Denmark. This time the sons of Godfrid, four of whom were co-ruling, were forced to accept him as joint ruler. In the following years the emperor repeatedly had to sort things out between the Danish kings, very much in the manner he dealt with dissensions among the Slav princes. In 823, for example, Harald appeared before Louis complaining about Godfrid’s sons and Louis sent a couple of counts to Denmark to inquire into the matter. In 825 and 826 Godfrid’s sons sent envoys to Louis, and in the latter year Harald appeared with numerous followers in Mainz and was baptised, hoping that would make the emperor back him more firmly. On the same occasion he was given Rüstringen in north Frisia as a fief and place of refuge and in 827 he was finally expelled from Denmark. He probably never re-entered Denmark after his baptism, and Anskar, a monk from Corbie whom Louis had sent to Denmark with Harald to evangelise, must also have failed to gain access. After 827 one of Godfrid’s sons, Horik I, emerged as sole king of Denmark and ruled until his death in 854.

Harald apparently soon gave up hope that Louis’ support would benefit him; the emperor probably realised that as an exile Harald was no longer

12 ARFs. a. 813.
useful to him and began pinning his hopes for the dissemination of the Gospel on Horik.  

After 828, when Harald impatiently ruined Louis' efforts on his behalf, Harald deserted Louis in favour of his rebellious son Lothar, and in the following years he appears to have been behind the attacks on Dorestad, some of which were timed remarkably to put a spoke in Louis' wheel when he was on his way to Italy to deal with Lothar. In 841 Harald was duly rewarded by Lothar who, once he had succeeded his father, gave Walcheren and some nearby settlements to Harald. 

Louis' change of attitude towards Horik soon showed. Having made an unlucky choice of partner as far as a mission in Denmark was concerned, Anskar turned his efforts to Sweden, and Horik's control of south Scandinavian waters must have been such that the mission to Birka, 829–31, would not have been possible against an unfriendly attitude on Horik's part. Anskar's later mission to Birka took place explicitly with the support of Horik. 

Envoys from Horik repeatedly attended Louis' courts, offering peace and even obedience, and the emperor paid indemnities to Horik for the murder of some of his envoys near Cologne. 

Louis did find, however, that Horik was overreaching himself when in 838 he demanded the lordship of Frisia as well as of the Obodrites, those very provinces that Godfrid had coveted, in return for the execution of some leaders of Vikings who had attacked the empire.

**EARLY ATTEMPTS TO INTRODUCE CHRISTIANITY**

The first recorded attempt to evangelise in Scandinavia took place at the beginning of the eighth century when Willibrord extended his activity into Denmark. His seeds fell on stony ground, however, and he does not seem to have had any royal backing. Under Charlemagne, interest in converting the Danes was renewed. Alcuin asked a Saxon abbot whether there was any hope for this goal; we do not know the answer but apparently it was regarded as an unenviable task. Charlemagne once asked Paul the Deacon whether he would rather carry heavy chains, be in harsh prison, or go to Denmark to convert King Sigfrid.

Not until the reign of Louis the Pious, however, was something really done. In 823 Pope Paschal II authorised Ebbo, archbishop of Rheims, to evangelise in partibus aquilonis, and Ebbo soon after actually visited Denmark. One result of his efforts was that Harald Klak was induced to travel to Mainz where he was baptised and paid homage to the emperor. When he
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15 VA, 26.  
16 AB s.a. 831, 836.  
17 MGH Epd. iv, no. 6.  
18 See McKitterick, pp. 68–70 above.  
19 MGH Poet. i, p. 51.
headed for Denmark two missionaries, Anskar and Autbert, followed him. As Harald was denied entry to Denmark, however, Anskar and Autbert were unable to intensify the work begun by Ebbo. Little more is heard about the mission in Denmark before the middle of the century.

After failing to enter Denmark, Anskar was sent to Sweden to evangelise. According to Rimbert’s *Life of St Anskar* the Swedes themselves sent to Louis the Pious in 829 for missionaries to be despatched to Sweden, so a friendly reception was only to be expected. The mission was successful in the sense that in 830–1 a number of converts were won. Although the prefect of Birka built a church on his own land, no permanent community resulted. By the middle of the century, when Anskar returned to Birka, he had to start all over again.

In 831⁄2 Pope Gregory IV confirmed the foundation of an archdiocese at Hamburg and conferred a pallium on Anskar. The special responsibility of this see was the mission to the Swedes, the Danes and the Slavs, and while Ebbo was mentioned as co-responsible he vanished from the northern scene after 835 when he fell from favour. In 845 Anskar’s metropolis was sacked by a Danish fleet and while Rimbert does not mention Horik as responsible other sources make it clear that he was. The sources do not permit us to follow the vacillations of the Dano-Frankish relationship in these years but a few years later Horik showed himself friendly disposed towards the missionaries. Anskar was permitted to build churches in Schleswig and Ribe, the king making the land available, and Horik supported the resumption of the mission to the Swedes. There can be little doubt that at this time there were a number of people in Scandinavia interested in Christianity nor that the mission was, in fact, quite successful. Horik’s successor, Horik II, even sent presents to the pope and received a letter back thanking him for these gifts and strongly urging him to give up idolatry.21 At this time Anskar felt able to report to his fellow German bishops that the Church of Christ was firmly established among the Swedes and the Danes and that the priests could work unhindered.22

**END OF THE FIRST DANISH EMPIRE**

Another century passed, however, before Christianity took permanent root in Denmark and even longer in Sweden. The reason for this probably is that the political stability gave way to a period of insecurity. Slightly before 800 Scandinavians began to ravage western Europe with Viking raids and by the middle of the ninth century this activity had assumed large proportions. The

---

21 *MGH Epp.* vi, no. 27.  
22 *MGH Epp.* vi, no. 116.
leaders were often members of royal families who had been exiled from Scandinavia, and when they had enriched themselves abroad and were able to maintain powerful forces they represented a threat to the rulers back home in Scandinavia. Not rarely one or more of them would return home to assert their claims. In 850 Horik I was forced to share power with two nephews, and in 854 Horik and many others lost their lives in a civil war started by another nephew whom Horik had hitherto denied a share in power, thereby forcing him to live piratico more.

Little is known about his successor, Horik II 'the Child', except that he apparently maintained the friendly attitude towards Anskar's work that Horik I had adopted towards the end of his reign. The last of him is heard in 864 when he sent presents to the pope. After this the foreign sources that have permitted us at least to outline Danish history dry up for a century or more. In 873 the two Danish kings Halfdan and Sigfrid, apparently co-ruling, conducted negotiations with Louis the German. Halfdan has been identified with the Halfdan known from England but this is very unlikely; there is a greater possibility that Sigfrid may be identical with the Sigfrid who took part in the siege of Paris, 885–7, but as Abbo describes this Sigfrid as a king without any land he must then in the meantime have lost whatever position he had in Denmark.

The next rulers of Denmark that we learn about belong to the so-called Swedish dynasty. According to Adam of Bremen, Denmark was first ruled by one Helgi and after him by Olaf and his sons who came from Sweden. It has been generally believed that this amounted to a conquest of at least southern Denmark by a powerful Swedish dynasty wishing to unite Birka and Hedeby in a commercial empire controlling the assumed west to east trade route via the Baltic and Russia. Neither Adam nor any other source suggests that these kings ruled only part of Denmark, and among the Svear there was at this time no central authority capable of drafting, let alone pursuing, policies on this scale. By the middle of the ninth century, Birka was ruled by a king named Olof, whose power was not great enough to prevent an exiled rival, Anund, from attacking him with a mere eleven ships of his own and twenty-one collected in Denmark. Anskar's second visit to Birka also depended on Danish support. If a Swedish Baltic empire had emerged after 850, it ought to have included Bornholm. This island, however, was an independent kingdom in the last quarter of the ninth century. In all probability Olaf and his dynasty were another group of exiles who took a favourable opportunity to return to Denmark.

We have no clue as to why Danish power crumbled in this period. Adam

blamed it on a crushing defeat suffered by a force of Vikings at the hands of Arnulf, king of the eastern Franks, at the Dyle in 891. In reality this battle was a relatively unimportant skirmish. Nevertheless, the very idea that the defeat of a band of Vikings somewhere in Europe could have serious consequences for the kingdom of Denmark does raise the question of the connection between the rulers of the Scandinavian kingdoms and the Viking armies abroad. If, in general, the leaders of the Viking raids were exiles from Denmark and their possible return to Denmark presented a danger to its rulers, then the defeat of a Viking force in Europe ought to be welcomed by the king of Denmark. It is, however, difficult to generalise about this and there are suggestions that the Vikings abroad were not completely beyond the control of the king of Denmark. Horik I, in negotiations with Louis the Pious, claimed to have punished some of those Vikings that visited the empire. The facts that Ragnar, the leader of the Vikings who attacked Paris in 845, was able to return to Denmark with his booty and that Horik entered into negotiations with the Frankish kings and returned some of the booty taken by Ragnar suggest that the Frankish kings were not being entirely unfair when in 847 they sent envoys to Horik threatening to attack him in Denmark if he did not stop his subjects from attacking the Christians.28

HARALD FAIRHAIR IN NORWAY

The decline of Danish power created scope for local rulers in parts of Scandinavia that had hitherto accepted Danish overlordship. What happened in Sweden remains obscure but in Norway the first attempt by a Norwegian king to unite Norway was made.

Some time in the last quarter of the ninth century Ottar, a Norwegian chieftain from Hålogaland, visited the court of King Alfred of Wessex and gave an account of his travels in Scandinavian waters.29 He described the journey into the White Sea and the journey from his home in north Norway to the ports of Sciringesheal in south Norway and Hedeby in south Denmark, giving us information about the population of the regions and the conditions of communications. Norway was populated by Norwegians, who had permanent settlements mainly in the coastal regions and by nomadic Sami who utilised the vast inland wastes. From Ottar’s account and other information in the Old English Orosius, Denmark emerges as split between south Danes in Jutland and north Danes on the islands and in Skåne, Halland and Bohuslen.30 Virtually no political information is given

in these texts, only that Bornholm formed a separate kingdom, but Ottar and his contemporaries clearly recognised three separate peoples in Scandinavia: the Norwegians, the Danes and the Swedes.

For information about the political conditions of the area we have to rely upon much later evidence. Denmark is covered to some extent by Adam of Bremen, while for Norway we have to rely on authors writing in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Some tenth- and eleventh-century skaldic poetry was available to these authors but neither medieval nor modern historians could mould a coherent political story on this basis. Skaldic poetry was meant to embroider fact, not record it. It has therefore been very difficult to get away from the picture of Norwegian history drawn up by Snorre in the thirteenth century in his collection of sagas of Norwegian kings known as Heimskringla.

According to Snorre the first successful attempt to unite Norway under a native king was made by Harald Fairhair who is said to have been the son of a petty king in Vestfold. He set out to subdue the rest of Norway, one kingdom or chieftaincy after another, crowning his efforts in the legendary battle in Hafrsfjord. Snorre’s account obviously bears little relation to reality. In fact, Harald Fairhair was probably a king of Rogaland or Hordaland in western Norway, and his power in the rest of Norway never extended beyond an overlordship. Claims that he founded the unified kingdom of Norway and that afterwards the kingship was recognised as the paternal heritage of his descendants are baseless and it is very doubtful that later kings like Olav Tryggvesson and Olav Haraldsson were in fact his descendants. Harald Hardrada based his claim to legitimacy on being the uterine brother of St Olav, not a descendant from Harald Fairhair. The idea that the throne of Norway was hereditary and the dynasty very old was very much in the interest of King Sverrir and his descendants in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries and was cultivated by historians of that period. Harald Fairhair allegedly had many wives but one of them, Ragnhild, was the daughter of a Danish king called Erik of Jutland, presumably Horik II. Ragnhild was treated with such respect that almost a dozen other wives are said to have been rejected because of her. In spite of the fictitious character of much genealogy in Snorre this does suggest that Harald Fairhair began his career as a vassal of the Danish king but made himself independent when the Danes could no longer assert their authority in Norway.

The chronology of Harald’s reign is very uncertain. Traditionally, the

32 Saga of Harald Fairhair, ch. 21, quoting the skald Torbjørn Hornklove; see Sturluson (1941–51).
battle of Hafrsfjord was dated 872, but Halfdan Koht put it as late as c. 900. He also put Harald’s death c. 950 while tradition places it two decades earlier.

ICELAND

In very much this same period the settlement of Iceland took place. Beginning c. 870 it was explained as a consequence of Harald Fairhair’s harsh rule in Norway but as the battle of Hafrsfjord was probably somewhat later in the century the validity of this explanation is more than doubtful. According to Are Thorgilsson’s Íslendingabók, ‘Book of the Icelanders’,33 from which it comes, the settlement was complete c. 930, and in this year an all-Iceland assembly, the Althing, was instituted at Thingvellir near Reykjavik.

The settlement is described in Landnámabók, which names over 400 original colonists. Landnámabók was, however, drawn up in the first half of the twelfth century to legitimise contemporary landholding and many names are demonstrably invented on the basis of place-names. It is therefore no reliable guide to the original settlement.

Most of the settlers came from western Norway but a contingent also came from the Celtic parts of the British Isles. In Ireland the Scandinavians suffered considerable setbacks in the late ninth century. Many Scandinavians with Irish wives, some of them perhaps themselves the offspring of mixed marriages, therefore left Ireland, and while some of them settled in England others found their way to Iceland. The Celtic element in Iceland is traceable in the personal names used and in the composition of blood-types found in the Icelandic population.34

The first settlers carved out huge lumps of land, rather like little principalities, and within these they settled their family and retainers. When the Althing was instituted thirty-six godar emerged as the men in power in Iceland and as those able to control the Althing. In 965 Iceland was divided into quarters for which law assemblies were held twice a year, presided over by three godar.

As the ninth century drew to a close Viking attacks on western Europe practically came to an end. England had its last serious visit 892–6 but defended itself well, and in the first decades of the tenth century Edward the Elder, king of Wessex, was able to conquer those parts of England where the Danes had settled, except for Northumbria. This did not imply any expulsion of the Danes from eastern and northern England and therefore had no traceable consequences in the Scandinavian homelands or in other

33 Íslendingabók, ed. Anne Holtsmark. 34 Constandse-Westermann (1972).
settlement areas, although the Danish earl Thurketil of Bedford and his followers left for Normandy. In France little is heard of fresh attacks after 911 when Normandy was ceded to Rollo, who undertook to stop compatriots from entering the Seine.

DANISH RECOVERY: THE JELLINGE DYNASTY

The recovery of Danish royal power began some time in the first quarter of the tenth century when, according to Adam, one Hardegon, the son of Svein, came from Nortmannia, which could be either Normandy or Norway, and evicted Sigtryg, the last member of the Olaf dynasty. Very little is known about his reign. When Archbishop Unni of Hamburg-Bremen visited Denmark in 936 Hardegon had been succeeded by Gorm, apparently his son. If we are to believe Widukind, very little scope is left for Hardegon. Widukind claims that in 934 Henry the Fowler defeated the Danes and their king Chnuba, who was the father of Sigtryg, and forced them to pay tribute and to accept Christianity. Widukind’s information should, however, probably be rejected. His source, the annals of Corvey, mentions neither the name of the Danish king nor any tribute nor baptism. Tribute and baptism are Widukind’s own inferences, not necessarily wrong, from defeat.

We are better informed about Gorm’s death than about his life. He was buried in 958 in the north mound at Jelling, where he had put up a runic monument in memory of his queen Thyre. Gorm himself was commemorated together with Thyre in another inscription by his son Harald Blue-tooth. Later he was transferred to a Christian grave in the church at Jelling built by his son after his conversion in 965. Gorm described Thyre as tanmarkar but, ‘the pride of Denmark’, and this is probably the first instance of the name ‘Denmark’ in Danish. It had appeared before 900 in Old English, in Ottar’s account of his voyage from Sciringesheal to Hedeby. The Old English Orosius, as suggested above, gives the impression that the territory inhabited by the Danes was divided between south Danes and north Danes. Apparently the name ‘Denmark’ covered the territory of the North Danes, that is, the Danish islands and Skåne, Halland and Bohuslen on the Scandinavian mainland. It is possible, therefore, that Gorm’s marriage was an attempt to unite the Danes and that it paved the way for his son who makes the claim for himself that he won all Denmark: ‘King Harald

35 ASC.916. Lucien Musset (1919) has suggested that the English flavour of many Scandinavian place-names in Normandy may be due to immigration of Scandinavians who had spent a number of years in England. 36 See Coupland, above, p. 201. 37 Danmarks Runeindskrifter, nos. 2 and 4.
had these *kumbl* [memorial complexes] made in memory of Gorm, his father, and Thyre, his mother, that Harald who won for himself all Denmark, and Norway, and Christianised the Danes.38

The dynasty to which Gorm and Harald belonged is generally called the Jellinge dynasty because of its association with the monuments there. By the end of the century, however, the centre of power had moved to Roskilde and this does suggest that the achievement Harald boasted was indeed the unification of his own south Danish Jutland with the north Danish islands and parts of the Scandinavian mainland. The four or five circular fortresses found in Denmark should possibly be understood in the context of his conquest of Denmark. They were built 980–1 and may have functioned as royal strongholds in newly subdued provinces.

It has also been suggested, but this is less probable, that Harald was referring to his reconquest of parts of southern Jutland from the Germans. During most of the tenth century the Germans exerted pressure on their eastern and northern neighbours. This gave Danes and Slavs common interests. Harald indeed married an Obodrite princess, no doubt for political reasons.39

The second claim that Harald made for himself was that he won Norway. The presence of Hakon, earl of Lade, on Harald’s side against the Germans in 974 lends substance to this claim. In spite of the decline of Danish power Danish influence in Norway does not seem to have faded completely. Harald Fairhair was married to a Danish princess, and so was his oldest son and immediate successor, Erik Bloodaxe, whose wife was a sister of Harald Bluetooth.

By 948 Erik Bloodaxe had been ousted by Hakon the Good, another son of Harald Fairhair who had been brought up in England at the court of King Athelstan.40 His return to Norway was probably backed by the English and

38 ‘Haraltr kunukR bāp kaurua kubl ˌbausi əft kurm ˌfaʊr sin auk əft ˌpaʊrui mɯpur sina sa haraltr ias saR ˌvaŋ tənmaurk ala auk nuriak auk tani karpī kristna’: Danmarks Runeindskrifter, no. 42.

39 She had a runic inscription, now in the church of Sdr. Vissing in north Jutland, carved in memory of her mother, without naming her: tufa ˌlet kaurua kubl misiwis tuRir ˌuʃt mɯpur sina kuma hawat hins kuspa sunar kurms; ‘Tove, daughter of Mistivoi, wife of Harald the Good Gormsson, had these kumbl made in memory of her mother’: Danmarks Runeindskrifter, no. 53. Harald and Mistivoi attacked Germany jointly in 983, and links were maintained when a daughter of Svein Forkbeard married a grandson of Mistivoi. Their son Gotskalk spent some time with Knut the Great in England and later married a daughter of Svein Estridson. Another indication of Slav–Danish connections is the presence at Knut’s court of one Wrytsleof dux, who signed a charter of 1026(?): Sawyer 962.

40 Snorre Sturluson, Saga of Harald Fairhair, chs. 39–41; Saga of Hakon the Good, ch. 1. Snorre’s account of how Hakon came to be brought up at the court of Athelstan is untrustworthy. Probably the arrangement was part of an alliance between Athelstan and Harald Fairhair against
Erik Bloodaxe was now welcomed as a king in York by the Northumbrians, still resisting south English attempts to incorporate them in the English kingdom.

Hákon the Good based his power, like his father, on western Norway but he secured the submission to his lordship of Sigurd, earl of Lade, and thus controlled considerable parts of Norway. He returned from England a Christian but his attempts to promote Christianity were unsuccessful.

Harald Bluetooth involved himself in Norwegian politics on the side of his nephews, the sons of Erik Bloodaxe, and supported Harald Greycloak. In about 960 they managed to kill Hákon. Harald Greycloak, however, soon developed policies more independent than Harald Bluetooth liked, trying to take over control not only of western and northern Norway but of Viken as well, and the Danish king therefore transferred his support to the new earl of Lade, Hákon, whose father, Sigurd, Harald Greycloak had killed. Hákon defeated Harald Greycloak in a naval battle in Danish waters. As Hákon afterwards acknowledged Harald Bluetooth as his overlord and was the most powerful chieftain in Norway, the Danish king was justified in claiming that he had won Norway. He had restored traditional Danish overlordship.

Harald’s third claim on the Jellinge stone is that he Christianised the Danes. This was a matter of organising a church more than of converting the Danes. Indeed, Widukind claims that they were Christians of old. Almost a century after Anskar was allowed to build churches in Schleswig and Ribe, however, Denmark had no organised church, and the archbishop in Hamburg had no suffragans. In 948 three bishops were appointed to sees in Denmark: Hored to Schleswig, Liafdag to Ribe and Reginbrand to Arhus. These bishops probably never set foot in Denmark but their appointment was a warning to the king of Denmark that Otto intended to promote the church in Denmark much as he was promoting it among the Slavs. This implied annexation to Germany. The only way Harald could forestall a similar process in Denmark was by adopting Christianity and thereby making himself acceptable as the protector of the church within his kingdom. There are suggestions that Harald tried to evade the influence of Hamburg, which as part of the imperial German church would still be an agent of the empire. Poppo, the missionary who is reported to have convinced the Danes through ordeal of hot iron, certainly was not brought...
in from Hamburg. Harald soon established friendly relations with the archbishop, however, and was remembered as a great friend of Hamburg; there is even a hint of plans to sanctify him.43

Otto the Great quickly acknowledged Harald as head of the Danish church, probably because he wanted to concentrate on his Slav frontier. In 965 he issued a charter formally relinquishing all imperial rights over the church in Denmark.44 However formal these rights may have been, and there is no evidence that Otto exercised any real power in Denmark before 965, the way the Germans saw it and the perspectives it would hold to the Danish king are probably well enough expressed by Adam of Bremen: the Danish kingdom was in Otto's power to such an extent that he even gave away the bishoprics.45

However much the Christianisation of the Danes may have done to alleviate German pressure on the kingdom it did not remove it. Three years later Harald fortified his German border with extensive works on the Danevirke, linking the very recent semicircular fortifications at Hedeby with the old main wall of the Danevirke from 737. In 968, indeed, the Saxons expected a war with Denmark.46 Nothing, as far as we know, came of this but when news of the death of Otto the Great in 973 reached Denmark, Harald himself invaded the land south of the Eider. The following year, however, a German counter-attack was successful; Harald lost Hedeby and the Danevirke and possibly larger parts of south Jutland. This situation persisted until 983 when Harald as well as the Obodrite prince Mistivoi, Harald's father-in-law, took the opportunity provided by the defeat of Otto II at the hands of the Saracens at Capo Colonne to repair their losses.

Harald Bluetooth was a great builder. At Jelling he built the north mound, in which his father was first buried, the south mound, empty and completed after his adoption of Christianity, and a large wooden church to which he transferred the remains of Gorm, and he put up a runic stone there; he fortified the Danevirke, repairing old parts of it and adding new; and he built five circular fortresses, a fifth one having been discovered recently in Trelleborg in Skåne in addition to the four long-familiar ones. Bridges and roads, too, were built on a large scale. We have no direct evidence that Harald demanded bridgework, roadwork or the building of fortifications from his subjects like contemporary west European rulers, but a building activity on this scale would hardly have been possible without them. Such demands are a possible reason, therefore, for the rebellion staged by

43 Adam of Bremen II, p. 28: ‘at ille noster Haraldus, qui... ille, inquam, innocens vulneratus et pro Christo expulsus martyrii palma, ut spero, non carebit’.
44 MGH Diplomata Regum et Imperatorum I, no. 294.
45 Adam of Bremen II, 3.
46 Widukind III. 70.
Harald’s son Svein in the 980s. Another possible reason is that Svein and the party supporting him disapproved of Harald’s concessionary policy towards Hamburg-Bremen. There is no suggestion, however, of opposition to Christianity as such. Heathen practices disappeared quietly within a generation of the adoption of Christianity.

Harald Bluetooth died on 1 November 987 from the wounds he incurred when Svein rebelled against him. After the battle he fled to the Wends and died there but was allegedly buried in Denmark.47 An immediate sequel to Svein’s victory was the expulsion of the German bishops from Denmark; in 988 Adaldag, archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen, solicited a charter from Otto III permitting Danish ecclesiastics to acquire privileged lands within the empire.48 This hostility of Svein’s towards prelates loyal to Hamburg gave him a very bad name in the records of the church. To Adam of Bremen it amounted to apostasy and he treated Svein as a heathen until shortly before the battle of Svold in which the Lord turned out to be on Svein’s side; Adam could then no longer be against him.

This attitude has led to a severely distorted account of Svein’s early career in Adam’s Gesta as well as in Thietmar who hated Svein for family reasons. According to these authors Svein spent his early years in captivity, from which he had to be ransomed more than once, and in exile, driven from his country by foreign enemies. In fact Svein turned his interests against England soon after his accession to the throne. Viking raids on England had been resumed on a modest scale in about 980 but when Svein entered the business in the 990s they increased dramatically. Svein is first mentioned by name in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle under 994 but he very probably also took part in the campaign in 991 which involved the famous battle of Maldon.49

One of Svein’s companions in the 994 campaign was Olav Tryggvesson, a Norwegian chieftain of obscure lineage. According to Snorre his father was Tryggve Olavsson, a petty king in Vestfold and a grandson of Harald Fairhair,50 but this genealogy, as well as Snorre’s account of Olav’s youth, is fictitious.51 What their partnership was like is uncertain but there is little reason to doubt that Svein regarded himself as the overlord of Norway much as his father had been. Nor can there be any doubt that a Norwegian prince would take any opportunity afforded to break loose from Danish

47 According to the oldest source, the Encomium Emmae Reginae, Harald fled to the Wends. In later sources, like Adam of Bremen, he is made to escape to Jumne, which has been identified with Wolin on an island near the Oder estuary, and in still later sources, like the legendary Jomsvikinga Saga, this becomes a stronghold which Harald had founded himself. The likeliest place for Harald to seek refuge was with his father-in-law, Mistivoi, with whom he had recently campaigned against the Germans.
48 MGH Diplomata Regum et Imperatorum ii, no. 41.
50 Saga of Harald Fairhair, ch. 42; Saga of Olav Tryggvesson, ch. 1.
domination. Olav was given one such opportunity by Æthelred the Unready, king of England, when, after the 994 campaign, he accepted a peace offer from Æthelred. They concluded a treaty by which peace was to obtain between the parties. Olav undertook never to return to England with hostile intentions, a promise that he fulfilled, the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle* confirms. In 995 he returned to Norway, apparently, like Hákon the Good almost half a century earlier, with English financial support. Æthelred was playing off two enemies against each other, hoping to give Svein worries at home that would keep him away from England.

**OLAV TRYGGVÉSSON IN NORWAY**

In Norway Olav managed to secure recognition of his rule in Trøndelag after the murder of Earl Hákon by his slave. Hákon’s government appears to have grown increasingly unpopular with the Norwegians but a direct link between his murder and Olav’s return from England cannot be demonstrated. Olav’s rule was brief and, though he was the first king of all Norway to rule Trøndelag directly, it left no permanent traces. Some 200 years later he was depicted as a great missionary king to whose influence the adoption of Christianity also in Iceland was due, and in the nineteenth century he became the great national hero of Norway. This all tells us more about those centuries than about Olav himself. In 999 or 1000 he faced a coalition of the Danish and Swedish kings, Svein Forkbeard and Olof Skötkonung, and Erik Earl Hákonsson; although the Jomsvikings are reported to have come to his assistance, Olav lost his life in the battle of Svold. There can be little doubt that a showdown with Olav must have been on Svein’s agenda since 995 and this battle restored his control of Norway. He seems to have assumed direct control of Viken while the government of the remoter parts of the country was left in the hands of the sons of Earl Hákon, Erik and Svein, as it had been in those of Hákon himself.

The appearance of the Swedish king on the Danish side reflects Svein’s influence in Sweden. We have no reliable information about kings of the Svear between the middle of the ninth century and the end of the tenth. Svealand did not have any central authority and such attempts as there were to establish authority over larger parts of Sweden seem to have originated in east Götaland, west Götaland being too exposed to Danish influence. About 970 Sigtuna was founded, apparently by a king connected with Götaland, conceivably Erik, known as ‘the Victorious’, father of Olof Skötkonung. Little else is known about this Erik except that he was married to a Polish

---

52 Æthelred; Whitelock, *EHD*, no. 43; Leibermann (1903) i, pp. 220–5.
princess who after Erik's death married Svein Forkbeard and became the mother of Harald, king of Denmark 1014-18, and of Knut the Great. Svein's marriage to Erik's widow indicates a superiority over the Swedes and it made him the stepfather of Erik's successor Olof. Olof's epithet, Skōtkonung, designates him as a tributary king, and that must have been to the Danes.

Thietmar of Merseburg depicted Svein as a king who ravaged his own country but the little that is known about the domestic side of Svein's reign suggests that Denmark was thriving. To replace the German bishops, Svein brought in ecclesiastics from England. In his lifetime churches were built in new towns like Roskilde and Lund. The latter was previously thought to have been founded by Knut the Great but its first church has now been dated c. 990; it was soon followed by more, and Roskilde grew to be a remarkably big place in a short time. It seems to have replaced a local centre of power at Lejre.

Svein also began, as the first king of Denmark, to strike coins with his name on them, after the English pattern. Coins had, of course, been struck in Ribe and Hedeby in the eighth and ninth centuries and Harald Bluetooth had struck an ostensibly Christian coinage after his conversion. Svein's coins are imitations of coins of Æthelred and on the surface of it his moneyer was also English. Coins with the same moneyer's name on them were also struck in Norway for Olav Tryggvesson and at Sigtuna for Olof Skōtkonung at much the same time. There are such technical differences between these coins, however, that they could not have been struck by one moneyer travelling from one Scandinavian court to another; they are rather independent imitations. While Svein's coinage was emphemeral, minting went on in Sigtuna. A coinage of considerable volume, largely consisting of imitations of English coins, was minted in the reigns of Olof Skōtkonung and his successor Anund Jacob (1022-50). This coinage suggests that Swedish kings were experimenting with the exercise of royal power but did not really know how to run a coinage.55

THE DANISH CONQUEST OF ENGLAND

In 1013 Svein embarked on the conquest of England. He had already raided England several times but does not seem to have intended any conquest before. What changed his mind may have been the achievements of Thorkell the Tall. This chieftain had set out on a raid in 1009 and had had great success. He accumulated much gold and silver, and when the fleet dispersed

55 See Blackburn, p. 138 below.
in 1012, he himself with a number of ships took service with Æthelred, king of England.

Thorkell’s relationship with Svein is ambiguous. According to the *Encomium Emmae Reginae* he was one of Svein’s military leaders who had now deserted with part of Svein’s army; Svein therefore invaded England to discipline him. Thorkell was connected with the legendary Jomsvikings based somewhere in the Baltic, and if there is any truth in the legends collected in the *Jomsvikinga Saga* this band ought to have been Svein’s enemies. They were on Olav Tryggvesson’s side in 1000 at Svold. It is likely, however, that after this defeat they had been forced to acknowledge Svein’s overlordship. In that sense Thorkell could therefore be regarded as one of Svein’s captains. From Thorkell’s point of view, however, it was a question of an allegiance that he chose to break and replace with an allegiance to Æthelred. This was dangerous for Svein. Æthelred depended so much on his forces that Thorkell might very well achieve a dominant position in England. Should that happen Thorkell would become a very dangerous rival for Svein, commanding much greater resources than Svein himself.

In a swift campaign Svein managed to drive Æthelred from his country and secure recognition as king of England himself. He died soon after, however, on 3 February 1014, unmourned by the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle*, which refers to ‘the happy event of Svein’s death’.

This created a very unstable situation in England and in Scandinavia. With Svein in England was his younger son Knut. When the Danish fleet elected Knut king, the English *witan* chose to recall Æthelred from his exile in Normandy and the English managed to drive out Knut’s forces. In Denmark Svein had been succeeded by his elder son Harald, who had presumably been left in charge while Svein was away in England. Knut therefore had to start all over again, collecting fresh forces and launching a new attack on England.

Thorkell the Tall remained faithful to Æthelred and helped him defend England against the new Danish onslaught. With him was Olav Haraldsson, a Norwegian chieftain who had fought many of Thorkell’s battles and also been away on his own campaigns on the Continent. With the riches he had collected, and apparently with more supplied by Æthelred, who once more tried to give his Danish enemies trouble in Scandinavia, he now turned towards Norway, taking the opportunity offered by Svein’s death and the heavy demands on the resources of Denmark made by the campaigns in England. In Norway Olav Haraldsson came across Svein Earl Hakonsson and defeated him in the battle of Nesjar, 26 March 1016. Svein’s brother Erik had joined Knut in England.

It has been suggested that there was a deal between Knut and Olav, to the effect that Olav was given Norway in return for giving up his support for
Æthelred. But Knut was in no position to give away Norway at this time, and it was hardly in the interest of his brother Harald to do so. The Danish hegemony of Scandinavia was badly shaken after the death of Svein Forkbeard. Olof Skötkonung in Sweden took advantage of the situation as well. The Danes did not reverse their policy towards Hamburg-Bremen until the mid-twenties when Knut came to terms with the German emperor, but Olof immediately sent to Hamburg for a bishop to come to Sweden. He also married off one of his daughters to Olav Haraldsson. Both these acts amount to a clear defiance of his Danish overlord and an attempt to ally with the enemies of the Danes.

In spite of stiff resistance Knut succeeded in making himself lord of England. In 1019, having consolidated his hold on that country, he travelled to Denmark to succeed his brother Harald. The main problem facing Knut in Denmark was apparently that his dismissal of his fleet had created a great number of redundant Vikings in Scandinavia. Although some found employment in Russia and Byzantium and on raids in the east, there was a great danger that someone might rally them for fresh attacks on England. How Knut solved this problem we cannot tell but in a letter written from Denmark to his English subjects he claims to have done so.

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle informs us that in 1023 Knut entrusted Denmark to Thorkell whom he had outlawed two years before but with whom he was now reconciled. This is unlikely. Although Thorkell, who had only joined Knut at a late stage, had been given a very high position in England in Knut’s first years, he seems to disappear from history after his outlawry. Denmark is more likely to have been entrusted to Knut’s brother-in-law Ulf. Nothing is heard of his appointment but he emerges as regent of Denmark in 1026 when he joined Knut’s enemies.

Little is known about the government of Denmark in Knut’s time. He attempted twice to introduce a coinage modelled on the English coinage, the first time imitating English types, the second introducing a series of local types. Knut continued his father’s policy against Hamburg-Bremen; he brought in bishops from England, and it is even possible that he intended to organise the Danish church as an ecclesiastical province with the metropolitan see at Roskilde, under the primacy of Canterbury. If so, his plans were thwarted when the archbishop of Hamburg intercepted Gerbrand, bishop of Roskilde, and kept him a prisoner until he promised to submit to Hamburg-Bremen. These problems were probably finally settled in 1027 when Knut met Conrad II and attended his coronation.

---

56 Adam of Bremen II, 58. 57 See vol. iii, chapter by S.D. Keynes.
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Olav Haraldsson did not bring large forces back to Norway from England so much as substantial means. He relied on these to buy the loyalty of the Norwegian chieftains. After Nesjar he co-operated with the old aristocracy in so far as they were willing, but he tried to balance their power in regions where they were dominant by placing lesser vassals among them. Rather than outright battle against the established chieftains his device was *Divide et impera*. He introduced reeves, *ârmenn*, on the royal estates and used these as local representatives of royal authority. His government was, however, based on personal links and allegiances. A government apparatus independent of the person of the king only developed in Norway in the twelfth century.

Olav’s attempts to introduce centralised government were unacceptable to some of the magnates, not least those in control of the trade and taxation in Finnmark and Biarmia, and by 1026 they had rebelled against Olav.

Olav has a name as a champion of Christianity in Norway. Christianity had already gained a footing in Norway, especially in the western parts, since the mid-tenth century; Olav concentrated his efforts in the Opplands and other places where the old faith was still strong and they were to some extent violent. It is difficult, however, to distinguish missionary zeal from political ambition.

Olav brought in a bishop from England, Grimkell, and, significantly, immediately had him seek recognition from Hamburg-Bremen.\(^61\) Later sources ascribe to Olav and Grimkell the introduction of certain ecclesiastical laws but this is highly dubious. The provisions ascribed to them, particularly those regarding consanguinity, are likely to be later. There is also, therefore, no basis for regarding Olav as the organiser of the Norwegian church. His bishop was a member of his household and permanent sees were not created in Norway until c. 1100.

Posterity has made Olav Haraldsson the great national king of Norway, the real unifier of Norway and ‘the eternal king of Norway’. However, as little of his efforts had any lasting effect, his reign was, realistically, little more than ‘an episode in an era during which Danish kings were overlords over greater or lesser parts of Norway, particularly neighbouring Viken’\(^62\).

**Knut, King of Norway and part of the Swedes**

In 1026 Olav and the king of the Swedes, Anund, who had succeeded Olof Skötkonung c. 1022, attacked Denmark and this brought Knut over from

---

\(^{61}\) Adam of Bremen II. 17, iv. 34.  
England with an army. On his arrival he apparently found that Ulf had joined his enemies. The location as well as the outcome of the ensuing battle is very much debated. The location is given as Helgeå or 'Holy River'.\(^{63}\) This was traditionally thought to be in Skåne but a persuasive case has been made for its location in Uppland.\(^{64}\) According to Scandinavian sources Knut was victorious but the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle* claims that the Swedes had control of the battlefield. This discrepancy can only be resolved by recourse to the aftermath of the battle which clearly suggests that whichever party may have been able to claim a victory was unable to exploit it. Knut, at least, suffered so little from his enemies that he was able in early 1027 to travel to Rome. In a letter to his English subjects written on his way home Knut informs the English that he is going to Denmark to conclude 'peace and a firm treaty with those nations and peoples who wished, if it had been possible for them, to deprive us of both kingdom and life, but could not'.\(^{65}\) Knut apparently was in no position to dictate a settlement to his opponents.

When Olav Haraldsson had alienated the Norwegian magnates Knut stepped in and persuaded many of them to shift their allegiance to him. He styled himself 'king of Norway' already in 1027. His means of persuasion were the traditional ones, also used by Olav on his return from England in 1014: gold and silver. So many turned to Knut that Olav gave up and sought refuge in Russia in 1028. Knut appointed Hákon Earl Eriksson, son of Earl Erik of Northumbria, ruler of Norway, but when Hákon died before he had taken up office Knut made an appointment which seems to have helped change Norwegian attitudes to Danish overlordship fundamentally. On hearing about Hákon’s death in 1029, Olav attempted a return but the Norwegians were still loyal to Knut and defeated and killed Olav in the battle of Stiklestad. Yet, when after this Knut sent an alien, his son Svein, backed up by his mother Ælfgifu of Northampton, he alienated the Norwegians. Svein’s and Ælfgifu’s rule, apparently based on English ideas of kingship, was very unpopular. On Knut’s death in 1035 they were driven out and the Norwegians recalled from exile in Russia Magnus, the young son of Olav, and made him king. Olav himself began to be treated as a saint. He was recognised as one within a year of his death, largely owing to the efforts of Grimkell, and churches were dedicated to him in York and in Novgorod, among other places, remarkably soon afterwards.

In his letter of 1027, Knut also styles himself ‘king of part of the Swedes’. This probably means that he had secured the allegiance of a number of Swedish chieftains and may have been on his way to do what he had done in

\(^{63}\) *ASC* MS E: ‘to þam holme æt ea þære halgan’.  
\(^{64}\) Gräslund (1986).  
\(^{65}\) Whitelock, *EHD*, no. 49; Liebermann (1903) 1, 276–7.
Norway with his gold and silver. A group of runic inscriptions including the titles 'thegn' and 'dreng' may be evidence of Knut's influence in Sweden. A number of coins with the legend CNUT REX SW struck in Sigtuna have also been taken as corroboration of Knut's claim to Sweden but they have now been shown to be imitations; they are all struck from one pair of dies and form only a small part of a coinage struck around 1030 by Anund.

Knut's son Svein died soon after his father. His mother's interests now lay in England with her other son Harold. By Knut's arrangement with Emma, their son Harthaknut was designated Knut's successor in England. But he was held up in Denmark and before he was able to come to England, Ælfgifu, backed by her powerful northern English family, had secured the recognition of Harold Harefoot. Harold remained in power until his death in 1040 and the invasion that Harthaknut was preparing to unseat him proved unnecessary.

MAGNUS THE GOOD AND HARALD HARDRADA IN NORWAY

In Norway, Magnus took up the idea of a North Sea empire and after Harthaknut's death secured power in Denmark. His claim was contested by Svein Estridson, a son of Knut's sister Estrid and Ulf, the regent of Denmark killed after the battle of the Holy River. Svein may, or may not, have ruled Denmark on behalf of Harthaknut after 1040 and now asked for English support against Magnus. He was a natural ally of Edward the Confessor in so far as Magnus seems to have had aggressive intentions against England as well, but his request was apparently turned down. Towards the end of his reign, Magnus was forced to share power with his nephew Harald, later known as 'Hardrada', who returned from Byzantium and Russia, having served the Byzantine emperor for ten years. Harald Hardrada was recognised as sole king on Magnus' death in 1047 and his most important achievement was that he managed to complete what his half-brother had begun, namely the establishment of direct control over all Norway. He killed or exiled the most important members of the old aristocracy, notably those who had wielded the greatest influence during Magnus' minority, and subordinated the rest.

Harald carried on Magnus' foreign policy. He is reported to have sought recognition as king of Denmark in Viborg but failed. He fought endless wars with Svein Estridson. According to skaldic poetry he won a crushing victory over Svein in 1062 in the battle of Niså but was unable to exploit it because of a rebellion in a Norwegian province; one may doubt the
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character of his victory if it did not discourage the people of Oppland. In any case, he soon gave up his Danish plans to concentrate on the conquest of England after the death of Edward the Confessor, a venture that ended in disaster at Stamford Bridge.

**SVEIN ESTRIDSON IN DENMARK**

In Denmark, Svein Estridson managed to establish himself as king. Although a reconciliation was effected with Knut, for the first time since the reign of Harald Bluetooth a Danish king entered into friendly relations with Hamburg-Bremen. This friendship was severely tested when the archbishop forced Svein to repudiate his wife because of consanguinity. Nevertheless it survived this strain and in Svein’s reign Denmark was properly organised into eight dioceses. In Iceland a diocese was created in 1056 at Skálholt. Towards the end of his reign Svein also negotiated with the pope for recognition of an autonomous Danish ecclesiastical province, but this was not achieved until 1103.

Sweden seems, after the death of Knut, to have enjoyed relief from external pressure. It was hardly to be counted as united under one king, however, and there seems to have been no idea as yet of Sweden as one nation or one people. Indeed, in the late eleventh century Pope Gregory VII was taught to distinguish between rex sueonum and the reges wisigothorum.69 A peace treaty between Denmark and Sweden purporting to have been concluded in the mid-eleventh century has been regarded as evidence that Sweden had by then been united through the subjection by the Svear of the Gautar. Such serious doubts about the authenticity and date of this treaty have now been raised, however, that its validity in this context can no longer be accepted.70 The most powerful factor in the unification of Sweden seems to have been the creation of the archdiocese of Uppsala in 1164, at a time when Frederick Barbarossa looked like increasing his influence in Denmark and the pope wanted to keep imperial influence out of as much of Scandinavia as possible.

At the beginning of the eighth century only three political structures of substance impinged upon the Balkans. Two of them belonged to quite recent arrivals from the Eurasian steppes, the Avars and the Bulgars, while the third comprised the remnants of the eastern Roman empire which had, until the sixth century, encompassed the entire peninsula. It must be emphasised that the empire never unreservedly gave up its claim to ultimate authority over the whole area south of the lower or middle Danube, for all the treaties which it had perforce to ratify with the more formidable of the intruders. Equally, the most numerous immigration — of the Slavs — was also, by and large, the least systematically violent, leaving intact many visible symbols of the empire, for example, governors' residences and churches. The Byzantine government's periodic assertions of its rights of proprietorship were therefore not wholly lacking in physical corroboration, while the presence of Greek-speaking and, presumably, largely Christian communities was a further reminder of a past order. Not all Greek-speakers, however, necessarily regarded themselves as owing service to the remote and apparently ineffectual emperor on the Bosphorus.

The secession of Greek Christian and other groups from the Avar khanate1 points to the strains which a federation of steppe nomads and subject peoples was liable to undergo, as the momentum of campaigning and plundering gradually gave way to a sedentary, less martial way of life. This tendency was already pronounced by the late seventh century and continued through the eighth. The majority of the population engaged in agriculture, as the many finds of sickles in burial grounds attest, although some Avars may have maintained a degree of pastoral nomadism. The Avars' stance was essentially defensive and the strongpoints indicated by the

1 See Lemerle (1979) 1, pp. 222–4; Lemerle (1981) 11, pp. 142–52. The descendants of the Greek-speaking captives of the Avars who appeared near Thessalonica in the 680s were, whether justly or not, viewed with some suspicion by the imperial authorities.
concentration of warrior graves in their southeastern quarter, near modern Belgrade, served primarily to block Bulgar forays up the Danube. Nonetheless, they remained, with their bows and arrows, sabres and horsemanship, a far from negligible military power and could be described by a Frankish writer in the mid-eighth century as *robusta gens Avarorum*.\(^2\) They probably acted as a check upon the westwards adventurism of their Bulgar neighbours.

The exact ethnic origins of the Danubian Bulgars is controversial. It is in any case most probable that they had enveloped groupings of diverse origins during their migration westwards across the Eurasian steppes,\(^3\) and they undoubtedly spoke a form of Turkic as their main language. The Bulgars long retained many of the customs, military tactics, titles and emblems of a nomadic people of the steppes. They were still carrying into battle horses’ tails as banners in the 860s.\(^4\) The Bulgars in the eighth and ninth centuries had a pressing practical reason for retaining a military organisation appropriate for the open steppes. The fertile stretch of steppe northeast from the Danube as far as the environs of the Dniester basin was still their grazing ground, and it needed guarding against other military formations from further east. The Danubian Bulgars were, in a sense, obliged to remain on a steppe-warfare footing to a much greater extent than were the Avars behind their Carpathian screen: Pliska, the Bulgars’ focal point in the plain south of the Danube, formed a colossal encampment and refuge for their families and livestock soon after they crossed the Danube and appropriated the plain to its south in 680–1 (Map 16). They raised an earthen rampart some 3 m high, enclosing an area of approximately 23 sq km; in its middle was a much smaller earthwork, concentric in plan with the outer rampart, containing the khan’s residence and the halls of senior nobles.\(^5\) These structures were not, in the late seventh or eighth century, of stone but the remains of stone Byzantine churches and public buildings were still extant. One of the main attractions of the area was abundant pastureland and the newly arrived Bulgars created several similar large fortified encampments within a few kilometres of Pliska.\(^6\) Another advantage was the protection which the Danube afforded from sudden attacks by other peoples of the steppes.

To the south lay the ‘Greeks’, against whose perfidy and sudden attacks strict vigilance must also be maintained. The tribute or subsidies which Bulgar khans from Asparuch onwards seem to have received from the emperor may have served as an appetiser for further treasure to be had from


\(^3\) Dimitrov (1987), pp. 65–70.

\(^4\) *MGH Epp.* vi, p. 580.

\(^5\) *IB*, p. 181; *PP iv*, pp. 9–12.

\(^6\) *PP iv*, p. 15. On the re-use of spolia in the ninth century, see p. 244 below.
Map 16 The Balkans, 700–900
raiding, but it could also encourage acceptance of the status quo. It seems to have been principally the readiness of Byzantine contenders for the throne to call for Bulgar military aid that upset this equilibrium. The most notable instance was in 705–6. Justinian II, intent upon recovering power after years in exile north of the Black Sea, enlisted Khan Tervel's support with the promise of 'many gifts, and his own daughter as wife', and appeared before Constantinople with Tervel and his warriors. The sight of this host failed to cow the city's defenders into surrender, but Justinian managed to slip inside the walls with a few followers and in the ensuing mêlée he regained the throne. Tervel was rewarded with the almost imperial title of Caesar and, sitting enthroned beside the emperor, he received the obeisance of the citizenry. He displayed his new trappings on a seal which was perhaps struck for him while he was still in Constantinople. Tervel also commissioned a large relief carving (2.6 m high, 3.1 m wide) high up on a cliff face at Madara, some way south of Pliska. Tervel is depicted on horseback, trampling down a lion which he has speared. He was, in the role of triumphant huntsman, appropriating a royal motif.

Tervel's stance of wary collusion with the emperor, suggested by a contemporary inscription, was not absurd. Byzantine rulers, hard pressed to contain the Arabs' pressure which mounted in the early eighth century, and unsure of their own generals' loyalties, were inclined to treat the Bulgar occupation of the lower Danubian basin as a fait accompli. Probably in 716, and in any case no later than c. 750, a treaty was concluded between a Bulgarian ruler (probably Tervel) and an emperor, providing for travel between the regions under their respective sway; traders were to be equipped with 'certificates and seals' (sigillōn kai sphragidōn), and their possessions were to be inviolate; garments and red leather up to a total value of 30 or 50 pounds of gold could be bought by the Bulgars. The treaty gave suppleness and credibility to the khan's military overlordship: in future, he and his agents would have the right to supervise the regular contacts of whoever lived north of the Haemus range with the imperial authorities in Constantinople or the fortified ports which studded the Black Sea coast; the port of Mesembria seems to have been the principal entrepôt.

One might expect, on analogy with the Avars and other steppe federations, that the Bulgar polity would undergo stress once the momentum of

10 Beševliev (1979), p. 91.
conquest and massive influxes of booty died away and non-nobles engaged
to a greater or lesser extent in agriculture. The camp at Pliska contained no
equivalent to the Avar Ring’s treasure and, in so far as the eighth-century
Byzantine economy was preponderantly agrarian, few rich pickings lay
within reach in southern Thrace, even in such towns as Philippopolis. Such
tribute as was exacted from the Slavs must have been in kind, and agrarian
produce, wax and skins were not the aptest cogs for a durable political
mechanism of rewards and patronage. Nor does the tribute rendered, at
uncertain intervals, by Byzantium seem to have been really substantial.

These speculations, which must needs be highly tentative, have some
bearing on the events recorded in the third quarter of the eighth century,
when warfare brought the Bulgars back into the Byzantine chronicles’
beam. The emperor Constantine V (741–75) was a talented military man,
confident in the loyalty of his tagmata. Taking advantage of the turmoil in
the Muslim world, he attacked well-populated regions on his eastern
frontier and transferred their Syrian and Armenian Christian inhabitants to
Thrake. Constantine was also concerned to tighten control over the mainly
Slav occupants of the strip of land between the Rhodope range and the
Aegean Sea. One expedition – probably essentially punitive and intimida-
tory – sent against the Bulgars c. 760 came to grief in a mountain pass, but
subsequent events seemed to vindicate Constantine’s dismissive treatment
of his northern neighbours. Many Slavs seized the opportunity presented by
discord between their overlords to flee to the emperor, who resettled them
in Bithynia.

The successive expeditions of Constantine V against the Bulgars in the
later years of his reign are mostly depicted in Byzantine chronicles as fatuous
and vainglorious affairs. He seems, in 773, to have needed only to sail up to
Varna for the Bulgars collectively to sue for peace, and when he subse-
quently routed a Bulgar army that had breached the newly made written
agreements, he made much of victory celebrations in Constantinople, and
did not pursue the foe far northwards. His expeditions by land and sea may
in reality have had the limited aim of overawing the Bulgars and discourag-
ing them from intervening in his efforts to destabilise such Slav political
structures as existed to the south of the Haemus range. The empire’s urgent
requirement, probably aggravated by recurrent plagues, was not so much
for pastureland as people, both to garrison the fortresses which Constantine
built or refurbished in the borderlands, and to produce the agricultural

13 Theoph. Chron., p. 431, trans. Turtledove, p. 120; for a positive version of what could be the
same campaign, see Niceph. pp. 144–5, 219.
Turtledove, pp. 122, 125–6, 133–5.
surpluses upon which such defences had to rest. His concern to keep up, if
not expand, the size of the population in Thrace is suggested by the
decisiveness of his response to the Bulgars’ scheme to transplant the
inhabitants of Berzetia to their own country in 774.\footnote{15}

If this interpretation of Constantine’s aims is sound, it tempers the scale of
the Bulgars’ achievement in weathering the blows his armies dealt them. In
Constantine’s reign, they had their first hostile encounter with a firmly based
and undistracted soldier emperor, and the effect of their repeated reverses
was to exacerbate the political instability which was already astir. The
numerous ‘secret friends’ who kept Constantine informed about Bulgar plans perhaps bear witness to the politico-cultural magnetism of the
imperial court rather than simply to the efficacy of Byzantine bribery and
intelligence-gathering. In 776 Khan Telerig, following in the footsteps of at
least one predecessor, sought asylum in Constantinople, was baptised and
wedded a cousin of the emperor’s wife. But it would be wrong to infer from
the volatility at the top that the entire ruling elite was demoralised or
culturally bankrupt. Distrust of ‘the Greeks’ is a motif of the so-called
‘Protobulgar’ inscriptions and it may, paradoxically, have helped maintain
cohesion among the warrior class, in that a high degree of military alertness
was imperative. The ‘council’ (kombentori) which denounced Khan Sabinos
in 763 is supposed to have declared: ‘Thanks to you, the Romans will
enslave Bulgaria!’\footnote{16} This utterance foreshadows other, indubitably histori-
cal, expressions of Bulgar fear and distrust of the Byzantine state.

The turn of the eighth and the ninth centuries is celebrated for a series of
invasions and counter invasions on the part of Byzantines and Bulgars.
Lurid as some of these clashes were, they did not, in themselves, alter the
balance between the two powers. They were, however, symptoms of more
fundamental developments which the virulent early ninth-century conflicts
probably accelerated. First, and most dramatically, the collapse of the Avar
khaganate must be noted. In 796 the khagan submitted to Charlemagne and
in 803 the last significant Avar resistance gave out.\footnote{17} The Bulgars under their
new khan, Krum, were quick to exploit the Avars’ predicament. Around
804 they launched a devastating raid, prompting one group of Avars to
request permission to migrate westwards into the territory of their Frankish
overlords.\footnote{18}

A second fundamental development c. 800 was the tightening of the links

\footnote{15} Theoph. Chron., p. 447, trans. Turtledove, p. 134; Turner (1990a), p. 426; Soustal (1991), pp. 80,
336.
Turtledove, p. 122.
\footnote{17} Pohl (1989), pp. 321–2.
between Byzantium and the diverse inhabitants of the Balkan hinterland, and the Bulgars’ reaction to this. The imperial government in the late eighth century took spectacular steps to proclaim dominion over the Slav communities to its west and southwest. In 784 Empress Irene celebrated with a triumph in the capital the success of her chief minister, Staurakios, in allegedly ‘making tribute-payers’ of ‘all’ the Slav tribes in the regions of Thessalonica and northern Greece,19 and subsequently she herself went on a kind of imperial progress through Thrace, accompanied by a large force and taking with her organs and other musical symbols of majesty. Irene’s itinerary marked an attempt to establish enclaves centred on fortresses across a broad swathe of the debatable lands looking towards Bulgaria. Irene’s journey to a point as far up the Hebros (Maritsa) as Philippopolis (Plovdiv) took her well beyond the previous limits of imperial security. Her foundation of a new theme, ‘Macedonia’, gave administrative form to Byzantine dominance over the coastal strip west of the Hebros and the choice of name served notice on the Bulgars of imperial claims to Macedonia proper, far to the west.

If Irene and her counsellors supposed from the instability among the Bulgar ruling elite that their reclamation work would meet with acquiescence, they were soon to be disillusioned. The Bulgar polity proved far more resilient vis-à-vis the Byzantines than was the Avar khaganate before the Franks. In fact, it was the Byzantine state that now experienced volatility at the top for over two decades, giving the Bulgars the chance to reverse the trend of recent years.

The Byzantine chronicles record a few colourful bouts in a largely unrecorded struggle for control not only of forts such as Markellai but also of the entire length of the main river valleys leading down to the Aegean from the Balkan interior.20 The Bulgars may well have felt threatened by the Byzantine shows of force and acts of consolidation outlined above. But they were not devoid of some spirit of adventurism and expansionism, as their assault on the Avars c. 804 shows.

The khan who mounted this assault, Krum, had come to power c. 802 and his démarches have left their mark in certain inscriptions. These were set up at his instigation in the borderlands or at strategic points in order to propagate claims and publicise rights. It is noteworthy that strongholds far inland were

19 hypophorous epoiese: Theoph. Chron., p. 456, trans. Turtledove, p. 142; Treadgold, p. 73. Imperial authority had been established in larger towns such as Adrianople well to the west of the capital, judging by the attendance list of bishops at the Seventh Oecumenical Council at Nicaea in 787: Soustal (1991), p. 81.

now at issue, as well as points on eastern Thrace’s coastal plain. In 809 Krum gained entry to Serdica (Sofia) and massacred not only its large garrison but also the civilian population; this was, probably, mainly made up of Greek-speakers transplanted there in the recent past. Nicephorus’ response was twofold. First, he stepped up the transfer of ‘Christians . . . from every theme’ (*Christianous . . . ek pantos thematos*) to preponderantly Slav-settled regions over which he claimed dominion. Secondly, Nicephorus determined to inflict a humiliating blow on Khan Krum, preventing further disruption of the burgeoning pattern of strongholds. The emperor led a huge army up to Krum’s seat of authority in the Danubian plain, burning his residence and setting seals and bars on his ‘treasury buildings’, thereby proclaiming a change of ownership. Within a few days Nicephorus’ grand army was withdrawing through the deep mountain passes. Even so, the Bulgars had sufficient time in which to prepare wooden barricades which they threw up at either end of a valley, trapping the Byzantines within it. The Bulgars overran the emperor’s camp before dawn on Saturday, 26 July 811, killing Nicephorus; panic set in and many more soldiers perished in trying to break out over the palisades. The Byzantine losses have been described as ‘immense’. Krum seems to have proposed peace terms which were more or less a renewal of the treaty of almost a century earlier. A clause concerning the repatriation of runaways, including political refugees, apparently an innovation, proved to be a sticking-point. Thereupon Krum took by means of bombardment the key naval base of Mesembria and harried parts of Thrace. Emperor Michael I (811–15) eventually abandoned his reluctance to do battle, but his ill-equipped and largely untrained troops were easily routed at Bersinikia on 22 June 813. Krum’s forces were considerably fewer than the Byzantines’ and he had hitherto shown wariness. Now he led his men up to Constantinople and demanded that his spear be affixed to the Golden Gate, evidently as a symbol of victory. He was probably merely posturing, prior to peace talks, and, at his request, a meeting between him and the newly acceded emperor, Leo V, was arranged. It may well have been exasperation after a Byzantine assassination attempt that drove Krum on a whirlwind tour of destruction. After sacking the suburbs of the capital, Krum and his warriors devastated many forts and walled towns along the northern shore of the Sea of Marmara, a prosperous, hitherto secure area.

Krum published on an inscribed stone the hierarchy of commanders of

22 *tou tameion* Theoph. Chron., p. 490, line 24, trans. Turtledove, p. 171. It is in my view unlikely that there had already been a Byzantine expedition into the Danubian plain as far as Pliska in 809; see, however, Treadgold, p. 158.
23 Treadgold, p. 174.
his newly won border fortresses. He also had the names of more southerly fortified towns, which had been sacked but not occupied, inscribed on marble columns standing in Pliska. Twenty-one examples of these are known. Krum now sought to add to the list the name of Constantinople. Weight of numbers and siege equipment were prerequisite for this task, so he set about assembling a huge army, recruiting Avars and many Slavs. He prepared an arsenal of enormous catapults and other devices, which were to be drawn by 10,000 oxen. But sudden death cut short the enterprise. Krum died of a cerebral haemorrhage on 13 April 814.

Thus ended one of the more martial phases in Byzantino-Bulgarian relations. The various invasions had re-affirmed what was probably obvious already: that neither side could overwhelm the other. The speed of Nicephorus’ incursion in 811 was probably dictated by fear for his lines of withdrawal: his response to the news that the passes had been blocked was, reportedly, ‘Even were we to grow wings, none could hope to survive.’ Bulgar incursions continued after Krum’s death, but the effective stalemate created by the natural barrier of the Haemus and by the walls of the City were recognised in a peace treaty (probably for thirty years) concluded between Leo V and Krum’s son, Omurtag (815—31) in, most probably, 816. Its contents were summarised on an inscribed column at Pliska: the border area was specified mainly in terms of various fortresses running inland from Develtos (which seems to have been returned to Byzantium).

The inscription is incomplete and very few of the place-names are free from controversy about their form or their present-day location. It is on the one hand clear that Konstanteia, strategically situated on the Hevros, and Makre Libada nearby, were well to the south of the Haemus and brought the Bulgars footholds in the fertile river valley. On the other hand, the inscription’s provisions also imply a return to coexistence and the removal of casus belli. The very fact of its erection at the khan’s seat suggests as much, and it may well have been at this time that the Bulgars raised a great earthen rampart. The earthwork is still discernible for some 137 km, running from the coast near Develtos to the environs of Konstanteia and rising to a height of up to 1 m. The rampart is a mark of considerable powers of organisation and, while evincing distrust of the Greeks, it also suggests an intention to stay put. The khan still accounted the steppe

---

northeast of the Danube as his domain and a sizeable colony of Byzantine captives was maintained there, probably in the vicinity of the Dniester. The community was allowed its own leaders and these agriculturalists, who seem to have been armed, served as a buffer against raiders from the east. There exist 'Protobulgar' inscriptions which apparently confirm or supplement the forementioned treaty, and in 822–3 Omurtag came to the assistance of Michael II against the rebellion of Thomas the Slav, perhaps in fulfilment of a treaty clause.

There were, however, serious tensions engrained in the Bulgar polity’s relations with the empire. That military preparedness remained a top priority of the khan is indicated in the correspondence between Khan Boris and Pope Nicholas I in 866. Before going to war, the khan sent out an inspector of keen intelligence to scrutinise ‘all weapons, horses and things essential for battle ... and whoever proves to be ill-prepared is punished with death’. Death was also the lot of border-guards who let slip unauthorised freemen or slaves. This grim state of constant alert suggests abiding fear of sudden strikes from the Byzantines by land or sea, while the steppes to the northeast swarmed with unpredictable marauders. But the Bulgars’ energies could find outlets in expansionism when the occasion arose, and the demands of their ninth-century military organisation for matériel as well as manpower probably encouraged them to extend the compass of their exactions from amenable populations. By the mid-820s they were seeking some sort of overlordship over the Slavs and Avars living beyond the Iron Gates to the east of the river Theiss. In 827 a Bulgar fleet sailed up the river Drava and an attempt was made to wrest control of the local Slavs from the Franks. Khan Presian (836–52) waged war for three years with the Serbs and although his objectives are not clear, it is likely that, as in the clash with the Franks, rights of overlordship and, ultimately, exactions were at issue. This, in turn, would suggest that towards the middle of the century the khan’s sphere of exactions reached far to the west beyond Serdica (Sofia). Where exactly the khan’s sway ended and the emperor’s began was probably undecided, and in any case the Bulgar rulers did not attempt fully to press home the opportunities which the fragility of Byzantine hegemony over

32 Treadgold, p. 240 and n. 332 on p. 443. On evidence suggestive of a Bulgar contingent serving with the Byzantines against the Arabs in Asia Minor in 837, see Ditten (1984), pp. 70–9.
33 ‘cuncta arma et caballos et quae necessaria pugnae existunt ... et, apud quem inutiliter praeparata inventa fuerint, capite punitur’, MGH Epp. vi, p. 582; cf. ibid., p. 179.
34 E.g. the Magyars who harassed the above-mentioned Byzantine captives upon their flight, apparently during the 830s: GMC, pp. 818–19.
certain of its Slavimiai in the 820s and 830s might seem to have offered. Krum’s successors seem rather to have probed into the mountainous interior of the Balkans and upstream along the Danube, beyond the striking range of the emperor’s fleets or armies.

Their eyes, though, were cocked on the basileus and his court. This is the inescapable conclusion to be drawn from the inscriptions which the khans had cut in Greek by employees who may very often themselves have been ethnic Greeks; the inscriptions’ language is spoken, not formal literary Greek. Some were essentially functional, but the majority were set up, often on marble columns, at royal residences for purposes of display. The title the ‘prince-from-God’ is first attested on inscriptions of Omurtag. It can hardly be a coincidence that ‘emperor-from-God’ (ek theou basileus) was a term in use on contemporary Byzantine coins and seals and, probably, in contemporary acclamations.

Our sources for the reign of Boris (852–89, 893) are fuller than for the reigns of his predecessors, but they are very difficult to evaluate. Remarks about the political background to Boris’ conversion and even about the course of events must therefore be highly tentative. It seems most likely that soon after Boris’ accession he ratified a treaty with Byzantium, probably seeking to deal with the pattern of raids and counterraids that appear to have burgeoned in the Byzantino-Bulgar borderlands during the later 840s, after the expiry of the thirty-year treaty. Certain Byzantine sources claim that Boris had been deterred from military initiatives by Empress Theodora’s firm stance, but the reality may have been a strategic calculation of the khan: being aware of Byzantium’s substantial reserves of wealth, military manpower and diplomatic connections, Boris may have sought stability to his south and northeast, in order to extend his overlordship westwards. In 853 he attacked the territory of Louis the German in Pannonia ‘fiercely’ (acriter), albeit unsuccessfully.

36 On routine banditry, and an outright revolt, see Dvornik (1926b), pp. 31–6, 54, 61–2. The part played by the Bulgars in this unrest hinges mainly on the interpretation of an incomplete and much discussed inscription (Karayannopoulos (1986), pp. 14–19, 26–48). Any such involvement as the khan may have had was not sustained.


39 AB I.e. 813, p. 68.
attacked the Serbs and met with humiliating failure. An indication of more successful Bulgar expansion westwards comes in the form of an incomplete inscription found at Ballsh, and datable to the year 1 September 865 to 31 August 866, in present-day southern Albania. The wording implies that Boris reigned over the area, but it offers no clue as to when Ballsh had come under Bulgar dominion.

Probings westwards such as those outlined above made Boris a major figure, of concern to the East Frankish king as well as the basileus. Louis the German did not only have to reckon with the possibility of further Bulgar ventures up the middle Danube; he also had to contend with the emergence of a Slav political structure much closer to his borders, in fact within his sphere of influence, in the form of Moravia. Prince Rastislav had been imposed on the Moravians by Louis himself, but Louis' ineffectual expedition against him in 855 highlights the intractability of this Slav potentate: Louis' camp was almost overwhelmed during his withdrawal. Boris and Louis had a common interest in curbing the power of Rastislav and in the early 860s they achieved some sort of rapprochement, eventually amounting to an alliance. There were exchanges between Boris and Louis concerning conversion to Christianity to the point where Louis felt able to profess optimism that the khan 'might be willing to be converted' (velit converti) in a message directed to the papacy in the first half of 864. But in the event it was from Byzantium, and not Louis, that Boris received the faith. The Christian name which he assumed was that of the emperor, Michael III, who became his godfather.

The precise date of Boris' baptism, 864, 865 or even (implausibly) 863 or 866, remains contentious, as do the circumstances. One group of Byzantine chronicles relates that Boris was converted under duress. But one must also consider the possibility that the chronicles are relaying the imperial explanation for a decision that was essentially of Boris' making. His

41 This mentions 'Boris whose name has been changed to Michael' and 'the people given to him by God' (Boriz he metamastheis Michael; to ek theou dedomeno auto ethnei): Beševlev (1979), p. 139; Cankova-Petkova (1973), pp. 31–2. It was, most probably, cut soon after Boris's conversion.
42 AF 855, p. 45. On Louis the German's problems with Moravia, see Reuter (1991), pp. 82–3.
43 Louis, as the object of rebukes from Nicholas I at that time, had his reasons for propagating such hopes. Similar caution should be exercised with the statement in AB (864, p. 111) that Boris 'had promised that he wished to become a Christian' (christianum fieri velle promiserat); this would, even if actually made, have been only the vaguest of undertakings.
45 GMC, p. 824; Leo Grammaticus (1842), p. 238.
baptism could represent a proposal which he voluntarily presented to Byzantium in exchange for territorial concessions from Byzantium in Thrace. It need not have been determined solely by apprehensions of a Byzantine invasion.

If, as is likely, Boris was seriously considering baptism already before the onset of famine, apparent abandonment by the gods and strategic vulnerability, he was at least partly motivated by a desire to come to terms with a religion whose magnetic force was evident. Some of Boris’ subjects were Christians, and not all of them were Greek-born. Boris’ own sister is said to have been converted while living (as a hostage) in Constantinople and, supposedly, upon her return home she urged the faith upon him. In fact, nunneries, as well as monasteries, seem to have been in existence among the Bulgars for some time before Boris’ conversion, and Orthodox religious often made the most dedicated proselytisers. This could have a demeaning, if not downright disruptive, effect upon the rites, such as sacrifices, over which the khan presided. On the other hand, the cohesiveness, order and written learning of Christian worship, together with the energies of its practitioners, might be harnessed to Boris’ rule, lending credibility to his title ‘prince-from-God’. A cult which might predispose the Slavs, Vlachs and other autochthonous inhabitants of his lands to accept that they belonged to ‘the people given to him from God’ would be of obvious advantage to Boris. It may well have been considerations such as these, and not just diplomatic manoeuvring, which raised the question of Boris’ conversion during his exchanges with Louis the German. Not dissimilar considerations may have underlain his acceptance of Christianity from Michael III, whether or not this was preceded by serious imperial sabre-rattling.

Imperial propaganda inclined to treat the adoption of the Orthodox creed by the Bulgar khan as a triumph for the Byzantine state: Boris and his people had now submitted to the emperor. Boris’ subsequent conduct suggests that subservience to an external ruler was precisely what he was seeking to avert. Having made the decision to convert, he committed himself wholeheartedly to mastering the intricacies of the new religion’s ritual and discipline, and to inculcating Christian behavioural norms in his people in a characteristically thorough way. But his stance was still exploratory, in the

---

sense that he sought information from more than one ecclesiastical authority. His strategic position soon recovered from such temporary dislocation as the famine of the early 860s may have induced, and his internal position was greatly strengthened in 866 by his defeat in battle of a major uprising of nobles opposed to his adoption of the new religion; they may have regarded Boris’ démarche with the same disfavour that their predecessors had greeted Sabinos’ conciliatory policy towards Constantine V a century earlier. ‘All their leaders’ (omnes primates eorum) are said to have been executed by Boris.49 Within a year or two of baptism Boris felt able to risk Byzantine outrage by seeking clergy from Louis the German, and counsel and a patriarch from Pope Nicholas I. The pope’s answers, dated 13 November 866, match the detail of Boris’ enquiries as to how to implant the new religion into everyday life.50 Nicholas sent a high-ranking delegation, together with numerous junior clergy, to see through what he envisaged as the incorporation of the barbarian occupants of the old ecclesiastical province of Illyricum into the mother church.

Boris seems, throughout his negotiations with the papal representatives and the papacy, to have acted on the assumption that the new cult’s priests should be answerable to him and that their hierarchy should correspond with his own status as a wholly independent ruler: hence his desire for a patriarch as his high priest.51 He was most probably well aware of, and perhaps not uninfluenced by, the efforts which the chief prince of Moravia had been making in the early 860s to acquire a hierarchy independent of the Frankish church hierarchy. Rastislav’s aim was much more modest than Boris’, in that he seems merely to have been seeking a bishop and clergy to form a diocese coterminous with his dominions. But his rationale was comparable. Upon failing to procure a bishop from Nicholas I, Rastislav put a similar request to the emperor of Byzantium, and may also have sought general recognition of his right to rule over the Moravians.52

Rastislav received not a full-blown mission but two brothers, Constantine and Methodius. Both were pious and Slav-speakers, and Constantine was a supremely gifted linguist who seems already to have experimented with designing an alphabet for the Slavic language, perhaps even translating some Gospel readings.53 The Byzantine government may well have intended the mission to be exploratory rather than permanent, and in any case Rastislav’s bid for institutionalized autonomy suffered a major setback.

---

49 MGH Epp. vi, p. 577; AB s.a. 866, p. 133.
in 864, soon after the arrival of Constantine and Methodius in Moravia. Surprised in his stronghold of Děvín, he was obliged to surrender to Louis the German and swore fides to the king; thereupon Frankish churchmen were able to resume their pastoral work. Constantine and Methodius left Rastislav’s lands at the end of 866 or the beginning of 867.54

Nonetheless, the repercussions of the brothers’ activities were wide ranging. Constantine, acting with his brother and apparently at their own initiative, translated during their stay in Moravia several lengthy texts fundamental to the liturgy. The four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles and, apparently, the entire Book of Psalms were elegantly rendered and written down in the script that Constantine had devised, almost certainly Glagolitic.55 The papacy, at odds with Byzantium concerning jurisdiction over the church in Bulgaria (as falling within Illyricum, to which the Constantinopolitan patriarchate, too, laid claim),56 began to show interest in the brothers. Constantine and Methodius, who were in the summer of 867 lodged in Venice, received an invitation to Rome, where Pope Hadrian II accorded them a ceremonial welcome.57

Pope Hadrian’s manifest sympathy and respect for the translation work of Constantine and Methodius was not, however, without high-placed critics in Rome. Nonetheless, shortly after his brother’s death in 869 Methodius was able to return to the middle Danube Slavs as papal legate armed with a papal bull sanctioning the use of the new Slavonic script. Soon afterwards he was ordained in Rome as archbishop of ‘the Pannonians’. The nomenclature, reviving the western part of the province of Illyricum, reflected the fact that Methodius enjoyed the active support of Kocel, prince of the Pannonian Slavs, with whom he and his brother had stayed on their way from Moravia to Venice in 867 and who now welcomed the prospect of an archbishopric, as a bar to the archbishop of Salzburg’s right to intervene in Pannonian affairs. Nonetheless, Methodius continued to encounter great difficulties, including a period in detention. Upon Kocel’s death c. 875 he moved on to Moravia and took charge of church life in the dominions of Svatopluk, the nephew and ouster of Rastislav. Methodius strenuously devoted himself to teaching and translating and, increasingly with the help of his pupils, created a very extensive repertory, including most of the Bible and also excerpts from the Church Fathers, prayers and a work of church

55 VC, ch. 15; VM, ch. 15. It seems, however, that the Gospels and the Acts were not translated in their entirety; those parts read out in church services were translated: Floria (1981), p. 128, n. 14; p. 168, n. 5.
law, the *Synagoge of 50 Titles*, adapted to conditions in Moravia. Although Svatopluk showed no enthusiasm for a Slavonic liturgy, Methodius in 880 received permission from Pope John VIII to celebrate the liturgy in Slavonic, a concession which the papacy had denied him hitherto.

Boris of Bulgaria was, in the late 860s, in a far stronger position than Rastislav, Svatopluk or Kocel, being master of his own land without serious fear of deposition. The Roman clergy had proved to be very active, but he had not reached agreement with the pope on a choice of archbishop: he had fairly rapidly abandoned his quest for a patriarch. For reasons which are not fully clear, he began to contemplate a *rapprochement* with Byzantium; the recently acceded emperor, Basil I, for his part, may well have been interested in some means of tempering the Bulgarian problem, at a time when his missionaries were making progress among the Serbs and other western neighbours of the Bulgars. 58 An occasion for both parties – Boris and Basil – to formalise an arrangement was provided by the dispute between the Roman and the Constantinopolitan churches, which Nicholas I’s refusal to recognise Photius as patriarch in lieu of the deposed Ignatius had precipitated. Basil, eager for legitimisation of his recent palace coup and in particular for Rome’s recognition of his patriarch (the now-restored Ignatius), convened a Council, attended by heads or representatives of all five patriarchates, from October 869 to March 870. The papacy’s own condemnation of Photius was confirmed and he was excommunicated. However, Basil, acting in collusion with Boris, had some hidden agenda for the delegates, concerning Bulgaria; the papacy seems to have suspected as much in advance, but its legates were unable to halt the reconvening of the Council to consider a question posed by the khan’s envoys: to which patriarchate did his land belong? The answer of the delegates – the Romans alone dissenting – can have come as no surprise to Basil or to Boris. The judgement was, according to Anastasius Bibliothecarius, that ‘the country of the Bulgars which, as we have ascertained, was formerly under Greek rule and had Greek clergy, is now returned through the Christian faith to the holy church of Constantinople, from which it had been removed through paganism’. 59

The church in Bulgaria thus gained the ambivalent status of an ‘autocephalous’ archbishopric: the only other such see encompassed the island of Cyprus. Although owing his status directly to an imperial decision and

---


59 ‘Quapropter Bulgarum patria ex Grecorum potestate dudum fuisse et Grecos sacerdotes habuisse comperimus, sanctae ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae a qua per paganismum recesserat, nunc per christianismum restitui iudicamus’, *LP* ii, p. 184.
under the moral aegis of the Constantinopolitan patriarch, who consecrated at least the first incumbent, the archbishop seems in effect to have possessed autonomy. His appointment can only have been made with the approval of the ‘prince-from-God’ and Basil’s agreement on this point may well have been the essence of the settlement. Boris could feel confident of obtaining an acceptable high priest.

He planned that the first archbishop, named variously in our sources as Stephen or Joseph, should live with him at Pliska, probably in a monastery situated in the fortified outer town; his chambers seem to have been connected by vaulted galleries to the Great Basilica which Boris had caused to be built, or rather, rebuilt. The huge structure, some 29.5 m wide by 99 m long (including its colonnaded atrium), was raised on the foundations of a ruined basilica that is probably datable to the early Byzantine period. The church’s size and the lavishness of its columns and other ornamentation—much of it spolia from earlier buildings—served to display the prince’s special relationship with God.

The sources for Boris’ conduct after his final adoption of the Byzantine rite are mostly ecclesiastical in origin, and it is quite conceivable that the Christian prince engaged in aggressive warfare against the Croats, and possibly against the Serbs. It was, however, peaceful promotion of the new cult that served the ruler’s interests most systematically, entitling him to intervene legitimately in communities whose dealings with him and his agents had hitherto been mainly in the form of tribute payments and military service. As is apparent in Boris’ questions to Nicholas I, he saw it as his duty to enforce correct observance of the cult’s rites and disciplines on all his subjects: the severe demands traditionally placed on Bulgar nobles and freemen owing military service were now supplemented, if not supplanted, by the ruler’s responsibility to God for their moral and spiritual welfare, and his new duties did not stop with Bulgars. Boris seems to have been well aware of the opportunities which Christianity gave him to define his role as ruler and to extend it to the outer reaches of his dominions. The location of the inscription commemorating his conversion is suggestive: Ballsh was over 600 km southwest of Pliska and very few indeed of the local inhabitants can have been ethnic Bulgars. Several of the episcopal sees were also on the

63 The attack on the Croats is related in the DAI, ch. 31/61–4 without clear chronological indicators. The DAI’s account of Boris’ expedition against the Serbs is ambivalent in its clues as to the date: above, n. 40.
64 A point put to him by Pope Nicholas, MGH Epp. vi, p. 182.
fringes of Boris’ realm — Belgrade, for example, and the nearby town of Morav-Margus in the northwest; Ochrid and Bregalnitsa in the southwest; and, in Thrace, Philippopolis. Boris is described by an eleventh-century churchman as having ‘girdled’ (perιγωςιστα) all Bulgaria with metropolitan churches, which he claims numbered seven in all. The pattern of Bulgarian sees to some extent registers those areas where Orthodox Christianity was long established. However, Boris’ interest in founding bishoprics and building churches probably also sprang from awareness of the benefits to his authority of a network of cult centres which relied upon him for patronage and resources. The southern and western sees of the new archbishopric were mostly in areas which had only come under Bulgar dominion within living memory, and which were not devoid of strategic significance.

That Slavic developed as a literary language in Bulgaria seems to have owed much, although by no means everything, to providence or chance. In 885, after Methodius’ death Pope Stephen V(VI) re-imposed the ban on worship in Slavic in Moravia. Moravian priests and deacons, approximately two hundred in number, all of them celebrants of the Slavic liturgy, were imprisoned, enslaved or expelled. One small group made its way to Bulgaria, where its three leaders were received by Boris. Naum apparently took up residence in Pliska, but Boris assigned Clement to the southwest extremities of his territories. Clement is depicted in his *Vita* as conducting an extraordinarily active mission, teaching and showing the same zeal for book-learning that his mentors, Constantine-Cyril and Methodius, had done; he gave up much time to the young, whom he drilled vigorously in reading, writing and comprehension.

Several of the claims made for Clement by his *Vita* are borne out by independent sources, notably by a sizeable body of works attributed — with varying degrees of plausibility — to him. Panegyrics of saints and at least fifteen sermons can safely be ascribed to him. And there is no doubt that his pastoral care encompassed Ochrid, where he soon founded a monastery, Deabolis (Devol), and other recesses of what is now southern Albania. There is no firm evidence that Boris was, in the late 880s, contemplating a wholesale substitution of Slavonic for Greek as the language of worship or of the Scriptures. On the other hand, he seems to have sanctioned some translation work by Bulgarians such as John the Exarch even before the arrival of Methodius’ pupils.

65 Milet (1966), p. 132. The figure of seven metropolitanates for ninth-century Bulgaria may well be an anachronism on the part of the writer, Theophylact of Ochrid.
One must, in particular, beware of possible distortion or simplification of
the original purpose of Clement’s mission, let alone of the lack of clarity
concerning Boris’ motives, in the longer of his two Vitae. Its author,
Theophylact of Ochrid, was writing two centuries afterwards and he had
reasons of his own for aggrandising his see as having been the cradle of
the young Bulgarian church.\footnote{Nonetheless, the detailed and at least partly verifiable information, together with occasional phraseology befitting a pupil of Clement, suggests that Theophylact was drawing on an early source, such as a Vita. Cf. Obolensky (1988b), p. 63.} At any rate, Clement was initially allotted residences and, apparently, instructed to evangelise, in largely pagan
regions which had only come under Bulgar dominion quite recently and
many of whose inhabitants were not Bulgars or even Slavs, but Albanians
and Vlachs.\footnote{Milev (1966), p. 124. One of the properties was at Ballsh, where stood the Greek inscription commemorating the conversion of Boris and his ‘people’: above, n. 41. Intensive Slav settlement of this area is, however, propounded by Gjuzelev (1991), pp. 79–82.} Clement’s fluency in Slavonic would therefore have been of
limited impact. It is likely that Boris regarded both individuals such as
Clement and institutions — monasteries and sees — as important means of
demarcating the zones of his legitimate rule. Together, they constituted a
sort of dynamo of fixed bases and mobile individuals which could bring a
measure of order to the disparate communities of the region, at least in the
valleys.

There was, then, a profoundly political dimension to Boris’ furtherance
of Christianity and patronage of such cults as that of the Fifteen Martyrs of
Tiberioupolis.\footnote{Theophylact of Ochrid, Martyrium, cols. 201–6; SSS III, p. 495; SSS V, p. 440; Obolensky (1988b), pp. 73–5.} But if in earlier days his preoccupation was with a well-
drilled series of rituals, new means of underpinning his rule through social
control, he came to cherish the faith as the pathway to his own spiritual
improvement and redemption. A German chronicler, Regino of Prüm,
whose evident admiration for Boris was based on factual information,
recounts that by night he would don ‘sackcloth and, entering the basilica
secretly, he would prostrate himself on a goat’s hair covering spread directly
on the church pavement, and lie there in prayer’.\footnote{‘sacco vestitus latenter ecdesiam intrans super pavimentum ipsius basilicae substrato sibi tantum
cilicio prostratus in oratione iaceret’: Regino of Prüm (1890), p. 96.} This portrayal gains some
substance from the fact that in 889 Boris abdicated, exchanging earthly
power for the cloister. Several of his close relatives were already monks or
nuns. Munificence towards the church, strict personal piety and thirst for
learning may well have appeared ingrained in the new political culture of
Bulgaria, and Boris was presumably confident, upon abdicating, that things
would continue thus under his eldest son and heir Vladimir.
In the event, Vladimir attempted a pagan reaction in which blood was spilt.\textsuperscript{74} Vladimir's failure suggests that Christian statehood was a now irreversible trend in Bulgaria, as nearly everywhere else in southeastern Europe, even though Boris, at the time of his abdication, had left unresolved major questions as to the relative merits and uses of Greek and Slavonic in worship, religious instruction and secular administration. Cognate with this was the wider issue of Bulgaria's relationship with Byzantium. Notionally, in the eyes of senior Byzantine churchmen at least, the Bulgarian people were the 'spiritual children' of the Byzantines,\textsuperscript{75} and Boris was willing to disseminate an image of piety and submission to Constantinopolitan authority on his lead seals. Some earlier khans had issued seals or medallions, notably Tervel and Omurtag; they were portrayed with vestments and regalia largely of Byzantine cut. Boris, in contrast, eschewed portrayal of himself on his seals. On their face is a bust of Christ; on their reverse is a bust of the Mother of God with her arms raised in prayer.\textsuperscript{76}

To all appearances, then, the Byzantines and the Bulgarians were united in the body of Christ. The fact remained that the khan's dominions now included a far broader swathe of the Balkans than those of his predecessors had done. Boris' adoption of Christianity as a state religion provided him with an array of new means for the ordering of his subjects. The lower Danube area remained his base.\textsuperscript{77} At the same time, a high proportion of Boris' bishoprics lay in the vicinity of his borders with Byzantium. Boris' main concern may have been with the inculcation of his authority among the heterogeneous inhabitants of his southern and western borderlands. It may well be that Boris was partly seeking to counter the religious, cultural and ultimately political gravitational field which centres such as Dyrrachium, Thessalonica and Constantinople itself inevitably exerted.

Such measures of Boris as this had no direct military purpose, but the imperial government cannot have failed to note the potential strategic problems which an enlarged, better-ordered Bulgaria under an interventionist Christian monarch might pose. Even during the later part of Boris' reign, when his Christian piety was manifest, the Byzantine state took

\textsuperscript{74} See \textit{New Cambridge Medieval History} III, forthcoming.

\textsuperscript{75} Dölger (1939), p. 227, n. 17.


\textsuperscript{77} Fortuitous as are the finds of such objects as seals, it is significant that at least eight examples of Boris' seals are known, whereas no lead, 'functional' seals of his ninth-century predecessors are known; equally significantly, most of Boris's seals have been found in the lower Danube area: Beševliev (1979), pp. 232–4; Jordanov (1984), pp. 89–90.
precautions in the form of the rebuilding of fortifications at their key naval base of Mesembria. Photius in 886 tried to impress upon Boris the continuity of policy which Basil's sons and heirs would maintain, urging him to reciprocate their desire for concord; the word 'peace' (eirene) occurs four times in this relatively brief letter. Photius' very preoccupation with this theme may well betray unease. The lengthy spell of peace between Byzantines and Bulgarians had owed much to the congruence of interests and policies between Boris and Basil I which had been expressed in the ecclesiastical arrangement of 870 of which, unfortunately, no textual evidence survives. The question remained open: would a new generation of Byzantine rulers willingly concede to their Bulgarian counterpart the fellowship, paternal solicitude and consideration which their rhetoric professed and which Christian teaching gave him the right to expect?

79 Photius (1981) III, pp. 113-14, lines 36, 39, 43, 47.
CHAPTER 10
THE MUSLIMS IN EUROPE

Hugh Kennedy

THE MUSLIMS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

The confrontation and interaction between Muslim and Christian worlds spread throughout the Mediterranean from east to west. In the east, the conflict was essentially between the Islamic states, notably the Umayyads and 'Abbasids in the eighth century and the 'Abbasids and Tulunids in the ninth, on the one hand, and the Byzantines on the other. This conflict was played out on the long land frontier which ran roughly along the southeastern borders of the Anatolian plateau. It was also played out at sea where, by the beginning of the eighth century, the Muslims had shown themselves adept at naval warfare. The city of Constantinople was able to defend itself, but many of the coastlines and islands of the empire were subject to raids, and some islands, notably Crete, were occupied (Map 4). This struggle lies outside the scope of this volume (for further reading see the bibliography for this chapter). In the western half of the Mediterranean, however, the Muslims were able to establish sustainable states on the European shores and it is with these states that this chapter is concerned.

THE MUSLIMS IN SICILY AND SOUTHERN ITALY

Sicily, with its ancient Greek and Latin legacies, had long been a half-way house between two cultures. While in Gregory the Great's time, Latin influence, and especially ecclesiastical connections, remained strong, it seems that the seventh and eighth centuries saw the island becoming increasingly Greek in language, administration and religion. The loss of Syria and Egypt to the Muslims appears to have increased the importance of Sicily to Byzantium. In the eighth century, the island had no imperial pretensions, but it remained an integral part of the Byzantine empire, governed by the strategos of Syracuse.
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Sicily was no more immune from Arab attacks than any other part of the Mediterranean coastline. The first raid was sent by the governor of Syria, Mu‘awiyyah, later to be the first Umayyad caliph, in 642. In 667 a more extensive raid led to the capture of booty, some of which was forwarded to the caliph. In 693–4 the Muslims took Carthage and established their rule over the province they called Ifriqiyyah (from the Latin Africa: essentially modern Tunisia) with its capital at Qayrawân. This meant that Sicily was now in the front line and the early seventh century saw numerous raids cross the straits. At first these were simply forays in search of booty but in 740 it seems that Ḥabīb b. Abī ‘Ubayda was attempting an attack on Syracuse and a more permanent occupation.

The Arab assaults on Sicily were brought to a halt by the great Berber rebellion of 741. This resulted in a complete breakdown of Umayyad control in Africa and the absorption of Arab and Berber alike in internecine strife. The coming of the ʿAbbasids did not immediately put an end to this: Berbers, mostly giving their allegiance to the Kharijite sect of Islam, continued to dominate the province. In 761 a large army of mostly Khurasānī soldiers (Khurasānīs, from northeast Iran, formed the backbone of the early ʿAbbasid armies) was sent to Ifriqiyyah under the command of Muḥammad b. al-ʿAshʿath al-Khuzaʿī. They eventually defeated the Berbers and re-established government in Qayrawân. Soon afterwards, however, the ʿAbbasid administration was challenged by the jund, the soldiers of the Khurasānī army; the governor was expelled and in 765 power was seized by the leaders of the military. Thereafter, while governors continued to be appointed from Baghdad, the jund exercised an effective veto over appointments since only they could protect Ifriqiyyah from the Berber Kharijites, now usually confined to the Aurès mountains of modern Algeria and the Zāb to the south and west.

In 800 the power of the jund was formalised when Harūn al-Rashīd accepted Ibrāhīm b. al-Aghlab, son of a Persian officer who had arrived in the province in 761, as governor. In practice, therefore, the caliph gave up his right to interfere in appointments. The pill was sweetened by the fact that the defence of Ifriqiyyah had been a constant drain on central government finances, some 100,000 dirhams per year being forwarded from Egypt for this purpose. The governor Ibrāhīm actually agreed to send taxes east, though it is not clear that this was ever done. He attempted to consolidate his personal power by importing black slave soldiers as a private guard. This naturally alienated the jund who rebelled and were only pacified with difficulty. When Ibrāhīm died in 812, the Caliph al-Amin was embroiled in a bitter civil war with his brother al-Maʿmūn. He was thus in no position to challenge the right of Ibrāhīm’s son ʿAbd Allāh to succeed him. Similarly
Abd Allah's brother, Ziyadat Allah, succeeded him in 817 without interference and the independence of the Aghlabid amirate from the Abbasid caliphate was effectively established. This did not, however, solve the problem of finding a role for the expensive and demanding jund at a time when Berber opposition was steadily declining. Sicily was rich, near and inviting.

Since the great Berber rebellion of 740, Muslim raids on Sicily had largely ceased. Ziyadat Allah (817–38) was faced by continuous unrest among the jund but, according to the traditional story, it was an invitation from Sicily and the naval commander Euphemios which was the immediate cause of the first major expedition. In response Ziyadat Allah decided to send an expedition and appointed Asad b. al-Furat as its leader. Asad's background was similar to many members of the jund. He had been brought up in Tunis and had studied Islamic law in the east before being made qadi.

The history of the Muslim conquest of Sicily in the ninth century is largely based on much later Arabic chronicles, notably the compilations of Ibn al-Athir (d. 1234) and Ibn Idhārī (fl. c. 1300). The only near-contemporary Sicilian source to have survived is the so-called Cambridge Chronicle. It exists in both Arabic and Greek texts and covers the years 827 to 965. It is useful for establishing chronologies but is otherwise very brief and uninformative. Both Ibn al-Athir and Ibn Idhārī are precise and careful about names and dates but are rather austere in their approach: there is little circumstantial detail or anecdote which we can use to reconstruct patterns of administrative or social life. Muslim Sicily, unlike Muslim Spain, never developed an intellectual milieu in which people collected and elaborated their early history. As Amari and, more recently, Ahmad have found moreover, the material we have does not enable us to go much further than a bare narrative of the incidents of conquest.

In June 827 Asad led a force said to have consisted of 10,000 men of whom only 900 were horsemen. Contrary, perhaps, to the popular image, most Muslim armies before the mid-ninth century were composed largely of footsoldiers. In the first campaign, the Muslims took Mazara in the southwest. Syracuse, however, was stoutly defended by the governor. The next winter saw the Muslim army reduced by disease, and the death of Asad himself, who was replaced by one Muḥammad b. Abīl-Jawārī. By March 829, the Muslims only held the bridgehead at Mazara and were under siege in the small fortress of Mineo in the southwest from the new Byzantine commander Theodotus.

The history of Muslim Sicily might have ended at this point but for the
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arrival of reinforcements in the shape of a fleet from Spain led by a Berber chief Ašbagh b. Wānsūs al-Hawwārī. After a year-long siege, the Muslim forces took Palermo at the beginning of September 831.

Thereafter the Muslims consolidated their power in the Val di Mazara and made a number of unsuccessful sorties against Castrogiovanni (Enna) and other Byzantine strongholds. The Aghlabid rulers of Ifriqiyyah attempted to establish their control by appointing members of the ruling dynasty as amirs (governors). None of the family seems to have participated in the original invasion and their attempt to take over power aroused opposition which sometimes erupted in violence. Much of the hostility between jund and dynasty which characterised the politics of Ifriqiyyah seems to have been transmitted to Sicily. In 832 Ziyādat Allah appointed his cousin Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh who remained governor until he was killed in a mutiny in 835. Ziyadatallāh sent al-Faḍl b. Yaʿqūb as a stop gap replacement, and in the few months he was in charge al-Faḍl led two expeditions against the Sicilian Christians. Although his power was short lived, al-Faḍl was the founder of a family which was to provide leaders of the Muslims of Sicily for the next three-quarters of a century. During most of this period, the internal politics of the Muslims of Sicily were dominated by the struggle between the Aghlabids of Qayrawān and the family of al-Faḍl b. Yaʿqūb and their Sicilian Muslim supporters to control the office of amir. This time, however, Ziyādat Allāh soon replaced al-Faḍl with the dead amir’s brother Ibrāhīm who remained immovably in post in Palermo until his death sixteen years later in 851.

From 841 onwards the Muslims began to make further conquests in the Val di Noto and raided increasingly close to Syracuse and Catania. This phase culminated in the conquest of the powerful fortress at Castrogiovanni in January 859. After 842 the Muslims enjoyed the benefits of their alliance, begun in 837, with Naples which enabled them to conquer some of the northern coastal towns, including Messina. This left only the east coast and the Val Demone in Byzantine hands and even here the Muslims were able to raid the countryside almost at will. When Ibrāhīm b. ʿAbd Allāh died in 851, the Muslims of Sicily chose as his successor a soldier who had frequently led them on campaign, al-ʿAbbās b. al-Faḍl b. Yaʿqūb. This choice was then accepted by the Aghlabid Amir Muḥammad (841–56). The choice of a governor by the Muslim inhabitants of a province was rare in the Islamic world, although no doubt local opinion was sometimes taken into account. It is likely that the remote and precarious nature of these Muslim settlements encouraged the locals to take matters into their own hands. Al-ʿAbbās extended his power by constant campaigns and by appointing both his brother ʿAlī and his uncle al-Rabāḥ b. Yaʿqūb to military commands.
The fall of Castrogiovanni was by no means the end of Byzantine resistance. In response to the fall of the city, the Emperor Michael III (842–67) sent a fleet of 300 ships to encourage resistance. Although they were defeated by the Muslims, the period from 859 onwards saw bitter fighting in the east of the island. Final Muslim victory was also postponed by almost continuous conflict within the Muslim camp between the Aghlabids and local leaders from the family of al-Fadl b. Ya’qūb. In 878 Syracuse finally fell to the Muslims, half a century after they had first attacked it. Alone of all the military campaigns of the time, we have a contemporary description of this from the surviving letter of the monk Theodosius, written while he was a captive in Palermo. He makes it clear that this was a very hard-fought siege, that the Arabs were skilful in the use of siege engines and that the defenders endured terrible hardships and maintained a stout defence.

Despite this success, civil strife among the Muslims continued. Aghlabid governors were constantly opposed by the jund and other Sicilian Muslims who were quite prepared to make alliances with local Christian leaders; local autonomy was a more pressing preoccupation than Holy War. In these circumstances little progress was made in the conquests and it was not until 902 that Taormina and the rest of the Val Demone were taken. In that year the Aghlabid Amir Ibrāhīm b. Ahmad (875–902) resigned and, leaving his throne to his son, decided to devote himself to the Holy War. He thereupon succeeded in destroying the city and the last vestiges of Christian rule in the island.

The conquest took more than three-quarters of a century. During that time most of western Sicily was comparatively peaceful under Muslim rule. We must assume that some rudimentary administration was set up: certainly coins were minted and we hear of a qāḍī; a mosque is said to have been built in Castrogiovanni and we must suppose that there was one in Palermo. Our sources, however, give us very little indication of the extent of Muslim settlement or the development of governmental and fiscal structures and it would be rash to project later developments back to the ninth century. It is more likely that the Muslims remained a permanent raiding band based in Palermo, living off booty as much as from the collection of taxes or the cultivation of fields. Only in the next century did this predatory society begin to change and the beginnings of state organisation emerge.

The main arena for Arab raids was mainland southern Italy. Here the incessant rivalries between the Byzantine authorities in Apulia and Calabria, Lombard princes in Benevento and cities such as Naples meant that there were many opportunities for raiding. As in Sicily and Spain, the first Muslim
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intervention is said to have occurred when they acted as allies of one party in inter-Christian disputes. In this case they assisted Naples in 837 to preserve its independence from the advancing Lombard Prince Sicard of Benevento. Neither the Byzantines nor the Venetians could match them at sea. In 840 the Muslims established a permanent presence for the first time at Taranto and the next year they took Bari and Brindisi as allies of one Lombard prince against another, building up their power in a way curiously similar to that used by the Normans two centuries later.

Thereafter emphasis shifted from the Adriatic to the more accessible west coast. The most spectacular result of this was the attack on Rome in 846 when the Vatican was pillaged, though the city itself was saved. Both east and west coasts were subject to continuing attack and only the repeated efforts of the Emperor Louis II (d. 875), sometimes in alliance with the Byzantines, prevented the Muslims from occupying the whole of southern Italy. His efforts were partially successful when he reconquered Bari in 871 with naval support from the Byzantines. From the 870s the Byzantines began to dominate Apulia, the Adriatic was secured and the Muslims were eventually defeated at sea at Milazzo and driven out of Taranto in 880. The Byzantines meanwhile moved on to take most of Calabria over the next decade. On the west coast, however, the Muslims established a permanent raiding camp on the Garigliano river in the late 870s which they continued to use as a base until they were finally expelled in 915. Ironically the year of victory at Taormina in 902 also saw their final defeat in mainland Italy. From the end of the ninth century until the mid-eleventh Calabria and Apulia were under Byzantine hegemony and Sicily was under Muslim rule. The Muslims did occupy some Italian towns for considerable periods — Bari from 841 to 871 and Taranto from 840 to 880 — but they founded no sort of state. Like the early conquerors of Sicily and Spain, they sought to live off booty and when this dried up or became too dangerous, their raids ceased. It is not clear how closely they were connected with the Muslims of Sicily and it is likely that many of those who invaded the Adriatic coast were from Crete and other areas of the eastern Mediterranean. One Mufarraj b. Sallām, of unknown origin, proclaimed his independence at Bari. The west-coast Arabs were probably Sicilian. In 871 the Aghlabids seem to have tried to seize the initiative by appointing ʿAbd Allāh b. Yaʿqūb of the well-known Sicilian military family as governor of southern Italy. He was sent to Taranto but died soon after his arrival and there is no evidence that he was replaced. Despite the impermanence of their presence, there can be no doubt that the half-century of their raids had a major effect on the society of central and southern Italy, destroying Carolingian patterns and the wealth and independence of the papacy and forcing people to retreat to mountain
strongholds: incastallamento (the concentration of the population in fortified hill-top sites) had begun.

THE MUSLIM WEST: THE CONQUEST AND ESTABLISHMENT OF AL-ANDALUS (711—912)

The earliest phases of Arabic historical literature from Muslim Spain, known as al-Andalus in the Arabic sources, are represented by akhbār, or individual anecdotes. These often seem to have been preserved orally to keep fresh the memory of great men and deeds. These akhbār offer detailed circumstantial accounts of particular instances but the collections usually lack any overall chronological or thematic structure. Akhbār literature is most clearly represented by two surviving texts. The anonymous early eleventh-century Akhbār al-Majmu‘ah (Collected Anecdotes) is arranged roughly chronologically with the latest, rather thin, material dating from the early tenth century. The second akhbār text is the Ta‘rikh Iltītāh al-Andalus (History of the Conquest of Spain) which again takes the story down to the early tenth century. This vivid and gossipy collection is attributed to Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah (839–926). Originally from Seville he claimed descent from the Visigothic royal family (his name means ‘son of the Gothic woman’) but the work was compiled at the court of the Amir ‘Abd al-Rahmān III (912—61) in Córdoba. Again there is a roughly chronological framework and Ibn al-Qūṭiyyah is especially interesting on the politics of the court under the early Umayyad amirs.

The arranging of this material more strictly into chronological order as Ta‘rikh or history was the achievement of the Rāzī family, Aḥmad b. Muḥammad (d. 955) and his son ‘Isa (d. 989) from Iran via North Africa. They brought with them an understanding of the historical techniques developed in the east by such writers as al-Mada‘īnī (d. 839). Their work does not survive in its original form but it is the basis for the surviving portions of the great history of Ibn Hayyan (d. 1076); all later compilers like Ibn Idhārī (fl. c. 1300) and al-Makkari (d. 1632) were ultimately dependent on it.

The reliability of this material is variable. There can be little doubt that the basic chronology developed by the Rāzīs was more or less correct. On the other hand some at least of the akhbār have been shown to be eastern Islamic stories attached to figures in Andalusi history. The material is not ‘biased’ in a pro-Muslim anti-Christian sense except that the unbelievers are treated to conventional curses and Muslim victories stressed; in general it is

not concerned with Muslim–Christian relations. The writings do, however, suffer from the fact that they represent a limited, Córdoban viewpoint of a restricted social group. Ibn al-Qīṭīyyah and Aḥmād al-Rāzī were both members of the court circle in the early days of ʿAbd al-Rāhmān III and they reflected the opinions and interests of the Umayyad house and the courtiers. Even when dealing with much earlier history, they tend to concentrate on the doings of the amirs and ancestors of their friends and colleagues. With the exception of the historical geography of Aḥmad b. ʿUmar al-ʿUdhri (d. 1085) of Almeria, which deals with the Levante and the Ebro valley in some detail, no source gives a non-Córdoban perspective. This is especially misleading when trying to assess the effectiveness of the Umayyad amirs who are always treated as if they held sway over all of al-Andalus when in fact their power was confined to the capital and the south. Despite these limitations, however, the Arabic sources for the early history of al-Andalus are relatively full and reliable.

The Muslim conquest of the Iberian peninsula from 711 to 716 was a logical extension of the conquest of North Africa. Muslim troops had reached Tangier in 703 and it was natural that their leaders should look beyond the narrow straits of Gibraltar to the richer and more fertile lands of southern Spain. The conquest of North Africa had been a rolling process: as the Muslim armies moved west, they recruited Berbers to swell their numbers and these new converts were anxious to enjoy the material, as well as the spiritual, advantages of belonging to a conquering army. A continuous supply of booty was required to satisfy the troops and prevent its disintegration into warring factions.

The Iberian peninsula had been ruled from Toledo by Visigothic kings. In the early eighth century there was a succession crisis, as was all too common in Visigothic politics. When Witiza died in 710, Roderick, a member of the nobility, was elected to succeed him. His accession aroused widespread opposition. Arabic sources suggest that some important members of the nobility, including the sons of Witiza, actively encouraged the Muslims to invade, intending, no doubt, that the Muslims should defeat the new monarch and then return, or be sent back, across the straits. Thus in 711 ʿṬāriq b. Ziyād, a Berber chief who had been made governor of Tangier, led the first Muslim invasion. The numbers involved are very difficult to estimate but ʿṬāriq’s army was probably no more than 7000, of whom the largest part were Berbers. They crossed the straits at Gibraltar and moved north, presumably heading for Seville. Roderick had been leading the Visigothic army against the Basques in the north of the country but, hearing
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of the invasion, he hurried south to face it. Towards the end of July 711, a battle was fought in the extreme south of Spain near Medina Sidonia. Roderick's army was decisively defeated, the king himself being killed in the battle or shortly after. Tāriq followed up his victory with rapid conquests; Córdoba was taken after some resistance but his men encountered little opposition elsewhere in the south. He then pushed on to Toledo, which he found largely deserted. He was able to spend the winter of 711–12 in the old capital.

Tāriq's superior, Mūsā b. Nuṣayr, governor of Qayrawān, set out the next year with an army of perhaps 18,000, including a large number of Arabs, to ensure that he and his men received a share of the profits of conquest. He did not join Tāriq immediately but went first to Seville and then to Mérida, which fell after a brief siege in July 713. Only then did the two leaders meet and in spring 714 they launched an extensive campaign in the north, taking Zaragoza and the upper Ebro, León and Astorga. If they had hopes of permanent power in the land they had conquered, these were shattered when in September 714 they were both summoned by the Caliph al-Walīd (705–15) to Damascus and left, never to return.

Mūsā left his son ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz in charge. He continued the conquests. In his period of office (714–16), Santarem and Coimbra in the west, Pamplona in the north, Barcelona, Girona and Narbonne in the northeast all fell to Muslim commanders. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz himself led an expedition to the Murcia area where he concluded an agreement with the local Visigothic commander, Theodemir, which allowed the Christians to retain their possessions and their religion in exchange for a modest tribute. By 716 virtually all the peninsula had been conquered by, or at least received an unopposed visit from, the Muslim troops. Leading men of the Visigothic state actively and rapidly sought incorporation into the new elite. The sons of Witiza retained a vast amount of their personal wealth and are found advising the Muslim governors. According to later tradition, the Banū Qāṣī of the upper Ebro valley sprang from one Fortun, a Visigothic noble who embraced Islam in 714 when the Muslim armies first appeared. Only in the Asturias, where Pelayo led an embryo resistance movement, among the Basques who had never really accepted Visigothic control, and in the isolated valleys on the southern flanks of the Pyrenees, was there real opposition.

Muslim settlement was widely dispersed throughout the peninsula with the exception of the northern mountains. In general the centres of Arab settlement were the fertile river valleys of the Guadalquivir and the Ebro and cities like Córdoba, Seville and Zaragoza. Most of the Arabs who settled in Spain at this time came originally not from Bedouin backgrounds but
from the Yemen where their ancestors had always been farmers; they seem to have adapted easily to the agricultural life. The Berbers, many of whom were pastoralists and who may have crossed the straits with their flocks, occupied the southern uplands and the central plateau of the Meseta (later, of course, the centre of the great Castilian sheep-rearing economy). No attempt seems to have been made to establish garrison cities like Kūfah and Basra in Iraq or Fustat in Egypt and the settlers mingled with the local people without arousing great opposition. The settlement was largely unplanned. That the settlers lived so close to the land from which they made their living may have contributed to the fact that, in contrast to the Muslim east, no elaborate bureaucratic structure emerged to collect taxes from the conquered people and redistribute them as salaries.

The period from 714 to 741 saw a succession of governors ruling al-Andalus from Córdoba, which became the capital from early on. They were usually appointed by the governor of Qayrawān or by his superior, the governor of Egypt; with few exceptions, they did not have local roots and their spell of office was too short for them to build up any local power base. Links with the Umayyad government in Damascus must always have been tenuous and it is not clear that any revenue was exported from the new province to the capital after the first wave of conquests. Conquest and expansion remained very important. The governors led frequent raids, not on the hard and poverty-stricken mountains of northern Spain but into southern France. Their route was either up the Rhône valley reaching as far as Langres and Sens in 725, or through Pamplona and Bordeaux. This last was the route taken by 'Abd al-Rahmān al-Ghāfiqī in 732 when he led the ill-fated expedition defeated by Charles Martel at the battle of Poitiers.9 Thereafter, large-scale raids were suspended.

Conquest and booty had been a major, possibly the major, source of revenue for the government and an outlet for the energies of ambitious or dissatisfied Muslims. When the chance of easy pickings dried up, competition for resources within al-Andalus and North Africa intensified and gave rise to open civil war. The most dangerous of these was the great Berber rebellion of 741 which spread throughout North Africa and Spain. The Caliph Hishām sent a large army, mostly recruited in Syria and al-Jazīrah to deal with it. They were defeated and a large body of them, perhaps 10,000, led by Balj b. Bishr al-Qushayrī, was cut off by the Berbers in the western Maghreb. Meanwhile the Arabs of al-Andalus were also faced by a Muslim uprising in the central plateau which they were unable to put down.

9 See Collins (1989), pp. 90–1 for further discussion of the date.
Desperate for help, they invited Balj's ragged and starving army across the straits to help them. With these reinforcements, the Berbers were soon defeated but the problems for the Arab settlers were only beginning. Seeing the prosperity of the country and the wealth of the Arabs established there, the newly arrived Syrians, despite their original agreement, refused to leave; civil war developed again. For the next fifteen years there were continuous struggles between the original settlers (the Baladiyín) and the Syrians (Shamiyín) and their Berber allies for control of the governorate. Soon after they had arrived, in an effort at compromise, the Syrians had been systematically settled in Andalucia. Each of the ajnád (sing: jund; essentially regiments recruited from the same district of Syria) were settled in different areas from Elvira (Granada) in the east to Sidonia in the west. In exchange for land they were obliged to perform military service when the amir requested. The establishment of these ajnád gave an important impetus to the Arabisation of southern Spain.

In the short term, civil strife remained acute and it was exacerbated by the hostility between the Qays-Mudar and Yemen parties. This conflict originated in Syria and Iraq where it had polarised the Arab tribes. By the time it reached Spain, its origins were as obscure and irrelevant as those of the Welf-Ghibelline dispute in late medieval Italy. The early Arab settlers mostly came from the Yemeni tribal bloc, from both Yemen and Syria, and there was no friction between them and the comparatively small number of Qaysis. Most of the Syrians, by contrast, came from the Qays group and brought with them memories of the bitter disputes then raging in their homelands. Both sides attempted to use tribal solidarity to win recruits in the other party. This led to confusions of alliance and rapidly shifting balances of power, compounded by events in the east where, between 747 and 750, the Umayyad caliphate was overthrown by the 'Abbasids. There was now no outside authority to appoint governors. Nevertheless, it had become clear that control of Córdoba and the title of amir were the major prizes and the only possible means of political control. Secondly, no group was powerful enough to seize and retain this power on a stable basis.

It was into this scorpions' nest that the emissaries of ‘Abd al-Raḥmān b. Mu‘āwiyyah the Umayyad first arrived. By 756 the governor in Córdoba was Yūsuf b. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Fihrī, a direct descendant of the famous ‘Uqbah b. Nāfi’, hero of the Muslim conquest of North Africa. He was, despite his illustrious ancestor, aged and ineffective and the real power behind him was al-Ṣumayl b. Hātim al-Kilābi, a Syrian Qaysi of modest origins but of great determination and ruthlessness. Predictably there was widespread
opposition from early settlers and Yemenis. ‘Abd al-Rāḥmān b. Mu‘āwiya was the grandson of the last great Umayyad Caliph Hishām (724–43). He had escaped the massacre of most of his family by the ‘Abbasids, and by a series of hair-breadth escapes, graphically recounted in the Arab sources, had made his way to North Africa where he took refuge with his mother’s Berber relations. From this sanctuary he sent his trusted envoy Badr to al-Andalus to see if there were any political opportunities. Receiving favourable reports he arrived in person at Almuñecar on the south coast in August 755. From there he began to tour the southern uplands, recruiting supporters, mostly among the Yemenis and the Berbers, until he was strong enough to challenge the governor. In May 756 his forces defeated Yusuf and al-Ṣumayl just outside Córdoba; he took the city and the palace and was proclaimed amir. His descendants were to rule there until 1031.

The fugitive scion of a dispossessed dynasty, ‘Abd al-Rāḥmān had few obvious advantages. He was only twenty-six years old, had no experience of government and no significant financial resources, and neither he nor any member of his family had ever visited al-Andalus before. Apart from his own ability and longevity, however, ‘Abd al-Rāḥmān did have a number of crucial political assets. His ancestors had been caliphs of the entire Muslim world; he himself came from the prestigious Prophet’s tribe of Quraysh, and Qurashis were felt to be above and somewhat separate from the Qays/Yemen dispute, able to attract support from both sides. There was also the Syrian connection: the Umayyads had ruled the Islamic world from Syria with Syrian support and a large number of the Arabs in al-Andalus boasted Syrian origins. Many of these people had a tradition of loyalty to the Umayyad house and would have vigorously rejected the claims of the rival ‘Abbasid dynasty. ‘Abd al-Rāḥmān, therefore, was the only leader who could appeal across and above tribal loyalties to a wide cross-section of Arab society in Spain.

Perhaps the most important asset he had, however, was a group of Umayyad mawātī on whose absolute loyalty he could count. The mawātī (sing. mawlā) were clients of Arab families. When members of conquered populations, whether Syrian, Aramaean, Greek, Persian or Berber, wished to convert to Islam and share the privileges of the ruling group, they attached themselves to an individual or family who became, so to speak, their godfather. Many of these were ex-prisoners of war or ex-slaves and, while they were now freemen, they had no tribal connections and owed their loyalty to their sponsors. Ṭāriq b. Ziyād, governor of Tangier and first
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Muslim invader of Spain, and probably an important Berber chief in his own right, was one such mawla. No family had more mawali than the ruling Umayyads and many of them came from Syria with the Syrian troops of Balj or fled there after the 'Abbasid revolution. They had little status or power in the tribal elites which fought for control in pre-Umayyad al-Andalus and were happy to offer their support to 'Abd al-Rahmān's messenger, himself a mawla. After 'Abd al-Rahmān took power, more Umayyad mawali continued to arrive from the east. Thus, alone of all the contenders for power, 'Abd al-Rahmān could count on the devotion of a coherent group of supporters whose loyalty extended beyond the bounds of tribal solidarity. These mawali and their descendants, families like the Banū Shuhayd and the Banū Abī 'Abdā, were the backbone of the Umayyad state and provided generals and bureaucrats for the Umayyads for the next three centuries, as well as both authors and patrons for the golden age of Andalusi literature in the tenth and eleventh centuries.

'Abd al-Rahmān b. Mu'āwiya ruled as amir from 756 to 788. We have little beyond brief annals of his reign but it is clear that he faced a number of rivals for power, such as the Fihris, finally defeated in 785, and the 'Abbasids. Soon after his accession, 'Abd al-Rahmān dropped the name of the 'Abbasid caliph from the khutbah (the sermon in the mosque on Friday) and the last formal ties with the eastern caliphate were broken. The determined 'Abbasid Caliph al-Mansūr (754–75) tried to foment an insurrection in al-Andalus by subsidising an Arab chief from Beja, al-ʿAla b. Mughith al-Yahsubi, to raise a revolt in 763. The 'Abbasids sent money and moral support but no troops and the attempt was defeated. The 'Abbasids could not count on any significant body of support in al-Andalus, and after this setback they confined themselves to sending abusive letters.

By his death in October 788, 'Abd al-Rahmān had firmly established his status as amir and his control over much of Córdoba and the south. He had built a palace near the city and begun the first stage of the great mosque, parts of which can still be seen today. He had established a rudimentary administration which differed somewhat from eastern models: rather than the wazīr (vizier) being the main official, this role was filled in al-Andalus by the hājib (chamberlain) who was both a civil and military commander, assisted by about half a dozen wazīrs. As far as we can tell, almost all his wazīrs and military commanders were members of the Umayyad family or mawālī: Arab chiefs were almost entirely excluded from positions of power.

'Abd al-Rahmān was far from being an absolute ruler of al-Andalus. The amir's authority did not extend to Mérida, Toledo or Zaragoza and the Ebro valley, where occasional punitive raids were the only sign of Umayyad
authority. The Berber tribes of the Meseta were kept in check in the same way. He also had to contend with Christian pressures on the frontier (see below).

'Abd al-Raḥmān died without naming a successor. The Umayyad family had a strong hereditary tradition and there could be no doubt that one of his sons should succeed him, but in a political culture which did not believe in primogeniture, it was difficult to know which one it was to be. The dispute soon developed into open warfare between the eldest son Sulaymān and his younger brother Ḥishām. Sulaymān seems to have appealed to the Berber and Arab tribal constituencies who had supported the Fihris. Ḥishām had the backing of the mawāli and probably the other members of the Umayyad family. Sulaymān was defeated near Jaen and retreated to Toledo whence he was forced to leave for North Africa, albeit with a large pension.

The chronicle tradition\(^{11}\) gives the next two amirs, Ḥishām I (788–96) and al-Ḥakām I (796–822) distinctive characters, Ḥishām modest and pious, al-Ḥakām, choleric and violent, fond of poetry and wine. The evidence for their reigns amounts to little more than brief annals interspersed with anecdotes more picturesque than reliable. It does seem, however, that Ḥishām’s reign saw the arrival in al-Andalus of the Mālikī school of Islamic law. Mālik b. Anas himself died in Madīnah in 795 and his writings bequeathed to the Islamic world a system of law based on the practice of Madīnah, clear and concise but somewhat rigid and restricting. As a result there was little academic debate of legal issues but it did mean that al-Andalus was spared the often violent disputes which disturbed the eastern Islamic world in the ninth and tenth centuries. It also gave great status and prestige to the qādīs who interpreted and taught the law. Almost all qādīs claimed Arab descent, were practically an hereditary profession, and were recruited from different groups than were the bureaucrats or military men. Throughout the Umayyad period, the Amīrs seem to have retained the right to appoint qādīs in the whole of al-Andalus, even in towns like Zaragoza and Toledo where amirs seldom enjoyed any other political powers. Many of these qādīs were educated in Córdoba. This system may well have encouraged a sense of religious and cultural unity which would otherwise have been lacking.

Before he died in 796, Ḥishām was careful to designate his son al-Ḥakām as his heir. Nevertheless al-Ḥakām’s rights were challenged by his uncle Sulaymān, who was not finally captured and executed until 800. Sulaymān’s younger brother 'Abd Allāh went to Aachen with the intention of seeking Carolingian support against his nephew but returned empty handed. In the

end 'Abd Allāh established himself in the Valencia region where he was given what amounted to an independent appanage. His arrival here inaugurated a new wave of Muslim naval activity in the western Mediterranean. In 798 'Abd Allāh's Berber followers launched a major raid on the Balearic Islands and this was followed by a series of raids between 805 and 813 on Corsica and Sardinia. Carolingian sources also mention attacks on Nice and Civitavecchia. The marked lull after 813 coincides with the appearance of the Andalusian pirates who took over Alexandria in 815–16.

Al-Ḥakām's reign was marked by two major insurrections in Córdoba itself. These revolts were supported both by members of the elite and by ordinary Muslims. The underlying motive was, apparently, resentment at al-Ḥakām's employment of professional soldiers. Rather than rely on the ajnād, he built up a guard of slave-soldiers, 'abīd, commanded by a Christian officer, al-Rabi'. It is likely that, instead of being asked to do military service, the members of the ajnād were required to pay taxes to support this new army. No doubt al-Ḥakām saw this development as an essential stage in the construction of a stable regime but inevitably it aroused fear and hostility among many Arabs who felt that they were being excluded from power and saw the amir's actions as heavy handed and dictatorial.

The first outbreak came in 805 and in 818 there was a mass uprising in Secunda, the suburb of Córdoba which lay to the south of the river. The rebels attempted to cross and take the town but were defeated by loyal troops led by the hājiib, 'Abd Allāh b. al-Mughīth and members of the Umayyad family. The amir's vengeance was terrible. He ordered mass executions, and that the suburb be razed to the ground and any surviving inhabitants sent into exile.

After this there was no more open opposition to the Umayyads in the city. Indeed, the loyalty of Córdoba to the dynasty was a striking feature of the Umayyad state right down to the abolition of the caliphate in 1031. The amir, moreover, now had the power to push ahead with building a standing army and a bureaucratic apparatus, not to speak of a large and luxurious court, without effective opposition from the Muslim Arab leaders, many of whose families had been in al-Andalus much longer than the Umayyads. Many of the exiles went to Morocco where they settled near the newly established colony of people from Qayrawān (Qarawiyīn) at Fes. Here, on the opposite side of the river, they established their own quarter of the Andalusiyin. Some went further afield and sailed to the east, where they occupied first Alexandria, and then Crete which they won from the Byzantines in 826. Crete remained a Muslim possession until 961.

The development of an apparatus of government begun under al-Ḥakām was extended by his son 'Abd al-Raḥmān II (822–52). His accession was
itself an indication of the enhanced status of the amirate. During his father’s last illness, the leading members of the court swore the oath of allegiance (bay’ah) to him. When al-Ḥakām died, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān sent his brother al-Mughīrah to receive in public in the mosque in Córdoba the oaths of the leading Cordobans. This formal installation ceremony was based on the one used by ‘Abbasid caliphs in Baghdad. It is evidence both of the aspirations of the new amir and of his reliance on eastern models.

The new amir began to recruit supporters from many quarters. The old mawālī families continued to be important, ‘Īsā b. Shuhayd, for example, was made a wazīr and then hājib, but there were new sources of recruits as well. ‘Abd al-Raḥmān rejected his father’s policy of employing Christian guards. Two of his first acts were to execute al-Rabī‘, head of the guard, and to close down the wine market in Córdoba. Instead of turning to local Arabs to replace the Christian guards, ‘Abd al-Raḥman engaged two Berber princes from the ruling dynasty of Tahert in North Africa, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān and Muḥammad b. Rustam, as military commanders presumably with their followers. Towards the end of the reign, ‘Abd al-Raḥmān increasingly relied on Naṣr, a eunuch of unknown origin; the growing importance of eunuchs was another sign of the increasing eastern Islamic influence at the Umayyad court. Both Berber princes and eunuchs, often of northern European origin, had the advantages of being without local contacts and were completely reliant on the ruler.

The recruitment of this new military, not to speak of an increasingly elaborate and luxurious court, complete with harīm and poets recruited from the Islamic east, necessitated a fiscal system to support it. We have virtually no information about taxation from the time of the early amirs and it seems likely that, with the Muslims dispersed and living off the land, only the most rudimentary fiscal structures were required. Poll-tax (jīzāyah) paid by Christians and Jews probably formed an important part of the amir’s income. From the time of al-Ḥakām we have details of a more developed system. It appears that a major source of income was payment, presumably by the jund, to be excused military service, a sort of scutage, as well as general, unspecified taxes and dues for the right to fly falcons; none of these taxes has parallels in eastern Islamic fiscal practice. There is mention of substantial quantities of goods in kind, wheat and barley, but the bulk of the income was raised in, or at least accounted in, gold dinārs. In one recorded assessment, Córdoba provided 142,000, Seville 35,000. Sidonia, 50,600, Moron, 21,000 and Niebla in the far west, 15,600 dinārs. Córdoba and its district thus provided more than all the other areas put together and only the southern areas where the Syrian ajnāḍ were settled made contributions. It may be that the fragmentary record leaves out important areas but it is more
likely that this reflects the heavy reliance of the Umayyads on the Guadalquivir valley and areas to the west and south for their income. The gross income of the amirate is said to have increased from 600,000 dinārs under al-Ḥakām to 1,000,000 under ʿAbd al-Raḥmān II. It was the latter who appointed treasurers (khuṣūd) as specifically financial officials.

With new military and fiscal resources to support him, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān II made a determined effort to assert Umayyad rule over the whole of Muslim Spain. While the authority of Córdoba may have been more or less effective in the south, it did not extend to the three areas known as the Marches (thughūr), namely the Lower March in the west based on Mérida, the Middle March based on Toledo in the centre and the Upper March based on Zaragoza and the Ebro valley in the north and northeast. Each of these had different characteristics.

Apart from the old Roman centre at Mérida itself, the Lower March was largely pastoral country, with villages and castles few and far between. Not many Arabs had settled in these harsh, wide-open landscapes, and the Muslim population were largely Berbers or muwallads, that is, native Spanish converts. The Berbers lived a pastoral life and tribal structures and tribal leaders remained powerful among them throughout the early middle ages. The muwallads, on the other hand, were probably the inhabitants of the villages and river valley settlements. It was very difficult country to control and the early amirs could do little more than make alliances with the most powerful chiefs in the area. Only after 828 did ʿAbd al-Raḥmān II assert the power of Córdoba by sending a governor and a garrison to Mérida and building a citadel, dated by inscription to 835, whose walls still survive above the Guadiana river. Despite this show of strength, it is doubtful that Umayyad authority extended much beyond the city itself.

The situation in the Middle March was very similar. Toledo itself, more than any other city in al-Andalus, was dominated by muwallads who formed the elite of the city and frequently asserted their independence. To the east and south lay the upland plains of the central Meseta rising in the east to the desolate slopes of the Montes Universales and the Sierra de Cuenca. These were Berber lands where direct rule from Córdoba was virtually impossible and where a fragile peace depended on diplomacy and punitive raids. Toledo itself had a vigorous tradition of political independence but the sources are too fragmentary for us to know how the government of the city was organised. There is some indication that al-Ḥakām attempted to use a muwallad ally of his, ʿAmrūs b. Yūṣuf, to govern the city. It was not until the 830s that real control was established and then only as a response to the

12 Lévi-Provençal (1932), nos. 39, 40, pp. 50–1; Creswell (1940), pp. 197–205.
aggression of the Toledans. In 836–7 the city was finally occupied by Umayyad troops and, as at Mérida, a governor was installed and a citadel was constructed on the site of the present, much rebuilt, Alcazar.

Although the Murcia area was not technically part of the Marches, it too was outside the scope of Umayyad power. The agreement with Theodemir seems to have broken down by the early ninth century, if not before, and many Arabs settled in the district. At the beginning of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān’s reign, this was the scene of the last major outbreak of Qays–Yemen conflict in al-Andalus. Typically, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān combined diplomacy with force to bring this bloody civil war to an end in 828–9. After the Umayyad forces were victorious, the dominant Yemeni leader, Abūʾl-Shammākh Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm, was given a military command in the amir’s forces (one of the few Arabs to be so honoured). Further, a new fortress and administrative centre was founded in 831 at Murcia; it became the seat of government and the most important city in the area.

The history of the Upper March in the Ebro valley is complex. The city of Zaragoza itself was dominated by Arabs, mostly of Yemeni origin, but the other cities and much of the country were ruled by powerful muwallad families, the Banū Qāṣī of Tudela and the upper Ebro area and ʿAmrūs b. Yūsuf and his family in Huesca. Al-Ḥakām had used his alliance with ʿAmrūs to try to exert some influence in the region but after his death in 812 the Banū Qāṣī under Mūsā b. Mūsā became the dominant force. Not only were they powerful in their own lands around Tudela but they also had close relations with the Basque kings of Pamplona into whose family they had married. In addition, it is possible that they recruited Basque soldiers for their forces. Mūsā b. Mūsā generally remained on good terms with ʿAbd al-Raḥmān II and in 844 Mūsā gave ʿAbd al-Raḥmān valuable military support against the Vikings who had attacked Seville. Nevertheless he continued to act as an independent power and called himself the ‘third king of Spain’.13 The city of Zaragoza itself was conquered by the amir in 844 and entrusted to his son Muḥammad. By the end of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān’s reign, Murcia, Zaragoza, Toledo and Mérida all had Umayyad governors, usually members of mawāli families and garrisons. Events after ʿAbd al-Raḥmān’s death in 852 were to show how precarious this assertion of central control was.

Beyond the Marches lay the Christian lands (below, pp. 272–89). The frontier fell into two distinct sectors, west and east. In the west, roughly from the headwaters of the Duero to the Atlantic, the Muslims had briefly occupied outposts as far north as Galicia and Oviedo. The occupation must have been very transitory and the Berber revolt in 741 (most of the Muslims

13 Chronicle of Alfonso III, cap. 25.
in this area were Berbers) and the famines of the 750s, when many Berbers returned to North Africa, led to the abandonment of this area. From this point the northern boundary of Muslim settlement was marked by the Cordillera Central, and Coimbra, Coria, Talavera, Toledo and Madinaceli were the frontier towns. North of the mountains lay the plains of the Duero, a vast no-man’s land with little if any permanent settlement, which only ended at the southern Christian outposts like León and Astorga. The western sector of the frontier region changed little between 750 and 912, the only difference being the slow advance of Christian settlement into the no-man’s land.

The frontier in the Ebro valley was a very different matter. Here there were no empty spaces and Christians and Muslims fought to control the towns and fertile plains. The rise of Carolingian power led to a gradual but sustained Christian advance, aided by the willingness of dissident Muslims in the provinces to appeal for Christian help against their Muslim neighbours. In 798 Pamplona fell and the nucleus of the Basque Kingdom of Navarre was established. Girona was taken in 785 and Barcelona in 801; both were later incorporated into the Spanish March of the Carolingian empire. The plains of the Ebro valley remained in Muslim hands and attempts to take Zaragoza (by Charlemagne in 778) and Tortosa (by Louis the Pious between 804 and 809) were unsuccessful.

The Muslims regularly took the offensive against the Christians in raids known as sawā'if (sing. sa’ifah). They were directed at all points of the Christian-held lands. Galicia, the Asturias and Pamplona were regularly attacked, but the lands of the Alava and Old Castile were the most common objectives. These raids do not seem to have been an attempt to conquer Christian territory. When the Muslims did capture a city, such as León in 846, they simply made breaches in the walls and abandoned it. It is a significant contrast with Christian advances; when the Christians took a town like Girona or Barcelona they installed a garrison and fortified it and the Muslims never regained it. León, in contrast, was resettled by the Christians as soon as the Muslim armies were out of sight.

The purpose of these raids was to assert the power and status of the amir and his family by demonstrating that they were leaders of the Muslims against the infidel. They had the added advantages of bringing in booty, though this was unlikely to have been vast, and enabling the amir to make contact with magnates of the outlying parts of al-Andalus. Yet the raids never threatened the existence of the Christian states.

The Christian community in Al-Andalus was not, so far as we can tell, actively persecuted by the Umayyad authorities. Christians had to pay the jizyah, there were restrictions on processions and the use of church bells, and
they played a much smaller part in administration than their co-religionists
in, say, Fatimid Egypt. Nonetheless, an ecclesiastical hierarchy of sorts
seems to have been maintained and some monasteries existed. The bulk of
the Christian population began to take on the language and dress of their
Muslim masters, being referred to as Mozarabs (from an Arabic word
meaning ‘one who seeks to become an Arab’). It was possibly in protest
against this easy acceptance that a group of Christians, led by the priest
Elogius and centred on the small monastery of Tabanos outside Córdoba,
began to seek a confrontation with the Muslim state. They did this by
publicly insulting the Prophet and encouraging converts to Islam to
apostasise: both crimes, as they knew well, were punishable by death under
Islamic law. After all attempts to make them recant had failed, thirteen were
executed before Elogius left for the Christian north. In 853 he returned and
the martyrdoms resumed and there were fourteen more executions until in
859 Elogius himself, now bishop of Córdoba, was executed and the
movement came to an end. Attempts to portray this as a proto-nationalist
movement have not been convincing. It seems more probable that this self-
sacrifice was a product of the intense devotion and cult of martyrdom in the
small group which gathered round the charismatic figure of Elogius.14

ʿAbd al-Rahmān II died in 852 and was succeeded by his son Muḥammad,
who seems to have been a capable if unexceptional ruler. He continued at
first in the tradition of his father, but power gradually slipped out of his
hands. Personal failings aside, the major underlying problem came, ironi-
cally, from the very success of Islam. The circumstantial evidence suggests
that the second half of the ninth century was a period of very rapid
conversion to Islam,15 with large numbers, rather than a few elite indivi-
duals like the Banū Qāṣī of earlier generations, converting. The likelihood is
that this happened most rapidly in the areas where Muslim settlement had
been densest, that is, in the area of the Guadalquivir valley and the southern
mountains. The new converts sought to participate in the political life of the
Muslim community they had just joined and they supported leaders like Ibn
Marwān al-Jilliqī and Ibn Ḥafṣūn who attempted to secure places in the
military elite for themselves and their followers. This in turn aroused the
resentment of the older established military elements, the mawātī, Arabs and
Berbers, who found a leader in Hāshim b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz, and led to both Ibn
Marwān and Ibn Ḥafṣūn being obliged to leave Córdoba for their home-
lands whence they defied the government.

This change also undermined the fiscal basis of the government. The
jīzāyab (poll-tax) was an important source of revenue and clearly the more

people who converted to Islam and were consequently exempt from the jizyah, the less money was collected. The new converts, moreover, now enjoyed a more favourable tax position than members of the jund who were obliged to pay the hashd as a substitute for military service. It was probably pressure from them which persuaded Muḥammad to abolish their obligation to military service, thus freeing them from this tax burden. In times of famine in 865–8 and 873–4 further fiscal problems arose when the collection of the ‘ushūr (the tithes all Muslims are required to pay) had to be abandoned.

The Umayyad government in consequence became increasingly weak and impoverished. It was not long before the separatist tendencies, superficially restrained in the final years of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān II’s reign, manifested themselves once more. In Mérida and the Lower March the initiative was taken by ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Marwān al-Jilliqī, son of the muwallad leader who had dominated the area in the early years of the ninth century. He was persuaded to come to Córdoba and given an honoured position at court. In 875, however, he was driven out by the hostility of Ḥāshim b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz. He returned to the Lower March. Here from his newly developed centre at Badajoz ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Marwān al-Jilliqī and his family ruled what was essentially an independent state. The Toledans were actively aggressive and the amir was again obliged to fortify Calatrava to block their access to the south. In 854 the amir won a notable victory over them and their Asturian allies but the city was not really brought back under Umayyad control. The eventual agreement in 873 allowed a large measure of autonomy to the city including the right of the people to choose their own governor. Muḥammad’s only effective response was to seek an alliance with the Berber chiefs of the areas east and south of the city who were as hostile to the muwallad Toledans as he was. It was in this way that Muḥammad first built up the power of the Banū Zannūn (Arabised to Banū l-Dhū l-Nūn) who were to dominate the area in the tenth century and took over Toledo itself in the eleventh. Zaragoza and the Upper March escaped Córdoban control as early as 856 when Mūsā b. Mūsā b. Qāsī asserted his independence again. With one brief interval, the Banū Qāsī asserted their independent control over the city and the Ebro area and were effectively independent monarchs until driven out of the city by the rival Arab Tujībī family in 890. After this, the power of the Banū Qāsī was confined to the Tudela region whence they had sprung and was finally eclipsed in the first decade of the tenth century by the Tujībī and other local dynasts.

The loss of power in the Marches was a blow to prestige but it did not challenge Umayyad power in the southern heartlands. The rebellion of Ibn Ḥafṣūn was much more dangerous in this respect. Ibn Ḥafṣūn was a
muwallad landowner of some means with estates in the mountains to the east of Ronda, who gradually acquired a considerable following among muwallads and Mozarabs alike, and a permanent base at the mountain stronghold of Bobastro. In 883 Hāshim b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz led a military expedition against Ibn Ḥafsūn and he agreed to come to Córdoba where he was given a military command and joined the šaʿifah against Alava. Despite this demonstration of loyalty, Ibn Ḥafsūn was not accepted by the Córdoban elite. After a quarrel with the governor of the city, he retreated to his mountain fastness and began a revolt which soon spread throughout the southern mountains. Not only was this area now outside Umayyad control but the power of this muwallad had the effect of rousing Arab notables, especially in the Elvira (Granada) area, to protect themselves against him by building castles and raising their own war-bands.

By Muḥammad’s death in 886 the disintegration of the amirate was far advanced. It was only in the Guadalquivir valley and the area immediately around the city itself that the Umayyad amir had any real power but he lacked the resources to expand it significantly. Elsewhere local political forces had taken over.

Muḥammad was succeeded for two years by his able son al-Mundhir, who, although he made a determined effort to reduce Bobastro and put an end to the power of Ibn Ḥafsūn, died in mysterious circumstances while on campaign. In 888 he was succeeded by his brother ʿAbd Allāh, whose reign marks the nadir of Cordoban power. The new amir seems to have been indolent, possibly clinically depressed, and capable of taking little initiative apart from occasional bursts of murderous cruelty against members of his family, including his own sons. He seldom left Córdoba, except to go on hunting expeditions in the immediate vicinity, and made little effort to restore the fortunes of the amirate.

In addition, areas which had not hitherto shown signs of separatist tendencies began to go their own way. The province of Elvira (Granada) was torn apart by fierce hostility between Arabs and muwallads and the latter, having appealed in vain to the amir for protection, threw in their lot with Ibn Ḥafsūn. In the city of Seville, probably the largest in al-Andalus after Córdoba itself, there was a vicious feud between Arab patrician families (the Banū Ḥajjāj and the Banū Khalīl) and those of muwallad origin (Banū Angelino and Banū Savarico) which finally left Ibrāhīm b. ʿAbd Ḥajjāj as ruler of an independent city-state.

ʿAbd Allāh remained as amir until his death in 912. The Umayyad amirate survived less because of his abilities than because of the divisions amongst its enemies, more intent on fighting each other than attacking Córdoba. No rival magnate attempted to take the title of amir or to capture the capital city
and many, like the *muwallads* in both Elvira and Seville, looked to the Umayyads for support against their local rivals. The conflicts were the expression of widespread social and ethnic tensions rather than a determination to end Umayyad rule. The amir was still able to count on the loyalty of the people of Córdoba and despite his poverty he never seems to have increased the taxes on them. He could rely also on the support of the *mawāli* families who had always been the mainstay of the dynasty; both the Banū Shuhayd and the Banū Abī Ṭābaḍa figured prominently in his rudimentary administration. He maintained an army of sorts. In the absence of tax revenues, this army existed mostly by plundering neighbouring areas which had rejected the amir’s authority, setting out at harvest time and returning with supplies or with cash given to them to induce them to go away. It was left to ʿAbd Allāh’s grandson, who became amir as ʿAbd al-Rahmān III on ʿAbd Allāh’s death in 912, to create on this modest foundation what was to be the most powerful state in tenth-century western Europe.
CHAPTER II

SPAIN: THE NORTHERN KINGDOMS AND THE BASQUES, 711–910

Roger Collins

THE KINGDOM OF THE ASTURIAS, 718–910

The disintegration of the unitary Visigothic kingdom in the Iberian peninsula in the years 710–12, as a consequence of civil war and military defeat at the hands of the invading Arab armies, was both sudden and unforeseen. The actual course of events cannot easily be recovered, owing to the limitations of the extant sources. Arab texts, upon which historians have placed the greatest reliance, are in no case datable to any period earlier than the late tenth century, and even ones that may have originated then are only transmitted in fragmentary form in later works, or show serious indications of interpolation. This and similar evidential problems, together with the inevitable growth of ideologically slanted interpretations of the key episodes, makes it very difficult to assess the immediate consequences of the collapse of the Visigothic kingdom, not least the emergence c. 720 in the north of the peninsula of a minute but independent Christian kingdom in the Asturias (Map 17). That this was the product of the northwards flight of refugees from the other regions of the former Visigothic realm is highly unlikely, as the Arab conquerors made treaties with the regional authorities, the Visigothic counts in most cases, that guaranteed local autonomy in matters of law, administration and religion in return for the payment of fixed capitation and other taxes. For the first half-century or so of Arab domination in Spain local conditions were probably very little affected by changes in central authority. One effect of this was to limit the perspectives of the Latin historiography of this period. Thus the author of the only substantial contemporary Latin chronicle written in the peninsula, probably in Toledo c. 754, records nothing of the events that led to the creation of the Asturian monarchy. For that, reliance has to be placed exclusively on the indigenous historiographical tradition of the kingdom, and this presents its own particular problems.¹

Map 17 The Iberian peninsula, 700–900
Any political narrative derives from the two brief chronicles initially written in the 880s. The first of these, the *Chronicle of Albelda*, was composed in 883/4, and received a brief continuation in the Riojan monastery of Albelda around the year 976. The second Asturian chronicle, known from the presumed author of its original version as the *Chronicle of Alfonso III*, was probably composed at the Asturian court, but now survives only in two slightly later recensions, completed in the reigns of Alfonso’s sons Garcia (910–913/14) and Ordoño II (913/14–924), the first kings of León. Considerable uncertainty exists as to how much, if any, of the original text may be the work of Alfonso III (866–910), and as to the identity of the compilers of the two extant recensions. It has been suggested that the original core text may be no more than the section concerning the reign of Alfonso’s father Ordoño I (850–66). In all respects, though, it is clear that the only available historiographical perspective on the 200-year history of the Asturian kingdom is one that comes from a very late period in its existence and is strongly influenced by the ideological perspectives and political conditions of that time. Attempts to argue that the initial sections of the chronicles depend on a lost earlier text, perhaps dating to the reign of Alfonso II (791–842), have not attracted much support.

The outline narrative that may be derived from the Asturian chronicles can be supplemented on occasion by the works of Arab historians. These refer primarily to military and diplomatic encounters, and can make entirely contradictory statements as to their outcome in comparison with those of the Asturian chronicles. By and large, however, such Arab sources are of relatively late date, the earliest extant being fragments of a compilation made in the last quarter of the eleventh century. Although they give greater grounds for confidence in the validity of their information bearing on the ninth century, especially the later part, their veracity can be seriously impugned in respect of the eighth. More exactly contemporary information can be expected from the small corpus of charters that survives from the Asturian kingdom. The earliest of these documents dates to 775, but it is one of the few of the eighth-century texts that has not been suspected of being forged or severely interpolated. The problems of authenticity improve as far as the charters of the second half of the ninth century are concerned, but their testimony is still very restricted in what it can offer. Largely, such texts record the making of sales and exchanges of land, or the foundations of monasteries. Very few of them are royal documents, and little evidence survives for the practical functioning of the administration of the Asturian kings.

4 Floriano (1949/11).
Problems of evidence and its interpretation are probably most concentrated in the materials relating to the foundation of the kingdom and the reign of its first monarch, Pelagius (718/22–737). His successful revolt against the authority of the recently installed Arab governors of Spain marked both the creation of the independent kingdom and the establishment of its ruling dynasty. Hence, it is not surprising to find considerable contradiction in the sources, and that their narratives of the events are quite disproportionate to the scale of the treatment afforded other, subsequent episodes in Asturian history. Pelagius’ origins and the reasons for his taking refuge in the Asturias are differently explained in each of the chronicles. By the time of the revisions of the Alfonsine chronicle the royal court had moved south to León, and there was less reason to make the dynastic founder a primarily Asturian leader. Similarly, the second version of that of Alfonso III, which is known either from the dedicatory letter at the head of it as the *Ad Sebastianum* (Bishop Sebastian of Orense), or from its more literary character as the ‘erudite’ recension, claims that Pelagius was a member of an unspecified Visigothic royal family. This is typical of the way that the Asturian and Leonese kings from the ninth century onwards tried to present themselves as the natural heirs to the Visigothic kingdom that had embraced the whole Iberian peninsula.

Pelagius’ revolt, which is normally dated on the basis of ninth-century king-lists to 718, is variously presented as being motivated by the desire to restore liberty to the Christians living in the Asturias or the need to defend the honour of his sister from the advances of the Arab governor of León or Gijón. Although this Arab governor features as the leader of the Arab forces in all of the chronicles, a role of greater infamy is ascribed to a Bishop Oppa, who is erroneously presented as being a son of the former Visigothic king Witiza, and whose see is said to be Toledo and Seville by the *Rotensis* and ‘erudite’ versions respectively. In both texts of the *Chronicle of Alfonso III* this Oppa, who has accompanied the Arab army sent to crush Pelagius, engages in a lengthy dialogue with the rebel leader prior to the battle on ‘Mount Auseva’, later known as Covadonga, in which the Asturian forces would emerge triumphant. It has been suggested that this, clearly fictional, exchange has been taken from an otherwise lost oral epic. Other legendary accretions relating to the battle of Covadonga include the miraculous swallowing up by the mountain of 63,000 of the Arab and Berber troops.

Despite the obviously tendentious and contradictory nature of the accounts of the revolt and of the defeat of an Arab punitive expedition, it is

---

5 Collins (1989), pp. 145–9 shows the impossibility of this claim.
clear that the rising led by Pelagius in the eastern Asturias did lead to the establishment of a tiny independent kingdom in that region. Further Arab and Berber attempts to suppress it were not forthcoming, largely because the governors of al-Andalus had little interest in maintaining their authority in the remote northern mountain regions of the peninsula. This was accentuated by the period of Berber revolts and conflicts between Arab factions that affected all of southern Spain and North Africa in the 730s and 740s. The seizure of power in Córdoba by the Umayyad ʿAbd al-Rahmān I (756—88) in 756 further protected the nascent Christian kingdom, in that it took him over twenty years to impose his authority effectively over the southern and central regions of the peninsula and over the Ebro valley. Thus, it was not until the last decade of the eighth century that serious military conflict ensued between the Asturian kingdom and the Umayyad amirate of Córdoba.

The intervening years had been spent very effectively by the Asturian kings in enlarging their realm, largely at the expense of their fellow Christian inhabitants of the northern mountains and the Meseta. Inevitably, in the ideologically charged perspective of the late ninth- and early tenth-century chronicles the process of aggressive conquest and assimilation is obscured. Wars of conquest were thus presented as the repression of rebellions on the part of the inhabitants of Galicia in the west and by the Basques in the east, over both of whom the Asturian kings had no prior title to authority. The process of expansion was initiated in the reign of the third of these monarchs, Alfonso I (739—57). Of the founder of the kingdom, Pelagius, little is recorded after his success over the Arabs in 718 (or 722 as has been argued). His only son Fafila (737—9) was killed by a bear, but is otherwise known to have founded a church dedicated to the Holy Cross at Cangas de Onis, which appears to have been the centre of the kingdom at this time. He was succeeded by his brother-in-law, Alfonso, the son of a Duke Peter of Cantabria. The latter may have exercised authority in the period following the Arab invasion over a region to the east of the Asturias, and the merging of the two dynasties through the marriage of Alfonso to Pelagius’ daughter Ermosinda represents the first territorial expansion of the kingdom.

Under Alfonso I, later known as ‘the Catholic’, and his son Fruela I the Cruel (757—68), the authority of the Asturian monarchy was extended westwards into Galicia as far as the valley of the Miño. In the same period, a series of raids were conducted into the lower valley of the Duero and across the Meseta, leading to the capture of a number of the major towns in these
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regions. These settlements were said by the late ninth-century chroniclers to include Braga, Oporto, Astorga, León, Zamora, Simancas, Osma, Ávila and Segovia, amongst others. The Christian sources attribute primary responsibility to Alfonso: the Arab ones to Fruela. These expeditions across the Meseta and south of the Miño were, however, intended to promote a further territorial extension of the Asturian kingdom in these directions, as the Christian inhabitants of these settlements are reported to have been carried off northwards by their captors.

The process thus laconically described in the chronicles has generated much controversy, though few of the questions that need to be posed can be answered. Were these mid-eighth-century Asturian kings seeking to depopulate a broad swathe of territory running from the Atlantic to the upper Duero and from the Sierra de Guadarrama to the Asturian and Cantabrian mountains, and if so how effectively could they have achieved it? Equally uncertain are both the size and nature of the captured settlements, and what if any was the need for a resettling of population in the northern mountains and Galicia, areas not known otherwise to have been deprived of inhabitants. No mention is made of these processes of depopulation and transportation in the Arab sources, and there exists a real danger that the Asturian chronicles were validating the subsequent imposition of royal authority over most of the Meseta and southern Galicia in the ninth century. In other words, the imposition of lordship and regalian rights in the later period was being justified by a supposed prior period of Asturian rule over these areas.

The murder of Fruela I in 768, possibly in a vendetta initiated by his own killing of his brother Vimara, marked the end of this period of raiding the Arab-ruled towns of the Meseta. Fruela’s infant son Alfonso was passed over in favour of a cousin of the late king called Aurelius (768–74). Unlike the preceding Visigothic kingdom, the Asturian monarchy was able to maintain dynastic continuity, largely by adopting a flexible approach to the rules of succession and avoiding strict adherence to primogeniture. Thus, when Aurelius died the palace nobility, who seem normally to have been the determining force in the selecting of a new king, chose Silo (774–83), the husband of Alfonso I’s daughter Adosinda. On his death his widow, required by canonical regulations of the Visigothic period to enter a convent, tried to secure the succession for her nephew Alfonso. Here, however, the palace nobility were thwarted by a coup led by Mauregatus (783–8), an illegitimate son of Alfonso I. He in turn was succeeded by
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Vermudo I (788–91), the brother of the former King Aurelius. Only a crushing defeat of the new king at the hands of an Arab army led to the long-postponed succession of Fruela I’s son Alfonso II (791–842): whether voluntarily or otherwise, the military disaster led Vermudo to retire into a monastery.\textsuperscript{13}

The seizure of the kingdom by Mauregatus in 783 represents the first manifestation of a phenomenon that would increasingly dominate the political life of the Asturian monarchy and also of its Leonese successor (910–1037). This was the power of the frontier nobility to defy or on occasion to overturn the central authority of the kings. The conquests of Galicia and of territory of the later Basque provinces of Alava and Vizcaya had depended on and were reinforced by the establishment of territorial lordships, both lay and ecclesiastical, in these regions. Although the lack of survival of charters makes it impossible to document individual cases before the later ninth century, it is possible to detect the building up of substantial marcher lordships in the eighth.\textsuperscript{14} By the end of this century, what had been an Asturian domination of peripheral territories to the east and to the west of its heartlands had been transformed into an almost equal partnership of the three principal components of the kingdom: the Asturian palatine nobility and the marcher lords of Galicia and of the western Basque regions.

Individual monarchs depended for the maintenance of their practical authority, or in cases of disputed successions for their claim to the throne, on securing the backing of at least one or more of these groups. Thus, Mauregatus and also Vermudo I depended primarily on the support of the Galicians, and were able to expel and keep in exile the young Alfonso. The latter, on the other hand, because of his father’s marriage to the Basque Muña, was able to call upon elements of his mother’s people. He took refuge amongst them in 788. He himself never married, and apparently earned his later sobriquet of ‘the Chaste’. This created a disputed succession on his death. After Alfonso’s long reign his designated heir and nephew, Nepotian (842), was rapidly overthrown by the Galician-backed Ramiro I (842–50), the son of Vermudo I. His grandson, Alfonso III (866–910), was himself briefly expelled in 867 by a Galician coup, and in due course was to be deposed by his own sons with the support of the Leonese frontier aristocracy. In the later ninth century the southward expansion of the frontiers of the Asturian kingdom created new marcher regions in the north of what would eventually become the kingdom of Portugal and in Castile. The leading landowners and office holders of these regions became in their
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Turn in the tenth century the principal arbiters of the political stability of the kingdom, replacing their predecessors in Galicia and Alava.

Other social groups in the Asturian kingdom are much harder to delineate, again largely thanks to the limited nature of the evidence. In the reign of Aurelius (768-74) a servile revolt broke out. The chronicles make the briefest of mention of this, stating only that ‘When he was reigning the slaves (servi) who were in revolt against their lords were captured by his zeal and returned to their previous servitude.’ The nature of the revolt and of the servi themselves is not easily defined. It has usually been assumed that they were slaves, entirely lacking in any form of personal liberty. However, documents from the ninth century indicate that such men could own property, which might be transmitted to their sons with their lords’ consent. Unfortunately, such texts give no further information as to the other ties of dependency between the lords and servi. The revolt under Aurelius is the only instance of such an uprising in the Asturian period, and the chronicles fail to give it any precise geographical location.

Under the relatively short-reigned kings from Aurelius to Vermudo I the southern frontiers of the kingdom were generally tranquil. However, the establishment in power of the second Umayyad amir, Hishâm I (788-96) led, not least for reasons concerned with the internal stability of the Arab state in al-Andalus, to the launch of almost biannual campaigns against the Christian populations of northern Spain. The defeat of Vermudo I at the battle of Burbia in 791 was one consequence of this, and his successor, Alfonso II, routed an Arab army at Lutos in 794. The latter was presented as a victory by the Arab chronicles, but the Asturian accounts are probably more credible. Less intensive campaigning followed the accession of al-Hâkam I (796-822), and in general no serious effort was ever made by the Arab rulers to destroy the Asturian kingdom.

One consequence of the fighting in the 790s was the establishment of diplomatic contacts between Alfonso II and Charlemagne. In 797 the Asturian king, taking advantage of the disorder in the south following the premature death of Hishâm I, launched a raid on Lisbon, that was probably intended to co-ordinate with a Frankish offensive in the Ebro valley. The latter failed to materialise, owing to difficulties with the Saxons, but some of the loot from Alfonso’s raid was sent to Charlemagne. However, no such Asturian co-operation is recorded when the Franks finally did capture Barcelona in 801. This may well have been a product of the brief overthrow of
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of Alfonso II in that year and his imprisonment in the monastery of Ablaña. The name of his supplanter is not recorded, and he was restored in a countercoup led by a certain Teuda.¹⁹

Most of the latter part of the reign of Alfonso II appears to have been peaceful, and from 812 onwards he is recorded in the chronicles as having devoted himself to the construction of a series of churches in Oviedo, which he had made his capital. By the time of Silo (774–83) the principal royal residence had moved from Cangas de Onis to Pravia, and early in his reign Alfonso established himself at Oviedo, which had also once been patronised by his father Fruela. None of these places had been towns in the Roman period, and it would be misleading to think of them as such at this time either. They were little more than ceremonial centres, housing a royal palace and one or more churches, together with small populations serving the court. The kings themselves may be assumed to have been largely peripatetic for much of the year, but Alfonso II seems deliberately to have built up Oviedo to mimic the role of Toledo in the Visigothic kingdom.²⁰ Several of the extant buildings of ninth-century date in Oviedo have been dated to the reign of Alfonso II on the basis of attributions in the chronicles. However, a number of significant discrepancies can be detected within the literary texts and also between them and the existing structures. Greater caution is probably needed in stating that any of the latter actually date from this reign. Furthermore, the frequently made claim that Alfonso’s principal architect can be named as a certain Tioda is entirely without foundation, in that it depends upon a spurious interpolation in a late copy of a charter. It is likely that the name derives from a confusion, deliberate or otherwise, with the Teuda who rescued Alfonso from captivity in 801/2.²¹

The same kinds of problems are to be encountered in the study of the buildings attributed to Alfonso’s successor, Ramiro I (842–50), who is recorded in the chronicles as having built a palace, a bath house and a church on Monte Naranco, immediately to the north of Oviedo. The buildings now to be found on this site are so fundamentally different in both their architecture and their decoration from other churches of the Asturian period that a distinctive artistic style has been ascribed to the period of the reigns of Ramiro I and his son, Ordoño I (850–66), known as the ‘estilo ramirense’. Once again, however, the evidence of the literary texts can be found not to tally with the material remains. An inscription in the church of Sta María de Naranco, for example, indicates that Ramiro restored rather than founded the building, and the commonly held view that this was originally created by the king as the audience hall of his palace has no

¹⁹ Chronica Albeldensis xv 9.  
²¹ Collins (1989a), pp. 3–12.
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foundation. Only with the churches of the reign of his grandson, Alfonso III the Great (866–910), can anything like certainty be achieved, largely because these can be dated exclusively on the basis of inscriptions, and do not feature in chronicle texts.

Although a more stable modus vivendi was reached with the Umayyad amirate in the second part of the reign of Alfonso II, the growing weakness of the central authority of that state in the course of the ninth century led to the development of more localised conflicts and problems for the Asturian kingdom. Thus for example, in 833, under the Amir ʿAbd al-Rahmān II (822–52), Maḥmūd ibn ʿAbd al-Djabbar, an Arab leader who had failed in a bid to establish an independent realm for himself in the city of Mérida, fled north and sought the protection of Alfonso II. The latter established him and his followers on the Galician frontier. But within seven years he was treating the Asturian king in the same way as he had the amir, by trying to carve an independent regional base for himself out of his overlord’s territories. In 840 Alfonso attacked him with the royal army and destroyed him.23

Under Ramiro I, although a Cordoban army sacked León in 846, the most dramatic military threat to the Asturian kingdom came in the form of the first Viking attack on Spain. The Danish fleet that had previously based itself in the Garonne came along the Bay of Biscay in the summer of 844 and descended on the Galician coast.24 The Vikings were successfully driven off by Ramiro, and continued south to sack both Lisbon and Seville. As well as having to face these periodic external difficulties, the brief reign of Ramiro was more seriously beset by internal disorders. Although the chronicles written in the time of his grandson present him as having the natural right to the throne, he had in fact deposed, following a successful invasion of the Asturias, the designated heir of Alfonso II the Chaste. This short-lived ruler, Nepotian, is treated as a legitimate king in some Asturian regnal lists, although mendaciously portrayed as a usurper by the chroniclers.25 After his overthrow he was blinded and confined to a monastery. Such a seizure of the throne led to a period of internal instability, and Ramiro is recorded as having to face the revolts of two of the Asturian palatine nobility. One of these, Piniolus, held the rank of Count of the Palace, the principal officer of the royal court. Overall, the reign of Ramiro was marked by a defensive stance, imposed by such combinations of external and internal threats. In general, the territorial expansion of the kingdom, that had been such a

23 Adlfonsi Tertii Chronica, Rotensis and Ad Sebastianum versions, 21; Ibn al-Athir s.a. 213–25.
marked feature of its history in the mid-eighth century, does not seem to have been renewed before the 850s.

For Ramiro I's son Ordoño I (850–66), on the other hand, greater opportunities existed in the increasingly disturbed state of the Umayyad amirate. The rebellion of Toledo against the new ruler of Córdoba, Muhammad I (852–86), led to its inhabitants appealing to Ordoño for aid, and this enabled him to launch the first Asturian expedition south of the Sierra de Guadarrama in 854. In the ensuing battle the Toledans and their Asturian allies were defeated by the amir's army, though probably not as seriously as the Arab sources imply.26 The city remained in revolt until 859, and the whole episode initiated a new and dynamic period of expansion on the part of the northern kingdom. In 859 Ordoño launched an attack on Mūsā ibn Mūsā (d. 862), the patriarch of the Banū Qāšī, a muwallad dynasty of ultimately Visigothic origin, who had built up a dominant position for themselves in the upper Ebro valley, and had recently gained control of Tudela and Zaragoza.27 Ordoño destroyed the fortress that Mūsā had been building at Albelda, and routed his army in a battle fought on Mount Laturce. Although Mūsā, who had been in almost continuous revolt against Córdoba since 840, had achieved such a regional dominance as to be known as 'the third king of Spain', this disaster broke his power, and even his son Lubb (Lope), who had recently been installed as governor of Toledo, temporarily submitted to the authority of Ordoño.28

Although this Asturian ascendancy over the former Visigothic capital was short lived, once the Amir Muhammad I (852–86) was able to reassert himself, the reign of Ordoño's son Alfonso the Great (866–910) marked the re-establishment of Christian control over most of the Meseta and the valley of the Duero. Regrettably, the chronicle that bears the king's name ends with his accession, but the Chronicle of Albelda becomes uncharacteristically detailed for the period 866–83. This was a time marked by expectations of the collapse of Arab power in Spain, as indicated by the so-called Prophetic Chronicle, a text that became attached to the Albeldan chronicle collection, and which calculated on the basis of pseudo-biblical prophecies that Islamic domination in the peninsula would come to an end in 884. Heartened by such hopes or by the more positive military achievements of the previous reign, a more aggressive stance on the part of the Asturian kingdom was linked to an intensive repopulation and development of the southern frontier districts.

Most notable here was the expansion of settlements in Castile and in the north of what was to become Portugal.29 The latter included Braga, Oporto,
Viseo and Lamego, which were given new Christian populations, as was the newly created town of Zamora, which was said to have been occupied by refugees from Toledo. At the same time raids were directed into Muslim territory, reaching as far to the south as Mérida in 881. In Castile, where the process of repopulation was under way by the 860s, an entirely new settlement was founded at Burgos in 883 by Count Diego (873–90), to provide the administrative centre of the recently created county. These processes were facilitated by the increasing fragmentation of the Umayyad state in the last years of Muhammad. Cordoban expeditions launched against the Asturian kingdom achieved little, and in 882 the amir negotiated a truce with Alfonso III, part of the consequences of which were the translation to Oviedo of the relics of the Cordoban martyr Eulogius (executed 859) and with them a corpus of literary and poetic texts.

The origins of the Asturian kingdom, in the northern mountains and far removed from the cultural centres of the previous Visigothic period, together with its subsequent essentially military character, made it a less than flourishing abode of learning. Few monasteries existed in the kingdom prior to the ninth century, and there are no traces of anything that could be called a ‘court school’ to be found in it. No extant manuscripts can be ascribed to Asturian scriptoria. Even so, some traces of the intellectual culture of the Asturian period can be detected in the few new works that were produced at this time. Of the latter the *Commentary on the Apocalypse*, probably though not certainly written by the monk Beatus in 786, is by far the most substantial, and, although offering nothing original in itself, is testimony to the existence of a rich collection of exegetical texts in late eighth-century Asturias. Beatus quoted from, amongst others, the works of Apringius, the Donatist Tyconius, Augustine, Gregory the Great and Isidore. A different kind of erudition was displayed by the late ninth-century anonymous author who put together the collection of chronological texts that accompanied the *Chronicle of Albelda*. This included regnal lists, not only of the Roman emperors and the Asturian and Visigothic kings, but also of the governors and amirs of al-Andalus.

Although a small number of monastic communities is recorded as having come into existence, especially in Galicia, in the Asturian period none of them achieved any great size or significance at this time. On the other hand, it did see the discovery of the supposed body of the Apostle St James, and the subsequent rapid development of a cult based on the relic and its place of burial. The discovery was made in a late Roman cemetery at Compostela during the episcopate of Bishop Theodemir of Iria Flavia (c. 818–47), who
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erected the first church on the site. This was replaced by a more substantial basilica in 899, built by Alfonso III and Bishop Sisnando of Iria (c. 880–c. 920). Little evidence exists for royal interest in the cult before this reign, but Alfonso made substantial donations of land and treasure to the church, as well as adopting St James as one of his patron saints. It is possible that pilgrimage to the shrine of Santiago from outside the Asturian kingdom was already under way by the end of the ninth century.32

The ending of the chronicle itself in 883 has meant that the second half of the reign of Alfonso III is much less well recorded than the first. However, the Arab sources confirm that this was a relatively peaceful period for the Asturian kingdom, not least owing to the problems that the Amir ʿAbd Allāh (888–912) had to face in the south, notably the escalating revolt of Umar ibn Ḥafṣūn. For Alfonso III the main concern may have been maintaining royal authority over expanding and increasingly independent frontiers. In 910 he was deposed in a conspiracy led by his eldest son García, who had the backing of the Leonese frontier nobility, and he seems to have died soon afterwards. The claim that he retired to the monastery of San Salvador de Valedios, that he himself had founded in 892, is based only on late medieval chronicle accounts. The deposition of Alfonso was followed by the moving of the capital of the kingdom from Oviedo to León, south of the Cantabrian mountains: a change that was symbolic of the greater security that was then felt and of the enhanced importance of the southern frontier regions, now firmly established along the line of the Duero. Although this process may not have been completed until the reign of Alfonso’s second son, Ordoño II (913/14–24), 910 is always taken as marking the transition between the Asturian and Leonese kingdoms.

**THE KINGDOM OF PAMPLONA, 799–905**

While the mountainous southern fringes of the Bay of Biscay, Cantabria, the Asturias and Galicia broke free of the domination of the Arab and Berber conquerors by the middle of the eighth century, the western Pyrenees remained longer under their rule. However, many of the problems of maintaining order in this region that had faced the Visigothic kings from the late sixth century onwards remained for the successors. Raids into the upper Ebro valley by the Basques posed a substantial military threat, and Yusuf ibn ʿAbd al-Rahmān, the last of the governors or, arguably, the first of the independent Arab rulers of al-Andalus, lost a detachment of his army to the
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His overthrow in the same year at the hands of the Umayyad ʿAbd al-Raḥmān was blamed on the loss of these forces in one Arab account. It took the new ruler of Córdoba over twenty years to impose his authority on the Ebro valley and, in the meantime, power passed into the hands of a series of local potentates, of mixed Arab and muwallad origin. Their reluctance to accept the authority of ʿAbd al-Raḥmān led to an appeal for help from Charlemagne, and the latter’s fruitless intervention in the Ebro valley in 778. One consequence of this had been the Frankish conquest of Pamplona, but the city, whose walls were then destroyed, had to be given up in the course of the subsequent retreat across the Pyrenees. By 799 Pamplona was in the hands of Mutarrif ibn Mūsā, a member of the Banū Qāsī, who was murdered by the citizens in that year. A restoration of Frankish rule over Pamplona and the western Pyrenees took place in 806, matching the recent establishment of Frankish control over Barcelona and the formation of a march that was centred on it. However, the western Pyrenean region was less enthusiastic for Frankish rule than the eastern, and in 812 and 819 revolts occurred that had to be suppressed by King Louis of Aquitaine and his son Pippin I. In 824, in the course of a further revolt, a Frankish army led by two counts was ambushed and routed by the Basques in the second battle of Roncesvalles. As a probable result of this, a small kingdom came into being in Pamplona, and Frankish control over the area was never restored.

The history of the kingdom of Pamplona has to be reconstructed on a far smaller evidential basis than that of the neighbouring Asturian realm. No chronicles at all were produced, and few genuine charters originating in the kingdom can be found dating from earlier than the late tenth century. The principal indigenous historical text is a collection of royal and comital genealogies, which were probably compiled in Nájera, then a royal centre, in the later tenth century. Otherwise, recourse has to be made to the occasional notices afforded the kingdom in Asturian and Arab historiography. This makes the history of the Pamplonian monarchy, especially in the ninth century, both very obscure and highly controversial. Much scholarly argument has been devoted to problems of the geographical extent of the kingdom, its regnal dating, and the identification of individuals briefly mentioned in the genealogical and other sources.

It is accepted on the basis of the king-list, and confirmed by Arab narratives, that the first king of Pamplona was a certain Iñigo Arista. It may be assumed, though it is not provable, that he came to power in the
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aftermath of the second battle of Roncesvalles in 824. His death in 851 is recorded in a fragment of the Arab historian Ibn Ḥayyān. Few other chronological statements concerning his dynasty can be made with anything like such assurance. His son García Iníguez seems to have succeeded him without interruption, but his date of death is not known. It has been suggested that, as his eldest son Fortún Garcés was still possibly a captive in Córdoba following an earlier military defeat, a regency occurred on the death of King García. This may have been exercised by one of his other sons. Fortún Garcés probably began his own personal reign in the early 880s, and is thought to have died in 905. Although the genealogies record him as having sons, he proved to be the last member of the founding line of the kings of Pamplona, as he was succeeded by Sancho Garcés I (905–25), the son of a certain García Jiménez and thus the representative of a different dynasty.

One of the distinguishing features of the early history of the kingdom of Pamplona is the close relationship that existed between its ruling dynasty and the muwallad Banū Qāsī. The mother of Mūsā ibn Mūsā (d. 862), the most powerful of the latter, was the sister of Iñigo Arista. The tiny Basque kingdom was faced by predatory enemies in several directions. Although never realised, the threat of Frankish attempts to regain control over the western Pyrenees was a real one. In practice even more menacing was the gradual eastwards expansion of the Asturian kingdom; while in the south lay the amirate of Córdoba, ever anxious to impose its authority over the frontier regions, not least the Upper March, which embraced the Ebro valley. For such reasons the alliance of Pamplona and the Muslim Banū Qāsī offered significant mutual benefits, if also shared dangers. Thus, Mūsā and Iñigo joined forces to ambush and capture one of ‘Abd al-Rahmān II's commanders in 843, but the consequence was a massive military response from Córdoba, led by the amir in person, which led to the defeat of the allies and much destruction and the taking of slaves in the vicinity of Pamplona. A second retaliatory expedition in 844 inflicted a further defeat, in which one of King Iñigo's brothers was killed. Even so, the Pamplonans are found acting together with the Banū Qāsī in defiance of Córdoba again in 845 and in 850. The defeat of Mūsā ibn Mūsā by Ordoño I in 859, however, left the kingdom of Pamplona peculiarly exposed to threats from the south. In 860 an expedition led by the Amir Muḥammad I entered the kingdom and captured Fortún Garcés, the heir to the throne, who was taken to Córdoba and kept there as a hostage, probably for the next twenty years.
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Although the events of 859–60 left both the Banū Qāṣī and the rulers of Pamplona weakened during the course of the ensuing decade, their alliance was resumed in the early 870s. In 872 the four sons of Mūsā ibn Mūsā succeeded in seizing power in all of the major towns of the Upper March: Zaragoza, Tarazona, Huesca, Lérida and Tudela. Although Huesca was regained for the amir in 873, the Banū Qāṣī could not be dislodged from their hold over the rest of the region. In consequence almost annual expeditions were launched into the Ebro valley from Córdoba, and these normally included the ravaging of the districts around Pamplona in their programme. However, neither the Christian city nor any of the strongholds of the Banū Qāṣī fell to the amir’s forces. Close relations, based on mutual reaction to a common threat, were also established with the kingdom of the Asturias, whose king Alfonso III married a Pamplonan wife called Jimena; one of his sons, the future Ordoño II, was sent to be brought up in one of the courts of the Banū Qāṣī, probably that of Muḥammad b. Lubb ibn Mūsā, who became the dominant member of that dynasty in the mid-870s.40

This long-established pattern of relationships was broken in the 880s. Muḥammad ibn Lubb found it expedient to renew his allegiance to the amir, and return Zaragoza to Umayyad control, while being recognised as the Umayyad ruler’s governor of Tudela and Tarazona. The emergence of another rival local dynasty, the Tujibids, to whom the Umayyads then entrusted Zaragoza and Calatayud, led to a fragmentation of Banū Qāṣī power in the Ebro valley and increasing conflict with all of their neighbours. This could include raids on both Pamplonian and Asturian lands. Muḥammad ibn Lubb was killed in 898 in the course of a protracted siege of Zaragoza, and the Christian monarchs, whose ties to the Banū Qāṣī had been broken in the course of the previous decade, attempted unsuccessfully to annexe his territories. Alfonso III, possibly acting in concert with Fortún Garcés of Pamplona, was defeated in the vicinity of Tarazona in 899 by Muḥammad’s son Lubb. Another Asturian invasion of the upper Ebro valley was driven back in 904, but Lubb ibn Muḥammad’s raid on Pamplona in 907 proved fatal to his brief restoration of Banū Qāṣī dominance in the Ebro. He fell into an ambush prepared by Sancho Garcés I, the first king of the second Pamplonan dynasty, and was killed.

The events surrounding the replacement of the line of Iñigo Arista as kings of Pamplona are peculiarly impenetrable, because of the lack of narrative sources. The story that King Fortún Garcés abdicated c. 905 to become a monk seems to be a later rationalisation of what may have been a disputed succession or even a coup d’état. The last of the Arista kings was

buried, as possibly had been his predecessors, in the monastery of Leyre. This was one of a small number of monastic houses known to have existed in Pamplona in the ninth century. It is probable that some may have owed their foundation to Frankish influence and patronage in the period 806–24. By 848, when the Cordoban priest Eulogius visited the kingdom of Pamplona, a number of these monasteries, notably Leyre and the Aragonese house of Siresa, were flourishing. In another of them called St Zacharias, the precise location of which is now unknown, Eulogius found a corpus of poetic and other texts, including the _De Civitate Dei_ of Augustine, which were then unavailable in Córdoba. From the copies that he took back with him sprang a brief renaissance of Latin metrical composition in al-Andalus.

The lack of documentary evidence makes it impossible to determine how far in the ninth century the authority of the kings of Pamplona extended northwards into such regions as the later Basque provinces of Vizcaya and Guipúzcoa. Across the Pyrenees, the Basque-settled areas south of the Garonne were controlled by a line of dukes, theoretically subject to the West Frankish kings, but from the 830s onwards in practice independent rulers of the region. Not before the eleventh century would the authority of the kings of Pamplona extend northwards across the mountains. Similarly, to the south of Pamplona the power of the Banū Qāsī and other local dynasts in the upper Ebro valley, together with the military threats from Córdoba, made territorial expansion of the realm in this direction almost impossible at this time. No southern conquests were to be achieved before the reign of Sancho Garcés I. To the west the Asturian monarchy had pre-empted its smaller Pamplonian counterpart in establishing its authority over the primarily Basque-speaking inhabitants of Alava. However, possibilities existed for the aggrandisement of the kingdom in an eastwards direction, along the line of the Pyrenees.

Here the neighbour of the Pamplonian monarchy was the county established by the Franks in the valley of the river Aragón. As with other central Pyrenean counties, formal loyalty to the Frankish crown was preserved in Aragón after the second battle of Roncesvalles. One of the two Frankish commanders taken prisoner by the Basques in that victory was probably Count Aznar of Aragón, who was released because he was of the same race as his captors. At some point probably soon after, if the brief statements in the Genealogies of Roda be followed, this Aznar was overthrown by his son-in-law, García the Bad, who transferred his allegiance from the Frankish ruler to King Íñigo of Pamplona. Even after Aznar’s son Galindo regained the county some time after 842/3, he too

---

found it expedient to maintain this new relationship, and he married his son Aznar Galindez to a daughter of García Iniguez of Pamplona. A line of counts of this dynasty continued to rule the upper valley of the Aragón until the late tenth century, but under the suzerainty of the kings of Pamplona. The other Pyrenean counties, such as Pallars and Ribagorza to the west of Aragon, remained throughout this period under at least formal Frankish rule.

By the later ninth century some of the distinctive ideology of the later ‘Reconquista’ had come into being. Christian writers, such as the anonymous author of the so-called ‘Prophetic Chronicle’ of 883/4, could look forward to the expulsion of the Arabs from Spain, and a sense of both an ethnic and a religious-cultural divide between the inhabitants of the small northern kingdoms and the dominant elite in the south was marked in the writings of both sides. On the other hand, it is unwise to be too linear in the approach to the origins of the ‘Reconquista’, as tended to be the way with Spanish historiography in the earlier part of the twentieth century. Periods of peaceful co-existence or of limited and localised frontier disturbances were more frequent than ones of all-out military conflict between al-Andalus and the Christian kingdoms. As has been mentioned, the former never made any serious effort to eliminate the latter. Moreover, as in the case of relations between the Arista dynasty in Pamplona and the Banū Qāṣī, mutual interest could be a stronger bond than ideological divisions based on antagonistic creeds. These tendencies were, if anything, to be reinforced in the tenth century.
CHAPTER 12

LOMBARD AND CAROLINGIAN ITALY

Paolo Delogu

THE LOMBARD STATE

The laws which were promulgated by the Lombard king Liutprand (712–744) depict the model of an ideal state, based on elevated political ideas, peculiar to that prince and his age.

One basic principle was the solidarity of the king with the freemen who constituted the political body of the kingdom. This was in part a heritage of the ancient Germanic idea of the people participating in national sovereignty. This concept had not weakened after the Lombards established themselves in Italy. Under Liutprand it could be found in the recognition, implicit in his legislation, that it was the body of the free Lombards that ensured the two basic expressions of national sovereignty: military activity, and the ability to provide themselves with legal regulations. Thus the laws of Liutprand were promulgated in assemblies consisting of judges and royal fideles from all the partes of the kingdom, representing the entire Lombard people, who could no longer physically gather together. As for military activity, it should be noted that in Liutprand’s laws the free Lombard is usually identified with the exercitalis – the man who performs military service for the public authority. The traditional nature of this concept was stressed through the use of the ancient Lombard term arimannus as a synonym for exercitalis.

Taking an active part in public military service was considered as the most complete and honourable form of freedom, whereby the free-born cooperated in maintaining both order and justice within the kingdom, and its independence or superiority with respect to other peoples. It was also an indication of economic independence, since military service was performed at the private expense of the exercitalis. As a recognition of all this, the king declared his concern for the free, and safeguarded their needs and interests (Liutprandi Leges, cc. 1–4). The solidarity of the king with the freemen seems
to have been reinforced at the time by a personal oath of fidelity sworn by all the arimanni (Notitia de Actoribus Regis, c. 5).

On the other hand, the kingdom was described in Liutprand’s laws as an orderly structure made out of judicial districts – the *iudiciariae* – with a hierarchy of powers which ensured the administration of justice at increasing levels of authority. Within each *iudiciaria*, corresponding as a rule to the territory of a city, every settlement was supervised in its legal affairs by a public official, called a *decanus* or a *saltarius*. The *decani* and *saltarii* depended on a *sculdhais*, who was the lowest official permitted to administer justice to the free. The jurisdiction of the *sculdhais* was, however, limited. If the case rose above a certain level of importance, the *sculdhais* was supposed to pass it on to a superior authority, the *iudex* of the *iudiciaria*. Whenever the case could not be settled by the *iudex*, he was to pass the matter on to the highest level of jurisdiction, the royal court in the city of Pavia, then the capital of the kingdom. The king, too, received appeals against allegedly unjust sentences. The administration of justice was the primary aim of public authority and was subordinated to, and made dependent on, the king, who presented himself as the supreme judge and the surety for justice for all Lombards (Liutprandi Leges, cc. 25–27, 44, 85).

Power within the kingdom was thus thought of as jurisdiction, and made dependent on the king’s authority. It was given the legal nature of a public function exerted in the interests of the community. Roman and Christian influences are apparent in this complex idea of the state which manifests how refined the political culture was at the Lombard court in the first decades of the eighth century.

Nonetheless, King Liutprand’s concepts were more aims to attain through royal government, than objective reflections of the institutional machinery for the time being. In reality, political and jurisdictional powers were not as evenly ordered as the *iudiciaria* system might suggest. Not all of the Lombard territories, for instance, were equally subject to royal authority. This extended over the greater part of northern Italy, comprising the Po valley, Trentino and Friuli; in that part of Italy only the provinces of the Byzantine empire – Venetiae, the Exarchate and the Pentapolis – escaped royal control. South of the Apennines, Tuscia, approximately corresponding to modern Tuscany, was also subject to the king, perhaps in a looser form. Further east and south, the duchies of Spoleto and Benevento, two vast regions named after the seats of the Lombard dukes who presided over them, did not fully recognise the authority of the king, even though they shared the laws and customs of the kingdom.

This was possible because of the complex nature of the Lombard state. All over Lombard Italy, the dukes were the titular holders of local power, but
their ties with the kings had different degrees of intensity and subordination. Only in northern Italy were the dukes really bound to the kingdom and the kings. This was the result of bitter struggles that had been fought out after the Lombard conquest of Italy, during the last decades of the sixth century. The kings had then managed to impose themselves over the dukes, who had led the conquest with them and had settled in the cities. Nonetheless, the Lombard dukes had not simply been transformed into royal officials. They usually belonged to families of ancient origin which formed a sort of national nobility, or else were war-leaders renowned for their deeds. Their authority derived from their family or their prestige, as well as from royal consent; they were not totally dependent on the kings, although they certainly co-operated with them. Kings for instance could appoint dukes in vacant duchies, but found it very difficult to remove them; this happened only in extreme cases and usually by force. Indeed, the kings themselves originated from ducal families, because among the Lombards, unlike among the Franks or the Anglo-Saxons, there was no stirps regia, though family links between successive kings and the handing down of royal power from father to son were frequent.

Still in the eighth century, kings could overcome individual dukes because the kings had a wider political consensus behind them, and had access to administrative, fiscal and military resources which were greater than those of each duke; but the constitutional ties between kings and dukes were more like an alliance than a relationship of service. The bigger and the further away a duchy was, the weaker the duke’s subordination to the kings. This explains not only the autonomy of Spoleto and Benevento, but also the special status of border dukes even in northern Italy, such as the dukes of Friuli and Trento.

The political and administrative organisation of the Lombard kingdom at the beginning of the eighth century did not, however, consist exclusively of a complex of duchies of various sizes variously related to the authority of the king. Alongside this, there was a network of public officials, the gastaldii, who were the administrators of the fiscal property distributed throughout the kingdom, which constituted the economic basis for the monarchy. The gastaldii also collected the proceeds of justice reserved for the kings, and held military commands similar to those of the dukes; they even governed a number of cities which had no dukes. Unlike the dukes, the gastaldii were strictly dependent on the royal authority. They usually belonged to the upper social stratum of the area in which they were to govern, but not to the national aristocracy. The kings could remove them from their office without the military actions which were often necessary to get rid of a duke. The office of the gastaldius was not necessarily antagonistic to the authority of the
duke, but it was an important administrative tool by which the royal authority could make itself effective throughout the whole kingdom, without depending on the intermediation of the dukes; for this reason, royal *gastaldii* did not exist in the autonomous duchies of Spoleto and Benevento. It now becomes evident that the *indices* of Liutprand's laws represent both a unification of the offices of duke and *gastaldius* and the idealisation of their subjection to royal authority. The king traced a new model of the state, simple and rational, which he endeavoured to make effective throughout his reign.

In fact, other forces were also active within the kingdom and had a growing political importance, even though they were not recognised as having an official role in the state's organisation. In the Po valley and in Tuscia, the cities, by the end of the seventh century, had once again become central settlement places, which dominated the countryside around them because they were the residences of the public authorities and of many landowners. Commerce and crafts were also carried on in them. Commerce in this case meant the exchange not only of goods produced within the city and its territory, but also of food and other commodities brought from further away. Salt, for example, was imported all over the Po valley from the lagoons of Comacchio, together with less indispensable seasonings, such as pepper and *garum*; silver came from as far afield as England and Frisia; and silk cloth probably came from southern Italy, as well as, sometimes, from the eastern Mediterranean (*CDL* 1, no. 50). The inhabitants of the towns constituted active political bodies which could collectively guard and protect their own interests, take part in the internal political events of the kingdom, or raise an army. They could even oppose the local holders of public authority, the *indices* of the royal administration.

The Liutprandine model of the state also did not take into account the clienteles gathered around powerful personages, whether or not they exercised public functions. The clientele was an early Germanic tradition, originally linked to the military activity of the migrant peoples; King Rothari had made reference to it in his Edict of 643. At the beginning of the eighth century such clienteles had lost their primary military functions, but still constituted political and social groupings, held together by bonds of interest, collaboration and honour. Although they were different from the ties of vassalage which were at that time spreading through the kingdom of the Franks, they had a similar influence on the social structure of the Lombard people. The kings also had their own followings of *fideles*, known as their *gasindii*, distributed throughout the whole kingdom. They helped to support the king's authority in political ways, though they had no institutional role.
Finally, ecclesiastical institutions, too, were gaining greater importance in the organisation of society. The conversion of the Lombards to Christianity having been completed, the territorial organisation of the church gained a secular role as well. Both the *plebes*, the rural churches where baptism and other religious services were performed for the local population, and the cathedrals, which carried out the same functions for the people of the cities and which exercised control over the *plebes* of their dioceses, became centres of social cohesion for the inhabitants of the kingdom. In addition, the churches as landowners exercised influence, patronage and authority over local society and thus also acquired influence in political and administrative affairs. The bishops were not granted a definite function within the Lombard state. They did, however, enjoy a *de facto* influence, which consolidated itself in the course of the eighth century, when they sometimes supported the public *indices* in the administration of justice, and were also obliged to provide military service on the basis of their landed property.

### THE KINGS AND ITALY

After the conquests of Byzantine territory by King Rothari in the 640s, the Lombard kings for a long time limited their military activity to internal affairs and to occasional defence against invasions, by the Franks to the west and the Avars to the east. In c.680 a peace treaty with the Byzantine empire made the political borders within Italy definitive, thus removing the justification for further military undertakings. Only the dukes of Benevento still launched a few expeditions against the Byzantine lands, annexing some small territories as a result.

This static situation suddenly came to an end during the reign of Liutprand. The external cause for this was the crisis of Byzantine imperial authority in Italy. From the first years of the eighth century, the Byzantine provinces openly showed their discontent with and intolerance of the imperial administration. A series of rebellions culminated in 727 in the assassination of the imperial governor, the exarch Paul. It was in this context that Lombard expansion into Byzantine territory began again: in that year Sutri in the Roman duchy was conquered directly; and the cities of Bologna, Imola and Osimo, as well as the inhabitants of some rural districts in Emilia, the Frignano and Persiceta, offered their submission, apparently spontaneously, to Liutprand (Map 18).

These events, although mostly not provoked by the king, may also have suggested to him the possibility that he might profit from the disturbances of the political order in Italy, so as to affirm royal authority over the duchies
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of Spoleto and Benevento. This programme was not in itself aimed against the Byzantine empire; indeed, in order to carry it out, Liutprand originally came to an agreement with the new exarch, Eutychius, in exchange for a promise of aid to bring back order to the imperial provinces. The plan is likely to have depended on Liutprand’s strong idea of royal authority, which had already caused him to reaffirm hegemony over the duke of Friuli. Liutprand probably intended to impose a systematic institutional hierarchy throughout the Lombard world, along the lines of the model expressed in his law-code. Given that every political institution in the Lombard world was supposed to be placed inside a hierarchy dependent on the king, it would have been right and proper that the dukes of Spoleto and Benevento, too, should be fully subject to him. This certainly fits with a law of 727, in which Spoleto and Benevento were mentioned for the first time, alongside the other parts of the kingdom, as areas where the royal law applied (Liutprandi Leges, c. 88). The achievement of this plan proved difficult, however, because it conflicted with the interests of the other powers in Italy. The dukes and the leading political groups of the two southern duchies transformed their de facto autonomy into a programme of resistance to the king. This was particularly true in the duchy of Spoleto, where Duke Trasamund II not only opposed the Lombard king, but also aimed at playing a part in the crisis which the imperial authority was experiencing in Italy. He endeavoured to form an alliance with the papacy and the Exarchate in order to create a Romano-Lombard political area in central Italy, which could protect itself both from abuses of power on the part of the empire and from extensions of Lombard royal authority. As a result, the Spoleto area began to gravitate towards Rome from the 750s onwards. This was to remain a constant feature of Italian political geography for at least the next two centuries.

The political situation in Benevento was less clear-cut. It would seem, however, that the local aristocracy was divided into two parties, of which one, opposed to royal authority, was keen to maintain the autonomy of the duchy, whilst the other was perhaps more prepared to reach an understanding with the king.

Notwithstanding local resistance, Liutprand achieved considerable successes in his policy towards the peripheral duchies. In 729 he entered the duchy of Spoleto and forced Duke Trasamund and the duke of Benevento, Romuald II, to swear fealty to him. A few years later, in 732, he went again with the royal army to Benevento, where he prevented Romuald II's son from succeeding to the duchy on the grounds of his still being a minor; he entrusted the duchy for the time being to his own nephew Gregory, duke of Chiusi.
Outside the Lombard world, Liutprand now had to face the opposition of the exarch Eutychius and of Pope Gregory II (731–41). These two had formed an alliance aimed at re-establishing order in the Byzantine provinces by means of a curious form of joint control, in which the pope extended his jurisdiction over the Roman duchy (the area depending on the city of Rome), while the exarch restricted himself to the Exarchate and the Pentapolis. The exarch also renounced the imposition of iconoclasm — the imperial law forbidding the veneration of holy images, which had given rise to opposition from the Italian subjects of the empire and condemnation from the popes — in return for the moral and political protection of the papacy. An additional aim of this arrangement was to prevent the expansion of the Lombard king, by supporting the resistance of the southern Lombard duchies and by direct military action on the part of the exarch. As a result, Liutprand’s policies became increasingly hostile to the Exarchate and eventually led to repeated invasions of imperial territory, including attacks on the exarchal capital at Ravenna.

In these wars with the Byzantines, it is possible to pick out a guiding thread: Liutprand’s aim was not the conquest of the Exarchate, but the control of a strategic route between the Po region and the duchy of Spoleto, which was essential for the exercise of royal authority over the southern duchies. (Once having arrived in the district of Spoleto, it was possible for the king to reach Benevento without having to cross any further Byzantine territory.) Liutprand’s conquests in imperial territory were in fact limited to the cities of Faenza, Cesena, Ancona and Numana along the way to Spoleto; other castles which were temporarily occupied by the king in the duchy of Rome, such as Amelia, Orte and Bomarzo, also controlled access from Lombard Tuscia to the duchy of Spoleto. The attacks on Ravenna itself, which occurred twice under Liutprand, were only undertaken in response to the hostile activities of the exarch. It seems, furthermore, that Liutprand recognised the special administrative powers assumed by the popes in the Roman duchy, which were confirmed in his eyes by the religious authority of the head of all the Catholic churches. So it was that after the death of Gregory III, a Syrian who seems to have nourished a violent hatred for the Lombards, Liutprand agreed to give back to his successor Zacharias (741–52) the castles in the duchy of Rome and even, at the request of the pope, to return Cesena to the exarch.

Notwithstanding this dual opposition, Liutprand’s policies with regard to the outlying Lombard duchies produced lasting successes. In 742, the duchy of Spoleto was once and for all made subject to the kingdom, with the deposition of Duke Trasamund II and the nomination in his place of a nephew of the king, Agiprand. In the course of the same military campaign,
Liutprand reached Benevento, where he forced the new Duke Godeschalk, who was a supporter of local autonomy, to flee, and restored the ducal power to Romuald II's son Gisulf (another nephew of the king, through his mother), whom Liutprand had previously removed from the duchy and had brought up in Pavia.

Once established, the subjection of the southern dukes was kept up under Liutprand's successors, Ratchis, Aistulf and Desiderius, who were the last independent Lombard kings. Spoleto was fully united to the kingdom: the kings continued to impose men from among their own followers as dukes and indeed on occasion ruled the duchy directly. In the duchy of Benevento, which was larger and further away, royal hegemony showed itself principally in the protection given to the ducal family of Gisulf II, who, thanks to renewed intervention by the kings, retained power after Gisulf's death, in spite of his son being again a minor. Nevertheless, aspirations to self-government continued to be felt by the aristocracy and the inhabitants of the duchies, and reappeared when royal power weakened.

Liutprand's successors also inherited from him the difficult relationship with the complex system of powers which ruled and protected the imperial provinces. Ratchis (744–9), who succeeded after the very brief reign of Liutprand's nephew, Hildeprand, tried to follow the direction of Liutprand's policies; he made a peace with the pope which would have left him free to confront the exarch militarily. But when in 749 he invaded the Pentapolis and besieged Perugia—a key to overland communications between Tuscia and Spoleto, as well as between the Exarchate and Rome—he was forced to realise that the pope in fact considered even the lands subject to the exarch untouchable. Indeed, Zacharias used all his religious authority to force the king to abandon his undertaking, as he had already done in the past with Liutprand. It was by now clear that it was not possible to separate the cause of the pope from that of the exarch.

The reasons, however, which led Ratchis to wage war must have been very pressing; for, after his capitulation before the pope, the king was forced to abdicate and royal power passed to his brother Aistulf (749–56), a man already known for his aggressiveness and daring. Aistulf immediately resumed hostilities against the Exarchate and in 750, in the course of a lucky expedition, conquered Ravenna and all the provinces subject to the Exarchate, proclaiming himself king of the 'Romans'—in other words the subjects of the empire in Italy—'by the grace of God'. Having thus taken over the imperial power, he apparently next intended to impose his authority over the Roman populace and the duchy of Rome as well; in fact, he demanded that every inhabitant should pay him a golden solidus as tribute.

He offered the pope, Stephen II, who succeeded Zacharias in 752, peace and
recognition of his religious authority, and probably also a limited independence for the Roman duchy, under the hegemony of the Lombard kingdom.

Aistulf probably thought that he had finally found a permanent solution to the problems of the security of the kingdom and the territorial connection with the outlying duchies — indeed, after the conquest of Ravenna, he placed Spoleto under direct royal control without nominating a duke. In fact, however, this radical and revolutionary undertaking had the consequence — which was also revolutionary — of extending the pope’s politico-religious protection, which he already exercised over the Roman duchy, to include the populations of the Exarchate and the Pentapolis as well, thus making the pope both the victim and the opponent of every action undertaken by the king to confirm his dominion over the lands which had previously belonged to the empire. The authority of the pope to act against Lombard rule was officially confirmed by the Emperor Constantine V (741—75), who, considering the pope to be the only surviving representative of imperial authority in Italy, charged him with obtaining the restitution of the Exarchate and the Pentapolis.

Since Aistulf considered that the supremacy of the empire in Italy was henceforth extinct, Stephen II was not able to exercise over him the same pastoral diplomacy that Zacharias had successfully put into operation with Liutprand and Ratchis. On the contrary, Aistulf increased both his threats and his military pressure, so as to force the Romans to submit. Realising that he could not count on any military aid from the empire, the pope appealed to the new king of the Franks, Pippin, who had only recently (751), with the moral support of the papacy, deposed the last king of the Merovingian dynasty, thus completing the political ascent of the Carolingians. The pope’s appeal to the Franks had probably been agreed in advance with the Byzantine emperor. The aim was to force Aistulf to return his conquests ‘to those who had a right to them’ (LP, 246; I, p. 449). But Stephen II must have made it quite clear to the Franks that it was the Roman church that exercised a religious, moral and political authority over all the lands which had previously belonged to the empire. This enabled the pope to act in their defence, but also established his right to receive them back from the Franks. Furthermore, the pope honoured Pippin and his sons with the title ‘Patricians of the Romans’; this was a term with no precise institutional meaning, but was sufficient to make Pippin antagonistic to Aistulf’s claims to sovereignty over the Romans.

Pippin’s military campaign in Italy in the summer of 754 fulfilled papal expectations. Aistulf, defeated in a battle on the borders of the kingdom, was forced to promise Pippin that he would return Ravenna and the other cities which he had conquered. The restitutions were probably to be
received by the pope, who to some extent still acted as the representative of constitutional legitimacy within the imperial territories.

What remained uncertain and ambiguous in this situation was largely resolved by the events of this same year and the following one. Once the Frankish army had withdrawn, Aistulf refused to hand over the stipulated territory; moreover, considering the pope to be his declared enemy, he tried to take possession of Rome itself in order to complete his plans and put an end to papal political activities. Meanwhile, Stephen II’s attitude to the empire changed after the end of 754. In that year, Emperor Constantine V summoned a council at Constantinople which greatly intensified the iconoclastic movement, declaring the worship of images heretical. In 756, at the anxious request of the pope, Pippin returned to Italy with the Frankish army, again defeated the Lombards on the border of the kingdom, besieged Aistulf at Pavia and forced him to surrender. This time, the terms were stiffer: envoys from the king of the Franks would directly supervise the return of the lands in question. The beneficiary was now explicitly the Church of Rome, represented by the pope; indeed, when approached by the Byzantine ambassador, Pippin refused to recognise any imperial claim to the liberated provinces (LP, 251; 1, p. 453). Thus the royal plan to substitute Lombard for Byzantine domination in Italy suffered a final blow; and so did all hope of unifying all the Lombard territories, since the demand for self-government soon regained strength in the outlying duchies. Furthermore, the Lombard kingdom was henceforth bound to pay an annual tribute to the Franks; this meant virtual political subjection.

The order thus achieved still rested on a fragile basis. The Lombard kingdom was not completely subjugated, and the political and military alliance between the Franks and the papacy was not solid enough to allow the latter to act very effectively against the Lombards. Desiderius, who succeeded Aistulf in 756, was able to re-establish royal control over the duchies of Spoleto and Benevento, and to maintain strategic strongholds in Emilia and the Pentapolis. He managed to put off or to avoid part of the land restitutions, and cleverly took advantage of the difficulty encountered by the papacy in having its authority recognised by the populace and the local authorities of the Exarchate, now grouped around the archbishop of Ravenna. The popes who succeeded Stephen II could no longer count on the Byzantine empire for support, whilst Pippin was reluctant to undertake further military operation in Italy. They were further weakened by the struggles for political and economic control of Rome between various factions within the city.

On the death of Pippin in 768, the Frankish kingdom was divided between the king’s two sons, who were in conflict with each other. For some
years Desiderius succeeded in presenting himself as an important point of reference on the international scene, and even as a protector for Pope Stephen III and Pippin's widow Bertrada. The latter in 770 came to Pavia to arrange for the marriage of her son Charles (the future Charlemagne) to one of the daughters of the Lombard king. Desiderius took advantage of this to reconquer lands in the former Byzantine provinces, although he now aimed only to seize strategic points along the borders. One has, however, the impression that Desiderius' successes depended more on the temporary weakening of the opponents of the Lombards than on any real strength on his own part. When, between the end of 771 and the beginning of 772, Charlemagne became the sole king of the Franks, and the new pope, Hadrian I, succeeded in restoring peace among the various factions in Rome, Desiderius was immediately driven into a critical position. Charlemagne broke off the marriage alliance by repudiating his Lombard wife; Hadrian, for his part, demanded the return of conquests old and new. Desiderius' attempts to exercise military pressure on the pope, and to raise up a Frankish faction against Charlemagne in support of the hereditary rights of the latter's nephews, only resulted in a revival of Frankish hostility to the Lombards, and hastened a new agreement between the pope and the king of the Franks.

In the spring of 773, Charlemagne, now defending his own interests, appeared on the borders of Italy, routed the Lombard army without difficulty and besieged Desiderius at Pavia, forcing him to yield in 774. Charlemagne's attitude after the victory was very different from that of his father. He wanted to eliminate the roots of what he felt to be a permanent threat to the new political order that he was planning, based on the hegemony of the Frankish kingdom over the Christian society of western Europe. For this reason, he exiled Desiderius to Francia, took the title of king of the Lombards for himself, and forced the Lombards to swear an oath of fealty.

The failure of the Lombard kingdom against the Franks raises many questions. Above all, the fact throws doubt on the political cohesion and moral determination of the Lombards at a moment at which they should have been defending their own survival as a sovereign people. A number of hypotheses have been brought forward to explain this. In general, they focus on the social complexity and the loose political organisation of Lombard society, a complexity that the kings never fully managed to dominate. The existence of an aristocratic opposition to King Desiderius has been pointed out: Lombard nobles had indeed fled to Francia, seeking hospitality from Charlemagne. Other explanations have stressed the symptoms of a moral unease, revealed for instance by the longing for monastic life.
which spread throughout Lombard society at the time of the clashes with Pippin.\textsuperscript{1} A sort of renunciation of Lombard national identity which reached an extreme of treachery occurred when the people of Spoleto, in an attempt to obtain papal protection when Charlemagne was besieging Pavia, actually submitted themselves to the pope's authority, asking to have their hair cut after the Roman fashion (LP, 311; 1, p. 495). It has also been argued that, two hundred years after their settlement in Italy, the Lombards had lost their taste for war, in favour of the civilised values of urban life.

Although all these circumstances undoubtedly characterise the cultural development of the eighth century, none of them seems to have gone so far as to make the collapse of the kingdom inevitable. Feeling for the national tradition remained alive among the Lombard nobility, and there were still moments of rebellion against Frankish dominion after 774. Lombard national consciousness was also expressed very clearly in the 'History' which the Friulan Paul the Deacon composed, some ten years after the end of the Lombard kingdom, in praise of his people. In it, the dignity and power of the Lombards were expressed through their warlike deeds and military virtues thus showing that these values were still held in honour by the Lombards up to 774 and after. Christianity did not militate against them; rather it was integrated into them, much as in the case of the Franks, given that faith was perceived as a confirmation and support for the excellence of the race. Certainly, Christianity raised the question of the legality of war, which should only be waged against the enemies of the faith. The Lombard attacks on the papacy may well for this reason have raised doubts and unease at the time. But it should be observed that the kings avoided, as far as possible, direct action against Rome. They generally recognised the inviolability of the papacy and its territory. As for the opposition of the nobility to the king at the time of Desiderius, this was probably motivated by personal rivalries, perhaps depending on the social origins of the king; it is very doubtful that Desiderius' opponents meant to favour the establishment of Frankish sovereignty in Italy.

Supplementary explanations for the failure of the Lombard kingdom can be found in the new political determination of the Franks under Charlemagne, and in the frailty of the Lombard military apparatus. This last deserves a few comments.

The Lombard national army was quite possibly unsuited for the mounting of a major co-ordinated effort. It would seem that the Lombard exercitales, although they were defined in institutional terms as warriors, practised only a very limited military activity in normal circumstances. This consisted above all in the caballatio in the retinue of the local judge for

\textsuperscript{1} See Schmid (1972).
police operations, and in the safeguard of their local territories (Ratchis, *Leges*, c. 4). Occasionally, disputes between neighbouring communities could result in violence as well. These activities could be carried out with very limited military training, and without the fighters concerned being fully armed. Furthermore, the *exercitalis* was normally a small- or medium-scale landowner, directly involved in the running of country estates with the help of serfs and other dependants. Hence, there was a tendency for them to obtain exemption from military duties. This could fit with the interest that *indices* had in profiting by illicit favouritism, given that they relied mostly on their personal adherents in the exercise of their authority. The normal military activities of the *exercitales* took place, therefore, within a local framework and were of limited commitment and duration, so as not to interfere seriously with the management of their economic interests.

The royal wars, by contrast, were waged on the frontiers of the kingdom; good equipment and training were required, and the risks were greater. The kings imposed by law the minimum equipment of weapons that each economic level had to possess, but they could not affect the military training of the freemen. Furthermore, it seems that the recruitment and the military service of the *arimanni* were organised on a local basis. The contingent from each city went to war together and took joint decisions on how they were to act. Loyalty towards the king and national solidarity were balanced against local political and economic interests. There are in fact examples of whole groups from one city or region taking the decision to defect in the course of individual wars (Paul the Deacon, *Historia Langobardorum* v, cc. 39, 41). It is probable that the kings and the most powerful aristocrats had groups of trained warriors who made up their entourage and were rewarded by gifts and favours; these were not sufficient, however, to fight full-scale battles, and had to be supplemented by the local contingents, so as to form what the sources call the *exercitum generale* (*LP* 303; 1, p. 491). An army composed of independent groups and largely made up of untrained soldiers could be held together when the tasks were easy and the hope for booty high, as was the case under Liutprand and Aistulf. But in the pitched battles against the expert military organisation of the Franks, the general army of the Lombards found itself at a disadvantage. After a defeat in the field, each component group among the Lombards retreated whence it came, looking only to its own safety.

**THE DOMINATION OF THE FRANKS**

After the Frankish conquest, the Lombard kingdom survived as a distinct state, but at the price of losing its national foundation. Despite Pope
Hadrian's attempt to dismember the kingdom and place a major portion of it under his own authority (LP 319; 1, p. 498), Charlemagne did not carry out the pope's request, and indeed in 781 he had the pope anoint his son Pippin as king of the Lombards, although the child was then only four years old. Since Charlemagne kept the Lombard royal title for himself as well, his son was a sub-king: at first, a simple figurehead for the Frankish administration in Italy. Later, however, as an adult, Pippin was an alert and energetic executor of instructions which came nevertheless from his father. The subordination of the Lombard kingdom to the convenience of Frankish politics and strategic considerations was so firmly entrenched that in the Divisio regnorum of 806 Charlemagne decreed that, should Pippin die, the kingdom was to be divided between his two other sons (MGH Cap. I, no. 45, c. 4).

In fact, the kingdom was not divided up. By 813 only one of Charlemagne's sons, Louis, was still alive, and in that year his father shared the imperial title with him, in preparation for his own succession. At the same time, however, Charlemagne conferred the royal title for Italy on Pippin's son Bernard. The separate identity of the former Lombard kingdom was thus confirmed, although it took some decades for it to recover autonomous government. After his succession in 814, Louis the Pious allowed Bernard to keep the title of king, but proclaimed the kingdom dependent on the imperial authority. A rebellion from Bernard in 817 was soon repressed, and Louis entrusted the control of the kingdom to his elder son Lothar, whom he had already associated with himself in the rule of the empire.

Lothar exercised his authority over Italy for more than ten years without living there, and without even adopting the title of king, purely on the strength of his imperial dignity.\(^2\) Paradoxically enough, however, it was his political career which afterwards led to the confirmation of the independent existence of the kingdom of Italy. Having come into conflict with his father over the unity of the empire and the hereditary rights of his brothers, Lothar was forced to live in Italy more or less permanently for ten years, from 829 onwards. Although he did not, even then, identify himself with the royal Lombard tradition, nevertheless the continuous presence of a sovereign whose sphere of activity was de facto limited to the kingdom gave back to it a life of its own. The resolution, in 839, of Lothar's quarrel with his father marked a new confirmation of Italian autonomy, for, probably as part of the settlement, Lothar's first-born son, Louis II, was appointed king for Italy. In 844 Louis was sent to Rome to be anointed, and to receive the crown of

\(^2\) Contra Jarnut (1991), p. 314; but the reference in ARF to a corona regni conferred by the pope on Lothar is generic, and does not indicate with any certainty the crown of the Lombards.
the Lombards from the pope. Although Lothar maintained control of Italy through his imperial authority, the existence of the kingdom as a separate entity was never again called into question. The events of the reign of Louis II definitively confirmed this.

Many aspects of the Carolingian government of Italy up to Lothar depended on the role the kingdom played within the empire. On several fronts the boundaries of the kingdom coincided with those of the empire. The ancient enmity between the Lombards and their eastern neighbours, the Avars, was inherited by the Carolingians, who had a common border with the Avars, in Bavaria as well. In southern Italy, the duke of Benevento, Arichis, the son-in-law of King Desiderius, having escaped the Frankish invasion thanks to the sheer distance of the duchy from the theatre of military operations, assumed the rank of an independent prince in 774 and severed the old links between the duchy and the kingdom. Charlemagne succeeded in making Arichis recognise his hegemony, but was not able to exercise any effective authority over the principality. Soon, the Beneventans sought the support of the Byzantine empire and fought the Franks along the border (Erchempert, Historia Langobardorum Beneventanorum, cc. 2, 3; Leo Ostiensis, Chronica Monasterii Casinensis i, c. 9). The Tyrrhenian coast also gradually acquired the characteristics of a frontier, because of the attacks carried out by the Saracens from the beginning of the ninth century, first against Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica (this latter a dependency of Tuscia), and afterwards against the Italian mainland as well.

The defence of the borders of the kingdom was thus essential not only for the maintenance of control in Italy, but also to confront forces which were essentially hostile to the empire. The Carolingians therefore preserved the regional structure of the Lombard duchies of Friuli and Spoleto, and they increased the authority and lands of the duke of Lucca, so as to create a substantial duchy in Tuscia too. These border districts took on the nature and functions of the marches of the Frankish political system. The Carolingian emperors chose their dukes from among the nobles they trusted most, and kept them under direct control, regardless of the presence of a sub-king in Italy. Inefficient dukes were replaced by other nominees; and efforts were made to provide them with adequate troops for campaigns beyond the border (MGH Cap. i, no. 99). A king was not therefore strictly necessary in Italy, as the country’s strategic position could be secured by the keepers of the marches. The duke of Spoleto was also made a permanent representative of the emperors for the protection of the popes in Rome. When kings were appointed for Italy, therefore, as under Charlemagne, this happened more for dynastic than for strategic reasons, even though local kings helped to control the activity of the public officials and to gain
consensus from the local populace, as a Carolingian king was ideologically bound to keep justice and to protect the feeble in his kingdom. As regards military activity, Pippin's role basically consisted in supporting the frontier wars of the dukes in the marches. Louis II at first performed the same duty under Lothar.

One problem for the Carolingians was the role that the Lombards themselves would have in the kingdom. It would not have been possible for the Franks to obliterate the identity of the Lombards, who, after all, were the majority of the population in the country. As king of the Lombards, Charlemagne to some extent took on the duty of acting as their protector; indeed he allowed them, for instance, to preserve their national law. But the Lombard ruling class was gradually removed from public positions; their places were taken by members of the Frankish, Alemannic and Burgundian aristocracy who had come in with the Carolingian conquest. These were appointed to the judicial districts of the kingdom, with the titles of counts, dukes and marchiones (marquises). Others were settled as royal vassals to control strategic points in the kingdom and to provide the counts with armed support. The replacement of Lombard officials was almost complete by 800, but the influx of Frankish vassals, officials and ecclesiastics continued after Charlemagne's death in 814. The last substantial wave occurred in 834, when many Frankish nobles, supporters of Lothar, followed him into exile and were rewarded by him with possessions and positions in Italy.

The imposition of the Franks as the governing class went with the elimination of Lombard tradition as the political ideology of the kingdom. Although Pippin and Louis II bore the official title of 'kings of the Lombards', in fact the Frankish sources normally refer to them as 'kings of Italy'. Even in a capitulary promulgated by Charlemagne in 801, reference was made to the 'provinces of Italy' (MGH Cap. 1, no. 98). This usage derived from the Carolingian custom of indicating the various parts of the empire by geographical rather than ethnic names, but it effectively served the purpose of stressing the newness of the regime in Italy and of masking the Lombard roots of the kingdom. It is significant that, from the reign of Lothar onwards, it also became customary for notaries to date documents according to the regnal years of the sovereigns 'in Italy'.

The prominence of Lombard law was also reduced. The Carolingian rulers promulgated special laws for the kingdom of Italy, sometimes presenting them as the continuation and completion of the Lombard legislation. But, in general, these laws were intended to regulate a new situation, in which people of different origins lived together in Italy and all had the right to call upon their own national law. Such legislation was still
aimed at the free, but these were no longer qualified as Lombards or arimanni: under Lothar they were described as 'the whole populace living in the kingdom of Italy' (MGH Cap. 1, no. 201). Even the basis of legislative authority was new. Only in the earliest capitulary of Pippin is there any trace of the Lombard custom of promulgation in front of an assembly, in which Franks already took part (MGH Cap. 1, no. 91). After this, the Italian capitularies were prepared on the basis of written instructions which arrived from across the Alps or else were simply extensions to Italy of decisions already taken in Francia (MGH Cap. 1, no. 94). On one occasion, Charlemagne imposed Frankish customs to supplement the Lombard law (MGH Cap. 1, no. 98). Carolingian legislation was royal, supranational; the use of the Lombard law was allowed in so far as it did not conflict with the perspectives of the new sovereignty.3

The institutional organisation of the kingdom was altered as well. The Frankish government aimed at unifying and rationalising the Lombard administrative system through the office of the count. The counts, who took over the functions and frequently the districts of the Lombard dukes, formed an aristocracy of officials who derived their position from royal appointment, and had no organic ties with the society they governed. Thus the complexity of the duke-gastaldius structure was reduced. The gastaldii retained their original function as administrators of royal fiscal estates (MGH Cap. 1, no. 159, c. 4), but they no longer formed an alternative system of representatives of royal authority inside the kingdom. Towards the middle of the ninth century, many gastaldii were assimilated to Frankish viscounts, and were quite simply subordinated to the counts. All other local officials with jurisdictional powers were considered from the very beginning of the Frankish domination as ministri of the counts (MGH Cap. 1, nos. 98, 102).

This administrative reorganisation was not, however, so coherent as to eliminate all conflict. The Carolingians brought the church into the running of the state, making churchmen into supporters and advisers of the kings, and collaborators with and controllers of the counts. The relationship with the church was essential for the Carolingians, whose policy was supposed to have religious ends. In addition, the church in Italy already exercised influence over lay society, both in political and in economic terms. With its bishoprics and plebes it also offered a complete and systematic network of territorial districts, which could be useful in establishing control over the lay population. Thus the bishops were quickly absorbed into the governing

3 Compare also MGH Cap. 1, no. 158, cc. 13, 14 (of Lothar), which validated Lombard legal customs by imperial authority.
class of the kingdom, and received jurisdictional powers similar in nature to those of the counts with whom they were urged to collaborate. Many bishops were sent to the Italian dioceses from Francia, but in general the foreign presence was less notable in ecclesiastical positions than in lay ones: ecclesiastical careers were generally the product of local recruitment. On the other hand, the religious and moral ideology of the Carolingian state implied the consent and collaboration of the church. Hence, the clergy, even those of Lombard origin, did not become spokesmen for a specifically Lombard politics. If they held to their own indigenous traditions, this basically occurred in the ecclesiastical field and at a local level. Within the structure of the kingdom as a whole, the bishops came increasingly to form a political body, loyal to the kings and endowed with remarkable influence over them. As far as their relationship with the counts was concerned, collaboration on the local level could easily evolve into competition.

Quite apart from these legal and institutional changes, Frankish domination was accompanied by a radical transformation of the social organisation of Italy, caused by the imposition — often by force — of seigneurial powers over the ranks of the free, which considerably weakened the common liberties of the Lombard tradition. The representatives of the new order, above all the counts themselves, used their powers of coercion to acquire for themselves huge landed estates. They exploited the subject population in every possible way with no regard for the rights of the free. Immediately after the conquest, a serious famine — and, probably, the uncertainty of the political situation — compelled many people to sell their estates for less than their worth, or make them over to powerful lords and to ecclesiastical institutions. Some of the free even sold themselves into servitude together with their families, in exchange for money or security (MGH Cap. i, no. 88).

Subsequently, Charlemagne and Pippin more than once complained that the counts, supported by armed bands in their service, were forcing freemen to work on their lands, make over part of the harvest, construct buildings, and give them hospitality at their own expense. Justice itself in the hands of the counts was frequently neglected, bent to suit personal interests, or else used as a means of blackmailing or coercing the free-born. Even the movement of people and goods was affected by the imposition of arbitrary tolls. The counts also oppressed the churches on their landed property as they unlawfully burdened the farmers, free or servile, who worked on it with both private and public services (MGH Cap. i, nos. 90, c. 8; 91, cc. 7, 10; 93, cc. 5, 6; 102, c. 12; 103).

The most immediate result was the impoverishment of the weakest and, in extreme cases, the flight of the peasants from the land (MGH Cap. i, no. 93, c. 6). In the longer term, the state too was damaged. Since the free owed
public service in so far as they possessed landed properties, many freemen
gave up their lands and even their freedom, agreeing to be the dependants of
richer landowners in legally binding contracts, and then leasing back the
same lands, which were now encumbered with rents and services; in this
way, thanks to the spread of immunities from public obligations on the
lands of the powerful, they at least escaped from the control of the counts,
and in particular from the three services imposed on the free, which by now
they often considered oppressive: the army, attendance at courts of justice,
and the maintenance of public buildings, bridges and roads. The class of
freemen was thus consistently diminished, while the rural seigneurie took
on an increasing importance as a means of social organisation. Not even the
ecclesiastical world escaped this process. Bishops began to change their
long-established right of disposal over dependent churches into landlord-
ship. They treated the *plebes* as estates from which they took rents and tolls
over and above the canonical norms, and they appointed rectors to these
churches on the basis of friendship and private interest (*MGH Cap. 1*, nos.
92, 157).

The kings’ attempts to change this situation were ineffectual, whether
because they were only occasional, or because they went against the interests
of the kings’ own supporters. Charlemagne and Pippin probably succeeded
in exercising a certain degree of control, but later the situation degenerated
further. The abuses inflicted on the weak by the administrators of the
kingdom gave rise to scandal even in Francia (Paschasius Radbertus, *Vita
Walaei* 1, c. 26). Nonetheless, the laws by Lothar in the first years of his reign
were concerned neither with administrative fairness nor with the protection
of his subjects, but only with the prerogatives of the state. All that Lothar
did was ordain that whosoever made over a landed estate to another while
preserving the use of it was still bound to public service; to this effect he
simply cancelled the immunity. Thus the powerful continued to act as they
wished. At the beginning of his reign, Louis II had an enquiry made into the
activities of the counts and their subordinates, which still listed the well-
known abuses: arbitrary exercise of justice, violence, the misappropriation
of landed estates and the oppression of the weak (*MGH Cap. 11*, nos. 209,
210, 212). This predatory and oppressive aspect of the public authorities led
not only to the weakening and shrinking of the social stratum of freemen,
but also to a widespread sense of alienation from the state, which appeared as
a structure offering advantages only to those who held power.

The cities provide a partial exception to this. During the Carolingian
period, city-dwellers no longer had the political importance they had
enjoyed under the Lombards. They did, however, preserve a certain
capacity to act as organised bodies, which they exercised in the defence of
their common economic interests, in the fulfilment of their obligations to maintain and restore public buildings, and in the administration of their collectively owned property. Besides the solidarity produced by these common interests, other elements gave rise to conditions favourable for preserving the freedom, both legal and economic, of the citizens. Individuals and groups in urban society had privileged relations with the holders of power, who often had their residence in the city, and, through them, they could protect their positions. Judges and notaries, the urban elite, collaborated in the administration of justice; merchants and artisans provided essential services; their own family members filled the various ecclesiastical offices within the cities. Even the landowners, who probably made up the largest sector of city-dwellers, were more protected from the oppressions which burdened the rural population through the mere fact of living in a city. The ties of vassalage which also existed among them did not involve a decline in freedom.

The peculiar character of the cities was probably recognised and sanctioned by the state through the practice of appointing gastaldii to administer the cities under the supervision of the counts. But the citizens felt that their individuality and their aspirations to local self-government were better represented by the bishop. Not only was the bishop separate from the authority of the count and able to act as a counterweight to the latter's oppressive tendencies, but he was also bound to the local traditions of the city, which to a large extent were expressed in ecclesiastical ritual. Foreign origins were less common among the bishops than among the counts. The episcopal church was also an economic focus for the city, in that it bought goods and services and leased out lands. It also offered career possibilities. Relations between bishops and city-dwellers were not always harmonious—there is evidence of conflicts in which bishops pursued the advantage of their churches without any regard for their city. Nevertheless, in the course of the ninth century there was an increasing convergence of interest between the economic expansion of the cities and the ambition of the bishops to play an ever more important political role. This process, on the other hand, did nothing to consolidate the body of the state, or to provide it with widely based consensus. The cities were concerned with their own independence, and saw the bishop above all as a local power capable of understanding their own needs, and of representing them before the king.

**THE AUTONOMOUS KINGDOM**

The political configuration of the kingdom of Italy took on a new character during the reign of Louis II (850–75). Following the division between
Lothar's sons, Louis II, although inheriting the imperial title, exercised real power only over the kingdom of Italy. As a result, the kingdom ceased to be an appendix to the empire, and became the privileged and indeed the sole sphere of imperial activity. This resulted in a weakening of the imperial dignity, but was a favourable opportunity for the kingdom itself.

Louis II asserted the kingdom's hegemony over the whole of Italy, in a way reminiscent of Lombard royal policy during the eighth century. The relationship with the papacy took on a particular importance. In 824 Louis' father, Lothar, had intervened authoritatively in Rome to put an end to the violent internal conflicts which were involving the papacy. He had compelled Pope Eugenius IV (824–7) to sign an agreement whereby both the election of the popes and their political and administrative activities were placed under imperial control, which was to be exercised by a permanent representative, living in Rome. Lothar also imposed on the pope and on the Romans the swearing of an oath of loyalty to the emperor (MGH Cap. 1, no. 161).

Louis II clung to these prerogatives. He intervened, sometimes with force, in all the papal elections that occurred during his reign, to ensure that his preferred candidate won. Through his authority as emperor, he exercised strong control over the internal politics of Rome, favouring those groups of powerful people, whether lay or clerical, who supported the amalgamation of the Roman state within the body of the empire. He also made imperial prerogatives felt in the Exarchate, overriding the papal jurisdiction which had been instituted there by Pippin. He installed imperial vassals in the Pentapolis. Furthermore, he upheld the claims to autonomy of Archbishop John of Ravenna against Pope Nicholas I (858–67), although he was aware that the archbishop, with the help of his brother, planned to establish temporal domination over the whole ecclesiastical province of Ravenna.

Louis II also re-established a more effective royal control over the duchy of Spoleto. Lothar had preserved the duchy's function as a frontier region, establishing there in 842 Guy, son of his supporter Lambert, formerly count of Nantes, who had followed him into exile in Italy. As was the custom, Lothar committed to Guy the defence of Rome and responsibility for frontier relations with the Lombard principality of Benevento. Guy interpreted his function in very much his own way. He intervened in the struggles of the Lombard aristocracy after the murder of Prince Sicard in 839. In about 843 Guy married the late prince's sister and supported her brother Siconulf as a contestant for the princely power against Sicard's successor in Benevento. He thus opened the way for a political event of great consequence: the division of the state of Benevento into two independent
principalities, one with its capital at Benevento and the other at Salerno. This was sanctioned in 849 by the young Louis II, on the orders of Lothar. Among other troubles, the fighting among the factions of the Beneventan aristocracy had favoured the spread of the Muslims in the south; they had begun the conquest of Sicily in 827, and now appeared in the Lombard lands, offering themselves as mercenaries to the various warring parties. The Carolingian government could no longer remain indifferent. Nowhere was royal intervention sufficient to stabilise the political situation in southern Italy. So in 858, Guy of Spoleto took further advantage of the lasting troubles of the Lombard principalities, and annexed a large complex of border lands to his duchy (Erchempert, *Historia*, c. 25). Although his activities increased the influence of the Frankish empire in southern Italy, they also reinforced the duke's personal power: Guy could now call on a network of alliances outside the Frankish world, and could turn himself into a prince capable of independent policy-making in the heart of central Italy. This represented a risk for royal authority. In 860, Guy's son Lambert, who had succeeded to Spoleto, rebelled against Louis II and, when faced with the latter's prompt military reaction, fled to Benevento, where he received hospitality from Prince Adelchis. A typical situation of the Lombard period, the alliance of the duchy of Spoleto with that of Benevento, was now recurring, and threatened Carolingian authority in central Italy.

Louis II was, however, able to cope with this situation. He entered Spoleto with his army in that same year, 860, and went as far as the northern territories of the principality of Benevento, conquering a number of cities. Prince Adelchis came to terms with him, and succeeded in having Lambert taken back into favour and re-installed in his position as duke. From that time on, however, Louis limited the duke (or, by now, usually marquis) of Spoleto's mandate with respect to the Lombard south. Instead, he made the assertion of his own direct hegemony over these far territories a major aim of his policy. Through it, Louis' imperial role regained its identity. A new understanding was reached with the papacy, which redefined the origin, nature and function of Carolingian imperial power. The Beneventan division of 849 had not solved the problem of the Muslim presence in the south of Italy. On the contrary, the Muslims had settled in various cities, in particular Bari, escaping the control of the Lombard princes, and waging war and practising piracy on their own account. The religious establishments of the south, including the monasteries of Monte Cassino and San Vincenzo al Volturno, together with the papacy, urged Louis to fulfil the imperial mission, which to them consisted of the defence of Christianity and of the church. War against the Muslims, which was to confirm his imperial
role and demonstrate his power, and, if possible, widen his dominions, became his dominant preoccupation.

In 865, Louis II proclaimed a levy of all the freemen of the kingdom, according to Lombard tradition, and in May 866 he entered southern Italy. There he stayed for the next five years, hunting down the Muslims, settling his supporters in cities and castles, and imposing his sovereignty on the local potentates. The great southern expedition marked the summit, but also the limits, of Louis II's imperial policies. In fact, the general army was only mustered for a year, and was later reduced to vassal forces alone. In spite of Louis' numerous successes, including the taking of Bari, a lasting Lombard resentment against the Franks prompted the rebellion of the Beneventan prince Adelchis. He took the emperor captive and refused to free him until he had sworn neither to revenge himself nor to re-enter the principality. Thus, once again, the Beneventan region confirmed its autonomy versus the kingdom of the north.

This defeat did not mark the end of Louis' career. On his return to the kingdom, he prepared for a new expedition to the south, again at the request of the pope and the southern clergy, but his death in 875 prevented any further developments. A new sort of problem then emerged. For the first time since the Carolingian conquest, an emperor had left no male heirs. Under these circumstances, the far-reaching consequences of Louis II's reign became apparent. Throughout the period, the Franco-Italian ruling class, composed of the counts, the bishops and the royal vassals, had changed in both role and prospects. They were no longer put in charge of a subject province by an external ruler, but had become collaborators and participators in a local political system, which not only bestowed advantages and honours on those who ran it, but also in some sense involved them in the exercise of sovereignty, through their military and decision-making functions. Moreover, the survival of the autonomous kingdom was essential for them to maintain their power and prestige. During the second half of the ninth century, it had become difficult for members of the aristocracy to hold lands and wield political influence in widely separated regions of the empire. The kingdoms which emerged from the divisions among Louis the Pious' descendants of the empire were based on pacts between the bearers of the royal title and the aristocracy of a limited area. Whoever did not take part in these pacts was deprived of any real political participation. In Italy, likewise, the descendants of the immigrants from across the Alps had by this time taken root, and their chances of political action and influence lay within the kingdom. Thus, at the death of Louis II, the holders of public positions, both lay and ecclesiastical, acted as the collective upholders of Italian
sovereignty. They gathered in an assembly to elect a ruler who would be able to ensure the continuance of the kingdom and to guarantee their new political role.

The reign of Louis II left one more legacy, however: the close relationship between the kingdom of Italy, the imperial title and the papacy. To some extent this conflicted with the desire of the nobility for self-rule. The kings of the Lombards had never been chosen by the papacy, even if their Carolingian successors had been anointed by the popes in Rome. Nonetheless, Pope John VIII (872–82) drew the final conclusion from the association of the Italian kingdom with the imperial dignity. He maintained that since the essential purpose of the emperor was the military defence of the papacy, the pope had the right not only to choose the emperor from among the various candidates, but also to impose him as king of Italy given that the experience of Louis II had shown that the emperor could only effectively defend Rome against pagans and wicked Christians when he had Italy as his base.

In choosing its new king, the Italian aristocracy was also limited by the prerogative of the Carolingian family, who were still recognised to have the right to take for themselves any royal post within the empire’s boundaries. As a consequence, for the twelve years between the death of Louis II and the deposition of Charles the Fat, with whom the Carolingian domination came to an end, the Italian aristocracy was obliged to confer the royal title upon sovereigns who were not of local origin, and who had no intention of moving permanently to Italy. These were Charles the Bald, king of the West Franks (875–7) and two Carolingians of the German branch; Carloman (877–80) and Charles the Fat (880–7). Nonetheless, the influence of the aristocracy in the kingdom continued to rise. Not only was the choice formally expressed by their assembly recognised as the way royal power was constituted; but the foreign kings also needed support, collaboration and representation in Italy, and were willing to remunerate the help received from Italian aristocrats by conferring upon them titles and powers. To some extent all this modified the administrative organisation of the kingdom.

There were no institutional reforms in this period, but only individual concessions, depending on particular circumstances and personal relationships, which bound only the sovereign who conferred them. Charles the Bald gave the bishops of the kingdom the function of imperial missi within their bishoprics, and tried to create a new duchy in the Po region of Italy to control the kingdom in his absence. Carloman granted the bishop of Parma the districtus, that is, the public right of command and constraint, over his own city, as well as other fiscal advantages. Charles the Fat was lavish in granting the bishops exemptions from the jurisdictional powers of the
counts, and extended these exemptions to all free inhabitants of church lands. Some among the lay lords were able to establish special relationships with the king, expressed in the title consiliarius, and were on occasion endowed with special powers, delegated directly by the king.

All this strengthened the tendency of the aristocracy to extend its authority, and to take advantage of the administration of the state. It explains the ever more frequent succession of son to father in the offices of count and marquis. The illegal practice of acquiring lands and services at the expense of ecclesiastical bodies and of the weak also revived again. Even the public services of the surviving arimanni were exploited for private ends.

The longing for increased power on the part of the aristocracy did not take place regardless of any interest in the preservation of the kingdom or in plans for its government. Underneath the fluid shifts of alignments and interests among the ruling classes, two distinct and stable positions may be distinguished with regard to the choice of the sovereign. All of northeastern Italy, including Friuli, the Veneto and the county of Verona, as well as almost all the bishops of the province of Aquileia, tended to support the position consistently and tenaciously held by the duke-marquis of Friuli, Berengar. This meant that they supported the candidature of the German Carolingians as heirs to the kingdom and as continuators of the policies of Louis II, who in fact had designated a German Carolingian his successor. The ideological background for this choice appears to have been a preference for a strong royal power and for the prospect of making the kingdom of Italy part of the constellation of states that the German kings were then creating north of the Alps and in Lotharingia.

A different orientation was pursued in northwestern Italy: its most conscious exponents were the bishops of the province of Milan, coordinated and led by their archbishop, Anspert, who had taken for himself the role of keeper of the royal tradition in Italy, by burying Louis II beside Kings Pippin and Bernard in the church of Sant’Ambrogio in Milan. These bishops seem to have been concerned as much with the independence of the kingdom as with the assertion of ecclesiastical control over the kings, much as Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims acted in the same period in the kingdom of the western Franks. The Milanese faction supported Charles the Bald for king in Italy, and remained thereafter hostile to Berengar, who tended to loose royal authority from ecclesiastical conditioning. Lay aristocrats who did not favour an authoritarian king grouped themselves around these bishops.

Weakened royal power also favoured the tendency towards self-government in the marches of Tuscia and Spoleto. This was particularly evident when, at the beginning of the 880s, new marquises succeeded those who had
ruled under Louis II. In Spoleto, Guy II carried on the traditional family policies towards southern Italy and the papacy, with such unscrupulousness that he seemed to disdain royal and imperial authority, and was declared a traitor by Charles the Fat.

These divisions of groups, geo-political regions and programmes survived and were accentuated after the deposition of Charles the Fat in 887, which gave the Italian aristocracy complete freedom to choose a king, who after a long interval could again originate from and reside in Italy. In fact, this time there was no deliberative assembly, such as had gathered on the occasion of previous successions. Instead, the two most powerful marquises of the time, Berengar of Friuli and Guy of Spoleto, put themselves forward as candidates: the choice between them was from the first dependent on the outcome of armed conflict. Possibly these two represented opposing views of royal authority. Berengar based himself on Carolingian legitimism, since he was the grandson of Louis the Pious through his mother. He probably still aimed at a strong royal power, based on the military resources of the northeastern regions which he ruled as marquis, as well as at freeing the kingdom from its complex connection with the papacy. Certainly Berengar was the first king of Italy after the Carolingian conquest not to be consecrated by the pope.

Guy of Spoleto at first made an unsuccessful attempt at having himself made king outside Italy (Annales Vedastini s.a. 888; Liutprand, Antapodosis i, c. 16). This may confirm either the lack of interest in the kingdom which he showed as marquis, or the originality and high level of his political aspirations. Whatever the case, he subsequently transferred his royal plans to Italy. There Guy sought and found supporters in the group of bishops of the province of Milan and in the lay nobility of the same region. Adalbert, marquis of Tuscia, a kinsman of Guy, also supported him.

Although not a Carolingian, Guy offered his supporters, and in particular the bishops, the restoration of Carolingian principles of government, accepting the concept that the royal office could be conditioned by the other political forces of the kingdom. He restarted the legislative activities interrupted at the death of Louis II, so as to revive the essential principles of good government. As a king he aimed to protect what survived of the free inhabitants of Italy, and to promote the collaboration between bishops and counts in local administration (MGH Cap. ii, nos. 222–4). Guy also took on the defence of the church of Rome as the prime duty connected with his power. This enabled him to have himself anointed emperor in 891 by Pope Stephen V.

It is worth noting that neither of the two contestants for the kingdom of Italy referred back to Lombard tradition to give the kingdom an indepen-
dent ideological basis. Memories of the Lombard kingdom survived in some sectors of Italian society, thanks to the historical information handed down by Paul the Deacon and to the continued observance of Lombard law. But, judging from the most relevant surviving evidence, the historical summary compiled at the end of the 870s by Andrea, a priest from Bergamo (MGH SRL, pp. 221ff.), these memories were incoherent and had no political implications. Furthermore, the social groups which did cultivate them did not include either the aristocracy, which preserved a very precise memory of its Frankish origins, or the upper clergy, which was linked to the Carolingian tradition of government. For this ruling elite, the autonomy of the kingdom merely implied a new balance of power between the aristocracy and the king within an essentially Carolingian ideological and constitutional framework. The aristocracy quickly took to behaving as if their powers were independent of royal appointment, even though these remained consistent with the institutional structure of the kingdom. As they were now accustomed to consider themselves the co-holders of sovereignty with the kings, they did not intend to admit that their governmental powers were dependent on the authority of one of themselves, even if he now held the royal title. The main exponent of this attitude was Adalbert of Tuscia, who boasted both a dynastic tradition and family connections equal to those of either of the aspirants to the crown. As he controlled enough economic and military resources to allow either faction to prevail, Adalbert throughout his political career used these resources to prevent any strong royal power from asserting itself, by giving and withdrawing his support to and from the conflicting kings, none of whom was ever able to trouble him in his own domains. Nevertheless, he continued formally to recognise the royal authority.

Other lay lords adopted similar attitudes, including those who through the fighting between Guy and Berengar had gained dominant positions within the aristocracy. At that time, a new march was created in northwestern Piedmont, with its centre at Ivrea; the counts of Milan and Verona also adopted the title of marquis, and their power grew. Around them gathered less influential counts and vassals. The simultaneous operation of conflicting ambitions and attitudes was responsible for the many uncertainties revealed by the institutional organisation and the political activity of the kingdom during the first decades of re-acquired independence after 887. In spite of a general agreement to maintain the institutional structure of the kingdom, royal power was divided, for neither Guy nor Berengar was able to prevail over the other. Both of them kept the royal title, and exercised their power simultaneously; Berengar in northeastern Italy, Guy in the rest of the kingdom. After Guy's death in 894, an agreement between Lambert,
his son and successor, and Berengar seemed to ratify this situation. Shortly after the death of Lambert, who had no heirs, in 898, Berengar was able to extend his rule over the whole kingdom, but the opposing aristocrats soon reinstated the system of two kings, by summoning Louis, king of Provence, to Italy in 901; Louis was related to the marquis of Tuscia and descended on his mother's side from the king and emperor Louis II. By this initiative, the aristocracy seems again to have put into question not only the unity of the kingdom, but also its independence. It is true that when in 894–5 the king of Germany, Arnulf, the bastard son of Carloman, had made an attempt to subjugate the kingdom of Italy, he failed more through the resistance of the aristocracy than because of the actions of the titular kings of Italy. Nonetheless, this summoning of a king from Provence makes it clear that, for a solid section of the aristocracy, independence did not necessarily imply an indigenous king, but simply one who would sanction aristocratic independence, formally unifying them by his legal authority. Resistance to Arnulf seems in fact to have been more a matter of that king’s aggressiveness and intransigence than of his foreign origins.

The institution of the empire offered a partial corrective to these contradictions. There has always been some uncertainty about what the real value of the imperial title was, when it was held by sovereigns whose power was limited to the kingdom of Italy, or indeed only to parts of it. Since the time of Louis II, however, the universal nature of the imperial title depended on the special relationship between the emperor and the pope, rather than on the extent of his political control. In this sense the Italian kings could feel themselves to be true emperors, and were considered as such by the popes, as long as they carried on the essential duty of defending the papacy. Furthermore, again following the tradition of Louis II, the imperial authority in Italy had a wider and deeper role than the regal one. It was recognised not only in Rome, but also in the lands which had made up the Exarchate and the Pentapolis. The emperor could claim papal support and a privileged relationship with the church, even in territories over which he did not exercise authority as king. Within the kingdom, the imperial title at least in theory could resolve paradoxical coexistence of two rulers, by making whichever one was also emperor superior. The aristocracy, too, was prepared to grant greater prerogatives to the emperor than to the king. Hence Guy, Lambert and later Berengar himself did their best to have the popes consecrate them emperors. Hence, also, the aristocracy which was hostile to Berengar hastened to have Louis of Provence anointed emperor. Even after the dramatic failure of this attempt in 905, they went to great lengths to prevent Berengar receiving the title.

Thanks to this web of symbols and aspirations, the kingdom of Italy
continued to exist, in the form that it had acquired during the Carolingian period. Royal power, however, while maintaining its ideal and legal position and much of its traditional economic resources, nevertheless lost its dominance as an institution. It had now to be exercised in a series of political confrontations between the kings on the one hand and, on the other, the holders of public authority, as well as the new forces which arose in northern Italy at the beginning of the tenth century: the expanding cities, and an emerging lower aristocracy, which tended to develop a jurisdictional competence quite alien to the order of the Carolingian state.
CHAPTER 13

BYZANTINE ITALY, c. 680–c. 876

T.S. Brown

BYZANTINE ITALY IN 680

By the last quarter of the seventh century the Byzantine areas of Italy had experienced over a century of upheaval. Within decades of their first invasion of Italy in 568 the Lombards had established a powerful kingdom consisting of the territories north of the river Po, Tuscany and the two outlying duchies of Spoleto and Benevento. The empire was confined to the areas of Rome and its duchy, Ravenna and the neighbouring areas of the Exarchate and Pentapolis, approximating to the present-day Romagna and Marche, and a few coastal areas elsewhere. The Byzantines had only been able to hold on to their possessions by initiating a thorough-going militarisation of society, which involved the concentration of land in military hands and the concentration of authority in the hands of the commander-in-chief in Ravenna (the exarch) and his subordinates (duces and magistri militum at a provincial level and tribuni in the localities). In many areas, such as the Roman Campagna, this process was accompanied by a steady shift of population, as settlement became concentrated on military strongholds and refuges, usually located on promontory sites. Although the pressure eased somewhat in the seventh century, Liguria and most of the remaining settlements on the Venetian mainland were lost to the Lombards in the reign of King Rothari (636–52), and the duchy of Benevento made continual encroachments in the south, which accelerated after the unsuccessful expedition of Constans II to southern Italy (663–8). Internal tensions were reflected in a series of revolts, the determined opposition led by the papacy to the Emperor Constans II's monothelite doctrines (which culminated in the exile and death of Pope Martin I in the Crimea in 653) and a bitter conflict between the sees of Rome and Ravenna over the same emperor's grant of ecclesiastical autonomy (autocephalia) to the latter in 666.1

In two letters addressed to his successor, Pope Agatho (678–81) bemoaned the dislocation caused by the ‘gentiles’ and complained that lack of food forced the clergy to work the land.2

By 680, however, the outlook appeared more hopeful. In that year, or shortly before, the empire had concluded a treaty with the Lombards which seems to have incorporated formal recognition of their kingdom.3 Constantine IV (668–85) pursued a policy of reconciliation with the papacy which was reflected in his abandonment of support for Rome’s ecclesiastical rival, the archbishopric of Ravenna, reduced taxation of papal patrimonies and a renunciation of monotheletism in favour of Chalcedonian orthodoxy at the Sixth Ecumenical Council, held in Constantinople in 680/1.4 The process of absorbing the Lombards into the Roman and Christian mainstream was facilitated when the Arian beliefs which had long served as an anti-Roman rallying point for many Lombard kings and their followers were finally repudiated by King Perctarit (672–88). Complete unity within the catholic ranks was at last achieved when the damaging schism over the ‘Three Chapters’ was resolved by the Synod of Pavia (698). Byzantine influence was considerable in many respects, as can be seen through the strong presence of eastern clerics and artists not only in imperial territories such as Rome, but also in the kingdom of Italy, and in the Greek, Syrian or Sicilian origin of eight of the nine pontiffs who sat on the throne of St Peter between 676 and 715.

Any euphoria was short lived because the situation within the remaining Byzantine enclaves was inherently unstable. Successful resistance to the Lombards had been achieved through the concentration of power in the hands of elites formed locally from the local garrison units (numeri) of the imperial army. Bureaucrats and soldiers of eastern origin had married into native families, accumulated property locally and assumed a dominant hereditary position within their communities. This group, which probably included some more adaptable elements from among the middle-ranking civilian landowners surviving from the late Roman period, came to identify strongly with local interests and traditions, and was in a position to flex its muscles whenever it saw its position threatened by an imperial government which it regarded as remote and alternately impotent or oppressive. As a result of this process, and the empire’s preoccupation with more immediate threats from the Arabs, Bulgars and Slavs and its consequent shortage of resources, the position of the exarch and other officials sent out from the east became increasingly marginal. Exarchal power was further limited in the early 690s by the elevation of Sicily into a theme, whose governor (strategos)

---

2 PL 87, cols. 1164, 1219, 1220. 3 Dölger (1924), no. 240. The precise date is uncertain.
4 Dölger (1924), no. 238 and references; Dölger (1924), no. 250; Mansi xi.
was also granted authority over Naples and the other imperial territories in the southern mainland. In this context the transformation of the Lombards from barbarian bogeymen to Romanised Catholics served to weaken allegiance to the empire further.

**THE LAST DECADES OF BYZANTINE RULE**

The delicate equilibrium was soon destabilised by the autocracy and impetuosity which the youthful Emperor Justinian II displayed in his first reign (685–95). After a brief honeymoon period with the papacy the emperor in 691–2 convoked a council in Constantinople, the Quinisextum, or Council in Trullo, which promulgated a number of canons in conflict with the customs of the Roman church. Faced with resistance from Pope Sergius I, Justinian resorted to the same strong-arm tactics which his grandfather had attempted against Martin I. On this occasion, however, military contingents from Ravenna and the Pentapolis intervened to prevent Sergius' arrest by the protospatharius Zacharias. The antagonism of Ravenna to Justinian found expression in 695, when a number of its citizens resident in Constantinople joined in the emperor's deposition and mutilation. Italian hostility to the empire was visible again in 701, when 'the army of all Italy' moved to protect Pope John VI against the newly appointed exarch Theophylact, who had presumably been sent to Rome by Tiberius III to pressurise the pontiff into accepting the Quinisextum decrees.

The situation deteriorated further when Justinian recovered his throne with Bulgar help in 705. The chronology and motives of imperial policy are far from clear. However it is likely that while he harboured plans for revenge against Ravenna his approach to Rome was more accommodating. Papal support was seen as crucial to the emperor's desire for political and religious unity and the see of Rome appears to have enjoyed enhanced power as the representative of imperial authority in Rome. John VII (705–7), the son of

---


6 A continuation of his father's pro-papal policy is demonstrated by a letter of 687 asserting his adherence to Chalcedonian orthodoxy (Dölger (1924), no. 254) and by a reduction of taxation on papal patrimonies in Sicily and southern Italy (Dölger (1924), nos. 255, 256).

7 *LP* 1, pp. 373–4.

8 Agnellus, c. 137, p. 367. Although Agnellus' account has many legendary elements, support for this episode is offered by the known presence of Italian troops in Constantinople (Mansi xi, col. 737).

9 *LP* 1, p. 383.

10 Llewellyn (1986). Noble (1984) approaches the question from a different perspective (of increasing tension and papal independence), but his interpretation is broadly compatible for the position between c. 680 and the outbreak of iconoclasm.
a Greek official, was offered a compromise over the Quinisextum decrees, which he refused. The pope then proceeded to establish a papal palace on the previously imperial preserve of the Palatine hill, and carried out a lavish programme of artistic production, best reflected in the superb frescoes of the church of Sta Maria Antiqua. The strongly ‘Byzantine’ character of John’s programme lends support to the notion of a positive element to relations between Justinian and the pope. For example, the emperor appears to have sided with Rome in a renewed conflict with its fractious suffragan, Ravenna. At his ordination in 709 the city’s archbishop, Felix, refused to offer the traditional pledges of loyalty to the pope, and with the support of the (by now independent-minded) Ravenna officials (indices) submitted his own version. The emperor’s despatch of a punitive expedition led by the patrician Theodore, strategos of Sicily, can best be seen as retribution for this snub to papal authority on the part of the new exarch, rather than vengeance for Ravennate opposition to the emperor in 693 or 695. By a ruse Theodore succeeded in arresting Felix and the leading citizens of Ravenna, who were taken to Constantinople and tortured. In fear of further moves by Justinian the remaining citizens organised an elaborate local defence force under an elected duke named George. It is probable that this new force caused the ‘revolting death’ suffered by the new exarch John Rizokopos when he sought to take up his post in Ravenna in late 710. The whole episode led to a turning point in Ravenna’s relations with the empire: the general allegiance associated with benign imperial laissez-faire in the late seventh century turned to marked antipathy and an even more marginal role for the exarchs in the eighth. It is hardly surprising that there was rejoicing in Ravenna when the emperor was deposed and his severed head was transported to Italy.

Meanwhile a rapprochement between Rome and the empire had finally been

---

12 My interpretation of this episode differs radically from that of Guillou (1969), pp. 211–18, who argues that the Ravenna indices forced Felix to climb down and places Theodore’s expedition after the murder of John Rizokopos. The latter chronology runs counter to the contemporary account in the LP (i, pp. 389–90) and my interpretation of the phrase sed per potentiam iudicum [Felix] exposuit ut maluit is supported by the translation of Davis (1989), p. 89.
13 The outlines of the dramatic account in Agnellus, cc. 137–8, pp. 367–9, can probably be accepted because (a) the episode clearly loomed large in Ravenna folk memory and the traditions of Agnellus’ family and (b) it is broadly confirmed by the LP account.
14 Agnellus, c. 140, pp. 369–70. George was the son of Iohannicius, a learned secretary at the exarch’s court who had served for a time in the capital before becoming one of the unfortunates arrested by Theodore.
15 The account in LP i, p. 390 is vague; suis nefandissimis factis iudicio Dei illis (sc. Ravennae) turpissima morte occubuit.
achieved in early 711, when Pope Constantine I (708–15) visited Constantinople, was honourably received by Justinian II and accorded privileges. However Justinian appears to have been playing a double game, since in the pope’s absence the newly appointed exarch John Rizokopos executed four prominent papal officials, presumably to punish advisers considered anti-imperial and to intimidate the pope.17

Justinian was assassinated in December 711 and relations between Rome and Constantinople deteriorated during the short reign of his successor, Philippikos Bardanes (711–13), who was refused recognition in Rome on the grounds of his monophysite sympathies. As the de facto authority in the city Constantine had to make peace between the warring factions.18 An improvement in relations followed Bardanes’ deposition in 713, but once again events made this short lived. After years of instability the Lombard kingdom became a potent force under Liutprand (712–44), who adopted a policy of unifying the peninsula under Lombard rule. Meanwhile the empire came under renewed pressure from the Arabs which culminated in a year-long siege of Constantinople. In Sicily the strategos Sergios, in apparent despair of the empire’s survival, rebelled and proclaimed a certain Basil emperor. Leo responded by sending an expedition under a replacement strategos, Paul, and Sergios was forced to seek refuge among the Lombards of southern Italy.

More serious was the Lombards’ exploitation of the empire’s difficulties. In 717 the duke of Benevento seized Cumae, the duke of Spoleto occupied Narni and the king himself invaded the Exarchate and occupied Classe. Although the loss of Narni proved permanent, Liutprand promptly withdrew from Classe and the Roman pontiff Gregory II (715–31) was able to recover Cumae. Once his position in the east was secure Leo III attempted to reassert the empire’s authority in Italy. In 724 or 725 the emperor imposed an increase in taxation which hit the papal patrimonies, hitherto exempted from fiscal burdens by a privilege of Constantine IV, particularly hard.19 In the light of Gregory’s opposition a plot to kill the pontiff was hatched by imperial duces in collaboration with papal officials. When this failed the exarch Paul sent forces in support of another plot on the pope’s life. However the Romans, together with the Lombards of Spoleto and Benevento, rallied to the pope’s defence and forced the exarch’s troops to withdraw.

Stronger resistance arose to Leo III’s publication of decrees prohibiting the veneration of icons in 727. Gregory II’s vehement reaction is reflected in the words of both the Roman Liber pontificalis (‘he took up arms against the

emperor as if against an enemy'\textsuperscript{20}) and the Byzantine chronicler Theophanes ('he removed Rome and all Italy from his [Leo III's] rule'\textsuperscript{21}). In areas such as Venetia and the Pentapolis this dispute reinforced existing discontent and prompted local army units to revolt and elect their own dukes. When the notion was mooted of electing a rival emperor and setting him up in Constantinople, however, Gregory refused his support in the hope that Leo could still be won back to orthodoxy, and urged the empire's subjects 'not to renounce their love and loyalty to the Roman empire'.\textsuperscript{22} Serious divisions soon appeared within the Byzantine provinces. While in Rome the population killed one pro-imperial duke and blinded another, in the duchy of Naples iconoclasm appears to 'have attracted widespread support;\textsuperscript{23} in the Exarchate there was serious conflict between pro- and anti-Byzantine factions, in which the exarch Paul lost his life.\textsuperscript{24} Gregory's position reflects not only the durability of the imperial ideal in the absence of any ideological alternative, but also his need to retain a protector against the Lombards, still regarded as barbarians intent on exploiting the situation to dominate the peninsula. In fact, while the dukes of Spoleto and Benevento showed solidarity with the pontiff, King Liutprand seized western portions of the Exarchate.

Later in the same year (727) a new exarch, Eutychius, disembarked in Naples but was unable to enter Rome or to enforce his authority there.\textsuperscript{25} When Liutprand moved south to establish control over Spoleto and Benevento, however, he and Eutychius found it expedient to make a surprising alliance against the pope. However Gregory was able to play upon the king's catholic piety to induce him to leave for the north, and a revolt in Roman Etruria in 728 gave Gregory an opportunity to demonstrate his continuing loyalty to the imperial ideal. The pope encouraged the exarch to defeat and capture the usurper, Tiberius Petasius, and Eutychius then also headed north in order to reimpose imperial control over Ravenna.

The empire's position was soon undermined by Leo III's promulgation of stronger decrees against icons in 730. After diplomatic remonstrations failed, the new pope, Gregory III (731–41), summoned a council in Rome in December 731 which resolutely upheld the iconodule position. Leo III responded by transferring the papal provinces of southern Italy, Sicily and

\textsuperscript{20} LP i, p. 404: \textit{contra imperatorem quasi contra hostem se armavit.}

\textsuperscript{21} Theoph. Chron. s.a. 6221, p. 409.

\textsuperscript{22} LP i, p. 407.

\textsuperscript{23} P. Bertolini (1974).

\textsuperscript{24} LP i, 405. the view of Guillou (1969), p. 220, that Leo responded by sending a punitive expedition, is based on a misunderstanding of Agnellus, c. 153, p. 177. The expedition referred to was probably intended to recover the city after its capture by the Lombards (cf. Bertolini, O. (1968)), but Agnellus may also have confused it with the attack of the \textit{strategos} Theodore in 710.

\textsuperscript{25} LP i, p. 406.
Illyricum to the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Constantinople. However the attitude of the pope and the imperial authorities in Italy was surprisingly conciliatory. While Gregory took a principled stand in opposing iconoclasm and imperial persecution in the east, in practice he co-operated with Eutychius in defending the Italian provinces against the Lombards. In turn the exarch appears to have made no attempt to impose the iconoclast decrees in Italy and even sent the pope a gift of onyx columns for St Peter’s. Eutychius’ alliance with Liutprand had proved short lived, and imperial forces even attempted to recover some of the Lombard conquests. Lombard forces occupied Ravenna at an uncertain date in the middle or late 730s, forcing Eutychius to flee to Venice. Possibly after the failure of an imperial expedition to recover the city, Pope Gregory III wrote to the duke of Venetia and the Patriarch of Grado requesting their help in restoring Ravenna ‘to the holy republic and the imperial service of our sons Leo [III] and Constantine [V]’. A Venetian fleet duly recovered the city.

In 739 Duke Trasamund II of Spoleto captured the stronghold of Gallese from the duchy of Rome. Gregory III resorted to negotiation to recover it for ‘the holy republic and the Christ-loved Roman army’. The duke then rebelled against King Liutprand and, when ejected from his duchy by royal troops, sought refuge in Rome. In his fury the Lombard king then devastated the area around Rome and seized four strategic strongholds on the Via Flaminia, prompting Gregory to appeal to the Frankish mayor of the palace, Charles Martel. When the king returned northwards Trasamund was able to recover his duchy with Roman support.

Gregory’s successor, the Greek Zacharias (741–52), had to face another period of uncertainty when the more militantly iconoclast Constantine V succeeded his father in 741 and was faced with a revolt by his brother-in-law Artavasdos. Liutprand appeared characteristically opportunist in applying renewed pressure against both Spoleto and Rome. Zacharias resumed negotiations, obtained the four disputed castra, together with lost papal patrimonies in the Pentapolis and the duchy of Spoleto, and concluded a treaty of twenty years’ peace with the Lombard kingdom (742). In the following year Liutprand prepared to attack Ravenna again, and in alarm the exarch and the city’s archbishop appealed to the pope to intervene. Zacharias set off for Ravenna, where he was received with great honour by the exarch and population, and then on to Pavia, where he persuaded the exarch to return most of the territories seized from the Exarchate (summer 743). The pope acted independently of the empire, and appears for the first time to have staked the kind of proprietorial claims to the Exarchate which

26 ELC 11, MGH Epp. iii, p. 702 (= Jaffe and Ewald (1885), no. 2177).
he had to the duchy of Rome. Soon after, in 743, Constantine V granted the pope two estates south of Rome, probably in order to restore the pope’s allegiance to his rule (Zacharias had recognised for a time the usurper Artavasdos) and to offer compensation for the loss of papal jurisdiction and property in 732/3.

751 AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

In early 744 Liutprand died, and Zacharias was able to confirm the twenty-year treaty with his successor-but-one, Ratchis. For obscure reasons Ratchis abandoned his pro-Roman policy in 749 and launched a campaign against the Pentapolis. Zacharias met the king and prevailed upon him to renounce his conquests, but within a short time Ratchis became a monk and was succeeded by his brother Aistulf (749–56). Aistulf adopted a more aggressive policy, including attacks on Istria, Ferrara, Comacchio and Ravenna itself, which was in his hands by 4 July 751. The ease with which the capital was finally taken may be explained by Eutychius’ realism in surrounding the city in the face of considerable odds and by a pro-Lombard party among the Ravennati hostile to the only viable alternative, papal overlordship. This group may have included the city’s archbishop, Sergius, who, according to Agnellus, had aspirations to rule the area ‘just like an exarch’. 27 Certainly Aistulf showed himself aware of Ravennate sensibilities by observing the forms and titles of Roman rulership, patronising the city’s churches and showing deference to its patron, St Apollinaris. Nor did he attempt a military occupation of the Exarchate, relying on control exercised on its border through the foundation of the royal monastery of Nonantola and the foundation of the duchy of Persiceto under a loyal Friulian noble.

The long-term consequences of the fall of Ravenna in 751 proved dramatic for the papacy and the Lombard and Frankish kingdoms, especially since the same annus mirabilis saw the deposition of the last Merovingian king with the sanction of Pope Zacharias, and the anointing of Pippin III as king of Franks by the Frankish bishops. Ironically the fall of the capital with more of a whimper than a bang had little direct effect on the remaining territories of Byzantine Italy (Map 18). The process of decentralisation had been under way for decades, with effective power in the hands of local elites led by duces. Nevertheless the history of the surviving provinces is best studied by examining them in three separate blocks, since in each the relatively uniform social structure of the imperial period was gradually transformed by particular local factors. In the north Venetia and Istria

27 Agnellus, c. 159, p. 380.
retained their imperial allegiance, in the south Sicily and the duchies of Calabria, Otranto and Naples continued to come under the authority of the strategos of the Sicilian theme, and in central Italy the Exarchate, Pentapolis and duchies of Perugia and Rome were the subject of a tug of war between the Lombards, the papacy and entrenched local elites.

ROME AND ITS DUCHY

Zacharias’ successor, Pope Stephen II (752–7), was alarmed when Aistulf followed up his conquests by demanding a tribute from the duchy of Rome, and sought help from Constantine V. At the emperor’s behest, he entered into frantic negotiations with Pavia, but all to no avail. As Lombard pressure on Rome increased in 753, the pope made overtures to Pippin III, paid a fruitless visit to Pavia on imperial orders, and then proceeded over the Alps to meet Pippin at Ponthion (January 754). The upshot was that Stephen granted Pippin the title patricius Romanorum (with its echoes of the rank held by the Byzantine exarch), a Frankish army was sent to besiege Pavia and Aistulf was compelled to hand over to Stephen II territories formerly belonging to the Exarchate. When these promises were broken, the Frankish king returned to Italy in 756 and conceded all the territories of the Exarchate to the pope by the ‘Donation’ of Pippin. Although this represented a serious snub to imperial claims, a complete break between the papacy and the empire cannot be postulated before at least the 770s, when the pontiff’s name replaced that of the emperor on Roman coins and documents. In practice, however, ties became increasingly close between the papacy and the Franks, and it was also to this period (c. 752–71) that most recent scholars would date the forging of the ‘Donation of Constantine’ (Constitutum Constantini) by a Roman cleric working in the Lateran chancery. Although it is nevertheless doubtful that this document can be seen as an official production intended to legitimise papal claims to Byzantine territory, it appears to reflect the predominant ideology of clerical milieux in Rome who were working towards a wholly independent status for the ‘patrimony of St Peter’.

The following years were ones of uncertainty. Widespread fears of Byzantine attempts to recover their territory failed to materialise, while the new Lombard king Desiderius (757–74) showed himself at first conciliatory, but later hostile, to papal claims. Although after Stephen II’s death in March 757 Desiderius failed to deliver all the areas he had promised and Pippin was too preoccupied with other concerns to intervene, an uneasy modus vivendi was achieved between the Lombard king and Pope Paul I (757–67). Following Paul’s death, however, the duchy of Rome sank into bitter
internal conflicts, whose key element appears to have been a struggle between an elite of military officials with their power base in the country and the clerical bureaucrats of the Lateran palace in the city. One such official, Duke Toto of Nepi, succeeded in having his brother, Constantine, 'elected' as anti-pope in June 767. Soon the clerical party regained power with Lombard help and had their candidate elected as Pope Stephen III in August 768, but serious difficulties continued, including anti-papal activity in the Exarchate and dissension among the papacy's Frankish allies. A coup staged in 771/2 against the clerical regime of Christopher and his son Sergius led to the rise to power of the pro-Lombard papal chamberlain Paul Afiarta. However, after the death of the vacillating Stephen III, a new pope from a leading Roman family was elected in 772 as Hadrian I, who proved no mere tool in Paul's hands. He had Paul arrested in Ravenna and resisted Desiderius' attempts to enter Rome and to have his protégés, the sons of the Frankish king Carloman, anointed there. When Desiderius proceeded to occupy strategic towns in the Exarchate, Hadrian prevailed upon the new Frankish king Charles to order their return. When Desiderius refused to comply, Charles led an army into Italy, besieged Desiderius in Pavia and took over the Lombard kingdom.

In Hadrian's pontificate (772—95) the papacy's alliance with its Frankish protectors grew increasingly close and cordial, especially after Charles conquered the Lombard kingdom in 774 and renewed the grants made by his father. Hadrian went to the length of addressing Charles as a new Constantine in 778. Ties with the eastern empire were not formally broken (in 772 criminals were sent to Constantinople for punishment) but in practice turned to hostility. The pope's implicit claim to independence is evident in a letter addressed to Constantine VI in which he wrote of how Charles had 'restored by force to the apostle of God the provinces, cities, strongholds, territories and patrimonies which were held by the perfidious race of the Lombards'. Hadrian's letters reflect his constant fear of a reconquista led by the Greeks in alliance with Duke Arichis of Benevento and Desiderius' exiled son Adelchis. The pope was unable to prevail upon Charles to intervene militarily against Benevento. In Rome and his hinterland the pope established new levels of prosperity and stability, largely as a result of his personal position as a powerful family magnate with influential relatives and allies among both the Lateran bureaucracy and the secular

28 CC, no. 60, MGH, Epp., iii, p. 587. The passage appears to be based on the Actus Sylvestri, the main source of the forged Donation of Constantine.

29 'Tam provincias, quam civitates, seu castra et cetera territoria, imo et patrimonia quae a perfida Longobardorum gente detinebantur, brachio forte eidem Dei apostolo restituit': Mansi xii, cols. 1075—6 (= Jaffe and Ewald (1885), no. 2442).
the aristocracy. The pope also succeeded in strengthening papal authority in the countryside round Rome by setting up six papal estate complexes known as domus cultae such as Sta Cornelia 25 km north of Rome. Here he was continuing a policy initiated by Zacharias, who had set up five such complexes, and more estates were set up by his successor, Leo III. These had a number of purposes, including the more efficient management of land and the securing of food supplies for the city at a time when it had lost its traditional sources of provisions in Sicily and southern Italy. However their primary role was to strengthen papal control in the face of the endemic disorder of the countryside, and to serve as papal strongholds against local warlords such as Duke Toto. The peasant workforce was organised into a loyal familia S. Petri, and furnished militia contingents which were used to suppress a coup d’état in 824 and to fortify the area around St Peter’s in 846.

Hadrian, however, experienced continuing difficulties in enforcing his authority over the wider complex of cities, villages and patrimonies often anachronistically termed ‘the papal state’. These were particularly acute in areas where the papal claim to be heirs of the Roman state was somewhat dubious, such as the Sabine territories around the monastery of Farfa, which had been held by Lombard settlers for generations. Even in the Exarchate and Pentapolis, although opposition to papal rule subsided somewhat with the death of Archbishop Leo of Ravenna in 778, Hadrian complained in 783 that lay officials (iudices) from Ravenna had appealed directly to Charles and in 790/1 elements in the city were denying the pope’s legal authority (dicio). The pope did however receive additional territories on the occasion of Charles’ visit to Italy in 787 when the king made over a grant of part of Lombard Tuscany stretching from Città di Castello in the north to Viterbo and Orte in the south and a number of towns in the duchy of Benevento (although some, including Capua, remained in practice in Lombard hands). The pope also had problems in establishing his rights to various papal patrimonies in the duchy of Naples, and it was probably to apply pressure for their return as well as to secure the southern flank of the duchy of Rome that papal troops seized Terracina from the Neapolitan duchy in 788.

Hadrian’s successor, Leo III (795–816), was a less powerful character from a non-aristocratic background. As a result his position was much weaker, and his dependence on the Franks for protection even greater. His first action was to treat Charles in the manner that preceding popes had adopted towards their Byzantine sovereigns by sending him the protocol of his election, together with a pledge of loyalty and the keys and banner of the city of Rome. Matters were brought to a head by a coup in 799, when

31 CC, nos. 61, 64, MGH Epp., iii, pp. 588, 591–2.
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aristocratic elements associated with Hadrian I accused Leo of various offences and sought to arrest and mutilate him. Leo first fled to Spoleto and then over the Alps where he met Charles at Paderborn. He then returned in the autumn with an investigating commission of bishops and officials in order to restore his position in Rome. In the following November Charles visited Rome and was crowned emperor in St Peter’s on Christmas Day 800. The intentions of the parties involved in this event are the subject of considerable debate, but here it need only be pointed out that the papacy’s action represents the culmination of a long process of distancing from the Byzantine empire and that one possible motive for Charles may have been to win support in the ‘Roman areas’ of Italy such as the Exarchate and Rome by exploiting vestigial nostalgia for the Roman imperial title.32

As a result of the events of 800, Rome burnt its boats with the Byzantine empire on a political level. An alternative ideological model was instituted, clerical control of the government was enhanced, and Frankish influence became more marked. The pope adopted a strongly pro-Frankish policy as long as the Carolingian empire lasted (until 888), and the chronicler Theophanes wrote, ‘now Rome is in the hands of the Franks’.33 Thus in 817 Louis the Pious issued the privilege known as the Ludovicianum in which the grants of his father and grandfather were made more tidy and precise on terms favourable to the papacy.34 In 824, however, a less generous line was taken by the Constitutio Romana, which weakened the papacy’s independence by setting up two missi, one papal and one imperial in Rome and in demanding from the Romans an oath of loyalty to the empire.35 Byzantium remained a factor, but only of limited importance, in the first half of the ninth century. Fears were expressed of plans for a Byzantine reconquista, and there may well have been links between the eastern empire and elements of the secular aristocracy nostalgic for the Byzantine period and eager for an end to the influence of the ‘barbarian’ Franks. Certainly in 853 a magister militum, Gratian, was accused of accepting Byzantine bribes. The situation changed, however, as a result of the growing threat of Muslim naval power to the coasts of Italy, especially after the sack of St Peter’s in 846 and the

33 Theoph. Chron. s.a. 6289, p. 472.
34 Ed. Sickel (1885). Louis promised not to interfere in papal jurisdiction or to intervene in papal elections.
35 MGH Cap. 1, no. 161, pp. 322–4. Noble (1984), p. 508, argues that the traditional contrast between the two documents is exaggerated and that the Constitutio was a logical extension of the Ludovicianum. Useful as this corrective view is, it has to be remembered that from 822 Italy was under the rule of Lothar who in general took a firmer line with the papacy than his father.
occupation of Bari in the same year. Although the papacy looked primarily to Louis II to deal with the Saracen danger, it supported his attempts to secure Byzantine naval co-operation, and when his efforts in southern Italy proved a failure, John VIII (872–82) resorted increasingly to diplomatic overtures to Byzantium aimed at involving the empire in a Christian ‘crusade’ against the infidel. These papal efforts were not crowned with success, however, until the successful storming of the Arab base on the river Garigliano by a league of Christian forces assembled by John X in 915.36

On an ecclesiastical level relations with Byzantium were strained by the second wave of iconoclasm in the east (815–43) and even after the restoration of icons contentious issues remained. The transfer of jurisdiction and patrimonies in southern Italy and Illyricum to the patriarchate of Constantinople and the closely associated problem of authority over missions to the Balkans proved sources of conflict, especially during the pontificate of Nicholas I (858–67). Nevertheless the papacy retained its claims to primacy over the eastern as well as the western churches, and Rome remained a magnet for eastern pilgrims and exiles. In many respects Rome remained within the Byzantine cultural orbit. Eastern artistic influence on the city remained strong, expressed through a flow of liturgical objects and in all probability also an influx of artists. A number of Greek monasteries continued to flourish in the city, and Rome became a major centre of translation activity, best exemplified by the Latin versions of Greek historical and hagiographical texts produced by the papal librarian Anastasius.

On an institutional level the extent and durability of the Romano-Byzantine inheritance has been a subject of controversy, mainly because of the paucity of evidence for the ninth century. Certain titles from the imperial period continue, such as consul, dux and magister militum, while others, such as tribunus, disappear. There is similar uncertainty over whether the apparently lay judges known as indices dativi constitute a survival from the Roman period. It is clear that any notion of a strong centralised secular authority on the traditional Byzantine model has to be rejected. This had already broken down in the last decades of the imperial rule, to be replaced by a decentralised power system in the hands of local warlords. On the other hand it is likely that most of the families to which the latter belonged established their position in the Byzantine period, and they remained deeply attached to the old imperial titles, even though these were used in an increasingly vague and debased way. In the city of Rome certain institutions persist which can be traced to the imperial past, such as the local militia units
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(scholae) and the strong sense of public rights and property, but these were taken over and transformed under papal control. The papal bureaucracy itself modelled its workings and titles on that of the empire. In certain respects the popes themselves can be seen behaving in self-conscious imitation of emperors, as with Gregory’s naming of the refortified Ostia as Gregoriopolis and Leo IV’s short-lived foundation of Leopolis following the Arab attack on nearby Civitavecchia. In general there appears to have been a striking nostalgia for all those things Byzantine, especially in the sphere of titles, names and dress, and this became if anything stronger as the century progressed as a result of the growing disenchantment with Frankish barbarism and impotence. Northern writers pointed to the resemblance between the Romans and the Greeks, especially in the pejorative sense of their effeminacy and cowardliness. The impact of *le snobisme byzantinissant* proved more than a passing fashion, since it helped build support for renewed political relations between the Roman elite and Byzantium in the tenth century.

**THE EXARCHATE AND THE PENTAPOLIS**

The other major areas within the central bloc of formerly Byzantine territories, the Exarchate and the Pentapolis, was also claimed by the popes after 751 but their authority was always much less effective. The two closely related areas had developed such strong local institutions in the last decades of imperial rule that the area’s takeover by Aistulf had little effect. The short-lived Lombard overlordship appears to have been benign, and the king was compelled to hand over both areas to papal authority in 755, in accordance with a peace agreement made at Pavia. This settlement aroused bitter opposition in Ravenna and, when Pope Stephen II decided to visit Ravenna in that year in order to make the necessary administrative arrangements, he was refused admission into the city by the local lay and clerical aristocracy, with the apparent connivance of Archbishop Sergius (744–69). A second Frankish expedition proved necessary to make Aistulf fulfil his promises, and a commission of Frankish officials was sent to the Exarchate led by Abbot Fulrad. Stephen II sent two influential Romans, the priest Philip and Duke Eustachius to assume authority in his name and they succeeded in

---

37 For references see Toubert (1973) II, p. 1007.
38 The phrase is that of Toubert (1973) II, p. 966.
39 The valuable studies in Carile (1991, 1992) deal at length with these areas before and after 751.
40 The tangled history of the early years of papal rule over the Exarchate has been convincingly clarified by Bertolini, O. (1950) and a number of articles published in the collection of Bertolini, O. (1968a).
sending the leaders of the local opposition to Rome, where they were imprisoned. Papal administrators such as a *vestararius* were then sent to the area, but it is unclear how much practical power they were able to exercise. Certainly they faced widespread obstruction and hostility from the local population, and considerable *de facto* power remained in the hands of the archbishop, whom the local writer Agnellus describes as ruling the areas 'just like an exarch' and 'arranging everything as the Romans were accustomed to doing'.\(^{41}\) When Archbishop Sergius entered into negotiations with Aistulf to re-establish Lombard rule, he too was arrested and sent to Rome for trial by a tribunal of judges. At that moment Stephen II died, and his successor as pope, his brother Paul I, considered it expedient to reach a compromise, possibly out of fear of a Byzantine attempt to reconquer the Exarchate. Sergius was therefore sent back to his city with the right to conduct the day-to-day administration while the pope's overall authority was upheld. This arrangement seems to have worked relatively well until Sergius' death. The Lombard king Desiderius then joined forces with local military elements led by Duke Maurice of Rimini to impose a strongly anti-Roman cleric named Michael as archbishop, but he was deposed after a year as a result of popular outrage at his avarice and the arrival of Frankish *missi*. However the next, legitimately elected, archbishop, Leo (771–8), was equally hostile to papal claims and proceeded to send an embassy to Charles, much to the anger of Pope Hadrian I. The pope complained to Charles that Leo had taken over the cities of Faenza, Forli, Cesena, Sarsina, Comacchio and Ferrara and expelled papal officials in them and in Ravenna itself. Charles took no immediate steps against the Ravenna prelate, who went on a personal visit to Francia to defend his position in the spring of 775. Charles' reactions are unclear, but Leo certainly behaved as if he had independent control of the Exarchate. He claimed that the king had granted him Bologna and Imola, prevented papal representatives from obtaining oaths of loyalty to St Peter, expelled papal officials and imprisoned a certain Dominicus, appointed count of Gavello by the pope.\(^{42}\)

After the bitter resistance to the papacy led by the archbishops Sergius and Leo, the situation appears to have become more settled for the greater part of Charlemagne's reign, probably as a result of a compromise agreement.\(^{43}\) The popes retained overall political authority, together with extensive but imprecisely known rights and lands. At the same time practical power was largely in the hands of the archbishop by virtue of his vast

\(^{41}\) Agnellus c.159, p. 380. 'Judicavit iste ...totum Pentapolim veluti exarchus... sic omnia dispondebat, ut soliti sunt modo Romani facere.' In general see Fasoli (1979).

\(^{42}\) *CC*, no. 54.

\(^{43}\) Noble (1984), pp. 172, 251, terms this arrangement a 'double dyarchy'.
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patrimonies, his close political and economic ties with the local aristocracy, and his traditional role as focus for the Exarchate's traditions and aspirations. The details of these rights and powers cannot be reconstructed from the very patchy sources, and even the lively and contemporary local writer Agnellus (fl. c. 840) is of little help, since the biographies of most of the bishops of this period are missing in the one surviving manuscript of his work. In addition the presence of the Frankish rulers as kings of Italy complicated matters; even though most of them respected papal claims, they were susceptible to the imperial associations of Ravenna and aware of the strategic importance of the area with its seaports on the Adriatic and its proximity to the Byzantine possessions in Venetia. Frankish missi were also active in the area; Pope Leo III (795–816) had been receptive to scandalous utterances made by Archbishop Valerius (806–10) and others had seized material from the palace of Ravenna. This interest was exploited with some success by the archbishops of Ravenna in order to obtain privileges.

The rule of Pope Leo III (795–816) appears to have been particularly unpopular in Ravenna and encouraged the archbishops to solicit Frankish support. Charles seems to have turned a deaf ear to such requests, but the strongly anti-Roman Martin (810–17) apparently had success in winning Frankish support against papal claims through a mixture of sycophancy and bribes. The line taken by his successor, Petronax (817–34) was arguably more pro-papal, to judge from critical allusions in Agnellus' work and the privilege which he received from Pope Paschal I in 819. When Louis the Pious' son Lothar took de facto control over Italy in 822 he seems to have built up strong links with major sees such as Ravenna. The next archbishop, George (834–46), attempted to exploit Lothar's poor relations with Rome to undermine the papal position, and his policy may have been to seek a return to the autocephalous status granted by Constans II rather than the more limited autonomy sought by Sergius and Leo. Certainly the gradual penetration of Frankish authority continued within the Exarchate, as is demonstrated by a legal case brought about by the advocatus of the archbishop and decided by imperial missi at Rovigo in 838. However, he incurred the opposition of his clergy through his personal greed and his costly recourse to bribery of his royal benefactors. Even more bitter hostility to papal overlordship broke out under archbishops Deusdedit

---

44 Leonis III Epistolae, nos. 2 and 9, in MGH Epp. v, pp. 91, 101 (the expression used in the former is turpitudo).
45 For details of what follows see Brown (1990).
46 The suggestion is that of Fasoli (1979), p. 102.
47 Manaresi, no. 43, pp. 139–44.
48 George's personal visit to Lothar in 841 ended in fiasco when his imperial patron was defeated at the battle of Fontenoy and the see's treasures were plundered: Agnellus, c. 174, p. 389.
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(846–50) and John VIII (850–78). The latter dominated the Exarchate in conjunction with his brother Duke Gregory and displayed his independence at the time of his consecration by altering the pledges of loyalty to the papacy and empire which new prelates were expected to sign. He co-operated closely with Louis II, who may have been attempting to incorporate the Exarchate within the kingdom of Italy. Unfortunately, like other ambitious Ravenna prelates, he appears to have feathered his own nest and alienated local interests in his opposition to Rome. In February 861 Pope Nicholas I responded to complaints against John by summoning a council in Rome. There the archbishop was excommunicated for heresy, violation of the rights of his clergy, especially his suffragan bishops, and interference with Roman rights in the Exarchate. John’s appeals to Louis for help proved fruitless and in a second synod of November 861 John acknowledged his guilt and suffered the humiliation of receiving back his see from the pope on strict conditions. Nevertheless he continued to make trouble for the succeeding popes, Hadrian II and John VIII, and was roundly denounced in the latter’s letters for usurpation of papal property.49 The crisis over the succession to the empire which followed the death of Louis II in 875 gave John new opportunities. He sided with the Roman faction of Formosus, bishop of Porto, which supported Louis the German and Charles the Bald, and in 876 armed pro-Formosan elements sacked the property of papal followers, seized the keys of Ravenna from the papal vestararius and handed them over to the archbishop.50

Despite their difficulties the popes had some success in countering this separatist feeling through the backing of their officials and pro-Roman elements in the Exarchate and by holding regular synods in Ravenna, as in 874, 877 and 898. Thus Archbishop Romanus (878–88), was excommunicated for his anti-Roman policy in 881 and failed in his attempt to appoint his successor. However an important change in the balance of forces occurred towards the close of the ninth century. The rule of the Carolingian emperors was replaced by that of local Italian monarchs, who visited the Exarchate more frequently and held assemblies representing their whole kingdom in Ravenna. As a result the Exarchate and Pentapolis became more integrated into the kingdom of Italy, as is reflected in the dating system of the Ravenna documents from c. 898. Since royal authority was weak, the main beneficiaries were the archbishops who retained their metropolitan status and great prestige, wealth and patronage networks.51 By the end of the ninth century,

49 Belletskie (1980).
however, the area had lost much of its traditional Romano-Byzantine character since a centralised administration system had been replaced by family and patrimonial ties between the Ravenna elite and local elements, and dynastic links were beginning to be forged with neighbouring Germanic families from Tuscany and the Po valley.\textsuperscript{52}

The nature of the Byzantine legacy in the Exarchate is difficult to assess despite the comparative wealth of evidence, furnished especially by the local writer Agnellus and the papyrus and parchment documents preserved by the church of Ravenna.\textsuperscript{53} The evidence of the documents reveals remarkable continuity in the Greek and Roman names employed, in the use of Romano-Byzantine titles such as \textit{magister militum, dux, tribunus} and \textit{consul}, in the division and management of land, and, most significantly, in the close relations of the lay military elite with the see of Ravenna. This nexus was cemented through the leasing out of church land on generous terms and had its origins in an officially encouraged policy of the imperial period.\textsuperscript{54} Paradoxically clear Greek cultural elements were limited in Ravenna, the residence of the emperor’s representative. Although there is some evidence for the continued existence of Greek monasteries after 751, it is very limited compared with Rome and the liturgical or other influence from the east on the see was slight. Nor was there any trace of the translation activity or literary composition in Greek so evident in Rome.\textsuperscript{55} Although the work of the local writer Agnellus includes a sizeable number of Greek terms, his attitude to the Byzantines is one of contempt, and this view appears to have been shared by most of his compatriots.\textsuperscript{56} A letter which the patriarch Photius addressed to the archbishop of Ravenna is likely to have been less a reflection of the traditional links between Rome and the east than a desire to cause difficulties for the pope with a prelate known to be independent minded.\textsuperscript{57} Even so there may have been a vestigial attachment to the eastern

\textsuperscript{51} Fasoli (1979), pp. 106–9. The exact date and significance of the Exarchate’s incorporation within the kingdom of Italy is the subject of debate. Some ties with Rome remained, as is shown by Archbishop John IX’s election as Pope John X in 914.
\textsuperscript{52} Fasoli (1979), pp. 110–11; Curradi (1977), pp. 17–64.
\textsuperscript{53} Agnellus, in \textit{MGH SRL}, pp. 273–391. Tjäder (1954–81) includes documents up to 700. The collection is known as the Codex Bavarius (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, col. 44; \textit{CB}, ed. Rabotti, \textit{Breviarium}) records transactions as early as the seventh century. Most of the parchment documents (rare for the eighth century and before, more numerous for the ninth century) are still only available in Fantuzzi (1801–4).
\textsuperscript{54} Brown (1979).
\textsuperscript{55} Brown (1988a), pp. 148–9; Santerre (1983), \textit{passim}. Translation activity, especially of medical works, had of course been common earlier, in the sixth century.
\textsuperscript{56} E.g. c. 140, \textit{MGH SRL}, p. 369.
\textsuperscript{57} Photius, \textit{Epistolae et Amphilobicia} II, no. 267, pp. 217–18.
empire in certain outlying areas of the Exarchate, especially those close to the Byzantine province of Venetia; thus a document from Rovigo near Padua was dated by the regnal years of the Byzantine emperors as late as 826.58

VENICE AND ISTRIA

In the early stages of imperial rule in Italy Venetia et Istria constituted a single province but at some stage in the seventh century it was divided into two. Istria embraced most of the peninsula, but its northern limits are uncertain, since it came under continual pressure from the Lombards, Avars and especially the Slavs. Extremely little is known of it during the imperial period, and it fell into Lombard hands for brief periods in or soon after 751 and again between 768 and 772. By 774 it was again in the emperor’s possession, but at some stage in the late eighth century it was conquered by the Franks, possibly at the time of Charlemagne’s victory over the Byzantines in southern Italy in 788.59 It is all the more ironic that the most informative document on the society of Byzantine Italy survives from this obscure region and from the period immediately after imperial rule. In 804 three Frankish missi met at Rizana with the patriarch of Grado, the duke of Istria, the local bishops and 172 representatives of the local towns to examine the rights and exactions customary in the times of the Greeks. The resulting report, known as the Plea of Rizana or Risano, reveals the considerable local power exercised by the landowners and their leaders (primates), their attachment to their military offices (such as tribune) and to the titles obtained from the empire (hypatos or consul) and the relatively local level of taxes paid to the empire.60

Istria’s neighbour to the west, Venetia, remained under Byzantine authority and experienced the most dramatic development in our period. The area also presents serious problems because the evidence is scanty and often late and unreliable. The islands of the lagoon from Chioggia in the southwest to Grado in the northeast had received an influx of refugees at the time of the Lombard invasion of 568 and became the predominant element of the Byzantine province of Venetia when the mainland city of Oderzo fell to the Lombards and the residence of the magister militum or governor was transferred to Eraclea (also known as Cittanova). The area followed the

58 The document is referred to in a Frankish placitum of 838: Manaresi, i, no. 43.
60 Edited Manaresi, i, no. 17, pp. 50-6 and Guillou (1969), pp. 294-307. The tax paid by nine towns amounted to 344 solidi mancosi in addition to levies in kind and labour exacted by the duke and various obligations to the church, over which there was an argument.
general pattern of Byzantine Italy, with political and economic power concentrated in the hands of a local elite drawn from the ranks of the imperial garrison but increasingly identified with local interests. Within the islands, however, economic activity must have been based on fishing and local trade as much as agriculture. It was probably as a result of its growing trading role that the duchy was able to make an agreement with the Lombard king Liutprand which defined its boundaries on the mainland.\textsuperscript{61} The area's distinctiveness was fostered by the existence of its ecclesiastical structures separate from the mainland under the authority of the patriarch of Grado. According to later tradition a period of a century and a half of rule by the indigenous nobility of \textit{tribuni} was followed by the election of the first local doge or duke supposedly in either 697 or c. 715.\textsuperscript{62} In fact this event occurred only in 727, with the election of the Eraclean leader Ursus, and was part of a more general process. As we have seen, many provinces elected their own \textit{duces} that year as a result of the general discontent with the policies of Leo III. Also the step turned out not to denote any decisive break with the empire, since Ursus was soon recognised by the Byzantines as an autonomous \textit{dux} with the title of \textit{hypatos} and the area's continued loyalty to the empire was demonstrated by the help given to the exarch Eutychius in recovering Ravenna in the 730s. As elsewhere, the decline of imperial authority and the growing pressure from the Lombards led to an increase in conflict between local factions. The details of these are obscure, but they appear to have stemmed from rivalries between different families and islands, as in 742 when Malamocco revolted against the capital, Eraclea, and elected as duke Deusdedit, the son of Ursus. These internal pressures were exacerbated by the powerful presence of the Franks in the region from the 770s on. Venetia and Istria were not included in the papal claims to former imperial territories expressed in the 'Donations' of Quierzy and Pavia (754 and 756), but they did figure among the lands promised to Pope Hadrian I by Charlemagne in 774. Loyalty to Byzantium nevertheless remained paramount, and was reflected in the use of imperial titles and customs. For example the family of Maurizio Galbaio was probably following imperial practice when the founder's son and later his grandson were co-opted as dukes. Meanwhile Frankish power in the region was further enhanced by Charles' takeover of Friuli and Istria and defeat of the Avars, and certain factions found it expedient to side with the new western empire. Such a pro-Frankish group seized power in the person of Obelerius in 802. When Charlemagne recognised Venice as a Frankish fief under his son, Pippin, king of Italy, the emperor Nicephorus I retaliated by sending a fleet under

\textsuperscript{61} Referred to in \textit{Pactum Lotharii}, c. 26. \textsuperscript{62} Andrea Dandolo, p. 105; John the Deacon, p. 91.
the command of the patrician Nicetas. A compromise was reached whereby Obelerius’ position as doge was confirmed with his accepting the title of spatharios as an imperial official. A truce between the two empires was signed in 807. However hostilities broke out again when Obelerius showed renewed signs of disloyalty to the empire and a second Byzantine fleet came into conflict with the Franks. Pippin intervened and sacked several of the settlements of Venice shortly before his death in July 810.

In the face of this crisis the Venetians sank their differences and established a new centre of settlement and administration at the Rialto under a new doge, Agnello Partecipazio (or Particiaco). Local opinion had shifted decisively in favour of attachment to Byzantium, and Venetia was recognised as Byzantine territory by the terms of the treaty which was agreed between the Frankish and eastern empires in 812. Venice benefited from its new-found stability to develop into an important emporium, trading in the luxury items of the east, exporting western timber, slaves, salt and fish, and serving as the empire’s listening post in the west. The growth and sophistication of Venice’s commercial role is reflected in the will of Doge Giustiniano Partecipazio, who died in 829: in addition to extensive property-holdings it lists investments in long-distance trading ventures. Venice’s relations with Byzantium remained cordial, with widespread use of Byzantine titles and fashions, but in practice the province was increasingly independent.

The doges also wished Venice to enjoy ecclesiastical independence, especially after the suffragan sees of the patriarchate of Grado were placed under the patriarch of Aquileia by the Synod of Mantua of 827. In the following year the body of St Mark was seized in Alexandria by Venetian seamen and deposited in a new basilica adjoining the ducal basilica in Rialto. The city’s new patron rapidly became a symbol of Byzantine pride and independence.

The middle years of the ninth century were a period of both danger and opportunity for Venice. The Byzantine and western missions to the Slavs helped open up new areas to Venetian enterprise, but also led to new tensions which complicated Venice’s position as a ‘middle-man’. Even more serious was the wave of naval raids launched by the Arabs of North Africa. Venice’s growing naval strength was called upon by the Byzantines to help combat these attacks on Sicily in 827 and in the Adriatic in the 830s and 840s. In 840 a treaty was signed with the Emperor Lothar which guaranteed Venice’s neutrality, boundaries and right to trade freely. The Frankish
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63 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio, c. 38, states that the Venetians told Pippin that they preferred to be subjects of the emperor of the Romans.

64 ‘De laboratoriis solidis, si salva de navigatione reversa fuerint'; ed. Cessi, Documenti, 1, pp. 93–9.
recognition of Venice’s power and independence was reflected in confirmations of the agreement in 856 and 880 and by a state visit by Louis II to the city in the former year. At the same time Venice faced new dangers from Slav disorder and piracy within its Istrian and Dalmatian spheres of influence and from the reassertion of Byzantine power in the western Adriatic following the reconquest of Dalmatia in 868 and of southern Italy from 876 onwards. Despite this powerful new presence, Byzantium continued to recognise the need for Venetian naval assistance, especially when a planned alliance with the Franks against the Arabs fell through, and in 879 an imperial embassy travelled to Venice to confer upon Doge Ursus I Partecipazio gifts and the title of protospatharios. Ursus’ dogeship also saw the creation of indices as magistrates and advisers to curb the doge’s authority and the establishment of new bishoprics, including Torcello. From the late ninth century, therefore, many of the characteristic features of medieval Venice were in place, including some distinctive constitutional arrangements, a marked independence in outlook and government and wide-ranging naval and commercial activities, but the city retained its powerful but ambiguous links with the east.

THE DUCHY OF NAPLES

The duchy of Naples included the coast and islands of the Bay of Naples, the Terra di Lavoro inland and the outlying towns of Sorrento, Amalfi and Gaeta. Little is known of its history in the seventh century, and the traditional view that its first local dux was Basilius, confirmed by Constans II around 661, is now rejected. Its institutions followed the usual Italian model, with a concentration of power and property in the military elite of the exercitus, but its loyalty to the empire was consistently greater than the territories to the north, probably because of its maritime links with the east and the need for imperial protection against the constant threat posed by Lombard Benevento. Thus the Neapolitans allowed the exarch Eutychius to disembark in their city in 727, when most of Byzantine Italy was in revolt. The duchy was also sympathetic to the Isaurian policy on images, to the extent that the episcopal see was held by an outright iconoclast, Calvus, between 750 and 762. The duchy was unaffected by the fall of Ravenna in 751, having come under the nominal authority of the strategos of the theme of Sicily for several decades.

Nevertheless Naples experienced the same trend towards increased autonomy as other areas, and by 735 it had its first locally elected dux, Stephen. After his election as bishop in 767 Stephen was able to pass on the ducal office to his two sons, Gregory and Caesarius, in succession, and then
to his son-in-law Theophylact. As in Venice, relations with the empire oscillated considerably, probably as a reflection of the ascendancy of rival factions. While the duchy supported the strategos of Sicily in opposing papal claims to Campania in 779/80, in 812 Duke Anthimus refused to send his fleet to help his nominal superior fend off an Arab raid on Ischia. In 818 the citizens petitioned the strategos to appoint a dux to govern them, but in 821 one such imperial appointee was deposed in favour of a candidate from the family of Stephen. The decisive stage in the detachment of Naples from the empire came, however, with the Arab invasion of Sicily in 827, when the strategos was too preoccupied to intervene in the duchy and Naples was left to its own devices to resist the growing pressure from the Arabs by sea and the Lombards on land. As an example of the delicate balancing act required, Duke Andrew employed Muslin mercenaries in 835 against Prince Sicard of Benevento and then gave his allies help in conquering Messina from the empire (842/3). Although Naples attracted considerable criticism for these opportunistic alliances with the infidel, the strengthened position thus attained enabled Andrew to conclude a favourable treaty with the Lombards in 836 (the pactum Sicardi), and in 839 Lombard pressure was for a time alleviated by the civil war which split the Lombard principality into two parts, Benevento and Salerno. Later, in the 840s, Duke Sergius, together with his son, the consul Caesarius, turned against the Arabs and won a series of victories culminating in the battle of Ostia (849). Later, however, the Neapolitans established friendly relations with the Saracens, perhaps in order to prevent raids form the Muslims’ strongholds of Benevento and Taranto. Such a policy, while necessary to safeguard the duchy’s political survival and commercial interests, drew bitter denunciations from the papacy. Once again outside intervention served to foment internal factional strife. Duke Sergius II was deposed and replaced by his brother, Bishop Athanasius II in 877. Realpolitik however compelled the new duke to make a new deal with the Arabs, thus earning excommunication by his former patron, Pope John VIII.

Already in the ninth century Naples began to assume an important role as a centre of translation activity from Greek, although this reached its height in the tenth century. Other evidence also demonstrates that the cultural and economic influence of Byzantium was pervasive. Imports of pottery from the east were numerous, signatures to documents in Greek characters were common and a penchant for Byzantine titles such as consul remained strong.65

To the north Gaeta had become increasingly important as a centre of
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communications after Formia was destroyed by the Arabs and its bishopric transferred to the nearby port in the eighth century. It remained nominally part of the Neapolitan duchy until 839, although in practice it often had to align itself with the papacy, whose territories surrounded it. On occasion it acted independently of Naples, as when it responded to a request from a strategos of Sicily for help against Muslim raiding parties. From around 839 its greater measure of independence is reflected in the title of hypatos held by city leaders such as Docibilis. Although its continuing ties with the Byzantine empire were reflected in the dating of documents by the regnal years of emperors and by the elite’s custom of signing their names in Greek characters, the town was forced to adopt policies favourable to the Muslims. In the 880s Aghlabid raiders were allowed to set up a pirate nest near the mouth of the nearby Garigliano river—a move which provoked bitter denunciation on the part of Pope John VIII.

To the south was the non-Roman settlement of Amalfi, first recorded in 596 as a castrum populated by refugees from the Lombards. By the eighth century it was recorded as a naval base used in conflicts with the Lombards, Franks and Arabs and assumed increasing importance as a trading centre, while remaining part of the duchy of Naples, perhaps because of the continual pressure it faced from the Lombards. Although its population was temporarily transferred to Salerno following its sacking by Prince Sicard of Benevento in 839, it soon after achieved independence from Naples under its own leaders (comites and later praefecturii). By the late ninth century its tiny territory consisted of a small coastal strip, the Monti Lattari in the hinterland and the island of Capri, and a dynasty was established by the praefecturii Manso which lasted for seventy years. Although the Greek element was never as strong as in Naples and its foreign policy became steadily more independent of the empire, its trading links with the east became increasingly important.

**THE DUCHIES OF CALABRIA AND OTRANTO**

The term Calabria was originally applied to a late Roman civilian province corresponding to the Terra d'Otranto. In the mid-seventh century the imperial possessions underwent a severe crisis with their final breakdown of civilian administration and the capture of large areas by the Lombard dukes of Benevento. It is likely that, as a result of an administrative reorganisation in the late seventh century, the name was applied to a duchy ruled from
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Reggio and covering both the areas remaining under Byzantine rule, the Terra d'Otranto and southern Calabria (i.e. the areas south of a line running from the Crati to the south of Cosenza to Amentea on the Tyrrhenian coast). This period marked an important stage in the hellenisation of both areas, probably largely as a result of immigration from Greece and Sicily rather than settlements of refugees from the Muslim invasions further east or official transfer of soldiers or peasants. In the early eighth century Otranto was lost to the Lombards and the term was confined to the old civilian province of Bruttium in the southwest toe of Italy, which came under the authority of the strategos of Sicily. The duchy is mentioned in a Byzantine rank-list of 842/3 but does not appear in another of 899, presumably because it became the main power base of the strategos of Sicily, when most of the latter island had fallen to the Arabs. Disappointingly little is known of the duchy in this period from written sources, but archaeological research has pointed to a move away from settlements on the plains and coast towards hill-top sites and to fairly widespread circulation of eastern goods such as pottery. Only after 885–6, when Lombard Calabria was conquered by Basil I's general Nikephoros Phokas, does the position become clearer.

Even less is known of Calabria's imperial neighbour on the heel of Italy, the duchy of Otranto. Otranto and Gallipoli remained Byzantine at the time of the Lombard advances of the late seventh century, but some time after 710 Otranto was lost. It was restored to the empire in 758 by King Desiderius in return for Byzantine help against a rebel duke of Benevento. The case for the area's status as a separate duchy depends on a seal of uncertain date, and the 'duchy's' non-appearance in a rank-list of 842/3 suggests that at some stage it was reincorporated in the duchy of Calabria. The boundaries of imperial rule are uncertain: the duchy may have been confined to the dioceses which clearly came under the jurisdiction of Constantinople, Gallipoli and Otranto, or it may have included all the Terra d'Otranto including Oria. Excavations have suggested that Otranto was a rich centre, probably as a result of its strategic importance as the main point of entry for imperial troops and officials sent to the west. Following the swift reconquista of Lombard Apulia from 876 the capital became Benevento and later Bari.
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In radical contrast to the separatism evident in most of the Byzantine territories in the Italian peninsula, Sicily assumed a more central place within the imperial orbit from the seventh century. In the first half of the century it appears to have been a prosperous backwater secure from the Lombard assaults which devastated much of the mainland and retaining civil government under a praetor and resilient elements of civilian society. Following the first major raid by the Arabs in 652, repulsed by an expedition led by the exarch Olympius, it assumed a more central role on the political stage. After Constans II’s decision to abandon Constantinople in 661 and his unsuccessful campaigns against the Lombards of southern Italy, the imperial court moved to Syracuse in 663. Although the emperor was murdered in 668, the island gained new importance as a naval base used to oppose Muslim advances in North Africa, and Justinian II elevated it into a theme in the early 690s. Its governor (strategos) came to assume authority over imperial territory in southern Italy and after the fall of the exarchal government in 751 also came to play a leading role in diplomatic negotiations with the Franks, Lombards and papacy.

The effects of these changes were mixed. The influx of officials and soldiers from the east accelerated a wide-scale process of hellenisation. The origins of this are uncertain, but there is evidence that a dual Greek and Latin culture existed in the Roman period and that the Greek substrata were reinforced by immigration, most notably from Greece and the Balkans, by the early seventh century. The church remained under the jurisdiction of the see of Rome, but the hellenisation, reflected in the Greek monks encountered by eastern visitors such as Maximus the Confessor and by the Greeks from Sicily who ascended the papal throne, is in sharp contrast to the impression of Latin predominance given in the letters of Gregory the Great. On the other hand the militarisation and decentralisation involved in theme organisation must have served to strengthen local elements. One reflection of this was the revolt of the strategos Sergios in 717–18, who responded to the Arab seige of Constantinople by crowning one of his subordinates, Basil Onomagoulös, as emperor. However after his defeat of the Arabs, Leo III had no difficulty in quelling the rebellion, executing Basil and forcing Sergios to seek refuge with the Lombards across the Straits of Messina.

The new emperor was prompt to recognise the economic as well as political and military value of the island. He ordered that the vast revenues previously paid to the Roman church should be transferred to the imperial fisc, and Sicily was one of the areas transferred from papal jurisdiction to that of the patriarch of Constantinople by his edict of c. 733. Partly as a result...
of these moves, the Latin element virtually disappeared and the process of hellenisation continued apace, as is demonstrated by a number of important saints’ Lives and the importance of Greek scholars and ecclesiastics from Sicily in the eighth and ninth centuries such as Gregory Asbestas, Joseph the Hymnographer, Constantine the Sicilian and the Patriarch Methodios, whose reign saw the restoration of icons in 843. The dominant Greek culture, with its strong cosmopolitan links with the capital, appears to have been largely confined to elite groups and was limited in its local impact and character. Although several iconodules were sent into exile to Sicily and its neighbouring islands, there appears to have been large-scale migration as a result of iconoclast persecution. In general the iconoclast crisis seems to have had little impact on the island, apart from the execution of the strategos Antiochos together with eighteen other iconodule officials in Constantinople in 766, and the appointment of the strongly iconoclastic Theodore Krithinos as archbishop of Syracuse during the second wave of the movement.74 Rather, the island’s attachment to icons and to Greek saints helped to bind it more closely to the empire.

Nevertheless, unrest was clearly growing by the eighth century, although the pattern of this was different from the mainland. One likely factor here was economic decline. Although a full picture is only gradually emerging from archaeological surveys75, the island’s prosperity was probably adversely affected by the increasing frequency of Arab raids and by a severe plague in 745–6.

The island’s ties with the centre were so strong that revolts seem to have reflected personal ambition or the political and religious conflicts of the capital rather than purely local separatism. A case in point is the crisis of 781, when the strategos Elpidios was accused by the Empress Irene of conspiring with her brother-in-law and the Sicilian exercitus prevented his arrest. Irene responded by sending an expedition, which defeated Elpidios’ forces and compelled him to seek refuge in Africa, where he had himself crowned as emperor with Arab support.76 Unlike the mainland provinces of Italy, Sicily lacked one dominant political and cultural centre analogous to Ravenna, Rome or Naples, or an independent-minded military elite with a strong sense of local collective identity and a tradition of autonomy. As a result the population’s reaction to a crisis such as that of the 820s was divided and in some respects passive.

Discontent broke out early in the decade, possibly sparked off by the revolt of Thomas the Slav in the east (821–3). An attempt by Michael II to raise taxation from the island led to a rising by an anti-imperial faction. By
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826 this faction was led by the ambitious commander of the Sicilian fleet, the turmarch Euphemios, who had led successful raids against North Africa. When the strategos Constantine moved to arrest him, probably for his disloyalty rather than as result of the romantic excesses ascribed to him by later legend, Euphemios responded by seizing Syracuse, proclaiming himself emperor and then defeating and killing his superior in Catania. However, some of his supporters then switched their loyalty to the imperial government and Euphemios was forced to flee to Africa, where the Aghlabid amir Ziyadāt Allāh I recognised his title and granted him a fleet to attack the island. In June 827 the predominantly Arab force landed at the western port of Mazara and soon after defeated the Byzantine strategos Plato. Despite fierce resistance and some Byzantine successes the Arabs gradually extended their hold over the island, conquering Palermo in 831, Cefalù in 837 and Enna (Castrogiovanni) in 839. A decisive blow was struck when the capital, Syracuse, fell after a nine-month siege in 878 and its population was massacred, although a few outposts survived into the tenth century.

**Sardinia**

The worst-documented Byzantine province in the Italian theatre is Sardinia. In the seventh century it had close administrative ties with the Exarchate of Africa, although ecclesiastically it came under the authority of the see of Rome. It suffered from Lombard naval attacks, but these appear to have been successfully repulsed, to judge from an inscription attributing victories to the emperor (either Constans II or Constantine IV). After the fall of the Exarchate of Carthage in 698 imperial rule over the island became increasingly nominal. However, Byzantine-style institutions and Greek titles apparently survived in the eighth and ninth centuries. By the latter century numerous attacks from the Arabs further weakened links with Constantinople and power became concentrated in the hands of locally appointed officials (iudices).

**Conclusion**

Over the two centuries Byzantium's position in Italy had turned virtually full circle from the outwardly hopeful but in practice precarious position of
680 to the verge of a new period of power and influence in the late ninth century. Despite, and in some measure because of, the short-lived political and ecclesiastical peace which prevailed at the beginning, discontent and separatist feeling had grown rapidly. As a result of the election of local military leaders as dukes the power of the emperor and his representative, the exarch, had become marginal from the late 720s. The fall of Ravenna in 751 was only one stage in the fragmentation of the Byzantine territories, but it did promote distinct development in each area. Only in the theme of Sicily and the associated duchies of Calabria and Otranto was traditional imperial control effective, assisted by a steady process of hellenisation. In Venetia and the various component parts of the duchy of Naples nominal loyalty to the empire survived side by side with growing economic sophistication and political independence under locally chosen leaders from the traditional military elite. Elsewhere, as in the Exarchate, Pentapolis and duchy of Rome, the predominant power came into the hands of high ecclesiastics, but these had to work out a modus vivendi with lay aristocratic families, and with the Frankish rulers of the kingdom of Italy after 774. In each area, however, developments were conditioned by the decentralisation which had got under way as early as the seventh century, and distinctive traditions and institutions, more often Roman than strictly Byzantine, remained powerful, as can be seen in the persistence of titles, names and legal institutions.

If Byzantium's power and influence were in decline for most of the period, it still remained a force to be reckoned with, as can be seen in its successful defence of its interests in Venetia, and the preoccupation of both the Franks and the popes with their relations with the empire. In the economic, artistic and literary spheres Byzantium's impact was as considerable as ever, and was channelled through Rome as much as through the nominally Byzantine centres. Byzantine naval power was always a powerful factor, and it is this which especially enabled the empire to come into its own again as a player on the Italian scene in the second half of the ninth century. Byzantium's position was reinforced by the devastation of the Arab raids, by disenchantment with Frankish political and military weakness and by the aggressive yet pragmatic policy pursued by Michael III and Basil I. The conquest of much of the Lombard territories in Apulia, Calabria and Lucania, including Bari and Taranto (conquered in 876 and 880 respectively) ushered in a new era of nearly two centuries of Byzantine domination in southern Italy.
The early medieval societies of Byzantium and western Europe that emerged from the late Roman world shared more than a few institutions, traditions and religious experiences. They sometimes rubbed shoulders in ways we overlook. Rome’s clerical elite was so hellenised that the pope who reigned at Charlemagne’s birth spoke Greek as his mother tongue. Under Charlemagne’s grandsons, the entourage of St Methodius, who was born in Thessalonica, was once an imperial official in Macedonia and was later a monk in Bithynia, used Greek majuscules in the memorial book of a German monastery to record their stay. Conversely, Franks served in the Byzantine emperor’s military household and figured at palace banquets.1

Facts like these raise the broader question of how the two main entities of Christendom interacted over the six or seven generations from c. 700 to c. 900. The historical problem is not without snares. ‘Influence’ can be misleading: interaction between cultures rarely has one society passively undergoing the active influence of another. Once something is available, the borrowing civilisation must take the initiative in appropriating it from the other culture. So when, where and how Byzantium and the west came into direct or indirect contact needs clarifying. Moreover, though these early medieval societies evolved away from their late antique roots, those common roots are everywhere discernible, and it is easy to mistake residual for recent borrowing.2 Even over seven generations, patterns of interaction changed. And Byzantium took as well as gave.

Around 700, a kind of community of imagination preserved lingering mental links where real ones had lapsed. In England, Bede still synchronised his universal chronicle with contemporary Byzantine regnal years.3 And
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Frankish celebrants, eager to use authoritative new Mass texts imported from the Byzantine duchy of Rome, sometimes seem scarcely to have noticed that they were still praying for the Roman emperor. Anglo-Saxon missionaries, heirs of a Byzantine missionary who had come to them from Tarsus via Rome, encouraged obedience to St Peter and a fascination with Italy that fostered face-to-face meetings with Byzantine provincial civilisation.

Paradoxically, by 900 actual contacts had increased and the old imaginary links were gone. In Byzantine eyes western Europeans' Christianity still created the basis for special relations with the empire. Traditional barbarian stereotypes still prevailed at Constantinople: the Franks were brave but stupid fighters, emotional and undisciplined, and recent experience confirmed their avid corruptibility. If eighth-century Byzantines imagined Rome as a typical Byzantine town and the popes as obedient functionaries reverently storing imperial communiqués near the tomb of Peter or routinely transmitting them to western barbarians, ninth-century strains induced an angry emperor to brand the pope and his Latin language as 'barbarian'. 'Byzantines', of course, never existed as such: the empire of Constantinople was known to inhabitants and enemies alike as Roman, a usage into which even a hostile Einhard slips. Its subjects might simply identify themselves as 'Christians'. Westerners might lump the empire's inhabitants together under the simplistic linguistic heading Graeci, particularly when they wished to ignore the uncomfortable political implications of eastern imperial continuity. Beneath the uniformity of its Greek public language and tax payments to the emperor in Constantinople, the empire was multi-ethnic: Armenians, Syrians, Slavs, Italians, Istrians all swore allegiance to the Roman emperor, and as cultivated a man as Einhard casually identifies a eunuch with a Slavic name as a 'Greek'. But the ancient empire had changed since the days of Justinian's reconquests.

EARLY MEDIEVAL BYZANTIUM

The upheavals of the seventh century had transformed Byzantium. The old urban fabric of the Roman empire largely gave way. Though the precise causes and chronology remain controversial, archaeological evidence shows that, in the long run, the cities of Asia Minor and the Balkan peninsula fared
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little better than those of western Europe. Starting in 542 and recurring cyclically until 767, the great Justinianic plague and connected infections presided over sharp demographic contraction.10 The provincial towns that limped on served mainly as seats of ecclesiastical and political administration. Despite streams of refugees, even the capital of Constantinople shrank dramatically in population.11

The rise of Islam had violently reduced the empire’s geographic scale and institutional structures. Heraclius’ (610–41) bitter war to free the wealthy eastern provinces from Persian occupation was wasted by cataclysmic Islamic victories from the Golan Heights (636) to Carthage (698). In 674–8 and 717–18, the Arabs besieged the capital itself. The old Danube frontier and much of the Balkans were overrun by Slavs, Avars and Bulgars, though the imperial government still clung to coastal strongholds like Thessalonica or Monemvasia. Rome and Ravenna hung by a thread as the Lombards expanded their power down Italy’s mountainous spine. Emperor Constans II’s (641–68) bold attempt to defend the empire’s southern flank by transferring imperial headquarters back to Italy (663–8) collapsed with his murder.12

For a government whose professional bureaucracy and military forces were sustained largely by a land tax levied on the provinces, the fiscal implications of such territorial losses were devastating, amounting to as much as three-quarters of revenues.13 Defeat and the fiscal crunch forced radical administrative and military reconfigurations in the empire’s besieged remnants. And conjugated disaster opened more than a political crisis in a society which lived and breathed its religious sentiment: the challenge of Islam was ideological no less than political and military. Was the sect in whose sign the Roman empire had conquered since Constantine’s conversion no longer stamped with God’s seal of success?

Life-style and mental attitudes underwent a sea change as the amenities of late Roman daily life became a thing of the past outside the court’s island of archaisms.14 By the seventh century, Greek had supplanted Latin as the characteristic language of the central administration. Outside the Latin-speaking outposts of Dalmatia and Italy, only the Latin lettering of coins and imperial documents, a few fossilised acclamations and the massive presence of Latin loan words in the technical jargon of the state offered a faint linguistic echo of the old Roman past.

Byzantine culture no longer coincided with the Byzantine polity. For a few generations, Constantinople ceded Hellenic cultural leadership to the

10 Biraben and Le Goff (1969); Dols (1974); Allen (1979).
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empire's geographic edges. John of Damascus (d. 753/4?), the greatest Byzantine thinker of his time, wrote his Greek theological treatises under the Arab caliphs; the best Byzantine art adorned the shrines and pleasure palaces of the new Islamic empire, while remarkable Byzantine hagiography of the eighth century was produced in Italy or Palestine.

Small wonder that one of the few pieces of contemporary Byzantine literature translated into Latin around 700 is an apocalyptic vision of the Arab conquest, the last Byzantine emperor's return to Jerusalem and the impending end of the world!\(^{15}\) But events would follow an unforeseeable path. Transformed and reorganised, Byzantium was about to begin a remarkable resurgence. Bede, who had earlier succumbed to optimistic reports of the Roman reconquest of Africa, accurately reported the successful defence of Constantinople from the final Arab siege of 717–18.\(^{16}\) That victory inaugurated an era whose scarce sources cannot obscure the renewal of Byzantine civilisation which, by 900, stood on the threshold of its great medieval expansion.

The changes that produced this revamped empire are much debated. The Byzantines themselves located the defining moments of their history in dynasties and doctrines, a vision which says as much about emperor and faith in Byzantine mentality as about historical trends. By these lights, confusion and usurpation followed the toppling and execution of Heraclius' last descendant, Justinian II (d. 711), until the usurper general Leo III (717–41) defended the capital from the Arabs and launched the 'Isaurian' or Syrian dynasty. The victorious Leo promoted a new cult practice whose affinity with Islam many observers feel is undeniable: he proscribed most religious images and their veneration as a form of idolatry. His dynasty championed iconoclasm almost to the end, uncovering powerful stresses within the Byzantine ruling class which succeeding generations memoria-lised as religious persecution.

Three generations later, the regent Empress Irene (780–90; 797–802) recruited Pope Hadrian I's support to overturn the imperial doctrine at the Second Ecumenical Council of Nicaea in 787. Charlemagne's ambassadors witnessed the palace coup that ended Irene's independent rule and the Isaurian dynasty in 802. Another period of short reigns, including too a toned-down iconoclasm, led to a coup by Michael II (820–9) who established the Amorian dynasty, named after his home town in Asia Minor. Another regent, Empress Theodora (842–56), finally abolished iconoclasm in 843. Her son Michael III (842–67) and the Amorian house were overturned by a palace parvenu, Basil I (867–86), who founded the


\(^{16}\) De Temporibus, 22; De Temporum Ratione, 592.
Macedonian dynasty, destined to reign if not always to rule for the next two centuries. Down to Michael III's time, soldier emperors predominated: Leo III and his son Constantine V (741–75) were particularly successful commanders.

Reorganisation and re-establishment of control characterise this era, whether we look at theology, the classical cultural inheritance or the hierarchy of church and state. Survival required first and foremost the military stabilisation of the eastern front, where Arab incursions into the empire's new agrarian heartland of western Asia minor were increasingly checked thanks to new provincial defence systems, known as themes. These themata spread sporadically as events dictated. The word's derivation is contested but it refers simultaneously to autonomous military units and to the large territorial districts in which they were permanently stationed and of which the empire was composed. They may have been inspired at least in part by the western Exarchates, earlier administrative and military structures elaborated in reconquered Italy and Africa. By the time of Charlemagne, themes and the generals or military governors (strategoi) who headed them had everywhere ended the late Roman tradition that strictly separated civil and military administration, and government had shifted to a permanent war footing.17

The mighty themes of Asia Minor helped slow the Arab advance. The European themes straddled the capital's western approaches and defended Constantinople from the rising power of the Bulgarians. But the very concentration of power that facilitated the generals' defensive tasks complicated the political structure of the empire, since strategoi like the future Leo III often challenged the emperor resident in Constantinople. The last great revolt of the themes in particular had serious consequences. The civil war between Michael II in Constantinople and Thomas the Slav (821–3) and the ensuing disarray contributed to the empire's greatest territorial losses in our period: the Arab conquest of Crete (c. 824–8) and the beginning in 826 of the fall of Sicily.

To counter their own provincial armies, the Isaurian emperors created a new, imperial army of cavalry and infantry, known simply as 'the regiments' (ta tagmata) and headquartered in the capital. The tagmata spearheaded offensive operations and played a key role in the Isaurians' notable successes in the Balkans and Asia Minor. At sea, the seventh-century Karabisianoi (from karabos 'ship') fleet, essentially conceived to defend the central coastal areas and sea approaches to Constantinople, was superseded by provincial fleets organised as maritime themes in the course of the eighth and ninth

centuries. An imperial fleet equipped with Greek fire was stationed at Constantinople and chiefly destined for long-range intervention, flanked by elements of the thematic fleets. Despite occasional setbacks, the new military apparatus proved effective in preserving the empire. Conciliar subscriptions between 680/1 and 879 document the progressive recovery of bishoprics whose territories had slipped out of Byzantine control in the 600s, as the empire expanded its reach westward across the Balkans and back into Greece, and eastward across Asia Minor. The government organised large-scale population transfers aimed at reenlarging first the environs of the capital and then other critical regions of Asia and Europe. As surviving inscriptions attest, the emperors began refurbishing critical infrastructures. The return of imperial administration always meant the return of tax collectors, so that the tightening of central control was a mixed blessing for any provincial landowners who might have survived the century of storms. But whatever the local discomfort, the dynamic was probably powerful: imperial armies brought coinage, administrators and bishops, who sent back to Constantinople the newly restored tax revenues, which in turn reinforced the imperial treasury which financed the bureaucracy and military apparatus and enabled the empire to extend its reach even further.

In the capital, the few great late Roman ministers like the Praetorian Prefects or Masters of the Offices, into whose offices various vertical chains of administrative institutions formerly converged, had disappeared. They were replaced by the omnipresent ‘accountants’ or logothetes ever vigilant for income and expenditure of a state straining against the abyss. These new sub-ministers reported directly to the emperor and so brought more direct lines of authority into his hands. Administrative structures were far more institutionalised than in the west, as professional bureaucracies looked after imperial finances and justice. The loss of Egypt and North Africa combined with Arab raids in Asia Minor to diminish the relative importance of great estates in the countryside, and enhance that of peasant villages as the predominant unit of rural organisation. Whatever survived or now emerged as a ruling class owed much to government service as the source and sign of its wealth and power. The stresses of a ruling class in the making mark the top echelon of society: frequent coups d’état, political shake-ups and church schisms start to stabilise only in the tenth century. From c. 800, Byzantine and Frankish sources yield the earliest glimpses of family names

and clans like the Phocades or the Argyroi who would dominate the social scene at Byzantium’s apogee and who seem to ride a rising tide of economic and demographic recovery.\(^{21}\) A state hierarchy structured this emerging power elite, as imperial promotion granted life-long, non-hereditary state dignities like patrician or protospatharios (‘first sword-bearer’) and salaries to leading officials who trumpeted their titles on numerous surviving lead seals. Each official’s place in the hierarchy was communicated by his position in imperial ceremonies and delineated in official lists of precedence, the earliest surviving example of which dates from 843.\(^{22}\)

For all its factions, the power of this senatorial order was such that a prudent pope might demand that it confirm by oath guarantees issued to his legates by a shaky regency, and it is this social group that supplied most of the challenges to imperial authority, whether they came in the form of conspiracies, usurpations or doctrinal dissidence.\(^{23}\)

Iconoclasm, the most lasting and disruptive doctrinal quarrel of the era, had many consequences. Resistance to the imperial heresy challenged the emperor’s power in matters of doctrine and, implicitly, in other matters as well. The considerable efforts subsequently devoted to restoring the emperor’s prestige and redefining relations with the ruling class are most visible in the refurbishing of imperial ceremonial. Iconoclasm affected the institutional history of the church even more deeply. The patriarchs resided only a stone’s throw from the imperial palace and were often under the emperor’s thumb. The secular church’s relative tractability with respect to imperial doctrinal shifts fostered internal conflict. Churchmen, who sought to resolve conflict without throwing the ecclesiastical hierarchy into chaos, clashed with zealots. A monastic party centring on the great cenobitic reformer Theodore of Stoudios (759–826) burned to root out any who had temporised with what had been the empire’s official doctrine over nine of the last twelve decades, factionalising the church in ways which paralleled and were perhaps connected with fissures in the lay aristocracy. In any case conflict spilled over into other issues and spawned a series of bitter schisms from the Moechian controversy – a dispute centring on Emperor Constantine VI’s decision to divorce and remarry in 795 – to the ‘Tetragamy’ in which the Italian patriarch and former imperial adviser, Nicholas I Mysticus (901–7; 912–25) bitterly opposed emperor Leo VI’s (886–912) fourth marriage. Since partisans of each faction challenged their opponents’
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ecclesiastical appointments, Byzantine bishops' careers seemed noticeably unsettled in this era.

Factionalism in the upper echelons of church and state provoked sudden political shifts which affected relations with the west. Since the days of Pope Leo I, whose memory the iconophile hero Theodore Graptus (d. 841/4) still celebrated, the Roman see and its doctrinal rectitude had enjoyed great prestige in the Constantinopolitan church. This prestige was only enhanced by Rome's role in the earlier monothelite controversies and Pope Martin I's (649–53) resistance, arrest and death in imperial custody which led the Byzantine church to venerate him as a martyr: a Greek account of his suffering was composed in eighth-century Rome. Rome had become the authority to which Byzantine religious thinkers under pressure appealed for support. That the duchy of Rome was slipping out from under the emperor's effective administrative reach only increased its attraction, hence efforts to persuade western authorities to curtail the activities of eastern émigrés at Rome.24

Culturally, four generations of theological debate for and against icons spurred renewed examination of the Hellenic theological and cultural heritage. The hunting out and recopying of old books to uncover or rebut authorities on icons mark the earliest stages in the birth of Byzantine humanism, the encyclopaedic movement. The political and economic recovery of a society based in large part on written administration equally invigorated literary culture. Imperial bureaucrats like the future patriarch Nicephorus I figure prominently in the early phases of the revival.25 They were reinforced by intellectuals and others like Michael Syncellus or Patriarch Methodius who immigrated back to a recovering imperial centre from Arab-controlled Palestine or the Italian borderlands. As in the west (see Ganz below, chapter 29) so in Byzantium a new minuscule book script was the tool and hallmark of the new culture. So too the new Greek writing required and conditioned the phenomenon of transliteration. Ancient exemplars in the old script were sought out, compared and copied in the new script which has preserved in such Byzantine 'editions' most of what has survived of classical Greek and patristic literature.

In the capital, the receding danger of Arab siege was replaced by the imminent menace of Bulgar attack. Repairs were made to the city walls.26 Behind their protective bulk, renewal stirred in a city where nature had reconquered much of the urban fabric. Though on a much smaller scale and with a more religious focus than the colossal monuments of the old Roman
state, construction and redecorating were nonetheless significant by recent standards and invite comparison with contemporary western efforts. In 768, Constantine V restored the aqueduct of Valens, which had been interrupted since 626 and was essential to the water-starved site of Constantinople. Numerous churches were remodelled in the ninth century. Theophilus (829–42) built a new suburban palace, 'Bryas', modelled, significantly, on the Arab caliphs', the new standard-bearers of luxury. Basil I constructed a splendid new chapel, the Nea, for the Great Palace, and the ebb and flow of icon veneration required redecoration of religious shrines according to the dictates of the moment.27

It was then a changing Byzantium which bordered on western Christendom. As the threat of political extinction receded, the reorganised empire reasserted control. The progress of imperial administration allied with an improving general situation and sporadic disarray amongst the empire's most lethal enemies to allow renewed, if staccato, campaigns of intervention at the empire's extremities, which despite all setbacks and reversals steadily continued to extend outwards from Constantinople.

**BYZANTINE–WESTERN TRADE?**

Broader economic structures had once spanned the Mediterranean and fostered Byzantine commercial interaction with the west. The sweeping changes of the seventh century naturally affected communications between the two former partes imperii. The occasional western shipwreck confirms that dwindling economic links to the eastern Mediterranean persisted into the 630s, perhaps reinforced by supply efforts to the last garrisons perched along the Ligurian coastline.28 But even the trickle of sea communications between Constantinople and the west seems almost to dry up between c. 650 and 700.29

The reason remains controversial; certainly there were multiple causes. Trading networks of easterners residing in the west may have withered under the cyclical plagues, whose contagion contemporaries linked with shipping. Declining economic fortunes presumably shrank western purchasing power even before the Islamic conquests redistributed eastern wealth and reorganised macro-economic structures, fanning demand in the east. To grant Pirenne his due, warfare around the Mediterranean rim probably played a role. Greek and Coptic papyrus archives of 698–711 from
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the inland town of Aphrodito (Kom Ishgau) on the Nile paint an astonishing picture of how the new rulers mobilised local wealth and conscripts for sea raids (koursa) launched from Africa, Egypt and the east. Land travel too was disrupted: Byzantine loss of control in the Balkans blocked the old Roman overland routes to the west. Finally, Byzantium's own long-distance trade in the eighth century seems to have been reorientated along a new axis linking the Aegean and the Black Sea.

Direct documentary evidence of trade between Byzantium and the west is slim, and complicated by the ambiguity of the notions of trade and 'Byzantine'. Should Venetian merchants, who recognised Byzantine sovereignty and sailed between Italy and Africa, Egypt and Palestine, be classified as Byzantine middlemen? In any event, over the next two centuries the old infrastructures of travel gradually recovered or were replaced. A gradual increase in exchanges seems to follow the nadir of c. 700, particularly in Italy. For instance a growing volume of goods shipped on the Po probably lies behind the appearance of new shippers.

Practically in the shadow of the Alps, the more or less autonomous Byzantine outpost of Venice rose out of the Adriatic mists from insignificance to embody this change. The ancient trunk route linking the Tyrrhenian coast with the Middle East via the straits of Messina, around southern Greece and across the Aegean had never ceased completely to function and indeed, in 746–7, transmitted eastward the last major seaborne outbreak of the bubonic plague until 1347. But over the next century, branch routes show increasing liveliness on the Adriatic or through the gulf of Corinth, feeding piracy along the coast. Even the old Balkan overland route returns to life. However, the rare data on Venetian shipping between c. 750 and 850 point mostly to trade between Italy and the Islamic world. A slave trade appears to have run along the west coast of Italy and involved Rome and the shipment to Africa of enslaved Europeans by Venetian and Greek merchants c. 750–75, and emperor Leo V (813–20) was eager to block Venetian commerce with the caliphate. It may be more than coincidence that all three of the 'early medieval' shipwrecks recently discovered off the French Riviera were apparently carrying goods from the Islamic world. Similarly, not Byzantine but Arabic 'mancus' (Ar. manqush) coins served as an
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international medium of exchange along the edges of Byzantine Italy. Contemporary Latin references document the influx of Arab coinage – and, one would think, intensifying economic links – in eighth-century Italy.\textsuperscript{37}

Merchants make only rare appearances in Carolingian sources, and ‘Greeks’ are rarest among them. Traders who do show up tend to be Frisians, Anglo-Saxons, Jews or Italians. The last two may have included subjects of the Byzantine emperor; in any event commercial contacts with Byzantium seem often to have been realised through non-Greek intermediaries.\textsuperscript{38} Nonetheless, a few ‘Greek’ merchants crop up in the eighth-century Tyrrenian sea. Towards the tenth century, some Italo-Byzantines imitated their neighbours in Amalfi, Naples and Gaeta, like the slave trader from Armo near Reggio di Calabria who would not sacrifice his trade’s superior profits for less reprehensible commercial ventures. A near contemporary life of a Sicilian saint compared his crossing from Africa back to Sicily c. 880 to ‘some huge ship filled with all kinds of merchandise’. Such hints perhaps explain the concession of a landing for Greek merchants to the church of Arles by one of the last Carolingians, Louis the Blind who, as we shall see, had other connections with Constantinople.\textsuperscript{39} The North African connection underscores that Greek merchants, like their Venetian peers, might have found more profit linking western Europe with the huge Islamic economy than with Constantinople. In other words, western contacts with Byzantine merchants may have been an indirect result of commercial relations with the Islamic world. But this does not diminish the significance either of the intermediaries or of the overall growth in infrastructures which permitted and channelled relations between Byzantium and the west.

**POLITICAL AND DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS**

Constantinople took the diplomatic initiative in order to defend its own vital interests on its western flanks, especially in Italy. Over time both Franks and Byzantines expanded their imperial reach and their concerns converged or collided in other regions as well. Thus Charlemagne’s destruction of the Avars in central Europe opened a power vacuum into which the dynamic Bulgarian kingdom expanded from its headquarters some 300 km north of Constantinople. Bulgaria’s Greek inscriptions or inhabitants make its Byzantine cultural cachet unmistakable, and it may have acted occasionally as an intermediary.\textsuperscript{40} Ninth-century Franks and
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Byzantines shared powerful and dangerous neighbours in the Bulgars. The new Slavic society of the Moravians which sprang up between the destruction of the Avars and the arrival of the Magyars would greatly concern the eastern Franks and allow Byzantium to cultivate yet another power situated to Bulgaria's rear. Finally, tenth-century links between Byzantium and northern Europe were foreshadowed by the Scandinavians' appearance on the Black Sea, a fact perhaps not unconnected with the new northeastern axis of Byzantine shipping. In 839 Emperor Theophilus sent some mysterious newcomers called 'Rhos' with his ambassadors to Louis the Pious. Louis knew a Viking spy when he saw one and so informed his Byzantine colleague. A couple of years later, the Byzantine ambassador to the Franks and Venice apparently entered into contact with the Baltic trading emporium of Haithabu.

Ideas as well as realities conditioned Byzantium's approach to the west. Byzantines viewed Constantinople as the capital of the Roman empire, a unique historical entity established by God to foster the spread of Christianity. Various barbarians had occupied parts of the whole but the empire retained theoretical claim to territories which were, for the time being, not effectively administered. This attitude affected imperial ideas about Italy, for example in Constantine V's pressure on Pippin III to restore the Exarchate of Ravenna to Byzantine control.

A second idea conditioned Byzantine policy and was linked with the first: just as the Roman empire was a unique historical entity, so its ruler, the basileus—the Greek word had come gradually to occupy the semantic zone of the Latin word imperator, triumphing officially by 629—was God's lieutenant on earth and incomparably superior to other terrestrial rulers (archontes) or kings (reges). A family hierarchy of powers projected onto foreign relations the conceptions that structured domestic society. The Roman emperor reigned supreme as the father of all other rulers, although the exception once made for the Persian shah was now extended to the caliph, who was reckoned worthy of fraternal status. This would give a particular edge to the Frankish imperial usurpation, as it was viewed in Constantinople.

The means by which Constantinople sought to effect its aims ranged from carefully calibrated gifts to armed intervention. They included religious cooperation or conversion, subsidising potential rivals and cultivating satellite powers as buffers as well as dangling prospects of marriage with the imperial family. A favourite tactic was to encourage hostile action by the enemies of
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Byzantium’s enemies. All these approaches featured in the diplomatic dialogue with the west.

Geographically and historically, a fragmented Italy and its complicated local politics held the key to Byzantine dealings in the west. The Lombard principalities of the Po basin, Spoleto and Benevento pressed against the increasingly autonomous Byzantine coastal areas stretching from Ravenna to Naples via Rome. At the extreme south of the Italian boot, first Sicily and later Calabria and Apulia anchored Constantinople’s power in Italy. The loss of Rome to the barbarians — for this is how Constantinople viewed the papal alliance with the Franks — and Carolingian ascendancy in Italy inevitably intensified Byzantine interest in the new transalpine power.

Three successive trends characterise the political situation. As elsewhere in its former dominions, Constantinople sought in the early eighth century to reintegrate Italy into the imperial structure, and so to restore late antique patterns of political domination. But local and distant forces conspired to loosen Constantinople’s grasp on the Italo-Byzantine societies. From the north, expanding Lombard power absorbed Ravenna in 751 and menaced Rome. The Franks would soon swallow the Po kingdom and extend the Lombard pattern into an attempt to restore a Roman empire in the west. They forcibly removed northern Italy from the Byzantine sphere and so strengthened its transalpine political, cultural and economic links that it looked much like the southernmost extension of northern Europe. The even greater vitality of the Islamic world capitalised on the complexities of southern Italy to drive Byzantium from Sicily and establish toeholds on the Italian mainland. Finally, the collapse of the Frankish empire combined with the resurgence of Byzantine power to shift the dynamics in a new direction so that, as far north as Rome, the peninsula again appeared as the northwestern edge of a southeastern Mediterranean world.

If Italy was the key to Byzantine and western interaction, Rome was the key to Italy. The city’s cultural and religious significance outweighed its economic or strategic importance, although the wealth of its churches would tempt Arab and Frankish looters alike, and great prestige accrued to its master. It was uniquely suited to intensive cross-cultural contacts. Politically it lay on the fluctuating frontier of Byzantine and northern power zones. Culturally, it attracted pilgrims from all parts of the Christian world: Irish, Anglo-Saxons, Franks, Lombards, Byzantines, even Arabs made their way to its fabled shrines. From 700 to 900, its elite culture changed.

Around 725, the church of Rome was nearing the last generation of its
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‘Byzantine period’. The papal bureaucracy, the lay elite and monasteries all
show signs of Greek predominance, as some befuddled Anglo-Saxons
learned in 704 when the papal advisers they were meeting began joking and
discussing the matter among themselves in Greek. The city produced Greek
literature, including the Life of Martin I and Miracles of St Anastasius, while
surviving fragments suggest that Greek inscriptions were not uncommon.
The public face of the papal court owed much to Byzantine provincial
officialdom, naturally enough given the prominence of descendants of
refugees from the eastern upheavals. Although the process is difficult to track,
such families must increasingly have assimilated the local language, even as
innovations rooted in the immigration flourished, whether we look to the
name stock of the Roman elite, saints’ cults or new liturgical feasts like the
Assumption, all imported from the east. From about the middle of the
eighth century Latin prevails, but a Greek heritage perdured: the person who
forged the Donation of Constantine wrote a Greek-accented Latin, the
Lateran Palace probably had a library of Greek manuscripts and Pope Paul I
supplied Pippin III with Greek books. Two or three generations later, the
Greek presence at Rome appears to have been concentrated in the monaster-
ies, which had received fresh reinforcements fleeing the upheavals in the
Byzantine church. Papal distributions to the monastic establishments of the
eternal city reveal that in 807, six of the most important monasteries and one
convent were Greek. A fragment from their liturgical services shows that
one community used the Greek liturgy associated with Jerusalem when
praying for Pope Hadrian. In the later ninth century, some Roman
aristocrats may still have felt nostalgia for Byzantine rule, Anastasius
Bibliothecarius may have been able to compare different manuscripts of
Pseudo-Dionysius in Rome, and the occasional Greek monk might work
purple cloth or copy texts there. But the instruction and use of Greek was
becoming rarer and more private. As Roman ambassadors insisted in
Constantinople in 870, some churches under Roman jurisdiction were Greek
in language, and clergy appointed to them were chosen for their linguistic
qualifications. But Anastasius stands head and shoulders above his
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contemporaries. By 900 immigration from the east had shrunk to undetectable levels and the old Greek monasticism of Rome was entering its final decline even as Byzantine power was resurgent in the south.\(^{55}\)

In some ways, the very recovery of the imperial centre distanced the two societies: a reorganising empire sought to tighten slackened links with provincial society by restoring old standards of political, fiscal and religious integration and subordination long in abeyance and now newly resented. A carrot and stick approach seems unmistakable: c. 710 Justinian II violently repressed a rebellion in Ravenna and blinded and exiled its archbishop Felix; later the same prelate was restored and enriched. Pope Constantine and his entourage were summoned to Constantinople for a year-long consultation and celebration of unity, during which the future Pope Gregory II's theological expertise impressed the emperor, who confirmed earlier privileges of the Roman church, while imperial envoys arrested and executed the papal officials who had stayed behind in Rome.\(^{56}\)

Some time between c. 724 and 755, a series of distinct developments coalesced to undermine the old assumptions which governed the church of Rome's thinking about the empire. The precise chronology and relative weight of each development is disputed, but the overall result is clear. As Constantinople reorganised, it increased the tax burden on the lands of the Roman church. The papal establishment resisted paying. Despite imperial efforts to stabilise the Arab threat from the south, expanding Lombard power menaced Rome and Ravenna ever more acutely, even as pressing military threats closer to home kept Constantinople from shoring up Italy's defences. Leo III's new doctrine of iconoclasm met papal opposition. The imperial government responded to papal tax delinquency by confiscating the papal properties in Sicily and Calabria; then or somewhat later, the emperor transferred ecclesiastical jurisdiction over southern Italy and Illyricum from Rome to the patriarch of Constantinople.\(^{57}\)

According to their loyal biographers, the popes vociferously protested at doctrinal and administrative measures of which they disapproved even as they dutifully represented imperial power in security matters. Thus in 713 Constantine I intervened to quell a murderous riot against an official who had accepted an appointment in the name of Emperor Philippicus (711–13), whose orthodoxy the pope himself had challenged.\(^{58}\) Gregory II is supposed to have quashed an Italian plan to elect a rival emperor to oppose Leo III's
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iconoclasm and attack Constantinople, despite purported Byzantine plots on his life. Pope Zacharias intervened twice with the Lombard kings to protect Ravenna. Despite recognition of the usurper Artarasdos (741–3), he even obtained the imperial estates of Ninfa and Norma in Campania from Constantine V.

To judge from the imperial largesse, papal opposition sounded louder locally and beyond Byzantine borders than inside the Great Palace in Constantinople. Nonetheless, the pope had held a local synod in 731 to clarify his position against iconoclasm. Roman links with the Greek milieux of Jerusalem which were ardently defending icons from the safety of the caliphate, and with monks fleeing from Constantinople, perhaps stiffened papal attitudes. The measures concerning the papal patrimonies and jurisdiction were certainly not tailored to soften Roman doctrine.

Doctrinal and administrative differences might have remained just that, as they had in far more dramatic circumstances a hundred years earlier, were it not for the inexorable Lombard threat. This pressure produced a triangular relationship among Constantinople, Rome and whoever controlled the Po valley, in which every rapprochement between two partners might threaten the third partner. When Rome urged Constantinople to check the Lombard threat, it nonetheless dreaded that Constantinople might sacrifice Rome to accommodate the Lombards. So, too, when the popes entered their alliance with the Franks, Constantinople attempted to bind the Carolingian kings to itself to the popes' detriment. Paradoxically, when Rome seemed strictly subordinated, relations between the Franks and Byzantines were on the best footing, for instance immediately after Pope Leo III's restoration by Frankish arms.

In its last century of existence, the Lombard kingdom of Pavia must have had fairly intensive contacts with Byzantium, not least because of its ongoing absorption of the Exarchate of Ravenna. But records are rare. Diplomatic exchanges for instance are known only in so far as the papacy was involved. The extent of contacts is suggested by a few hints: a Byzantine jester named Gregory entertained King Liutprand's court; Lombard royal charters emulated Byzantine models; and in 750, King Aistulf forbade business with the Byzantines during periods of conflict.

The same pope who convened the synod condemning iconoclasm in 731 had secretly invited the Franks to attack the Lombards in what was, after all, only a classic manœuvre of Byzantine diplomacy. In 732, a Roman synod
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very publicly ignored imperial sovereignty. A decade or two after the fact, a member of the Carolingian family remembered that the pope had promised to defect from Byzantium if Charles Martel helped him. True or not, it shows that under Pippin III the Carolingian clan fully grasped the Byzantine implications of intervening in Italy.\(^62\)

Theological tension perhaps converged with Lombard military pressure to drive the papacy into the arms of the Franks: Pope Stephen II’s trip across the Alps to seek Frankish intervention effectively put him and his chief advisers out of Byzantine reach for the iconoclast council scheduled in Constantinople for February 754. In any event, King Pippin’s twin invasions of Italy in 754 and 756 signalled to Constantine V that his power counted in the ancient territories over which Constantinople was reasserting control. That Byzantium viewed the Franks in the light of Italy emerges from every aspect of the diplomatic opening: it followed Pippin’s first intervention there; John silentarii, one of the ambassadors, had headed previous negotiations with the Lombards; he stopped at Rome to coordinate with the pope before heading to Pippin’s court.\(^63\) Papal assertions to the contrary notwithstanding, Constantine V’s efforts to woo the Franks for his version of an anti-Lombard alliance clearly tempted the Franks and frightened the Romans. In May 757, Byzantine ambassadors pressed their case and presents, including an organ, on Pippin’s court at a general assembly at Compiègne. More than simply symbolising superior technology, a Byzantine organ was a strictly secular instrument used chiefly in ceremonies glorifying the emperor. Its ostentatious presentation to the usurper king at the assembly of his unruly magnates suggests that Byzantium curried royal favour by supplying the means to magnify a nascent monarchy.\(^64\)

In the last twelve years of his reign, Pippin’s frequent diplomatic contacts with Constantinople provoked papal anxiety and efforts to examine Frankish correspondence with Byzantium and to stress the heretical character of imperial theology. This explains for instance the staging of a theological debate between imperial and papal representatives at Gentilly in 767. The popes supplied Pippin’s court with specialists who could advise him on the Byzantines. To the pope’s horror, Pippin solidified his Byzantine relations by betrothing his daughter Gisela to Constantine V’s son Leo IV.\(^65\) But the fragile Frankish political consensus which had allowed intervention in Italy disintegrated with the king’s death. The Frankish aristocracy turned inward
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to his sons’ succession, as Italy and Byzantium receded to the far periphery of Carolingian politics.

Yet this very issue triggered decisive Frankish intervention in Italy. Among the reasons which spurred Charlemagne to invade the Lombard kingdom in 773, the escape of his brother’s wife and sons to her father’s capital of Pavia when Charles pounced on his dead brother’s kingdom, was critical. There his kin constituted a permanent threat. The papacy’s position appears ambivalent. It had worked hard to foster warm relations with the Carolingians and benefited from the virtual Frankish protectorate in N. Italy. But despite its differences with the emperors, Rome continued formally to recognise imperial sovereignty. In fact, the year before Charlemagne’s invasion, Hadrian I was comfortable enough with the iconoclast regime to send his political enemies to Constantinople for safekeeping. In any event, Charlemagne’s conquest of Pavia brought renewed relations with Constantinople. A marriage alliance was resurrected and formally concluded in Rome in 781; the eunuch official Elissaeus was dispatched to Charles’ court to prepare his daughter Rotrud for her new life as a Byzantine empress. Rome again faced the disturbing prospect of its two major partners making arrangements over its head, when Pope Hadrian responded cautiously but positively to Empress Irene’s overtures in 784 and 785 about restoring icons and doctrinal – and therefore political? – unity.

The second Frankish–Byzantine entente was short lived. Why it collapsed is unclear. Einhard claims Charlemagne simply could not bear to lose his daughter and torpedoed the alliance. It is no less likely that the Franks had inherited Pavia’s conflicts with Constantinople, notably in the Adriatic, where Venice already presented an inviting target and the Lombard assimilation of Byzantine Istria was pursued. To the south, the allegiance of the powerful duchy of Benevento oscillated. Charlemagne’s efforts to impose his overlordship met with patchy success and the policies of the dukes there and in Bavaria – both of whom had married sisters of Adelchis, the Lombard co-king who had escaped to Constantinople – were unpredictable. Hadrian’s growing disillusionment with Frankish domination can be read in his constant, vain entreaties to Charlemagne to fulfil his part of the bargain struck by his father.

The break came early in 787, when Charlemagne met with Byzantine ambassadors at Capua, even as he reasserted his authority over the Beneventans. Hadrian frantically relayed reports of Beneventan collusion
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with an impending Byzantine invasion which would restore Adelchis. The invasion occurred early in 788; it coincided – perhaps not coincidentally – with attacks by the Bavarians and Avars. The Byzantine expeditionary force expected aid from Benevento. But the new duke sided with the Franks and the imperial troops were crushed in Calabria. Alcuin boasted that 4000 Byzantines were killed and another 1000 captured. Among the latter was Sisinnius, Patriarch Tarasius’ brother, who would spend the next decade in western captivity. The Byzantine defeat secured the Frankish position in Italy and left relations with Constantinople at a standstill.72

There was a complication. Even as Byzantine forces and the Lombard king were disembarking to drive the Franks from Italy, Hadrian’s ambassadors were en route or just back home from Constantinople with their copy of the acts of the second Nicene council. The Greek text of the proceedings proclaimed the perfect unity of the Byzantine rulers and the pope on icon veneration, punctuated by the usual acclamations of imperial power, the whole, of course, signed and approved by papal legates. To make matters worse, the Greek text had silently excised references to Charlemagne from its quotations of Hadrian’s correspondence with the emperors.73 Exactly when Charles and his advisors learned about all this is unclear. Their reaction is not: it can be read in the enraged pages of the Libri Carolini, whose context was clearly more than purely theological.

Hadrian’s relations with Charlemagne survived this crisis, but the Frankish court persisted in a modified version of its iconoclast views as the synod of Frankfurt shows, and the next pope’s court made its differing opinion known to the Roman public and visitors by raising huge icons in the city’s main pilgrim shrines. In the south, Byzantium recouped its position somewhat by marrying the emperor’s sister-in-law Evanthia to the duke of Benevento.74 Starting again in 797, Byzantium attempted to normalise relations with the increasingly powerful Charlemagne, whose contacts with the caliphate and Byzantine milieux in Palestine could scarcely have escaped Constantinople.75 Two more legations had arrived at the Frankish court by late 798. But the crisis in Rome pre-empted whatever was cooking between the two courts, and Charlemagne’s actions in subsequent months appeared hostile. The Frankish crack-down which restored Leo III was soon followed by the famous visit to Rome at Christmas 800.

In Constantinople, Charlemagne’s coronation as emperor naturally appeared as the latest in a long series of Italian usurpations, the most recent
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of which had occurred only nineteen years before, and it was believed an invasion of Sicily would soon follow. When that did not materialise, Irene continued her contacts and two of Charlemagne's right-hand men travelled to Constantinople, according to a Byzantine witness, in order to discuss a marriage between Charlemagne and the increasingly beleaguered empress. Irene was toppled, however, and subsequent contacts led nowhere, as Charlemagne's imperial pretensions poisoned an atmosphere of increasing hostility. Again Italy supplied the kindling, as an internal power struggle in Venice spilled over into Frankish politics: the new Venetian leaders and two key officials of Byzantine Dalmatia shifted their allegiance to Charles in 805. The result was Charles' second war with Byzantium, which ended only when the Franks, whose Adriatic successes were mitigated by naval defeat and the death of Charlemagne's son, renounced their claim to Venice. In return Byzantine ambassadors acclaimed Charlemagne as basileus — without specifying of what or whom — in the new chapel of Aachen. Byzantine silver coins henceforth entitled their rulers basileis Rhomaios: 'emperors of the Romans'. This compromise would govern the two powers' basic modus vivendi for over a quarter of a century.

The compromise facilitated some military co-ordination in Italy. Arab raids increasingly menaced the peninsula's western coast, and the pope was able to act as intermediary between the Byzantine governor of Sicily and Charlemagne. Border disputes along the western Balkans were the subject of two Byzantine missions in 817. But the crisis of the Carolingian political structure that overtook Louis the Pious' court interrupted the progress realised by missions of 824 and 827, aimed at a deepened diplomatic and theological union. Further embassies in 833 and 839 found the Franks enmeshed in civil war and a looming succession crisis, which dashed Theophilus' hopes of Frankish military support.

By the middle of the ninth century, the context had changed dramatically. The Frankish empire had fragmented even as Mediterranean infrastructures seemed to recover. The duchy of Rome was regaining autonomy, Venice grew in wealth and power, while Arab attacks on the coasts intensified and Sicily slowly slid under Arab control. Yet Byzantine power was on the upsurge at home and abroad. Between the Frankish kingdoms and Constantinople, new centres of power were emerging among the

76 Classen (1983), pp. 34, 40–1.
79 Papal go-between: Leo III, Ep.x, 7–8; compare 1 and 6; 817: Böhmer-Mühlbacher nos. 642b and 653a; 824: ibid. nos. 795a and 842b; 833 and 839: ibid. nos. 926a and 993b; 'Genesius' Reges, 3, 16 and 18; Theoph. Cont. 3, 37; compare Dölger (1933), pp. 330–1.
Moravians and the Bulgarians. These changes combined with the recent past to shape the final phase of Byzantine–Carolingian interaction. Frankish imperial ambitions continued to irritate the Roman emperors of Constantinople. And the old papal claims to jurisdiction in the Balkans lost none of their relevance as that area figured anew on the historical stage.

The installation of Arabs on the Italian mainland from 838 combined with the sack of St Peter's (846) to dramatise the need for co-operation. Louis II's residence in Italy deepened his involvement in the complex politics of Rome and southern Italy, and consequently with Constantinople. At least two more marriage alliances were contracted between Lothar I's family and its Constantinopolitan counterpart, although again the marriages never took place.\(^{80}\) Co-operation focused on the key strongholds of Apulia, where the complementarity of Frankish land forces and the Byzantine navy was obvious. Bari had been an Arab stronghold since 841; its coastal site counselled a land and sea operation. Joint Byzantino-Frankish operations were foreseen in 869 and 870 but co-ordination broke down. In 871 Louis II finally captured Bari in an operation in which the Byzantine sources claim they participated. He then failed to take Taranto.\(^{81}\) It was in this context that Louis II sent his famous letter to Basil I, composed probably by Anastasius Bibliothecarius, newly returned from a Frankish mission to Constantinople. The letter responded vigorously to Basil's criticism of the Carolingian imperial title, even as Louis requested more naval support and suggested that he and Basil had agreed to liberate Sicily once Calabria was cleared of Arabs.\(^{82}\)

The ambivalent tone of Louis' letter foreshadowed how interests which had converged at Bari now collided. Both powers aimed to control southern Italy and both focused on Benevento in this respect. Louis II had turned Bari over to the duke of Benevento rather than the Byzantine admiral. But the duke soon turned on him, capturing and humiliating the Frankish ruler. Louis' further efforts to subdue the duke were frustrated in part because of the duke's new alliance with Constantinople.\(^{83}\) Louis' subsequent death without an heir precipitated a struggle over northern Italy which Charles the Bald's short-lived success failed to resolve, even as the pace of Byzantine intervention accelerated in the south. Already in 872 the Byzantine fleet had scored one success off the Campanian coast to the relief of Pope John VIII.\(^{84}\)

\(^{80}\) Dölger (1953), pp. 334–7.


\(^{82}\) Amari (1933, i), pp. 518–23; Böhmer-Mühlbacher, nos. 1242a, 1246abc, 1246ef, 1247; Gay (1917), pp. 84–96; Louis II, Epistola ad Basilium 1. \(^{83}\) Böhmer-Mühlbacher, no. 1261a.

\(^{84}\) Fragmenta Registri, 5.
When Rome itself was occupied by the duke of Spoleto early in 878, John VIII felt himself driven into the arms of Constantinople. As his letter to Basil I shows, the Roman see was now led to look with a different eye on the latest in the Byzantine church’s continuing upheavals and to seek resolution of its own bitter conflicts with recent patriarchs.85

These conflicts had arisen despite the final restoration of icons and the appointment as patriarch of Methodius (843–7), a Sicilian who had been ordained during the few years he had lived in Rome. In fact, however, Roman resentment over its jurisdictional losses had not disappeared. It was exacerbated by the expansion of Bulgarian power in the Balkans, that is Illyricum. Papal suspicion of the patriarchate was plain to see from 787, when Hadrian had couched his co-operation in long-standing papal objections against the patriarchal title oikoumenikos or ‘universalis’, as well as against Tarasius’ elevation from lay official to patriarch.86 Two generations later new developments were to mix different sources of contention in explosive fashion: Roman primacy, lost jurisdiction over southern Italy and Illyricum, growing awareness of disciplinary divergences and the factionalisation of the Byzantine elite.

Monastic pressure on Methodius to purge all bishops compromised under second iconoclasm was given new life by his rigorist successor, the monk Ignatius (847–58; 867–77), a castrated son of Emperor Michael I. For reasons that are unclear, Ignatius deposed one of Methodius’ close associates, Gregory Asbestas, archbishop of Syracuse, who appealed to Rome. While this was pending, Ignatius himself was swept away by a political crisis and replaced by the head of the imperial chancery, the great lay intellectual Photius, who was consecrated by none other than Gregory Asbestas. In spring 859, the deposed Ignatius’ supporters met in Constantinople and claimed to depose Photius; Photius retorted with a synod which attacked Ignatius.

At this point, the opposing factions seemed to stall in stalemate. Photius and Michael III sent an embassy to the new pope, Nicholas I, seeking his support for a council which would deal finally with iconoclasm and the current schism within the Byzantine church.87 Bishops Radoald of Porto and Zacharias of Anagni, the papal legates, apparently exceeded their mandate at the ensuing synod held at Constantinople in April 861, by approving the deposition of Ignatius; but they failed to recover Illyricum.88

The remaining Greek monastic communities in Rome again added an

85 Ep. 71, 69. 86 Mansi xi, cols. 1074A–1B.
87 Nicholas I, Ep. 82; compare Dölger (1924), no. 457; Grumel, no. 464.
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internal dimension to papal relations with Constantinople. Ignatius clearly had vociferous supporters there, particularly the monk Theognostus. Nicholas convened a synod which repudiated his legates’ actions and declared Photius and Asbestas deposed, eliciting from Michael III the famous and contemptuous letter about the barbarity of Latin Rome.89

On an already complex situation, further complications now obtruded, as the Bulgar ruler was having second thoughts over his contacts with Constantinople and approached Louis the German about converting to Frankish rather than Byzantine Christianity. At about the same time Constantinople dispatched two veteran diplomats and missionaries to the edges of East Francia, in response to the Moravians’ expression of interest in conversion. It is a sign of the rapid development of both Bulgar and Moravian societies that they now looked to conversion and therefore cultural integration with the dominant neighbouring cultures. It is a measure of their political astuteness that each explored the advantages of converting to the church most removed from their respective borders. The Bulgar initiative, which was soon notified to the pope, opened up the unexpected prospect of recovering jurisdiction over Illyricum regardless of the Byzantine emperor’s attitude. In 866, the Bulgar ruler expressed dissatisfaction with the Greek missionaries working in his kingdom by approaching Nicholas I, who answered with legates and a remarkable document responding to the khan’s queries about Byzantine criticism of Bulgar customs. The pope expressed a fairly enlightened attitude towards Bulgar practices even as he slammed the customs of rival Constantinople. Photius retorted by enumerating western doctrinal and disciplinary deviations in an eastern encyclical. He convoked a synod which deposed Nicholas I and dispatched emissaries to Louis II to solicit his help in toppling the pope, even as Nicholas sought theological support from the dynamic cultural centres of the Frankish kingdoms.90

At that very moment, the power constellation with which Photius was identified crumbled when Basil I had Michael III assassinated. The new emperor soon restored Ignatius and requested papal support, offering to have the rival patriarchal parties submit to the pope for judgement. Only Ignatius’ legation made it to Rome intact, and Nicholas I’s successor, Hadrian II, unsurprisingly found for Ignatius. Papal legates then travelled to Constantinople for a council convened over the winter of 869–70 to sort

89 Dölger (1924), no. 464; Nicholas I, Ep. 88; ODB iii, p. 2015; for the intricacies of the Photian schism, see Hergenröther (1867–9) 1, pp. 357–9 and Dvornik (1948) which must be used with caution. Compare Beck, in Kempf, Beck et al. (1969), pp. 174–93.
90 Nicholas I, Ep. 99, on which compare ODB iii, p. 1785; and Epp. 100–2; Photius, Ep. 2; compare p. 374 below.
out the implications of the recent upheavals. At the same time, Louis II's ambassadors — including Anastasius Bibliothecarius — were busy in Constantinople discussing a marriage alliance and the military co-operation we have already noted. The intractable papal legates imposed their own views on the council. But afterwards, they were confronted and confounded by Bulgarian ambassadors and a Byzantine hierarchy led by Ignatius, backed by Basil and supported by the eastern patriarchates, which forcefully denied Roman claims in Bulgaria. The resulting strain would endure until events in Italy drove John VIII in 878 to seek political rapprochement with Byzantium.91

Ignatius had died in 877 and Photius resumed the patriarchal office. The pope allowed his legation to participate in another winter council in 879–80. The text of the Roman documents presented there appears to have been toned down; Photius emphasised that he had never opposed Roman jurisdiction over Bulgaria: he had only bowed to the imperial will in the matter. Concord of a sort was re-established. Although Roman jurisdiction over Bulgaria was never to become a reality, old and new Rome were again in communion and the way was open for military co-operation.92

The need was great: the Byzantine stronghold of Syracuse had fallen to the Arabs a few weeks after John VIII wrote to Basil seeking his support, and Constantinople reacted strongly. In 879, the Byzantine navy attacked the Arabs off Naples, and the pope complained that the detachment had not continued up the coast to receive his blessing and defend Rome. After the latest council in Constantinople the pope received the seeming good news about Bulgaria, the loan of several warships and the restoration of Roman rights over the elegant Justinianic church of Saints Sergius and Bacchus next door to the Great Palace.93 A powerful military force from the western themes reconquered Taranto, even as a Byzantine fleet won an important victory off the northern coast of Sicily. Basil I's hold on Calabria expanded considerably, as the Byzantines occupied some strongholds while others recognised eastern overlordship.94 Charles the Fat, who now claimed his family's inheritance in Italy, rightly feared that Rome and even the Frankish family who ran the duchy of Spoleto were turning away from the Carolingians to Constantinople. Duke Wido had in fact sent his own embassy to Constantinople.95

As post-Carolingian chaos descended on the north of Italy, the Byzantines briefly occupied Benevento (891–3), organised the new theme of...

91 Mansi xvi, cols. 1–208; LP ii. 180–5; cf. Stirnim (1967); John VIII, Epp. 69, 72.
92 Mansi xvii, cols. 373–126; Dvornik (1948), pp. 119–201.
Langobardia and seemed more significant to Italy’s fate than ever. That significance expressed itself in the dating formulae of local charters or the dispatch of Venetian bells to adorn Basil I’s splendid new palace chapel of the Nea. Monasteries scurried to obtain Byzantine confirmations of their privileges, local Italian elites flaunted Greek court titles. Reinforced by population transfers from the east, the Byzantine south became increasingly active in the renewed writing and copying of Greek texts. Italians made pilgrimages to St Demetrius’ shrine in Thessalonica and Leo VI invited to his court holy men from Italy, even as Eugenius Vulgarius sent him fawning panegyrical poems in Latin.

Presumably in anticipation of the impending Carolingian succession in Italy, in 872 and 873 Basil I had reopened diplomatic contacts with a northern Frankish court by concluding an alliance (amicitia) with Louis the German. Italy motivated, at least in part, the Byzantine envoy who travelled to Regensburg in 894 for an audience with King Arnulf after his Italian expedition. So too another embassy in 896 followed Arnulf’s imperial coronation. Pope John IX’s ambassadors to Constantinople in 899 consecrated the renewed harmony between Rome and the east and may have played a hand in arranging the marriage of Louis III, king of Provence—whose mother Ermengard had once been promised to the Byzantine emperor—to Anna, daughter of Leo VI. Louis III ‘the Blind’, who sporadically controlled areas of northern Italy between 900 and 905, fathered the only Carolingian also descended from the Byzantine Macedonian house, Charles-Constantine, count of Vienne. The union perhaps clarifies the mention of Greek merchants in Louis’ privilege of 921. In any event, Rome’s relations with Constantinople and renewed Byzantine power in Italy would soon be symbolised by the victorious joint operation against the Arab colony on the Garigliano river in 915.

CULTURAL INTERACTION BETWEEN BYZANTIUM AND THE WEST

Diplomatic interaction fostered cultural ramifications. The several dozen embassies which travelled between Constantinople and western courts

97 Miracula Sancti Demetrii (BHG 529), pp. 222–6; Vita Eliæ Junioris 66; compare Vita Blasii, 19; Eugenius: ODB II, p. 744.
98 Böhmer-Mühlbacher, no. 1490b, with Dummler (1887–8) II, pp. 336–7; Dölger (1924), nos. 489 and 491.
99 Dölger (1924), nos. 125 and 133; Böhmer-Mühlbacher, no. 1922a; Hiestand (1964), pp. 70 and 71–6.
constituted privileged intermediaries and much cultural exchange bears their stamp. Men of great influence led them: for instance Charlemagne’s ambassador Count Hugh became father-in-law of Lothar I. Some, like Amalarius of Metz or Anastasius Bibliothecarius were distinguished intellectuals. Amalarius, for example, used his experience of the Greek liturgy in his own commentaries and wrote a poem about his trip to Constantinople.\(^{102}\)

The numbers involved are surprising: at least fifty-five diplomats travelled between the Frankish court and Constantinople between 756 and 840. What is more, the structure and size of the parties they led means that the heads of embassies — whose names alone the sources usually supply — were only the tip of the iceberg: thus these ambassadors were probably accompanied by a very large number of attendants of varying status.\(^{103}\)

Byzantine gifts were carefully chosen for their impact, as the ceremonial organ mentioned earlier suggests. The manuscript of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (BN grec. 217) presented to Louis the Pious’ court in 827 was tailored to the pretensions of Louis’ adviser, Hilduin, abbot of St Denis, who identified the Areopagite with his abbey’s patron saint. Diplomatic contacts required translators: we have already noted how the Roman church supplied Pippin III with Byzantine experts. One relic of such contacts survives in the Latin translation of Michael II and Theophilus’ letter to Louis the Pious.\(^{104}\)

The embassies help explain why transalpine interest in Byzantine culture clustered around the Frankish courts. Because of its diplomatic implications, the Frankish court mediated western discussion about religious images, which was launched by the debate on iconoclasm between representatives of Constantine V and the Roman church at Gentilly and echoed through the court-produced *Libri Carolini* and the synods of Frankfurt (794) and Paris (825). Frankish theologians joined the Photian fray when, at Pope Nicholas I’s request, Hincmar of Rheims raised the matter before Charles the Bald’s court over Christmas 867. The result was that at Paris and Corbie, Bishop Aeneas and the monk Ratramn refuted Byzantine objections against the *filioque*, papal primacy and various disciplinary issues. The East Frankish bishops offered their own response in a synod held at Worms in 868.\(^{105}\)

So too the Byzantine practice of inviting foreign ambassadors to witness important state rituals explains western court familiarity with some Byzantine ceremonies: Count Hugh and Bishop Haito’s embassy of 811 accounts for Charlemagne’s crowning his son Louis the Pious in 813 in a manner resembling that of Theophylact by Emperor Michael I in 811. Notker claims

\(^{102}\) *ODB* I, pp. 72–3.  
\(^{103}\) McCormick (1994a).  
\(^{104}\) *MGH Conc. II*: 2, pp. 475–80.  
that a Byzantine delegation’s sweet chanting prompted Charlemagne to obtain an isosyllabic translation, the antiphon ὁ βαπτιστής ἄνθρωπον, so that it could be sung in his chapel, and independent Byzantine evidence appears to bear him out. Hilduin of St Denis’ and John Scottus’ translations of Pseudo-Dionysius both show court connections and used the manuscript conveyed in 827. Conversely, the eastern missions to the court of Louis the Pious resulted in Byzantine translations of Latin hagiography. Hilduin’s fantastic passion of St Denis was rendered into Greek soon thereafter, while the Latin passion of St Anastasia was translated during the Roman leg of the embassy of 824. Outside the royal courts, sustained Byzantine cultural contacts north of the Alps were rarer. Two exceptions were Reichenau and, especially, St Gall, religious houses which, probably not coincidentally, lay where a great complex of Alpine passes met the Rhine, Francia’s main north–south axis.

Even left to their own devices, Carolingian scholars needed to understand the Greek expressions which littered St Jerome’s letters or even Priscian: hence the collection of lists of Greek terms organised by the Latin authors where they occur. The drive to understand the Bible deepened interest in Greek. Bilingual Psalters like those connected with Sedulius Scottus’ circle did double duty. The prophetic character Christian exegesis recognised in the Septuagint gave the Greek text great prestige, while the fact that the Psalms were often known by heart allowed them to serve as a crude dictionary in which Greek equivalents for Latin phrases might be hunted down. Although not every Carolingian crumb of Greek need reflect a personal contact with Byzantines, such contacts may have played a larger role than usually suspected. So Thegan claims that Charlemagne consulted Greeks and Syrians about the text of the Gospels. Northern scribes who delighted in spelling their names with Greek letters may strike us as superficial pedants, but they were perhaps inspired by Italians from Byzantine borderlands who had been using Greek letters for Latin subscriptions since the days of Justinian. The lists of Greek numbers frequently found in Carolingian manuscripts give the modern rather than the classical names, and so derive from contemporary Greek speakers. Linguistic contacts left tangible traces in Lupus of Ferrières’ comment on the accent of a Greek loan word or in bilingual phrase collections for travellers. The St

107 Loenertz (1910; 1951); Passio Anastasii (BHG 81–81a), Epilogue.
110 Vita Hludowici, 7.
112 Bischoff, MS 11, p. 264.
Gall-Angers list has useful Greek expressions like ‘do me a favour’; one at Monza in early Italian and Greek may have been connected with an early tenth-century travelling doctor.\textsuperscript{113}

Outside Europe, the Greek-speaking church of Jerusalem offered a privileged place for cross-cultural encounter. Royal involvement with Christians there is documented by an extraordinary Frankish fiscal roll indicating revenues, personnel and languages of prayer of the churches of Palestine. Alcuin sought a prayer association with the Greek patriarch of Jerusalem and, by Charlemagne’s last years, seventeen nuns and many monks from the Frankish empire had established communities in the Holy City, one of which survived at least for another half-century, when its members were still displaying the splendid Bible, presumably from Charlemagne’s court-school, sent to them by the emperor. They formed a natural focus for contacts among western pilgrims, Italian merchants and the Greek clergy, which explains why the \textit{filioque} controversy over the wording of the Creed arose there, when Greek monks heard Latins chanting the offending passage.\textsuperscript{114}

But like political ones, cultural contacts between Byzantium and the west pivoted on Italy. As far back as the Lombard court’s Greek jester, the Po basin had channelled western encounters with Byzantine civilisation. Although Ravenna’s gateway role in our period has perhaps been overrated, Agnellus’ historical memory and Charlemagne’s exportation of Ravennate artwork testify to its enduring Byzantine after life. If it is genuine, Charles the Bald’s mention of the Greek liturgy to the clergy of Ravenna need not reflect its performance there. Already in 826, a Venetian came to Louis the Pious’ court, promising to construct a Byzantine organ. Across the Adriatic, \textit{missi dominici} grappled with the intricacies of Byzantine provincial administration during an inquest into the Frankish absorption of Istria.\textsuperscript{115} Some slight evidence for translations in the Po basin anticipates the Monza glossary, and Anastasius Bibliothecarius found a Greek manuscript of the Translation of St Stephen in Mantua.\textsuperscript{116} The controversial Gottschalk of Orbais drew on his experience in Byzantine Dalmatia and Venice when delineating the semantic fields of key words in his defence of predestination.\textsuperscript{117}

\textsuperscript{113} Lupus, \textit{Ep.} 8 (Levillain); St Gall: Kaczynski (1988), pp. 70–1; Monza: Aerts (1972); compare Bischoff (1984), p. 255.


\textsuperscript{115} Ravenna overrated as a conduit for Hellenic ‘influence’: Brown (1988b), pp. 131–41; \textit{ODB} 1, p. 37; \textit{CC} 81; Charles the Bald: Jacob (1972); organ: \textit{ARF} s.a. 826; inquest: Margetic (1988).

\textsuperscript{116} Chiesa (1989), pp. 173–5.  \textsuperscript{117} De \textit{Prædestinatione} 9, 6.
Rome was a propitious place for translations. Hadrian I ordered a Latin translation of the Greek acts of II Nicæa brought back by his legates.\textsuperscript{118} The Roman translator Anastasius Bibliothecarius was Carolingian Europe’s pre-eminent Byzantine specialist. He translated the usual fare of hagiography and councils, but Anastasius’ interest in ‘modern’ Byzantine literature is even more noteworthy, since he rendered into Latin the work of the most outstanding historian of the period, a sermon by Theodore Studite and a work by his contemporary Constantine-Cyril.\textsuperscript{119} A fellow papal emissary, Bishop John of Arezzo – precisely one of the legates who presided over Charles the Bald’s experiment in Byzantine ceremonial at Ponthion in July 876 – may have translated a Byzantine text on the Assumption.\textsuperscript{120} Rome is virtually unique in so far as it was also a centre for translation from Latin into Greek. Thus Pope Zacharias’ rendering of Gregory the Great’s Dialogues was perhaps intended for circulation at home as well as abroad: a manuscript (Vat. grec. 1666) probably copied at Rome survives from 800; the Greek translation of the passion of St Anastasia mentioned above used a Latin manuscript at the saint’s Roman shrine.

Latin-speakers rubbed shoulders with hellenophones in the south. Late ninth-century Taranto for instance had Latin bishops but counted many Greeks among its elite.\textsuperscript{121} The renewal of Byzantine power and culture helps explain the sudden bloom of Latin translations along the Campanian frontier. The church of Naples fostered rather superior translations. For instance, the deacon Paul sought to capitalise on Charles the Bald’s enthusiasm for things Greek by dedicating to the Frankish ruler his translations of the Life of St Mary the Egyptian and the Faustian Penance of Theophilius. Both works enjoyed enormous success north of the Alps and fuelled the veneration of Mary as an intercessor for sinners.\textsuperscript{122} Deacon John who continued his see’s episcopal Gesta c. 900 and enjoyed the patronage of the bishop and the abbot of St Severinus also collaborated with a Greek-speaker to produce Latin adaptations of hagiographical classics like Cyril of Scythopolis’ sixth-century Life of Euthymius as well as patriarch Methodius’ Life of Nicholas.\textsuperscript{123}

Not a few instances of apparent western appropriation of Byzantine iconography and style have been challenged. Even when derivation from ‘Byzantine’ style or iconography is uncontested, it is often unclear whether we have a direct appropriation from a contemporary Byzantine exemplar, or a residual rather than recent borrowing from Byzantium. The art historical

\textsuperscript{118} LP 553 i, p. 512; compare Freeman (1985), pp. 75–81. \textsuperscript{119} ODB i, pp. 88–9.

\textsuperscript{120} Philippart (1974); Schieffer (1931) pp. 16–25. \textsuperscript{121} Von Falkenhausen (1968), p. 149.


\textsuperscript{123} Dolbeau (1982); Corsi (1979); Chiesa (1989), pp. 183–5.
problem is only complicated by the scarcity of securely dated and localised surviving eastern comparanda.

Some Byzantine models were nonetheless certainly available for imitation in the west: c. 850 a party of Irish pilgrims to Italy jotted down a description of a Greek Gospel cycle and left the codex at St Gall. Even its sophisticated Islamic neighbours appreciated ninth-century Byzantium's outstanding metalwork and locks. Diplomacy documents the dispatch of Byzantine luxury products like the bejewelled Gospel Book and chalice conveyed to Pope Leo IV. Nor were such gifts destined only for royal treasure hoards: Constantinople had a shrewd grasp of the power structure at a western court and, as the lists of presents intended for King Hugh of Provence and his court in 935 reveals, imperial diplomacy distributed its gifts accordingly, placing Byzantine prestige items in the hands of key royal associates who were no less active than the kings as patrons of art. A prominent early ninth-century traveller and diplomat proudly bequeathed to the churches of Grado expensive reliquaries purchased in Constantinople. Nor was the traffic exclusively one way: we have already noted Basil's bells from Venice, while the technique of making cloisonné enamel may have travelled from the west to Byzantium around the same time, and a high Byzantine official acquired religious art at Rome late in the eighth century.  

Linguistic evidence yields some tentative insights into technology transfers and material culture, since words could be borrowed with the thing they designated. Of course the problem of residual borrowings is compounded by that of the potential lag between the borrowing and a word's earliest attestation in the rare written records. Still, Byzantium's apparent linguistic impact in this period does not contradict the picture derived from the other evidence. Most securely identified Byzantine loanwords relate to expensive items associated with the lay or clerical elite; virtually all seem to enter usage through Italy, whether via the Po basin or Rome. Byzantium's impact on religious life and art is suggested by the Italian Latin loanword *icona* (Gr. *eikon*; acc. *eikona*) or, late in the tenth century, the word *olibanum* for incense (< *[?]olatile*). At Rome Byzantium appears as the west's intermediary with the Islamic world with *magarita* and *magarizare* ('apostate', 'to convert to Islam') from Arabic *muhadhrir* ('Muslim Arab settler in newly conquered territory') via Greek *moagarites* or *magarites*. On the other hand, *cendatum*, a word from the good life ('fine silk cloth', 'brocade'), probably derives from Persian *sundus* via Byzantine Greek.

124 Gospel cycle: Mührerich (1987); metalwork: Pellat (1954), p. 159; compare on the date Lewis (1977), p. 113; Leo IV: *LP* 574; ii, pp. 147–8; Hugh of Provence: Constantine VII, *De ceremoniis* 2, 44; Fortunatus of Grado's will: Cessi (1942) i, pp. 76–7; enamel: Buckton (1988); Roman religious art: *Vita Nicetiae Patricii* (BHG 1342c), 3.
sentes and shows up almost simultaneously in milieux connected with the Carolingian court and northern Italy. Military contacts such as we have seen in southern Italy can be traced in words for ‘catapult’ which seem to have been borrowed at this time, and the Byzantine word *chelandion*, perhaps derived from ‘eel’, designated Constantinople’s sleek warships in Latin. Technology is probably represented by the ancestors of the modern English words ‘bronze’ and ‘varnish’.\(^ {125}\) Transfers in the other direction seem rarer, but so are the sources. One very likely candidate for our period is *kortes* (Lat. *cortis*) apparently in the sense of ‘royal tent’.\(^ {126}\)

**Conclusions**

Despite the renewed dynamism of the Byzantine south, Italy from Rome northwards was now fastened to transalpine Europe to an extent and in ways no one could have imagined in 700. Venice was well on its way to becoming a distinctively Italo-Byzantine amalgam and a gateway city to the populations of the Po basin and across the Alps. The issue of the imperial legacy and legitimacy was posed and would rarely leave the forefront of diplomatic relations. Rome’s paper victory in defending its ecclesiastical claims to Illyricum would be swept aside by the Bulgar-Byzantine confrontation and the Magyar attacks. While Greek monasticism in the environs of Rome would not cease altogether, the dynamic provincial society of Byzantine Calabria probably provided a more characteristic note than Constantinople.

Byzantium’s interaction with the west appears chiefly political and cultural. Economic links to the imperial metropolis seem distinctly secondary. But whatever the kind of interaction, Italy was pivotal, simultaneously a privileged locus of encounter and the stakes of competition. Three essential zones appeared there: the Po-Adriatic basin; Rome and vicinity; and the Byzantine south. Other secondary, eccentric zones of encounter followed the itinerant human networks that were the Frankish courts; farther afield, significant contacts certainly occurred between westerners and Byzantines in Jerusalem.

Generally speaking, the extent to which transalpine Europe controlled parts of Italy was the chief factor affecting the intensity of political and direct cultural interaction north of the Alps. Such contacts first peaked between 756 and 768. They intensified again in the 780s and once more in the first three decades of the ninth century. After that, the possibility for

\(^ {125}\) Kahane and Kahane (1970-6), pp. 368-71, 380, 412, 383 respectively.

\(^ {126}\) For example, Theoph. Chron. s.a. 6284.
Constantinople to deal directly with a Carolingian ruler in Italy made this kind of contact more sporadic.

The sociology of interaction suggests mostly an affair of elites. But this social slant may be in part the product of our aristocratically minded source material. The content of exchanges is pretty clear. Elite life-style concerns played an important role: westerners imported eastern political rituals and symbols, liturgical pieces, theological treatises, and political and military support where Byzantium’s capacities complemented but did not threaten their own. Constantinople was interested in obtaining political support on its own terms, as well as western warriors. The religious traditions of Rome provided useful sanctions to competing factions of the Constantinopolitan elite, while the inability of Constantinople to project its power there made it a safe haven for dissidents. Both societies avidly discovered each other’s saints and the texts describing their wonders. The Greek church of Jerusalem sought Frankish wealth for its own local purposes, even as the semi-autonomous Byzantine outposts of Italy provided inoffensive go-betweens among the huge economy of the house of Islam, a resurgent Byzantium and a recovering west.

In this crucial period of some seven generations, Byzantium and the west began again to know one another. In so doing, each began to discover with amazement how different the sibling had become. Like the Creed, once-identical shared traditions had begun to show slight variations which were all the more disturbing for the substantial sameness of their backgrounds. The Photian schism had been overcome, but these centuries’ interaction left scars: the issues of papal primacy, the *filioque* and disciplinary divergences between Rome and Constantinople were so many ticking time-bombs, awaiting future moments of tension. And the Carolingian claim to have restored the Roman empire, despite brief periods of mutual acceptance, constituted a permanent challenge to all that was essential to the Byzantine identity. The stage was set for the co-operation and competition that would mark the future of Byzantium’s interaction with the west.
KINGSHIP AND ROYAL GOVERNMENT

Janet L. Nelson

INTRODUCTION

With the demise of a political economy based around the Mediterranean, the early eighth century signalled a new beginning in the history of Europe. Henri Pirenne, writing in the early decades of the twentieth century, was the first historian to underline the significance of the break: but his monochrome picture of regression, and 'an economy of no markets', is no longer acceptable; nor is his explanation in terms of an external factor, the rise of Islam. Instead, the new economy can be credited with its own dynamic, and the collapse of a system driven by the Roman state seen not as putting an end to exchanges but diversifying them. The new economy had a dual base, in the agrarian wealth of the western European land mass from the Pyrenees to central Germany, and in an exchange system orientated towards the northern seas into which the great rivers of the land mass drained. The vast wealth on which Roman emperors had gorged was a thing of the past: eighth- and ninth-century kings had to make do with smaller slices of diminished cakes. Yet a revised, revived, version of the past seemed still within reach. The resources available to kings, in moveables as well as land, were increasing, and competition, inside and outside realms, produced a new momentum. The reorientation of the west brought into view societies around the northern periphery of the Roman empire which, though remote from its centre, had felt the impact of the empire's existence: Scandinavians, Irish and Anglo-Saxons would all respond to the creation of a new concentration of power in the west.

In Constantinople, emperors saw themselves as Rome's direct heirs. Severe economic and military problems (in the east, Arab expansion meant

1 Pirenne (1938); Hodges and Whitehouse (1983).
2 Devroey (1993); Hodges and Hobley (1988); Verhulst (1989); Fried (1991), pp. 37-42. See also Verhulst, below, ch. 18.
substantial territorial losses) helped concentrate minds, and resources. The institutions and the ideology of the late Roman state survived in attenuated form. In the west, the two successor states which at first seemed to have inherited the largest concentrations of Roman state power had undergone profound change by the early eighth century. The Ostrogothic kingdom had been only partly replaced by that of the Lombards. Much of eastern and southern Italy remained in Byzantine hands. For all its Roman-legal veneer, the Lombard kingdom depended on a warrior aristocracy. Visigothic Spain fell to North African Muslims in 711 and its own tiny successor kingdom in the Asturias was fragile (and exiguously documented) until the mid-ninth century. Further north, the kingdom of the Franks, less obviously Roman in origin, now appropriated what remained of Rome’s political and cultural inheritance and came to dominate the west. Pirenne’s Francocentric focus, which obscured important aspects of the sixth and seventh centuries, took him to the heart of the eighth and ninth.

In the eighth century, the Frankish empire, under Carolingian leadership, expanded to absorb neighbouring peoples. In the ninth century, as Frankish expansion halted, the surrounding world of *exterae gentes* was ravaged, plundered, exploited when possible; otherwise converted, traded and treated with, recruited and borrowed from. Charlemagne had made substantial acquisitions in northeastern Spain, and his successors were tantalised by the possibilities of further intervention: in 826 the Frankish emperor wrote to the men of Mérida urging revolt against the amir in Córdoba, and in the 850s Frankish monks with a safe conduct from the Muslim governor of Zaragoza fetched relics of Christians recently martyred by Muslim authorities in Córdoba. But ninth-century Frankish rulers gained no territory in Spain or Italy, and could not prevent damaging Saracen raids on Mediterranean coasts. Charlemagne’s elephant, sent from Baghdad by the caliph, died in 810 in Westfalia preparing to campaign on the Danish frontier, as symbolically apt a termination of diplomatic relations in one direction as it was a portent of new concerns in another. In 805, Charlemagne listed eight frontier-posts on a north-south line from Saxony to Austria: only by way of these, and with royal licence, were merchants to export Frankish swords and byrnyies eastwards to the Slav peoples.

Even before 800, when the papacy legitimised a new empire in the west, Latin Christendom had asserted its identity and autonomy by rejecting the ‘errors’ of the Greeks. In the ninth century, the rulers of cast and west

---

3 See above, Collins, chapter 11.  
4 *MGH Epp.* v. 1, pp. 115-16.  
5 Nelson (1993b).

6 *ARF* i.a. 810, p. 131, trans. King, p. 102.

7 *MGH Cap.* 1, no. 44, c. 7, p. 123; Siems (1992), p. 487.

8 *Libri Carolini, MGH Cons.* Supp., p. 5.
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competed in sending missions to convert the Slavs in central Europe. Byzantium had become an alien power. Yet its monarchic style, and symbols, continued to fascinate powerful kings. More inspiration came from the past. Latin legal texts that preserved, in the west, not just the style but something of the substance of Roman government began to be reread and reused by royal counsellors, rekindling ideas of restoration and renewal.9

THE BASES OF POWER

In modern times, capitalism and transport technology have partly disassociated geography from political history. The kingdoms of the eighth and ninth centuries depended on the location, and quality, of the lands and central places controlled by the king. The heart of the Lombard kingdom remained centred in the cities of the Po valley, which had passed directly from imperial control in the later sixth century.10 West Saxon kings controlled estates in Somerset which their predecessors had gained from the Britons in the fifth and sixth centuries: this region was principalior, 'more royal', than the more recently acquired Kent, Surrey and Sussex.11 The kings of the Asturias ruled, in the eighth and ninth centuries, a kingdom not much larger than Wessex, its heartlands around Oviedo.12 In the Frankish realm, royal lands, often called by the old Roman term fisc, derived in part from the fifth-century take-over of Roman civitates and imperial estates. When the Carolingian dynasty replaced the Merovingians in 751, they took over old fisclands and added their own family lands, augmented through astute marriages, in the valleys of the Meuse and Moselle, and in the Rhineland.13 Though modern historians have only partly uncovered the origins of the royal demesne, in every kingdom a core of royal lands apparently remained intact over long periods. This was sometimes the outcome of kings’ successful efforts to secure the succession of a single heir, but equally often of the failure of such efforts reflected in assassinations and usurpations. Dynastic discontinuity could favour the continuity of an undivided royal demesne. Thus in the Seine basin Merovingian palaces disappeared from the record in the early eighth century to reappear after 751 in Carolingian hands. Compiègne, for instance, used as a residence by late Merovingian kings, then by Pippin in the 750s, became in the ninth century the favourite palace of Charles the Bald, who also hunted in the same royal forests as Dagobert.14 When, as sometimes occurred in the eighth and ninth

9 Wood and Harries (1993); Nelson (1989b).
10 Delogu (1980).
11 Sawyer (1982); Asser, c. 15.
12 Sanchez-Albornoz (1972).
13 Ewig (1965), map at p. 176.
14 Lohrmann (1976).
centuries, a kingdom was divided between heirs, there could be a partition of these corelands – as between Charlemagne and his brother in 768, or the three sons of Louis the Pious in 843:15 such divisions were made after exhaustive surveys of royal resources.

The estates’ careful management16 was geared to the perpetuation of royal power: to maintaining the stock of horses for the war-band, and to providing the wherewithal to equip men. It was geared, still more fundamentally, to the sustenance of the royal household – for kings regularly stayed throughout winter (and often much of the summer too, when not campaigning on or beyond the borders) in the heartlands of the realm. The notion of royal itineracy, helpful as it is, can be overplayed. Kings made prolonged stays at a few places. Sometimes a single central place emerged. In the eighth century, Pavia was the effective capital of the Lombard kings. By the early ninth century, King Alfonso II of the Asturias had established his main residence at Oviedo. Even in the case of rulers who spent more time in the saddle, there is no evidence of regular journeyings around their kingdoms. Most of Charlemagne’s empire was never visited by its ruler at all: royal travelling was essentially for campaigning purposes. From 794, Aachen became Charlemagne’s sedes regni, the seat of his realm.17

The largest constellations of royal lands were organised around such residences, or palaces. Kings jealously guarded their forest rights to ensure meat supplies for winter. Though no written constitution declared the demesne inalienable, it was the prerequisite for the kingdom’s survival. This is quite clear in ninth-century Wessex, thanks to information derivable from royal wills, but is evident in other kingdoms too. Members of the royal family might have a life-interest in particular estates: queens, for instance, might be given particular estates as dowerlands18 which reverted to the fisc at the holder’s death.

The fisc was not a fixed quantum. The king received lands by gift or inheritance or acquisition. Treason, and disloyal service, were punished by the confiscation of estates. The royal lands also supplied (as a ninth-century king put it) ‘the wherewithal to reward followers’:19 estates confiscated from the faithless could be regranted to the faithful. Grants were quite often made in areas outside the heartlands where they were, in any case, difficult to manage.20 Conquest could mean the acquisition of a defeated dynasty’s fisc,

---

15 See Map 9, p. 122.
for instance when the Carolingians acquired Lombardy, or Bavaria – regions excentric *vis-à-vis* former heartlands. These brought new resource bases for ruling an extended realm. The empire of Charlemagne was ‘amplified’ (Einhard’s word\(^{21}\)) to some 1,200,000 sq km in extent. Distance increased the difficulties of control. Though rivers provided access routes to areas far inland and Roman roads and even staging posts survived in some regions,\(^{22}\) the preservation of fisc lands in outlying parts of the realm was always problematic, and unless military concerns were likely to bring the king back (as Charles the Bald kept returning to western Anjou, or Louis the German to eastern Bavaria) could be a thankless task. As power radiated out from palaces and heartlands, it inevitably became less regular, and less intensive, nearer the periphery.

But power less direct was nonetheless real. The paradox of early medieval states was that their stability depended on chronic instability, as kings made constant efforts to expand their territory and the range of their raiding and tribute-taking, inevitably at their neighbours’ expense. ‘If a Frank is your friend, he’s certainly not your neighbour’, was a saying quoted by Einhard as ‘a Greek proverb’, implying a reference to Frankish pressure on Byzantine southern Italy.\(^{23}\) Expansion provided kings with the wherewithal to maintain the loyalty of aristocrats and of potential competitors within the royal family. The kingdom of the Asturias was vulnerable to Muslim raids, but eighth-century kings could sometimes lead their little armies southwards to plunder the towns of the Duero valley, and eventually extended their control over Galicia. More powerful Anglo-Saxon kings gained territory at the expense of lesser ones and granted lands to their own faithful men in what had formerly been independent kingdoms.\(^{24}\) Few neighbours were less friendly than Offa of Mercia. The ninth-century Welsh remembered that ‘tyrant’, but suffered now from the ‘tyranny’ of his successor Æthelred.\(^{25}\) Your likeliest friend was your neighbour’s neighbour on the other side: so for the Welsh, Alfred of Wessex, or, for those threatened by the Franks, fellow-victims on other Frankish frontiers – Danes and Wilzes, for example. Other neighbours were no more friendly, only less strikingly successful expanders, than the Franks.

The subduing of neighbours, and the acquisition of *regna*, set Frankish rulers new lessons in resource management. The kingdom of Aquitaine created for the three-year-old Louis the Pious in 781 covered (including Gascony and Septimania) some 120,000 sq km.\(^{26}\) It could be more or less

\(^{21}\) *Vita Karoli*, c. 15.

\(^{22}\) *Astronomer*, c. 55, p. 641; *AB(f)* s.a. 868, 874, pp. 150, 186; *AF(f)* s.a. 852, p. 34.

\(^{23}\) *Vita Karoli*, c. 16.  


\(^{25}\) Asser, c. 81; see Davies (1982), pp. 112–16.  

self-contained; but before long Charlemagne had to intervene to prevent the misappropriation of royal estates by local magnates. He reorganised the Aquitanian fisc to provide for four major rural palaces where Louis could over-winter: Chasseneuil and Doué in Poitou; Angeac in the Saintonge; Ebreuil in southern Berry. There were also residences at places that in the ninth century can be called urban, civitates like Limoges, Clermont, Toulouse, Bourges, and from the 830s onwards kings of Aquitaine preferred these—a pattern that can be observed in other ninth-century kingdoms too. After being ruled from 781 to 838 as a separate kingdom, Aquitaine became just a part of Charles the Bald’s larger realm. Though Charles later recreated the sub-kingdom, he denied his sons the power to alienate lands by charter: Charles managed Aquitaine from a distance, never even visiting there after the 850s, but continuing to welcome Aquitainians to his palaces in Francia and occasionally to make grants in Aquitaine. While the Gascons remained beyond Frankish control (as they always had), Septimanians, threatened by their Spanish-Muslim neighbours, cherished the Frankish connection and were prepared to travel 500 km to Francia to get confirmation of the king’s protection. A succession of royal residents (however young or frail) maintained a royal presence in Aquitaine itself. Late in the ninth century, King Odo was able to spend long spells of time in Aquitaine, which implies that royal control of some fisclands had been retained and/or that alternative accommodation was available in civitates. That accommodation, and the support system sustaining it, was very often ecclesiastical. The same was true of Alemannia, another of the Carolingians’ acquired regna. Its place within a larger structure changed similarly, with changes in the configuration of the Carolingian family and in the shape of the ninth-century East Frankish kingdom. When in 839 strategic needs made Alemannia a key area, Louis the Pious was apparently able to take up the threads of royal control. The palace of Bodman on the Bodensee became his base for several weeks. Here again, royal estates were not the only royal assets: it was the proximity of the great royal abbey of Reichenau that helped Louis make the most of his stay at Bodman.

In Gaul, thanks to generations of pious royal and aristocratic benefaction, the secularisation, that is, lay reappropriation, of church lands was well under way in the eighth century. The very establishment of Carolingian power used to be credited to a ‘feudal revolution’ whereby church lands were seized by Charles Martel to be granted to his vassal-cavalrymen. It is

29 For differing interpretations of these changes, compare Martindale (1990) and Nelson (1992a), pp. 210–12.
now clear that Martel did nothing new in appropriating church lands, nor did he exploit the church particularly vigorously. (Disgruntled ecclesiastics projected their grievances back into the past: in the ninth century, it was safer to portray Charles Martel burning in hell than Charles the Bald.\textsuperscript{31}) What Martel did was to ‘crush the tyrants’,\textsuperscript{32} that is, the bishops who had been building up ecclesiastical principalities at Auxerre and Orléans, for instance. Martel was driven less by reforming zeal (since he himself gave the two key sees of Rheims and Trier to a notoriously unreformed character, but trusty supporter, Milo) than by the need to remove political rivals in strategically key areas and to put ecclesiastical resources at the disposal of men who would fight for him. Martel set his heirs on the way to a royal
destiny.\textsuperscript{33} His son Pippin, king from 751, picked up threads left by powerful Merovingians. He continued Martel’s strategy of controlling key churches, expropriating most of the lands of the see of Auxerre, for instance, and installing noble supporters thereon. He also extended that strategy, in a complex \textit{quid pro quo} of patronage and exploitation, into a truly realm-wide \textit{Einstaatung} – incorporation into the state – of the Frankish church.\textsuperscript{34} Pippin, after all, had been consecrated king by the bishops of Gaul. He personally appointed bishops and abbots to major establishments (a century later, this was rightly claimed as Frankish royal custom\textsuperscript{35}); summoned their attendance at councils and assemblies, which reinforced their corporate involvement in royal designs; required the military service of the men, often kin and/or clients of bishops and abbots, endowed with grants of ecclesiastical lands; and obtained the prayers of senior churchmen for himself, his family, his regime. The map of Carolingian resources thus needs to include major churches along with palaces and royal estates. The lands of the bishopric of Auxerre enabled Pippin to secure control of Burgundy in the 750s, thus opening the way to Aquitaine. The Frankish takeover of Alemannia was followed up by extensive grants of former ducal fisclands to Abbot Fulrad of St Denis, the monastery Pippin had designated his burial-place. Once Charlemagne had annexed the Lombard kingdom, endowments to St Denis and St Martin, Tours, in the Val d’Aosta secured the route to Italy.\textsuperscript{36} Royal grants of jurisdictional immunities to monasteries need to be understood in this context. Since such churches were firmly under royal protection, and hence still open to royal influence and intervention, this was a form of devolution, not disengagement (any more than similar arrangements had been in the Merovingian period). Thus, while the Carolingians’ relations

\textsuperscript{31} Nonn (1970).
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Vita Karoli}, c. 2.
\textsuperscript{34} Prinz (1971), pp. 70–3, 91.
\textsuperscript{35} Lupus, \textit{Ep.}, 26 (842).
with favoured churches had a strong flavour of private interest, their church policy, overall and in detail, deployed and built public authority.

In theory church lands were the property of saints ‘forever’, but in practice this did not exclude their continuing availability to meet royal demands. These demands grew heavier as needs increased and alternative sources of reward diminished. Louis the Pious listed monasteries owing gifts, military service and prayers — in some cases all three.\(^{37}\) Sometimes a king’s exploitation was barefaced, as when Charles the Bald, having granted the see of Laon over 2000 manses so that military service could be performed for him, that is, by benefice-holders chosen by himself, was irate when the bishop proved less than compliant.\(^{38}\) Royal generosity could be explicitly conditional: Charles the Fat granted lands to St Gall on condition that they were used to commemorate his father: ‘but if not, they are to be made public lands again [and returned] to the fisc’.\(^{39}\) Royal access to church resources was fully institutionalised. Peasants on the estates of the royal monastery of St Germain-des-Prés owed renders earmarked for provisioning troops (*hostilicium).*\(^{40}\) The armies of ninth-century Carolingians included large contingents of troops, holders of benefices on ecclesiastical lands, who were organised for campaign by bishops, abbots and abbesses. The loyalty, perhaps too the efficiency, of those ecclesiastical dignitaries was generally more reliable than that of secular office-holders.

This system clearly played an important part in the expansion of the Carolingian empire. In nearly every *regnum* absorbed by the Franks (Saxony was the exception), well-endowed churches were of much more recent date than those of Gaul; and there is no evidence that anything like the Carolingian system was in place. The well-documented military arrangements of the Lombard kingdom include no ecclesiastical contributions to royal armies. A letter of complaint by the patriarch of Aquileia to Charlemagne in 789/90 seems to imply that the imposition of such service on Lombard churches was new: the patriarch asked to be permitted ‘to serve only in the camps of the Lord’ and reminded Charlemagne that ‘no man can serve two masters’.\(^{41}\) Dual service, to God and to the king, was precisely what Frankish bishops had learned to perform well, and the Carolingians made Lombard bishops follow suit.\(^{42}\)

In Ireland, where no overkingship emerged sufficiently powerful to buttress a realm-wide institutional church, links between local churches and little kingdoms became so close, with kings who were also abbots and even
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bishops, that ecclesiastical resources became scarcely distinguishable from royal ones. Ecclesiastical wealth was despoiled by Irishmen before as well as during the ninth-century Scandinavian raids, and it was not restored. In England an accident of historical geography, the location of the primatial see in Kent, meant that after the Mercians' suppression of the Kentish kingdom in the eighth century, the archbishops of Canterbury became representatives of Kentish autonomy. They continued to mint their own coins, and from time to time used their exceptionally close contacts with the papacy to gain leverage against the demands of Mercian and then West Saxon kings and so resist incorporation in anything like a Carolingian system. Later in the ninth century, Viking raids on archiepiscopal lands weakened Canterbury's capacity to withstand West Saxon pressure: Alfred and his successors could be more successful imitators of the Carolingians. The see of York underwent rather different trials: recurrent disputes over the Northumbrian throne spelled danger for archbishops' security (one archbishop's brother, Alcuin, preferred exile) and removed the bulwark against aristocratic domination of church resources. Bede denounced bogus monasteries set up to evade, rather than fulfil, obligations of military service. Nevertheless powerful ecclesiastical institutions survived, and although most lost their endowments when the kingdom succumbed to Scandinavian conquest in 866, a few found forms of accommodation with the new powers that were. By the 880s, the community of St Cuthbert was helping install one Scandinavian king, while the archbishop of York was making space available in the cathedral graveyard for the burial of another. But neither in Ireland nor England did the church contribute institutionally to the state as it did in the Carolingians' kingdoms.

The Frankish system could work well only as long as, and where, powerful monarchs bolstered the church's institutional integrity and helped it keep and protect its own. Charlemagne's heirs gladly made this investment. Dependent as they were on the church's military service, they sincerely believed themselves yet more dependent on the church's prayers. After 774, monasteries in the conquered Lombard kingdom were expected to pray for their conqueror, and such prayer could become a litmus-test of loyalty: the abbot of San Vincenzo was lucky to keep his job when Charlemagne heard allegations of his reluctance to join in the intercessory liturgy. Entry in the book of life at Reichenau, or the endowment of feasts at St Denis where the community, through a 'pious gastric alchemy' which was itself a form of prayer, ate their way to the welfare of their patron and his

45 EHD, no. 170. 46 EHD, no. 6, p. 287; Loyn (1977), p. 61.
family, gave kings that most precious of all resources: confidence in success. In West Francia, the clearest evidence for some slippage of royal power in the late ninth century is the passing of key royal monasteries into local aristocratic hands: St Vaast to the counts of Flanders; St Denis to Odo son of Robert; St Martin to Odo’s brother Robert. Episcopal ‘tyranny’ of the sort overcome by Martel returned in Fulk of Rheims’ bid for regional dominance based on the systematic building of castella in his diocese. Royal failure to hold distant churches was one thing: to lose control of Rheims, in the very centre of the West Frankish royal heartlands was another. The East Frankish kings were more successful, and in their kingdom the Carolingian church system, after a temporary blip, became the Ottonian one.

This hugely significant ecclesiastical contribution to the Carolingian state tells against the gloomy analysis of the ninth-century political economy offered by the Belgian scholar Jan Dhondt. Dhondt argued (with the west mainly in mind) that the squandering of the Carolingian fisc by Charlemagne’s successors fatally undermined Carolingian power, and that the empire thus collapsed from within through lack of resources. There are methodological problems here: reign cannot be compared with reign, for the eighth century is poorly documented compared with the ninth; and grants of benefices, which depleted the fisc’s recurrent income as much as did outright grants, were seldom recorded in writing even in the ninth century. In any event, patronage in the form of land-grants was a positive instrument of royal government: political crisis can be documented by a fall in numbers of grants, the defusing of crisis by a marked rise as the ruler rewarded supporters. Moreover, a managerial rationale is sometimes suggested by the nature and location of lands conceded: those furthest from the heartlands were hardest to run; and relatively recent acquisitions (for instance, through confiscation) made prudent concessions to the rivals of the disgraced. But the critical point against Dhondt is simply this: that the political geography of the Carolingian empire must include the ecclesiastical alongside the secular. The great majority of extant Carolingian charters are grants to churches, and so, given the system just described, can hardly be categorised as losses to the state.

Kings depended not only on their lands, but on moveable wealth. In 793 Charlemagne rewarded non-defectors after a serious rebellion by giving out ‘gold and silver and precious cloths’. How had Charlemagne acquired

49 See ch 23. Also p. 415 below. 50 Schneider (1973); Kaiser (1981).
51 Even allowing for reservations of Reuter (1982); see Schieffer (1990).
54 Tessier (1952), no. 428 is a good example.
these items? In his reign, plunder and tribute were major forms of royal income and royal reward/inducement. Einhard described the profits of empire: cartloads of Avar treasure that accrued from the victories of the 790s and made the Franks so wealthy that ‘it seemed as if they had been almost paupers before’.\textsuperscript{56} Charlemagne distributed Avar loot to favoured churches; and to foreign potentates: Offa of Mercia received a sword. The Beneventans were not conquered, but made to pay a hefty tribute.\textsuperscript{57} Charlemagne’s huge treasure-hoard was at once a proof of his authority and a means of wielding it. Einhard describes some of it near the end of Charlemagne’s life: the three great silver tables; the hangings, carpets, silks, gold and silver vessels, vestments, bullion and cash, books, especially liturgical ones.\textsuperscript{58} Such exceptionally precious and exotic possessions – and there were also the organ, the clock, and (briefly) the elephant – marked out their owner as uniquely prestigious.\textsuperscript{59} Most precious of all were the relics encased in splendid reliquaries of gold and silver encrusted with gems. The \textit{Domschatz} at Aachen to this day gives a faint impression of ‘what the ninth-century original must have been: a spiritual powerhouse indeed, of incalculable psychological value in terms of morale and prestige; but of economic value too, as the potential stuff of gift or exchange. The well-protected Jewish traders at the courts of Charlemagne’s successors purveyed the wherewithal for conspicuous consumption.\textsuperscript{60}

Plunder and tribute are fragile bases for such consumption. Treasure need not indicate sustainable economic activity. A hoard can be very easily dispersed. Apparently strong kingdoms could fade into impotence. Denmark posed a serious threat to Charlemagne, but King Godfrid was assassinated in 809 and a long-running succession dispute cut the royal share of the realm’s moveable wealth. In 845 King Horik, and a Carolingian king’s envoy at his court, looked on as the Danish warlord Ragnar showed off the loot he had brought back from his attack on Paris.\textsuperscript{61} Frankish wealth was passing into Danish hands but they were not royal hands. A further succession dispute brought the deaths of ‘King Horik and other kings and almost the entire nobility’ in 854.\textsuperscript{62} Despite the efforts of Frankish missionaries Horik had remained pagan: no ecclesiastical resources cushioned the Danish kingdom from near-collapse. At this very time, on the Carolingians’ ‘Wild East frontier’,\textsuperscript{63} the Moravian kingdom was becoming an empire. It
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did so, like the Carolingian empire itself, by growing: kings based in passable imitations of *sedes regni* amplified the lands under their direct control, then made neighbours into clients and tributaries. They had the luck of continuity: just as two exceptionally long-lived kings made Mercian hegemony in eighth-century England (716–96), so three kings as long-lived held Moravian hegemony in ninth-century eastern Europe (c. 830–94). 'Greater Moravia' apparently covered a large area including modern Czechia and Slovakia and extending far south of the Danube. 64 But amplification was not sustainable indefinitely in time or space. The Moravian empire succumbed to the familiar problem of dynastic disputes which were exploited by an external enemy, the Hungarians. The collapse was total: the bases of Moravian power have had to be reconstructed by archaeologists.

Charlemagne's empire was differently built. It had reached its utmost ('natural'? ) limits by about 806 and ceased to expand. 65 Charlemagne's treasure-hoard was dispersed at his death in 814. There were to be serious dynastic disputes in the ninth century. Yet the Carolingian state did not implode. Partly through (not despite) divisions, its rulers found homoeostatic mechanisms of their own. External attack came: the successor states of the ninth century did not succumb. The first part of the explanation lies in readjustment of the bases of power. Internal redistribution of wealth was an alternative to external expansion. The preservation of a single Carolingian *regnum* after 840, with brothers, uncles and nephews all retaining stakes in their patrimony, in spite of division and (in 855) further division, allowed expansion as between Carolingian kingdoms through the working of inheritance: Louis the German and Charles the Bald significantly extended their realms by exploiting the infertility of one nephew's queen and the sonlessness of another. The Carolingian empire's *Auflösungsprozess*—process of dissolution 66—was also one of resolution and reformation. Kings could put increasing pressure on ecclesiastical resources, granting abbacies, that is, the temporal lordship that went with them, to laymen, using church lands to grant benefices to their men, and dipping into church treasuries. Further, income from fisclands could be increased through more vigorous management, that is, extracting from peasants heavier labour services, and increased dues in kind and especially in cash. Hincmar of Rheims advised Louis the German and Charles the Bald not to let their estate-managers oppress the peasantry in this way: chests heavy with silver and gold meant souls weighed down with sin. Hincmar insisted that if the managers did their job properly,
the king could support his household quite satisfactorily from the fisc, without imposing demands for hospitality on 'bishops, abbots, abbesses and counts', thus pushing them to increase their demands on the local tenantry.\(^{67}\) The shift from an economy of plunder to an economy of profiteering\(^{68}\) was already under way.

The aristocracy too grew richer in the eighth and ninth centuries by participation in the spoils of war, and also by more aggressive landlordship (Grundherrschaft) which imposed just the sort of heavier burdens on the peasantry that Hincmar warned against. Did growing aristocratic wealth necessarily mean diminishing royal resources? True, the elites of the Carolingian world took a very much bigger slice of the available cake than their predecessors in the Roman empire had of theirs, because the Carolingian state did not tax its elites as the Roman state had done. (The cake as a whole was very much smaller than the Roman one: what matters here are the relative sizes of slices as between state and elites.) Carolingian rulers did however impose a regular levy on aristocratic wealth through institutionalised 'annual gifts'. Horses as well as gold and silver were always welcome to kings.\(^{69}\) There were other less regular levies too: rulers since the sixth century had assigned a high office for a price. In the case of ecclesiastical offices this was called simony. Complaints in the reign of Charles the Bald suggest that his prices were high.\(^{70}\) Powerful Carolingians may also have been able to limit the size of the cut taken by an office-holder from the fines and gifts (munera) which together constituted the profits of justice. This was a form of power-sharing in which the king could contrive to retain the lion's share. But it was possible for both the aristocracy's and the king's shares to grow, if the total cake was expanding, that is, if there were increased proceeds from expanding economic activity and, at the same time, from increasingly active royal government.

Unlike Roman coinage, which functioned almost exclusively to meet the needs of the state, early medieval currency operated in an economy driven by the interests, and the quest for profit, of private individuals as well as rulers.\(^{71}\) That was one reason why as early as c. 700 Frisian merchants had begun to try their hands at issuing coin.\(^{72}\) Yet kings were quick to follow and to reimpose a royal monopoly. Hence the coinage reforms of Pippin and Charlemagne on the one hand, Offa on the other, are among the surest signs both of newly active internal and external markets offering kings, and
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others, possibilities for profit, and to revived royal authority in Francia and
England. Kings were able to maintain, or restore, the quality of the coinage
against debasement because this served the interests of other coin-users. If
the volume of currency in circulation in the Frankish lands west of the
Rhine, and also in England, amounted to millions of coins in the earlier
eighth century, and again in the earlier ninth century, as some numismatists
think,73 there were potential large benefits to all involved including kings.
Coinage oiled the wheels of trade; and tolls contributed substantially to
royal income. Eighth-century Mercian kings were well aware of this, and so
were the Carolingians.74 So too was the Danish king Godfrid: in 808 he
‘destroyed the emporium on the Baltic sea-coast at Reric [?Old Lübeck, or
Wolin] whence he used to extract a large benefit from tolls, and putting
the traders on board ship, he made for the portus of Schleswig [Hedeby, in
eastern Denmark], which he then decided to protect with a rampart’.75 The
portus was evidently easier than the emporium for the king to protect, and
exploit. Archaeologists have been able to show at Hedeby and on many
other sites the material evidence of the revival of an economy of
exchanges.76 Written sources record more merchants, and more markets.77
Kings played some part in stimulating these changes, as protectors of
merchants and patrons of emporia.78 More significant still, kings benefited
from them, in terms of consumption and exaction.

Charlemagne’s prohibition of Sunday markets79 suggests the stimulus
given to more local commercial transactions involving peasants. Charles the
Bald’s 864 legislation envisages peasants as among regular coin-users; and
anecdotal evidence in hagiography confirms that peasants got their coins
through selling in local markets.80 There were potential benefits for kings
here too, as landlords, and as controllers of markets within their realms. The
interest of kings in coinage and commerce was fiscal rather than economic:
witness Godfrid transferring the traders from whose tolls he profited to his
portus of Hedeby; witness the wealth of Charles the Bald and Alfred, diligent
creamers-off, both, of other people’s surpluses. Charles’ critics in 858 alleged
that he finished off the ‘plundering’ of his own people that the Northmen
had begun!81 In 860 he raised the money to pay a Scandinavian war-band he
hoped to recruit (to turn against other Scandinavians) by taxing not only
landowners but traders, ‘even very small-scale ones’.82 The renovatio monetae
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of 864 in the West Frankish kingdom entailed the calling-in of all coins, many of them very debased, their demonetisation (the old coins would no longer be accepted as currency) and their replacement by a distinctive new issue of purer coin—a substantial revaluation in fact. Those who brought in old pennies to mints would receive many fewer new pennies. The charge thus imposed on coin-users (later known as seigneurage) seems to have amounted in the Carolingian period to some 10%, shared between the king and those who managed each mint, namely the moneyers and the local count or viscount. *Renovatio* meant taxation on all who held and used money: profits flowed from every mint to the royal treasury. The purity of the reformed coins, their standardised dies, the hoard evidence for the disappearance from currency of the old money, all prove Charles’ success in carrying out this ambitious plan. In 866, he was able to impose realm-wide direct taxation, calculated on land-units, to pay off tributes owed to Scandinavian war-bands. Alfred organised a monetary reform in Wessex for similar purposes in the 870s, and again the hoard evidence proves his success. He, like the Mercian king in the 860s, paid Vikings tributes that were apparently raised realm-wide. Charles the Bald was also able (in 864) to attempt to prohibit unlicensed markets, and so if not to limit, at least to check, and insist on payment from, other beneficiaries of market activity. In the more monetised parts of western Europe, that is, west of the Rhine and in England, kings had problems less because they were poor (if they were poor compared with Roman emperors, they were not so poor compared with seventh- or tenth-century kings), than because they had to share so much social power with other *potentes*, inside as well as outside the royal family. When Charles the Bald tried to increase the aristocracy’s contribution to taxation in 877, he was confronted by rebellion. His 864 legislation implies that local aristocrats, counts no doubt in the lead, were already vigorously exploiting market control. The firmly king-centred sources for Wessex make Alfred seem more dominant than his Continental counterparts; but Alfred too had to cajole the great men of his kingdom—and it was a small kingdom. In the East Midlands and East Anglia, Scandinavian warlords called themselves kings and imitated Alfred’s coinage on their own account. Alfred had to be as firm (if not so ruthless) as Charles the Bald in excluding his kinsmen, and his own sons too, from more than nominal shares in his regime. If silver stocks dwindled later in the ninth century, kings would have needed to drive harder to maintain their shares.
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Alfred's successors re-engaged in 'imperial' expansion; Charles the Bald's were unable to increase internal or external income. Thus the fiscality of royal government, as of landlordship, in this period was precarious as well as limited. Though Roman ways were alluring, practical politics drew kings in other directions.

**THE SOCIOLOGY OF POWER**

Sketches of official hierarchies or feudal pyramids can bear about as much relationship to reality as the paper constitutions of many twentieth-century states. Like colonial District Officers-turned-anthropologists, historians of early medieval government have increasingly interested themselves in the social relations within and through which government worked. Yet, something of the social scientist's analytical clarity has to be sacrificed when the focus is on change and variety. The obligations of kinship played through institutions, dynastic power through structures of office-holding, in complex and contradictory ways. Kinship was crucial to the political workings of all kingdoms, whatever the level of economic activity, whatever the administrative arrangements. While an elective element in royal succession was common, inheritance within a more or less restricted family or kindred was the norm. Changes of dynasty were masked by the construction of fictive genealogical ties. In Francia, the frequent creation of child-rulers in this period implies both the overriding importance of dynasticism, and (paradoxically) a firmly institutionalised regnal authority able to weather periods of temporary royal incapacity, because aristocrats could so actively participate in royal government. Kinship itself, imposing the most fundamental of social obligations, and acting as the template for a variety of political relationships, contained another paradox. Fictive, spiritual, kinship could strengthen political ties, as when successive popes became co-fathers of the Carolingian kings whose offspring they baptised, or when the Moravian ruler Svatopluk (Zwendiold) signalled his entry into the Carolingian orbit by standing godfather, and passing his exotic name, to the illegitimate son of the East Frankish king Arnulf. But when godparenthood was used to reinforce relationships within a royal family, as when a Carolingian uncle became his nephew's godfather, it plainly hinted at mistrust between close kinsmen. The closest nexus of loving relationships, maintained by the most sacred of social duties, was also the site of tension and
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Kingship and royal government

often ferocious conflict. Charlemagne forbade his sons 'to kill, blind, mutilate their nephews, or force them to be tonsured against their will'.

Women are good guides to the sociology of power, for men relate to each other and gain power from each other through women, and powerful men legitimise their status and their authority by protecting and exploiting women. In the early medieval period, such social realities, barely surmisable, are obscured by the tendency of texts produced in a more or less misogynistic clerical culture to ignore or devalue women. Key pieces in genealogical jigsaw-puzzles are often missing, therefore. In the modern historiography of medieval politics and government, a long-standing neglect of women is now being rectified. Women's importance as conduits of property and power, as peace-weavers, as the foci of interest-groups at court, is becoming increasingly clear. 'It frequently happens that women are sought as marriage-partners between regions and realms': Charlemagne's Divusio-project of 806, in explicitly acknowledging the role of such marriages in binding regna together, also signalled a problem. What would happen when the empire was divided? Women moving from one realm to another, said Charlemagne, were to keep their lands in the realm whence they came. One suspects (but cannot quite prove) that powerful rulers in the eighth and ninth centuries, as later, had a voice in the marriages of magnates' daughters. Certainly, rulers were well aware that an aristocratic marriage-alliance, proposed or effected, bonded not just the couple but their wider families, and that the breaking-off of a betrothal, the repudiation of a wife, could provoke realm-wide 'scandals and seditions'. Hence Charles the Bald’s concern to smooth over one such row involving Aquitainian viri potentes on whose co-operation he relied. Hence too the delicate situation which arose when the lady Northild, unable any longer to bear her husband's perverse sexual practices, appealed to Louis the Pious: he referred the case to bishops, who, pleading ignorance of such matters, passed it on to a court of laymen — who declared that the lady must remain with her husband. Just as aristocrats would 'marry into' wealth and probably (given a pattern of hereditary office-holding, and the demographic probability of heiresses rather than heirs within three generations) into high office too, so kings pursued marriage strategies of their own. They chose partners for themselves and their offspring from the aristocracy of their own or neighbouring realms, or, more rarely, intermarried with foreign royalty. Royal marriages were critical events in the political process. They figure frequently in court-directed historical writing. Kin by marriage (affines)

could offer political support. Both maternal and paternal kin could transmit claims on wealth and prestige to the next generation.

In ruling families, women occupied centrally important positions: as individuals they could strengthen, yet also imperil, dynastic security, could be powerful, yet vulnerable in a patriarchal world. Useful as a marriage-partner for her father’s ally, the bride could find herself alone in a foreign court when an alliance cooled. In the early eighth century, the heiress Plectrude consolidated the power of her husband the mayor of the palace, Pippin, by bringing him lands between the rivers Meuse and Moselle. After Pippin’s death, Plectrude’s stepson Charles Martel defeated her and her grandsons by exploiting the support of his own mother’s kinsmen in the region of Liège.\textsuperscript{101} He entered into Pippin’s inheritance, and bettered it, becoming the princeps of the Franks. Martel’s own son Pippin dared to assume the title of king, deriving his prestige in part from the high, possibly Merovingian, birth and rich inheritance of his wife Bertrada.\textsuperscript{102} Pippin’s sister Chiltrude had flouted the authority of her male relatives by marrying the Bavarian duke without their consent in one of the great scandals of the age:\textsuperscript{103} her son Tassilo was to be the most dangerous rival of Pippin’s son Charlemagne.

In the complex ‘international relations’ of Charlemagne’s early years, Lombard royal women, seldom included in textbook genealogies, actually played key roles. King Desiderius, demonstrating the aspirations of a new Theodoric, married off three daughters to the Lombard Duke Arichis of Benevento, to Tassilo of Bavaria and to Charlemagne, while a fourth daughter became abbess of the convent of San Salvatore which Desiderius and his wife founded at his home-city of Brescia. Charlemagne’s repudiation of his Lombard bride earned him the hatred of her sisters. When Arichis died, his widow continued successful Lombard resistance to a Frankish takeover.\textsuperscript{104} In 788 when Charlemagne finally ousted Tassilo he not only tonsured him and his son but carried off his wife and daughters into captivity.\textsuperscript{105} Authority in Bavaria was now given to Gerold, brother of the woman whom Charlemagne had married after rejecting the Lombard bride. Though Gerold’s sister Queen Hildegard had died in 783, Gerold was the maternal uncle of her and Charlemagne’s son Pippin, destined, had he lived, to inherit Bavaria. Thus dead as well as living, a royal woman acted as a focus for the loyalties of a subset of Carolingian kin and enabled one group to define itself against others. But a woman could act too as a focus for a people’s identity and such an identity mattered especially in the regna east of
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the Rhine: Charlemagne had picked Hildegard in the first place because she was descended, through her mother, from the Alemannic ducal line; the marriage assuaged Alemans' resentment at the ousting of their dynasty and legitimised Carolingian rule in Alemannia. Hildegard bore eleven children in as many years of marriage (771—83). Her successors, Charlemagne’s queens Fastrada (d. 794) and Liutgard (d. 800), ex officio took some part in managing the royal estates to provision the royal household; and since that household included ambitious young warriors, were responsible for ‘nurturing’ them through disbursing annual gifts. Fastrada’s ‘cruelty’ was the alleged cause of the two serious rebellions (786, 792) of Charlemagne’s reign. With unique access to her husband, the queen could be a significant channel of patronage, benefiting her own kinsmen. A widower-king’s remarriage could pit one royal descent line, one kin-cluster, against another: after Louis the Pious married for a second time, and seemed to favour the son of his new wife Judith over his sons by his first wife, family discord eventually erupted into civil war. When Judith was suspected of adultery, her brothers as well as she were banished to monastic imprisonment. In Wessex twenty years later, when King Æthelwulf married that Judith’s granddaughter (and daughter of Charles the Bald), his adult son rebelled. When Æthelwulf died soon after, the son married his stepmother, presumably thereby gaining political advantages that outweighed the denunciations of clerical contemporaries.

Carolingians, unlike some Merovingians, took their wives from the aristocracy; and royal fathers normally selected, and sometimes dowered, their sons’ wives. Marriage with a local heiress could give a king’s son a grip on his sub-kingdom. Louis the German arranged the marriages of his three sons in the 860s to noble heiresses in Bavaria, Saxony and Alemannia respectively, while Charles the Bald’s two elder sons, when scarcely adult, jumped the gun (and infuriated their father) by choosing their own brides in Neustria and Aquitaine. The activities of queens were more than a matter of personal or familial influence, however: they reflected the centrality of the court in the political system and the institutionalised powers of kingship, hence the extent to which the Carolingian realm functioned as a state. In order to do his job, a king needed a queen. She played a key role in running his household, dispensing annual payments to the milites; and she could have a household, and household officers, of her own. This was why the affair of Lothar II’s divorce was not just scandalous but a political disaster.

Queenship began to take its place alongside kingship as the subject of
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political thought. At the same time, the queen’s role reflected the special loyalty expected of close kin. A king shared his parent’s kin with his brothers: a king’s wife’s kin were his own. When kinsmen on mother’s or father’s side threatened rivalry or defection, in-laws promised an individual king firmer support, as did the young Emperor Lothar’s father-in-law Hugh, and Charles the Bald’s brother-in-law Boso in the 870s. The marriages of daughters, on the other hand, threatened to bring too many in-laws with claims on shares of the patrimony. Charlemagne kept his daughters unmarried: their influence at court during his last years became a scandal that was never permitted to recur. Nearly all the daughters of the ninth-century Carolingians were placed in convents. It was a safer way to narrow the circle of in-laws claiming familial resources and influence at court. But a royal descent line could become too narrow: in the later ninth century the Carolingians themselves were faced with no threat more severe than ‘the sterility of their wives’. It may be true that the Carolingians overrated the binding-power of marriage-alliances: it is hard to think, though, of any better strategy available to them. Who could predict a woman’s infertility, or her arousing of inrevocable odium in the heart of her royal husband?

Kingship was an exceptionally scarce resource, and sub-kingdoms were limited. Kings’ sons ‘surplus to requirement’ had therefore to be shed. After Charlemagne and his younger brother Carloman had partitioned Pippin’s kingdom in 768, relations deteriorated so badly that they were, according to Einhard, on the point of open war when Carloman died. The flight of Carloman’s widow and her two young sons to Pavia (Einhard affects surprise) was a major reason for Charlemagne’s conquest of the Lombard kingdom. No more is known of Charlemagne’s nephews, but they may have been in his mind when he told his sons what not to do to their nephews. Louis the Pious’ nephew Bernard, excluded from the Carolingian inheritance in favour of Louis’ sons, rebelled: he died after being blinded on his uncle’s orders. This was not only a family tragedy. Bernard had many sympathisers and his revolt had threatened the stability of Louis’ regime. Louis’ spectacular performance of public penance in 822 was a well-judged gesture to restore harmony and re-establish his authority. Few kings escaped the problem of rebellion by a close kinsman. One of the most dangerous rebels was Charles the Bald’s son Carloman: only after the young
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man's capture and, after a show-trial, blinding on his father's orders, did his aristocratic supporters abandon him.\textsuperscript{119}

Conflict between dynastic branches, or rival dynasties, could leave a kingdom vulnerable to rivals and external aggressors. Northumbria and Mercia fell victim to such troubles. So did Denmark and the Moravian empire. The nascent Breton kingdom of Salomon was aborted by a succession dispute, and Salomon's successors were counts, not kings. Careful management rather than luck enabled West Saxon kings to avoid disaster, by fraternal pacts, publicly attested pre-mortem arrangements, and downgrading of the kings' wives who reproduced rival descent lines.\textsuperscript{120}

Naming was a means of staking, and denying, claims to power. The names of two of Charlemagne's sons, Clovis and Clothar, linked the new dynasty with the traditions of the old more securely than blood.\textsuperscript{121} Through another set of names, other Carolingians were identified as illegitimate offspring. Pippin I's illegitimate half-brother Bernard remained in secular life, but was denied any share in the patrimony of Charles Martel.\textsuperscript{122} Bernard, Louis the Pious' nephew, may have been so named to indicate illegitimacy; but if so, his grandfather Charlemagne had second thoughts, for Bernard's kingship of Italy was recognised in 813. Charlemagne gave his eldest son the 'right' name, Pippin, but belatedly excluded him from the succession in c. 790 to make way for half-brothers: after his revolt in 792 had been crushed, Pippin was tonsured. In the ninth century, Carolingians used tonsuring to exclude princes from the ranks of potential kings. The bastard sons Hugh and Drogo who were the product of Charlemagne's liaisons during his latter years were tonsured by their half-brother Louis the Pious 'lest they should solicit the people' and rebel in their turn.\textsuperscript{123} Charles the Bald, king of a much smaller realm than his father and grandfather, tried to exclude legitimate younger sons by tonsuring them as children, and tonsured his adult nephews too. Neither illegitimacy nor canonical disqualification proved definitive bars to royal succession. In 887, when the Carolingian line in East Francia was endangered, Arnulf was acknowledged king despite being illegitimate; and in 870, Charles the Bald's long-since tonsured son Carlo-man found substantial support for his bid for a kingdom.

At the palace, kinship with the king defined a group of men with presumptive claims to political influence. An aspiring youth was encouraged by his mother to cultivate 'the king's parentes and propinqui, both by paternal descent and by marriage'.\textsuperscript{124} Stray hints in the sources suggest there were many of them. Some were more equal than others. Nithard, though
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Charlemagne's grandson, was a Carolingian only through his mother. When conflicts between his maternal kinsmen resulted in Nithard's being deprived of lands, he fell back on paternal resources. A much more powerful figure than Nithard in Charles' entourage in the early 840s was Adalhard, whose niece Charles married, Nithard says, 'because he thought Adalhard could bring the support of most of the plebs'. Adalhard was distantly related to the king, but his power in 842 derived from years of influence at Louis the Pious' court when he had been able to direct patronage towards his own clients. Adalhard had become a potens ('powerful one'), through closeness to the ruler. Modern German historians have coined the apt term Königsnähe for this valuable quality. The presence of potentes at the king's side, as one potens put it, 'enabled men from the regions to come to the palace familiarius, 'more familiarly', that is, with more confidence of finding a patron. For if potentes owed much to royal favour, they ploughed its benefits back into the roots of their social power, acknowledging their obligations to allies, dependants, neighbours: chosen by rival Carolingians to help divide the empire, they could be relied on (as Nithard recorded with some pride) to take precisely these considerations of 'affinity and congruence' into account. Their participation, in other words, gave settlements a chance of success. It was the king's business to ensure such persons did not form a focus of faction at court, nor of rebellion in the regions: or if they did, to restore consensus. A kingdom would hold together when aristocrats functioned, and saw themselves, as the king's consiliarii, 'the givers of counsel'. When, as often happened in the eighth and ninth centuries, potentes moved from one kingdom to another, they retained old links as well as forging new ones. Adalhard, for instance, finding his position at Charles' court a less than commanding one (and his niece seems to have had a mind of her own, for her marriage to Charles was rapidly followed by the eclipse of Charles' mother), soon moved back east to his inherited lands and power in the neighbourhood of Trier. He had already taken the precaution of assuring Lothar I's wife the Empress Ermengard of his reliability. In 865 Adalhard tried to reconstruct Königsnähe with one of the next Carolingian generation by betrothing his daughter to the son of Louis the German, but Louis made his son break off the engagement. On the whole Adalhard's Carolingian patrons kept the whip hand: in the long run, he needed them more than they him.

A king's court teemed with the sons of the nobility sent there by their parents to learn social, political and military skills, to shine among their
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commilitones, to grow up with the benefit of Königsnähe. The idea of selecting even non-noble boys to join the court may have appealed to kings as a way of keeping nobles on their toes: Notker has a story about Charlemagne as a kind of school-inspector, shaming lazy young nobles by praising the zeal of their non-noble fellows. From this material a young king could shape his own entourage, or a mature king the next generation of fideles. The queen too played an important part, as pay-mistress, as well as surrogate mother, to the youths of the household. Gift-giving cemented the king’s authority: Louis the Pious apparently gave the members of his retinue a new suit of clothes each year, Alfred gave his men money. In due course, the hoped-for gifts might include an heiress, land, a countship, a lay abbacy. Alongside the young laymen were young clerics, equally ambitious. Later in life, they would recall fondly the companionship of the years at court. Most bishops came from this milieu. Just occasionally, a ruler promoted a cleric of relatively humble birth: Ebbo of Rheims and Liutward of Vercelli used their episcopal positions to advance their low-born kin in secular life too, by arranging prestigious marriages and land-grants.

Kings thus had access to social levels below the great aristocracy. Alfred’s Laws protected the legal status, and the right to a defended residence, of free ceorls; and even slaves, thanks to Alfred, had the right to holidays when they could trade their surplus goods. In the Frankish realm, the difference between free and slave was important in differentiating those who could be called on for military service from those who could not. Among the free, kings could use utilitas where they found it. Whatever his birth, a man with a mission from the king, and armed with royal protection, had authority vested in him. The gulf between potentes and pauperes was wide, but nowhere was there simply a two-class society. There were squirearchies, and there were prosperous free peasants. Kings and magnates alike depended on the deference and political support of their social inferiors, and so shared a vested interest in maintaining a hierarchical order. Elites in Francia feared coniurationes, sworn associations formed by lesser folk to provide a kind of social security, for instance against fire or shipwreck. Such horizontal groupings could seem to the powerful like threats to social control. Hierarchy mattered more than ethnicity. When Saxon peasants rebelled in 841, ‘resisting their lawful lords’, Frankish and Saxon elites rallied behind King Louis the German who crushed the rebels ‘nobly, yet with lawful
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slaughter'. A generation later, Scandinavian attacks on Saxony evoked a similar rallying in response. Elsewhere the Scandinavians exploited fissures in the local societies and kingdoms they attacked. The peasants (vulgus) of the region between Seine and Loire who attempted resistance on their own account were ruthlessly slaughtered by the local Frankish nobility. Nobles, Breton and Flemish, Aquitainian and Frankish, as individuals and as groups, threatened to, and sometimes actually did, ally with Scandinavians to put pressure on Carolingian kings. Rival Carolingians themselves recruited Scandinavian war-bands, and allied with Danish princes. In Ireland, kings made alliances with Norsemen against each other. In Northumbria, Mercia and East Anglia, Scandinavian warlords extinguished existing kingdoms and set themselves up as kings partly by winning the support of indigenous collaborators. Alfred was able to keep and expand his kingdom in part by outbidding Scandinavian competitors: while he recruited individual Danes into his own war-band, he managed to persuade his own aristocracy that they had more to gain than to lose by supporting his kingship. For any king, the worst danger was noble coniuratio, conspiracy against himself. Protecting pauperes was good, but promoting lordship was better. That was the basis of a king’s entente with the aristocracy. Alfred’s Laws, which he ‘showed to all my councillors (witan) and they then said that it pleased them all to observe them’, had the same ends in view: oaths must be kept, unless a man ‘promised treachery to his lord’, in which case ‘it is better to leave the promise unfulfilled than to perform it’. Obligations to lords overrode even the bonds of kinship: ‘a man may fight on behalf of his born kinsman ... unless it is against his lord; that we do not allow’. Most significant of all, Alfred coupled his treason-law, ‘if anyone plots against the king’s life ... he is to be liable for his life’, with a further decree: ‘thus also do we determine concerning all ranks, both ceorl and noble: he who plots against his lord’s life is to be liable for his life’. Kingship and lordship went together, and reinforced each other.

THE LOGISTICS OF POWER

Size was a fundamental constraint. An Irish king in his tiny kingdom some 50 km from end to end, would know everyone who mattered, be able to visit

---
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every settlement, settle disputes personally. In an empire the size of Charlemagne's, the ruler could govern only a relatively small part directly. Most of it he would never visit. The empire was a conglomerate of previously separate regna, each with its own hereditary nobility. In the regna of the East Frankish kingdom, and in Lombardy, the aristocracy had a strong sense of collective identity, and Charlemagne had to reckon with this. Existing regional (as well as local) power had to be accommodated. If Charlemagne summoned, say, Bavarians to his host, they fought together, as Bavarians. The establishment of a king's son in a sub-kingdom was an acknowledgement of regional power, and only to a lesser extent a limitation on it — an intrusion from the centre. Some aristocrats would retain and enhance their positions by collaborating with the new regime, seeking Königsnähe. More tensions arose from the relationship of son to father than from regional, or regnal, resistance to central directives, which anyway were few. The sons of Charlemagne and, still more, those of Louis the Pious, though given effective powers to make grants of lands and privilege in their own names, and even to issue coinage, resented their fathers' occasional interventions such as Charlemagne's reorganisation of Louis' Aquitanian fisc, or, still more contentious, Louis' redrawing of the boundaries of his sons' sub-kingdoms. Louis the German, in the next generation, explicitly distinguished levels of power when in 865 he delegated to his sons certain fisclands and responsibility for 'lesser judicial cases', while himself retaining control of bishoprics, countships, the bulk of the fisc and 'more important cases'. Building up powerful military retinues and support within their own lands, yet unable to issue charters or coins, the sons oscillated between loyalty and restiveness as long as their father lived. Charles the Bald, by appointing men from his own entourage as court officials for his son Louis in Aquitaine, ensured loyalty of a kind.

The heart of the political system within each kingdom, large or small, was a royal household. Size and scale made a difference to its operations. In an Irish kingdom, it was small, and specialisation of function minimal. In any Christian court specialist staff were required to perform religious services, and an Irish king might call on a neighbouring monastery for those. In larger and more complex kingdoms, specialised personnel were in more or less permanent attendance on the king. There are hints of palatine staff serving, and sometimes conspiring against, the ninth-century kings of the Asturias. In Wessex, the Welsh priest Asser had special permission to reside at Alfred's court only half the year, and the rest with his home community of

---

146 Davies (1993). 147 AF(j) i.a. 866, p. 54 n. 1. 148 AB(j) i.a. 867, 872, pp. 138, 177.
St David’s in South Wales. Quite where Alfred usually resided is unknown: Winchester may have become a favoured residence later in his reign, and that is where he was buried. In Francia, the court clergy were organised as a cadre of chaplains (capellani), custodians of the royal relic-collection whose centre-piece was the half-cloak (cappa, capella) of St Martin. The chamber, literally the royal bed-chamber, was traditionally where the treasure was stored. According to Hincmar’s treatise, The Government of the Palace, the chamberlain, along with the queen, looked after the treasure-hoard, dispensing annual gifts to the warriors of the household. Scarcely less important were the butler and seneschal, who saw to the provisioning of the king’s table and the feeding of the court, including all those who visited it as guests or envoys. The constable, in charge of the king’s horses, seems also to have co-ordinated the military activities when the king’s retinue, on campaign, operated as a war-band. Royal foresters, falconers and huntsmen played a key part in the hunting that fed the court and, in semi-ritualised fashion, bonded the king with the young aristocrats who rode with him. Ushers, literally doorkeepers, controlled admittance and so access to the king. In all these ‘departments’, the chief post would be given by the king to a favoured aristocrat, who presumably placed clients in junior posts. All senior household positions involved a political dimension. Though the numbers involved may have been fewer, a royal household’s structure and functioning were not essentially different from what we know of the better-documented twelfth-century or fifteenth-century domus regis.

In much of western Europe in this period, the functions of royal households were governmental, that is, routinely involved in centralised administration by agents of public authority. Nearly everywhere, some traditions of late Roman imperial government survived, or were revived. Ireland was an exception, not only because Roman traditions were lacking, but because kingdoms were so small: an Irish king scarcely needed agents to act on his behalf at court or away from it because he could act in person, through face to face meetings and confrontations; and legal business was dealt with in part by members of the indigenous learned class, the brehons. In Francia, the expansion of empire, and the sheer volume of business coming to the king’s court, generated new requirements for delegation and co-ordination, for the multiplying of royal agents, and for forms of communication, therefore, between those agents and the king.

149 Fleckenstein (1966) 1, pp. 11–16. The story of St Martin’s dividing his cloak with a beggar was one of the best known in medieval hagiography. Notker 1. 4, says the Franks always carried the cappa into battle. 150 De Ordinie Palatii, cc. 22–5, trans. pp. 219–20.

Frankish and Lombard kingdoms in which forms and traditions of late Roman government had been preserved. These included the use of the written word. Royal charters, that is, records of grants and confirmations of predecessors’ grants of land and/or privileges, survive in their hundreds for the reigns of ninth-century Carolingians, including those east of the Rhine. These documents, which had standardised forms and could be subjected to stringent tests of authenticity, were treated as firm proof of legal tenure. A charter, with seal attached bearing the imprint of the king’s seal-ring, was a precious item in the archive of a lay aristocrat or of a church, to be produced in court if a dispute arose over the property or rights in question. Individuals, and representatives of ecclesiastical institutions, travelled great distances, and laid out substantial sums, to get charters issued or confirmed. Even though charter-writing was very far from a full-time occupation, and the team of notaries at a Carolingian’s court at any one time consisted of no more than three or four men, their work met the needs of the governed. Royal notaries had plenty of opportunity to amass wealth through gifts; and the chancellor, the man in charge of their output and of the king’s seal, was invariably a leading ecclesiastic who enjoyed special Königsnähe. The fact that the number of Carolingian royal judgements surviving is extremely small compared with those of the Merovingian period suggests that still more importance now attached to charters as expressions of the royal will and vehicles of royal command.

Kings had a unique capacity to confer and legitimise property rights and to confirm ecclesiastical privileges. Similarly, Carolingian royal authority lent unique and realm-wide force to legal and administrative measures embodied in capitularies. Not a single capitulary survives as an original ‘official’ text, and it may well be that few were produced, or kept, centrally. Instead, the manuscript evidence suggests that drafts were made by interested parties with influence at court. These drafts formed the basis for legislation. Once that had been enacted, those same interested parties might make their own copies of it, as aides-mémoire. There is even one piece of evidence showing the swift translation into local judicial practice of capitulary instructions on legal procedure. There are hints, too, that some royal agents, mainly west and south of the Rhine, had copies made of capitularies, as they were supposed to do. Bits of Carolingian legislation, in short, were ‘received’ both because they had royal authority and because

153 For this and for what follows, McKitterick (1989).
they served the purposes of those who had applied them. In the latter part of Charlemagne’s reign when Aachen was his de facto capital, and in the reigns of Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald, despite their more mobile residence pattern, there clearly was a royal archive, in which master-copies of at least some capitularies were kept, presumably made by royal notaries, and into which royal agents sent or placed the written reports and lists required of them. Ninth-century chancery output was significant not only in the Carolingian kingdoms, but also in Wessex where King Æthelwulf had a Frankish chief notary, and in the kingdom of the Asturias, where the trickle of surviving royal charters became a stream. As significant is the fugitive evidence of royal mandates conveying instructions to agents, of letters and seals which kept the king in touch with other potentates in and beyond their realms, and in which, as Alfred put it, ‘you can know your lord’s intention’. Written messages did not displace oral ones. The couriers (veredarii) and envoys on whose comings and goings the annalists of the court depended for their information and royal agents for their instructions must have dealt far more often in the spoken word than in the written word.

Keeping control of their agents was a constant problem for kings in this period. Alfred in his small kingdom needed to chastise as well as cajole his ealdormen, thegns and managers of royal estates. Charlemagne recommended that maiores (village-headmen) be recruited ‘not from among the potentiores, but from the middling ranks, who are faithful’ (mediocres qui fideles sunt). Estate-managers were required to report to the monarch thrice annually, and to present accounts: if not numerate themselves, they would need to find help. Some actores worked efficiently, at least in the sense that they reacted vigorously against theft of royal property. There are also complaints of corruption. Not surprisingly, some actores seem to have been the kinsmen of magnates, whose interests would have been hard to ignore. Moneyers may have found themselves in a similar position. Counts should appoint their subordinates rightly, thought Hincmar: such men would imitate the counts, ‘their seniores’, in being well-disposed to the locals (pagenses).

Counts (comites, literally ‘companions’), then, were the essential middle-men between ruler and people in the kingdoms of the Carolingians.

158 Wessex, Stafford (1990), pp. 142–2; Asturias, Floriano (1949) 1 and 11; compare the fifteen eighth-century charters, with 36 for the period 800–50, and 112 for the period 850–900.
161 Capitulare de Villis, c. 60, MGH Cap. II, no. 32, p. 88.
163 Quierzy letter, c. 12, MGH Conc. III, no. 41, p. 420.
Originally troubleshooters of later Roman emperors, counts had become all-purpose agents of government in the post-Roman west. Carolingian capitulæ show rulers instructing counts to act in three main government capacities: first, to keep social order in their localities, presiding over local courts to ‘do justice’ between local landowners, and repressing crime; second, to look after royal estates in their localities; third, to summon men to the host when the king campaigned. Ealdormen in Anglo-Saxon kingdoms apparently performed similar functions. In Lombardy, dukes (duces) had originally been military appointees of kings, and in the eighth century were still pre-eminently war-leaders, while gastalds looked after royal estates. When the ninth-century kings of the Asturias extended their realms southwards, they claimed overlordship of the counts of Castile, but there is no clear evidence that this meant the imposition of official duties. Some of the earliest Castilian charters, from the later ninth century, refer in the same breath to ‘the king ruling in Oviedo’ and ‘the count ruling in Castile’. Prescriptive texts sometimes show what counts and dukes were supposed to do. Evidence of them at work is scrappy. In Alemannia, a small-scale landowner would have the record of his grant to St Gall formally noted ‘done under count so-and-so’; but this may be no more than a formula, for there is no sign that the count was present, or had approved the transaction. Sometimes counts certainly did what they were not supposed to do: in Alsace, Count Erkanger, having received one estate from the fisc of Lothar I, ‘abstracted’ another. Counts themselves complained in 811 that men were refusing to obey their summons to military service, and alleging instead a duty to their own lords.

Neat lists of functions can mislead. Early medieval reality was untidy. Counts, for instance, were far from homogeneous. East of the Rhine where no structure of Roman civitates had existed, the countships created by the Carolingians were not always discrete territorial units, but were interspersed with areas of others’ jurisdiction. In the empire at large there were ‘greater’ and ‘lesser’ counts: some were great magnates, since some counties were much larger and wealthier than others; others were of merely local importance. Counties were sometimes (perhaps increasingly through the ninth century) held in plurality; but on the empire’s periphery, several counts could be jointly responsible for a single frontier area (march, mark) and were called marchiones. The system evolved over time, local concentrations of power were formed, and discrepancies grew. Titles acquired new
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meanings — *marchio* for instance, came to denote a powerful count.¹⁶⁹ *Vassus*, meaning ‘boy’ (cf. French *garçon*), was applied, originally half-humorously perhaps, to the man vested with the authority of a royal agent.

Countships tended, like kingships, to be, or become, hereditary. Counts were nobles, who seem generally to have operated in areas where they possessed lands: hence the ‘official’ lands associated with the countship — the count’s ‘salary’ — would tend to be assimilated to his own estates, privatising the public. Counts seem to have chosen their own subordinates (viscounts)¹⁷⁰; *vicarii*; *centenarii*; *notarii*), and used their lands to build up what would later be called affinities of men (often kinsmen) holding land from them and dependent on their patronage. Counts, and *missi* too, were aristocrats first, royal agents second. ‘Officials’ is a misleading term for such men, whatever notions of office some kings tried to instill.

Frankish aristocratic collaborators made possible the initial expansion of Carolingian power. They were also prime beneficiaries, rewarded with *honores* in the acquired *regna*. Charlemagne’s conquest of Aquitaine was sealed by his appointment of nine Frankish *fideles* to key countships.¹⁷¹ So many Franks were ‘exported’ to posts in the Italian *regnun* ‘to enforce the authority of laws and cause the custom of the Franks to be observed’ that it was said — and this was a Francocentric view — that ‘[Charlemagne’s] palace was emptied of the leading men of the people’.¹⁷² Charles the Bald was able to destroy his rival, and nephew, Pippin II, by convincing a majority of Aquitaine nobles that he himself would be a better lord. In his legislation, he safeguarded certain legal arrangements of the *Romani*, that is, Aquitainians who used Roman law.¹⁷³ What enabled Charlemagne to acquire Bavaria was the abandonment of Tassilo by key members of the Bavarian aristocracy.¹⁷⁴ Despite occasional Frankish outbursts of imperialist rhetoric, the Bavarian and Alemannic and Lombard aristocracies kept their own laws — which meant much in terms of collective self-consciousness and autonomy. Hence the embodiment of those laws in written codes, along with a more protracted process of the incorporation of custom into written tradition, eased the Bavarians’ accommodation to Frankish overlordship.¹⁷⁵ In practice law was mostly territorial, not personal, in the ninth century. But it was the possession of the people (*gens*) whose social leaders were the resident nobility.

¹⁷⁰ Perhaps a new invention of Louis the Pious, Werner (1990), p. 76, n. 273.
In attempting to ensure the loyal co-operation of counts, kings worked with the grain of their society. It would never have occurred to them to challenge heritability. If there were no adult male heir to a countship, there might be a choice between kinsmen as potential successor.176 If there were no suitable kinsmen, the king might appoint another local man, or more rarely an outsider (this was hardly possible east of the Rhine, however). The ebb and flow of familial conflict, royal and aristocratic, ensured a supply of rebels and traitors whose honores the king could take and redistribute to faithful men. Thus kings exploited 'natural' opportunities to check the entrenchment of comital dynastic power. The Carolingians used artifice as well, in the form of alternative agents of two types. First, missi dominici were appointed to inspect and report back on counts. Missi were not bureaucrats: often chosen from among the greater counts of the region in which they operated, they were already potentes in their own right. That was why they could pack a considerable punch in their localities – why, for instance, Charlemagne could realistically tell his missi to supervise the selection of the local panels of knowledgeable men (boni homines) to serve in comital courts, or to hear and remedy complaints of lesser folk against counts. But missi were also empowered by royal authority. Local potentess who failed to attend the assemblies summoned by missi were, Charlemagne ordered, to be listed and the black-lists brought to him. Missi could hold local inquisitiones, and require locals to give sworn testimony on particular cases, as Charlemagne's missus Vernarius did at Marseilles (his report back to Charlemagne survives).177 An Alemannian count, who had confiscated someone's property on the grounds of incest, was overridden by royal missi.178 The answer to the question, 'who will guard those guards?' was: the ruler himself.

Secondly, the Carolingians used vassi, men with personal obligations to themselves, and sometimes endowed with lands (benefices) by them. At the palace vassals might help the king in making judgement, or be sent on diplomatic missions. Six vassals (along with six counts) swore on Lothar II's behalf that he would treat his wife 'as a king should a queen'.179 Writing with a Welsh accent but borrowing Frankish terminology, Asser says that Alfred's faselli were the men who stood by him in 878.180 Vassals could function as agents of royal authority in centre and province.181 In 869

176 MGH Cap. II, no. 281, c. 9, p. 358.
178 MGH Form., p. 357.
179 Ab(j) s.a. 865, p. 124; compare Tessier (1952), nos. 228, 259 (where counts and vassals are clearly distinguished), 314.
180 Asser, cc. 53, 55.
181 Kienast (1990), pp. 113–39 offers a helpful guide to secondary literature on vassals, but uses the term unhelpfully to translate a range of Latin words (fideles, homines, milites). Compare Odegaard (1945), maintaining the distinction between vassi and fideles; and, definitively, Reynolds (1994).
Charles asked his vassals in each county to make check-lists of benefices held by counts (counts were to do the same for their own vassals) in order to assess contributions to royally ordered fortifications on the Seine. Thus, though vassals were vulnerable to the pressure of potentes, the king could keep direct access to their loyalty and services. In all the above contexts, vassals were clearly distinguished from counts; and the absence of any case of career-progression from vassal to count suggests that ninth-century vassals were recruited, sometimes at least, from the ranks of the mediocres.

Most missi were already potentes, but kings could choose high ecclesiastics to serve alongside laymen. As missi, bishops might organise oath-takings, supervise mints. Abbots held immunities, that is, rights of jurisdiction over persons on the lands of their church, thus presided over courts where disputes were settled and criminals punished. Carolingians, especially in the ninth century, could compensate for lack of fisclands in certain regions by the granting of ecclesiastical honores to favoured clerics. Clerical abbots, that is, secular clergy, often in minor orders, endowed with lordship of abbeys whose lands they then controlled, were as significant as lay abbots here. The king urged co-operation between bishops and counts, or might simply deploy episcopal authority or episcopal military retinues as substitutes for comital equivalents. The military contribution, euphemistically known as the ‘solace’, solatium, organised by senior ecclesiastics (and here abbesses were drummed into service along with bishops and abbots) covered the equipment and mustering and dispatch of troops when the king summoned them. If violence was never far below the surface of politics, kings had, in the form of their own household troops and the men of their bishops, abbots and court clergy, a means to keep it under control. Charles the Bald may sometimes have kept countships vacant, relying on ecclesiastical agents instead. Alternatively, archbishops, as regional magnates, were responsible for ‘their counts’.

What sanctions had rulers for agents’ non-fulfilment of their duties? Removal from post; deprivation of patrimonies (allods); exile. The Lombard King Liutprand threatened gastalds who took royal lands that he would have their property confiscated. It is hardly surprising that rulers rarely imposed such drastic punishments – remark-
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183 Also implied by Notker 1. 13: ‘With this income or that estate... I can make as good a vassal out of some faithful man as can any of my counts, and perhaps a better one.’
able, though, that they sometimes did, and that not only counts but bishops might sometimes be punished by removal from office (*dishonoratio*). The only cases to reach the historical record were reprisals for acts of treason or rebellion: Charlemagne after 792, Louis the Pious after 818 and 833, Charles the Bald after 858, Louis the German in 861, Charles the Fat in 833, and apparently Alfred after 878. The seriousness of these revolts showed the fragility of royal power. Charlemagne’s sigh of relief in 792–3 is audible through the contemporary account of his largesse to the loyal. 190 His biographer was anxious to explain that rebels had been killed in 786 only when they drew their swords to resist arrest191 and Louis the Pious granted rebels ‘life and limb and their hereditary possessions’, commuting death-sentences to exile.192 Charles the Bald had traitors executed193 and, in the case of a bishop, blinded,194 but took care to secure condemnations for treason ‘by judgement of the Franks’. Carolingians frequently reminded, and occasionally berated, counts in their capitularies. Alfred threatened his ealdormen with loss of their posts if they failed to learn to read. 195 In practice, even powerful rulers found difficulty in removing counts. Louis the Pious did manage to remove Count Matfrid of Orléans and sent *missi* to encourage the locals who had suffered Matfrid’s ‘misdeeds’ to come forward and complain.196 The new count would have to replace some, at least, of Matfrid’s men by his own supporters. High politics were behind all this, and the revolt of 833 was part of the backlash against Louis. Some suffering locals were no doubt better off under Matfrid’s successors.

A king’s very existence offered hope of redress. Because King Odo happened to be at Tours in June 890, the canons of St Martin, displeased at comital failure to remedy a grievance, were able to threaten an appeal directly to the king. The case was a complicated one: certain lands of St Martin in the county of Maine hitherto held as an advocacy, that is, entrusted to a local layman who would defend the community’s interests, had passed into the hands of Patrick, a vassal of Count Berengar of Le Mans (Maine). The community appealed first to Berengar, therefore, only to be told that Patrick was ‘rather the vassal of Robert [count of Tours] because he held more [as a] benefice from him’. It was at this point that St Martin’s men came before Robert’s court at Tours and announced that they would appeal to the king (who also happened to be Robert’s brother). Robert hastily replied that he would do justice; and after checking that the benefice in question yielded ‘three shields’, that is, the service of three armed warriors, settled the affair with a joke: ‘So – am I going to harm my soul for the sake of

190 See n. 14 above.  
191 *Vita Karoli*, c. 20.  
192 *AB (j)* s.a. 831, 834, pp. 23, 31.  
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three shields? The canons got the outcome they sought, and so kept a record of it.¹⁹⁷ The count evidently had to strike a balance between the expectations of a variety of people and groups within his own patronage-network, but wanted above all not to lose face: what weighed in Robert's mind was that, to use his own words, 'I am their abbot, and who else should see that they get their iustitia...?' The threat of royal intervention was enough to impel the count to 'do justice' for those under his protection.

In Alfred's small kingdom of Wessex, many judicial cases were taken before the king: 'if every judgement that King Alfred gave is set aside, when will there ever be an end to disputing?'¹⁹⁸ In the 1,200,000 sq km of the Carolingian empire, or even the 1200 sq km of a Carolingian sub-kingdom, distance affected the accessibility of royal justice. There were parts the king could not reach. In the autumn of 852, Louis the German went from Bavaria to Mainz, where he settled disputes; returned to Bavaria; then went back north via the Rhineland to Saxony and more dispute-settlement before returning to Regensburg for Christmas.¹⁹⁹ This was an exceptionally busy three months in the life of a Carolingian; otherwise, Louis rarely visited Saxony. In Brittany, Carolingian rulers formally devolved jurisdiction to regional princes who functioned rather like sub-kings. Their title advanced between the 830s and the 860s from missus to rex. Here were distinct levels of power: the small world of local courts where the squirearchy (in Brittany called machtierns) dealt with peasant disputes, and above it the aristocratic world of princes and war-bands.²⁰⁰ The monastery of Redon participated in both worlds: it benefited from judgement of Breton princes, and imposed its own jurisdiction on local landowners and peasants. It also received Carolingian largesse, and in 850 its abbot visited Charles the Bald's court to secure a grant of immunity.²⁰¹ Redon derived its power from its extensive lordship (as distinct from landowning) which included public rights, for instance to take tolls and to settle disputes. At the same time the regional rulers of Brittany, Nominoë and his successors, exercised public rights of their own, and over Redon too. Yet the Breton rulers acknowledged the overlordship of Charles. Government was multi-layered, but small worlds remained part of greater ones.

East of the Rhine, deeply rooted patterns of lordship over people, in the hands of local and regional aristocrats, were what new Carolingian overlords had to come to terms with, while local and regional nobles came to terms with the Carolingians. Noble lordship, wielded now as public

¹⁹⁹ AF(j), p. 33-4.
²⁰¹ Tessier (1943), no. 132—though the Redon area was effectively beyond Charles' control at this point.
authority in the king’s name, coexisted with sporadically intrusive royal power. East Francia is not the only part of the empire where it is hard to find evidence for royal appointment of men bearing the title of count. Everywhere there was exercise of public jurisdiction through local lordship: for instance when a missus (with the local boni homines firmly in tow) sat as judge in his own county in a dispute between himself as lord and a peasant who claimed to be of free, not servile, status. There was little practical difference between such local government, and a seigneurie. In West Francia, one and the same clause of the Edict of Pitres (864) shows both that immunities had been granted to lay potentes and that the king claimed the right to send his agents into those immunities in pursuit of criminals. In the various regna, and in localities, details of court cases show trade-offs and reconciliations between royal and local aristocratic interests. In Carolingian government there was inevitably a good deal of subsidiarity, untidy as that always is.

There were times, nevertheless, when ‘persons from the regions came to the palace’. They came to pursue their own cases, to seek redress, to lodge appeals. Pressure of daily business meant that Charlemagne buckled down to judging cases when he was scarcely out of bed. Peasants might still come to the palace seeking judgement from the king and his vassi. Those were private initiatives. But the palace – Hincmar said the word was ‘nowadays in normal use to mean [what in Antiquity had been called] the praetorium’ – was a public place: made so by what people perceived as the king’s relatively frequent, hence expected, residence in it. The palace was where you would find the king. Many routes led to the king’s tun, as Alfred said. Once there, even if not actually beside the king, you were in his presence. The palace was so much the king’s place that the killing there of one of Arnulf of East Francia’s leading men without express royal command was a peculiarly shocking event. When Louis the Pious seemed to fail to maintain the palace’s moral order, he was losing his grip on the realm. Conversely, in the later ninth century, an Asturian chronicler epitomised the significance of the reign of Alfonso II as ‘the re-establishment of the order of the Goths both in church and in palace’.

Regnal ‘order’ was never clearer than when the king summoned an assembly. It was a court, an occasion and a shared experience that surely
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reinforced participants’ sense of themselves as a group. Such a perception seems to be reflected in the title given by a scribe, writing about 870, to a capitulary collection: ‘Capitula of Bishops, Kings, and Especially All The Noble Franks’. Judicial business was always on the assembly agenda. Legislation consisted, in part, in generalising from the particular, as Charles the Bald apparently did when he addressed the problem of luring back emigrant peasants to work on estates in the Seine valley, and as Alfred did when he settled a case arising out of an accident with a spear. There was no clear-cut distinction between ‘local’ and ‘central’ issues. Judgement on all matters required similar kinds of practical wisdom. It was no coincidence that in Anglo-Saxon kingdoms the body of those assembled was called simply the witan: ‘the wise men’. Through the regnal assembly, royal government was applied to every kind of problem. The agenda of Charlemagne’s great council at Frankfurt in 794 included: clearing up after the rebellion of 792, sorting the faithless from the faithful, and confirming the downfall of Tassilo of Bavaria; dealing with a serious famine, fixing prices, punishing profiteers; and (we can see, with hindsight, a premonition of empire) establishing orthodoxy for Latin Christendom. In June 864, the Edict of Pitres, the most substantial piece of administrative law produced by a Carolingian assembly, launched a counter-assault on crime; spelled out details of a renovatio monetae; regulated royal estate management; vigorously reformed military organisation; and last but not least made arrangements for its own diffusion to the realm at large.

Obviously only a selection of persons attended the king’s assembly. If the meeting was a small one, as often in wintertime, the king might summon only a few potentates and counsellors. Abbot Lupus of Ferrières’ letters reveal the changing moods of a potens: anxiously waiting the king’s messenger, for the benefits of proximity to the king and his familiares were great, yet weighing the burdens of attendance, for the king’s demands were constant, and pressing. Lupus, knowing that the king’s wrath could be terrible, did not refuse an invitation. He hoped for the king’s smile — even while knowing it could be a mask. To participate was not always to feel home and dry. As Alfred pointed out, ‘not all are similarly at ease when they get there. Some are received with greater respect and greater familiarity than others, some with less; some with virtually none, except for the one fact, that
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216 Lupus, Epp. 17, 41, 45, 58, 67; and cf. Ep. 52.
he [the king] loves them all.\textsuperscript{217} The gathering at Savonnières in November 862 was exceptionally large for a winter meeting because three Carolingian kings were involved: a participant estimated that 'nearly 200 consiliarii, bishops and abbots as well as laymen, were under one roof'.\textsuperscript{218}

Summer meetings were normally large affairs, attended not only by magnates, but by lesser men too: a potential army. Consiliarii would have retinues, which however were not to be multiplied beyond the king's view of necessity – and that view would depend, in turn, on a magnate's standing at court, and on the wider political scene. A bishop who turned up with 'the whole company of his men' (but he was in dispute with the king, and perhaps already suspected of plotting defection) was brusquely told by royal officers that 'ten or twelve retainers' (casati homines), plus clergy and servants, was a sufficient retinue; fifty (perhaps including clergy and servants?) was considered a reasonable entourage when the bishop toured his diocese.\textsuperscript{219} A hundred Bavarian nobles happen to be named in a document produced at the great assembly of Verdun in August 843, suggesting a total attendance of well over a thousand nobles from the three kingdoms represented on this occasion; and bishops certainly were at Verdun too.\textsuperscript{220} The scale of some ninth-century public buildings permitted large gatherings. At two places, the modern visitor gains a vivid impression of this: first, in Asturias, at the church of St Julian, Oviedo, built in Alfonso II's reign, and not far away, at the palace complex of Ramiro I; second, at Aachen, where Charlemagne's church is still standing, and can apparently accommodate (at a pinch) 7000 people, and where archaeologists have exposed the foundations of a ninth-century hall nearly 50 m long.\textsuperscript{221} At St Julian, the style if not the content of the wall-paintings was intended to remind the viewer of the Gothic past. At Ingelheim, a little imagination re-erects on the excavated foundations of Louis the Pious' 35 m hall the lavishly painted walls which once displayed Orosian world history complemented by the series of Frankish victories won under Carolingian leadership.\textsuperscript{222} No building, anyway, constrained the size of assemblies that flowed out into the open air.\textsuperscript{223} Tents were a normal part of royal equipment, hence the aptness of specially fine ones as

\textsuperscript{217} Keynes and Lapidge (1983), pp. 143–4 (translation slightly modified). Alfred was drawing a parallel between the king's centripetal force, and that of Wisdom.

\textsuperscript{218} MGH Cap. ii, no. 243, p. 163. Compare an attendance-list of fifty ecclesiastics at the synod of Ponthion, MGH Cap. ii, no. 279, pp. 349–50.

\textsuperscript{219} Nelson (1986a), p. 125.

\textsuperscript{220} Bitterauf (1905), no. 661, pp. 516–8.

\textsuperscript{221} Oviedo, Schlunk (1947), pp. 198–405; Aachen, Lammers (1979), pp. 228–32, 283, and for the church's capacity, if the gallery too is packed: Schramm (1968) i, p. 209, n. 47.

\textsuperscript{222} Lammers (1979).

\textsuperscript{223} Compare De Ordine Palatii c. 35, trans. p. 226.
diplomatic gifts. The presence of large numbers of young men, touchy, aggressive, ambitious, with their own brand of humour and a taste for horseplay, must have posed one logistical problem. Horses were another. Constables and marshals organised their grooming, their fodder (supplies became available in May/June), and the disposal of tons of dung.

The somewhat idealised description of a Carolingian summer assembly in The Government of the Palace, shows the ‘counsellors’, that is, the magnates highest in royal favour, conferring in private on an agenda supplied by the king. Meanwhile lesser men conducted their own discussions. As for the king, he joined the counsellors if requested; otherwise ‘he would be occupied with the rest of the assembled people, receiving gifts, greeting the more important, exchanging news with those he did not see often, expressing sympathy with the old, sharing their pleasures with the young...’ When the counsellors had ‘found counsel’, and framed this in capitula, ‘the less important heard that counsel, sometimes deliberated on it, and confirmed it, not because they were forced to do so but from their own understanding and freely expressed opinion’. Idealised this may be, but it reflects more than one man’s ideal. Hearing and seeing were as vital as at a nineteenth-century election rally, for assembly proceedings were punctuated by royal speech-making: a welcoming address, a statement of intent, a pep-talk, an agreed legislative programme, an envoi. That was why it mattered if a king had a stammer, as did Charles the Bald’s son Louis (his nickname was contemporary) – and why Charles’ own blend of irony, intimacy and panache still makes an impression even in the stilted Latin of the official record (it would have been read out in the vernacular). A king won the aristocracy’s confidence by confiding – demonstratively – in them. Alfred addressed his bishops ‘lovingly and friendlily’, in a formula which was apparently already standard in Anglo-Saxon royal letters.

Assembly proceedings, and decisions, have left some residue in the written word. From Mercia and Wessex, there are the attendance-lists and decrees of ecclesiastics at royally summoned synods, and witness-lists to royal charters that probably emanated from meetings of the witan. Carolingian rulers wanted counts and missi to take copies of the capitula agreed at

224 ARF(s.a. 807, p. 98.
226 De Ordine Palatii, c. 33, trans. p. 226 (slightly adapted).
227 De Ordine Palatii, c. 29, trans. p. 222; compare also Capitulary of Quierzy (877), MGH Cap. 11, no. 281, c. 22, p. 360: ‘Let each say what he thinks is best, and when all have spoken, let them choose what seems best.’
228 Regino s.a. 878, p. 114.
229 Compare Banniard, Chapter 26 below.
assemblies and bring these copies back to their localities. Some capitula required special publicity: Count Stephen, missus for a group of counties centred on Paris in 802\textsuperscript{231}, brought home from an Aachen assembly a set of additions to Lex Salica\textsuperscript{232} so that he might make these manifest in the civitas of Paris in the public assembly, and so that he might read them out before the judgement-finders (scabini). And this he did. And all consented together, saying that they were willing to observe it [sic] at all times and forever. Further, all the scabini, bishops, abbots and counts confirmed these capitula by writing beneath in their own hands.

Those who attended regnal assemblies thus in a sense represented local communities: and their annuntiationes were a kind of report-back. Disputes were settled at the local assembly, in Wessex called the ‘moot’ (gemot), in Francia known as the mallus. Charlemagne let the conquered Saxons continue to settle cases within their patria, that is, within Saxony, ‘through local men (pagenses) in local courts with neighbourhood-dwellers according to custom’. Appeals could be ‘brought to the palace’.\textsuperscript{233} In all these public courts, crime was punished as an offence against the king’s authority, his bann, to which the Saxons were now subject along with the Franks. Heavy fines were imposed, in cash or in kind. Who enforced the settlements, extracted the fines, punished the criminals? Though there was no doubt a good deal of self-help, individual and collective, there were customary public procedures, like the Saxons’ burning down of the houses of criminals, which Charlemagne decreed should continue to be carried out ‘for coercion to judgement on our behalf’.\textsuperscript{234} In West Francia, the oath of the hundredmen (centenarii) in 853 shows that one category of freemen, at least, the Franci homines, were supposed to swear that they would report and pursue criminals.\textsuperscript{235} Criminals, after all, were faithless to the Franks as well as to their king.\textsuperscript{236} Charlemagne, though he did not personally choose local judgement-finders wanted missi to provide him with lists of them.\textsuperscript{237} Alfred declared that the careful keeping of oath and pledge by every man was ‘most necessary’\textsuperscript{238} and decreed that a man involved in a feud should ‘ask justice’, that is seek legal remedy, before attacking his enemy ‘at home’.\textsuperscript{239} There was much disorder; but kings took seriously their God-sent obligation to

\textsuperscript{231} MGH Cap. 1, no. 39, pp. 111–12.

\textsuperscript{232} See further McKitterick (1989), pp. 40–60.

\textsuperscript{233} MGH Cap. 1, no. 27, c. 4, p. 71, trans. pp. 230–1.

\textsuperscript{234} Ibid., c. 8.

\textsuperscript{235} MGH Cap. 1, no. 260, p. 274; for Franci homines as free men under special royal protection, Werner (1980), pp. 212–13 and n. 86.

\textsuperscript{236} MGH Cap. 1, no. 67, p. 156.

\textsuperscript{237} MGH Cap. 1, no. 40, c. 3, p. 115; no. 49, c. 4, p. 136.


preserve peace and order in their realms, and strove to engage their people along with them.

Military obligation was fundamental, failure to perform it a most serious breach of the ruler’s authority. All were involved when external enemies attacked. ‘All must come to the defence of the fatherland.’ In 864, Charles the Bald laid down the death penalty for those who failed to do so, and for those who supplied the enemy.240 Alfred’s Laws, imposing double compensation for attacks on the fortified residences of king and archbishop, bishops, ealdormen, nobles and ceorls ‘when the army had been called out’, imply a similar universal obligation, alongside royal responsibility, to defend the land.241 In 896 at Winchester, Alfred hanged captured Danes: treating them as oath-breakers, he was imposing the death penalty prescribed in his Laws for those who committed treason.242

THE IDEOLOGY OF POWER

At the beginning of this chapter Pirenne’s view of the economic changes of the eighth and ninth centuries was reckoned half-right. The same goes for Pirenne’s view of the equally fundamental ideological changes of this period. There was, as Pirenne thought, a transformation in the representation and self-presentation of kingship. In part this resulted, as Pirenne thought, from the augmented authority of the church in the west. From the eighth century onwards, for instance, not just individual holy men but the church as a sacramental institution legislated on marital matters. It defined the prohibited degrees in marriage between kin, and required marriages to be made ‘publicly’, that is, openly, so that the knowledge of priest, kin and neighbours could avert any incestuous union. Such regulations affected the private as well as the public lives of the Christian laity, ‘noble as much as non-noble’.243 The publicly kept concubines, and the repudiation of successive wives, which had been such a feature of Merovingian family life, were increasingly firmly forbidden by church councils. Kings were urged to practise as well as to prescribe monogamy.244 For royalty, the personal was political: in setting themselves new goals of conduct and self-control, kings claimed a new authority; and in imposing sexual restraint on their people by incorporating church canons into their own legislation, kings claimed new powers.245 The confidence with which Pippin asserted his rulership over the

240 MGH Cap. ii, no. 273, cc. 15, 27.
242 ASC s.a. 896; Laws 4, trans. p. 165.
244 Enright (1981). 
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Franks, and Charlemagne his leadership over Latin Christendom, are definitive traits of the new regime. As mayor of the palace Pippin had lacked, hardly needed, special legitimation: his position rested on the social facts of ancestry and wealth.246 The question put to the pope by Pippin's envoys in 750 was not whether he ought to have *regalis potestas*, but whether he who already had it ought now to have the title of king as well. Pippin's success and sheer good fortune in the 740s had pointed towards this destiny. But *potestas* was the hallmark of regality, not its source, and could not in itself legitimise the substitution of Pippin's own dynasty for that of the Merovingians.

In so strongly emphasising the role of ecclesiastical, and especially papal, authority in creating a new legitimacy, and in conferring divine grace through the new ritual of consecration, Pirenne overlooked three things. First, the royal ideology espoused by the Carolingians' advisers, and shared by the papacy, reflected the variousness of the traditions at work in the post-Roman world:247 from the law-books of the Old Testament, as glossed by Irish and Anglo-Saxon churchmen, and treated as a blueprint for government, it took an overriding concern with justice and judgement, and a lively sense of the interconnectedness of royal conduct and general well-being; from late antiquity, it incorporated a kind of welfare-statism and the notion of multi-gentile empire; from the histories of 'barbarian' kingdoms, pagan as well as Christian, it drew a hard-headed appreciation of military prowess and its rewards. Many tributaries flowed into the Carolingian mainstream. Thus the expositors of political ideas included biblical commentators and liturgists, historians and lawmen, from Ireland and Spain, Northumbria and Italy, as well as from Francia. The ideology of power in this period was far more eclectic and 'international' than Pirenne allowed. Second, the transformation that so impressed Pirenne was a longer-term process than he admitted: Merovingian kings, even though they had not been clerically consecrated, attended to ecclesiastical demands, and (as did their unconsecrated contemporaries elsewhere) claimed divine approval; and like their Carolingian successors, the Merovingians were committed to dynastic survival. The third and fundamental aspect of kingship, demonstrating both continuities with the Frankish past and similarities with other early medieval realms, Christians and pagan alike, was its basis in a *gens*, a people, and hence in the bonding of ruler and ruled. Neglecting this, Pirenne seriously underestimated the role of the Frankish aristocracy in the advent of the Carolingian dynasty, and missed the involvement of a wider constituency than kings and clerics in the ideology of power.

246 *Vita Karoli*, c. 2 (*claritas generis . . . opes*).
The one contemporary Frankish account of Pippin's accession says that, 'with the consent of the Franks', he sent to the pope and obtained approval, then 'by the election of all the Franks to the throne of the kingdom, by the consecration of bishops and by the acknowledgement of lay magnates, with Queen Bertrada as the rules of ancient tradition require he [Pippin] was elevated into the kingdom'. The wording expresses, painstakingly, the coincidence of Frankish with papal legitimation. That same pope had written three years before to Pippin and the Frankish magnates explaining how, in Francia as in Italy, 'their fighting and our praying' could work together 'to save the province'. In the eyes of a monastic charter-draftsman, Pippin's consecration conveyed an infusion of divine grace, and imposed new obligations: he had become a sublime rector, charged by God with the task of governing and educating the needy and powerless. Legislatores at Pippin's court, using the more public and official medium of a new longer prologue (763/4) to Lex Salica, sounded another note: 'the bodies of holy martyrs, which the Romans burned with fire, and mutilated by the sword, and tore apart by throwing them to wild beasts: these bodies the Franks have found, and enclosed in gold and precious stones.' The Franks' devotion to the martyrs proved the strength of their Christian faith, demonstrated and explained the divine favour they had recently gained. Vivit qui Francos diligit Christus: 'Christ lives who loves the Franks.' Pippin and his people had surpassed the Romans, and merited special divine approval. The new sexual mores marked out the people as well as the king. Pippin's consecration in the manner of Old Testament kings presupposed a new Israel. In 754, Pippin, his queen and their two sons received papal anointings which established links not just between the pope and the royal family but between St Peter and the Franks. 'You, dearest ones, you, “a holy gens, a royal priesthood, a special people”', whom the Lord God of Israel has blessed, rejoice and be glad, for the names of your kings and your names are written in heaven': the pope subtly evoked the contemporary religious practice whereby individuals' names were entered in monastic Books of Life for liturgical commemoration that was believed to assure well-being in this world and the next. The Franks and their king would share the potency of omnipotent God, and gain an everlasting name. In the eighth century success in war, royal generosity to magnates, the subjection of other gentes

---

249 Codex Carolinus, no. 3, p. 480.
250 MGH Dip. Kar. 1, no. 16, p. 22.
252 Codex Carolinus, no. 39, p. 552, with citation from 1 Peter 2:9.
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and the flourishing of churches were prayers that came true for the Franks.253

Once Charlemagne's realm had expanded to include many peoples, new themes, of wider reference, appeared in the regime’s self-representation. The realm acquired firmer territorial identity, its boundaries clearer delineation. In practice, law became a matter of territoriality, not gentile identity. Into his own rulership Charlemagne incorporated notions of lordship, freedom and reciprocal duty that would have universal appeal. Demanding an oath of fidelity from 'all',254 Charlemagne sent missi to explain that he was 'well aware that many complain that their law had not been kept for them; and that it is totally the will of the lord king that each man should have his law fully kept'. What lex sua meant can be reconstructed from two later statements. A further oath of fidelity in 802, Charlemagne said, meant that each was thereby obliged not to harm 'the honor of the realm' but to be faithful 'as a man in right ought to be to his lord'.255 In a near-contemporary capitulary Charlemagne forbade anyone to abandon his lord having once accepted the symbolic lordly gift of a shilling256 'unless' — and here follow four conditions: 'unless his lord seeks to kill him, or assaults him with a stave, or debauches his wife or daughter, or takes away his allodial property'. Life, personal immunity from degrading physical violence, patriarchal rights in his female dependants, patrimony: these constituted a man's lex, and at the same time, by setting limits to what a lord could do, provided legitimate grounds for rejecting lordship. In 843, Charles the Bald elaborated on his grandfather's words: while his fideles promised in turn to uphold the king's honor, Charles promised to keep for each his due law in each rank and status (lex competens... in omni dignitate et ordine), and not to deprive anyone of his honor without just cause.257 Other mid-ninth-century capitularies throw light on the notion of different social ranks: Carolingian brother-kings are 'peers' (pares); faithful men have their peers, with whom they must co-operate, if necessary, to restrain the king from acting against the lex of any one of them.258 There is a sense of plural ranks among the

254 MGH Cap. 1, no. 23 (787/792), c. 4, p. 67; the list, including all men, free and slave (colonii, servi) who 'having been given an office hold benefices and official dues (honorati beneficia et ministeria tenent) or have been given an office as vassals (vel in bassalitico honorati sunt) and are able to have horses and weapons...' concludes: 'omnes iurent'. 255 MGH Cap. 1, no. 34, p. 101.
256 MGH Cap. 1, no. 77, c. 16 (King, p. 241); Campbell (1989), p. 36.
257 MGH Cap. 11, no. 254, c. 3, p. 255; cf. no. 204, adnutiatio Karoli, c. 2, p. 71: the provision that everyone must choose a lord reinforced, rather than reduced, hierarchical authority.
aristocracy, perhaps corresponding to those sketched in *The Government of the Palace: consiliarii, optimates, minores*.

What Hincmar stressed above all, however, was the collective body, the *generalitas universorum maiorum*, the *universitas*, which, acting at and through assemblies, together with the king, maintained the well-being of the whole realm. Here he was typical of the ninth century’s much more articulate expression of ideas of shared participation in public duties and benefits, of generalised commitment. The idea of the state revived. Compare Charlemagne’s admonition that ‘everyone should personally strive to maintain himself in God’s service, because the lord emperor cannot himself provide the necessary care and discipline for each man individually’, with Louis the Pious’ committing of ‘ourself, our sons and our associates (*socii*), in the administration of this realm’, to ensure that ‘peace and justice be kept in the whole generality (*generalitas*) of our people’. Louis envisaged that this should be ‘especially striven for in all assemblies’, and declared that while ‘by divine authority and by human governmental arrangements (*ordinatio*) the whole of our own office (*ministerium*) rests in our person, it is divided into shares in such a way that each of you in his place and in his *ordo*, has a share in our office—so that I am the adviser of all of you, and all of you must be our helpers’. Louis clearly had counts particularly in mind (he seems to refer to an oath of office taken by each one of them, to be ‘the ruler’s helper and the people’s preserver’) but he enjoined *all* to mutual ‘love and peace, and to show honour to his representatives (*missi*)’. Louis’ programme was summed up as the securing of *communis utilitas*. The conflicts of the early 840s evoked further explicit statements of collective political action. In the Strasbourg Oaths, the aristocracy as a group underwrote the kings’ commitments to each other, and used the threat of collective withdrawal of obedience as a sanction to guarantee the kings’ fulfilment of their oaths. At Coulaines, and again in the 850s, Charles the Bald and his advisers developed the idea of a *societas*, and of political advice and military support—*consilium et auxilium*—as the shared business of faithful men to maintain the *honor regni*, not just what individuals owed to the king. Inspired by the Theodosian Code, Charles ‘with the counsel of his faithful men’ laid down that ‘all without exception had to come to the defence of the *patria*’; and when the king chose to pay attackers tribute instead, all must contribute. ‘All’ was meant literally: it included dwellers in *civitates* as well as rustics; traders as well as peasants; Jews as well as Christians. Royal demands weighed on

---

259 *MGH Cap.* 1, no. 33, c. 3, p. 92, trans. p. 234; no. 110 (823/824), c. 2, p. 303; see Guillot (1990).

260 *MGH Cap.* 11, no. 273, c. 27, p. 322; compare no. 271 (861), pp. 301–2: people (*homines*) are to be assured by *missi* that the tax recently collected from them has been ‘necesse ... pro regni salvamento’.

261 *MGH Cap.* 11, no. 281, c. 31, p. 361.
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villagers as well as on the lordly residents of estates. Even slaves were not excluded from the purview of capitularies. Charles’ kingship was at once weaker and stronger than that of his predecessors. Ruler of a kingdom racked by internal conflict and menaced by external attack, Charles could justify imposing heavier burdens on his people. Charlemagne’s gloss on the oath of fidelity had been negative in tone: his grandson’s stress was on universal obligations that were positive contributions to the common good. In Wessex, Alfred would make similarly insistent and generalised demands. The princeps of Brittany, allied with one Viking warlord against others, ‘sent messengers to all parts of his regnum for them to come with their weapons and bring support’.  

In Carolingian texts the concept of honor shows the private absorbed, but also ensconced, within the public. Honor meant, first, high office. When Louis the Pious deprived two magnates of their honores - countships - for incompetent management of a campaign, the pair spent the rest of their careers attempting (ultimately unsuccessfully) to recover what they had lost. Louis the German stripped Duke Ernst of ‘all his public honores, as a man who was guilty of infidelity’. The derivatives inhonoratio, dehonorare, exhonorare likewise referred to deprivation of office. By extension, honor came to have the sense of lands attached to office, then to any lands granted by the ruler, so that benefices could be honores too. But honor retained its link to the notion of royal concession, denoting property received from king as distinct from allods. Its further and fundamental sense (reinforced in early modern states) was identified with rank and status, and linked a man’s social standing to recognition by public authority. In a saint’s Life produced in West Francia c. 800, the parents of a seventh-century saint are said to have ‘introduced him to the court and commended him to the king of the Franks to serve in the military household with great honor so that by the pathway of this service (militia) he could attain the due honor of his ancestors’. The aristocrat’s honor was achieved and deployed through public service to the realm.  

In the eighth century, the biblical David offered an attractive general model of consecrated kingship over a chosen people. Perhaps because ecclesiastical theorists laid too much stress on David’s humility in face of prophetic chastisement for his failings, Solomon tended to replace him as a royal model in ninth-century Wessex as in Francia. Solomon personified the justice, the wisdom and (as important) the wealth of the good king, his prime function to bring peace. The shift in emphasis coincided with the

263 ARF(2) s.a. 828, p. 122; AF(3) s.a. 861, p. 47.  
264 AB(3) s.a. 839, p. 41.  
decline in aggressive warfare for Franks and for Anglo-Saxons. Ninth-century writers were well aware that bloodshed would be necessary in the pursuit of peace: indeed they devoted considerable thought to the justification of violence at the king's command to defend the realm, repress crime, protect the church and the weak. The king acknowledged these realm-wide responsibilities, and justified on these grounds the call for milites. As sole legitimate declarer of (public) bellum: he must prevent others from waging (private) werrae. To the Augustinian notion of just war, Hincmar added his own recommendation that prayers be offered for dead warriors, and later in the ninth century, Frankish churchmen would offer a blessing 'over fighting men' (super militantes). Yet in the image of Louis the Pious as miles Christi, the Cross-standard had taken the place of the sword. The king had his generals, his milites. Under his strategic direction, others could do the fighting. Charles the Bald like a Roman emperor received the weapons and standards of Northmen vanquished by his faithful man Count Robert. Though Charles did not cease to lead armies, he was more prominent, and more successful, in other roles, as assembly-president, judge, man-manager, and manipulator of public opinion.

Charles nevertheless, like other high-status Franks, had been invested with arma, surely including a sword, when he came of age. The sword was the prime symbol of a noble's honor. A surviving fresco painted on the wall of a church at Mals in the Dolomites shows the noble patron offering his sword to Christ. Armed service was as acceptable to God as to the king. Bretons surrendering to Charlemagne in 799 handed over their swords with their names inscribed on them 'for it was by these weapons that each one of them yielded himself, land and people'. The sword defined and displayed a man's public status. Depriving a man of his sword and belt was a punishment prescribed by councils as part of penance for a range of offences including homicide — that is, misuse of violence: a symbolic obliteration of the noble's status. Here, as in the case of sexual offences, the ideological weight of ecclesiastical sanctions reinforced secular ones. The uses of ritual as social control were well understood by the Carolingians. The

267 De Regis Persona et Regio Ministerio, c. 15, PL 125, col. 844.
270 838 Nithard 1, 6: arma et corona et pars regni; compare other references to royal swords (or sword-belts) in AB(2) s.a. 844, p. 57, and 877, p. 203: 'spata quae vocatur sancti Petri per quam eum [Louis the Stammerer] de regno revestiret [Richildis, his step-mother]'; for the prayer Accipe gladium in royal ordines from the late ninth century onwards, see Flori (1983).
271 Bullough (1965), plate 71. MGH Cap. 1, no. 75, p. 168, specifies that each horseman (cabalarius) must be equipped with a sword (spata).
272 ARF(2) s.a. 799, p. 92. For the wider social and symbolic context, see Geary (1987).
imposition of the *harmscar*, public humiliation in which a man carried a saddle on his shoulders, was threatened in a number of the capitularies of Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald as the penalty for dereliction of public duties. Bishops played an increasing role in political ritual: after the battle of Fontenoy in 841, bishops were asked by the victors to perform rites of reconciliation, and in 842 bishops declared Lothar, in absentia, to lack the 'knowledge for governing the state' and hence to have forfeited his kingship. When Charles the Bald threatened the kingship of his nephew Louis the Younger in 876, Louis had ordeals performed to ascertain the judgement of God. On all these, and other occasions, laymen invoked ecclesiastical intervention in order to legitimise, and shift responsibility for, dangerous political decisions arising from conflicts between Carolingians and so between Franks. Feasts and processions at court, assembly proceedings themselves, were rituals of participation rather than exclusion which kings staged, often with the help of senior churchmen, to enhance their authority within their own realms. The inauguration of Charles the Bald when he acquired Lothar II's kingdom in 869 is the first full king-making rite extant, designed to evoke a sense of common Frankish identity among Charles' old and new subjects. Bishops played a central part: Hincmar of Rheims consecrated Charles with oil allegedly brought from heaven to St Remigius for the baptismal anointing of Clovis, the first king of the Franks whom Hincmar claimed (wrongly) as Charles' ancestor. Ritual was used by rulers to construct fictive kin-relationships that denoted political hegemony and subordination, as when Louis the Pious stood godfather to the Danish king Harald in 826, or Charles the Bald to the son of the Breton prince Salomon, probably in 863, or Alfred of Wessex to the Viking Haesten in 893. With the acquisition of Lothar's kingdom, Charles the Bald 'ordered himself to be called emperor and *augustus* as one who was to possess two kingdoms'. This non-Roman imperial tradition was echoed just a few years later in the Asturias with Alfonso III's interest in acquiring an 'imperial' crown from Tours. It was the Roman empire of Charlemagne and Louis the Pious that finally passed to Charles the Bald when he was consecrated by the pope at St Peter's on Christmas Day 875, in a re-run of Charlemagne's coronation 75 years before. Alfred in turn imitated his grandfather when in 886 he marked his acquisition of London - latterly a Mercian city but once the metropolis of Britain - with a coin-issue evoking

Roman Londinium, ‘and all Englishkind bowed to him’.

All of these great public rituals, directly involving the aristocracy, witnessed by many people and designed to lodge in the memory, not only enhanced rulers’ authority but helped create a collective consciousness of belonging to recently constructed realms. History was invoked to the same end. Charlemagne had the *antiquissima carmina* written down and preserved; historical writing took the place of ancient songs at the court of Louis the Pious; and ninth-century aristocrats who read up their Frankish history in Gregory of Tours and the *Liber Historiae Francorum* also formed an audience for contemporary *Gesta Regum*. Chroniclers in the reign of Alfonso III, probably working to a royal commission, constructed an account of the eighth century to establish the kingdom of the Asturias as the lineal descendant of the Visigothic kingdom, while a parallel strain of prophetic history defined Spain’s destiny in terms of Christian *reconquista*. The author(s) of the *Anglo-Saxon Chronicle*, under Alfred’s inspiration, made the dynasty of Cerdic the linking theme of a story that culminated in the ninth century, with Egbert the Bretwalda, Æthelwulf the defender of his realm against the heathen, and the trials and triumphs of Alfred’s reign. The symbolic representation of the present, and the construction of the past, were ways in which kings attempted to involve contemporaries in shaping the future: as such they were essential elements in royal government.

---
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CHAPTER 16

THE ARISTOCRACY

Stuart Airlie

The barbarian west was dominated throughout the period 700–900 by an hereditary aristocracy, that is, by a ruling elite, membership of which depended on birth. Byzantium, by contrast, was not; only towards the end of the eighth century can we see a truly hereditary aristocracy emerging there. But early medieval western society was not dominated by closed castes exclusively based on birth or service. The ruling aristocracies were 'open', not monolithic, to the extent that royal patronage could promote lowly men; noble birth did not in itself guarantee a glittering career.

The essentials of the secular aristocratic way of life in the west remain fairly constant from 700 to 900 and indeed beyond: pride in ancestry, possession of landed wealth, leadership and participation in warfare and government, not forgetting conspicuous consumption and hunting. But in this chapter we shall be studying the dynamics of the aristocracy, primarily in the Carolingian realms, by examining its relations with royal patrons and the workings of its family structures. Thus some lines of approach may be opened up that have not been fully covered by the otherwise prodigious work of other scholars on this topic, work to which this chapter is nonetheless heavily indebted.

The expansion of Carolingian rule offered great opportunities to the aristocracy, whose leading members were able to enrich themselves and to widen the scope of their activities. Was this aristocracy therefore a Carolingian creation? An older historiographical tradition stressed the importance of Carolingian patronage together with its restriction to a few favoured families from the Carolingians' own 'homeland' in Austrasia. Members of the Austrasian nobility enjoyed a privileged position; thus the

2 Reuter (1979), pp. 5–6. This, with a substantial bibliography, is an indispensable starting-point for the study of the aristocracy; orientation is also provided in Freed (1986).
4 Poupardin (1900), p. 81.
expansion westwards into Neustria after the battles of Tertry (687) and Vincy (717) resulted in the gradual filling of offices with Austrasian rather than Neustrian appointees.5

Study of those aristocratic families that are visibly active in the Meuse-Moselle region around 700, however, shows that phrases such as the ‘rise of the Carolingians’ beg some questions. M. Werner’s survey of relations between the Carolingians of c. 700 and two noble families, that of Irmina of Oeren and that of Adela of Pfalzel, demonstrates that, far from being an all-powerful presence in the landscape showering patronage onto politically passive followers, the early Carolingians were in fact dependent on such ‘followers’, their fellow-aristocrats. Thus Pippin II’s marriage to Plectrude some time before 668/70 was a political necessity for him, not for her, as it brought him rich estates at a time when he needed them badly. The power of Austrasian noble families such as that of Plectrude therefore pre-dated the rise of the Carolingians and actually made it possible.6 Such figures created the new royal dynasty, rather than the reverse.

The Carolingians were therefore not entirely free agents; the aristocracy was too potent a force to be merely an instrument of their will. From the beginning the Carolingians had to work with members of the aristocracy from the whole Frankish world and not simply with an elite group of Austrasians.7 Regional aristocracies survived. In Alsace, the ducal house of the Etichonids went into eclipse after the Carolingian take-over of the mid-eighth century, but descendants of the family re-emerged under Charlemagne and went on to have glittering careers in Neustria, Italy and Lotharingia.8 Connections between the Carolingians and the aristocracies of those regions which they incorporated into their empire were intimate: Charlemagne’s wife Hildegard was a descendant of Gotefridus, dux of Alemannia c. 700.9 The tide of the empire’s expansion did not obliterate native aristocracies. As a result, old rivalries between aristocratic families continued to be fought out using royal favour as a weapon. Thus Hildegard’s brother and uncle deployed Charlemagne’s support in order to win back influence in Alsace which they had lost decades before to the Etichonids.10

The creation of the Carolingian empire offered opportunities to regional

7 K.-F. Werner (1965), also in Reuter (1979).
9 Thegan, *Vita Hludowici*, c. 2, p. 216; Leyser (1968), also in Leyser (1982), at p. 171.
nobilities to act on a European stage. For this elite, however, local origins were less important as a form of identity than membership of a group that governed the empire, a truly imperial aristocracy, the *Reichsaristokratie*. This term, *Reichsaristokratie*, was given wide currency by Tellenbach in 1939 and is used to refer to an elite upper stratum of the nobility, distinguished by its exceptional riches and power and its holding of lands and offices scattered throughout the empire. This office-holding was a product of its closeness to the ruling Carolingian dynasty (*Königsnähe*), a closeness which obviously benefited both partners. Tellenbach listed those members of the aristocracy who formed this group: 111 men belonging to forty-two families.\(^\text{11}\) Since this elite was relatively small its genealogical ramifications and the ups and downs of its members' careers could be worked out in detail and thus the political and social history of the Carolingian empire could be more fully understood.

The particular achievement of this research has been its success in 'activating' the seemingly inert data banks of some of the most rebarbative and austere early medieval sources, the *Libri Memoriales*. Essentially these are commemoration books maintained by abbeys in which lists of names of those wishing to be remembered in prayer were entered. These books survive from an area that stretches from Durham in England to Brescia in Italy. Once historians understood how the thousands of names contained in such books had been entered and could then identify group-entries, a rich new source became available to prosopographers who could now trace patterns of kinship and association among the aristocracy to an extent hitherto undreamed of.\(^\text{12}\)

The sheer extent of these patterns is important. What emerged was a picture of the aristocratic kin group of the period up until the tenth century as large, extended and drawing its noble ancestry from both the paternal and maternal lines of descent and diffusing it among all members of the kin. In turn, these large kins and family structures became explanatory tools for understanding the politics of the period. If members of these large kin groups were aware of their interrelationship and acted upon this consciousness then the Carolingian empire could be seen as a great network of family relationships, and through the wires of this network kin consciousness transmitted its messages. Thus, painstaking detective work on the commemoration books of the eastern abbeys of Pfäfers and Reichenau enabled Tellenbach to discover hitherto unknown members of the immediate family
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of Rudolf, abbot of St Riquier and Jumièges in the western kingdom of Charles the Bald.\textsuperscript{13}

The fact that some members of this aristocracy have dropped from view and need to be rediscovered in this way points to areas where the concept of the \textit{Reichsaristokratie} needs refining. It is important not to see it as a closed caste. It was, rather, the tip of an iceberg. Men of high birth had obscure relatives and not all offices in royal government were held by men of the very highest birth. To that extent the Frankish world of the eighth and ninth centuries was more socially flexible than, say, the kingdom of Germany in the tenth.\textsuperscript{14} Uncovering the \textit{Reichsaristokratie} is therefore a complex business, more complex than merely finding new candidates to add to Tellenbach’s 1939 list, as he and his pupils have pointed out.\textsuperscript{15} It was royal favour that enabled a man to rise above his fellows, though social values and political pressures meant that the king’s choice was not entirely free; in no sense was the aristocracy a royal creation.\textsuperscript{16} The concept of the \textit{Reichsaristokratie}, however, is worth preserving as a useful tool as it offers insights into the structure of the empire and the social history of the aristocracy.

The motor that propelled fortunate members of the aristocracy across Europe was royal favour and patronage. Thus the grandchildren of Adela of Pfalzel can be found in the first half of the eighth century working for Charles Martel in Burgundy and Provence, far from their homeland in the Meuse-Moselle region. Nor was such movement simply a one-way traffic from Austrasia; present among Charles Martel’s following in Trier in 722 is one Abbo, a Gallo-Roman magnate from Provence, where he laboured to establish Frankish hegemony.\textsuperscript{17} Such mobility lasted as long as the empire did; its most egregious example is perhaps Boso, right-hand man of Charles the Bald from 869 to 877.\textsuperscript{18} Bernard of Septimania, who played a leading role in the high politics of the 830s and 840s, did not confine himself to Septimania in the Spanish March where he held office. The royal court exerted a strong gravitational pull: he was married in Aachen in 824; in 829 he became the guardian of the young Charles the Bald but had to flee the court a year later after rebellion had broken out, his overweening power being one of the rebels’ main targets. He reappeared in Aachen in 832; he appeared in Burgundy in 833 and seems to have spent the last part of the decade back in Septimania. It is not surprising that in the text written by his

\textsuperscript{13} Tellenbach (1957a).
\textsuperscript{14} Bullough (1970), pp. 73–84 and Airlie (1990); on tenth-century conditions, Reuter (1991), p. 221.
\textsuperscript{16} K.-F. Werner (1965), translated in Reuter (1979).
\textsuperscript{18} N. 83 below.
wife Dhuoda for their son he is almost always ‘off-stage’. In its essentials, Bernard’s career, with its continual shifts of scene and gaining and losing of royal favour, is typical of his class.19

But more than royal favour, or its loss, was involved in the making and sustaining of the Reichsaristokratie. Patterns of office-holding were underpinned by family structures. Members of this aristocracy may have passed from one region of the empire to another because of royal command, but while the kings provided a framework and opportunities for such movement, it was the family connections of the aristocracy that made it possible.

Hennebicque, for example, has uncovered an aristocratic family group anchored between the Meuse and the Rhine; its members, identifiable through such names as Heriricus, Albericus, Wernharius and Hunfridus can be found, as a group, in the same area in documents stretching across a century, roughly from 760 to 870. This group, composed of various families coalesced into a larger association, was itself linked to some of the most prominent kin groups of the more politically visible members of the Reichsaristokratie such as the ‘Adalhards’ and the ‘Unruochs’. Hennebicque has successfully demonstrated that the high-profile members of the Reichsaristokratie such as Adalhard ‘the seneschal’ were able to move from one Carolingian court to another because in each kingdom there was an infrastructure, consisting of members of their kin, with which they could align themselves on arrival. Some time between 844 and 849 Adalhard ‘the seneschal’ himself left the court of Charles the Bald for that of Lothar I, where he gained offices (honores). Not all his contacts were confined to court; we can see him in contact with one Heriricus, presumably a lowly member of his kin group, in 853.20 This network of patronage and support is a crucial factor in explaining how the Reichsaristokratie worked. Great men such as Adalhard moved from one ‘support group’ to another and acted as channels of royal patronage for the members of the ‘support groups’. The movements and activity of the members of the Reichsaristokratie were complemented, and made possible, by the existence of the humbler branches of the kin who safeguarded kin interests while the great men moved from honor to honor. Thus a ‘supporting cast’ for the prominent members of the ‘Widonid’ group can be traced through Lorsch charters.21

Such structures and the pattern of holding property across the empire appear to have been little disturbed by the empire’s division in the Treaty of
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19 Dhuoda, *Manuel* at e.g. Praefatio, pp. 84–6 and x.4, pp. 350–2; Störmer (1973), p. 469.
21 *Codex Laureshamensis* 11, nos. 511, 636 and 813; Metz (1965), pp. 4–6, 14. Note also the humbler member of Hugh of Tours’ kin-group visible in his entourage in his 820 charter for Weissenburg, *Traditions Wirtenburgensis*, no. 69.
Verdun of 843. Although this meant that members of the aristocracy could now hold office in only one kingdom, they retained property and family interests in other kingdoms. We can gain some idea of how properties were maintained across the boundaries created in 843 by looking at the case of Eberhard of Friuli. Eberhard was a Frankish magnate who had married into the Carolingian family and who held office in the kingdom of Lothar I. Not only did he retain his property in all three post-Verdun kingdoms, he successfully bequeathed it to his children, one of whom, Unruoch, inherited estates in Alemannia and Italy, that is, in the kingdoms of Louis the German and Louis II respectively, and held on to them by remaining on good terms with both rulers.\(^{22}\)

The fact that the high aristocracy was so mobile owing to royal patronage and the infrastructure of clientage has important consequences for our understanding of family structure. There appears to have been no fixed point, no family seat, around which these aristocrats organised themselves. We have already observed this in the career of Bernard of Septimania. In the \textit{Liber Manualis}, written by his wife Dhuoda in Uzès, the focus is not on Uzès, but on the inheritance of Bernard’s brother, Theudericus, in Burgundy. This explains why Dhuoda also focused on the royal court, for it was the king who distributed \textit{honores}.\(^{23}\)

This lack of a central base in Dhuoda’s work stands in stark contrast to aristocratic texts of a later date, such as the twelfth-century \textit{Historia Welforum}, which lay stress on the possession of a fixed residence (\textit{habitatio certa}) as a key element in a noble family’s make-up.\(^{24}\) This absence of conceptual traces of a centre is paralleled by an absence of physical ones. It is difficult to find a fixed point of residence for aristocratic families of the early middle ages. Great aristocrats of this period do not appear to group themselves around a residence such as a castle, as was to happen later. Their properties were too scattered, the theatre of their operations was too wide, for them to be as confined as, relatively speaking, their descendants were.\(^{25}\) Thus the aristocracy from, say, 1100 on was different in type from its Carolingian predecessor. The appearance of castles functioning as fixed centres of lordship meant that families shrank and organised themselves


around such centres, whence they derived their surnames, a name element quite foreign to the aristocracy of 700 to 900. Broadly speaking, a tighter, more patrilineally organised aristocracy, with a smaller pool of heirs, thus came into being in western Europe.  

We must not be tempted, in looking at the 'streamlined' aristocratic family of the high middle ages, to think of the early medieval aristocratic family as vast and amorphous. We have seen that members of the Reichsaristokratie did indeed have links with their humbler kin, but these were links of patronage and clientship; figures such as Herricus were in no sense the equals of figures such as Adalhard 'the seneschal'. What then was the shape of the early medieval aristocratic family? The negative approach to this question will show that the aristocracy did not operate in terms of great clans, that is, homogeneous units composed of members with common interests. The positive approach will demonstrate and examine the essentially dynamic and fluid nature of the aristocratic family and explore the consequences of this for our understanding of the period.  

Some of the problems in this area stem from the very success of research into sources such as the Libri Memoriales and aristocratic naming patterns. The means by which family groups have been constructed has come under critical scrutiny. First, the name material is technically difficult to handle and philologists can reveal the work of historians to have been imprecise. Naming patterns alone are an insufficient basis for establishing affiliation. It is now generally accepted that coincidence of name between two individuals widely separated in space and time is not in itself sufficient to establish a connection between them.  

Not only is it often difficult to establish connections between members of the great aristocratic kin groups; such connections, once established, can themselves possess limited explanatory value. Study of aristocratic behaviour under the pressure of conflicts of loyalty, as in the struggle for power among members of the Carolingian dynasty in the 830s and 840s, shows that families could split. Thus in 834, on the Breton border, we find two brothers, Lambert and Wido, on opposite sides in a clash between partisans of Lothar and Louis the Pious. Their family had a strong tradition of office-holding in this region. One might be tempted to think that the brothers' being on different sides was a means of safeguarding family interests in troubled times were it not for the fact that Wido was killed in a pitched battle against his brother's forces. Such tensions between close relatives are

frequently visible at times of political crisis; the family of the counts of Paris split in the civil wars of the 840s, with one brother, Adalhard ‘the seneschal’, fighting for Charles the Bald while another, Gerard, fought for Lothar.\textsuperscript{30} Attempts by scholars to explain choices of loyalty along lines of family identity alone are bound to fail.

To allocate an individual to a large family group is only a first step towards understanding his or her behaviour. Family membership was only one component of an aristocratic identity made up of bonds of friendship, political allegiance and spiritual alliance.\textsuperscript{31} Other priorities could cut across family ties. We have seen this happen in war, but such claims were heard in peace time too. For example, Bishop Megingoz of Würzburg worked actively, some time between 754 and 782, to prevent his niece, whom he saw as unworthy, becoming abbess of the convent of Wenkheim in succession to his sister. His failure shows the power of family claims; his effort shows that such claims were not unchallenged.\textsuperscript{32} The charting of kin groups, therefore, does not necessarily shed much light on political activity. To some extent, these kin groups have not been so much discovered as constructed. Names of families such as the Welfs, Widonids, etc. are not contemporary but are labels of modern historians.

What constituted family identity? Debates as to whether the early noble family was agnatic or cognatic in structure obscure the point that family structure was flexible.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, if a man gained status through marriage the new wife’s kin would provide the name-pool for the descendants of the marriage. This can be seen in the case of the Carolingians themselves who seldom took names from Bishop Arnulf of Metz and his son Ansegisel but frequently took them from the family of Pippin, whose daughter Begga had married Ansegisel.\textsuperscript{34} Such thought patterns reveal a perception of the family group as potentially wide, and it is such a perception that is reflected in many of the entries in the \textit{Libri Memoriales}. But such perceptions were not constant and concentration on the \textit{Libri Memoriales} may be positively misleading.\textsuperscript{35}

The perception of family structure varied for contemporaries, depending on vantage point. Thegan, for example, opened his Life of Louis the Pious by tracing Charlemagne’s ancestry back to Arnulf in a strictly agnatic line, a simplified and striking image of the smooth transmission of power from generation to generation. But he described the ancestry of Hildegard, Louis’

\textsuperscript{30} Nithard, \textit{Histoire II.3}. p. 44.
\textsuperscript{31} This point cannot be overstressed; see Tellenbach (1979), p. 248.
\textsuperscript{35} Leyser (1968), reprinted in Leyser (1982), p. 170, formulates the essential warning.
mother, on a broader canvas, tracing her membership of the cognatio of Duke Gotefridus of Alemannia through the maternal line in order to highlight her maternal ancestry. On occasion, then, the role of women as powerful ancestors could be highlighted but this does not mean that all families looked continuously to female ancestors as the source of their status. The fact that they did so, however, when it was suitable means that we must not seek to discover a single, cast-iron structure for the noble family. Instead we must grasp how flexible family structure was for contemporaries.

Definitions of identity and status were made within families and could be fluid. This emerges clearly from Dhuoda’s text in two ways. First, she herself draws a distinction between a broad and a narrow view of family when she commemorates eight dead members of her son William’s kin whom she seems to regard as a genealogia, before going on to talk of other relatives who form a stirps. Second, she selects one of William’s relatives as being his most important connection in the family: his paternal uncle Theodericus. Here the biological bonds were supplemented with cultural ones: Theodericus was both William’s godfather and his guardian (nutritor). These bonds were strengthened through the transmitting of property. Dhuoda does not give William an exhaustive list of his kin group. She does not, for example, refer in her list of the deceased members of William’s genealogia to his father’s consobrinus Count Odo of Orléans, though it was precisely Odo’s connection to Bernard of Septimania that had earned him the fatal enmity of Lothar. Dhuoda was thus not striving for a complete picture of family membership.

It is in the area of inheritance that we can see claims and definitions at their sharpest. Dhuoda locates William’s place in a double line of descent of blood and of property: William should pray for the parentes of his father who have bequeathed him their property as his heritage and although she reassures him that this heritage had remained safely in the possession of the family, she does so in terms that betray anxiety. Entitlement to property is therefore a key factor in family identity; Dhuoda is determined to draw lines, to make such identity exclusive. Her terminology here recalls that of an aristocrat from the previous century, Abbo of Provence, who in his will (739)
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designates as kin 'only those persons from whom he had inherited property'.41 We are thus vividly reminded of how inheritance claims can bring one type of kinship definition into sharp, and, it would seem, restricted focus.

Inheritance patterns and practice among the early medieval nobility remain relatively understudied. But there is evidence to suggest that Dhuoda's testimony is representative, that is, that the circle of heirs was a restricted one, or even 'determinedly patrilinear'.42 The will of Eberhard of Friuli (867) shows him, together with his wife, bequeathing properties to their four sons and three daughters; here, decisions are made by parents alone and the heirs are their children.43 The family unit on this occasion was small; although we know that Eberhard was a member of a great clan, there is no indication of this in his will. After all, early medieval law-codes stressed that not all members of a family were equally entitled to inherit. A text such as the *Edictum Chilperici* from the late sixth century points to an agnatic pattern: the inheritance (referred to simply as land, *terra*) is to go to sons, or in their absence, daughters. The inheritance rights that counted were those of a privileged circle.44 This can be seen very clearly in an inheritance dispute over the rights of daughters dating from the late ninth century. It appears that Ingeltrude, the daughter of Count Matfrid of Orléans and thus a member of the Frankish high nobility, had, after an eventful career that involved abandoning her husband Boso, made arrangements for her property that effectively excluded her and Boso's daughters in favour of members of her own kin. But Pope John VIII argued that Ingeltrude's dispositions were invalid because she issued them while under sentence of excommunication from the church and because 'in matters of inheritance children take precedence over all other types of relative'.45

The pattern revealed by the above evidence is one of a small circle of heirs; children, including daughters, are to be preferred to more distant kin. This tightly linear structure is visible over several generations in a text such as the *Translatio Sanguinis Domini*. From mid-tenth-century Reichenau, this preserves information about and, importantly, the priorities of, a noble family, the descendants of Hunfrid of Rhaetia who obtained the precious double
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43 *Cartulaire de l'abbaye de Cysoing*, no. 1.
The text is concerned with the transmission of the sacred relic through Hunfrid’s descendants. This transmission is clearly linear as we observe it passing from Hunfrid to his son Adalbertus, and then to his son Odalricus, to his daughter Hemma and then to her son Odalricus. Only one member of the family in each generation enjoys possession of the relic, which is seen as a key element in the family’s patrimony. The focus of the text is on only those members of Hunfrid’s line who inherited the relic. It is significant that this linear pattern is not disturbed by the fact that one of the eventual heirs was a woman, Hunfrid’s great-granddaughter Hemma; she gains the relic through hereditary right, cares for it and transmits it, along with the name of her own father, to her son Odalricus.47

A similar pattern emerges from a survey of who controlled the ‘family monasteries’ that so often acted as a focus for aristocratic wealth. The Saxon noble Count Waltbert and his wife Aldburg founded Wildeshausen in the 860s as an Eigenkirche that was always to be controlled by a fittingly pious member of his line.48 What Waltbert intended by this is quite clear: his own descendants, and no distant relatives, were to control Wildeshausen; his son Wibert was to be rector, to be succeeded by his brother’s son or, if this was impossible, by the son of his sister. This is what happened. Given the clerical status of the persons involved here, straightforward father–son succession was problematic, but a restricted pool of ‘heirs’ was envisaged, heirs in direct line of descent from Waltbert. South of Saxony, in Alemannia, one notes another family monastery, at Aadorf, founded by Count Udalrich some time before 866. This was intended as a resting-place for his family, but the people involved were, again, the founder’s immediate relatives: his wife, his daughters, his son.49

For some purposes, then, the aristocratic family appears to have been a large kin; for others, a much smaller unit. Distant kin could matter less to contemporaries than they do to modern historians, anxious to chart a ‘total’ picture for their own purposes. Sometimes there was tension between these two concepts of large and small family units. Such tension can be fruitfully explored in two areas: the position of women and the struggle for offices. Frankish law-codes suggest that women were postponed, not excluded, as heirs; daughters could inherit property if there were no sons.50 But at the

47 Translatio Sanguinis Domini, cc. 14–18, p. 448.
beginning of our period we do find cases of women inheriting property quite straightforwardly; such heirs do not have to be brotherless daughters or childless widows. Thus the Neustrian nobelwoman Erminetrude, in a will from c. 700, left vineyards and slaves to her granddaughter and daughter-in-law, as well as bequeathing substantial properties to her grandson.51 How typical was this? On the basis of law-codes and formularies, scholars thought that it was only as the eighth century wore on that Frankish daughters came to share inheritance with their brothers. In fact, however, there is charter evidence showing that women were inheriting property alongside their brothers (and disposing of it with them) as early as the late seventh century.52

Such evidence reveals that, to some extent, a bilateral system of inheritance existed. This is not to say that sisters inherited equally with brothers, but it is now possible to make a more positive assessment of women’s participation in inheritance than hitherto. Social constraints could work in women’s favour. Women had legitimate claims which the family group could be compelled to recognise. We have seen this with regard to Ingeltrude’s daughters and the niece of the bishop of Würzburg.

Women’s grip on property may not always have been firm, but they could share fully in the status that high birth conferred. The ancestry of noble women was celebrated, as we have seen in the case of Hildegard. Women could in fact outrank their husbands in terms of ancestry and in such cases children took their names from the maternal side of the family.53 The aura of nobility surrounded aristocratic women; in eighth-century Bavarian documents women are grouped together with men under such titles as praeclari homines.54 Here the individual woman, or man, is subsumed within the group identity of the noble family. This is not to say that all members of a given noble family were equal, but differentiation of noble status within a family was not exclusively dependent upon gender. The noble family was a complex organism; no one model suffices to describe it.

A key function of women within their family was as a focus, and indeed constructor, of family identity. High-ranking women in the Carolingian world were well educated themselves and passed on their education, which would include family traditions, to their offspring and indeed to a wider audience. Thus Dhuoda’s Liber Manualis, in listing her son’s ancestors and urging him to pray for them, reproduces in miniature the gigantic apparatus

of the Libri Memoriales.\textsuperscript{55} Outside the secular household, women as well as men could preside over the commemoration of their own family, as Count Udalrich's daughters did at Aadorf.\textsuperscript{56} Richardis, wife of Charles the Fat, used her royal connections to build up Andlau in Alsace, an abbey that acted as a focus for her family's power and a counterweight to the nearby Etichonid foundation of Erstein.\textsuperscript{57} Dhuoda's overwhelming stress on her husband and his family may therefore be misleading, suggesting as it does that aristocratic women sank their own family identities upon marriage. Husbands 'recognised' their wife's family, as can be seen in the bequests of Eccard of Mâcon (d. 876), who died childless, to a wide circle that included female relatives of his wife.\textsuperscript{58} Richgard's case shows that the gravitational pull of the royal family itself was not sufficient to obliterate a noble wife's consciousness of her own descent, and ambition for her family.\textsuperscript{59} Not surprisingly, when women of the royal family married they too remembered their ancestry and status.\textsuperscript{60}

It should now be clear that the social and political history of the aristocracy can only be understood in dynamic terms. Nowhere is this more true than in office-holding. The relationship of the nobility to the royal dynasty, differentiation within the nobility as a social group, competition between and within noble families, can all be seen at their starkest here.

The offices that the aristocracy competed for so fiercely can generally be described as 
\textit{honores}: the public offices and benefices which gave their holders prestige and political muscle.\textsuperscript{61} Those men who gained an office such as a countship were aware that it was a \textit{ministerium} for which one had to show oneself to the king as a worthy candidate, but they also saw themselves as having a claim on such offices because their noble status entitled them to rule.\textsuperscript{62} Kings' extensive power of patronage was therefore subject to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Above, n. 49. The \textit{Vita Odiliae}, which dates from the end of the ninth century, highlights, as an essential facet of Odilia's sanctity, her family piety, as seen in her successful prayers for her father to be released from the torments of the after-life, \textit{Vita Odiliae}, cc. 12 and 22, \textit{MGH SRM vi}, pp. 44 and 49; cf. Cardot (1983)
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Borgolte (1983), pp. 27–8, 34–5.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} Within a family's 'commemoration policy', women's initiatives could of course be later taken over by men, Martindale (1990).
  \item \textsuperscript{60} The names of two of Eberhard of Friuli's daughters, Judith and Heilwig, are those of his wife Gisela's mother and maternal grandmother, \textit{Cartulaire de l'abbaye de Cysoing}, no. 1; cf. Gisela's perception of her cognatio, \textit{ibid.}, no. vi.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Hlawitschka (1986), pp. 182–3; Zotz (1988).
\end{itemize}
constraints, in the form of the claims of the aristocracy as a group and, more particularly, the claims of certain families to specific offices. This holds true throughout our period. As the grip of the Carolingians on Neustria tightened, so did that of noble families on comital office. The countship of Meaux passed from Helmsaudus to his son Gauzhelmus and to his son Helmsaudus in what looks like uninterrupted succession from 744 to 813, while the countship of Paris was dominated by the descendants of Count Gerard between 753 and 858.63 The combination of hereditary claims and the royal granting of a ministerium is clearly expressed in an 814 charter of the Bavarian Count Orendil in which he refers to his sons as his potential successors, should one of them be worthy of obtaining the office (ministerium).64 (One notes that only one son could succeed.) The famous Capitulary of Quierzy of 877 in which Charles the Bald recognised hereditary claims to counties and benefices is not therefore such a landmark as used to be thought.65

This, however, does not mean that kings’ powers of patronage were limited to the extent that succession to office was a foregone conclusion. It was precisely the nobility’s hunger for office and the importance of office-holding that gave kings their enormous political leverage. The ascent of the low-born Ebbo to the see of Rheims shows something of the scope of royal patronage.66 The behaviour of Charles the Bald in 868 shows the continuing importance of the royal will in the distributing of honores in the second half of the ninth century, and this in a case where hereditary claims were perceived even as they were passed over: ‘Those of Robert’s honores which Charles had granted to his son after his father’s death were now taken away and distributed among other men. The sons of Ranulf also had their father’s honores taken away from them.’67 In the light of this the resentment felt by Charles the Simple’s magnates in 920 at his promotion of his favourite, Hagano, is less noteworthy than the fact that royal power of promotion was still potent.68

Both Charles the Bald’s success and Charles the Simple’s problems stemmed from the fact that the distribution of honores was a matter of political skill and negotiation; there were always more claimants than rewards, a timeless political problem. The great political crisis of the ninth century involved struggles between rival kings and their followers over

67 ‘Ablatis denique a Rotberti filio his quae post mortem patris de honoribus ipsius ei concesserat et per alios divisis, sed et a filiis Rannulfi tultis paternis honoribus…’, AB(j) s.a. 868, pp. 141–2; the translation is from Nelson (1991), pp. 143–4.
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honores; this was, for example Hincmar’s view of the civil war ended by the Treaty of Verdun in 843: ‘the magnates of the realm began to fight among themselves for honores, to see which of them might obtain the lion’s share’. 69 The Treaty of Verdun itself was concerned to ensure that each king received an adequate share of the empire’s resources with which to reward his following. But the splitting up of those resources guaranteed that politics after 843 would be dominated by royal efforts to gain more of them and that members of the Rechtsaristokratie would come under severe pressures of conflicting loyalties. 70

The importance of the holding of honores cannot be overestimated as a factor in explaining aristocratic political behaviour. Kings deployed the threat of loss of honores or the offer of them as routine methods of gaining aristocratic loyalties. 71 Loss of honores, which involved loss of royal favour, was not merely a loss of resources, but exposed one to the pent-up hostility of one’s rivals: Matfrid of Orléans lost his offices in 828 and in 829 Louis the Pious announced an investigation into Matfrid’s past conduct as an official, encouraging complainants to come forward. 72 Matfrid’s determination to regain his lost countship of Orléans was matched only by the determination of the new incumbent, Odo, to hold on to it. Thus, when Louis’ sons rose against him, Matfrid regained Orléans, only to lose it again to Odo when Louis was reinstated. The next round of fighting saw Matfrid and Odo clash again over possession of the county, with fatal results for Odo, though Louis’ restoration in 834 meant exile and definitive loss of Orléans for Matfrid. 73 Honores were worth fighting and dying for.

Aristocrats who had ‘invested’ too heavily in a particular Carolingian as a patron found it hard to switch to a replacement if their patron faltered. Thus, the death of Charlemagne’s brother Carloman in 771 resulted in the flight of several of his supporters to the Lombard court; they knew that there would be no place for them under Charlemagne, who had his own office-hungry magnates to reward. Similarly, the followers of Bernard of Italy in 817 rebelled with him against Louis the Pious’ plans for the succession which threatened to exclude Bernard. 74 For such men the death or threatened downgrading of their Carolingian patron meant that the flow of favour dried up. There was no real security of tenure. It has been estimated that in Charlemagne’s forty-five-year reign there were ten

69 ‘coeperunt regni primores...singillatim certare de honoribus, quique illorum, unde majores et plures possent obtinere’, Ad Ludovicum Balbum, PL 125, col. 985.
71 Tellenbach (1979), pp. 261–5. 72 MGH Cap. ii, no. 188, c. 5, p. 10.
73 Astronomer, Vita Hludovici, c. 44, p. 334 and c. 52, p. 332.
dismissals from secular office and that in Louis' twenty-six years there were
twenty-one. Such figures are almost certainly an underestimate, but the
pattern is clear. Amidst such upheaval the determination of magnates to
hold their office was a constant. This was so whether the honor was a county
such as Orléans or a lucrative benefice such as Neuilly which the family of
Count Donatus of Melun strove for a generation to retain in the face of
intense pressures.

What made honores so important? This returns us to the subject of family
structure. The eighth and ninth centuries were in general a time of partible
inheritance, not of primogeniture. This did not mean that all children
inherited equally; sons, for example, gained more than daughters. There was
also regional variation; for example, fathers west of the Rhine could favour
certain sons or indeed one son above others. In general, however, it can be
said that the widespread practice of partitioning inheritances threatened the
fortunes of a family. Nor was it only the petty nobility that faced such
threats. The fact that aristocratic estates were often scattered across a wide
area and were more frequently split up than either royal or ecclesiastical
estates again meant that a given family's power could fluctuate dangerously
from generation to generation. It is not surprising, therefore, that
divisions of inheritance could be tense occasions, when frustrated expecta-
tions burst into conflict, sometimes resulting in fratricide.

The importance of office-holding is now clear. Only the possession of
honores provided 'security' by raising a man above the pressure on inheri-
tance of property. This explains why a man like Bernard of Septimania was
willing to hand his son over to Charles the Bald in 841, in effect as a hostage,
in return for the king's promise to grant him honores in Burgundy. The
possession of such honores was a more stable power base than family estates.

As we have seen, however, honores in fact offered little security, given the
rivalries within both the aristocracy and the royal house. Insecurity and
conflicts are therefore the hallmarks of the social and political history of the
Carolingian aristocracy. Its members strove to rise above their rivals and
that included their own relatives. The possession of honores also meant that
there was differentiation of status within families. When the Welfs Hugh and
Conrad left Louis the German's court for that of Charles the Bald in the 850s
they gained rich honores in Burgundy; but their brother Welf (II) remained

78 Rösen (1989).  
79 Gesta Sanctorum Rotonensium iii, c. 8, ed. C. Brett, p. 206.  
80 Nithard, Histoire iii, c. 2, p. 84.  
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behind in Alemannia and obscurity. The disparity of fortune in the 'Bosonid' family is even more striking. In both these cases we are not dealing with a gulf between distantly related members of extended kin groups, but with one between brothers. Also visible here is the swift abandonment of the old family stamping-ground if promotion beckoned. The importance of royal favour in enabling a man to rise above his fellows should by now be evident, as should the restricted nature of the circle touched by that favour.

Conflict within as well as between families should therefore come as no surprise. We have seen this happen in the civil wars of the 830s and 840s. The great magnates often rose either in isolation from their relatives or at their expense. When Eberhard of Friuli's son Rudolf, who was abbot of both St Bertin and St Vaast, died in 892, Count Baldwin II of Flanders claimed the abbacies on the grounds that he was Rudolf's cousin (consobrinus); he paid no heed to closer claimants.

Access to an honor such as a countship meant access to the powers of lordship, to income (for example, profits of justice) and to lands. Marriage into the royal family brought political favour, which could be translated into very concrete terms. Judith's marriage to Louis the Pious in 819 brought important fiscal lands in Schussengau into Welf hands. Access to such resources enabled counts to strengthen their hold over their own following by acting as channels through which royal favour could be directed further down the hierarchy. Thus in June 859 Hunfrid, marquis of Gothia, successfully petitioned Charles the Bald at Attigny to grant land in Narbonnais and Ampurias to members of his entourage there. What the great magnates gained for themselves, they had to redistribute. They accumulated in order to spend.

Differentiation of status within family parallels, and helps explain, differentiation within the nobility as a social group. Magnates did not always manage to put down deep roots. Of the two great administrators of eighth-century Carolingian Alemannia, Ruthard and Warin, only the former managed to entrench himself and his descendants there. Warin's son

83 Boso, a magnate from Lotharingia, travelled west with his brother-in-law Charles the Bald in 869, held offices in Vienne and Lyonnais and built up a network of power stretching from Cambrai to Pavia; contrast his brother Bivinus, who remained in obscurity in Lotharingia and pursued family claims to land around the abbey of Gorze, hitherto a focus of the family's power: Airlie (1981), pp. 194–211, 214–19. Churches, of course, were very often far from being a mere second best as an anchor for aristocratic power, see Hartung (1988a) and Nightingale (1988).
Isanbard succeeded him as count in Thurgau but was squeezed out in 779 by hostile nobles. A century later, similar short tenure of office can be observed: Boso of Vienne and Bernard of Gothia held the county of Berry in quick succession in the 870s but they looked upon it merely as a source of troops and money; they had no interest in making it a permanent power base. An important consequence of this pattern is that humbler members of the nobility, broadly defined, may have been able to secure themselves more firmly in localities. Counts came and went in Linzgau and Argengau, for example, but a series of charters from there reveals the continuous presence in witness-lists from 793 to 883 of men called Sigibert; they are probably related to each other and at least one of them was a vicarius. Beneath the Sturm und Drang of high politics we may have here a ‘dynasty’ of the petty nobility. In Boso’s career we can detect a vicecomes and missus of his called Erlulfus at a mallus in Provence between 871 and 876. In 870, in the entourage of Boso’s predecessor Gerard of Vienne there is an Erlulfus, almost certainly the same man. Gerard had been dismissed from office in 870, to be replaced by Boso; Erlulfus, at a less exalted level, had survived. In Italy the families with a future in the post-Carolingian world were those of the second rank who had consolidated their status in confined regions, often by leasing estates from more prominent office-holders such as bishops. The ultimate evolution of the great magnates, the ‘super-magnates’ who rose to become kings themselves, remains to be considered. Of course there had always been distinctions among the nobility, but the men who rose to regal or quasi-regal status at the end of the ninth century were distinctive indeed. Boso of Vienne was only one member of that elite group upon whose help Charles the Bald was depending in Italy in 877. This group included Hugh the Abbot, a Welf, Bernard of the Auvergne, the son of Bernard of Septimania, and Bernard, marquis of Gothia, a ‘Rorgonid’. High birth and royal favour enabled them to outrank their peers and to monopolise certain offices. When Bernard of Gothia fell from power in 878 his bonores were secretly carved up among a charmed circle which included Boso and Bernard of the Auvergne. Such men did not threaten royal power; they were strong agents of a strong king. High administrative tasks and military commands were the traditional preserves

92 AB(3) i.a. 877, p. 216. 93 AB(3) i.a. 878, pp. 219–30.
of favoured aristocrats and these men carried out such tasks on a large scale at a time of Viking and Hungarian attacks. In West Francia such men as Boso ran the ‘provinces’ of Charles the Bald’s empire; in East Francia men such as the Liudolfings’ ancestor Brun, who was also a royal brother-in-law, held the title of dux and died fighting a Viking host in Saxony in 880.94

Such men profited from royal service. In no sense can they be described as ‘anti-Carolingian’. They would fight to retain their status and this could involve defying an individual king; their resistance prevented Louis the Stammerer from redistributing honores as he wanted to on his accession in 877.95 But it was crises in Carolingian kingship itself that triggered the rise of the great magnates to royal status; that status had not been the target of the dynasty’s followers. The death of Louis the Stammerer in 879 saw Boso’s bid for a crown, but it was the deposition and death of Charles the Fat, the last legitimate adult male Carolingian, in the winter of 887–8 that heralded the appearance of the new rulers. The great men who had risen in Carolingian service now stepped in to fill the power vacuum. A contemporary identifies them: in Italy, Berengar, the son of Eberhard of Friuli, in Burgundy, Conrad, son of Rudolf, in Provence and Gaul, Louis(!), the son of Boso, and Wido, son of Lambert, in the northwest, Odo, son of Robert the Strong.96 These men were the privileged members of privileged families. They had benefited from the success, not the failure, of the Carolingians’ partnership with the aristocracy; to that extent they were the Carolingians’ natural heirs. They do not represent a take-over by the aristocracy.97

What does explain 888 is the all-too-successful integration of Carolingians and aristocrats. This is not to downplay the crisis of legitimacy. Regino’s contemporary account remains the most acute analysis; the ‘kinglets’ were indeed distinguished by high ancestry and power, but none had the royal charisma that would enable him to dominate.98 Nevertheless Carolingian favour had marked these men out and the structure of the Carolingian empire itself was the foundation of the new powers in both East and West Francia. The new dukedoms and kingdoms reflected the old duchies and sub-kingdoms, the administrative regions, of that empire. The new powers were formed in old moulds.99 The new potentates thus modelled themselves on their Carolingian predecessors. What else could they do? They failed to match their intensity of rule, in both east and west, as the history of the tenth century shows. But they bore a Carolingian stamp. Boso of Vienne’s brother, Richard the Justiciar, who dominated Burgundy

94 Boso, n. 83 above; Bruno: AF(3) s.a. 880, p. 94. 95 AB(3) s.a. 877, p. 218.
from the 890s to his death in 921, was commemorated in a poem which not only praised his military achievements, important as those were, but also described him as ‘the shield of the church’, and provider of justice for his people.\textsuperscript{100} It is a fine epitaph for a ruling elite.

\textsuperscript{100} K.-F. Werner (1986). I am grateful to Rosamond McKitterick for editorial advice and patience and to Janet Nelson for critical encouragement.
CHAPTER 17
SOCIAL AND MILITARY INSTITUTIONS

Hans-Werner Goetz

INTRODUCTION

Social history deals mainly with two topics: (1) social order, concerning the structure of a (former) society and the criteria for its subdivision, and (2) social bonds, informing us about the organisation of social groups and the mechanisms which regulate social life. The individual is always part of several, overlapping communities, from household and family, the village community, the community of serfs on estates, the parish congregation, or voluntary associations, to political orders, like tribes, peoples or nations. The integration of individuals into communities and their dependence on social bonds in the early middle ages can hardly be overestimated.

Before venturing to describe the little we know of early medieval society, it is wise to remember the problems of such an undertaking. These result mainly from a deep discrepancy between the evidence of our sources on the one hand and modern fields of interest on the other. Whereas modern historiography lays a distinct emphasis on social developments, writers of the early middle ages had not the slightest interest in social phenomena as we conceive of them. This means that the evidence is widely dispersed and is to be found in completely different contexts, in a distinct phraseology and under diverse aspects. Social structures, which alter slowly, were not perceived by early medieval authors and often were not even perceivable. Those medieval social 'theories' that are known to have existed are inappropriate to satisfy modern needs, whereas the social criteria of modern historians are widely influenced by sociological theories whose application to pre-industrial times still has to be proved valid (which one should not expect to be too successful concerning the middle ages). Moreover, in discussing former societies, we have to distinguish between the social theory or ideal, as expressed in laws and moral treatises, and the real manifestation, which is often neglected by our sources and only known.
from indirect and almost unintentional remarks. Considering all these problems, we have to distinguish (a) between the former and the modern mode of perception (social history in itself is a modern approach), (b) between former and modern terminology, and (c) between ‘norm’ and ‘reality’. Nevertheless a great many uncertainties and questions remain, which increase, of course, if the society is seen, as it is here, in a European or Occidental context. Social history, more than any other branch of historiography, is therefore compelled to adopt explicative theories which often remain hypothetical. In spite of the great amount of research carried out during the last decades, it is only possible here to present a preliminary concept of early medieval society, open to criticism and improvement. My discussion will be largely restricted to the Frankish empire, which is the best-known area, but reference will be made to other regions wherever possible to make clear that there were vast geographical differences within Europe. It is evident from the preceding remarks that there are no particular sources for the social historian who finds evidence, however dispersed, in all kinds of sources: historiography and hagiography, liturgical, exegetical and dogmatical texts, polyptychs, letters and fiction. Most of the evidence, however, is provided by legal sources, particularly by the *leges* of the early medieval peoples, the Frankish capitularies, the ecclesiastical (canon) law and, of course, by charters and *formulae*. The following examples taken from sources are therefore meant rather as an illustration than as a representative survey. Such a survey would require discussions which are not possible in this context.1

THE SOCIAL ORDER

Problems in applying modern categories to social history: the character of early medieval society

The commonest way of dividing a society is by speaking of castes, classes, and ‘estates’ or ‘orders’ (*ordines*),2 but none of these categories applies sufficiently to the early middle ages. Its society did not consist of *castes*, because its social groups were not completely distinct from each other and not primarily of religious origin; social structures were older than the introduction of Christianity, though they might have changed under

1 I am extremely grateful to Rosamond McKitterick and Chris Wickham for helpful suggestions and discussions as well as stylistic emendations.

2 The German term is *Stand*, for which there is no exact English equivalent. For further discussion see Bosl (1969a).
Christian influence. Nor can we talk of medieval ‘classes’ (in the sense of German *Klassen*), since medieval theories do not underline their role in the process of economic production and, at least in the early middle ages, there are no signs of a real class consciousness and a common interest of its members. More appropriately, we might describe early medieval society as being divided into social orders (*ordines*) which were, at least theoretically, divided on the grounds of birth and function and — more importantly — by legal distinctions. Moreover, medieval theorists recognised *ordines.* Yet modern historians are reluctant to acknowledge the existence of a society differentiated in such a way before the twelfth century, when we perceive an apparently stricter consciousness of social status which led to the definition of legal and social barriers; in the early middle ages, the nobility still did not form a ‘legal estate’. Nevertheless, early medieval society was rather a society of estates than of classes or even castes.

Another possibility of dividing and describing a society and one which is more widespread nowadays is the method of *stratification,* which has the advantage of being applicable to every developed society consisting of vertically organised social strata. The normal custom is to distinguish between upper, middle and lower class(es) which again are subdivided internally. It is no doubt possible to distinguish between upper and lower classes (and perhaps a middle class of free peasants, too) during the early middle ages, but it is by no means easy to separate them distinctly. This is partly due to the lack of corresponding terms in medieval texts, but mainly to a multiplicity of different criteria. Modern standards like profession or income had little or no relevance in the middle ages, when measures like rank (status) or authority were far more important. The significance of these, however, can hardly be estimated today. Social status was dependent on one’s legal status, on custom and tradition, on social, political and ecclesiastical functions. It should be noted, however, that medieval thinkers did not make clear distinctions between these three aspects. Secondarily, within the classes, it was possibly also dependent on age and sex, and of course on rights of possession, power and domination, on the degree of rulership and of subjugation and on the rank of one’s master (thus the king’s serfs had a higher status than the serfs of a nobleman). All these criteria overlapped, making it impossible to create a clear-cut social order.

Under such circumstances, a description of early medieval social order cannot be more than a cautious one. If past periods of research chose to see medieval society as one of enormous stability, this seems true for medieval ideology, but it far from characterises reality. Social mobility was probably

---

3 These problems are discussed by Mitterauer (1977).
not the pre-eminent feature, but one that should by no means be underesti-
mated. Early medieval society is readily described as being homogeneous
with very little division of labour, which is true in comparison with late
medieval urban society, but this should not obscure the fact that social
distinctions and gradations did actually exist. We should, however, always
remember the fact that these depended on vague criteria of overlapping
systems.

Early medieval ‘theories’ of social classification

If we look at the early medieval ‘social theories’ first, we find that
contemporary authors, though they did not spend a lot of time reflecting on
social affairs, had at least a certain concept of social order, which was, of
course, a Christian concept. ‘Society’ as a whole was a Christian society
manifested in the ‘church’ (ecclesia), a term that must not be misunderstood
as the body of ecclesiastics in an institutional sense; by the ‘church’, all
Christians were meant. For Boniface, the ecclesia formed one body (corpus)
consisting of a large number of different ‘members’, such as authorities
(officia) and honours (dignitates). This Christian society, according to
contemporary conception, was solid and characterised by its order – and
ordo was the central term of medieval social theory – arranging everything
according to measure, number and weight. This order was part of the divine
system of the world and, moreover, a reflection of the celestial order (which
was seen from an earthly perspective). Medieval ‘social theory’ was thus
embedded in the vision of the world as a whole. According to the
Augustinian tradition, everybody was expected to have his or her proper
place and function. On the one hand, this included the acknowledgement of
social inequality, of a vertical division of society. On the other hand, however, it
meant a certain respect for each function (an important aspect which should
not be neglected) and thus created a horizontal conception of society at the same
time; early medieval society had a hierarchical structure, but with regard to
its function (and, of course, to the prospect of salvation) each class was
equal, to be judged by God respectively by the accomplishment of its proper
charge, thus contributing to universal welfare. Each subject, we learn from
a capitulary of Louis the Pious, was admonished to serve the king within his
proper place and order, thus participating in the realm and the king’s office.

---

4 Boniface, Sermo 9, 1, PL 89, col. 860.
5 Compare Dinzelmacher (1979).
6 Compare Augustine, De Civitate Dei 19, 13: ‘ordo est parium dispariumque rerum sua cuique
loca tribuens dispositio’.
7 Compare Tellenbach (1972).
8 Admonitio ad omnes regni ordinis (s.a. 823/825), MGH Cap. 1, no. 130, c. 3, p. 303: ‘inusquisque
vestrum in suo loco et ordine partem nostri ministerii habere cognoscatur’.
When we look for more concrete attempts at social division, various concepts present themselves.

1. The most common social classification, which was based on the legal order as it is found in the Germanic laws as well as in other sources characterising the legal classes, was the following: (sometimes) the nobility (nobiles), (always) the freemen (liberi, ingenui), (mostly) the half-free (liberti, lidi) and (always) the unfree (servi). The fundamental distinction was the one between free and unfree (liberi and servi), sometimes seen as a division of the whole society: *non est amplius nisi liber et servus.*

2. A later system reflected a growing domination of an upper class (the nobility). This development sometimes, and especially in the Frankish capitularies, was reflected by a distinction between *potentes* and *pauperes*, meaning those who dominated and those who were dominated (*Herrschende und Beherrschte* in the terminology of Karl Bosl). One has to recall, however, that *pauper* is an ambiguous term covering meanings from the conscious — religious — ‘poverty’ of the monks (*pauperes Christi*) to an economic poverty in our sense. In a social context the term seemed to signify above all impoverished freemen lacking adequate shelter and care, as distinct from the *servi* who were unfree, but sheltered and cared for by their master. The capitularies emphasised the duty of the *potentes* to protect the *pauperes*. This scheme displays the development of a consciousness of a society that was vertically divided, with differences among the free people regarding their power and rights.

A more widespread and more appropriate bipartition of early medieval society was to distinguish between lords and servants, *domini* and *servi*. This seems similar to the afore-mentioned classification, but it was more appropriate to characterise the relation of tenancy and dependence between a lord and his bondsmen (that is, the serfs). Once again, *servus* is an ambiguous term since it covered slaves and legally unfree as well as serfs. In both cases, certain terms, though specific in themselves, were chosen to refer to the mass of the society in a generalising manner, thus revealing a significant feature of social thinking: *pauperes* and *servi* were apparently perceived as the ‘normal case’ of subordinate people.

A third division of the whole society was made by distinguishing ‘warriors’ and ‘peasants’ (*milites* and *rustici*). This did not mean, of course, that all people were either combatants or peasants, but it sheds a light on the normal agrarian character of early medieval society as well as on the fact that

---

9 See pp. 457–61 below.
10 *MGH Cap.* 1, no. 58, c. 1, p. 143 (*s.a.* 801/14).
12 Compare Mollat (1978).
14 Compare Duby (1973).
the ‘peasants’ (who formerly were the soldiers) began to be excluded from military service from the end of the eighth century.

3. A very different system was to distinguish between ecclesiastics and laymen (clerici et laici), for ecclesiastical office in itself set the clergy apart both socially and legally. Theoretical definitions emphasised the different function (obviously on an equal level), as seen for example in a letter written by Pope Zacharias to the mayor of the palace, Pippin, in 747 which attributed the task of defending the country from the enemy to the (upper-class) laity, whereas priests and monks had to pray for the salvation of the others.15 Sometimes we find a triple system distinguishing between clergy, monks and laymen, but with a growing approximation of monks and clergy concerning their way of life and their concept of themselves, the dual system became the standard scheme of Carolingian society.

4. It was not until the end of our period, once the clergy and monks were seen as one ordo, that, according to social theory, the laity began to divide into an upper and a lower ‘class’, the result being a (much discussed) triple division of the whole society into those who pray (oratores), those who fight (bellatores) and those who work (laboratores).16 Its first appearance was in King Alfred’s Old English version of De Consolatione Philosophiae by Boethius,17 another version was developed in the school of Auxerre,18 while its most famous manifestation is found in Adalbero of Laon’s satirical poem written in the early eleventh century (1025/7) and addressed to King Robert II of France. The origins of this idea, therefore, seem to come from England and northern France. Further groups — such as merchants (mercatores) — were rarely included.19

5. There were, however, completely different ways of dividing the society according to theological or moral criteria (which we would not classify as being ‘social’ systems), for example, the distinction between the learned (doctores), the ‘chaste’ (abstinentes) and the married (coniugati),20 or between coniugati, continentes and virgines,21 between men and women, chosen and

15 Codex Carolini 3, MGH Ep. 111, p. 480: ‘Principes et seculares homines atque bellatores convenit curam habere et sollicitudinem contra inimicorum astutiam et provintiae defensionem, praesulibus vero sacerdotibus adque Dei servis pertinent salutaribus consiliis et oracionibus vacare, ut, nobis orantibus et illis bellantibus, Deo prestante, provincia salva persistat fiatque vobis in salutem laudem et mercedem perpetuam.’

16 Compare Oexle (1978); Duby (1978).

17 Ed. Walter John Sedgefield, King Alfred’s Old English Version of Boethius 17 (Oxford 1899), p. 40: gehedmen, ferdmem, wercmen (the king needs the help of all of these groups).

18 Compare Iogna-Prat (1986).

19 Compare Pseudo-Bede, De Quatuor Ordinis, PL 94, cols. 156-7.

20 Compare Jonas of Orléans, De Institutione Laicorum 2, 1, PL 106.

21 Thus (later on) Abbo of Fleury, Apologeticus, PL 139, cols. 463f, from about 994.
Social and military institutions

Social reality in the early middle ages: some main features

With a knowledge of medieval social concepts, one can better understand the thought of these former times. These concepts do not lack any reference to reality, but offer an ideal and often simplified reflection of actual social conditions. What they neglect is, primarily, a consideration of social mobility and change on the one hand, and of an interdependence and a superposition of different systems on the other. In reality, there is not such a distinct demarcation as reflected in theory. This means that the attempts to classify early medieval society that have been outlined above and are reviewed here once again with respect to their practical impact turn out to be much more complicated when we try to describe the real circumstances.

1. The distinction of different legal classes is so widespread and frequently documented throughout the west that it must be judged as one of the most important (perhaps the most important) social phenomenon of this period. In the course of the ninth century, however, legal class lost much of its importance to other factors, though this was only the beginning of a long development. Whereas the legal significance of being free meant, first of all, having full legal capacity in the count’s court, it is not easy to value its social implication. The graduated wergeld and the attempts to retain one’s liberty prove, however, such a portent: in the ninth century, land donations made by peasants in order to preserve their own liberty or that of their wives and children testify the continuing appreciation of being legally free (independent of the fact that these people had long since become dependants). Moreover, the period considered here was one of significant changes.

If we take a brief look at the single legal classes, we at once face the problem of whether or not there was a nobility, though this is a question

---

22 Thus Boniface, Sermo 9, 1, PL89, col. 860.
23 Walahfrid Strabo, De exordiis et incrementis rerum ecclesiasticarum 32, MGH Cap. 11, p. 313.
that concerns Merovingian more than Carolingian times. Although some tribal laws such as the Salic law do not testify to the existence of a nobility as a legal class with a distinct *wergeld* — a fact that might be interpreted as the absence of legal prerogatives, but which has also been understood as indicating that the nobility was beyond the royal law and authority — there is absolutely no doubt of the existence of a social, economic and political upper class which was called ‘nobility’ by Carolingian sources and was defined by birth (*maiores natu*). It is difficult to say whether the Frankish noblemen were descended from an old Frankish nobility (*Uradel*) joined by the Gallo-Roman senatorial aristocracy or, as were the Anglo-Saxon earls, from a younger nobility risen in the ranks of the king’s service, but it seems most probable that the Carolingian nobility had several roots. In the ninth century, members of the leading Frankish and Burgundian families, called the ‘Frankish imperial aristocracy’ by German historians, were sent to the new provinces east of the Rhine and south of the Alps, and again, in the course of a few generations, they merged with the provincial aristocracy. In principle, we must distinguish between these political leaders and the broader social class of noblemen from which they were recruited. Nevertheless, it can be said that the early medieval nobility as a distinct class was more or less identical with the political and economic leaders (the landowners) as well as the secular and ecclesiastical office-holders. A few *leges barbarorum*, such as the Saxon laws written down during the reign of Charlemagne, defined them as a legal class as well. The *wergeld* of the Anglo-Saxon ‘noble’ was six times the amount of a freeman’s. Moreover, from the end of the eighth century, the nobility gradually began to acquire the monopoly of military service. Thus, on the whole, the nobility was a class above the others. Though it is difficult to define its limits, in spite of the criterion of being noble by virtue of birth, we have to assume that it was possible to become noble on the grounds of one’s outstanding reputation. It was also possible to suffer a decline in social status and cease to be noble.

The ordinary *freemen* (*ingenui, liberi*) represented the standard class of the Germanic laws and the addressees of the state authority. Legal decrees still fostered the illusion that the freemen were the basic element of the early medieval state, though the power had long since passed into the hands of the nobility. The freemen still held their legal rights, including the right of possession and of being free to move, but their original prerogatives to attend and share the political and legal decisions of the public assemblies and
to do military service were restricted more and more during the eighth and particularly the ninth century. According to one capitulary, a peasant had to possess twelve mansi to be an armoured horseman.\textsuperscript{28} In spite of the impression created by the legal sources that there existed a homogeneous and influential class of freemen, the weakening of the social position of this group is one of the main characteristics of our period. The other main feature is the fact that this apparently homogeneous legal class actually was extremely heterogeneous in its social manifestation. There has been a long dispute concerning the character of these freemen. Former historians believed in the existence of one homogeneous Germanic class of 'freemen' (\textit{Gemeinfreie}), a view that was abandoned by the discovery of a noble class. In the late 1940s and 50s, German scholars (such as Dannenbauer, Mayer and Bosl) thought that all freemen were 'the king's freemen', who settled on his land and were obliged to do military service, but were actually dependent tenants (Bosl ambiguously called them the 'free unfree'). Both theories have turned out to be wrong in so far as they presume a uniformity of this class that never existed.\textsuperscript{29} The theory of the king's freemen rightly took into account the medieval system of domination, but it judged from the state of the ninth century when 'freedom' was beginning to lose its social relevance. There were 'king's freemen' (being nothing else than legally free people on the king's land and in the king's service), but they were different from 'ordinary freemen', perhaps socially elevated by the status of their lord, but complemented by other groups such as those living on church land, for example, or being completely independent. Freemen could be rich or poor, lords or vassals, dependent or independent, peasants, artisans or merchants. What is most important, however, is that we have to distinguish between legal and social status, especially when contrasting \textit{ingenui} and \textit{servi}: the state of being free in the early middle ages implied a legal uniformity, but a vast social diversity. In the eighth and ninth centuries, a freeman (in the legal sense of the word) could well be a tenant, though, of course, not all freemen were dependents. Legally, there was the possibility of liberation of a \textit{servus} to full or restricted freedom by an ecclesiastical or a secular act (men so freed were called \textit{tabularii} and \textit{cartularii} respectively). There were other social climbers (such as \textit{censuales} and \textit{ministeriales}) who acquired a better economic situation and a higher rank as officials of the landlord, though they experienced no improvement in their legal status. In Christian Spain, particularly along the border, the distinction between free and unfree may

\textsuperscript{28} \textit{MGH Cap.} I, no. 44, c. 6, p. 123. For a full discussion of the meaning of the word \textit{mansus} see Verhulst, pp. 493-5 below.

\textsuperscript{29} Compare Müller-Mertens (1963); Schulze (1974); Schmitt (1977).
have become irrelevant in favour of a class of small tenants who had to protect the border, but were not allowed to move.30

The half-free (often called *liti* or *laeti*), a term for a multiplicity of different states between free and unfree, had a number of different origins: they might have derived from a subdued population (as in the case of the Saxons), or be fallen freemen, risen *servi* or children from unequal marriages, or, of course, the descendants of half-free parents. The half-free had a restricted legal capacity, but were personally dependent. Again the legal status covered a variety of distinct social functions.

Finally, the unfree had no personal legal capacity, but were owned by a lord who could punish or sell them or give them away (to a church, for example). They were distinguished from freemen by different (corporal) penalties and certain restrictions. Contrary to their position in Roman law, the unfree in the early middle ages tended to be treated more and more as people rather than as objects (though this is a question fervently discussed), and they were allowed to have a limited amount of property and were able to marry with the consent of their master. In the case of the unfree there is not the same discrepancy between legal and social status as for freemen because a person who was legally unfree was personally unfree as well. Socially, however, there could be great differences among the unfree, ranging from homeless servants, obliged to do their master a permanent service, to those who had an official function as stewards of a large estate (compare below).

Legal status depended on one's kinship to such a degree that, in extreme cases, one might be tempted to slay a relative who could endanger one's freedom by revealing his lower status.31 Though the classes were separated legally and some laws, such as those of the Saxons, prohibited any intermarriage,32 we normally find a toleration of mixed marriages. Despite their strict prohibition in the *Lex Salica* (tit. 98), these in fact seemed fairly widespread among peasants. The superior partner's status did not suffer as a result, as we are informed by the polyptych of St Germain-de-Prés from the early ninth century, according to which nearly 20% of all tenant couples differed in their legal status. Moreover, a great number of lawsuits33 reveal that, despite the criterion of birth, the legal status of partners was not at all clear in certain cases: the status of a *servus* or a freeman was not unchangeable and often had to be inquired about legally.34 The main problem in our period is, however, that the distinction of being free or unfree was only part

30 Glick (1979), pp. 146–53. 31 MGH Cap. 1, no. 39, c. 5, p. 113 (s.a. 803).
34 MGH Cap. 1, no. 16, c. 8, p. 40 (s.a. 738/68); no. 138, c. 6, p. 276–7 (s.a. 818/19).
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of a complicated social system and that, in the eighth and ninth centuries, it was no longer an indicator of the social function of the individual. Thus, to conclude, legal status was no more than one aspect of a social classification.

2. The legal system was particularly encroached upon by the new dependency within the manorial system (which is dealt with below): the servus could be a slave or a dependent tenant (with very different functions respectively). Regardless of the continuing existence of real slaves, especially in the Mediterranean countries, we may proceed from the assumption that the slavery of antiquity was replaced by the servitude of the early middle ages. However, it is important to keep in mind that, servitude being arguably a consequence of the manorial system, the categories of ‘slave’ or ‘serf’ are imbedded in different social contexts, that is: a legal and a ‘manorial’ context, though the sources use servus for both groups; there is no contemporary term for being a dependant except that such are occasionally referred to as having landowners as their masters. Most important for the characterisation of social reality was the distinction between masters and servants (reflected by the sources, as described above, p. 455) or between lords and dependants in the manorial system on the one hand and, among the peasants, between free (that is, independent and ‘allodial’) owners and tenants on the other. Although we have only indirect evidence and independent peasants (mostly in the form of documents that recorded them giving their lands away to churches), we have to proceed from the assumption that there still existed a great number of free peasants. There was also an increasing loss of freedom in favour of servitude. A lot of freemen became tenants of a noble or ecclesiastical landlord, thus retaining their legal freedom, but actually losing their independence, partly owing to a crime or debt, partly by submitting themselves to a lord, partly by the effect of precarious contracts, partly by force, and at any rate, by the custom of paying taxes and rendering services to their lords. It is impossible to determine the scale on which men bound themselves to a lord by becoming his dependants, but it was sufficient for Carolingian capitularies to remark on the need to protect freemen.35 In the ninth century, ‘freedom’ (as a social, not as a legal term) was becoming dependent on the amount and kind of services due to a lord. These were new criteria. They established a new order which in turn affected the legal status.

3. Apart from these systems, there can be no doubt about a growing tendency to separate the clergy as a distinct class, exempted (legally and socially) from the normal classification, and elevated by the fact that they were among the educated members of society and had easier access to

35 MGH Cap. 1, no. 39, c. 1, p. 114; no. 44, c. 16, p. 125; no. 73, cc. 2–3, p. 165; MGH Conc. iii, no. 41, c. 14, p. 422.
learning and scholarship. Yet, since the clergy could not be recruited by birth because of the celibacy observed at least by the higher clergy, ecclesiastics always remained within the social system, with strong secular and spiritual connections between laymen and clergy in the early middle ages. These connections are particularly evident between the bishops and their (lay) families, a fact which we are able to determine from the collective entries in memorial books, the existence of *Eigenkirchen und -klöster* (churches and monasteries within a particular lord’s jurisdiction and on his estates conceived as family churches and monasteries), and the collective family domination of a bishopric, especially in France where the see was often regarded as part of the patrimony of a leading family. Apart from this, we have to keep in mind that there was a social hierarchy within the clergy; bishops, abbots, and monks too with rare exceptions, came from noble families, whereas priests may have originated from the free families of the local society or, in rural seigneurial churches, had often formerly been serfs who were set free according to the canonical prescription that the priest should not be legally unfree.

4. The existence of a (more or less separate) clergy is a sign that legal and social status was already encroached upon by the distinction of functional positions. These did not correspond with the functional estates of the contemporary social theories mentioned above, but resulted rather from practical needs revealed in administrative documents. The most significant characterisation is found within the manorial system by distinguishing between tenants, that is, peasants holding a farm including their own house (*servi casati*) and landless workers living in the manor (*servi non casati*) — with intermediate stages, like the *baistaldi* in Prüm, whom Ludolf Kuchenbuch defines as serfs with a small area of agricultural land, waiting to be loaned a *mansus*. Of these serfs, a small group entrusted with a special task or office, the *ministri* or *ministeriales*, began to rise to more elevated positions, as millers, foresters, priests attached to the estate, and, above all, as stewards in charge of a manor (*villici*). In the ninth century these *villici* continued to be serfs, peasants mostly (contrary to a widespread opinion that they originally were *servi non casati*), but held a position from which they could rise into the local nobility within the next two centuries. The existence of artisans and merchants — within and outside the manorial system — leads us to a further social differentiation according to profession; different terms for various activities and occupations prove that early medieval society was already characterised by a division of labour, though it remained, of course, a largely agricultural society. Beyond such classifications, there were enormous social
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differences between members of the same ‘class’ or function, even among the tenants: peasants enjoyed a different status dependent on whether they held a ‘free’ or an ‘unfree’ mansus (mansus ingenuilis et servilis), each having different duties. These duties were originally likely to correspond to the legal status of the tenant, but had completely lost such a connotation by the ninth century. It depended on the size of the family, the number of servants, the extent of their arable and other agricultural land, the amount of services and payments they owed the lord; the most favourable state was that of the censuaires who rendered nothing but a money rent, or the cerocensuaires paying a rent in wax to a church. It is not possible to define fixed groups (or strata) within the early medieval population, but there can be no doubt that there were profound social differences everywhere.

5. Not all people were respected as full members of society. Serfs, though they were dependent on their masters, were integrated in the social system because they had someone by whom they were cared for and sheltered. Others often termed marginal groups by social historians were not in such a position. These groups could be of a very different nature, with nothing in common but the fact that they stood outside Christian or Catholic society and therefore were despised in some way or other. This could derive from religious reasons, as in the case of the Jews, who seemed to live mainly in the big cities (not yet in closed quarters, but in increasing concentrations in certain urban areas) and who worked as merchants, artisans or physicians, and in southern Europe also as peasants. Though anti-Jewish statements (such as Agobard of Lyons’ invectives from 822–8 directed against the influence of the Jews in the king’s court) were still being made for religious and political reasons, Jews seemed on the whole to be tolerated; they lived under their own law, fostered their own religion, and had their own authorities, supervised by a magister Iudeorum who was appointed by the king. We have evidence of religious discussions and conversions in both directions, though these were despised on both sides. Ecclesiastical decrees were restricted to the prohibition of intermarriage, joint meals, offices giving Jews power over Christians and the possession of Christian servants, and certain Jews were even protected by the royal precepts (in exchange for a tax). The documents preserved refer, however, rather to single cases than to the whole ‘race’. Some Jews at least seemed to be wealthy. In these centuries, Jews were restricted in their social possibilities, regarded as foreigners and as a threat to the Christian cult, yet they were granted complete religious liberty and were not yet persecuted. Like the Jews, heretics were also regarded as outsiders for religious reasons, but unlike the

38 Formulae Imperiales, nos. 30–1, MGH Form., pp. 309–11.
Jews they were not tolerated; heretics did not, however, play an important role in the eighth and ninth centuries.

The mendicants were a completely different case of a marginal group; despised because they did not fit into an orderly society, they were at the same time needed as objects of Christian charity. In fact, one has to distinguish between the poor, whose income did not suffice, but who were nevertheless respected and explicitly sheltered by the king’s protection, and those beggars who did not work properly and who were disapproved of. Carolingian capitularies tried to prohibit begging (in vain, of course) whereas an anecdote handed down by Notker the Stammerer seems to imply that sometimes, at least, beggars formed a community of their own with a ‘beggar king’ as their head. At any rate, poverty was so widespread that there was a constant need for welfare which was institutionalised by the monasteries’ care for the poor, the ill and the pilgrims (a continuation of the Merovingian xenodochia).

A further marginal group is represented by strangers of all kinds: travellers and pilgrims perhaps or even merchants (who left their home only temporarily), and particularly vagrants and vagabonds who had no constant home at all. Minstrels and other ‘dishonourable professions’, including prostitutes, came very close to this group. In addition there were those who were excluded from society because of contagious diseases, particularly leprosy. And finally there were criminals and outlaws, damned by secular courts and free to be killed by anybody, or those excommunicated by ecclesiastical authorities and therefore prohibited from communicating with anyone. Once again, it is misleading to consider all these different people as being closely connected by classifying them as marginal groups. Each group was formed according to different criteria and was therefore socially distinct. What they had in common was the lack of ‘normal’ social bonds.

6. It is no doubt also somewhat misleading to deal with women as a distinct social group, because women were, of course, primarily part of their respective classes. Their position was first and foremost determined by their social status, and gender was only of secondary importance. Thus what has been said above is mostly true for men and women. Yet there were some common features that suggest that it might be wise to insert a small section on the social status of women as a whole. Though there were certain improvements in the course of the early middle ages owing to the influence of the church, the common opinion is (not quite unjustly) that women were
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41 Compare e.g. Ketsch (1982).
completely subordinated, living in a patriarchal society and subjected to the
dominion (munt) of their male guardian: ‘Medieval society was essentially a
society of men.’\textsuperscript{42} Legal discriminations no doubt affected the social position
of women with regard to their right to marry and to get divorced, to inherit
or to be in possession: according to the Salic law (tit. 98 of the Carolingian
version of 100 titles), a man was allowed to dismiss his wife, but had to
respect her dowry. The same law (tit. 93, 6) excluded daughters from the
inheritance of certain categories of land (terra salica), which was to be
retained by the virilis sexus.\textsuperscript{43} Southern European and southern German laws
were less strict in these respects. Moreover, women were excluded from
public and ecclesiastical offices. On the other hand, the laws protected them
from importunities and injuries to an extent that reveals a great deal of
respect; the wergeld for women, especially when they were able to bear
children, sometimes was, as in the Salic law, three times higher than a man’s
wergeld, and the forfeit for blocking a woman’s way when travelling exceeded
the male counterpart by the same measure. The fine for cutting a girl’s hair
was higher than for cutting a boy’s hair.\textsuperscript{44} The suggestion that there was
widespread infanticide of girls\textsuperscript{45} is absurd and has widely been rejected.

Moreover, we are beginning to realise more and more that legal norms
reflect moral ideals which may deviate completely from social reality. There
is, for example, sufficient evidence showing that women (especially noble-
women) did have possessions as well as the right to dispose of them. Women
had their share in the household management or, in the case of the peasant
family, in the domestic economy: the opera muliebria (such as textile work)
formed a constitutive part of the peasant economy.\textsuperscript{46} Finally, women played
an important part in family politics and in ‘family consciousness’, even
among peasant families,\textsuperscript{47} in religious and cultural life (e.g. as nuns and
canonesses\textsuperscript{48} as well as founders of monasteries), and some women even
gained a decisive political influence.\textsuperscript{49} In other words, women participated
in the early medieval ‘ways of life’ (Lebensformen) which included possibili-
ties of self-development. It remains true, however, that the wife’s position
depended on the status of her husband. Marriage, therefore, was a kind of
precondition to develop a certain standing and influence, thus resulting in
the normal ‘career’ for women (and men), though there seem to have been a

\textsuperscript{42} Compare van Houtte (1980), p. 144: ‘Die mittelalterliche Gesellschaft war im wesentlichen eine
Gesellschaft von Männern.’
\textsuperscript{43} Compare also Chilperic’s edict (561/84), 3, MGH Cap. i, p. 8, granting daughters hereditary
rights only if there were no sons. See Ganshof (1962).
\textsuperscript{44} See Lex Salica 26, 22, 33.
\textsuperscript{45} Coleman (1974).
\textsuperscript{46} See Herlihy (1990); Kuchenbuch, in Goetz (1991), pp. 139–75.
\textsuperscript{47} See Goetz (1987).
\textsuperscript{49} Goetz (1991); Affeldt (1990).
certain number of unmarried people too. For noblewomen, religious life was an alternative to marriage, but this should not be interpreted as a flight from man’s domination, since the religious impetus was the same for both sexes. Recent studies have shown that monasteries formed an integral part of family politics, which warns us against neglecting the mutual relations between the ‘secular’ and ‘spiritual life’. The latter was an alternative only from the religious point of view. While marriage still was seen as a hindrance to becoming a saint, socially, it enjoyed high esteem. A last point: early medieval society, especially in the areas of household and marriage, was based on a complementary collaboration between men and women, husband and wife, the latter being integrated into the economic ‘family enterprise’. At the same time, both sexes were expected to meet specific needs, according to nature and ability, founded on the conception of a basic difference between the two sexes. Textile work was considered to be the typical opus muliebre (though, in reality, this was only one of many female activities). Ideologically, at least, this distinction encouraged different ‘spheres of the sexes’, though current differentiations, such as inside and outside, household and public, are ideological simplifications of the actual sphere of activity. Woman’s nature, connected with her frailty and weakness — it is significant that some female saints developed a ‘virility’ through their religion — demanded respect and protection, but could also be a barrier to certain female activities. It did not, however, completely exclude female power and influence, especially at the side of her husband.

If we try to characterise early medieval society from a modern point of view, it was divided into a certain number of classes and strata, but at the same time we can observe a clear distinction between an upper and a lower class. The upper class (the nobility) still lacked the legal status and the social implications it gained in later centuries, but was identical with the great landowners and the political and ecclesiastical leaders: early medieval society was a society dominated by and organised round the nobility. Nevertheless it was an agricultural society, in which the beginnings of a social and functional differentiation — into peasants, artisans, merchants and officials — can be discerned.

SOCIAL BONDS

Whereas social order represented the theoretical and structural classification of medieval society, social life was rather determined by the various relations between people or classes, by natural or ‘artificial’ bonds between

50 Thus Wemple (1981), pp. 190–1.  51 Compare n. 46.
human beings and groups on an equal as well as on a hierarchical level. Following a categorisation devised by Gerd Althoff, we can distinguish between ‘natural’ bonds, such as those within the family, bonds resulting from lordship, and bonds of association as in membership of a particular group.

**Family and kindred**

The family was the most natural and primary social institution at all levels of society. Moreover, the ‘natural’ family (that is household and kindred) served as a model for more sophisticated forms of political and social life: for the early medieval polity which was, in effect, governed by an extended household administration; for the monastery, conceived of as a community of brethren or sisters under the rule of a ‘father’ (the abbot) or ‘mother’ (the abbess); for the bishop and his *familia* of cathedral clergy; and also for the community of serfs on particular estates known as the *familia*.

The family in the proper sense of the word was, no doubt, of great importance in the early middle ages, though its influence and character are controversial issues. First of all, the term ‘family’ can have various meanings which are not congruent, though there are certain overlappings: It can mean (1) the **household** as a spatially limited unit of all those living under one roof and under the authority of one person (the head of the house) and including non-relatives such as servants and guests. In the early middle ages, the house was a relatively independent district of peace and law excluded from the public administration. The family can also represent (2) the **kindred**, members being united by kinship links, perhaps including the relations of the wife (the latter form is sometimes called *Sippe* in German research work). In relation to the household, the kindred may (a) be restricted to the **nuclear family** of husband, wife and children, sometimes extended to include lateral relatives, or (b) cover all relatives as the **extended family**. The crucial questions are: what was the social and political relevance of each of these different forms and what was the size and structure of the household family?

The **kindred** or **clan** as the whole body of relatives (*Sippe*) seems to have played an important part in earlier times when the *leges barbarorum* gave evidence of their legal function during the contraction of marriage, as oath-helpers at court, in distributing or receiving penalties and forfeits, as guardians of the morals of the family members, or as guarantors for
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52 See Duby and LeGoff (1977); Flandrin (1979); Schuler (1982); Murray (1983); Herlihy (1981); Gies (1987).
damages. First and foremost, however, it was the single institution on whose help and protection the individual could count in times of need. It seems that, in the eighth and ninth centuries, the kindred was still an acknowledged and respected unit in political, legal, social and economic life (though of a gradually diminishing influence), whereas it was no longer a settlement unit, not even in regions with a strong family tradition such as Wales (there were, however, some exceptions, as, for example, in Lombard Italy or in certain parts of Spain where extended families may still have formed the basic land-tenure unit, or in Celtic Scotland where the *cenél* implied kindred and a territorial unit at the same time). It was by no means a typically Germanic institution as German historians used to think. In fact, by this time, the Germanic tribes, as Alexander C. Murray has shown, no longer had a 'clan structure' in a strictly agnatic sense but included bilateral relations as well. The individual, however, was incorporated into his or her family and judged by his or her family origin.

The nuclear family was created by the act of *marriage*, which at the same time was conceived of as a contract to combine two kin groups. It was on these grounds, and also to enlarge their possessions or raise their esteem, that kings and noblemen often contracted a 'political marriage'. In reaction to this, some laws prohibited marriages to women of other *gentes*, or partners of lower classes. In particular, the bride's family had to consent to the marriage, though the fact that the laws opposed a violent abduction of the bride implied that it was not extraordinary either to take a wife without her and her parents' consent or to elope with her. For the church, in spite of the ideal of virginity, marriage was considered a good institution that was in accordance with the will of God as long as it served procreation and helped to discourage fornication. During the Frankish period, the church supported legal and official marriage (the so-called *Muntehe*) as the only kind of matrimony. This included a formal contract between two families and the gift called *dos* given by the husband to his wife as a surety in the event of his premature death. The so-called *Friedelehe*, however, was considered to be a concubinage. In the ninth century, it was no longer permitted to have two wives simultaneously, and the occasions for a divorce, too, became increasingly restricted until close kinship and affinity (including spiritual relationship) remained the only grounds. Thus the church helped the nuclear family to prevail as the norm. The household family was responsible for the education of the children, it had a certain religious function and, in
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58 Compare Jonas of Orléans, *De Institutione Laici* 2, 1, *PL* 106, cols. 167–70.
most cases, it formed an economic unit of production. According to canon law, the partners were equated morally and religiously, whereas secular law emphasised a patriarchal structure. The house was normally inherited by the eldest son who 'took home' his bride, whereas the wife played an important part in the family consciousness (for example by naming children after her or after members of her own family) and in the housekeeping (compare above p. 465). Ecclesiastical prescriptions also tried to influence sexual life by creating periods of continence (during menstruation and pregnancy, on fasting and festive days and on Sundays). According to the penitentials, only about ninety days a year (on average) remained on which copulation was allowed.59

The size of the family is one of the crucial issues of medieval social history. Earlier theories of the extended family as a unit of settlement have now generally been abandoned in favour of a recognition that the nuclear family constituted the household as early as the eighth century.60 The average number of children in these households was between two and three, though the number of children was considerably higher in some cases and the household could be extended by a grandparent or by sisters and brothers of the parents. According to the information acquired from polyptychs, the average size of the peasant household depended on the extent of arable land (St Germain) and related closely to the number of livestock (Farfa).61 We have to account not only for a high mortality rate among newborn children, but also for attempts at birth control and perhaps also for the system of 'fostering', i.e. giving the children away to other households from a certain age to be educated, in return for which the children served their host families. Contrary to some theories, children were wanted and were normally loved and cared for;62 childlessness was regarded as an evil, and saints like Verena in Swabia were implored to help women give birth, especially to a son.63 As far as people living in extreme poverty are concerned, however, there is evidence of the practice of abandonment of children.64 The inheritance of landowning families was divided (according to rules differing from region to region); some of the sons founded their own families, whereas others were destined to become monks or clerics, and the daughters moved to the houses of their husbands. Thus, on the one hand, we see small households whose members still remain firmly integrated amongst their kin group. On the other hand, there are enough examples to prove that relatives did not always live in harmony or support each other.

61 Ring (1979).
Another major problem concerning the early medieval family is the determination of the exact relationship of members to one another since these bore only one name, which was a Christian name and a 'family name' at the same time. In all classes, typical names, or in the case of the bipartite Germanic names at least one part of the child's name, were taken from the names of the parents or other relatives. The name, therefore, is an indicator of a family consciousness. The importance of the female kinship resulted in changes of the names and shape of the family according to the standing of its members, but it adds to the relevance of the wife for the social rank of the family. Family ties become visible in the frequent entries in confraternity books indicating the solicitude of the family for the memory of its dead members, regardless of their sex and status and even including ecclesiastical family members.

The family consciousness or sense of family, though not limited to certain classes, found its most characteristic expression where the 'nobility' was concerned. The noble families tried to preserve their possessions, to raise their members to high positions and to guard their social rank by according marriages. The extent to which those ideals were also shared by the women is shown by Dhuoda's famous 'Manual', a book of advice written by a noblewoman (the wife of Count Bernard of Septimania) for her son William at a time when her husband was in exile (841–3). Dhuoda identified herself with her family (and her husband), and she took care of its temporal and heavenly welfare; she admonished her son to guard his religious belief, his proximity to the king and the family tradition. Whereas the early medieval noble family often lacked a permanent residence or at least an ancestral seat, it could produce a new centre in the form of a family convent. This was often founded and led by widows, daughters or younger sons, and here the monks, nuns, canons or canonesses prayed for the salvation of the family members.

In principle, the lower classes led a similar life and also created a family consciousness. Marriage seems to have been the rule even among the *mancipia* of the manors, who first needed the consent of the masters. In Lauterbach in Lower Bavaria, 41% of the servants are known to have been married, though the actual number would have exceeded this percentage. Among the dependent peasantry, the *mansus* (probably equivalent to the *hide*, which, according to Bede, is the land able to support one family in
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early Anglo-Saxon England\textsuperscript{71} was most often inhabited by one (nuclear) family; on the estates of the monastery of St Germain-des-Prés near Paris as well as the monastery of Farfa in northern Italy about 60\% of the \textit{mansus} were occupied by one family, whereas 5\% were single households; others, however, in St Germain at least, were inhabited by up to five families, each having its own ‘hearth’ (i.e. house). The names of their members, however, imply a consanguinity,\textsuperscript{72} thus revealing that the \textit{mansus} had become hereditary in the ninth century (and probably even earlier), a fact confirmed by the capitularies. In Farfa, 15\% of the households accommodated three generations, and 20\% included sisters and brothers.

On the whole, the importance of the early medieval family should not be underestimated since it exercised public functions and (despite a great many family quarrels, especially among the nobility) served as a means of close relationship and integration. The fact that family consciousness normally exceeded other bonds is shown indirectly by the exceptional case of the Irish and Anglo-Saxon monks who left their families for reasons of a \textit{peregrinatio} as an element of ascetism. On the other hand, the family still retained its influence over monasteries and other religious institutions. In the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, however, its importance was restricted, partly by public measures but above all by the growth of other social bonds overlapping these natural relations, such as the oaths between lords and their \textit{fideles} creating bonds between members of the upper classes and the bonds of dependency between peasants and their lords.

\textbf{The warrior retinue and ‘feudal institutions’}

The warrior retinue (Gefolgschaft) is a modern term for the Germanic \textit{comitatus} (\textit{truhtr} or \textit{trustis} in Old High German), which describes a community of free warriors led by a highly respected person. It was established by a voluntary personal bond between the leader and his followers, who swore an oath of allegiance and fidelity and received subsistence in return. It can be traced back to the early history of the Germanic people (cf. Tacitus’ ‘Germania’), and continued to be a decisive element in all of the Germanic kingdoms of late antiquity. In fact, it was from such \textit{Gefolgschaften} that the hordes and kingdoms of the Great Migration originated. Conflicts were very likely to arise between sworn fidelity to a leader and family bonds. The king’s followers (like the Visigothic \textit{saiones}, the Lombard \textit{gasindii}, the Anglo-Saxon \textit{gesiths} and \textit{ealdormen}, or the Frankish \textit{antrustiones}), some of whom were sent out to control or govern the country as officials, were widely respected,

\textsuperscript{71} McGovern (1972). For \textit{mansus}, compare above n. 28. \textsuperscript{72} Bessmertny (1984).
and protected by a higher _wergeld_ than they would otherwise have had. The historical relevance of the Germanic _Gefolgschaft_, however, has been seriously challenged. Actually, the warrior retinue was not an exclusively Germanic institution but was also found in other European cultures. Beginning as a private bond, it often acquired a public character. It would be wrong, however, to insist that the whole state was based on such communities. During the eighth and ninth centuries, at least, it was not so much the warrior retinue as an institution that was important, but the form and content as well as the personal affinity it transmitted to other institutions, particularly what are often called feudal institutions (_Lehnswesen_). In some regions, such as Scandinavia, however, it survived as a public organisation; the raids of the Vikings, for example, are at least partly to be considered as marauding expeditions of such warrior retinues; the Scandinavian _līð_ was a body of warriors in the same sense as the Germanic _comitatus_.

Medieval society as a whole is often misleadingly characterised as a 'feudal society'. In a technical sense, however, 'feudal' (a term corresponding with medieval expressions) denotes the relationship between a lord and his _fideles_ or vassals. The origins of this network of dependency, which culminated in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries in what has been described as the 'classic age of feudalism', lay in the Frankish kingdoms. It was based on several precursors and was in fact an amalgamation of various elements, namely the late Roman commendation into the _patrocinium_ of a senatorial aristocrat, the (Germanic) warrior retinue with its obligation to faithfulness as described above, and in particular the Celtic vassalage, originally a bond creating servitude, but by and by one that changed into an individual relationship between freemen. These features established a personal element within the links formed by lords with their _vasi_ or _fideles_ whose special character lay in the increasing association of the oath with the originally independent institution of the benefice (the 'material' element). This was a lease of land under extremely favourable conditions in the form of a donation _per precariam_. A comparable form was the southern French and Catalan _aprisio_, a donation of land that had not yet been cultivated, especially land near the border. From the eighth century onwards, these elements grew together: the _beneficium_ became the equipment of a vassal and was meant to secure his maintenance in return for his obligation to give counsel and help
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(consilium et auxilium), consisting mainly of military help (thus miles could come to mean ‘vassal’ too). Established possibly in the times of Charles Martel as a form of payment to his followers, the system spread particularly during the age of Charlemagne. The vassals received a high reputation which made it possible for noblemen to become vassals of a king, another nobleman or an ecclesiastical prelate.

Whereas the form (the act of commendation) and substance of the feudal system are well known (though one cannot always be sure of the beginning of certain rituals) it is more difficult to consider their expansion and success in regions outside the Frankish empire. In Italy, it was no doubt introduced by the Carolingians.\(^\text{78}\) It seems, however, that the institution did not reach the British Isles until after the Norman Conquest, or Spain before the eleventh century. Other lands, such as Poland or Hungary, remained untouched by the feudal system, although comparable social bonds existed there. The period considered here saw but the beginnings of ‘feudal institutions’, which were far from being a phenomenon of the whole west.

In the Frankish empire, however, ‘feudal institutions’ developed a deep relevance as the dominating social bond between noblemen, and they took on great influence in institutional and military life because the king’s officials were bound to him as his vassals and the office itself was gradually considered to be a fief. While under Charlemagne feudal tenures were held for life, they became hereditary as from the ninth century and ultimately merged with private property. Multiple vassalic bonds in the western parts of the realm undermined the efficiency of the system, while the fief was no longer seen as a reward but became a precondition of being a vassal. The fief still secured a social bond among the leading classes, whereas, institutionally, the mass of their followers, dependants and serfs were separated from the king, who could only reach them by way of his vassal.

**Landlordship and estate management**

The manorial system (as a rough translation for the French seigneurie or the German Grundherrschaft), which was the other predominant economic institution of the time, was of comparable or even greater importance as a social bond and, at the same time, the substantial way of life of a rural community.\(^\text{79}\) Like vassalage, it created a social bond, but this time not between freemen and noblemen, but between the leading class of landowners (the lords or masters) on the one hand, and their servants (of all

\[^{78}\text{Compare Keller (1979) pp. 303–42.}\]
\[^{79}\text{The economic aspects are dealt with below by Verhulst, chapter 18; for rural society compare Wickham’s contribution, chapter 19 below.}\]
ranks), tenants and manorial serfs, on the other (compare above, p. 461). The basic assumption is that the king, a church or a nobleman was lord over the people who lived and worked on his land. The term (seigneurie, Grundherrschaft), however, is a modern expression for a certain kind of social, economic and administrative organisation, particularly the combination of a demesne on the one hand and tenures held by dependent tenants on the other, both grouped around a curtis (manor) as the administrative centre and, in smaller systems, the residence of the landlord. (This is the so-called ‘classical’ or bipartite form of the manorial system.) The tenure was a kind of rural fief, the material bond between the peasant and his lord, which always remained the property of the landowner, but was more and more considered to be hereditary: the capitulary of Pitres from 864 gives evidence of a mansus hereditarius.

The origins of the manorial system are rather controversial and by no means homogeneous. In some aspects (such as the patrocinium and the colonate), they go back to late antiquity, a time in which they were not, however, predominant; moreover, a straight line of unchanged continuity up to the early middle ages does not seem to exist. The bipartite system is considered to be a creation of the king’s estates in the northern parts of France during the first half of the seventh century, as it was in this region that it is documented for the first time. While in Merovingian times the manorial system existed, but was no more than one form of land organisation, in Carolingian times it no doubt became the decisive rural institution, manifesting itself in a number of different ways.

Landlordship was sometimes complemented by the possession of a rural Eigenkirche, jurisdictional rights and the domination of whole villages. The lord, therefore, was a kind of public authority for his dependants, though his dominion was far from being a closed or coherent territory, and a village was often divided among several great landowners. Problems arose when serfs belonging to different lords married, and laws were consequently made to regulate the lord’s rights held over the offspring.

Recent research, particularly on the ninth-century West Frankish kingdom, has been concerned more with the economic than with the social aspects of the manorial system. Socially, landlordship and estate management had a number of different roots which become apparent when studying the lord’s rights. These derived partly from his position as head of the household, partly from a proprietorial control exercised over the unfree
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(called *Leibeigenschaft* in German), partly from a patronage-based dominion held over freemen, and probably partly from the use of force to suppress free peasants. All of these groups became dependants and, later on, serfs of the lord, independent of their legal status (compare above, p. 461). United by their subjection to the same lord, they all were joined in a body called the *familia* of the lord who rendered them protection and maintenance. The latter was provided either by living in the manor (*servi non casati*), or by holding land by tenure (*servi casati*) for which the tenant was obliged to pay dues and render the lord his services: the *mansus* was the administrative and economic unit of the duties owed to the lord and the social unit and the living space of one or more peasant families (compare above, pp. 470–1). In the eighth and ninth centuries, in some regions, lords increasingly transformed their demesne into *mansi* or divided these into several parts.

The *familia* can be classified into several groups according to their functions as servants, peasants or officials (*ministeriales*) (compare above, p. 462), and also as artisans and merchants. The peasants (*servi casati*) could be former freemen or *servi* who were provided with a *mansus*. Initially, *servi* and *liberi* (or *coloni*) were charged with different obligations which, however, might be gradually adjusted to each other. In 861, sixty people claimed to be *liberi coloni* who therefore were not obliged to render low-status services. It should be noted that these charges were not unalterable. Yet there were vast differences among the tenants (compare above, pp. 462–3).

The ideal balance of the estate management does not, of course, mean that there were no social tensions: we have sufficient evidence of bondmen's attempts to reduce or deny their lord certain services, generally or individually, by legal (in court) or illegal actions, and of attempts to run away from one master generally to take refuge with another. In 828, for example, the *coloni* of a northern French village called *Antoniacum* refused to pay their dues and services because their parents had not paid them either. As far as we can see, these attempts, which almost always referred to customary rights, were made in the belief that their cause was a just one. There is, however, absolutely no indication of general opposition to landlordship and the manorial system as such. A lord could claim his right to a fugitive successfully, but he had to maintain it personally. If he neglected to do so, this might have caused social changes and, contrary to the lords' interest, led to increased mobility on the part of the peasant populations.

While recent research allows us to give an adequate description of this type of estate management as a model, we are not at all clear about its
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expansion and its regional diversities. There are claims that it did not even exist in southern France, where more traditional forms of social and economic life persisted;\(^89\) in most regions of Spain, freemen did not seem to become dependent upon lords until the ninth century,\(^90\) and the manorial system in England, of course, is only faintly documented in pre-Conquest times, though modern historians tend to think that its origin might be earlier.\(^91\) A bipartite system in which a lord could require services on his demesne of peasants whom he had provided with a house and land is to be found as early as in Ine's law (688/726, clause 67), and in Wales a distinction was also made between *servi* and dependent tenants.\(^92\) There is no doubt, therefore, that we find rights of lordship exercised over the unfree and peasant population everywhere, creating social bonds that, in my opinion, can be called a 'manorial' or even 'seigneurial system' (which are modern terms anyway), though its actual manifestation displayed a great variety of social, administrative and economic forms.\(^93\) East of the Rhine, for example, the percentage of the *servi non casati* seems to have been higher than in the western parts of the Frankish kingdoms. Thus while the 'classic' bipartite organisation only spread gradually, different forms of estate management established the basic social bonds in most parts of early medieval rural society.

*Community life and local associations*

The household and manorial systems were more than mere social bonds in so far as they at the same time represented forms of community life within a certain social context: on the one hand the family, on the other the seigneurial *familia*. The latter, however, formed a community only in a limited sense, as its members were normally dispersed over a wide area. The rural population lived in the village community,\(^94\) which might but need not have been a conglomeration of dependants of the same *familia*. Normally, this community comprised smaller landlords, independent and servile peasants, servants as well as artisans, the village priest and others, and in some cases it could reach a respectable size of several hundred houses. Thus the village community was in itself a graded 'class society' which called for regulations. In the early middle ages, it was not yet established as a rural community in the institutional sense of a local authority, since it belonged to

\(^89\) Compare, for example, the works of Magnou-Nortier (1981–4).
\(^94\) For this aspect, see Wickham, chapter 19 below.
one or several lords. Initially, indeed, a terminological difference between rural individual and group settlement did not exist. Yet the village community undermined the bonds of lordship and should be considered as a kind of community of neighbours — vicini is the term used in legal sources — whose members shared common interests and were disposed to mutual help; in a famous article of the Salic law called De migrantibus (tit. 45), for example, the vicini were granted the right to refuse to consent to anyone settling down in their village.

‘Urban’ communities also began to take shape at this time. These consisted of a more or less dense population of craftsmen and tradesmen rather than of peasants (though it is often difficult to draw strict dividing-lines between towns and villages). In the episcopal sees, of course, administrative officials also formed an important part of the population. All of these people, however, were dominated by kings, bishops and other lords. A completely different and in some ways alternative communal way of life relevant for both sexes, though separated, was the religious variety: a monastic life dictated by strict rules and with a regulated daily routine, which became increasingly dominated by the rule of St Benedict. It cannot be said that entering a convent in the eighth and ninth centuries was a voluntary decision since most monks, nuns, canons and canonesses were destined for a religious life by their parents while they were children.

For the individual, all these communal ways of life were predestined by one’s social origin or affiliation. We also have evidence of voluntary local associations based on co-operative bonds. These were constituted by joint banquets (convivium) and oaths, and were founded on friendship (amicitia) and alliances (which were both of considerable political and social import). Such bonds, which were long neglected by social historians in favour of households and local communities, are known under different names, such as consortium or confratria and, above all, coniuratio, a term that reveals the fact that these bonds both were constituted by an oath and also might have formed a kind of conspiracy. In fact, these coniurationes were forbidden by Frankish capitularies. The term, however, seems to be a self-denomination. The early medieval coniurationes have been widely discussed and interpreted recently as ‘guilds’ — according to the Old German term gildonia, which was used for the first time in the capitulary of Herstal in 779. These ‘guilds’ were unions of different kinds — there were, for example, coniurationes clericorum as well as coniurationes servorum. According to Otto Gerhard

95 For the economic aspects of urban community life, see the contribution of Verhulst, chapter 18 below.
96 This aspect is dealt with below, chapter 23.
99 MGH Cap. i, no. 20, c. 16, p. 51.
Oexle, however, 'guilds' were first and foremost local communities uniting different legal classes and including clergy and women. It is likely that they also served a religious purpose or at least were held together by religious rituals. They were not unions of certain professions; the medieval guilds of merchants and the corporations of artisans came later (the first reliable evidence of a merchants' guild is from the eleventh century), although in southern Italy the *scholae* of artisans may be considered as followers of the ancient *collegia*.

Their function seems to have been a legal one (as guarantors of peace and law); their particular purpose, however, was to provide mutual help to members, as these were bound by an oath to assist each other and, contrary to the natural and seigneurial bonds, considered themselves equal. Sometimes they organised a defensive body to ward off alien intruders (like the Vikings). What it was they opposed and why they were attacked by the authorities can hardly be explained with any certainty. They were not, however, conspiracies of dependants opposed to the lords, since the lords themselves had to be warned by the king not to support them. It is possible that church officials objected to certain doubtlessly religious forms of community life that were strongly suggestive of pagan rituals, but it seems more likely that these 'guilds' were opposed by the authorities because they traversed the official bonds and were regarded as a rival to the parishes as well as to the local authorities. These guilds, therefore, give evidence of the existence of co-operative social bonds.

A last point to be mentioned is the system of *hospitality*, which provided social contacts and liabilities rather than bonds. This was understood in a wide sense in the middle ages and included social welfare and nursing. Though in the southern parts of Europe taverns may still have existed from ancient times in addition to the so-called *xenodochia*, which served as poorhouses, pilgrims' inns and hospitals at the same time (compare above, p. 464), there is no sign of any professional hospitality or public welfare. Both of these services came to be offered by the monasteries. The famous plan of St Gall displays three distinct districts reserved for these charges inside the monastery: a poorhouse, a guesthouse for noble visitors, and a boardinghouse for monks. Welfare and hospitality were considered first and foremost to be a responsibility of the family. It is widely assumed that there was a common obligation to receive strangers and pilgrims as guests, but it is more likely that hospitality was considered a virtue rather than a duty, except for charges of hospitality towards one's own lord. Once a guest was
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accommodated under one's roof, however, the host was responsible for his protection. Nevertheless, hospitality merely created temporary bonds.

People living in the early middle ages were born in certain social conditions and in social bonds that in some cases could change, but which rather expanded by virtue of additional voluntary associations. Men and women needed these bonds in order to lead a life of security, protection and order. It is exactly this element that was responsible for the fact that early medieval society and the early medieval state were characterised by personal associations. The different bonds overlapped and interfered with each other, causing social conflict and tension, which in turn led to social mobility and change. But they always remained a characteristic feature of the period.

**SOCIAL ASPECTS OF MILITARY INSTITUTIONS**

Military institutions are a vivid reflection of social order and social change, particularly in these centuries. Conscription into the army is dependent on social and political conditions and social and legal status, but is also able to affect the social hierarchy. The following remarks are concerned with the social aspects of military institutions rather than with the art of warfare. For this reason, they can be dealt with briefly by referring to the preceding passages.

At the beginning of the period considered here, military institutions still maintained something of their traditional appearance. Military service was obligatory for all freemen within the realm. Principally, freemen and soldiers were identical groups (which is reflected by the Lombard term *arimanni* in the sense of 'armymen'); thus, the public assembly was at the same time an assembly of the army. In the Frankish kingdoms, the army was levied every year at varying locations in spring. On a local level, the soldiers were levied and commanded by counts, margraves, dukes and other officials, whereas the army as a whole was led by the king.

In the eighth and ninth centuries fundamental changes are known to have taken place within the armed forces, particularly in the Frankish empire. The frequent campaigns of Charles Martel, Pippin and Charlemagne and, in later years, the civil wars of Louis the Pious' sons and the invasions of the Vikings, Hungarians, Slavs and Saracens required new and stricter structures, and they were an enormous burden for the peasant warriors, particularly since the soldiers had to provide their own food. A great many chapters in various capitularies are concerned with the army and its
It was still the freemen that were conscripted into the army, but conscription was now linked with property ownership. A capitulary from the year 807, for example, obliged all freemen who possessed three or more manses to do military service personally; one year later this measure was raised to four manses. All those who owned less had to serve as soldiers alternately: for every four manses one soldier had to be provided. This did not yet mean an abandonment of the freemen’s obligation to do military service, but displays the expenses it incurred. Moreover, a change in the structure and leadership of the army is apparent from the time of Charles Martel, but may have begun even earlier; whereas the early medieval army consisted mainly of footsoldiers, there was a constant increase and finally a prevalence of mounted warriors from the sixth to the ninth centuries (after the introduction of the stirrup in about 600), which meant, of course, because of the need to provide horses and fodder, a further rise in costs and a growing social differentiation. It was particularly the noblemen and their vassals who served on horseback. Gradually, the army changed from a general levy of all freemen to a mounted contingent of vassals commanded by powerful noblemen. This development, which began in the early eighth century, culminated in the tenth century; by that time, military service had become feudal service and a duty of the vassals. By the end of the ninth century the king no longer levied all the freemen, but only his vassals, including his officials and ecclesiastical leaders, particularly bishops and abbots, who were explicitly exempted from the prohibition against ecclesiastics performing military service. This marks the (faint) beginning of knighthood and of a social distinction between noble-born soldiers (milites) and peasants (rustici). In the ninth century, however, there were still remnants of a universal levy on all freemen, which is evident, for example, in the military tax imposed upon those tenants who were legally free. On the other hand, this tax is proof of a discharge from military service by a rural due owed in money or natural products. This change in military institutions again corresponded to the social order: the decline of the free peasants and the rise of noblemen and vassalage. In later centuries, when peasants were to become disarmed and defenceless, military institutions would continue to fit the social order.

THE population of western Europe appears to have increased from the mid-seventh century onwards. Archaeological investigation of two burial fields near Cologne in Germany allows a comparison between the sixth and seventh centuries, and points to an increase in population in that part of the Rhineland of up to 60% in 100 years. This is not particularly high, since in Alemannia an extraordinary increase of three to six times the population of the sixth century is probably due to external causes such as immigrations. Pollen analyses in various areas of Germany such as the Rhön and Eifel show a clear increase in grain pollen from the seventh century onwards. This points to the extension of arable land, which is also borne out indirectly by some admittedly rare and isolated texts from the seventh century.

The earliest more explicit written records of land clearance concern the surroundings of Fulda in Thuringia during the second half of the eighth century. Particular mention is made of well-delimited virgin lands called porprismum, bifang or captura in which estates and farms were established by reclamation of new land.¹ There were twelve in the eighth century and thirty-six in the first thirty to forty years of the ninth century. These clearances were not primarily the work of the abbey but of laymen who subsequently donated the bifang to the abbey for further extension. Elsewhere in Germany, more particularly in southwest Germany and especially in the Odenwald, numerous reclamations in the form of bifang or captura are mentioned in the records of the abbeys of Lorsch and Fulda in the ninth century. Again they were, in a first phase, the work of laymen who may be characterised as entrepreneurs. Despite these examples mainly being located in Germany, the phenomenon is so widespread in western Europe that it cannot reflect local coincidences.

¹ Lohrmann (1990), pp. 110–12.
In some regions of western Europe, however, the presence of large areas of arable land is probably responsible for the absence of written documents on new reclamations. Some of them, moreover, had, as early as the beginning of the ninth century, very high population densities. The area of Paris, the Île de France, is often mentioned as an example in this respect, partly because demographically useful data can be found in the famous polyptych of Abbot Irmino of the abbey of St Germain-des-Prés, which dates from shortly before 829.2 On the basis of this document, population densities of thirty-nine inhabitants per square kilometre have been calculated for a number of abbey estates in the southern area of Paris, and appear to be indirectly confirmed by high densities of approximately thirty-four inhabitants per square kilometre on some estates of the abbey of St Bertin in the vicinity of St Omer. Concerning the latter, however, Schwarz has proposed a reduction to an average of twenty inhabitants per square kilometre.3 A similar figure has been advanced for the most densely populated area of Friesland (Westergo) around 900.4 It is probably the case, however, that apart from these privileged areas (both demographically and as far as documents are concerned), the population density in many areas, even though they had been largely reclaimed, was much lower, and probably from four or five to between nine and twelve per square kilometre. There is general agreement on one thing in this respect: the population density and degree of arable could vary largely from area to area and even from locality to locality, according to the age of occupation, the relative fertility and productivity of the soil, and types of land use. In opposition to the areas of southern Gaul and the Île de France in the north, to the Rhine/Moselle area, to the area between Scheldt and Dender in Belgium and others, there were thinly populated regions such as southwest and western France (Maine) or the northern half of Belgium.

More interesting and more reliable than these largely hypothetical estimates of population densities in certain areas are some recent attempts, exploiting modern demographic methods, to investigate Carolingian polyptychs from St Germain-des-Prés for the Île de France and from St Victor de Marseille for Provence.5 Fertility coefficients, for example, have been derived from the proportion of adults to children. They make it possible to assume that the population of certain estates in the eighth and ninth centuries doubled in a time span of half to one and a half centuries. A doubling in 100 years, that is a growth of 2% per year, is accepted by several authors and probably occurred from as early as the seventh century.

There is less agreement on the answer to whether this growth, which can
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be considered moderate to considerable, was a continuous process or whether it was interrupted by times of crisis. Many authors refer in this respect to the numerous famines which struck the central areas of the Carolingian empire in the northern half of France at the end of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth century. These famines were so severe that they forced Charlemagne to take general and drastic measures in 794 such as setting maximum prices for bread and grain, introducing new units of measurement, weight and currency, establishing help for the needy and requiring the saying of prayers in churches and monasteries. Usually, however, these famines are interpreted as accidents of growth, as expressions of a disproportion between a rapidly growing population and a rigid economic structure, especially on the large estates, where the so-called overpopulation of the *mansus* is in this respect referred to, both in the Île de France and in parts of northern Italy. It is, however, not established that these consecutive famines had cumulative effects as was the case in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. There may have been rapid recovery after a famine, which in turn could have been the result of the dynamic qualities of a young population. A sensitivity to crises, more particularly to grain crises, and the rapid and dynamic reactions afterwards, may be responsible for the apparently somewhat chaotic and uneven growth. Such a characteristic of early medieval demographic evolution is probably partly responsible for the fact that these fluctuations cannot be determined or delimited chronologically.

**AGRICULTURAL TECHNIQUES**

During the eighth century clear indications appear in written sources that in large parts of western Europe, from Switzerland to southwest Germany, northeast France and the south of Belgium, two kinds of grain instead of one were grown in regular rotation side by side during the same harvest year, namely, winter-sown corn and spring-sown corn. Every third year the fields that had produced spring corn the year before were left lying fallow for a year, before being sown, after two ploughing turns in June and October, with winter corn, followed in the subsequent spring by the sowing of spring corn. This regular fallow system superseded in many areas a system with one grain crop and with longer, three-year, periods of fallow, that in its turn had replaced an irregular fallow system, in which the soil was used for growing the same crop for several years in a row before being left fallow for a similar
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length of time. These fields were allowed to grow wild while adjacent plots were burnt off and brought into cultivation. This irregular primitive system had disappeared almost everywhere in Europe by the eighth century. The new three-year crop rotation system, which had originated in the eighth century or so in various places between the Alps and the North Sea, made the cultivation of two different and complementary grain crops possible: one, spelt, rye and wheat, was meant for human consumption as grain for bread, while the other, mainly barley and oats, was used as animal feed. All these grains had the advantage of being sown and harvested at different times (autumn and spring) thus distributing field work more evenly and lessening the risk of a failed harvest. It was even possible in spring to sow a field with spring corn in those plots where the winter crop appeared to have failed. The proportion of fallow land was, furthermore, reduced from at least a half to a third, which led to a more intensive use of arable soil and a larger volume of production. This important innovation can first be observed with certainty in the eighth century on the demesnes of large ecclesiastical landowners, cultivated directly for the landlords by dependent farmers. The services the tenants were required to perform on the fields of their lord – ploughing, sowing, harvesting – were entered meticulously in polyptychs and other kinds of descriptions of the landowners' rights and goods. These records make it possible to confirm the existence of the three-course rotation system. The texts, however, are unfortunately far less explicit about plots cultivated by farmers for their own benefit. Although dependent farmers most probably knew the three-course rotation system, because their services were organised in accordance with it, it is not certain that they were able to apply it themselves to their own land, even if they wanted to. The system implies that all plots that are cultivated according to it undergo the same kind of tillage at the same time and that once they have been sown they are not indiscriminately accessible to humans or animals. This is most easily achieved when all plots are located within the same field complex and are cultivated by and for the benefit of one owner, who is not obliged to take into account other farmers and neighbours. This was true for the few larger complexes called culturae, of which the demesne of a large landowner usually consisted. The plots of individual farmers, however, were usually well clear of the lands of the demesnes but were often intermingled with each other, which meant the three-course system could only be applied if all involved were in agreement. It may be that development of the village community in the eighth and ninth centuries would have been too limited for the community to play a role as regulating authority of

farming practices and achieve such agreement and consensus. This is probably also the reason why a clearly visible topographic division of arable land into three-field complexes can only have been applied (and not even generally at that) on the demesne lands in so far as they consisted of one or more of such complexes. This was not yet the case in all areas in the ninth century. Those scholars who presumed grouping in three units for those demesne lands that consisted of numerous complexes (culturae), even if their total number were a multiple of three, therefore, were wrong. The estate of Prüm in Mabompré in the Belgian Ardennes, for example, consisted of fifteen scattered culturae. In fact, these were only sown with oats which, since oats were at that time still considered to be a forest crop, points to their recent cultivation after forest clearance. The terms zelga, campus, satio, aratura, used in many contemporary texts in connection with the three-course crop rotation systems, should therefore not yet be interpreted as topographic-geographic subdivisions of agricultural land, but merely as a reference to arable lands of the demesne sown with the same crop.

Thus the open field most probably did not yet exist. The field complexes — either demesne lands known as culturae or accara groups of individual farmers — did not yet form continuous open areas and were still separated by woods, heath or other uncultivated plots and possibly even enclosed by hedgerows or trees. Only within the complexes did the plots probably together constitute a kind of micro open field. Their division into narrow strips must primarily have been the result of later partitions relating to the inheritance of freehold property or partitions and subdivisions of demesne lands, such as by the separating off of ancingae (see below).

The origins of these long narrow strips have often been attributed to the introduction of the heavy asymmetrical plough with mould board, an innovation that is again incorrectly placed in the eighth or ninth century. The heavy plough was indeed fitted with a mould board and a coulter knife, mounted on a square wooden frame, unlike the Roman aratrum or the prehistoric ard, which consisted of a simple digging stick with a symmetrical ploughshare. The front train on two wheels of the heavy plough, however, may already have been present sometimes in the primitive ard. The asymmetrical plough had been in use in central Europe as early as the second century or so, and spread from there over the Alps into northern Italy. The light plough remained in use throughout the middle ages there, however, more especially in the valley of the Po. It is nevertheless possible that the distribution of the heavy plough during the eighth and ninth centuries was stimulated by the general economic expansion of the period and the use of
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iron, especially on large estates, and newly assarted lands. The expansion of the cultivation of summer grain, barley and oats within a three-course rotation may also have favoured the use of the heavy plough. It enabled farmers to keep more oxen, at least four of which were needed to pull a heavy plough. By the late ninth and tenth centuries leaseholders in the Paris region began to be classified according to the size of the team, whether of two or four oxen, they owned. Farms with a small team will have had to cooperate with each other. Moreover, it is probable that not everyone had a heavy plough of his own and that it may have been necessary to borrow one from a large farmer or from the landlord. In fact, farmers were required to render services to the demesnes, usually with their own oxen, but probably without their own ploughs.

The raising of cattle was far less common than that of smaller domestic animals such as pigs or sheep in the early middle ages, even on demesnes. The prevalence of pigs (on average 40%) in comparison to sheep and especially to cattle (22%), on both desmesne land and farms held in tenure, points to mixed farming in which the stock economy was subordinate to an agricultural economy centred on grain production. This was true for both northern and southern Europe, which have been contrasted too strictly as a Germanic animal-fat economy as against a Roman olive and grain producing economy. Yet, there were some regions in northern Europe in the eighth and ninth centuries where cattle raising was more important than agriculture. In Frisia the area of land ownership of the abbey of Fulda was expressed in terms of the animals, cattle, sheep and pigs, that could be put to pasture on it. In East Anglia, and especially along the coasts of the Low Countries, huge flocks of sheep were kept. Their enormous wool production largely surpassed the needs of the abbeys that possessed them. A pastoral specialisation of this kind does not point to an underdeveloped economy but, on the contrary, presupposes a specialised trade in and processing of wool, both in the country, mainly in Frisia, and in the developing towns of, for example, Flanders. In this respect, the church with its widely scattered landowning, which made it easier to run the risks associated with specialisation, played an important role.

In spite of the importance of the sylvo-pastoral element in the form of hunting, fishing or wild fruits in the early medieval economy and food supply, there is no doubt that grain production made considerable progress and had become more important than cattle raising or other forms of agrarian economy. This was even the case in a country such as Italy, where a proportion of half and half between wild and cultivated land in the triangle Milano–Como–Varese was considered very high for arable land. It was a higher proportion than the as yet little-exploited valley of the Po with its
numerous and extensive boglands. The pollen diagrams and the increase in three-course crop rotations, among other less direct indications, prove this. At the same time summer grain (mainly barley), probably prevalent formerly in the two-course rotation system, was sown less and less in the eighth and ninth centuries in favour of winter grain, mainly spelt, rye and, to a lesser extent, wheat. In southwest Germany, northeast France and the southern half of Belgium, there was a very great prevalence of spelt. It accounted for between 50% and 80% of grain production. Elsewhere in Europe spelt declined, mainly in favour of rye, the importance of which increased during the whole of the early middle ages. In northern Italy, where (summer) barley had been the most important crop and where few oats had been cultivated, rye became the principal bread grain in the ninth and tenth centuries. It was twice as important as wheat and millet, constituting a great break with ancient tradition.

Apparently, these developments are unrelated to the yield ratios of the various grain crops, for which only very rare, unreliable and ambiguous figures are available. It is now accepted that the very low yield ratios that were calculated on the basis of the inventory of grain stocks at the royal estates near Lille around 800 (mainly at Annappes), 3, 1.6, 1.3, 1.8, 2.15 for spelt, wheat, rye, barley and oats respectively should be increased slightly in order to express real physical gross yields. Although it is therefore no longer possible to refer to these yield ratios as catastrophic, the expansion in the Carolingian period did not entail an increase in efficiency but rather a production increase due to reclamations and the adoption of the three-course crop rotation system. In itself this important progress in agricultural technique did not lead to an increase in physical efficiency. Agricultural technology remained too underdeveloped for that. More particularly, the fertiliser problem was not solved by extensive dressing with cow manure, nor by the exhortation to marl the land that was proclaimed in 864 by Charles the Bald at Pitres. Manuring and marling only became possible when stock raising and stabling increased within the framework of a grain economy. In the ninth century only a modest step was taken in that direction. The increase in the production of grain in the eighth century is also apparent from the large number of watermills in this period. A very large proportion of them were grain mills. Though a number of them were originally built by laymen, for example in northeast Spain and western central Italy where several were even collectively owned (and continued to be owned) by village communities, in the central regions of the Frankish empire they were usually in the ownership of a large ecclesiastical landowner

as part of the demesne, but operated by the more prosperous tenants at a fairly high rent. The latter fact points to the recent introduction of the mills. In the valleys of the Seine and its tributaries alone, the abbey of St Germain-des-Prés owned eighty-four grain mills (farinarii) c. 820. In those places where fewer or almost no references to watermills exist, as is the case in northwest France (St Omer) and the southern Low Countries, the grain crop was probably milled mainly by means of hand mills. Finally, it should be pointed out that the residue of grain mills was important as fodder for oxen, pigs, poultry and even horses.

When seen against these clear and numerous signs of expansion of grain production, the famines of the eighth and ninth centuries are difficult to explain. It has been pointed out, possibly rightly, that they were less-numerous in the two centuries before than after 1000, a fact which was considered to be related to the increased importance of grain in the diet after that date. It could also be said, however, that when we view these four centuries together, famine was more frequent in the ninth and in the twelfth centuries, that is, in the most expansive centuries at least as far as reclamations are concerned. This might lead to the conclusion that the famines in those centuries should not be interpreted primarily as a result of an underdeveloped agricultural economy, but rather as a consequence of too rapid an increase in population in comparison with the available means in terms of arable land or technology. They should perhaps, therefore, be seen as 'accidents' of expansion.

STRUCTURE AND EXPLOITATION

From about the middle of the eighth century onwards, the structure and exploitation of land ownership in the Frankish empire between Loire and Rhine, between Rhine, Elbe and Alps, and in northern and central Italy underwent profound changes. At different times, and in different ways, depending on the region and many other factors, the so-called bipartite structure was introduced. In its most mature form the bipartite system consisted of an equilibrium between, and a close link in terms of exploitation with, the two parts that together constituted the unit of ownership referred to as a villa: one part, that is the demesne (French: réserve, German: Salland), was cultivated directly for the lord of the domain mainly by the farmers among whom the other part of the estate was divided, the so-called tenements or holdings. The tenants could cultivate the latter for themselves in exchange for services, deliveries of goods and payments to the lord and

13 Curschmann (1900), pp. 82-3; Riché (1973), pp. 294-5; Montanari (1979), p. 436.
his demesne. This mostly abstract model, the so-called classical form, occurred almost nowhere in its ideal form. And the model was not static, but constantly in evolution.

The general impression is that the bipartite system probably originated in the central parts of the Frankish realm, more particularly in the regions between Seine, Meuse and Rhine, approximately along an imaginary line between Paris and Aachen. This impression is based on the fact that at the edges of these areas, such as the delta of the Meuse and Rhine rivers or in Maine, as well as in little-exploited and densely wooded parts of the central regions themselves, such as the Ardennes in southeast Belgium or the Argonne Forest in northeast France, the system was still in full development as late as the middle of the ninth century, and often was unable to mature fully. Obviously, this was even more true further afield, for example, Thuringia. On the other hand the bipartite system had evolved centrally, primarily in the Paris region, by the beginning of the ninth century, to such an extent that it showed signs of 'decline'. On the other hand, the only Mediterranean area in which the classical manorial system developed was in Italy after 774, and in fact it did so fully only in the north, especially in Lombardy. On the basis of this chronological and geographical configuration, and given that the classical manorial system was mainly to be found on royal estates, on church lands that came from royal gifts and on estates of the high nobility, who were often of royal blood as well, it may be that the system owed its existence, or at least its introduction, to the initiative of the Frankish king and his entourage.14 Conversely, this would explain why it hardly existed in the Carolingian period in the area between the Loire and the Pyrenees, brought within the Carolingian sphere of influence only late in the eighth century.15

Royal initiative alone, even if also promoted and applied by the Carolingian church, was obviously insufficient to integrate big farms, that had been cultivated directly by slaves, or small enterprises that had been more or less independent, into single large estates that were to be exploited in a different way from then onwards. In order for this system to be introduced more or less completely and for it to be exploited more or less efficiently still other factors must have been at work. Reclamation of wooded but fertile soils, usually covered with loess, enlarged the amount of arable land in the demesne, often in the form of extensive homogeneous and compact agricultural complexes called culturae between the Seine and the Rhine and territoria in central Germany. They were the result of the labour not only of serfs who lived on the demesne without their own farms, but also of free and

15 See Fouracre, chapter 3 above.
semi-free newcomers. In exchange, these people of diverse origins and status were allowed to cultivate a small part of the unexploited part of the demesne for themselves and to keep it as a holding. They were obliged to make payments and provide supplies and they had to render agricultural services to the lord to help out on the enlarged demesne, which in this way could muster added labour. Obviously, all this was only possible on extensive estates and those were largely in the hands of the king, bishoprics, monasteries and the nobility. An additional beneficial factor of the establishment of a classical bipartite exploitation scheme was the concentration of ownership and the location of those possessions in the vicinity of the owners’ power centres, that is the royal palaces, the bishops’ cities and the abbeys.

This largely abstract and ideal model of the classical manorial structure and the history of its origins and expansion can be made more concrete by means of extant management documents and inventories (polyptyca, descriptions, brevia), which almost without exception date back to the ninth century and usually form part of an ecclesiastical archive.\(^{16}\) In these, the lord had had the composition of the demesne in terms of land, buildings, personnel and infrastructure, but more particularly the obligations of the tenants with respect to services, deliveries of supplies and payments, recorded. Often this had been done on the orders of the king. In principle the surveys of fiefs (beneficia) and possessions held as precaria, the income of which was not directly to the benefit of the lord, were also noted down in such documents, but few of these survive. These managerial documents obviously present no picture of evolution unless a similar document of some decades later has been preserved, as in the rare case of Bobbio (with records for 862 and 883).\(^{17}\)

Indeed, the purpose of these documents was primarily to determine the obligations of the inhabitants of the estate, probably after consultation and in agreement with them, in order to be able to standardise and in this way optimise the structure and exploitation of the estate. Even then, this normalisation took place separately from estate to estate, or in terms of geographical grouping of estates, which means that in spite of a certain common basic structure, which the lord attempted to introduce among
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\(^{16}\) The most famous of these documents are the polyptychs of the abbeys of Weissenburg (before 818–19) (Dette 1987), St Germain-des-Prés (before 829) (Guérard 1844; Longnon 1886–93; Devroey 1989), Montièrander (before 841) (Droste 1988), St Bertin (844–59) (Ganshof 1975), St Remi de Reims (after 848) (Devroey 1984), Bobbio (862 and 883) (Castagnetti et al. 1979), Lobbes (868–9) (Devroey 1986), St Maur-des-Fossés (869–78) (Hägermann and Hedwig 1990), Prüm (891) (Schwab 1983). Among the rare inventories of royal estates the most famous is the so-called Brevium exempla (MGH Cap. 1, no. 128, Brühl 1971).

\(^{17}\) Fumagalli (1966); Toubert (1973b), p. 99.
other means through the elaboration of these managerial documents, a great variety can still be observed. This variety is often regionally determined. The lord’s control was probably limited, therefore, not only because of geographic differences such as the presence or not of extensive loess plateaux, mountains, infertile soils, woods or bogs, but also as a result of pre-existing economic and social structures, especially as far as the legal status of large parts of the population was concerned (with possible groups of freemen, freed men, half-free coloni or slaves). This variety makes it hardly sensible to describe one concrete domain as the ideal example of a classical bipartite estate, even though a domain of the abbey of St Germain-des-Prés from the immediate vicinity of Paris such as Palaiseau is often taken as a model for it.\(^{18}\) That is why we limit the following description to some general characteristics of the directly exploited part of the estate – the demesne – on the one hand, and those of the holdings on the other hand.

The demesne consisted of various kinds of uncultivated as well as arable land that could extend to several hundred hectares. Examples in this respect from c. 825–50 can be found among the estates of St Germain-des-Prés: 396 hectares in Palaiseau. Their demesne consisted on average of three times as much arable land as the estates of Montiérender, which were situated some 150 km to the east and were still in full expansion as classical estates, mainly through deforestation. The Paris estates of St Germain-des-Prés were probably arable land that had been in use long before the advent of the Carolingians. Some large demesnes, however, must have carried out reclamations for arable land during the eighth and ninth centuries. This was probably true for certain estates of royal origins to the east of the Rhine, where the acreage of arable land within the demesne (250 to 300 hectares on the demesne of the bishop of Augsburg at Staffelsee in south Bavaria for example) was five times as extensive as the average acreage of 40 to 50 hectares on less classical domains both in Bavaria and in Saxony. Depending on the geographical conditions, the arable land could be largely concentrated together in extensive culturae, in which case they were not very numerous, or they could be distributed over a large number of smaller culturae or territoria (as in Villance in the Belgian Ardennes), without ever being mixed with the individual fields of the tenants. The latter situation, the so-called Gemengelage, was mainly to be found in the border areas of the classical estate (western France, Saxony, Rheinhessen).

From an economic point of view, the proportion between the total area of the demesne and that of the holdings is important. It provides us with an indication of the number of labourers required for the cultivation of the

demesne. The larger the area of arable land in the demesne the more labour was required. In evenly developed classical estates the proportion was around 1 in 2.5 and 1 in 3, as was the case on the estates of St Germain-des-Prés, Lorsch and the Staffelsee estate between 800 and 820 and on the former fiscus Friemersheim on the lower Rhine around 890.

Because of the large extent of arable land in the demesne on some estates the proportion between demesne and tenures could sometimes rise to 1:1, as was the case on some domains of royal provenance belonging to the abbey of Weissenburg. For the exploitation of such relatively large demesnes even the rather onerous services of the tenants were no longer sufficient. It must therefore be assumed that even on these classical estates fairly heavy use was made of resident slaves without holdings. This can even be proved in some cases, as at Staffelsee, where in spite of a basic service of three days a week by slaves who were housed on nineteen mansi serviles and who in addition cultivated 17% of the fields of the demesne in plots according to the system of the riga/ancinga, there were an additional seventy-two provendarii without holdings at the disposal of the demesne. In a more general sense this was also the case on most of the still expanding estates of Montierender shortly before 845, where on average thirteen slaves can be counted per demesne, especially on the smaller domains that were given in precaria.

The data concerning the smaller estate units of the nobility in various regions of Germany, such as Saxony and Bavaria, also indicate that the smaller the manors, the more use of resident slaves was made for the exploitation of the demesnes. The exploitation of the demesne by means of services by tenants therefore seems to have been a system that was mainly developed on large estates, usually owned by the king or donated by him. A typical example of this is the abbey of Fulda. Here only estates with demesnes of more than 150 hectares of arable land were organised according to a bipartite system and largely dependent on the services of tenants for their exploitation. Certain rights were attached to the holding in exchange for payments to the lord, both in kind and in money, and for services on his demesne. Only in the course of the ninth century did rents and services sometimes come to be based on tenants personally, instead of on their holding, as on the estates of St Bertin abbey in northern France. This does not mean that the person of the tenant, more particularly his legal status of free, freed, half-free or slave, will not have played a role initially in the imposition on his holding of service obligations, especially in their size and nature.

From the middle of the seventh century, the term *mansus* is used as a technical term for a holding in a bipartite manor in the region of Paris. A *mansus* consisted of a complete farm with farmhouse, farm buildings, fields and sometimes also meadows, or even, in some rare cases, woods. The introduction of this new term, *mansus*, is related to the development of the classical, bipartite manorial system based on services. The Frankish kings played as important a role in the introduction of the use of the term *mansus*, which they also used for fiscal and related matters as a unit of assessment, as they had in the rise of the bipartite manorial system. This is suggested by the spread of the use of the term *mansus*, from the Paris region in all directions, corresponding to the region in which the manorial system developed in its classical form. In most regions *mansus* replaced older terms such as *coloni(c)a, casata, factus* and *hoba*, though *coloni(c)a* and *factus* continued to exist to the south of the Loire with their simple original meaning of a holding not necessarily being part of a larger domanial unit; *casata* and *hoba* were retained in Germanic-speaking areas, often with the same meaning as *mansus*.

*Mansus* essentially means a unit of assessment for payments, in kind and money and for services, even though on the other hand — as was the case with the hide in large parts of England outside Kent — *mansus* was also used to express rough estimates of the value of some land or of whole regions. It was also used by the king as a basis for various taxes and military obligations. This is why some modern authors consider it a purely fiscal unit, which they trace back, incorrectly in our view, to the Roman taxation system that persisted here and there in the Merovingian period. The problem is that the *mansus* is no fixed unit, either in terms of area or in terms of the charges and obligations connected with it, though the normal occupancy of a *mansus* is supposed to be by one tenant. In estates where the *mansus* organisation seems to be fairly recent, as is the case of the estate of Poperinge near Ypres, belonging to the abbey of St Bertin about the middle of the ninth century, the areas of the *mansi* are rather large. They constitute groups in which all the *mansi* have an area of either 24, 20, 15 or 13 bonniers. In Palaiseau, a *villa* near Paris of the abbey of St Germain-des-Prés, where the arable land and its organisation within a manor are of much older origin, the size of the *mansi* is much smaller. It is by no means certain that there is a connection with the so-called overpopulation of the *mansus*, in which the latter was inhabited by more than one family. This was the case with half the total number of *mansi* at Palaiseau.

As far as payments in kind and money or labour services are concerned, it is even more difficult to distinguish specific, let alone standard types. What

does occur is that within one particular estate all *mansi* of a category that may or may not be juridically defined were subject to the same obligations, which meant that these obligations had to be entered only once in the chapter of the polyptych concerned. Such uniformity occurs mainly in the case of *mansi serviles*, as, for example, on the manor of Staffelsee belonging to the bishop of Augsburg. It may be explained by the fact that *mansi serviles* were usually created anew and that it was easier to impose uniform obligations on slaves than on free or half-free *coloni*. The holdings of the latter may indeed have been previously independent farms that had been integrated in an estate only later, in which case an agreement had possibly to be concluded with the free person or *colonus* concerned. This difference in juridical status might also explain the fact that *mansi serviles* or *servi* personally were usually taxed much more heavily in services than *lidi, coloni* or *ingenui*. On most bipartite estates in the Frankish regions to the east of the Rhine the lowest burden of field work of the *mansi serviles* was two to three days a week, in addition to other labour services. On top of that, they often had to be available at any moment, whenever they were ordered to do so.

In the regions to the east of the Rhine and in Italy as well as in some areas to the west of the realm such as the Argonne forest around the abbey of Montierender, the services required of free and half-free tenants were normally limited to some transport services mentioned above, to agricultural services during a few periods of two weeks (*noctes*) in the year and to the cultivation of a fixed plot of the demesne. This limitation was possible because there were many slaves available. In the western part of the realm in the ninth century, on the other hand, the number of slaves had been severely reduced, probably because of the process of settling them on holdings. This process in its turn had obscured the difference in social position between these former slaves and the free and half-free tenants within the same estate. The difference between, for instance, the *mansi ingenuiles* and the *mansi serviles* had thus largely disappeared in these regions. In order to ensure the exploitation of large demesnes free and half-free tenants in the western part of the realm were therefore requested to perform practically the same services as slaves elsewhere. This presupposes a strong hold on the population by the authority of the king and the church, but may, on the other hand, be due to the heavy population pressure discussed above (p.482).

In the payments in kind and money that *mansi* as holdings in an estate were required to perform there was not any consistency, or any correlation between the payments and the size or the status of the *mansus*. Payments in
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money were insignificant before the end of the ninth century and usually served to buy off military service (hostilitium) when it concerned mansi ingenuiles. Towards the end of the ninth century and thereafter some supplies in kind (e.g. pigs, wood or linen) were increasingly frequently bought off with annual payments in money. Most supplies or payments in kind consisted still of small quantities of chickens and eggs. Supplies of grain or industrial products (made of wood or iron if the geographical area was rich in these raw materials) were only relatively large when no or few services were requested from the mansi.

The classical manorial organisation was manifestly a phenomenon that was limited in time and space. Under the influence of various factors such as population increase, divisions of estates owned by the king and nobility by means of enfeoffments, gifts, sales, inheritance and the expansion of trade and money, the relationship based on services between the demesne and holdings classified as mansi evolved, as is clear from various polyptychs of a later date or younger parts of them from the abbeys of Lobbes, Prüm, Rheims and St Maur-des-Fossés. It is possible therefore to work out a chronologically and geographically determined typology of those manorial forms and structures which diverge from the classical model, even though they occurred in its range of distribution or at least at the edge of it.

At the beginning of the development there is the type that during the Merovingian period must have been present in almost all parts of western Europe. This type consisted of an estate or agricultural enterprise of from about 40 to 150 hectares of arable land, directly cultivated by slaves, who had no holding and lived on or near the centre of the estate. If a few holdings were administered from within this centre, they were in any case limited in numbers and only obliged to provide supplies and payments, not services. Often these domains were situated in hardly exploited areas, where they often played a pioneering role. In such cases stock breeding, especially of pigs, became very important. Examples of this type can be found among the estates of the abbey of Fulda in central Germany at the beginning of the ninth century, among the possessions of the abbey of Montiérender in the Argonne forest in northeast France, and in Italy among the lands of the abbey of Farfa at the estuary of the Po, as well as in the mountainous regions of Piemonte and the central Apennines.

In these large farms, often simply called curtes, some holdings may have been included or their number extended. This could be done by assigning part of the demesne either to freed or unfree slaves as has been observed as

25 See note 16 above.
early as the eighth century in some places in Italy, or by assigning not yet exploited parts of the demesne to new holdings. This is known to have been carried through in Italy as late as the second half of the ninth century. Between 862 and 883, the two different stages of the polyptych of Bobbio, the number of holdings increased from 74 to 123. The complex that was henceforth often called villa rather than curtis had in this way evolved into a bipartite manor. Because slaves were still used on the demesne, the new holdings were not always made serviceable to the demesne upon their integration. Many factors are at work in the development of this type of organisation, among them the legal status of the tenant, the origin of the holding, the needs of the lord and the balance of power between his authority and the resistance of his subjects.

The integration or creation of holdings did not always lead to a bipartite estate, even without services from them. When holdings were scattered over several villages, for example, next to and among lands of other lords, the demesne court, exploited with the help of a number of slaves, simply became a rent-collecting centre, with no additional links to the holdings. Examples of this type can be found among the possessions of Corvey, Fulda and, at the end of the ninth century, on certain possessions of the church of Lucca consisting of holdings (sortes) that were granted in beneficium as a whole and only yielded payments in money for the holder of the beneficium.21

So far, I have referred to such indications of 'decline' as the overpopulation of the mansus and its small size on some estates of St Germain-des-Prés in the vicinity of Paris. Yet the case of the lands of the abbey of Prüm at Villance in the Belgian Ardennes proves that we have to be careful with the term 'decline'. The overoccupation of four tenants per mansus on twenty-two of the thirty-five mansi cannot easily be interpreted as decline since it concerns a 'classical' estate that originated in the course of the ninth century as a result of clearances. In a similar way it has been possible to prove that the vacant mansi (mansi absi) that occurred in great numbers on the lands of the abbey of Montiérender c. 850 (around 20% of the total number of mansi ingenuiles) and the numerous sortes absentes that represented up to one sixth of the total number of sortes in the mid-ninth and early tenth century in Italy (near cities this proportion was as high as 50%), were not 'abandoned' mansi or sortes, but holdings that had temporarily no official tenant and had been granted to other landholders. Their presence is evidence of great mobility within the domanial structures, to which the management of the estate could react with great flexibility because of the concept of 'vacant' holdings.

In the same way half mansi should not always be interpreted as the

consequences of a division of a mansus and therefore as a sign of decline, but often as mansi in development, as was the case on some estates of St Bertin around 850. When, on the other hand, Charles the Bald complained in the Edict of Pitres (864) that the ‘mansa’ became ever smaller because essential elements of it had been alienated, this did concern in his opinion a process of decline, which even threatened the smooth operation of the state institutions. The reduction of the demesne that can be observed mainly on some estates of the abbey of Bobbio from the middle of the ninth century onwards was a conscious policy aimed at multiplying the number of holdings and keeping alive a parallel and more intensive cultivation of a reduced demesne by means of the services created in this way. While here the phenomenon can be interpreted as an attempt at optimising efficiency, its general introduction on the estates of the abbeys of Prüm and Weissenburg at the end of the ninth and during the tenth century should probably indeed be interpreted as a decline of the classical domanial system.

The manorial system was at that time in fact clearly past its peak and it is possibly not without significance that its decline coincided with the reduction of royal authority. As argued above, the original development of the manorial system had clearly been linked to the rise and expansion in all senses of the power of the Carolingian rulers, and may even have been a component of a ‘Carolingian agrarian “policy”’. The promotion of the small farm enterprise, the mitigation of slavery and the reduction of the number of slaves, compensated for by the introduction and increase of services, were probably consequences rather than aims of this policy. In our opinion, its fundamental aim was an increase of production through an optimisation of efficiency. This production increase was in manual crafts as well as in agriculture with the aim of increasing deliveries of supplies to the court, the church and probably also to the army.

Let us now consider areas that were brought under Carolingian authority only late in the eighth century. These areas cannot be considered together. A distinction should be made between, on the one hand, Catalonia and Roussillon, about which there are fairly extensive if somewhat late sources, and on the other, Auvergne, Charente, Poitou, the Limousin and Provence. It is no coincidence that there are almost no documents available concerning these southern parts of France, and certainly no polyptychs. The structure and exploitation of large landownership was indeed very different here from that of the classical manorial organisation, of which the polyptychs were the tools of operation par excellence. Outside Catalonia and Roussillon: the main characteristics were first the prevalence of the small farm enterprise, usually

in allodial property, or, as in the Auvergne, as tenements, and secondly the small size and significance of the demesne, cultivated directly for the lord by a few slaves, without services from holdings, for which the demesne was only a rent-collecting centre without any close links.

The numerous small allodia between the Loire and the Pyrenees may date from the late Roman period or may have originated through reclamations according to the system of the aprisio which had a great success in Catalonia and Roussillon in the ninth and tenth centuries. The holdings, on the other hand, owe their existence partly to the large-scale assignment of land to former slaves, as is apparent at the beginning of the ninth century from the polyptych of St Pierre-le-Vif concerning Mauriac in the Central Massif, in the southwest of Auvergne. Most of the holdings are much older and probably originated as possessions of late Roman coloni. Their principal obligation consisted of the payment of a levy in kind that amounted to one tenth of the harvest. It occurs in 672–6 under the name of agrarium in the oldest tax list of the abbey of St Martin in Tours and is also mentioned in the seventh-century Formulae Wisigothorum. It was later converted to a fixed payment as in Mauriac in the Auvergne and at the beginning of the tenth century was still referred to with the telling name of tasca. Additionally, colonicae had to pay for the right to pasture (pascuarium, pasquier), again consisting of one tenth of the yield of cattle raising, chickens and eggs as oblations (eulogiae) and a tributum in money as a sign of dependence. A colonica had an average size of 16 hectares and could provide for the needs of one canon which appears to make it similar to the mansus to the north of the Loire. The term mansus, however, only began to be used to the south of the Loire in the ninth century, first and foremost in Auvergne, with a slightly divergent meaning, of which the exploitation of buildings and garden in the immediate vicinity, and orchard, were the most important elements. Rarely or never did there exist an obligation for agricultural services for the mansus. Elsewhere the term mansus was only found in the meaning of seigneurial mansus (chef-manse), exploited directly for the lord, as in Limousin.

In lower Catalonia, as well as in Roussillon, 80% to 90% of the land in the ninth and tenth centuries was taken up by the allodial property of small peasants. Many of these allodia, however, were transformed into holdings in the tenth and eleventh centuries after they had been sold to large landowners. In exchange for part of the yield, they became part of the large estates that were built up by new, large abbeys from the ninth century onwards in the northeast of the county of Barcelona (around Gerona and
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Ampurias) and in Roussillon, as a result of the clearances of large forests and garrigues. These most southern regions of the Frankish empire thus developed in their own separate way.

Outside the Frankish empire England and Brittany have to be discussed. Although no actual written record survives on the subject, it may perhaps be surmised that England was a society with many slaves cultivating the demesne without much help from rent-paying tenants, the so-called 'ceorls', half-free persons who can be compared to *colonii* in the Frankish empire. They were probably rarely obliged to render services. Outside Kent, the unit of assessment for the determination of the obligations of the tenants was the hide, which was also used to give a rough indication of the value of a plot of land or even of whole regions. In both aspects the hide may be compared with the *mansus* on the Continent, a word that is often used next to *mansio* and *mansuncula* to translate the term in Latin charters. Just like the *mansus*, the hide was in principle sufficient to maintain one family, even though up to four households could live on one hide. In Kent the unit of family holding was not the hide but the area of arable land (OE *Sulung*) that could be ploughed in one year by a team of eight oxen, and equivalent to two hides. The obligations that were calculated on these units of assessment are unknown. A charter from Edward the Elder, granted to Winchester in 900, however, reveals that a holding with the size of a hide was taxed fairly heavily in the form of a payment in money and supplies of beer, bread, barley, wood, sheep and lambs. In addition the tenant had to cultivate three acres of the demesne fully and mow half an acre of meadow. He was even obliged to work for the lord whenever he was asked to do so, except for a period of three weeks a year. On top of that he was subjected to various public duties, mainly military. It is impossible to determine whether such a situation, if representative, had been in existence for a long time or whether it was the beginning of a new development.

In the ninth century, land ownership in Brittany consisted exclusively of large or small *allodia*. When large-scale land ownership became important, especially that of abbeys such as Redon, the small *allodia* were incorporated by gifts to the abbey and held from it in *precaria*. The large *allodia* were mostly transformed into fiefs. Here again, as in Catalonia and Roussillon, there appears to have been an abrupt change from a society characterised by small peasant properties to one dominated by large estates.

---

Textiles, tools, weapons and other iron and wooden objects, glass, pottery and salt were manufactured almost exclusively in the countryside in Carolingian Europe. Production only merits the term industrial when it largely exceeds local demand and was suited to or even intended for export.

The deliveries by landholders, within a manorial framework or outside it, of woven pieces of linen cloth (cam(i)siles), of wool or flax (sar(i)ciles), both materials usually produced for the manufacturing of shirts (camisiae), or the supply of the shirts themselves in addition to that of coats and capes made of wool (pallia, saga), is very common in the Carolingian period and mentioned frequently in polyptychs and donation charters. The abundantly found loom weights, with the literary evidence, confirm that textile production was a normal side-activity for most tenants in Carolingian Europe. Women were usually active in it, for example the many unfree and free women on different estates of St Bertin in northwestern France. Exceptionally, they only had to supply spindles of spun flax. It remains unknown who actually used these in weaving. It might be supposed that this happened in the workplaces for women (gynaecea) that are mentioned from the eighth century onwards in various places in Europe, the Low Countries, Germany, France and Italy as part of the demesne of an estate. Both female slaves without a holding of their own and half-free women with holdings, who were married to coloni, had to come and work there as an obligatory service that more or less corresponded to the agricultural seigneurial services of the men on the demesnes. In the Capitulare de Villis and the Brevium Exempla such workplaces are also mentioned, which might mean that they were installed on royal domains (fisci), as was the case for other non-agricultural activities that had a more industrial than artisanal character. Whether this situation was also true for the textile production of the gynaecea is a question that cannot be answered positively, even though it is raised by the famous pallia fresonica. This was woollen cloth of a high quality that was renowned throughout the whole of the Frankish empire in the ninth century and therefore was probably manufactured, either in Frisia itself or in England and Flanders and carried by Frisian middlemen, on an industrial scale. The production of wool from sheep that were put to pasture by the thousands on the numerous saltmarshes along the Flemish, Zeeland and Frisian coasts was so important along the North Sea coast of the Low Countries from the eighth to the tenth centuries that several abbeys located further away (St
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Wandrille, Fulda, Lorsch and others) brought in their wool from flocks of sheep that they owned there themselves or took delivery of large annual supplies of woollen monks’ clothes and other woven materials. Whether this large production was still locally processed by craftsmen is a question that is important in view of the high quality of textile produced by these areas in later centuries, albeit mainly within a city context.

Iron-working, like textiles, was associated with agricultural needs, though smiths ranked as specialised artisans within the peasant community. Archaeological excavations have uncovered ‘mines’ or surface furrows, pits and funnel shafts, dated between the eighth and tenth centuries, from which iron ore was extracted. These were often donated with the surrounding land by smaller private landowners to abbeys such as Fulda, Lorsch and St Gall. In the south German Franconian Alps a settlement of artisans has been discovered in the vicinity of a Carolingian iron mine. Only one written reference to a miner (fossarius) is known on the lands of the abbey of Prüm in Houmont in the Belgian Ardennes. Whether the fossa ferraria sive plumbaricia, shallow shafts of iron ore and lead that are mentioned in the Capitulare de Villis (c. 62) as elements of the royal estate, were indeed mainly to be found on fisci is unclear, even though the only proof for the existence of industrial iron-working concerns possessions of the Carolingian king, and iron objects for the army (ferramenta) are also mentioned in the Capitulare de Villis (c. 42). In the well-known inventory of the estates of the bishopric of Chur, the income of a complete ministerium from the vicinity of Bregenz in the Vorarlberg consisted mainly of supplies of iron products paid as census regis to the representative of the king named schulteiss in the ministerium. Eight furnaces are mentioned. This substantial production clearly exceeded local needs and can therefore be termed ‘industrial’. Since capitularia from 779 onwards reiterate the prohibition against the export of weapons and military equipment, such as the metal shirt (brunia), it is probable that the excess was marketed. Almost all other written documents from such abbeys as Bobbio, St Remi of Rheims, Weissenburg, Lorsch and St Gall in the Carolingian period record deliveries of iron, either as rough ingots (referred to by weight) or as finished products such as ploughshares, horseshoes and weapons, which served as rents from peasants for their holdings. These peasant farmers would appear, therefore, to have been miners on the side.

The abbey of St Germain-des-Prés received 100 librae de ferro from each of its 25.5 mansi serviles in the villa of Boissy-Maugis in the Perche (western France). This may indicate a community of iron smelters that lived somewhat isolated in one of the numerous extensive forests of this region. It

is likely that the rather small and strongly decentralised production of iron was processed locally by smiths. Apart from some isolated literary references to a *faber*, with no hint of his social or professional status on the estate, there is archaeological evidence of the activity of smiths between 600 and 900 from the region of the upper Rhine (Schaffhausen) and the lower Rhine (Krefeld), from a mound in the Wesermarsch, in the Carolingian lost village under the Kootwijkerzand and in other places on the Veluwe (Holland) and especially in the village of Warendorf (Westfalia). It has been deduced from this evidence that these blacksmiths were probably integrated in the manorial structures.

As decentralised as textile and iron processing was the manufacture of wooden objects, even though there were several specialised woodworkers at the abbeys themselves (see below). Apart from this group the only information at our disposal on woodworking concerns deliveries of wooden objects such as wooden eating plates, spoons, wooden roof shingles, slats, vats, barrels and even carts that tenants were often obliged to make.

The production of glass and ceramics is almost exclusively identified from archaeological evidence. The quality and quantity of the production, especially as measured against its export in the Carolingian period to faraway regions such as Scandinavia via Dorestad to Hedeby (Haithabu) and Birka, allow us to surmise that the production was on an industrial scale. The only two written references, in each case to a glazier who is specifically named (*vitreararius*) as holder of a *mansus* and half a *mansus* in the vicinity of Douai (northern France) and in Barisis (département of Aisne) on possessions of the abbey of St Amand in 864, are difficult to interpret. It seems probable that these glaziers were, with other specialised artisans, normally active in the buildings of St Amand and of its *cella* in Barisis. Despite the numerous examples of Merovingian glasswork that have been dug up, mainly in Scandinavia, the oldest excavated place of glass manufacturing in the countryside, located in the wooded region called Hochwald in Kordel near Trier, dates to the Carolingian period. Hochwald's renowned products have been found in Hedeby and Birka. Another glass-making workshop has been found in the Carolingian palace at Paderborn.
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Much more is known of Carolingian pottery production. One of the main centres of industrial production was located in the village of Badorf, between Cologne and Bonn, a site primarily determined by the presence of the necessary clay and sand and by the proximity of sources of energy such as water and wood.\textsuperscript{46} Another important Carolingian pottery centre was situated in Saran, in the forest of Orleans, but, unlike Badorf, outside the neighbouring settlement.\textsuperscript{47} The quality of the production in terms of the material, the shape, the decorations and the standardisation, and the sheer quantity apparent from the massive exports, clearly point to the industrial nature of Badorf and Saran. That the quality and quantity of pots produced in the Carolingian period was greater than that of the Merovingian period, and the centres of production were different, points to better organisation, probably within the manorial framework. Reference is made in this respect to the later possessions of the archbishop of Cologne and the chapter of St Pantaleon of Cologne in the vicinity of Badorf. Next to the king, these church institutions are considered possible patrons of the specialised craftsmen, who are believed, rightly or wrongly, to have had no independent status at all.\textsuperscript{48}

Ipswich in East Anglia was an important centre for pottery production on an industrial scale during this early period. Ipswich ware was exported to the whole of southern England. There was a separate pottery-making zone of the settlement. By contrast, other activities at Ipswich such as textile, leather and bone-working, which were already more important in Ipswich than agriculture, were spread over the whole settlement.\textsuperscript{49} This was also the case in the important proto-town of Hamwic (Southampton) on the Channel coast, where production consisted mainly of textiles and iron. Pottery was largely imported from the Continent.

Documents concerning salt production on the estates of the abbey of Prüm in Lorraine, not far from Metz in Vic-sur-Seille, Moyenvic and Marsal provide some notion of industrial organisation.\textsuperscript{50} Other abbeys with an eye to their need for salt, such as those of St Denis, Montiérender and Weissenburg, also had estates in this region. The salt was crystallised in large cooking pots by means of boiling the water from salt-rich sources in the vicinity. In Prüm's case, the sources of salt and the collecting basins and workplaces with pots were all owned by the abbey. The manual workers (\textit{operatores}) were Prüm's tenants working in exchange for holdings where they could also grow crops.\textsuperscript{51} They could use the collecting basins and other utensils in exchange for a payment of a tax that was calculated per boiling
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pot. They were allowed to keep part of their production for sale. Most of it, obviously, went to the abbey, which had it transported by means of transport services of tenants via Metz along the Moselle to the main seat of the abbey in Prüm. The salt that was not used in the abbey itself was sold on the local markets in the vicinity of Prüm.

Elsewhere in Europe there were only references to salt extraction or processing. Many abbeys had rights in salines along the coast, mainly at the estuaries of rivers and streams such as the Loire (St Mesmin in Orléans) and the Seine (St Wandrille), on which they often had toll privileges for the transport of salt. Several of these salt basins with sea water seem to have been exploited by associations of manual workers. The salt production in the lagoons in Venice and at the estuary of the Po (in Comacchio) was so important that it led in the ninth century to a wide network of inter-regional trade upstream along the Po. On the Zeeland islands in the estuary of the Scheldt too, salt was produced by abbeys such as that of Lorsch. In 775/6 it owned seventeen saltpans (culinas) to extract salt from sea water or peat. Inland, salt was also produced in salt mines such as the Salzkammergut and in Reichenhall in south Bavaria.

Manual workers with diverse specialities such as leather-working, metal-working as smiths and weaponmakers, woodturners and other woodworkers and fur-makers had to provide for the needs of very large abbey communities. Gifts of swords by the abbeys of Fulda, Lorsch and St Gall might point to the fact that this production sometimes exceeded their own requirements. In St Riquier the settlement consisted of districts or streets (vici) where the artisans lived together grouped by speciality. Even though the artisans seem to have been more independent than the numerous unskilled provendarii that lived near the abbey as well, they did in fact belong to the unfree or half-free familia of the abbey. It is therefore questionable whether they worked for their own benefit.

**Trade and Towns**

As a result of the dominant role of manorial organisation in agrarian and industrial production, the exchange of goods and trade were also to a large extent dependent on the large estate and its production. The manorial centres of the king and the church played a centralising and at the same time redistributive role in this respect. The surplus of the agrarian and industrial production of the demesnes and the deliveries in kind of agrarian and craft products by the tenants of the estate were transported by means of various

transport services imposed on the tenants (angariae, scarae, navigia). They were taken via country road and waterways to regional estate centres or else directly to the palatia and abbey seats. This was primarily the case for specialised products such as salt, oil and wine which sometimes had to be transported over long distances, but less so for products such as corn which were only transported to the abbey itself. Whatever was not used or stored for later use in these secondary or main centres was sold at nearby markets or ones further afield where there was a demand for a particular commodity not produced locally. The first and foremost objective of the large landowners was always to ensure their own provisioning with the most diverse products from their own production and supply centres. Only if this was not possible did they try to obtain the goods that were lacking by purchase or exchange.

Markets were organised in ever increasing numbers with royal permission in or near to certain estates in the ninth century, especially under Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald. Examples of such markets can be found on several estates of the abbey of St Denis: in the region of Paris, at Néron, Faverolles (774) and Saclas (814), in southwest Germany at Esslingen (866–8). On the estates of Prüm in the Eifel regional markets were established at Rommersheim (861) and Münstereifel (898). These markets were situated in the countryside, while others were established in the neighbourhood of large abbeys (St Vaast 867, St Amand 872, St Bertin 874). Older markets, dating from before the ninth century, were mostly established in or close to civitates of Roman origin such as Nantes, Angers, Langres, Troyes, Sens and Orléans. Often coins were minted there as well. Coining rights were sometimes granted by the king when a new market was organised, as was the case in Rommersheim and Münstereifel. Although tradesmen were present at these local weekly markets it was mostly the producers themselves – peasants and craftsmen, even unfree tenants – who offered their produce directly for sale. Craftsmen who did not have a holding or had one that was too small probably bought corn, chickens or eggs with the money from the sale of their craft products. Peasants bought tools from the craftsmen or obtained them through exchange. From passing traders or from agents of large landowners both groups probably bought rare products that were not produced in the region such as salt, oil and wine.

Other products that circulated in the international trade circuit were such things as wax and honey, horses and even slaves. Examples of foreign merchants are the Russians and Czechs operating a salt trade (salinarium mercatum) along the mid-Danube in Bavaria. They are mentioned in the well-
known inquiry on the toll at Raffelstetten at the end of the ninth century.58 Foreign merchants also appeared on a market at Walenstadt in Rhaetia.59 The pricing policy for life-ensuring products such as corn was severely controlled by the authorities in times of famine and gave rise to the far-reaching measures under Charlemagne in 794 and in 805–6 referred to earlier.

Because of the continuity of towns from late Roman times to the early middle ages, Italy, and especially northern Italy, forms an exception to this picture of local and regional trade in the Carolingian empire. In Italy trade, even local and regional retail trade, was mainly concentrated in towns. The markets organised in the ninth century outside the walls of the town by churches and monasteries and authorised by the king or owned by the abbeys, such as Bobbio (860), Volterra, Piacenza and Mantua (894), were in fact annual fairs functioning in international trade.60

In towns such as Pavia, Milan, Mantua, Parma, Cremona and Piacenza, large landowners such as the abbeys of Bobbio, Sta Giulia di Brescia, Novalesa and others possessed subsidiaries to which they brought surpluses from their estates, especially corn and oil along the Po and its tributaries, to sell them there. Places at the estuary of the Po, such as Comacchio, or to the north of it, like Venice, had a great need for agrarian products because they produced little more than salt. Initially, since a charter on that matter had been granted by King Liutprand in 715, this salt was transported upstream along the Po to its confluence with the Oglio between Cremona and Mantua by agents of Comacchio privileged as milites. Soon though, in the second half of the ninth century, the Comacchesi were elbowed out of this traffic by traders from Cremona (852) and by Venetians who in 862 owed payments in pepper and cinnamon to the office of the abbey of Bobbio in Mantua.61 These products had clearly been brought to Italy by international traders. Owing to the lasting importance of towns in Italy, this international circuit was more inter-woven here with regional and inter-regional trade than in other parts of Europe.

During the eighth and ninth centuries international trade from Italy in the Mediterranean area was largely restricted to the Adriatic Sea because of the insecurity caused by Arab pirates in the western Mediterranean. Only some coastal navigation to the ports in Provence was possible during the first half of the ninth century. It was Venice that gained most from this situation. The treaty of 812 between Charlemagne and the Emperor Michael of Byzantium had given Venice great possibilities in the eastern basin of the Mediterra-

nean where only some southern Italian ports such as Naples, Salerno, Gaeta and Amalfi had kept up trade. On the other hand, the *pactum Lotharii* of 840, which exempted Venice from toll and berthing taxes (*ripaticum*), made it possible for Venice to expand to the central and northern parts of the Frankish empire, while traders from the continental parts of the empire were given concessions in the shipping trade by the Venetians and even participated in the Venetian commercial enterprises with money.

Through Venice and the north Italian cities of the Po valley, which gained from Venetian prosperity, spices, expensive Oriental textiles, furs from the Black Sea region – given by the abbot Ansegisus to his abbey of Fontenelle – and other goods were brought from the Near East across the Alps to the central parts of the Frankish empire. In the opposite direction slaves from the regions east of the Elbe and from the Balkans, reaching Italy via Chur, were sold to Arabs in the south of Italy and Sicily.

Apart from Italy the centre of international trade from and to the Frankish empire during the eighth and ninth centuries lay very clearly in the central and northern parts of the empire and in the adjacent regions of England, Scandinavia and eastern Europe. The cities (*civitates*) of Roman origin, Aix, Narbonne, Arles, Nimes in southern Gaul, however, decayed in the course of the eighth century and were destroyed or occupied by Muslims for a long time. They lost their commercial importance almost completely in favour of their military role. The revival of trade and urban life in Provence only took place from about 980 onwards.

International trade was concentrated in places along the frontier of the Frankish empire where, in addition, important royal tolls were established: on the Channel and the southern North Sea coast at Rouen and Amiens, but especially at Quentovic, Domburg and Dorestad; on the frontier with Denmark at Hedeby (Haithabu-Schleswig); on the frontier with the Slavs along the Elbe at Bardowiek and Magdeburg; along the Danube at Raffelstetten and Regensburg. Inland, international trade took place along some important traffic arteries such as the Rhine, the Meuse, the Danube and at some annual fairs dating from before the ninth century, such as the fair of St Denis near Paris, which had existed since the seventh century.

The most important of the border places, to wit the *emporia* of Quentovic, Dorestad and Hedeby, share characteristics with a number of trading places outside the Frankish empire with which they traded, such as Hamwic, Lundenwic (the trading place that originated from the end of the seventh century along the street still known in London as the Strand, running

---
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parallel to the Thames to the west of the Roman Londinium which was largely uninhabited until the end of the ninth century); Birka, an island in what is now called the Mälarm lake, a former bay of the Baltic Sea to the west of Stockholm; Kaupang, not far from Oslo, and many smaller trading places in the Baltic area from Denmark to northwestern Russia. The most striking characteristic of most of these trading places is their ephemerality. Their short-lived prosperity is linked both to their specialisation and to the protection afforded Quentovic and Dorestad at least by Carolingian royal authority.68 The decline of the emporia situated outside the Carolingian empire is usually explained by the close commercial ties they maintained with the Carolingian emporia whose fate they largely shared, as well as by the changes and decline of the political authority with which they were often connected.69 Trading places of lesser importance, called portus and situated further inland along the Rhine at Duisburg, Cologne, Mainz, along the Meuse at Maastricht, Huy, Dinant and along the Scheldt at Ghent, Tournai, Valenciennes, became the true precursors of medieval towns in the west.70 Their trade was supported to a large extent by a network of domanial centres and by their surplus of food and consumable goods.71 The maritime emporia along the borders of the empire exported and imported mainly luxury goods, sometimes in large quantities. Through Dorestad and Domburg, wine from the upper Rhine area was exported to England and Scandinavia, ceramics from the region of Cologne and Bonn (Badorf), millstones from the Eifel (Mayen), glass (funnel-shaped and globular cups) from Kordel close to Trier and metal ornaments. After the conquest of Saxony and the Danube region, slaves, furs and wax from Saxony and eastern Europe were imported from the end of the eighth century along the Elbe-Saale-Danube border, at, for example, Bardowick (on the lower Elbe) and Magdeburg, mentioned in the capitulary of Thionville. Slaves were sold to the Arab regions along the Mediterranean either via Venice or via the Meuse at Verdun, the Saône–Rhône river and the northeast of Spain.

Who were the carriers of goods such as ceramics, glass, wine and millstones into the trade circuit? Large landowners such as the king and certain churches were probably often the producers of luxury goods in addition to large quantities of food. Kings, abbeys and bishops mostly sold these products through the mediation of agents in their service who enjoyed their special protection. Among the commercial agents of the king, the Jews, who acted mainly in groups, especially in the valley of the Rhône (Lyons) and Septimania, took a special place.72 One reason for this is that they were dominant, as non-Christians, in the slave trade.

Traders in the service of abbeys were often not free, though that they also traded on their own account appears from the well-known Praeceptum negotiatorum of Louis the Pious. In addition to these groups, independent free merchants were active as well, among whom the Frisians were the most active and the best known. They mainly operated along the Rhine, between Dorestad and the Alps. Along the Rhine in some river ports (portus) such as Mainz they had separate living quarters. In Duisburg they lived at the same time as agents of the abbey of Prüm, to which they owed large sums of money. Well known is the case of a Frisian trader Ibo who was in the service of the abbey of St Maximin in Trier at the beginning of the ninth century. Possibly as part of this employment he sailed in association with other merchants with no less than six ships overseas, possibly to England, where the Frisians were also very active.

Finally, it can be stated that trade in Carolingian times was indeed more important than earlier scholars, especially Pirenne, would have us believe. Yet this importance should not be overestimated. It was to a large extent a local and inter-regional trade which had its roots in the great estates which were also the bases for agriculture, crafts and industry. The trade in luxury goods was, compared to the trade in food, consumable goods and objects of daily use, of lesser importance. Outside Italy, the places where trade was conducted were not yet cities in the full sense of the word. With some exceptions these centres cannot be considered as the precursors of the later medieval towns. The people who supported trade were acting primarily as agents in the service of the king and large ecclesiastical landowners. In that they nevertheless were professional traders who maintained some independent commercial dealings, they can be regarded as the 'precursors' of the later medieval merchants.

WHEN, around 897, Helmstan of Fonthill in Wiltshire stole Æthelred's belt, he found himself in serious trouble. Helmstan was a king's man, probably a thegn, and a medium landowner, that is to say someone with several tenants: a man of local standing, at least in his village, and with royal connections — though these were not as hard to come by near to the centre of the still small kingdom of Wessex as they were in the huge Frankish empire, and Helmstan was not important enough to be recorded elsewhere. But a belt was not a small matter (it may well have been a *cingulum militare*, the symbol of military obligation itself); and proven theft cast doubt on Helmstan's entire capacity to act at law. His enemies immediately began to claim his lands, including land to which he had clear written title, for Helmstan arguably was no longer legally able to defend himself, and anyway, as a thief, was now bereft of the friends and allies without whose supporting oaths no one could win at court. Helmstan had to go to an old patron, the ealdorman Ordlaf, and promise him the land itself in order to get the backing Helmstan needed to keep it; Ordlaf promised him life tenure, if he kept himself out of trouble, and then arranged both the court strategy and the oath-helpers that Helmstan needed. Helmstan, thanks both to Ordlaf's backing and to his own charters, won his case. Helmstan was a bad lot, however, and soon after that was caught stealing cattle; Ordlaf ended up with the land, although not without trouble both from the king's confiscators and from Helmstan's rivals.1

The Helmstan case is well known to Anglo-Saxon historians, and is at the centre of debates about the relative importance of documents and of oaths at court. No one disputes, however, that it shows, more clearly than do most texts, that legal success in the early middle ages depended on the building up of political support as much as on being in the right.2 And this was not

2 See, in general, Davies and Fouracre (1986).
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restricted to court cases, either; local political and social relationships, between a person and his or her kin, friends, neighbours, patrons and enemies, created the practically relevant world in which each person lived. So they have done in all societies; but in our period this presents problems of evidence. We cannot get at these little worlds through law-codes, for laws merely show us the basic ground-rules that each Helmstan was supposed by some king to live by, not how they actually behaved. Nor can we, for the most part, get at them through historical narratives, for these are focused almost exclusively on the king’s court and the upper aristocracy. Hagiography can give us local vignettes, though these tend to be isolated, and socially decontextualised by their moral purpose and their topoi. In the Carolingian period, however, from 750 or so onwards, we begin to be able, for the first time in European history, to see rural society more directly, thanks to the steady expansion in the documentation of individual land transactions. Not many land transactions have the detail and human interest of the Helmstan case, unfortunately; they are legal documents, and are generally as arid and formulaic as any modern written contract. (The Helmstan case actually survives in a letter, from Ordlaf to King Edward the Elder; it is not a ‘proper’ document.) But when large numbers of such charters survive for a single area, or even sometimes a single village, their authors, local landowners, can be seen more clearly and continuously, as they sell land to each other, give to local churches, lease to tenants, or go to court to make claims against opponents. A rural sociology of people dealing with other people can, in some parts of western Europe, be built up, in a way that cannot be done for any earlier period, even the Roman empire.

The Romans had immense quantities of documents, but they are mostly on papyrus, and very few have survived, except in the dry sands of Egypt. Only parchment allowed the possibility of very long-term record-keeping, and it only became common after 700. The eighth century, too, saw a rapid expansion in the number of written transactions after a post-Roman low point, especially as the church, in our period the most important focus for the culture of writing, began to seek and get private gifts of land. As a result, well-documented areas in our period are, essentially, areas in which large numbers of people gave land to a church or monastery whose archives have survived, and are only well documented for as long as people kept giving. They are also, essentially, areas in which late Roman land law survived, for it was on this legal system that the documentary traditions of Europe themselves depended. All the same, within these constraints, we are reasonably well informed about the local societies of certain regions of

3 See Levy (1951), the classic survey of ‘vulgar’ Roman law; for non-Roman areas see, for varying observations, Charles-Edwards (1976); Davies (1978b), pp. 16–21; Gurevič (1982); Wickham (1989), pp. 484–99.
Europe for at least parts of the eighth and ninth centuries: notably the Catalan mountains, Languedoc, the Breton march, southeast Wales, southern Burgundy, the middle and upper Rhineland, Hesse, the Alpine foothills of Alemannia (in modern Switzerland) and Bavaria, the middle Po plain, northern Tuscany and the central Apennines. Northern France, so rich in estate records, was as yet relatively poor in private documents; England would be relatively poor in both for some time yet. There are other gaps, some of them substantial. But this spread is otherwise reasonably wide, and allows us to make a start in understanding how rural social relationships actually worked in practice, on the ground. I will take four areas as brief examples of such local societies, and then discuss what their similarities and differences might tell us about the vast range of small-scale realities that made up Europe as a whole. The four are two small Catalan counties, Urgell and Pallars; the villages north of the Breton monastery of Redon; Dienheim in the middle Rhine, just upstream from Mainz; and Cologno Monzese, a settlement just east of Milan: from, respectively, a marginal frontier area, a more prosperous marchland, a core area for Frankish political power, and the urbanised heartland of the Lombard-Carolingian kingdom of Italy.

**URGELL AND PALLARS**

The impetus of the Arab and Berber conquest of Spain took the invaders well into Gaul, through the low passes at both ends of the Pyrenees; but there is little evidence that they occupied the mountains themselves on a permanent basis, and it is likely that the highest valleys of the central Pyrenees saw few Arabs at all except the occasional raiding party – the latter probably more common after the Frankish occupation of the mountains in the 780s than before. Pallars and Urgell were two of these valleys; narrow defiles cut into the limestone, and isolated from the plains to the south by gorges. Pallars was the more remote and barren; Urgell, slightly nearer to the sea, had better communications with both the Frankish and the Arab worlds, and a fertile upland basin at its centre. Urgell had and maintained a bishop, whose diocese covered the whole of the high Catalan Pyrenees (Felix, bishop c. 782–99, was at the centre of the Adoptionism debate). Both areas had counts, although Pallars was nominally controlled from Toulouse from the 780s until the appearance of a locally based and effectively autonomous comital family headed by Ramon I in the 870s. In the same decade Guifré (Wifred) the Hairy was count of Urgell, and he extended his control across most of the counties that would later become Catalonia. Both of these counts were loyal to the Carolingians, but Carolingian loyalism was a
convenient cover for independent-mindedness, especially under the Robertian King Odo in the 890s; by 900, Frankish power was not very immediate in this area. But it never had been, really; like the Asturias, the Catalan Pyrenees can be seen as a long-surviving area of Visigothic provincial culture, isolated by the mountains, with both local aristocratic families and a strong tradition of Visigothic law and institutions.4

Three religious institutions kept enough documents to allow us to say something about mountain society in the ninth century: Urgell cathedral, and two monasteries in parallel valleys in Pallars, Gerri and Alaó, both of them established around 810. All three archives include a wealth of land transactions, both sales between private owners and gifts or sales to the church. The scale of these deals is generally very small: a field here, a vineyard there. The geographical range is very small as well: nearly all the charters in the Alaó archive, the richest of the three, are for the high side-valleys inside a 10 km radius of the monastery. Few landowners are recorded as owning in more than a couple of contiguous village territories; the exceptions are often counts, who must have already taken over the royal lands in the area. We cannot draw any conclusions about the wealth of landowners from the size of individual land transactions, for kings can alienate single fields as easily as peasants can. But their localisation is indicative; we are dealing with people who lived inside two or three hours’ walk of all their fields. And the fact that people rarely alienated whole estates, or even tenant houses, may be significant, too. Highly fragmented and localised property-owning in a marginal area, owned by substantial numbers of different people, has led historians to conclude that we are here dealing with a society with a wide stratum of landowning peasant cultivators, alongside the larger landowners who certainly existed everywhere, and this is indeed the most likely interpretation of the texts. Most people were free, too; slaves, generally tenants, are rarely referred to in these areas.

Pallars and Urgell are and were ecologically marginal; but they were heavily populated. Lists of all or most of the family-heads of a village, which we have in a few cases such as Baén above Gerri in 920, or the settlements around the nunnery of Sant Joan de les Abadesses slightly to the east of our valleys in 913, show population levels equivalent to those of the nineteenth century. Unsurprisingly, we have references to small-scale land clearance (aprisio or ruptura); these peasants must have been on the edge of survival, even with the help of the hunter-gatherer economy in the mountains and the woodland around them, and needed all the land they could get. Colonists

---

were probably moving out of the valleys into the relatively less peopled
lowlands, nearer to the frontier, as well.\textsuperscript{5} It is interesting, however, that we
find references above all to grain and even wine in our texts, and very rarely
to the silvo-pastoral resources of the mountains. Horses and cows appear, it
is true, in particular as currency (along with grain): the area presumably had
little access to coin. Sheep, however, are rarely emphasised as yet, even
though they would become the classic resource of the Pyrenean pastoral
economy. One has the impression of a society relatively little orientated to
what we would see as the potential of its environment, and trying instead to
imitate the agriculture of the plains.\textsuperscript{6} Woods and pastures were, so far, only
accessories to a peasant subsistence agriculture, and not objects of exploi-
tation in their own right; this would only come with the seigneurial power
and the commercial upturn of the twelfth century. The only exceptions to
this subsistence economy were iron- and salt-working, for these two natural
products were locally abundant; iron tools were unusually widely available,
and even tithes could be in iron.

Society was isolated in Pallars and Urgell, then. But it was not quiescent.
For one thing, there was a pullulation of land-sales; a field or vineyard could
easily be bought and sold several times in a generation. These sales could
certainly result in the accumulation of properties by an individual, as with
the acquisitions of Goltered and his wife Gerosolima in the hills just east of
La Seu d’Urgell between 860 and 895, or those of Tedila, southwest of Alaò,
between 893 and 911; respectively, seven and nine texts, nearly all involving
single fields. Goltered was a judge for the bishop, in his cathedral at La Seu,
in 872; Tedila was a priest, which in these valleys seems to have involved
considerable social prominence; both of them could well have been local
notables profiting from the poverty of their neighbours in hard times. So
could the monasteries; both Alaò and Gerri built up very large estates,
second only to the counts, through sale as well as gift.\textsuperscript{7} But most sales seem
to have been between equals, and perhaps for social as much as for economic
reasons; even a sale to Alaò could have represented a relationship of clientele
as much as an economic transaction. Social relationships can also be seen,
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quite explicitly, in church foundations. Most private churches in Europe in this period were founded by single families, as a mark of status and even aristocratic identity. In the Pyrenees, however, most visibly in Urgell, and in Cerdanya and the Berguedà to its east and south, churches in the ninth and early tenth century were founded by their villagers. Between 833 and 913, surviving documents record the consecration of twenty-four new churches by the bishop of Urgell; only seven, all of them after 900, were built by a single person. The others were founded either by a whole village, or by a substantial proportion of it. We should not hypothesise from this a set of economically coherent and organic (still less immemorial) mountain village communities; although uncultivated land, of which there was much in the mountains, was controlled collectively, most of these churches were given lands by local inhabitants on a strictly individual basis, and were indeed ceded to the bishop at their consecration. But it seems clear that village collectivities were strong, and mattered enough to their members that they did not, for a long time, break ranks over such an important issue as the building of a local church. The village, and its constituent families, were the first points of reference; wider political structures, however important, probably came second.

This very local, largely peasant-based society may have been helped to survive not only by the mountains but by the frontier. It was a military zone; the valleys had numerous castra, fortified settlements as it would seem from our earliest references, between the more normal open villages; the army-service theoretically due from all freemen in the Carolingian period was perhaps in practice more widely required here than elsewhere. It may be relevant that Hispani from south of the Pyrenees, fleeing from the Arabs in the first half of the ninth century, were settled by kings on uncultivated land in Languedoc and explicitly held to military service; these certainly included peasants. But it was not an egalitarian society. The Hispani in Languedoc had clearly defined clienteles, with leaders (John of Fontjoncouse near Narbonne under Louis the Pious was a patronus to his commendati); and even the Catalan villagers who founded their own churches had, in nearly every case, a single leader who gave by far the largest gift, and who was sometimes put in charge of the church by the bishop. These village leaders were usually

8 Baraut (1978), nos. 1, 4-26; see comments in Bonnassie and Guichard (1982), pp. 79-83.
9 Castrum as a settlement, i.e. not just a fortification: see Baraut (1979), nos. 19, 40 for Bar by La Seu. For Hispani, see MGH Dip. Kar. 1, nos. 179, 217, 93, no. 10; MGH Cap. 1, nos. 132-3, 11, no. 216; Tessier 40, 43, 46, 94, 118, 164; HGL nos 40, 84-5, 150 (HGL II, 85 is the most substantial text for John of Fontjoncouse). Most of these texts are republished in Abadal (1952) II. The fullest discussion is Dupont (1961); see also, for sharper surveys, Müller-Mertens (1963), pp. 61-5, 77-8, 83-7; Lewis (1965), pp. 69-74, 119-65.
priests, though sometimes called *viri illustres* or *milites*. As the richest local owners with special social characteristics, already including, sometimes, a specific military identity, they would in the tenth century slowly develop into a local aristocratic stratum to match that in the entourages of counts – if, indeed, these two were ever fully distinct. They would then, in the eleventh century, here as elsewhere in France and the Iberian peninsula, establish seigneurial powers over peasants, often by force. But these changes were still very much in the future in 900. There are some signs of it already: in 913 the villagers around Sant Joan de les Abadesses found themselves tenants of the nunnery against their will, thanks to a comital grant of their lands over their heads; the inhabitants of Baén in 920, perhaps even more remarkably, granted their whole village to the local count in return for his promise to be their *senior et defensor* against others. But most local power was as yet informal, inside a framework of strong public institutions run by the counts. It was the combined strength of public power and of peasant property-owning that meant that the shift to seigneurial relationships in this area would have to be unusually violent.

**East Brittany**

The Breton march was another fringe of the Carolingian world, but a much less marginal one. The area I will discuss here, between Rennes and Redon, was and is a fairly prosperous lowland mixed farming area, with grain-fields intercut with pasture (especially for pigs and sheep) and woodland, in a way totally characteristic of much of ninth-century northern Europe, at least in areas (the great majority) which had not yet developed open-field farming. There was some wine, and ample salt not too far away, on the coast. Money was reasonably easily accessible and there were markets too, at least on a small scale. But it was beyond the edge of Frankish society; it was an area of Breton language and customs, and in the ninth century it was ruled by Breton *principes*, even if these were, except for brief periods, nominally subject to Frankish kings. Frankish institutions had some impact, but only as a veneer, as we shall see. Perhaps the only significant contribution the Franks made to our area was some of the grants the kings made to the monastery of Redon.

Redon’s charters are our source for the society of its hinterland; they are,

10 Bonnassie (1980); Pastor (1980); Poly and Bournazel (1980).
11 Texts as in n. 5; in general, Bonnassie (1975).
12 See, for this section, the works of Wendy Davies, notably (1983; 1986; 1988). For open-field farming, see pp. 483–5 above; for the Breton *principes*, see chapter 6, p. 183 and Smith (1992).
likethoseforCatalonia,ninth-century,andpeakbetween830(Redonitself
wasfoundedin832)and875.Theirwealthinitselmarksamomentof
change;Redonwastobecome,particularlyafter860,thedominantpowerin
thearea,notablyintheotenorsovillagesittoitsnorth.Buttheseevillagesare
reasonablyclearlyilluminatedatthatmoment,atleast.ThewordItranslate
as‘village’isthelatinplebs;thisisatermwithconsiderablewealthofnuance,
buthereitmeantalocalterritory,probablycentredonapopulationnucleus
(thoughitwouldusualllyhavehadmorethanonesettlementinit),andin
mostcaseswithachurchasanimportantfocus.Allsignificantlocal
transactionstookplaceintheframeworkoftheplebs:sales,pledges,dispute
settlements,withlocalinhabitantsaswitnesses,suretiesandjudges;the
village,thatistosay,standsoutassocialunitevenmoreclearlythanitdid
inCatalonia.

Mostoftheinhabitantsoftheaveragewell-documentedplebs,Ruffiacor
CarentoirorBains,seemtohavebeenlandowningpeasantcultivators.The
arguments,asinCatalonia,arelargelyindicative,buttHEYareconvincing.
FeWpeoplecanbeesehenowmorethanasingleholding;conversely,
althoughthesetofchartersisunusuallyrichinsociologicaldetail,relativel
fewcanbe_seen_to_betenants.Proprietorswere_also,evenmore_than_in
Pallars,almostallrestricted_to_their_own_plebs_as_landowners,and_are_rarely
muchbeyondit,eventenaswitnessesto_documents_and_in_court_cases.Perhaps
quarterofthepopulationwereunfree,serviletensors_of_more_prosperous
localowners_or_of_aristocrats;asRedonincreased_its_holdings,many_free
ownersbecametheир_tenants_too.Attheother_end_of_the_scale_there_were_richer
peasants,_and_then_the_various_strata_of_what_we_would_call_the_aristocracy,
presumablyseparated_from_each_other_by_fairly_narrow_bands_of_wealth
(thoughthere_was_lesssragmentation_of_land_than_in_Catalonia,and
inevitabledlessflexibilityasaresult;single_peasant_holdings_were_apparently
normallysinglebloclsofland,andmuchlessoftendivided).Thearistocracy
didnot,asawhole,interveneinvillagesociety,andmuch_of_it operated
more_on_a‘national’level,in_the_entourage_of_the_Breton_princeps.There_was
oneimportantexception,however,thefamilies_of_machtierns’.Machtiernswere,
in_somedefineway,thel领导者_of_plebes;theypresided_over_public
gatherings,andsometimesovercourts.They_hadlocalpoliticalauthority,
that_istosay,and_were_mostly_not_very_close_to_the_principes.But_they_did_not
have_a_clear_power_to_coerce,oreventcontrol:plebes_tended_to_runt
themselves,through_a_widestratum_oflocalnotableswho_all_knew_each
other, rather than simply being the fields of action of machtierns.

This,in_fact,is_the_real_originality_of_the_Breton_material.It_is_most_visible
in_court_cases.Thesehavesome_of_the_terminology_of_the_Frankish_court;
they_were_sometimes_called_the placitum or_the malleus, just as_in_Francia, and
their leading men were sometimes called *scabini* or *boni viri*. But their presuppositions were quite unlike those of the Carolingian world. There were no legal experts of any kind, and no references to law. Judges were not professional, and a *index* in one case could simply appear as a witness in the next. Where judgement was needed, local *seniores* ('elders') could provide it, sometimes from their own personal knowledge. The people who ran courts were not, in fact, any sort of clearly defined elite. Thus, judges were more often substantial owners than others were, but not all of them were more than cultivators; and most other court figures were simply peasants, their only qualifications being that they were free, male, and probably experienced and well-thought-of. They ran a strictly local justice, based on the structures of the community. We have documents that record some classic village negotiations, as a result. When in the 860s Wordoital of Ruffiac made an accusation against the priest Maenweten, the latter began to gather evidence together to be used in court. Seeing this, Wordoital retreated: he did not want to lose Maenweten’s friendship, as he would if the case became public, and he offered compromise terms, which involved a pay-off to him of 4 shillings; Maenweten accepted. Such a transaction, however common, would probably never have been recorded elsewhere; here, it seemed close enough to a public dispute to be worth writing down. When people went to court, negotiations could still continue; courts tended to prefer compromises, which would restore social equilibrium without trouble, and often actively worked to achieve them. In part they had to, for this society had no regular means of enforcing judicial decisions publicly; losers were bound only by their obligations to the men who had stood surety for them in court. *Principes* were very distant; *machtierns* (unlike counts in Francia) had no visible policing functions. Villagers had to do it themselves, through the mixture of petty hatreds and family or neighbourly solidarity that can be found in most peasant societies.13

Court cases are, as we have already seen for Helmstan, key guides to how society really works, and in the Redon area they are particularly clear – as well as being unusually coherently analysed in Wendy Davies’ work. They show a world which, while easily understandable in terms of modern peasant sociology, is quite alien to that assumed by the fixed procedures, run by counts, of the classic Carolingian *placitum*; even the remote Catalan Pyrenees, thanks to a strong Visigothic institutional tradition, shows more formality and hierarchy in its courts than does Brittany. Again, we have to
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13 The clearest parallel to this in medieval Europe is probably eleventh- to thirteenth-century Iceland: see e.g. Byock (1988); Miller (1990). For Wordoital and Maenweten, see CR no. 144.
recognise that hierarchies did exist. Apart from machtierns, there were families of rich peasants and quasi-peasants, who had considerable local influence in the Redon area. (Many, as in Catalonia, were dynasties of priests.) And Redon itself was increasing its lands and influence dramatically, often at the expense of the local priests, who were drawn into the monastery; after c. 850 it gained direct judicial control over the four nearest plebes, as the beginning of a much more structured political power bloc than had existed in the area before. But Redon was at least local; and, outside its four plebes, its influence, while great, was not different in type from that of machtierns or even village elders: it was informal, based on negotiation rather than control. The absence of stable hierarchies, and of any formal dependence that might have subjected an extremely localised day-to-day social activity to some political control, seem to have been the major distinguishing features of east Breton village society up to 850 at the earliest. Everyone else, even the Breton princeps, impinged on the plebs from outside, and intermittently at that.

DIENHEIM

Moving from Brittany to the Rhineland, we see a much sharper contrast. The Rhineland was the main through-route in Frankish Europe. Its pottery and its natural products (such as timber, or quern-stones) could be found in much of the North Sea commerce area; some of its cities, like Mainz and Cologne, were among the few in northern Europe to have maintained relatively substantial populations and some true urban functions, in an economic sense, from the Roman period onwards. The middle Rhine valley was, furthermore, one of the heartlands of the Frankish kingdoms, with major eighth- and ninth-century royal residences such as Worms and Frankfurt, and a dense network of palaces and other royal estates along the river, such as Gernsheim, Trebur and Ingelheim. The alluvial land of the wide valley south of Mainz and Frankfurt is rich, and has long been heavily settled. It is flanked by low hills covered in vineyards, before one reaches the thick woodland of the higher hill-country, the Odenwald or the Taunus; and specialist wine-producing villages already existed in 800. One of these was Dienheim, a village on the Rhine halfway between Mainz and Worms, which is mentioned in over 150 documents from the years between 750 and 840, mostly from the cartularies of the monasteries of Fulda and Lorsch. The Lorsch texts, which are the majority, are heavily abbreviated, and both the sets are more formulaic than many early medieval charter traditions, thus reducing the amount of incidental material we can use. Nonetheless, the
village is far more densely documented than any other rural settlement in Europe in our period; it thus fits well into our gallery of examples.\(^{14}\)

The documents we have for Dienheim are almost all gifts to the church; there are few sales, or private transactions of any kind. They are mostly of small plots of land, either vineyards (the great bulk) or grain fields, in the village or its *marca*, the territory immediately around it. A minority of gifts, some two dozen, are of house-plots, *mansi* or *areae*, usually with their lands, and often with servile tenants (*mancipia*); the texts indicate that such tenant plots consisted of scattered fields, as in Catalonia, interspersed with those of other owners and tenants. A very few gifts were probably somewhat larger, for they included many *mancipia*, who are, as is often the case in German documents, named; one, a cession by Adalhart to Fulda in 796 of all his lands in Dienheim, lists eighteen (or, in another version of the text, forty-seven). Dienheim had a river-port by the 790s, and presumably exported its wine down the Rhine to northern Europe.\(^{15}\) This may have been one of the reasons why so many people owned land there, although it was certainly not the only one – there were many other wine villages in the middle Rhineland, as a glance at the Lorsch documents will show.

Despite the fragmentation of property, one cannot in Dienheim immediately deduce the existence of peasant proprietors, as in our two previous examples. The number of *mancipia* in the village was high, for a start; it is clear that much land was cultivated by men and women of servile status. It is also clear that many of the donors to Fulda and Lorsch were reasonably rich. One, indeed, was the king, who gave his estate there, and most (although not quite all) of his land, to Fulda in 782.\(^{16}\) Others were major middle Rhenish aristocrats, from many of the numerous great and (often) old families of the area, such as the ‘Rupertiner’, or the family network who controlled the church of St Lambert in Mainz, including close associates of the Carolingians. Even otherwise unknown donors, in fact, frequently gave land spread over several villages, often stretching across the whole middle Rhine region and beyond. And the steadily expanding properties of Lorsch and Fulda, not to speak of five other less well-documented churches and

\(^{14}\) For Dienheim, see Gockel (1970), pp. 184–203, 222–7; Gensicke (1973); Staab (1975), pp. 262–78; Freise (1978), pp. 1187–98. The texts are nearly all in *UF*, *CDF* and *CL*, all of which have good indexes; Gockel (1970) pp. 190ff. lists the others. Gockel and Staab give overviews of the Rhineland; see further Ewig (1980), with bibliography; Falck (1972) and Staab (1975), pp. 122–32 for Mainz; Hodges (1982) for trade; Déléage (1941), pp. 200–26 and Schwind (1977) for fragmentation of property in villages.

\(^{15}\) *UF* nos. 237, 246. *Mancipia* with agricultural duties could be either demesne slaves or – perhaps more often – tenants; in areas of fragmented landowning they were usually tenants (see, for this area, Staab (1975), pp. 331–31, esp. p. 346).

\(^{16}\) *UF* no. 149 (*MGH Dip. Kar. I*, no. 145).
monasteries which came to possess property locally thanks to gifts from the period between 750 and 840, added further to the lands of outside owners in Dienheim. German medievalists, reacting against nineteenth-century nationalist theories of Germanic freedom and village community, have become the most cautious historians in Europe when it comes to looking for early medieval peasant owners, and Dienheim has been used as an example of this caution: it is argued that all the landowners about whom one can say anything at all seem to own a lot of property, spread widely; whether or not they are aristocrats, they certainly cannot be said to be peasants.17

This is not the whole story, however. Most of the Dienheim donors are unidentifiable, even in the thousands of Fulda and Lorsch charters; and one might well feel that, in a world of partible inheritance, which certainly helped to create the fragmented tenure of most of the Rhine villages, over-prolific and otherwise unlucky branches even of aristocratic families could well end up pretty poor. And in Dienheim our donors are not actually the only documented figures. In the Fulda charters, which survive in fuller versions than those for Lorsch, we find a coherent group of regular witnesses to Dienheim documents—thirty-six, on Eckhard Freise’s figures—only a third of whom are documented as giving land to the church; conversely, most donors rarely if ever witnessed documents at all. These witnesses were largely local, especially those who were not donors; at least, they rarely witnessed in texts outside Dienheim, even for neighbouring villages. Who were these people? They were by definition free and law-worthy; they seem from their witnessing to have constituted the backbone of Dienheim’s public activity. They must have been an elite inside the village, but quite possibly only by contrast with its servile inhabitants. Whether they cultivated the soil or not, they made up a village-based society. Something of the flavour of their known actions can be gained by looking at one active member of the group, Batucho (fl. c. 790–828), whose name is rare enough for us to be able to presume that most references to it are to the same person. Batucho witnessed twenty-three times in Dienheim and three times in neighbouring villages (two of them just across the Rhine to the east), and also three times in and around Kreuznach, 20 km to the west. Dienheim looked regularly across the Rhine, as also north to Mainz, as the overall distribution of properties in the area makes clear: these were the major directions of its social—and doubtless commercial—contacts. The Kreuznach link is less explicable, though two out of the three charters are

for the same man, Ediram, a local aristocrat, and Batucho here, along with other Dienheim witnesses, may simply have been following a patron. He is recorded as a donor only once, giving portions of two tenant houses near Alzey, 15 km to the southwest, to Lorsch in 813. If this is really the same man, he had a certain range as a property-owner, and could perhaps be classed as a medium owner, with enough land for him not to have to cultivate. But other than that he was overwhelmingly a Dienheim figure, and certainly ceded none of his land there to any documented church. This was a common feature of the village witnesses. Even those who did give land in Dienheim might only give a single field; an example is Waldleih (fl. c. 790–818, a witness twelve times, always in Dienheim), who gave a vineyard to Lorsch in 817, probably just before he died.¹⁸

This sort of information is sparse enough, but it does enable us to draw some conclusions with wider implications. It is seldom possible to be sure one is dealing with peasant owners in this period; only a charter of gift or sale of all an owner’s possessions, clearly itemised, gives a clear guide to the landed resources of any proprietor, rich or poor, and these are rare. But in Dienheim – one is tempted to say, even in Dienheim – one can isolate a highly localised stratum of freemen with public standing, who constituted village society, and may well have included cultivators. What they did in their village apart from witness is far less clear than in our previous two examples; we have no court cases or collective acts for Dienheim, or for any of its neighbours. But Dienheim had a certain role as a public centre (it is called a vicus publicus in some texts), and there may have been, for example, a court there, at least occasionally. With all these aristocrats about, it is unlikely to have been run through the almost organic consensus we saw around Redon; this was an area of formalised hierarchies of dependence, both on aristocratic or royal land and in aristocratic entourages; and, in the arena of the public, if there was ever a part of the Frankish world where the clear-cut responsibilities and procedures of the capitularies actually worked, it would have been in a core royal region like the middle Rhine. But Dienheimers kept their identity nonetheless. Precisely the fact that, in the midst of all this aristocratic gift-giving to Fulda and Lorsch, so many local inhabitants gave little or nothing to those monasteries is at the very least

¹⁸ Batucho: UF nos. 169, 213, 261, 278; CDF nos. 198–9, 201, 212–13, 216–17, 230–1, 264, 281–3, 285, 335, 338, 378, 421, 431, 459, 464, 478, 487 (and perhaps, rather later, 534); CL nos. 208, 1107; see also Weirich (1936), n. 26, an isolated Hersfeld text. CDF no. 388 lists a slave called Batucho, who is evidently a different person; the references in CL nos. 2666, 2701 (s.a. 770–3), for higher up the Rhine, seem too early to be for the same man. Waldleih: UF nos. 169, 213, 237, 257; CDF nos. 198, 212–13, 216–17, 282, 328, 338; Weirich (1936), no. 26; CL no. 1701. For Ediram, see Staab (1973), pp. 386–7.
suggestive: they may have wanted to keep a certain distance from the networks of clienteles that criss-crossed the middle Rhine, run as these clienteles were by aristocrats and abbots who were potentially, and would become, threats to the public autonomy and the very existence of small owners. Further than this, however, we cannot speculate.

**COLOGNO MONZESE**

Milan too was a major political and economic centre, second in the Lombard-Carolingian kingdom of Italy only to neighbouring Pavia, which was the capital; indeed, it was probably larger than Pavia, and is a good candidate for being the second or third largest city in early medieval Latin Europe, after Rome and maybe Naples. Its artisans and merchants often appear in surviving texts, even though these, as usual, only relate to their ownership of land. Its market is documented, as are numerous churches and public buildings; it expanded further in the tenth century, too, as references both to new suburbs and urbanising rural families clearly demonstrate. Its hinterland was fertile, and there is some evidence for crop specialisations, such as, for instance, the olive-groves on Lake Como. It had a large and complex society of judges, clerics, merchants and aristocratic landowners, and since all of these people owned land, usually in widely scattered units, the complexity of its social structure spilled out into the countryside and integrated rural and urban society quite tightly. Milan was entirely typical of documented Italian cities in this; before 900 we can see it in Lucca, Verona and Ravenna; and, after 900, in many more.19

Our guide to Milanese society is the charter collection of the suburban monastery of S. Ambrogio, and, as usual, we are restricted to the field of S. Ambrogio’s interests. It expanded rather late by the standards of other major churches in Carolingian Italy. Most sets of gifts to churches in Italy, as in Germany, peak around 800, and dry up around 830. But S. Ambrogio only became a monastery in the 780s, thanks to patronage from Charlemagne and the archbishop of Milan (previously, it had been a rather somnolent late Roman basilica), and only began to collect land on a large scale after 835. Perhaps for this reason, it had relatively little in Milan, where it had numerous well-established ecclesiastical rivals for patronage; it mostly obtained properties in the villages outside town. One of these was Cologno Monzese, a village some 10 km to the northeast of Milan, a

---

19 For Milan and the Milanese, see Violante (1953); Bognetti (1954); Keller (1979), pp. 304–22; Rossetti (1986); Balzaretti (1989). For Milanese urban archaeology, see Lusuardi Siena (1986); Andrews (1986). Parallels in Italy: Bullough (1966); Wickham (1981), pp. 80–92, 101–4; Bullough (1972) for background.
medium-sized grain-growing village, which is quite well documented as a result, and can serve as our model here. The number of documents for ninth-century Cologno number only about twenty, far less than for Dienheim, but they are often very detailed, and we can learn a good deal that is hidden from us in Germany.20

S. Ambrogio moved into Cologno by two different routes. One was by buying up land from local owners. The ‘Leopegisi’, as they are now called, are the best attested of these owners, and are documented between 830 and 882. They were a family with several houses in our earliest texts for them, all in or near Cologno, but with no links to city officials or church or lay elites; one could call them medium owners, for they were not cultivators, and they may indeed have been Cologno’s richest family around 850, but they were not aristocrats. In the 860s they, or some of them at least, needed money, for they seem to have pledged increasing amounts of their land to S. Ambrogio, presumably for concealed loans; and it is certain that S. Ambrogio had acquired a high percentage of their property by 880 or so. In 865 one of them, Walpert, resisted, and occupied some of the ceded property, by cutting down woodland and ploughing it, but he could not defeat S. Ambrogio’s charters and its political support, and the monastery won the resultant court case. By 876 Walpert was dead, and his children were reduced to poverty; the family survived, but maybe only as cultivators.21 We only know about the Leopegisi because S. Ambrogio kept their charters, which in itself makes them atypical; other, more prudent, landowning families sold much smaller amounts of property to the monastery, and did not lose their position. Most of those we can say something about were nonetheless local medium owners like the Leopegisi, though others were certainly always peasants. (There is no doubt of the existence in Italy of a substantial stratum of peasant cultivators in and among the scattered lands of medium and large owners; they are explicitly attested in many places.) One of these families moved into the city in the tenth century. Milanesi appear as local owners and witnesses, too, well before 900, and some of them are called negotiantes, merchants.22 It is likely enough that not only S. Ambrogio was buying into Colognese society.

S. Ambrogio’s other entree into Cologno landowning was by the gift of an estate (curtis) by a royal follower (gasindio), Aribert, maybe around 800, including part of a church, S. Giorgio. This property, the monastery’s first

---

20 Rossetti (1968) is the basic analysis for Cologno; the other Milan surveys cited in n. 19 also discuss it. Texts are in Porto, which I cite for convenience; the recent edition by Natale (1970) is not yet widely available.


and largest in the village, caused more problems than did those of the local lay owners, for Archbishop Angilbert I ceded most of it in benefice in 822–3 to his vassal Lupus of Schianno, and the monastery did not get it back for nearly four decades, despite repeated attempts. In the end, the archbishop (by now Angilbert II) relented; in a court case of 859 between S. Ambrogio and Lupus, held in the archiepiscopal palace in the city, Lupus appealed to Angilbert for proof that he held the *curtis* legally from him, and the archbishop refused, stating that his predecessor’s benefices were illegal. Lupus had to cede, although not without recompense. A month later, in a private agreement, but one witnessed both by the representatives of the bishop and by some of the lay participants in the case, Lupus got for his Cologno lands a life-time cession by the monastery of lands in Balerna (somewhat closer to Schianno, in fact, which is over 40 km from Cologno, to the northwest). Only after this agreement was S. Ambrogio free to expand in Cologno. Significantly, it was in the years immediately after this that it took over the Leopegisi lands; after 892 it was the largest local owner, and in the 920s it built a castle there as well.

The interest for us here is less, perhaps, the simple fact of the expansion of the lands of the monastery of S. Ambrogio, and more the social context in which it occurred. It should be clear that we are dealing with a sharply hierarchical society here, with landowning peasants (and certainly tenants, both servile and free), but also many strata of landowners, right up to counts and bishops. It was also explicitly a society linked by ties of private dependence. Aristocrats were archiepiscopal vassals; counts, too, could get major churches in benefice from the king. The archbishop, who was S. Ambrogio’s patron, seems to have been in practice free to dispose of monastic land, even if this had no basis in law; S. Ambrogio could only win it back in court with his support, and then had to pay off the loser. This was how major monasteries had to operate, even at the heart of the Italian kingdom, and even though the framework of public power was very carefully respected by all. The Leopegisi, who had no powerful friends, did not stand much of a chance once their position became weak. This intercutting of public and private power was a constant reality in Carolingian Europe. On the other hand, it was, in this region, a stable system. The Leopegisi went under, but many of their equals and inferiors survived. Other medium owners were *scabini*, and had some public influence; they could even rise, if they were lucky. In the hinterland of cities, there were too


24 See Fumagalli (1968), pp. 22–31 for profiles of *scabini* in Italy, and Estey (1951) for parallels in Francia.
many rival families and churches for one easily to gain dominance in any given area, and the poor were protected by this power balance. Similarly, they were, at least minimally, protected by the continuing structures of the Carolingian state, which never entirely failed in the Italian plains. In Italy, unlike in (for example) Catalonia or France, the socio-political patterns of the ninth century would not be all that different in the eleventh, and even, in some respects, the twelfth.

These four societies were not in any sense ‘typical’, even of their immediate surroundings; they just happen to be well documented. Still, there are some clear similarities between them, which are not obscured by the different stresses on particular aspects of their social structures that different sorts of evidence tend to produce. By what criteria should we compare them? We are dealing with four different legal traditions in these societies, Visigothic, Breton, Frankish and Lombard; that we can nonetheless see close analogies between their local practices illustrates very clearly the limits of law as a guide to rural society. Rather, the bases of any comparison between them need to be wider, more sociological, categories. Here, I will discuss four such features that are common to all four of our societies: the patterns of landholding, the nature of the village, patronage and violence.

In each of our societies, land tenure was very fragmented. This is a typical result of partible inheritance, and it is considered normal and even desirable by many peasant societies; there is no need to regard it as unstable or irrational. Land often, as a result, had to be described field by field, and such descriptions were pretty similar throughout Europe. Fields tended to be defined by their neighbours on each side, or by the streams and innumerable public roads or tracks that bordered them. Neighbours, above all, mattered: they were authorities, often the only authorities, as to which land belonged to whom, or – most importantly – where its bounds actually lay. Public rituals of ‘bounding’ land, with public surveyors and witnesses, were common across Europe (those for the ex-Visigothic provinces seem to have been the most elaborate). Such rituals were as important an element in the construction of local identity as any of the more obvious ceremonies of belonging, such as attendance at church or (for the free) at court. Precisely because land was so divided, its exploitation required the recognition that other owners or holders had rights; one regularly depended on one’s neighbours, or some of them, both for support at court, and for loans of

produce and labour, in a give and take without which one could hardly expect to survive. The friendless, like Helmstan, could lose their lands entirely; or, if they were poorer, maybe not get through a hard winter. In constructing such support networks, kinship was obviously crucial, but there are consistent signs that it was not the only link early medieval villagers recognised. How one actually determined which of one’s neighbours were to be friends and which enemies, however, we rarely know.

Fragmented land was not, it should be recognised, characteristic of the whole of Europe. Already in Brittany we saw less of it, for there inheritance divisions stopped short of dividing tenures unless there were no other way of apportioning land. And to an extent this stress on fragmentation is implicitly due to the bias of our evidence: villages owned by a single proprietor, or two or three, appear in fewer documents, for there were fewer people to alienate land. In Anglo-Saxon England, at least after 800 or so, much of the land seems to have been in the hands of kings, churches and aristocrats, often in large blocs; single estates (which were often single villages) frequently had only one charter, which was handed from owner to owner somewhat like a modern title-deed. Northern France, too, had many areas of fiscal (royal) land, handed en bloc to monasteries; the only evidence we have for such estates after the initial gift may be the estate-record of its owner, its ‘polyptych’, in the run of such records that we have for the ninth century. Even in the Rhineland, although Dienheim was an anthill of tiny properties, neighbouring Guntersblum may have belonged entirely to a single owner, St Ursula’s church in Cologne.  

It is very hard to assess the relative frequency of fragmented land and large concentrated estates, for they intercut so much, and our evidence is so chancy. In Italy, scholars concur that very few villages were single estates, except for fiscal and ex-fiscal properties, the latter usually in the hands of the church; and big fiscal blocs were, in most of the country, restricted to marginal land, especially in the mountains. In Germany, old-settled land like the Rhine and Danube valleys was more likely to be divided between many proprietors than was the hill country of Hesse or the Ardennes; in France we could say the same, though the rich Seine valley, an old Merovingian power base, seems to have had more fiscal land than elsewhere. Overall, nonetheless, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that tenure was a great deal more likely to be fragmented than not. The reasons for regional divergences largely lie in variations in the development of concepts of property itself, and cannot be dealt with here.


Délégue (1941), pp. 200–26 is the widest ranging survey for northern France and Germany; it has been updated only in detail. For concepts of property, see n. 3.
But they are important; rural social relationships are going to be very different if villagers are all or mostly owners, tenants of many lords, or tenants—free or servile—of only one.

Fragmentation led to flexibility. There could be a very wide variety in levels of land owning in any village, from regional and local aristocrats, through village notables with dependent tenants, small owners, cultivators who owned some of their land and rented the rest, and free tenants, down to servile tenants and landless slaves. There were many intermediate grades between these, as well. None of the divisions was entirely clear-cut. Even that between free and unfree, in principle the fundamental division in early medieval society, could be unclear in practice, as the substantial number of court cases in which tenants claim their freedom show—the criteria courts used to determine free or slave status could in practice be very ad hoc. This flexibility was one of the most important elements, in fact, that underpinned the informality of Carolingian society. Status groups were almost never clearly bounded. The notorious difficulty involved in defining the aristocracy of early medieval Europe has one of its origins at the local level: we can seldom be certain about the status of the people for whom we have documents, and we can at least conclude from this that exact levels of free status were not sufficiently important to be recorded in written transactions. One should contrast with this the importance of titles like miles and dominus in documents of around 1100; although such terms can be found in early medieval charters, they are far rarer. There were, it is true, societies like Lombard Italy, where in the eighth century and into the ninth titles like vir devotus, vir honestus and vir magnificus appear quite often in land transactions; they were already less common before the Frankish conquest in 774, however, and may have represented an earlier (and by now vestigial) public division inside the armed Lombard people. The word ‘public’ is crucial here, in fact: for, normally, the only consistent marks of status we find in documents for lay society are official titles like count or scabinus, rather than any broader social categories. Although it would be ingenuous to believe that there was no aristocracy in Carolingian Europe, at least as a de facto class of large landowners, with privileged access to public office and the king, it was not a legally defined stratum, and local status did not necessarily depend on belonging to it.

In the light of local realities such as these, it is at least less surprising that Carolingian legislation—like the Romano-Germanic law-codes before it—gave so much space to the position of the free; free status (however defined)

28 See e.g. Duby (1973), pp. 416–20. For free and unfree, see chapter 18 above, pp. 460–1.
30 See e.g. Tabacco (1972); Goetz (1983); and chapter 18 above, pp. 457–66.
was still the normal criterion for participation in public life, theoretically independent of the clienteles of the powerful. And the predominantly agricultural interest of much early medieval law makes sense as well: although not all cultivators were free, many were; and some, at least, owned land too. One does not have to be tied to the romantic image of the free Germanic peasantry, the Gemeinfreie of nineteenth-century scholarship, to recognise that at least some early medieval peasants could be landowners, for at least part of their land, nearly everywhere in Europe, and could have access to public rights and burdens as a result - characteristically, army-service, public works such as road- and bridge-building, and attendance at law-courts. However little this meant in practice, it was important in theory, and was consistently upheld by kings.

The normal geographical basis for the social activity of the peasantry was the village. Words and phrases that one could translate as references to villages and their territories appear in all four of our examples, as also in nearly every charter collection in Europe: vici, loci and villae, each with a wide distribution across Europe, or more localised words like fundus (or locus et fundus) and casale in Italy, marca in Germany, plebs in Brittany. Historians sometimes argue as to how far these words really mean 'village': villa, to name only one, has had many meanings across the millennia, and had meant 'estate unit' with some regularity in the Roman world. Some historians have, indeed, gone so far as to doubt whether villages existed at all in the early middle ages, arguing that settlement units were too small, mobile, randomly arranged, and conceptually and socially weak to be designated as such.\(^3\) This is an argument only about words; if a village is a rural settlement in a geographically defined territory, then the words listed above certainly meant ‘village’ in our documents. They were not all large, though some were (Dienheim must have had a couple of hundred inhabitants at the very least, and Baén in Pallars perhaps a hundred; Palaiseau, one of St Germain’s villages outside Paris, had over six hundred). They were sometimes concentrated settlements, and sometimes more dispersed: the micro-regional differences uncovered by archaeological, geographical and documentary research are too complex to be summarised here, but it can at least be said that the bewildering contrasts in settlement layout that can be seen in twentieth-century Europe all had their analogues before 900. There is some sign that in parts of Europe, such as Denmark, Germany and much of

---

\(^3\) Chapelot and Fossier (1985), pp. 71, 129. On the conceptual uncertainty of the word villa, which still in Lex Salica ranges from 'village' to 'house', see Schmidt-Wiegand (1977), but Heinzelmann (1993) shows that villa normally means village in Gregory of Tours.
England, settlement could move around inside given village territories, at least up to the ninth century, and often later. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, by contrast, villages sometimes became more nucleated, whether on the tops of hills and behind fortifications as in the incastellamento process of central Italy or southern France, or in the centre of the relatively fixed and organised structure of the open-field system, as in much of northern Europe—the growing concerns of lords with local control had a good deal to do with both. But these developments need not be seen as the ‘invention of the village’; even dispersed and shifting settlements can easily have inhabitants with a clear sense of territorial identity and a commitment to social and economic co-operation (and also, for that matter, lords with considerable local involvement). Such identity and co-operation can be seen consistently in our eighth- and ninth-century documentary material, all over Europe, with only a few exceptions.

This said, however, it should also be stressed that village communities were rarely as clearly bounded and structured in the Carolingian period as they would be in the twelfth century. The coherent local collectivities that we saw in the Pyrenees and in Brittany are not so visible elsewhere in Europe. Villages as yet rarely had any type of formalised local institutions that we can see in our sources. Local public administrative units, such as the centenae of the Frankish world (whatever these actually were), were too large or vague; in the ecclesiastical sphere, a widespread village-based parish structure was still centuries in the future. Local public figures, such as the boni homines that appear frequently in court cases from all over Europe, were notables from given communities, rather than representatives of them. It is beyond doubt true that the exploitation of uncultivated lands, woodland and pasture and marsh, was usually village based, and, where these lands were systematically exploited, this could produce an early coherence for village society, as we can see not only in Catalonia, but in Castile and the Asturias, and in the central Italian Apennines. In northern Europe, at least in strip-farming areas, agriculture already involved collective decisions, for example, over when and what to sow. And villages could have local customs (consuetudo loci) that included standard rents payable on different kinds of


33 The most notable contrast with the world of villages can be found in the ex-Byzantine areas of Italy, which maintained a territorial structure based on fragmented estates that went back to the Roman empire: Castagnetti (1979), pp. 169–204; Toubert (1973), pp. 453–65.

holding, which could be, at least in theory, safeguarded as landlords changed. Some of these collective arrangements covered not only free villagers but also the unfree, those technically with no rights; even slaves, for example, often owed standard rents, and cultivators of all statuses must have co-operated in strip farming. Others, however, were restricted to the free: every reference to a village in a law-code, for example, described its free society by definition, as with the famous clause in the Pactus Legis Salicae that granted a (somewhat restricted) right of veto to vicini if a newcomer wanted to settle in their village. Servile vicini certainly did not have that right, or any other local legal right, whether to witness publicly or to seek the support of their kin and neighbours at law. The village community would not be fully complete until the unfree had more local rights, and this was a slow development: in Continental Europe it would not be achieved until the eleventh century at the earliest.

European villages in our period thus existed, and had clear identities and even local customs; in some areas they had quite extensive collective functions. But they did not yet in most places constitute well-defined legal communities. They were, as were many other elements of Carolingian rural society, still relatively informally organised. Nonetheless, inside these limits, villages could often operate as effective de facto units of horizontal social solidarity, in conjunction with the structures of kinship already outlined in chapter 18; these were the counterweights to the (more often discussed) vertical structures of lordship and patronage in the interplay of mutual obligations in society as a whole.

Personal lordship has been analysed in the previous chapter, but at the local level formal dependence was only one element in the construction of a social world. One could seek patrons and allies in many ways, as one can see in a brief example from one of Einhard’s letters. Einhard wrote from Seligenstadt to Hraban Maur in Fulda, perhaps in the 830s, about the plight of one of Hraban’s men, Gundhart, who had been called to the army. It appears that Gundhart was in feud, and one of his worst enemies was the count under whom he would have to march; Einhard was interceding with Hraban not to object when Gundhart reneged on his military obligations and paid the subsequent fine. Gundhart clearly had many superiors: his public commander, the count; his personal lord, Hraban, whose vassal he


36 Pactus Legis Salicae (ed. MGH Leges nat. germ. iv: 1), c. 45.
presumably was; but also Einhard, as a much more informal friend and patron (and perhaps a necessary one, in view of Hraban’s notorious authoritarianism and narrow-mindedness). He had pressing – not to say threatening – family obligations, too; we are only lacking his neighbours, and maybe the church he was closest to, for the characterisation of his immediate world to be complete. How one dealt with, or chose, one’s patrons is unfortunately as hard to analyse, given our sources, as how one dealt with, and chose friends from, one’s neighbours, precisely because patronage as a whole was so much less formal than lordship. The only informal social bond that is at all consistently documented in our texts – so visibly, in fact, that it is often scarcely noticed as a social bond at all – is that between lay owners and churches, as expressed in grants of land to them. We do at least have thousands of attestations of this; one can construct, as a result, entire patronage networks for individual churches and monasteries, even if one can usually only speculate about their content and about what for example, led one person with land in Dienheim to give it to Fulda, but his or her neighbour to donate instead to Lorsch, or to no church at all.

Why did people give land to the church, in fact? Sometimes they did it for the pious reasons they generally claimed in their charters, without doubt; or at least as part of the more prosaic gift-exchange that the church had encouraged since the fifth century, of prayers, or even entry into heaven, in return for material cessions. Sometimes they did it as a family preservation strategy, as when a family founded its own private church or monastery, which it would in future control collectively, as the undivided focus for increasingly scattered individual holdings. Sometimes they did it for status: a generous donor or founder gained a name, simply through what in the present century would be called conspicuous consumption, as both powerful and saintly. Sometimes, at the other end of the scale, they did it to relieve debt (as with the Leopegisi in Cologno) or desperation (as with the self-commendations that are prominent in modern literature, although rather more infrequent in our sources). Sometimes, too, they did it to obtain or reward a patron or ally, whom they needed to meet the social pressures of society at large: we would hardly be surprised, for example, if we had the documents for Seligenstadt, to find that Gundhart was reasonably generous to that monastery, whether before or after Einhard’s letter. It is interesting, however, that people rarely gave more than small proportions of their lands, except some of the childless; they kept the rest back for their more ordinary

Einhard, Epistolar (ed. MGH Epp. v), no. 42. Gundhart may have been the witness who appears in several Fulda acts in and around Nordheim u.d. Rhön to the southeast of the monastery in 824, CDF nos. 423–6, (7) 435; if so, we probably know his friends and neighbours as well. He gave no land to Fulda.
secular obligations. Nor were they generous to individual houses over unbroken periods of time. Both Lorsch and Fulda got the vast majority of their gifts between 760 and 840, roughly the three generations after their foundations; the later ninth century is badly documented in both places. Bavarian patterns are similar, as Störmer has shown; so are they in much of Italy. The consistency of the pattern reflects the fact that the mid-eighth century was a common time for church foundation in much of Europe. By contrast, the later ninth century, despite its importance in three out of our four examples, seems to have been a good time for gifts only for the rather fewer houses founded after 800, and even then not consistently: some late-founded establishments, especially in areas where there were already popular churches, had to buy much of their land. The issue of why churches and monasteries were founded in different periods will be dealt with later; but why people, usually unrelated to the founders, gave them land, and why they stopped, usually between one and three generations after the foundation, no matter when the foundation took place, is relevant here, for it must be linked to the changing structures of local societies. As a generalisation over the whole of Europe, one could propose that donors saw churches as patrons for as long as they were reasonably external to the political affairs of their own communities; when churches, thanks to these same gifts, became too rich and powerful in any given area, gifts dried up. This was a pattern that seems to have been consistent across space, time and social class, alongside the differences in local developments that certainly existed as well.

The final feature common to all these societies that needs to be stressed here is violence. Even in the laconic land transactions that are the bulk of our local evidence one can see that people fought a lot. Feuds are well documented in aristocratic society (in the lowest stratum of which Gundhart perhaps was); but peasants attacked each other too. The endless lists of penalties for the cutting off of body parts in all the law-codes are the clearest indication of it; we sometimes have more casual examples of it, too, as when Yspalaric sued Leofred in the bishop’s court of Urgell in 872 for hitting him with a stick and locking him up in two houses, ‘moved by anger’, or when in 870 S. Ambrogio fined one of its dependants for killing another on an Alpine estate, Delebio. The fact that these two ended up in court at all may have been still unusual, in fact; although courts tried to regulate interpersonal violence, it was and remained normal to deal with it privately, with

family support, either through more violence, or through agreement, or both. And even inside the more normal field of interest of our documents, namely claims to land, violent dispossession seems to have been common — indeed, it seems sometimes to have been a strategy in dispute settlement itself, as a way to force the other party into the usually disadvantageous position of plaintiff at court. It is an abiding impression left by all early medieval documentation that people behaved, or could behave, dreadfully to each other, whether or not moved by anger (an anger that anyway seems to have been pretty close to the surface); by the Carolingian period we may possibly have left behind the ultra-violence recorded in Merovingian sources, but brute force remained an entirely normal element in social interaction. Not least, it was a basic element in the way men behaved towards women.

The existence of this violence underlay most of the relationships between rich and poor, too: it was, or could be, class violence. In the Carolingian period, the poor free were on the defensive, as capitularies show in both Francia and Italy, against aggressions by all kinds of powerful people: private lords, churches, and even (or especially) counts, the nominal guardians of the weak. Even in court, the locus of justice and peaceful resolution, the importance of allies and patrons reflects the fact that those without powerful friends tended to lose; judges could be suborned or biased, witnesses could be bribed or cowed. The Leopegisi of Cologno are only one out of many examples of a weak family failing in court to get out of the clutches of a powerful church; and, while it is not surprising that churches won nearly all our surviving court cases (for why else would they have preserved the documents?), it is nonetheless striking that most of the instances we have of losers openly protesting at the injustice of judgements are of peasants: they seem to have been conscious that courts were biased against them — that is, that the public world itself was constructed on the basis of armed force. Out of court, the relationships between the strong and the weak were even less mediated. In Languedoc, for example, counts felt resentful at kings putting Hispani on fiscal land; they reacted, quite simply, by dispossessing the newcomers on every occasion they could find (John of Fontjoncouse, even though not a powerless man, had his land contested three times between 812 and 834, and was expelled once). The free peasants neighbouring on the Alpine estates of a monastery in Verona commended themselves to the monastery’s protection, in return for rent and labour; they found, in 845, that this could be legally construed as a cession of their own lands, and they narrowly avoided being declared unfree. On estates,
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consuetudo loci or no, landlords often put up rents if they could get away with it, even for their free tenants, never mind their unfree ones. And, as the powerful increased their local land owning and local power (the accumulations of land by churches in all of our examples are only the best-documented illustration of it), these possibilities for aggression increased. We do not have to be apocalyptic about the collapse of non-aristocratic land owning and political autonomy in the years of Carolingian decline; it did not happen quite yet, anywhere in Europe. But the stability and internal consistency of the social and political patterns in each of our four examples should not mislead us into hypothesising a world of tranquillity and justice. The public institutions of the Carolingian period reached surprisingly far into local society, but they did not lessen, and nor were they probably even supposed to lessen, the violence people used against their equals, and, above all, their inferiors.

Up to a point, these broad analyses fit all our four examples, and some of the similarities between them can indeed be generalised to most of Latin Europe, whether inside the Carolingian frontiers or beyond them. But there were many differences between them, too; and, even when they were similar, we should not necessarily assume that they were always the same in other areas, especially those that did not yet have a documentary tradition.

The extent of such differences across Europe can only be hinted at here, however. The concept of property-owning, for example, as I have already indicated, was not homogeneous across Europe; even in Carolingian Europe, with its strong tradition of property law inherited from Rome, not all public land seems to have been held by tenants according to Roman procedures; and in England, the Celtic lands or Scandinavia, much land holding was for a long time associated with very loose systems of dependence. Indeed, the way one constructed alliances and hierarchies of dependence through the distribution of wealth, whether in land or moveables, varied very greatly, and the social structures of the Carolingian world are here no guide to those in the rest of Europe. Other clear contrasts in the way people constructed social relationships can be seen even inside the relatively homogeneous world of our four examples. The first two, Catalonia and Brittany, with their relatively accentuated local peasant


41 See Wickham (1992) for a development of this argument.
societies, can be opposed to Dienheim and Cologno, where regional aristocracies are much more in evidence. Brittany can, in particular, be opposed to the others in the informality of its procedures for local regulation, which have little to do with either codified law (unlike in Catalonia, and probably Italy) or with formal court rituals, backed up by the coercive powers of counts (as in all our other areas). Cologno, too, shows up features that cannot be seen in our other areas, notably in the articulation of its public hierarchies and its private bonds of dependence. Although this may be simply because of the sort of evidence we have (it is hard to imagine, for example, that there were not quite complex private clienteles in and around Dienheim, for there certainly were elsewhere in the Rhineland), it does at least seem that, at Cologno, these hierarchies linked the strata of free society together to an extent that we cannot assume in our other examples.

This brief analysis of difference can in fact already lead us to some positive conclusions, for the issue of how coherent local hierarchies are is an important one for understanding how societies work in different places. Villagers around Milan were not just surrounded by the rich and powerful, landowners and officials and churchmen, but were frequently associated with them, as tenants and clients and vassals. They were part of a network of mutual obligation that, while not being especially supportive to the weak, at least connected them to the leaders of political society. This private network ran contrary to the public rules of the Lombard-Carolingian state, but in reality made the latter procedures more effective, at least when they did not undermine real power relationships. One cannot conclude from this that public strength naturally went together with private strength; public institutions were regular and coherent in peasant Catalonia, for example. The social stability implied in our Italian evidence, too, should not blind us to the fact that it was precisely private systems of dependence that would lead to the breakup of the Carolingian state structure itself, and this in some parts of Europe was already imminent in 900. But regular public procedures, run by powerful aristocrats, do work quite effectively if these aristocrats have their own clients who will do their bidding, and this pattern is one that has lasted without a break from the Roman world. Conversely, while the informal, locally orientated operation of Breton courts may well have had analogues at village level in any part of Europe in which local custom had more immediacy than codified ‘national law’, their dominance by peasants, and an apparently community-based law-finding, would have been hard to maintain if aristocrats with armed clienteles had been an influential part of local society, as they were in very many places in the Carolingian world. Peasant justice thus, perhaps, presumes not only a landowning peasantry, but also an absence of systematic hierarchies that
link villagers to lords. When a more organic aristocracy developed in Brittany, village law-finding would be weakened there; in Catalonia, too, such a newly formed aristocracy would after 1000 destroy both peasant autonomies and the public framework within which they existed. If the public framework lasted longer in Italy, it is largely because it was more hierarchical, and thus served aristocratic interest better, to start with.

Land transactions and disputes have their limitations. The richness of modern ethnography, with its complex levels of social intercourse and ritual, is impossible to reconstruct through them. We can tell little about the thoughts or the values of villagers in Carolingian Europe. But something of their relationships can be seen for all that; land was the sole basis for survival, after all, for all but a tiny minority, and what people did with it, and who they dealt with, is a good guide to what they really needed, and who they believed they could trust. There are clear similarities in the basic patterns of their behaviour in our four examples, as we have seen, and these are in the last analysis not entirely surprising: for all our examples were agrarian, peasant-based societies, at a similar level of technological development; and all four were taken from the Carolingian world, with its relatively influential and homogeneous network of public institutions, inherited, ultimately, from the Roman empire. There were considerable differences as well, however, linked to the very various patterns of land tenure and local economic organisation in neighbouring regions – sometimes neighbouring villages – in Europe. We have to grasp both the similarities and the differences before we can arrive at any generalisations as to how its society (its societies) worked.42

42 I am very grateful to Ross Balzaretti, Leslie Brubaker, Wendy Davies, Hans-Werner Goetz, Rosamond McKitterick and Jinty Nelson for comments on this chapter, some of them at extremely short notice.
CHANGES in coinage and monetary circulation in Europe were as radical as the political developments they accompanied during the eighth and ninth centuries.\(^1\) The period saw the virtual extinction of gold coinages and their replacement with silver in almost all areas of Europe. The new silver denomination, the penny, introduced in Francia and England towards the end of the seventh century, subsequently took on a broader, thinner appearance and in this form it became the standard currency unit of medieval Europe, marking the final break with the monetary system of late antiquity. In the Frankish and Anglo-Saxon kingdoms the currency developed a fiscal role in addition to its important commercial function, accompanied by tightening royal control, although by the end of the ninth century in Francia the first signs of feudal usurpation of minting rights can be detected. Elsewhere, the impact of the Muslim conquests of Spain and Sicily were to change their entire monetary systems. In Germany, the use of coin became established in the Rhineland and Bavaria, but to other parts it scarcely penetrated. Further east and north, in eastern and central Europe and in Scandinavia, silver dirhems from the Near East began to arrive in enormous quantities. Yet at just this time there are signs of a possible shortage of silver for currency in western Europe resulting in widespread debasement and perhaps a contraction in the amount of coinage in circulation.

Coinage was used in a variety of ways in the early middle ages according to the sophistication of the economy and the level of society, and it must
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1 For a general survey of European coinages other than Byzantine and Arab issues, see Grierson and Blackburn (1986); for Byzantine issues see Grierson (1982); for Muslim Spain, Miles (1950), and the Arab possessions in Sicily, Spahr (1976) and Balog (1979). A general account of the use of money from the standpoint of an economic historian can be found in Spufford (1987, 1988) for western Europe, although the strength of these two works lies in the sections on the later middle ages, and in Hendy (1985) for the Byzantine state.
always have been accompanied by alternative forms of payment, such as barter or credit, although our knowledge of these is slight in a period when there is so little documentary evidence for the workings of the economy and trade. Indeed this dearth of information has enabled scholars to form radically different interpretations based on the same evidence, some minimising and some maximising the degree of monetisation and the role of commerce.\(^2\) Europe in the eighth and ninth centuries can be divided into two broad regions, the coin-producing areas in the west and south where coinage circulated in specie, being normally counted out in transactions, and the areas to the north and east with their bullion economies in which imported coinage and other forms of precious metal were used together by weight. The boundary between the two regions remained remarkably static between the eighth and eleventh centuries, although by the end of the twelfth century most of Europe had some form of regulated currency system. On the extreme fringes, such as Ireland and Scotland before the Viking age, there is little surviving evidence of monetary exchange, but the Irish law tracts, thought to reflect the situation in the early eighth century, provide a rare insight into how payments could be made in goods or weighed metal in a primitive coinless non-market economy.\(^3\)

**THE RETREAT OF GOLD**

During the first two centuries following the collapse of the western empire, the currencies of the new barbarian kingdoms were based largely on locally produced gold coins. Only in Italy under Ostrogothic and later Byzantine control was a range of silver and bronze coins also issued in substantial quantity. The Franks, Burgundians, Suevi, Visigoths, Lombards and Anglo-Saxons all had essentially mono-metallic currency systems based on the gold solidus and increasingly the tremissis (one-third solidus). However, apparent shortages of gold for currency in western Europe resulted in progressive reductions in fineness, seen first in the late sixth-century coinage of Visigothic Spain and during the early seventh century in that of the Franks. By the third quarter of the seventh century the fineness of the Frankish and Anglo-Saxon coins had fallen to as little as 25% gold or less alloyed with silver, and during the 670s these base gold tremisses were replaced by new coins of virtually pure silver. The old tremisses were quickly driven out of circulation leaving once again a mono-metallic currency in Francia and England.

\(^2\) The minimalist view is exemplified by Grierson (1959) and Hendy (1988), while Metcalf, in particular, has championed the commercial approach, e.g. Metcalf (1967; 1984a).

\(^3\) Gerriets (1985).
Elsewhere in Europe, in Italy and briefly in Spain, the use of gold coinages lingered on. The Visigothic tremisses of the late seventh century were heavily debased, but their issue continued until the Arab conquest of Spain in 711–13. The Umayyad governors replaced the Germanic system of coinage with an Arabic one, consisting initially of gold dinars and their fractions similar to those of North Africa but of inferior and very variable fineness.4 These coins belong to a transitional phase in which pseudo-Byzantine types were still giving way to purely Islamic ones in the western provinces of the caliphate. Between 711/12 and 720/1 (AH 93–102) three successive types of gold coinage were issued in Spain: Arab-Byzantine types with Latin inscriptions, Arab-Byzantine types with bilingual inscriptions, and Arabic types with entirely Kufic inscriptions.5 These Kufic dinars, of restored (c. 98%) fineness, were struck in small numbers down to 744/5 (AH 127),6 after which no further gold was issued in Spain for some two hundred years, until the Spanish Umayyads conquered North Africa, gaining access to Sudanese gold. The currency became one based essentially on silver dirhems weighing c. 2.9 g, more than twice as heavy as the Frankish denier, supplemented with some low-value copper coins. Unlike the Visigothic coinage for which more than twenty mints are recorded in its later stages, the Islamic issues from Spain in the eighth and ninth centuries carry only the name of the province al-Andalus (Andalusia, i.e. Spain), and we do not know whether there was just one or several mints producing the coinage, although differences of style and ornamentation suggest that at times there may have been more than one.7 Córdoba is likely to have been the principal mint, at least after its establishment as the capital of the Islamic province in about 719. The earlier issues could have been struck at Seville, the initial seat of the Umayyad governors.

In Italy, the diverse nature of the Lombard (later Carolingian), Byzantine, Papal and Arab states was reflected in their coinages. Each had a different monetary system and separate currency, yet inevitably their economies were influenced by those of their neighbours. Thus, although the mint at Constantinople throughout the period maintained a gold coinage of the highest purity (c. 96%), the Byzantine mints in Italy followed a course of debasement as the western kingdoms had done.8 Arabic Sicily, on the other hand, managed to match the high (c. 95% + ) standards of the North African and Near Eastern mints throughout the ninth century, but thereafter its gold coinage declined in quality.9 The history of the various coinages is
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4 Balaguer (Prunes) (1976), pp. 95–103; Balaguer (Prunes) (1979), p. 239.
7 Miles (1950), pp. 33–42.
8 Oddy (1988).
complicated to follow, but the pattern of debasement (Fig. 1) shows a common trend.

The Lombard coinages of north Italy and of Tuscany developed in different ways.\textsuperscript{10} In the north a regal coinage replaced the earlier pseudo-imperial issues by the end of the seventh century, while in Tuscany municipal issues were produced by the towns of Lucca, Pisa, Chiusi (?) and Pistoia. Aistulf (749–56) brought the Tuscan mints under royal control, but not until the reign of Desiderius (757–74) was a uniform coinage achieved. In contrast to the Merovingian and Visigothic coinages, the gold content of the Lombard tremisses had remained relatively high until the end of the seventh century, rarely dropping below 75\% gold.\textsuperscript{11} The first regal coins were over 90\% fine, but the standard declined to around 50–60\% by the mid-seventh century and perhaps 30\% by the end of Desiderius’ reign. In the late seventh and early eighth centuries it was supplemented by an issue of tiny silver coins weighing less than 0.3 g. After the Frankish conquest of 774, Charlemagne continued striking base gold tremisses of Lombardic design for a few years, replacing them with silver pennies of Frankish type probably in 781. The Lombard duchy of Benevento in southern Italy, which was quite independent of the northern kingdom, struck gold solidi and tremisses of Byzantine design in the names of the dukes (from 774 princes) until the mid-ninth century.\textsuperscript{12} After an initial fall in fineness from c. 75\% gold in the early eighth century, the Beneventan mint maintained a standard of around 50–60\% for the next hundred years until the second quarter of the

\textsuperscript{11} Oddy (1972).
\textsuperscript{12} Grierson and Blackburn (1986), pp. 66–72.
ninth century when it shared in the precipitous decline of the dominant Syracuse mint.\(^\text{13}\)

At the beginning of the eighth century there were five Byzantine mints in western Europe – Ravenna, Rome, Naples, Syracuse, Sardinia – but by the late ninth century they had all ceased to be under imperial control.\(^\text{14}\) In northern and central Italy, the Byzantine mints of Ravenna and Rome produced debased gold coinages until the Lombards captured Ravenna in 751 and the pope assumed formal control of the Rome mint in the 770s or early 780s. At both mints debasement had begun in the late seventh century, falling to around 50% gold by 720 and then accelerating into a cataclysmic decline so that by the mid-eighth century the ostensible gold coinage was composed largely of base copper alloy coins that had perhaps been lightly gilded before issue at the mint. The Ravenna mint continued to operate for a few years after the city’s capture, striking pale gold solidi and tremisses, and even copper folles in the name of Aistulf but of Byzantine design. At Rome the mint continued to issue a purely token ‘gold’ coinage for some thirty years, during which time Syracuse in Sicily was producing a very respectable gold coinage in large quantity. Clearly the coins of Rome can have circulated only very locally, and by this date it may be wrong to regard them as imperial in any meaningful sense. Political control of the city was effectively exercised by the papacy, and from the late seventh or early eighth century initials or monograms of the popes appear on the small silver coins from Rome, combined with the bust of the emperor. Several new varieties of this ‘papal-imperial’ coinage were discovered in a hoard from Rome or its environs in the early 1980s.\(^\text{15}\) Popes Gregory III (731–41) and Zacharias (741–51) also struck copper pieces exclusively in their own names, and although their function is disputed – whether coins, tokens or weights\(^\text{16}\) – they are another indication that the Rome mint was effectively under papal control, and the reference to the emperor as the traditional minting authority was little more than a formality.\(^\text{17}\) Pope Hadrian I (772–95) was the first to strike purely papal coins, possibly following the visit of Charlemagne to Rome in 781 since they are silver denari of Carolingian fabric, even if their designs are Byzantine in taste.

In the south, at Naples, solidi and tremisses of distinctive fabric were
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\(^{13}\) Oddy (1974).

\(^{14}\) For the Byzantine issues of Italy and Sicily see Grierson (1982), pp. 129–44, 165–71, 183–7; and for the fineness of their gold issues see Oddy (1988).

\(^{15}\) O’Hara (1985); Morrisson and Barrandon (1988).


\(^{17}\) A parallel could be drawn with the Lombards, who had minted gold coins in the name of the emperor until the late seventh century in Lombardy and Tuscany and until the mid-eighth century in Benevento.
struck from the later seventh until the mid-eighth century with finenesses similar to those from Rome and Ravenna, and an aberrant group of solidi of the first half of the ninth century have been tentatively attributed to the mint by then controlled by the duke of Naples. The dukes went on to strike large copper folles of Byzantine type but in the name of Sergius I (duke 840–61) or of S. Gennaro. The island of Sardinia briefly supported a Byzantine mint striking gold and bronze for some twenty-five years from the early 690s until the reign of Anastasius II (713–16). It appears to have inherited some of the business of the Carthage mint after the city's conquest by the Muslims in 695, but it failed to flourish. It adopted the high gold standard of Carthage, c. 95% fine, although latterly there is evidence of a slight decline to c. 90%.

The most important Byzantine mint in the west was that of Syracuse, which produced substantial issues of gold and bronze coinage until the middle of the ninth century, when production declined and then ceased altogether on its capture by the Arabs in 878. Initially, in the early eighth century the gold solidi, semisses and tremisses were debased in line with those from the mints of Ravenna and Rome to c. 65%, but their fineness was restored under Leo III (717–41) to c. 80% at which level it was held until the 820s and the first Arab conquests on the island. It then fell away rapidly, managing only 20% gold in the final issues under Michael III (842–67) and Basil I (867–86). The weights of Sicilian issues were also notably lighter than those from Constantinople, and during the ninth century their flans became smaller and thicker. It is this distinctive fabric, their linear style and the find distribution that serves to justify their attribution to Sicily, since latterly few of the coins carry any identification of their mint.

Arabic coins had been struck in Sicily since the first arrival of the Aghlabids on the island in 827. They appear to have been struck in both gold and silver, although only those in silver specify their origin. Silver dirhems with the name Sīqiliya (Sicily) were issued in 829/30 (AH 214) by the commander-in-chief, Muḥammad ibn al-Jawārī, presumably struck at his siege-camp outside the city of Enna. These were followed after the capture of Palermo in 831 by a series of half- and later quarter-dirhems with the mint-name Sīqiliya, Madīna-Balām or Madīna, all thought to have been struck at Palermo. They were in turn replaced in the late ninth century by tiny silver coins known as kharrūbas, weighing c. 0.2 g and valued at one-sixteenth of a dirhem. Although struck without mint-names, their find distribution shows them to be Sicilian rather than North African. The attribution of Aghlabid gold coins to specific mints or regions is more problematic; their distributions are not as clear as those of the silver, since

gold was used more widely in international trade. However, it is clear that the coins used in Sicily in the ninth century were small quarter-dinars of fine gold, and they may well have been struck on the island.\textsuperscript{20} The currency of Sicily under the Fatimids and Normans continued to consist mainly of small denominations, which has been seen as evidence of a weak economy. However, it might rather signify a more highly monetised economy in which smaller change was required for regional and local trade,\textsuperscript{21} as was also the case in southern Scandinavia where finely cut-up dirhems and hack-silver predominate in the tenth-century hoards.\textsuperscript{22}

None of the Arabic settlements of mainland Italy or Malta is known to have struck coinage in this period, but the obscure amirs who ruled over Crete from 827/8 until its reconquest in 961 by Nicephorus Phocas issued their own coinage, mainly in copper with just a little gold and silver, essentially for local use.\textsuperscript{23} Of the other Byzantine provinces in or around the eastern Mediterranean, much of the Balkans by the early eighth century was in Slav hands and no coinage was struck there, while Byzantine Greece looked to Constantinople for its currency.

In Constantinople coins of fine gold continued to be struck in quantity, and in Islamic North Africa gold was plentiful in the ninth century as a result of the exploitation of trans-Saharan trade routes bringing gold from the Sudan.\textsuperscript{24} The reasons for the loss of gold from the currency of Europe have been much debated.\textsuperscript{25} Pirenne argued that it was symptomatic of an economic and cultural decline that western Europe suffered during the eighth century as a result of the Arab conquests around the Mediterranean which inhibited international trade.\textsuperscript{26} Grierson, on the other hand, saw it as a consequence of the monetary reforms of "Abd al-Malik in the 790s which valued gold more highly in relation to silver than it was in the west, hence prompting a wholesale export of gold to the east.\textsuperscript{27} Neither of these theories, however, will stand as the sole cause of the change in the light of the revised chronologies for the Merovingian gold and silver coinages and the demonstration that there had been progressive debasement in the west since the late sixth or early seventh centuries. Another argument runs that the gold was being converted into ornaments and plate for the church and nobility and used for gilt decoration on books and woodwork, for which there is much evidence in literature.\textsuperscript{28} Unfortunately, it is impossible to quantify the amount of ornamental metalwork that existed in any one

\textsuperscript{21} Travaini (1990), p. 12.  
\textsuperscript{22} Hårdh (1976) 1, pp. 128–41.  
\textsuperscript{23} Miles (1970).  
\textsuperscript{24} Fomin (1990).  
\textsuperscript{25} For recent reviews see Suchodolski (1981a); Hendy (1988), pp. 70–7.  
\textsuperscript{26} Pirenne (1939), pp. 107–17, 173.  
\textsuperscript{27} Grierson (1960).  
\textsuperscript{28} Dodwell (1982); Elbom (1988).
Money and coinage

period, but surviving artefacts suggest that gold was not as freely available for decorative purposes after the mid-seventh century, since gold jewellery and ornaments then became scarcer and the metal less fine, silver gilt and copper gilt being common substitutes. Undoubtedly some of the gold from the coinage was turned into ornaments or used for decorative purposes, but the progressive debasement and replacement of gold coinages in all regions of Europe over a protracted period of some two centuries is cogent evidence for a real and dramatic reduction in general stocks of the metal available in the west. The decline in the use of gold currency was probably the result of a number of factors, but in essence Europe no longer had access to sufficient supplies of new metal to compensate adequately for the natural wastage that always occurs through wear and loss, through conversion into ornaments, and through exports in trade with the east or by way of political payments.

The New Silver Currency

The first silver pennies were probably introduced in Neustria in the early 670s. Few Merovingian silver coins bear the names of individuals who can be dated independently, but among the earliest is one of Childeric II of Austrasia (662–75) from the mint of Tours and hence struck after his acquisition of Neustria in 673. Two others bear the name EBROINVS, the great Neustrian mayor of the palace (c.660–73, 675–80/3), who may indeed have been responsible for the monetary reform. If the Franks were the first to replace the base gold with silver coins, the Anglo-Saxons soon followed their example, introducing distinctive silver pennies it would seem also during the 670s. The word ‘penny’ (German Pfennig, Dutch penning, etc.) is itself first recorded in the late seventh century when it appears in its Old English form (pening) in the laws of King Ine of Wessex and in glosses from the school of Hadrian and Theodore of Canterbury. We do not know the vernacular name used by the Franks for these coins; their Latin sources use the Roman term denarius (DINARIOS inscribed on one coin of Lyons), which gave rise to the later French denier.

The pennies were struck to the same weight standard (c. 1.3 g = c. 20 Troy grains) and were of similar module to the tremisses that they replaced in both Francia and England. New designs were adopted at most mints to distinguish the silver coins from the previous base gold types, but the administrative arrangements for their issue seem to have been largely

30 Grierson and Blackburn (1986), p. 94.
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unchanged. Under the Merovingians the coinage has the appearance of a series of more or less private issues, in that the king’s name rarely occurs on the gold coins and only once on the silver (that of Childeric II mentioned above), and usually the inscriptions specify only the place of production and the moneyer responsible, or on occasion an ecclesiastical foundation or ‘the Palace’. Still, there must have been regulations governing at least the circulation of coins, and it is possible that rather more royal control in fact lay behind the neutral face of the coinage. The dies used to strike the silver coins are in general more poorly engraved and less literate than those for the gold, but this could as well reflect a general relaxation of standards.

The pennies or so-called ‘sceattas’, produced at Frisian and Anglo-Saxon mints are mostly uninscribed. A few merely reproduce legends from Roman or Merovingian prototypes, but when they bear a meaningful word — often in runic script — it is normally the name of a moneyer or mint, as on the Merovingian deniers. The only series in which an Anglo-Saxon ruler’s name and title appears is the Northumbrian coinage under Aldfrith (685–704), Eadberht (736–54) and Archbishop Ecgberht (c. 732–66). For the southern English issues, it has been argued that they are also royal or ecclesiastical coinages and that there was essentially one mint in each of the kingdoms, but the case is not clearly established.

Detailed study of the Anglo-Saxon issues, which have recently been found in large numbers in excavations and as stray finds by metal-detector users, has helped to clarify the chronology and the patterns of minting and circulation. During the last quarter of the seventh century minting appears to have been concentrated at London and in Kent, as it had been in the gold phase, but output increased somewhat. The circulation of these ‘Primary sceattas’, as they are known, was concentrated in southeast England. The first decade of the eighth century saw an influx of imported silver coins from Frisia, the ‘porcupine’ and ‘Continental runic’ types, which circulated in England more widely than the Anglo-Saxon issues had done and quickly came to dominate the currency, constituting for example two-thirds of the 324 coins from the Aston Rowant, Oxfordshire, hoard, deposited c. 710. This influx of foreign currency not only had the effect of extending the area of monetary circulation to most of England apart from the northwest, but it

31 The Anglo-Saxon and Frisian pennies of the period c. 675–750 have since the seventeenth century generally been called ‘sceattas’, but this is a misnomer based on a wrong interpretation of the early seventh-century laws of Æthelberht of Kent, where the term is used for a weight of gold; Grierson (1961b).

32 Frisian and Anglo-Saxon coins with runic inscriptions are surveyed in Blackburn (1991).

33 Metcalf (1977; 1993); Grierson and Blackburn (1986), p. 159.

34 Metcalf (1994), a major study in a field that has been advancing rapidly.
prompted the establishment or re-establishment of local mints in Northumbria (York), East Anglia (Ipswich?), Wessex (Southampton) and perhaps Essex and Mercia, and facilitated a dramatic growth in the volume of coinage in circulation generally.

In Frisia itself minting and coin circulation seem to have expanded substantially from the late seventh century, presumably prompted by the availability of silver on a scale unknown before, though where this was coming from is not clear. Frisia had no silver mines, and the metal is unlikely to have been from Melle in Aquitaine, subsequently to become the principal silver source within the Frankish kingdoms, since in the late seventh century the Frankish coinage does not appear to have grown in the same way. The silver probably reached Frisia, therefore, from Germany or central Europe. The Frisian coins are of a limited number of types, but, apart from an early issue of Dorestad, they are either uninscribed or crudely copy a runic legend from an English issue. Their mint attributions are therefore uncertain, though Dorestad is likely to have continued as a major mint along with other wics having access to the North Sea. One issue, the ‘Wodan/Monster’ type, has been found extensively in southern Scandinavia and is now thought to have been struck at the Danish town of Ribe, shortly after its establishment in the early eighth century.35

Our knowledge of the Merovingian silver coinage is much less clear. The surviving evidence is very uneven, based largely on six French hoards, five of which were deposited during the first two decades of the eighth century,36 and the sixth being a comparatively small group of mainly local coins. Single-finds from excavations or casual discoveries add to the picture, but they are far less plentiful and less well recorded than the English finds. Moreover, the deniers did not travel abroad to the same extent as the gold tremisses, and foreign finds are comparatively few. The number of minting places in the silver phase cannot be gauged accurately, for although far fewer are named on surviving deniers than the eight hundred or so on the Merovingian tremisses, this must in part be because a smaller proportion of the coins have clear inscriptions and the survival rate in the silver coinage is lower than in the gold. However, they are likely to have numbered a few hundred, and a hundred or so mints were active in the succeeding coinages of Pippin III and Charlemagne. At many of these places very little coinage was produced and they cannot have been regular establishments, but some substantial mints can be identified, at Paris, Poitiers, Marseilles, Lyons, Chalon-sur-Saône and elsewhere. Some of the mints producing the

35 Metcalf (1984b); Jonsson and Malmer (1986); Metcalf (1986).
36 For their dating see Grierson and Blackburn (1986), pp. 140–4.
anonymous Frisian coinages would also have been under Merovingian control, as the northern border was pushed progressively northwards, although this does not seem to have had a discernible influence on their coinages.

Although there were many more minting places in the Frankish kingdoms than in England, the find evidence suggests that coinage was used more intensively in England than in France. Moreover, the Merovingian denier no longer enjoyed the prominent role in international trade that the gold tremissis had done; this was now assumed by Frisian and Danish issues, which travelled widely, not only to England, but to western France and up the Rhine. Many of the Rhineland finds come from graves, since the practice of making grave deposits continued well into the eighth century. But the discovery in the early 1980s of at least twenty-two 'porcupine sceattas' of the first half of the eighth century as stray finds from a market site near the river front at Mainz shows that they also played a commercial role in the Rhine valley.37 Anglo-Saxon coins are also found on the Continent, though in smaller numbers than the Frisian types. In Italy, by contrast, the new Lombard and papal-imperial silver issues were for purely local use, providing small change to supplement the main gold coinages.

Within a few years of assuming the title of king of the Franks, Pippin III (751–68) had implemented a radical reform that changed fundamentally the appearance and outward status of the coinage.38 Henceforth all Frankish coins would identify the royal authority under which they were issued and usually their mint of origin. The small dumpy fabric typical of the Merovingian period gave way to larger thinner coins, apparently the result of a technical change in the minting process whereby the coins were struck on flans cut from sheet metal rather than on individually cast blanks. This technique had already been used by the neighbouring Visigoths, Lombards and Arabs, and the Visigothic and Lombard coinages also provided precedents for naming the ruler and mint on the coins. The silver denier of the later seventh century had weighed c. 1.3 g, but subsequently it had fallen in some regions of Francia to c. 1.1 g or less.39 Pippin restored the weight standard to one approaching that of the original deniers, and legislation is preserved in a capitulary of 754/5, which may indeed be the date of the coinage reform, decreeing that there shall be no more than twenty-two

38 Lafaurie (1974), pp. 35–44.
39 Lafaurie (1969), pp. 144–8, although the chronology and stepped weight standards are now doubted.
solids (i.e. 264 deniers) struck from a pound of silver. Pippin also introduced a second denomination, the halfpenny, although it was not widely struck until the ninth century.

Pippin's sons, Carloman (768–71) and Charlemagne (768–814), brought some standardisation to the coin designs, although the reverses could still display considerable variety. Charlemagne also extended minting of the broad denier to his newly acquired Lombard kingdom in Italy, probably in 781 if, as seems likely, the provision in the Capitulary of Mantua relates to this recoinage. As we have seen, it was also at this time that the first purely papal coinage was struck at Rome, taking for its model the Carolingian denier, although the designs were Byzantine in inspiration. In Aquitaine Charlemagne issued a small coinage in the name of his young son Louis, probably to mark his coronation as sub-king in 781. This was an exception to the general rule that sub-kings did not strike their own coinages. The second major monetary reform of the eighth century was instituted by Charlemagne in the early 790s, probably in 793/4, increasing the weight of the coins by some 30% to c. 1.7 g and imposing still greater standardisation in the design, the principal motif of which was the royal monogram of Karolus used to validate his diplomas. There was also a reduction in the number of mints, this heavier denier being struck at some forty places across the kingdom, compared with perhaps one hundred recorded in the lighter issue, many of them small, apparently unimportant localities with minting rights surviving from the Merovingian period.

The Anglo-Saxon coinage underwent two reforms which more or less paralleled those of Pippin and Charlemagne. By the mid-eighth century a monetary crisis had developed in southern England, as the coinages became severely debased and reduced in weight and production at several mints seems to have ceased. In the 750s, an East Anglian king, Beonna (749–57 or later), improved the silver content of the East Anglian coinage to c. 70%.

---

Footnotes:

40 *MGH Cap. 1*, p. 32, c. 5. This passage has prompted various estimates of the weight of the early Carolingian pound, but it may be a weight particular to the mint for buying silver, Lyon (1986), pp. 183–4.

41 'After the first day of August let no one dare to give or receive the pennies now current; anyone who does so is to pay our fine', *MGH Cap. 1*, p. 191, c. 9; trans. after Loyn and Percival (1975), p. 50. The capitulary is not dated and it could be from 774, 781 or 787. Grierson (1954) has argued that 781 is the most probable, but alternative interpretations have been offered by Suchodolski (1981b).

42 The dating is based mainly on a reference to these 'new coins' bearing 'the monogram of our name' in the Synod of Frankfurt 794 (*MGH Cap. 1*, p. 74, c. 5), on the composition of the Ilanz hoard, and on Charlemagne's known movements in the early 890s; Grierson (1965), pp. 507–11. Suchodolski (1981b), however, prefers a date of c. 790.

although it subsequently fell again, and placed his name and title on the obverse of the coins, inspired it would seem by Northumbrian coin types. Within a few years Offa of Mercia (757–96) had conquered East Anglia and instituted his own more radical monetary reform, in which the penny was restored to full fineness (c. 96% silver) and weight (c. 1.3 g). The new thinner Carolingian fabric was adopted, and the king’s name and title, together with that of the moneyer, but not the mint, was placed on the coins. There had been doubts as to whether Offa or two minor Kentish kings, Heabert and Egbert, were originally responsible for the reform, but recent finds suggest that Offa’s first coins were struck in London or East Anglia and that the Kentish kings followed them with an issue from Canterbury. Offa’s coinage is one of the most varied and artistic of the English series, yet its internal chronology remains problematic. Towards the end of his reign, c. 792 on the evidence of the archiepiscopal issues, Offa instituted another reform, increasing the weight standard of the penny from c. 1.3 g to c. 1.45 g (not the Frankish standard), and imposing greater uniformity of design through the adoption of a common obverse type with the inscription in three horizontal lines. Three mints were operating south of the Humber, London, Canterbury and East Anglia, all controlled by Offa. This was rather fewer than had struck the ‘sceattas’ of the early eighth century, yet the circulation area of Offa’s coins was similar to that of the ‘sceattas’. One significant difference, however, is the scarcity of foreign coins among the finds. In the Anglo-Saxon and Frankish kingdoms from the second half of the eighth century it seems that foreign money had to be exchanged before it could be used, and in practice its circulation would have been difficult once the reforms of the 790s had brought a divergence in the weight standards either side of the Channel.

In Umayyad Spain the first silver dirhems were struck in 721/2 (AH 103), initially in parallel with the gold dinars discussed above. Their inscriptions and design were the same as those introduced by ‘Abd al-Malik in about 695 (AH 75), carrying the Islamic profession of faith, the date, and the name of the mint or in this case the province al-Andalus, but not that of the ruler. Coins of the Umayyad governors are scarce, but dirhems are known for all years down to 739/40 (AH 122), after which production became erratic owing to political upheavals in the province. Shortly after Spain’s secession from the ‘Abbasid caliphate in 756, regular minting was resumed with dirhems of the same anonymous Umayyad type, so that the names of the new independent amirs do not appear on the coinage. There is then a virtually unbroken sequence of dirhems for every year until the late ninth century.

44 Archibald (1985).
46 The case for London being a major mint under Offa is put in Stewart (1986).
when in the face of local rebellions the minting of silver became sporadic and finally ceased in 905/6 (AH 293), not to be restored until ʿAbd al-Rahmān III's major monetary reform of 928/9 (AH 316). In addition to the silver, at times low-value copper fulus were struck. These are mostly undated, but they have been attributed to the period of the Governors and to the late ninth and early tenth centuries when the production of dirhems was reduced or had ceased. Many of the Spanish dirhem hoards contain a substantial proportion of irregularly cut fragments of coins that must have been used by weight as small change, yet it would be wrong to regard Spain as having a wholly bullion economy comparable to that of Scandinavia and eastern Europe, for the hoards never contain foreign coin or silver ingots and ornaments.

COINAGE IN THE NINTH CENTURY

Charlemagne's coronation as emperor by Pope Leo III in Rome at Christmas 800 was not reflected in the Frankish coinage, which continued to accord him the title of rex Francorum. Only on Leo III's own coinage of Rome was Charlemagne accorded the title imperator, as his name was joined with that of the pope marking the start of a new 'papal/imperial' series, though one that now looked west rather than east. Towards the end of his reign, possibly in 812 when the eastern emperor Michael I recognised Charlemagne's imperial title, a new type was introduced with a laureate bust of classical style and the titles IMPerator AUGustus and occasionally Dominus Noster. The type was continued by Louis the Pious (814–40) during the first five years of his reign, and he additionally struck a small number of splendid gold solidi. The imperial pretensions are clear. Louis then instituted two recoinages in rapid succession, in 818 and 822/3. His second issue, with the mint name written across the field, was struck at some forty-five mints and to an enhanced weight standard of c. 1.8 g. This apparently proved unviable, for the third type with a 'Temple' design returned to the former 1.7 g standard, and it remained in circulation for some forty years from 822/3 until Charles the Bald's reform of 864. On the reverse, the mint name was suppressed in favour of the invocation Christiana religio, and only recently through stylistic analysis has it proved possible to attribute a significant number of coins to mints, although there remains a substantial proportion that are unidentified.

Despite the division of the empire between Louis the Pious' three sons
under the *Ordinatio imperii* of 817, the coinage continued to be minted in Louis’ name at all mints until his death in 840. The exceptions to this were few and short lived. In Aquitaine Louis issued a small coinage in the name of Pippin I to mark his coronation as sub-king there in 817, just as Charlemagne had done for Louis when he was a child. Two groups in the name of Lothar appear to have been minted during his father’s life. One is a portrait issue which is most plausibly attributed to the years 822/3 when Lothar went to Italy and was crowned emperor of Italy. The second group, which copies Louis’ *Christiana religio* type, comes from Dorestad and other unidentified but non-Italian mints, and has been attributed to Lothar’s revolt of 833–4. Overall, the uniformity and strength of control over the administration of Louis’ coinage down to 840 is impressive. The coinage was plentiful and the hoards suggest a free and rapid circulation of issues throughout the empire. Such uniformity and freedom of circulation would not be achieved again in the middle ages over so vast an area. With the political fragmentation of the empire and loosening control, regional differences of design and fabric soon developed, and circulation became more localised. Thus in 849 Lupus of Ferrières, planning to visit Rome, anticipated problems as he had been told that only ‘Italian silver coinage’ (*Italica moneta argento*) was current in that country.

Even within Charles the Bald’s West Frankish kingdom, the heart of the Carolingian world, the uniformity and quality of the coinage were soon lost. During the earlier years of the reign several coin types were issued, but the changes of type were not accompanied by general recoinages as occurred under Louis, and they do not appear to have been closely co-ordinated, so that it is difficult to determine the sequence and chronology of the issues. In broad terms, outside Aquitaine the mints seem to have continued striking the Temple type though in the name of Charles, and initially with the anonymous *Christiana religio* reverse inscription but subsequently replacing this with the name of the mint. Later several mints adopted their own distinctive designs, a city gate at Chartres and Orléans, the mint-name-in-field at Meaux, Paris and Sens, and a cross at Rheims. In Aquitaine the pattern of minting is complicated by the war that was waged between Charles and Pippin II during most of the 840s and by the fact that the kingdom acted with a degree of independence. Early in the reign, before the Treaty of Verdun (August 843), some deniers and oboles were struck by Pippin II in the name of his ally the Emperor Lothar at Bordeaux. Pippin’s coinage in his own name, however, belongs essentially to the period 845–9,

52 Lupus of Ferrières, *Correspondance*, L. Levillain (ed.), t 1, pp. 18–21, no. 76.
interrupting the issues of Charles the Bald. In the early 840s the mints of Bourges, Melle and Toulouse struck a Monogram type for Charles, but in or before 843 at Bourges and Melle this was changed for the mint-signed Temple type in use at other West Frankish mints. Toulouse, however, had fallen to Pippin II in late 842 or 843 and Melle likewise fell in 845, and at these mints Pippin struck coins bearing his own monogram. He also minted coins at Bordeaux, Dax and three new mints, Cahors, Limoges and Poitiers, and perhaps elsewhere since some of the coins have the reverse inscription Aquitania but no mint-name. When in 848 Pippin eventually captured Bourges, the capital of Aquitaine, he issued a celebratory portrait coinage, reminiscent of that struck for his father in 817. However, Pippin's success was short lived, and when Charles regained control of the region during 848–9 he produced his own version of the portrait coinage at Bourges, a mint-name-in-field type at Melle, and the former Monogram type at Toulouse. There are also coins of Charles the Bald from Clermont and ones reading Aquitania struck at Bordeaux and elsewhere which we cannot date precisely.

The earlier coinage of Charles the Bald not only shows signs of weak administrative control, but it quite soon suffered serious debasement, so that by the 860s the coins contained no more than 50% silver. By 864 Charles was in a position to tackle the poor state of the currency and he undertook a thorough reform of the coinage, introducing a new uniform coinage throughout the kingdom with his monogram surrounded by the legend Gratia Dei Rex, and struck in fine (c. 96%) silver. By chance, detailed provisions for carrying out this recoinage have been preserved in the Edict of Pitres of 25 June 864. On 1 July the count in whose district a mint was situated was to send his viscount, two men of property and the moneyer to Senlis where they would receive on loan five pounds of silver with which to begin minting. After Martinmas (11 November) the old coinage would no longer be legal tender. The edict limited production to the Palace and ten named mints, but in practice the type was struck at some seventy West Frankish mints and at a further nineteen mints after the annexation of Lotharingia in 869. This dramatic expansion from the fifteen mints operating during the first twenty-four years of the reign evidently represents a deliberate policy to ensure that coinage was available for trade, and more importantly for the payment of taxes and other renders.

55 MGH Cap. ii, pp. 115–16, cc. 10–12, 14.
56 Grierson (1990) has argued that it was initially intended to facilitate the collection of tribute to pay the Vikings in 866, but this would not explain the extension of minting in Lotharingia after 869; Metcalf (1990), p. 88.
Rex coinage was so successful that the designs and inscriptions were immobilised at some mints until the tenth century and even later. Immobilisation was but one symptom of the loosening of royal control and the emergence of local 'feudal' authority as counts and ecclesiastical authorities were granted or simply assumed the right to control the mints and retain the profits from the coinage. The abbots of Corbie went so far as to place their initial or monogram on the coins, a practice that became widespread in later centuries.\(^{57}\)

Lothar (840–55) inherited the third share of Louis the Pious' empire known as the Middle Kingdom, a long piece of territory that stretched from Frisia to Provence and south of the Alps to Italy. It was an anomalous political unit that remained intact only during Lothar's lifetime. His coinage was struck mainly at Dorestad\(^ {58}\) and in Italy, where there were four mints, Milan, Pavia, Treviso and Venice, although the status of the latter was unusual since the Venetians regarded themselves as subjects of the Byzantine empire. Indeed towards the end of Louis' reign Venice had struck coins of the Temple type but inscribed + DS CVSERVA ROMA NP ('O God, preserve the emperor of the Romans') and + XPE SALVA VENETIAS ('O Christ, save Venice'), leaving ambiguous which emperor it was saluting. Lothar's Italian coins were of the mint-name-in-field type, but his successors reverted to the Christiana religio Temple type struck on flans that grew progressively thinner and much larger than the dies, resulting in some extraordinarily delicate saucer-shaped coins by the end of the ninth century. At Rome the papal coinage of silver denari continued to acknowledge the Carolingian emperor but, after the death of Louis the Pious, the Frankish weight standard of 1.75 g was abandoned in favour of a lower one of c. 1.3 g, possibly reverting to an earlier Roman weight system. Further south at Benevento, denari of Carolingian fabric but for the most part of novel design were struck to a standard of c. 1.4 g, falling in the second quarter of the ninth century to 1.3 g. A Carolingian ruler is referred to on the Beneventan coinage on just two occasions. Once was when Grimoald III (788–806) was obliged to recognise Charlemagne's overlordship during the first two years of his reign, and the coins carry both their names. The second occasion was during 866–71, when Louis II campaigned against the Arabs in southern Italy and made himself master of Benevento, where he struck denari, some in the joint names of himself and his wife Angilberga.

The eastern portion of the empire, assigned to Louis the German (840–76), comprised all Germany east of the Rhine plus the towns of Mainz, Worms and Speyer on the west bank, and this was expanded in 870 after the

death of Lothar II to incorporate part of Lotharingia with Cologne, Trier, Metz, Strasbourg, Basel, Toul and Liège, the latter two shared with Charles the Bald. Outside the Rhineland and Bavaria, Germany had essentially a non-monetary economy to judge from the pattern of minting and of coin finds. Louis the Pious had struck coinage at Cologne, Mainz, Strasbourg, Regensburg and three unidentified mints, all of them probably situated in Germany, Alabotesbain, Aldunheim and Stottenburg, but the only coins attributable to Louis the German before 870 are ones from Mainz, and thereafter the coins of Louis and his successors are almost entirely ones struck in their Lotharingian territories to the west of the Rhineland. Arnulf of Carinthia (887–99) struck a substantial coinage at Mainz and a small issue at Regensburg, but it was only under Louis the Child (899–911) that the Rhineland mints of Cologne and Strasbourg were brought back into operation after an interval of sixty years or more. Coin finds from the eighth and ninth centuries present a similar pattern, being moderately plentiful from the middle Rhineland and Bavaria, while further east and north they are very scarce.59 It was the tenth century, under the new dynasty of Saxon kings, that saw the great expansion of minting and coin circulation in Germany.

In England, after Offa's death in 796, Mercia's supremacy over Kent and East Anglia was challenged, and the moneyers of Canterbury and the East Anglian mint struck their coins in the names of local kings, Eadberht Præn of Kent (796–8) and Eadwald of East Anglia (c. 796–800). Within a few years Offa's successor, Cenwulf, had regained control of the two kingdoms and of their mints. In the 820s political control of these kingdoms again changed hands, Kent to a local king Baldred in c. 823 and thence to Egbert of Wessex in 825, and East Anglia to a local king Æthelstan in 827. On each occasion the mints continued operating with the same moneyers, and so far as one can judge little interruption in minting. Moneyers, although men of wealth and moderately high status, were evidently not political appointees, and the mints were not institutions of the court. The moneyers would have belonged to the mercantile community, which was also the principal customer of the mint bringing in foreign coin and bullion for conversion into legal currency. The mints were situated at or near the principal ports: London, Canterbury, Rochester (from c. 810), Ipswich (?), and Southampton or Winchester (intermittently from the 790s). There were fluctuations in output, notably at London which, after being the second mint in the later

eighth and early ninth centuries, produced virtually no coinage in the 830s and 850s. Presumably Mercia's political decline had dire consequences for London's foreign trade. In the middle of the ninth century there are signs of greater central control being exercised over the mints, as their fiscal and revenue-collecting roles became more important. The coin types were becoming more standardised, initially bringing uniformity to the products of all the moneyers within a mint, and subsequently between mints. The Kentish mints of Canterbury and Rochester adopted a common type from the late 840s, and in the mid 860s Burgred of Mercia (852–74) and Æthelred I of Wessex (865–71) must have agreed a form of monetary alliance whereby the same coin type should be used in both kingdoms. The number of moneyers was increased significantly in Wessex during the 850s and in Mercia in the 860s.

For Northumbria, its physical isolation and political turmoil had allowed the monetary developments of western Europe to pass it by. The kings and the archbishops of York continued to strike small thick pennies of Merovingian or 'sceat' fabric, although since the early ninth century these had become increasingly debased so that by c. 850 they were of pure brass (the so-called 'stycas') and of such low value that they were used and hoarded in vast numbers. Their circulation was essentially limited to the Northumbrian kingdom, although in the middle of the ninth century some seem to have been used as a supplementary currency in Lindsey (north Lincolnshire) and East Anglia. The series came to an end with the Viking conquest of York in 865.

Northumbria was not alone in suffering debasement, for the southern issues were progressively debased from c. 840 so that by the 870s the coins of Wessex and Mercia were barely 25% fine and much reduced in weight. 60 It fell to Alfred of Wessex (871–99) to overhaul the monetary system, which he did with two major coinage reforms and a radical reorganisation of the mints. In about 875, probably before the decisive battle of Edington (878), he ordered a recoinage replacing the base Lunette coins with a Cross-and-Lozenge type in fine (c. 91%) silver and of restored weight of c. 1.4 g. A few years later, c. 880, with another recoinage he raised the weight standard to c. 1.6 g, and introduced the halfpenny for the first time in England. As a more gradual process, starting in the later 870s, he embarked on a programme of creating a series of inland mints, in parallel with his establishment of the network of defensive boroughs. By the end of his reign the number of mints in Wessex and English Mercia had increased from two to at least eight, and the policy was continued by his successors so that by the

60 Metcalf and Northover (1985).
reign of Athelstan (924–39), after the reconquest of the Danelaw, there were some forty mints operating in England. Like his contemporary Charles the Bald, Alfred could see the commercial and fiscal advantages of having a sound currency and accessible mints.

By the end of the ninth century the geographical pattern of minting in England had changed radically, owing in part to Alfred’s reorganisation of the mints, but also to the impact of the Viking settlement of the Danelaw. The Vikings had scarcely any experience of minting in their homelands, but they knew the utility of coinage, having campaigned in Francia and England for several decades and received many payments of tribute. Within a few years of their settlement in the Danelaw they established a series of mints in East Anglia and the east Midlands during the 880s and at York in the 890s. Initially they copied Alfred’s coins, although retaining the older c. 1.4 g weight standard, but soon they developed their own distinctive coinages, south of the Humber in the name of the martyred East Anglian king Edmund, and at York in the names of the Viking kings.61 Their mints in the southern Danelaw were established not by English or Scandinavian moneyers, but by men with Continental names, presumably brought for the purpose from Francia.62 Although in some cases the die-cutting is poor and the inscriptions are illiterate, the Danelaw coinages were produced in fine silver, with fairly well-controlled weights, and on a very substantial scale.

There is here a conundrum for the monetary historian, for while the mint organisations in Francia and England expanded during the second half of the ninth century, the number of stray finds of coins recovered falls off over the ninth century, and single-finds from the last third are notably scarce. This suggests that the volume of coinage in general circulation had shrunk. A similar pattern has been observed in England and on the Continent, 63 which when coupled with the evidence of silver debasement in both countries in the mid-ninth century, suggests that there may have been a shortage of silver for currency purposes in western Europe lasting for a century or so until the discovery of new ores in the Harz mountains.

THE BULLION ECONOMIES OF NORTHERN AND EASTERN EUROPE

At the end of the seventh century in vast areas of Europe north and east of the Rhine and Danube valleys there was no coin production and virtually no coinage to be found, although Roman silver denarii of the second and third centuries and gold solidi of the late fourth and fifth centuries had circulated to some extent in previous times. The growth of the ‘sceat’ currency of

61 Lyon and Stewart (1961); Blackburn (1989).
62 Smart (1986).
63 Blackburn (1993).
Frisia and England also led to its limited penetration into southern Scandinavia, and the establishment of a mint probably at Ribe in Jutland in the first quarter of the eighth century, flourishing for some twenty to thirty years. There was a revival in minting towards the end of the eighth century, not at Ribe but probably at Hedeby, and there followed almost two centuries of intermittent production of light-weight pennies with designs derived from Charlemagne's Dorestad coinage. However, this small coinage had little economic impact, for its circulation by tale was very restricted, perhaps merely to the wic of Hedeby itself, and although the coins did reach other parts of Scandinavia and beyond it was an insignificant element of the stock of bullion silver.

The major economic change in the region came with the establishment of links to the east which brought Islamic silver dirhems into the northern lands in huge quantities. For more than 150 years, until the 970s, Arabic dirhems dominated the currency of European Russia, the lands of the southern Baltic, and Scandinavia. They travelled from the regions south and east of the Caspian Sea via a number of routes across Russia to the Baltic, but Russia was not a mere transit area, for dirhems have been found there in hoards widely dispersed, suggesting they were actively used and stored as wealth.

The date for the establishment of links between Scandinavia and the east, which has been taken to mark the dawn of the Viking age, has been disputed. The hoards suggest that the first dirhems arrived in Scandinavia c. 800 but, since they had only just appeared in Russia perhaps a decade earlier, and were immediately able to pass on to Scandinavia, it is quite likely that trade or other links between Russia and Scandinavia, already existed. The initial appearance of the dirhems, therefore, may not have the significance that some scholars have attached to it. During the course of the ninth and tenth centuries there were ebbs and flows in the import of Islamic coinage into the northern lands. There was a temporary reduction between the 820s and 840s, and a more marked decline from the 870s. When the importation resumed c. 900, it was from quite a different region, from the Sāmānid lands of central Asia rather than the heart of the 'Abbasid caliphate in the Near East.

Within Europe the dirhems are found in hoards, sometimes of immense size, containing a mixture of silver ornaments, ingots and coins, often cut up and covered in 'peck-marks' indicating they had been tested for their quality with a sharp blade. Later in the tenth century, as west European pennies replaced the dirhems as the main source of imported silver into the northern

---

lands, the hoards retained their mixed character. It was not until the eleventh and twelfth centuries that this vast area of northern and eastern Europe would develop its own national coinages and regulated monetary economies.

Looking forward from the year 900, what do we see? The unified currency system of the Carolingians, at its strongest under Louis the Pious, would become still more fragmented as the new kings of France lost effective control over the provinces. Most coinage was struck by and for the profit of the local nobility, lay or ecclesiastical, who proceeded to reduce the weight and fineness of the denier at differing rates, resulting in regionalisation of the currency. The Saxon kings, as has been indicated, greatly expanded the area of minting and coin circulation in Germany, but they achieved this largely by granting minting rights to local magnates and, as in France, regional weight standards began to develop in the late tenth century. In England, by contrast, the trend towards strong central control continued. After the reconquest of the Danelaw in the middle of the tenth century, the new unified kingdom devised perhaps the most sophisticated fiscal currency system medieval Europe would see. With hindsight the seeds of these various developments were there to be found at the end of the ninth century, but it would have required considerable talent to predict exactly how they would grow.

68 For a survey of coinage and currency in tenth-century Europe see Dumas (1991).
69 Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Helen Brown, Alberto Canto and Lucia Travaini for advice on the Arabic coinages of Spain and Sicily, and to Philip Grierson for his comments on a draft of this chapter.
PART III

CHURCH AND SOCIETY
CHAPTER 21

THE PAPACY IN THE EIGHTH AND NINTH CENTURIES

Thomas F.X. Noble

FROM the election of Sergius I in 687 to the death of John VIII in 882, what counted most was the unspectacular and relentless emergence of the papacy as a local and then, slowly, as a western European institution. The central theme in this chapter, then, will be local history.1 Papal history must first be understood in its own terms, and those terms are rooted in and around Rome.

THE SOURCES FOR PAPAL HISTORY

The most important source for papal history in the eighth and ninth centuries is the Liber Pontificalis, a collection of contemporary or near-contemporary papal biographies written in the Lateran. These Lives vary in length, and also in the quality and detail of the information they provide. As a rule, the accounts tell something of the parentage of the pope and something about his personal characteristics. Then the text might give a long narrative of significant political or diplomatic events, or it might provide brief, catalogue-like statements about routine ecclesiastical business. The biographies, coming as they do from the Lateran, and intended as they must have been both for reference and for the education of young men beginning their careers in the papal administration, have an official quality. This means that they are valuable both for what they tell us and for the slant or interpretation that they give to events.3 The second critical source is the

1 Among relatively recent papal histories, mention may be made of: Ullmann (1970; 1972); Pacaut (1976); Richards (1979); Zimmermann (1981); Fink (1981); Franzen and Bäumer (1982); Schimmelpfennig (1984); Anton (1984); Fried (1984). The most detailed accounts of individual pontificates are still to be found in Mann (1925). Zimmermann (1981), pp. 7–10 discusses pointedly and concisely the emergence of the polemical tradition of the papacy. The classic treatments in the Protestant tradition of papal history are Caspar (1930; 1933; 1956) and Haller (1931). For the fullest presentation of the Catholic view see Seppelt (1954).


3 Noble (1981); Bertolini (1970).
more than 1200 surviving papal letters from Sergius I to John VIII. Originally these letters would have been kept in registers in the archive of the Lateran, but from our period we have only a fragment of the register of Gregory II (716–31) and a large extract from that of John VIII (872–82). Thus, for the most part, it is recipients’ copies that have chanced to survive. Vast quantities of letters have been lost. The surviving material treats a wide array of subjects of concern to the churches of Byzantium and western Europe. Letters provide a good impression of the kinds of issues that came to the attention of the popes. If the surviving letters of the eighth and ninth centuries are compared to the large surviving extract from the register of Gregory I (590–604: 866 letters) or even to the fragment from Gregory II, it will be seen that the loss has been especially acute in materials detailing the mundane business of operating the Roman church province. Papal letters have generally been neglected as sources of spirituality. Most historians have used them to document particular papal claims in the realms of ideology or politics. Recent work on the Register of Gregory I proves that more than 60% of his letters were rescripts, that is, direct responses to petitions that were directed to Rome by private individuals or by officers of the papal administration. Should further research arrive at similar findings for the letters of later popes, then it will be necessary to stress even more emphatically that papal letters primarily reveal the quotidian concerns of the Lateran administration and not the personal interests or ideas of individual popes.

Few documentary materials are extant from our period, even though there is plenty of reason to think that various branches of the papal administration produced and conserved records. The Liber Diurnus, a collection of formulae used in the Lateran chancery, survives only in north Italian manuscripts. The published version, therefore, is not the actual formula book of the Roman church, but it does contain many actual formulae bearing on a wide array of routine administrative matters. The formulae reveal the range of documents that might have survived, were all papal registers extant. Another quasi-documentary source for the activities of the papal administration is the Ordines Romani, which contain the rites for virtually all liturgical celebrations involving the pope or his highest subordinates. Ordo Romanus I, in particular, lays out in great detail all the arrangements for a major papal Mass. From this text we can see who

---

accompanied the pope, how a procession was organised, what activities took place and who filled what roles. It is a superb, but still not fully exploited, source for public ritual in the early middle ages.

Rome did not produce additional historical accounts, but, at the turn of the seventh century, papal Rome began to be a subject of intense interest among historical writers in Francia, England and northern Italy. These records fill a few gaps in the papal sources and sometimes permit us to draw alternative interpretations of key developments. Byzantine writers, who had never paid much attention to the popes, almost totally lost sight of them in the eighth and ninth centuries, although some treatises and letters emanating from anti-iconoclast circles, chiefly monastic ones, illuminate papal activities. Several popes in this period — Zacharias I (741–51), Hadrian I (722–95), Leo III (795–816), Paschal I (817–24), Gregory IV (827–44), Leo IV (847–55), Nicholas I (858–67) — were energetic builders, restorers and embellishers of Roman churches, as the *Liber Pontificalis* informs us, even though little of this art and architecture survives. 10 Beginning with Gregory III and Zacharias, the popes issued coins and, starting with Hadrian I, they issued beautiful gold coins. 11 These contribute to our understanding of papal history in the areas of political symbolism and manifestations of public authority and they shed some light on the economic life of papal Rome.

**THE PAPACY IN ITS ROMAN AND ITALIAN SETTING**

The great fact of papal history in the early middle ages is the papacy’s alienation from Byzantium and alignment with the Franks. Viewed through the pellucid lens of hindsight that fact has acquired an inevitability that robs it of all sense of contingency. For the papacy to have abandoned its familiar moorings in the Roman world cannot have been easy. The church had arisen and spread in the Roman world. Its sense of universality, its catholicity, was partly, but importantly, Roman. It had inherited, but also redefined, the Roman idea of destiny. The church’s leaders, the popes, had defined themselves in part in relation to the emperors: ‘Two there are, august emperor, by which this world is chiefly ruled, the sacred authority of the priesthood and the royal power’ is how Gelasius I (492–6) had put it. 12

When the break with Byzantium came in the eighth century, it stood

---


against a background of long and complicated relations. The Byzantine version of Rome provided a sense of historical and cultural orientation.\textsuperscript{13}

The imperial authorities had occasionally afforded some help against the incursions of the Lombards. But there was also the sorry tale of imperial interference in dogma. To the popes, the Council of Chalcedon (451) had settled the critical points of Trinitarian and Christological teaching and its formulations required neither amendment nor correction. The emperors could not be so certain. Some, Justinian for example and perhaps Heraclius, harboured genuine doubts about the strict dyophysitism proclaimed at Chalcedon. But most emperors, and not least Heraclius and his seventh-century successors, had to contend with rich and vital provinces, Syria for instance, that were devoutly monophysite. The popes, except Honorius momentarily, were unprepared to yield to political exigencies and determined to condemn imperial intervention in the realm of dogma. Papal principle, or obstinacy as it was seen in Constantinople, led to the humiliating capture and abuse of Martin I in 649, and to the haughty displays of Constans II on his visit to Rome in 663 – the last imperial visit to Rome until a western emperor was made there in 800. Still, it had been possible to live with these difficulties.

The decades after 692 brought shocks that could not be endured.\textsuperscript{14} In that year Justinian II held a council, called the \textit{Quinisext} because it issued disciplinary canons meant to complement the dogmatic decisions of the fifth and sixth ecumenical councils.\textsuperscript{15} The canons would have had the effect of making binding in Rome a number of practices that were not in force there, and Sergius I summarily rejected them. Justinian sent an envoy to Rome to seize Sergius but the Romans protected the pope. In 695 Justinian was deprived of his throne but his successor was no more pleased with Sergius than Justinian had been. Again, officials were sent to discipline the pope and again they were forced to withdraw. Justinian recovered his office in 705 and tried to punish the Italians, including the pope and the Romans, whom he held partially accountable for his deposition. Yet again, the Romans thwarted the Byzantines.

Political confusion at Constantinople, coupled with short reigns and Arab attacks, produced a lull in papal–Byzantine relations until the Emperor Leo III ascended the throne, defeated the Arabs and turned his attention to the west. Leo significantly raised the taxes of the imperial provinces in Italy to raise funds for his wars in the east. These taxes would have been burdensome for peasants and landlords alike, but were especially resented because the imperial authorities were providing no help in Italy.

\textsuperscript{13} For the following see, in greater detail, chapters 13 and 14 above.
\textsuperscript{14} Noble (1984), pp. 1–60.
\textsuperscript{15} Mansi, xi.912c–1006b.
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itself, where the Lombards were menacing the lands from Ravenna to Rome. Gregory II raised staunch opposition to the new taxes and, as under Justinian II and Sergius I, officials who were sent to Rome to force compliance with imperial policy were driven off.

Then came what turned out to be the defining issue: Iconoclasm. In 726 Leo III began agitating against figural representations in Christian art and by 731 he formally banned them. He even dismissed the patriarch of Constantinople and tried to win the pope to his views. Gregory II and Gregory III resolutely refused to engage in a discussion of the image question and solemnly denied that the emperor had any right to involve himself in such matters in the first place. Leo III discovered that, once again, he could coerce neither the pope nor the population of central Italy. Accordingly, the emperor decided to cut his losses by withdrawing Dalmatia, Illyricum and southern Italy along with Sicily from the Roman church province and by denying to the Roman church some valuable revenues. By the middle 730s it appeared that the break between Rome and Constantinople was complete.

Yet the reality was more complex. Relations between Rome and the east had always been difficult. The situation in Constantinople might change, as indeed it seemed to do briefly in 741 when the iconodule usurper Artavasdos came to power. The pope was now the key figure in a widespread movement that was mixed in its allegiances and motivations, and that involved people in Venice, Ravenna, Rome and many rural regions. And the Lombards were potentially more menacing now that they had been shown the impotence of the Byzantine authorities in Italy. Under the popes Gregory III and Zacharias, there were a few attempts to reach an accommodation with Byzantium, but these were doomed because the Byzantines could not provide assistance in Italy and would not abandon Iconoclasm. These popes also carried on an intense diplomacy with the Lombard court, while also appealing to the Bavarians and Franks for assistance. The popes even tried to use the Lombard dukes of Spoleto and Benevento against the kings in Pavia. A Franco-papal alliance was only one somewhat remote possibility among several.

In 751 the Lombard king, Aistulf, captured Ravenna and began making threatening gestures towards Rome. It was in this context that Stephen II appealed again to the Franks. What the pope wanted was protection, not a new master. Stephen had to overcome serious opposition at the court of the new Frankish king Pippin, but he finally did so by 754. Stephen travelled to the Frankish kingdom and engaged in several meetings with Pippin. Pippin

16 Martin (1930), pp. 5–84; Beck (1966), pp. 13–61; Haldon (1977); Stein (1980).
18 Noble (1984), pp. 61–98 with further literature and sources.
and the Frankish magnates agreed to help the pope in Italy, and Pippin and Stephen concluded a personal alliance of *amicitia, pax et caritas*. In 755 and again in 756 Pippin campaigned in Italy, defeated Aistulf, and forced the Lombard king to return to the pope the lands which he had seized in central Italy. Under Pippin's protection the papal state that had been emerging since the 730s came fully into being.

In the 760s and early 770s Desiderius, the new Lombard king, struggled to recapture valuable lands which his predecessor had been forced to hand over to Rome. The popes continually appealed to the Franks to fulfil the terms of their alliance. Pressing military problems in the Frankish realm, and a change of rulers when Pippin died in 768, precluded active Frankish intervention in Italy. The pope and the people of central Italy were still vulnerable when in 773 Charlemagne agreed to come to the aid of Hadrian I. Charlemagne defeated the Lombard king, as his father before him had done, but to avoid a continuing nuisance in Italy, Charlemagne deposed Desiderius and made himself king of the Lombards. Charlemagne also renewed the Franco-papal alliance and guaranteed the pope's possessions in Italy. For some years, however, there were sharp disagreements between the papal and Frankish courts about just what lands the popes could legitimately claim. In 781 and again in 787 Charlemagne made major territorial settlements in Italy that left the popes in secure possession of a wide swathe of lands in Italy running from Ravenna to Rome. Some lands which the popes had been claiming since the 730s were not handed over, but in a few areas new lands were actually added to the papal territories. The settlements are known to us in some detail from their confirmation between Louis the Pious, Charlemagne's successor, and Paschal I in 817.

As the papal administration assumed the leadership of the lands and people of central Italy, the former military aristocracy which had been ascendant under the Byzantine regime was partly eclipsed and partly absorbed by the papal government. Stephen II (752–7) and his brother Paul I (757–67) were the first Roman nobles elected to the papal office in the eighth century. Paul's death brought violent factional squabbles at Rome that were not resolved until the eminent Hadrian I was elected in 772. During Hadrian's long pontificate, noblemen were promoted to important offices and there was a large degree of symbiosis between the papal administration and the Roman nobility. One result of this situation was that quarrels that had always existed within the Roman nobility were now domesticated in the Lateran. One such quarrel, whose exact bases are unknowable, broke out during the early years of the pontificate of Leo III.

21 *Pactum Hludovicianum, MGH Cap.* i, ed. A. Boretius, nos. 172, pp. 332–5.
He was attacked by a mob led by some relatives of Hadrian I. Leo fled to Charlemagne who, as the pope's ally and protector, first restored him to Rome and then resolved to go to Rome himself and investigate the matter. Inquiries were indeed held in Rome in December of 800, but the Franks were careful to respect the autonomy of the pope. Although charges of papal misconduct had been bruited abroad, Leo was not put on trial. Instead, the pope swore publicly that he was guiltless. On Christmas Day 800 Charlemagne was crowned emperor in St Peter's by Leo. Whatever the contemporary or later significance of that event, it seems that Leo III was merely trying to strengthen the hand of his ally and protector. Charlemagne's imperial dignity did not fundamentally change his position in Rome or the basis of his alliance with the pope.

The last year of Leo's pontificate was disturbed by another uprising in Rome, and his successor, Stephen IV (816–17), rushed to Francia to confer with Louis the Pious. At Rheims Stephen crowned Louis emperor and concluded an agreement which was reaffirmed a year later between Louis and Stephen's successor, Paschal I. This agreement was the Pactum Ludovicianum, mentioned already as containing the earliest surviving list of the papal territories in central Italy. The document also spelled out the terms under which the Carolingians would provide their by now customary protection for the papacy. Louis agreed not to intervene in Rome unless asked to do so. In other words, he confirmed the autonomy of the pope and his lands. Paschal, however, soon found himself in the middle of a bloody aristocratic quarrel that took the lives of some prominent Lateran officials. Louis, and his son Lothar who was then active in Italy and who had been crowned co-emperor by the pope in 823, were prevented from taking decisive action but heard enough reports to suggest to them that partisan strife in Rome was reaching a ferocious level. When Paschal died in 824 and was succeeded by Eugenius I, Louis and Lothar issued a new statement of the Franco-papal alliance. The Constitutio Romana achieved a clarification of the position of the pope in Rome and secured a clearer framework for the imperial protection of the papacy. From now on, popes were, after their elections but before their consecrations, to swear the traditional oath of alliance and friendship with the Frankish emperor. The Romans were, at the same time, to swear allegiance to the pope. Moreover, an imperial and a papal missus would henceforth sit together in judgement in Rome to hear appeals against officials of the papal administration. Throughout the rest of the ninth century the popes tended to observe the terms of the Constitutio.

---

For two anthologies containing a wide array of interpretations of these events see Sullivan (1959) and Wolf (1972). See also Noble (1984), pp. 256–75, 278–308.

although occasionally popes were consecrated without first confirming their bonds with the emperor. John VIII got the imperial missus removed from Rome, largely because by then neither the emperor nor the missus exercised effective power of protection.24

Some problems that were but dimly visible in the time of Leo III and Paschal I became more acute in the middle years of the ninth century. New problems arose too. In the former category must be placed the social and political strife in Rome. It seems absolutely clear that the papal administration, although solidly aristocratic, had been riven by faction. What is not clear is what issues set the factions off against one another. There are hints, however. One is that, according to a late ninth-century source, at the time of the disturbances under Paschal I, 'all the greater men of the city were of the imperial party'.25 Under Sergius II a gang, including soldiers from south of Rome, invaded the Lateran and held it for a time. Sergius, like his successor Leo IV, refused to send notice of his election to the emperor. When Benedict III was elected in 855 he sent envoys to the emperor but they were intercepted by men devoted to Arsenius, the bishop of Porto, who was the head of the imperial party and father of the defeated candidate, Anastasius. The men who overtook Benedict's envoys were led by another of Rome's suburbicarian bishops and a magister militum. Nicholas I and Hadrian II were both opposed by the party, called 'imperial', of Arsenius and Anastasius. Hadrian suffered the indignity of an attack on Rome by Duke Lambert of Spoleto, and so did John VIII, who was actually driven out of the city in 878. Obviously, there were persons in Rome who were members of the papal administration and simultaneously allies of military officers outside the city. These people were usually not in control of the papal office and the partisan papal sources call them an 'imperial' party.

A second hint may be concealed in several statements in the Liber Pontificalis to the effect that certain popes had great concern for the 'poor' and strong support from the 'people'.26 In the social lexicon of the early middle ages, poverty meant powerlessness more than penury.27 And 'people' can mean almost any group not immediately identifiable with an elite. In other words, it may be that as some persons in the papal administration looked to the imperial officers in Italy and to the local military magnates, others in the papal government drew support from the populace of Rome itself. Some confirmation for this point of view may be found in the attempt by Nicholas I to restore the papal election decree of

26 LP II, p. 52 (Paschal I), pp. 142–3 (Benedict III), p. 173 (Hadrian II). Each of these popes was opposed by military, or 'imperial', aristocrats.
That decree had restricted participation in papal elections to the cardinal clergy of Rome and had thus excluded the laity. This action was taken early in the history of the papal state when the local aristocracy and the papal administration were first attaining a high degree of identification. Louis, in the *Pactum Ludovicianum*, reopened participation to all Romans but then guaranteed orderly and canonical elections. It seems that Nicholas was trying, once again, to restrict the participation of the lay nobility in the selection of Rome’s leader.

A third hint points to family aggrandisement. Hadrian I had come from a powerful landed family some of whose members had been implicated in the strife of the years 767–9. Hadrian promoted members of his own family to high office and some of them attacked Leo III. Stephen IV was the candidate of a faction of the nobility and popes Sergius II and Hadrian II were from the same family as Stephen, although their exact relationships cannot be determined. The point is that any noble family might put some of its members into the Lateran but others would remain participants in the wider society. Doubtless such families saw the Lateran administration as a means of protecting and promoting their interests.

Raising political and economic interests brings up a fourth hint that in some ways ties all the others together. Elite families in seventh- and early eighth-century Italy had possessed significant landholdings and military offices in the Byzantine administration. When the Byzantine government was eclipsed by the papal in the 730s and 740s, some members of those elite families, as we have already noted, began to enter the Lateran. They did not thereby, as individuals or as families, lose their connections to the countryside. The Lateran, indeed, enhanced and complicated those links precisely because it was the largest landholder in Italy. Some papal lands were directly exploited but others were leased. The fate of the secular and of the ecclesiastical nobility was closely interwoven, but the real jurisdictional power was in the hands of the clergy.

By the ninth century, signs point to the growing importance of that power. As the Carolingians and the popes produced peace in central Italy, removed onerous Byzantine taxation and put land back into cultivation, there can be no doubt about rising prosperity in the Italian countryside. It is surely no coincidence that the Carolingian-induced *Pax Italiae*, coinciding as it did with the aristocratisation of the Lateran administration, issued in a stream of massive building projects in and around Rome along with the donation of literally thousands of pounds of gold and silver objects to

various churches in the city. Control of the Lateran had come to mean control of vast wealth. Wealth was sought for its own sake but also because it generated patronage. The Lateran was owed a great measure of loyalty by the people who benefited from building projects and charitable benefactions. It is hardly surprising that factions formed in attempts to control that patronage.

Conditions in Rome were made more difficult in the middle years of the ninth century by a weakening of the Carolingian ability to intervene effectively in Rome and by the appearance of Arab raiders all over Italy, and even in the eternal city. In 830 and again in 833 the sons of Louis the Pious rose up in rebellion against their father. Although peace of a sort was patched up in 835, the Carolingian imperial office, with its obligation to defend Rome, was never restored to its former glory. Louis died in 840; his eldest son Lothar succeeded to the imperial office but his brothers Charles and Louis contested his authority at every turn. Lothar sent his son Louis II to Italy as king but Pope Gregory IV took a very independent line vis-à-vis his putative ally. In 844, on Gregory’s death, Louis marched to Rome to investigate Pope Sergius’ title because he had been elected and consecrated without reference to the emperor or to the king of Italy. Sergius closed the gates of Rome to Louis, a sure sign of the change in papal relations with the Carolingians. Sergius was finally prevailed upon to agree that henceforth papal consecrations would not take place without imperial approval and that imperial missi would be present. Sergius refused to swear allegiance to Louis because he wished to avoid any implication that the papal state depended upon the kingdom of Italy. When Lothar died in 855, Louis succeeded him as emperor, but because Lothar had divided his ‘Middle Kingdom’ into three parts, Louis was effectively confined to Italy. He lacked the power, prestige and material resources to be really effective in Italy or elsewhere in the Frankish world. When the south Italian princes of Capua, Salerno and Beneventum plotted and schemed with and against one another, or when Lambert of Spoleto ravaged Rome, Louis was nearly powerless. Nor could he suppress factional strife in Rome itself. Down to his death in 875 Louis enjoyed generally cordial relations with the popes, but he was not of much use to them, nor they to him. After Louis’ death, Italian magnates invited Karlmann, son of Louis the German, to take the imperial office, while John VIII turned to Charles the Bald and, after his death, to Charles the Fat. John even appealed to the Byzantines in his quest to secure protection in Rome. John’s pontificate shows us both the pope as the final arbiter of the imperial office and the imperial office shrunk to a shadow of its former majesty.31

31 Kreutz (1991), pp. 18–74; see chapters 5, 6, 10 and 13 above.
Pope John VIII, who was brutally murdered in Rome, had needed protection from the Romans, just as a number of his predecessors had done. But he, and the popes going back to Gregory IV, had another pressing threat: the Arabs.\(^3^2\) Civita Vecchia was raided in 813 and Sicily was attacked in 827 by Muslim marauders operating from North Africa and from islands in the western Mediterranean. South Italian princes, who were competing for control of Beneventum, called in Muslims as mercenaries but, as so often happened, the hirelings soon discovered the relative weakness of their paymasters. Down to about 850 Muslims raided the western coast of Italy with virtual impunity, often launching their ventures from a secure base at Bari.

Late in his pontificate Gregory IV built fortifications at Ostia, called Gregoriopolis.\(^3^3\) These did not prevent the raiders from going right up the Tiber to Rome in 846. Leo IV then undertook massive repairs and fortifications around Rome.\(^3^4\) He refurbished the old city walls and constructed some fifteen towers. He constructed additional fortifications along the Tiber. Finally, and most famously, he built a massive wall—40 feet high and 12 feet thick with forty-four towers—around St Peter's and the Vatican palace. Rome's old city walls had not sheltered any of the portions of the city across the Tiber from the city centre. He also rebuilt the old fortress at Portus and garrisoned it with Corsicans who had lost their island to the Muslim. Pope Nicholas I subsequently tried to enlist the south Italian princes in his wars against the Muslims but was unable to secure order in that turbulent region. John VIII directed a successful fleet in the waters near Ostia and gained some measure of security when the Byzantines retook Bari in 876. He also had to endure the danger of a secure Muslim base in Sicily after the seizure of Syracuse in 878.

There are many ironies in this tale of the papacy's position in central Italy. For a long time the papal administration was less important than the Byzantine and did not attract Rome's elite. Then, when the papal administration began to take control of central Italy, the elite entered that administration. The Lateran thus acquired power and prestige as never before, but was also embroiled in the social struggles that had arisen in the wider society. The Carolingians for a time provided protection from both external foes and internal strife, but some at least in Rome began to chafe under Frankish 'protection'. As the precise terms of this were being renegotiated, the Carolingians were diverted from Italian concerns by civil strife and foreign attacks. In the short term, the absence of effective Carolingian power in Rome led to increased violence and factional strife in the city. In the

\(^3^2\) Kreutz (1991), pp. 18–35; see chapter 10 above.
\(^3^3\) LP 11, p. 82.
longer term, the power vacuum left Rome at the mercy of the Arabs. The popes always desired freedom and the Franks had wished to accord them wide autonomy. In the end papal freedom collapsed in the political and social strife of the tenth century and papal autonomy became meaningless in view of the weakening of the imperial office.

THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE ROMAN CHURCH

The assumption of territorial rule and the entry of the local Roman nobility into the clergy brought about an increase in the routine business and a refinement of the structures of the Roman church. In late antiquity the bishop had become the focus of Christian instruction and of sacramental celebration in towns. In large cities, such as Rome, the press of affairs had forced bishops to decentralise many of their responsibilities. Beginning in the fourth century, moreover, the imperial administration had begun assigning to the church a variety of formerly public responsibilities such as legal jurisdiction in relatively minor cases and a wide array of charitable services. In eighth- and ninth-century Rome, therefore, the popes found themselves at the head of both a religious and a secular administration that had been growing for centuries.

The key figure was, of course, the pope. Throughout our period the popes can, with only a few exceptions, be characterised as Roman, noble and experienced. Those popes who did not come from Rome itself, Leo III for example, were Italians from families of long residence. The Romanisation of the papacy is the predictable result of the far-reaching identification of the Roman nobility and the papal administration that has already been mentioned. Beginning with Stephen II there is no pope who can, with absolute certainty, be excluded from the nobility. The Liber Pontificalis almost always provides details of the previous careers of the men who were elected pope and among these details emphasis is usually laid both on the offices held and on the name of the pope who first promoted the later pope to a major position. It is hard to say exactly how long men served before election. For example, Sergius II, who was elected in 844, entered the schola cantorum under Leo III, who died in 816. He had a minimum of twenty-eight years' service, and perhaps many more given that Leo was elected in 795. Leo IV, who became pope in 847, was brought into the Lateran by Gregory IV, who served from 827 to 844. He had at least three and possibly as many as twenty years' experience. All these popes served for a long time before election and they usually held both pastoral and administrative offices.

Except when there was strife, papal elections were carried out in the Lateran palace.\textsuperscript{35} From at least the fifth century, the electors were the 'clergy

\textsuperscript{35} Noble (1984), pp. 188–203.
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and people' of Rome. It is impossible to say precisely what this meant in practice. Across the eighth century, papal elections were routinely tumultuous, all the more so as the popes became both secular and spiritual leaders. The ninth century saw increasingly violent and corrupt elections such that the decree of 769 and the value of Carolingian protection both became dead letters. It was not until the middle of the eleventh century that effective reform was instituted in the papal election process.

The priestly side of the papal office centred on the provision of liturgical and sacramental services throughout the city. By the eighth century, these were accomplished through five major basilicas and twenty-eight title churches. Each title church had several priests, the most senior of whom was the *presbyter prior*. The senior *presbyter* was the archpriest of the church and the head of the ecclesiastical personnel as a whole. The twenty-eight *presbyteri priores* were the 'cardinal priests' of the Roman church. They were called cardinals partly because they were the elite clergy of the church and partly because they were 'incardinated' to serve in the patriarchal basilicas such as St Peter's, St Paul's Outside the Walls, St Mary Major and St Lawrence. Seven priests were posted to each basilica and celebrated the daily eucharistic liturgy there. St John Lateran was the pope's own basilica and Rome's cathedral church. Its daily liturgies were celebrated by one of Rome's seven suburbicarian bishops. Gradually, each basilica also had a monastery attached to it which saw to the perpetual prayer (*laus perennis*) in that building. The popes had a regular routine of 'stational' liturgical celebrations throughout the city.

Further officers of the spiritual administration of the Roman church were the regional deacons. Since perhaps the third century Rome had been divided into seven regions. Each region had been assigned a deacon, with subordinate subdeacons and acolytes, who were essentially ministers for charitable services. Their head was the archdeacon, one of the great officers of the church.

The archpriest and archdeacon were headquartered in the Lateran along with some other high officers. The *vicar domus* was the *maiordomo* of the papal household. The *nomenclator* was the chief protocol officer. He arranged ceremonies and controlled personal access to the pope. The *vestararius prior* had charge of the moveable wealth of the church, for example liturgical vessels and vestments. He also supervised the upkeep of the title churches and basilicas.

A range of administrative responsibilities was also centred in the Lateran. Each region of the city had been furnished with a notary who kept church

---

37 Kuttner (1945); Fürst (1967).
38 Ferrari (1957), pp. 365–75.
The *primicerius* of the notaries was one of the greatest officers of the Roman church. He not only superintended the notaries in the city but also headed the papal chancery and archives. The library had once been under the jurisdiction of the *primicerius* of the notaries but in the eighth century, if not before, a separate *bibliothecarius* appeared. The regions were also equipped with *defensores* who were, in a sense, the legal staff of the Lateran. Their original purpose, going back to the fifth century, was to handle minor legal cases and to hear appeals against misconduct by imperial or ecclesiastical officials. As the role of the church became more prominent, their responsibilities grew. There were also two financial officers, the *arcarius*, or treasurer, and the *saccellarius*, or paymaster. They may have received fees and offerings from pious Christians everywhere, for example ‘Peter’s Pence’, but probably spent more time handling revenues from the papal patrimonies and dispensing them again to repair churches, to build walls and to defend Rome.

The Roman church also exercised significant jurisdiction and influence in and around Rome in ways that were only marginally connected to the spiritual functions of the church. Central Italy was dotted with estates both large and small, both nucleated and dispersed, that made up the patrimonies of the church. Some of these had been let out on leases but many more were farmed and managed by an army of peasants and minor officials. From the time of Gregory the Great, the popes called their patrimonies the ‘endowment for the poor’. That is, the revenues, in cash and in kind, generated by those lands went to feed the populace of Rome. Food distributions were carried out at institutions called *diaconiae* that were concentrated in the old city centre near the former *stationes annonae* where the Roman state had distributed food. The country around Rome also had estates called *domuscultae*. These first appear in the sources in the middle of the eighth century and were still being reorganised under Gregory IV. *Domuscultae* were large farms. They were regarded as inalienable and were exploited directly by the church. The peasants on them could bear arms. Given that they were concentrated right around Rome, that they appeared when the Lombard threat was most acute, that they were ravaged by the opponents of Leo III and that they appear again when the Arab threat raised its head, it seems safe to conclude that they had always formed a type of papal self-defence force around the city. If sources were richer, they might well show the *domuscultae* playing a major role in the factional strife of the ninth century.
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when military officers from just outside the city seem often to have been implicated.

Apart from some differences in the scale of its operations and the grandeur of its ritual, the Roman church was little different from any other metropolitan or patriarchal church. The challenges of the eighth and ninth centuries produced some unique responses in the shape of the papal administration, but it is also important to see that that administration had been evolving consistently ever since the third century. The papal relationship with the Carolingians had virtually no impact on the development of the pastoral administration of the church, and that aspect of the papacy has survived in traceable form to this day. The Carolingians initially made it possible for the popes to assume temporal rule in central Italy. While it might be true to say that the inability and unwillingness of the Carolingians to provide continuously effective protection in the ninth century hastened the collapse of papal rule, it is no less true that social and political dynamics in and around Rome contributed materially to the failure of the papacy's first attempt at secular rule.

THE PAPACY AND THE CHRISTIAN WORLD

It is easy enough to list all the occasions when a pope dealt with some ecclesiastical matter. It is much harder to provide a secure interpretative framework for discussing such a list. Even if one believed that late antique popes achieved a clearly defined and well-understood jurisdictional primacy in the church, one would be left having to explain how, when, where and why that primacy was invoked and applied. On the other hand, one can suggest that the popes were accorded a good measure of moral and spiritual prestige and precedence, that Rome was often seen as a source of information and of authentic teaching, and that papal power grew as individual incidents turned into precedents and then into traditions. In that case, it becomes possible to watch the papal role in the church grow, not as the inevitable consequence of ancient theory, but as the unpredictable result of precise historical circumstances.

One might begin by looking at the popes as the guardians of the catholica fides. Our period saw Iconoclasm and Adoptionism and also a dispute over the procession of the Holy Spirit, to mention only some controversies in which the popes played a fairly significant role. In each case, it is interesting to note that the popes did not cause the problem, did not play the leading role in combating it, and basically took the position that because the status quo ante was correct, there was no point in engaging in serious discussion. Iconoclasm is a good case in point. Emperor Leo III and the Bithynian
bishops who were his chief supporters did not have a very complex position with respect to images. Essentially, they equated them with idols and convinced themselves that images were offensive to God. Iconodules, chiefly John Damascene, weighed in with elaborate theological defences of images and provoked a slightly more sophisticated attack on images from Constantine V and his circle. This, in turn, let loose a torrent of iconodule writing, some of which shows real depth. Through all of this the popes took a remarkably simple position: emperors had no business intruding themselves into dogmatic questions; general, and more particularly Roman, ecclesiastical traditions admitted the use of images. What the popes did not do was engage the Iconoclasts on the field of debate. When Theodulf, one of Charlemagne’s court theologians, sent to Rome an outline of his *Libri Carolini*, a massive treatise against the restoration of images by the second Council of Nicaea in 787, Pope Hadrian I did send back a long reply, and that reply does attempt to refute many of Theodulf’s specific points. What is most interesting in Hadrian’s reply, however, is his exasperation at Theodulf’s departure from the ancient traditions of the church. At any rate that is how Hadrian depicted things. In the pope’s view, the Nicaea had put an end to the iconoclast heresy and had restored the ancient custom of the church. Theodulf, to Hadrian’s mind, went too far in challenging the appropriateness of images, although less far than the Iconoclasts had done. In the end, though, the papacy adhered to tradition in each case.

The Adoptionist controversy is instructive too. This was a heresy that the Franks encountered and brought to the attention of the pope. Two Spanish bishops, Elipandus of Toledo and Felix of Urgel, had begun teaching, perhaps in the early 780s, that Christ in his humanity was the adoptive son of God. Traditionally Adoptionism has been seen as a very mild form of Arianism: a slight de-emphasis of Christ’s divinity so as to preserve the oneness of God. The matter was brought to Charlemagne’s attention and he assembled his palace theologians who produced massive treatises condemning Elipandus and Felix. The Franks actually laid hands on Felix, more than once, and forced him to recant. Hadrian approved all that the Franks had done in the name of the unity of the church and the integrity of the faith. It was Rome’s view that the Council of Chalcedon (451) had settled the fundamental mysteries surrounding the person of Christ. The Franks were then full of intellectual enthusiasm and keen to prove themselves worthy of the political leadership of the west. Some experts therefore massively refuted the Adoptionists while others shadow-

boxed with the Byzantines over images. The pope did not involve himself in particulars.

The *filioque* controversy reveals once again the papal adherence to tradition while also pointing to an interesting aspect of Franco-papal relations. The basic issues were these. After the councils of Nicaea and Constantinople set down the precise phraseology of the creed, it slowly emerged that the eastern and western churches differed in their understanding of the Procession of the Holy Spirit. The east believed (and believes) that the Spirit proceeded ‘from the Father through the Son’. The west, on the contrary, held that the Spirit proceeded ‘from the Father and from the Son’. Some time in the seventh century, probably in Spain, some in the west began to insert *et filio* or *filioque* (‘and from the son’) into the creed. On a few occasions in the eighth century, the Franks aggressively asserted that the Byzantines were wrong in their interpretation of the Procession of the Holy Spirit. Then in 808 or 809 some Frankish monks in the Holy Land were accused of heresy for chanting *filioque* and they appealed to Pope Leo III to defend themselves against this charge. The principal evidence they cited on their own behalf was that they had heard *filioque* chanted at the Frankish court. Leo simply referred the matter to the Franks who then sent a delegation to Rome to confer with the pope. It turned out that the pope and the Franks agreed on the theological issue: the Holy Spirit did indeed proceed from the Father and from the Son. But the Franks had inserted the word *filioque* into the creed whereas Rome had not done so (and would not until 1014). The Franks and the popes simply agreed to disagree. This point is important in view of the tendency by some historians to believe that Charlemagne simply overwhelmed the pope on theological matters.

A few ninth-century cases bear out the general line of interpretation we have been developing. Iconoclasm reappeared after the Council of St Sophia in 815. Emperor Michael II wrote to Louis the Pious to enlist his aid against the pope. Specifically, he seems to have wanted Louis to compel the pope to stop aiding iconodule monks who were fleeing the empire in some numbers and settling in Rome. Michael may well have known that the Franks were by no means ardent iconodules, but he was certainly mistaken in supposing that a Carolingian emperor could or would bully a pope the way his own ancestors had done, or that Louis would imagine himself to have the role in dogma that Roman emperors had always claimed. Louis collected his key advisers in 825 and they produced a series of lengthy
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treatises that harshly criticised Hadrian for what they regarded as his excessive zeal in the defence of images. But then Louis gave letters to his envoys to Rome urging them to use every art of flattery and persuasion to get Eugenius I to agree to the Frankish view on images. Louis warned his envoys, however, that 'Roman obstinacy' would probably foil their efforts. In other words, the Franks and the popes, close allies in so many ways, again agreed to disagree. And sometimes the Franks were prepared to handle theological quarrels on their own. The predestinarian speculations of Gottschalk of Orbais and the eucharistic contention between Ratramnus and Paschasius were settled among the Franks themselves with virtually no reference to Rome. There is every reason to believe that the official Frankish view and the papal view were the same. What is interesting here is that the Franks did not feel compelled to refer the cases to Rome, and that the popes did not insist on giving their stamp of approval to the proceedings.

It is, therefore, comparatively easy to say that in dogmatic issues the popes saw themselves as the guardians of the *catholica fides* as it had been defined in the ecumenical councils of antiquity. It is less easy, in the early middle ages, to say how that guardianship would be exercised.

The church in Rome, and everywhere else, was a hierarchical organisation and the pope was at the head of that hierarchy. One area where papal authority was exercised and papal assistance provided was in the development of the hierarchy where it did not already exist. Gregory I sent a mission to England, of course, and for two centuries his successors worked to shape the English church. The sending of Theodore of Tarsus to England in 668 was an important step, as was the reception in Rome, more than once, of Wilfrid of Ripon. Papal envoys were sent to England in 786 and, on the request of King Offa of Mercia, they raised Lichfield to metropolitan status. A few years later Leo III, having been assured that Offa had misrepresented things to Hadrian I, returned Lichfield to simple diocesan rank. This case, incidentally, displays clearly the trouble the popes had in getting timely and adequate information. Popes Gregory II, Gregory III and Zacharias supported Boniface in his efforts to convert the peoples of central Germany and to procure for those regions a proper hierarchy. At first Boniface was archbishop without see, and then he and his successors officiated from Mainz. The dukes of Bavaria first appealed to Rome for the
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erection of a hierarchy in their province as early as 716. Not until Salzburg was made an archbishopric on Charlemagne's request in 798 was the Bavarian hierarchy completed.\(^{60}\) The Bavarian dukes, just like their Carolingian contemporaries, saw the creation of an ecclesiastical hierarchy as a means of enhancing their own prestige and of solidifying their own local control. Surely Offa of Mercia had the same thing in mind; Canterbury and York, England's old archbishoprics, were in the kingdoms of Kent and Northumbria, outside the effective control of the Mercian king. In the ninth century, the dukes of Brittany attempted to detach their province from its customary allegiance to Tours, reorganise the local church, and subject the province to a new archdiocese at Dol.\(^{61}\) The papacy continually refused to countenance these Breton initiatives. The early medieval popes did not initiate the creation of new hierarchies, but it was widely understood that papal approval was necessary for such tasks to be legitimately accomplished.

The popes also had to deal with existing hierarchies. Such dealings could take many forms. From the seventh century to the ninth, the popes tried to extend their authority to the Venetian region, while at the same time trying to heal the rift between the patriarchs of Aquileia and Grado.\(^{62}\) As the papacy and central Italy were emancipated from the Byzantines, the popes laid claim to Ravenna. Rarely, however, would the archbishops of Ravenna submit to the bishops of Rome.\(^{63}\) The papacy got involved with the Frankish episcopate on several occasions. Ebbo of Rheims, for example, had played a decisive role in the deposition of Louis the Pious in 833. Subsequently Ebbo was himself deposed and his successor, the redoubtable Hincmar, challenged the legitimacy of a number of bishops, among whom was Wulfad of Bourges, who had been consecrated by Ebbo. Wulfad appealed to Rome and Pope Leo IV insisted that the whole matter be opened up for papal review.\(^{64}\) It was not that Leo and Hincmar really disagreed on the fundamental point of Wulfad's suitability. Rather, Leo was trying to establish the point that suffragans could appeal to Rome against their metropolitans and that in such cases the decision of the pope took precedence over and could even overrule that of archbishop. Later Hincmar found himself embroiled with Rome again when he sought to depose Rothad of Soissons and when he disciplined his own nephew, Hincmar of Laon.\(^{65}\) Once again, the issue was papal versus metropolitan jurisdiction. The popes did not confine their interest to the west. Leo IV objected sharply
when Patriarch Ignatius of Constantinople deposed Bishop Gregory Asbes-
tas of Syracuse, and Nicholas I objected to the elevation of Photius to the
Constantinopolitan patriarchate, producing in the process a schism that
lasted several years. These cases make quite clear both the papacy’s lofty
claims to jurisdiction in the church, and the reality of the weakness of the
pope’s actual position. No ninth-century pope had much influence in
Constantinople; if various popes succeeded in wearing down the indefatig-
able Hincmar of Rheims this owned much to momentary circumstances
when Hincmar found himself abandoned by the West Frankish king or his
episcopal colleagues.

The ironies in the papal position are revealed in the divorce case of Lothar
II and his wife Theutberga. Lothar had inherited the northernmost
portion of his father’s middle kingdom, that is, Lotharingia (Lorraine).
Lothar’s wife was apparently unable to produce an heir but his mistress
Waldrada had done so. Lothar thus wished to divorce his wife and to marry
Waldrada. He even found compliant bishops who were prepared to assist
him in his scheme. Pope Nicholas I, like several of his predecessors, was
staunch in his support of the integrity of marriage. He refused to let Lothar
have a divorce, even though he was politically closely allied to Lothar’s
brother, Louis II, in Italy. In the end, though, Lothar would almost
certainly have gained his divorce had not Hincmar of Rheims and Charles
the Bald entered the fray against him. They appear to have been hoping to
incorporate Lotharingia into the West Frankish kingdom and wished to see
Lothar die childless. Nicholas I upheld the sanctity of matrimony and
Lothar II did not get his divorce. But papal authority in marriage cases was
much less important than Frankish politics in the resolution of the case.

Throughout our period popes were involved in missionary endeavours. After Gregory I’s initiative in England, one might have thought that the
ey early medieval papacy would have been active in extending the faith. In fact,
the popes after Gregory took no more initiative than his predecessors had
done in winning souls. Missionary endeavours tended to be presented to the
popes for their support and approval. Boniface has already been mentioned.
He went to Germany of his own volition and then went to Rome to secure
papal approval for his work. In 822 Louis the Pious resolved to send Ebbo
of Rheims as a missionary to the Danes. The emperor sent Ebbo to Rome
to secure a pallium and papal support. These were forthcoming and when
Ebbo was replaced a few years later by Anskar he too had full papal support.
Benedict III received the great missionaries to the Slavs, Constantine-Cyril
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and Methodius, in Rome and he and his successors supported them, not least against the bishops of Bavaria who were profoundly jealous at the successful growth of churches in Bohemia and Moravia. Nicholas I, Hadrian II and John VIII all tried at one time or another to extend papal influence over the Bulgars and the Slovenes. In the latter effort, Rome was largely successful, but the Bulgars were eventually won over to the Orthodox faith. The popes, therefore, were neither ignorant of nor uninterested in the substantial expansion of Christianity in the early middle ages. But they did not plan or direct that expansion, and they did not set down a principle that such expansion was somehow papal prerogative.

In many cases, parties outside papal Rome turned to the popes when there was no reason to expect that they should have done so. The Franks are said to have turned to Rome for chant masters and certainly did so for a Roman sacramentary. The Franks promoted the cult of St Peter and built churches, for example St Denis and Fulda, that depended heavily upon papal-Roman models. It was the Carolingians as much or more than the popes who set the papacy at the very heart of western Christianity.

THE IDEA OF THE EARLY MEDIEVAL PAPACY

The early medieval papacy inherited from late antiquity two important sets of ideas about its place in the world. A number of popes, but especially Leo I (440–61), emphasised the Petrine foundations of papal power. As it was articulated, this idea held that a clear primacy had been assigned by Christ to Peter (Matthew 16. 18–19) and that primacy had been handed down to Peter’s successors, the popes. Gelasius I (492–6), in rejecting the emperor’s interference in a dogmatic controversy, wrote a famous letter which said that the world was governed by the power of kings and the authority of priests, and that priestly authority, in so far as it was concerned with immortal souls, was superior to kingly power. His use of the words power (potestas) and authority (auctoritas) is revealing because the former suggested mere force and police power whereas the latter signified legitimacy and dignity. These Leonine and Gelasian themes appeared from time to time in papal writings from the sixth, seventh and eighth centuries but for most of that time the papal position was too precarious to permit even theorising about the nature of the pontifical dignity.
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In the ninth century, the popes began to reassert themselves. Gregory IV, for example, explicitly quoted Gelasius in a letter dated 833 to some Frankish bishops.\(^{76}\) They had written to the pope to inquire about his intentions in the dispute that was then raging between Louis the Pious and his sons. Gregory, on his arrival in Francia, claimed that he had come to restore the peace of the Christian world, while the bishops told him he had no business sitting in judgement upon the emperor. Gregory told the bishops that they were wrong to insist that the imperial power, which was mortal, was greater than the pontifical, which was immortal.

Gregory’s claims are interesting, but their context must not be lost sight of. Gregory had been brought to Francia by Lothar to condemn Louis. Lothar then discovered, to his dismay, that the pope aimed to carry out a genuine inquiry into the strife of Francia. From then on, he prevented the pope from playing a real role in the whole affair. The Frankish bishops were in a curious position. Some supported Louis and some Lothar. Virtually all agreed, however, that the pope had no business interfering in the affairs of the Frankish realm or anticipating the decisions of the Frankish clergy. The bishops of the Frankish empire adhered to an ecclesiology that emphasised the unity of the church and the essential equality of all bishops more than the leadership of the pope.\(^{77}\)

Regino of Prüm once said of Nicholas I that ‘he commanded kings and tyrants and surpassed them in authority as if he were the lord of the world’.\(^{78}\) The St Bertin annalist quotes a Frankish bishop who used almost the same language in saying that ‘the lord Nicholas makes himself master of the whole world’.\(^{79}\) Nicholas was imperious to a fault, but he was not especially original in his thinking. Leo IV once said to Louis II: ‘As you know, we received the pontifical summit in order that we might have care and concern for everything that is to be found in the world.’\(^{80}\) Since the days of Leo I, words like those of Nicholas and Leo had been used in papal documents, but often without practical effect. The pontificate of Nicholas I is an especially good example of the disparity between papal claims and historical realities. Nicholas sought to enforce his authority in Constantinople in a long controversy with the Patriarch Photius. Likewise, he attempted to reduce the patriarch of Ravenna to subjection. His letters confidently asserted great authority but he failed to bend either foe to his will. Nicholas sought without full success to maintain control of missionary endeavours. The work of Cyril and Methodius as well as the mission to Khan Boris of the
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Bulgars involved too many people, places and problems for Nicholas to have been the sole influence upon them. We have seen that Nicholas appeared to have prevailed in the divorce case of Lothar II, but the fact remains that his victory was secondary to the victory of Hincmar of Rheims and Charles the Bald. Nicholas managed to gain a compromise on his terms in the case of Frankish bishops who appealed to him against what they regarded as arbitrary judgements by their metropolitans. Here again, though, the reality is more complex. Somewhere in western Francia an astonishingly clever forger produced a set of allegedly ancient papal and conciliar documents purporting to place the pope at the summit of the ecclesiastical hierarchy and to guarantee to suffragan bishops the right to appeal to the pope against their metropolitans. Nicholas became the first pope to receive these 'Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals' and their ardent papalism certainly squared with his own view of the world. But the forgeries had been produced in a context where many local bishops resented the powers of their superiors and sought a way of escaping their power. As a means to that escape, the forgers created a papacy and a papal authority that had never existed. The Frankish clergy had not, in a fundamental way, come around to Nicholas' views on papal leadership. And just as Agobard and his contemporaries had bitterly resented the involvement of Gregory IV in the troubles of the 830s, so too Hincmar and many of his fellows saw Nicholas as a tiresome meddler. An understanding of the ninth-century papacy, in theory or in practice, must be grounded in an understanding of actual power relationships and of competing ecclesiologies. There is a profound danger in assuming that the papacy of 1870 was always organically present in all the earlier papacies.

In the ninth century a fortuitous set of circumstances made the popes secure enough to raise again the kinds of grand claims that had been expressed in late antiquity. The Carolingians were generally friendly and supportive. Lothar more than once spoke of the pope as the 'head of all churches' and Frankish bishops could use the same language. During the iconoclastic disputes, Greek monks such as Theodore of Studion wrote to Leo III and affirmed the petrine terms of papal power as strongly as any pope had ever done. But when these expressions came from Francia and Byzantium, they were usually flattering introductions to requests to the pope for some grant or concession. When the popes refused, which they often did, letters full of abuse sometimes followed. The point is that papal
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statements about power and authority were usually considerably grander than actual papal power and authority. The Carolingian period in papal history provided the peace and security necessary for the elaboration of a papal government and for papal rule in central Italy. The Carolingians themselves sought to sanctify society and government and actively co-operated with the popes in the process of achieving their ends. Frankish protection curbed the worst social and political abuses in Rome. It was only in this context that the papacy could feel encouraged to make bold claims about its power. But as soon as the Carolingian protectorate disappeared, the papacy sank into a morass of social upheaval and political corruption. Papal pronouncements had a hollow ring. But the papacy was an institution with tremendous structural continuity and an elephantine memory. The papacy of the eighth and ninth centuries contributed in important ways to the development of the oldest surviving institution in the western world.
IN the history of the western church the eighth and ninth centuries have generally been recognised as pivotal in the development of ecclesiastical organisation, canon law and the liturgy, and it is on these therefore that this chapter will concentrate. This was a period that saw the establishment of a dominant theory of episcopal primacy and of a hierarchy of clerical personnel; some of the purest texts of early Christian conciliar and papal law were collected and disseminated but there was also the concoction and wide distribution of some of the most audacious forgeries of these same two types of law. Both the genuine and the false came to influence the law of the church throughout the middle ages. Synodical legislative activity, which had virtually ceased in the late seventh century, was revived, to be supplemented by a host of episcopal and secular capitularies setting down legal norms intended to revitalise the church. It was in the late Merovingian and Carolingian periods, moreover, that in the liturgical rite of the western church Roman texts were mixed with earlier indigenous material, thereby creating a hybrid Roman rite that would be used in the worship of the western church down to the modern period.

ECCLESIASTICAL ORGANISATION

Territorial structures in the organisation of the western church

The territorial organisation of most of the western church in the eighth and ninth centuries was ultimately based on civil structures inherited from late antiquity. A remarkable number of early medieval canon law manuscripts contain a list of provinces and cities inherited from the early fifth century, now called the Notitia Galliarum,¹ suggesting that it was considered to be an
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ecclesiastical document. In the middle of the ninth century the *Notitia Galliarum* was used, as will be seen in this chapter, for polemical purposes by the compilers of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals to assert the primacy of one see over another, and more specifically, one metropolitan over another. The intent was to adduce evidence for certain positions on the basis of antique, even pagan, precedent. Even before the middle of the ninth century, however, the *Notitia Galliarum* was being copied and modified to reflect actual changes in civil and ecclesiastical territorial organisation. Although most of the eighth- and ninth-century redactions of the text to some extent reflect contemporary understanding of the ecclesiastical organisation of the church, one in particular is worth considering in more detail. It appears in the *Collection in Two Books* extant in BN n.a. lat. 452, written in Salzburg c. 821–36, perhaps under the direction of Baldo scolasticus, and in two other codices: Vat. reg. lat. 407, written in the vicinity of St Gall about the middle of the ninth century, and a miscellaneous codex, St Gall 397, written largely at the court of Louis the German in the ninth century and used by Grimoald, the archchancellor of Louis as his vademecum. The first section of the *Collection in Two Books* largely comprises liturgical material, the second more ordinary matters of canon law legislated by the ancient Gallican councils. The redaction of the *Notitia Galliarum* begins, surprisingly, not with Gallican material but with a list of the 'patriarchal' or metropolitical cities in Italy: Rome, Ravenna, Aquileia and Milan. Grado, whose bishop was called patriarch by the people only in 775 and who was a rival to Aquileia, in dispute with Salzburg over the question of jurisdiction in Carinthia, was added to the ancient group of four. Following the five Italian cities, the *Notitia Galliarum* proper begins. It differs in a number of respects from the Carolingian system of ecclesiastical provinces as it has been reconstructed (see Map 19).

The changes made in the Salzburg redaction reflect the new developments, the establishment of new sees and suppression of old ones in the Frankish church, not least Carolingian reorganisation at the beginning of the ninth century. Only a few examples can be given here. Several of the sees founded by missionaries from the seventh to the ninth century and associated with Cologne found in other manuscripts of the *Notitia Galliarum* were omitted, either deliberately or owing to ignorance, such as Utrecht, Osnabrück, Münster and Bremen, or Paderborn, Verdun, Halberstadt and Hildesheim, founded from Mainz. Yet in other respects, the *Collection in Two Books* clearly reflects the reorganisation of the Roman province of *Germania II* in the light of the missionary activity of the eighth century. By 742 sees
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had been established at Würzburg and Eichstätt, and at Buraburg and Erfurt, although these last two were *oppida* not *civitates*. Further, Augsburg, which had formerly belonged to Rhaetia, and Constance, to which the bishopric of Windisch in the province of *Sequanorum* had been transferred, were brought within the province of Mainz in 746. The first formal ecclesiastical organisation in Bavaria came with Boniface, who created residential sees with the approval of Pope Gregory III in 739. By 798, at the behest of Charlemagne, Bavaria was made an ecclesiastical province headed by Arno of Salzburg. The compiler of the *Collection in Two Books* took special care to uphold the newly gained rights of Salzburg, by, for example, calling the city by its ancient Roman name, thereby attempting to give it antique dignity and including in its province sees that had but an ephemeral existence as bishoprics, namely Eichstätt and Neuburg on the Danube. Only two ninth-century sees in *Sequanorum* are given correctly, Besançon and Basle: the others either never were episcopal sees in the middle ages or their bishops had long been moved to other sees. In separating Vienne into two parts, moreover, the *Collection in Two Books* records one of the earlier compromises in the struggle between Arles and Vienne for metropolitan status.

While versions of the *Notitia Galliarum* such as that in the *Collection in Two Books* present a reasonably accurate structuring of the provinces and cities extant in the Frankish realms, one must depend on other types of documentation for the church in Italy, Spain, England and Ireland. For Italy, there was the ancient list in the *Laterculus Provinciarum* and such documents as the *De Terminatione Provinciarum Italiae* and *De Provinciis Italiae* of the ninth or tenth century, but these only give the barest of information. One must look, rather, to local lists of bishops, signatories to councils, and the letters of popes to appreciate the large numbers of bishops within the areas under the four great sees of Rome, Ravenna, Aquileia/Grado and Milan. From 700 to 900 there is evidence for nearly 185 bishops on the peninsula itself as well as in Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica.

The ecclesiastical organisation of the Iberian peninsula before the invasion of the Muslims in 711 is clear in such documents as the *De Provinciis Spaniae* with its list of episcopal cities from the seventh century and in the lists of the signatories of councils held in Visigothic Spain. Thus under Toledo there were, according to the *De Provinciis Spaniae*, twenty-one episcopal cities: under Seville ten, under Mérida thirteen, under Braga nine and under Visigothic Narbonne nine. By the time of Charlemagne, however, the only Christian parts of Spain were the Spanish March, including only the very northern sections of the old province of Tarragona and Narbonne, and the kingdom of Galicia and Asturias, crossing the old
Map 19 The ecclesiastical provinces of western Europe 700–900 (for list of metropolitan bishoprics and their suffragans, see pp. 592–6).
Metropolitan bishoprics and their suffragans, in so far as these can be determined for the period before 900.

The list includes all those sees for which incumbents are recorded at some stage during the period 700–900, though not necessarily in continuous succession. The boundaries marked for some dioceses are necessarily only approximate. (Map and list compiled by RMcK)

**England**

Situation by c. 850; there were many changes in the tenth century.

**York**

Hexham, Lindisfarne

**Canterbury**


**Ireland**

**Armagh**

Emly, Meath, Clogher, Raphoe, Glendalough, Kildare-Leighlin, Mayo, Ossory, Cork, Lismore, Tuam, Clonfert, Clonmacnois

**Wales**

Llandaff, Llandeilo Fawr, St David’s, Bangor

**Scotland**

Candida Casa – Whithorn (Galloway)

**Frankish kingdoms**

**Reims**

Thérouanne, Cambrai, Arras, Noyon, Laon, Soissons, Beauvais, Senlis, Châlons-sur-Marne

**Rouen**

Bayeux, Evreux, Lisieux, Sées, Avranches, Coutances
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TOURS
Alet, Rennes, Le Mans, Léon, Quimper, Vannes, Nantes, Angers

TRIER
Maastricht, Cologne, Metz, Verdun, Toul, Strasbourg, Speyer, Worms, Mainz

In 748 the metropolitanate was restored to Mainz (under Boniface) and in 811 it was restored to Cologne, so that the ecclesiastical provinces, with the new bishoprics established in Germany, thereafter were as follows:

TRIERN: Metz, Toul, Verdun

MAINZ
Worms, Speyer, Strasbourg, Constance, Chur, Paderborn, Augsburg, Eichstätt, Halberstadt, Hildesheim, Würzburg, Verdun. In the tenth century Bamberg, Olmütz and Prague (briefly) were added.

COLOGNE
Liège, Utrecht, Tongres-Maastricht, Münster, Bremen, Minden, Osnabrück

HAMBURG-BREMEN
Became an archdiocese after 831 and included in due course: Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, Ratzeburg, Schleswig

SENS
Paris, Meaux, Troyes, Auxerre, Nevers, Orléans, Chartres

BORDEAUX
Saintes, Angoulême, Périgueux, Agen, Poitiers

EAUZE (later moved to AUCH)
Dax, Labourd, Béarn, Comminges, Oloron, Aire, Bigorre, Conserçens, Lectoure, Baxas. Information from this province is very sparse during this period and many of these sees may have remained vacant.

NARBONNE
Carcassonne, Elne, Agde, Béziers, Maguelonne, Nîmes

ARLES
Uzès, Gap, Vaison, Orange, Trois Châteaux, Digne, Nice, Sisteron, Antibes, Fréjus, Riez, Toulon, Aix, Marseilles, Apt, Glandève, Carpentras, Vence, Alais, Vivier (later in province of Vienne), Die (later in province of Vienne), Embrun
Not all these bishoprics had incumbents between 700 and 900. In 811 Embrun became a metropolitan and the province consisted of Embrun, Digne, Vence, Nice, Orange, Cavaillon, Trois Châteaux.

Similarly, Aix was the metropolitan by the end of the eighth century and consisted of Aix, Apt, Fréjus, Gap, Sisteron, Antibes.

Lyons
Mâcon, Autun, Chalon, Langres, Besançon, Basle, Lausanne, Sion (later in province of Tarentaise).

In 811 Besançon was made a metropolitan and the province consisted of Besançon, Bellay, Constance (later in province of Mainz), Civitas Helveticorum (Windisch, Avenches, Lausanne).

Vienna
Geneva, Tarentaise, Grenoble, Maurienne, Valence, Die, Viviers.

Tarentaise was made a metropolitan in 811 and included the dioceses of Tarentaise, Aoste, Sion.

Bourges
Limoges, Clermont, Javols, Velay, Cahors, Rodez, Albi, Toulouse.

Salzburg
Passau, Freising, Regensburg. In the tenth century Seben (moved to Brixen) and Gurk were also included.

In 988 the archdiocese of Magdeburg was created, including Magdeburg, Brandenburg, Havelburg, Meissen, Merseburg, Zeitz-Naumburg.

Spain
In northern Spain there seems to be considerable doubt about the existence of metropolitanates and the continued incumbency of many sees. Sees that were occupied at some stage between 700–900 (in the south probably not after 711), and in some cases continuously, are as follows.

Lugo (possibly archbishopric from 747)
Malaga, Dumium, Oviedo (created between 802 and 812), Orense (Auria), Palentia, Osma (Auxuma), Pamplona, Toledo,
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Salamanca, Seville, Segontia, Tuy (Tude), Urgel, Vich (archbishopric 971–1091), Braga, Coimbra, Lamego, Porto, Viseu, Iria

Italy

In Italy the history of many sees for the most part is not at all clear before the tenth century, nor is any system of ecclesiastical provinces definite, apart from the provinces of Rome, Milan, Ravenna and Aquileia. Even there, the jurisdiction of Rome or Ravenna over dioceses within the Lombard kingdom is uncertain. The following purport to have had incumbents during the period 700–900, if not always continuously, and this list is, therefore, to be understood as conjectural.

ROME

(1) Suburbicarian or cardinal bishoprics
Ostia, Velletri, Tres Tabernae, Porto, Cere, Sabina (Sedes Foronovo; Sedes Curium or St Anthemius), Palestrina, Gabii, Frascati, Silva Candida

(2) Ancient dioceses in the Tuscan regions
Albano, Labico

(3) Others directly (in theory) under Rome's ecclesiastical jurisdiction

(4) Corsica
Aleria

(5) Sardinia
Ales, Bosa, Cagliari, Nuovo Galtelli, Iglesias, Ogilastra, Sassari
RAVENNA (archbishopric)
Sarsina, Cesena, Forlimpopoli, Forlì, Faenza, Imola, Bologna, Modena, Parma, Piacenza, Brisello, Ferrara

AQUILEIA
Grado, Adria, Aemonia, Altino, Asolo, Belluno, Caorle, Castello, Capodistria, Cenda, Chioggia, Concordia, Equilio, Padua, Pedena, Pola, Treviso, Cerona, Vicenza

MILAN
Bergamo, Brescia, Como, Cremona, Lodi, Mantua, Pavia

GENOA (archbishopric from 1163)
Tortona, Turin, Acqui, Alba, Aosta, Asti, Ivrea, Luni, Vercelli, Novara, St John de Maurienne

Bulgaria
This list is not comprehensive, nor are all the bishoprics known to have particular, named individuals as incumbents. But these are the sees which, beyond reasonable doubt, existed, had a bishop (albeit identity unknown) and were subject to the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Bulgaria and under the khan’s rule during the second half of the ninth century.

No list of Byzantine bishoprics under the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Constantinople can be attempted here. Lists of metropolitanates and bishoprics do exist, but as the editor of a large collection of them, J. Darrouzès, emphasised, they do not necessarily bear any relation to reality at any particular moment and they are anyway very difficult to date more narrowly than a century or two. However, if it is desired to identify those places featuring in Map 16 of the Balkans in the ninth century which were sees, the following are relevant: Thessalonica (metropolitanate); Dyrrachium (metropolitanate); Develtos (bishopsric)

PLISKA; PRESLAV (in succession to Pliska; date of succession unknown)
Bregalnitsa, Belgrade, Dorostolon (Driistra), Philippopolis, Morav-Margus, Ochrid
province of Braga and the northeastern reaches of the Tarraconensis province. Bishoprics nevertheless continued to exist even in the areas dominated by the Muslims, and from 711 to 900 there is evidence of no less than forty bishops spread over the whole of the Iberian peninsula.

With the Anglo-Saxon invasions there was a breach with the Roman past in Britain. When Pope Gregory I sent missionaries to this area, he seems to have considered Britain to be a lost Roman province and devised a scheme, accordingly, with two ecclesiastical provinces centred on London and York. As matters turned out, it was Canterbury that took the place of London under Augustine, the first ‘archbishop’. York, after a false start, was established as a metropolitan, with its first archbishop, Egbert, only in the eighth century. A number of additional dioceses were established by Augustine, but the system was reorganised under Archbishop Theodore (602–90) into a network of some fifteen dioceses, arranged for the most part in relation to the emerging Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, though many sees were physically centred on an old Roman civitas. Thus sees were established at York and Lindisfarne (later moved to Durham) in the kingdoms of Deira and Bernicia as well as at Whithorn in Galloway (for ministry to the Picts). The boundaries of the dioceses of Hereford and Worcester preserved until the Reformation the ancient borders of the two ancient kingdoms of the Hwicce and the Magonsaetan. Theodore divided Mercia between the main diocese with its centre usually in Lichfield and the diocese that sprawled from Oxfordshire to Lincoln, which eventually became the see of Lincoln. In Wessex there were the southern sees of Winchester, Salisbury and Exeter. The southern dioceses reflected the early kingdoms of East Anglia (with bishops at Elmham and Dunwich), Essex (with a bishop at London), Sussex, and Kent (with bishops at Canterbury and Rochester as well as at Selsey and Lindsey) (see Map 19).

Nearly as important as these episcopal sees themselves in Anglo-Saxon England were the minsters, a word deriving from the Latin monasterium. These minster churches, which in some cases were the seats of bishops, might be served either by monks (or even nuns) or by canons and might have a full complement of monastic or canonical personnel. In any event, they were generally large churches serving an area wider than a village. With the Viking attacks of the late eighth and ninth centuries, many of the great minsters and towns with their churches were burned and plundered. As for other bishops’ sees in the time of the Danish raids, there was probably no complete breakdown of pastoral care, but records are sketchy. It appears

---

that some sees may have remained vacant for a while or moved to other safer locations.

The territorial structure of the churches in lands where Celtic Christians lived has always been an enigma in that Roman territorial structures had not existed in these areas. It used to be maintained that when St Patrick came to Ireland he brought with him notions of Roman ecclesiastical structures, founding his archiepiscopal see at Armagh and his other churches throughout the land. Because of the lack of urban centres, however, this Roman structure was submerged in a monastic pattern from the sixth century onwards. Because monasteries were the centres of Christianity both in Ireland and wherever Celtic wanderers settled, it followed that abbots held ecclesiastical jurisdictional power in Celtic lands and that the bishop was kept largely within monastic communities for administering the sacraments. More recently, however, it has been established that the Irish church was not organised into regular dioceses under Armagh, though by the eighth century Armagh was being recognised as a type of 'mother' church over a larger parochia, whatever area this may have been. Certainly there was an extensive network of monasteries, often thought of as towns and places of refuge, and said to be modelled on the celestial city of the heavenly Jerusalem. The inhabitants of these monastic 'towns' were not simply monks, but might include many ordained clerics, laymen and even political figures. These monasteries were usually on 'virgin' sites that had not been pagan cult centres but, as Kathleen Hughes has shown, early diocesan churches situated on or close to ancient cult centres such as Armagh, Kildare, Kilcullen, Killashee, Ardbraccan, Seir and Emly. Moreover, there were smaller churches - unfree churches - built by or under the hereditary control of families that might develop into much larger churches and perhaps even be called monasteries.

That there were jurisdictional bishops in the Celtic churches is clear from both Latin and vernacular documents, some of these bishops being called Romani, others Hibernici, implying perhaps adherence to two different types of jurisdictional systems, Episcopal jurisdiction appears to have entailed ministrations to the laity and also sometimes to the monasteries. Although evidence is still very sketchy, it seems that some bishops lived outside what is conventionally said to be a monastic context while others lived in collegiate or monastic communities made up of monks and secular clergy, not unlike the minsters in Anglo-Saxon England. Perhaps in these communities the abbot, as princeps or ruler, would have had control of the lands and revenues and the bishop would have had the responsibility for pastoral care.

8 Hughes (1966) and her references to the older literature.
not only in the monastery but also in the local churches that might be attached to the monastery. Ireland, in short, may not have been so very different from other parts of early medieval Europe as was once supposed.

Ecclesiastical structures

Within the diverse geographical areas in western Christendom in the eighth and ninth centuries there were a number of common ecclesiastical structures, although their names and exact configurations, and the duties of the personnel within them (see below) could vary from place to place and time to time. At the highest level was the patriarchate, which by the fifth and sixth centuries was taking on the more technical attachment to the bishops of the five great sees of Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem and Constantinople and by the eighth century was equated with that of primate. Before the eighth century there were a number of other sees that used the title itself, including Lyons, Bourges, Ravenna, Milan and Besançon, though without any claim to be of equal rank with Rome. A number of Carolingian bishops claimed primatial status, but it was only with the Pseudo-Isidorian forgers in the mid-ninth century that the patriarchal primacy took on a meaning that would be repeatedly used later into the middle ages. According to the forgers, the primate was the metropolitan of the first province. The bishop of the metropolitan see of Belgica Prima, for example, would be the primate over the metropolitan bishop of Belgica Secunda. In such a structure a suffragan bishop in these provinces would have the right of appeal beyond his own metropolitan to the provincial primate when he felt his own metropolitan was partial or the findings of his own comprovincials were suspect.

Countering the idea of primacy put forward in the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, argued that the metropolitan bishops, who were compared to primates, should decide major cases (usually reserved to the pope), the point being that the patriarchate or primacy would be limited to a single province. Basically, Hincmar wanted such a province of a metropolitan primate to include from ten to twelve cities. Hincmar’s idea of primacy was, as it turned out, too closely tied to the circumstances of Rheims and hence was not very influential later, while that of the Pseudo-Isidorian forgers was used again in a variety of cases in the eleventh century in ‘refounding’ primatial sees.

Below the patriarch/primate in the western church were the metropolitans and archbishops, and, under them, the suffragan bishops who

governed their dioceses. In the 740s the title of archbishop was assigned to a
number of metropolitan bishops in Francia, namely Boniface of Mainz,
Grimo of Rouen, Abel of Rheims and Hartbert of Sens, symbolised by the
sending of the pallium, a band of white wool, to each new archbishop by the
pope.10 With Charlemagne and the reorganisation of the church in his realm,
the title became more common and was used to designate all bishops who
held metropolitical sees. New metropolitical sees were established, such as
Salzburg in 798, whose first archbishop was Arno.

In the Roman empire, the diocese had been a territory dependent for its
administration on a city or civitas. Since early Christian bishops generally
lived in a civitas, the territory over which they exercised juridical authority
was called by its usual civil term, diocese. The churches or groups of the
faithful subject to a bishop were known not only as a diocese but also a
parochia, meaning a neighbourhood or parish. While in the eastern church
the term diocese was reserved for territories governed by a patriarch, in the
west the terms diocese and parish were used interchangeably to designate
the territory subject to the jurisdiction of a bishop. Even in the ninth
century, Pope Leo IV could call such a territory a parish, and so flexible was
the word diocese that Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims could even call his
province a diocese.11 According to canon law, dioceses were not to be
created in towns not populous enough to support the dignity of episcopal
residences. On the other hand, in a number of instances dioceses in the
western church might contain several civitates. The creation of new dioceses
belonged, according to canon law, to provincial synods with the consent of
the primas and the bishop of the diocese to be divided, but the papacy was
also active in the creation of new dioceses, as we have seen in the case of
Pope Gregory I in Anglo-Saxon England. This was the pattern followed in
the eighth century as well with the creation of new bishoprics in missionary
lands by Boniface with the approval of Pope Zacharias.

The term parish gradually came to be applied to smaller basic units of
pastoral care. Even within civitates there could be urban parishes. As
Christianity spread to rural areas, rural parishes also grew up. Bishops began
to create these parishes in the vici or villages where clergy would be
appointed for pastoral care. Smaller churches might have only one priest,
perhaps assisted by several lower clerics. Larger rural churches might have
several priests under the direction of an archpriest. Some indication of the
links between the bishop and his parish priests is provided by the episcopal
statutes, such as those of Theodulf of Orléans or Hildegar of Meaux, where

10 Boniface, Epp. ed. Tangl, no. 57.
11 In the Isidorian version of the Council of Antioch (341), c. 9, the word parochia was translated as
diocese.
the bishop proffered advice on how the clergy should care for their people.\[12\] Other churches were established by individuals for or on their own estates or villae. These Eigenkirchen or proprietary churches were the private properties of the owners of land on which the church stood and provided the same range of services as those in the vici churches.

Yet such private churches were a cause of tension within the organisation of the church. The ‘owners’ of the churches felt it their right to control them in any way they pleased but bishops attempted to control the deliverance and quality of religious service provided by clergy appointed by the founders and subsequent ‘owners’ of the church. Legislation under the Carolingians attempted to balance these positions and to see that the churches which cared for the needs of the local populace were adequately supported. Because the Carolingian rulers themselves were heavily involved in the control of churches in their realm, they could hardly deny the rights of private ownership over churches, and hence owners were assured of their rights to select priests, define terms of office, and even dispose of churches. Legislation also reaffirmed the bishops’ rights over the practice of religion in their dioceses. Special attention was given to the support of local churches so that they would have adequate means to provide the spiritual services required of them. Christians were required to pay tithe, and efforts were made to define the minimum size of the grant or benefice given to a parish priest in return for his pastoral service.

**THE ORGANISATION OF PERSONNEL IN THE CHURCH**

*Personnel in the church in Spain*

Visigothic Spain had an ecclesiastical organisation highly peculiar to that church. Despite its distinctiveness, however, this organisation of personnel was enormously influential, not only in the churches of the Asturias, the Spanish March, Catalonia and the Narbonne region, where it was combined with Gallican and Frankish usages, but also in many regions beyond the Iberian peninsula: in Ireland and wherever the Irish wandered in Europe, in territories under Frankish domination, and even in Italy.

Sources describing the ecclesiastical personnel in Visigothic churches are manifold and include saints’ Lives, the acts of synods, episcopal letters, inscriptions and manuscript illuminations. The principal sources, however, are the rites of ordination of ecclesiastical personnel which are assumed to bear some relation to actual practice. There is also a treatise of the fifth (?)

century attributed to Jerome, and the works of Isidore of Seville, both
genuine and spurious.

The ordination texts are found in the *Liber Ordinum*, whose only
manuscript (Silos, Bibl. del Monast. 4) was written in Silos in the mid-
eleventh century, shortly before the ‘Old Spanish’ rite it contains was
superseded by the Roman rite. The *Liber Ordinum* includes ordination rites
for the presentation and tonsuring of young clerics who were placed in the
cathedral schools. Whether these were singing schools, like the *scola
cantorum* in Rome, is impossible to determine. There are also rites for the
sacristan and for the *custos librorum et senior scribarum* whose ordination gave
him charge over the books and the scribes who copied them. A rite for the
consecration of a bishop is lacking, but it is present in other ‘Old Spanish’
liturgical books. Episcopal subscriptions, moreover, appear frequently in
synodal acts.

The *Ordo de Celebrando Concilii* was diffused widely through the churches
of western Europe and provided the basis for conciliar structuring and
prayers even down to the Second Vatican Council. In it, there are
instructions regarding several ecclesiastical officials who do not have
ordination rites in the *Liber Ordinum*, namely the doorkeepers, and the
notaries who transcribed the acts of the councils. In fact, in the illustrations
of the councils of Toledo and the *Ordo de Celebrando Concilii* in two renowned
Mozarabic manuscripts, the *Codex Aemilianensis* and *Codex Vigilanus* (El
Escorial d.i. 1 and d.1.2), both written in northern Spain in the tenth century
but whose illustrations are thought to reflect Visigothic originals, both
doorkeepers and notaries are clearly depicted among other ecclesiastical and
lay dignitaries attending councils.

While the ordination rites of the *Liber Ordinum* largely emphasise the
liturgical duties of most of the grades, other types of document describe in
fuller detail both the liturgical and administrative duties of ecclesiastical
personnel in the Spanish churches and add further officers among them.
Thus the *De Septem Ordinibus Ecclesiae*, for example, adds one, the gravedigger,
whose origins go back to antiquity. This text, moreover, appears to
have played a major role in the composition of two of the most influential
descriptions of ecclesiastical personnel in the middle ages, the authentic
works of Isidore of Seville: the *De Ecclesiasticis Officiis* and the *Origines* or
*Etymologiae*. Although Isidore described the duties of the grades in terms of
the contemporary liturgy of the Visigothic church, these descriptions were
adapted to their own regional and local situations by writers throughout
western Europe and the texts were copied in their thousands, for many
different purposes, during the middle ages. Isidore describes, in addition to
the grades of the *Liber Ordinum*, the lector, psalmist and exorcist, the
chorbishops (assistant or rural bishops) and the custos sacrorum (who had the care of the liturgical vessels).  

One of the most important Isidorian texts for its description of the duties of ecclesiastical personnel in Spain is found in a letter said to have been written by Isidore to a fellow bishop, Leudfredus of Córdoba. The Pseudo-Isidorian Epistula ad Leudfredum is important for several reasons. In the original Spanish recension (El Escorial d.1.1 and 1623) it describes more independent grades, and describes them more fully, than any other tract: doorkeeper, acolyte, exorcist, psalmist, lector, subdeacon, deacon, priest, bishop, archdeacon, primicerius, thesaurarius, oeconomus and pater monasterii. The grades and descriptions of functions, the thesaurarius, oeconomus and pater monasterii, are found in no other tract.

While the ecclesiastical personnel described in the authentic works of Isidore and the Epistula ad Leudfredum would be appropriate to a large royal city such as Visigothic Toledo, it is less likely that they would have persisted in the churches of the Iberian peninsula reduced by the Muslim invasions and in the churches of the Asturias and Catalonia of the eighth and ninth centuries. Nonetheless, at least a knowledge of these grades was maintained as late as the eleventh century, even if they were not actively used all the time.

The problem of the organisation of personnel in the Irish church is closely connected with the problem of the structure of the Irish church as a whole outlined above. If the structure of the Irish church was essentially monastic, would monks, who were usually laymen, be among the personnel of the Irish church? Thus, there would have been abbots (usually ordained as priests) as well as all of the other officers in a monastery as part of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Even according to more recent revisionist notions on the organisational structure of the Irish church – one in which monks and clergy lived side by side – monastic personnel would have to be part of the ecclesiastical organisation of the church. Yet in terms of the sacraments it would have been the ordained clergy who would have served the inhabitants of the monastery. As to ministration to the lay population outside the monasteries, there is precious little documentary evidence, but the early Penitential of Vinnian and the Synodus Episcoporum speak only of clergy ministering to the lay populace.

Who were these clergy and what were their duties? The Irish annals and Lives of saints often mention clerics, but these are usually in the upper reaches of the clerical grades – bishops, priests and deacons – and little is said

---

about their precise functions. On the other hand, there are legal texts, in Latin and Old Irish, that describe both the clerical hierarchy and obligations and are now believed to reflect conditions in Ireland far more accurately than has hitherto been thought.

Chief among the Latin sources has been the Collectio Canonum Hibernensis, compiled some time between the beginning of the eighth century and c. 763, either in Ireland itself or by Irish compilers elsewhere but reflecting both Continental and Insular conditions. Within the Hibernensis the septiformity of the ecclesiastical hierarchy is stressed, as it is in numerous liturgical and theological tracts in Ireland. Probably, however, this emphasis derives from the Irish love of numerology, such as is found in the Irish Liber de Numeris, and not from the actual numbers of clerical personnel found functioning in the Irish church. In the Hibernensis the first section is devoted to a description of the clerical hierarchy, their origins, obligations and canonical rules under which they live. The structure and order of the grades described is very much like that in the works of Isidore of Seville, something not surprising given the heavy use of Isidore’s work in the Hibernensis. Described in descending order are the bishop, presbyter, deacon, subdeacon, lector, exorcist and doorkeeper, with several significant modifications of the older sources used. The chorbishop is not described and higher offices of patriarch, archbishop and metropolitan are not mentioned. Despite the claims made in the non-canonistic sources for a primatial or archiepiscopal position for Armagh this episcopal rank is not reflected in the Hibernensis. Further, there is no description of the acolyte, the lector has been placed hierarchically above the exorcist, at least in the fuller description of the grades, and the psalmist is considered only as an addendum after all the grades. The full descriptions of the grades in the Hibernensis are perhaps not wholly reflective of the situation in Ireland, but two other texts, an Ordinal of Christ, and the De Distantia Graduum, probably Irish in origin, reflect actuality in Ireland. In a fashion similar to the details given in the De Distantia Graduum, another Irish text lays out the obligations of a bishop. The Riagail Phátraic, a document found only in a sixteenth-century manuscript but dating to the eighth century, states that it is the duty of the chief bishop in each tuath to ordain clergy, consecrate churches, act as a soul friend to rulers and erenachs, and sanctify and bless

---

22 As this was also true of Isidore of Seville’s work it is possibly a sign of Isidore’s influence.
children after baptism. In a later provision of the tract the bishop is also charged with overseeing clergy and laity, ascertaining that churches' oratories and burial grounds are undefiled, and seeing that the altar is properly furnished and ready for use by the clergy. There are a number of other early Irish law texts, such as the Bretha Nemed and Uraiceht Becc, that lay down the obligations of the clergy, particularly of the higher clergy. Others give detailed lists of clerical personnel, sometimes those who have not been ordained. Clearly there was much thought given to the practical and symbolic importance of these officers, and the forms in which these thoughts were expressed link them clearly to similar expression on the Continent.

**Personnel in the Gallo-Frankish churches**

In the churches of western Europe north of the Alps of the eighth and ninth centuries the organisation of ecclesiastical personnel was nearly as complex as it was in the Visigothic territories, but the number of clerics for which there was a specific ceremony of ordination was somewhat more limited. The reason for this may be that the text presenting rubrics for ordinations, the fifth-century Gallican Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua, was so widely diffused both in canon law and liturgical material from the eighth century onwards that it virtually submerged other ordination texts from other areas of Europe.

The Statuta itself was compiled c. 475 in southern Gaul, probably by Gennadius of Marseilles. The text as a whole has been described as a bishop's ordination manual and contains a credal statement indicating what a cleric should believe, a substantial number of short canons according to which a cleric should conduct his life, and finally a list of rubrics for the liturgical ordination of clerics. These clerical personnel are similar to those found in the ancient Roman *Orations Solemnes*: bishop, priest, deacon, subdeacon, acolyte, exorcist, lector, doorkeeper, psalmist (to which are added virgins and widows). During the ordination of the several grades of clerics symbolic instruments are received which make their function in the church clear. For example, the subdeacon receives eucharistic vessels from the bishop and archdeacon; the acolyte receives a candle and wax as well as eucharistic vessels; the exorcist receives a booklet of exorcisms for use in pre-baptismal rites; the lector receives a codex of lessons; the doorkeeper receives keys to open and close the doors of the church.

28 It played a role, for example, in the structuring of the *Institutio Canonicorum* of 816. *MGH Conc.* III:1.
During the eighth and ninth centuries modifications were also made by the Franks in some of the older, non-Gallo-Frankish texts describing the obligations of the clerics. These presumably represent an attempt to make the texts a more accurate description of everyday practice. In various Frankish recensions of the Irish *De Distantia Graduum*, for example, the doorkeeper no longer carries the codex for the reader; the lector no longer blesses the bread and new fruits; the subdeacon reads the Epistle at Mass; the deacon does not give communion in the form of the Viaticum, but is specifically obliged to read the Gospel at Mass; and when the acolyte is added to the text, he is to light the candles to be carried before the Gospels at Mass.\(^\text{29}\)

Many other clerical officers who functioned in the late Merovingian and Carolingian churches appear to have been introduced to take on new functions within the churches of Francia. At the lower end of the hierarchical scale the *Regula Canonicorum* of Chrodegang of Metz outlines liturgical duties for cantors, the *primus scolae, notarii* (who recite the names of the baptisands) and *stationarii*. Other ‘minor’ ecclesiastical functionaries such as the cellarer and porter are assistants not so much in the liturgy but in economic matters and in the care and fabric of the church. Several of these are mentioned later in the *Institutio Canonicorum* of 816.

Until the eighth century the archdeacon had been responsible for the governance of clerics in a diocese, especially those in the *domus ecclesiae* or under the direct control of the bishop. Further, this officer had charge to some extent of the clergy in rural areas, where he might even institute and control rural archpriests. According to the Gallican councils, whose texts were frequently reproduced in manuscripts of the eighth century and beyond, the archdeacon had among his obligations the oversight of instruction of young clerics, denouncing and punishing clerical faults, oversight of vestments and habits, assistance in episcopal ceremonies and councils, representation of a bishop in councils, presentation of clerical ordinands to the bishop and involvement in the tradition of symbols in ordination ceremonies. By the mid-ninth century, the archdeacon’s role had been so enhanced that Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims called him *commis-trum nostrum* and some scholars have even argued that for all practical purposes the archdeacon was an episcopal vicar, although he was clearly *post episcopum*. In any event, according to Walahfrid Strabo, the archdeacon was the first person in the bishop’s *familia*, and as such might make visitations, examine clergy, assist in ordination ceremonies, examine the faith and sacramental practices of priests, and even direct the diocese on the death of

\(^{29}\) Reynolds (1972; 1978; 1984).
the bishop.  

In some ninth-century dioceses there might be multiple archdeacons, who oversaw territories called *parrochia*. Because of their power, abuses by archdeacons seem to have been common in the ninth century, and hence in a number of conciliar canons and capitularies, there were attempts to curtail their pretensions and especially their economic power.

The office of the archpriest, like that of the archdeacon, had originated in the western church at least by the fifth century. By the eighth and ninth centuries the archpriest in an urban setting was charged primarily with the oversight of the liturgical practices of other priests in the cathedral and parochial churches in the city. In rural settings, the position of the archpriest was somewhat greater, although his jurisdictional power was less than that of the archdeacon. In the late Merovingian period the archpriest in rural areas seems to have ruled over smaller groups of priests with whom he lived in a paternal, non-coercive way. In the eighth century more and more churches came to be placed in *villae* and over them were priests. There was a tendency for these churches to become autonomous, and hence, as a means of control, deaconries or archpriests developed in the ninth century, over which rural archpriests were set as deans. Among their many duties these archpriests transmitted and assured publication of orders from their superiors to the priests; they made visitations to churches to verify titles of ordination of clerics and the regularity of their inscriptions to churches; and they made inquiries regarding liturgical fabric and vestments. In his *Capitula quibus de rebus magistri et decani singulas ecclesias inquire*, Hincmar of Rheims laid out a long series of obligations of the deans.

During the eighth and ninth centuries a variety of episcopal officers was active. One of these was the chorbishop or assistant bishop.  

By the early ninth century there are indications, particularly in the province of Rheims, that abuses involving some chorbishops had arisen, perhaps concerning irregular ordinations and confirmations. Hence ways were sought to diminish their powers despite their justification in canon law. The Pseudo-Isidorian forgers of the mid-ninth century devised spurious evidence that they were to be regarded as simple priests. Nevertheless, the institution was slow to die out. Relations between the suffragan bishops and their metropolitan could be strained. Again, affairs in the province of Rheims afford us a glimpse of this. The Pseudo-Isidorian forgers drew on no less a text than the *Notitia Galliarum* to safeguard the position of the suffragan bishops. Thus, Trier as the first city of the province of *Belgica Prima* would hold primacy over Rheims, which was the first see of the province of *Belgica*.

---
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Secunda. The motive behind such political use and distortion of ancient lists was to give the suffragan bishops under Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims the right to appeal in major cases to a primatial see, even the ancient primatial see of Rome. The theoretical structures and positions defined in texts in use in the Frankish church in the eighth and ninth centuries, therefore, were vulnerable to the politics and circumstances of individual bishops. In the career of Bishop Hincmar of Laon, who resisted with every weapon in his ecclesiastical armoury the ultimately successful attempt of his uncle, Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims, to enforce his jurisdiction, we see how theory and practice could clash.  

Personnel in the church of Rome

Although Rome’s population was far less by the early eighth century than it had been, it was still a large city by early medieval standards, and as such the church needed an administrative personnel larger than most cities. Heir to a complex governmental system of classical Rome, moreover, the church of Rome had adopted an ecclesiastical organisation and hierarchy of lay and clerical officials far surpassing in complexity other sees in the western church, many of whose ancient features were maintained in the eighth and ninth centuries. Three sources are particularly rich: the Liber Pontificalis, comprising papal biographies, includes accounts of the positions individuals had filled before becoming pope as well as descriptions of the personnel that surrounded the pope and administered Rome; the Ordines Romani describe liturgical ceremonies in Rome and the officials who took part in them; the Liber Diurnus, a collection of standard formulae used in papal correspondence, mentions various members of the Roman church. For the purposes of this discussion the personnel may be divided into the ordained clergy on the one hand and, on the other, laymen or possibly ordained officials, though it is often very difficult to establish who was ordained or not in early medieval Rome. Because of this uncertainty, which includes the issues of whether Frankish or Gallican rites were used in Rome and the degree to which texts were adjusted to take account of practical changes made in response to new needs, it is perhaps prudent here to deal first with those ordained according to rites represented in Ordo Romanus xxxiv, and then with others represented in such documents as the Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua or the Gelasian Sacramentary of the Eighth Century.

Supreme among the Roman bishops was the pope himself, ultimately responsible, in theory at least, for the administration, religious life and

---
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Liturgy of the city of Rome. Besides the pope there were other bishops who functioned in the city, although they drew their jurisdictional status from their ordination to the ancient sees encircling the city of Rome: Ostia, Porto, Silva Candida, Albano, Velletri, Palestrina and Gabii. These bishops were seconded from their own sees to the Lateran basilica and accompanied the pope to stational churches, where they took part in the liturgy with him.

Although they shared in a common sacerdotium with the bishop of Rome, the priests of Rome enjoyed administrative positions and prestige far below even the deacons. They were generally attached to one of the twenty-five or twenty-eight tituli or titular churches, the ‘parish’ churches within the walls of Rome, where Mass, baptisms and penance took place. Two or three priests, the chief bearing the title prior presbyter, were responsible for the religious and liturgical life of their ‘titles’, where, on occasion, there might be a stational Mass with the pope. They celebrated the liturgies of their own churches especially on Sundays, and because they also assisted in the liturgical rites, in particular baptism and penance, in the seven major patriarchal basilicas, they were on occasion designated as presbyteri cardinales. On certain days, especially ferias, they might join with the pope in a stational Mass, after which they would return to their titular churches to celebrate for their own people. As a sign of their unity with the papal liturgy, the sacred fermentum, consecrated at the papal Mass, was brought by an acolyte to place in the chalice at the commixture. Beyond Eucharistic celebrations, the titular priests were responsible for baptisms, penance and burials. The titular churches were said to be quasi-dioceses or quasi-parishes, serving the population but not a defined area. Outside the city walls the titular priests of the city were in charge of the martyrrial and cemetery shrines. Also outside the city walls were presbyteri parrochiales responsible for baptisms and penances in the ‘parishes’. The fermentum was not sent to them, since it was thought improper to carry it for long distances, and hence the presbyteri parrochiales had full power to consecrate the sacrament without the commixture.

Rome had been divided into seven regions at least since the fourth century, and to each of these regions was attached, if only in name, a deacon, who had considerable administrative and liturgical power. Often in the early middle ages, popes were chosen from the ranks of the Roman deacons because of their administrative abilities. As administrative officers, the regional deacons, were often in charge of the patrimony of the Roman church and eleemosynary activity, such as provision of food for the poor, and were involved in papal diplomatic missions. As well as the seven
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regional deacons, there were also simple deacons (called *diaconi forenses*) in the diverse churches who served the priests in liturgical services. As liturgical officers, the deacons were of special importance in that they read the Gospel.

The continued importance of subdeacons in the eighth and ninth centuries is suggested by the fact that a number of popes were elevated from the rank of subdeacon. Each of the seven regions of Rome had a group of subdeacons who assisted the deacons in vesting the pope in the stational liturgies. Other groups of subdeacons such as the *subdiaconi sequentes* and *subdiaconi oblationarii* were assigned distinct liturgical functions, whether as thurifer, as bearer of the wine before consecration, or as reader of the Epistle. Acolytes were also attached to the seven regions in Rome, and it is thought that there were many more of these than of the *subdiaconi sequentes*. The functions of the acolytes were primarily liturgical, but they were no more than the simple acolytes of the later middle ages. By the early tenth century *Ordo Romanus* xxxv had made provision for the ordination of lectors in Rome. Even in the eighth-century *Ordo Romanus*, however, there is a reference to cantors and lectors. For cantors there was no ordination rite in any of the Roman *ordines* nor in the *Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua* or *Gelasian Sacramentary of the Eighth Century*. Nonetheless, in the *Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua* there was a rite of ordination for *psalmistae*. It is thus conceivable that this rite was extended to *cantores* who, *Ordo Romanus* i states, were responsible for singing the gradual with its psalmic elements between the Epistle and Gospel. Exorcisms were performed only by those given the power by bishops. The tendency to give this power to the grades from acolyte upwards is clear in the Roman baptismal *Ordo Romanus* xi, which may have been compiled as late as 700. There it is the acolyte who exorcises baptismal candidates.

The *scola cantorum* in Rome had a number of *cantores* who went under a variety of titles; these are found in the extensive directions for chanting in *Ordo Romanus* 1. Heading the *scola* was the *primus* or *prior scolae*. It is uncertain if he had administrative or pedagogical duties in the *scola*, but it is generally agreed that liturgically he acted as precentor. As well as three other *scolae*, there were the *paraphonistae* who sang the melody. It has been argued by some musicologists that in the ‘Old Roman’ chant in use in Rome until it was replaced by the ‘Gregorian’ chant, it was the *paraphonistae* who sang a lower chant, somewhat in Byzantine style, as the other members of the *scola* sang the upper chant. Also in the *scola* were the *infantes* or children.
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presumably either orphans or those who had been sent to the scola by their parents as one avenue to clerical advancement.

The administrative and jurisdictional importance of the archdeacon, a vicarius of the pope, is stressed in the first section of Ordo Romanus I. The term primicerius could be applied to an officer often mentioned without qualification in documents of the eighth and ninth centuries. Among other duties, the primicerius aided the pope in discussions of councils, acted as master of ceremonies, as apocrisiarius or envoy for the pope in distant lands, and as judge; he witnessed donations and was involved in the production of papal letters. The primicerius also replaced an archdeacon or priest when they were absent or there was a papal vacancy. It is probable that most of the primicerii were clerics, although some, like a certain Gregorius primicerius whose son Georgius was excommunicated by John VIII before 876, may have been laymen. Close in dignity to the primicerius was the secundicerius, also mentioned in the Ordo Romanus I in close proximity to the pope during stational Masses. Among the administrative duties performed by this individual were accompanying the pope on missions, acting in financial and property matters, witnessing donations or papal acta, involvement in the issuance of papal bulls, and assisting the primicerius and pope in receiving oaths of new bishops. Defensores are frequently mentioned in Ordo Romanus I as administrative officers and envoys but of far greater importance were the notaries. There were seven regional notaries in Rome, headed by the primicerius notariorum, who was one of the chief senior officials of the Roman church; his office handled most of its daily business. The primicerius notariorum had direction of the papal offices in the Lateran, the scrinium (hence the alternative term for the notaries of scriniarii), where he managed the correspondence and records and was responsible, where necessary, for their production. It was his office that drew up the standard formulae found in the Liber Diurnus. The office received notices of the election of new bishops and declarations of orthodoxy; it was responsible for the issuance of papal approbation; permissions were given for the building of new churches and the translations of relics; exchanges of private lands for those belonging to the Roman church were entered; notification of the deaths of popes was given to the exarch, to the emperor and to the archbishop and city council of Ravenna to use their influence in the quick choice of a successor; notices were sent out summoning Italian bishops to the annual Synod of Rome and regrets received for age or illness; appointments were made of rectors and stewards of patrimonies and of wardens of charitable institutions such as orphanages and pilgrim hostels within the city. The office of the primicerius notariorum provided mounts for papal notaries and envoys.
There remains a handful of dignitaries with ceremonial or advisory functions, such as the bauili, stratores lauci, ordinarius, and vicedominus, who was the majordomo of the pope's palace or patriarchium at the Lateran, the advocatores ecclesiae, or lay or clerical advocates who represented the church in legal issues, and the archpriest, who was usually the senior priest of a city, whether in terms of years since appointment or in terms of age. On occasion, however, they might be called upon for administrative assistance to the pope, as was the case when Pope Hadrian II sent the archpriest Peter as his envoy to Constantinople.

In addition there were officials who performed essential functions within the papal household and chapel such as the vestararii, in charge of the papal vestiarium or sacristy at the Lateran palace and of the rich liturgical apparatus belonging to the pope: chalices, patens, sumptuous Gospel Books and vestments. This office in the ninth century tended to be held by well-to-do magnates, who used these treasures as a basis for dynastic ambitions. Beyond their capacity as keepers of papal liturgical wealth, some vestararii were placed in charge of the affairs of abbeys, as was Micco, a regional notary and the first mentioned vestararius, appointed in charge of Farfa by Pope Hadrian I in 772. Further, there was, from at least the eighth century, the bibliothecarius in charge of the papal library, the best known of whom is Anastasius. The officer, who could be a cleric or bishop, who oversaw the papal financial office was the arcarius. He received claims upon papal revenue, and disbursed funds, payment of officials and ordinary expenditure for which he depended on the saccellarius. In addition, some lay officials appear to have been guards with military functions of some kind, such as the milites draconarii and the superisra charged with military matters and the military quarters at the Lateran. It will be evident from the diversity of grades that most might be described as the designation of a role in the liturgy rather than necessarily entailing the performance of any other clerical or pastoral function. There were a number of minor servants with small liturgical or administrative roles such as the oblationarius, who provided lights, bread and wine for feast-day Masses, the overseer of the diaconia responsible for distribution of food to the poor, almoners, mansionarii or sacristans and various other attendants. It would appear that only those from the rank of subdeacon upwards actually performed any administrative or clerical task. They indicate an apparently labyrinthine complexity and extraordinarily self-conscious display of ritual dignity on the part of the pope, the roots of which most probably lie in the late Roman imperial past. Designated roles no doubt carried with them hosts of opportunities for
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patronage; bribes and salaries were required. It is essential for an understanding of Roman politics in the eighth and ninth centuries to appreciate the relatively large and complex organisation that dominated the city and acted as a focus of ambitions in every sphere.

THE LAW OF THE WESTERN CHURCH FROM 700—900

At the beginning of the eighth century the creation and collection of ecclesiastical law had reached a nadir. Enactments of councils in Gallican lands had virtually ceased. The brilliant Visigothic legislative activity reflected in the national and local councils of Toledo, Seville and elsewhere in the sixth and seventh centuries had come to an end; the golden age of councils of the African church had ended with the invasions of the Vandals, Byzantines and Muslims. Even in Italy, where canonistic legislation had been dominated by popes and Roman synods since the fourth century, the decline of papally initiated legislation by 700 is striking; in the Regesta Pontificum Romanorum the fifty-seven pages of entries of papal decrees of Gregory I up to 604 contrast tellingly with the mere twenty-five pages for the next twenty-two popes down to 700.41

Nevertheless the collections of older canon law such as those of conciliar and papal decrees compiled by Dionysius Exiguus in the late fifth and early sixth centuries, the Collectio Dionysiana, continued to circulate and were undergoing modifications in the late seventh and early eighth centuries. We cannot assume therefore that there was neither knowledge of nor active interest in the law of the church. The proliferation of highly local and individual collections, indeed, witnesses to the contrary. Pre-700 manuscript evidence for the copying of such Dionysiana derivates as the Collectiones Quesnelliana,42 Vaticana, Justellii43 and Wirceburgensis, however, is virtually non-existent. Even such modified forms of the Dionysiana as the Collectio Dionysiana Bobbiensis and Aduacta exist in manuscripts only after 700, and the systematic Concordia Canonum Cresconii,44 widely circulated from the eighth century and beyond, is found in only one manuscript dated before the eighth century. Likewise, the systematic African Breviatio Canonum of Fulgentius Ferrandus45 is found in only one pre-eighth-century manuscript. Other collections of canons from the Gallican and ecumenical councils and on the Acacian Schism are also extremely rare in manuscripts copied before 700. Most of these collections were very local, but there was one extremely

significant systematically arranged collection, the *Collectio Vetus Gallica*, designed c. 600 as an easy-to-use systematic collection of authentic texts. It had among its major concerns the regular assembly of synods, the ordination, deposition and duties of clerics, the rights of the metropolitan, and the administration of the sacraments and ecclesiastical properties. The author appears to have worked in Burgundy, almost certainly in Lyons itself, and was in all likelihood the well-known correspondent of Gregory I, Eutherius of Lyons.

From the beginning of the eighth century to the early 780s manuscript evidence for the dissemination of older collections increases dramatically and for the Frankish lands has been examined systematically by Rosamond McKitterick. Together with these new copies of older collections, modified versions of these as well as new collections were made. From Lyons the *Vetus Gallica*, for example, had travelled northward, where it was augmented in a redaction in the circle of Leudegar of Autun. When Leudegar was exiled to Luxeuil, the *Vetus Gallica* may have gone with him, and then to the centre responsible for the production of the distinctive pre-Carolingian a-b script where the earliest extant manuscript of the collection was written. Three more additions were made, resulting in the General-redaktion of the second quarter of the eighth century that was widely spread throughout Europe into the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

Although no extant pre-700 manuscripts of them are known, it is clear that a number of Visigothic collections were in circulation by 700, notably the massive *Collectio Canonum Hispana* containing Oriental, African and Gallican synodical and papal legislation, which by 700 was disseminated in at least three or four redactions.

Beyond these collections of more formal canonical enactments of councils and popes, there had also developed by the late seventh century collections of penitential canons, used especially by confessors in the practice of private penance and diffused widely in the Insular and Continental churches. Again, pre-eighth-century manuscript evidence for these collections is virtually non-existent, but the best known are those attributed to Vinnian, Columbanus and Cummean and the anonymous *Poenitentiale Mediolanense*, now dated to the sixth or seventh century. From the eighth century, however, a host of Insular and Continental penitentials, with several attributed to such notable figures as Gregory, Basil, Egbert, Theodore and Bede, and two significant Irish collections of canons were compiled, the *Liber ex Lege Moys* and the *Collectio Canonum Hibernensis*. The former, dated c. 700,
contains exclusively moral and legal precepts drawn from the Pentateuch and seems to have enjoyed some popularity in Brittany and the Frankish territories. The latter, far more popular and widely disseminated, was compiled some time between about 700 and c. 763, perhaps in Ireland or on the Continent by Irish canonists, and has an intensely complex text history. It not only survives in many manuscripts and abridged versions but miscellaneous canons from it are scattered throughout canonical collections, theological and liturgical florilegia, biblical commentaries and even Irish and Welsh law-codes reaching well into the twelfth century. It is arranged in a systematic fashion under titles on a variety of disciplinary, social and spiritual topics. Each title is followed by a group of canons drawn and often creatively altered from the Old and New Testaments, Greek and Latin patristic writers and various synods. Developments in canon law and penitential literature are part of the reforms initiated by the early Carolingian rulers. Charlemagne in particular aimed to reform the decadence and misrule of the Merovingian church and to counteract its particularism.

Together with greatly increased conciliar activity there was an outpouring of capitularies, both secular and episcopal, recommending a host of specific reforms. In penitential discipline there was a reform of the older types of penitential books, the new books attempting to use largely antique and universally recognised canons. Prominent among these were the Penitentials of Halitgar of Cambrai and Hraban Maur. In early attempts at ecclesiastical reform and unification, collections of canon law played a major role, and it is generally held that Charlemagne ordered a return to antique, universal and genuine ecclesiastical law by suppressing the older collections and introducing what he believed was a 'pure' collection of Roman canon law in the form of the Collectio Dionysio-Hadriana procured from Pope Hadrian I. To some extent this is true, but it is now known that the popularity of many of the older collections reached a zenith precisely in the Carolingian era. Hubert Mordek has shown, for example, that most of the manuscripts of the Vetus Gallica were copied during this period, one even in the court of Charlemagne. Raymund Kottje has established that in northern Italy the Concordia Cresconii was the preferred collection. The Collectio Hibernensis manuscripts indicate that it continued to be a popular collection in western and northern France. Further, even the Collectio Dionysiana was heavily augmented with subscriptions of conciliar participants after the lists of conciliar canons, creeds, papal decrees, and a series of letters of Pope Gregory II (715–31). Older material lacking in the Dionysio-Hadriana that could be of value in ecclesiastical reform was provided in part

by forms of the *Collectio Hispana* brought into the Frankish territories by contacts with the former Visigothic territories and the Christian kingdoms of Spain. This influenced two collections compiled in the Carolingian period, the systematic *Collectio Dacheriana* and the chronological *Collectio Hispana Gallica Augustodunensis*, as well as other systematic collections drawing on the older Frankish material, such as the *Collectio Sangermanensis* based on the *Vetus Gallica*. Another example is the liturgico-canonical *Collectio Duorum Librorum* or *Collection in Two Books* discussed in relation to the *Notitia Galliarum* above. Its aim seems to have been to supplement the *Dionysio-Hadriana* with didactic liturgical texts and Gallican canons.

The ecclesiastical reforms undertaken by Pippin, Charlemagne and Louis the Pious had been of great benefit to the church. Its hierarchical ordering had been regularised; the lives and education of clerics had been improved; large parts of the empire had been Christianised; and some of the best and most genuine texts of antique canon law had been reinstated. In order to effect these reforms, however, secular rulers had to involve themselves in the control of the church. This they had done directly and indirectly through the appointment of archbishop-metropolitans. But by the second quarter of the ninth century this interference had created a tension among the bishops. There was also another remnant of ecclesiastical government left over from patristic antiquity that created tension among the bishops by undercutting their authority. This was the continued existence of chorbishops, who at times created irregularly by single bishops and who wandered about without fixed sees.

It was in this climate of both reform and tension that the so-called Pseudo-Isidorian forgeries were composed, the extent of which is still not fully understood. They were the product of a highly organised, skilled and clever atelier working in the archdiocese of Rheims, probably in the employ of Hincmar, bishop of Laon, who was locked in a bitter feud with his uncle, Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims. Four major collections are known to have been issued by the forgers. The *Collectio Hispana Gallica Augustodunensis* was a revised version of the *Collectio Hispana Gallica*, with many of its canons altered and apocryphal sections added to deal with such issues as legal procedures against bishops, matrimony and chorbishops. The *Capitula*
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Angilramni, consisting of some seventy-one capitularies attributed to Angilramnus of Metz (768–91) and purporting to be a gift to or from Pope Hadrian I, is concerned particularly with the rights of clerics vis-à-vis seculars, such as the privilege fori and accusations, and drew on both canon and Roman law from the Breviary of Alaric. The *Capitularia Benedicti Levitae*, purports to be a continuation of the ninth-century *Capitularia* by Ansegis and in manuscripts often follows that work as books 5 to 7. The author misleadingly calls himself a deacon from Mainz. The *Capitularia* is an attempt to gain support for the forgers’ cause, especially regarding lay incursions and chorbishops, by citing secular sources and showing their agreement with ecclesiastical decrees and the works of the Fathers. Among its many sources are the Frankish capitularies, Roman law, Germanic leges, the Dionysio-Hadriana, Vetus Gallica, Hibernensis, penitentials, the Bible and patristic Fathers. The fourth and largest section of the forgers’ work, the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, is a magnificently forged set of papal decretes reaching back to the primitive age of the church based on at least 10,000 textual fragments woven together. They were especially designed to support the claims to the independence of clergy from lay control, to inhibit judicial actions by laity against the clergy and to diminish the power of the metropolitans by making appeals to Rome available to lower clergy.

The earliest collections to follow the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals after the mid-ninth century were largely those based directly on it, despite contemporary suspicions of their authenticity. Certainly the most important and widely diffused of these were, first, the *Collectio Canonum* attributed to Remedis of Chur (790–866) but probably produced in southern Germany c. 870, and second, the *Collectio Anselmo Dedicata*, dedicated to Bishop Anselm II of Milan (882–96) by a cleric who calls himself the smallest sheep in Anselm’s flock. The latter’s twelve books deal with the Roman church and the higher ecclesiastical dignitaries, bishops, councils, priests and deacons, lower clerics, religious and widows, the laity, virtues, liturgy and sacraments, heretics, Jews and pagans. Each book is divided into three sections corresponding to the category of source exploited: canon and Roman law and papal decrees.

**THE LITURGY OF THE WESTERN CHURCH FROM 700–900**

Like ecclesiastical law at the beginning of the eighth century, the liturgical practices of the western church were as diverse and ‘national’ as the
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organisational and geographical structures of the church at that time. There were more general rites celebrated by ‘national’ churches and others of a more regional, local and even urban character. It is textbook wisdom that Carolingian domination of most of Europe from the later eighth to the ninth century brought a unification of liturgical rites and uses and a triumph of the Roman rite. To some extent this is true, but modern scholarship has shown that great diversity of liturgical practices continued throughout the ninth century and beyond.

Of the liturgical rites in use in the western church at the beginning of the eighth century, the most widely used were those within the so-called broader Gallican family, namely the Gallican, Old Spanish, Milanese and Celtic rites, related to most western rites of late antiquity. Many Gallican rite sacramentaries, lectionaries, benedictionals, baptismal ordines and passionals were copied in the eighth century and thus witness to a great deal of creative work in the liturgy of the eighth century. In the Gallican Mass there were many peculiarities, such as the three lessons (also a feature of the Milanese and Old Spanish rites), often highly prolix and long.

Because the rite perceived as Roman became the dominant rite in the western church from the period of Charlemagne, its importance when it had been simply one of many local rites in use in Rome, reflected in the renowned Ordo Romanus I, is often overestimated. The Roman rite was modified as it was taken from Rome by travellers and pilgrims in libelli and manuscripts, and was adapted to local circumstances and local liturgical preferences.

Thus in some of the most famous early ‘Roman’ sacramentaries still extant, copied outside Rome and north of the Alps, Gallican-rite elements and feasts were quickly introduced. In the Reginensis codex of the Gelasian Sacramentary (Vat. reg. lat. 316), for example, copied at Jouarre in the mid-eighth century in a scriptorium of nuns, Gallican-rite ordination rubrical directions from the Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua were inserted. Gallican-rite influence is even more clear in many manuscripts of the so-called Gelasian Sacramentary of the Eighth Century, such as the famous Gellone Sacramentary (BN lat. 12048), where feasts of Gallican and Frankish saints have been added. Into the high middle ages there was used in Rome, especially at the Lateran, a chant called by musicologists the Old Roman, evidence of

---

71 Vogel (1986).
72 McKitterick (1992a,b) and p. 687 below. The Mass liturgy of the Gallican rite is found in such sacramentaries as the Libellus Missae with so-called Masses of the Mone (Karlsruhe Aug. ccliii), the Missale Gothicum (Vat. reg. lat. 317), Missale Gallicanum Vetus (Vat. pal. lat. 493), Missale Francorum (Vat. reg. lat. 257) and the Bobbio Missal (BN lat. 13246).
73 To be found, for example, in the Lectionary of Luxeuil, BN lat. 9427.
75 McKitterick (1992a).
76 Rankin (1994).
which is only extant in notated manuscripts from the eleventh century, so much remains highly speculative as far as the early middle ages is concerned. This chant was based on the indigenous one used in the Roman church since patristic times, but from the middle of the seventh century it had been modified by the influx of foreigners into the south of Italy and Rome itself fleeing the troubled lands of the east. Fourteen out of the twenty popes between 644 and 772 were Greek speaking, and the Liber Pontificalis reported on the musical competence of three of them: Leo II from Sicily, and Sergius I and Gregory III from Syria. Under the influence of the easterners, the Roman liturgy assumed a number of 'orientalisms', and the chant took on certain modal, cadential and ornamental formulae reminiscent of eastern chant. Because of the links between the Franks and Rome in the mid-eighth century, and the liturgical reforms in which the Carolingian rulers began to take an interest, Chrodegang, bishop of Metz, Pippin III's ecclesiastical adviser, introduced what he understood to be (or claimed as) Roman liturgical practice and chant to Metz. Singers went to Metz to study the Roman chant. As these singers tried to master by heart a new chant repertoire – neumed chant books were common only from the later ninth century and beyond – their indigenous Gallican musical traditions were mixed with the Romana, producing what scholars now think of as Gregorian chant.

Before the time of Charlemagne the Romanisation of rites appears to have been a gradual and voluntary process. But with Charlemagne and his successors there was a programmatic, official attempt to see that it was the rite of the ancient, universal see of Rome that was followed in the lands controlled by them. In many capitularies and canons of councils it is the liturgical mos Romanorum or at least what is understood to be or proclaimed as Roman, that is imposed on the churches of the Carolingian realm. To effect this change it was insufficient simply to legislate. Charlemagne therefore also sent a request to Pope Hadrian I asking that a pure Roman Sacramentary with the Lateran liturgy be transmitted to the Carolingian court, there to be used and copied by scribes. Hadrian sent a Mass Book, the so-called Hadriani. In 812 Charlemagne also sent out a questionnaire to clerics in his empire presenting what Charlemagne thought was the Roman rite of Baptism and asking his respondents to inform him as to the extent to which they were adhering to the elements of this rite. There were, moreover, several attempts to suppress non-Roman rites in parts of the empire under Carolingian control, such as the Spanish March where the

77 Now extant only in Cambrai Bib. Mun. 164; see McKitterick (1977), pp. 115-54; Deshusses (1971). It is possible that the Rule of St Benedict with its instructions as to the monks' performance of the divine office was also used in relation to this need. 78 Keefe (1981).
language of the Mass in the Old Spanish rite was thought by the Franks to perpetuate the ancient heresy of Adoptionism, and in Lombardy where the Milanese rite was practised.

Roman books and liturgical customs were undoubtedly introduced into parts of the Carolingian realm where indigenous rites had earlier prevailed. In the gloriously illustrated Gospel Books, for example, one finds Roman stational churches noted with the lessons, and in some cities, such as Metz, there were attempts to copy the Roman stational liturgies. In Carolingian Sacramentaries it is the Roman canon of the Mass and Roman calendar that are followed. But great admixtures of indigenous rites nevertheless remained or were inserted into the Roman-rite books themselves. To the Hadrianum, for example, was added a plethora of older, indigenous prayers, rubrics and occasional rites. The most substantial Carolingian augmentation of the Gregorian Sacramentary was the Supplement compiled by Benedict of Aniane. The majority of the added texts in the Supplement are from the Gallican rite; the ordination texts from the Statuta Ecclesiae Antiqua, prefaces, texts for liturgical feasts dear to Gallican-rite hearts, and the like. But it has not been adequately appreciated that Benedict of Aniane, who, after all, was a Visigoth from Septimania, also added a number of texts from the Old Spanish rite. Other Carolingian innovations were the introduction of a new Hymnal and the rearrangement of the Antiphonary by Amalarius of Metz and Agobard of Lyons. In the Benedictine office, new prayers were inserted by means of the supplemented Gregorian Sacramentary and Carolingian Prayer Books with their Gallican-type prayers.

Baptismal practices were highly local and astonishingly diverse in the Carolingian realm, with many elements of older indigenous liturgical practices. The same can be said of the ordination rites and of the rites for the dying. New aids for the soul in the after life were added in the Frankish rites of death such as votive Masses and informal confraternities of prayers. The latter are recorded in remarkable confraternity books, Libri Vitae and Libri Memoriales, containing thousands of names of monks, nuns, secular clergy and lay benefactors which reveal enormous networks of communities, bound together by prayer.

The late eighth and ninth centuries saw an outpouring of liturgical commentaries unmatched since patristic times. For many of the major liturgical rituals dozens of tracts were written. For Baptism there were nearly eighty, most of them anonymous, but some belong to such figures as Alcuin, Magnus of Sens, Theodulf of Orléans, Amalarius of Metz, Leidrad of Lyons, Jesse of Amiens, Angilmodus of Soissons, Maxentius of Aquileia,

and perhaps Arno of Salzburg and Hildebald of Cologne. There were expositions of the office by Alcuin, a Pseudo-Alcuin, a Pseudo-Jerome, and many anonymous pieces, and a plethora of anonymous texts on the Mass written in the late eighth and very early ninth centuries with such titles as *Dominus Vobiscum* or *Quotiens contra Se*. In the ninth century some of the major Carolingian thinkers wrote tracts on the Mass: Alcuin, Amalarius, Agobard of Lyons, Florus of Lyons, Hraban Maur and Walahfrid Strabo, to mention only the most significant. Characteristic of all these liturgical expositions was the mixture of Roman, Gallican, Milanese, Old Spanish and even Celtic traditions. In the most elaborate of all Carolingian liturgical commentaries, the *Liber Officialis* of Amalarius, this mixture of older indigenous liturgical texts and explanations of them reached a level not to be matched until the late thirteenth century with the *Rationale* of William Durandus.

By the end of the ninth century liturgical rites in western Europe, whether daily or occasional, were perhaps even more varied and rich than they had been at the beginning of the eighth century. The Roman rite had been introduced almost everywhere both voluntarily and by legislation, but the traditional liturgical preferences of the indigenous non-Roman rites were not suppressed or lost. Rather, they were incorporated into the liturgy of the western church, there to remain into modern times. Similarly, the fundamental contributions made to canon law and the internal and external structures of the church described in this chapter provided the bases for the subsequent development of the western church in its various regions.

---

CHAPTER 23

CAROLINGIAN MONASTICISM: THE POWER OF PRAYER

Mayke de Jong

MONASTERIA

When Folcuin, abbot of Lobbes (d. 990) wrote the Gesta of his predecessors, he did so in a nostalgic vein.¹ His Deeds of the Abbots of Lobbes sang the praises of the lost glory of Carolingian times. His Lotharingian abbey had been founded on royal soil, it had enjoyed royal protection, and from time to time had been governed by abbots of royal blood.² Folcuin himself was very much part of this past, for he could trace his ancestry to Charles Martel.³ He looked hopefully towards the German emperor: from him, Folcuin expected the restoration of direct royal protection (tuitio) and immunity for the abbey in his charge.

The lost world for which Folcuin yearned came into being after 700. It rose and flourished in the Carolingian age; towards the end of the ninth century it went into decline in the West Frankish kingdom as well as in Lotharingia. The old order remained best preserved in the German empire. There, the traditional close interdependence between cloister and royal power still existed; hence, Folcuin hoped that Emperor Otto II might restore Lotharingian abbeys such as Lobbes to their former glory. Carolingian monasteries had been at the very centre of social and political life, while royal service had deeply affected the internal life of these religious communities.

¹ Carolingian monasticism has been the subject of much excellent scholarship in recent years, especially of German origin. The required brevity of references has made it impossible to acknowledge all relevant publications. However, a more extensive selection has been included in the bibliography. While writing this chapter, I have gratefully benefited from the supportive criticism of Esther Cohen, Bram van Hoven van Genderen, Geoffrey Koziol, Albert de Leeuw and, above all, Rosamond McKitterick.


³ Folcuin, Vita Folcuini, c. 3, p. 427.
This chapter is about the impact of the powerful – kings and aristocrats – on the inner world of the cloister. Monastic life was lived in close contact with the world outside, and responded to its needs. This constant proximity necessitated a repeated redrawing of boundaries and renewal of distance, which is usually called ‘monastic reform’. The tension between separation and integration is a recurrent theme in the writings of Carolingian monastic authors, precisely because their communities were so much at the centre of social and political life. As is explained below, the architectural solution to this problem was the *claustrum*, an inner enclosure within the monastery which should keep the outside at bay. The first section of this chapter deals with the demands of society on monks and nuns, and with the political function of *monasteria*; the second one treats the way in which these demands shaped the *vita communis* – the persistent ideal of a communal life within the cloister.

Unavoidably, the emphasis will be on the larger abbeys, for their history is best documented. Still, this bias in favour of large abbeys can be justified, in that they were characteristic of the Carolingian era. Their very size symbolised their wealth and power. Monasteries were prominent in the overwhelmingly rural landscape, harbouring hundreds of people; their economic, social and cultural impact has been compared to that of towns in a later age. Moreover, the prayer of thousands of monks and nuns played a vital part in safeguarding the ruler and his realm. In other words, monasteries were indispensable to those wielding power.

**Royal abbeys**

Such large abbeys often had modest origins. A network of new monasteries grew in Germany, inspired by the Anglo-Saxon missionary Boniface and his disciples. Apparently Boniface knew the monks in various foundations well enough to supervise even the minutiae of their organisation. Thus, when Abbot Wigbert of Fritzlar had died in 732 he sent personal instructions to the community:

I call upon your affection in fatherly love to maintain the order of your monastic life more strictly now that our father Wigbert is gone. Let the priest Wigbert and the deacon Megingoz expound the rule to you. Let them have charge of canonical hours and of the office of the church. They are to give advice to the others, instruct the children, and preach the word of God to the brethren. Let Hiedde rule the servants, and let Hunfrid assist him, if need be. Sturm will take charge of the kitchen,

---

4 Wollasch (1978).
Bernhard is to be the labourer and will build our cells as needed. In all matters, wherever necessary, consult Abbot Tatwin and do whatever he may direct.5

Fulda had started on as small a footing as Fritzlar. In 744 seven monks accompanied the Bavarian Sturm to start a monastery ‘in the middle of the wilderness, and amidst the people to whom we are preaching’.6 Like other monastic foundations inspired by Boniface, it served as a pastoral centre and missionary station. Soon, Fulda harboured 400 monks, not counting novices and children.7 Boniface remained Fulda’s informal leader and source of inspiration; here he wished to be buried, rather than in his see of Mainz. Sturm, who was Fulda’s first abbot, remained in his shadow until Boniface’s death in 754.8 Then, dissension arose between Abbot Sturm and Archbishop Lull of Mainz concerning who was to wield power in Fulda. The conflict between Boniface’s two disciples was resolved in a manner typical of the time: King Pippin stepped in, reinstated Sturm and made Fulda into a royal abbey, ‘completely free of Lull’s dominion’.9

Fulda’s fate after Boniface’s death highlights an important change within contemporary monasticism. Monasteries were gradually withdrawn from the bishop’s power, coming to enjoy royal protection and becoming subject to royal potestas. This situation was a far cry from the the episcopal control of monasteries affirmed time and again in sixth-century synods.10 In Merovingian times, the only foundations which had enjoyed relative independence were the royal ones. For the rest, bishops held sway over monastic communities within their diocese. They were responsible for internal discipline, which meant that they supervised monastic customs as well as the appointment of abbots. Moreover, as administrators of ecclesiastical property they had to oversee the economic management of monastic


6 Boniface, Epistolae, no. 86, p. 193: ‘Est preterea locus silvaticus in heremo vastissimae solitudinis in medio nationum praedicationis nostrae, in quo monasterium construentes monachos consititutum sub regula sancti patris Benedicti viventes.’

7 Liudger, Vita Gregorii, c. 5, p. 72.


possessions. Although ecclesiastical law prohibited their outright ownership of monastic lands, successive bishops did enjoy usufruct and could dispose of oblations. Lay founders of monasteries were only allowed such rights of usufruct during their lifetime; this barred aristocratic families from using their monastic foundations as sources of dynastic power.

Given this situation, the new model provided by Columbanus' influential monastery of Luxeuil (590) was as attractive to lay founders as it was unattractive to bishops. Luxeuil — and monastic foundations inspired by it — remained outside the scope of episcopal potestas, with abbot and lay founder being in full control. The first wave of Columbanian monasteries were royal ones, founded by kings and their relatives, but soon, lay aristocrats followed suit. Significantly, such monasteries were mainly located in the outlying areas of dioceses. In the early decades of the seventh century episcopal power was still too strong to be challenged.

Monastic property bolstered the veritable 'episcopal states' which grew in the course of the sixth and seventh centuries. Bishops exercised royal rights such as mint and toll; dioceses such as Trier, Chur, Rouen, Rheims, Sens, Tours and Auxerre became the strongholds of powerful aristocratic families. Any mayor of the palace or king who wanted to rule had to break these states up. One effective way to go about this was to undermine the direct episcopal control over monasteries. This strategy was used consistently from 714 onwards, when Charles Martel set about recovering the severe losses of the preceding decades. Whenever the mayor of the palace managed to isolate a wayward bishop, the latter would be banished, while the victor quickly assumed his enemy's rights over the monasteries in his diocese. Pippin II had thus chased bishops out of Rouen and Nantes after his victory at Tertry (687), and Charles Martel did likewise in 717 when the incumbent of Rheims tried to counter him. In most cases the pattern was similar, with growing military might enabling the Pippinids to topple yet another episcopal state, establishing their own fideles on confiscated ecclesiastical property.

It is tempting to view this battle between bishops and mayors of the palace over monasteries as a road which led directly to kingship. As often, however, hindsight is misleading. During the early decades of the eighth century, the mayors of the palace did not operate as future kings, but as magnates struggling for power. For all magnates, Pippinid and otherwise,

control of monastic wealth and the sacred was an important asset. Like other lay lords, therefore, Pippin II and his descendants founded their own monasteries (*Eigenklöster*) over which they retained complete control. As they grew more powerful, their patronage became more sought after; hence, lesser lords would strengthen their bond with the rising power by placing their own monastic foundation under the protection (*tuitio*) of the mayor of the palace. It is no coincidence that an early instance of such a *traditio* by a lay founder of a monastery to Pippin II occurred after the latter’s victory at Tertry (687).\(^{14}\) However, a severe setback for Pippinid power followed soon afterwards; and as late as the 730s, Charles Martel was still fully engaged in dismantling the episcopal states.

When Pippin III became king in 751, all those monasteries which had sustained his family’s rise to power became royal monasteries, sharing in its glory. Their importance to the new dynasty’s power is evident from the fact that the mayors of the palace generally reserved control of the monasteries for themselves, instead of handing them over to *fideles*. The same course of action was taken by the new king and his successor. In 806 Charlemagne finally succeeded in dismantling Chur, the last of the episcopal states. He established a count within this diocese, but the three most important monasteries became royal ones, instead of becoming part of the comital endowment. This gathering of major monasteries into the fold of royal protection was systematic. Whenever conflict over succession to the abbacy opened the possibility of a solution in the shape of royal *tuitio*, the king made the most of the opportunity, as Pippin III did in Fulda. He would step in as an arbitrator, upholding monastic liberty against the bishop and placing the community under his personal protection. Successive kings firmly held on to their monasteries. When Charlemagne restored extensive property to the bishop of Auxerre, he gave back some small and insignificant *monasteria*; wealthy ones such as St Germain d’Auxerre continued to be royal abbeys.\(^{15}\) Monastic lands had become indispensable, for they yielded a significant proportion of the royal army.\(^{16}\)

Once the new dynasty was established and the episcopate sufficiently tamed, co-operation between kings and bishops became yet again imperative. New ground rules had to be established for the governance of monasteries as well. They were laid down in 755 at the synod of Ver: monasteries were to be either episcopal or royal, and Pippin and Charlemagne acted upon this, ruling vigorously.\(^{17}\) Thus, the efforts of lay aristocrats to use monasteries as building blocks for independent power


\(^{16}\) Prinz (1971); Nelson (1983).

\(^{17}\) Synod of Ver (755), c. 20, *MGH Cap.* 1, p. 36.
were effectively checked for some four generations. Only in the 880s was royal monopoly of monasteries seriously threatened, with lay lords assuming control of monastic resources.

**Abbots and bishops, monks and clerics**

In the eighth century, episcopal and abbatial roles were still curiously intertwined. Not only did bishops assume the function of abbot, but abbots also became bishops. The subscriptions of the Synod of Attigny (762) distinguished between 'bishops with a diocese' and 'bishops from a monastery', and furthermore spoke of 'abbots who are not bishops' as if those were the exception rather than the rule.\(^{18}\) Apparently, ecclesiastical leadership comprised these three categories: bishops, abbots and those who combined both roles. In Ireland, where monastic communities dominated the church and diocesan structure was lacking, the so-called monastic bishop was a familiar figure, as he would become in Anglo-Saxon monasteries of the eighth century. Such monastic bishops had no circumscribed diocese; they lived in the cloister and were full members of their community, taking charge of pastoral care and the ordination of the clergy. A monastic bishop did not need to be an abbot; the office could also be filled by plain monks.

The continent also had its share of abbot-bishops in the eighth century, as is clear from the above-mentioned Synod of Attigny. Their existence suited peculiar circumstances, especially in missionary regions where no diocesan organisation existed as yet. In the seventh and eighth centuries Lobbes harboured a number of monastic bishops, much to the confusion of its tenth-century historian Folcuin. How could Lobbes have counted several bishops at the same time, he wondered, some of whom could not even be clearly identified as abbots?\(^{19}\) Lobbes provides an interesting example of how monastic bishops could become pawns in the Pippinid struggle for power, for this foundation did belong to a proper diocese, Cambrai. Pippin II appointed a missionary bishop named Ursmar (d. 713) to the abbacy of Lobbes, thus undermining the control of the local suffragan, while deftly gaining a foothold on the border between Austrasia and Neustria.\(^{20}\) Lobbes indeed proved a staunch ally of the mayors of the palace. When Pippin III had become king, however, the toleration of abbot-bishops ceased. He now took control of the bishoprics, imposing a diocesan organisation, Roman style. This left no room for monastic independence. The Synod of Ver (755)

---

attempted to eradicate all that was disorderly: double monasteries led by an abess, vagrant monks travelling without permission of their abbots, and dioceses containing more than one bishop. The new ruler intended to control the monasteria, through and with the bishops. Significantly, the reign of the abbot-bishops in Lobbes ended in 776.

Bearing this in mind, it is not surprising that the eighth-century notion of monasterium should be complicated. Certainly its meaning was not restricted to that of a group of monks or nuns devoted to contemplation, living under an abbot or abbess and subject to a rule of life. The Anglo-Saxon church in particular was familiar with a wide variety of communities called monasteria, of which some harboured priests carrying out pastoral duties in the neighbourhood, while others had a more contemplative orientation. Therefore, a clear distinction between contemplative monasticism on the one hand and active secular clergy on the other would be an anachronism. The hallmark of a monasterium seems to have been a communal and corporate life, no matter whether this was directed more towards prayer or to pastoral care. Usually, both activities were combined. This also holds true for the Continent. Here, groups of 'secular' clergy leading a communal life were nothing out of the ordinary either. Willibrord's missionary see of Utrecht had such a monasterium, in the charge of Abbot Gregory. The second half of the eighth century saw the first tentative efforts to differentiate between monks and clerics. However, this entailed an even further monasticising of cathedral clergy. Bishop Chrodegang of Metz (d. 766) founded Gorze, a community bound to the Rule of Benedict, while at the same time organising his clergy as a coenobium, living within the walls of a cloister. For the latter he composed a rule of life, similar to the rules that had long governed monastic life.

The fluid nature of the boundaries between monks and clerics is understandable, given the fact that both groups shared a central task, the Opus Dei, and a way of life, the vita communis. Many of those who, according to their own lights, belonged to the so-called monastic order were in fact part of the cathedral clergy, or of communities founded by bishops to take charge of pastoral care in the less accessible regions of their large dioceses. And even those monasteries that understood themselves to be 'Benedictine' were so in spirit, but not to the letter, and remained open to customs derived from the ordo canonicus.

Yet another reason for the increasing similarity between monks and clerics lay in the widespread conviction that only those who lived a vita communis, in the sense of living in a state of ritual purity, could be effective mediators between God and mankind.27 This notion is already evident in the Concilium Germanicum of 743, convened by Carloman and dominated by Boniface. The church had to be purified; no clergy living an unchaste life could be tolerated within the ecclesia.28 This called for ascetic priests; thus monks were turned into priests, and conversely, cathedral clergy into ascetic communities.29 During the second half of the eighth century, all efforts to distinguish clearly between monks and communally living clerics failed.30 It took the next generation of reform-minded churchmen to create the phenomenon of the ‘canon’ (clericus canonicus) as opposed to the monk monachus, who by definition lived under the Rule of Benedict. This new distinction implied that monks were to concentrate on prayer, leaving pastoral care to the canonical clergy.

In practice, however, monks remained very much involved in pastoral care; an increasing number of private churches still ended up in monastic hands, for the aristocrats donating them were convinced that the cura animarum was best taken care of by ascetic specialists.31

Reform

The councils organised in the 740s by Boniface had already made an effort to bring monks and nuns under one rule, that of Benedict. This endeavour gained momentum at the beginning of the ninth century. The Rule of Benedict had long been held in high esteem in the Frankish kingdoms; from the 630s onwards it had often been combined with Columban’s monastic rule.32 The few extant examples of these mixed rules (regulae mixtae) suggest that Benedict’s influence was strong, but not to the extent of excluding other traditions.33 Only very gradually, the Rule of Benedict was to gain

27 Angenendt (1978/9) pp. 36-42; cf. also Angenendt (1983). This notion was contrary to St Augustine’s doctrine of ex opere operato, according to which priestly ordination validated the sacraments, and not the life-style of the individual priest. Still, the opposite attitude dominated early medieval practice.
28 MGH Conc. 11:1, cc. 1-2, 6-7, pp. 3-4; Hartmann (1989), p. 52.
32 Prinz (1961), pp. 267-88; Dubois (1981), pp. 23-35; Moyse (1982), pp. 5-19. However, the notion that the Regula Benedicti, the Regula Columbani or their combination were the only alternatives open to monasticism tends to deny the diversity and vitality of monastic life in the Merovingian realm. Cf. Wood (1982).
33 Waldebert, Cuiuadam Patris Regula ad Virgines, PL 88, cols. 1033-70; Donatus, Regula ad Virgines, ed. A. de Vogüé (1975).
supremacy within the Carolingian realm. Anglo-Saxon influence aided this development, for English monasticism – although certainly not ‘Benedictine’ – was conscious of its ties with Rome. In the Anglo-Saxon church, Benedict was regarded as ‘the Roman abbot’ (*abbas Romensis*) and his Rule as the *regula Romana*.\(^3^4\) When Carolingian rulers and their ecclesiastical advisers sought to establish religious unity in the realm of the Chosen People of the Franks, they turned to the Roman abbot, and to Monte Cassino. From this ‘source and head’ (*fons et caput*) of all monastic inspiration Charlemagne was sent an authoritative copy of the Rule, believed to be a copy of the autograph itself.\(^3^5\)

The thrust of reform which was to make all monks and nuns into Benedictines – though by no means uniformly – was intensified from 800 onwards. This tied in with a more general endeavour to ‘correct’. The key notions of the so-called Carolingian renaissance were unification and *correctio*; these were to touch all aspects of Christian life and liturgy.\(^3^6\) Because the Christian cult was grounded in texts, it was of crucial importance that these be the correct ones, used by the whole of the *populus christianus*. For how could God be honoured by faulty ritual? A strong belief in the efficacy of correctly performed ritual underpinned these strenuous efforts to improve the knowledge of Latin grammar in all those concerned with liturgy. As Charlemagne wrote to Abbot Baugulf of Fulda, those in bishoprics and monasteries who can teach and learn should do so, ‘so that those who desire to please God by living rightly should not neglect to please him also by speaking correctly’\(^3^7\). Obviously, the Carolingian God liked to be addressed only in correct Latin.

Within the reform-minded clergy, Benedict of Aniane increasingly came to the foreground. This ‘second Benedict’ was born c. 750 as Wittiza, the son of a Gothic count.\(^3^8\) He converted to monastic life in adulthood, rather an exceptional act for an age in which most people entered religious life in childhood. The fact that he became the mentor of young King Louis the Pious contributed much to his success, drawing him nearer and nearer to the centre of power.

Benedict of Aniane’s influence made itself felt in the steadily increasing efforts to bind all monks and nuns to the Rule of Benedict. At the same time, the monastic order became more distinct from the other orders of the realm. Accordingly, the various *ordines* started to meet more often in separate assemblies. In 802 abbots and monks flocked to Aachen to discuss life

---

36 Schramm (1964).  
37 *Epistola de litteris colendis*, *MGH Cap.* 1, no. 29, p. 79; ‘ut, qui Deo placere appetunt recte vivendo, ei etiam placere non negligent recte loquendo’.  
Carolinger monasticism: the power of prayer

According to the Rule, with Benedict taking the lead. In Mainz in 813 three groups (turmae) met separately: bishops, abbots and monks, and counts and judges. This gathering was one of five reform councils convened simultaneously by the emperor, to meet in the early summer of 813 in Rheims, Arles, Tours, Mainz and Chalon-sur-Saône. The councils of Tours and Mainz stressed that all monasteries should live in accordance with the Rule, while in Rheims it was even deemed necessary to read the Rule to the abbots, in order to familiarise them with it. The five synods of 813 show that the Rule of Benedict was by no means universally obeyed yet, least of all in the heartland of the realm. Ancient sees like Rheims harboured rich and staunchly defended older monastic traditions. Old and venerable communities like St Denis, St Maur-des-Fossés and Stavelot-Malmédy, moreover, had joined the ordo canonicerum, which permitted the possession of personal property. This choice for the canonical life was not necessarily a sign of flagrant lack of discipline, for together with the obligation of stability (stabilitas loci), the prohibition of personal property was virtually the only feature distinguishing monastic from canonical life. This much is certain: by 813 the era of the mixed rules was hardly over. And monastic foundations with a long tradition of their own were definitely not yet ready for the next stage of reform, which entailed not only one rule (una regula), but also a unified custom (una consuetudo).

For this was the twofold goal of the great reforming councils held in Aachen in 816 and 817, orchestrated by Benedict of Aniane. When Louis became emperor in 814, Benedict was soon at his side as religious adviser. The chronicle of Moissac notes for this year: 'In the first year of his reign the Emperor Louis recalled the Abbot Benedict from his monastery in Aniane, because of the fame of his life and saintliness, so that he would establish himself in the vicinity of the palace of Aachen in the forest of Ardennes.' To ensure Benedict’s presence, Louis founded the monastery of Inden (Korne-limünster), close to Aachen. Benedict has been branded as an 'imperial abbot' (Reichsabt), who tried to root out older monastic traditions in the Carolingian realm, acting strictly and rigidly against communities that had lapsed into canonical life. None of these judgements stands up to close scrutiny. The religious houses reformed by Benedict were loosely joined together, having abbots and abbesses of their own; they may have looked up

40 Council of Tours, c. 26, MGH Conc. ii:1, p. 290; Council of Mainz, c. 11, MGH Conc. ii:1, p. 263; Council of Rheims, c. 9, MGH Conc. ii:1, p. 255. 41 Semmler (1965; 1983).
to him as their guiding spirit, but they did not treat him as some super- 
abbot. 45 And the rich monastic tradition of the Frankish empire is still 
known precisely because Benedict took the trouble to gather it into two 
major compilations, the *Concordia Regularum* and the *Codex Regularum*. These 
were to be the manifold source of inspiration from which the 'one custom' 
was to be drawn. Some contemporaries found Benedict much too lenient 
towards monastic communities changing over to the canonical life. With his 
fellow reform abbot, Arnulf of Noirmoutier, Benedict travelled in 817 to St 
Martin of Tours to pacify the quarrelling monks; the majority of them opted 
for the canonical life, apparently with their visitors' approval. When in 832 
Louis the Pious brought back St Martin into the monastic fold, his charter 
depicted Benedict and Arnulf as two 'good and pious, but extremely simple 
fathers', who had allowed themselves to be lured into compliance. 46

The monastic and canonical orders became the object of intense scrutiny 
and debate at the councils of Aachen in 816 and 817. The emperor himself 
attended, intervening personally, along with many abbots, monks, bishops 
and lay magnates. 47 They first issued the *Institutio Canonicorum* and the 
*Institutio Sanctimonialum* for canons and canonesses respectively. These read 
as a compilation of patristic texts, with additional decrees of a more practical 
kind. 48 The council of August 816 also legislated for monks and nuns. The 
sources for this meeting are very interesting, for they include the official 
capitulary as well as several unofficial eyewitness reports, all of these 
testifying to heated debate and much controversy. 49

What were the main issues of the Aachen councils? Acceptance of the 
Rule as the one law governing monastic life was not the problem; 
predictably, it was the uniform interpretation of it that met with most 
resistance. First, there was the matter which the emperor personally 
supported: the general and uniform compliance with St Benedict's Office. 
This trend conflicted with the current Frankish observance of the Roman 
Office, which was the consequence of King Pippin's liturgical innovations 
half a century earlier. 50 Next, there was the controversy over the *laus perennis*, 
the continual singing of the Psalms all year round. This custom is already 
mentioned in sixth-century sources, and was still widely observed when the 
816 decrees forbade it. The *laus perennis* implied the non-stop singing of

simplicissimi patres.'
48 Edited in *MGH Conc. II:2*, pp. 394-421 and 422-56.
Episcopis Mettensisibus* p. 286, about Bishop Chrodegang's introduction of the *Romana cantilena* 
among the clergy of Metz.
some 450 Psalms within twenty-four hours, with sections of the community taking turns, whereas the custom proposed in Aachen demanded only 138 Psalms, sung by all.51 Still, monastic prayer in the consuetudo of 816 had tripled compared to the original requirements of the Rule of Benedict, and had become a much more communal and intensive preoccupation. The question of cloister schools was also hotly debated; should these receive other children than the child oblates who were bound to monastic life? In 817, the final answer was an emphatic negative.52 The most contentious issue, however, was the relation between abbot and community. Many abbots by now had become powerful men with an aristocratic life-style, demanding a separate abbot’s house where they could receive their distinguished guests in suitable splendour. Henceforth, abbots were to be denied any special privileges; their place was in the refectory and dormitory along with the rest of the community.53 This stern attitude towards worldly abbots fits in with the overall concern with the distinction between the various orders: monks and canons, the clergy and the laity. The endeavour to separate the inseparable shows in the decrees concerning the schools and the abbots, and also in those regulating estate management. Abbots were to reduce their tours of inspection, and monks were not to be sent out at all.54

The Aachen reform had a mixed success, if only because estates needed to be managed, monastic schools remained attractive to all contemplating a career in the church, and abbots still owed royal service. Neither was the una consuetudo ever achieved.55 However, the Rule of Benedict did gain pre-eminence: though local custom varied widely, the Regula Benedicti became the foundation of monastic identity. This was hammered home once more by yet another meeting in Aachen in 818/19, leading to far-reaching changes within individual monasteries. Some became staunchly Benedictine, others opted for the canonical order.56 In following years, missi were sent out to check on compliance with the reforms. Not all bold dreams came true, but the scale and impact of the undertaking can hardly be overestimated. The ultimate purpose was unification of the church within an undivided Christian empire. After all, 817 was also the year of the Ordinatio Imperii, issued to safeguard the future cohesion of the realm. The strenuous efforts to distinguish between monastic and canonical life, along with the demand for

52 Council of Aachen (817), c. 5, Legislatio Aquitana, p. 474.
56 Hlawitschka (1961); Semmler (1980).
unity (forma unitatis) served to underpin a larger operation: the building of one Christian empire.\textsuperscript{57}

Lay abbots

The names of nine leading abbots who supported the Aachen reforms were entered together in 824 in the confraternity book of Reichenau, under the heading of ‘the names of our living friends’ (nomina amicorum viventium). The list is headed by Hilduin, abbot of St Denis, St Médard of Soissons, St Germain-des-Prés, St Ouen in Rouen, and Salonnes; to cap it all, Hilduin became chaplain of the palace, bearing from 825 the title archicapellanus. His accumulation of abbacies was the reward for long service to the emperor. Second in the list came Einhard, Charlemagne’s famous biographer.\textsuperscript{58} His career was very much the result of the blurring of boundaries between the cloister and the outside world. Educated in Fulda, he remained a layman and became a courtier. As such, he received the abbacy of St Peter in Ghent and several others as benefices. Einhard is one of the earliest lay abbots that can be identified. The institution of the lay abbot has in the past come in for much abuse from historians, who have made them into the symbol of all that was worldly and wicked in the Carolingian church. Recently, however, the balance has been redressed in their favour.\textsuperscript{59} Their virtues as benefactors and reformers of their monasteries have been eloquently extolled.

Indeed, Einhard’s career supports this contention. He not only was one of the central figures of the 816/17 reforms, but also made material provisions for the prayer of at least twenty-four canons in Ghent.\textsuperscript{60} The background to the lay abbot was the growing economic and political importance of monasteries and their abbots. Abbots became mainstays of royal power, courtiers, trusted counsellors and envoys. They also controlled vast economic resources; church property supported a substantial part of the Carolingian army. To gain constant access to rich monastic lands kings needed faithful abbots, so they accorded abbacies to their loyal followers, monks and laymen alike. The number of abbacies gathered by Hilduin and Einhard speaks for itself. Hilduin was a monk, Einhard a layman and Alcuin, who ruled the abbey of St Martin in Tours, was technically a secular cleric, having been brought up in the cathedral monasterium of York. Before the Aachen councils, no clear-cut distinction was made between the various monasteria or their abbots. The specifically defined abbas laicus was a creation of the ninth century. Surprisingly, the Aachen councils were remarkably

\textsuperscript{57} Ardo, \textit{Vita Benedicti}, c. 36, p. 215: ‘Cunctaque monasteria ita ad formam unitatis redacta sunt.’

\textsuperscript{58} Geuenich (1989), pp. 89–93.

\textsuperscript{59} Felten (1980).

\textsuperscript{60} Felten (1980), p. 49.
silent on this topic, although much debate raged on the extent to which a 'regular' abbot should be part of his community. A lay nobleman in charge of a religious house – monastic or canonical – seems to have been tacitly accepted, provided he did not plunder the resources to the extent that a regular life within the cloister became impossible. This was to be prevented by a division between the lands of the abbot (mensa abbatis) and those destined for the upkeep of the community (mensa fratrum). Einhard shortly after his appointment made this arrangement in St Peter at Ghent. The Council of Paris (829) was equally lenient, limiting itself to some sound advice to the lay abbots on how to carry out their functions. Kings unabatedly continued rewarding their followers with abbacies and thus with monastic wealth, in spite of a capitulary of 818/19 granting the free election of an abbot to all royal monasteries.\textsuperscript{61} A study of the career of ten important abbots during the reign of Louis the Pious shows that none of them achieved his position as a result of a free election. Between them they were in charge of over thirty monasteries.\textsuperscript{62}

It was only in 844 that lay abbots really came under attack. After the partition of the realm in 843 it was apparently now time for reassessment and reconstruction, and conciliar activity peaked, especially in the realm of Charles the Bald. Usurpation of church lands by the laity was condemned in general, and lay abbots were commanded to restore their abbacies. Nothing came of it, for reasons that the bishops themselves stated: lay abbots were necessary in times of 'pressing public need' (propter imminentem rei publicae necessitatem).\textsuperscript{63} And the bishops' very vexation with ecclesiastical property in lay hands shows the extent to which kings had come to rely on trusted lay abbots. Rich monastic lands yielded political and military service without depleting the royal fisc.\textsuperscript{64} Bishops and abbots, regular and irregular, contributed substantially to the royal army. The ramshackle but functional state of Charles the Bald was 'held together by a thousand special personalised arrangements', among which the lay abbacy proved indispensable.\textsuperscript{65} The king himself was lay abbot of St Denis from 867 onwards, using the institution as a political tool.

The history of Lobbes offers an enlightening example of the mixed blessings of lay abbacy. In 864 the brother of Queen Theutberga of Lotharingia, Hubert, invaded the abbey and ousted the abbot. Hubert was killed in the same year, but in the meantime he had managed to divide the estates into a meagre mensa fratrum and a lavish mensa abbatis: off the latter


\textsuperscript{63} Council of Yütz, c. 5, MGH Conc. iii, p. 34. \textsuperscript{64} Nelson (1992), pp. 58–62.

\textsuperscript{65} Nelson (1992), p. 67.
lived his own followers. Perhaps Folcuin has drawn too bleak a picture of his activities, but the fact of the sudden raid and its consequences are indisputable. The division of property remained in force in the following decades, when Lobbes was ruled by lay abbots of Carolingian blood. Between 864 and 881, Lothar II, Carloman (son of Charles the Bald), Charles the Bald himself, Louis II the Stammerer, Louis the German and Hugo, son of Lothar and Waldrada, all benefited from Lobbes. Folcuin wrote of them without one word of disapproval, probably because all these abbots were blood relations of kings. Therefore, they belonged in this *locus regius*. Hubert, however, lived on in Lobbes as the devil incarnate.

In other words, lay abbots came in all shapes and sizes. On the one hand, there were villains like Hubert who violently raided a monastery, on the other hand there were models of piety such as Einhard, who ensured the regularity of their communities. Probably, the majority of lay abbots occupied some middle ground. In a world of personalised arrangements and wealthy monasteries, they were a fact of life.

**VITA COMMUNIS**

*Claustrum versus saeculum*

One of the most controversial sources for Carolingian monasticism is the so-called Plan of St Gall. This beautifully executed ground plan of a large abbey was never used as a practical guide for building in St Gall; this much is clear from archaeological data. It therefore soon earned the qualification of a paradigmatic vision of how a large abbey should be planned. Some maintained that the Plan was the direct architectural outcome of the Aachen reforms of 816/17, others have doubted this close connection. Where did it originate? A good case has been made for Reichenau, although the exact authorship remains uncertain.

The St Gall Plan illustrates the problems that large Carolingian abbeys were facing. All aspects of life are represented here, many resulting from constant interaction with the outside world. These include guest houses, a school, buildings for artisans, animals and servants, a brewery, a bakery and a hospice. The central task of the community had to be carried out amidst all

68 Folcuin, *Gesta Abbatum Lobienium*, c. 3, p. 57; see above, n. 2.
69 Horn and Born (1979); Hecht (1983).
70 De Vogüé (1984); Sanderson (1985); Zettler (1990).
this hustle and bustle. How was one to safeguard prayer and stability? The architectural solution was the cloister (claustrum). In this inner sanctuary only monks were to be admitted; their coming and going was subject to the abbot’s approval, as was the highly exceptional admittance of outsiders. According to the Plan of St Gall the claustrum encompassed all buildings for exclusive monastic use, such as the dormitory, refectory, kitchen and lavatories. Above all, the three places around which religious life revolved were secluded from intrusion by outsiders: the monastic choir, library and scriptorium. With respect to learning, Carolingian monasticism differed markedly from that in Benedict’s time. Benedict attached no particular significance to intellectual activity or the monastic school: according to his prologue, monastic life itself was the ‘school of the service of the Lord’. By the ninth century, however, the study and production of texts had assumed paramount importance in the cloister. Not all monks and nuns participated equally in literate culture, but those who did constituted an elite within their communities. There existed no contradiction between intellectual and religious activity. On the contrary, the study of texts meant meditation, in the sense of really ‘digesting’ their spiritual significance, and work in the scriptorium belonged as much to the Opus Dei as did prayer.

This claustral structure was to be built around a central square court adjoining the southern side of the church. Hence, the authors of the Plan created a sacred space within the monastery, where prayer and study could continue unhindered. This was no ninth-century invention, but from this time on the claustrum became a characteristic feature of western monastic architecture. Local conditions might call for adaptations of this scheme, but the general principle remained the same; the duties of the inside and the outside world had to be combined as well as separated. Hildemar of Civate, author of an extensive commentary on the Rule of St Benedict (c. 845), gave detailed instructions to this effect. Preferably, visiting monks, abbots, bishops and prominent laity were all to have their own guest quarters. If for some reason it proved impossible to have a separate guest house for visiting bishops and prominent laymen, they could lodge in the same building, but in rooms of their own. Under no circumstances, however, should these guest rooms be adjacent to the hospice for visiting abbots, monks and the poor. Vassals should also join their lords in the separate guest house, which was to be as far removed as possible from that intended for the visiting monks. After all, ‘the laity may stay up till the middle of the night,

73 For biographical data, see Hafner (1939), pp. 97–8, 107–8; Semmler (1963), p. 33.
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talking and feasting, while the monks are not allowed to do this; instead, they have to be silent and pray'.

Communication between the claustrum and the outside was a delicate affair at all times. Hildemar envisaged a separate dwelling for the abbot, with its own kitchen. This kitchen also catered to the needs of the guests and could not be reached directly from the claustrum. The abbot's kitchen was served by a canon (clericus canonicus), while the monks' kitchen was run by a monachus. For practical purposes - apparently the larder was inside the cloister - a window was to be built to connect the two kitchens, enabling the monk to hand fish and other food to the canon in charge of cooking. Obviously, Hildemar's monastery harboured a number of canonical clergy, who were probably trained within the monastic confines. Because of their intermediate status, they were employed in the transitional areas between cloister and outside world. Different monks were to receive the various guests in a way that befitted their station in life, 'for it may happen that all come at the same time, counts and bishops and abbots and poor'.

Hildemar's commentary has rightly been called a 'textbook of ninth-century monastic life'. His career shows how much monastic life in northern Italy was part of Carolingian monasticism. He dictated his commentary on the Rule to his pupils in Civate, where he was magister. Hildemar had wide experience of actual custom in all its variety, having been raised in Corbie, and having travelled widely in the Carolingian empire. He was obviously much impressed by Reichenau, and it is no coincidence that the earliest manuscripts of his commentary originate from there. One could very well envisage the daily routine that Hildemar depicts within the spatial setting of the Plan of St Gall. Both sources, one textual and the other visual, show how busy monasteries had become since the days of St Benedict. The porter and cellarer now were important functionaries with a special staff to aid them. The continuous presence of outsiders had become a burden, but an inescapable one, for at the same time the guests and the outside world guaranteed the existence of the community. Hildemar's attitude towards the powerful (potentes) makes this crystal clear. These easily affronted men were to be handled with care, otherwise the community might lose their generosity, and be harmed by their wrath. A good grasp of status differences was essential for a monk. For example, a poor man would

---

75 Hildemar, Expositio, c. 61, pp. 611-12: 'eo quod laici possunt stare usque median noctem et loqui et jocari, et monachi non debent, sed magis silentium habere et orare'.


be honoured by monks washing his feet, but a mighty one could feel ridiculed and take his revenge. Such were the realities of life that Hildemar observed, and they must have been similar in all monasteries dealing with the powerful.

Guarding the *claustrum* was a full-time occupation. Departure and return were surrounded with ritual, and the traveller had to remain silent on what he had seen in the outside world. But Hildemar also deemed claustral activity an interior affair. Even when one left the monastic precincts, one remained in the cloister in spirit. A monk ordered to visit the cobbler’s workshop, outside the *claustrum*, stayed ‘inside’ as long as he did not exceed his brief. However, if he disobeyed, he left his internal cloister. The tension between inside and outside, *claustrum* and *saeculum*, is expressed in terms of the dichotomy of mind and body; claustral activities were connected with the *homo interior*, business outside with the *homo exterior*. The abbot served as link between the inside and the outside world. As the Rule dictated, he supervised all comings and goings in the monastery. At the same time, he had to be capable of handling all outside business. Ekkehard’s history of Carolingian St Gall illustrates this vividly. In Ekkehard’s opinion, ‘saintly simplicity’ (*santa simplicitas*) and too great a concern with life inside would not make a good abbot, for the management of the monastic estates called for permanent vigilance. The ideal abbot felt at home within the cloister as well as outside, and could easily adapt his behaviour to different circumstances. He would impose strict monastic discipline, while allowing his community some relaxation — provided that monastic *hilaritas* took place behind the walls of the *claustrum*, and was never witnessed by the laity. In the outside world, however, the abbot was a mighty lord, with a firm grip on his vassals. They were to serve him properly when he dined outside the cloister.

In turn, he supervised the education of their sons, from backgammon to falconry, and provided them with armour when they came of age. In other words, a good abbot was a flexible one: a benevolent but strict father to his

---
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community; a powerful and efficient ruler in the outside world. Only by combining both roles could he secure the continuity of his abbey.

Recruitment

Most monks and nuns were raised within the confines of the cloister. Thus, the opposition between the inner and outer world became part of their psychological make-up as they grew up. This attitude can be observed in the letters of Boniface, who had entered a monastery when he was not yet six years old. He always preserved his distinctly monastic outlook, for he had known no other way of life.

Child oblation became the predominant gateway to monastic life in the course of the ninth century. The Rule of Benedict provides a brief but influential instruction for the oblatio puerorum. The child was to be offered 'to God in the monastery' (Deo in monasterio) by his parents, within the context of Mass. Thus, the boy was offered at the altar with bread and wine, to remain in the monastery forever. All ties with his worldly possessions had to be severed, though the parents were free to make a gift to the monastery. No mention was made of a personal confirmation of the parental oblation.

The chapter in the Rule of Benedict on child oblation contrasts strangely with the preceding one on the entry of adult novices. Their acceptance is treated with great circumspection. The Rule was read to them thrice over, and only after a probationary period of one year was the novice allowed to take his final vows. This divergent approach within one text has long puzzled historians, who have chosen to disregard child oblation as something relatively unimportant, and typical of the 'dark ages' of medieval monastic history. This is mistaken, for the child oblates who in Benedict's time were a minority became a majority in the Carolingian age. Adult novices now were an exception rather than the rule.

This major change occurred as gradually as the diffusion of the Rule itself. In fact, the oblatio puerorum confirms the overall impression that the age of the regulae mixtae lasted for a very long time indeed. Sources from the period between 650 and 750, in which the Regula Benedicti progressively became an integral part of the mixed rules, give no indication of an oblation ritual performed at the altar. Surely, the idea of offering one's offspring to God

---

89 Regula Benedicti, c. 59.
90 Dom David Knowles expressed this widespread and understandable uneasiness when he devoted only a few pages to child oblation in his History of the Monastic Orders in England, deeming the phenomenon suitable to 'the early centuries or backward countries of medieval times'. Cf. Knowles (1949), pp. 9 and 418-22.
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was as familiar as the story of young Samuel which served as the biblical model for child oblation. Yet there is no sign before 750 of formalised oblation ritual. Rather, the entry of young boys into monastic life was described in terms of commendantio. Parents informally ‘commended’ their sons to an individual abbot or bishop, thus ensuring their upbringing within the church, just as other sons were commended to kings and mayors of the palace, to receive their military training at court.91 In contrast, the Rule of Benedict prescribes a more impersonal and solemn transaction, which barred any possibility of returning to the world. Indeed, ecclesiastical legislation from the mid-eighth century onwards hammered home this unpalatable truth. As Pope Gregory II already wrote to Boniface in 726, ‘it is an impious (nefas) thing that the restraints of desire should be relaxed for children offered to God by their parents’.92

More legislation was to follow, for the practice of child oblation became common enough to invite abuse.93 The Council of Aachen (817) proclaimed that the oblation of a child was to be performed during the Offertory of Mass, in the presence of witnesses, stressing that the boy should confirm the parental vow once he reached the age of understanding.94 Some monasteries indeed demanded a personal profession from the oblate at the aetas intelligibilis, but one should not imagine that the youth then was at liberty to make a choice between the cloister and the world outside. His confirmation of parental vows was treated as a matter of course. Some, however, begged to differ. A famous and nasty confrontation erupted in 829 between Hraban Maur, abbot of Fulda, and his former pupil Gottschalk, son of a Saxon count. Gottschalk fought to be released from Fulda and his vow on the grounds that his oblation had been unlawfully witnessed by Frankish instead of Saxon witnesses; and he accused Hraban of having forced him to comply with profession, tonsure and monastic garb.95 At first Gottschalk seemed to be winning his case, but Hraban fought back, submitting a ‘Book on Child Oblation’ to Louis the Pious himself.96 The struggle over Gottschalk’s property, handed over to Fulda at his oblation, was the crux of the affair. In the end, the rebel was allowed to leave his hated abbot, but he was still a monk, while Hraban remained in full control of his inheritance.

92 Boniface, Epistola, no. 26, p. 46.  
93 General complaints about grasping abbots who had their eye on the newcomers’ possessions must also have pertained to child oblates. Council of Frankfurt (794), c. 16, MGH Conc. ii:1, p. 168; Council of Chalon (815), ibid., p. 271; Capitulare Ecclesiasticum (818–19), c. 8, MGH Cap. i, p. 277. Cf. Semmler (1963), pp. 46–7. Specifically about child oblation: Capitulare Ecclesiasticum (818–19), c. 20, MGH Cap. i, p. 278.  
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Hraban and Gottschalk were to cross swords once more in 848–51, when Gottschalk was cruelly punished for his heterodox views on predestination.97

Complaints were voiced that 'all too often' (frequentissime) oblates tried to leave monastic life.98 A certain drop-out rate should be taken into account, and it may indeed have had interesting consequences for the transmission of literate skills from monasteries to the outside world.99 On the other hand, Gottschalk was an exceptionally strong personality. For many ordinary oblates the monastery where they were raised became 'our nest', the world they knew and trusted.100 They had left their families as soon as they could walk and talk; what did the world outside mean to them? In his letters, Alcuin praised the 'maternal affection' of the brothers of York who had educated him, expressing his desire to be buried in the place where he had been raised.101 His hagiographer described him as a young child, being transferred from his mother's carnal breasts to the church's spiritual ones—a revealing metaphor.102

Some quantitative data illustrate the predominance of child oblates in the ninth century. In St Rémi at Rheims, when Archbishop Hincmar (845–81) was abbot, all newcomers were registered; their oblation or profession charters were entered in full into a book. The remaining fragments yield thirty-seven child oblates as against only one adult novice.103 The Liber Memorialis of the royal nunnery of San Salvatore/Santa Giulia in Brescia contains a list of forty-one oblates offered between c. 837 and 848; this notitia was drawn up on the occasion of the oblation of Gisela, the daughter of Lothar I. Comparison with a list of nuns living in San Salvatore around 850 shows only fourteen names that do not figure in the notitia of 848. Of these, some may have been former child oblates as well, who had entered San Salvatore before 837 and were still alive in 850.104 There was thus an overwhelming presence of child oblates at San Salvatore, though admittedly their numbers were swelled thanks to the staggering generosity of one Radaldus, who donated no less than seven daughters to the nunnery.105

Such an act raises a persistent question: was child oblation a means of ridding oneself of superfluous children, especially of daughters? Radaldus may have been a case in point, but generally this approach does not

correspond with reality as far as it can be observed in sources of this period. Oblation was as important in male as in female communities: the biographies of leading churchmen speak for themselves. Willibrord, Boniface, Alcuin, Hraban Maur, Hincmar: they all started their life in the cloister at an early age. The rich material of Fulda shows that between 826 and 835 this abbey recruited some 100 to 150 very young monks. Narrative sources concerning Fulda yield many *pueri nutriti*, but only two monks who entered the abbey as adults (*conversi*). No wonder that magister Hraban Maur complained that all his time was taken by the caring for ‘the little ones’ (*parvuli*). The substantial gift to the monastery required of parents, moreover, made the dumping of an unwanted child a rather expensive affair. In Carolingian times, the optional gift of the parents (*eleemosyna*) mentioned by Benedict had become the total inheritance of the child. So it was no mere rhetoric when Hraban denounced Gottschalk and his associates as opponents of monastic life itself. Child oblation was the lifeline of monasteries, providing recruits as well as property. Thus, economic considerations neatly coincided with religious ones.

Thus it is not surprising that the anonymous monk who reported back home on the Aachen Council of 816, spoke of his community as ‘we, who have lived this kind of life virtually from our cradle, instructed by our elders’. It would be a mistake, however, to regard all those reared within the monastic confines as child oblates in the strict sense of the word. The anonymous monk mentioned two categories of newcomers in his monastery about which the council had not yet taken a decision: priests and *scholastici*. The latter category must have included child oblates as well as others, for one year later the Aachen reformers came to a decision, banning all except *pueri oblati* from monastic schools. From what our anonymous reporter has to say about the education of the *scholastici*, it is clear that they were trained for a life as an intellectual elite, within the church. They had to speak Latin at all times, and proceeded from basic education – psalms, hymns and the Rule – to Scripture, patristic writing and saints’ Lives, whereas lay adults who converted to monastic life could restrict themselves

---
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112 *Statuta Murbacensia*, *Legislation Aquignentensis*, p. 442: ‘Nos vere qui ab ipsis pene cunabilis a maioribus nostris eruditi in eadem dispositione viximus’.
to the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, the penitential psalms and, if they were able to, the whole Psalter.\textsuperscript{115}

In so far as the scholastici were not child oblates, they must have been mostly young clerics. Their presence in the monasteries is manifest in many sources, also in those dating from after the 817 prohibition. It has already become clear that Hildemar considered canonical clergy living within a monastic community as nothing out of the ordinary. He was not alone in this, for a letter from St Gall of 887 mentions Waldo, who had 'applied himself under the strictest discipline and supervision to literary study and the principles of monastic life'; he had done so as a clericus, and was sent for further training to the bishop of Augsburg.\textsuperscript{116} And the clericus Gundram, nephew of Hraban Maur was brought up in Fulda, and from there he went to the court. Only at a later age did Gundram become a priest as well as a monk of Fulda.\textsuperscript{117} Obviously, in spite of the prohibition of 817, monasteries remained a preferred training ground, also for the secular clergy. Some went elsewhere, while others opted for monastic life. Given the fact that their education was no different from that of oblates, many might indeed have stayed on as monks. The famous 'external school' of the Plan of St Gall, a bone of contention since the last century, may simply have been intended for the use of all scholastici, oblates and clerics alike, plus the occasional lay boy.\textsuperscript{118} After all, the Plan's author called it the 'common house of the school' (\textit{domus communis scolae}).

\textbf{Discipline}

Carolingian monks and nuns living under the Rule of Benedict promised obedience first and foremost. Although the additional third part of the profession (\textit{conversio}, or rather \textit{conversatio morum}) became more common in the ninth century, this triple formula did not render older forms obsolete.\textsuperscript{119} Given the fact that most vows were made by parents or relatives on behalf of very young children, a profession formula referring to a change from a secular to a monastic way of life would not have made much sense anyway. Obedience to the abbot did, however, and so did stability. Early medieval

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Statuta Murbacensia}, c. 2, \textit{Legislatio Aquiigranensis}, p. 442. Cf. the epilogue, p. 449, which mentions Latin as the language for the scholastici on a day-to-day basis: 'Usum latinitis potius quam rusticitatis qui inter eos scolastici sunt sequuntur.'

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Collectio Sangallensis}, no. 24, \textit{MGH Form.}, pp. 409-10: 'sub artissima disciplina et custodia litterarum monasterialibusque rudimentis insistens'.


\textsuperscript{119} Leclercq (1971); Constable (1987), p. 785.
relations between abbots and their monks have been compared to those between a lord and his followers. Personal loyalty pervaded the concept of obedience. For those who became monks at a later age after a military life, this may indeed have been the case. Hildemar counted on adult novices who generally came from the arms-bearing classes, for he prescribed a profession ritual entailing a deposition of arms onto the altar, after only two months. This profession was binding, but much instruction was yet to follow, most of all in the art of humility.

Humility was the stuff that Benedictine monasticism was made of, for it represented the complete antithesis of aristocratic life outside the cloister. The Rule elaborates the twelve stages of humility, of which obedience forms an integral part. A proper monk had to obey his superiors in all matters, no longer had a will of his own and remained obedient even in the face of unjust demands. As Benedict’s chapter on profession has it, he was no longer his own man. This must have been a difficult proposition for adult novices, especially for the aristocrats among them. Therefore, monastic authors doubted whether these adults would ever make good monks, some frankly preferring child oblates. Garrulous Hildemar was the most outspoken in this preference.

His elaborate system of custodia et disciplina aimed at moulding young boys into perfect monks. Three to four masters were responsible for guarding the children at all times, leaving them no opportunity for sin. They were to be strictly supervised at school, during meals, in the bathroom and in the dormitory. Once a month they were allowed to play, again within sight of their masters. Supervision would surely have been more lax at times, and some as Gottschalk did must have rebelled. With the large majority, however, the strategy of constant custodia must have worked.

A long training in monastic discipline was to mould the minds and actions of the monks. According to the Rule, the height of humility is reached, when the monk is not only humble at heart, but when he also makes this always visible to onlookers through his external behaviour, which means that during the Opus Dei, in the Oratory, in the monastery, in the garden, on the road, on the land, or where he sits or walks or stands, he should always keep his head bowed and his eyes directed downwards.

121 Hildemar, Expositio, c. 58, pp. 537-8.
122 Regula Benedicti, c. 58, 25: ‘quippe qui ex illo die nee proprii corporis potestatum se habituro scit’.
124 Regula Benedicti, c. 7, 62-3: ‘Duodecimus humilitatis gradus est si non solum corde monachus sed etiam ipso corpore humilitatem videntibus se semper indicet, id est in opere Dei, in oratorio, in monasterio, in horto, in via, in agro, vel ubicunque sedens, ambulans vel stans, inclinato sit semper capite, defixis in terram aspectibus.’
Physical behaviour was regarded as a necessary expression of an internal state and even as its most perfect reflection. Hildemar warned monks who had to prune vines above their heads to be extra humble while standing on their toes.\textsuperscript{126} It would be a mistake to deem this one more instance of ‘ritualistic’ early medieval monasticism. In a world in which cloister and outside world were so intimately connected, an internal claustrum which was implanted from childhood might be the best guarantee for keeping the boundaries around the community intact.

The small-scale organisation that Benedict had experienced and for which he wrote, with its moderate balance between prayer and work, had vanished in the ninth century. The overall picture is that of large monasteries. This holds true for the whole of the Carolingian empire, including northern Italy. The convent of Remiremont was a community of a little over eighty nuns in the first half of the ninth century;\textsuperscript{127} St Riquier, however, counted some 300 monks at the same time, and 100 boys who were brought up to be monks.\textsuperscript{128} The size of Fulda was even more astounding: under abbot Hraban Maur in 825/6 a list of over 600 \textit{fratres} of Fulda was entered into the confraternity book of Reichenau.\textsuperscript{129} Specialisation was unavoidable in such a situation, and Hildemar’s commentary bears witness to this. Numerous masters minded the children, others supervised work on the estates, toiled in the garden, assisted in the kitchen and at the porter’s lodge, received the guests and cared for the sick. Every department had its specialist, from the scriptorium to the stables. Inside the claustrum, the monks seem to have carried out the household chores. Outside, however, they served more as supervisors than as manual workers. Here lay servants, members of the monastic \textit{familia}, did the hard work.\textsuperscript{130}

In ninth-century Fulda, not all monks lived in the central cloister. This was mainly the habitat of the old and the young, while those in the prime of life served in the numerous monastic outposts (cellae), for purposes of estate management.\textsuperscript{131} The ambitious Abbot Ratger almost brought ruin to his prosperous community by forcing it to build a large church, ‘an immense and superfluous building’, as disapproving monks called it.\textsuperscript{132} Laymen were enlisted for household chores and the supervision of monastic property, while liturgical services were shortened and the monks of Fulda were converted into an army of reluctant builders. The community suffered acute

\textsuperscript{126} Hildemar, \textit{Expositio}, c. 7, p. 286.
\textsuperscript{127} Hlawitschka (1978), pp. 38–9.
\textsuperscript{128} Angilbert, \textit{Institutio}, praefatio, p. 291.
\textsuperscript{129} Schmid (1978b), pp. 588–97.
\textsuperscript{130} About the \textit{familia} and their activities: Kuchenbuch (1978), pp. 343–6; Schwind (1984); Weidinger (1991).
\textsuperscript{131} Schmid (1978b), pp. 587–8.
\textsuperscript{132} \textit{Supplex Libellus}, c. 12, p. 324: ‘Ut aedificia immensa atque superflua et cetera inutilia opera omittantur.’
distress, aggravated by an epidemic in 806 which claimed many victims among the exhausted monks. In 812 their patience finally ran out, and Ratger's opposition sought the support of the emperor himself. The petition (Supplex Libellus) they offered to Charlemagne in 812 demanded that the management of the mill, the garden, the kitchen and agriculture should be restored to the hands of the monks. The Supplex Libellus is extremely instructive, for it shows what standards had been in Fulda until Ratger took over. Revealing details, such as the request that the elderly monks should once more be allowed to use staffs and hassocks, suggest that he indeed deserved the name of tyrant. But in spite of the material hardship they had suffered at their tyrant's hands, the monks of Fulda suffered most keenly from forced neglect of their liturgical duties. The bulk of their grievances was concerned with what they felt to be their primary responsibility: prayer.

Communities of prayer

The monks of Fulda demanded a restoration of the liturgical practice customary before Ratger's time. This practice entailed substantial obligations, such as daily prayer for the ruler, his children and the entire Christian people (populus christianus); prayer for all living benefactors each Monday; a commemoration of all deceased brothers, twice a day, and for the same a vigil and fifty psalms each month; and an annual vigil and a Psalter for Abbot Sturm and the founders of Fulda on their anniversary. In addition, they requested that priests be given the opportunity to celebrate Mass more often, as they had done previously, and that the major saints' days be yet again honoured with traditional Masses and vigils.

It is clear that liturgical activity had greatly increased, certainly in comparison with the days of Benedict. The Supplex Libellus reflects a changed reality, in which priests played a key role. They were indeed numerous in Fulda, as well as in other abbeys. If one includes subdeacons, 70% of the monks during the abbacy of Hraban were of clerical rank—and of those monks who were still in minor orders, many were destined to be ordained when they were old enough. The lay monastic community of late antiquity had become one of monks in holy orders by the ninth century.

133 Supplex Libellus, c. 16, p. 325; Semmler (1958).
134 Supplex Libellus, c. 5, p. 325; tyrant: ibid, c. 20, p. 327.
And as their numbers rose, so did the number of altars in the churches. The Plan of St Gall mentions nineteen altars in the main church alone.

Various factors contributed to this process. Certainly the increasing missionary and pastoral activity of monks played a part. But the determining influence was the perception of prayer in general and Mass in particular, which was shared by religious and laity alike. It was widely believed that a Mass could be a gift to God: to express gratitude, to beg for assistance or to placate impending wrath. A glance at Carolingian sacramentaries, many of them originating from monasteries, shows immediately that there were Masses for all purposes, from warding off bad weather to safeguarding a traveller. The central ritual of the church had become a gift (munus), for which a counter-gift (remuneratio) was to be expected.

The proliferation of votive Masses (missae speciales) was such that they tended to distract the attention of the faithful from the communal Mass (missa publica). This development was inevitable, since the laity had a vested interest in such Masses. Penitential practice had flourished on the Continent since Irish and Anglo-Saxon monks had introduced private penance; having Masses said or Psalters sung had become one way of fulfilling one’s penitential obligations. Conversion tables were drawn up to calculate the exact relation between alms and prayer. One solidus represented two Masses or one hundred psalms, ten solidi could substitute for six Masses or six Psalters, and twenty solidi represented twelve Masses or twelve Psalters. Amalarius of Metz neatly summed up the penitential aspect of Mass: ‘All these sacrifices have been offered by the priest as well as by the people, so that the Almighty God will not count our sins.’

The load of this increased demand for prayer fell onto the shoulders of monks and canons. Unlike the ordinary village priests, they had the time and liberty to devote themselves to these duties, provided they did not have Ratger of Fulda as an abbot. More importantly, unlike village priests, monks and canons lived in ascetic communities and therefore were reliable mediators between God and mankind. Whoever dared to approach the ‘terrible sacraments’ in a state of impurity could not perform an effective sacrifice, and also ran the risk of illness and even death; such at least was the moral of miracle stories. On the road to monastic priesthood, child
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139 Vogel (1980; 1981); Constable (1982).
140 Angenendt (1983), esp. pp. 181-3; Angenendt (1990a), pp. 331-4. Amalarius of Metz opposed munera to dona; while the former would lead to a remuneration, the latter were freely given, without expectation of reward. Amalarius, Expositio, c. 27, p. 306.
143 Amalarius, Expositio, c. 55, p. 322: ‘Haec omnia sacrificiala ideo sunt oflerta, tam a sacerdote tam a populo, ut omnipotens Deus peccata nostra non reputet.’
oblates had a decided advantage over adult *conversi*, for they became literate early on, which was a prerequisite for priesthood. Moreover, they embodied the ritual purity demanded of true mediators. As Alcuin wrote of Willibrord: ‘he was taken to Ripon right after having been weaned, and grew up there seeing and hearing nothing but good and saintly things’.\(^{145}\)

Not all shared an identical burden of prayer. Customs varied, and of course women could not say Mass. But women did participate in all other duties such as singing of psalms and other prayers pertaining to the Office. In the *Liber Memorialis* of Remiremont the names of founders, abbesses, kings and the dead sisters were recorded for commemoration.\(^{146}\) Prayer for one’s own dead was of primary importance, especially for founders and abbots/abbesses. In Fulda, the cult of the dead seems to have gained a particular momentum; Annals of the Dead were kept there from 779 onwards, to be continued up to the eleventh century.\(^{147}\) But the commemoration of the living required intensive activity as well. In the second half of the eighth century, so-called confraternities of prayer began developing. At first, these were restricted to abbots and bishops, although their communities were also mobilised to prayer and thus took part. Most famous is the agreement (*conventum*) of the Synod of Attigny in 762. The bishops and abbots present promised to have one hundred Psalters sung and one hundred Masses read for each other in the event of death. In addition, thirty Masses were to be said by participants personally.\(^{148}\)

Until well into the ninth century, the confraternities of prayer were predominantly an internal affair for religious communities. Rulers excepted, the laity did not participate. Several Carolingian ‘memorial books’ (*libri memoriales*), also called ‘books of life’ (*libri vitae*), are still extant. Among those, the Reichenau confraternity book is certainly the most spectacular. When it was first conceived – probably c. 824 – no less than fifty monasteries with the names of dead and living brothers and sisters were entered.\(^{149}\) The organisation behind such large volumes must have been stupendous. The lists of names are a treasure trove for the social historian, even more so from the late ninth century onwards, when the laity increasingly had their names inscribed. A veritable network of prayer spanned the Carolingian empire. Traditionally, the Anglo-Saxon missionaries were held to be the creative force behind liturgical commemoration, but this view does not stand up to

147 Oexle (1978b).
close scrutiny. Rather, the phenomenon was a legacy of late antiquity to which Anglo-Saxons and Franks were both heirs.150

It is no coincidence that the first networks of prayer developed in the very area and period which saw the consolidation of Carolingian power.151 The authority of this dynasty was founded on prayer as well as on military might. Rulers and their families were the first of the laity to have their names recorded in the books of life, and special prayers were devoted to them. Those abbeys that gained the status of ‘royal’ under the Carolingians owed the king prayer first and foremost. And at times of crisis, kings made the prayer mills turn faster. The Annals of Fulda recorded the disastrous year of 874, when an exceptionally cold winter claimed many human and animal victims. King Louis the German anxiously conferred with his counsellors on ‘concord and the state of the realm’ (de concordia et statu regni), and devoted himself to prayer during Lent. Then, one night, he had a vision of his dead father, Louis the Pious, who addressed him—in Latin!—from the hereafter to tell him how much he was tormented, and how badly he needed the assistance of prayer to gain eternal life. The shocked king immediately sent out letters to all monasteries of the realm, requesting them to intervene with God for his father’s soul.152 Ultimately, the bad winter was interpreted as a punishment for the failure to pray for the dead emperor.

This spirit of penance and prayer was at the very heart of monastic identity, as Fulda’s crisis of 812 amply shows. The Aachen councils of 816/17 aimed at safeguarding and restoring liturgical duties: prayer had to be welded into a unified and forceful endeavour. The claustrum was to protect the inner world of prayer. The ousting of Ratger in 817 and the restoration of the old order were closely connected with the Aachen reforms, which were now fervently embraced in Fulda. The presence of the names of reform-minded abbots in the first layout of Reichenau’s confraternity book also shows an intimate link between intensified prayer and reform.153 This is understandable, for both stemmed from the same root. A feeling of crisis seems to have been the catalyst for the large-scale confraternity of prayer at Reichenau. It was eloquently voiced in the vision of Wetti. This vision was recorded from the monk’s mouth shortly before he died on 4 November 824.154 It expresses deep anxiety in the face of impending death. Have I failed in my duties, and have I done sufficient penance? Wetti wrote to ten brothers in particular, requesting them to commemorate him with one hundred

152 Annales Fuldenses s.a. 874, p. 94.
psalms and one hundred Masses.\textsuperscript{155} His vision reminded its readers of their task of commemorating the dead, and hammered home that those neglecting this duty would be punished for this in the hereafter.\textsuperscript{156}

In short, the need for monastic prayer was clear to monks and rulers alike. This was the pre-eminent function of ‘royal abbeys’. They were indispensable to the common prosperity and salvation of the religious communities, but even more of those outside, who had entrusted monks and nuns with the task of intercession. Between 700 and 900, monasteries became veritable powerhouses of prayer. They were part of the Carolingian order, which was built on the ideal of harmony between God and his Chosen People, the Franks.

The strong bond between kings and abbeys started to disintegrate in the last decades of the ninth century, especially in the West Frankish kingdom and in Lotharingia. The history of Lobbes is yet again illuminating. From 864, the monastery was ruled by a number of lay abbots, who were all members of the Carolingian family. Lobbes’ status as a royal abbey came to an end in 881/2, when Bishop Franco of Liège received Lobbes as a benefice, probably as a reward for his energetic resistance against Viking attacks. This personal union between episcopacy and abbacy was institutionalised in 889 by Arnulf of Carinthia. Until 917, the bishop of Liège remained the rightful abbot of Lobbes, enjoying the benefits of the \textit{mensa abbatis}.\textsuperscript{157} An abbey that had been a mainstay of Carolingian authority was now taken over by the bishops of Liège – and by local aristocrats gaining control over the episcopal office. Folcuin described the abbacy of Bishop Balderic (954–7) as an all-time low in the history of his abbey. Lobbes was attacked by the Magyars, and its immunity was violated by Balderic’s uncle, Régnier III, count of Hainault. He went so far as to pursue an enemy into the monastery, finally decapitating him in the \textit{atrium} of the church of Notre-Dame.\textsuperscript{158} Together with his spouse and Bishop Balderic, the count celebrated a sacrilegious Christmas within the cloister, desecrating the holiest places of Lobbes’ inner sanctuary: he lodged in the sacristy, and used the table where the host was kept as a storage cupboard for shoes and dishes.\textsuperscript{159} On top of all this, he replaced the duly chosen \textit{praepositus} of Lobbes by his favourite, Erluin, who was a first abbot.


\textsuperscript{158} Folcuin, \textit{Gesta Abbatum Lobiiensium}, c. 26, p. 68.

\textsuperscript{159} Folcuin, \textit{Gesta Abbatum Lobiiensium}, c. 26, p. 68: ‘Nam comes cum coniuge in sacrario ecclesiae mansitabat, et mensa, qua sacratissimum Domini corpus absumebatur, ministerium calciamen-
torum et paterarum seu scutellarum efficiebatur.’
of Gembloux. From the very beginning, the monks of Lobbes hated their new leader. When he was promoted to abbot and chased a large part of the recalcitrant monks from Lobbes, the latter retaliated. Three of them entered the dormitory at night and lifted Erluin from his bed; once outside the cloister, they blinded him and cut off part of his tongue, before sending him on his way back to Gembloux.  

The disappearance of the Carolingian order severely affected monastic life, materially as well as spiritually. Ecclesiastical institutions and their wealth bore the brunt of Viking and Magyar raids. Monastic authors may have exaggerated the general impact of the attacks, but undoubtedly their own communities suffered heavily. On Epiphany of 882, Prüm was set ablaze by Vikings. According to Regino, the defence of the monastery was left to ‘ignoble folk’ (ignobile vulgus) who were armed, but lacked military training; they were slaughtered like animals. Ten years later, the abbot and monks had to flee from Prüm again, barely escaping yet another Viking raid. Understandably, monastic discipline suffered in such turbulent times. Shortly after the onslaught of 892, a crisis over the abbacy broke out. Regino replaced the abbot that had fled, but only managed to hang on to the office for seven years. Two local counts forced him out and gave the abbacy to their brother. External attack easily led to internal disruption, for monastic discipline was dependent on the claustrum remaining intact. When a fire destroyed St Gall in 937, lack of discipline was the immediate result; monks wandered freely outside the cloister, and some ‘threw off their yoke and fled’. The physical and the mental claustrum were closely connected; hence, its violation could have long-term and traumatic effects on monastic communities. This partly explains the so-called ‘exaggerated’ reaction of monastic authors to Viking and Magyar raids.

In spite of all this turbulence, which deeply affected the vita communis, it should be kept in mind that the tenth century witnessed yet another wave of monastic reform. In the German realm, concern for monastic discipline remained very much a royal prerogative. Kings made it their business to go on personal visits of inspection within the claustrum; in St Gall, tales were told about Otto I testing discipline in the choir by throwing his staff on the floor, being overjoyed that none of the monks batted an eyelid. Elsewhere, bishops and lay aristocrats instead of kings took the lead. They built on Carolingian traditions, not only because they drew upon the Aachen
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reforms as a source of inspiration, but also in that they considered monastic reform the hallmark of a proper ruler. Once counts and dukes consolidated their power, they set about reforming monasteries or lending their support to reform.

Even Folcuin’s scapegoat Régnier may have aspired to reform Lobbes, thus enhancing his authority. It was he who brought the hated Eruliu from Gembloux to Lobbes. The monks wanted no part of this stranger and considered him a tyrant, a point of view which Folcuin shared completely. Yet, the tradition of Gembloux sheds a very different light on Eruliu. Here, he was remembered as a dedicated and exemplary reform abbot. Probably Lobbes was put in Eruliu’s charge by a count who had monastic reform in mind, as befitted a true ruler. But Régnier’s precarious hold on power was broken by the Ottonians; in 938, the new duke of Lotharingia – Archbishop Bruno of Cologne – chased him into exile. Given Folcuin’s loyalty to everything Ottonian, it is likely that his malicious account of Eruliu was coloured by the latter’s close association with Régnier. The unfortunate reformer simply had the wrong backer: one who was not royal. Eruliu’s successor Aletran was from Gembloux as well, but he went down in the history of Lobbes as the abbot who restored monastic life, ensuring independence and wealth for the abbey. He did so with the full support of Archbishop Bruno, the king’s brother, which may account for his popularity with the historiographers of Lobbes. Were Eruliu’s aims so very different from those of Aletran? It seems as if the impatient reformer clashed head-on with a proud royal abbey and its Carolingian past, which was still very much alive in the tenth century.

166 Sigebert, Gesta abbatum Gemblacensium, c. 13, p. 530: ‘qui etiam martyrium pro Dei amore subire erat paratus’.
dominated by the establishment of the Carolingian empire and the extension of its political and religious influence beyond the imperial frontiers, the centuries from 700 to 900 witnessed a vigorous effort by ecclesiastical authorities to transform the religious life of the laity. Influenced by ideals originating in monastic and missionary circles, ideologues at the Carolingian court set out to establish a comprehensive code of conduct for the laity and a firm place for them within the Christian church. Reformers concentrated on encouraging education in the basic tenets of Christian doctrine, channelling lay people's spiritual needs into directions approved by the upper echelons of the clerical hierarchy and imposing a Christian moral code formulated for those in secular occupations. In so doing, clergy (often themselves from a monastic background) encountered beliefs, practices and social customs of which they disapproved. From lay people’s point of view, the rituals of the Christian church in which they were encouraged – or coerced – to participate were often only one of a number of possible ways of making sense of the world, placating its hostile forces and ensuring social harmony. When men and women did follow preachers’ exhortations, they may have seen a significance in their actions that differed from what the clergy hoped to inculcate. The religion of lay society c. 700–900 by no means always conformed to the ideal which the ecclesiastical establishment struggled to impart.

Young and old, male and female, rich and poor, lord and slave, illiterate and learned, the laity constituted the vast majority of Christians. With the exception of kings and queens (for the most part excluded from this discussion), the activities and beliefs of lay men and women have usually left little direct trace. With the single exception of the enchiridion of spiritual advice written for her son in 843 by the Frankish noblewoman Dhuoda, a work as remarkable in its survival as in its composition, no lay person has left us an authorial account of his or her own life and beliefs. Dhuoda apart,
we have to reconstruct the religion of the laity from fragmented information in many different sources, whose male authors were usually members of the clerical or monastic elite. None of these texts offers a simply descriptive position. Sometimes the perspective is exemplary, in the form of accounts of good deeds to be emulated or bad conduct to be shunned. More often it is hortatory, such as sermons or handbooks of moral instruction written by clerics for lay recipients. It may even be prescriptive: legislated norms of appropriate conduct and belief, promulgated by kings acting in consultation with their religious advisers, by church councils or by individual bishops. In reading these sources, we run hard up against the predilection of all early medieval writers for drawing both inspiration and the form of words from earlier authors. The dominant patterns of thought might blunt an author’s sensitivity to many of the social realities of their day. Carolingian moralists often tell us much more about how the laity ought to behave than about what they were actually doing and thinking. To offer hypotheses about lay religion, we must proceed by assembling fragmentary evidence, and penetrate the rhetoric of reform to reconstruct underlying patterns of human behaviour.

In exploring the religion of the eighth and ninth centuries, we inevitably explore its society too. The vocabulary of the period makes this clear, for *Christianitas* meant the Christian faith, the way of living which it entailed, and the area within which Christianity was professed. When the Bulgars began to convert in the middle years of the ninth century, the comprehensive nature of their new faith became abundantly clear. Confused by the competing efforts of both Greek and Roman missionaries, they wrote to Pope Nicholas I in 866. His precise answers to their 106 questions gave instruction on everything from prayer, sexual ethics and days of fasting to those days on which it was permissible to bathe, whether it was permissible to carry a horse’s tail into battle as a standard, and why hunting was banned during Lent. As propounded by Carolingian moralists and missionaries, *Christianitas* embraced all aspects of human existence from bedchamber to battlefield and from church to farmyard. It left no room for secularity; its only antithesis was paganism.

Early medieval confessors were urged to pay heed to ‘the qualities of times and persons, of places and ages’ whenever they administered penance. This essay will do the same. Distinctions of time – of changing religious practices over the course of these two centuries – have been particularly prominent in discussions of the gradual process of Christianisation which
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followed upon the formal adoption of Christianity by early medieval peoples. Distinctions of place have long been apparent in the contrasts between religious organisation and forms of spirituality which characterise Ireland as opposed to Anglo-Saxon England or Gaul. More recently, historians have placed much emphasis on the regional variations in the liturgy, saints’ cults, penitential practices and cultural life of the Frankish lands, even in the heyday of Carolingian court culture. Much less attention has been paid to distinctions of persons and ages. To remedy this deficiency becomes a particular theme of this chapter. In the paragraphs which follow, differentiations of religious experience by gender and by status will be pointed out repeatedly. The religion of the laity was as variegated as lay society itself.

**BAPTISM AND COMMUNITY**

In surveying the religion of Europe over two centuries of pervasive change, we may well ask what the religion of the urban population of, say, early medieval Milan had in common with that of the new converts in Charlemagne’s Saxony. Baptism provides an answer. This rite of Christian initiation identified membership of Christendom; indeed, both the Old English and the Old Welsh words for baptism (OE *fulwiht*, OW *bedydd*) served on occasion as synonyms for *Christianitas*. From the reign of Charlemagne onwards, if not from the conversion in the 680s of the last pagan Anglo-Saxon kingdom, that of the South Saxons, it is safe to say that ‘kingship and christening manifestly went together’.4

Baptism distinguished Christians from non-Christians, the *fideles* from the *pagani*. Within Christendom, it was shared by everyone without regard for distinction of gender, status or occupation. Nevertheless, individuals’ experience of baptism will have varied greatly, for even in Charlemagne’s empire, liturgical uniformity was an ideal rather than a reality. By 700, the early Christian rite of initiation for adults had long since been adapted to accommodate a society in which everyone was baptised as an infant, though the missionary activity on the northern and eastern frontiers of Europe led Alcuin (c. 730–804) in particular to reflect upon the appropriate rite for new, adult converts.5 Except at a synod convened on the Danube in 796 to organise missionary work among the Avars, Anglo-Saxon and Frankish legislation concerned itself with the appropriate form of baptism for infants or, in cases of urgent necessity, for the dying. Most is known about the liturgy for infant baptism, and even in this regard, the rituals in use lacked

---

Religion and lay society

uniformity, and indeed changed considerably in the two centuries under discussion here. In the Carolingian lands north of the Alps, the spread of the Roman rite from the early eighth century onwards introduced a dominant theme on which local variations were numerous. But in the north Italian dioceses within the province of Milan and in Ireland and Anglo-Saxon England (so far as extremely scanty evidence permits us to say), non-Roman rites remained in use. Within the area of Carolingian liturgical change and experimentation, a further tendency reinforced the various local forms of the ritual which people underwent, namely the tendency to compress into a single ceremony a ritual whose full form was intended to be spread out over the entire period of Lent. Nevertheless, underlying the varying liturgical details was a common fundamental structure: baptism everywhere meant an initiation process comprising instruction, exorcism, immersion in or aspersion with water, usually ending with episcopal confirmation and the celebration of Mass.⁶

What did baptism involve for the family of the young infant? In Wessex, laws issued by Ine in 693 fined parents if their child was not baptised within thirty days of birth; if the child died without baptism, they were fined everything they owned.⁷ Carolingian clergy, on the other hand, tried to restore the ancient custom of baptising only at Easter or Pentecost, and restricted the rite to baptismal churches under episcopal control, that is, those churches whose clergy enjoyed the right to collect the chrism from the bishop. The intention was to baptise infants at the first Easter or Pentecost after birth, when they were not yet weaned but were still parvuli lactantes.⁸ Many parents, Charlemagne included, ignored this. When Hadrian I baptised the king's son Pippin, at the Easter service in Rome in 781, the boy was already aged four or five. Dhuoda implies that her second son, born on 22 March 841, had not yet been baptised by the time she started writing her handbook of spiritual advice for her elder son, commenced on 30 November in the same year.⁹ The Franks were not subject to the same harsh penalty for tardiness that Ine had decreed in Wessex.

Taking a baby for baptism could involve many journeys, sometimes over considerable distances, for not every place of worship could be used for the rite. Those parents living within the shadow of the urban cathedral of Milan would have only needed to carry their child a short walk around the block. The 'Troyes Anonymous', an unidentified bishop writing within the province of Sens in 812, reminds us that, within his diocese, the procedure

---

⁶ Fisher (1961); Angenendt (1985); Keefe (forthcoming).
⁷ Laws of Ine, c. 2, Whitelock, EHD no. 32, p. 399.
⁹ Dhuoda, Liber Manualis 1.7, xi.2. In 841, Easter fell on 17 April.
for baptism varied between the city and rural areas. By about 900, the Gallo-Roman dioceses of Gaul each had hundreds of baptismal churches, one in almost every village of any size. The pattern did not extend, however, to more remote areas, for at the same date only forty parish churches served the entire region of the Ardennes. In the huge dioceses of early Anglo-Saxon England and of the missionary church in Carolingian Germany, where priests were few and far between and bishops even scarcer, baptism, or any other sacrament, must have been very hard to obtain, and it was certainly impossible for episcopal confirmation to follow directly upon the baptism which a priest had administered. In Northumbria in the early eighth century, Bede (673/4–735) tells us that many remote settlements never saw a bishop to confirm people from one year’s end to the next. Getting an infant baptised in these circumstances must have entailed arduously long journeys and careful planning.

The text of the full Roman rite of initiation included seven scrutinies during Lent, spread out between the Wednesday of the third week of Lent and the day before the Easter vigil itself. It culminated in baptism during the Easter vigil, immediately followed by confirmation by the bishop and then Eucharist. A northern Italian Order of Scrutinies dating back to the eighth century expected some thirteen meetings of priest and catechised (and parents) to precede baptism itself. Such demands placed upon families were often too great to be practicable. The repeated visits for the scrutinies of the Roman rite were frequently omitted or reduced to three in places where the distances to be travelled were too great, clergy too few or parents lax. In the diocese of the ‘Troyes Anonymous’, two scrutinies were performed, one postponed (unusually) until the second Monday after Easter Sunday. When confirmation became established as a separate rite, performed a matter of days or months after baptism, that placed a further burden on parents, and many seem not to have bothered at all. Whether all the stages of baptism were completed on one occasion at a missionary church far from where the parents lived, or whether repeated visits were made to a cathedral by those who lived nearby, initiation of a child into the Christian faith demanded that parents commit time and energy, quite apart from the fees which some clergy improperly extorted.

In the eighth and ninth centuries, having a child baptised may have been a

---

13 Lambot (1928); Fisher (1965), p. 40; Keefe (forthcoming) for demonstration that this ordo was in use by the Carolingian period.
14 Jonas of Orléans, De Institutione Laicati 1. 7.
15 First statutes of Gerbald of Liège, c. 12. MGH Cap. episc. 1, p. 19 and further references there cited.
time-consuming business, but its purpose became clear when translated into
the metaphor of the secular social hierarchy. At baptism, the catechumen
exchanged bondage to Satan for the lordship of Christ. Writing in 819,
Hraban Maur (c. 780–856) described the exsufflation which formed one stage
in this rite of initiation in language redolent of contemporary social relations
of commendation, servitude and lordship: ‘after he has commended himself
into the lordship of the other by his confession of the true faith, and has
separated himself from the servitude of his previous owner, the evil power is
blown out of him . . .’.16 Hraban has left us with a clear statement of the
religious identity of ninth-century society, and the way in which social
cohesion was rooted in baptism.

That cohesion rested upon firm assumptions about the relative social
positions of male and female. Baptism made this explicit. From the moment
of entry into the Christian community, girls were treated differently from
boys. As the children came into church for the various stages of the Roman
rite, the boys were grouped on the right-hand side, girls on the left. At each
stage – scrutiny, exorcism, receiving the creed, at the font – boys preceded
girls.17 Different prayers were said over each sex; Archbishop Hincmar of
Rheims (845–82) expected his priests to know them all by heart.18 The
priority accorded to males found an echo in the rules for purification after
childbirth which some penitential codes specified: following the Levitical
code the new mother had to purge herself by sexual abstinence for up to
twice as long after the birth of a girl as she did after the birth of a son.19 The
moment of entry into the Christian community gave ritual confirmation to
the distinctions of gender which underlay all early medieval social
relationships.

Baptism shaped those social relations in other ways too. Candidates for
baptism had always needed a sponsor; by the seventh century, the sponsor’s
role was to make the profession of faith on behalf of the child.20 Carolingian
legislation forbade parents to sponsor their own children, and thereby
encouraged the use of godparents: those who, through sponsoring a child,
became its spiritual parents at its second, spiritual birth. Godparents were a
child’s fideiussores: they vouched for the child before God with their own
pledge, and might be called to account if they defaulted.21 Godparenthood
had far-reaching implications and obligations. Churchmen tried to persuade

16 'At postquam se per confessionem verae fidei in alterius commendaverit dominium, et per
abrenuntionem a prioris possessoris se alienaverit servitio, exsufflatur ab eo saeva potestas . . .' De
Clericorum Institutione i. 27.
18 Capitula Presbyteris Data (852), c. 3, PL 123, col. 773.
20 Lynch (1986).
21 Legatine mission to England (786), c. 2, MGH Epp. iv, p. 21.
godparents to take a hand in religious instruction, and stipulated that they be able to teach the Apostles' Creed and Lord's Prayer to their godchildren. They were also concerned to prevent marriage, or any sexual relationship, between those who were spiritually kin, whether godfather and goddaughter or biological mother and godfather. In 879, a man named Stephen baptised his own dying son and acted as godfather, receiving the child from the font, as was permissible in an emergency when a priest was not present. Because Stephen was now the spiritual 'co-father' of the child's mother, Bishop Anselm of Limoges ordered the couple to separate. The intervention of Pope John VIII saved the marriage, but the episode makes clear the way in which the clerical ban on sexual relations between spiritual kin had the power to disrupt medieval marriage patterns.

Nevertheless, the institution of godparenthood offered other compensations. Certainly Carolingian kings and magnates exploited it to form bonds of deep personal obligation. In addition to baptising the young Pippin in 781, Hadrian I also stood sponsor to him, thereby creating ties of spiritual kinship between biological father and spiritual father, in this instance Charlemagne and the pope. In 851 and 863, Charles the Bald stood sponsor to the sons of two successive Breton princes, part of a carefully executed move to undercut the Breton propensity to rebel. William, son of Bernard of Septimania and Dhuoda, had as his godfather his paternal uncle Theoderic, and Dhuoda wrote to William that, had Theoderic lived, 'he would have nurtured you and been your loving supporter in all things'. For many laity, baptism may have been as much an opportunity to extend and manipulate their network of kindred as a moment of deep sacramental significance.

Festivals and worship

'If you fully desire to be a Christian', asserted the anonymous author of a treatise for use in instructing pagan converts, 'you can escape the great darkness of ignorance and unbelief. If you can keep the precepts of divine law, you will truly be a Christian.' Baptism formed the point of entry into a rule-bound society. We can best explore the implications of those rules by following the themes underlying this writer's tenfold law of God. The author has combined some of the Ten Commandments with precepts of

23 'Nutritor etenim atque amor tuus fuerat in cunctis, si ei licuisset.' Liber Manualis viii.15.
24 'Si ergo perfecte christianus esse desideras, magnas ignorantiae et infidelitatis poteris evadere tenebras. Nam si divinae legis praecepta seruare potueris, recte christianus eris.' Ratio de Cathecizandis Radibus 2, Heer (1911), p. 80. According to its editor, this treatise was compiled c. 800, probably in Bavaria.
Jesus and early Christian exhortations into a statement outlining forms of worship and ritual, relations between the individual and God, and rules of conduct constraining an individual in his or her relations with family and community. This and the following two sections address these issues.

Our catechetical treatise defined forms of worship and ritual through a series of negatives: prohibitions on worshipping idols, on the casting of spells and on divination, on making sacrifices to trees, springs and the like, and on taking offerings to any place other than the Christian church. Throughout eighth- and ninth-century legislation recur constant objections to rites and to ways of influencing events or predicting the future that were deemed un-Christian. Meeting the challenge of imposing Christian rituals and religious practices absorbed much energy. Although particularly acute in missionary areas, the clash of interests occurred everywhere: Boniface (672/5—754) reported stories of people celebrating the new year in ‘pagan fashion’ with singing, shouting, dancing and feasting right outside St Peter’s basilica in Rome.

Churchmen responded by urging lay participation in the festive cycle of the Christian year in ways which gave liturgical structure to the passing seasons and the week’s work. They also encouraged visits to healing shrines and gave the clergy opportunities to preach to the assembled congregations. Accounts in saints’ Lives offer assurance that laity did attend the major church festivals, often in large numbers. People flocked to saints’ shrines on the annual feast days and rushed to attend the ceremonial translation of relics into new shrines. These large, religiously charged gatherings provided an environment in which reputed miracles of healing were particularly liable to occur. Huge crowds assembled whether for local celebrations, such as the festival of Germanus of Auxerre in a church dedicated to him in the diocese of Langres, or for the transfer of prestigious relics to shrines of international importance, such as the arrival of relics of St Denis at Fleury. The laity also participated in the main annual feasts, notably Christmas and Easter. In the Easter Sunday liturgy at St Riquier in the 790s, for example, two priests administered communion to the laity, one to the men and the other to the women at the same time as the monks received the sacrament, and at the end of the service, all processed out of the church together.

The church demanded more than seasonal participation in its liturgical cycle, however. At the heart of the efforts of Carolingian reformers lay an effort to impose a weekly rhythm of work and rest. Frequent legislation

25 Ratio de Cathedrae et Rudiis, Hecq (1911) p. 81 and pp. 18–23 on the sources for this passage.
27 Heiric of Auxerre, Miracula Sancti Germani 1, 5, PL 124, cols. 1232–35; Adrevald, Miracula Sancti Benedicti 1, 28.
28 Angilbert of St Riquier, Institutio de Diversitate Officiorum, 8.
stressed the obligation to keep the Sabbath — and acknowledged how widely it was flouted. Charlemagne supplied a detailed list of all the agricultural tasks which men might not perform, but specifically exempted military service, the transport of foodstuffs and the carrying of the dead to the grave site. He also specified the range of prohibited women’s work — weaving and spinning and production of cloth — but made no mention of the preparation of food. Church councils enacted supplementary restrictions, such as a ban on markets and law courts. Days of rest were for all: ‘May your serfs and your serving women and your oxen and asses and horses have rest on the Lord’s day and on saints’ days, in the same way that you do.’ Women who worked at their looms on Sundays were particularly liable to find their hands crippled as a divine punishment.

Keeping the Sabbath by no means entailed going to church. Though individual bishops and preachers might urge regular church attendance, neither kings nor councils legislated on the subject. The Anglo-Saxon Council of Clovesho in 747, for example, simply stated that the populace was to be invited to church on Sundays and feast days. No evidence permits any estimates of the frequency with which people attended church, though we do know that when they did attend, they sometimes left part way through the service. Exhortations to attend church had to be tempered by recognition of the practical difficulties involved. As an anonymous ninth-century north-Italian preacher said to his congregation on the subject of church attendance during Lent: ‘I urge each of you who lives next to the church and can get there, to hear Mass daily, and each who can should attend Matins every night. But those who live far from the church should make the effort to come to Matins every Sunday, that is, men and women, young and old, except for the sick. However one or two people may remain at home to guard the house.’

30 Admonitio Generalis, c. 81, MGH Cap. 1, p. 61.
31 For example, Council of Arles (816), c. 16. MGH Conc. 1, p. 251.
32 ‘Diem dominicam uel solemnitate sanctis, quomodo uos habetis requiem, sic habeant et serai uestri, et ancillae uestrae, et boves et asini et caballi uestri.’ Quoted from an anonymous, untitled sermon of the eighth or ninth century: Morin (1905), pp. 515–19 at p. 517.
33 Heiric, Miracula Germani 1, 5, PL 124, col. 1234; Vita Arnulfi 28, MGH SKM 11, pp. 444–5.
34 Admonitio Generalis, c. 71, MGH Cap. 1, p. 159 is typical of the many injunctions against leaving before the end of the service.
35 Sermo in Quadragesima, Mercier (1970), pp. 186–91. ‘Moneo etiam ut qui iuxta ecclesiam est, et occurrere potest, quotidie audiat missam; et qui potest omni nocte ad matutinum officium veniat. Qui vero longe ab ecclesia manent, omni dominica studenat ad matutinas venire, id est viri et feminae et iuvenes et senes, praeter infirmos. Unus tantum aut duo remaneat, qui domum custodiant.’
Frequency of communion did receive more attention from legislators. According to Bede, lay people in early eighth-century Northumbria only received the sacrament at Christmas, Epiphany and Easter; most Carolingian bishops settled for similar injunctions to communicate three times a year. Only in ninth-century Italy, it seems, did the laity receive communion with any regularity. A powerful disincentive must have been the universal prohibition on any sexual activity for several days before receiving the Eucharist, though as Bede pointed out, there was no reason why the young and the elderly (who were not sexually active) could not take the Eucharist at least on all Sundays and feast days. In practice, cautions about lay people communicating in a state of impurity suggest that these rules were honoured at least as much in the breach as the observance.

Receiving communion from time to time may have been obligatory, but did not form the primary focus of public religious observance. It is not only the silence of sermons and of the handbooks of spiritual advice for lay people which suggests this. Even for those lay people whose devotional life approached the intensity of a monastic existence, receiving the sacrament appears to have been marginal to their main spiritual concerns. Gerald of Aurillac (c. 855–909), the only lay person in this period to be hailed as a saint, is certainly reported to have heard Mass frequently, but is never described receiving communion; in her Liber Manualis, Dhuoda never made any mention at all of the sacraments. Both Gerald and Dhuoda commissioned Masses for themselves or others; but for both of them, prayer, recitation of the psalms and observing the monastic offices formed the essence of their religious life.

Gerald, as befitted a man of his wealth and status, had his own private travelling altar, which accompanied him wherever he went. Judging by the descriptions of the altar fittings in two ninth-century wills, the private chapels of the Carolingian aristocracy were sumptuous places indeed, replete with gold crowns, candelabra, silver censers, rich textiles and precious reliquaries. Such people evidently preferred not to slum it in the local parish church, which was liable to be used as a granary or to have a leaky roof. There might be animals wandering in and out, nesting birds

36 Bede, ‘Epistola ad Ecgbertum episcopum’ in HE, ed. Plummer, p. 419; Browe (1921).
39 For example the first statutes of Theodulf of Orléans, c. 44, MGH Cap. episc., p. 140; Jonas of Orléans, De Institutione Laicali ii, 18.
40 Odo of Cluny, Vita Geraldi ii, 17, iv, 60, 66; Dhuoda, Liber Manualis ii, 3, xi, 1.
41 Odo, Vita Geraldi iii, 32, iv, 67, v, 72.
42 Will of Heccard, count of Mâcon: Prou and Vidier (1900–7) i, pp. 59–67; will of Eberhard, marquis of Friuli: Coussemaker (1883) i, pp. 1–5.
polluting the sacred space with their excrement, women singing and
dancing in the forecourt, people gossiping and story-telling.\textsuperscript{43} Prohibitions
against the nobility hearing Mass in their private houses surely acted as
inducements to social mixing.\textsuperscript{44}

Behaviour in churches, or expectations about it, hint at the ways in which
social attitudes might find expression within an ecclesiastical context. There
are obvious distinctions here of both gender and wealth. For women, access
to saints’ shrines, to the sacraments and to the altar was sometimes
impossible. Two strands run through the penitential and legislative texts
which deal with women in church: one, conventionally indebted to Gregory
the Great, did not penalise women as impure; the other, under the influence
of the penitential ascribed to Theodore of Tarsus, prohibited women from
receiving communion during menstruation, imposed a period of purifica-
tion after childbirth and refused to allow women to approach the altar at any
time.\textsuperscript{45} Many monasteries prohibited women from entering the cloister
and church. Women could approach relics when they were taken outside the
enclosure; otherwise they had to resort to other tactics. A blind woman
entrusted her candle to a man to take to the shrine of St Leutfred; another
woman, who dressed as a man in order to get close to the relics of St Carilef,
was struck blind.\textsuperscript{46} In both secular and monastic churches, local custom or
direction was responsible for regulating access. No overall pattern can be
discerned.

Social status also affected the way people participated in ecclesiastical
celebrations. For the rich, festivals such as Christmas were opportunities to
bedeck themselves in their finest apparel, ‘so that on that day they might be
seen to be more honourable than other people’.\textsuperscript{47} On these occasions,
displays of status and of conspicuous wealth had an immediate audience.
Hraban Maur complained that on Rogation Days, when his congregation
should have been purging themselves with fasting, clad in hair shirts or in
mourning, both men and women were wearing all their finery. Having spent

\textsuperscript{43} First statutes of Theodulf of Orléans, c. 8; statutes of Radulf of Bourges, cc. 2–3; statutes of
Ruotger of Trier, c. 2, \textit{MGH Cap. episc.}, pp. 108–9, 235–6, 62–3; Regino, \textit{Libri II de Synodalibus
Causis}, Bk 1, \textit{Inquisitio} cc. 1, 72–3, ll.v.87–8.

\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Duplex Legationis Edictum} (789), c. 25, \textit{MGH Conc. 1}, p. 64; Council of Paris (829), c. 47, \textit{MGH
Cone. 11:2}, p. 641.

\textsuperscript{45} Gregory the Great, ep. xi (16a), \textit{MGH Epp. 11}, pp. 338–9; Penitential of Theodore, i.xiv, cc. 17–18,
in Schmitz (1883), pp. 524–50. Both these texts were highly influential in eighth- and ninth-
century Anglo-Saxon and Frankish legislation. Also Regino, \textit{Libri II de Synodalibus Causis 1},
200–2.

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Vita Sancti Leutfredi} 4, \textit{AASS} Jun iv, p. 112; \textit{Miracula Sancti Carilefi 11, AASS OSB1}, pp. 633–4.

\textsuperscript{47} Sermo in Adventu Domini, Mercier (1970), pp. 150–5: ‘ut honorabiliores caeteris videantur in illa
die’.
the day riding through the fields on their caparisoned horses, they ended it by feasting late into the night with drinking, music and bawdy singing, their guests not the beggars and cripples from outside their gate but their own like-minded neighbours and cronies. All too easily did a day intended for penance and humility become an excuse for affirming the distance that separated feasting potentes from suffering pauperes. The worship and ritual of the ninth-century church was as much about social rank as it was about Christian religion.

**SIN AND SALVATION**

Through baptism, the new Christian entered a relationship with the Christian God which would not culminate until the Last Judgement. At its core, the clergy preached, lurked all-pervasive sin. Fear of punishment and the certainty of impending judgement combined put great stress on expiation. Coupled with the belief that, after death, the just passed straight to paradise to await judgement but the impure would be purified by fire, an ideology of sin and atonement permeated the lives of both clergy and laity throughout the early middle ages.

By c. 700, belief in purgatory had spread from monastic to lay circles, and had taken hold even in the far north of Christendom, on the northerly fringes of Northumbria. Drythelm, a paterfamilias who led a religious life within his household, had a glimpse of purgatory and paradise, after which he had himself tonsured and joined a monastery. His vision of the souls of men tossed between raging fire and icy tempest in a valley that lay in front of the mouth of the stinking pit of hell, and of bands of happy people on the fragrant, sunlit plain which lay just outside the kingdom of heaven, captures for us the beliefs and fears which helped shape men’s and women’s conduct. As Drythelm’s angelic guide explained to him, the souls being chastened by fire and ice were those people who had delayed confessing and repenting their sins until the very moment of their death. Along with their own penitence, the prayers, alms, fasts and Masses of the living would help these souls finally reach heaven. The white-clad people enjoying the flowery meadow were those who had died performing good works, but who were not so perfect as to enter immediately the kingdom of heaven. For Drythelm and his contemporaries, good works, confession and the repentance of sin during this life affected what happened beyond the grave. The Christian religion demanded that quotidian affairs be conducted in accordance with a rigorous ethic of self-restraint and good deeds.

---

49 Bede, *HE* v.12, ed. Plummer, 1, pp. 303-10.
A system of private confession followed by penance, first developed by Irish monks in the sixth century, became the chief means through which clergy tried to exercise disciplinary control over the behaviour of the laity. Through tariffs of penance, graduated according to the severity of each sin, and repeated each time another sin was confessed, confessors could help the penitent cancel out his or her ill deeds. Regular confession was desirable: Dhuoda urged young William to 'offer your true confession, in privacy, with sighing and with tears' and to devote fully one half of his time to penance and reparation. Confession and penance became an urgent necessity to those on their deathbeds, and all priests were expected to be able to administer it. Bede told the admonitory tale of a Mercian warrior in the opening years of the eighth century who continually refused to do penance, even when very ill. Angels showed him the brief list of his good works; devils the tome of his sins. He died unshriven, condemned to everlasting torment. As Alcuin reminded Count Wido, God never spurned penance, however short its duration, if done with true contrition, but there was no possibility to repent after death.

Within the context of beliefs about an after-life where each individual's fate turned upon his or her good deeds, penance brought together social behaviour and divine judgement in a framework of ecclesiastical discipline and clerical ritual. Accounts of sinners hastening to holy men and priests to confess suggest that ecclesiastical teaching on the need for penance was often taken to heart. The survival of vernacular ordines for hearing confession and administering penance points in a similar direction. To work, however, the system relied upon the voluntary co-operation of lay people with their priests. Herein lay the difficulty. One ninth-century bishop admitted the problems he encountered in making penance an effective disciplinary tool. Isaac of Langres (839–880) commented that he had decided to take action 'because of the idleness of those who were uncooperative, and their complaints about pastoral solicitude, and because of the insolence of wicked men who assert that all the things which are said for their own improvement or security are dreamed up and invented and imagined by us'.

Some of those difficulties lay in the strategies people devised to fulfil the

---

50 Liber Manualis III. 11: 'Da illis, ut melius nosti, tuam occulte cum suspirio et lachrymis ueram confessionem.'
52 De Virtutibus et Vitiis, 13.
53 Vogel (1916).
54 Steinmeyer (1916), pp. 306-36.
55 'Propter quorundam minus aequiescentium desidiam, et querelam contra pastoralem sollicitudinem, atque improborum insolentiam, qui omnia quae ad emendationem vel ad suum caelatum dicuntur, a nobis ficta et excogitata garruiunt et inventa, utile duximus, quaedam saluberrimarum capitula sanctionum...colligere et in unum corpusculum aggregare.' PL 124, col. 1075.
letter, but not the spirit, of a penitential sentence. Penitentials most commonly imposed sentences of fasts of specified duration, which might be many years for the most serious offences. By the middle of the eighth century, the Irish practice of commuting a penance had become widespread: in 747 the Council of Clovesho inveighed against the practice. Commutation enabled a penitent to avoid the inconvenience of fasting by giving alms or donating land to the church. Alternatively, someone else could be hired to perform the fast on the penitent’s behalf, or a priest paid to say Masses.\textsuperscript{56} In 829, the Council of Paris, apropos of the correct administration of penance, cautioned priests who ‘determine the duration and nature of the penance according to the penitent’s pleasure, for the sake of a gift or love or fear or favour’, and Hincmar likewise commanded his priests not to accept hush-money.\textsuperscript{57}

Efforts to minimise the inconvenience of a penitential sentence doubtless sprang from a deep concern about the possible fate of one’s soul, coupled with a reluctance to allow clerical stipulations to circumscribe every action. On no aspect of people’s conduct did Christian \textit{mores} have a greater effect than on their sexual behaviour. In the many extant eighth- and ninth-century penitential codes, sexual irregularities form the most notable category of offence. In an effort to impose as nearly a monastic morality on lay society as possible, clerical reformers and legislators viewed even conjugal sexuality as deeply polluting and quite incompatible with participation in the worship of the Christian community. Intended for procreation only, intercourse was not permissible at many stages of a woman’s physiological cycle – menstruation, pregnancy, breast-feeding – nor at many specified times in the liturgical calendar.

Historians have debated the possible demographic effects of restrictions so stringent that they would allow the well-behaved Christian couple to have intercourse on fewer than fifty days of the year.\textsuperscript{58} Equally difficult to establish is any sense of how widely these rules of conduct were observed. Jonas’ pastoral experience as bishop of Orléans (818–43) certainly led him to conclude that many people ignored injunctions to refrain from sexual activity before marriage and, since nuptial Masses were reserved for virgins, he observed that they thereby denied themselves the chance of having their marriage blessed in church.\textsuperscript{59} Much of the work of explaining the church’s teaching must have been left to individual priests and confessors, but when

\textsuperscript{56} Vogel (1978), pp. 47–52 for further details.
\textsuperscript{57} ‘Sacerdotes vero qui aut munus aut amoris aut timoris aut certe favoris causa tempora modumque penitentiae ad librum penitentium indicunt’. \textit{MGH Conc.} ii.2, p. 633; Hincmar, \textit{Capitula Presbyteris Data} (812) c. 13, PL 125, col. 776.
\textsuperscript{58} Flandrin (1983), pp. 41–71.
\textsuperscript{59} \textit{De Institutione Laicali} ii. 2.
flagrant flouting of the code of sexual ethics occurred, harsh punishment might ensue. The bishops who attended the general assembly at Epernay in 846 may at least have connived at the decision ‘by the judgement of the Franks’ to burn alive a man who indulged in bestiality with a mare during the holy season of Lent.60

Alongside hints that the sexual mores promulgated by the clergy were disregarded, we need to set evidence that other people attempted to order their lives appropriately. Two rare examples suggest that at least some members of the ninth-century aristocracy had taken these restrictions to heart. In August 822, Northild publicly complained to Louis the Pious about ‘dishonourable goings-on’ between herself and her husband Agembert, though the bishops to whom the emperor referred the case decided that it lay outside their competence, and should be referred to married lay people to resolve.61 More telling still is the attitude of Gerald of Aurillac, whose horror of ‘carnal obscenity’ led him to wash away the stain of ‘nocturnal illusions’ by bathing and by shedding tears of penance. ‘One could demand nothing more, or more excellent’, declared his biographer, Odo of Cluny (c. 879–944), ‘for nothing is to be compared to virginity.’62 In matters of sexuality more than any other sphere of human activity, the conduct of an individual became an expression of adherence to the Christian religion.

When Dryhthelm had his vision of purgatory and paradise, the angel reminded him that suffering souls could be helped by the prayers, alms, fasting and Masses of the living. Acceptance of the intercession of others characterised much of the religious practices of the eighth and ninth centuries; so too did the emphasis on almsgiving and fasting as aids to salvation. A Lenten sermon stressed the theme. ‘For it is written: “As water extinguishes fire, so alms extinguish sin.” And you ought to know that each person ought to give to the poor according to what he possesses; in other words, he who has much, should give much, and he who has very little, should give very little.’63

In this respect too, however, practical consequences might differ from clerical intentions. Certainly many churches grew extremely wealthy on the pious donations made to them as alms to assist the donors’ souls (about three-quarters of the approximately 800 original charters dating from the eighth and ninth centuries in the St Gall archive record grants made pro

60 AB s.a. 846, p. 52.
61 ‘Femina quaedam non ignobilis genere, nomine Northildis, de quibusdam inhonestis inter se et virum suum vocabulo Agembertum, ad imperatorem publice proclamavit.’ Hinemar, De Divortio Latharii Regis et Telbergae Reginae, interrogatio v, PL 125, col. 655.
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but the poor often appear to have been marginalised by the rich. As Alcuin urged a noble woman and her daughter, 'the feeding of the hungry is the salvation of the rich'; however another preacher had to warn his congregation not to retain for their own use the food that they saved by fasting during Lent, but to be sure to distribute it to the poor. Fasting and almsgiving might be performed in a spirit of self-gain: 'for there are some, who seizing the property of others, pretend that they give alms: but by imagining that they show mercy to some, they oppress others'. Emphasis on almsgiving as a religious activity acknowledged and — in practice — reinforced a highly stratified social order.

The essence of early medieval teaching on the relationship of all people to God lay in fear of judgement and damnation in the face of the overwhelming presence of sin. In this climate, a penitential discipline of monastic origin came to pervade norms of lay conduct. Whether almsgiving, intercessory prayer or penance helped one person towards salvation, other people were necessarily involved. The struggle for salvation was fought — or abandoned — in the arena of social relationships.

INDIVIDUAL IDENTITY AND SOCIAL ORDER

The intrusion of clerical rituals into the everyday lives of men and women had become marked by the ninth century. Nothing demonstrates this more clearly than the development of ecclesiastical rites which regulated people's identity and standing within their community, or which made a bid to maintain order and affirm social cohesion. The former category of rituals can only be discussed briefly; the practical effects of rituals to regulate public conduct can, on the other hand, be traced directly through narrative accounts.

First witnessed in the closing years of the ninth century, a prayer to be said super militantes marks a preliminary stage in the elaboration of a 'liturgy of knighthood'. Not until the end of the eleventh century did there emerge a full ecclesiastical rite of passage for making a knight, but the Carolingian clergy evinced a decided interest in other status-changing rituals. Invoking a common procedure, the archbishop of Sens, for example, manumitted serfs of the church, pronouncing their freedom 'in front of the corner of the holy

65 MGH Epp. iv, pp. 73-4: 'quia refectio egeni salus est divitis'.
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altar, in the sight of the assembled priests and clergy and populace'.
Manumission marked a permanent change in an individual’s social standing
and necessitated careful record in a charter. To preserve for posterity the
life changes of humble men and women, some English churches developed
the practice of entering the names of those who had been manumitted, and
of the witnesses to the ceremony, on the fly-leaves of Gospel Books.
Equally significant as a change in social status, marriage too might be
accompanied by an ecclesiastical ceremony. It remains unknown how
common this may have been, for no literary or documentary evidence
survives to set alongside the liturgical texts of nuptial Masses, and the only
individuals known to have been married in church are members of the
Carolingian dynasty. Through prayer confirming the warrior status of
Carolingian aristocrats, and through rites of manumission or of marriage
which transformed social identity, ninth-century clergy ensured their own
role in delimiting social relationships. In establishing a place within the
church for such hitherto secular matters as warfare and marriage, Carol-
ingian churchmen inaugurated profound social transformations, ones
whose full impact was not realised for centuries to come.

Carolingian clergy also took an interest in maintaining the solidarity and
tranquillity of lay society. In particular, they did so in rituals which formally
excluded someone from the Christian community of the church or –
conversely – gave expression to reconciliation and social cohesion. Such
rites were not new in the ninth century, but rather originated in the practices
of the early church. Publicly proclaimed excommunications placed eccles-
iastical and spiritual strictures of varying degrees of severity on those
offenders who could not be disciplined by other means. Hincmar of
Rheims, for example, authorised the excommunication of those who had
publicly committed crimes such as homicide, adultery or perjury, and who
refused to appear before the bishop for a penitential sentence. As ‘putrid
limbs, beyond all hope’ such people were to be amputated from the body of
the church. Rites for the expulsion from the church of those undergoing
public penance (and for their subsequent reconciliation) also derived from
ancient practices, and became important when the tradition of public
penance was revived early in the ninth century.
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The importance of public penance as a religious means of identifying and punishing malefactors, of distancing them from the community and stripping them of their status may be illustrated by the case of the Lombard Haistulf, who killed his wife amid accusations of adultery in or about 794. Paulinus, patriarch of Aquileia (787–802), gave him the choice between entering a monastery or undergoing a rigorous public penance for the remainder of his life. In addition to stringent dietary restrictions, the penitential sentence forbade him to receive the Eucharist, stripped him of the right to carry arms (a right which denoted his free – and doubtless noble – status), forbade him ever to bring a lawsuit and condemned him to stand by himself at the door of the church, commending himself to the prayers of those who passed in and out. For the sake of his soul, Haistulf thus became socially dead, denied the status of a warrior or the right to remarry. By stripping aristocratic males of their right to bear arms, public penance restored social cohesion by disciplining and humiliating fractious and unruly men.

In the course of the ninth century, the demarcation between royal judicial powers and the episcopal prerogative of imposing public penance became increasingly blurred in the Frankish lands. By the reign of Charles the Bald, royal bannum and public penance were effectively intertwined. Offenders such as Frotmund, a Lotharingian noble who together with his brothers killed his uncle at a date between 855 and 858, received sentence from king and bishops acting in concert – in his case a penitential journey in sackcloth and chains around the shrines of Christendom and the Holy Land. Ecclesiastical rites had become an instrument of public policing.

Formal oaths sworn on Gospel Books or saints' relics commonly created the social obligations of lordship and vassalage; appropriately, the maintenance of public order also depended upon Christian rituals. This is particularly evident in the procedures for conducting ordeals—the search for divine judgement, the iudicium Dei, on matters incapable of human resolution. An ordeal commenced when the presiding priest said Mass, and adjured those about to undergo the ordeal to admit their guilt. If they did not confess, he gave them the sacrament, and then blessed the instruments of the ordeal. Where possible, the ordeal took place within the church; in the case of trial by hot water or hot iron, the priest built a fire in the church forecourt. After having been sprinkled with holy water, and having kissed the Gospel Book and Cross, each person proceeded to the iudicium, guided by the priest in the
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presence of the assembled crowd. Representing the bishop of Paris in an ordeal of the Cross conducted in the royal chapel in 775, Corellus ‘appeared terrified and overcome’ and thus the *iudicium Dei* resolved the case.\(^{79}\)

Both the ordeal (regulated in legislation from the sixth century onwards) and public penance emphasise far more steadily than sermons or prescriptive codes the ways in which early medieval men and women shaped their conduct, and constrained that of others, in accordance with an interpretation of Christian teaching which made sense in a practical rather than a doctrinal sense. Public or private, penance most clearly indicates the way in which ‘religion’ and ‘society’ are synonymous.

**DEATH AND BURIAL**

Although the clergy were concerned to ensure that all people entered into the life of the Christian community through baptism, they were not always so worried about their manner of leaving this world for the next. As reflected in ecclesiastical statutes, a concern with death and burial only developed during the later stages of the Carolingian reform movement. It is nevertheless possible to sketch in outline some of the main shifts in funerary practice of the eighth and ninth centuries, especially in the Frankish lands.

Burial is above all about place. The grave is a place of leave-taking. Living members of a family remember their dead at the graveside. At the grave of a holy man or woman, miracles may occur. The most terrible of the maledictions heaped upon excommunicated thieves, perjurors and despoilers of church property culminated in the imprecation that their bodies be buried in the graves of asses and treated as dung on the face of the earth.\(^{80}\) To violate a grave was odious impiety.\(^{81}\) Where, then, were lay people buried in the eighth and ninth centuries?

In the Mediterranean littoral and its hinterland, the desire for burial *ad sanctos* meant that by the end of sixth century, burial took place in or close to suburban shrines. In areas of less persistent Roman influence, burials were by no means always in churchyards until very much later. Since the 1970s, an archaeological pattern has been well established in early medieval Celtic Britain of essentially ‘secular’ cemeteries which were gradually either abandoned or brought within the sphere of influence and control of the

\(^{79}\) ‘Quod ita et in capella nostra recensenda missa Harnaldo presbitero visi fuerunt stetisse et ea hora protegenti devina dextera dei deus omnipotens suum iustum iudicium declaravit, ut homo memmorato Herchenrado episcopo nomine Corellus ad ipso dei iudicium ad ipsa crucem trephidus et convictus aparuit.’ *MGH Dip. Kar.* 1, no. 102, pp. 146-7. The earliest *ordines* for conducting an ordeal are ninth-century: *MGH Form.*, pp. 619-20, 638-40.

\(^{80}\) Regino, *Libri II de Synodalibus Causis*, 416.

\(^{81}\) Jonas, *De Institutione Laicati* i, 15.
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church. The earliest such cemeteries, in the post-Roman period, were generally unenclosed, often on the same sites as earlier pagan cemeteries. At some point, a boundary ditch or wall might be added, or a cross-incised pillar or a special grave would form a focus for subsequent burials. A timber chapel, later replaced with a stone building, completed the transformation into parish graveyard. This slow sequence spanned the early middle ages. A comparable sequence is now becoming evident in Anglo-Saxon England and in northern Gaul, although the clergy probably managed to establish their monopoly over burial grounds somewhat earlier. However, this control of death and burial had not yet been fully established by 900: even if most local churches had a graveyard by this date, in no part of Latin Christendom were lay people obliged to carry their dead to them. Burial remained the responsibility of family and kindred.

Wherever people were laid to rest in the eighth and ninth centuries, one thing is clear: burial was expensive. The cost incurred before or after death might take several forms: grave goods, burial fees, gifts to monasteries, guild fees. Fifth-, sixth- and early seventh-century sites in the Germanic regions of Europe reveal the wealth that accompanied the aristocratic dead into their graves. Until the middle of the seventh century, aristocratic burial in richly furnished graves remained a widespread custom, whether in field cemeteries or in churches. But from the mid-century, habits changed, and aristocratic burials in Frankish churches from the 650s onwards show a move towards a monastic austerity. One of the founding saints of the Carolingian dynasty, Geretrud, initiated this trend; the rise to hegemony of the Austrasian aristocracy may have reinforced the new taste. Only in peripheral regions did traditions of burials with grave goods persist: furnished graves have been found in early eighth-century churches in southern Germany, for example, or at early Christian sites of the ninth century in Greater Moravia. In both these cases, there is a clear contrast between the funerary culture of Frankish heartlands and non-Carolingian periphery.

Even though the taste for richly equipped interments faded, burial remained costly, whether in a field cemetery or an ecclesiastical space. In 828, Jonas of Orléans railed against those magnates who neglected their obligations to bury the dead as an act of charity, not bothering to give funerals for the pauperes and even charging for them to be buried in the fields. Funerary chapels subordinate to mother churches within the archdiocese of Rheims catered for the pauperici who were unable to carry
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their dead further than their own village, presumably those who were so poor that they lacked access to a cart to carry the body. Several monasteries had cemeteries set aside for the burial of the poor, and Charles the Bald took care to ensure that the one run by the monks of St Martin at Tours had its own adequate endowment. Throughout the ninth century, bishops repeatedly forbade their priests to charge for funerals, but to no avail, for the burial fee became a well-established parochial perquisite.

On the other hand, priests were explicitly allowed to accept gifts made freely by the family and followers of the dead person. Such gifts were often made by those for whom transport of the dead over a considerable distance was no problem. For the potentes of the ninth century, burial at a church or monastery was normal, and was but one stage in the continuing web of relationships and property transactions that bound landowning families over generations to the shrine of their preferred saintly patron. We may glimpse the Christian death rituals typical of the landowning elite in a late ninth-century charter relating to the deaths of Deurhoiarn and his wife Roiantken, both substantial landowners in eastern Brittany. On 29 June 875, the couple asked the monks of Redon at their dependent church of St Maixent in Plélan to show them where they might be buried. The abbot indicated a space in the monastery’s forecourt and husband and wife each gave a gift of land to the monks to secure their spot. Ninth-century legislation had repeatedly addressed the problem of tombs crowding inside churches and hindering worship: burial in the forecourt, in side-chapels (porticus) or in an abbedra (whose nature is uncertain) was permissible, and efforts were made to restrict the privilege to priests and lay people of worthy and upright life. In practice, this meant those who gave ante-mortem gifts to a church in anticipation of burial there, as Deurhoiarn and Roiantken had done. When Deurhoiarn died six months later, we may guess that a priest was at hand to hear his confession, anoint him and administer the viaticum, as almost all ninth-century episcopal statutes required. His widow and son led the funeral procession from their house to St Maixent, and were met en route by the monks, carrying relics. Once in the monastery, Deurhoiarn was buried ‘with dignity, in the Christian custom’. By the late ninth century, burial for the laity ‘in Christian custom’ had come to mean a liturgical rite,
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involving at the very least the singing of psalms and antiphons. By the time Deurhoiarn died, the full monastic funerary Mass was beginning to be used for laity, notably in East Frankish regions, and perhaps this Breton funeral took such a form. Certainly Deurhoiarn, and also Roiantken who died very shortly after him, were the subjects of commemorative Masses on the first Sunday after their death, and again on a subsequent Sunday, probably the anniversary. On both these occasions, their son visited the graves and made further donations to the monks, for the sake of his parents' souls.

At the time of Deurhoiarn's death, the monastery of St Maixent had not been in existence for more than a few years. He could not, therefore, have been claiming an hereditary right to a family grave site, as some people tried to do. As landowners, however, Deurhoiarn and Roiantken’s relations with the monks of Redon and St Maixent neither began nor ended with their death. In return for the lands and support which their families gave to the monks over many years, they were given the privilege of burial near to the miracle-working relics of St Maxentius. As described briefly in this charter, their burial indicates the way in which, from the late ninth century onwards, the rituals which had been worked out in monastic communities for easing the passage of the soul into the after life were beginning to be extended to the laity.

The commemorative masses said for this Breton couple are a further indication of another significant development in the ways by which the laity of the eighth and ninth centuries coped with death. Jonas of Orléans reminded Count Matfrid of the obligation of all family, kin and friends to help the souls of the deceased with their prayers and almsgiving. As a theology developed which stressed that the soul of the deceased needed the help of the prayers of the living in order to make its way to heaven, so the laity (or at least, those who could afford to) found ways of instituting prayers, Masses and works of charity for the salvation of themselves and those dear to them. The obligation lay heavily on family members themselves. As Dhuoda faced her own impending death in 843, she wrote to her son William that 'your frequent prayer and that of others is necessary to me now. It will be more and more so in time to come, if, as I believe, my moment is upon me.'
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In addition to kin, monks and clergy might also be requested to help the souls of lay men and women through their Masses and prayers. Lists of thousands of names in monastic memorial books testify to the overwhelming concern felt by everyone from peasant to king to seek the help of monks’ prayers in defeating death. Wills elaborate on the arrangements which might underlie these requests for spiritual patronage. When Count Eccard of Mâcon drew up his will in 876, he stipulated that his remains be buried in the church of St Benedict at Fleury. He also left an endowment to ensure that at both Fleury and Faremoutiers (where his sister was abbess) annual Masses would be said for himself and his family, to mark the anniversary of his death. Arrangements for intercession could be quite complex. ‘In the hope, and for the reward, of eternal and future life, and for the salvation of our own souls and those of our children’ the Kentish ealdorman Oswulf and his wife Beornthryth made a grant to Christ Church, Canterbury in c. 806. In return for a generous donation of land, they requested annual commemorative prayers and almsgiving from the cathedral community, possibly even including membership in the monastic prayer confraternity during their own lifetime. Archbishop Wulfred declared that the couple should be jointly commemorated on the day of Oswulf’s anniversary, with religious offices, almsgiving and a banquet for the community. He also made provision for specified amounts of food from named estates to be given out as alms, for wax to be set aside for candles for Oswulf and Beornthryth’s sake, for each priest in the cathedral community to sing two Masses for each of the couple, for the deacons likewise to make two Gospel readings and all the other members of the community to sing two ‘fifties’ of psalms for each of them.

At a lower social level, commemorative prayer was amongst the functions of the guilds which can be traced in the Frankish countryside of the late ninth century and in England from the tenth century onwards. Members paid their fees or dues in cash or kind – burial and spiritual assistance were never free – and in return provided each other with both practical and prayerful help. In early tenth-century Exeter, for example, when a guild brother died, each member was to pay for six Masses or six Psalters of psalms. Hincmar of Rheims allowed the guilds which flourished within his diocese to bring offerings to Mass, to offer candles at the altar, to assist in each other’s funerals, and to undertake almsgiving and other works of charity.
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The concern of guildsmen to provide for each other’s spiritual welfare suggests the extent to which religious values of clerical and monastic origin had become widely diffused by c. 900. By the end of the ninth century, bishops had begun to demand that their parish clergy know by heart the rituals for the last rites and burial as well as for baptism: the extension into the parochial community of clerical management of death marks one of the most significant changes in the religious experiences of the laity in this period.

Nevertheless, not all of the ways in which lay people coped with death met with episcopal approval even by the end of the ninth century. Certainly in the archdioceses of Rheims and Trier, people had their own sense of how to mourn and commemorate a death. A wake, lasting all night, took place in the house where the death had occurred. Food and drink were served. Family and friends gathered to sing, joke and dance. On the third, seventh and thirtieth days after the burial and again at the anniversary, they gathered for commemorative feasts. The drink flowed; people invoked the saints in their cups and paraded masks representing demons in front of the local priest; storytelling, raucous games, singing and dancing again whiled away the night. Such feasts not only bound together the living and the dead members of a single community. As at any early medieval drinking session, funerary feasts could be occasions for settling old scores, or beginning new feuds. Both Halitgar, bishop of Cambrai (817—31), and Hincmar of Rheims warned against the anger and quarrels at feasts for the dead that resulted in fights and sometimes in killings.

Halitgar, Hincmar and other concerned bishops could no more eradicate these practices or stop village priests participating in them than they could bring all the laity into church on Sundays. Nevertheless, their legislation was but a part of a much greater effort to extend to the laity, at all social levels, the solace and help which they believed the church could offer in the face of death. Certainly by the end of the ninth century, lay men and women were laid to rest and their deaths commemorated in ways which owed much more to ecclesiastical, and particularly monastic, influence than had been the case in 700. By 900, most people in Latin Christendom were probably buried in mortuary chapels or graveyards associated with churches, and death was widely understood in terms of impending judgement and the efficacy of intercession. Only in such an environment could the denial of Christian rites to those who had committed suicide, been killed in judicial duels or failed to
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confess before being swung on the gibbet be an effective sanction.\textsuperscript{102} By 900, death was becoming as much a clerical as a familial affair.

The religion of the laity in the early middle ages cannot be abstracted from its human environment. Matters of sickness and health, sex and kinship, public order, social hierarchy and gender differentiation all found religious expression. In the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, the clergy of the Christian church took a steadily growing part in shaping the ritual and liturgy which encompassed so many aspects of human existence. In their efforts to steer people towards an after life of salvation, they created a 'liturgical civilisation', which swathed men and women in a mesh of ecclesiastical ritual.\textsuperscript{103} By 900, many more aspects of life fell under the scrutiny of the church than had been the case in 700: clerically orchestrated liturgy came to mark all stages of life from the cradle to the grave. The intrusion of clerical norms into every aspect of everyday life which so characterises the Christian middle ages had its origins in these centuries.

\textsuperscript{102} Council of Mainz (847), c. 17; Council of Valence (855), c. 12, MGH Conc. i, pp. 174–5, 360.

\textsuperscript{103} Vauchez (1975), p. 14.
PART IV

CULTURE AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENTS
In about 780, Charlemagne sent out an appeal for copies of remarkable or rare books. Its success is documented, first, by the number of extant ninth-century manuscripts which appear to emanate from the court or depend on court exemplars and, second, by the short list of books in Berlin, Diez B. Sant. 66, a late eighth-century grammatical collection. The list includes many unusual texts and has been identified as a catalogue of some at least of the books in the Carolingian court library. That such an appeal for texts could be made, and, apparently, responded to, is an indication that knowledge existed within the Frankish kingdoms by the 780s both of particular texts and of centres likely to contain ancient books of some kind. Levels of interest and the availability of texts are, therefore, interlocking problems in any assessment of the pre-Carolingian period. Although it is certainly relatively thinly documented, the evidence exists nevertheless to suggest distinct centres of intellectual activity and spheres of interest in the eighth century. The eighth century is to be understood not merely as a tail end of the four centuries of change and innovation which divide the world of Augustine and Jerome from that of Alcuin and Charlemagne, but as a time of new developments and fresh beginnings. Substantial foundations began to be laid all over Western Europe, in the Frankish kingdoms, Spain, Italy, Anglo-Saxon England and Ireland, for the remarkable efflorescence of culture in the ninth century discussed in the ensuing chapters of this book.

There was some degree of continuity throughout the period from the fifth to the eighth centuries. Before the eighth century, distinctive intellectual contributions were made by many individuals such as Boethius, Cassiodorus, Gregory of Tours, Caesarius of Arles and Isidore of Seville. Learning became increasingly the prerogative of monastic and cathedral centres. There was a shift in emphasis from secular and classical to Christian
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knowledge and texts. Yet among the difficulties in assessing eighth-century developments are the nature of the evidence and the criteria employed in assessing levels or areas of cultural activity. The latter have to be understood within the framework provided by an educational curriculum in the form in which it survived into the early middle ages, and by the Christian authors and writings which served as its bedrock. It is the extant manuscript evidence above all which enables us to document precise topics of interest, the contributions of individuals and the degree of innovation. Thus this crucial category of evidence augments what is known from texts and authors whose original manuscripts no longer survive. In many cases, apart from the liturgy and canon law, we are admittedly not dealing so much with the creation of new work as with the transmission and augmentation of existing knowledge. We can observe how the technical mastery of literate skills was disseminated, how libraries were formed, and how centres capable of copying books were established. Without this fundamental framework, nothing subsequently would have been possible; it is vital that we do not underestimate its importance. The manuscript evidence can be exploited to shed light on the intellectual and religious vigour of a period. It provides some idea of the number of scribes trained to copy texts, the books copied, the books available and the contacts formed between one centre and another, often in different regions. The forms of the letters themselves can reflect the diverse influences present in a culture.

Let us compare, for instance, Anglo-Saxon intellectual culture with that of Frankish Gaul. Northumbria’s culture is dominated by Bede, whose ecclesiastical history, biblical exegesis and treatises on time and metrics were also in great demand on the Continent. The schools of York under Ælberht and Whitby under Hild were much praised by Alcuin and Bede respectively. In the southwest of England the giant is the poet and moralist Aldhelm, author of a fearsome tract on virginity and many admonitory letters. An Englishman famed for his teaching and, as the Latin prose style of his letters strongly indicates, trained in the traditions of Aldhelm, moreover, was Boniface. He clearly had many pupils, both in Wessex and in the monasteries he established on the Continent, and a number of them wrote to him for advice on their Latin style as well as on religious matters. Some idea of what all these scholars had read can be determined from what they wrote; this augments our knowledge of texts available in early Anglo-Saxon England. Learning was also a marked feature of monastic life in the
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south of England generally, both in the various religious communities of men and women for which we have the occasional poem, letter or passing reference and, most notably, at the school of Canterbury under Theodore and Hadrian. Here, to Bede’s information that Theodore and Hadrian ‘gave their hearers instruction not only in the books of holy scripture but also in the art of metre, astronomy and computus’, Aldhelm adds that Roman law was also taught. This was possibly from the Digest of Justinian rather than from the Breviary of Alaric, the collection from which those on the Continent normally derived their knowledge of Roman law. Theodore’s qualities as a teacher and scholar emerge from his own canones, a creed, and contributions to medical recipes and the liturgy. A more impressive dossier is derived from the evidence of the original English collection of glosses, now extant in Leiden Voss. lat. q.69, fols. 20r–36r, which Lapidge rightly describes as a ‘wonderful treasury of evidence for the books which were known and studied in early England’ and associates with the school of Canterbury. Beside church canons and papal decretals, the glosses derive from Eusebius’ ecclesiastical history and the works of Gildas, Sulpicius Severus, Isidore, the Rule of Benedict, Athanasius’ Life of Anthony, Jerome’s De Viris Illustribus, Eucherius, Orosius’ Historia, Augustine’s Sermons, the grammars of Donatus and Phocas, glosses to many books of the Bible (possibly to be attributed to Theodore himself), and Gregory the Great’s Dialogues and Regula Pastoralis.

There is no scholar of comparable stature to Bede, Aldhelm or Theodore in Frankish Gaul. Nor can we as yet define any one centre of education and learning that can be compared to the account now possible for Canterbury, apart from Corbie, with its library and the activities of its abbeys in the late seventh and the eighth centuries. If we compare the intellectual resources as reflected in the extant manuscripts of both Frankish Gaul and Anglo-Saxon England, even taking the knowledge revealed in the writings of Bede, Aldhelm and Theodore into account, however, a rather different picture emerges; the clear limitations of English resources in this period can be recognised.

Both Anglo-Saxon England and Frankish Gaul inherited the Roman script system: the Franks by direct continuity and the English largely indirectly through the British and Irish churches (who preserved the script and book-making practices from the late Roman period) and the Italian missionaries who brought their literate practices and their books with them from the Continent. The manuscript to which the Durham Maccabees fragment belonged, a sixth-century uncial codex from Italy, for example,
served as an exemplar for the famous Codex Amiatinus, a pandect or complete Bible produced at Wearmouth-Jarrow at the turn of the seventh century. Thus in England we can observe the reception of Irish Christianity, the introduction there of insular minuscule and half-uncial as well as the effects of Roman (or Frankish) books and script brought by missionaries and pilgrims. Just over one hundred English manuscripts dating from before the ninth century are extant; a great proportion of these, produced in association with such centres as Lindisfarne, Jarrow, Wearmouth and Canterbury, are Gospel texts or other biblical books, though there are also important commentaries by such authors as Gregory the Great, Cassiodorus and Jerome, the works of Bede and Aldhelm, and a few of the rarer authors such as Junilius, Phillipus and Paterius.\(^{15}\) The script types of the south of England and Mercia, which differ significantly from those of Northumbria, confirm the impression offered by the literary evidence, namely, that communications between the north and the rest of England were not good. Generally the provision of books is very basic indeed; the range is small and the Bible predominates. Thus even with scholars of the stature of Bede, Theodore and Aldhelm, the range of their learning was limited according to what was available to them.

The remarkable range of texts and authors in Francia, and the chronological distribution of the Frankish evidence is instructive in contrast to that of England and helps to account for the Carolingian efflorescence of learning and intellectual activity in the later eighth and the ninth centuries. There are about 500 Frankish manuscripts dating from the eighth century or earlier, that is, five times as many as from England: 400 Frankish manuscripts are extant from the eighth century alone; about 300 can be dated between \(c. 500\) and \(c. 750\),\(^{16}\) with a further 200 datable to the last half of the eighth century. Thus there would appear to be an enormous increase in either production, or survival rate, or both, in the course of the eighth century. Many of the later eighth-century manuscripts from both Francia and Italy, of course, reflect the early years of the Carolingian Renaissance; my remarks here, therefore, primarily concern the evidence from before about 780.

Unlike the overwhelming proportion of Gospel texts in England, there are few Merovingian Gospel texts before the mid-eighth century.\(^{17}\) On the other hand there are many Sacramentaries (Mass Books) and an enormous range of classical, legal and patristic texts. Lyons, for example, had enjoyed a reputation as a centre for the book trade in antiquity, and the region retained something of this reputation in the sixth, seventh and eighth centuries. It was there that Wilfred of Hexham had spent three years in the 650s imbibing
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learning, and from Vienne and elsewhere in Burgundy that Benedict Biscop acquired many of the books he subsequently took back with him to Jarrow.\textsuperscript{18} Texts copied in Burgundy in the early eighth century include Jerome on the Psalms, Maximus of Turin's Homilies, Julianus Pomerius, the Breviary of Alaric, and the \textit{Vetus Latina} collection of canon law, a vital witness to canon law compilation and formulation of c. 600 which was subsequently disseminated from the Autun region at the turn of the seventh century.\textsuperscript{19} The writings of many of the Gallo-Roman authors of Gaul, such as Hilary of Poitiers and Eucherius of Lyons, quite apart from those of the principal church fathers such as Origen, Augustine, Ambrose, Gregory the Great and Jerome, are represented. At Luxeuil, whose scriptorium was at the peak of its activity at the end of the seventh century, and at the constellation of convents producing books in the Seine basin in the early eighth century, we can gain a representative impression of the types and range of books being produced. From Luxeuil, for example, there are twenty-eight codices still surviving. Twenty-one of these are written in the distinctive and ornate Luxeuil calligraphic minuscule developed from the elongated Merovingian chancery hand. The centre wrote for export as well as for its own liturgical needs, library and monastic reading.\textsuperscript{20} Its influence appears to have been spread as monks from Luxeuil were called on to assist the setting up of religious foundations elsewhere such as Corbie, Jouarre, Chelles, Remiremont, Faremoutiers and the convent of St Mary and St John at Laon.\textsuperscript{21} Generally the texts produced at Luxeuil are Christian — biblical commentaries, theological treatises, canon law collections, some grammars and liturgical books, including Augustine on Genesis, Isidore of Seville's \textit{Synonyma}, the \textit{Cura Pastoralis} and Homilies of Gregory the Great, the sermons and letters of Augustine and Jerome, and the famous Luxeuil Lectionary. Similarly, in the Seine basin convents, the nuns copied such heavy-weight patristic works by Augustine and Gregory the Great as the \textit{De Trinitate}, \textit{De Genesi ad Litteram} and the \textit{Homilia in Ezekiel}, \textit{Dialogi} and \textit{Moralia in Job}, many Mass Books, Isidore of Seville, Eusebius and Sympho- sius and Gregory of Tours' \textit{Historiae}. A glance at the late Merovingian library of Corbie confirms the impression of relative comprehensiveness: it adds to the heavy-weight authors familiar from other Merovingian centres not only more works by them but also the \textit{Regula Magistri}, an Epitome of Gregory of Tours, secular law-codes, Jerome-Gennadius' \textit{De Viris Illustribus}, the Rule of Basil, and various works by Tertullian, John Chrysostom, Ephraemus Syrus, Caesarius of Arles, Ambrose, John Cassian, Isidore,

Cassiodorus and Paterius. Rich resources can also be attributed to Fleury library, for it is there that we can observe not only a substantial base in patristic writings, but also the beginnings of what was to become a major concentration of classical texts in the ninth century. Even with such evidence as this, there is a danger in seeing the contrast with English resources too starkly. First it is essential that the complex network of relations of all kinds, reflected in the manuscript evidence, that criss-crossed the Channel be borne in mind. Secondly, it should be noted that some insular manuscripts, such as that of Theodore of Mopsuestia's Commentary on the Epistles of St Paul, Phillipus on Job, Jerome on Isaiah, Boniface's Aenigmata and Carmina by Paulinus of Nola and many minor works by Isidore of Seville, were in Corbie library by 800. In other words, the accidents of survival may well have distorted our understanding of the range of insular learning in some respects.

Overall, the Frankish evidence tells of continuing book production, in however small a way, throughout the Merovingian period, with many new centres being established in the Loire river valley as well as in the region north of the Loire, especially in the Seine basin and Picardy, in the early eighth century. All these centres produced many key texts for the Christian faith and Christian learning. They were sometimes in the form of intelligent compilations of material for particular purposes put together in the early eighth century, such as the didactic moral florilegium compiled by Defensor of Ligugé c. 700, or the compendium of strange lore, a precursor of the bestiary, gathered together in the Liber Monstrorum de Diversis Generibus. An extraordinary assembly of fantastic knowledge is the mid-eighth-century Cosmography of Aethicus Ister, now generally attributed to the Irishman Virgil, bishop of Salzburg, who had inadvertently annoyed the English missionary Boniface. Among the strange and miscellaneous information Virgil included in his book was an account of the inhabitants of the Antipodes. Strange visions were recounted in the eighth-century Visio Barontii as well as in the Revelationes Methodii. A further eighth-century text with marvellous stories of the unknown is the Hodoeporicon written by Hugeburc, an English nun at Heidenheim in Germany. Contained within the conventional framework of an account of the life of Willibald, she provides a lively account of Willibald's travels to and adventures in the Holy Land and Asia Minor; he is thrown into the dungeon by the Saracens, smuggles out balsam hidden in bamboo poles topped up with petroleum to mask the smell, gazes at the awesome sight of Vesuvius and visits with great

devotion many of the Holy Places themselves, including the site of the Council of Nicaea.  

While the preoccupations of English book production are similar to those of the Franks, such as the stress on the Bible and biblical exegesis, the Frankish manuscripts also witness to much creative activity in the spheres of liturgy and canon law compilation. Reference has already been made to the remarkable *Vetus Gallica* canon law collection, but there are also the crucial developments in the Frankish Mass Books, apparent in such codices as Vat. reg. lat. 316, a mid-eighth-century copy of a text compiled 628–715, Vat. reg. lat. 317, Vat. reg. lat. 257 and 493. These reveal the active composition of new prayers, the reorganisation and elaboration of many ecclesiastical rituals and a concentration on the provision of a reformed liturgy for the entire Frankish church which were to culminate in the reforms presided over by Pippin III and Chrodegang of Metz and, in their footsteps, Charlemagne and Benedict of Aniane.  

An important indication of the assessment and definition of a canon of knowledge, moreover, was the drawing up of the text *De Libris Recipiendis et non Recipiendis*, a list of approved and unapproved books, whose earliest extant manuscript is from northern Francia of c. 700. It can be set beside the possession, by such centres as Corbie, of the Jerome-Gennadius bibliographical guide *De Viris Illustribus*. Already in the late Merovingian period, therefore, is apparent the preoccupation with authority, orthodoxy and correctness that was to become such a prevailing characteristic of Carolingian scholarship. By implication, furthermore, the books produced in the eighth century reveal what enormous traffic there must have been from scriptorium to scriptorium in texts for copying and palimpsesting. Many codices are still in the old Roman scripts, uncial and half-uncial, but minuscule experiments, based on half-uncial cursive and charter hands, can also be observed. We are witnessing in fact the active and creative response of scribes to the need for texts, just as at Wearmouth-Jarrow we see how capitular uncial and then minuscule were developed to facilitate the dissemination of the texts of Bede. It was the primitive minuscule forms of the early eighth century that were to be regularised as Caroline minuscule; we can observe these in many different centres throughout the Frankish, Bavarian and Alemannic regions.  

As emphasised in chapter 2(c) above, many of these manuscripts come from centres where individual Englishmen and women were members of
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the community, but there are important links evident in the manuscripts with centres like Spain and Italy as well. Lyons in particular reveals many contacts with Spain, while such centres as Verona and Bobbio had links with Frankish centres such as Luxeuil. Italian and Spanish book production in the late seventh and the eighth centuries, moreover, was very similar in emphasis to that of the Frankish regions. If we look at the extant manuscripts from such major centres as Bobbio, Nonantola, Ravenna, Verona, Vercelli or Monte Cassino, it is clear that Lombard intellectuals shared the preoccupations of the Franks. In Italy, too, there is an active and creative interest in canon law, though the collections formed appear to be more idiosyncratic and less widely disseminated than the Frankish *Vetus Gallica*. There is manifest an interest in the texts accompanying the liturgy, such as the Homiliaries put together by Agimundus, probably a priest in Rome, in the first part of the eighth century, and by Alan of Farfa, quite apart from the many copies made of the homilies of Gregory the Great and the volume of Maximus of Turin’s Homilies in Bobbio library. As in Francia, so in Italy there are the same Gallo-Roman theologians such as Hilary of Poitiers; the same impressive collections of the theological treatises and biblical commentaries of the main patristic authors, and of sixth-century authors such as Augustine, Orosius, Gregory the Great, Jerome, Ambrose, Isidore of Seville, Maximus of Turin, Ambrosiaster and Cyprian. Yet in Italy there are various additional features. It is noticeable, for example, that there is a greater number of classical works such as Juvenecus, Virgil and Juvenal surviving in sixth-century manuscripts in Italian monastic libraries. It should be stressed that the numbers of such early codices are nevertheless extremely small in comparison with those produced in the ninth century. But such small indications of classical survivors help to account for the dedicated copying and preservation of such works in the Carolingian period. Historical writing is notable too in the form of the *Liber Pontificalis*. Two editions of this extraordinarily rich text had been made in the course of the sixth century, with the record kept up to date right through until the end of the ninth century, with many local recensions apparent, as in the ‘Lombard’ recension in Lucca, Biblioteca Capitolare 490. Such historiographical influence as the *Liber Pontificalis* may have exerted is apparent at least in the *Gesta Episcoporum Mettensium* of Paul the Deacon, as well as later, ninth-century, works, and it may be that information the *Liber Pontificalis* contained was also useful to Paul when he wrote his History of the Lombards in the 780s at Monte Cassino. Certainly an interest in the history of the Lombards in the course of the seventh
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Eighth-century foundations

The existence, moreover, of the De Libris Recipiendis et non Recipiendis, Jerome-Gennadius’ De Viris Illustribus, Augustine’s Retractationes (in which he lists many of his works) and Cassiodorus’ Institutiones at Vercelli, and at least one other seventh- or eighth-century copy of Jerome-Gennadius’ De Viris Illustribus suggests a similar interest in expanding library resources to that we have observed in Francia. There are very few new authors but a great many copyists, extractors and compilers with a creativeness in gathering together useful material for the Christian faith and Christian learning, especially in the spheres of liturgy and canon law. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the massive commentary on the Apocalypse (Book of Revelation) by Ambrosius Autpertus of San Vincenzo al Volturno, produced 758–67. He incorporated the interpretations of a great many patristic authors, familiar and rare, in the course of his exposition. As with the evidence from Frankish scriptoria, so in Italy we may observe an impressive demonstration of scribal discipline and cooperation. In the course of the eighth century we witness consolidation of the uncial script and forms or pre-Caroline minuscule in Rome and in many of the north Italian centres, as well as the gradual emergence of new letter forms in central Italy, especially at Monte Cassino.

The Spanish manuscript evidence, from both the Mozarabic communities in Muslim Spain and the northern Christian kingdoms, is much more meagre, but it tells a similar story: liturgical and canonical texts in new arrangements are to the fore, as well as a respectable corpus of the standard patristic works. Yet there was also a move to record the past, evident in the Arabic-Byzantine Chronicle of 741 and the Mozarabic Chronicle of 751. Those manuscripts which can be attributed to Ireland, on the other hand, far more closely resemble the Anglo-Saxon books in their basic emphasis, but the seventh and eighth centuries saw particularly influential developments in the composition of insular grammars for the learning of the Latin language by non-native speakers, and of distinctive exegesis of the Bible.

With all the eighth-century evidence in every region there is a growing intensity of production. The recurrence of such principal bibliographical aids as Jerome-Gennadius demonstrates a consciousness in the acquisition and expansion of knowledge. Teaching was being carried out in the monasteries and cathedral schools, even if only at a limited level at which we can only guess from the results reflected in the manuscripts copied. Certain methods of scholarship were apparent and these remained the guiding
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principles for intellectual endeavour subsequently. The discipline established in particular scriptoria for the production of all these texts, and all the training, communication and discipline they embody, are a crucial element in the assessment of eighth-century culture. Both learning and scribal capacity, after all, were sufficient for Charlemagne to be able to be confident that the work he required was actually feasible.

The manuscript evidence also gives us clear indications of many new centres being established, particularly in those areas in which English men and women set up new monasteries – in Hesse, Franconia and Thuringia, Bavaria and the northern Rhineland – such as Echternach, Würzburg, Fulda or Hersfeld, or in those areas in which native Alemans or Bavarians, inspired in some cases by visiting Frankish or Irish missionaries, established new houses, such as St Gall and Reichenau, Regensburg, Salzburg and Freising. All these from frail beginnings gradually built up their intellectual resources along similar lines to those already customary in the older centres of learning and the religious life. These new foundations were to emerge as major centres of book production and Christian learning in the Carolingian Renaissance.

So far I have stressed on the one hand the importance of the preservation of knowledge, copying of essential texts, compilations of excerpts from a range of authoritative authors and the building up of libraries with mainline as well as more obscure patristic and early medieval writers. The evidence also clearly reveals considerable activity in the spheres of liturgy and canon law, and in texts related to the liturgy such as homilies. There is one further genre of Christian writing to which many individuals, in every part of western Europe, made particularly creative contributions in the eighth century, and this is hagiography. Most literary histories dismiss these works as being of little merit, but they have much to tell us, not only concerning the currents of religious devotion in many different localities, and of the actions of the influential individuals, but also of the way a cult was promoted and how writing was put to the service of religion. The Corbie collection (BN lat. 12598) is a case in point. In Corbie’s library soon after it had been completed at a centre somewhere nearby, it included accounts of the lives and virtues of Martin, Remedius, Medard, Vedast, Fuscian and Victor, Landebert, Columba, Juliana, Agatha, Euphemia, Crispin and Crispianus, Justis and Lucian, Caecelia and Agneta. Thus local Frankish saints are commemorated alongside saints and martyrs of early Christianity. Many new saints’ Lives were written in the eighth century, from Ireland and England across to Italy, such as the Lives of Emmeram and
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Corbinian by Arbeo of Freising, Willibald’s Life of Boniface and the anonymous Irishman’s Life of Willibrord. In northern Francia, the richest fund for this genre, there are Lives of Bonitus, Lambert of Liège, Hugobert, Arnulf of Metz, Ermino and Ursmar of Lobbes, Rigobert of Rheims, Eucherius and Pardulf. A large proportion of these were ‘corrected’ by Carolingian scholars in the ninth century and transformed in various ways. These Lives were often of family saints as well as of local saints; they reflect a degree of family and aristocratic self-interest and form part of a carefully nuanced campaign on the part of a particular church or family to enhance its prestige together with that of the monastery whose patron the saint was. Yet the religious devotion they mirror and the contribution the laity made to the development of the cult of a saint are also very real and not to be underestimated. In this respect they link up with the appearance of local annals and rather more substantial historical works such as the so-called Metz Annals, the Continuations made to the Chronicle of Fredegar, or the Liber Historiae Francorum, all of which witness to political ideals and ambitions on the part of particular families as well as to a wish to shape posterity’s understanding of the past.40

Not all intellectual energy in the eighth century was channelled into Christian education and learning, however. This was also a dynamic period in the formulation and revision of secular laws, and we can observe in relation to this the increasing resort to the written record in legal transactions and disputes.41 To the impressive base provided in the mid-seventh century by Rothari, king of the Lombards, for example, were added many new provisions and judgements by Kings Liutprand and Ratchis, who had particular concern for the rules of inheritance and abuse of power by indices. Lombard law occasionally shows that Roman practice, especially in the laws of property and possession, the notion of the state and its administrative role and the distinction between public and private, made some impact.42

Among the Franks, a redaction of the sixth-century Lex Salica was put together early in the reign of Pippin III. The Lex Riburaria, compiled in Austrasia in the mid-seventh century, of which the Carolingian mayor issued his own recension in the mid-eighth century, provides a crucial context for the subsequent assumptions and procedures of the Carolingian mayors of the palace and Austrasian nobles in the conduct of legal business. They make room in particular for the use of written documents in a number of important instances. Other laws appear to have been formulated either as a result of Frankish initiative or as a form of assertion against the political dominance of the Francs. The Lex Baiuvariorum, for example, was

40 Innes and McKitterick (1994).  
41 Davies and Fouracre (1986); McKitterick (1989a).  
promulgated under Duke Tassilo between 744 and 748 before he was crushed under his uncle's and cousin's expansionist greed. A remarkable prologue to the Bavarian laws called attention to the legislation of the Hebrews, the Greeks, the Egyptians and the Romans, and cited by name the great law-givers of history such as Solon, Lycurgus, Numa Pompilius, Pompey, the ‘authors’ of the Twelve Tables, the Caesars, Constantine and Theodosius. It provided a definition of ‘custom’ and ‘law’ and evoked the law-giving of the ancient Frankish kings. The pactus legis Alemannorum was drawn up in the early seventh century, but the Lex Alemannorum, compiled about a century later, may be expressive of a brief period of independent power on the part of the dukes before 724.

Like the Edict of Rothari, the Liber Judiciarum of the Visigoths was promulgated in the mid-seventh century. Similarly, subsequent rulers, notably Erwig in 681, and Egica and Witiza, revised and added to it. The effect of the legislation was to make Roman law in the Visigothic kingdom redundant; the Liber Judiciarum has been characterised, rightly or wrongly, as the first territorial law-code of early medieval Europe, which applied to all inhabitants within the kingdom irrespective of racial or cultural affiliations. New laws were formulated, moreover, which sought to contain a possible abuse of power on the part of the king, defined a distinction between personal property and property pertaining to the office of king, and explicitly subjected the ruler to the law. This body of laws remained that consulted by judges in the Christian kingdoms of northern Spain after the Arab conquest in 711. Roman law, however, as the number of manuscripts of the Breviary of Alaric available in the eighth century attest, was still widely in use in early medieval Europe. The Breviary, a Digest of the Theodosian Code compiled in southern Gaul at the beginning of the sixth century, continued to provide a source for Roman legislation and Roman jurisprudential ideas throughout the ninth century as well. In many of the early ‘Germanic’ codes there are indications of a knowledge and application of Roman principles on many topics. There is also evidence of an attempt to accommodate, if not Christianity itself, then certainly the needs of the Christian church, into the framework of the laws. This is particularly evident in the laws of the earliest English kings, such as those of Æthelberht, Hlothere, Eadric and Wihtred, kings of Kent in the course of the seventh century, of Ine of Wessex (688–94) and no doubt Offa of Mercia, allusion to whose laws is made by Alfred of Wessex. Yet the English laws differed in that, unlike their continental counterparts, they were, although consciously

emulating Roman example, written in a Germanic vernacular. In Ireland too, problems of secular law and thinking about legal questions concerning power, rights, status, the enforcement of law, property, authority and the distinction between public and private are all embodied in a series of vernacular Irish tracts compiled in the seventh and eighth centuries and apparently comprising statements of customary practice.

Thus a great deal of thinking about status and power in the course of the seventh and eighth centuries was embodied in these legal compilations. They witness, furthermore, not only to the application of ideas to the practical spheres of government and ordered society, but also to the maintenance of legal training to some degree, even if those versed in the law or acting as judges did so as part of a package of other administrative, martial or ecclesiastical obligations. The wider context of such legal provision, as the prologue to the eighth-century redaction of the *Lex Salica* and the *Lex Baiuuariorum* make clear, and as Wormald has stressed, was a wish on the part of the Germanic kings both to emulate the literary and legal aspects of the Roman and Judaeo-Christian culture to which they were heirs, and to reinforce the links that bound a ruler or dynasty to his people. But we also witness the coincidence of an appreciation in many different parts of western Europe of the practical significance of the written word in relation to the exigencies of enforcing justice. The ideological, symbolic and practical functions of the law are all intertwined and interdependent. Those concerned with government were, as Nelson has shown, able to build on the work of the eighth-century rulers, lawyers and legal advisers.

The many endeavours in different branches of learning and technical skills that have been surveyed in this chapter mirror the formation of particular mental attitudes that were to have a profound influence in the subsequent centuries. A particular image and conception of the church and Christianity was formed through the liturgical and canon law collections, as well as by means of biblical study, knowledge of the writings of the great church fathers and of the histories and accounts of the institutions of the early Christian church. Efforts were being made in many different ways to understand God’s purpose for his people. From the overwhelmingly biblical and patristic orientation of early medieval intellectual endeavour we gain a crucial indication of the formative influences and characteristics of early medieval religion and the institutional and intellectual frameworks
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established to support it. In the eighth century in particular, the tools were honed, methods refined, links joined and essential principles established for the exuberant manifestations of learning, thought and art in the later eighth and ninth centuries that are characterised as the ‘Carolingian Renaissance’.50

50 McKitterick (1994).
The period from the eighth to the tenth centuries is highly original from the cultural, literary and linguistic points of view. Thanks to the high reputation of the Carolingian Renaissance, it has been the subject of much research, but whatever the discipline – linguistics, culture, history, literature – many questions remain unanswered. To summarise in a few words the complex problems posed to and by current research, we need to ask the following questions. Which language(s) corresponded to which culture(s) and to which audience(s) did each language communicate?

Three crucial and significant thresholds were successively established during the period from, say, the reign of Dagobert to that of Charles the Bald. Over time, in the Latin-speaking regions, the popular spoken language underwent a metamorphosis by the end of which imperial Latin had given way to early Romance dialects. In the western world, four distinct main groups emerged, some old, some new: the Latin areas (Italy, Gaul, Spain, etc.), the Germanic areas (Old High German, Old English, etc.), the Greek areas (southern Italy, the Peloponnese, Palestine, etc.), and the Arabic areas (Arabia, Syria, Egypt, Spain, etc.). Lastly, within the variable fabric of society, a number of ‘splits’ separated the learned culture of speakers endowed with autonomous access to the written tradition from the popular culture of speakers possessing only collective oral knowledge. How are we to establish a clear chronology for these cumulative ‘broken lines’? The most rational approach is to conduct a systematic study on the basis of
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contemporary evidence, using, by extrapolation, methods honed in the context of historical anthropology and here focused on the application of modern socio-linguistic advances to the Carolingian period.4

Naturally, the testimonia assembled are ambiguous. Possible readings of the famous Canon 17 of the Council of Tours held in 8135 are today so numerous, and so divergent, that this document, which the researcher might at first think of as constituting a clear-cut reference point in historical research, seems to have been transformed into a thicket of enigmas. So, let us pose our questions as directly as possible. Following the chronological splits mentioned above, we will concentrate on the region where, in the fifth century, Latin was the mother tongue of the whole community of speakers. Three questions need to be asked. First, up until what diachronic limit could late spoken Latin,6 at the elementary level of the sermo humilis, be employed for the religious instruction of illiterate people? Second, what role did late Latin, in its learned forms (history, and, above all, poetry) play in the culture of the social elite, that is, the lay aristocracy? Lastly, what diachronic linguistic models can accommodate the answers to the first two questions? To establish the current state of our knowledge, it will be helpful first to put down a few socio-linguistic markers, then note breaks and continuities, before trying to compile an account, a good deal more complex than might at first have been imagined, of the changing linguistic and cultural structures which have existed during these centuries.

EUROPEAN LANDMARKS

The term ‘Europe’, by convention, is applied to the group of western countries where Latin and Christian civilisation spread, that is, from its start, in the Roman, and in the later Carolingian empire, to which it is thereupon convenient to add the British Isles and Spain. Within this area, which varies in size over time, we can follow the fortunes of medieval Latin, from its roots in late antiquity to its branches, some of them, popular and Romance, growing in the ancient Latin-speaking lands, and some of them aristocratic and learned, as they were following the dilatatio christianitatis.

This brief backwards glance is essential to emphasise the vitality of the language of Rome, even after the ‘fall’ of its empire. The relatively recent reassessment not only of our knowledge but of our perception of the late

4 For a fuller explanation of these ideas see Banniard (1992), chapter 1, pp. 32–8. There is an interesting preliminary discussion in van Uytfanghe (1976).
6 For this specifically linguistic problem see E. Lofstedt (1933) 11, chapter 12, esp. pp. 355–64; Norberg (1943); Reichenkron (1965); B. Lofstedt (1982).
empire has of course echoed through those auxiliary domains of history, the history of culture and the history of languages. The period which begins in the third century has now to be seen not as an accidental and decadent appendix to glorious antiquity, but as an original and creative extension to the old classical civilisation. The consequences for literary and linguistic history are considerable, at a number of levels. First, late Latin literature, pagan and Christian, has achieved the cultural status which is its due; no one now regards Sidonius Apollinaris as a momie peinturlurée. Next, ipso facto, we now see the imperial elites as displaying not so much an artificial taste for a past long gone as a dynamic loyalty to aesthetic values which had undergone a revival in a new way. The rise of Christianity provoked a revolution in men's minds and literary models: the power of the Christian mission imposed new linguistic compromises; alongside the recognised literature, intended for the faithful masses, the plebs christiana. Initially regarded as having no place in either education or grammar by the intellectual elite, already repelled by a Latinity as crude as that of the first Latin translations of the Bible, the new language slowly won itself an honourless but unavoidable function, before receiving from Augustine its baptismal name, the sermo humilis, the 'earth-bound language'.

Three conclusions follow from these considerations: first, that the period of cultural and linguistic change which began in the fourth and fifth centuries concerned, at all levels of culture and communication, a vivid Latinity; second, that the social spread of late Latin, a living, spoken language, was extensive, for the linguistic and archaeological indicators combine to confirm the extent of Romanisation; third, that Latin was deep rooted among the populations of the empire. However peculiar the accents of spoken Latin might be, diachronically and synchronically, conceiving a vulgar Latin as radically different from ordinary Latin is simply a lure. These are conclusions based both upon the internal facts of linguistic evolution and, above all, on the external facts provided by socio-linguistic research. It was therefore from the basis of a Latinity which was not a dying language but a living one that these transitional periods began.

Such a reassessment of the basic facts is a prerequisite to understanding the direct testimonia of the early middle ages. Then we can attempt to provide a more comprehensive interpretation of the functions achieved by the
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7 A revision due largely to Marrou (1958; 1977); also to Brown (1971; 1978).
8 Lot (1931), p. 128.
9 See Norden (1898), II, pp. 529–654; Auerbach (1961), chapter 8; Meershoek (1966).
10 For a brief summary of recent works see Banniard (1992), chapter 1, pp. 17–48.
learned literary production from the eighth to tenth centuries. During the period which extends from about 450 to 850, we do know, from objective evidence, that Latin ceased to be a spoken language as it was growing into different Romance languages.\textsuperscript{11} We need here to note three points: first, it was not because the diachronic link between Latin-speaking generations proceeded without interruption that there was no abrupt linguistic caesura (in other words, one language died and others were born); second, this diachronic metamorphosis of the spoken living tongue did not preclude communication between speakers of different generations; third, we must gather from these two points that the linguistic situation needs to be studied as one that was changing over time, and that we should take care to avoid looking at the fifth century as if it were, so to speak, identical with the eighth. We must strive, on the contrary, after the distinguishing of the various diachronic strata in the evolution of late Latin.\textsuperscript{12}

For thirty years, we have been struggling to move beyond both the out-dated teaching of the Romance philologists who argued that the popular spoken language had become Romance by the fifth century at least, and the position of the Latin philologists who, while pushing the date forwards to around 600, have left this matter in a state of flux, for the period 600—800. Taking as our principal focus of interest Francia, that is, the country which is richest in testimonia, and is most precocious in the appearance of the first glimpses of texts in a written vernacular (scripta vulgaris), it now seems advisable to propose a protracted chronology, based on the criterion of ‘vertical communication’.\textsuperscript{13} Let us refer to the example of the sermons written in sermo humilis, or the saints’ Lives worded in sermo rusticus (the ‘language of general communication’); all the textual evidence, collected from contemporary authors, shows that the mass of illiterate hearers understood this Latin without difficulty when it was read aloud to them.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, internal analysis suggests that the structure of the spoken language (its diasystem) remained Latin, \textit{lato sensu}, up to 650. Accordingly, I propose the following phases for Francia:\textsuperscript{15}

1. 450—650: late Latin remains a living language, since it is not only understood but spoken;
2. 650—750: the popular spoken language fairly rapidly loses much of its Latin diasystem, at the level of ‘active competence’ (or performance);

\textsuperscript{11} For a detailed report compare Banniard (1992), chapter 8, pp. 569—422 and chapter 9, pp. 485—533.
\textsuperscript{12} For a more detailed discussion see Banniard (1992), chapter 1, p. 2 and chapter 9, p. 486.
\textsuperscript{13} On this criterion see Banniard (1992), chapter 1, pp. 38–40.
\textsuperscript{14} See Banniard (1992), chapter 3, pp. 234–63.
\textsuperscript{15} Banniard (1992), chapter 9, pp. 319–33.
illiterate people cease to be Latin native speakers in less than one hundred years;
3. 750–850: a rapid loss by the mass of the illiterate, of ‘passive competence’ (or performance); they prove unable or unwilling to retain more than a ragged contact with the grammatical structures of late spoken Latin;
4. 850–1000: surge of the same phenomenon as in (2) and (3) among the lay aristocracy.16

With appropriate modifications, this chronology applies to the other Romance countries. In the current state of research, one can only put forward the hypothesis that Spain and, above all, Italy, experienced a quite similar, but rather later, development.17 From the socio-linguistic point of view, the transition from different kinds of spoken Latin to the Romance languages, and the corresponding wreck of general Latin communication, led, from the 750s onwards, to the establishment of a situation of diglossia (where different languages in the same society fulfil different social functions).

BREAKS AND CONTINUITIES

At the beginning of the eighth century, therefore, we enter a specific phase in the linguistic and cultural history of the west. On the one hand, we see signs of a linguistic crisis, soon to be followed by a sudden awareness of its existence, which itself culminated in a mental revolution. On the other, initiated by the will of a Carolingian monarchy intent on promoting an intellectual revival, there was a rise of a vital, learned and once more multi-faceted Latinity. This gives us such an impression of continuity with antiquity that it has been suspected of being merely an illusion. At this point, it is helpful to introduce a distinction between changes in society as a whole and continuities within particular groups. The former are obvious but their scale remains debatable; the latter, equally noticeable, give rise to even more complex questions.

The question of breaks with old customs is introduced by the obligation imposed on bishops or priests at the reform council of Tours in 813 to transferre their sermons into a language the people could understand: this verb, transferre, is decisive evidence of a major break in practice; yet it remains to some degree enigmatic. It is today generally accepted that the reformation of Latin, begun under Pippin III and pursued even more

actively under Charlemagne, gave rise to a linguistic crisis. The *sermo rusticus*, that is, the Latin intended for the illiterate, which had hitherto been accepted by both literate speakers (sometimes reluctantly) and illiterate hearers (now and then with some toil) as a common means of vertical communication, gradually lost its status as universal linguistic mediator between the educated and the uneducated.

When asked to raise the level of the style they used, some of the professional 'mediators' became aware that the reform of oral communication bred a host of difficulties in transmitting the Christian message. At the same time, the specialists in the standard normative language had a keen sense of the lamentable state of the language in everyday use: Latin had never been so badly spoken. Two tendencies came face to face within the Carolingian court: one party proposed to compel the masses to raise themselves to a higher linguistic level; the more realistic decided to adopt this level of language, however much they disliked it.

This is how it came to be laid down in the province of Tours that preachers should ‘openly endeavour to translate sermons into the Latin of the illiterate’ (*transferre in romanam linguam rusticam*) in order that ‘all might the more easily understand’.

Against this evidence, attempts have been made to diminish the width of the gulf created by this injunction, arguing that *transferre* could mean simply ‘pronounce’ (a phonetic adaptation) or, an even subtler hypothesis, ‘transcribe’ (that is, adapt into Romance *scripta*). But the most obvious meaning is also the one justified by all contextual studies: that it was a question of ‘translating’ from one language to another. The change under way since the fifth century had now been completed in the spoken popular language and noticed by many of the eruditi.

At the same time, the linguistic proximity of the ‘grammatical’ language and of the non-standard language was emphasised, since *lingua romana* meant ‘Latin’ and *rustica* meant ‘illiterate’. It was still the same popular spoken language that had always been so unamenable to the art of the grammarian

18 Banniard (1992), chapter 8, pp. 405–13. This is the only possible translation. Indeed, if *romana lingua* means ‘Latin’ and *rusticus* means ‘illiterate’, then *romana lingua rusticam* can only mean ‘Latin spoken by illiterate people’. In other words, ‘bad spoken Latin’ versus ‘good spoken Latin’. Continuity and discontinuity are both implied by these words. The gap between the two levels of old and new language is not indicated by *romana lingua rusticam*, but by *transferre*. This is my point of departure with Roger Wright's interpretation, for Wright does not think this is a matter of translation *stricto sensu*. 19 This thesis is brilliantly argued in Wright (1982).

20 This is the interesting interpretation of Cerquiglini (1991).

21 It was noticed everywhere in Francia, for canon 17 of Tours was but a peculiar and local settlement of a general prescription emanating from Aachen (Banniard (1992), pp. 407–9).
(from Varro to Priscian, intellectuals had been aware of this distinction, which proves essentially obvious and trivial); and now it had become alienated from its own ancient structure, as a result of a somewhat strange process of auto-allophonismus.\textsuperscript{22} It was the paradox of a bi-dialectalism which emerged in this way into the consciousness of literate Carolingians.\textsuperscript{23} In the literal sense, they were witnesses to what was, from their point of view, a linguistic catastrophe: they watched impotently as the vernacular was irrevocably separated from the traditional ensemble of different kinds and levels of Latin. Hitherto, there had existed, and could officially be authorised, only traditio (explanation); translation had now been sanctioned.\textsuperscript{24}

The precision of the testimonia is such that we should have confidence in their authors, and accept that late Latin disappeared as one living language of the whole community during the course of the eighth century. Nevertheless, the popular spoken language retained a relationship, discrepant and loose but real, with the traditional language. In other words, although a diachronic linguistic frontier emerged, there yet remained some tiny and troublesome contact points. This last observation makes it possible, it seems to me, to resolve the difficult problem raised by the existence of a learned Latin culture within the lay aristocracy.\textsuperscript{25} Can we apply such terms to the Frankish potentes? This highly controversial question is neatly exemplified in the question of Charlemagne's relations with the Latin language, culture and literature. In spite (or because?) of the formal testimony not only of Einhard but of Alcuin, it has recently been argued that Charlemagne did not even speak Latin.\textsuperscript{26} Taking such interpretations further, it has been claimed that, with very few exceptions, the Frankish aristocracy was remote from a Latinity which was exclusively for the use of the clergy. This very clergy therefore appears to have utterly deluded modern scholars so that they think laymen were, so to speak, locked up in their own Romance language and, in a sense, deaf and dumb to Latin words.\textsuperscript{27}

There is ample evidence, however, of an output in the learned language which was aimed at an audience of lay aristocrats. First, there is Carolingian

\textsuperscript{22} Auto-allophonismus is a linguistic concept that is indispensable to the argument. It is intended to show in a clear-cut way that late spoken Latin (fifth-century) changed into a new spoken tongue by the eighth century: that is to say, it went through an internal structural metamorphosis.

\textsuperscript{23} See Koll (1957-8); B. Muller (1983).

\textsuperscript{24} For a fuller discussion see Banniard (1992), chapter 7, pp. 402-5.

\textsuperscript{25} See the classic studies of Laistner (1937); Riché (1972; 1979); Simonetti (1986). See also the works of Rosamond McKitterick.

\textsuperscript{26} In particular, this is argued in Richter (1982).

\textsuperscript{27} This is indeed a commonplace if one takes the theories of the romanist philologists into account and thinks of the work of Le Goff (1977) and Riché (1972).
legislation, then the politically ‘committed’ works of Einhard, Thegan, Nithard and Hincmar of Rheims, whose audience raises difficult questions. More surprising still is the flowering of poetry; Theodulf’s poem describing his mission to the Narbonnaise is hardly likely to have been addressed only to a few devotees of the hexameter; there must surely have been a real audience for the famous poem about the battle of Fontenoy. Would it not be more logical to attribute its existence to a vital need for a literature indispensable to a Frankish aristocracy, which was sorely tried physically and psychologically? Lastly, sufficient attention has perhaps not been paid to the socio-linguistic implications of the appearance of such a text as the *Liber Manualis* of Dhuoda. This formidable woman seems not to have enjoyed an exceptional intellectual education; only, unlike many other persons of her social level, she had a vocation to write. However, she does appear to have been familiar with learned Latin, in which she immersed herself without apparent difficulty. Further, in spite of some stylistic unorthodoxies, only to be expected from a largely autodidact authoress, she expressed her views firmly in quite respectable language. Nor is there any reason to suppose that her son William, destined for an active public career, had any difficulty in understanding the *vademecum* addressed to him by his mother. So, his ability to understand a Latinity which was, after all, of a quite educated level was not the exclusive preserve of the professional expert in Latin grammar. By reading it for himself, or by listening to a reader, William could enjoy his mother’s private lessons.

So, everything points to a reassessment of the socio-linguistic history of the Carolingian period. Indeed, the *testimonia* which we have briefly described, and which are independent of each other, combine to link themselves into a convincing body of evidence. The way in which both the discontinuities in general social practice and the continuities within particular social groups are revealed gives them reciprocal authentication. If the language spoken by the illiterate was, in practice, still close to that spoken by the literate, to the extent that the possibility of vertical communication, however disturbed, was nevertheless not utterly broken, we must conclude that this same spontaneous spoken language provided an adequate base for ready access to literary forms, that is, to the successive levels of the grammatical language. From access only to the lowly style (*sermo humilis*) for the majority of the *potentes*, perhaps, to access to scholarly elaborations
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28 See Brunhöhl (1976).
29 For Carolingian poetry, see Godman (1983 and 1987).
30 Edited by Riché and Mondébert (1975).
31 On this theme, see, in addition to the works already cited, Godman and Collins (1990); Iogna-Prat (1991).
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(sermo politus, carmina) for the elite among them, the aristocratic laity was yet eager and receptive to old Latin works.

LINGUISTIC LATTICES AND CULTURAL NEBULAE

It is possible to explain the contradictions between the different cultural and linguistic interpretations of the Carolingian centuries, but to do so we have to accept that the analytical tools hitherto employed were inadequate, since they reduced phenomena of great complexity to oversimplified and geometric schemata. The contribution of parallel sciences such as dialectology, socio-linguistics and anthropology will make it possible, or so one hopes, to overcome these difficulties, though at the cost of a considerable lengthening of the logical processes employed.

Let us recall a few of the conceptual oppositions which may make more refined analyses possible: written/oral; scholarly/popular; aristocratic/collective; traditional/innovative; grammaticality/ungrammaticality; dominant/dominated; pleasant/repellent; vertical communication/horizontal communication; Christian/non-Christian; biblical/non-biblical, etc. This tool-box employed for synchronic analyses by linguists and/or ethnologists, has produced minute descriptions of modern societies, studied in vivo, that is, as it happens. By extrapolation into societies of the past, it is reasonable to assume that the manifold phenomena which induced the transformations of the sixth to ninth centuries were of at least equal intricacy. This leads us to paint a many-sided picture of the linguistic and cultural nature of the years 700—900.

To see the everyday socio-linguistic situation as a binary opposition between the language of the church and that of the people gives a wholly inadequate picture of reality. The linguistic situation involves facts so complex that I propose to use Goebl's concept of a ‘linguistic lattice’ to describe it. In particular, we find the following.

First, two categories of competence can be identified. Every native speaker is endowed with both an active competence (performance), that is, the ability to express himself in his mother tongue, and a passive competence, that is, the capacity to understand other speakers whose linguistic characteristics do not correspond exactly to his own. The second level of

32 This idea, recently revived by McKitterick (1989), first appeared in Schuchardt (1886), pp. 64, 75, 101-3. It is also present in H.F. Muller (1921; 1929; 1943); it reappeared in Zumthor (1965), then in van Uyterboga (1977) and Wright (1982). Lastly it is central to some of the discussion in the collection of essays published by Wright (1991).
33 Labov (1976; 1977); Cortelazzo (1976); Le Goff (1977); Goebl (1983).
34 For a methodological discussion, see Banniard (1980).
competence comprises a range of very variable abilities, which are stored in the memory of the speaker. These include not only the ability to understand surviving linguistic forms inherited from an earlier stage of the language, but also to grasp linguistic structures which are just emerging, or, so to speak, crystallising, at the very origin of a later new stage of his language, and accents varying for geographical and/or social reasons, etc.

Second, there are many levels of spoken language whose use varies according to the speaker’s education or culture and according to the context within which he is speaking (or listening). By way of an example, we will use the convergent/divergent opposition to show that, according to his frame of mind, a speaker of low cultural level will try to imitate the linguistic level of a speaker of higher cultural level, or, on the contrary, will reject it completely.35

Third, there are many kinds of relationships between the spoken and the written word, which suggest the existence of different levels of literacy and illiteracy, the transition from one to the other condition not being achieved by a discontinuous leap.36 Thus, a modest country priest may read the Gospel with difficulty, an accountant in an abbey confine himself to figures, while a more enterprising well-off peasant may be able to make out a few lines of a charter, and so on. Of course, given our knowledge of civilisation, we can postulate that, the higher the level of literacy, the rarer it was.

Lastly, as all language is a matter of human interrelations, communication, in a society which was far from uniform, and was increasingly fragmented both socially and geographically, often depended on linguistic compromise. Illiterate speakers can (in a spontaneous and unconscious manner) hold in their memory the passive linguistic competences essential to participate in, for instance, the festivals of the patron saint of their church; the reverse kind of collaboration is found, when, for example, a preacher attempts to adapt his pronunciation to local peculiarities, in order to get his message over,37 he might have been equally well understood had he

36 See Richter (1979); Stock (1983); Goody (1986).
37 This does not mean, in any case, that in 813 it was a single matter of phonetic adaptation. I think it was really a translation, in the full sense of the word. Of course, a part of this translation was a matter of pronunciation. On the other hand, it is not the same thing to accept some of the characteristics peculiar to vulgar local pronunciation, as a kind of pacamentum, and to speak or to read with all the vulgar phonetic patterns. Last but not least, I do believe that a linguistic change took place between, say, 610 and 750, and that this was not a mere matter of phonetics; morphology and syntax were also involved. Nor was the gap which opened between the usual spoken and skilled written language after the Carolingian reforms a mere matter of phonetics. See Banniard (1992), chapter 8, pp. 398–404 and chapter 9, passim. Contra, see Wright (1982).
preserved a more scholarly diction, but by this means he won his way into the hearts of his audience.\textsuperscript{38}

These specifically linguistic considerations lead on to a similar kind of statement on the matter of culture in general, the best image for which seems to me to be the ‘nebula’. Within this ensemble, we find sub-groups of the following type:

1. Places of obligatory mediation, that is, of preaching and evangelisation; places for the proclamation and exercise of royal (capitularies) or private justice (wills) respectively, and places for issuing orders to the army.

2. Places where mediation was available if required, such as the Carolingian court, with its scholars, counsellors and \textit{nutriti}; episcopal palaces; abbeys; the households of the potentes; hermitages.

3. Clerics with a very high level of education (abbots, or counsellors at court such as Alcuin, Theodulf, Lupus of Ferrières, Hincmar, Smaragdus and others). For these persons there was a deepened distinction between Latin (the learned language) and Romance (the vernacular).

4. Clerics with a middling or lower level of education, in particular copyists, notaries, chancery scribes and accountants. For them, the distinction between Latin and Romance was far from always clear. One suspects that there was frequent flux and interchange between their acquired \textit{latinitas minor} and native \textit{romanitas maior}.

5. Similar distinctions can be upheld for the laity.\textsuperscript{39} In the case of lay people educated to a high level such as Guido, Dhuoda, William or Nithard we need to employ the concept of passive competence. That they had access to even the very formal works of the court poets is, in my view, certain. Their situation also makes them the natural mediators between \textit{latinitas}, even \textit{maior} (the Latin spoken by those who did not speak Romance) and the \textit{romanitas maior} of those who did not know Latin.

6. The category of lay persons educated at a lower level. The case of Charlemagne’s famous referendary, Maginarius, would appear to have been typical. His literacy, as shown in his letter to the sovereign, was of a middling level.\textsuperscript{40} It is in the nature of things that these last mix their acquired \textit{latinitas minor} and their natural \textit{romanitas maior}. Secured by their passive competence, and heartened by the attraction of the court models, they grew into a considerable potential audience for literary works in Latin.

7. There is, in addition, the category of illiterate laity, the largest, naturally, almost cut off from acquired \textit{latinitas minor} but also far from being totally

\textsuperscript{38} Banniard (1989), chapter 6, pp. 202–8. \textsuperscript{39} See the recent discussion of Chelini (1991). \textsuperscript{40} See the apposite analysis of his relationship with Latin in Pei (1932), pp. 9–10, 390.
fluent in a general romanitas maior.\textsuperscript{41} This was the world of over-
dialectalisation within Romance, of a locally autonomous folklore, 
fragmented and evolving.

8. The last factor, not to be forgotten, is that of the 'time shift': the socio-
linguistic structure was not the same from the seventh to the tenth 
centuries, but distinct structures succeeded each other.\textsuperscript{42}

I have come to be certain that the linguistic processes, cultural exchanges 
and channels of communication in our period require an analytical repre-
sentation of considerable complexity. Unfortunately, we need to admit that 
the socio-linguistic reality of that time extends beyond the framework of the 
logical categories so far employed by modern scholars; on the other hand, it 
is pleasant to be able to conclude that the Carolingian world, even the lay 
world, was by no means remote from the literary renaissance of the ninth 
century.

ORDER FROM CHAOS

During the early Carolingian period (650–750), by means of overlapping 
and entangling processes, a linguistic revolution was effected, in the course 
of which the common spoken language ceased to be organised according to 
an essentially Latin structure and was instead restructured into a diasystem 
which was essentially Romance (at an early stage, of course). A Latin-
speaking society was succeeded by a Romance-speaking society. During the 
following century, cultural conflicts resulted in the decay of the passive 
competence of the mass of uneducated speakers.\textsuperscript{43} The coexistence of 
different Latinities was superseded by a situation of diglossia: the Latin of 
the illiterate won a status within general communication, a status which in 
part sanctioned its linguistic identity. While the literate unwillingly acknow-
ledged this status, they showed quite clearly their own scorn for this wild 
spoken language as dissociated from the norms of grammatica.

\textsuperscript{41} These words romanitas maior designate, in my opinion, a level of language due to appear later on, 
in the ninth and tenth century, through unitary written forms such as those used in the 
Strasbourg oaths or even in the so-called Eulalia Sequence. We catch it again in the eleventh 
century, when the court poetry of the troubadours is born: their language, though not a Latin 
one, is nevertheless literate, unitarian and, so to speak, 'grammatical' as well.

\textsuperscript{42} Banniard (1992), chapter 9, pp. 505–10 and 519–28.

\textsuperscript{43} Neither the linguistic characteristics nor the socio-linguistic implications of the reform of singing 
have been sufficiently analysed. See Huglo (1988), pp. 56–7, 81–4 and Elich (1988) 1 pp. 86–93, 
227–30.
Nevertheless, the distinction between Latin and Romance was not so sharp as one might think. Channels remained open which made it possible, even for lay speakers who were so inclined, to participate in the *latinitas maior*. This linguistic proximity can be illustrated by referring yet again to the famous glosses of Reichenau. After much effort, to some extent justified, philologists have succeeded in establishing that these glosses contained Romance words. This is undeniable inasmuch as we know that the words referred to can properly be regarded as having the status of belonging to Romance. But the distinction between Latin and Romance is highly debatable at the level of the actual consciousness of the compilers of the glosses: first there is a circularity in the glosses, since a word now classifiable as Romance is sometimes glossed by a classical word, secondly, however relaxed, the spelling respected the Latin forms; lastly, even in the glosses described as Romance, the inflectional morphemes follow the standard forms. We can only conclude that, between 750 and 850 at least, Latin unity, even if broken, had not yet involved a great drifting apart of its constituent linguistic continents.

The later transition from diglossia to clear bilingualism will only be gradual. It was not enough, in practice, for the literate to have acknowledged the conceptual autonomy of the spontaneous spoken language. It had also to be sanctioned by a written form whose conception was difficult and whose necessity was far from obvious, since, for the literate, Latin spelling was perfectly satisfactory. In fact, the written forms and conventions of Romance did not really become widely used until the emergence of a desire to create a Romance literature, that is to say, until the emergence of a new aristocratic laity.

The end of the Merovingian centuries and the whole of the Carolingian period in the linguistic and cultural history of Europe can be described in a way which, however complex its elements, reveals a creative development, much less confused than appeared at first sight; the ills and the disorders which the language of the Merovingian charters appears, time and time
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44 References taken from Klein (1968), with a lot of probing samples!
45 For detailed analysis see Banniard (forthcoming).
46 There is an interesting example of a description of this diachronic linguistic frontier on the basis of a morphosyntactic category by Beckman (1963). See also an analogous and very enlightening inquiry by Green (1991).
47 For a definition of these concepts and a discussion of their reality and chronology see Banniard (1992), chapter 9, pp. 513–19.
again, to display are the indirect sign of an intense linguistic activity, from which would emerge the new and unforeseen perfection of the Romance dialects, fruit of a process by which final order was born of apparent chaos.
CHAPTER 27

THE CAROLINGIAN RENAISSANCE: EDUCATION AND LITERARY CULTURE

John J. Contreni

THE IMPETUS FOR LEARNING

Writing towards the end of the ninth century, Notker Balbulus, teacher, scribe and librarian at the monastery of St Gall, recorded what he and doubtless many others thought about the origins of the Carolingian revival of learning. Two Irishmen, he claimed in his Gesta Karoli Magni, came to the Continent hawking wisdom and were eventually brought to the attention of Charlemagne who ‘was always an admirer and great collector of wisdom’. Soon after, Notker reported, the Anglo-Saxon Alcuin heard of the king’s love of wisdom and took to sea to meet him.1 Although the simplicity of Notker’s explanation of the wellspring of the Carolingian renaissance is attractive, it reduces a complex phenomenon to virtual parody. Irishmen, Anglo-Saxons, Visigoths and Italians were instrumental in defining the renaissance, but the programme had its roots in the eighth century with missionaries like Boniface and with political leaders such as Charlemagne’s father, Pippin III. What Charlemagne and his coterie of scholars, principally Alcuin but others as well, contributed to the revival of learning was a sense of mission, constancy, example, reinforcement and support.

The mission, defined in the Admonitio Generalis, in the Epistola de Litteris Colendis and in other programmatic documents, was simple enough but had profound implications.2 What the leaders of Carolingian society wanted to do was to prepare the clergy, ‘the soldiers of the Church’, to lead ‘the people of God to the pasture of eternal life’. The evidence of poorly written letters that had come to the court signalled that the clergy needed schooling, for ignorance of language went hand in hand with a more serious lack of

wisdom. The key passage in the *Epistola de Litteris Colendis* called for a fundamental change in the relationship between the clergy and the people of Carolingian Europe. It was no longer sufficient that the people be impressed by the *sight* of the clergy, they had also to be instructed by the *words* monks read and sang.\(^3\) Carolingian leaders in their efforts to broadcast sacred wisdom to society had before them the example of King Josias (1 Kings 22: 11) who by correction and admonition called the Israelites back to God, but they also needed the help of a reformed, wise clergy: ‘For although it is better to do what is right than to know it, yet knowledge comes before action.’\(^4\)

A programme of such ambitious scope might well have remained only a set of ideals had it not been pursued with the kind of determination that Charlemagne directed towards the Saxons. It is worth noting, too, that his longevity meant that he was able to give continued impetus to the programme. His sons and grandsons in their legislation and the clergy in episcopal councils and statutes throughout the ninth century continued to emphasise the importance of book learning and study.\(^5\) Although Charlemagne’s own intellectual achievements seem modest, they should not be underestimated. His biographers credit him with an incisive, questioning mind. When Einhard recorded that his patron was talkative to the point of verbosity (*dicaculus*), he was describing a confident political leader and military commander who was not intimidated by the superior learning of scholars, bishops and abbots.\(^6\) The example Charlemagne set at his court enlivened the prescriptions of the documents. Courts were political, military and administrative centres, often on the move, and constantly receiving and sending delegations and embassies. Amid the hubbub and contributing to it were scholars, poets and artists. Proximity to the centres of power gave new eminence to intellectual life and to intellectuals. Charlemagne’s successors, especially Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald, continued to attract scholars to their courts and consulted them on a wide range of topics from calendar

\(^3\) *MGH Cap.* 1, p. 79, lines 38–42: ‘Optamus enim vos, sicut decet ecclesiae milites, et interius devotos et exterius doctos castosque bene vivendo et scholasticos bene loquendo, ut, quinque vos propter nomen Domini et sanctae conversationis nobilitatem ad vivendum expetierit, sicut de aspectu vestro aedificatur visus, ita quoque de sapientia vestra, quam in legendo seu cantando perceperit, instructus omnipotenti Domino gratias agendo gaudens redeat.’
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reform to predestination. Royal patronage inspired an outpouring of panegyric poetry, biblical commentaries, histories, translations of the Greek Fathers into Latin, and even the financing of three schools. Ecclesiastical authorities such as Claudius, bishop of Turin, Theodulf, bishop of Orléans, Hraban Maur, abbot of Fulda and archbishop of Mainz, Lupus, abbot of Ferrières, and Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, among others, were also formidable scholars who made their cathedrals and monasteries intellectual and educational centres.

Seen from the top down in this fashion, the Carolingian renaissance appears as a well-organised programme which, given the authority behind it, could not help but achieve its goals. Observers from the time of Notker Balbulus and Heiric of Auxerre, who celebrated the intellectual brilliance of Charles the Bald’s court, to the present day have been impressed by the Carolingian achievement.

Monastic, cathedral and court scriptoria toiled industriously to provide Carolingian Europe with the texts needed for serious study, worship and government – perhaps as many as 50,000 in the ninth century alone by one estimate. Books counted as treasure and formed an important part of the venerable gift-giving tradition among the Franks. When Emperor Lothar made peace with his brother, Charles, in 849, he entered into a spiritual association with one of the foremost monasteries of his brother’s realm, St Martin at Tours, and sealed his commitment to the community by underwriting the copying and decoration of a sumptuous Gospel Book, the Lothar Gospels.

Librarians and teachers carefully built up the collections of their local libraries and constantly sought copies of books they did not possess. The libraries supported schools, many of which in the ninth century offered sustained instruction for two or three generations of masters. Carolingian scholars were as productive as their colleagues in the scriptoria. They revised the biblical text several times, produced compilations of patristic works, wrote their own commentaries on the Bible and classical texts, and glossed treatises on the arts for their students. They wrote histories and poetry and exchanged innumerable letters among themselves.

These accomplishments give substance to the notion of a renaissance in

---

7 See the relevant articles and references in Karl der Grosse I; Godman and Collins, Charlemagne’s Heir (1990); Gibson and Nelson, Charles the Bald, (1990); also Bullough (1973).
the modern sense of the word, a rebirth of learning, even if what the Carolingians really wanted to achieve was reform and correction of their society. But neither renovatio, their word, nor our term conveys adequately the shape of the world of learning in the ninth century. Despite the important impetus given to learning by central authority in the Carolingian realms, the reality of literary culture and education was less schematic and more decentralised than official mandates suggest. Much of the variety inherent in Carolingian learning can be attributed to differences in resources, talents and interests across the cultural landscape. More fundamentally, neither the Christian heritage nor the antique tradition that Carolingian scholars grappled to understand and to blend were monolithic. Each bore its own internal dissonances and seemed even to contradict each other, thereby making the goal of a unitary culture illusory. The results of concentrated intellectual energy in areas as fundamental to Carolingian society as the theology of baptism and law were surprisingly pluralistic.\(^{13}\)

The prismatic effects of the Carolingian programme were further refracted by the stances thoughtful writers took about the shape of their society. Enthusiastic court, cathedral and monastic scholars responded to the challenges of the Carolingian reform programme, but they were no mere puppets. While some 'Christianised' the arts, others worried about the revival of pagan models.\(^{14}\) In the heady days of the great king and emperor, Charlemagne, court scholars used their talents to legitimise and praise authority; a later generation of intellectuals would criticise and instruct errant political leaders.\(^{15}\) And in what is perhaps the surest sign of the vitality of learning in the Carolingian realms, scholars engaged in polemic on critical political and theological issues and even proved themselves adept at forgery.

The injunction to instruct God’s people through proper use of language in reading and in song thus brought forth a luxuriant and in some ways an unintended harvest, a harvest that was sown first in the schools of Carolingian Europe.

**SCHOOLS AND LEARNING**

The schools of the Carolingian realms were at once the training ground for the educated elite and the arena in which the new Christian culture was hammered out. By the ninth century these schools had begun to feel the twin effects of royal mandates such as the *Epistola de Litteris Colendis*, (which was

---

15 Godman (1987); Anton (1968).
intended for all monasteries and bishoprics) and of the contact the Franks had established in the eighth century with cultural centres peripheral to their regnum. The learning, curriculum, and books of Anglo-Saxon, Irish, Lombard, Roman and Visigothic schools and even of the Byzantine world began to circulate in Francia thanks to the expansion of Carolingian power and authority and to the pull of patronage.

The Carolingian court provided the setting for one kind of school, the palace school. All the Carolingian monarchs, but especially Charlemagne, Louis the Pious, Lothar I, Lothar II and Charles the Bald drew scholars to their courts. These masters acted as advisers on all sorts of matters for their patrons, wrote poetry for them, and dedicated their books to them. They also had a hand in teaching royal and aristocratic children such as the young Charles the Bald who was tutored by Walahfrid Strabo. The court school, as far as it can be detected, was a loosely organised institution. Its members were transient, and after its heyday in the 780s and 790s its leading members dispersed to the monasteries and cathedrals of the realms where they established more formal educational institutions.16

The legislation of the closing decades of the eighth century clearly assigned to monasteries and cathedrals responsibility for educating the clergy who would lead God's people. Neither the Admonitio Generalis nor the Epistola de Litteris Colendis distinguished between the different functions of monasteries and cathedrals, no doubt because in missionary and frontier regions monks had long functioned as secular clergy. One of the provisions of Bishop Theodulf of Orléans' capitula for his parish priests suggests how blurred the lines were between clerical and monastic education. Priests in Theodulf's diocese who wished to send any of their relatives to school had the bishop's permission to send them to the cathedral school or to any one of the monastic schools under the bishop's jurisdiction.17 There is no hint here that those who chose to learn their letters in a monastic school intended to become monks. Theodulf was not an innovator nor was his invitation for students to use the resources of local monasteries unique. When Louis the Pious and Benedict of Aniane set out to reform monastic life, the presence of so many non-monks within the monastic precincts and within the routine of monastic life was, from the perspective of the reformers, alarming. In 816, the Council of Aachen established guidelines to reform cathedral canons along monastic lines and to isolate young men training to become canons

17 Erstes Kapitular, c. 19 (MGH Cap. episc. 1, pp. 115-16): 'Si quis ex presbyteris voluerit nepotem suum aut aliquem consanguineum, ad scholam mittere, in ecclesia sanctae Crucis aut in monasterio sancti Aniani aut Sancti Benedicti aut Sancti Lifardi aut in ceteris de his coenobiis, quae nobis ad regendum concessa sunt, ei licentiam id faciendi concedimus.'
from those training to become parish priests. The next year, 817, a second reforming council at Aachen even more emphatically barred everyone except oblates from monastic schools. To Hildemar of Corbie the distinction was fundamental: monastic schools offered training in monastic discipline, ecclesiastical schools taught the liberal arts.

These new directives flew in the face of tradition. The ‘external school’ depicted on the Plan of St Gall may have represented an attempt to observe the letter of the 817 council but not its spirit by locating the school for non-monks literally on the perimeter of the monastic complex. The remarkable literacy of some Carolingian aristocrats (Angilbert, Einhard, Nithard and Dhuoda are the best examples) no doubt owed something to tutelage by monks and nuns. But it was not only that the education of the privileged was threatened by the movement for monastic purity. By restricting access to what presumably were the best and most stable schools in the Carolingian world, the reform programme itself was jeopardised. Who would train the rural clergy? Louis the Pious threw this responsibility onto the bishops, but these hard-pressed leaders were unable to shoulder the financial burden of maintaining schools. Bishops meeting at the great reform synod of Paris in 829 chided their colleagues for their lacklustre support of schools and tried to energise support for schools by requiring bishops to bring their students to provincial councils so that episcopal support for schooling would be ‘obvious to all’. Adequate assistance for parish schools was even more problematic. Bishop Theodulf tried to get his priests to offer instruction without pay in schools he was trying to set up, but parish priests living on

---

18 Concilium Aquisgranense, c. 1:5 (MGH Conc. II, p. 413): ‘Ut erga pueros, qui nutriuntur vel erudiuntur in congregatione canonica, instantissima sit adhibenda custodia.’

19 Synodi Secundae Aquisgranensis Discretas Authenticas (817), c. 5 (ed. Hallinger (1963), 1, p. 474): ‘Ut scola in monasterio non habeatur nisi eorum qui oblati sunt.’


21 Hildebrandt (1992), pp. 91–3; for the problematical external school at St Riquier, ibid., pp. 79–81.

22 Capitula ab Episcopis Attiniacis Data (822), c. 3 (MGH Cap. I, p. 157): ‘Scolas autem ... omnino studiosissime emendare cupimus, qualiter omnis homo sive maioris sive minoris actaris, qui ad hoc nutritur ut in aliquo gradu ab ecclesia promovatur, locum denotum nuntium et magistrum congruum habeat. Parentes tamen vel domini singulorum de victu vel substantia corporali unde subsistant providere studeant, qualiter solaeium habeant, ut properer rerum inopiam doctrinae studio non recedant; Admonitio ad Omnes Regni Ordines (825), c. 6 (MGH Cap. I, p. 304); Concilium Parisiense a. 829, c. 30 (MGH Conc. III, p. 612). ‘Sed super hac ciusdem principis ammonitione, immo iussione a nonnullis rectoribus tepide et desidiose hactenus acrum est ... [E]t quando ad provintiale episcoporum concilium ventum fuerit, unusquisque rectorum ... scolasticos suos eidem concilio adesse faciat, ursuum sollers studium circa divinum cultum omnibus manifestum fiat.’
slender means like the hermits who taught children could not bypass the extra income. A generation later Bishop Herard of Tours (855–66) and Bishop Walter of Orléans (?869–91) could only urge their priests to maintain schools ‘if possible’. When at the end of the ninth century Fulco became archbishop of Rheims (833–900) to succeed Hincmar, one of the great Carolingian churchmen, he found both the school for canons and the school for rural clergy in disarray and could restore them only by calling in outside help in the form of two monastic teachers, Remigius of Auxerre and Hucbald of St Amand.

Fulco knew that parish priests bore primary responsibility for the religious education of the Christian people. They had to make sure that godparents knew both the Lord’s Prayer and the Creed before they could sponsor a child in baptism and that they could teach these basic Christian formulae to their godchildren. The few parish inventories surviving from the ninth century suggest that rural priests stocked modest libraries and, therefore, could read and presumably teach reading and writing to children. It is most unfortunate that so little is known of these elementary schools for through them some measure of literacy, enough to assure minimal participation in the liturgy, reached the broadest level of Carolingian society—the children of free parents as well as the children of peasants if the *Admonitio Generalis* was obeyed. Angilbert assumed that the men, women and children of the seven communities near St Riquier would participate actively, singing and following banners which probably bore legends, in intricate processions during the liturgy for Rogations; Paschasius Radbertus envisaged peasants lamenting the death of Adalhard of Corbie in their own tongues and also joining in with clergy in an antiphonal

---


24 *Capitula Herardi*, c. 17 (PL 121, col. 761c): ‘Ut scholas presbyteri pro posse habeant et libros emendatos’; *Capitula a Walterio reverendo pontifice compressebiteris promulgata in sinodo apud Bullensem fundum 17*, 6 (MGH Cap. episc., p. 189): ‘Ut unusquisque presbiter suum habeat clericum, quem religioso educare procuret et, si possibiltas illi est, scolam in ecclesia sua habere non negligat solerterque caveat, ut, quos ad erudiendum suscipit, caste sincererque nutriat.’


28 *Admonitio Generalis*, 72 (MGH Cap. 1, pp. 59–60): ‘Sacerdotis ... ut eorum bona coversione multi protrahantur ad servitium Dei, et non solum servilis conditionis infantes, sed etiam ingenuorum filios adgregent sibique socient’.
lament expressed in Latin. Some lay men and women no doubt learned enough formal Latin as boys and girls in these schools to be able to participate later in life in disputes about documents and to participate in the Carolingian literate community. Some students received enough schooling to master the priests' service books, to learn the duties of the priesthood through imitation, to demonstrate competence to the bishop and thereby become country priests themselves. With such rudimentary training, no wonder bishops worried about the qualifications of their priests. Many in the diocese of Rome were reputed to be uneducated and illiterate; Hincmar of Rheims wondered if the priests who taught in schools in his diocese could read; Bishop Sigemund of Meaux was not certain that his priests measured up to new intellectual expectations.

Which of the children who received the rudiments of an education at the parish level went on to monastic and episcopal schools for further religious instruction and a more rigorous education? Those who had connections, like the relatives of the priests in the diocese of Orléans or Hincmar of Rheims' nephew, the younger Hincmar, had the best opportunity. But an ecclesiastical career and with it higher education must also have been available to the children of the poor, otherwise Notker's classic account of Charlemagne examining the talented low-born and lazy noble pupils of Clement Scottus would not have had its intended effect. Notker's sympathies clearly lay with the pauperes and perhaps he was one of them. Walahfrid Strabo came from humble circumstances and Archbishop Ebbo of Rheims (816–35) was the son of serfs.

The dearth of known women writers during the Carolingian period does not necessarily mean that only boys went on for further schooling and that opportunities for creative intellectual activity were non-existent for

31 Vykoukal (1913); Amiet (1964), pp. 12–82.
32 Capitula Admonitionis ab Eugenio II proposita, 6 (MGH Conc. 11, p. 357): 'Cauendum quippe est, ut non ineruditi ad ministerium Christi vel inlitterati, ut dedecet, accedant'; Capitula quibus de rebus magistri et decani per singulas ecclesias inquirere, et episco po renumtiare debant, c. 11 (PL 125, col. 779): 'Si habeant clericum qui possit tenere scholam, aut legere epistolam, aut canere valeat, prout necessarium sibi videtur'; Flodoard, Historia Remensis Ecclesiae 111, 5, 23 (MGH SS XIII, p. 534): 'Item interrogationem eius, quid ipse scientiae requireret a presbiteris sueae parrochiae' (synopsis of a letter from Hincmar of Rheims to Sigemund).
33 Gesta Karoli, c. 3 (MGH SS 11, pp. 731–2).
34 Walahfrid Strabo, Gotesscalcho monachi, qui et Fulgentius, line 23 (MGH Poet. 11, p. 161): 'Atqui in pauperie, passa est quam nostra iuventus'; Thegan, Vita Hludowici, 44 (MGH SS 11, p. 599): 'Elegent ... qui dicebatur Ebo, Remensis episcopus, qui erat ex originalium servorum stirpe.'
Carolingerian women. When Hincmar of Rheims recommended that puellulae not be taught in the same place as boys, he bore tacit witness to a Carolingerian tradition of female education. The patristic giants whom Carolingerian scholars so much admired inhabited an intellectual world which included educated women. The example of Jerome and his Roman female companions loomed especially large in the minds of ninth-century men and women. Benedict of Aniane in the De Institutione Sanctimonialium used Jerome’s letter to Laeta which outlined the young Pacatula’s education to describe the education girls should receive in monasteries. When Paschasius Radbertus wrote a treatise on the Assumption of Mary for the nuns at Soissons, he cast his work in the form of a letter from Jerome to Paula and Eustochium. Gisela and Rotrud, respectively sister and daughter of Charlemagne, found the example of Jerome useful when they cajoled busy Alcuin into writing a commentary on the Gospel of John for them. They reminded Alcuin that Jerome had never spurned the pleas of women and had in fact dedicated many of his works to the prophets to them. Blessed Jerome, they pointedly added, continued to correspond with Roman women after he had moved to Bethlehem despite the dangerous distance across the Tyrrhenian Sea. In comparison, the little Loire and the short distance between Tours and Paris offered no obstacles to their request. But, it was not imitation of past traditions that drove education for girls and women. Everyone in the Carolingerian world was supposed to know the Lord’s Prayer and the Symbol. Women in religious houses, like their male counterparts, as religious ‘professionals’ had to know more, how to pray, to chant and to read, in order to participate fully in their faith.

A capitulary intended to establish empire-wide policy in 802 barred all men from female monasteries except for priests who, accompanied by a witness, could visit the sick; they could also say Mass for the nuns, but were

36 Collectio de Ecclesiis et Capellis, MGH Fontes xiv, c. 100: ‘Ut divinum officium non dimittant et scolarios suos modeste distingant, caste nutriant et sic litteris imbuant, ut mala conversatione non destruant, et puellas (al. cod. puellulas) ad discendum cum scolariis suis in scola sua nequaquam recipiant.’
38 De Assumptione Sanctae Mariae Virginis, CCCM 56c, pp. 109–62.
39 MGH Epp. iv, p. 325: ‘Minore vadosum Ligeri flumen quam Tyreni maris latitudo periculo navigatur. Et multo facilius cartarum portitor tuarum de Turonis Parisiacam civitatem, quam illius de Bethleem Romam, pervenire poterit.’
to leave immediately afterwards.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, young girls in monastic communities must have been taught by women. The \textit{Vita Liutbergae} mentions that its heroine taught chant to young girls, but such direct evidence is rare.\textsuperscript{42} A number of sources, however, do shed indirect light on schooling for women. Gisela and Rotrud wrote to Alcuin after they had already tried to understand St John’s Gospel by tackling Augustine’s commentary. Paschasius Radbertus, who had been raised as an orphan by the nuns at Soissons and received his early education from them, wrote, in addition to the treatise on the Assumption, two other works at the request of the Soissons community.\textsuperscript{43} These kinds of requests testify to a high level of intellectual inquiry and to study programmes in female monasteries. Women also functioned as teachers outside monastic walls. Wiborada, a female hermit, taught Oudalricus, a young monk from St Gall.\textsuperscript{44} In the communities around St Riquier, women (\textit{genkiariae}) helped prepare children for participation in liturgical processions.\textsuperscript{45} Hincmar of Rheims must have anticipated that girls would be taught by women when he prohibited them from attending the priest’s school along with boys.

The most visible female teacher of the Carolingian period is also its only known female author. Dhuoda’s case is made even more remarkable by her lay status. She wrote her \textit{Liber Manualis} in the early 840s to instruct her son, William, in a way of life that blended Christian principles with the aristocratic virtues of family loyalty and respect for paternal authority. That she expected her sixteen-year-old son to read her book and went on to urge him to read many of the books of the learned masters to learn more about God suggests that William was himself well educated and that Dhuoda may have been his first teacher.\textsuperscript{46} The roster of lay women who participated in literary culture extends beyond Dhuoda. Judith, the second wife of Louis

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Capitulare Missorvm Generale}, c. 18 (\textit{MGH Cap.} 1, p. 95): ‘Et ut in claustra vel monasteriorum earum vir nullus intret, nisi presbiter propter visitationem infirmarum cum testimonio intret, vel ad missam tantum, et statim exeat.’ \textit{Capitularia ecclesiastica ad Salz data a. 803–804}, c. 5 (\textit{MGH Cap.} 1, p. 119): ‘Ut nullus in monasterio puellarum vel ancilarum Dei intrae praesumat.’

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Vita Sanctae Liutbergae}, 35 (\textit{MGH SS} iv, p. 164): ‘Cui ad divini operis implementum, quibus illa iugiter summo inhaerebat studio, puellas eleganti forma transmiserat, quas ilia et in psalmodiis et in artificiose operibus educavit, et edoctas libertate concessa seu ad propinquos, sive vellent, ire permisit.’

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Expositio in Psalmum XLIV}, PL 110, cols. 993–1060; \textit{De Partu Virginis}, CCCM 56c, pp. 47–89.

\textsuperscript{44} Hartmann, \textit{Vita Sanctae Wiboradae}, c. 39 (\textit{MGH SS} iv, p. 416): ‘Quidam iuvenis monachus in venerandi patris nostri Galli congregatione, Oudalricus nomine, sub scolari disciplina degebat.’

\textsuperscript{45} Angilbert, \textit{Institutio de diversitate officiorum}, c. 9 (ed. Hallinger (1961), p. 298): ‘Nam pueri forinseci et puellae sine litteris auxilium habeant de scolariis et geniciariis, ut in his, que ceperant, et scient psallentes existere possint.’

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Liber Manualis} i, 7, lines 2–7 (ed. Riché (1971), p. 114): ‘Admoneo te etiam . . . ut inter mundanas huius saeculi curas, plurima volumina librorum tibi adquiri non pigeas.’
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The Pious, impressed contemporaries with her intellect. Her grand-daughters, the three daughters of Eberhard of Friuli, inherited along with their brothers part of their father's extensive library; one of the women received a copy of the Lombard laws! The unnamed mother of Sado gave her son a copy of Aelius Donatus' *Ars Maior*, a book which she may have used herself. It is not surprising that these women and others of high social and political status were educated. Evidence of various sorts, however, has begun to fill in a picture of even wider participation by women in the world of Carolingian learning.

Women active as scribes supplied the needs of their own communities as well as those of other houses. The list of female writing centres, Chelles, Jouarre, Remiremont, Säckingen, Poitiers, Herford, Soissons, Essen, Brescia, continues to grow. Nuns at Vreden and Neuenheerse copied out reliquary tags and probably also books. The important 'Corbie a-b' script which survives in thirty-nine manuscripts and fragments has been attributed to the skill of female scribes. Copying, like embroidery and working with cloth, could at one level be viewed as manual labour which in the monastic routine along with reading and prayer was both pleasing to God and a useful antidote to idleness. But books were meant to be read and to be pondered and occasionally to beget new books. Women read intelligently, as the examples of Gisela and Rotrud, Dhuoda and the nuns of Soissons demonstrate. But with the exception of Dhuoda, did they contribute to Carolingian literary culture? From the time of Peter of Pisa in the last quarter of the eighth century to the time of Remigius of Auxerre (died 908), approximately sixty male authors are known by name. These authors did not write everything that has survived from the period and many works remain unattributed. Of these, histories such as the *Liber Historiae Francorum*, the *Annales Mettenses Prioress*, the *Annales Quedlinburgenses*, as well as *Vitae* of founders of female monastic houses may well have been written by women. And just as recent palaeographical research suggests that it is no longer possible to assume that unattributed manuscripts were copied in male scriptoria, so too the large collection of excerpts, glosses, and pedagogical and devotional extracts that survive cannot be attributed solely to the activity of male compilers and readers.

While much remains to be learned about the participation of women in

Caroltingian literary culture, it is clear that since women could never become priests they could not write the guidebooks, the scriptural commentaries, the theological treatises, the sermon collections intended to form and arm the ‘soldiers of the Church’.\(^52\)

For most young boys, the path to that vocation began approximately at age seven in the monasteries and two or three years later in the cathedral schools. School was but one part of their daily routine. Children engaged in appropriate forms of work, assisted in prayer services, and, in general, were acclimatised to the ecclesiastical regime. Ninth-century monasteries and cathedral cloisters were generally solicitous of their young charges. They constituted the next generation of clergy raised up from a tender age within a religious atmosphere and therefore uncontaminated by the evils of the world.\(^53\) Precise information on the number of students at any one time is difficult to come by. If the lists of monks and scholastici from Fulda’s dependencies are representative, students could account for between 26 and 49 percent of the adult population.\(^54\) In small monasteries and cathedrals, young pupils studied with a magister or grammaticus who did everything, even tripling as the director of the scriptorium and as the librarian. Larger, better endowed schools with more pupils might have several masters who would teach a speciality: chant, copying, grammar, explication of Scripture. The relationship between students and masters was an intensely spiritual and personal as well as academic one. Alcuin remembered fondly all his former pupils, called them by pet names, and lamented that his students came and went, but that the ‘old man’ remained.\(^55\) Heiric of Auxerre published part of the lectures of both his teachers, Lupus of Ferrières and Haimo of Auxerre, and prefaced them with a poem in praise of his masters.\(^56\) Ercanbert of Fulda wrote down the lectures of his master, Rudolf, because he was concerned that the master’s instruction would fade from memory if not committed to writing.\(^57\)

Masters frequently corresponded with each other. They wrote to maintain personal contact, to query experts about particularly thorny intellectual matters, to borrow books, and to request that books be written.\(^58\) These contacts proved useful when masters wanted to send their best students, ones they might be grooming as successors, to other centres for further study. Heiric of Auxerre spent several years at Soissons before returning to

\(^52\) Epistola de Litteris Colendis, c. 38 (MGH Cap. i, p. 79); ‘Optamus enim vos, sicut decet ecclesiae milites.’


\(^56\) Quadri (1966), pp. 77–161.

\(^57\) MGH Epp. v, pp. 318–9.

\(^58\) Contreni (1992c).
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Auxerre. Lupus of Ferrières sent monks from his abbey to Prüm in order to learn German. Hraban Maur studied at Tours. Hucbald of St Amand and Remigius of Auxerre were recruited to Rheims by Archbishop Fulco. Some teachers also became authors when bishops, abbots, kings and learned laymen and women needed a concise historical commentary on a Gospel or a vita of a local saint. Their learning, experience and contacts made masters prime candidates for higher ecclesiastical appointments. Alcuin, Hraban Maur, Lupus of Ferrières and Paschasius Radbertus all began their careers as school teachers.

Approximately seventy schools were sufficiently active in the ninth century to leave some record of their activity. On a map these centres form a rough triangle with the broad base extending from Hamburg in the north to Tours in the southwest and with the apex in Italy, roughly near Monte Cassino (see Map 20). Most of the schools in this area were concentrated in four regions: north of the Loire, in northern Italy in the former Lombard kingdom, in the parts of Germany that had seen the most intense missionary activity in the eighth century, and in the Spanish March and Septimania. Among major regions, only Aquitaine stands virtually devoid of known schools although some forty saints’ Lives were composed in Carolingian Aquitaine and the historian Ermoldus Nigellus and the author of the Waltharius poem – if they are not the same person – came from that region.

The influence of the Carolingian courts along with epistolary and personal exchanges combined to establish loose networks among the schools. At the diocesan level, bishops such as Theodulf of Orléans and Hincmar of Rheims could exert some measure of control and organisation over the schools in their jurisdictions. Lothar I authorised an ambitious scheme in 825 which would have funnelled masters and students from throughout northern Italy into nine centres (Pavia, Ivrea, Turin, Cremona, Florence, Firmo, Verona, Vicenzo and Cividale) for further schooling. He even offered to provide for the schools to encourage participation. Four years later the bishops gathered at the Council of Paris tried to enlist the support of Lothar’s father, Louis the Pious, to establish three schools under royal patronage. But both these efforts appear to have been stillborn. Dungal, the Irish master placed in charge of the school at Pavia, retired to Bobbio within two years. Lothar's

60 Poulin (1971); Werner (1990), pp. 101-23. 
61 Capitulare Olonense Ecclesiasticum Primum, c. 6 (MGH Cap. 1, p. 327): ‘Propret opportunitatem tamen omnium apta loca distincte ad hoc exercitium providimus, ut difficultas locorum longe positorum ac paupertas nulli foret excusatio’; Bullough (1964), pp. 120-1. 
62 Concilium Parisiense a. 829, cc. 3, 12 (79) (MGH Conc. 11, p. 673): ‘Similiter etiam obnixe ac supplicier vestrae celisudini suggerimus, ut mortem parentum sequentes saltim in tribus congruentissimis imperii vestri locis scolae publice ex vestra auctoritate fiant, ut labor patris vestri et vester per incuriam, quod abist, labefactando non deperet.’
Map 20  Carolingian schools, scriptoria and literary centres
presence in Italy in the 820s was limited. In 830, the year after the Council of Paris, Louis' reign was convulsed by rebellion, the aftermath of which, and not schools, preoccupied both him and Lothar during the 830s. What this meant was that Carolingian achievements in education and literary culture were going to be based for the most part on local initiatives.

Only a few of the Carolingian schools have been studied systematically. While the published sources have been analysed with great care, the complete picture of Carolingian education will only begin to emerge when the manuscripts used in the schools are studied in detail. Enough is known about the major centres, St Amand, Corbie, St Denis, Auxerre, Laon, Lyons, Lorsch, St Gall, Fulda, Tegernsee, Reichenau, Verona, Milan, and Pavia among others, to permit a few generalisations. As this list indicates, antiquity and past glory offered no guarantee of high achievement as a Carolingian school. Relatively newly established centres such as ninth-century Fulda achieved equivalent status to older centres such as Milan and Pavia and even surpassed Rome. The sixty-two bishops from the province of Rome called together by Pope Eugenius in 826 listened as Deacon Theodore recited a sad tale of abandoned churches in villages, parishes and cities and had to be reminded not to appoint uneducated or illiterate priests lest the blind lead the blind. When the bishops drafted a plan of action, they patterned it on Carolingian reform legislation, including a call for the establishment of schools to teach the liberal arts and holy dogma. That the same recommendation had to be repeated in 853 suggests the difficult nature of educational reform and may explain why Rome never became a leading intellectual centre in the ninth century.

An active and influential school depended for its vitality on the resources necessary to copy books or to obtain them from other centres. Hameln, a tiny dependency of Fulda with its twelve monks and eleven students, must have had minimal library resources in contrast to St Gall and Lorsch, whose ninth-century library catalogues list 264 and more than 450 codices respectively, or Corbie, from whose library almost 250 manuscripts and manuscript fragments survive. Books were at the heart of Carolingian education. Cathedrals and monasteries that were endowed by their patrons

63 Capitula Aomitionis ab Eugenio II Proposita, c. 6 (MGH Conc. 11, pp. 556–7): 'Primis omnium de ecclesiis Dei, quae per singula loca in parroechiis, per vicos vel civitatis in ruinis neglectae ... Cavendum quippe est, ut non inerudit ad ministerium Christi uel inlitterati, ut dedecect, accedant ...'; Concilium Romanum a. 826, c. 34 (ibid., p. 581): 'De scolis reparandis pro studio litterarum'; Noble (1976).

64 Concilium Romanum a. 853, c. 34 (MGH Conc. 111, pp. 327–8); Leonardi (1981b).

and masters with books and had the institutional stability to protect their collections possessed one essential ingredient for achieving the goals of the Carolingian reform movement. The other ingredient was the gifted and dedicated master. What gave a school stability and prominence was its success in establishing a tradition of teaching. Few centres could match the record of Auxerre, whose known masters, Murethach, Haimo, Heiric and Remigius, span the course of the ninth century. Corbie comes close with Hadoard, Paschasius Radbertus and Ratramnus. St Gall had its three Notkers and later four Ekkehards. Martin Scottus taught at Laon for nearly twenty-five years until his death in 875 and was followed by Manno, Bernard and Adelelm.66

Sustained material and human resources combined to support the Carolingian educational programme. Despite inevitable differences in interests and talents among individual masters and despite sometimes vast differences in local resources, masters and students in Carolingian Europe concentrated their energies on what had become a common body of knowledge - always expanding, sometimes problematical and contradictory, always subject to misinterpretation and dispute - that furnished the essential intellectual grounding for thought and letters in the ninth century and, indeed, beyond to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

THE CURRICULUM

When the Epistola de Litteris Colendis called Carolingian monks and priests to the litterarum studia, the study of letters, it meant to reform the way they spoke Latin. It was the 'uncouth speech' (sermones inculti), the 'verbal mistakes' (errores verborum), the 'unskilled language' (lingua inerudita) that had to be corrected so that the men of God by their 'holy conversation' (sancta conversatio) in reading and in singing (in legendo seu cantando) could instruct the faithful.67 In urging clergy to speak Latin like the Fathers, scholars such as Alcuin, who as an Anglo-Saxon learned Latin as a foreign language, set the reform on a fateful course. To the degree that they succeeded, proponents of the new language ran the risk of distancing the clergy from the Carolingian people. In 813, three separate church councils at Mainz, Rheims and Tours urged bishops to preach in the language of their parishioners, either German (Thiotiscam) or the rustic Latin (rustica Romana lingua) the Epistola de Litteris Colendis aimed to correct, so that their homilies might be more easily

66 Iogna-Prat et al. (1991); Ganz (1990a); de Rijk (1963); Contreni (1978).
67 MGH Cap. 1, p. 79; Wright (1982).
understood; in 847 another council at Mainz repeated the canon. Parish priests no doubt already used the languages of their flocks. The requirements of pastoral care took precedence over scholarship.

For the sixty or so authors of the Carolingian world and their disciples as well as several generations of unknown masters and their disciples proper use of language, however, was paramount. To mispronounce a word in the liturgy or to use the wrong case ending, as Gunzo of Novara learned, was to reveal oneself as uneducated. Lupus of Ferrières, who had a keen interest in word use and pronunciation, thought that emphasis on proper language had gone too far: his contemporaries, he wrote, were more concerned to weed out the errors in their language than the errors in their lives. Hypercorrectness in some quarters was only one result of the reforms and not the most typical. The modest requirements of the reform set in motion an ambitious programme of higher learning throughout Carolingian Europe. The germ of the programme was already embedded in the *Epistola de Litteris Colendis* ("figures of speech, tropes and the like") and more precisely in the *Admonitio Generalis* ("the reading of Psalms, Tironian notes, chant, reckoning and grammar"). These elements of the reform programme went beyond the correct pronunciation of words to focus attention on the proper meaning and use of words. When Carolingian teachers sought direction on how to achieve these goals in practice, they had available Augustine’s *De Doctrina Christiana*, Cassiodorus’ *Institutiones Divinarum et Humanarum Lec tionum* and Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, as well as Martianus Capella’s allegory of the arts, the *De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii*. These works all helped to shape the Carolingian curriculum. They each provided a systematic introduction to knowledge and learning and in the cases of Augustine,


70 Epistola de Litteris Colendis, MGH Cap. 1, p. 79: ‘Cum autem in sacris paginis schemata, tropi et caetera...’; Admonitio Generalis, c. 72 (MGH Cap. 1, p. 60): ‘Et ut scolæ legentium puerorum fiant. Psalmos, notas, cantus, compotum, grammaticam.’
Cassiodorus and Isidore of Seville explicitly tied secular learning to divine learning. The antique liberal arts programme found fertile ground in Carolingian schools. The liberal arts, singly or as a group, were favourite subjects of Carolingian poets who helped to canonise the arts programme as the basic framework for studies in schools. Their verse accompanied artistic renderings of the arts so that students learned through images and words. Individuals as different as Wetti, the visionary monk (d. 824), and Wicbald, bishop of Auxerre (879—887), were praising for their command of the liberal arts. Teachers created anthologies of texts on the arts to support their instruction.

Despite the pervasiveness of the arts in the schools and in academic discourse, it would be misleading to compress the reality of Carolingian learning to the liberal arts programme. First of all, on a theoretical level many rival schemata of the arts competed with each other. The question of the priority, order and relationship of the arts to each other remained a vexing issue to masters throughout the Carolingian period and beyond. Alcuin helped to 'Christianise' the arts by demonstrating how grammar could serve as the handmaiden of theology. His description of the temple of Christian Wisdom supported by the seven 'columns' of the arts put into graphic form the relationship between secular and divine learning. So did the notion of John Scottus approximately fifty years later when he taught that the arts come together as the tributaries of a stream to be united in the contemplation of Christ. Such confident assertions were not without their critics and throughout the ninth century nagging questions about the appropriateness of the arts to Christian education persisted. John Scottus' use of the art of dialectic to understand the issue of predestination was roundly criticised by Bishop Prudentius of Troyes (c. 846—61). Agobard of Lyons was concerned that specialised study in music produced cantors who were very narrowly educated, deficient in their spiritual formation and

72 Walahfrid Strabo, Visio Wettini 176–7, MGH Poet. 11, p. 309: 'Nam Wettinus erat celebri rumore magister / Artibus instructus septem de more priorum'; Gesta Episcoporum Autissiodorensium, MGH SS xiii, p. 399: 'Hic vir a primo etatis tyrocinio spiritualibus, inbuitur disciplinis, liberalium artium studiis adprime instructus . . .'
73 BN lat. 13915 (Ganz (1990a), pp. 152–3, 159–60); Laon, Bib. Mun. 468 (Contreni (1984)).
74 Contreni (1992d).
75 De Grammatica, PL 101, col. 833; Brunhöbel (1963); Leonardi (1981a).
76 Expositiones in Hierarchiam Caelestem 1, lines 140–55 (CCCM 31, p. 16); Giacone (1973).
77 De Praedestinatione contra Ioannem Scotum, c. 1 (PL 115, cols. 1013–14).
puffed up by their pride. One anonymous master regretted the time he had spent in his youth studying the arts. Another felt compelled to rehearse once again the patristic arguments for incorporating secular learning in a Christian curriculum. Ermenric of Ellwangen at the end of the ninth century recorded a dream in which the fundamental crisis of a Christian scholar who loved the classics - an issue that had disturbed the sleep of Jerome 500 years earlier - haunted him in the form of the ghost of Virgil. Theodulf of Orléans, whose poem De libris quos legere solebam et qualiter fabulae poetarum a philosophis mystice pertractentur provides one of the best guides to the pagan and Christian 'school-authors' who formed the bases of the curriculum, was himself deeply troubled by the prospect of the revival of Roman pagan trappings in a Christian empire. Hincmar of Rheims seventy-five years later shared Theodulf's antipathy towards Rome. The Carolingian revival of learning did not put to rest these kinds of perennial questions that plague societies which try to establish themselves on religious foundations. Nevertheless, in the context of the ninth-century Frankish kingdoms, the imperative to Christianise the people and to appropriate the divine wisdom of the sacred text drove secular and religious culture together. Even Theodulf saw that, though much in the works of pagan authors was worthless, yet there were also many truths hidden under their false covers.

Hraban Maur's De Institutione Clericorum illustrates well how secular and divine wisdom complemented each other in the Carolingian classroom. This handbook for the training of clergy obviously depicts an ideal programme. Young men studying for the priesthood were expected to know the liberal arts - grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, mathematics, arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy and what Hraban called the 'philosophical books'. At the same time, they received moral and spiritual training and prepared themselves to preach to their flocks. This is the programme of Augustine, judiciously supplemented by Cassiodorus, Isidore of Seville and Gregory the Great's Pastoral Care. But before students could embark on their studies, they had first to master the elements of learning and religious life - reading, writing, computus and chant. Training in these basic skills
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was complementary. Children learned to recognise individual letters by copying them out. Most of this early instruction took place on wax tablets and pieces of slate, but sometimes early efforts to enter the world of Latin literacy left their marks on parchment. Inscriptions in buildings provided more public opportunities for students to learn how to read. For some, reading was a lifelong challenge. Hildemar, a monk of Corbie, described in his commentary on Benedict’s Rule how the abbot would question monks about their Lenten reading. If he learned that the monastery’s librarian had assigned a monk a reading that was too difficult, the abbot would give him a second, more appropriate book. Hildemar’s commentary is a model of a text written in simple, direct Latin, accessible to the young monks who received their first introduction to the Rule while still learning Latin. Even when they were ready to tackle more advanced reading, they needed their teachers to rearrange the word order of Virgil, Priscian and other classical authors with syntactical glosses to make the texts easier to understand.

Elementary instruction in reading and speaking Latin was not limited to classroom exercises. Daily participation in the liturgy and communal readings reinforced the lessons of the schola. The Psalter was the first major text students mastered. Singing and recitation of the Psalms embedded the sounds of Latin in their minds while at the same time initiating students to the kind of moral formation Hraban Maur described in his De Institutione Clericorum. The Psalter remained a lifelong companion of Carolingian scholars. When testing new quills out on the fly-leaves of the manuscripts they were copying, scribes often used as a pen-trial the phrase Beatus vir from the first Psalm. The Psalms came to mind almost automatically when Carolingian authors wrote. Lupus of Ferrières drew inspiration from Augustine seventeen times and from Priscian and Virgil thirteen times each in his letters, but it was the Psalms that came more frequently to mind in forty-four cases. Even in a relatively esoteric work such as the Exposition on the Celestial Hierarchy, John Scottus recalled Psalm verses fifteen times, second only to his penchant for the Gospel of John which he quoted twenty-one times.

As Carolingian students mastered the rudiments of reading, copying and chant, they also began to study the first art, grammar, which included the
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rules of grammar as well as the study of texts. Grammar was the pre-eminent art of the Carolingian period. Grammatical studies prepared students not only to read, write and speak correctly, it also taught them how to think and provided them with a methodological tool for plumbing the mysteries of divine wisdom. The pervasiveness of grammar in Carolingian culture can be observed in the routine injunction of Archbishop Herard of Tours that priests not say Mass alone because the words 'Lift up your hearts' would be meaningless, and in the wholesale appropriation of grammatical methodology into scriptural exegesis and theological debate.\(^{92}\)

Carolingian masters and students drew on a wide range of grammatical resources when they embarked on the systematic study of language. In addition to the works of the Latin grammarians, depending on local networks and influences, they might also consult Anglo-Saxon and Irish grammatical treatises.\(^{93}\) Carolingian commentaries such as those of Alcuin or Sedulius Scottus provided a third resource. The manuals could be complementary. Donatus' *Ars maior* and *Ars minor*, for example, might be supplemented by Sedulius Scottus' commentaries on those texts or by the *Ars Laureshamensis*. The Carolingian commentaries testify to the challenge masters faced when they taught grammar. The Lorsch commentary required forty lines to explain the six words which began Donatus' commentary on the *Ars maior*: 'Incipit ars Donati grammatici urbis Romae.' The master responsible for this introduction to Donatus explained that the word *incipit* derived from *coepi* ('I begin'), not from *cepi* ('I took'). The teacher then followed this clarification with a question: How can it be said that the arts 'begin' since they are inanimate? The answer was that the term was being used metaphorically to apply to the inanimate.\(^{94}\) Clearly what was apparent to Jerome who studied with Donatus in the fourth century was not so obvious to Carolingian students in the ninth century. Carolingian students had to work at grammar day and night.\(^{95}\)

The study of Latin vocabulary went hand in hand with the study of the mechanics of the Latin language, as the Lorsch master's lesson about the difference between *coepi* and *cepi* suggests. Masters expanded the storehouse of their students' vocabulary in several ways. First, they glossed authoritative texts such as the Bible and the works of the school authors with simple
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\(^{94}\) *Ars Laureshamensis*, lines 13-21 (CCCM 40A, p. 3).
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lexical equivalents of new or unusual words: ‘A gloss is the definition of a single word, as “sharp” means “intelligent”.’ They also compiled glossaries, alphabetised wordlists culled from numerous sources and constantly augmented. The Liber Glossarum, the most important Carolingian glossary of all, with its more than 500,000 entries, constituted a veritable encyclopedia of Latin language and lore.

Carolingian students inhabited several linguistic worlds. They never left their first languages behind, be they rustic Latin or German, when they embarked on the formal studies that aimed to prepare them to speak and write like the church Fathers. Hraban Maur quoting Augustine in the De Institutione Clericorum thought it prudent to remind his German-speaking students that when Augustine wrote ‘our language’ he meant Latin. Learning Latin did not mean that students turned their backs on their first languages. They continued to need to communicate in those languages and actively studied the vernaculars. Lupus of Ferrières sent some of his monks to Prüm precisely to learn German which he thought would be a useful acquisition. As future priests learned Latin biblical, theological and ecclesiastical concepts they also had to learn how to express them in the vernacular to the people. Bilingual Latin—vernacular glossaries helped them to explain their new learning in their first languages and doubtless proved useful to missionaries and teachers as a springboard into the world of Christianity and Latin learning.

Study of Latin authors, especially the patristic authorities, sometimes led to the study of Greek which, during the third quarter of the ninth century, constituted one of the special achievements of the Carolingian renaissance. Continental knowledge of Greek was once thought to be an import from Ireland and limited to Irish masters such as John Scottus. But the widespread evidence of wordlists and Greek terms in poetry and exegesis suggests that some Carolingian students were taught this second of the three sacred languages, enough at least to understand a Greek term encountered in Jerome.

Instruction in Hebrew in Carolingian schools, despite the evidence of trilingual Latin–Greek–Hebrew glossaries and of consultations with contemporary Jews on particular linguistic matters, appears to have been non-
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existent.\textsuperscript{102} This indifference to Hebrew in a society impregnated with Old Testament models such as Josias and David and connected to a living tradition of Hebrew language in its indigenous Jewish communities is difficult to explain. Despite the hostility of Agobard of Lyons' anti-Jewish tracts, Carolingian Jews interacted freely with Christians and at a rather high level.\textsuperscript{103} Agobard fulminated especially at their presence in the court of Louis the Pious, the site of the most spectacular episode in ninth-century Christian-Jewish relations. Deacon Bodo, an Alemannian by birth, established a reputation at court as a scholar versed in secular and sacred learning. His contacts with Jews led him in 839 to convert to Judaism, change his name to Eleazar, and marry a Jewish woman. Along with his nephew who also converted, Bodo went to Spain where it was reported that he actively encouraged Christians to convert to Judaism or to Islam. Bodo-Eleazar defended his new faith against Paul Alvar, a Cordoban Jew who had converted to Christianity. The \textit{Annales Bertiniani} report that these events greatly troubled Louis the Pious, but they seem not to have affected relations between Jewish and Christian scholars. Hraban Maur, Paschasius Radbertus, Amalarius of Metz and others continued to consult Jews, but never apparently studied Hebrew themselves.\textsuperscript{104} Christian scholars may have thought that everything worth learning from the Hebrew tradition had already been made available to them in the Old Testament and in the works of the church Fathers, notably Jerome, whereas the Greek works of a Pseudo-Dionysius or Maximus Confessor offered exciting new insights.

Glossaries and grammatical studies went hand-in-hand with the study of texts. Carolingian masters faced an enormous challenge when they introduced their students to the study of the Bible and the school-authors. The example of the royal nuns, Gisela and Rotrud, is worth recalling. They asked Alcuin to explain the Gospel of John to them because Augustine's commentary was too difficult.\textsuperscript{105} If these educated women whose intelligence permeates their letters found Augustine difficult, understanding the
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Fathers must have been a considerable challenge for most students. Christian of Stavelot's students complained to him that Jerome's explanation of Matthew was beyond them even after studying his commentary twice.\textsuperscript{106}

Carolingian masters responded to the pedagogical challenge of accommodating the wisdom and language of the Fathers to new readers by writing their own commentaries on the sacred and secular texts. The new commentaries aimed for a simple, straightforward style, eliminated philological discussions, and preferred the literal, historical interpretation to the mystical. Carolingian commentators also increased the utility of their commentaries by synthesising the work of several authors in their own.\textsuperscript{107} Irish masters and texts played a key role in the development of a new Carolingian-style commentary when they brought to the Continent and helped to propagate in Carolingian schools a new, 'technical' approach to the explication of texts. The special demands of teaching Latin in a Celtic culture forced Irish masters to go beyond the grammar of Donatus and to draw on a wide variety of late antique grammatical works — many of which had been supplanted on the Continent by the very success of Donatus. The work of the Irish grammarians began to make its mark in the eighth century when Anglo-Saxon and Irish missionaries came to the Continent. Both Alcuin and Peter of Pisa were familiar with the Irish grammatical tradition. In the ninth century, some time around 840, a new Irish commentary based on Donatus' \textit{Ars maior} and complemented by commentaries on Donatus and on Priscian's grammar began to change the shape of grammatical studies in Carolingian Europe. Murethach of Auxerre and Metz and Sedulius Scottus taught their own versions of the new commentary. Two other versions survive from the teaching of anonymous masters. These commentaries adopted what might be termed an exegetical approach to their text. The master in explicating Donatus' text supplemented it with examples of specific grammatical doctrines taken from other grammarians and thus implicitly compared and contrasted authorities. Grammatical instruction became a dialectical commentary on a text. In the process of paraphrasing and commenting on the text and developing the 'sense' of an author's grammatical doctrines, ninth-century Irish teachers and their students refined a study technique that inevitably spilled over into other areas. The technique consisted of constant, almost formulaic questioning (\textit{Querendum est}; \textit{Quaestio}) justification of doctrines, comparison where relevant with practices \textit{apud modernos}, and the consultation of additional authorities.\textsuperscript{108}

The brand of textual scholarship promoted by the Irish had its greatest
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impact on the study of the sacred text itself. Carolingian scholars from the time of Alcuin at the end of the eighth century to the time of Remigius of Auxerre at the beginning of the tenth century wrote more than 150 biblical commentaries. Some commentaries undoubtedly did not survive – Rudolf of Fulda’s teaching would have been lost had not his student, Ercanbert, transcribed his comments – but the ones that have are representative. Carolingian commentators clearly had students – both young and adult – in mind. They avoided the allegorical approach for the historical and literal and aimed at brevity and clarity in their expositions. Originality was not one of their goals. Over and over they stressed in the prefaces to their works how dependent they were on the patristic giants who preceded them. But when they excerpted, combined and rephrased their exegetical predecessors, Carolingian masters did in fact produce new works that helped to make the ninth century the first great age of patristic scholarship.

The interplay between Irish and Continental biblical scholars was complex. Carolingian schools from the eighth century on assimilated an Irish biblical tradition that was perfectly suited to the needs of students like Gisela and Rotrud, and those of Christian of Stavelot. The Irish approach to the Bible favoured literal and historical interpretation, compilation, the dialogue format, and what seemed to some like an excessive fondness for lists and pedantic detail and a fascination for first-time occurrences. Theodulf thought Irish scholars were like jacks-of-all-trades who mastered none. But the widespread acceptance of Hiberno-Latin exegesis is amply demonstrated by many surviving Continental examples and, especially, by the massive compilation known as the Reference Bible, an exegetical compendium that ranged over the entire Bible. By the middle of the ninth century, Carolingian masters had begun to apply the methodology they learned from the grammarians to the Bible to develop their own more ‘scientific’ approach to the sacred text. Haimo of Auxerre, a pupil of Murethach, was instrumental in formulating Carolingian scholastic exegesis. Other Carolingian masters such as Christian of Stavelot also helped to popularise the grammatical approach to biblical pedagogy. Christian’s commentary on Matthew opens with a paean to the liberal arts and a discussion of the *tempus*, *locus* and *persona* of the Gospel.

114 Expositio in Matthaueum Evangelistam 1 (PL 106, col. 1264): ‘In omnium principis librorum tria quaerenda sunt, tempus, locus, persona. Similiter de isto evangeli hoae tria tenenda sunt.’
Any Carolingian student would have recognised Christian’s themes from study of the Carolingian commentaries on secular authors. In addition to the commentaries on the grammarians, the ninth century produced glosses and commentaries (partial and whole) on Virgil, Boethius, Sedulius and Martianus Capella among others. The commentaries usually begin with an *accessus*, or introduction, organised around the seven *periodiae*: an account of the author’s life; an explanation of the work’s title; a description of the nature of the text; the author’s intention in writing the work; the number of books contained in the work; the order of the books; and a summary of the work. The commentary then proceeded to explicate the text. Comments ranged from the lexical to the mythological and historical to the philosophical and theological. The commentaries tended to have lives of their own and seem to have continually developed from year to year as the master taught. A written version of a commentary might enshrine a set of notes in a tradition that was free to grow prompted by the demands of the classroom, the use of new texts or the incorporation of comments by other masters. The complicated textual history of the ninth-century Martianus Capella commentaries and of John Scottus’ *Periphyseon* testify to creativity and continual revision on the part of Carolingian masters.

Grammar and the explication of secular and religious literature were fundamental to Carolingian schools and literary culture. Grammar was but one constituent of wisdom. Mastery of the first art opened the way to vigorous study of the other arts. When Carolingian masters taught about learning, wisdom and the relation of the arts to each other, they abandoned the schema of the traditional seven liberal arts canonised in Martianus Capella and in Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*, preferring instead that of Isidore’s *Differentiae* in which wisdom is subdivided among physics, ethics and logic. Physics includes the quadrivial arts, arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy as well as astrology, the mechanical arts and medicine. Ethics embraces the four principal virtues of prudence, justice, fortitude and temperance. Logic, the study of words, consists of rhetoric and dialectic to which grammar ‘adheres’. The relationship among grammar, rhetoric and dialectic was indeed one of adhesion since they all focused on the proper comprehension and use of words. As Carolingian students studied grammar and secular and divine literature, they also began to learn how to manipulate language through rhetorical and dialectical studies.

Hraban Maur in the *De Institutione Cleriorum* began his discussion of rhetoric with Cassiodorus’ classical definition of rhetoric’s usefulness in ‘civil questions’, but quickly moved to Augustine and the *De Doctrina*
Christiana to appropriate rhetoric for Christian uses, especially for the 'preacher of the divine law'. What Augustine had in mind was classical rhetoric, the art of persuasion, an art which Carolingian preachers eschewed when composing their sermons. As Sulpicius Severus, Paulinus of Nola and others saw centuries earlier, the medieval preacher's audience was made up of sinners, not scholars — a point Hraban seems to have taken when he recommended that preachers adapt their words to their audiences and cited Gregory the Great's Pastoral Care at length on how to do that. Carolingian homiletic tradition fostered homilies which inspired monastic meditation and sermons accessible to the people in their own language — neither of which would have been well served by classical and patristic rhetorical canons. The purpose of rhetorical studies in the Carolingian schools was, in the words of the Epistola de Letteris Colendis, to enable readers to comprehend the figures of speech, tropes and metaphors found in the sacred writings. Bede blazed the path Carolingian rhetorical studies would take when he illustrated the figures of speech in his De Schematibus et Tropis with examples from the Bible. Thus, for epizeuxis, Bede offered 'Awake, awake, stand up, O Jerusalem' ('Elevare, elevare, consurge Hierusalem') from Isaiah 51, 17.

Study of the figures of speech and especially of the writings of late antique Christian authors enabled masters who wrote and scholars — an Alcuin, a Theodulf of Orléans, a Lupus of Ferrières — to embellish their prose not only with rhetorical figures, but also with rhyme and parallelism. For most students, however, rhetorical studies amounted to the mastery of appropriate prose styles. The letters of Lupus of Ferrières offered models that they might emulate in their own correspondence. The master who used Lupus' letters in his teaching peppered the margins of the unique copy of the letters with observations such as 'an excellent plea' (optima supplicatio), 'excellent encouragements' (optimae adhortationes), 'Note a humble and prudent request' (Nota humilem et prudentem implorationem). Collections of model letters also prepared students to write all kinds of letters. Carolingian students learned how to write letters of condolence, how to describe a king, how to compose a debate between winter and spring, and how to write letters and poems of praise and flattery. The results of this training in the use of stock phrases and exempla crop up everywhere in Carolingian literature.
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When Einhard needed to describe Charlemagne's physical characteristics, he naturally drew from Suetonius' portraits of Roman emperors. Biblical commentators when defending their use of a variety of sources compared their works to the pipes of an organ which when sounded individually are discordant, but when played together emit a pleasing sound. Paschasius Radbertus justified the compilatory method of his commentary on Matthew by repeating Cicero's story from the De Inventione of the painter Xeuxis who painted parts of the five prettiest girls he could find to create an adequate portrait of Helen of Troy. He used the same story but to a different end in his Vita Adalhardi.

The most original development in Carolingian rhetorical studies linked rhetoric with rulership. Alcuin's Disputatio de Rhetorica et Virtutibus, dedicated to Charlemagne, was only the first of many hortatory treatises Carolingian authors wrote to guide their leaders. Smaragdus of St Mihiel's Via Regia for Louis the Pious, Jonas of Orléans' De Institutione Regia for Louis' son, Pippin, Hincmar of Rheims' De Regis Persona et Regio Ministerio for Charles the Bald, and Sedulius Scottus' De Rectoribus Christianis for Lothar firmly established a Carolingian tradition of political moral suasion that grounded contemporary politics in rhetoric. These authors and others such as Cathwulf and Lupus of Ferrières exemplified Isidore of Seville's definition of rhetoric as 'skill in speaking well on civil matters and a flow of eloquence intended to persuade men to do what is just and good.'

The revival of rhetorical studies in the schools and of rhetoric in scholarly and intellectual discourse in the ninth century was accompanied by intense study of dialectic and the application of dialectic to the problems intellectuals debated in the Carolingian realms. It is no longer possible to imagine a long period of dormancy in dialectical studies between the time of Augustine and Boethius on the one hand, and the eleventh century on the other. Nor is it possible to understand the fundamental nature of dialectical studies in the ninth century only by saluting John Scottus' use of dialectical reasoning in his works or by belittling Fridugisus of Tours' treatises on the reality of 'shadow' and 'nothing'. In the ninth century a broad range of masters and their students considered seriously the problems of essence and universals and applied Aristotle's categories and syllogistic reasoning to theological speculation.

The recovery in the curriculum of works such as Aristotle's Categories and
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Boethius' *Opuscula Sacra* as well as Augustine's *De Trinitate* gave Carolingian dialectical studies their impetus. Once again, Alcuin led the way with his *De Dialectica* which presents the elements of basic dialectical reasoning in the form of a dialogue between Alcuin and Charlemagne. Alcuin's role in making dialectic accessible to Carolingian students extended far beyond the composition of this one text. He taught his students to apply dialectical reasoning to contemporary theological issues such as the Adoptionist controversy. Alcuin's teaching survives in a series of texts known in the manuscripts as the *Dicta Albini*. The *dicta*, defined in the *De Dialectica* as 'the same as dialectic because dialectic investigates statements (dicta)', consider such topics as the Trinity, the existence of God, the existence of God before time and the creation of man in God's image. One of the texts, set in the form of a dialogue, gives a sense of the nature of dialectical inquiry as well as the level of sophistication of the instruction. The *interrogatio* opens with a request: 'You, who want to know if God is, tell me what you think God to be, if he is.' 'He is the good', comes the *responsio*, 'of which there is none better, and the power of which there is none more powerful.' Seventeen exchanges later the interrogator succeeds in convincing the responder that God must exist not on the strength of any authority, but on the internal logic of the argument.

This dialectical approach to theology was also broadcast by Candidus, Alcuin's pupil, from whose teaching a similar set of *dicta* survives. Extracts from the *dicta* appear in the *Libri Carolini* and in Benedict of Aniane's *Munimenta Fidei*. It is in this context of growing interest in the technique of dialectical inquiry that Fridugisus' *De Nihilo et Tenebris* must be seen. Fridugisus was concerned to discuss the reality of negative qualities, a question that was assuming greater urgency as thinkers attributed negative predicates to God. Fridugisus also broached the question of the pre-existence of the soul before union with the body and was rebutted by Agobard of Lyons who marshalled patristic and biblical citations against him. Agobard was not alone in questioning the results of the new methodology. Theodulf of Orléans, Benedict of Aniane and Prudentius of Troyes also reacted against what they thought was excessive reliance on syllogistic reasoning — a defect they tended to ascribe to Irish masters. But dialectic proved so useful in exploring perennial problems of Christian theology that ninth-century debates on the Eucharist, the world soul and predestination all depended on it. Indeed, in combating John Scottus,
Prudentius of Troyes proved himself no neophyte in dialectical debate. Although few Carolingian students could engage in this kind of theological speculation at the level of a Ratramnus of Corbie, John Scottus or Prudentius of Troyes, the evidence is abundant that dialectical studies formed an important part of their training in the arts. The evidence consists of extensive Carolingian glosses to key school texts, the *De Nuptiis* of Martianus Capella, the *Opuscula Sacra* of Boethius, and, especially, the * Categoriae Decem*.

Dialectical studies complemented the study of grammar and rhetoric since all three aimed to understand words: written words, spoken words, words used in texts, in prayer, in argument and in speculation. The other arts which formed the school curriculum concerned number. Carolingian students studied the mathematical arts for obvious practical reasons. The *Admonitio Generalis* required that young students learn to master the computus, the early medieval method of reckoning time and determining dates. They would also have to know how to manipulate numbers when it came to collecting the tithe and dividing it into fourths, when calculating the harvests from fields or the rents due from farmers. The vast building programme promoted in the Carolingian realms stimulated the study of ratio, architecture and geometry as evinced by the careful proportions of surviving buildings and by the meticulous draftsmanship of the Plan of St Gall. The increasingly theoretical nature of ninth-century chant likewise required keen understanding of harmony and measure.

Number also had a deeper significance for Carolingian thinkers. It reflected the inherent order of the divinely created universe. The rationality and system of number often appealed to religious peoples who, like the Mesopotamians or Pythagoreans, seek to understand the world through numerical relations. For Christians of the ninth century, the key text could be found in the Book of Wisdom (11:16–21) which describes the apocalyptic fury God might have unleashed on the Egyptians for their worship of ‘mindless reptiles and contemptible beasts’. But the God of Israel was a lenient, patient God who ‘ordered all things by measure, number, weight’. The study of measure, number and weight became, with the study of the word, a means to approach the Creator. It is not only that numbers have an allegorical significance – the seven days of Genesis, the dimensions of Noah’s Ark. Jerome in his comment on Ezekiel 45, 12 (‘The shekel shall be twenty gerahs; five shekels shall be five shekels, and ten shekels shall be ten


shekels, and your mina shall be fifty shekels') saw that scriptural concern for correctness of weights and measures extended beyond the needs of commerce and daily life. Numerical correctness is a metaphor for correctness of speech, action and thought. Jerome's point did not escape Hraban Maur in his ninth-century commentary on Ezekiel. Time was equally fundamental. Creation was measured in days in Genesis and the heavenly bodies were established by the Creator as 'signs' to mark the seasons, the days and the years (Genesis 1, 14). And since the Creator entered time through the Incarnation and changed the course of sacred history through His Passion and Resurrection, the proper observance of these moments in time through the liturgy and the celebration of feast days became charged with sacral significance. Determination of appropriate dates was more than a matter of convenience.

The movements and characteristics of the heavenly bodies fascinated Carolingian observers. Alcuin had to respond to Charlemagne's questions on the subject. Dungal too was called on by the emperor to explain the eclipse of the sun in 810. Lupus of Ferrières and 'the Astronomer', the anonymous author of a Vita Hludowici Imperatoris, were both intelligent observers of astronomical phenomena. In the schools, instruction in the technically rigorous computus, specifically called for in the Admonitio Generalis, included arithmetic as well as knowledge of the courses of celestial bodies. The fundamental texts masters used included Victorius of Aquitaine's Liber Calculi, Boethius' De Arithmetica, the works of Euclid, Pliny and Bede as well as numerous computistical manuals and tables and ingenious mnemonic verses which helped students to learn and remember complicated relationships. One teaching text suggests that Carolingian students were the first in the west to learn the rules for adding positive and negative numbers.

The abundance and variety of arithmetical and scientific texts in Carolingian libraries and classrooms sometimes caused confusion and led to debate. In 809 a meeting of computists (compotistae) was held at Aachen to try to clarify the most vexing problems. The assembled experts were asked
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twenty-three questions, some of which they could answer satisfactorily and others which they could not: 'xv. With regard to the lunar cycle, why does it not begin with the paschal terms? Then, what is the use of it? Regarding the utility of that cycle they had something to say; but regarding its inauguration, nothing.'\textsuperscript{138} The conference of computists was the first step in an attempt to standardise Carolingian computus. The second was the compilation and publication of two massive collections known as the ‘Three-Book Computus’ and the ‘Seven-Book Computus’ which integrated arithmetic, computus and astronomy with bits of theology and history to produce a Carolingian \textit{summa} on computus.\textsuperscript{139} Dicuil, an Irishman in the court of Louis the Pious, added his \textit{Liber de Astronomia et Computo} to the growing body of Carolingian computistical literature.\textsuperscript{140} The most important computistical works used in Carolingian classrooms were Bede’s treatises, \textit{De Natura Rerum}, \textit{De Temporibus Liber} and \textit{De Temporum Ratione}. Dozens of ninth-century manuscripts of the Bedan computistical corpus survive attesting to its widespread use in the schools. More significantly, Bede’s texts were commented on and glossed a number of times by Helperic, by Hraban Maur, by Martin Scottus and by other, anonymous masters who simplified Bede for their students. They even worked through examples using the current year or used familiar geographical references to elucidate complex computistical formulae and concepts.\textsuperscript{141}

Clear pedagogical concerns are also evident in what may have been the most significant development in computistical instruction in the ninth century. Some time early in the century, a Carolingian master gathered together a series of excerpts bearing on astronomy from the second book of Pliny’s \textit{Naturalis Historia}. The selections discuss the positions and courses of the seven planets, the intervals between their circular orbits, their apsides and, finally, their travels through the bands of the zodiac. The excerpts appear in thirty-eight manuscripts dating from the ninth to the twelfth centuries and attest to the widespread interest in these sections of the \textit{Naturalis Historia}. The Plinian texts also were available to Carolingian teachers in both the ‘Three-Book Computus’ and the ‘Seven-Book Computus’. The Plinian excerpts attracted the attention of teachers because they

furnished much greater and more precise detail about planetary motion than did the standard accounts of Isidore of Seville and Bede. Pliny also provided a theoretical framework to account for the variety and complexity of the behaviour of planets that was lacking in the medieval treatises. When Carolingian masters taught the Plinian system to their students, they achieved a pedagogical innovation by supplementing the text with diagrams. These ninth-century diagrams were conceptually more sophisticated than the rota associated with Isidore of Seville's text which essentially served as graphic equivalents of Isidore's words. The ninth-century Plinian diagrams represent Carolingian reworkings of the Plinian doctrine so that students could appreciate in a simplified, visual format the intricacies of Plinian astronomy. The diagrams which evolved through the course of the ninth century to include circular, tabular and grid formats encouraged students to think by means of verbal and pictorial representations about computistical and astronomical phenomena.

Intense study of Martianus Capella in Carolingian schools reinforced the impact the Plinian texts made on Carolingian teaching. In Book viii of the De Nuptiis, Martianus described circumsolar orbits for Venus and Mercury. He adopted Pliny's concept of the force of solar rays as the cause of the regular variations in planetary paths and then applied the same mechanism to account for the restriction of Mercury and Venus to the neighbourhood of the sun. The Capellan text was ambivalently understood in the early middle ages to suggest both concentric and intersecting orbits for the two planets around the sun. Further study of the text and of earlier authorities produced various circumsolar paths for Mercury and Venus that were assigned to Pliny and to Bede. Many Carolingian masters came to consider the combined planetary doctrine of Pliny and Martianus Capella as reigning authority in their diagrams and glosses on other astronomical texts.142

The study of music in the Carolingian world mirrors the study of computus. There was a practical need, the requirements of the Christian liturgy, as well as intellectual imperative, the study of music, its harmonies, its measure, as one of the arts.

Students received their introduction to music when they began to learn the Psalms by chanting them. The study of chant was controversial in Carolingian Europe. As early as the 750s, Chrodegang of Metz urged Pippin III to encourage the spread of Roman chant in his realm. Chrodegang had been to Rome and had established a schola cantorum at Metz modelled on the one there.143 Pippin supported Chrodegang's efforts and so did his son,
Charlemagne. When Charlemagne visited Rome he was reported to have compared Roman chant to the clear waters of a well and the chant of his own kingdom to the muddy waters of a creek and resolved to go back to the supposed source of authentic Christian music, back to Pope Gregory the Great. An antiphonary and responsorial were sent north from Rome to help with the effort. Archbishop Arn of Salzburg reflected this Romanising enthusiasm when he ordered his bishops to establish schools of chant according to the Roman tradition. Archbishop Leidrad of Lyons reported to Charlemagne that he did everything commanded of him, including the establishment of a schola cantorum led by a monk from Metz skilled in Roman chant. According to the Libri Carolini, Roman chant followed in the wake of Carolingian conquest.

Political initiatives in cultural matters can be tricky, however, and Carolingian efforts to standardise chant according to the Roman model were no exception. The reality of the musical scene at the beginning of the ninth century was more complex than Charlemagne or his advisers imagined. For one thing, Carolingian reformers were way out ahead of Rome which, except with the churches of suburban Italy, was quite liberal when it came to chant and liturgical practices. For another, Roman chant off. 800 had continued to evolve from that of the seventh and eighth centuries which had been exported north earlier. Cantors from Metz who went down to Rome thinking themselves experts were surprised to find that they were out of tune with their Roman colleagues. What was thought to be authentic, fixed and immutable had actually changed considerably. Notker Balbulus, who had a special interest in chant, attributed the chaotic musical situation of Charlemagne's day to sabotage by the twelve Roman monks Pope Stephen had sent to Francia. 'Envious of the glory of the Franks', the Roman cantors deliberately taught incorrect chant and different systems of chant in the twelve centres to which they were assigned. But variety and change are hardly to be wondered at in a tradition where everything depended on oral transmission from master to student from generation to generation. Carolingian masters tried to curb diversity by continually correcting books and a New Hymnal was established during the reign of Louis the Pious. But the long-sought-after uniformity remained elusive.
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When Helisachar, the archchaplain in the court of Louis the Pious, brought out a new, supposedly definitive antiphonary, he admitted in his preface that the work was going to be controversial. In the end what came to be known as ‘Gregorian’ chant was actually a hybrid of Carolingian and Old Roman texts and melodies.

As Carolingian masters worked to fix texts, they also tried to regularise the melody of chants for their pupils. The system they used to accomplish this was a series of raised marks, visual cues, that indicated the range of a melody from high to low, but these notes, called neumes, did not indicate pitch or intervals. Although neumic notation was fairly primitive in the ninth century, it was a significant pedagogical breakthrough because it provided an enduring graphic representation of melody. Major centres of musical instruction developed characteristic forms of notation known today as Messine for those of Metz, St Gall notation for those associated with that monastery, Aquitainian, Breton and other regional varieties. In an effort to improve on neumic notation by clearly indicating pitch, some masters created a system of Greek-letter and then Latin-letter notation. Monks apparently from Jumièges developed a clever mnemonic device for remembering the very long melodies of the Kyrie and Alleluia. One Jumièges monk fleeing the Vikings came to St Gall with his antiphonary which incorporated the innovation and showed it to young Notker Balbulus. Notker, who was searching for just such an aid, shared the new technique with his teachers, Iso and Marcellus, who pressed it into service for their students. It was in the Carolingian monastic and cathedral schools where masters were hard taxed to help their students learn an expanding and increasingly more complicated musical repertoire that these pedagogical devices, the neumes, the tropes and the sequences, were invented. Like the opening words of the first Psalm, medieval students copied verses from hymns and tropes into the margins of manuscripts, even non-musical manuscripts, and signed them with neumic notes by way, apparently, of practice as the melodies ran through their heads.

The same belief that animated computistical and astronomical studies, that basic religious truths could be detected in measure, number and order, inspired the theoretical study of music as an art. Music considered as a mathematical discipline with cosmological implications had a long pedigree stretching from the Greeks, through Augustine, Boethius, Cassiodorus and
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Isidore of Seville into the Carolingian period. Music was the art practised by angels; its harmonies regulated the movements of the heavenly bodies; and it was the most perfect art because its powers encouraged warriors and soothed the beasts of land, sea and air.¹⁵⁵ In contrast to the cantor who taught his charges how to sing, the musicus introduced his students to a world of ratios, rhythm and mathematical proportions heavily laced with Pythagorean philosophical speculation. In the words of Boethius, scholars such as himself were the architects of music, while the cantors were the mere bricklayers. Aurelian of Réôme in the middle of the ninth century altered the image only slightly in his Musica Disciplina when he compared singing to reading and the study of music to the study of grammar — the one was like manual labour, the other like reasoning.¹⁵⁶ The air of superiority implicit in these comparisons derived from the encounter of Carolingian masters with Greek musical theory. Boethius was the chief conduit to the Carolingian world of Greek musical doctrine. His De Institutione Musica along with the more accessible ninth book (De Musica or De Harmonia) of Martianus Capella’s De Nuptiis fuelled interest in musical speculation. The treatise of Aurelian of Réôme, the anonymous Alia Musica, Hucbald of St Amand’s De Harmonica Institutione, the Musica Enchiriadis, and the Scolica Enchiriadis all bear witness to the assimilation of ancient musical theory in the Carolingian classroom.¹⁵⁷ The commentaries on Martianus Capella’s De Musica played an especially significant role. Capella helped Carolingian masters to understand Greek musical theory and technical musical terms. When masters such as John Scottus and Remigius of Auxerre glossed the De Nuptiis for their students and later readers, they placed musical study within the framework of the study of the liberal arts: it was one of the ways to approach divine truth. Liturgical music and music studied as one of the arts thus pointed in many directions — to the divine, to the cosmos and to the microcosm, to human self-knowledge and awareness.¹⁵⁸

The arts of words and of numbers were not the only ones jostling for attention in the Carolingian curriculum. On a theoretical level, the ‘mechanical’ or ‘minor’ arts such as ploughing, fulling and stonecutting were acknowledged, but only surveying seems to have been studied formally, especially at centres with extensive landed holdings such as Fulda and

Corbie.\textsuperscript{159} One would like to know more about training in the technical arts since, judging from the buildings built and by the draftsmanship of the Plan of St Gall, achievement was high. Einhard the 'engineer-architect' and craftsman is as interesting as the biographer although it is the wordsmith who is better known.\textsuperscript{160} Nothing remains of the works that earned Donadeus of St Riquier a reputation as a leading geometrician who used his skill in the mechanical arts to create all kinds of beautiful things.\textsuperscript{161}

Several texts, however, do break the general silence of the sources on the practical arts. While no treatise explains the art of writing in Carolingian schools and scriptoria, it is clear that training in copying was essentially imitative and repetitious. The writing master either wrote out a short text which was then copied by beginners in practice sessions or the master actually began to copy a few lines of a manuscript from an exemplar, leaving the remainder to the work of younger hands.\textsuperscript{162} Surviving manuscripts and occasional comments from scribes, masters and book owners bear abundant witness that the art of the scribe received scrupulous attention. Carolingian scribes were responsible for two innovations which profoundly affected literary culture. They perfected and broadcast throughout Europe Carolingian minuscule script. At the same time they became adept in the use of Tironian notes – specifically recommended in the \textit{Admonitio Generalis} – and extended their use from administrative documents through the entire range of Carolingian literary culture and into the classroom.\textsuperscript{163} The educational and religious programme that formed the core of the Carolingian reform agenda depended on the production of manuscripts, manuscripts that were accurately copied from authentic exemplars. The process of book production, from the preparation of parchment, to ruling and lay-out, preparation of ink and of writing instruments, consignment of quires to copyists, supervision of copying and correction, and finally to binding, demanded organisational skill to accumulate the necessary material and human resources and technical skill to produce the desired results.\textsuperscript{164} While they pursued the goal of accurately copied and readable manuscripts, Carolingian masters were mindful of the deeper significance of their work. Some scribes, more impressed by the physical labour involved, compared the quill as it
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made its way across the page to the farmer’s plough moving through the field, while other scribes, who worked on sacred texts, Bibles and liturgical books, saw their work as charged with religious meaning. They were the agents of God who transferred his words to his people and provided those people with the words by which he might be worshipped.\(^\text{165}\)

Medicine was another practical art studied in the schools. Doubtless, throughout the Carolingian world medical practitioners, clergy as well as lay men and women conversant with folk medicine tended the sick. In the ninth century a learned tradition of medicine developed which was supported by medicine’s inclusion among the liberal arts and also by Carolingian legislation.\(^\text{166}\) Evidence for the study of medicine in the schools shows up, for example, on the fly-leaves of the unique ninth-century manuscript of Einhard’s letters (BN lat. 11379) or in the equally rare copy of Lupus of Ferrières’ correspondence (BN lat. 2858). Hundreds of medical recipes, dietary recommendations and medical explanations are scattered throughout other manuscripts along with numerous citations and lengthy extracts from Hippocrates, Galen, Oribasius, Dioscorides, Soranus, Alexander of Tralles, Theodorus Priscianus, Pliny, Quintus Serenus, Cassius Felix and Marcellus Empiricus.\(^\text{167}\) In the ninth century it was not unusual for ecclesiastics and scholars of the mettle of Walafrid Strabo, Lupus of Ferrières, Abbot Dido of St Pierre-le-Vif or Bishop Pardulus of Laon to be knowledgeable about medical matters and, in the case of Hincmar of Rheims, to integrate concepts of disease and health into systems of thought.\(^\text{168}\)

**LITERARY CULTURE**

When Carolingians wrote about schooling they invariably described its goal in spiritual terms. It was not only that the study of the arts would provide some technical assistance in comprehending the sacred texts, but also that the arts themselves had value as conduits to the knowledge of God.\(^\text{169}\) The study of the arts generated its own abundant literature in the form of manuals, commentaries and glosses. Some writers in the Carolingian world scaled the heights of wisdom and produced works that made the ninth century the first great age of European philosophical and theological speculation.\(^\text{170}\) But philosophy and theology were not the only beneficiaries of the Carolingian reform programme. The process of governing increas-
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ingly buttressed traditional sources of power with its own literary forms. The Carolingian age also saw significant new developments in the study of law, the writing of history and the uses of poetry.

The centrality of law to Carolingian concepts of social structure and order, the presence of legal texts of all sorts in the cupboards of monastic, cathedral and lay libraries and the involvement of important lay and ecclesiastical officials in adjudication demonstrate that the study of law was part and parcel of the learned culture of the ninth century. Law, like the study of medicine and training in writing, served eminently practical needs. But law also was fundamental to Christian notions of right order and the proper maintenance of society. Isidore of Seville began the fifth book of his Etymologiae, 'De legibus et temporibus', by listing Moses as the first lawgiver (auctor legum). When Charlemagne issued the Admonitio Generalis, he referred for precedent to Josias, the Hebrew king who, when the lives of his people did not conform to 'the words of the book of the law' (2 Kings 11), admonished and corrected his subjects in order to restore his kingdom to the worship of the one true God. Alcuin taught Charlemagne that rhetoric had as its proper focus quaestiones civiles. The last great Carolingian king, Charles the Bald, was portrayed as a law-giver in a Psalter illustration. The inscription entered above his head in the illustration compares the Frankish king both to Josias and to the Roman emperor, Theodosius the Great.

The juxtaposition in this portrait of Frankish, Roman and Hebrew lawgivers neatly captures one of the dynamic elements of legal studies in the ninth century – the multiplicity of legal codes. When Charlemagne issued the Admonitio Generalis, in 789, he incorporated in it a summary of canons from the collection known as the Dionysio-Hadriana, a compilation put together in the sixth century by Dionysius Exiguus and supplemented in the eighth century by Pope Hadrian I (772–95). The pope presented a copy of the collection to Charlemagne in 774. Whether Charlemagne intended the Dionysio-Hadriana to serve as his equivalent of Josias’ 'book of the law' cannot be said. He still remained keenly interested in Frankish law and was troubled at the end of his life by the separate codes of law that governed the Franks. The expansion of the Carolingian realm at the end of the eighth century brought Carolingians into contact with the laws of other peoples, the Lombards and Alemans, notably. The Carolingian legal armamentarium also contained texts from the Roman tradition. Some of that tradition was
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embedded in the laws of barbarian peoples who had settled in Romanised lands; the *Lex Romana Burgundionum* and the *Lex Romana Visigothorum* are notable examples. The principal source for the study of Roman law in the ninth century was the Theodosian Code, most of the surviving manuscripts of which date from the reigns of Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald.

Carolingian society also produced its own law in the form of numerous royal capitularies, episcopal statutes and synodal canons. Land conveyances, manumissions, wills and a host of other legal and quasi-legal documents attest to the penetration of law into all levels of Carolingian society. The rich fund of evidence generated by attempts to resolve disputes in the Carolingian world reveals a keen interest in procedure, the use of documents and judicial inquiry even in the midst of customary law and oral traditions. Clerics who functioned in this environment as parish priests responsible for the souls of their congregations, as managers of church land, as bishops and as abbots, as notaries and as confidants to kings and counts had to know how to interpret and apply complex and often inconsistent legal codes. Rustic lay men and women such as those from the *villa* of Mitry, who came to the court of Charles the Bald in 861 to argue their status as free *coloni* against the abbey of St Denis which claimed they were unfree *servi*, were also active participants in the world of Carolingian law. So, too, were lay aristocrats such as Count Eccard of Mâcon and Count Eberhard of Friuli whose libraries contained law-books.

The evidence for the *learning* of the law in contrast to the abundant evidence for its practice is sparse. A diploma of 751 from Pippin III mentions *legis doctores*; 'masters of the law' participated in a mid-ninth-century dispute involving Fleury. But were these teachers or simply experienced practitioners? The evidence of manuscripts and of texts suggests that law was indeed studied in the schools, at least in those schools that had the legal resources and special interest in the subject. Isidore of Seville's *De Legibus* from the *Etymologiae*, useful for its handy précis of legal terminology, was copied into manuscripts of legal texts. The texts themselves were glossed, epitomised and made the subjects of *interpretationes*. Bishops throughout the Carolingian realms compiled digests of capitularies and canons for the use of their priests, implying thereby that parish clergy possessed the basic skills to read, understand and apply ecclesiastical law, although Bishop Sigemund of Meaux had doubts on this score.

modest church libraries of the Bavarian priests, Egino and Baldric, contained among their titles books of 'canons' which the priests undoubtedly used in the performance of their pastoral duties.\textsuperscript{183}

The clearest evidence for a learned tradition of legal studies once again comes from those who wrote the most — the great ecclesiastics and scholars of the Carolingian world. Alcuin and Theodulf of Orléans were locked in a bitter struggle over the law of sanctuary that required Charlemagne's intervention.\textsuperscript{184} It was a palace chaplain and abbot, Ansegisus of St Wandrille, who compiled the first systematic and widely copied collection of Carolingian capitularies.\textsuperscript{185} Archbishop Magnus of Sens (801–18) presented Charlemagne with a compilation of \textit{notae iuris}, a specialised collection of legal abbreviations, for the use of the royal chancery.\textsuperscript{186} The bishops of Lyons put together an exceptional collection of law-books, some of which undoubtedly served as sources for the collection compiled \textit{ex lege et canone} by Florus (d. c. 860), the prolific deacon of that city.\textsuperscript{187} Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims possessed formidable knowledge of Roman and church law and presented the younger Hincmar with a canon law collection as well as a copy of the decretals of Gelasius on the day of his ordination to the bishopric of Laon.\textsuperscript{188} Lupus of Ferrières copied one of Eberhard of Friuli's law-books and was probably the legal expert the abbey of St Denis called in to defend its claims against Fleury.\textsuperscript{189}

Legal disputes over matters of property and jurisdiction generated the most original creations of Carolingian legal culture: forgeries. The Le Mans forgeries aimed to establish the claims of the bishopric of Le Mans over property in the diocese by creating a history of the diocese which placed the monasteries and many estates of the diocese under the control of the bishop. In addition to a series of poems about Bishop Aldric of Le Mans (832–57) and a series of spurious saints' Lives, the collection includes a history of the bishops of Le Mans and a biography of Aldric. The history and the biography contain eighty-six royal, episcopal and private charters, many of which were forged in favour of the claims of Le Mans.\textsuperscript{190} The origin of the Pseudo-Isidorian forgeries cannot yet be localised with the same precision as the Le Mans collection, but manuscript and historical evidence places the brain-trust that produced this complex collection somewhere in the
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The archdiocese of Rheims between the years 847 and 852. Pseudo-Isidore consists of a series of conciliar canons attributed to Spain, two sets of capitularies attributed to Bishop Angilram of Metz and to a Deacon Benedict of Mainz, and a collection of papal decretals assigned to an Isidorus Mercator. A composite of spurious and genuine documents, the Pseudo-Isidorian collection, despite its complexity, is remarkably unified. Its more than 10,000 citations are massed to defend the episcopal church against interference by archbishops, church councils and laymen. The sophistication and success of Pseudo-Isidore and other ninth-century collections of forged legislation were owed to the close study of Roman and church law that enabled the forgers to make their new documents both consistent and credible.

The forgeries attempted to manipulate history. In a society where tradition, religious, dynastic and familial, counted for everything and where the present was not so sharply delineated from the past, the writing of history inevitably constituted an important element of Carolingian literary culture. But history writing was not an ivory-tower enterprise. History was used to justify the present and its writing was a partisan activity that reflected all the tensions inherent in a complex, multi-layered culture. When Carolingian writers turned their minds to history for their own personal reasons, as Nithard and Hincmar seem to have done, or for the edification of their contemporaries and posterity as Einhard and Notker in their lives of Charlemagne did, each wrote in support of his particular agenda.

Agnellus of Ravenna’s history of the deeds of the bishops of his town boosted the church of Ravenna against that of Rome and also gave Agnellus the opportunity to celebrate his family. In the famous opening chapter of Einhard’s life of Charlemagne, the last Merovingian is ridiculed as he no doubt was when Einhard was a young man in Charlemagne’s court. But Hilduin of St Denis was more interested in the continuities between early Frankish history and his day when he wrote on his house’s patron, reputedly Dionysius the Areopagite, and when he produced a laudatory life of the Merovingian Dagobert.

History-writing took many forms in the eighth and ninth centuries. The most rudimentary consisted of glosses entered more or less annually in the margins of Easter tables, a practice that may have been brought to the
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Continent by Anglo-Saxon missionaries. These entries consisted essentially of memoranda of all sorts on unusual meteorological phenomena, the death dates of political and ecclesiastical dignitaries, local events such as miracles, Carolingian warfare, and raids by Northmen, ‘Huns’ (Magyars) or Saracens, and occasionally biographical information about the annalist.\textsuperscript{196} Annals such as the \textit{Royal Frankish Annals} or the \textit{Annals of St Bertin}, unfettered by the space constraints of margins, provided longer, more detailed accounts of the year’s events. The manuscript tradition of most annals is limited and it is difficult to argue that they represent an official record or served as propaganda. But that does not mean that Carolingian annals are bland, objective records of the year’s events. Rather, annals are highly idiosyncratic and reflect the points of view of those who kept them up.\textsuperscript{197}

Chronicles such as that of Freculph of Lisieux or Ado of Vienne attempted to capture the broad sweep of history from Creation to the present, but most history-writing in the eighth and ninth centuries was considerably more local and specific. Although the \textit{Liber Historiae Francorum} of the early eighth century provided a promising start, the closest that Carolingian literary culture came to producing historical work in the mould of Bede or Gregory of Tours ironically was with Paul the Deacon’s \textit{Historia Langobardorum}.\textsuperscript{198} The Carolingian continuators of Fredegar’s chronicle, Count Childebrand and his son, Count Nibelung, were interested primarily in family history and when writers thought about the Franks in panoramic terms their attention was attracted to the past of the ancient Trojans and the Israelites.\textsuperscript{199}

Local history and biography provided greater inspiration to historically minded writers in the Carolingian realms. The \textit{gesta} of bishops and abbots emerged as an especially important historical genre. The model was Rome’s \textit{Liber Episcopalis} which was also known in the ninth century as the \textit{Acta Pontificum} and the \textit{Gesta Pontificum} before it assumed its better-known title, \textit{Liber Pontificalis}, some time before the twelfth century.\textsuperscript{200} The history of the Roman bishops circulated widely and rapidly – sometimes even before the notice concerning the reigning pope could be completed.\textsuperscript{201} Writers who emulated the \textit{Liber Pontificalis} at Metz, Ravenna, Le Mans, St Wandrille, St Gall, Auxerre, Rheims and St Bertin implicitly and sometimes spuriously
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claimed ancient and triumphant heritages for their houses. The *gesta* should also be read as collective biographies, proud records of the achievements of the men who led episcopal and monastic communities. All Carolingian writers realised that successful human agency required divine assistance, but despite themselves these writers filled the pages of their manuscripts with impressive records of human, individual achievement. These records took two forms, *Vitae* of the long dead such as Remigius, Dionysius, Dagobert, Germanus of Auxerre and a host of Merovingian saints whose lives were reworked by Carolingian hagiographers, and *Vitae* (more commonly, *Gesta*) of more contemporary heroes such as Boniface, Charlemagne, Alcuin, Louis the Pious, Benedict of Aniane, Wala and Adalhard. Nithard in his *Histories*, an eyewitness account of the eventful years 840–2, and Abbo of St Germain-des-Prés in his *Bella Parisiacae Urbis*, a versified account of the Danes’ harrowing siege of Paris in 885–6 and its aftermath, were inspired by the momentous events of their own day. To read all these works simply as sources from which the raw facts of Carolingian history might occasionally be gleaned is to miss their meaning. Schooling in the secular and divine arts taught Carolingian writers how to use words reflectively to tell their stories and to signify something of their society. In the purposeful words of a Notker Balbulus history offered a storehouse of anecdotes by which a young prince might be instructed while for Nithard, Hincmar and Paschasius Radbertus the tensions and disappointments of the very recent past prompted deeply personal, sophisticated commentary.

Poetry offered Carolingian writers an especially powerful and expressive means to teach, plead, thank, praise, condemn, memorialise, poke fun, pray, celebrate and lament. The moral and didactic themes of Carolingian religious culture, biblical lessons, the emblematic lives of saints, the glories of monastic life, the virtues and vices, all found in verse a convenient vehicle. Carolingian poetry, some 3200 pages of which survive in the major modern collection, was an ubiquitous feature of Carolingian literary culture.


and one of its most impressive achievements. The roster of Carolingian poets is the same as the roster of leading Carolingian ecclesiastics, teachers and prose-writers: Paul the Deacon, Paulinus of Aquileia, Alcuin, Angilbert of St Riquier, Theodulf of Orléans, Hraban Maur, Walahfrid Strabo, Florus of Lyons, Paschasius Radbertus, Sedulius Scottus, John Scottus, Hincmar of Rheims, Heirc of Auxerre, Gottschalk of Orbais, Dhuoda, Lupus of Ferrières, Huebald of St Amand, Pacificus of Verona, Notker Balbulus and a host of others, some known by name, but many known only by their verse. Their ability to oscillate comfortably between verse and prose bespeaks a literary versatility that can only partially be explained by earlier, especially Merovingian, precedent. Widespread poetical skill and a ready willingness to use that skill in a variety of circumstances was also a function of schooling. Students learned to read by reading the Psalms, the songs of David, trained their ears while learning chant, and were introduced to metre when they tackled Virgil and other Latin poets. Further grammatical and rhetorical training sharpened their skills. Poetry was everywhere around them — in the Bible, in their schoolbooks, and in the *vulgaria carmina* which celebrated the Carolingian family and other heroes right through the ninth century. In their turn, Carolingian poets placed their verse everywhere. Leaving aside for a moment learned compositions that took form on parchment and circulated or were read to limited circles of friends and patrons, readers could encounter verse on tombstones and tables, on vases and vestments, on altars and on altar vessels, on fans and on clocks. Readers of Alcuin’s verse posted in a latrine could contemplate his lesson on gluttony. Verse explained pictorial programmes on the walls of churches and decorated the entrances to libraries, infirmaries, scriptoria and even the apple house at St Riquier. Verse enlivened festive and ritual drinking and eating in monastic communities.

Verse was equally versatile on more formal occasions. Paul the Deacon used poetry to plead with Charles the Great for the freedom of his brother and the restoration of his family’s Lombard holdings. Alcuin, Ermoldus Nigellus, Abbo of St Germain-des-Prés and the ‘Saxon Poet’ put history
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into verse. Verse dedications accompanied gifts of Bibles and Psalters and especially copies of an author’s own works such as Ansegisus’ capitulary collection, John Scottus’ translations and Heiric of Auxerre’s Collectanea. Poetry celebrated victories – Charlemagne over the Saxons, Pippin over the Avars, Charles the Bald over Louis the German – as well as the fame of towns, monasteries and churches. Verse served also to memorialise the dead and while many of the laments for abbots, bishops, aristocratic patrons and members of religious communities tended towards the formulaic, poems on occasion could convey genuine pathos as when Angelbert, a frontline participant in the battle of Fontenoy (841) and perhaps a layman, wrote a short, moving lament for those who fell in a battle that deserved neither praise nor poetry. Theodulf of Orléans, Dhuoda and Gottschalk of Orbais found verse useful to give voice to the pain of exile, loss or persecution and demonstrated with other writers a highly personal and individual strain in Carolingian poetry.

Verse was a natural ally of teachers throughout the Carolingian period in many different centres. Mnemonic and rhythmic verse helped students memorise complex material. Poetry provided the appropriate means to remember one’s own masters and to humour and scold one’s pupils. The poet’s art dedicated books to friends and patrons and appealed to readers to remember the scribe who copied the book. Teachers used verse to describe the arts and their properties. They wrote of their students, prodding them on to study and remembering them when they died young. And it is the
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soaring, exuberant court poetry of Angilbert, Alcuin and Theodulf rather than the more modest terms of the *Admonitio Generalis* or the *Epistola de Litteris Colendis* that limns the modern view of the Carolingian renaissance. But it is the very private poem of a seasoned scholar that captures the tension and ambivalence inherent in Carolingian education and learning. 'In the first flower of my youth', the late ninth-century teacher wrote on the fly-leaf of a Virgil manuscript, 'I was clever in the arts by which the one, the highest God is worshipped. It delighted me then to collect piles of books.' The master was especially taken with Martianus Capella, but recognised that the gods of Capella were false gods and Mercury led only to them. Wisdom built on book-learning could never be an end in itself. Learning was important because it furnished part of the equipment of 'the soldiers of the church' which along with inward devotion would enable the clergy to penetrate the mysteries of Scripture and lead God's people to paradise.

The accomplishments of the Carolingian reform programme outlived the dynasty that gave initial impetus and support to the reforms. At the most fundamental level, Caroline minuscule continued to be used as an effective means of communicating thought and language and was even adopted in Anglo-Saxon England during the tenth century. The institutional underpinnings of learning, schools and scriptoria, continued to function with a greater degree of stability and continuity than the politically troubled tenth century would suggest. The example Carolingian leaders provided in their courts and legislation and which Notker Balbulus enshrined in his emblematic account of Charlemagne's life was not lost on later politicians who believed that learning was important for the spiritual health of the individual and also for Christian society. The Ottonians, the Capetians and the descendants of Alfred the Great all valued and supported Christian learning and reform. The Carolingian book forged links between the ninth century and the world of learning in the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries. Between the covers of Carolingian manuscripts, the Carolingian


curriculum and literary culture with all its variety and with all its internal dissonances lived on to help form new generations of learners — Berengar, Abelard, Anselm of Laon, Lanfranc, Anselm of Canterbury, Peter Lombard — pioneers of a new order.221

All of this was far from the minds of Carolingian masters and students who were very much interested in their present, not in the recovery of past learning nor in its preservation for some vague future. Their enduring accomplishment, one that would frame intellectual life for centuries to come, was to provide a meaningful rationale for rigorous and sophisticated study and research. In responding to the call for reform, they purposefully drew from historical sources of learning to fashion their own luxuriant programme of studies and literary culture based on the mastery of secular letters and pointing in the direction of divine wisdom. As it worked its way through the schools of the ninth century, this process transformed both secular and sacred learning. The study of the Scriptures and of theology was pursued with all the new information and methodologies gained from specialised study of the arts. At the same time, the arts became sacralised, no longer mere secular learning, but paths to a higher wisdom. ‘Therefore we urge you, not only not to neglect the study of literature, but with a resolve that is humble and pleasing to God eagerly to learn it, so that you can more easily and correctly penetrate the mysteries of the divine scriptures.’222


222 Epistola de litteris Calendus, lines 30–3, MGH Cap. 1, p. 79: ‘Quamobrem hortamur vos litterarum studia non solum non negligere, verum etiam humillima et Deo placita intentione ad hoc certatim discere, ut facilius et rectius divinarum scripturarum mysteria valeatis penetrare.’

CHAPTER 28

THEOLOGY AND THE ORGANISATION OF THOUGHT

David Ganz

The Carolingian age saw a vast expansion of Christian territory, and a systematic attempt to establish a Christian civilisation throughout that territory. 'The doctrine of the evangelists shines through the whole world; we hold it in unanimity and faithfully preach it',¹ Alcuin wrote to Felix during the Adoptionist controversy, and he told Charlemagne, 'Your holy will and the power ordained by God everywhere defends the catholic and apostolic faith and works strongly to expand the Christian empire and you are zealous to defend, to teach and to propagate the truth of the apostolic faith.'²

The faith was defended through affirming the authority of bishops and archbishops: the clergy were trained to understand the Creed, celebrate the Mass and baptism and use penitentials, and their flocks were instructed by means of explanations of the Trinity, the Lord's Prayer, the Ten Commandments and the Creed, and through the reading of homilies.³

This expansion involved explanations of the Christian faith to recent converts from Germanic paganism, who had to learn what comprised 'the cup of life and salvation'⁴ which they were offered. At the same time clergy familiar with Carolingian education tried to formulate accounts of the nature of the redemptive power of the church and the meaning of its doctrine and worship, raising the threat of heresy and challenging the Carolingian episcopate to pronounce formulae of orthodoxy. In contrast to later Merovingian synods, Carolingian synods and the assemblies of nobles and clergy were often concerned with statements of Christian faith and the correct interpretation of religious principles. Their decrees might be
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incorporated into the annals which recorded the notable events of any year.\(^5\) One reason was that the writers of those annals, and of the verses, panegyrics, letters, treatises on administration and advice to rulers which are our chief sources for Carolingian history were monks and bishops trained in Christian doctrine who attended the assemblies where it was defined. To understand the ideology which motivated these men it is crucial to explore the ways in which they affirmed their faith, and the nature of the disputes which divided them. The relations between God and his subjects were the chief concern of Carolingian thinkers: to understand their thought we cannot ignore its preoccupations. Theological debates explored in what way and how many of mankind were saved.

Any account of Carolingian discussions of theological problems must ascertain the categories which Carolingian authors would have assumed and acknowledged appropriate to such discussions, and must provide classifications which extract Carolingian theological debates from realms of obscurity. Narrative surveys of the development of dogma in the ninth century can be found in general histories,\(^6\) but treatments of Carolingian theology are restricted to surveys or to sections in the biographies of Alcuin,\(^7\) Theodulf,\(^8\) Agobard,\(^9\) Hincmar\(^10\) and John Scottus.\(^11\) This chapter will explore how Carolingian writers on theology defined their topics, and with what methodologies they hoped to resolve uncertainties in a domain allowing little speculation and less doubt. Instead of presenting a chronological account, it focuses on attitudes to the Trinity, to the process of salvation and the damnation of the wicked, to the ways in which the Eucharist, and the worship of images and relics, might assist in human salvation, and on the mysteries of the soul. In conclusion it explores differences between eastern and western ecclesiology.

The concept of theology as 'an organised and learned understanding of the doctrine of revelation'\(^12\) was not a Carolingian one. John the Scot
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borrowed the term from Pseudo-Dionysius, affirming that: 'Theology is the first or highest part of wisdom, concerned wholly or for the most part with speculations about the divine nature', and in a celebrated passage of Book III of his *Periphyseon* he treated theology as a part of the fourfold division of wisdom: practical, natural, theological and rational. Few of his contemporaries accepted such a category of thought. The term ‘theology’ was used by Boethius in chapter 2 of his *De Trinitate*, and by Cassiodorus in the *Historia Tripartita* 2, 11. But for most Carolingian writers, the understanding of the divine nature was a part of faith or doctrine. The discipline of theology was no part of their intellectual equipment: it was recovered from the writings of the church Fathers and the acts of the ecumenical church councils.

The term *doctrina* is used in the Gospels (Mark 1, 27: ‘What new doctrine is this?’ and John 7, 16: ‘My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me,’) and by Augustine. The great regional reform councils of 813 promulgated a creed, ‘the doctrine which we have received from the holy fathers’. The creed was to be taught to the people, according to councils of 794, 802 and 822. Before consecration bishops and priests were examined on their faith. *Doctrina* was closely related to faith. Alcuin writes of ‘the walls of the faith of the church and the doctrine of the apostles’. Agobard of Lyons affirmed that the clarification of doctrine was the precondition for the strengthening of faith. At baptism and at the consecration of priests an explicit profession of faith was required. It might involve the ‘Athenasian’ Creed (the *Quicumque vult*), sung at St Riquier on Rogation Days, quoted to clergy by Theodulf and Haito of Basel, and which Hincmar required his clergy to learn. It might be the creed of Constantinople, used in the baptismal liturgy of the Gelasian Sacramentary, and recommended as the best counter to Adoptionism by Paulinus of Aquileia. The Athenasian Creed affirms that ‘those who do not hold this faith pure and undefiled, without doubt shall perish eternally’ and Carolingian commentaries interpret this as a requirement that priests should teach it.

Alcuin affirmed the integrity of the faith, seen as a consensus of the
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Fathers, affirmed by ecumenical councils and Catholic synods. But in the dispute with Felix he stressed that the mystery of the Incarnation and the Redemption should be venerated in faith rather than discussed by reason, for where reason fails there faith is necessary. Faith always incorporated an area beyond the reach of human reason, and reason was checked when it attempted to explore mysteries beyond its grasp. Hincmar compared those treating doctrine to a man standing before a bright fire with his eyes closed, knowing that the fire is there, yet unable to see it clearly. The majesty of the mystery of the Christian faith cannot be explored beyond the capacity of man's weakness, so that orthodox repetition of patristic thought can become the testimony to a sense of the weakness of fallen man. In contrast, diversity of belief was heresy. Claudius of Turin defined heresy as 'everyone choosing for himself a discipline which he thinks best'. Behind dogma lay experience, as Benedict of Aniane wrote in his *Munimenta Fidei*: "An acutely sensed experience alone makes one a friend of God: it is through this wisdom that one becomes a friend of God and obeys Him. In this manner faith will remain pure and it will grow until faith's content is revealed." The most widely used synthesis of doctrine was Augustine's *Enchiridion* on Faith, Hope and Charity, a long exposition of the Apostles' Creed, and at least twenty-five Carolingian copies survive. Notker Balbulus recommended it as securing victory over present and future heresy; to Alcuin it offered the means to define the Incarnation. It was quoted by Hincmar, Lupus, Prudentius, Florus and John the Scot in the debate on Predestination. A Carolingian copy now in Harvard has notes besides passages on Predestination. Victorinus' *Commonitorium* and the writings of Fulgentius of Ruspe offered other syntheses, but they supplemented the orthodoxies of the *Dionysio-Hadriana* and the other collections of church councils. This emphasis on conciliar thought was to develop after 787 when the Byzantine church challenged the concept of an ecumenical council. As Ratramus noted when defining the Eucharist, Paul had affirmed the importance of uniformity in what we know and what we say. This was the Carolingian ideal.

A crucial feature of Carolingian religion was the dichotomy between the thought of Frankish prelates, secure in a national tradition of church councils and continuities, and the concerns of converts whom the expansion

24 Compare Hincmar, *De Una et Non Trina Deitate*, PL 125, col. 561.
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32 Ratramnus, *De Corpore*, c. xii, p. 45.
of Frankish territories had made Christian. The faith had to be expounded to speculative thinkers condemned for heresy, and to uncomprehending unbelievers compelled into a fearsome fold. Unity of faith was seen as imperative, but we should perhaps acknowledge the degrees of diversity and the extent to which issues of dogma had replaced the meditative spirituality of the Merovingian age.

Most Carolingian theology is rebarbative, because it offers an accumulation, a plurality of human texts as the only adequate exegesis of the divine text. When Hincmar quotes Ambrose on faith thirty times, seven passages of Boethius’ De Trinitate twenty-two times, Augustine on the Trinity twenty-nine times, Alcuin on the Trinity twenty-one times, and the same passage from Pseudo-Athanasius on the Trinity twenty-six times it is hard to admire his methodology. But the validity of any revival of studies is the usefulness of what is revived. Wisdom required the cumulative experience of a plurality of exegetical discourses, and that shared experience was a process of intellectual growth.

ADOPTIONISM

The issues raised in the Adoptionist debate were to recur throughout the Carolingian age. The debate centred on the nature of Christ’s true humanity, the ways in which He had become man to redeem mankind. The Council of Toledo in 675 had condemned the teaching that the Son was adopted into the Trinity, but the term ‘adopted son’ was retained in the Mozarabic liturgy. Bishops Felix of Urgel, in the region reconquered by Charlemagne, and Elipand of Toledo, renewed this teaching in opposition to the doctrines of one Migetius, who was accused of teaching Christians in Muslim Spain that there were three corporeal persons in the Trinity, the persona of the father being David and that of the Holy Spirit St Paul. This was a vision of God’s appearance in history through union with corporeal beings. Migetius also claimed that the power of God is in Rome alone, perhaps to defend the church against Islamic and Jewish influences, but if Elipand’s report is correct he was clearly unorthodox.

Elipand and Felix were concerned to establish the identity of Christ with the logos, and so spoke of His assumption and adoption of humanity, using terminology which was found in Spanish Christianity and, in respect to
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Christ's humanity, in the teachings of Augustine. Elipand seems to have used 'adoption' to describe how the incarnate Word was born, but never spoke of it as an active process. This emphasis on the distinction between humanity and divinity in Christ provoked papal accusations of a revival of the Nestorian heresy, though Felix and Elipand called Jesus, in so far as He was divine, God's son by nature from eternity, not by grace. For Felix, the adoption of Christ was an assurance that the elect, servants of God like Christ Himself, would also become godlike, brothers of Christ in the fullest sense. His concern for Christ's real humanity was the source of his bias.

Elipand's attack on Migetius was challenged by Beatus, abbot of Liebana, and Bishop Etherius of Osma. Already threatened by the isolation of life in Muslim Spain, Elipand saw this as a challenge to the primacy of Toledo. Pope Hadrian, appealed to by Beatus, condemned Migetius, but objected to Elipand's use of the term 'adoptive son'. Felix wrote a treatise to support Elipand, but in 792, summoned to a council of bishops at Regensburg, he recanted, and he repeated his recantation at Rome. In 794 Charlemagne held an assembly at Frankfurt where bishops from Francia, Italy and Germany condemned Adoptionism, and Charlemagne sent their decision to Elipand. Felix continued to define his view of how Christ became man and to influence the Christians of Septimania, though most of our knowledge of his teaching derives from his opponents. In late 797 or early 798 Alcuin sent the octogenarian Elipand a brief treatise (letter 23): by March 798 he had written a libellus against the heresy of Felix consisting chiefly of patristic testimonies, most notably from Augustine on John, with its discussion of the divine and human natures of the incarnate Christ. Pope Leo III condemned Felix at Rome in October of 798, and in 799 at the Council of Aachen Felix recanted after a debate with Alcuin, and was deposed and sent to Lyons, where he died in c. 818.

The threat of Adoptionism was its novelty, its separatism and its vision of Christ as a subject in His humanity. 'To deny that in his humanity as well as in his divinity Christ was begotten of God would make it more difficult to sustain the view that godlikeness lies within man's potential.' It gained converts among the clergy, including monks and bishops. Alcuin insisted
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that Christ's death on the Cross was not by necessity but by compassionate choice. He challenged Felix to find support in the Gospels, Epistles, Prophets, the Fathers, the creeds and the synods for the novelties he was expounding. Felix was compared to Nestorius, and accused of following Pelagius: the tradition of the church's condemnation of heresies defined the narrow path of orthodoxy. The debate also involved defining who were the members of Christ's body, which Felix asserted could not share in His divinity. What was the nature of Christ's humanity, which He shared with mankind?

Felix argued: 'If in His flesh our Redeemer is not the adoptive son of the Father but is the true and proper Son, how can you avoid saying that this flesh of His was not created and made from the mass of the human race, but was begotten from the essence of the Father.' Christ, said the Adoptionists, cannot be both the proper son of David and the son of God. Felix had referred to Christ in His humanity as *nuncupativum Deum*, God in name only, which Alcuin saw as equating Christ's natures with two persons, God and not God. Alcuin stressed how Felix and his followers were isolated from the universal Catholic church, and challenged him to find one race or city or church which agreed with his teaching. The heresy was both new and parochial. Felix had destroyed the Catholic peace and unity of apostolic faith of the church.

Alcuin offered the analogy of mortal man with an immortal soul for the human and divine natures in Christ. Felix affirmed that Christ had two fathers, God and David, and so could not be a true son of God. But this is to deny God's explicit testimony and Christ's own statements. Alcuin saw the Adoptionists as confusing the grace of assumption with the grace of adoption. Alcuin, like Augustine, saw participation in divinity as an exaltation of Christ's humanity but felt that Felix regarded the Incarnation as a diminution of His divinity. To speak of our adoption among the saints is to honour us, but to speak of Christ's adoption is to debase Him.

For Felix, mankind is adopted as the children of God and must have an adopted head, and Christ's baptism is His adoption, but Christ needed no such regeneration, for He was without sin. The assumption of humanity in Christ was equated with adoption by Alcuin, but while every adoption was
an assumption, not every assumption was an adoption. Felix affirmed that only a servant could be born of Mary, who was a maidservant. Once God had decided to adopt a man, the Son of Man had to be His servant and fulfil His will. Only belief in Christ's adoption, as a man, offers the certainty of our own adoption. The reference to Christ as servant horrified Hadrian and the Frankish bishops, for it properly indicates man's bondage to sin. Alcuin objected that God can create whatsoever He chooses, and what could be born of God save God? Though the Son was good, as a man He was not good from Himself. Felix argued that Christ's ignorance of where Lazarus was buried was a further sign of His adoption: the proper Son of God should be omniscient.

Paulinus of Aquileia, in his attack on Adoptionism, saw it as a challenge to Christ's humanity, and so he confessed the unity of God and man. Christ was not *homo purus* but *homo verus*. The Crucifixion was not a humbling of God; the unity of God's will was what made the redemption possible. As in the debate on Predestination, the issue of how mankind was saved was central.

In 800 Alcuin wrote four books against the teachings of Elipand, archbishop of Toledo, who continued to support Felix's doctrine after Felix's recantation. At the same time Alcuin was working on a commentary on the Gospel of John, which he saw as particularly concerned with the divinity of Christ and His equality with the Father. Elipand accused Alcuin of corrupting Charlemagne, but Alcuin said that Charles could not be corrupted, for Felix and his sect had been condemned at Regensburg and by Pope Hadrian. Elipand denied human freedom by making Christ the liberator a captive. He had misused passages from Augustine and Ambrose. An anthology of patristic texts showed that no council had ever taught Adoptionism, and even the Spanish church, as Isidore and Julian of Toledo made clear, taught the unity of Christ's person, had rejected it. Like a chalice of gold and silver Christ is both God and man, His two natures are one.

After Felix's death, Agobard of Lyons found a set of questions and answers which suggested that he had not recanted. Agobard, challenged by Felix's supporters in Lyons, sent a refutation to Louis the Pious. Although he had not read Alcuin or Paulinus he returned to the charge of Nestorianism and false interpretation of Scripture, quoting passages from Latin
translations of Nestorius. Agobard provides evidence of what Felix taught, claiming that he said that God was not crucified, but the man whom He assumed, just as a ram was sacrificed in place of Isaac.\textsuperscript{72} God gave birth to a Son by nature, not by will or necessity, for in God there is no necessity. Agobard accused Felix of subjecting God to time and mocked the categories Felix had used for describing Christ’s nativity.\textsuperscript{73} The work ends with a dossier of quotations from Cyril, Augustine, Vigilius of Thapse and Hilary, confirming the importance of church councils in establishing Catholic orthodoxy. Most important in this treatise is Agobard’s clear evidence that Adoptionism was a doctrine which attracted followers.

\textbf{THE DEBATE ON THE TRINITY}

The western church had affirmed the doctrine that the Holy Spirit came from the Father and Son and not from the Father alone (the \textit{filioque}),\textsuperscript{74} at Gentilly in 767 and at Aachen in 809, with support from treatises by Smaragdus and Theodulf of Orleans.\textsuperscript{75}

In the mid-ninth century the proper definition of the Trinity again became an issue when Hincmar objected that certain innovators affirmed that the expression \textit{trina et una deitas} was as catholic in doctrine as \textit{trinus et unus deus}.\textsuperscript{76} Among them were Ratramn of Corbie, who had prepared a dossier of texts from Hilary and Augustine for Bishop Hildegar of Meaux. When Gottschalk learned of this discussion he wrote a schedula affirming the correctness of \textit{trina deitas}. Following on the Adoptionist controversy and the question of the \textit{filioque}, Gottschalk’s references to \textit{trina deitas} were suspect to Hraban Maur and Hincmar.\textsuperscript{77} Hincmar forbade the clergy of his diocese to use the refrain ‘Te trina deitas unaque poscimus’ found in a hymn for the common of several martyrs and used by Gottschalk to support his views, and Bishop Rudolph of Bourges followed him, though other bishops allied with Gottschalk.\textsuperscript{78} Hincmar affirmed that Gottschalk’s heresy was spread among his people.\textsuperscript{79} Gottschalk’s defence of his stance included an attack on Hincmar as a swollen and turgid skin charged with heresy.\textsuperscript{80} In his view all of God’s attributes, including His deity, are one in essence and
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threefold in persons. Only by means of this division of deity could God have suffered on the Cross, for it was only the deity of the Son who suffered. So each person of the Trinity has his own proper deity, for person is a special substance. Gottschalk appealed to the grammarians, deriving persona from per se una, and to expressions found in Prosper, Prudentius and the Council of Constantinople of 680. But the dispute on Adoptionism had affirmed that deity was indivisible. Hincmar procured from Hraban Maur a copy of Alcuin’s De Trinitate which was to provide twenty-one quotations used to refute Gottschalk.

In 856–7, after his second treatise on Predestination, Hincmar wrote his De Una et Non Trina Deitate, and was to use some of its formulae at the 860 Council of Tusey which resolved the Predestination debate. Gottschalk was condemned as a known heretic inspired by the devil, who should remain silent. Hincmar’s concern was to defend the unity of the deity, a part of God’s indivisible substance. Three persons did not entail a threefold deity, that would be Arianism. The archbishop defended his position by quotations from church councils, grammarians, the Scriptures and the Fathers, especially Pseudo-Athanasius, Ambrose, Augustine and Boethius. Hincmar accused Ratramn of defending the usage of trina deitas in a volume prepared for Bishop Hildegar of Meaux, and of supporting his views with a forged quotation from Augustine.

The debate involved a clarification of different interpretations of grammar: the term trina introduced plurality into what, above all other things, is unity. Hincmar also used number theory: tres shows plurality by a repetition of unities, as does its derivative trina. In contrast, ter expresses only unity with a collective signification. Hincmar’s fear is that divine essence is being divided, just as Alcuin had feared the Adoptionists had done. The terminology of distinction was also to cause Gottschalk problems when he came to talk of two kinds of Predestination.

THE DEBATE ON PREDESTINATION

The debate on Predestination is the clearest evidence of those tensions in Carolingian culture which underlay the frequent expressions of unity and harmony. In councils and sermons Carolingian society affirmed that God
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punished sin. In 829 the disasters of the empire were 'what our iniquity deserves', and a three-day fast and general examination of conscience was the remedy.⁹⁰ In 843 there was 'such sense of discord that we clearly lack divine grace'.⁹¹ The 857 Synod of Quierzy gave a full definition of sin, and the Annals of St Bertin record the Anglo-Saxon vision of a priest who saw God with books written in black letters and letters of blood. The Annals tell how in 845 God, offended by sins, sent the Viking invaders, and in 865 'divine judgement' allowed them to burn Fleury and Orléans. Sin and its punishment was a necessary category of social order, but when the implicit values and laws of society were made explicit, then theological debate became a redefinition of that society.

The monk Gottschalk was the son of a Saxon noble who had been an oblate at Fulda, and who had studied with Hraban Maur and at Reichenau with Abbot Wetti.⁹² At Fulda he was the friend of Walahfrid Strabo and Lupus of Ferrières. In 829, after the Council of Mainz had heard his appeal, he left Fulda and visited Corbie and Rheims, where he debated in the royal presence with a person who asserted that one might speak of the blood of the Holy Spirit, a reminder of how frequent and public theological debate must have been.⁹³

After teaching in the monastery of Orbais, Gottschalk was ordained a priest and took pupils on a pilgrimage to Rome. In 845/6 he was at the court of Eberhard of Friuli and teaching a doctrine of Predestination which aroused the hostility of Hraban Maur, his former abbot.⁹⁴ From Friuli Gottschalk entered the land of the Bulgars, perhaps in connection with Eberhard’s missionary activities, and was present at a battle between the Slav King Trpimir and the Byzantine patricius.⁹⁵ On his return to the diocese of Mainz, Gottschalk was required to present his teachings on Predestination to Hraban at the synod of Mainz and was condemned and flogged and sent to Hincmar, his metropolitan. In the spring of 849 he was again condemned at the Synod of Quierzy, declared to have been uncanonically ordained, and forced to burn the dossier of biblical and patristic quotations he had prepared in his own defence. But he sent a work on Predestination to his friend the monk Gislemar of Corbie, wrote an attack on Hraban and sent a treatise to Hincmar.

Gottschalk attempted to establish the church's teaching on Predestination as clearly as possible.⁹⁶ His God inspired fear, and Predestination was
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The proof of His love, and of our love for the vision of God. Human nature was fallen and powerless, grace was omnipotent. Gottschalk took comfort in the certainty that God had predestined some to eternal life, but because he was concerned with the inner life his teaching was seen as a threat to the system of sacraments and works. Hraban claims that people were affirming that Gottschalk’s teaching meant that they did not need to practise Christian worship.

But Gottschalk was concerned with how human language can approach God. If God had not predestined future things by eternal disposition, nothing would ever be created by Him. Nothing else is sufficient for a reasonable and intellectual creature save God. If God had willed universal salvation then He would also have said so, but He did not save the wicked, and so He did not die for the wicked. Gottschalk’s writings record his doubt, his fear of his own damnation, his inability to weep. In eloquent and original verse confessions he debated with God. For Gottschalk, the immutable identity of divine nature was the central fact of human history.

Hincmar wrote a treatise for the priests and monks of his diocese, warning them against Gottschalk’s teachings: double Predestination, that Christ was not crucified for all men, and that faith and works will not save those who have been baptised if they are not predestined to salvation. The archbishop says that his clerics will know Gottschalk by name, and warns them that he has been excommunicated. He provides a dossier of texts to refute him, and urges them to ask teachers to explain to them the etymologies of praescientia and praedestinatio, which Gottschalk has confused. Christ will convert sinners to justice, and so bring men to join the angels. Sinners deny this redemption and blame God for their own neglect of their lives. But God only condemns those who abandon Him. God’s justice is linked to His grace. At the same time Hincmar sought advice from Lupus of Ferrières, Prudentius of Troyes, Amalarius of Lyons and Hraban. Prudentius and Lupus both supported Gottschalk’s position, and Hincmar sent Prudentius’ treatise to Hraban, who replied urging that Gottschalk be silenced. Charles the Bald asked for explanations of Predestination from Lupus and Ratramn of Corbie.

Lupus affirmed that despite the truth of Predestination man need not despair. The doctrine is defended with quotations from Augustine, Gregory, Fulgentius and Isidore. God did not make man knowing that he could easily avoid sin. Man cannot know whom God saves. No Christian should think himself one of the damned and believe that he cannot be turned from
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evil and saved by God. David and Peter who repented and the penitent thief should serve as examples to sinners. God preferred to convert the wicked than to allow no sins.

Ratramn assembled dossiers of patristic texts in defence of double Predestination. The prophets affirmed the justice of Predestination, and God allowed mankind time to repent before He sent the flood. He distinguished between how God is the author of good projects, but merely the ordainer of evil ones. We cannot know why one man is greater than another, one wretched, another happy, one weak, another strong, but we do not need human arguments to justify God’s acts. Evil acts result from the desires of rational men, not from God. Only by grace can men attain salvation, for grace removes the blindness of man’s heart and gives the fullness of virtue. Because God’s foreknowledge does not compel anyone to sin, the ordering of the world, its misfortunes and the Last Judgement, are a part of divine justice. To deny God’s predestination is to deny His judgement of the world. The work closes with a long commentary on Isidore’s definition of Predestination.

Pardulus of Laon appealed to John Scottus, who dedicated his treatise on Predestination to Charles the Bald. Like Gottschalk, John was concerned with God’s vision of Predestination, not with the teaching mission of the church. He differs from other contributors to the debate in the logical method of procedure, and his radical account of evil and its punishment. John started from an account of philosophy, and a discussion of how it might be possible to talk about God. To distinguish between His Predestination and His prescience, as in a doctrine of double Predestination, is wrong. God is absolutely one; any indication of division is a metaphor. Predestination implies time, but since God exists in eternity He cannot have foreknowledge. Gottschalk’s teaching is a refutation of divine authority and annuls the rules of reason. For John, Gottschalk denies that grace aids man to do justice. God’s justice depends on freedom, so that man keeps God’s commandments, and to do this he needs free will, for God must command what lies within man’s power. But while Adam could have kept the commandments by free will alone, fallen man needs grace to use his free will rightly.

John resolved the question of Predestination to punishment in a highly original way. God cannot punish His creation, sinners are punished by their own wickedness. Evil is an absence of good, a deficiency and not a
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substance. Otherwise God must have created evil, yet He is perfectly good. So God cannot predestine man to an evil life, because this is a deficiency, not a thing, and so without any cause. Predestination, like law, enables God to define the limits of man's action. Evil consists of an inability to exist within the bounds of the law, but the wicked cannot escape from the law. The law never compels man to sin, but it ensures that sinners are punished.

John's arguments were refuted by Prudentius, and Gottschalk reproached Prudentius for his stance. Prudentius blamed John for his reliance on the liberal arts and logic, though he used the ten categories to refute John. He questioned John's restrictive definition of free will without grace. Using the example of Peter's denial of Christ, where Christ's look brought Peter to contrition, and of Christ's look converting Matthew, Prudentius saw grace as creating the will to good; it is a conversion. John seemed to deny God's power to change the world. The punishment of rulers results from God's Predestination. Prudentius strove to explain how God worked immutably in time to redeem or to punish men.

Florus of Lyons also attacked John and his many admirers. Gottschalk was wrong to assert that some men are inevitably predestined to evil. John's teaching is opposed to the truth of faith, the authority of Scripture, the sincerity of patristic dogma and all divine and human reason. Florus strove to defend God's justice, which all the church accepts and praises. Just as the sun shines on just and unjust alike, so there is one Predestination with two effects. Florus also attacked Hincmar and Hraban in his De Tribus Epistolis, affirming that the five errors which Hincmar had condemned in Gottschalk's teaching were in agreement with Augustine. Establishing seven rules of faith he affirmed that Predestination is eternal and unchanging, and that nothing in creation is not predestined and foreknown. God's predestination involves no compulsion to sin. The elect cannot perish and the condemned, who include pagans, Jews and heretics, cannot be saved.

Gottschalk was wrong on free will, but his writings should have been discussed and not burned.

In 853 at Quierzy, Charles the Bald and a hastily convened group of clerics drew up four capitula stating orthodox doctrine on Predestination. By free will man fell, losing free will, which was recovered through Christ. With grace it is used for good, without grace, for evil. God wills all to be saved, but those who are not saved perish for their merits. Christ suffered for all,
but did not redeem all by His passion. The capitula were opposed by Florus of Lyons and in January 855 were condemned because of their silence on grace by fourteen Lotharingian bishops at the Council of Valence. In May 856 Prudentius of Troyes required Aeneas to accept a set of capitula opposing those of Quierzy before he could be appointed bishop of Paris. Hincmar wrote a treatise attacking Gottschalk, Prudentius and Ratramn, unfortunately lost. In June 859 the Lotharingian bishops met at Langres and issued a set of decrees on Predestination which implicitly retracted the condemnation of Quierzy while attacking John Scottus, and at the Frankish Synod of Savoïères in June 859 six capitula on Predestination were issued.

Charles asked Hincmar to respond to the Langres capitula and he wrote his third treatise in defence of Quierzy. Long and disordered, it emphasises Gottschalk’s condemnation, listing the bishops who were present in 849. Each chapter of Quierzy is defended at length. He attacks Valence and Prudentius’ capitula for Aeneas’ election, and quotes passages of Florus to refute them. Hincmar defended himself against the charge that he saw God as the author of sin. Predestination is a socially dangerous doctrine, for it undermines human responsibility. To secure its condemnation Hincmar resorted to the standard practice of showing that it had already been condemned, and gave a long and unreliable account of Predestinarians who had been forced to recant in the sixth century. Baptism was the election of those to be saved, offering them the means of salvation, the Eucharist the salvation of the elect. Grace is offered to fallen man, enabling him to choose good, but man must choose grace. Penance can redeem the sinner. Christ wished to save all of mankind, but his death only benefits those who believe in Him. The De Praedestinatione defended the church against those who sought to make its sacraments void. But the work is also a defence of Hincmar’s ecclesiastical policy, for the seventh capitulum at Valence had suggested that ignorant men had been appointed to bishoprics and urged rulers to proceed to canonical election and an examination of royal clerics before they are appointed. In October 860 at Tusey a synod met under the authority of Charles and Lothar II to resolve the sins of the people which had caused evil Christians and the cruel race of the Northmen to burn and ravage many places consecrated to God. The idea of Predestination to damnation was rejected.
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Christ had sought to redeem all by His sacraments, and to assemble them into one flock led by His saints. By endowing church lands men became the heirs of God and co-heirs of Christ. Predestination had become a nuisance to bishops concerned with penance and with the security of church property. In June 863 Nicholas I sought a meeting at Metz between Gottschalk, Hincmar and two papal legates, but Hincmar defied the summons. In 866 a monk named Guntbert brought a copy of Gottschalk's writings to Rome and begged Nicholas to intervene, but the pope's death in November 867 ended the possibility of papal involvement. It is assumed that Gottschalk died before 870.

**ICONOCLSM AND THE TOOLS OF SALVATION**

Beside debates on the nature of Christian dogma, Carolingian clerics defined the means of salvation, exploring how images of Christ and His saints, relics of the saints and the mystery of the Eucharist could assist believers on their earthly pilgrimage to the heavenly kingdom. The debate on the role of images enabled rulers, clergy and people to deploy their new learning so as to explain their ecclesiology. The Byzantine church had condemned the worship of images of the saints as idolatrous but in 787 a council assembled at Nicaea restored their worship with incense. The council gave an account of the place of images in Christian history and a refutation of the definition of 754. When the acts of this council reached Rome their doctrine of image worship provoked a reaction in the churches of the west. In 792 Angilbert, the abbot of St Riquier, took the Frankish *Capitulare adversus Synodum* (now lost) to Rome to be examined by the pope. He took Felix of Urgel for the same purpose, and certain passages in the *Libri Carolini* reflect a response to the Adoptionist, as well as to the Nicaean challenge. The harmony between Charlemagne and Hadrian which had made the response to Adoptionism so effective was not matched when it came to images, in part because the Latin translation of the acts of Nicaea II was so inaccurate that Charlemagne accused the Greeks of saying what Hadrian knew they had not said.

In 793 the ideas formulated in the *Capitulare* were fully expounded in the *Libri Carolini*, the most substantial piece of theological writing of the early Carolingian period, composed between 790 and 793 by Theodulf and
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discussed at the Frankish court: 'So that the enemy advancing from the east may be struck helpless and harmless, by the judgement of the holy Fathers in the western lands given us by God's grace.' While Theodulf composed the bulk of the text, as the use of Bible quotations remembered from the Mozarabic liturgy and the Visigothic orthography make clear, some passages may derive from work by Alcuin or his pupils, and the margins of the earliest manuscript record Charlemagne's own appreciation of Catholic or reasonable teaching. Charlemagne's preface stresses his obligation to defend the church 'against the novelties of foolish synods and emperors who blasphemously claim to rule with God'.

The *Libri* explain how the eastern church had misunderstood the doctrine of images, believing that images were owed the same worship reserved to the Trinity. This teaching is derived from biblical passages which Nicaea had offered in defence of images but which were interpreted literally rather than typologically. Only the church can decide what constitutes an orthodox reading of Scripture, and only the Roman church has never vacillated in faith, based on a divine primacy. The new patriarch, Tarasius, was extraordinarily elected and has misled his church. The work explains what images are and what place they hold in the church. Images are made by men and not by God, and cannot in themselves be pious. They are not necessary to recall Christ or any other memory. The Apostles did not sanction adoration of images, nor are images made by men to be linked to the Ark of the Covenant, made at God's command, or to the Eucharist. It is wrong to burn incense or candles before images. Adoration belongs to God and His saints alone. After a Frankish profession of faith and an attack on statements made by individual bishops at Nicaea and the empress who had the audacity to preside at a council, the work closes with a condemnation of Byzantine errors on images and Byzantine divergence from the universal teachings of the church and communion with Rome. Writing is to be preferred to images as a means of teaching, for images are mere reminders of what they represent. The Franks have never broken with Rome, and strive to bring new peoples into the Roman fold. Charlemagne and his advisers regarded the decisions of Nicaea as a deliberate attack on their own doctrines.

Pope Hadrian's support of the Greek position may have been the death blow to the influence of the *Libri Carolini*. There is little evidence that the work circulated, though Hincmar had a copy made. At Frankfurt in 794 the Frankish episcopate discussed Adoptionism and Iconoclasm at a general council.  
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Council dealing with a great volume of business. Hadrian offered Charlemagne the chance to distance himself from the Libri, in keeping with the stance taken by the bishops at Frankfurt.¹⁴³

In 824 the Emperor Michael II wrote to Louis the Pious condemning the worship of images, which had been condemned by a Byzantine synod in 815. Louis consulted Pope Eugenius, who approved a Frankish synod. The synod, which was a hastily convened gathering of a few key bishops,¹⁴⁴ condemned Pope Hadrian’s support of Nicaea II, ‘contrary to divine authority and the teachings of the fathers’.¹⁴⁵ This was presented as a middle way – ‘We neither destroy with some, nor worship with others’ – urging that those who wanted images abstain from worship, but that those who do not wish for images do not reject those who have images or the images which they have. Images instruct the illiterate and arouse memory and imitation of the saints portrayed.¹⁴⁶ The Libellus Synodalis of 825 affirmed that worship of the Cross was more important than the worship of images, for it has far greater powers.¹⁴⁷ The synodal proceedings were approved by Louis the Pious, who advised his messengers to Rome to find out if Eugenius was sending legates to Byzantium, and if so, to ask if Frankish legates might accompany them. Ann Freeman has suggested that the 825 synod echoes the ‘irreconcilable conflict, on a matter of doctrine, between the papacy and what may perhaps already be called a national church’.¹⁴⁸

The teachings of Claudius, bishop of Turin, a pupil of Felix of Urgel and an exegete who had been the protégé of Louis the Pious, renewed interest in the status of images. Sent to Turin he tried to correct the local worship of images and also removed crosses and attacked relics. Claudius sent an Apologeticum to Abbot Theodemir of Psalmody which must be reconstructed from the works of his opponents, in which he explains his views.¹⁴⁹ His opposition to images seems to have been a puritanical objection to veneration of objects rather than spiritual development. It may derive from his close reading of St Paul’s Epistles.¹⁵⁰ Claudius wished to defend the church against images, for he regarded image worshippers as still worshiping idols.¹⁵¹ He also attacked the cult of relics and the practice of pilgrimage. Christians should seek the same faith, justice and truth which the saints held instead of trusting in their power to aid us.

He was opposed by the Irish scholar Dungal, a distinguished astronomer

¹⁴⁴ Boshof (1969), p. 141 gives a list of participants.
¹⁴⁶ MGH Conc. ii:2, pp. 483-7.
¹⁴⁷ MGH Conc. ii:2, pp. 478-532.
¹⁴⁹ Excerpts are in MGH Epp. iv, pp. 610-13.
¹⁵⁰ Compare PL 104, cols. 900, 926. For doctrinal links between opposition to images and relics and Adoptionism cf. von Harnack (1890), p. 282.
¹⁵¹ PL 106, col. 325.
who had read Lucretius and taught at Pavia. Dungal feared the growth of a party who supported Claudius and rejected images of the Passion as idolatry, the Cross as a mockery of Christ’s death, and the veneration of the saints and pilgrimages to Rome as ineffectual.\(^\text{152}\) His \textit{Response} were written around 827. He knew of the interrogation in the palace in 825 and its support of the Gregorian view of the place of images in the church, and he made use of passages quoted by the council.\(^\text{153}\) Dungal showed how often patristic authors referred to the use of images of the saints, and how Jerome had reminded Vigilantius of the legitimate veneration of images and saints. Constantine had brought relics to Constantinople (just as Charlemagne and Louis had done for their empire) and Fortunatus had praised the Cross. Dungal used Priscian and Augustine to clarify the meanings of worship.\(^\text{154}\) The Cross may lead us to the celestial homeland, it was prefigured in the Old Testament, and it was the sign of membership of the Christian community where charity extended wide as the arms of the Cross.\(^\text{155}\)

Using Augustine’s distinction between things to be used and to be enjoyed, Dungal explained how we are to love things as signs of God. His main concern was with relics, and he used the poems of Paulinus of Nola and Prudentius to show their merits. The intercession of the saints benefits the living and the dead.\(^\text{156}\) The most severe charge was that Claudius was seeking to ally with Jews and Muslims.\(^\text{157}\) Claudius had apparently refused to attend a council, but he was condemned for his contempt of the Cross.\(^\text{158}\)

At about the same time Agobard of Lyons wrote on images, providing an elaborate definition of what worship entailed and quoting Augustine to show that even pagans worshipped without images.\(^\text{159}\) Those who claim to worship saints through their images are liars.\(^\text{160}\) In places Agobard quotes from Claudius,\(^\text{161}\) though he accepts that the saints may intervene for those who pray to them, and he respects those who worship the Cross, though not those who depict Christ upon it.\(^\text{162}\)

Jonas of Orléans wrote his \textit{De Cultu Imaginum} for Charles the Bald.\(^\text{163}\) Louis the Pious had sent him excerpts from Claudius’ \textit{Apologia} which he and his courtiers had examined and rejected. Though Jonas had learned that Claudius had died, he claimed that his doctrine was not erased. For Jonas, Felix was reborn in Claudius his disciple. He had transgressed the boundaries of the Fathers.\(^\text{164}\)

\(^{152}\text{PL 105, col. 465.}\)
\(^{153}\text{Ferrari (1972), pp. 16–32.}\)
\(^{154}\text{PL 105, col. 486.}\)
\(^{155}\text{PL 105, cols. 486–94.}\)
\(^{156}\text{PL 105, col. 526.}\)
\(^{157}\text{PL 105, col. 528.}\)
\(^{158}\text{PL 105, cols. 529–50.}\)
\(^{159}\text{PL 104, cols. 218–20; Agobard, \textit{Opera}, pp. 172–5.}\)
\(^{160}\text{PL 104, cols. 216, 224; Agobard, \textit{Opera}, pp. 169–70, 179.}\)
\(^{161}\text{Boshof (1969), pp. 113–6.}\)
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Rumour of Claudius’ heresy had come from Italy to Gaul and Spain, and seduced many, though Claudius denied that he taught a sect. To worship images, Jonas stated, is not to worship idols as Claudius had affirmed. Images of saints and histories were not for worship but to give beauty to the churches. Jonas used Augustine’s definition of the degrees of worship to distinguish between the adoration due to God from that which mortals show to mortals.

Jonas defended the cult of relics, for the bones of saints repel demons. If they were like animals, stones or wood, as Claudius stated, how do they perform miracles? The Cross was feared by demons and was the only support for the faithful crossing the sea of this world. Claudius said that if we wish to worship the Cross as an emblem of the Passion then we should adore virgins, manger, swaddling clothes, ships, asses, lambs, lions, rocks and thorns, and Jonas made a detailed mockery of these views.

Book II of Jonas’ treatise is in praise of the Cross. Not only is it a spiritual figure in memory, but when it is gazed at it prefigures the victory of the Lord’s Passion. In Book III he defends the cult of relics and affirms the intercession of the saints and the benefits of pilgrimage. By seeing relics we are more likely to feel remorse; the saints’ bodies are the habitations of God.

**DEFINING THE EUCHARIST**

Carolingian sacramentaries and exeges had emphasised the symbolism of the Mass, in which the faithful shared in the Holy Spirit, and were united in the body of Christ, the community of the faithful. There were several brief expositions of the Mass, and in his treatise on the instruction of the clergy Hraban Maur devoted a chapter to a systematic exposition of what the Mass meant. Amalarius of Metz, an eager student of the liturgy, sought the spiritual meaning behind each detail of the Eucharistic ceremony and of the other services of the church in a series of allegorical explanations. Louis the Pious made Amalarius bishop of Lyons in 835, and when he urged his congregation to read his *Liber Officialis* this provoked hostile reactions from Agobard and Florus. Dom Wilmart published critical marginalia in a manuscript of the *Liber Officialis* which describe the work as *vanitas, confusa*
rabies, insania and so forth, and attributed them to Florus of Lyons. Florus rejected the process of allegorisation, in which the chalice was called Christ’s sepulchre, the priest Joseph of Arimathea, the archdeacon Nicodemus, the deacons apostles, and the subdeacons the women at the tomb, asserting that allegory was not designed to commemorate, but to foreshadow and could not depend on the human authority of Amalarius. Agobard also objected to a liturgy with inventions and human lies in his Liber de Correctione Antiphonarii, a collection of quotations which he refuted. He was especially concerned with Amalarius’ comments about Christ’s human nature. Christ did not submit to the Father when He was crucified; that happened when He took on the form of a slave. Florus’ condemnation was echoed in 838 at the Synod of Quierzy, and Amalarius was charged with separating the person of Christ. At the same time Carolingian monasteries were celebrating frequent Masses at their separate altars, and all monks were supposed to attend these Masses and to take communion frequently. Masses were also said for the souls of the dead. The close connection between the Eucharist as Christ’s body, and the church, also Christ’s body, is one of the keys to Carolingian interpretations of the sacrifice of the Mass.

The monks of Corvey, the Saxon daughter-house of the abbey of Corbie, asked their abbot for an explanation of the nature of the eucharistic elements. Paschasius Radbertus answered them between 831 and 833 and his treatise was later revised and presented to Charles the Bald, probably in 843. For Radbert the words Christ spoke at the Last Supper must be understood as literally true, for God is truth and His will governs all things. Thus Christ’s flesh and blood are actually present in the consecrated elements at the Mass, though they are imperceptible. If the Eucharist were not Christ’s body and blood, then it would not provide the certainty of salvation for those who consume it. For sinners the Eucharist serves as a judgement confirming their exclusion from the church. But confession and penance can heal the sinner and restore him to the church. Only a real presence can transfer to Christians the benefits of Christ’s sacrifice on the Cross and remove the stains of sin which blemish the souls of baptised Christians: they share in Christ’s body. This body has three meanings: the church, the body born of Mary which is identical to the Eucharist, and the Scriptures.
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St Bertin for 873, which tells how Satan, disguised as an angel, enticed the future Charles the Fat into a church and gave him the Eucharist, and ‘passing into his mouth Satan entered him.’) Those who partake of the Eucharist are joined with Christ in one body, the body of Christ which is the church, because that body is now within the believer and has become a part of his physical being.\(^{184}\) Consecration of the elements is a miracle, confuting the natural order. The Mass is thus a daily sacrifice, replicating Christ’s sacrifice.\(^{185}\) For, since there is daily sin, there has to be a daily sacrifice. Christ’s humanity is the figure of His divinity, just as letters are the figures of the spoken words they transcribe. In the later editions of the treatise Radbert augmented the number of miracle stories which served to establish the real presence of the Eucharist, derived from Gregory’s dialogues and Paul the Deacon’s Life of Gregory.\(^{186}\)

After Radbert’s treatise had been presented to Charles the Bald he asked Ratramn, a monk of Corbie, to explain ‘whether the Eucharist contains something hidden which reveals itself only to the eyes of the faith, or whether without the veil of any mystery bodily sight beholds outwardly what the sight of the mind gazes at inwardly; and whether it is that body which was born of Mary, suffered, died and was buried, and which, rising again and ascending into heaven, sits at the right hand of the Father’.\(^{187}\)

Ratramn distinguished two errors in the discussion of the Eucharist, the belief that Christ’s body and blood are sensibly present in the Eucharist, and their identification with the historical flesh and blood of the Incarnation. He began his treatise by defining figure and truth ‘to prevent ourselves being stopped by the ambiguity of language’\(^{188}\) in an effort to attack the doctrine of a real presence. For the Eucharist to be a mystery, it must be a figure. In the second part he attacked the notion of a historical presence, explaining the difference between Christ’s real and His spiritual body. For Ratramn figure and truth are incompatible, the true physical body of Christ must have solely attributes of Christ’s physical body and blood and all of those attributes should be present. The body of Christ will be revealed to the saved at the end of time, when there will be no need of the Eucharist, for the saved will contemplate the truth itself.\(^{189}\) In the present Christ’s body can only be experienced imperfectly. In the true body there is no figure or signifier. The consecrated elements contain the divine power, the spiritual body and blood, which is not visible or tangible, in contrast to the bread and wine which believers see, touch and taste.\(^{190}\) The bread and wine are corruptible,
but Christ cannot be corruptible. ‘Nothing, therefore is here to be experienced corporally but spiritually.’ This does not mean that the consecrated elements cannot be recognised as the truth of Christ’s body and blood. But only the faithful can recognise such a truth, which signifies the reality of Christ’s separately existing historical body and blood of which it is the pledge. Ratramn insists that he does not deny the presence of Christ’s body and blood in the Eucharist, but he distinguishes between the Eucharistic body, which is temporal, and the historical body, which is eternal.

Gottschalk quotes from Radbert’s treatise, but affirms that we cannot eat the body born of Mary, which has risen and is in heaven, but we can eat the body of Christ consecrated by the priest. Hincmar condemned those who saw the sacraments of the altar as a remembrance of the true body and blood of Christ and the monk Adrevald of Fleury assembled a florilegium on the Eucharist directed against John Scottus. Fredugard, a pupil of Radbert, questioned him about his use of Augustine and Ambrose and in his response of c.856 Radbert assembled an anthology of patristic quotations in support of his position, affirming that many were in doubt about the problem. He explained the Last Supper, quoting from Book 12 of his great commentary on Matthew, and warned Fredugard that errors in the understanding of the Eucharist depended on a false concept of Christ. He defended himself against Ratramn’s use of Ambrose, and opposed Amalarius’ doctrine of a corpus triforme, the holy and immaculate body born of Mary, the earthly body and the body in the sepulchre. For Radbert the Mass was a sacrifice, enabling the faithful to make contact with Christ as God and man. For Ratramn the sacrifice was made once and for all, at the crucifixion and the Eucharist was a spiritual reality.

THE DEBATE ON THE SOUL

The writings of Ambrose, Augustine, Claudianus Mamertus and Cassiodorus transmitted a long-standing debate on the nature of the soul, its relation to other souls and the world soul, and the time of its initial connection with the body. Alcuin and Hraban Maur composed treatises on the soul and both Ratramn and Hincmar attempted to discuss whether the
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soul might be localised and whether it had limits.\textsuperscript{199} Hincmar was responding to questions posed by Charles the Bald and his responses may be linked to questions explained by Gottschalk in a set of answers sent to a young monk.\textsuperscript{200} Both Hincmar and Ratramn used passages from Augustine, Ambrose and Cassiodorus. Ratramn’s first treatise explored the relationship of the soul to space, and defended its incorporeal nature on the basis of patristic authority.\textsuperscript{201} At the same time, Hraban Maur was composing a treatise on the soul, closely following the treatise by Cassiodorus.

In 863 Ratramn composed a treatise against the teachings of a monk of St Germer de Fly who affirmed the existence of a universal soul following the teachings of an Irishman named Macarius.\textsuperscript{202} Augustine had distinguished three possibilities concerning the soul, including the existence of a world soul which was both one and many, divided among mankind. For Augustine this was absurd; for Macarius apparently it was credible. Ratramn sent a short refutation to the monk, who defended his position, and he then composed a fuller version, the sole text in the debate to survive. The monk had affirmed that if nouns refer to individual things then, if applied to anything more general, they are meaningless. Ratramn argued that the universal soul is only an abstraction, since universals are merely mental concepts taken from particular things.\textsuperscript{203} For Ratramn the only true substances are individuals. The individual things are substances but genera and species are more truly called subsistentia; formed in human thought, they do not constitute concrete things.\textsuperscript{204} Ratramn explored Augustine’s three questions on the soul, and his account of the relationship between genera and species, relying on Boethian logic and the \textit{De Decem Categor\ae}. He refuted the use of a passage from Boethius’ \textit{Contra Eutychen} on Christiology, exploring the meaning of nature, to explore the world soul.

\textbf{THE PHOTIAN SCHISMS}\textsuperscript{205}

In 859 Photius was elected archbishop of Constantinople in place of Ignatius, and the Emperor Michael III urged the pope to send legates to Constantinople to discuss the question of images. Nicholas, surprised at the news of the deposition of Ignatius, asked for an inquiry which could also


\textsuperscript{201} Ed. A. Wilmart, RB 43 (1930): 210–23.

\textsuperscript{202} \textit{Liber de Anima ad Odortem}, ed. C. Lambot, Namur (1952).

\textsuperscript{203} \textit{Liber de Anima}, pp. 17–8.

\textsuperscript{204} \textit{Liber de Anima}, pp. 71, 74. \textsuperscript{205} Haugh (1973); Dvornik (1948).
treat the question of images. For Nicholas the question of the Roman
primacy was at stake, not least because Byzantine and Roman missionaries
were competing to convert the Bulgars. He emphasised the blasphemy of
the Byzantine government towards the papal office, and he went so far as to
instruct Michael not to call himself an emperor of the Romans ‘when you
don’t even understand the Latin language and for that reason call it
barbarous’. In 863 Nicholas summoned a synod, concerned with Illyria
and deposing Photius. Meanwhile the Byzantines had baptised Khan Boris,
and the emperor had condemned the pope for his support of Ignatius.
Nicholas challenged Michael, and Khan Boris appealed to Nicholas and
Louis the German for a patriarch for Bulgaria. A Byzantine synod in 864
denounced the heresies of the Frankish church, including priestly celibacy,
fasting in Lent and the use of the filioque formula. Greek missionaries in
Bulgaria attacked further Latin practices, including priestly shaving and the
practice of offering a lamb at the Easter Mass. An embassy from Nicholas
was forced to acknowledge Photius as patriarch of Constantinople. In 867
Nicholas wrote to East and West Frankish metropolitans asking for help
against Photius, who had presided at the council which had deposed
Nicholas and excommunicated all his followers. Photius was in contact with
the Emperor Louis II and the archbishop of Cologne, both hostile to the
pope. Nicholas appealed to Hincmar for a united protest of all the west
against those who contradicted the doctrine and practice of the church.

Hincmar defended the western church and the doctrine of the filioque. The
replies of Aeneas of Paris and Ratramn of Corbie to Hincmar’s request for a
defence of the western church are preserved. Aeneas saw the authority of
Constantinople as dependent on the primacy of Rome. He acknowledged
the need to fight enemies of the church and their poisons. In the reign of
Louis the Pious, Greece, which strove to be called mother of philosophers
and words, tried to distinguish true and false superstitions. East and west
contained just and reprobate mixed, but by free will humanity moved from
right to left. So it is no surprise that disputes had grown in Constantinople,
and the history of church councils show that heretics chiefly arose there.
Aeneas discussed the filioque and clerical celibacy, unction of priests and
bishops, fasting, beards and the supposed migration of the church to
Constantinople. Rome’s position was one of command; in Pseudo-Isidore
Aeneas found evidence that it was the pope who had convoked the first
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Council of Nicaea. Rome was the final arbiter of disputes; it judged but might not be judged. It taught, and learned from none. The status of Constantinople as an imperial city was irrelevant to the status of the Byzantine church: the translations of the empire and the creation of a New Rome were rejected. Instead, the Donation of Constantine showed that Rome had primacy over all other churches. Aeneas then offered a battery of quotations, chiefly from western authors, which supported his stance.

Ratramn’s Contra Grecorum Opposta is a more subtle work. He was concerned to defend the Roman church which Michael and Basil had attacked, and affirmed that bishops, not emperors, should debate. Emperors may discuss earthly laws but it is for bishops to consider divine dogmas. His first three books are on the filioque, the procession of the spirit. He treats the absurdity of Greek accusations about Latin use of chrism and the bringing of a lamb to Easter Mass. Book 11 objects to the ways laymen are making rules for the church.

The Greeks want to be the summit of all kingdoms and to change ecclesiastical laws. For Ratramn only the pope can hold universal councils. Chalcedon and the Emperor Leo show Rome’s supervisory role. The Greek emperors had no ecclesiastical function and therefore they should learn and not teach. The Constantinople Synod of 869, after the death of Nicholas and Michael III, praised Nicholas and condemned Photius, who dared to judge a pope. In 873 Photius and Basil were reconciled.

THE NATURE OF DEBATE

Carolingian theological debates were public; they took place at assemblies of bishops in the presence of rulers, and so the dogmas which they defined were the expression of a collective and a national faith. This is clearest in the debates against the Byzantine church about icons and the procession of the Holy Spirit, and in the stance of Nicholas I and his Frankish supporters against Photius. In the mission to the Bulgars eastern and western Christianity were in active competition. At St Gall Latin creeds were translated into Greek, and Carolingian scholars explored the Greek Scriptures. But such dialogue was very limited, and the hostile response to John the Scot’s mastery of the thought of Pseudo-Dionysius, Maximus the Confessor and Gregory of Nyssa confirmed the sense of divergence which the Iconoclast controversy had revealed. In part religious differences

expressed a political divergence, just as the Adoptionist debate had centred on the independence of the archbishop of Toledo, and decisions about Predestination had exploited tensions between the Frankish kingdoms of Charles the Bald and Lothar.221

Carololingian theology cannot be studied in isolation from this political background: the ruler was of necessity a theologian. Old Testament rulers and the Christian emperors were the models for sovereigns who spoke with God and guided their people. Alcuin reminded Elipand that Charlemagne was 'Catholic in faith, a king in power, a priest in preaching, a philosopher in liberal studies'. With his two swords he defended the church from heretics and from pagans. Similar language was used to Louis the Pious and to Charles the Bald.222

The methods of debate are the clearest evidence we have for the categories of Carolingian thought, and the ways in which it remains remote from us. Often argument proceeds from the assembling of quotations from patristic sources, which may extend to Bede. The quotations are not so much a monolithic block as a process of continual new beginnings, imposing a proper contemplation of the testimony of Scripture as it has been interpreted consistently by the church. This helps to explain why disputants rarely try to reconstruct their opponents' positions; instead they raid their works for quotations which, removed from their context, can be condemned as heresy.

The arguments which Carolingian thinkers formulated in order to refute one another might centre on the correct interpretation and use of texts, as we have seen in the debates on Predestination and the soul. Gottschalk, Hincmar, Ratramn and John quoted the Hypomnesticon as an authentic work of Augustine, but Prudentius and Florus both showed why it could not be authentic, both because it was not quoted by Possidius or in Augustine's Retractations, and because it ignored or contradicted Augustine's teachings on punishment.223

The Libri Carolini make use of logical writings by Boethius and Apuleius to apply logic to the question of whether what is held dear is adored, and frequently quote the account of the ten logical categories, attributed to Augustine.224 Charlemagne praised their use of syllogisms.225 Alcuin raised questions of method by his use of dialectic as well as patristic authority to refute Felix, and in his letter to Gisela he deployed dialectic interrogations to
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destroy the error of Adoptionist teaching.\textsuperscript{226} Claudius of Turin applied grammar to the terminology of image worship, and was attacked by the schoolmaster Dungal.\textsuperscript{227} In addition Gottschalk affirmed that the syllogism was a tool which he had received from God to refute his opponents.\textsuperscript{228} Florus attacked the false syllogisms by which John the Scot equated Predestination and foreknowledge. Ratramn attempted to proceed from clear definitions in his works on Predestination, the Eucharist and the soul.

Few of the texts of theological debates circulated widely but several of the manuscripts are heavily annotated by Carolingian readers.\textsuperscript{229} Notes in patristic manuscripts from Carolingian libraries show that the debates reached a wider audience, for readers have marked passages which treat of Predestination or the Eucharist or the virginity of Mary. In some cases it is possible to see how patristic dossiers were assembled, and autograph notes by Alcuin, Ratramn, Florus and Hincmar have been identified. Two Irish copies of the Greek text of the Gospels and Epistles have notes identifying passages which can be used to oppose him, and an Irish manuscript of Servius’ commentary on Virgil also has notes referring to Gottschalk, Ratramn and John the Scot. So the debates reached a learned audience beyond the participants. Beyond the monastery both Felix and Gottschalk had a wider circle of supporters, showing that theological ideas affected their society. Carolingian theological discussion was a recognition that the practices of the Christian church needed a fuller definition. Baptism and the Eucharist, the workings of penance and the intervention of saints and images and relics were all to be challenged from within the church. The rapid increase in the circulation and study of patristic writings provided a set of authorities to explain practice and dogma, and to preserve the vision of orthodoxy. But the debates with Rome over the \textit{filioque} and over images revealed the local features of this orthodoxy. The Christian world became articulate by recreating theological tradition. For many it was a painful process, but the issues at stake were nothing less than the relations between society and its vision of redemption.

CHAPTER 29

BOOK PRODUCTION IN THE CAROLINGIAN EMPIRE AND THE SPREAD OF CAROLINE MINUSCULE

David Ganz

If we were to inspect a beautiful writing somewhere, it would not suffice for us to praise the hand of the writer, because he formed the letters even, equal and elegant, if we did not also read the information he conveyed to us by those letters.

(Augustine in Iohannis Evangelium Tractatus, ed. R. Willems (CCSL 36), Turnhout (1954), xxiv, 2)

The reigns of Charlemagne and Louis the Pious saw a remarkable expansion in the copying of manuscripts throughout the Carolingian empire and a steady increase in uniformity about the choice of scripts in which texts were copied. Some 500 manuscripts survive from Merovingian Gaul copied before c. 750: some 7000 manuscripts survive copied in the Carolingian empire between c. 750 and 900. Without this expansion, patristic, classical and vernacular writings would not have been studied in the ninth century or read in our own. Because many of the kinds of books and the literary standards of the Roman empire, with its booksellers, law-schools and letter-writers, were replaced, most of our reconstruction of that earlier literary culture relies on extrapolation from stray references in hagiographical and other sources and scanty manuscript survivals. But since every Carolingian manuscript of an earlier text was a copy, to ignore the implications of the discarded exemplars is to misread this evidence. What is clear is that these exemplars were disparate. Only after the ninth century could readers in the lands of the Carolingian empire find a recognisable and accessibly uniform Latin word in the manuscripts which they used. The diversity of scripts which had characterised Europe in 700 was restricted by Carolingian policies. The choice of scripts, and the extent and nature of book production in Spain, Britain and southern Italy, serve as a reminder of what might have
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happened without the resources of Carolingian faith and Carolingian power.\(^2\) In those, diversity of letterforms, a wealth of cursive features, elaborate calligraphic virtuosity and very poor levels of orthography and Latinity go hand in hand with libraries which seldom owned as many as fifty volumes.

Our evidence for the manuscripts which could be used by Carolingian readers is twofold: manuscripts which have survived in whole or in part, and the few Carolingian catalogues of libraries.\(^3\) The earliest book catalogue from Würzburg, a cathedral founded in the 730s, can be dated to \(c. 800\).\(^4\) It lists thirty-six volumes, of which twenty still survive, copied at different times and places. They include a sixth-century bilingual manuscript of Acts in Greek and Latin, copied in southern Italy and used by Bede (\(CLA 251\)), a sixth-century Italian copy of Jerome on Ecclesiastes which had belonged to an Anglo-Saxon nunner (\(CLA 1430\)) and a manuscript of Augustine on the Trinity copied in the nunnery of Jouarre into which the catalogue was copied (\(CLA 252\)). Gregory’s Dialogues came from Lorsch, the Regula Pastoralis was copied at Mainz (\(CLA 1400\)), Juvenecus from Fulda. (Four titles on the list are noted as loans to Fulda and one to Holzkirchen.) So to assemble thirty-six books, even with a scriptorium working at the cathedral, manuscripts had to come from several places. Similarly Alcuin in 796 sought books from England for Tours. These books may be compared with the thirty-two books listed in the earliest Fulda catalogue.\(^5\) It is probable that Würzburg in 800 owned more books, including Irish copies of the Pauline Epistles and a grammar, copies in Insular script of Gregory on Ezekiel, Augustine on the Psalms (\(CLA 1419\)) and Isidore’s Synonyma.) Some 140 manuscripts and fragments from before the mid-ninth century survive from Würzburg, and most of them had been copied there. St Gall owned 395 works in 835, Reichenau’s catalogue listed some 400 volumes, Murbach some 300.\(^6\) The catalogue of Cologne cathedral library, dated to 833, lists 108 items.\(^7\) Where catalogues are missing, we depend on the evidence of surviving manuscripts for an estimate of the scale of book production. Some 350 Carolingian manuscripts survive from Tours, some 300 from Rheims (where there were several scriptoria, but also a disastrous fire in 1774), about 300 from Corbie, more than 100 from Freising, Salzburg and Lyons.\(^8\) There are only twenty-five manuscripts and fragments surviving from the great


\(^3\) For manuscripts, \(CLA\) and the works of Bischoff; for catalogues Lehmann (1917–) and Becker (1883); McKitterick (1989).

\(^4\) Bischoff and Hoffmann (1952), pp. 142–8.


\(^6\) Dekker (1891).

\(^7\) Bischoff (1990), p. 208.
Merovingian scriptorium of Luxeuil, and fewer pre-Carolingian manuscripts survive which were copied at St Gall, Fleury or Corbie.

This rapid expansion in library holdings throughout the empire between 790 and 840 depended on the widespread development of scriptoria which could supply the needs of libraries throughout the Carolingian realms. Bernhard Bischoff surveyed the centres of book production in the realm of Charlemagne, some of which produced over fifty surviving volumes. We know of writing centres at the palace, which influenced the scripts used at Metz, Lorsch and Weissenburg. Mainz, Echternach, Werden, Fulda, Hersfeld and Würzburg used the Insular scripts of Anglo-Saxon missionaries. Manuscripts copied under Charlemagne survive from Cologne and Trier. St Germain and St Denis were quick to develop excellent Caroline minuscule scripts, and volumes survive copied at both houses in the 790s. In Picardy books were copied at Amiens for the bishop, at Beauvais, Corbie and at St Riquier, most of whose extensive library has perished, and St Wandrille, where the abbey chronicle lists works copied for successive abbots. To the north the abbeys of St Amand, St Vaast and St Bertin, which obtained hunting rights to secure hides to bind its books, remained influential throughout the Carolingian age. The cathedral of Laon developed a distinctive minuscule script in the second half of the eighth century, which was replaced by Caroline minuscule. Rheims had a scriptorium by c. 800. Along the Loire the great scriptorium of Tours, where Insular scribes had worked, soon developed a majestic Caroline minuscule, and the many volumes copied there for export made that script influential as a standard throughout the empire. Further upstream, the cathedral of Orléans and the scriptorium of Micy copied for Archbishop Theodulf, and the abbey of Fleury supplemented its many late antique volumes, in fragments today, with a wide variety of scripts, some influenced by Irish and Breton practices. A handful of manuscripts copied in the reign of Charlemagne can be localised in Brittany.

In southern France the great library of Lyons, rich in superb late antique volumes, copied books for Archbishop Leidrad, who wrote to tell Charlemagne how he had augmented his library. Luxeuil revived its output, as did Autun. One or two volumes reveal the scriptoria at Bourges, St Claude in the Jura and Strasbourg. Several volumes copied in the reign of Charlemagne survive from the rich library at Murbach. To the southeast the great abbeys of St Gall and Reichenau on Lake Constance have preserved their substantial catalogues and holdings. Chur in eastern Switzerland had a distinctive local script with looped t. In Bavaria a Gospel Book survives
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from Augsburg with illustrations derived from a late antique model, while the monasteries of Stafelsee, Freising, Tegernsee, St Emmeram at Regensburg, Salzburg and Mondsee followed Insular scribal practices, though Salzburg was soon influenced by the scripts of St Denis and St Amand. In northern Italy, conquered by Charlemagne in 774, the ancient centres of Verona, Ravenna and Vercelli preserved some continuity of writing around a cathedral. Books may also be localised at Cividale, Novara, Ivrea, Aosta and the monasteries of Nonantola and Bobbio. Lucca was one of several Italian centres where books were copied in uncial scripts. Important uncial manuscripts were also copied in Rome and Perugia. In southern Italy Monte Cassino and Naples preserved independent traditions of Beneventan script. Series of charters from Chiusi, Lucca, Milan, Pavia, Piacenza, Pisa, Pistoia and Salerno preserve the cursive scripts used for recording property transactions, often the first scripts that Italian writers learned. The evidence of private documents from north of the Alps is almost entirely from the archives of St Gall, but a few Frankish documents reveal how much has been lost. The royal chancery also copied large numbers of charters, confirmations and judgements. In addition to localising manuscripts from these named centres, Bischoff has grouped other manuscripts copied in Charlemagne's reign on the grounds of their script, though those scripts cannot be localised to a centre. There were at least 650 monasteries north of the Alps. So the development of script under the Carolingians, like that of language or learning, depended on the diversity of energies of a vast periphery.

Production of books throughout the empire on such a scale required an increase in the number of scribes, and the formalisation of their training. Learning to write was often a new and unfamiliar skill, and scribes in their colophons compared it with other forms of toil, stressing the merits of their labour. 'The art of scribes is the hardest of arts. It is a difficult toil, it is hard to bend the neck and to plough the pages for three hours' (Anthologia Latina 11, xxvii). 'Three fingers write, but the whole body toils. Just as it is sweet for the sailor to reach harbour, so sweet is it for the writer to put the final letter on the page.'

Carolingian scriptoria developed a uniform script, Caroline minuscule, which could be used to copy texts in Greek, Latin, Old Irish, Old Saxon, and what we regard as the different dialects of German and Romance. This script was well proportioned, was fairly easy to learn to write competently and
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imposed clarity on the texts before a reader. This clarity is twofold: the letters are part of a uniform alphabet with no cursive letterforms and they seldom alter their shape, and a line of writing may use word separation, punctuation and other visual clues to convey information about how the text may be read. The script was so influential that some Irish scholars on the Continent adopted it in place of their own Irish scripts, and it came to replace Insular scripts in the Insular foundations at Würzburg, Fulda, Mainz and in Bavaria. In the tenth and eleventh centuries it was introduced into Spain and England, Hungary and Iceland.

To learn this new script was a difficult process, for the technique of using a quill requires precision and some training in reading and forming the strokes of letters. Letters and syllables were often taught in a crude basic script, which survives in signatures to charters and in pentrials, before the scribe learned formal bookscripts by imitating the writing of a master. On entry into a monastery monks needed to be able to sign their names and the abbey of St Gall preserves the volume in which this was done, the best evidence for the range of skills and alphabets in use in one community. The monks copied a promise of obedience and stability to God and his saints, starting with a simple cross. After the first seven pages, copied by one scribe, several other scribes with cruder letterforms each write their own profession or a group of professions and the range of ligatures and letterforms can vary greatly. Some of the monks seem to have had little formal training in writing and use an ill-cut pen to write their names.

When learning to write the beginner first learned simple penstrokes, then letters and syllables, then mnemonic verses which used the complete alphabet, and all of these often survive in the pentrials of scribes testing a pen or a fresh batch of ink. The separate strokes of a letter might be given names. Often manuscripts preserve passages which the master wrote to start a page or a quire as a model for a less skilled scribe. A volume from Tegernsee (CLA 1252) has eleven passages by the master scribe Dominicus, which set the standard for a group of unskilled scribes who have difficulty forming letters and use few ligatures. Such models are found in manuscripts from Lorsch (Oxford Bodleian Library, Laud Misc. 130, fol. 3r, Laud Misc. 132, and Laud Misc. 141) and at Salzburg, in Salzburg St Peter Stiftsbibl. a vn 33 and Clm 5508, where the main scribe, trained in France, is followed by several pupils who write much shorter stints (CLA 1247). In Leiden, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit Voss. Lat. Q 108, a Weissenburg copy of Jerome-Gennadius, a scribe who is learning writes short passages

19 For plates of pentrials, compare Ganz (1990), plate 13; Bischoff (1981), plate xviii.
20 Leiden BPL 135.
21 Clm 6233; Bischoff (1981b), plate 10.
22 Bischoff (1980).
on fols. 44r–v, 52–53v, and 60–60v. The master scribes, like Dominicus at Tegernsee, Adalandus at Weissenburg23 or Adalbaldus at Tours, and many others whose names are lost, developed their local styles of Caroline minuscule, which make it possible to localise manuscripts copied at different centres. At St Gall distinctive fr and fu ligatures were used, at Rheims the steep a, triangular ascenders at Mainz, distinctive ra and oru ligatures at St Amand, the half-uncial g at Tours. Elsewhere characteristic punctuation marks or abbreviations identify a scriptorium.

The hallmark of a scriptorium is a shared scribal discipline: most scribes are trained to write alike, using the same sequence of penstrokes to form letters and abbreviations, and the parchment on which they write is ruled and assembled according to a house style. The verse tituli for the scriptorium written by Alcuin and prayers for the scriptorium in the Gregorian Sacramentary see the scribal discipline as a part of monastic discipline. ‘May those who copy the pronouncements of the holy law and the hallowed sayings of the saintly Fathers sit here. Here let them take care not to insert their vain words, lest their hands make mistakes through such foolishness. Let them resolutely strive to produce emended texts and may their pens fly along the correct path.’24 The scriptorium was a place where a group of scribes shared standards of correct writing. The scribes at St Riquier were urged to keep the law of blessed Benedict night and day as they ‘ploughed the sacred books’.25 Apart from a three-line composition by Isidore of Seville these tituli are the earliest examples of verses composed for the scriptorium. The blessing for the scriptorium urged the scribes to grasp the sense of the Scripture which they copied. To do this involved a shared discipline of book production and common attitude to written language.

We know very little about the layout of a Carolingian scriptorium. Hildemar said that ‘the tools of scribe are pen, reed, penknife, razor, pumice, parchment and other things like these, with which a book is made’.26 The Carolingian plan of a monastery preserved at St Gall shows a scriptorium with a central table and seven writing desks beside six windows. More than seven monks may well have been writing in the scriptorium at the same time, for we know that scribes used portable desks.27 Bruckner estimated the number of scribes at St Gall as twenty-one from 750 to 770, eighty under Abbot Waldo, and around 100 under Abbot Gozberet, when some seventy volumes were copied.28 There were around 100 scribes active at Corbie between 770 and 830. Occasionally colophons reveal how long it took to copy a manuscript. In 793 at St Gall the twenty-three folios of the Lex

Alemannorum were copied in two days (CLA 950). In 823, Augustine’s commentary on the Epistle of John, Clm 14437, 109 leaves of twenty lines was copied by two Regensburg scribes in seven days. The 182 leaves of thirty-two lines of Valenciennes 59 were copied in 806 from 1 July to 4 August. A manuscript of canons of 218 leaves, Clm 5508 (CLA 1247), was copied over 146 days at Salzburg, at a rate of 2½ pages per day. A manuscript of saints’ Lives of 291 leaves (Brussels 8216–18) was copied by a Regensburg scribe in 819 during the campaign against the Avars from 2 June to 12 September. While the quality of the script might deteriorate, it seems reasonable to assume that a skilled scribe could copy up to seven pages of twenty-five lines in a day.

The supply of parchment for such a project might vary from the excellent uniform white leaves of Tours Bibles copied from 830 to 860 to the crude skins with holes in them and hair still attached found in several eighth-century manuscripts. At Corbie the sheep on the abbey’s estates were tithed and the tithed sheep were kept in ten flocks at the abbey, controlled by a master. There was also a lay parchmentmaker, as at Bobbio. A two-month-old lamb skin measures 300 x 600 mm, large enough to make a bifolium. While most Carolingian manuscripts were copied on sheepskin the earliest books copied at Lorsch were copied on calf, as were many Insular volumes. Goat was used at Chelles and Echternach and in early books from Corbie and St Gall. The earliest St Gall charters were copied on sheep, but goat and calf were used from 760 and the parchment was probably surplus scraps from the stock prepared for the copying of books. Parchment was prepared by soaking the skin in lime for three days to remove the fat, scraping it and then letting the skin dry under tension. A St Gall colophon suggests that some scribes prepared their own parchment for writing (MGH Poet. iv, p. 314). At Corbie in the mid-ninth century the flesh side of the parchment was uppermost at the outside of the quire into which the pages were assembled; elsewhere the hair side was uppermost. Ruling of the lines for writing might be done so that the impression was always on the hair side, with a ridge on the flesh side, or both hair and flesh sides might be grooved and ridged. These different practices serve to identify different centres. The need for a steady supply of parchment was reflected in substantial expansion of pastoral farming on monastic estates, and improved systems of monastic rent. In his commentary on the Rule of St Benedict written c. 840 Hildemar describes a book of thirty sheets of parchment which was to be sold for 60 denarii. The survey detailing the estates of the abbey of Prüm

values a young pig at 4 denarii and a sheep with its fleece at 15 denarii. So a small Carolingian manuscript might be the equivalent in price of fifteen pigs or four mature sheep, or of 120 days of work on the Rheims estates, though to produce it needed thirty sheepskins.

Not only did parchment vary; not all scribes who wrote on it were equal. In 789 Charlemagne decreed that liturgical manuscripts, Gospel Books, Psalters and missals be copied by those of mature age, and written carefully. In 805 Charlemagne ordered that ‘scribes not write badly’, and Louis the Pious wanted the decrees of his reform council of 816 ‘copied clearly and openly, lest they be corrupted by the error of the scribe or abridged by anyone’. Scribal norms were also social norms: ‘correcting errors, removing what is superfluous, affirming the right’ were what Charlemagne urged on his clergy in 789.

Hildemar states that if the books readers use have errors or are not properly punctuated, then the lector reading during the office need not be punished for mistakes in reading. A brother was to stand beside the lector to correct him. Abbot Maurdrum of Corbie, in the colophon in a volume of his Bible, the earliest datable example of Caroline minuscule, said that he commissioned the book for the love of God and for the convenience of readers (Amiens BM 11, CLA 707). That convenience depended on clarity of script and layout, the quality of the text, and ideas of how written language could guide the reader.

Scribal colophons often ask pardon for the errors of the scribe. The head of the scriptorium often corrected texts himself and the inscription requisitum est, meaning collated with the original, is found at the ends of the quires of several Tours Bibles and other Tours manuscripts, along with evidence that the text has been corrected. At Salzburg the monk Baldo corrected biblical commentaries, added texts to manuscripts of letters by Augustine, Jerome and Alcuin, and supplied glosses to Boethius and Alcuin’s treatises on the Trinity. In addition he wrote the Salzburg Annals, an account of how Charlemagne conquered and ruled Bavaria. At Corbie the librarian Hadoard corrected the texts of Cicero’s philosophical writings before a Corbie copy was made, and also corrected Augustine’s City of God. At Ferrières Lupus edited classical authors, noting variant readings and revising word division. Elsewhere correctors are often anonymous, but sometimes proved excellent textual critics like Lupus.

Copying texts might involve the transformation of the exemplar being
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copied. In Carolingian copies word division was often emphasised, in contrast to Merovingian scripts where ligatures might link letters from different words, or late antique manuscripts where the lack of word division caused errors in transcription. The library of the University of Leiden owns two manuscripts of the Natural History of Pliny the Elder. Voss. lat. F. 61 (CLA 1580) of 130 folios contains books xxi–xxxii, a portion of a volume copied at a centre in northeastern France close to the court, and Lipsius 7 of 377 folios contains a complete text copied by scribes trained at Murbach and Luxeuil. Fols. 214–377 of the Lipsius manuscript copy the whole of the Vossianus manuscript (the first half of the text is now in Paris). The Vossianus was corrected before it was copied, and then corrected again in the ninth century. By placing these volumes side by side we can see how scribes copied an exemplar. To copy a difficult text quickly it was split into quires which were assigned for copying, and both the finished copy and the exemplar were extensively corrected. The Lipsius copy of the nineteen quires of Vossianus is the work of at least ten scribes, who copy one or more quires, or finish the quires begun by other scribes. In order to avoid mistakes, they copy slavishly, column by column. Fols. 232–4 are exact copies of fol. 19v – 21v. Fols. 81–8 corresponded to fols. 292–9. Fol. 103 is exactly copied on Fol. 314r. At times the scribe alters the size of script he is using, compressing at the ends of quires lest they run over and cause problems for the scribe who is copying the next quire, who was probably working at the same time. Word division, in a difficult technical text with unfamiliar vocabulary, presented problems to all scribes. Confusion of letters produces *fontem* for *pontem*, *aquartheopompus* for *aquas theopompus*, *hannibale* and *ham nabelem*.

In order to tackle the problems involved in copying at this level, scribes had to master Latin grammar. The major Carolingian scriptoria were quick to copy collections of grammatical texts and of treatises on spelling, which not only served as reference works for teaching correct Latinity, but also provided the standards for the analysis of language which were a part of the clarity of Caroline minuscule. Bede’s and Alcuin’s works on orthography each survive in a dozen Carolingian copies from Auxerre, Corbie, Freising, Fulda, Luxeuil, Lyons, Monte Cassino, St Gall and Salzburg.

The Life of Benedict of Aniane, who reformed Benedictine monasticism throughout the Carolingian empire, tells how he trained cantors, taught lectors, had grammarians and those skilled in the science of the scriptures, and how he assembled a multitude of books (Adrevald, *Vita Benedicti*, c. 1846). The Aachen reform council of 816 required that monks should learn
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the Psalter and hymns by heart, and then read the Rule and the liber comitis, and then the Bible and those who expounded it. After they had mastered these they could proceed to the art of literature and to spiritual flowers. Hildemar recommends that pupils read the expositions of those doctors in whose books no error is found, that is, Augustine and Gregory or Ambrose and other Catholic Fathers. Writing and teaching went hand in hand. The Carolingian schools needed libraries where texts on the liberal arts or on exegesis or anthologies of grammatical texts were systematically assembled. Charlemagne also assembled books in his palace library, and Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald continued this practice. Lectors, grammarians and books taught the skills which scribes needed.

Early medieval grammar defines the relationship between the voice and the letter, and definitions of grammar reveal Carolingian attitudes to written language. Letters had a shape (figura), a name and the sound to which the letter referred (potestas). Another grammar in Leiden, BPL 135, notes that some add anima, virtus and cor (spirit, strength and heart) to this list. A grammar copied at Charlemagne's court asked: What are letters, in meaning or power or shape?

The four functions of grammar are reading, pronunciation, correction and judgement. Reading is correct pronunciation according to the requirements of meaning and accent. The four parts of reading are accent, discretio, pronunciation and modulation. Accent is the correct pronunciation of each syllable, short or long. Discretio is the clear rendering of confused meanings. Pronunciation is a proper and appropriate rendering of the people to whom the words refer, the sobriety of an old man, the bravery of a youth or the tenderness of a woman. Modulation is an artificial inflection to make speech more pleasant. Narration is the description of everything, or the explanation of obscure meanings. Emendation is the correction of the errors of poets or historians. Judgement is the approval of what is well said.

This text derives from the late antique grammars of Victorinus and Audax and is transmitted by the Northumbrian Anonymous ad Cuimanum (CLA 1452), a text annotated at Murbach in the Carolingian age and quoted by Hildemar in his commentary on the Rule of St Benedict. In a poem which prefaces his edition of the Bible, Alcuin said, 'Whoever as a reader in church reads in the sacred body of this book the high words of God, distinguishing the meanings, the truth, the cola and commata with his voice, let him pronounce as the accent sounds.' And to enable the reader to distinguish and convey the meanings of the text, the scribes had to clarify those meanings by their methods of laying out and punctuating the
text. Carolingian scribes wrote texts to be read aloud. In the poems of the calligraphers at Charlemagne's court words flow, shine, echo and resound.

Carolingian writers were aware of the complexities involved in creating an extensive written culture. Anglo-Saxon bookriddles were widely copied on the Continent, and explore the mysteries of letters, which are described as 'offering sweet cups to thirsty lips and serving dainty dishes on snowwhite tables'. 'The tears of the pen fill the arid furrows'. We quickly and silently give our ready words' (Aldhelm Riddle 30). The quill 'travels a narrow path over white-glowing fields, leaving black footprints along the shining way, covering the bright fields with my blackened windings' (Riddle 59). Aldhelm also wrote of the bookchest filled with divine words, but denied the gift of understanding (Riddle 89).

A Lorsch riddle describes how and why words appeared on the page: 'As the white virgin sows her black tears she leaves black traces in the white fields leading to the shining halls of starry heaven.' It is no accident that these riddles were used to teach verse composition, involving grammar and pronunciation.

This awareness of the novelty and mystery of written language was explored in reflections on language and memory. A Carolingian grammar copied at the court of Charlemagne asks: 'For what purpose were letters invented? For the renewing of memory so that all you wish may be said, because of the variety of language memory grew weak and letters were invented.' An early medieval commentary on the Creed explains 'that the Creed is better remembered if it is not written down for what is safely written down is not reviewed every day, but what you daily fear you may forget is reviewed every day'. This constant reviewing and ruminating of texts was replaced by copying books in which a passage might be located and referred to. Carolingian texts have marginal indexes listing topics or rare vocabulary. Following Bede, Carolingian exegetes identified the sources which they quoted by placing the authors' names in the margin. (Lazy scribes often left them out.) This was a new way of reading, in which the text became an authority, rather than a partner in dialogue or a spur to a spiritual progress or prayer.

The act of writing could also serve as a form of meditation on the text being copied and this underlines much Carolingian thought about the scribe. Cassiodorus saw each word as a blow against the devil. Hraban Maur wrote a poem to abbot Eigil of Fulda about how in copying the law of God, 'the fingers joy in writing, the eyes in seeing and the mind
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turns over the mystical words of God in meaning' (MGH Poet. 11, p. 186). A treatise on letters gives a symbolic meaning to the number of strokes which make up the letter, so that A represents the Trinity, B the Old and New Testaments, C the ever open church, and so forth.\(^{59}\)

For the Spanish theologian Beatus the letter of Scripture was identified with the Body of Christ: 'What is read by the tongue, what is understood in syllables, what sounds in the ears and is heard by men, all this is a body, all this is a book. The letter is the body of Christ, in reading and hearing it is eaten. No book is without letters and no letter without understanding.'\(^{60}\) Isidore in his *Libri Sententiarum* III, xiv 8–9 praised silent reading: 'The understanding is more fully instructed when the voice of the reader is silent.'

As well as a new sense of a corporate endeavour in the scriptorium and discussion of the attitudes to written language which readers and scribes shared, the Carolingian achievement involved the widespread use of a standard minuscule script which replaced the variety of scripts in use across western Europe in the eighth century. By 750 a few writing centres had developed distinctive scripts, some of which were stylised calligraphic achievements, but most writing was in undistinguished scripts, crude uncialls or minuscules rich in ligatures which made the shape of any letter vary greatly. Spelling is confused 'e' and 'i', 'o' and 'u' and 'b' and 'v' seem interchangeable and 'ci' replaces 'ti'.\(^{61}\) There were seldom fixed canons of script, in part because few centres attained the level of organisation or continuity such developments entailed. Outside these few centres scripts were simplified, and letters were written separated, with infrequent ligatures. Such simplifications prepared the path for diverse minuscule scripts, found at Tours by c. 730, in the early charters of St Gall, in Bavaria from c. 770. But in these centres minuscule is often combined in the same volume with cursive, half-uncial and uncial scripts; there is no sense of a normative script shared by all the scribes. Rand identified twenty-three different minuscule hands in the 226 folios of a Tours manuscript copied around 730 (CLA 530) and eight uncial, three half-uncial and at least ten minuscule hands in the 138 folios of a slightly later Tours manuscript (CLA 682).\(^{62}\)

The success of such minuscule scripts depended on scribal discipline, but did not require the calligraphic skills needed to master the distinctive scripts used at Luxeuil, Laon, Chelles or Corbie, or the verve of Insular minuscule. Caroline minuscule had a roundness and a clarity and discipline which secured its triumph throughout the Carolingian empire, from the Pyrenees to Salzburg. Written with a slanted pen, and with few strokes used to form
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each letter, it was easier to learn than other contemporary scripts. Because it
required limited calligraphic skills, it was possible to create a large skilled
labour force to produce many books quickly, akin to the slaves who had
copied most books in the early Roman empire. In Byzantium at the end of
the eighth century a minuscule script was also developed to meet the need to
communicate and disseminate ideas, as the instrument of a new culture.63

Carolingian scribes used enlarged letters to indicate the start of a new
section, and punctuation marks to guide the reader in different kinds of
graded pause and in recognising questions. In some scriptoria word division
at line ends followed the teaching of classical grammarians. Consistent and
accurate formation of letters ensured a certainty of deciphering, and made it
easier to read a text. The ideal of invariable forms for the same letter was
developed by Insular scribes, who also developed a set of punctuation marks
graded so that a more important pause had a greater number of marks. The
abbreviations for *tus* and *tur* were separated. The question mark was
invented in the reign of Charlemagne. Beyond these graphic aids, legibility
was enhanced by a degree of word separation, and clearer spacing between
lines to emphasise ascending and descending strokes. Words were seldom
separate but were grouped by the reader into conceptual units, such as
*sermodomini* (for *sermo domini*, the word of the Lord) or *intelligibilest* for
*intelligibil est* in a Rheims copy of Hilary on the Trinity made from an uncial
exemplar in which there was no word separation. Close packing of
individual letters made words more readable.64

In addition to letterforms and punctuation, a hierarchy of different scripts
enabled the reader to identify titles of works or sections, or the opening, the
contents or the end of the text. In the complete Bibles copied at Tours, this
hierarchy was lavishly deployed. It drew on a command of classical scripts,
capitals, rustic capitals, uncial and half-uncials, a willing acceptance and
mastery of the legacy of scripts transmitted by late antique manuscripts at
the same time as scribes abandoned the strivings towards cursive minuscules
and the crude versions of uncial and half-uncial which had characterised pre-
Carolingian scripts in Gaul and Italy.

The discovery of late antique manuscripts transformed standards of book
production.65 A letter of Lupus of Ferrières asked Einhard for the uncial
scripts constructed according to ancient models by the royal scribe Bertca-
dus,66 and excellent capitals and uncial are found on title pages, prefaces and
the openings of the Gospels, probably influenced by the lettering of Roman
inscriptions. (Examples are the Metz Gospels, BN lat. 9388 with elegant
tapering strokes in N, M, V and very open spacing, lucidity and serenity, or
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the capitals in Donatus on Virgil, Vat. reg. lat. 1484.) In the Bible of Tours
incipits occupy several lines in pen-written square capitals, followed by
unciais for the opening lines of the book of the Bible. Explicitis are always in
rustic capitals with a steep pen angle. Chapters begin on a new line, with an
initial in the margin. Prologues are copied entirely in half-uncial. Red ink is
used for the capitals in the text, for theincipit or explicit, and for initials at
the start of a book.67 The revival of half-uncial to set off the opening lines of
a text was also practised at St Amand and St Germain. But if these systems of
scripts are compared with the Insular scripts used in Anglo-Saxon centres
on the Continent like Echternach, Mainz, Werden, Fulda and Hersfeld, and
influential at Lorsch, Salzburg, Freising and Regensburg, the degree of
individual virtuosity attained by the scribe is much less. The grace of
Caroline minuscule depended on a discipline of learned conventions about
the shapes of letters and the layout of the page: Insular scribes could see such
rules as a starting-point for their own creative talent.

To see the result of these changes it is worth looking at the copying of a
single text at a single scriptorium. The great Bibles of Tours were copied
from 800, and were among the earliest single- or two-volume complete
Bibles. It is remarkable that the same scriptorium was able to copy two
complete Bibles every year for more than half a century. Alcuin’s prefatory
poems make it clear how these Bibles were to be used. ‘It should be in t’ e
church for the readers … I pray you take care of the reading, so that you
resound the heavenly words of God with the right meaning and the great
reward of Christ will remain for you’ (Alcuin, Carmen 6668). So Tours Bibles
are community books, read aloud for the praise of Christ. To copy a Tours
Bible required some 215–25 skins, measuring 760 x 525 mm. This format
was a marked improvement on the 460–515 leaves used for the Wearmouth-
Jarrow pandects, and though the size of the sheet was larger, the total
number of leaves was less than in the multivolume Carolingian Bibles of
Corbie, St Gall, Freising or Würzburg. This single- or two-volume Bible
was a new format, adopted by many Carolingian centres; it had been used at
Metz and at Reichenau before 800, and by Theodulf of Orléans, who had at
least eight copies of his small three-column 61-line Bible (CLA 576, 768).69
While the Tours pandects did not replace other copies or texts of the
Vulgate, there is evidence of Tours texts being collated to improve the
biblical text across the Carolingian empire. Forty-six Bibles and eighteen
Gospel Books have survived from before 853, only three Bibles and seven
Gospel Books from c. 854–900. This shows the effect of Viking attacks in

68 MGH Poet. 1, p. 285.
853, 872 and 902, when St Martin’s was burned. The Tours scriptorium was copying to supply the needs of a community of libraries.70

The number of scribes in Tours Bibles has not yet been studied. Bruckner distinguished twenty-four in Moutier Grandval often writing very similar script, Rand found sixteen in BN lat. 11514, twelve in the surviving portion of BN lat. 68, twelve in Harley 2805, eight in BN lat. 3, and six in Zurich. But other Bibles in Berne and Paris seem to have only one or two scribes. The labour force varied as more scribes were trained, and as speed of production became important.

As the copying advanced, the scribes of Tours refined their script, and by the 830s ligatures between ‘r’ and following letters are rare, and open ‘a’ is no longer used. At the ends of quires scribes often had to compress the text they were copying to fit the text into a predetermined format, because other scribes had already begun the following section in a fresh quire. The Gospels and Pauline Epistles frequently begin a new page or quire. The ruling of these quires is remarkably standard in its measurements. Such standardisation meant that scribes knew how much parchment would be needed for each section of text, and so the task of copying a complete Bible could be easily divided among scribes.71

Tours Bibles were seen as royal Bibles and as normative Bibles, and Tours Bibles and Gospel Books were presented to emperors and to their relatives. Charles the Bald and Lothar each owned Bibles later presented to Metz and Prüm. Charlemagne’s grandson Rorigo, Lothar’s brother-in-law Liutfrid and at least two royal archchancellors owned Bibles. It is hard to believe that they were not produced for specific foundations, or for individual prelates. Like lesser books they could easily fit into a network of patronage and gift-giving beyond their literary merit. The great Carolingian Bibles are not only lavishly decorated and illustrated, they contain poems in which the book, the true wisdom of eternal life, and the ruler for whom each is copied, are celebrated. The scribe is to rejoice as he lays down his pen like the sailor safe home, snatched from the savage waves (MGH Poet. 1, p. 284, compare 1, p. 293; III, p. 254).

Tours also produced at least fifteen copies of a collection of texts concerning St Martin, the patron of Tours, which were exported to Corbie, Metz, St Amand and Regensburg. St Amand produced sacramentaries for Le Mans, Chelles, Tours, St Denis, Rheims, St Germain and Sens.72 Here one centre controlled production. For other widely circulated texts created in the Carolingian age, such as the homiliaries of Paul the Deacon, the

70 Fischer (1985); Ganz (1994) and McKitterick (1994).
71 This section draws on the study of Tours Bibles in Paris, London, Munich, Wolfenbüttel, Trier, Chapel Hill and Yale.
72 McKitterick (1990).
Dionysio-Hadriana (a collection of church councils and papal decrees presented by Pope Hadrian to Charlemagne), copies of the Lex Salica and of Ansegisus’ collection of Frankish capitularies, and computistical texts, copying depended on finding an exemplar.\(^73\)

Bede’s *De Temporum Ratione*, composed in 725, established the western calendar of the church. It survives in two Insular copies sent from Wearmouth-Jarrow to German monasteries (*CLA* 1233, 1822), three Continental copies made before c. 795 (*CLA* 1398, 1413), eleven copies or excerpts made between 795 and 820, thirty-six chapters and excerpts made between c. 820 and 850, and twenty-nine copies and excerpts made before 900. This rapid dissemination shows how a standard text could be created. Many copies are glossed, some in German or Old Irish (*CLA* 1511). But the surviving manuscripts cannot represent the full diffusion of the text, for in many cases we have multiple copies from the same major library. Cologne, Lorsch, St Gall, Auxerre and Trier each owned two copies by 830, Fulda, Corbie and Reichenau all had three copies.\(^74\) Major scriptoria could supply the needs of their monastic schools, and pupils could get textbooks when they needed to use computus either at school or if they became bishops.

Merovingian Gaul and Anglo-Saxon England seem to have been satisfied with a few large monastic and cathedral libraries, as at Lyons or Wearmouth-Jarrow, and many others which may not even have owned all of the books of the Bible — libraries where meditation was more important than erudition. The expansion of Carolingian libraries owed much to Charlemagne’s educational vision and to Louis the Pious’ reform of monastic life. Charlemagne wanted homiliaries and sacramentaries for the churches of the empire. Scribes were also needed to record legislation, property transactions and taxation. Certain texts were copied to meet the needs of those redefining religious orthodoxy. Because texts were not copied by chance, it is worth exploring the reasons why they were copied.

The increase in book production in the Carolingian period ensures the preservation of certain texts which seem not to have been used in the seventh and eighth centuries. The Carolingians secured their classical and patristic heritage. There are no Merovingian manuscripts of Virgil. Carolingian copies are the earliest witnesses for the philosophical and rhetorical works of Cicero, the works of Caesar, the poems of Lucretius, Horace, Martial and Statius and the illustrated manuscripts of Terence and of the astronomical poem *Aratea*.\(^75\) These works were not copied in the seventh century. Carolingian copies are the earliest witnesses for the late antique writings of Boethius and Martianus Capella, which were soon studied in

\(^{73}\) Bühler (1986); McKitterick (1990).  
\(^{74}\) Stevens (1983).  
\(^{75}\) Bischoff *et al.* (1989).
manuscripts with wide margins ruled for glosses. In place of the syllabic shorthand used in France and Italy, the late antique dictionary of some 15,000 shorthand words, the Commentarium Notarum Tironianum, was copied at Rheims, Corbie, St Amand (CL.A 1132), Tours, St Germain, Auxerre and other Frankish centres. Shorthand made it possible to record Charlemagne's views on the Libri Carolini, to write extensive commentaries on classical and patristic texts and to draft letters and charters.  

There was some revival of the study of Greek, especially at St Gall, where portions of the Carolingian liturgy were translated into Greek, and bilingual manuscripts of the Psalter, the Gospels and the Pauline Epistles were copied, together with the only Greek–Latin grammar of late antiquity. Elsewhere scholars attempted to compose verses in Greek, and to assemble glossaries and paradigms of Greek declensions, using late antique materials created for Greeks studying Latin. They also copied bilingual conversation exercises, chiefly fables and descriptions of elementary school, but including an epitome of Homer. Greek alphabets might be used by clever scribes: only at St Gall, Auxerre and Laon did people try to learn it, and only John Scottus was able to translate Greek texts well.

Carolingian expansion aided similar developments in the copying of patristic texts. Both Bede and Hraban Maur had composed their commentaries in part because of the scarcity of elaborate commentaries such as Ambrose on Luke or Jerome on the Prophets. Hraban's commentaries were not widely copied in Francia because their sources were available as a result of the expansion of monastic libraries. In the East Frankish kingdom they circulated more: Hraban was the friend of more abbots and bishops, and their libraries, further from the court, often had not had access to exemplars which circulated in the west. His De Clericorum Institutione survives in copies from Fulda, Regensburg (one copy was sent to St Gall), Salzburg, Trier, Reichenau and the region of Tours. In contrast, major works of patristic theology often required more parchment to be copied, and their circulation depended on the discovery of an exemplar and the desire of a Carolingian reader to use it. Hilary's treatise on the Trinity was copied at Rheims from a sixth-century exemplar kept at St Denis when Hincmar needed to refute Gottschalk, and at Reichenau Gottschalk found a copy made from a Verona exemplar. Jerome's Questions on Genesis survive in two mid-eighth-century Corbie copies and sixteen ninth-century copies. There are no early copies of his commentary on Ezekiel, but in the ninth century it was at Corbie, Fleury, Cologne, Regensburg, Lyons, St Gall and Rheims. Carolingian copies of the commentary on Daniel survive from Verona, Trier, Corbie, Freising, St
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Book production and the spread of Caroline minuscule

Gall and Regensburg, but no earlier witnesses are known. Ambrose’s Commentary on Luke was available in a sixth-century copy at Bobbio which was copied at St Gall in the ninth century, at Corbie in the 760s, at Boulogne, Freising and Lorsch. Even Augustine on the Psalms, which was too long to be copied without substantial resources, seems to have first crossed the Alps in the eighth century. Insular scribes made copies preserved at Würzburg, and there were Merovingian copies at Luxeuil and Lyons, but it was the Carolingian copies from Corbie and Chelles (copied for Cologne), Rheims, Laon, Fulda, Reichenau, Weissenburg, Lorsch, Regensburg and St Amand (for Salzburg) which ensured that the work circulated. Augustine’s Confessions survive in two sixth-century Italian manuscripts and fourteen ninth-century witnesses, from Auxerre, Tours, Weissenburg, Lyons and the Loire, and other centres. The De Doctrina Christiana survives in a North African volume dating from before 426 and in a fragment from Bobbio (CLA 1613, 343 and 356) and in fifteen Carolingian manuscripts. A copy at Charlemagne’s court was the exemplar for copies from Cologne, Lyons, St Riquier and the court of Louis the Pious; Würzburg and Lorsch copied a further exemplar. But such texts did not reach wide audiences outside these major centres: Carolingian book production never supplied the ‘general reader’ except as a reader of the liturgy.

New kinds of text were also created: Otfrid in the monastery of Weissenburg in Alsace copied psalters and books of the Bible which had an extensive marginal gloss. The Irish had done this to explain words: Carolingian glossed biblical texts expounded the spiritual meaning, just as glossed texts of Virgil and Christian poets had done. The development of anthologies of grammatical texts, of the Christian epic poets, of collections of the works of church Fathers, rather than epitomes and digestes, and of glossed texts of Scriptures and glossed manuscripts of pagan and Christian poets all represent not merely an expansion but a transformation of the Merovingian library. In many cases they reflect the presence of teachers: glosses to Bede’s computistical works, to Prudentius, Martianus Capella or Boethius circulated from master to master, sometimes independently of the texts which they explained. As learning became more systematic the fixed text could be adorned with the various accessories of glosses and commentary as master and pupils decided. This made manuscripts harder to copy, for the layout was more complex, and the needs of one teacher were trivial for another.

We may contrast the growth of the library at Corbie, a Merovingian royal monastery which has preserved many of its early manuscripts, with the new foundation of Lorsch. At Corbie, the minuscule script which developed under Abbot Maurdrannus (c. 771–80) and his successor Adalhard (781–826) was regular, with few variant letterforms. In a large format it could be majestic, enhanced by title pages with large display capitals in red, green, blue and violet, often in alternating lines of colour. The script was used for a major increase in the library’s holdings, in part the result of the friendships which Adalhard made at court. He knew Alcuin, Paul the Deacon and Angilbert of St Riquier, and he was Charlemagne’s cousin, entrusted with the government of Italy, where he became a friend of Pope Leo III. The library copied commentaries on almost every book of the Bible, including the multivolume commentary by Augustine on the Psalms, as well as Gospel and Epistle lectionaries, works of Alcuin, and the Dionysius-Hadriana. In addition, works of theology by Augustine, Hilary and Ambrose, Cassiodorus’ commentary on the Psalms, Gregory’s Regula Pastoralis, Cassian’s Collationes and works on grammar and computus were copied — a total of over sixty volumes. By the end of Louis the Pious’ reign the library had doubled these holdings, with over 120 volumes. The Corbie theologians Paschasius Radbertus and Ratramn were using these books to define the Eucharist and the soul, to expound the Gospel of Matthew, and to praise dead abbots in fitting prose.

Lorsch’s earliest manuscripts are copied in a script close to the round minuscule used by calligraphers at Charlemagne’s court but with Anglo-Saxon display scripts and initials. Abbot Richbod of Lorsch was a friend of Alcuin, educated at court, and probably chose his models there. The texts he wanted include Hegesippus, Jerome (letters and treatises and the Commentary on Matthew), Augustine’s De Consenso Evangelistarum, De Genesi ad Litteram (copied from a Luxeuil exemplar), Iohannis’ Evangelium Tractatus, Julius Pomerius’ De Vita Contemplativa, and Cassian and medical texts. For history Lorsch owned Josephus, Eusebius-Rufinus, Orosius, Gregory of Tours and Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica. To learn Latin, two anthologies of Insular and late antique grammarians were completed by Bede and Aldhelm on metre. Richbod’s successor Adalung (804–37) was abbot of Lorsch and of St Vaast. During his abbacy the earlier script was modified as scribes trained elsewhere co-operated in copying, variant letterforms were eliminated, and uncial became the standard display script. Major works of theology were now copied: Hilary on the Trinity, Augustine’s De Civitate Dei and Gregory’s Moralia, together with Isidore’s Etymologiae and Pris-

cian's grammar. Commentaries include Bede on Ezra and on Proverbs, Hesychius on Leviticus, Jerome on Ecclesiastes and the Pauline Epistles, Arnobius on the Psalter, and a complete large-format two-volume Bible. Lorsch also copied some ten manuscripts in a script used at St Vaast. This diversity was not matched by the kind of study found at Corbie; not every library inspired active scholarship.

Before his death in 819 Archbishop Hildebald of Cologne had obtained copies of works of Augustine, *De Doctrina Christiana* and the *Enarrationes in Psalmodis*, Isidore's *Chronicon* and Bede's *De Temporum Ratione* with other computistical texts, Bede's *De Natura Rerum* and *De Temporibus*, Jerome on Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets, the letters of Gregory the Great, a homiliary, John Chrysostom on Hebrews and the *Dionysio-Hadriana*. The volumes carry inscriptions on their title pages recording that they were copied for him and many are still in the cathedral library. Many were not copied at Cologne itself; expansion required the products of scriptoria working on copies for export, such as those of the nuns at Chelles and the scribes of the archaic ab script. The works copied were not easily available; to procure them required organisation. Carolingian scribes and libraries might not always be able to procure the texts they needed, but with effective organisation they could secure important texts. Similar donation inscriptions to those for Hildebald are found in twenty-two Rheims manuscripts presented by Hincmar (843–82), which include a two-volume two-column 47-line Bible, and works of Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, Gregory's *Moralia* in three volumes, Bede, Alcuin and Hilary. Hincmar had these works copied in order to fuel his campaigns against Gottschalk and his nephew Hincmar of Laon. The cathedral of Laon also procured most of its library from outside, though many of the books had been collected by the teachers at the cathedral school.

The scriptorium of the cathedral at Auxerre was slower to provide for the needs of the clergy there, and its expansion came in the second half of the ninth century, when many classical texts were copied, including works by Caesar, Lucan, Martianus Capella, Sallust, Petronius, Macrobius, Solinus, Servius and Virgil. The earliest books copied at Auxerre were less ambitious: Fredegar's Chronicle, Jerome on the Minor Prophets and against Rufinus, Gregory's *Homilies on the Gospel* and the *Regula Pastoralis*, Eusebius' *Ecclesiastical History*, Isidore's *Etymologiae*, the *Liber Pontificalis*, Jerome and Gennadius' *De Viris Illustribus*, the sermons of Effrem the Syrian and treatises of Cyprian.

These examples show how Carolingian libraries grew chiefly through the

copying of manuscripts in the scriptorium of the abbey or cathedral to which the library belonged. But some volumes were procured from outside, or left as gifts to the library, and some libraries depended on such acquisitions, such as the cathedral school at Laon. Quite a number of books, then, entered a library after having been written elsewhere. But it is equally true that many books written inside a scriptorium left it. Salzburg owned volumes copied at Freising, a copy of Gennadius from Würzburg, volumes from northern Italy and northern France, Orosius copied at Reichenau. Lorsch owned some late antique volumes, and volumes from Luxeuil, the Rhineland, Worms, Mainz, Weissenburg, St Gall, the palace scriptorium, St Amand, Rheims and the Loire. Corbie had works of theology, canon law and monastic rules from Italy, Insular volumes of Aldheim and Lathcen, a set of volumes of Gregory's *Moralia* copied at Tours, Hraban Maur's *De Laudibus Sanctae Crucis* from Fulda and saints' Lives copied at the centres where they were venerated. Corbie could apparently find copies of most of the texts the monks wanted. But growth was not always steady or systematic. While one or two centres might search for the works of Bede, or the books listed by Cassiodorus, most libraries got what they could as circumstances allowed.

As well as cathedral, monastic and royal libraries, individuals also owned books, which they either copied, bought or inherited. Between 822 and 833, in a list which identifies the books of twenty-three priests, one deacon and eight others, St Gall acquired eighteen Psalters from six priests and four other donors, and twenty-one missals from nineteen priests, one deacon and two others. Noctrim had two Psalters copied for him, Eto bought two psalters, Wito wrote half of a Psalter which Ruadhelm finished and donated. The Rheims polypytique records books in the churches of six Rheims estates. Most had a missal, a Psalter, a lectionary and an antiphonary. Three had penitentials, two had computistical materials. Bavarian inventories list the same texts, and also collections of homilies. This was a world in which each parish church had a bookshelf, and bishops listed the texts which it should hold. If such collections existed in the parishes of seventh-century Gaul no trace survives; it seems unlikely that such texts were readily available or that clerics had formal training in how to copy them. By the ninth century books were ubiquitous; even laymen owned them.

The private libraries of scholars, teachers and clerics might amount to some thirty volumes with several texts in each volume. The teacher Martin of Laon owned twenty-one manuscripts, some from St Amand, Corbie, northern France and north Italy. Eccard, count of Mâcon owned twenty-

eight and Gerward, the palace librarian of Louis the Pious, owned twenty-seven. Such evidence only provides a hint of the extent of lay literacy or private ownership, but it suggests that book ownership was not confined to religious houses. When Charlemagne died his books were sold, not least because people wanted to buy them.

But writing in the Carolingian age was not confined to books. Writing one’s name served as a form of authentication, or a record of a ceremony. Written names might be marks of ownership, and could also have a magical function. Inscriptions on swords and jewellery were not always in Latin, or in Latin characters, and such writing, on the fringes of Christian book-making, was the earliest encounter with letters most converts would have. Runes were used to inscribe brooches, axes and caskets from Frankish sixth- and seventh-century graves from Burgundy to Saxony and Munich, and were used on caskets, coins, gravestones and monuments in Anglo-Saxon England.90 A pilgrim wrote runic graffiti on an Italian fresco of St Luke at S. Angelo.91 Runic alphabets were used for signatures in manuscripts, and were incorporated into collections of different alphabets in several Carolingian manuscripts. Walahfrid Strabo copied Hebrew, Greek and runic alphabets with the names of the letters.92 So writing was never exclusively Latin or Christian, and Latinity’s potential for restrictiveness was an advantage for many who used it. While Latin was privileged, accounts of letters derived from Isidore set the Latin alphabet beside Greek and Hebrew letters, so that the question of whether k and x were Latin letters was discussed by Isidore, Bede and others.

Latin characters were used to copy Germanic texts, from glosses, charms and baptismal and credal formulae to the Christian literature composed in the vernacular. Here Anglo-Saxon runes were used for w and th. The chief centres for copying Old High German texts were monasteries at Fulda, St Gall, Reichenau, Regensburg, Weissenburg, Mainz and Murbach. A few vernacular texts survive in more than one copy: the Old High German translation of Isidore was copied at Mondsee and in Alsace; there are two Carolingian copies of Otfrid’s Liber Evangeliorum made at Weissenburg; the Old Saxon biblical epic the Heliand was copied at Corvey and two other north German centres.93 As in England, the vernacular was chosen as a means of instruction, and there are vernacular glosses to the law-codes. At the same time, Irish scholars crossing Europe took manuscripts with extensive Old Irish glosses. These include the poem in which a monk describes how he hunts words and his white cat hunts mice.94

The Carolingian world used writing extensively. Merchants carried

letters of protection, freed serfs needed a charter of manumission, bailiffs rendered written accounts (MGH Cap. 1, p. 172). Huntsmen and other royal officials might have written instructions. Written surveys of lands were common; counts and powerful magnates often had their own notary (De Exordiis, c. 32). But there were also non-practical writings – written winileodas or love songs forbidden in MGH Cap. 1, p. 23, charms and phylacteries, spells, the letters from Heaven condemned by Charlemagne in 789, cures for baldness or for the bite of mad dogs. Hildemar implies that the doctor will have a book, and medical manuscripts survive. If the doctor was unhelpful, texts of the Gospels and Psalter could be used for divination or to cure the sick.95

In this world of writings the question of what was read by a reader confronting a text becomes crucial. Many people only heard texts read aloud, and because we cannot tell if texts were read or heard we cannot assume that the owner of a written text was able to read it himself. But what was heard was often remembered verbatim. For this reason I have avoided using ‘literacy’ in Carolingian contexts: ears were more effective than eyes. While some readers read silently, most may have read aloud, using expression to convey what they were reading and who was speaking. Sometimes passages from Virgil or Horace have musical notation, implying that these texts were sung. As standards of Latinity improved, Latin became the language of a more restricted group: those who had been taught grammar. Some writers distinguished between the language of the Franks or Germans, the lingua barbara and the Latin language. When people learned Latin letters, they moved beyond the lingua rustica.96 Though they might choose a simple style to instruct a large audience, in contemplative reading complexity was often seen as the mark of profundity. But to master the complexity of a text, it was important to articulate that text with the visual aids the trained scribe could deploy. While the scribes and witnesses of charters might keep the basic alphabets they learned in order to form letters, the scribes of books sought to discipline letters, words and sentences to enhance understanding. In the Carolingian age, they found what they sought, and the type in which this book had been printed, preserving the letterforms of Caroline minuscule instead of Anglo-Saxon, Gothic or Roman capitals, is the measure of their achievement. Without the Carolingians neither Latin script nor Latin texts would have secured the continuities this volume affirms.

CHAPTER 30

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

Lawrence Nees

INTRODUCTION

The eighth and ninth centuries were a formative period for medieval art. By the end of the ninth century fundamental attitudes to art had been established in the Latin, Greek and Islamic worlds, and the essential architectural forms that would characterise their religious structures for centuries to come had been defined. Moreover, the role of pictorial arts in religious practice had been actively contested, debated, and eventually largely established. Western Christendom adopted a position between the aniconism of Islam and the intense veneration of sacred icons in Byzantium, emphasising the role of art to embellish holy places and objects and to communicate Christian ideas and Christian history.

The historical significance of medieval art and the conscious intentions of medieval artists have long been defined primarily in referential rather than contextual terms, emphasising copying rather than creation as the fundamental character of early medieval art. Certainly many links between the art of the early middle ages and that of early Christian antiquity have been discovered and explicated in terms of both form and content, style and iconography. Indeed the understanding of an artistic creation such as the Douce ivory book cover (Plate 1) requires the identification of the pictorial models upon which some of its images closely rely. Even when early sources were clearly followed and evoked, however, their meaning was often altered in original ways, in this example so as to bear upon contemporary Carolingian political and theological controversies. Engagement with the present far outweighed interest in the past, and recent studies have sought to understand how early medieval western art contributed to
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1 Krautheimer (1942).
2 Goldschmidt (1914), no. 5. See discussion in Hubert, Porcher and Volbach (1970), p. 229, emphasising the derivative quality and stylistic 'misunderstandings'.
3 Kessler (1990a); Nees (1992a).
the central mission defined in contemporary documents, leading the Christian community towards salvation.4

Rome plays a large role in the art of the early middle ages, but not as the Rome of Augustus or even of Constantine so much as of St Peter. The eighth and ninth centuries witnessed the emergence of the papal temporal state, of the notion of the papacy as a supreme ecclesiastical and even secular power, of attempts to emulate Roman liturgy and canon law, and of artistic references to Rome. The Godescalc Gospel Lectionary from AD 781–3, for example, contained an image of the fountain of life which recalled the occasion in whose honour the book was made, the baptism of Charlemagne’s sons by the pope in the Lateran Baptistery at Rome. As had been the case in the series of paintings and books brought to Northumbria by Benedict Biscop at the end of the seventh century,5 the Roman material evoked by this image was venerable but not ancient, for it was either still in contemporary use or apparently was regarded as such. In this light even the conscious evocation of the great early Christian basilicas of Rome in early Carolingian architecture can be seen not as a retrospective ‘renaissance’ but as linkage with the living tradition of papal Rome.6

The problematic tendency to see the early medieval west in the Hegelian sense of a recipient rather than a creative culture7 also underlies the historiographical tradition of asserting dependence upon borrowings from the earlier and contemporary cultures of the eastern Mediterranean,8 which accepts the mechanism of external reference while altering the source of influence. A significant body of scholarship has sought to document with specific examples the conception of oriental influence,9 but all such examples have been contested.10 The fundamental evidence adduced is primarily based upon supposed stylistic and to a lesser extent iconographic similarities with eastern Mediterranean art commonly later in date, relying upon the imaginative historical reconstruction of an eastern Mediterranean art of the

4 See the Admonitio Generalis of 789, in MGH Cap. 1, no. 22, also trans. in King (1987), p. 209. See also discussion of this document and related questions by Contreni, pp. 709–73 above.
8 The theory of ‘oriental influence’ can be traced back at least to the beginning of the twentieth century, in Josef Strzygowski’s sensational and controversial theory that the essential elements of medieval art were derived not from debased classical forms but from a living Near Eastern tradition which determined the anti-classicism of the Germanic north; see Strzygowski (1901), a later formulation in Strzygowski (1923).
10 Raftery (1965); Schapiro and Seminar (1973); Nees (1978).
early period now largely absent because of the destruction wrought by Byzantine Iconoclasm in the eighth and early ninth century. Only in recent years have attempts been made to explain some similarities between prior western and subsequent eastern material by positing autonomous western creativity that played a significant role in influencing the east, and in broader terms by a recognition that already in the late antique period the west neither was, nor saw itself as, an inferior cultural backwater eager for any and all eastern fashions in art or thought. Most recently historians and art historians have attempted to define in a more subtle way the connections between related phenomena in both east and west.

No single approach to early medieval art holds sway in contemporary scholarship, and it would be both idiosyncratic and perverse to deny that the source- and style-criticism that previously dominated the field remain widely practised and fruitful approaches. Of growing importance is contextual criticism, seeking to understand the work of art in relation to specific contemporary concerns of many differing natures, for example those having to do with the liturgy. In the Latin west, service books such as lectionaries and sacramentaries became, for the first time during this period, major recipients of luxurious artistic treatment (Plates 15, 16), and the subject matter of the decoration is often directly liturgical. Indeed the altar came to be the focus of luxurious objects in many different media, including ivory fans, diptychs and combs, enamel and metalwork chalices, patens, reliquaries, and covers of the liturgical books. On the other hand, increasing attention has been paid to what have sometimes been termed 'popular' attitudes towards early medieval art, for example the production of images with distinctly magical and protective qualities, and of images used in connection with pilgrimages and other popular religious practices, in both the east and the west. Even illuminated manuscripts partook of this trend, in a number of instances being associated with burials or carrying images of a distinctly apotropaic character.

PATRONAGE

In late antiquity, the traditional concentration of patronage in urban centres changed, as throughout the Roman world country villas became primary
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14 For a descriptive overview see Kessler (1990b).
15 Galavaris (1970), with literature, to which may be added the important remarks with reference to Byzantine architecture in Krautheimer (1975), pp. 312-15. For the west a leading exponent of liturgical connections with respect to architecture is Heitz (1980).
18 Nees (1987), pp. 189-212; Caviness (1989); Wharton (1990).
aristocratic residences, with elaborate floor mosaics and wall-paintings, and
collections of objects in precious metals, especially silver. The eighth and
ninth centuries were in many respects the culmination of this development,
when artistic patronage and activity did continue in such surviving cities as
Rome, Trier and Cologne, but came increasingly to be concentrated in royal
courts and especially in monasteries, both of which were generally located
away from cities.19

Court patronage was scarcely new to this period, but its focus and
cracter had shifted with the decline of the cities. Public works such as
large baths and markets ceased to be produced at all, and even such urban
churches as continued to be built or rebuilt were carried out by bishops and
local clergy from their own resources. Court patronage shifted primarily to
luxury arts in textiles and precious metals, often decorating objects
intimately connected with imperial and royal symbolism such as crowns.20
The elaborate devices surrounding the imperial throne in the palace at
Constantinople, with twittering mechanical birds and other spectacular
automata, were first described and probably created in this period,21 and a
number of elaborate thrones survive such as the probably ninth-century
bronze ‘Throne of Dagobert’,22 and the carved ivory throne of the
Carolingian Charles the Bald, now in the Vatican where it has long been
venerated as the Cathedra Petri or throne of St Peter (frontispiece).23

Imperial and aristocratic villas had been decorated with scenes of hunting
and combat throughout the Roman world and beyond in late antiquity, and
the Great Palace of the Byzantine emperors, which may have been executed
and was certainly visible during the eighth and ninth centuries, showed a
magnificent hunt.24 Pictish monuments of the eighth or ninth centuries such
as the large stone from Hilton of Cadboll show the currency of related
iconography in the west in the period, even if its precise relationship to
religious or historical ideology, rather than to contemporary aristocratic
life, has not been clearly defined (Plate z).25 The royal hunt was a prominent
feature of western aristocratic life at this period, as throughout the middle
ages and beyond, and was an important theme in contemporary poetry.26 It
is not surprising to find hunting scenes entering sacred contexts, as for
example stag hunts in the illustrations of the ninth-century Utrecht Psalter,
and combats with animals decorating canon tables of a number of ninth-
century Carolingian manuscripts. The metaphoric conception of the ruler as

19 See Verhulst, chapter 18, above.
24 Nordhagen (1963), arguing for a date c. 700.
triumphator over malevolent beasts or human enemies is indeed a favourite image of early Carolingian art related to the court, with the ruler appearing as the Christian soldier (Plate 3).27 In a more distant sense the very frequent image of Christ trampling upon beasts was evidently a special favourite of the court art of Charlemagne (Plate 1).28

The focus of court art was the palace. In Byzantium the great city of Constantinople remained the essential imperial seat and also fortress, but elsewhere rural palace-villas became characteristic. Early Islam is characterised by a long series of such structures, notably the Umayyad palaces at Mshatta, Qasr al-Hayr and Khirbat al-Mafjar, all characterised by at least symbolic if not necessarily effective fortification, private religious centre, imposing vaulted reception chambers, elaborate mosaic and painted decoration, and luxurious baths and other living areas.29 The complex as a whole is strikingly comparable to the best preserved of western palace complexes of the period, Charlemagne’s Aachen, which was also a non-urban seat with baths, large formal reception room and imposing vaulted octagonal chapel (Plate 4).30

Aachen was by no means a unique type of complex in the west at this period, even if its specific form and scale were unusual. Its construction was preceded and influenced by smaller court centres such as Lombard Cividale in northern Italy, Bavarian Regensburg, and earlier Frankish villas at Worms and elsewhere.31 Aachen asserts the royal capital as a symbolic centre, at least in the later years of Charlemagne and early years of Louis the Pious, although the Frankish court long remained itinerant among many different villas, some of which were themselves impressive artistic centres. The villa at Ingelheim was used by Charlemagne from the 780s, and by the 820s under Louis the Pious was provided with extensive cycles of wall-paintings in its chapel and its separate royal hall.32 In the middle of the ninth century Charles the Bald, inspired by Aachen, built a palace and chapel for himself at Compiègne.33

Luxurious objects in precious metals and gems had always been associated with court patronage. Whereas those works had in antiquity often been for private use, their eighth- and ninth-century equivalents were essentially public political statements.34 The use of gold jewellery to mark aristocratic and royal status had long been true of Celtic and Germanic

27 Sears (1990); also Goldschmidt (1914), no. 10. 28 Goldschmidt (1914), nos. 1, 5, 13.
34 Riché (1972).
practice in the west, as seen for example in the great Sutton Hoo ship-burial of the seventh century, and the elaborate grave goods in Frankish and other Continental royal and aristocratic cemeteries from the fifth to the seventh century. In the British Isles and the Scandinavian north the eighth and ninth centuries represent the pinnacle of this tradition in the technical brilliance, complexity and scale of personal jewellery such as the magnificent Hunterston and Tara brooches of eighth-century Britain and Ireland (Plate 5) or a silver-gilt brooch in the Borre style from Rinkaby. Nothing so elaborate survives on the Continent, although some enamelled and gold jewels are impressive, while the richest decoration was reserved for elaborate reliquaries, some of which were apparently for private courtly use. Carved rock crystals constitute a distinctive class of Carolingian luxury production, the great majority decorated with crucifixions and closely associated with the altar and liturgical objects, but the largest of the group, telling the story of Susanna and the Elders in a series of lively narrative scenes, was made for, or at the behest of, a Frankish king and certainly reflects royal political concerns (Plate 6).

If court patronage may be said to be an intensification and narrowing of earlier practice, monastic patronage may be said to be a dramatically new and broadening phenomenon. The later seventh century saw a notable shift throughout the Christian world. From this period monasteries in the British Isles and those founded or stimulated by Insular pilgrims and clerics across the western European Continent were clearly functioning as major collections of imported works of arts, as architectural centres, often with impressive stone carvings, such as the Ruthwell cross of the eighth century (Plate 7), and as active scriptoria producing increasingly elaborate sacred manuscripts for their own use and, in many cases, for export. The religious foundations on the Continent were in the eighth century provided with increasing royal support and given a central role in royal administration. St Denis was not only the site of Pippin’s coronation; it was also his place of burial. Abbot Fulrad of St Denis was the royal chaplain, and Pippin’s last testament ordered the rebuilding of the church on an exceptionally large scale for its new consecration in the presence of Charlemagne in 775. Major foundations, often with enormous new church buildings, were constructed in the East Frankish territories at Lorsch, Fulda and other centres. The major monastic reform council held under Louis the Pious’ direct imperial patronage in 816–17 probably resulted, if only indirectly, in new building

38 Schapiro (1944); Meyvaert (1982).
40 Krautheimer (1942).
projects and conceptions, of which the fullest surviving evidence is the Plan of St Gall of c. 820 (Plate 8).\(^{41}\) The design and construction of such a large and complex monastic institution, whose central enclosed courtyard, the cloister, sought to preserve the isolation of the monks from the large surrounding lay community, is both a characteristic and highly original element of the art of the ninth century and a precondition for much of the artistic production of that and later periods, such as architectural sculpture and mural painting.

Luxuriously decorated books, some with figural illustrations, were produced in the Roman world from at least the fourth and increasingly from the fifth century with both secular and Christian content,\(^{42}\) but few would argue that book illumination held a central place in early Christian art, as it clearly did in the art of the eighth and ninth centuries, to be discussed in detail below.\(^{43}\) Production of books was essential in the west at this time, for use in pastoral and missionary work. Increasingly important links between the monasteries and royal patrons also encouraged the production of luxurious books within monastic scriptoria for the personal use of royalty and for royal gift-giving, and the growing educational enterprise increasingly concentrated in the monasteries resulted in the production of large numbers of books, some of which were decorated with ornaments and figures. Production and illumination of religious texts were also pious labours undertaken by monks in hope of furthering their own salvation, as numerous inscriptions and images attest. The introductory miniature in a late eighth-century psalter with commentary from Weissenburg in Alsace (Vat. pal. lat. 67) shows Erembertus, possibly the scribe or painter as well as donor, as a humble servant supplicating his saintly patron Martin of Tours for the latter’s indulgence (Plate 9).\(^{44}\) Lists of names of the monks in monasteries linked by prayer confraternities were on some occasions richly illustrated with ornament and figures (Plate 10), as in the splendid Liber Viventium from the monastery of Pfäfers (St Gall, Stiftsarchiv, cod. Fab. 1).\(^{45}\)

**THE PERSONALITY OF IMAGES**

Works of art of the eighth and ninth centuries were frequently personal in subject matter and reference. The icon won its central place in Byzantine art

\(^{41}\) Horn and Born (1979) 1, pp. xx–21, arguing for a direct copying of a plan drawn up at the conference and preserved at court. For different views see Nees (1986) and Jacobsen (1992).


\(^{43}\) Scant evidence connects book art with monasteries in the late antique period, the few surviving de luxe manuscripts seeming, whether having Christian or secular content, more probably associated with either urban or aristocratic patronage.

\(^{44}\) Eggenberger (1982).

\(^{45}\) Euw (1989).
and spiritual life, where ‘the experience it offers — in a sense, demands — is intensely personal and immediate’. Icon is a term conventionally used by historians to refer to a special class of images which are at once sanctified through ritual procedures of various kinds, and sanctified as channels for the transmission of prayer from earth to heaven and for the transmission of the holy from heaven to earth. Icons could be and were made of any material, whether paint, mosaic, stone sculpture, metal or ivory, and could portray any sacred subject, such as an event from the Gospel narrative like the Crucifixion, or an image of Christ or the Virgin. A most common and characteristic form is the image of the saint or holy man whose protection was sought by all levels of society from the emperor to the common folk.

The production of iconic and other forms of highly personal images was not limited to Byzantium. Byzantine icons found their way to Rome, where some icons of this early period are still preserved at Sta Maria Antiqua, Sta Maria Nova, Sta Maria in Trastevere and elsewhere, and thence spread elsewhere in the west, even as far as Northumbria, where local artists could take up and develop the type translated into stone or wood carvings. Portraits, not usually regarded as icons, were in fact characteristic of much of the figural artistic production of the period, including not only the common portraits of Evangelists in Gospel manuscripts (Plate 32) but of other authors such as David. Portraits of patrons and even self-portraits of scribes are another feature of works of this period, at least in the west. The Carolingian King Charles the Bald was portrayed kneeling before the Cross, in his private Prayer Book (Plate 11), or receiving the gift of a great Bible from his monks (Plate 12); the monk Erembertus (Plate 9) stands humbly before his saintly patron. Artists of the period sometimes appear to have closely identified with the images they created. Thus the scribe Thomas of the Gospel Book in the cathedral treasury of Trier, cod. 61 (Plate 13), not only signs his name beside his own most original creation, a tetramorphic image, but writes Thomas as an identifying inscription beside only that single apostle in a cycle including portraits of all twelve apostles.

The image of the holy man or of his miraculous deeds was in north-western Europe accompanied by the association of important works of art with him as either maker or user. Thus both the so-called Cathach of St Columba and the Book of Durrow, respectively a small Psalter and small Gospel Book of the seventh century, were from a very early date associated

48 For the most important group of icons from this period see Weitzmann (1976).
49 Bertelli (1961); Kitzinger (1993); Belting (1990).
51 Deshman (1980). 52 In general on ruler portraits see Bullough (1975).
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with St Columba (or Columcille) of Iona, while later the Book of Kells came
to be seen as one of his chief relics. Patterns of patronage and gift-giving
reinforced the personal character of art, and luxury illuminated manuscripts
from the Carolingian courts lend support to the view that artistic produc-
tion occurred to a very large degree on an ad hoc basis, at the behest of
individual donors.

ICONOCLASM AND THE IMAGE QUESTION

The expanded role given to images during the seventh and early eighth
centuries led in the Byzantine world to the sharp reaction known as
Iconoclasm, and ironically gave new force and definition to religious
images. In 787, the Seventh Ecumenical Council reversed the acts of the
iconoclastic synod of Constantinople of 754, which had condemned all
production and use of sacred images. The Acts of Nicaea II declared that the
manufacture and use of holy images were not only permissible but indeed
necessary for Christian worship. Icons in general, and the icons of Christ in
particular, upon which the entire debate essentially depended, were seen as a
necessary acknowledgement of the reality of the Incarnation of Christ, and a
channel through which, along with the sacred relics, Scripture and holy
liturgy, the Christian believer came into direct contact with God.

Iconoclasm returned in Byzantium with a new emperor in 815, but
between that time and the ultimately definitive restoration of holy images in
843 no new council was held, and the second period of Iconoclasm was
apparently a far less violent confrontation of rival views of Christian art.
Nevertheless, the iconoclastic controversy played a major role in Byzantine
culture and necessarily dominated Byzantine art for the greater part of the
eighth and ninth centuries. Associated with it, if by no means necessarily
either its cause or its effect, was the absence of all figural imagery from
Islamic religious art from the early eighth century, when the first great
Islamic monuments of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem and the Great
Mosque of Damascus were built and decorated.

The medieval west also responded to Byzantine Iconoclasm, although in
a manner which is much more difficult to describe, especially in relation to

54 George Henderson (1987), pp. 179—98. For crosses in Ireland connected with holy men see
Stalley (1990), with bibliography; for metalwork see especially the seventh-century Frankish
objects associated with St Eloi (or Eligius) of Noyon, discussed in Vierck (1974).
55 Wirth (1989), pp. 142—3 for a list of manuscripts and donations.
56 The material upon which this abrupt summary depends may be found in A. Grabar (1917), with
references and documents. See also Cormack (1985), and for a stimulating overview Brown
(1971).
57 For a range of essays on different aspects of the issue see Bryer and Herrin (1977).
the nature and development of western art. The iconoclastic position itself was rejected by the papacy and the rest of the western church, but apart from Rome itself and such works as the Theodotus Chapel at Sta Maria Antiqua (Plate 30),\(^59\) there is only scanty and isolated evidence of reaction to the dramatic changes taking place in the east.\(^60\) The official restoration of images through the Council of Nicaea in 787 led to a sharp response at the court of Charlemagne, where the very lengthy treatise known as the *Libri Carolini* was written probably during the years 792–3.\(^61\) What influence did the *Libri Carolini* have upon the course of Carolingian or, more broadly, of western art? What does this treatise tell us about the west’s conception of and attitude towards art?

The *Libri Carolini* vociferously rejects the Nicene contention that images of Christ or the saints could be termed sacred things that can establish contact with divinity, and hence were appropriately venerated by the faithful. Images were to be sharply distinguished from the truly sacred things such as relics, and eucharistic sacrifice and the liturgical vessels essential for its performance, the Cross and Scripture.\(^62\) Images could function in two ways, by decorating and enhancing beauty, and by activating a memory, functioning as what might be termed a sign. The *Libri Carolini* often speaks of beauty; from his poetry and from works of art made for him, it is clear that Theodulf of Orléans, the work’s primary author, himself had a very lively sense of visual aesthetics and a strong taste for beautiful ornamental decoration.\(^63\) The adoption of decoration, which might well be purely ornamental and non-figural, as a central feature of works of art is indeed a central characteristic of art during the eighth and ninth centuries not only in the west but also in Islam and the Byzantine world. The second function of images propounded in the *Libri Carolini* is connected to the famous earlier pronouncements by Pope Gregory the Great that images could serve for the illiterate as did books for the literate, allowing the biblical stories to be recalled and ultimately helping to bring the observer to prayer.\(^64\) This statement is explicitly quoted in the *Libri Carolini*, but in such a way as not to emphasise the propaedeutic role of images suggested by Gregory. On the other hand, the *Libri Carolini* clearly agrees with Gregory’s statement that images with religious subjects should

\(^{59}\) Belting (1987).
\(^{60}\) For one possible reaction in Francia see Nees (1987).
\(^{61}\) Freeman (1981). The work is edited by Hubert Bastgen in MGH, but a new edition by Freeman is shortly to appear in the same series, and it is hoped that a translation will follow.
\(^{62}\) Chazelle (1986).
\(^{63}\) Nees (1991), pp. 21–46.
\(^{64}\) Davis-Weyer (1971), pp. 47–9. The interpretation and meaning of this text has recently been the subject of a series of studies, including Kessler (1985), Duggan (1989), and especially Chazelle (1990).
not be either avoided or destroyed, but rather corrected and subordinated to words, which alone can clearly inform.65

It seems at first remarkable that the Libri Carolini says so very little about actual works of art. When specific images are mentioned, these are frequently vague ‘straw men’ designed to fit the author’s argument rather than descriptions or analyses that can be related to contemporary Byzantine or Carolingian art. Indeed the peculiar disengagement between words and specific images was commonplace in the Carolingian period.66 Even in cases like the Dagulf Psalter, where unusual prefatory texts inside the book explain the unusual iconography of the ivory covers, the juxtaposition must be made by the medieval and modern reader, not being explicit in the text, the dedication only specifying that the covers are made of ivory.67 Theodulf has in fact long been famous for his apparently almost archaeologically accurate descriptions of several works of art such as an ancient silver vase and a painting of a tree with images of the liberal arts, but the former seems most likely to be an imaginary vessel rather than a real one.68 Generally one should be careful not to accept Carolingian literary descriptions as simply accurate renderings of images into words, for the descriptions follow their own conventions.

Only one Carolingian work of art can be confidently related to the Libri Carolini in a direct way, the apse mosaic in Theodulf’s own oratory at Germigny-des-Prés, depicting the Ark of the Covenant in Solomon’s Temple, with two sets of cherubim stretching their wings over it (Plate 14).69 Far from setting a new trend, the mosaic of Germigny remains isolated as a direct outcome of the arguments of the Libri Carolini, although some other attempts to trace a direct impact of the Libri Carolini upon Carolingian art have been made.70 The Libri Carolini text in fact never criticises the making of images of Christ or the saints, only the allegedly idolatrous misuse of such images approved by the Nicene synod, and the absence of figural decoration in the several illuminated manuscripts associated with Theodulf need not imply total aniconism on his part either by virtue of personal conviction or alleged Visigothic heritage.71 Nevertheless, although direct influence of the Libri Carolini upon the course of Carolingian and western art cannot be asserted,72 the debate clearly joined with many other artistic and cultural factors to separate further the traditions and

69 Bloch (1965).
arts of the Greek east and Latin west at a moment when the already growing separation might have been reduced. At the same time, the Gregorian view that images could serve a useful role in teaching certainly is consistent with the growing tendency during the ninth century to create works of art with increasingly complex didactic messages.

**ICONOGRAPHY**

Eighth- and ninth-century artists introduced new treatments of established image types, developed image cycles for newly composed or newly illustrated texts, created new types of portraits of authors and donors, and produced many unique images intended for special settings or functions. Although drawing upon earlier traditions, artists also altered or adapted those images to express new meanings or serve new functions of contemporary significance, as demonstrated by the few examples chosen from among a great many possibilities to be mentioned here.\(^73\) This is not to say that artists of the period were unwilling to invent what seem to be entirely novel images without essential pictorial forerunners, such as the tetramorph figure included in the early eighth-century Trier Gospels,\(^74\) or the apse mosaic from Germigny (Plate 14). Rich meanings and functions penetrated apparently purely ornamental compositions, so that in this period one can meaningfully discuss non-figural iconography.\(^75\)

The importance of new liturgical imagery has already been mentioned, citing illustrations in ivory of the new Roman liturgy introduced in ninth-century Francia.\(^76\) Sacramentaries became an important class of illuminated manuscript, apparently for the first time, during this period. Already in the mid-eighth century sacramentaries have large cross frontispieces, and elaborate initial pages.\(^77\) From the end of the eighth or the early ninth century, the Gellone Sacramentary (BN lat. 12048) uses a wide range of ornaments and figures in the margins and as initial letters. The opening initial I of the first text is made up of a standing iconic image of the Virgin in elaborate courtly costume, wielding a cross in one hand and a censer in the other (Plate 15).\(^78\) A new emphasis upon the Virgin's role in the Incarnation and in the liturgical life of the church is also evident in such stylistically unrelated works as the fresco cycle from Castelseprio in northern Italy.\(^79\)

The mid-ninth-century Sacramentary of Bishop Drogo of Metz (BN lat. 9428) also uses letters as the basis for figural illumination, but does so in a...
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variety of ways. Some letters simply provide a frame for a scene, but others are opened up so as to provide within the letter itself space for appropriate figures, as the Old Testament prefigurations of the eucharistic sacrifice who are shown within the letter T opening the Canon of the Mass (Plate 16). The sacramentary from Marmoutiers made in Tours in the mid-ninth century has not only a portrait of the 'author', Gregory the Great, and a page showing the donation of the book to Abbot Raganaldus by his monks but also a large miniature showing the different grades of the ecclesiastical hierarchy from lector up to bishop.

Other new texts were illustrated during this period, of which the most famous is probably the commentary by Beatus of Liebana on the Apocalypse, written in northern Spain during the later ninth century. Certainly meant from its inception to receive some illustrations, the earliest surviving illustrated Beatus dates from the tenth century (Plate 17). The interest in the Apocalypse as a subject for large-scale illustration is a feature of art certainly in Francia and perhaps also in Britain. The municipal libraries of Trier, Cambrai and Valenciennes all preserve late eighth- or ninth-century richly illustrated copies of the Apocalypse. Classical texts such as the plays of Terence and the astronomical books known as Aratea were copied, the illustrations in some cases following those in the late Roman manuscripts that were the source for the text. Such manuscripts had not been produced since late antiquity and reflect the important role of ancient secular learning in Carolingian education. Other texts used in the schools, such as Boethius, *De Arithmetica*, occasionally received elaborate frontispiece miniatures as did some legal collections, even manuscripts which on the basis of style do not closely connect with courtly classicism (Plate 18).

Iconographic patterns also included new treatments of established types. For example, a common arrangement found in a number of early illustrated Psalters is used in the Corbie Psalter of the early ninth century for the combat of David and Goliath, but the artist adds the blessing hand of God at the centre of the scene in order to make more explicit the salvific power. The little demonic creature above the head of the Philistine giant characterises the satanic enemy (Plate 19). An especially important example of new forms and interpretations of traditional iconography is the image of the Crucifixion. Crucifixion images were in fact rare in early Christian art, and,
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viewed from the standpoint of later Christian art, continued to be surprisingly infrequent up to the early ninth century. At the same time early Crucifixions tended to focus on the triumphal interpretations of the scene, depicting a living Christ, often in an overtly apocalyptic context. Towards the end of the seventh century the monk Anastasius Sinaites in his *Hodegon*, ironically wishing to demonstrate that the Logos never died, called for a diagram depicting the human Christ dead on the Cross. This new iconography appears in Byzantine icons of the eighth and ninth centuries showing Christ with eyes closed, and from approximately the second quarter of the ninth century appears in western images. The new iconography, evidently appealing to new doctrinal and devotional concerns, formed the most frequent subject of late Carolingian ivories and crystals, and appeared often in manuscripts, of which one of the most interesting is the image before the kneeling King Charles the Bald in his private prayer book (Plate 11). Here linked with an inscription referring to the wounds of Christ, and with the liturgy for Good Friday, the image is paired with the humbly petitioning posture of the ruler to make a powerful statement about the ruler’s connection with the suffering human Christ.

The portrait of Charles the Bald is only one of a series remarkably varied in form and contents. The presentation image of the Bible from Tours (Plate 12) shows him enthroned with his soldiers and courtiers in a composition derived from late Roman images of imperial majesty, but here adapted to suit a particular occasion and a very un-Roman crowd of monks. The extraordinary double-page image of Charles the Bald in a Gospel Book made c. 870 has him seated under a great canopy looking across the page at the image of the apocalyptic Lamb adored by twenty-four crown-bearing elders, creating an unprecedented combination of celestial majesty and almost visionary personal contemplation. Other ruler portraits include Charles’ father Louis the Pious from Hraban Maur’s *In Praise of the Holy Cross* (Plate 3), in which the Carolingian interest in acrostic poems creating internal images is raised to a new level. The image of Louis as a Christian soldier, derived from images in contemporary psalters and in such allegorical works as Prudentius’ *Psychomachia*, is actually composed of another series of verses spelled out by the letters upon his shield and staff and those making up his body. The text itself becomes an image, as original and rich in content as it is peculiar and, linked to Hraban’s important essay on the cult of the Cross, was repeatedly copied not only in the ninth century but in later medieval centuries.
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Across much of Italy, northern Spain and to a lesser extent Francia, buildings of the late Roman world remained in use for private and public purposes into, and in some cases throughout, the eighth and ninth centuries. The great churches of early Christian Rome are the outstanding example of architectural continuity and are important for understanding the new constructions of the period here under review, but late Roman churches also remained in use in Milan and Ravenna, in Paris and Toulouse, in Trier and Cologne among many other sites. In a poem of c. 799 Theodulf of Orléans describes visiting Narbonne in southern Francia and finding the Roman forum and hall for justice still in use. Continuity of use from the past is important, and should not be forgotten in turning to a consideration of the new building of the period. Yet across northern and eastern Francia, Scandinavia and much of the British Isles surviving Roman masonry buildings were rare or non-existent, and a very different tradition of timber architecture was practised. Because wood is far less permanent than stone, knowledge of this tradition is scanty, consisting largely of excavations of post-holes, later buildings believed to be based upon the same tradition, and indirect evidence in the form of pictorial representations. The so-called stave churches of Norway, although surviving only from a later date, convey something of the imposing beauty and grandeur that wooden churches could attain, and literary sources tell of the rich decoration of wooden churches in Ireland. Most of the knowable timber buildings, however, are domestic in nature, living halls of nobles and farmers, and barns. The Plan of St Gall (Plate 8) offers rich insight into a wide range of barns, sheds and workshops, and a rare, and therefore doubly precious, insight into everyday secular life in the period. It is also possible to argue that the tradition of timber building played a role in the development of a new medieval aesthetic and structural system, but nevertheless architecture of the eighth and ninth centuries can be known primarily from stone ecclesiastical buildings.

The study of western European church architecture of the eighth and ninth centuries has been dominated for the past half-century by Richard Krautheimer's great article treating 'the Carolingian revival of early Christian architecture'. Focusing upon the use of a large, continuous transept in the court-supported monastery church at Fulda, as enlarged by Abbot Ratger from 802 to 819, which he saw as a direct and deliberate
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evocation of the Vatican Basilica of St Peter in Rome, Krautheimer compellingly linked this new plan-type with a broad cultural programme in which Charlemagne and his court sought to attach themselves through art and other means to the early Christian Roman empire, especially at the time of Constantine. He connected other important architectural works with the same historical moment and programme, suggesting that the Torhalle or Gatehouse from Lorsch specifically evoked the Arch of Constantine in Rome, and that the Palace Chapel at Aachen could be linked with Constantine’s Lateran Palace in Rome.

Subsequent research on the chronology, morphology and terminology of several buildings has cast doubt upon or invalidated a number of Krautheimer’s specific claims and arguments, as he himself acknowledged in important postscripts attached to reprintings of his article. For example, St Peter’s now seems not to have provided a precedent for the continuous transept of Fulda, the other apostolic basilica of St Paul’s being in fact the only major Roman precedent. St Denis, dedicated in 775, seems to be more important than ever as the earliest post-antique example of this transepted basilica type. Church buildings from the time of Louis the Pious appear not to have continued the transepted basilica type but rather favoured a triple-apsed plan of the sort used by Benedict of Aniane’s newly founded abbey at Cornelimünster. Only after c. 830 with Einhard’s church at Seligenstadt and the basiliacas at Corvey and St Gall does the transepted or T-basilica re-emerge. Yet Krautheimer’s conception remains a vivid account of a decisive moment in European architecture. Beginning with St Denis, Carolingian and other western monastery and cathedral churches are executed on a newly enlarged scale, and follow the basic pattern of the aisled basilica with an enhanced focus upon the chief altar, often located at the crossing of nave and transept.

Burial within the church, as with Pippin’s burial at St Denis, is a leading motif of major architecture, most often focusing upon a holy relic. The cult of relics was intensified in the Carolingian period, and an earlier ecclesiastical canon requiring that all altars should contain relics was promulgated for the entire Frankish realm in 801. One architectural development associated with the growing relic cult rather than with possible reminiscences of an early Christian past is the development of large crypts giving access to the holy tombs, such as the crypts added during the later eighth century to both the eastern and western ends of St Maurice-d’Agaune, now in Switzerland. The church of the St Gall plan (Plate 8), also double-ended, has a major crypt for the relics of the patron saint, as is the case in Seligenstadt in
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Germany, Nivelles in Belgium, Wilfrid's churches of Hexham and Ripon, and a number of churches in Rome and central Italy such as Sta Prassede and Farfa.104

An essentially new feature of architecture of the eighth and ninth centuries is the double-ended church already mentioned, and possibly related to it, the development of monumental, frequently towered, façades, the so-called Westworks.105 Charlemagne's palace chapel at Aachen was provided with a tall structure, distinct from the octagon to which it was attached, whose second-floor gallery provided an elevated position from which the ruler could observe the liturgical services and also appear to those assembled in the atrium before the building.106 Best preserved is Corvey in Saxony, built 873–85, with tall towers flanking the central block on the exterior and a large tribune on the upper storey overlooking the nave (Plate 20).107 These new buildings either focus upon the chief relic or patron of the church, or provide a setting for the ruler or patron, or both at once, and testify again to the concentration upon powerful individuals as a central characteristic of the art of this time. This is probably the proper context in which to understand the 'triumphal arch' added in the ninth century to the royal abbey at Lorsch, which marked the way to the royal necropolis.108

The city of Rome was the major Italian centre of architectural production during the eighth and ninth centuries, especially in the first half of the latter, which saw the construction of such major new works as Sta Prassede, built by Pope Paschal I, 817–24. This church stems from a major effort to provide adequate space for the collection of relics of the martyrs, and like Fulda and other Carolingian churches was a spacious church featuring a continuous transept (Plate 21), in this case also richly decorated with mosaics and opus sectile pavements.109 Outside the city itself, the great imperial abbey at Farfa employed many of the same features of annular crypt and continuous transept used both in Rome and in great Carolingian churches as a means for the accommodation of the relic cult. The adoption at Farfa of a western apse, however, relates exclusively to transalpine churches.110 Evidently architectural ideas moved in both directions.

English ecclesiastical architecture produced large masonry churches from the late seventh century. Some of the early churches had distinctive aisle-less forms, sometimes with chambers called porticus flanking
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the nave, as at Canterbury, and sometimes with a monocellular nave leading to a smaller rectangular sanctuary, as in the well-preserved late seventh- or possibly early eighth-century church at Escomb not far from Durham.\textsuperscript{111} Such early types continued in use, as at Brixworth (Northamptonshire), dated to the early ninth century.\textsuperscript{112} Elsewhere, morphologically distinct churches were produced, as in the basilica with true aisles rather than \textit{porticus} chambers erected at Hexham in the later seventh century by Wilfrid.

To a surprising degree Ireland remained architecturally distinct. Monastic sites ranged from small hermitages of sometimes awesome asceticism, as at Skellig Michael off the western coast,\textsuperscript{113} to such large complexes as Clonmacnoise and Armagh. Still relatively little known archaeologically, the larger sites appear generally to have followed the earlier tradition of building within circular enclosures marked by banks or walls. Best known are the sites of Nendrum and Armagh in the north, which had a series of enclosure rings about the major churches and domestic structures at the centre. Multiple churches were a common feature, probably reflecting differences in function rather than deriving from the multi-church monasteries known in England and on the Continent at this period.\textsuperscript{114} Only in the eighth century is the first Irish church built of stone mentioned, and it is clearly then unusual, for until the eleventh century most church buildings in Ireland were made in wood. The small dry-stone oratories from western Ireland that may perhaps be dated to this period are in their small scale and rude construction characteristic of hermitages, and must not be taken to represent the achievements of Irish architects in the large and rich centres of the northern and eastern parts of the country. There wooden churches known from literary and historical sources were from the seventh century large and ornate, with decoration in painting and sculpture. The church of St Brigit at Kildare was divided into three main spaces, with a sanctuary containing the altar and tombs of the patron saint as well as of an archbishop, and with separate halls for male and female worshippers.\textsuperscript{115}

Spanish architecture followed diverse patterns distinct from those elsewhere in early medieval western Europe. Spanish building traditions, moreover, offer an especially enlightening commentary upon the engagement of architectural design with broader political and social issues of the period. Surviving buildings datable to the Visigothic period include aisled basilicas such as Quintanilla de la Viñas and San Juan de Banos, while others such as San Pedro de la Nave and Santa Comba de Bande have a distinctive

\textsuperscript{113} Horn, Marshall and Rourke (1990). \textsuperscript{114} Edwards (1990), pp. 104–21.
\textsuperscript{115} Edwards (1990), pp. 121–4, with the text of Cogitosus' description. For that text see also Davis-Weyer (1971), pp. 71–2.
cross-shaped plan difficult to parallel in other earlier or contemporary tradition. Both basilican and central-plan churches sharply segregate the spaces, especially the liturgical chancel area from the nave, dramatic brightly lit spaces alternating with penumbrally dark. The frequent use of horseshoe-shaped arches along the nave arcades and at the entrance to chancel and sanctuary, a feature that was formerly thought to reflect Islamic influence although it demonstrably pre-dates the arrival of Muslims in Spain, contributes to the closing and partitioning of spaces, as seen for example at Quintanilla de las Viñas (Plate 22). Strict separation of clergy and laity was especially featured in early Spanish legislation, and the development of distinctively Spanish liturgical prayers and practices were part and parcel of the same local phenomenon.116

International architectural styles are reflected in Spanish monuments of the late eighth and early ninth centuries. The Great Mosque of Córdoba was built c. 786 by Abd al-Rahmán I, founder of the Umayyad state in Spain, closely following in its hypostyle plan the pattern established in earlier Umayyad mosques in Damascus and Jerusalem, while its startling construction of doubled arcades with contrasting voussoirs probably also recalls early Umayyad architecture.117 At the turn of the ninth century the Asturian kingdom produced at San Julian de los Prados a very large open basilica with spacious continuous transept, a radical departure from the previous Spanish Christian tradition recently interpreted as a deliberate attempt to evoke the great Carolingian churches discussed previously.118 A different Mozarabic style developed among the Christians living under or fleeing Muslim rule. At San Miguel de Escalada at the beginning of the tenth century, the consistent use of horseshoe arches and arcade across the nave so as to separate it from the chancel (Plate 23) harks back to churches of the Visigothic period, which were arguably evoked with special intensity as a response to persecution of the Christians under Muslim rule during the later ninth century.119

SCULPTURE, IVORY CARVING, METALWORK AND TEXTILES

Stone sculpture was a major form of artistic expression throughout western Europe between the seventh and tenth centuries,120 taking the form of architectural sculpture as in such important Visigothic churches as Quintanilla de las Viñas (Plate 22) and S. Pedro de la Nave, church furnishings such
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as the grand baldacchinos and altars of eighth-century Lombard northern Italy, especially in the reign of Cividale, and free-standing monumental sculpture in northern regions. Large dressed limestone memorial stelai were produced in large numbers in Scandinavia, especially on the island of Gotland, from sub-Roman times. By the eighth century truly monumental stones standing over 4 m high were produced, as for example the Lärbro monument (Plate 24). This and related stones were carved, or perhaps more properly incised, in very low relief, and were probably originally coloured (the black backgrounds that today allow the designs to be seen are modern). Interpretation of the imagery is difficult; whether the depictions of travel, warfare and ritual relate primarily to a mythological or contemporary context remains controversial. Also difficult to assess is the chronological, functional and possible historical relationship to stone carvings elsewhere, notably the Pictish stones of Scotland (Plate 2) and the high crosses of Scotland (Plate 7), northern England and especially Ireland.

Monumental in scale, ranging from under 3 to over 7 m in height, the best known and most elaborate stone crosses of Ireland date only from the early tenth century, but others such as the north cross from the now desolate site at Ahenny (Co. Tipperary) (Plate 25) date from the ninth century at the latest, and probably from as early as the mid-eighth. The Ahenny cross is a monolith set into a separate base, and with a ring that structurally helps support the heavy arms of the cross while conveying a Christian symbolic message derived from earlier Christian iconography. The prominent rounded bosses accord with the complex interlacing ornamental designs on both faces of the cross to suggest the influence of early metal-covered wooden crosses. Although shallow and flat in such early examples as Ahenny, the carving is in true relief, with the patterns and figures standing out against a background chiselled away, and hence quite distinct in workmanship from the Scandinavian or earlier Pictish carvings, which incise the patterns into the stone. From the ninth century Irish crosses are generally dominated by panels of Christian figural iconography carved in high and rounded relief. The function and interpretation of the Irish high crosses is difficult to assess. They seldom if ever had a funereal function, but are strongly linked to monasteries. They certainly identified themselves as sacred Christian presences, often associated with the borders of the monastic enclosure and perhaps endowed with some apotropaic significance, and probably served as the focus of prayers and processions. As is true of their material and style, function probably varied from site to site and may also
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have altered over time. The tradition of stone sculpture throughout northern Britain and Ireland may have been stimulated initially by Roman art and early Christian imagery, but developed within the complex and shifting context of a distinctive north Insular cultural milieu also apparent in metalwork and manuscript illumination.125

The Pictish stones of northern and eastern Scotland began with a so-called Class I series, incised designs of stereotyped patterns known as Pictish symbols, placed on undressed or roughly shaped stones, that stem from the pre-Christian period. If correctly interpreted as memorial stones in association with graves, they are more analogous to the Gotlandic stones than to high crosses in Ireland. The Class II series continues to use some Pictish symbols, but now worked in high relief on carefully shaped and generally two-sided slabs, and includes elaborate figural iconography, as on the Hilton of Cadboll stone (Plate 2) with its large symbol in the upper square panel and hunting scene in the lower. The abstractly rendered vine border with birds on this stone ultimately reflects the Mediterranean tradition, probably in this case as transmitted through Northumbrian works such as the Ruthwell cross (Plate 7), which employs similar patterns on its side faces. The Pictish Class II stones frequently carry large crosses on at least one side, crosses sometimes as at Aberlemno with rings and interlace ornament evoking the Irish series, but distinct from those monuments in being always relief slabs rather than free-standing crosses fully in the round.127

The Ruthwell cross itself (Plate 7), erected and preserved in what is now southwestermost Scotland but closely linked stylistically and linguistically with the Northumbrian Anglo-Saxon kingdom, is but the best known representative of an imposing mass of stone sculpture and architecture produced in the northern Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, whose complete cataloguing opens many ways for further research.128 Its elaborate and difficult iconographic programme, which continues to be the focus of controversy and debate, both reflects the monastic spirituality of the Insular monks and responds to the cult of iconic images then so important an issue throughout the Mediterranean world and its hinterlands.129

Sculpture on the Continent seems at first sharply different from that seen in Scandinavia and the British Isles, far more likely to be architectural in context and function, flat relief in technique, and less likely to be figural. Stone sculpture appears to have been consistently associated with high
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aristocratic and royal patronage, in Spain (Plate 22) as elsewhere. In the Lombard duchy of Spoleto, an altar slab of the mid-eighth century from S. Pietro in Ferentillo bears a long inscription naming Duke Ilderic Dagileopa, and showing the duke as a praying figure standing beside another man identified by inscription as the sculptor Ursus. The altar, inscribed with the names of Dukes Pemmo and Ratchis (duke and then king 744–9) from San Martino in Cividale, depicts the majestic Christ enthroned and surrounded by angels on the front, and the Adoration of the Magi on one of the sides, images of authority perhaps of special interest to the patron. Iconographically linked to works from the Christian northwest and southeast, the workmanship is in a very flat relief, with very awkwardly proportioned figures. It is then startling to look at the eighth-century sculpture from the ‘Tempietto’ of Sta Maria in Valle also in Cividale, which has a row of naturalistic standing female saints above the door (Plate 26). The difference between the Ratchis altar and the ‘Tempietto’ figures may be related not only to the latter’s later date, but also to the different material employed, stucco rather than stone.

Unfortunately stucco is far more perishable than stone, and its general disappearance no doubt distorts our picture of large-scale sculpture, especially in the Frankish kingdom, where it seems to have been very popular. The virtually complete disappearance of wood-carving from the entire region save the Scandinavian north, where magnificent architectural carving in wood survives, especially in the stave-churches of Norway, to give a hint of the lost achievements in this medium, is no doubt an even greater and more distorting loss. Chance survivals from early Mediterranean sites, such as the carved doors and ceiling beams from the sixth-century church of Justinian at Mount Sinai, support the literary and archaeological evidence for the importance of wood carving.

Perhaps a preference for carving in wood and moulding in stucco helps to explain the small amount and modest quality of figural stone carving in the Frankish heartlands. Architectural sculpture such as capitals continued to
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be produced in such Carolingian building campaigns as St Denis from the eighth and Lorsch from the ninth century, continuing most probably an unbroken tradition going back through the Merovingian to the late Roman period. Fine slabs used as altar enclosures from such sites as Metz and Schänis (near St Gall) testify to the currency of both ribbon interlace and classicising vegetal ornament into the ninth century. A very fine slab with peacock from the Carolingian royal site of Ingelheim, datable to 773–4, has been used to show the connections of Carolingian sculpture especially with the Italian sculpture of the eighth century, with which it shares fine carving in very flat relief, a tradition distinct from that of free-standing sculptural monuments with fully rounded relief seen in Insular sculpture of this period. However, in general it seems that monumental decoration was, in the Carolingian context, largely limited to small-scale work in ivory and in metal.

Ivory carving was a major art form in the Carolingian period, with nearly two hundred surviving examples. The important Byzantine production does not begin until the tenth century, and then apparently suddenly, at a very high level of craftsmanship and patronage, in a manner analogous to the Carolingian phenomenon. Especially in the light of the fact that new ivory was virtually unobtainable, and many if not most Carolingian ivories were made by re-carving ancient panels, clearly represents a highly self-conscious art, largely sponsored by Charlemagne himself and his successors. It is very probably no coincidence that the earliest securely datable Carolingian ivories (c. 793) are the panels that originally formed the covers of the Dagulf Psalter, according to the dedicatory poems written inside, intended as a special gift from Charlemagne to Pope Hadrian. Closely associated with these ivories is the Oxford panel with Christ trampling the beasts (Plate 1), which is, I believe, the original cover of a Gospel lectionary written in the first years of the ninth century for Charlemagne’s sister Gisela in her nunnery at Chelles.

The Carolingian ivories include groups of carvings that have been connected with the important sees of Rheims and especially Metz, as well as smaller groups stemming from such centres as Trier.
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pyxides, combs, reliquary chests and one magnificent liturgical fan were produced in ivory for the luxurious enhancement of the altar, and we have written testimony for the existence of ivory doors at St Denis, the greatest number of ivories were panels that served as book covers. The ivory covers of the Dagulf Psalter stand at the beginning of this class, which also includes a series of ivories decorating the Psalter and the Prayer Book of Charles the Bald that are of superlative richness and technical brilliance, with many lively figures engaged in fervent interaction expressing the narrative action. The links between these ivories and the illustrations in manuscripts such as the Utrecht Psalter are many and sometimes specific, leading Goldschmidt to suppose that the same workshop or workshops produced ivories and illumination. The illustration of liturgical rites as well as scenes from the life of Christ on the covers of the Drogo Sacramentary from mid-ninth-century Metz demonstrate with special clarity both ad hoc creation and close linkage to the text. At least in the case of the monk Tuotilo, who at the very end of the ninth or early tenth century carved the ivory covers of a luxurious Gospels in and for his monastery of St Gall, it appears that the monk was not only a very accomplished ivory carver but also a painter and a master musician. His ivories reveal an ability to copy closely earlier Carolingian ornamental ivory panels with inhabited rinceaux available to him at St Gall, while also drawing upon figural sources of disparate kinds for his images of Christ in Majesty, the Assumption of the Virgin, and his patron saint’s encounter with a bear (Plate 27).

The craft of ivory carving was connected not only with manuscript illumination but also with metalworking. A number of Carolingian ivories retain evidence of metal inserts and fittings, including extensive use of gold inlay and coloured paste ornaments on the largest complex of Carolingian ivories, the so-called *Cathedra Petri* (Throne of St Peter), in fact the throne of Charles the Bald (frontispiece). This work was probably originally made for Charles the Bald’s coronation at Metz in 869, and was decorated with relief ivories showing combat scenes, drawing upon ancient traditions of ruler iconography previously discussed, to which were subsequently added the twelve labours of Hercules.

Bravura carving upon hard and recalcitrant surfaces produced during the Carolingian period a unique series of rock crystals. Several of the smaller examples served as seals, that of Archbishop Radbod of Trier being a
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characteristic example, and indicative of original inspiration from ancient glyptics preserved to the Carolingian period and still in use, as well as of production in the lower Rhineland. The majority of the crystals have the Crucifixion as their central subject, and were certainly employed in liturgical contexts, such as reliquaries. The largest of the group (Plate 6) is a unique work made for a special occasion. Identified by inscription as having been made at the order of a ‘rex Lottarius’, possibly Lothar II (d. 869), it tells in eight episodes the apocryphal story of Susanna and the Elders, using the lively figures and emphatic story-telling gestures associated with the style of the Utrecht Psalter to make the story vivid and emotionally involving, and to point a moral lesson for the ruler. Perhaps no other work shows so clearly the manner in which, starting perhaps from an ancient inspiration, early medieval artists developed original and effectively didactic images.

Sculpture in ivory and rock crystal was closely associated with Carolingian Francia during this period, and especially with the Frankish king, but the other major medium for what may be thought of in the context of sculptural art, various kinds of metalworking, was widely employed across western Europe. Widespread archaeological and historical evidence indicates continuity from pre-Christian into Christian art in terms of style, technique, and even centres of production and organisation of work, but continuity went hand in hand with originality on many stylistic and technical levels. It has recently been argued, for example, that cloisonné enamel work was not a technique borrowed from Byzantium, as had long been thought, but very probably an indigenous western invention. Certainly the abundant surviving evidence shows the metalworkers’ delight in new ornamental patterns, in combining different techniques such as filigree, repoussé, enamel, set jewels and ivories to achieve effects of vivid colour and pattern. Aesthetic preference is manifestly for brilliance and variety. Metalsmiths, and especially goldsmiths, had in the pre-Christian societies of northern Europe commonly enjoyed high social status. Some may have been itinerant, although the evidence of workshops active over long periods of time rather more strongly argues for marketing over an extensive area, working for different wealthy patrons. High-calibre metalwork travelled easily, and aristocratic new styles spread rapidly, as seen in the eighth-century Hunterston brooch (Plate 5).

By the eighth century the primary focus of luxurious metalwork was the altar. Only from Derrynaflan in Ireland does a complete altar service survive
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from this period, including chalice, paten and stand, and strainer, the objects produced at differing times during the ninth century. Many other liturgical objects were decorated with metalwork, often combined with jewels, enamel work, ivory and other materials. Reliquaries are among the most numerous surviving works, but there were also many large altar and processional crosses, book covers, ewers, ciboria, censers, croziers and elaborate portable altars. Some works appear to have been unique creations demanded by special patrons and circumstances. The grand reliquary given by Charlemagne to St Denis is now known only from drawings and a few fragments, the drawing showing an unparalleled three-storeyed arcaded superstructure rising high above the chest. One of the most original works of the period is the silver base for an altar cross ordered by Einhard in the early ninth century (Plate 28), taking the form of a triumphal arch of Roman type, but thoroughly Christianised through an elaborate programme including large figures of military saints on the lowest level, the four Evangelists on the middle level along with the Annunciation and Baptism, and at the top Christ enthroned, surrounded by His Apostles. The work clearly relates to the cult of the Cross, a central theological and devotional theme of Carolingian culture about which Einhard himself composed an important treatise, and thereby bespeaks the intimate connection between works of art, their individual patron’s interests, and contemporary issues of broad cultural import.

Only one metalwork-decorated altar survives from this period, although literary evidence tells us that such magnificent works were found in a number of great churches. The fortunate survival, made by Wulvinus at the order of Archbishop Angilbert II (824–59) for the church of S. Ambrogio in Milan, brings together many characteristic elements of early medieval metalwork. The altar consists primarily of gilt repoussé panels, each framed by elaborate enamelled borders. Wulvinus appears on the back of the altar (Plate 29) in a large medallion, offering his work to the local saint, here the great St Ambrose. The aristocratic Frankish episcopal donor appears in an adjacent matching medallion; both donor and artist are rendered on the same scale, and both receive crowns from Ambrose. This self-portrait is perhaps the clearest, if extreme, example of artistic self-consciousness, even self-promotion, of the entire period. The artist is described by name as the maker, and is identified as a magister, presumably meaning a secular master.
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and not a cleric. His name is Germanic, and most scholars have seen him as someone trained north of the Alps, perhaps at Tours or in Charlemagne's court at Aachen, but called to Milan for this grand commission, upon which he may have worked with other artists. The back of the altar is decorated not only with the images of the donor and artist, each beneath a protective archangel, but also with twelve scenes from the life of the patron saint. Each narrow side panel features a large cross adored by deacons and surrounded by saints. On the front is Christ enthroned in Majesty at the centre of another cross, flanked by twelve scenes of His life, scenes including the Crucifixion and Resurrection but especially emphasising miracles.

Monumental bronze casting was also practised during the period, the outstanding example being the enormous bronze doors made for Charlemagne's palace chapel at Aachen, and the bronze railings which run around the second floor of the building's central space. It seems that the workshop producing such varied and spectacular works, which draw upon the abstract and optically complex patterns seen in other metalwork and also in manuscript painting, must have been located in Aachen itself. At least one life-size image of Christ on the Cross was made in metal in the ninth century; the silver original is now known only in the form of a sixteenth-century leather replica, but is described as a papal gift to the Vatican basilica during the ninth century.

The tremendous losses of metalwork pale into insignificance beside the loss of textile work of the period, which has almost entirely vanished. Textiles are not only necessities of life but occasions for artistic display in most cultures, and literary sources confirm the importance of textile work in the early medieval west. Much of that fine textile work seems to have been done by women, both aristocratic women in secular life, for whom weaving and sewing had been since Penelope a primary occupation, and nuns in the monastic life. By nature fragile, cloth has usually survived only in scraps, such as the bits of imported silks used to wrap relics, and even collected in liturgical books. Little has survived burial in the damp conditions of northern and western Europe, an important exception being the fragments from the ninth-century ship-burial at Oseberg in Norway, in which Queen Asa was interred. The fabrics found there included woollen tapestry borders ranging from six to nine inches in breadth, depicting long processions of horses, wagons, men and women, and providing a precious glimpse of the kind of works that must stand behind such famous later textiles as the Bayeux Tapestry. The most significant discovery of recent years is the large collections of textiles from the church at Maaseik in
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Belgium. Including woven silks and flat embroideries with much laid-work, the earliest examples of what was in the middle ages known as an English technique, *opus anglicanum*, here including gold-wrapped threads, the cloths show such patterns as arcades with inset interlace and floral patterns, and strips of medallions containing birds. Pearls were sewn to the cloth along the arches of one fabric, a detail which is only one of many which closely link the textiles to other arts of the period, and especially to manuscript illumination. The Maaseik fabrics provide direct evidence for the plausible supposition that textiles indeed served as important carriers of artistic ideas.

**PAINTING AND BOOK ILLUMINATION**

Painting on panels was a significant artistic medium in the period, although few examples survive. In the eastern Mediterranean both portrait and narrative icons were produced in painted form, and eastern images reached the west and influenced painting there, such as the Crucifixion painted on the wall of Sta Maria Antiqua in the Theodotus Chapel (Plate 30). Rome itself produced painted icons on panels, including small portraits of Peter and Paul from the late eighth century now in the Vatican Museum, and the monumental image of the Virgin enthroned between saints presented to Sta Maria in Trastevere by Pope John VII (705–7), who kneels before the throne to receive a blessing. Literary evidence indicates the production of panels with narrative scenes.

Painting on walls generally played a more didactic role than did panels. A notable example of the range and richness of mural decoration of the period is provided by the three major campaigns carried out in Rome during the pontificate of Paschal I (817–24). Sta Maria Domnica received a new apse with a figure of the pope kneeling before a huge enthroned Virgin and Child flanked by clouds of angels, a composition adapted from the earlier Virgin icon of John VII in Sta Maria in Trastevere, but given a more intimate and literally touching character through the new motif of the pope taking the Virgin’s foot in his hands (Plate 31).
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(Plate 21) closely follow the precedent of the sixth-century apse of SS. Cosma e Damiano, and they have accordingly been cited as primary evidence of the retrospective character of this art, a feature linking it with the spirit of the Carolingian Renaissance. Sta Prassede, however, was built for a novel reason, namely to house in its crypt over two thousand relics removed from the catacombs. Moreover, the triumphal arch opening from the nave to the transept has an unparalleled composition apparently showing large groups of saints led by angels to the bejewelled heavenly city, in which Christ, the Virgin and the apostles await them.

The mosaic medium is extremely costly, and only a few other surviving examples were produced during this period either in or outside Rome. Of the latter, two stand out: the dome of Charlemagne’s palace chapel at Aachen, and the apse of Theodulf’s oratory at Germigny. Because the mosaic at Aachen was totally remade in the nineteenth century, little can be said about its style, or about the origin of the workshop that produced it, so most discussion has centred upon its iconography. The basic reference is to the Apocalypse, with the Elders gathered about the throne of God in adoration, representing the chosen people of God, with whom the Franks identified. The emphasis upon the divine throne is linked to the royal Frankish throne in this highly idiosyncratic palace church. It is surprising that such a small foundation as TheodulF’s oratory at Germigny should have received any mosaic decoration whatsoever (Plate 14). The choice of the same conspicuously luxurious medium just deployed in Aachen and in Rome links Germigny to those programmes and renders even more forceful the sharp break in its iconography. No earlier apse decoration has as its subject the Ark of the Covenant set within the Temple of Solomon. Evidently the subject appears here illustrating Theodulf’s argument in the Libri Carolini that the Ark is the only image that can be said to be worthy of veneration, because explicitly authorised by God.

Iconoclasm made Byzantium largely inactive in monumental painting until near the end of the period, so that western Christendom developed
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173 See for example Dodwell (1971), pp. 10–14, figs. 1–3, who emphasizes the ‘absorption in the past’ in those mosaics even while noting that some portions display originality and seem ‘quite new’.

174 Oakeshott (1967), pp. 204–7 and fig. 121. For colour details of the apse mosaic see Grabar and Nordenfalk (1957), pp. 40–3. The church is the subject of the Bryn Mawr College Master’s thesis by Judith Freda, from which I have learned much, and which will I hope soon be published.


176 Schnitzler (1964) and Schrade (1966); for a discussion of the controversy concerning the iconography of the Aachen dome in the appropriate royal context see Bullough (1971), pp. 241–6.


178 Chazelle (1986).

this medium more or less in isolation. Almost nothing survives of mural painting outside Italy and the Frankish territories during this period. Painters working within an Italo-Byzantine tradition continued to be active in Rome, as witnesses the Theodotus Chapel (Plate 30) from the mid-eighth century, only one example of a series of paintings in the church of Sta Maria Antiqua starting in the late sixth century and continuing until the end of the eighth. Whether the tradition is truly continuous in terms of masters and workshops remains a very difficult problem even in regard to Italy, as there is some evidence suggesting an important impact of Frankish art upon the peninsula during the ninth century. Painting styles were clearly diverse, with such late eighth- or early ninth-century wall-paintings as those at Brescia and Castelseprio sharing enough similarities to suggest a direct link with each other, while participating in a lively narrative style.

From the Frankish territories to the north few wall-paintings survive, although literary sources suggest that they were common, including the decoration with many narrative scenes of both the church and the royal hall in the palace at Ingelheim. The Lorsch Gatehouse has architectural paintings in its upper room, and two later ninth-century crypts have extensive mural paintings. At St Germain at Auxerre architectural and decorative paintings accompany lively and expressively painted narrative scenes from the life and passion of St Stephen, including his martyrdom. Most important of surviving Carolingian mural decorations is the Johanneskirche at Müstair. Here all four walls of a very large hall church dating from the early ninth century were covered with paintings, now in heavily restored condition. The east wall has three niches whose lower sections illustrate saints’ lives, and which rise to large apses whose subjects include Christ in Majesty and a huge cross. On the western entry wall above the doorway is an enormous Last Judgement, the earliest preserved example of what becomes a standard feature in later churches, while the lateral walls each have five rows of eight rectangular narrative panels with biblical scenes.

If it is difficult to assess monumental painting because so little survives, at least outside the city of Rome, almost the reverse is true in regard to book
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181 Belting (1987), and in general Belting (1990). For an important earlier campaign see Nordhagen (1968).
182 Belting (1967).
183 Leveto (1990), with earlier bibliography.
184 The texts related to Ingelheim are conveniently edited in Faral (1964), pp. 157–65. Many others are gathered in von Schloesser (1892).
186 Brenk (1966).
187 Hubert, Porcher and Volbach (1970), figs. 20–3. Cwi (1983), with convenient list of iconographic subjects and drawings showing their placement on the walls.
Art and architecture

Illustration, of which so much survives, often in wonderful condition, ironically from almost everywhere except Rome. Books are enormously complex physical objects, constructed from parchment that must be manufactured, ordered into gatherings, folded, trimmed and ruled for writing. Books are, of course, first and foremost carriers of texts, texts whose arrangements and contents are essential evidence relating to the images, particularly as far as the relationship between the textual content and the illustration is concerned. Thousands of books, many elaborately decorated with ornament and figural miniatures, were produced in literally dozens of major scriptoria. The most famous books are closely or loosely connected with the royal Carolingian courts and the principal monasteries associated with the kings; the importance of courtly and monastic patronage is seen nowhere so clearly as in the area of book-painting. However, the stupendous quality and well-established renown of the courtly manuscripts, of which the Godescalc Evangelistary (Plate 32) made for Charlemagne c. 781–3 is one of the most significant, should not cause us to forget that the great majority even of richly illuminated manuscripts were made not for royal but for ecclesiastical, most often monastic, patrons and purposes. Indeed the most extraordinary feature of book-painting in this period, its emergence as a pre-eminent artistic medium, begins not at the Carolingian court at all but in the monasteries of the Merovingian and especially of the Irish and Anglo-Saxon world from the later seventh century and throughout the eighth.

From at least the second half of the seventh century, books in Francia, Ireland and in the newly Christianised areas of England began to be produced in which the ornamental designs of high-prestige native secular arts, especially metalwork, transform the appearance and status of books. Especially the books of Holy Scripture, above all others the Psalter and Gospels, became venerated objects, on some occasions carried into battle as palladia, associated with tombs and apotropaic magical practices, preserved as relics. By the late seventh century, with the writing and painting of the Book of Durrow at an unknown monastery variously identified as Iona or a site in Ireland or northern England, the fundamentally new idea of a completely decorated book is established, along with the essential cycle of illustrations that would long characterise medieval Gospel Books. The book opens with an image of the Cross, followed by prefatory texts and

188 Osborne (1990).
189 Shailor (1991); Bischoff (1989); McKitterick (1989a), pp. 133–64; Ganz, p. 792 above.
190 Fundamental for this approach remains Weitzmann (1947). See more recently Calkins (1983).
192 For the manuscript see Alexander (1978), no. 6; G. Henderson (1987), pp. 19–56; and Calkins (1983), pp. 33–63 and pls. 9–25 for the most easily grasped descriptive account of all the decorative elements of the book.
decorated so-called canon tables, tables of concordance originally compiled by Eusebius in the fourth century and preserved in most elaborately decorated Gospel manuscripts thereafter. Each of the four Gospels is preceded by a full-page miniature of the Evangelist, here represented by the Evangelist's symbolic creature alone but more commonly in later manuscripts by the Evangelist and symbol together, as in the portraits of the Godescalc Evangelistary (Plate 32). The Gospel text itself begins with a large initial letter or letters treated as works of art, with ornamental elongation of stem ends, and complex interlace and other patterns filling the letters themselves. Finally, each of the Gospel texts is preceded, and the volume opened and closed, by full pages of ornament, many featuring the cross motif, which have long been inaccurately but conveniently known as carpet pages. On these pages the stunning decorative quality and sheer aesthetic bravura is most purely expressed, and the links with Celtic and Germanic metalworking traditions are most obvious, while ornament is also used to carry sophisticated ideological messages and even protective functions.

The Lindisfarne Gospels and the Book of Kells are only the most famous among the Insular books that during the eighth century continue and develop the decorative ideas and structure announced in the Book of Durrow, adding a far greater range of colours and patterns, and human figures that derive in some instances from contact with Mediterranean traditions. To the established cycle of canon tables, initial pages and Evangelist portraits presented by the Books of Durrow and Lindisfarne, the Book of Kells, variously dated between the second quarter of the eighth century and the early ninth century, introduces episodes from the Gospel narrative, including the Temptation and Arrest of Christ, and a powerfully iconic image of the Virgin and Child enthroned. Great Gospel Books such as these received the most elaborate decoration, but some other text types borrow from their vocabulary. For example, the Book of Cerne, probably produced in central England for Bishop Æthelwald of Lichfield (818–30), draws upon some Gospel texts but is essentially a collection of prayers.

Grotesque ornamental heads constitute only one of several features linking the Book of Cerne with a probably earlier Gospel Book signed by a scribe Wigbald now in the Vatican, cod. Barb. lat. 570, a large and magnificently decorated book from southern England or possibly from an
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Insular centre across the Channel. However, in its Evangelist portraits the Barberini Gospels follow an altogether different path, eliminating the Evangelist’s symbol altogether, and showing a massive figure actually writing the holy words, with penknife in one hand and pen dipping into an inkwell with the other (Plate 33). The Evangelist is set into a landscape whose paradisiac connotations are conveyed by the rich vines at either side, and indeed the conception brings us very close to the kind of work which would have been one of the sources upon which Charlemagne’s famulus Godescalc drew in making his great Evangelistary in the early 780s (Plate 32). Even some small details of ornament link the manuscripts, showing one manner in which the earliest artist of Charlemagne’s court drew upon the Insular heritage in specific details as well as in the more important respect of treating even the pages of text in his book as luxurious images, set against coloured backgrounds and surrounded by elaborate ornamental frames.

It is arguable that the type of decorative structure and, even more important, the attitude towards the decoration of the holy book was transmitted by Insular missionaries to the Continent well before the end of the eighth century. By the second quarter of the eighth century the Trier Domschatz cod. 61 Gospel Book was produced at Echternach (founded 690). In its prefatory miniature of the four symbols of the Evangelists grouped about a cross (Plate 13) it closely reflects the traditions of the Book of Durrow. Already in this case the Insular or Insular-trained scribe Thomas, responsible for this miniature, was working with a Continental, Frankish collaborator, and later books from Echternach such as a mid-eighth-century Psalter in Stuttgart and manuscripts such as a late eighth-century or early ninth-century Gospels from the Essen Treasury (Plate 34) or a little-known collection of monastic homilies now in Cracow show the growing interaction between the different traditions. The style of drawing and iconographic features of the Essen miniature are varied, but the style of interlacing terminals of the cross and the extensive use of red dotting is an Insular feature, as is in one sense the huge initial I on the facing page.

Yet that initial page of the Essen Gospels has its smaller letters formed from the bodies of birds and fish, a characteristic not of Insular art but of the Continent. Since late antiquity, some letters had been enriched with animal and vegetal ornament, and by as early as the sixth century the beasts sometimes took over the letters entirely. This tradition was richly developed in Continental scriptoria of the seventh and eighth and indeed
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197 See McKitterick, chapter 25 above, p. 683.
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well into the ninth century, when, as has recently been shown, this western tradition, transmitted through Latin and Greek scriptoria in Rome, becomes a starting point for middle Byzantine types of ornamental script. Indeed there are other relationships between eastern and western illumination in the period, including the prevalence of large ornamental pages featuring the cross, which occur before, after and even during Iconoclasm. Crosses had featured and would continue to feature prominently in both eastern and western manuscripts from an early period, and the cross is always an essential and potent Christian sign, but there is evidence for its special association with military and spiritual victory during the eighth and ninth centuries.

Cross pages are common in book illumination in the west during the seventh and eighth centuries, occurring frequently in such Frankish examples as an eighth-century compendium of medical texts in Paris, BN lat. 9332 (Plate 35), in which a cross with inscription invoking the Cross along with the blood of Christ as an instrument of salvation is paired with the portrait of the medical author Alexander. Such illumination, drawing upon a Mediterranean ornamental koine of guilloche, knot and acanthus patterns along with bird and fish patterns, was reorganised into a recognisable tradition from the late seventh century, with the major centres of production at foundations such as Luxeuil in Burgundy and Corbie in Picardy. Many of these centres developed distinctive styles of script as well as ornament. Laon produced in the middle of the eighth century a series of books, including not only liturgical books but very elaborately ornamented library volumes such as a manuscript of Augustine's Quaestiones in Heptateuchon in whose initial page (Plate 36) Frankish beasts and leaves are combined with Insular interlace and dots, the two traditions seeming almost to go to war with each other in the strange beast eating pen flourishes at the lower left corner. The same page shows three lines of a distinctively Laon conception, in which the letters are solid black but played against complex coloured background, reversing the normal relationship between figure and ground in a manner not enhancing legibility but reflecting scribal play and interest in variety for its own sake.

Manuscripts continued to be decorated in the established Frankish traditions of 'Insular' and 'Merovingian' styles into the ninth century in many centres, examples of which have previously been mentioned (Plates 13, 34, 35 and 36), including works of great aesthetic and creative
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202 Nees (1980–1).
204 McKitterick (1981).
205 Hubert, Porcher and Volbach (1969), fig. 190; on Laon see ibid., pp. 192–3.
achievement. Royal manuscripts were also produced in this venerable
tradition to the end of the century, such as the magnificent Second Bible of
Charles the Bald, written probably at St Amand and presented to the king in
the 870s. The associated manuscripts are sometimes called Franco-Saxon
because of their obvious dependence upon the Insular tradition, but in fact
works in this style had been produced for decades in the Frankish territories,
at Echternach and in related scriptoria of northern Francia, and this royal
manuscript is neither retardataire nor a return to ‘barbarian’ traditions under
the impact of Viking invasions or anything of the sort. Indeed its extensive
use of gold leaf relates it to the Carolingian court workshops of the ninth
century, and the beautifully clear word principio at the bottom of the page is
written with some of the most elegant Roman lapidary-style capitals of the
period. The book is of a different tradition, but of no lesser quality, than the
better-known because more apparently classicising First Bible of Charles the
Bald, whose presentation scene (Plate 12) relies upon ultimately Roman
iconographic and stylistic formulæ.

Production of luxurious illuminated books for, and possibly at, the
Frankish court is first attested by the Godescalc Evangelistary of 781–83
(Plate 32). Although some scholars believe that a ‘court school’ produced a
continuous series of books for the three decades from the Godescalc book to
Charlemagne’s death in 814, books of which ten or so survive, including the
extraordinary luxurious Gospel Books from Soissons, Trier and Lorsch
among others, production was probably sporadic, guided by specific
circumstances, and concentrated in the last decade of the eighth century
following the establishment of Aachen as a court centre in 794. A second
group of manuscripts, exhibiting what some have termed a ‘Hellenistic’
manner with active and loosely painted figures set into spacious landscapes,
may have been associated with the court of Charlemagne or of Louis the
Pious, and in some aspects related to the episcopal scriptoria of Rheims. It
is indeed difficult, and has long been a matter of controversy whether books
written for or presented as gifts by Frankish kings after Charlemagne, such
as Louis the Pious or Lothar I, were written at the court itself or, as it
were, subcontracted through monasteries, as certainly happened in some
cases. Most problematic is Charles the Bald; clearly a large group of
magnificent books was written for him, including his Prayer Book (Plate 11)

208 See Nees (1986; 1985b).
211 Koehler and Mütherich (1971).
212 See Contreni, p. 711 above.
and the great *Codex Aureus* from St Emmeram, but no one has yet established where the scribes and artists were working, or how they were organised.

There is no doubt that the great books associated with the Frankish kings exerted a powerful influence on some monastic scriptoria. Tours and Rheims both produced illuminated books for royal patrons in the luxurious styles associated with the court, whether or not the books were intended for court-related functions or royal gifts. Tours was especially prolific, producing many elaborately decorated Gospel Books and even full Bibles annually during the period of its greatest flourishing in the second quarter of the ninth century. Rheims probably had not a single scriptorium but several associated scriptoria, produced books in the time of Ebbo and also of Hincmar, and also developed a series of manuscripts illustrated with pen drawings of great expressive vivacity, including the Utrecht Psalter, a style that had enormous impact not only upon contemporary but upon later illuminated manuscripts, and also appealed to workers in ivory and metal. Fulda produced Gospel Books closely related to those from Charlemagne’s court, while at the same time producing luxurious copies of the work of its own abbot, Hraban Maur’s *De Laudibus Sanctae Crucis*, all of which included the image of Emperor Louis the Pious, to whom the work was dedicated (Plate 3), along with other acrostic figure-poems, mostly devoted to and illustrating the cult of the Cross. Fulda possibly initiated the series of extensively, if less richly, illustrated copies of Hraban’s widely read encyclopaedic work, *De Universo*. Other scriptoria followed or developed their own traditions of decoration. St Gall, for example, produced at the end of the ninth century such different and highly original works as the Golden Psalter, St Gall Stiftsbibliothek cod. 22. That book’s programme of miniatures draws upon a wide variety of sources, some reminiscent of earlier ‘court’ products. Yet the Golden Psalter and other Carolingian books must be understood not just as results of their sources but of the particular functions they were intended to serve at the time of their making. The rich complexity of these works brought a wide range of aesthetic and intellectual challenges and rewards to their early medieval audiences, and can still do so today.

214 Koehler and Mùtherich (1971).
215 Koehler (1930–3); Kessler (1977); Calkins (1983), pp. 93–118.
216 Rome, Abbazia di S. Paolo fuori le mura; see Mùtherich and Gaehde (1976), no. xix, pls. 42–5.
IN all the chapters in this volume, far more has been documented than mere change and adjustment. It is not for nothing that recent studies have invoked phrases such as the 'formation of Europe' in relation to the early middle ages and in particular to the two centuries between 700 and 900, the period examined in such detail in this book. Since the planning got under way in the late 1950s for the splendid Council of Europe exhibition on Charlemagne, mounted at Aachen in 1965, the Carolingian ruler has been the symbol, rightly or wrongly, of European unity and the common cultural heritage of Europe. The Carolingian period and the role of Frankish political expansion and cultural imperialism have taken their place in the historiography of most European countries as an essential phase in those countries' development. As is clear from the relevant chapters above, some areas, such as Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Bulgaria or Scandinavia, were outside the direct sphere of influence of the Franks, yet cannot be said to be totally unaffected by events within the Frankish world. Peripheral regions, at the *fines imperii*, were affected in one way or another. Not one region of the area we now think of as Europe was so self-contained as to remain entirely untouched by events in the Carolingian heartlands, even among those for whom the benefits of Carolingian rule may not have been either welcome or obvious. To this extent, therefore, the Frankish dominance of the historical evidence is not entirely unaccountable. It is arguable, however, that it was not so much the political successes and failures of the Franks, or those of their allies and supporters or opponents and enemies, which impinged most on the regions encompassed in this book and for which they and this period as a whole need to be remembered. Rather it is their political ideologies, methods of ruling, social organisation, economic innovations, religious zeal and intellectual and cultural traditions that have left their lasting legacy.

The principles embodied in Frankish kingship and royal administrative methods had rested on a relatively influential and homogeneous network of
public institutions, inherited, ultimately, from the Roman empire. In many other respects, indeed, the Roman roots of early medieval public life are readily discernible, not least in the resort to the written word for records and in legal transactions. The unified currency system of the Carolingians, in which the Carolingian denarius was used throughout western Europe, became increasingly fragmented as the kings lost direct control over the various provinces. On a smaller scale and especially in England, however, the trend towards strong central control of the currency was maintained. Trade on a local and inter-regional level, based on the agricultural, craft and industrial products of the great estates, and patterns of estate management with the manorial system as the peak of a developing economy, were the beginnings of the organisation that underpinned the later development of towns and merchants. Although a society dominated by and organised round the nobility, it was an agricultural society with the beginnings of social and functional differentiation, coherent local hierarchies, a considerable degree of social mobility, flexibility and informality, and characterised by personal associations of great, if overlapping, variety which formed an elaborate network of mutual obligation. As Wickham commented, 'brute force remained an entirely normal element of social interaction', but there was also a strong sense of coherence and identity within settlements and a considerable degree of social and economic co-operation among the inhabitants. Within the public life of the areas ruled by the Franks, office holding, the provision of justice, the accretion of wealth and land and participation in government led to the successful integration of the aristocracy within the administrative structures of the kingdoms as well as laying the foundations for new political constellations of power, in the old moulds, in both the eastern and the western kingdoms. The Frankish exercise of power, like that of other rulers of the peripheral regions in the early middle ages, was one that depended above all on loyalty. This entailed the agreement to carry out orders without which government would have been inconceivable, and the bonds of mutual obligation and dependence existing between different individuals and groups. Such loyalty had its ritual expression in attendance at the assemblies convened by the king in which both lay and ecclesiastical magnates joined. At every level of society, moreover, women can be observed in influential roles within the royal household, the family, on the great estates, within communities and in the church. It is for this reason that, rather than allotting women a separate section, they were integrated into most of the chapters in this book. They manifestly did not experience a decline in their position in the Carolingian period as is sometimes supposed.

The reality underlying the order imposed or implied by so many of our
sources, and their often symbolic representation of the present, most notably in 'court' historiography, was anything but tidy. Throughout our period, despite the efforts to maintain strong centralised government, there was tension between central and local powers as well as between centre and peripheries. The manifestation and exertion of power in the secular world that the chapters above have documented is also to be observed in the control, power and influence exerted by the church over, and over the church by, secular magnates and rulers. The identification of the ideals of rulership with those of a Christian ruler are of paramount importance. Further, the impact of the powerful on both the secular and inner worlds of the church and its monasteries led to tensions not always happily resolved and which were to re-emerge frequently in the years that followed.

Yet the church also exerted a power of prayer. This too was fully acknowledged and exploited by the laity, for they invested in this power to an extraordinary degree. We thus see not just ecclesiastical intrusion into secular life but also the reception of religious norms in every aspect of quotidian lay life. Political power was linked with spiritual and religious power: reform and expansion went hand in hand. Political leaders encouraged the reform of a church which was directed at the moral welfare of all their subjects, and thereby widened the brief for the state's intervention in the life of its subjects.

In canon law and liturgy, as well as in the internal and external structures of the church, the developments and adjustments of the eighth and ninth centuries provided the bases for the subsequent development of the western church in its various regions. We observe the appropriation of the arts to a Christian education. Learning furnished part of the equipment of a soldier of Christ; it was linked with the spiritual health of society, and thus its material prosperity. Rulers learnt to take an active interest in events to make their own distinctive contributions for the promotion of learning and education. The Carolingians, their contemporaries and their successors all valued and supported Christian learning and ecclesiastical reform. Contreni and Ganz have stressed, moreover, how Carolingian books and textsbridged the centuries between late antiquity and the scholarly world of the tenth and eleventh centuries, and how, without the Carolingians, neither Latin script nor Latin texts would have secured the continuities that this volume affirms. The enduring achievement of ninth-century scholars was to provide a meaningful rationale for rigorous and sophisticated study and research, with the arts sacralised as paths to higher learning.

Carolingian learning, in all its variety and internal dissonances, was nevertheless at the heart of the intellectual and cultural legacy of the Carolingians to Europe as a whole. By the end of the ninth century,
moreover, fundamental attitudes towards art had been established in the Latin, Greek and Islamic worlds. In book-painting, sculpture, the decorative arts and architecture, forms closely related to and expressive of their religion as well as buildings characterising their religious institutions were defined. The role of the pictorial arts in religious practice in particular was established. It became accepted that art could embellish a holy place or object. In all the promotion of art, architecture and learning the ruler, and the personal patronage of other like-minded individuals, played a crucial role.

It was Latin and Christian civilisation above all which provided the common links between Ireland and Anglo-Saxon England, Francia, northern Spain and Lombardy, Carinthia, Rome, Bulgaria and Scandinavia and elsewhere. Individuals moved throughout this world. Many, as we have seen with the Irish and English missionaries in Germany, the Irish, English, Lombard, Spanish, Greek and Italian scholars at the Frankish court, the Franks who established themselves in Italy and the Greeks who settled in the Exarchate of Ravenna, were able to uproot themselves. They made a life for themselves elsewhere in a way that questions the appropriateness of national boundaries in our assessment of the coherence of the early medieval world.

There is no doubt that the foundation for the wealth and variety of European civilisation was laid in these centuries, and naturally enough, in the centuries before 700, as the preceding volume to this one makes clear. Of what artificially created period of history can this not be said? Nevertheless, it remains the case that the years between 700 and 900, despite the varying fortunes of political conquest and territorial aggrandisement, were years of remarkably accelerated cultural and political formation, when ideologies and institutions were determined, social structures coalesced, and religious, intellectual and cultural traditions were established. The remaining volumes in this series will demonstrate the degree to which they endured in the succeeding centuries in medieval Europe.
APPENDIX:
GENEALOGICAL TABLES

In the tables, rulers are indicated in italics.

Table 1  ANGLO-SAXON RULERS, c.700–c.900


1 NORTHUMBRIA (Bernicia + Deira)
Rulers of either Bernicia or Deira only are not indicated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Reigns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Æthelfrith</td>
<td>592–610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin</td>
<td>616–633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oswald</td>
<td>634–642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osric</td>
<td>655–670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Ethclthryth, dau. of Anna, k. of East Angles</td>
<td>(1) (2) 670–685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldfrith</td>
<td>686–705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Æthelfrith</td>
<td>m. Cuthburh, sister of Ine, k. of W. Saxons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Æthelred</td>
<td>m. (1) ? (2) bl. dau. of Offa, k. of the Mercians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Æthelred I</td>
<td>774–8; 790–796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ælfric II</td>
<td>788–790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ælfred, son of Eanhel, 765–774 m. Osgifu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ælfwine</td>
<td>d. 791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oelf d. 791</td>
<td>Oelfwine d. 791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Osbald 796 for 27 days

Eardwulf 796–806; ? restored 806
through intervention of Charlemagne and Pope Leo III

Ælfwulf 806/8–808/10

Æardwulf 808/10–840/1

Æthelred II 840/1–844–848

Eadwulf 844

Osbeth 848/9/10–862/3, 867
Ælle 862/3 or 867

II BERNICIA after 867

Ecgberht I 867–872; d. 873
Ricige 873–876
Ecgberht II 876–878
Eadwulf 878–913

Aldred

913–? after 927

Uhtred

III SCANDINAVIAN KINGDOM OF YORK after 867

Halfdan I d. 873
Guthfrith I 883–895
Sigfrid 895
Knútr ? c. 895
Æthelwald c. 895/900–903
Halfdan II ?902–910
Appendix: genealogical tables

IV SOUTH SAXONS

Ælle (?77 – after 491)
Æthelwulf before 674–680/5
Berhtun
Andhun
Nothelm [Nunna]? c. 692–c. 710
Wass c. 692
Æthelstan c. 714
Æthelberht c. 744–733 x 714
Eoforwulf, dux c. 772
Ola, dux c. 772
Ældawulf, rex c. 787–791
Æthwalæ, rex c. 765

V EAST ANGLES

Aldwulf 663/4–713
Ælfwald 713–749
Hun, Beonna and Alberht 749
Æthelberht 749
Eadwulf c. 796–800
Æthelstan c. 815
Æthelward c. 850
Edmund 855–869
Guthrum 878–889/90

East Anglia conquered by King Edward of Wessex, 917

VI HWICCE

Othere
Æthelheard
Æthelweard

Æthelric
736–737 x 743

Eadberht
joint kings 759 – after 759
Eadred
joint 757–757 x 775
Aldred
757–9 – 757 x 778

Æthelmund ealdorman 793 x 796–802

VII EAST SAXONS

Sledd m. Ricula, sister of Æthelberht, King of Kent

Sæberht, first attested King of the East Saxons k. d. 616/17

Sæxedred
joint k. 616–617

Sigeberht II, son of Sigibald 653–664

Sebbi
664–694

Sigheard
joint k. 694 – before 709
and a joint
king of Kent c. 692

Sigeheard

Swafred
joint k. 694 – before 709

Seaxedred

Sigeberht Parwus
?617 – before 656

Offa
between 694 and 709

Sigeberht 709–738

Sigeric
?–7798

Sigefrith
778–after 823.

In 825 the East Saxons submitted to Egbert, king of the West Saxons
In the ninth century Kent, Sussex and Essex normally formed an apanage for the heir to the West Saxon throne.

**Hengest**

**Oeric Oisc/Ohta**

**Æormenric**

512–c. 560

**Æthelberht**

560–616

m. (1) Bertha, Frankish princess

(2) Emma, Frankish princess

**Eormenred**

640–664

m. Sexburh dau. of Anna, king of the East Angles

**Eorcongota**

664–673

Eormenred m. Oslava

**Eorcongota, nun at Faremoutiers**

**Ecgberht**

664–673

673–685

**Eorcongota**

725–762

**Æthelberht**

725–748

**Ealred**

?–748

**Æthelberht**

762–c. 785

**Eadberht**

785–c. 807

**Aescwine**

785–827

**Aescwine**

798–827

**Sigered**

762, rex diuidae partis provinciae cantuariorum

Eanmund c. 762

Hæberht rex Canniae 764–765 x 785

Eorcongota, regina 765–c. 780–?

Ealhmund 784

Eadberht Praen 796–798

Cuthred 798–807

Baldred c. 825 x 827
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IX MERCIA

Pybba

Eowa

Alwih

Peada, princeps
converted 653
m. A

Peada, princeps

Cynewulf

Wulhere

Æthelred

616–655

658–675

675

675

709–716

616–655

675

716–757

757–796

796–821

821–?

873/4–?

879–911

m. Æthelflaed, dau. of
Alfred, King of Wessex

Queen 911–918

Ælfthryth, dau. of
Oswiu, King of Northumbria

Ælfthryth, dau. of
Oswiu, King of Northumbria

m. Alfred, King of Wessex

Burgræd

Æthelred II, earldorman

879–911

Ælfwynn, Queen 918–?

Cynethryth

Offa m. Cynethryth

Cuthbert

Æthelbald

Cenred

757–796

796–821

821–?

787/996–976

m. Brihtric

k. of Wessex

Ælfled m.

Æthelred

Æthelburh

æbbess

æbbess

k. of Wessex

Thereafter Mercia was ruled directly by the Kings of Wessex
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*(Cynegils was either the son of Cadwina/Cuthwine son of Cæwlin or the son of Ceol son of Cutha, Cynric's son.)*
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Table 2 THE LAST MEROVINGIANS

Dagobert I (623–639)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dagobert II</th>
<th>Bilichild m. Childeric II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>? Childbert adopted Pippinid 656–662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clovis II</th>
<th>639–657 m. Bilichild</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childeric II</td>
<td>662–675 m. Bilichild</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thuderic III</th>
<th>673, 675–690/1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chilperic II</td>
<td>715–721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clovis 675–676

Dagobert III 656, 676–679 m. Childeric II

Clovis II 690/1–4

Thuderic IV 721–737

Childeric III 743–751

deposed by Pippin III mayor of the palace

Table 3 THE ARNULFINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arnulf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chlodulf Martin Ansegisel m. Begga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pippin II d. 714

mayor of palace in Austrasia

m. (1) Plectrude, dau. of Hugo and Erminia

(2) Chalpaisa

Grimoald I

| Pippin I m. Ita |

Geretrud founder of Nivelles

Childebert adopted by k. Sigibert III k. ? 656–662

Wulfetrud abbess of Nivelles

Drogo, dux in Champagne

Grimoald II (643–656) mayor of palace in Austrasia m. Theudesinda

Charles Martel mayor of the palace 714–741

m. (1) Chrotrude d. 725

(2) Sunnichild

Theudald mayor of palace in Austrasia

Jerome Carloman Pippin III 751–68 m. Bertrada

Grifo d. 768 m. Chilpirc d. 735 m. Odilo of Bavaria

Childebrand

Nibelung

Charles (Charlemagne) 768–814 (see Table 4)

Carloman 768–771

Pippin died young

Gisela, abbess of Chelles
Table 4  PIPPIN III AND CHARLEMAGNE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pippin III</td>
<td>751–768 768 m. Bertrada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>b. 742 king 768–814 emp. 800–814 conc. Himiltrude m. (1) Desiderata (2) Hildegard (d. 783) (3) Fastrada (d. 794) (4) Liutgard and other concubines thereafter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carloman</td>
<td>Pippin Gisela, abbess of Chelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pippin the Hunchback (d. 811)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles the Younger d. 811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotrud</td>
<td>d. 839 m. Count Rorgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pippin king of Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis the Pious</td>
<td>(see Tables)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertha m. Angilbert later abbot of St Riquier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gisela d. 814</td>
<td>nun at Chelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hildegard d. 783</td>
<td>Drogo archbp. of Metz d. 855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh abbot of St Quentin and St Bertin d. 844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis abbot of St Denis 840–867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernhard k. of Italy d. 817</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drogo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 5  THE SONS OF LOUIS THE PIOUS (1): THE DESCENDANTS OF GISELA AND CHARLES THE BALD, CHILDREN OF LOUIS THE PIOUS AND JUDITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Louis I, the Pious** 814-840  
  m. (1) Irmengard  
  (2) Judith  

| Lothar  
  (see Table 6)  
| Pippin I  
  (see Table 6)  
| Louis the German  
  (see Table 6)  
| Gisela m.  
  819/22-874  
  m. Eberhard  
  count of march of Friuli  

| Charles II, the Bald  
  b. 823; d. 877; emp. 875-877  
  m. (1) Ermentrude, dau. of Odo, count of Orléans (d. 869)  
  (2) Richild, dau. of Count Buwin (d. 910/914) |

| Unruoch  
  Adalhard  
  Rudolf  
  Berengar I 888-924  
  k. of Italy 915 emp.  
| Heiliwich  
| Judith |

| Gisela  

| Louis II the Stammerer  
  877-879  
  m. (1) Ansgard, dau. of Count Harduin  
  (2) Adelheid dau. of Count Adalhard |

| Lothar  
  d. 865 |
| Charles  
  d. 866  
  m. ? widow of Count Humbert |
| Carloman  
  d. 876 |

| Judith  
  others  

| Louis III 879-882  
| Carloman 879-884 |

| Gisela  
  d. before 884  
  m. Robert  
  Count of Troyes |

| Charles IV, the Simple  
  sole k. 898-921  
  m. (1) Frederuna  
  (2) Eadigifu dau. of Edward the Elder, k. of Wessex |

| Baldwin II  
  Count of Flanders  
(863/5-918)  
  m. Æthelcyrth dau. of k. Alfred of Wessex  
| Ralph  
  (865-896) |
Table 6  THE SONS OF LOUIS THE PIOUS (2): THE DESCENDANTS OF LOTHAR, PIPPIN I AND LOTHAR, CHILDREN OF LOUIS AND IRMENGARD

Louis the Pious 814–840
m. (1) Irmengard (2) Judith, sister of Emma, dau. of Count Welf

Lothar 814 king 817 co-Emperor d. 855

Pippin I of Aquitaine

Hildegard

Lothar II 840 king d. 875 m. Engelberga

Lothar II conc. Waldwada m. Theutberga d. 865

Charles of Provence d. 885

Hugh m. (i) Theobald of Arles (illeg.) (2) Adalbert of Tuscany

Bertha (illeg.)

Charles of Provence d. 864

Pippin II of Aquitaine d. after 864

Charles 856 archbp. of Maine d. 865

Arnulf of Carinthia (illeg.)

Karlmann 876 king of Bavaria d. 880 m. Liutswind

Arnulf of Carinthia (illeg.)

Louis the Younger 876 king in Franconia and Saxony; 880 k. in Bavaria m. Liutgard, dau. of Liudulf dux of Saxony 3 children; no legitimate son reached adulthood

Arnulf of Carinthia (illeg.)

Louis the Child (legit.) k. 900–911

Louis the Blind (illeg.) k. 900–911

Zwentibold (illeg.) k. of Lotharingia 895, d. 900

3 concubines; m. Oda

Rotrud

Louis the German 817/826/833/840 d. 876 m. Emma, sister of Judith

k. of Bavaria 817/826/833/840

k. of Lotharingia

Charles II the Bald (see Table 5) king of West Franks

Charles III 870, k. in Alemannia 880, emp. and k. in Italy 882, k. of E. Franks 884, k. of W. Franks 887 deposed d. 888 m. Richardis Bernard (illeg.)

Karlmann d. 891

Arnulf of Carinthia (illeg.)
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Table 7  SCANDINAVIAN RULERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Son</th>
<th>Daughter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uto m.</td>
<td>Gorm the Old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tove m.</td>
<td>Harald Bluetooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistivol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunhild m.</td>
<td>Erik Bloodaxe (d. 954)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyra m.</td>
<td>Harald Fairhair m. Tora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Håkon the Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harald Greycloak (d. c. 970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gunhild m. Pallig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gunhild m. Svein Forkbeard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uto m. Daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ælfgifu m. Knut m. Emma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harald (1014–1018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estrid m. Ulf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gottschalk (d. 1066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Svein (d. 1035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harald Harefoot (d. 1040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harthaknut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Svein Estridson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 sons by different concubines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Erik of Judland = Horik II?
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Table 8  RULERS IN THE BALKANS, C. 700 – C. 900

Many of the dates and some of the names are debatable. This list is therefore provisional.

I  BULGARS

Teletz c. 760–763
Sabinos 763
Umar c. 765
Paganos c. 765–(? c. 770
Telerig c. 770–776
Kardam 776–c. 802
Krum c. 802–814
Omurtag 815–831
Malamir 831–836
Presian 836–852
Boris I 852–889, 893
Vladimir 889–893
Symeon 893–927

II  CROATS

No certainty before the middle of the ninth century

Trpimir I, c. 845–864
Zdeslav, 864, 876–879
Domagoj, 864–876
?, son of Domagoj, 876
Branimir, 879–92
Mutimir, 892–910

III  SERBS

Vlastimir s. ix med

Muntimir 8609–891/2
Strojimir
Gojnik

Peter Gojniković, 893/4–917

Prvoslav, 891/2–893/4
**Table 9: Rulers of Spain, c. 700 – c. 900**

---

### I VISIGOTHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Reign</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erwig</td>
<td>680-687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egica</td>
<td>687-700</td>
<td>Son-in-law of Erwig and Kinsma of Wamba; k. (672-680)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witiza</td>
<td>701-708/9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?Achila</td>
<td>709-10</td>
<td>Son of Witiza; k.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roderick</td>
<td>710-713</td>
<td>Duke of Baetilia, k. 710-713, last Visigothic King of Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agila II</td>
<td>710/711-713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areo</td>
<td>713-720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### II ARAB GOVERNORS AND AMIRS OF CÓRDOBA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Reign</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mūsa ibn Nusayr</td>
<td>711-713/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Mūsa</td>
<td>713/14-715/16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayub ibn Ḥabib al Lakhmi</td>
<td>6 months, 716-early 717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Horr ibn 'Abd al-Rahmān ibn 'Uthman al-Thakif</td>
<td>Jul/Aug 717-April/May 718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Samh ibn Malik al-Khaulani</td>
<td>April/May 718-May 721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Rahmān ibn 'Abd-Allāh al-Ghafeki</td>
<td>May-Aug 721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anbasah ibn Sohaym al-Kalbi</td>
<td>Aug 721-Dec 725/Jan 726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odhrah ibn 'Abd-Allah al-Fihri</td>
<td>Jan-Aug (?)/726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahya ibn Sallamah al-Kalbi</td>
<td>late 726-Nov/Dec 727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Uthman ibn Abi Nasah al-Khathami</td>
<td>Dec 727-June/July 728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodjefah ibn al-Ahwān al-Kaysi</td>
<td>June/July 728-April 729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Haythan ibn Ubeyd al-Kelbi</td>
<td>April 729-March 731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad ibn 'Abd-Allāh al-Ashjai</td>
<td>March-May 731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Rahmān ibn 'Abd-Allāh al-Ghafeki</td>
<td>(again) May 731-Oct 732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Mālik ibn Kattan al-Fihri</td>
<td>Oct 732-Oct/Nov 734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukbah ibn al-Hejaji al-Saluli</td>
<td>Oct/Nov 734-739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Mālik ibn Kattan (in revolt)</td>
<td>739-Sept/Oct 741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balj ibn Bashir</td>
<td>Sept/Oct 741-Sept 742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tha'labah ibn Sallamah al-Amali</td>
<td>Sept 742-May 743</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu al-Khattar Husam ibn Dhirar al-Khalbi</td>
<td>May 743-April 745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuabah ibn Yeid</td>
<td>April 745-746/7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III UMAYYAD AMIRS OF CÓRDOBA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Reign</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Rahmān I</td>
<td>756-788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hishām I</td>
<td>788-796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hakem I</td>
<td>796-822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Rahmān II</td>
<td>822-852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed I</td>
<td>852-886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mundhir</td>
<td>886-888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd-Allāh</td>
<td>888-912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Abd al-Rahmān III</td>
<td>912-929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10  RULERS OF THE CHRISTIAN KINGDOMS OF NORTHERN SPAIN c. 700 – c. 900

I  KINGS OF THE ASTURIAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Rulers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c. 700 to c. 900</td>
<td>Pelagius (718/22–737)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friluba m. Favila (737–739)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estrosinda m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fructuoso I 'the Catholic' (739–757)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silo (774–783)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adosinda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alfonso II 'the Chaste' (791–842)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nepotian (852)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ampullarii (850–858)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alfonso II 'the Chaste' (791–842)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vermudo I 'the Deacon' (788–791)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ramiro I (842–850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordono I (850–866)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alfonso III 'the Great' (866–910)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II  KINGS OF LEON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Rulers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>910–914</td>
<td>Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>914–924</td>
<td>Ordono II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>924–935</td>
<td>Fruela II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III  KINGS OF PAMPLONA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Rulers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>early ninth century–852 (?)</td>
<td>Enneco (Itigo) Arista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850/860</td>
<td>Garcia Iniguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852–905</td>
<td>Gardajimizeta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV  COUNTS OF BARCELONA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>801–820</td>
<td>Bera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>827–829, 835–844</td>
<td>Bernard 'of Septimania', by Bernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830–835</td>
<td>Berenguer, c. 830–835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>844–848</td>
<td>Sunifred I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848–849/50</td>
<td>William, son of Bernard, by seizure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848–852</td>
<td>Aleran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852–858</td>
<td>Odalric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858–864</td>
<td>Humfrid, c. 858–864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>865–879</td>
<td>Bernard 'of Gothia'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878–897/8</td>
<td>Wiulfred I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897/8–911/12</td>
<td>Wiulfred II Borrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>911/12–954</td>
<td>Sutler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>RULERS IN ITALY, c. 700 – c. 900</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong> LOMBARDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aripert I, son of Gunduald, brother of Queen Theudelinda, succeeds Raduald d. 652 and starts a new royal line.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percarit.</td>
<td>Godelper 661-662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. 661–662; 672–688</td>
<td>dau. m. Grimaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m. Bodeldinda</td>
<td>duke of Benevento k. 662–672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuninipert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. 688–700</td>
<td>Reginpert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m. Hermelinda</td>
<td>d. 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(an Anglo-Saxon)</td>
<td>Garibald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k. d. 672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romuald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>duke of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benevento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liutpert d. 700</td>
<td>Aripert II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. 700–712</td>
<td>Gumpert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(fled to Francia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anspand, Liutpert’s tutor, succeeded Aripert II, d. 712

Liutprand 712–744, son of Anspand. Liutprand’s nephew

Hildeprand k. 744

Ratchis, duke of Friuli, k. 744–749

Astinulf, duke of Friuli, k. 749–756

Desiderius, duke of Brescia 757–774

Adelchis, 759–774

**II** CAROLINGIANS (compare Tables 4–6)

Charlemagne, 774–814, emp. 800–814

- Pippin 781–810, sub-king
- Bernard, 812–817, sub-king

Louis the Pious 813/14–840, emp.

- Lothar 817–855, co-emp. 824–840; emp. 840–855
- Louis II 840–875, emp. 855–875
- Charles the Bald, son of Louis the Pious, emp. 875–877
- Karlmann, son of Louis the German, k. 877–879
- Charles the Fat, son of Louis the German, 879–887, emp. from 881
- Berenger I of Friuli, son of Gisela, daughter of Louis the Pious and Eberhard, count of Friuli, k. 888–924; emp from 915
- Guy/Wide, of Spoleto, k. 889–895, emp. from 891
- Lambert, son of Guy k. 891–892, emp. from 892
- Arnulf of Carinthia, son of Carloman, k. 894–896; emp. from 896
- Louis III, grandson of Louis II, k. 900–905; emp. from 905

**III** PRINCES OF BENEVENTO

Arichis II (758), 774–87

Grimoard III, 787–806

Grimoard IV, 806–817

Sico, 817–833

Sicard, 833–839

Radelchis I, 839–851

Siconulf, 839–849, Prince of Salerno 849–851

Radelgar, 851–853

Adelchis, 853–878

Gaideris, 878–881

Radelchis II, 881–884, 897–900

Aio, 884–891

Ursus, 891–892

Byzantine rule, 892–895

Guy IV of Spoleto, 895–897

Atenulf, 900–910

Landulf I, 910–943
Appendix: genealogical tables

Table 12  BYZANTINE RULERS, c. 700 – c. 900

I  HERACLIONS

Heraclius
m.
(1) Eudocia
Constantine III
Heraclonas
(2) Martina
Constant III
Theodosius

Constans II
668–685
Heraclius
Tiberius

Justinian II
685–695, 705–711

Leonius, 695–698
Tiberius II, 698–705
Philippicus, 711–713
Anastasius II, 713–715
Theodosius III, 715–717

II  SYRIANS

Leo III
717–741

Anna
m. Artavazdos

Nicephorus
Nicetas

Leo IV
775–780
m. Irene
empress
797–802

Constantine VI, 780–797

Nicephorus I, 802–811
Staurakios, 811
Michael I, 811–813
Leo V, 813–820

III  AMORIANS

Michael II
820–829

Theophilus
839–842
m. Theodora

Michael III m. Eudocia Decapolita
842–867
Table 12  BYZANTINE RULERS, c. 700 – c. 900 (cont.)

IV  MACEDONIANS

*Basil I*
867–886

m. (1) Maria  (2) Eudocia Ingerina

Constantine m. Theodora

Leo VI
886–912

m. (1) Theodora, widow of his half-brother
(2) Zoe Zaurzina
(3) Eudocia
(4) Zoe

Romanus I Lecapenus
910–944

Christopher  3 other sons

Helena m. Constantine VIII
913–959

Maria m. Peter
of Bulgaria

Romanus II
959–963

Theodora m. John Tsimisces
969–976
The list represents those primary sources referred to in the text of all the chapters in this book or cited in the notes, arranged in alphabetical order of author. Anonymous works and collections of documents have been listed in alphabetical order of title. In the case of the saints' Vitae the word sanctus has been removed from the title in order to preserve the alphabetical sequence of names. Collections of sources are to be found under the editor's name.


Actus Pontificium Cenomannis in Urbe Degenium, ed. G. Busson and A. Ledru (Archives historiques du Maine 2), Le Mans (1901)


Admonitio ad Omnes Regni Ordines (S2j), ed. A. Boretius, *MGH Cap. 1*, Hanover (1883), pp. 303–7

Admonitio Generalis, ed. A. Boretius, *MGH Cap. 1*, Hanover (1883), pp. 52–62


ed. G. Waitz, *MGH SS* xv:1, Hanover (1887), pp. 474–97


List of primary sources

Al-Akhbar al-Maimu'ah, ed. E. Lafuente y Alcantara, Madrid (1867)
Alagus, see under Rainogala
Alcuin, *De Dialectica*, PL 101, cols. 949–76
Alcuin, *De Virtutibus et de Vitiis*, PL 101, cols. 613–38
*Die alt hochdeutsche Glossen*, ed. E. Steinmeyer and E. Sievers, 5 vols., Berlin (1879–1922)
List of primary sources

Andrea Dandolo, *Chronica per Extensum Descripta*, ed. E. Pastorello, Bologna (1938–18)


*Annales Bertiniani*, ed. G. Waitz, *MGH SRG 5*, Hanover (1883)


*Annales Mettenses Priores*, ed. B. von Simson, *MGH SRG 10*, Hanover (1905)


*Annals of Inisfallen*, ed. S. MacAirt, Dublin (1951)

*Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four Masters*, ed. J. O’Donovan, 7 vols., Dublin (1851)


*Ansegisus of Saint-Wandrille, Capitularium Collectio*, ed. A. Boretius, *MGH Cap. i*, Hanover (1883), pp. 382–450


*Ars Laureshamensis: Expositio in Donatum Maiorem*, ed. B. Löfstedt (*CCCM 42A*), Turnhout (1977)

List of primary sources


Bede, *Opera de Temporibus*, ed. C.W. Jones, Cambridge, MA (1943)
Bell, H.I., *The Aphrodisio Papyri* (Greek Papyri in the British Museum 4) London (1910)
Bieler, L. (ed.), *The Irish Penitentials*, Dublin (1963)
Binchy, D.A., *Crith Gablach*, Dublin (1941)
Bobbio Polyptych of 862, ed. A. Castagnetti et al. (*FSI 104*) (1979), pp. 121-44
List of primary sources

Breviarium Ecclesiae Ravennatis (Codice Bavaro) secoli VII–X, ed. G. Rabotti (FSI 92), Rome (1985)

Brevium Exempla ad desribendas res ecclesiasticas et fiscales, ed. A. Boretius, MGH Cap. 1, Hanover (1883), no. 128


Candidus Wizo, Philosophical and Theological Passages, ed. J. Marenbon, From the Circle of Alcuin to the School of Auxerre: Logic, Theology and Philosophy in the Early Middle Ages, Cambridge (1981), pp. 152–70

Capitula ab Episcopis Attiniaci Data (822), ed. A. Boretius, MGH Cap. 1, Hanover (1883), pp. 357–8

Capitula ad Quibus Convocati Compositae Interrogati Fuerint, ed. E. Dümmler, MGH Epp. iv, Hanover (1895), pp. 565–6

Capitula Angilramni, ed. P. Hinschius, Decretales Pseudo-Isidorianae et Capitula Angilramni, Leipzig (1863)


Capitulare de Villis. Cod. Guelf. 2J4 Helmst. der Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel, ed. C. Brühl, Dokumente zur deutsche Geschichte in Faksimilis 1, Mittelalter 1, Stuttgart (1971)

Capitulare Missorum Generale, ed. A. Boretius, MGH Cap. 1, Hanover (1883), pp. 91–9

Capitulare Olomense Ecclesiasticum Primum, ed. A. Boretius, MGH Cap. 1, Hanover (1883), pp. 326–7

Capitularia Benedictae Levitae, ed. G. Pertz, MGH Leges 11:2, Berlin (1837)


Capitularia Regum Francorum, ed. A. Boretius and V. Krause, MGH Leges sectio 111, 2 vols., Hanover (1883–97)

English trans. (selection) P.D. King, Charlemagne: Translated Sources, Kendal (1987)


Cartulaire de l’abbaye de Cysoinget de ses dependances, ed. I. de Coussemaker, Lille (1883)


Castagnetti, A., Luzzati, M., Pasquali G. and Vasina, A., Inventari altomedievali di terre, coloni e redditi (FSI 104), Rome (1979)

Cessi, R. (ed.), Documenti relativi alla storia di Venezia anteriori al Mille 1, Padua (1940)

Charles III (the Fat), Diplomata, ed. P. Kehr, MGH Dip. Germ. 2, Hanover and Leipzig (1936–7)

The Charters of St Augustine’s, Canterbury, ed. S. Kelly, Oxford (1994)

Christian of Stavelot, Expositio in Matthaeum Evangelistam, PL 106, cols. 1259–504

Chronica di Monemvasia, ed. I. Dujčev, Palermo (1976)

Chronicon de 734, ed. E. López, Cronica mozarabe de 734: edición critica y traducción, Zaragoza (1980)

Chronicle of Alfonso III, ed. J. Gil Fernández, J.L. Moralejo and J. Ruiz de la Peña,
List of primary sources

Crónicas Asturianas, Oviedo (1985)
Chronicon Altinate, ed. R. Cessi, Origo civitatum Italiae seu Venetiarum (FST), Rome (1933)
Chronicon Aquitanicum, ed. G. Pertz, MGH SS II, Berlin (1829)
Chronicon Centulense see under Harulf
Chronicon Moissacensis, ed. G. Pertz, MGH SS II, Berlin (1829), pp. 282–313
Chronicon Monasterii Beneventani Sanctae Sophieae, ed. F. Ughelli, 2nd rev. edn by N. Coleti (Italia Sacra 10), Venice (1722)
Chronicon Vulturnense, ed. V. Federici, 3 vols., Rome (1925–38)
Clement of Ochrid (Kliment Ohridski), S'brom s'chimeia, ed. B.S. Angelov et al., Sofia (1971–7)
Codex Carolinus, ed. W. Gundlach, MGH Epp. III, Berlin (1892)
English trans. (selection) in P.D. King, Charlemagne: Translated Sources, Kendal (1987)
Codex Laureshamensis, ed. K. Glöckner, 3 vols., Darmstadt (1929–36)
Collectio Canonum Hibernensis, ed. F.W.H. Wasserschleben, Die irische Kanonensammlung, 2nd edn, Leipzig (1885)
Collectio Dacheriana, ed. L. d’Achery and L.F.J. Le Barre, Spicilegium sive collectio veterum aliquot scriptorum qui in Galliae bibliothecis delituerant 1 (Paris, 1723)
Collectio Dionysio-Hadriana, ed. J. Hartzheim (Concilia Germania 1), Cologne (1759)
Collectio Herovalliana, PL 56, cols. 11–354
Collectio Hispana et Collectio Hispana Systematica, ed. G. Martínez Díez (La Coleccion canonica hispana), Madrid (1966)
Collectio Justelliana, PL 56, cols. 747–817
Collectio Quesnelliana, PL 56, cols. 359–746
Collectio Veronensis, ed. E. Schwartz, Publizistische Sammlungen zum Acacianischen Schisma (Abhandlungen der bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften phil.-hist. Abteilung, Neue Folge 10), Munich (1934)
Collectio Vetus Gallica, ed. H. Mordek, Kirchenrecht und Reform im Frankenreich, Berlin (1975)
Conciliós Visigóticos e Hispano-Romanos, ed. J. Vives (España Christiana, Textos 1) (Madrid, 1963)
Concilium Moguntinense a. 813, ed. A. Werminghoff, MGH Conc. II:1, Hanover (1906), pp. 259–73
### List of primary sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ed.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concilium Moguntinum a. 847</td>
<td>ed. A. Boretius and V. Krause, MGH Cap. 11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hanover (1887), pp. 173–84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concilium Parisiense a. 829</td>
<td>ed. A. Werminghoff, MGH Conc. 11:2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hanover (1908), pp. 606–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concilium Remense a. 813</td>
<td>ed. A. Werminghoff, MGH Conc. 11:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hanover (1906), pp. 254–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concilium Rispacense a. 798</td>
<td>ed. A. Werminghoff, MGH Conc. 11:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hanover (1906), pp. 196–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concilium Romanum a. 826</td>
<td>ed. A. Werminghoff, MGH Conc. 11:2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hanover (1908), pp. 552–83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concilium Turonense a. 817</td>
<td>ed. A. Werminghoff, MGH Conc. 111:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hanover (1906), pp. 286–933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia Canonum Cresconii</td>
<td>ed. C. Munier and C. de Clercq (CCSL 148 and 148A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Turnhout (1963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantine VII</td>
<td>De Ceremoniis Aulae Byzantinae</td>
<td>ed. J. J. Reiske, Bonn</td>
<td>(1829)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantine VII</td>
<td>De Thematibus</td>
<td>ed. A. Pertusi (Studi e Testi 160)</td>
<td>Vatican (1952)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantina Porphyrogenita</td>
<td>De Administrando Imperio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dares Phrygius</td>
<td>Historia de Origine Francorum</td>
<td>ed. B. Krusch, MGH SRM 11</td>
<td>Hanover (1888), pp. 194–200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decebalus Pseudo-Isidorianae et Capitula Angilramni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leipzig and Berlin (1888–1923)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Cronaca Veneziana del diacono Giovanni (Chronicum Venenum)</td>
<td>ed. G. Monticolò</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deusdedit</td>
<td>Collectio Canonum</td>
<td>ed. V. Wolf von Glanvall, Die Kanonessammlung des Kardinals Deusdedit</td>
<td>Paderborn (1905)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicta Albinij</td>
<td>Dicta Candidi</td>
<td>ed. J. Marenbon, From the Circle of Alcuin to the School of Auxerre: Logic, Theology and Philosophy in the Early Middle Ages, Cambridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of primary sources

(1981), pp. 151–70


*Encomium Emmae Reginae*, ed. A. Campbell (Camden Third Series 72), London (1949)


Epistulae Selectae Pontificum Romanorum Carolo Magno et Hludowico Pio Regnantibus Scriptae, ed. K. Hampe, *MGH Epp.* v, Hanover (1898), pp. 1–84


Fantuzzi, M. (ed.), *Monumenti Ravennati de' secoli di mezzo*, 6 vols., Venice (1801–4)

List of primary sources


Florus of Lyons, *Opera, PL 119*, cols. 11–424


Formulae Merovingici et Karolini Aevi, ed. K. Zeumer, *MGH Form.*, Hanover (1886)


Freising Charters, ed. T. Bitterauf, *Die Traditionen des Hochstifts Freising*, Munich (1901)


Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen, ed. F. Liebermann, 3 vols., Halle (1903–16)

Gesta Hodoeporicon, ed. O. Holder-Egger, *MGH SS xv:1*, Hanover (1887)


Gesta Pontificum Antissiodorensium, see under Rainogala and Alagus

Gesta Sanctorum Patrum Fontanelensis Coenobii, ed. F. Lohier and J. Laporte (Mélanges de la société de l'histoire de Normandie), Paris and Rouen (1936)


Godescalci of Orbais, see under Gottschalk
List of primary sources

Harmer, F.E. (ed.), *Select English Historical Documents of the Ninth and Tenth Centuries*, Cambridge (1914)  
Heiric of Auxerre, *Miracula Sancti Germani*, PL 124, cols. 1207–70  
Heist, W.W., *Vitae Sanctorum Hiberniae* (Subsidia Hagiographica 28), Brussels (1865)  
Herard of Tours, *Capitula*, PL 121, cols. 761–74  
List of primary sources


Hilduin of Saint-Denis, *Vita Sancti Dyonisii*, *AASS* Oct. iv, pp. 696–987

Hincmar of Rheims, *Ad Hludovicum Balbum*, *PL* 125, cols. 938–90


Hincmar of Rheims, *Capitula quibus de rebus magistri et decani per singulas ecclesias inquirere, et episcopo renuntiare debent*, *PL* 126, cols. 777–92

Hincmar of Rheims, *Capitula Synodica*, *PL* 125, cols. 773–804


Hincmar of Rheims, *De Divortio Lotharii Regis et Tetbergae Reginae*, *PL* 125, cols. 619–772


Hincmar of Rheims, *De Regis Persona et Regio Ministerio*, *PL* 125, cols. 833–36


Hincmar of Rheims, *Opusculum LV capitulorum*, *PL* 126, cols. 282–494


Hraban Maur, *Commentarium in Ezechielem libri viginti*, *PL* 110, cols. 493–1084

Hraban Maur, *De Clericorum Institutione*, *PL* 107, cols. 293–420

ed. A. Knoepfler, Veröffentlichungen aus dem Kirchenhistorischen Seminar München 5, Munich (1900)


Hraban Maur, *Homiliae*, *PL* 110, cols. 9–134


Hraban Maur, *Liber de Oblatione Puerorum*, *PL* 107, cols. 419–40

Hucbald of Saint-Amand, *De Harmonica Institutione*, ed. M. Gerbert (Scriptores Ecclesiastici de Musica Sacra 1), San-Blasian (1784), pp. 104–21


*Institutio Canonicorum Aquisgranensis*, ed. A. Werminghoff, *MGH Conc.* n1:1, Hanover
List of primary sources

Isaac of Langres, *Canones*, PL 124, cols. 1075–110


Isidore of Seville, *Etymologiae sive originum libri XX*, ed. W.M. Lindsay, Oxford (1911)

Isidore of Seville, *De Eccksiasticis Officiis*, ed. CM. Lawson {CCSL 113), Turnhout (1989)

Isidore of Seville, *Etymologiarum de oryginibus libri XX*, ed. W.M. Lindsay, Oxford (1911)


Jerome, *Commentariarum in Hezehiel libri XIV*, ed. F. Gorie (CCSL 75 and 75A), Turnhout (1964)

Johannes Scottus Eriugena, see under John Scottus


John the Deacon, *Vita Gregorii II*, PL 75, cols. 91–2


Jonas of Orléans, *De Instituione Laicali*, PL 106, cols. 121–278


Karlmann, *Diplomata*, see under Louis the German


Lambert of Spoleto, *Diplomata*, see under Guy


Laudes Veronensis Civitatis, ed. E. Dümmler, MGH Poet. 1, Berlin (1881), pp. 118–22


List of primary sources

Legislatio Aquisgranensis, ed. J. Semmler (CCM i), Siegburg (1963), pp. 434—182
Leo III, Epistulae X, ed. K. Hampe, MGH Epp. v, Hanover (1899), pp. 87—104
Leo IV, Takika, ed. R. Vári, in A magyar honfoglalás kutató, ed. P. Pauler and S. Szilágyi, Budapest (1900)
Leo III, Epistulae X, ed. K. Hampe, MGH Epp. v, Hanover (1899), pp. 87-104
Leo IV, Taktika, ed. R. Vári, in A magyar honfoglalás kutató, ed. P. Pauler and S. Szilágyi, Budapest (1900)
Libelli de Imperia Potestate in Urbe Roma, ed. G. Zuchetti (FSI 55), Rome (1920)
Liber Diurnus Romanorum Pontificum ex Unico Codice Vaticano, ed. T. Sickel, Vienna (1889)
Liber Historiae Francorum, ed. B. Krusch, MGH SRM ii, Hanover (1888)
Liber Monstrorum de Diversis Generibus, ed. F. Porsia, Bari (1976)
Liber Ordinum, ed. M. Féröntin, Le Liber Ordinum en usage dans l'église wisigothique et mozarabe d'Espagne du cinquième au onzième siècle, Paris (1904)
Liber Pontificalis, ed. L. Duchesne, Paris (1935)
Liber Possessionum Wirtenburgensis, ed. C. Dette (Quellen und Abhandlungen zur mittelalterlichen Kirchengeschichte 59), Mainz (1987)
Liber Pontificalis, see under Theodulf of Orléans
Liudger, Vita Gregorii Abbatis Trajectensis, ed. O. Holder-Egger, MGH SS xv:1, Hanover (1887), pp. 66—79
Liutprand, Constitutio de Censu Portorum, ed. L.M. Hartmann, Zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte Italiens im frühen Mittelalter, Gotha (1904), pp. 123—4
Longnon, A. (ed.), Polyptique de l'abbaye de Saint-Germain-des-Prés rédigé au temps de l'abbé Irminon, Paris (1886—95)
Louis I (the Pious), Diplomata, ed. P. Johanek, Ludowici Pii Diplomata, MGH Dip. Kar. ii, Hanover and Leipzig (forthcoming)
Louis the German, Diplomata, ed. P. Kehr, Ludowici Germanici, Karlomani, Ludowici Iunioris Diplomata, ed. P. Kehr, MGH Dip. Germ. 1, Hanover and Leipzig (1933—4)
Louis the Younger, Diplomata, see under Louis the German
English trans. (selection), Whitelock, EHD 1
List of primary sources


Meyer, K. (ed.), *Über die älteste irische Dichtung*, Berlin (1913)


*Miracula Sancti Carileffi*, *AASS* OSB 1, pp. 631–4

*Miracula Sancti Demetrii*, *AASS* Oct. iv, pp. 222–6

Morin, G., *‘Textes inédits relatifs au symbole et à la vie chrétienne’*, *RB* 22 (1905), pp. 505–23


Murphy, G. (ed.), *Early Irish Lyrics*, Oxford (1956)


Nithard, *Historiarum Libri*, ed. E. Müller, *MGH SRG* 44, Hanover (1907)


ed. H. F. Haefele, *MGH SRG* n.s. xii, Berlin (1939)


O’Brien, M. A., *Corpus Genealogium Hiberniae* i, Dublin (1962)


The *Ordinals of Christ from their Origins to the Twelfth Century*, ed. R. Reynolds (Beiträge zur Geschichte und Quellenkunde des Mittelalters 7), Berlin and New York (1978)


Pacificius of Verona, *Manuale di computo con ritmo mnemotecnico dell’arcidiacono Pacifico di
List of primary sources

Verona (+844), ed. G. Meerseman and E. Adda (Italia Sacra 6), Padua (1966)
Pactum Hludowicianum, ed. A. Boretius, MGH Cap. 1, Hanover (1883), pp. 352-5
Paenitentialae Viniani, ed. L. Bieler, The Irish Penitentials, Dublin (1963); ed. F.W.H. Wasserschleben, Die Bussordnungen der abendländischen Kirche, Halle (1851)
Paschasius Radbert, De Assumptione Sanctae Mariae Virginis, ed. A. Ripberger (CCCM 56c), Turnhout (1985), pp. 97-162
Paschasius Radbert, De Corpore et Sanguine Domini, ed. B. Paulus (CCCM 16), Turnhout (1969)
Paschasius Radbert, De Paratu Virginis, ed. E.A. Matter (CCCM 56c), Turnhout (1985), pp. 5-96
Paschasius Radbert, Ecloga Duarum Sanctimonialium, ed. L. Traube, MGH Poet. iii, Berlin (1896), pp. 45-51
Paschasius Radbert, Expositio in Matheo Libri XII, ed. B. Paulus (CCCM 56, 56A and 56B), Turnhout (1984)
Paschasius Radbert, Expositio in Psalmum XLIV, PL 120, cols. 993-1060
Paschasius Radbert, Vita Sancti Adalhardi, PL 120, cols. 1507-16
Passio Anastasiae, ed. F. Halkin, Légendes grecques de ‘martyres romaines’ (Subsidia Hagiographica 53), Brussels (1973), pp. 86-132
Paul Alvar, Epistulae, ed. I. Gil, Corpus Scriptorum Mozarabicorum 1, Madrid (1973), pp. 227-70
Paul the Deacon, Historia Langobardorum, ed. G. Waitz, MGH SRL, Hanover (1878); English trans. W.D. Foulke, Paul the Deacon’s History of the Lombards, Philadelphia (1907)
Paul the Deacon, Liber de Episcopis Mettensisibus, ed. G. Pertz, MGH SS 11, Berlin (1829), pp. 260-70
Paulinus of Aquileia, De Conversione Saxonum Carmen, ed. E. Dümmler, MGH Poet. 1, Berlin (1881), pp. 380-1
Paulinus of Aquileia, Liber Exhortationis ad Hermic Comitem, PL 99, cols. 197-282
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